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THE PACIFIC MONTHLY ADVERTISING SECTION.

AS YOU KNOW
Tin- famous Marshall &i Stearns Patented Wall Beds and Fixtures have com

plrtclv solved the Apartment Bonn problem, for tlie hoankwper M well as for the

architect ami builder. And

YOU ALSO KNOW
That these ip—11 living', comfort-affording and income-increasing Patented

Wall Beds and Fixtures arc new universally recognized as a "Standard" and are

rapidly being adopted all over the country in Apartment Houses, Hotel- and private
homes. But

YOU MAY MOT KNOW
That the demand for the Marshall iSc Stearic goods is so tremendous that the

Company is called upon to do a business during 1907 which necessitates the selling
• lie of it.- 1'refericd Stock, thus increasing its working capital to meet this un-

precedented demand. And

YOU WILL BE GLAD TO KNOW
That evexjf cent received from the sale of the 10,000 shares of 6 jier cent Pre-

I Stock offered for public subscripticm will be turned into the treasury of the

Corporation and used IMMEDIATELY to increase its earning capacity; and that to

make the investment doubly attractive, one share of Common Stock will be given
\> A BONU8 with each share of Preferred Stock sold. And

OF COURSE, YOU KNOW
That such an investment opportunity rarely comes but once in a lifetime, and

that VOC should take advantage of it before this small block of stock is sold.

Finally, here are a few additional facts

YOU SHOULD KNOW
About the Marshall & Stearns Company and this 6 per cent Preferred Stock -

ill The Company is incorporated under the laws of California with an authorized

capital stock of $1,000,000, of which $250,000 is 6 per cent Pretend and *7.'>0,000

Common Stock, each having a par value of $10 per share, FULLY PAID; (2) the

Company has hitherto been a close corporation with not a share of Mock owned
'

by its founders and present exclusive owners; (3) the prolits from the un-

lilled orders now on the books are suflicient to pay a 6 per cent dividend on the en-

tire Preferred Stock and a substantial dividend on the Common Stock; (4) not

cent in dividends can be paid to the present owners, represented by the Common
Stock, until the full dividend of 6 per cent per annum, payable quarterly, has been

paiil on all the Preferred Stock; (5) after the payment of the 6 per cent dividend- on

the I'naJVrrod and Common Stock, additional earnings will be divided equally, share

and fchare alike.

This stock will he sold in large or small blocks to the LARGK or SM MI.
INVESTOR

Th* "Boom Id—I," showing how the saving of space Mar-
shall & Stearns patents, m.iihd FREE upon request

For further information, write or call at the I^os Angeles office.

NO
FISCAL
AGENTS

Marshall & Stearns Co. (**i

436-444 So. Broadway, Los Angolos, Oat.

NO
FISCAL
AGENTS

SAM FRAMCISCO. 004 Eddy Slrmml SEATTLE, 507-0 Bmllmy Building
t'mirr. A4~.it., Iai Ang*U%

Do not forfet to mention Tbe Pacific Month!/ when deallns with adT*rtia«ra. It will be anpr+ctatt-d.
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Insure Your Life
and you will feel a better man than before. You can look

the world in the face knowing that whatever may happen,

your home—your wife—your family—will be cared for.

When you are insured—if you have capital and want to

invest it in your business, you can do it with the assurance

that there will be the Life Insurance money left to your

family, if you should not live.

When you see a Prudential agent, hear his story, sign

the application and thus

Demonstrate to Your Family That
Your Love for Them Is Sincere

The Prudentiai issues desirable plans of Life Insurance to suit every income.

Write to-day for information showing what One Dollar

a week invested in Life Insurance will do. Dept. 23

THE PRUDENTIAL
Insurance Company of America

Incorporated a* a Stock Company by the State of New Jersey

JOHN F. DRYDEN, President Home Office: NEWARK, N. J.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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EDUCATE YOUR

DAUGHTER

AT

ST. MARY'S

ACADEMY

AND COLLEGE

PORTLAND

OREGON

HER future success as a cultured, true hearted woman of the

highest intelligence and usefulness depends on her edu-

cation and environment during these early impressionable years.

St. Mary's Academy and College now in its 49th year, offers every pos-

sible advantage; the very best mental, moral and physical development, ideal

home life, refined associates, the highest grade training [in music and art,

a splendidly equipped gymnasium
—basket ball and tennis—a magnificent

campus, and every opportunity for laudable enjoyment in the way of daily

walks, excursions to nearby parks, and trips to the seashore ; also, with

the parents' consent, the best singers and musicians are heard, and

libraries and art museums visited. In short, students receive, care-

fully chaperoned, every advantage of life in a metropolitan city.

St. Mary' s has a national reputation ;
its students come

from many states including Wisconsin, Montana,

Nebraska, Idaho, Alaska and Oregon. There are the

two distinct departments
—academic and collegiate-

each equipment for the most thorough work. Both

day and resident students are received, 440

having been enrolled the past year—chiefly

young ladies.
— Term opens in Sep-

tember; write at once for booklet y^/^*
giving further information.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL

EMERSON College of Oratory
WU. J. IOUI. t. M., LIIL B., hnHilt

The largest eeuool of Oratory, IJteratnre

and Pedagogy <» America. Ilalmatode-

eeiop In Um student a knowledge of his

empower* In expression, whether aa
a .-rraiivethinkrr or a-i Interpreter. A

m beautiful new bonding. Svauucf ete-

lt*t eiuns. liraduatcear* agoctat to teach

^f nralory. Physical Collar*, Dramatic
h Art, Literature. Pedagogy* TTth year
'

open* Tuesday, Kept. mitt. Address

"IlKMtY 1 VV. Kl >< t -Mil I II WICK lie.*

I kl.l. r rl»« 11.11. II«>1I>«MI. *««, H.-I..H, Maaa.

Abbot Academy
A&d.°.Y.

r '

111! I. mitl, rrinapjl. TTtkt'sr. (.redualr. rtcrtii e sn<] college

reaaratory coene*. Crnincitr admits to Smith, Vucar. Weilcsicy. Ml
illliita Pie* gess**ts, raodcra bu:Muig». Crmnuam. Tennis,

Hhal hell. I..II. Address \i.i...i Aradeiiiy.

Edgeworlh Boarding and Day School
For Girls »» •>•' *s»* «• asrrauesa ... .**>

122 l

Mil. II. P. LF.FF.BVRF. |

Mini. I>. HINTLKY I

1 24 W. f ranllin Street.

Ptincipala

JiAaaACHi-aima, Box J, Wnt Newton.

Allen School
A school for whnlraome boye. College preparation. Orrtifl-

ca'.r* given. Small Junior Department, Athletic Director.
Illoatraled catalogue Qeacribea apeclal feature*.

Our students are

employed by the

Covermnent. Good salaries paid to those

appointed. J.et us train you for an examin-

ation. Tuition low, information free. Write

PACIFIC STATES SCHOOLS
MCKAY BUILDING. PORTLAND. OREGON

YOUNG MEN

HILL MILITARY
ACADEMY

A Hoarding and Day School for Buy*. *****! Training.
Military Discipline. College Prryarsrlon. Boys of aay age ad-

mmed at ur time. Write lor llluaraled Caralognr.

Dr. J. W. HILL, Proprietor and Principal
PORTLAND, OREGON

Walker

inessCollcde
.-•rye)/.* y**»

Safeguard Your Future
By Business Preparation

In the Bchnkr-Walker Buaineaa College. We are In
cloec touch with all the important North wrat buaineaa
houaea, and place our atudentain good poaitiona when
competent. This isthedcaring house for busincae men.
Enroll for day or evening claaaea,—achool open the
year round. Send for handsomely illustrated catalog

ELKS BUILDING, PORTLAND, OREGON

Q tosf/ye/ej

)Wb\f\\L©1
i i n ii vn:t:i:i in i hi -r \i:k

I.oa Angelea, California KataMi-li.il lHH'i
PACIFICTEEILEGRARH

School^otnmercuU. K. R. and Press Work. Poamoaa. tta year.
417 \V. Fifth Street. Log Angeles, California.

J? O Tt T L JL IS I> J±. O Jk. r> E in y
The nineteenth year opena September 16. 1907.
The Academy proper fits boy* and girls for Kaatera and Western college.
A primary and graramcr school receives boys and girls as early aa the age of 6, and fits them for the

Academy.
A gymnasium in charge of a skilled director. Track and field alheletica.
The Academy haa a boarding hall for girls, well appointed and under excellent care and supervision.
For catalogue or further information addreaa PORTLAND ACADEMY, PORTLAND, OREGON

f
tZ§E$%g# FOR STUDENTS

DURING VACATION MONTHS

WK HAVK an exceptionally attractive proposition
to offer to those young men and women who desire

employment during the vacation months. 1 It is a

strictly high grade proposition. 1 We want live represen-
tatives in every section of the U. S. 1 The time to make
your contract is now, before the best territory is taken.

1 Our representatives make money; the lowest average
is $5.00 per day, the highest $12.50. 1 "It's up to

you" as to what your mark will be. 1 Write today,

stating territory you prefer, and give references. Address

l>«>(M«rt merit Pacific Monthly Pi blismim; Co., Portland, Omgon
Da not forget to mention The I'ariSe Monthly when dealing wllb advertiser* It will be appreciated.
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ATLANTIC CITY

TKe Wiltshire
Ocean End or Vlrgima Ave.

Convenient to all Piers, Attractions, Amusements
and Bathing Grounds.

The Cuisine is Unsurpassed.
Wide Porches, Large Public Rooms, Ladies* Writ-

ing Room, Ladies' Parlor. New
Cafe, Barber Shop.

AN UP-TO-DATE HOTEL.
Local and Long-Distance Telephone in Rooms.

American and European Flan.

Our Motto—"
Service and Comfort."

Send for Booklet and Rates
S. S. PHOEBUS, Prop.

HOTEL
MARTINIQUE
Broadway, 32nd and 33rd Sts.

TNDER the same management
**J as the famous Hotel St. Denis.

The same prompt, quiet service,

and the same splendid cooking that

have made the "St. Denis" famous

among the older of New York
Hotels can now be obtained at the

magnificent new Hotel Martinique.

HEasy walking distance of theatres

and the up-town shops. Convenient

toallferries and every railway station

WE TAYLOR & SON
PROPRIETORS

PITTSBURG, PCNN.

HOTEL SCHENLEY
Surrounded by three acres oflawn and gardens,

away from the noise and smoke.

Absolutely Fireproof

The Leading Hotel in Pittsburg
Opposite the Six Million Dollar Carnegie Insti-

tute and Library, also the Carnegie Technical
Schools. Wire or write and Automobile will meet
you at Union Station and take you to Hotel in
ten minutes. The most attractive Hotel in Penn-
sylvania. Send for Booklet

JAMES RILEY,
Proprietor and Manager-

THE NEW KENMORE
Albany, N. Y.

Strictly Flee Safe

ONE OF THE BEST HOTELS IN THE CITY
EUROPEAN PLAN

$30,000 SPENT IN IMPROVEMENTS
SI-GO and upwards. 100 Booms and Bath. 175 Rooms

with Hot and Cold Running Water. Special attention

C'
\ to Tourists. Long Distance Telephone in every
m. Ouisine and Service Unexcelled. Five minutes'

walk to Onpitol Building and all Theaters. Two
minutes from Union Depot.

BUSSES MEET ALL TRAINS AND BOATS

OAKS
J. A,

HOTEL CO.
OAKS, Prop.

Don't "forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE

HOTEL LANKERSMIM
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

roruLAi

PIKtS

j 6
Pn.jtf Mk

EVERY ROOM AN OUTSIDE ONE

COOPER & DAVIS
I.KSSKI S

CORNER SEVINTH STREET AND BROADWAY

The PORTLAND
M. C. BOWERS. Manager

The Leading Hotel of the

Pacific Coast

European Plan Only • Rooms
$1.00 per Day and Upwards
Handsome Restaurant — Music

Every Evening 8.00 to 12.00

Headquarters for Tourists and

Commercial Travelers

PORTLAND, ORE.

Americas Most BeautifulResort
ALL

GOLF OUTDOOR AMUSEMENTS BOATING
TENNIS 4 FISHING
Thousand .^land Ho^f&Alexandria Bay, N.Y

onthest.l|.v^rence river.

M0^N*JIU«J"J 1 »y-3*1
'

£'_ WtSSILllL.|yJO-ST

APPOINTMENT ^"*™>* booklets and rates PICTURESQUE
O.G.STAPLES Proprietor

RIGGS HOUSE! WASHINGTON D.C. O.G. STAPLES PROP.

rg«r to mention Tb» l'«rl«c Monthly wbn <tralinr with «dr»Tlt»r». Il will h» apprwlated.
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The August Pacific Monthly

Every now and then a person likes to go
somewhere for dinner and leave the menu to

the chef. It is a great relief at times not to

know what you are to have to eat, just so there

is assurance that all will be well-dressed, well-

cooked and well-served.

The Editors have prepared a great variety
of excellent dishes for the epicure who likes to

dine at The Pacific Monthly table. We shall

not inform you what the dishes are.

We have kept in mind the season, the de-

light of all gourmands in delicately flavored

and rare entremets, in substantial and savory
meats and in luscious dressings.

Pictorially and from a literary standpoint
The August Pacific Monthly will be charming.
It will begin two new features of surpassing
interest to all Western Americans. It will

mark a departure---a further step in the pro-

gress of the only Western magazine.
We shall ofFer all our readers the best that

the market affords; and because we feel that

this issue must speak for itself, because we are

confident that nothing we could say would
half bespeak the gratification that the number
itself will evoke, we are silent.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertiser*. It will be appreciated.
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LOST STORIES
FV»r every story fashion. 'd by th' 1 hand of the fiction writer out of lift*.

dozen never gel beyond the ear of some casual hearer. The finest *t

never are finished.

How often have you heard a sentence in a crowd that awakened your
curiosity.' IIow many times have you felt that no price would be too great
to paj) for the completion of the story of which you heard only :i little.'

Mtists affirm that, given a fish scale, they can reconstruct the tish :

"firen the hone found in a heap of ruins in Montana, the geologic ami
bioloL'ist together can deserihc the animal it belonged to and tell its history.

Tin- first of American short -story writers held it as an article of faith

thai from the lirst chapter of a novel be could deduce the whole plot to

its climax.

On this Pacific Coast all the best stories in the world have their de-

nouement. Hut we h.ar only a word here, a sentence there, an exclama-
tion yonder.

Can the story-writer reconstruct the human drama from a word
The editon of The Pacific Monthly are going to make the experiment

We L'ive bohlll an actual transcription of an incident and a conversation
heard amid the throng. For the Deal storv. working out this to a beginning
and an end. we shall pay not less than TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS.

Scene : A street car. A woman is in one of the seats, her hand luggage by her side

bearing various foreign labels. She is young, evidently a stranger. She gases tranquilly
out of the opposite window till a young man gets on the ear and takes his seat ofposite
her. A third man jumps on the ear, addressing the eonduetor:

Third Man—Say. conductor, what 's the time of day?
Conductor (pulling at his wateh)—ItV about—
The Girl (to herself, putting her hand to the wateh at her hell, but withdrawing it

hastily)—I wonder—could it be? 0-oh !

The Man (doing the same thimg and suddenly eatehing himself)—What if it should
be that hour? (He listens for the conductor's answer.)

Conductor— It 's twenty minutes to three. My watch is slow just
—

The Girl (looks at the man and lowers her eyes. He returns her glance and
flushes. She murmurs, softly)—Kven now I'm not sure—it might be that his watch is

wrong and it is that time. But I dare n't look!

The Man—I knew it would come!

The Girl (looking oirr at him)—Jim!
The Man— Edith!

The Girl—And I haven't been »blc to look at my watch in the afternoon smcr yon
counted those secouds—before he— {breaks off , sobbing.)

The Man—I sold that watch. But every afternoon about—this time—I wonder. It

was two years ago !

The GtRL—And we never saw each other—till now. And he—
The Man (suddenly leaning forward)—He—he never knew the time.

The Girl—Jim!

The Conductor—Washington Street!

There are no restrictions on writers except that they shall, to the best

of their skill, logically work out the elms L'iven in these actual episodes
into good short storiea Solutions will he received until Oetobpt 1. 1907.

Do not foriet to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertiaera. It will be appreciated.
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SEASHORE AND COUNTRY COMBINED

Our own Automobiles to Rent. Public Garage and Auto Supplies

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
Season June 27th to September 12th.

Until June 25th Address, Hotel Wadsworth, Boston, Mass.

Cape Trinity

NIAGARA TO THE SEA
The grandest trip in America for health and pleasure. The Thousand Islands, Rapids, Montreal, Quebec,

and the famed Saguenay River, with its stupendous Capes "Trinity" and "Eternity."

Send be. postagefor illustrated guide to THOS HENRY, Traffic Manager, Montreal. Can.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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HOLLADAYS ADDITION
TKe feotfr-phical CENTER of Portland.

Tktt moat DESIRABLE and only exclusive re.i-

dencc district in th« City.
A level plateau well drained, 150fect above river.

Command- a fine view of tKe City, tke river, Mt.

Hood, Mt. St. Helena, Mt. Adam* and aurroundin^

country.
I* very accessible and witKin eaay walking dis-

tance of the buaineaa district.

Haa one Hour more SUNLIGHT than over the

river.

Haa improved street*, fa*, electric lights, water

mains, trolley lines and acwer*.

Lots sold on advantageous terms to home-builders.

Seeing ia believing. Locate your home where it

will be a comfort and a joy and an investment that

is certain to enhance in value.

THE OREGON REAL ESTATE CO.,
88# THIRD STREET. Room 4. PORTLAND, OREGON

ARIZONA CORPORATION LA WS the molt liberal in the I'nltrd
States. No franchise lax. B

holder, exempt from all corporate debu. No public statement! required. Capitalisation doeanrt t fleet o at.

Fie very small. Charter* cannot be repealed by s beequent legislation. Hold stockholder, and directors

meetings, keep bookaand transact business anywhere. Any kiid of stuck can be issued and paid up in cash,
services or property and made nonassessable. T rritorial officials prohibited from serving companies. Book
of forms for corporate instruments and procedure, by-lisrs, minutes, proxies, notice,, etc., gratis with each

incorporation, write or wire for free copy of laws, b'anka ani fuM particulars.
SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES X INVESTMENT COMPANY

P. O. Box S 3BB Phomnlx, Arizona

THE HOTEL HAMILTON
is a delightful place in theARE YOU GOING TO ST. LOUIS?

Best Residence Section and away from the noise and smoke, yet within easy access.

Transient rates, $1.00 to $3.00 per day, European plan. SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK. Write for booklet, Address, W. F. WILLIAMSON, Manager.

TRIAL CAN FREE

The Kind
That
Don't

Wsar Ott

"fLOORSHIKf
ENAMELS
For Floors. Furniture. Wood-
work: Oak. Cherrf. Mahogany,

Walnut, Etc.

fpoMiqr
ENAMELS FOR OLD OR NEW WOODWORK
Wears like Cement—Dries over night with

Brilliant Gloss. Contains no Japan or

Shellac. Write at once for Free Booklet,
Color Card and List of Dealers.

-parent "Floor-Shine" for Hardwood
Floors, Linoleums and Furniture. Sample
can by mail free; send ioc (to pay postage);
enough for a table, chair or a kitchen cabi-

net.

Address FLOOR-SHINE CO., St. Louis, Mo.

"// you art a dta.hr writ* for tkt aotney

r
SEND

for 250 Cactus
Paper Clips

Mr. Busies— Man—Don't an pins
fasten joor letters, etc.. with. It mu-
tilate, jroor papers and
us Ij to handle—the

-
makes them
points often

woandlne the Borers. The "Cartas''
I'sner Clip Is simple. effeetlre end Ines

Coslee—
Made 1 to GO sheets firmly.

nd lor with roar name and address
snd we'll mall 700. box of SM
"Cactus" Clips, pastas, paid. Write to-

day.

Cunningham, Curtiss
and Welch Company

252 South Spring Street

Los Angeles, California

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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138 Million Circulation
The Department of Commerce and

Labor reports that the aggregate circulation

per issue of newspapers and periodicals pub-
lished in this country is as follows:

Daily newspapers 21,042,294

Weekly, Semi-weekly and Tri-weekly 39,965,695

Monthlies of all classes 62,776,155

Quarterlies 11,709,655

All other classes 2,878,594

A total of .138,372,594

It seems almost incredible that so much periodical litera-

ture should be absorbed by the people of this country. This is

surely a nation of readers—no family so isolated but that it may
have its daily or weekly paper and monthly magazine.

The average American is thus kept alive to the progress of

the world—he is keen, alert and well informed and he comes to

rely upon his favorite publication for information and mental

stimulus.

Here is where the advertiser comes in and this is why he

finds so receptive an audience—millions of readers who are ready

to hear what he has to say. But bear this in mind—the one thing

that gives value to a medium is the influence it exerts in the

community.

In making a choice thefirst question to be askea ana answered

in regard to any publication is WHO reads it?

Ask that question about Scribner's Magazine—and then

advertise in it.

RATE #250.00 PER PAGE.

CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS, Publishers

153-157 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Western Office—153 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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FICTION FOR SUMMER READING

A WOMAN'S WAR. By Warwick Deeping.
A story of the rivalry of two women, whose husbands arc rival doctors in the

little English town of Roxton. The story is strongly and finely wrought; it is

rich in interesting events and character -.unlit--, both grave and humorous, and
throughout there is the delightful environment of charming English people and
English homes.

Post 8vo. Price, $1.50.

BUD. By Neil Munro.
Bud is a little Chicago girl, who comes to live in an old-fashioned Scottish

village. Her unexpected depths both of ignorance and precocious knowledge, her

breezy ways and Chicago slang are all in delightful and diverting contrast to the
slow conservatism of the little town, and her staid Scotch "aunties." There is no
pause in the delicate humor and captivating simplicity of the tale. It is charming
from cover to cover, and absolutely new.

With Frontispiece. Price, $1.50.

THROUGH THE EYE OF THE NEEDLE. By W. D. Howell..
Done in this great master's most delightful style, this novel tells the w1iiihmc.i1

story of how a certain kind of what might be called socialism really works. A
charming love story of an American woman in Altruria—a country which ha- DO
money, and where cooks and lords, farmers and poets are all alike.

Price, $1.50.

THE CRUISE OF THE SHINING LIGHT. By Norman Duncan.
"The people who move through the story arc wholly new acquaintances, the

like of whom we have never met before. Nothing better has been drawn since

Dickens, and it is an open question whether Dickens himself ever eclipsed Nick
Top—a compound of the pulpit and the foremast." —San Francisco Chronicle.

Price, $1.50.

THE MYSTICS. By Katherine Cecil Thurston.
A new novel—a story of romance and mystery in London by the author of

The Masquerader. Scene follows scene with the same persistent excitement and
breathless fascination.

Illustrated. Price. $1.25.

THE INVADER. By Margaret L. Woods.
The astounding, bewildering story of a woman with a dual personality. "A

situation almost as piquant as The Masquerader," say- the Chicago Record-Herald,
"and it may be depended upon to keep people up nights." "The dazzling changes,
the bewildering transmutations of the heroine, are not only plausible but al>

ingly interesting."—London Telegraph.
Price. $1.50.

THE PRINCESS AND THE PLOUGHMAN. By Florence Morse Kingsley.
A charming idyll of American life, embodying a sweet and novel love tale.

"The princess" is an American girl, with whom "the ploughman" falls in love and.
later becomes her knight-errant in a most romantic manner.

Price, $1.85.

TO THE CREDIT OF THE SEA. By Lawrence Mott.
A book full of the salt and savor of the sea. -i.irtlingly real in the dramatic

scenes in the life of the brave fishermen off the "Banks" and Labrador coast. The
heroism, daring, and self-sacrifice which make up so large a part of their careers
are vividly displayed.

Illustrated. Price. $1.50.
THE LONG TRAIL. By Hamlin Garland.

le of adventure, which, like Treasure Island, will please older readers even
more than young folks. It is* rich in outdoor adventures, perils and bravery—a

thoroughly enjoyable hook, describing a lad's overland trip to the Klondike gold
fields.

L
Illustrated. Price, $1.25.

HARPER y BROTHERS. Publisher.
NEW YORK

Don't forfet to mention Th* firlnc Monthly wh*n itrattnc with xtmrtlam. It wffl b*
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THE LAND WHERE THINGS GROW

There are homes for thousands in the

Klamath Basin where the United States Re-
clamation Service is building an irrigation

system to furnish water to 250,000 acres of

land adapted to extensive farming.
It is land that will produce the most pro-

fitable class of crops, including sugar beets,

celery, asparagus, potatoes, wheat, oats, bar-

ley, rye, alfalfa, timothy, vegetables and fruits.

Several thousand acres under irrigation de-

monstrate its adaptability.
The largest body of standing soft pine

timber on the Pacific Coast is the basis for

great lumber industries, insuring home market
for products.

Lines of railroad under construction will

soon link this region with both Portland and

San Francisco, and through these ports of the

Pacific to markets of the world.

There is very little agricultural land open
to homestead entry, but choice land can be

bought at reasonable price in tracts of 160 acres

or less.

An ideal section for the poultry grower,

gardener, dairyman, stockman or feeder, with

rare business openings.

KLAMATH HAS SOMETHING GOOD POR YOU

For Further Information, write to

Klamath Dev. Co. frank Ira White Klamath Co. Abstract Co. or to

Hot Springs Imp. Co. Mason & Slough Wilbur White, C. H. McKendree
J. W. Siemens Klamath Com. Agency of Klamath falls. Ore. Chas. B. Pattee,

Klamath Co. Bank first National Bank Bonanza, Ore.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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>OKANE RrTLSH I

COTCHUPCO,;

W

DOLLARS FOR YOU
It in not a question of what you can do with your hands. It is a question

of how shrewd a business man or woman you are, how much foresight you

have—those are the qualities that make fortune*.

Just so surely as there was money for the stockholders in the H. J. Heinz

Co., in the Grape Nuts Co., in the Royal Baking Powder Co., and countless

others just so surely is there money in the Spokane Relish & Catchup

Company for you. Share in the profits of the business with us.

Stock Now Sells for $1.26 per Share

A Advances are in Sight.

T<f»
We have unlimited quantities of fruits and vegetables, nothing

\± \^/ has to be shipped in, thereby losing flavor and freshness.!

We have excellent railroad facilities, and a local

demand alone sufficient to consume all this

output. No competition in the

West. These are a few of our telling

points. *XfV7VREi{
You asa thinking man wantbot

torn facts. Right now while you ^\lnD£raiPL.
think of it sit down and fill in

the coupon below and we

will send you full data

by return mail.

A

mi

Do noi for»*t t.i uirnilm. TJi« l-icioc Munfblf wbm i)r«Uns with idrtrtlam. It will be apprrcuied.
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The Rod on the Pacific Coast

By Charles F. Holder
Author of "The Log of a Sea Angler," "Life in the Open," etc.

?c»x
\2/

,T has become somewhat of a

by-word, especially in the

bit, thai California or the

Pacific Slope claims all the

big things of the continent,

and investigation will show
that then is bohm juatilhulii n for the asser-

tkm; the most Iwulifiil aaanery, the highest

mniinlains. the lajrg—( trees, most extensive

parks, fruits and flowers of extraordinary

mould; and last, and bj no means least in

the estimation of the angler, the came lishes

of the adjacent waters are of seemini:!

loasal size and found in euTieepond'ngrj
numbers. This is true more or less from
S;iii 1 >!«>_'< i tn Victoria, the entire coast line

himlllin big gSBM fishes of some kind from
l"\vtail to the bit; salmon which tills

the Columbia and other streams, affording

spurt with the BpoOD and rod.

In Southern California, or from San Diego
to Monterey, the big fish angling ia at its

•id. when narrowed down to the very

heat, is confined to the region south of Point

Conception, ns here are found habitually a

variety of large fishes more or less peculiar,

as the black sea bass, yellowtail, tuna and

albacore.

The shores of the Pacific are in the south

mainly sandy beaches, as Coronado. Santa

Monica. Long Beach, liedondo and others,

upon which the sea rolls in heavily and with

endless roar. These condition! do not favor

the approach of large fishes as the tuna.

albacore, yellowtail and others, hence the best

lairing is usually found where rocks are in

evidence, or offshore. Thus the Coronado

Islands are famous fishing grounds and fur-

ther north a hundred miles we come to the

islands of San Clemente and Santa Catalina,

the former tiovernment land, and both

affording, without any reservation, the finest

sea angling known.
Vou may catch yellowtail and other fishes

off San Diego or Bedondo and Portu

Bend from launches, but you are opposed to

the prevailing wind and often, though not

always, in a sea which is a decided detriment

to successful light-tackle rod fishing; but at

the two islands mentioned the angler has the
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Along the Fishing Grounds, Santa Catalina.

perfect conditions which have made tuna

fishing with a light rod possible. These loca-

tions seem to have been designed by nature to

afford the very best facilities. The islands

lie northwest and southeast ; their greatest

length opposed to the prevailing winds, thus

giving what is practically from ten to twenty
miles of perfectly smooth water, which is in-

dispensable for real rod fishing.

Santa Catalina is about twenty-two miles

long and San Clemente a little less. They
are mountain ranges at sea; the many
canons as they reach down forming the only
harbors or coves

;
and along shore, not twenty

or more feet from it, the angler finds water
as clear and smooth as some inland lake,

where he can play the largest fish with ease

and comfort.

This is to a certain sense true of the islands

off Santa Barbara, but conditions are not so

good as at t he places mentioned or at Santa

Catalina, as at the latter there is a town of

5,000 or 6,000 people, three daily boats in

Summer and a boatman contingent of one

hundred or more skilled men with boats de-

signed for the purpose, the result of experi-

ence among the big fishes. At Monterey Bay
and at Santa Cruz very similar conditions

prevail, but the former places mentioned are

ideal for the fishes taken there on account of

the perfectly smooth water.

The season in Southern California begins
in April, sometimes earlier, when the first

run of yellowtail is expected; though I have

taken them every month in the year; this fish

weighs from fifteen to forty pounds and is

a type of all that is gamey and hard-fighting.

The yellowtail comes in myriads, it is the

game-fish of the people, a hard-fighting

swash-buckler of the sea, that requires no

skill to take on a hard line, but upon the

nine-ounce rod of the Light Tackle Club the

fish becomes a game indeed, well calculated

to demoralize the tyro, often giving him the
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Th* Author, Charle, F Holder. Bringing a Big Fi»h to Uaff. Captain Harry Dot, Gaffer.
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Avalon From the Top of Sugar Loaf.

fight of his life. I have seen a thirty-pound

yellowtail jerk a full-grown man from a

dock, and once saw a woman weighing at

least 200 pounds brace back screaming at

the top of her voice
;
the yellowtail line was

fast about her waist and a big fish was threat-

ening to haul her over.

Fishing in Southern Cal : fornia is a delight-

ful diversion. We may imagine ourselves

starting out some Summer morning in May;
the sea is perfectly calm, and one by one

the boats are stealing out of the little bay of

Avalon, heading south for seal rocks. The
boat is a launch sixteen or twenty feet long,
with a six or eight-horsepower engine amid-

ships, and two comfortable seats for you
and your companion facing the stern, the

boatman behind you acting as gaffer and en-

gineer. Once in the open water, near the en-

circling kelp beds, you unreel about fifty feet

and with the sardine baited rods to right and
left the launch moves slowly along.

If you fail in the fishing, the v'ew is de-

lightful, the air is soft and balmy, the lofty
stone cliffs sublime, but you are not to fail,

as suddenly z-e-e-e-e goes the reel. Some re-

markable force jerks down the rod, tears off

the line, and has 100 feet of it before you
come to and press the thumb upon the leather

brake, and then comes a series, a volley of

plunges, down, down, down, z-e-e-e-e, pecul-

iar to the yellowtail, taking fifty feet more.

And then you stop him, and, seizing the reel

handle, begin to reel and then to pump, an

operation accomplished by lowering the rod

tip to the surface, lifting three feet, then

dropping rapidly and reeling quickly as you

drop, thus making eight or ten feet of line;

in this way sulking yellowtails must be lifted.

Up he comes, and after awhile you see a

glistening silver spot against the vivid blue

far below, the fish resplendent in tints of

silver, gold and green is swimming around

in a great circle, head down, bearing against

the line with all its force, coming slowly up,

until you have it at the surface, when it

breaks away with irresistible runs, snatching
the rod down to the water, gaining all you
have made, and so the moments slip away
until twenty are gone and you have the splen-

did creature at the quarter, a vision of

beauty, glistening, scintillating; then the

gaffer seizes his steel, drops the hook beneath

the white throat and with a jerk impales it.

and in a cloud of spume tossed into the a'r

by the fish, hauls it in.

Your companion is also in the toils, but

the play is entirely different, on the surface

and away, stealing line, tearing it from the

rebellious reel, making a vigorous resistance,
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it breaks water 200 feet away, swings

md and makes a splendid circle, the

angler taking advantage of the move and

i-i-.-lniLT for liis life, the big multiplier eating

up tin- line, brings in the game, until it is

seen racing along over the smooth sea, a

radiant. Ug eyed creature that soon comes

;itT. an.l proves to be an oceanic bonito

that tips tin- scale at ten pounds, a lusty

fellow that « les in with due protest. We
have run into a school of bonitos of two

kinds, the MOD i Summer fish of the

waters—the so-called Skip Jack plays on

the tight rod and line like the oceanic form

on the surface, and comes in a sparkling

i iridescent peaeock of the sea, a blaze of

dazzling colors.

\V. bait again and are soon speeding

long the edge of the kelp, the launch hav-

ing SOBM to a standstill at the galling. There

m ...asional strikes of rock bass, an at-

tractive tish having a close resemblance to

the ordinary blnck bass of fresh water, but

it is now a nuisance and the several catches

up to rive or six pounds do not count.

The end of the island is the line of de-

markation between perfect calm and a fresh

west wind, and rounding it the loud bark of

sea lions is heard, and the rookery is in

sight, covered by the big glistening creatures.

Then z-e-e-e-e goes the shrill alarm of the

reel, the boatman seizes his lever, throws off

the power and the rod is bending, leaping as

though a living thing. Another yellowtailt

Hut the gaffer watching the line shakes his

head. There is other game, but it is too

near inshore for albacore or sword fish, and

may he a white sea bass. There is certainly

a change in the style of playing. There are

no volleys or rushes downward, but a ter-

rific strain, occasionally a rush off, if not

on the surface, very near it. indicating a

large flsh of some kind, a stubborn resister.

Slowly you make line, reeling inch by inch.

now giving a foot or twenty, when the fish

rut i.l.lenly the boatman seizes his

gafT, and a huge grey-colored tish. seemingly

long and slender, rushes into the 1 ne of

vision and makes a splendid circle of the

boat while you start to your feet excited by

the spectacle.

"White sea bass and a rouser." cries the

gaffer, lingering his weapon. "Sixty pound-

ire, sir."

11. w all this makes the blood tingle in

A Big Yelloictail, Weighing 19 H I'oundt, Caught
bv Mr. C. ft. Duffy.

your veins! It is the supreme moment, just

the gaff, the big fish coming ID

and nearer, and as you sweep the rod to the

left an.l round him up. the gaffer lifts quick

ly. surely, and holds up the splendid game, a

fifty-pound Kastern weak tish. known here

as the white sea bass, a gorge. .us fellow.

i|uivering with hlaz.ing colors of the tonnna

line, altogether too gorgeous to kill. 1

splendid lishes (ogMMfe») often sail ma-

jestically into the little canon ha\« ..I Santa

Catalan and lie there for days, affording

sport of a remarkable character.

I have taken Ave or six averaging fifty

pounds in three or four hours, and others

equally large, with the nine, eighteen and

twenty one thread lines as experiments. I

have drifted over the kelp beds in a glass-

Ix.t i boat, looking down upon a school of

scores of these fishes of large size, all OUt

four feet in length, an exhilarating spectacle

to the angler. Hut the most extraordinary

view of these fishes I have ever had was in

August in Monterey Bay at Capitate, an

attractive little town at the mouth of the

Soquel River, which reaches away up into

the Santa Cruz range. A number of Italian

tishennen make their headquarters there and

set nets alongshore, and in the morning they
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Typical Aval Boat Used in Tuna-Fishing.

come in loaded deep with white sea bass, or

sea trout as they call them, ranging from

thirty to nearly one hundred pounds.
I found it almost impossible to hook sal-

mon in these waters at times, as the white

sea bass were so numerous that they seized

the bait first, and for once in my life I did

not want to catch them, but could not help
it. One complacent fellow I remember was

poised in the center of a school of anchovies

which formed a perfect ring about him four

or five feet across, a gorged monarch of all

he surveyed.
One of the charms of angling in Southern

California lies in the varied catch. It is the

unexpected which is always happening, and
two or three years ago a totally new fish

came in, which has in the months of August,

September and October afforded anglers a

vast amount of novel sport. The fish was a

small edition of the tuna in appearance,

ranging in weight from forty to eighty

pounds and averaging fifty. I have been

familiar with the fishes of the Southern Cali-

fornia islands for twenty years and know

boatmen who have fished there for forty, and

this fish, which was the Japanese Hirenaga,
was never seen there before.

It resembled a typical tuna, all but the

side fins, which approximated those of the

albacore, but were not so long; and the fin-

lets, instead of being a pale yellow, were of a

vivid lemon yellow hue. The upper portion
of the fish was green, the lower blazing sil-

ver, altogether an attractive fish. Th'S tuna,

as the boatmen call it, really a species of

albacore, has none of the appearance or fight-

ing characteristics of the latter, and is a

game fish in every sense.

It appeared to lie deeper than all the rest,

but to be in the same great school with them.

and when large numbers were present
—

albacores, tunas and bonitos—it required
some skill to hook them before the lesser of

the rapacious throng carried off the lure.

Some anglers found it convenient to take

them by luring them about the boat with

"chum," the new fish rising suddenly out of

t lie deep blue water to seize the bait if the

attentions of the other fishes could be eluded.
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The liirenaga plays entirely differently from

any of its kin or allies. Sometimes it sounds,

like the king of the tunas, but according to

Mr. L P. Streeter, the well known expert
sea angler, this fish almost invariably, in

some period of the battle, rushes nwn n
the surface after the fashion of some of the

bonitos, affording tine sport, as even with the

mighty tau pumping becomes wearisome.

The liirenaga, when it strikes, often

plunges to the bottom, taking 300 or 400

feet of the line, and often breaking it in a

lions manner near the hook; again,
when well hooked, it will rise to the mrfaM

Haul *na Up the Beach.

and race away, when, according to Mr.

Streeter. the best method is to put on full

speed and send the launch after it. a chase

often of several hours ensuing before the

hard fighter is brought to gaff with the deli-

cate thread-like line used, known as nuinlK>r

nine. Vast numbers of these beautiful fishes

were taken in 1904-6-6, and anglers are an-

ticipating a royal season with them in the

Fall of this year.

The tuna is one of the most interesting

of all game fishes, and s nee attention, in

1887, was called to it by me and my capture

of the first very large tuna, in 1S99 (183

Bonlto.

pounds), interest has not lagged. I have

found great masses of tuna bones in the In-

dian mounds of Santa Catalina Islands, dat-

ing back, possibly, a thousand years, and the

tuna is found in almost even- part of the

world, known in Norway as the thun fish, at

Cape Cod as the horse mackerel, at New-

foundland as the albacore, in the Mediter-

ranean as tunno. The French know it as

\e than and the Germans as der thun Fitch.

It is very emit V. Boom years it appears on

all these coasts in vast numbers, then it will

almost disappear for a few years, to reap-

pear again, playing havoc with small fry

all along shore.

A very singular feature bearing upon these

fishes is, that nowhere in the world except

on the coast of California at Santa Catalina

have anglers succeeded in taking the leaping

tuna with rod and reel. This is not on ac-

count of lack of attempts, or the lack of

tunas elsewhere, as the big game is found in

many seas.

One of the greatest of English sea anglers,

Mr. F. Q. Aflalo, author of numerous books

on angling, gave me an interesting account

of his attempt to take the fish with rod at

the Madeira Islands, an ex|iensive trip result

bog in failure. I have repeatedly, at

request, given Nova Scotia and Newfound-

land anglers data regarding our Pacific Coast

tuna and the methods of procedure followed

Japanft Mbarnrr. the Sew flame Fl*h In

Southern California. Five Hundred Were
Caught With Rod and l.iie In 1»0«.
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Street in Angling City of Avalon.

on this coast, and have been assured that the

fish were there. Anglers have repeatedly at-

tempted to take them in the Mediterranean,
but everywhere failure has been the result.

At Madeira Mr. Aflalo found the sea too

heavy. In the Mediterranean the tunas would
not bite, although they were there in thou-

sands. On the North Atlantic and around

Cape Cod the fishes run up to 1,000 pounds,
and a Canadian angler wrote me that it was

dangerous work even with a handline. Men
had been jerked overboard and killed by them ;

indeed, in every location where the gigantic
fishs have been habitually seen there is some
fatal obstacle to their capture with rod and

reel, and a number twenty-one line, and to

date a tuna over 100 pounds has never been

caught with rod and reel outside of the waters

of California.

I have fished for the large ones off

Oganquit, on the Maine coast, and although

my boatman told me he had seen "a 900-

pound tuna take a dogfish from a boy's

hand," I did not succeed in getting a strike.

I also investigated the prospects at Province-

town in 1905, but the fish were too large and

uncertain, and 1 concluded that while a stray
tuna may be picked up with a rod and

twenty-one-thread line in some part of the

world, it will never take on the importance
of a full fledged sport.

The reason why Santa Catalina has a mo-

nopoly of the sport is, that the majority of

the tunas seen here are just the right size,

ranging from seventy to 300 pounds, 250

pounds being the rod record of Colonel C. P.

Morehouse. Again, the configuration of the

island having a length of twenty-two miles

running northwest and southeast is such that

it forms a perfect lee thirty miles out at sea.

The tuna is a sea rover, a fish rarely, at

least on this coast, approaching the mainland

shores or beaches, but the island of Santa

Catalina is twenty or more miles out in the

Pacific, a mountain range rising out of water

that not far away is a mile deep, hence is a

favorable spot for wandering fishes, as the

albacore, oceanic bonito and others. They
come to its shores or vicinity to either spawn
or follow their prey, the flying fish, the big

tunas chasing them into the open but smooth

bays between Avalon and Long Point; and

here in a range of but four miles of shore

almost all the tuna fishing has been done,

and a series of battles conducted which have

aroused the attention of the anglers of the

world, and of laymen, too, so graphic and

sensational were they, and if the mere inci-

dents of these various contests could be col-

lected, it would make one of the most re-

markable stories of angling ever told, com-

parable only to the contests between men
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Hmnttnp a Bio Ban* In Br Photographed at Santa fntnltna.

and the big game of land, Indeed, if com-

porinwi were not odions, I should toy that

tiger-hunting and tnk ng I big tuna with n

rod anil reel were spurts in t lie same elans,

yet I once related to a friend, who hnd shot

in India from the safe hack of a tall

elephant, my experience in playing a

183-pound tuna for four hours without a mo-

ment** cessation, ami he decided that he had

the best of it. as for five hours he sat in the

liowclah smoking cigars and being fanned by
an attendant while wailing for the tiger to

be lira ten up. and then shot the animal as

it ran across a clearing thirty yards away.

Such an ex|>erience is a species of ely-ium

compared to the pitched battles the anglers

who have tr'cd conclusions with the leaping

tunas can tell, of tight from start to finish.

which had no let-up, and was continued for

'i"iii>. tights which laid many strong men

low. battles in which the fish sometimes wore

out several men. at the end of which the

tuna was as fresh as ever, to all intent

purposes.
I have killed with rod line or grains almost

even- large fish—the big ray twelve feet

across, saw fish, black grouper. Itahamian

barracouda. tarjx'n n Texas and Florida.
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Albacore Caught With Rod and Line at Santa
Catalina.

Florida jew-fish, black sea bass, sword fish,

and almost all kinds of sharks from the ham-
mer head to the great grouper shark of Cali-

fornia, but for hard fighting and persistency
I award the palm to the big leaping tuna at

his best, not the tuna exhausted during the

spawning season or debilitated from various

causes, but the sturdy well-conditioned nor-

mal fish.

To illustrate the power and vitality of this

game, I may be pardoned for introducing my
own experience. I first observed tuna of

what I assumed to be a catchable size with

the rod in 1886 at Santa Catalina Island,
and I went on record in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine as stating that they could be

caught; but it was not until 1898 that I took

the first very large one, a fish weighing 183

pounds, and which I believed at the time to

be very near the limit of angling possibilities.

At this time, 1899, and for many years

previous, the large tunas were seen yearly
about the islands in vast schools, and anglers,

having caught the infection, were flocking to

the grounds, even coming from Europe to try
conclusions with a seemingly impossible game,
as the regulations of the Tuna Club only
allowed a twenty-four line and the twenty-
one was invariably used, and I have taken

tunas with a number eighteen.
Mr. Heverin of New York was my fellow-

angler, the boatman was "Jim" Gardner of
Avalon. Gardner's boat was a wide-beamed

yawl and we sat side by side on a board, with

rods to port and starboard. It was a beau-

tiful morning when we pushed out of Avalon

Bay, and as we paid out the big flying fish I

knew that I might have a strike at any mo-

ment, as the morning before the tunas had
surrounded us as we left the bay and sent the

flying fishes over us in schools.

We had reached the outer point of the bay
and the sun was just breaking through a

bank of crimson clouds when I saw two
mimic waves racing up astern, then two reels

screamed z-e-e-e. My companion groaned,
and I alone was in the toils of the tuna. They
had taken both baits, and Mr. Heverin's line

had doubtless been cut by the dorsal fin of

my fish, so he retired from the contest, went
aboard the consort, a big launch, and watched
the biggest game fish, up to that time ever

caught, play with me. At the first run the

tuna had taken 300 or 400 feet of line, taken
it so quickly that I could no more than play
with the leather brake, and 100 feet more
went after it. All this time my boatman
was backing water as fast as he could to get

sternway on the boat, ready for the vital mo-
ment when the strain came on the line. The
tuna took 550 feet before I felt that I had

stopped him, and he was far down the deep
blue channel when I saw that he was towing
the heavy boat by a mere thread, one of the
real marvels in sea angling.

This fish towed us a mile out to sea, then
a mile in, then four miles up the coast to

near Long Point, then a mile inshore, so
near the kelp that I feared the end would
come, and all the time I was pumping, lift-

ing, reeling, stopping tremendous thefts of

fifty or one hundred feet, which I had gained
only after the greatest d'fflculty, and when
near shore it suddenly seemed to go mad,
running around at the surface, then suddenly
starting south, and, it should be remembered
that all this time my boatman was rowing
against the fish, trying to wear it out in

fruitless efforts.

Three hours passed in this way without a

moment's respite, and I began to feel numb
all over. I had, many years before, been
well hardened by fencing, broadsword, foot-

ball, single sculls, and other lusty sports, and
I had put in some strenuous times behind

racing game which I had speared in Florida,
but this was different. I was holding the

rod on my left side every second, the strain

never letting up, and the unseen steed towing
the heavy boat by my arm and the thread

that would break at the slightest overstrain.

I knew that my line would stand a dead
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weight of forty-two pounds, and the angling

proposition was to avoid the over-pressure,
but how?
The frantic lunges of the fish were demor-

alizing, and now it began a series of actions

I had never seen or heard of in any tuna,
which convinces me that this fish was one of

the hardest fighters ever taken. It would

dash away, taking my hard reeled l'ne by

yards until there was little left, then rise to

the surface and come at me as straight as

an arrow, its big dorsal cutting the water,

sending a wave ahead, a sensational spec-
tacle that brought me to my feet to watch it

while I reeled for my life in the attempt to

take up the line it was making for me.

When it reached within ten or fifteen feet of

the boat it turned and dashed away with a

velocity that made the reel hum and groan, to

bore down into the deep channel and ham-
mer on the line. This peculiar movement,
of a nerve-racking nature, the fish repeated
several times, and then, as I turned it, the

tuna headed for the south and towed me four

miles, reaching at the end of four hours of

constant fighting with reel, rod and oars, the

almost identical position at which it was

hooked, having in the meantime towed the

boat four miles up the coast and four miles

down, and several more in and out; in all,

ten or twelve miles, and there, at the entrance

to the little Bay of Avalon, in the presence
of a launch load of spectators, who had been

following the fish, I brought the game to

gaff, almost on the verge of a collapse, due

to the extraordinary physical and nervous

strain, as there was constant fear that the

thread-like line would chafe off at the swivel.

As I brought the splendid fish to the

quarter after a heart-breaking spurt, Gardner

gaffed it. The tuna, which we now saw was
a monster, gave a conclusive leap and shiv-

ered the big gaff and ga'ned fifty feet of line

before I could stop it again. I reeled it in,

and once more Gardner gaffed it, and, step-

ping on the side of the boat to bring the rail

down to the water's edge we held her while he

cleverly slid the big fish in. We raised a cheer

as the biggest tuna ever taken leaped about,

threatening to hammer the boat to pieces.



The Old Trailer

By Charles B. Clark, Jr.

Far across the sunny ranges,

Up the foothills, through the pass,

Winds the trail we used to travel,

Rainwashed, now, and dim with grass.

It is hard to trace, old pardner;

Only we know where it lies—
We that learned its lonely reaches

With the sunset in our eyes.

You can trace it down the ridges

And along the canon rim.

But a steel bridge leaps the river

Where our horses used to swim.

Our old lord i.-. full of quicksand,
And the old, blazed trees are down:

Gone to feed the hungry engines

In some smoky minin' town.

Do you mind that stretch of prairie

Where we fought the reds away?
Hi! old pard. do you remember

How the bullets hummed that day?
Now it 's farms and green alfalfa

'Stead of open, grassy plain.

And our wild, old trail is sobered

To a sleepy, country lane.

Further on you 'd hardly know it.

All the old landmarks an- changed;

There are gardens, now. and orchards

Where OUT saddle horses ranged ;

And the trail is cut to pieces,

Crossed with road and fence and lawn.

Till at last you eMM to asphalt.

And the dim. old track is gone.

Gone—the years fly on, old pardner,
And the last, taint wheeltracks fade:

We are scattered like the ashes

Of the camplires that we made.

Our old trail is nigh fotgottaa;

Fields are green and cities rise

Where we camped and fought and journeyed

With the sunset in our eyes.



He Had Brought Him to the Woman That Loved Him at the End of His Rawhide Rope"—See
page 21.



Carmelita
By James Hopper

Author of "Caybigan," etc.

-
inday out of every live

or six, the priest of Monte-

comes to Cannel and

celebrates the mass. It is a

psMaing thing to see. Sud-

denly the old mission palpi-

tates with a ghost of the life that has long

departed from it. The crooked old beadle

tugs at the iron gates; nodding like palsied

ancients they advance creakingly out into the

sunshine. Into a hole of the heavy petrified-

wood portals he inserts a ponderous key;

there is a whine of recalcitrant metal, a

groan as of sore bones disturbed, a clang,

and the portals rasp upon their massive

hinges. In the dark interior, damply smell-

ing of earth, candles begin to flare one by

one, sending blue wisps of smoke straight

up into the vaulted obscurity above; their

flames fall in round yellow halos upon the

tlaked adobe walls, and in the profundity

behind the altar vague saints begin to glit-

ter. An invisible billow of incense rolls

•~l:.wlv the length of the nave, spreading

searchingly in comer and recess. Then.

overhead, there sounds out over the land the

cooing call of a sweet-toned bell.

Hut, already, along the road, along the

paths, there are faint heralding rumors—
champings, cliekings. voice murmurs, hoof-

beats, soft whinnies—and they MOM riding

in leisurely, the vaqueros of the ranches,

swarthy men with faces that, somberly sm-

when at rest, tight np in liqnid caress

of eye and tenderness of mouth when they

smile. Furry chaparejos descend from

fheir lithe waists to the tips of their small

boots; their sombreros, soft flap to the

breeze, rear back cavalierly, and red ban-

danas, knotted loose about their bronzed

necks, enllame their costumes with a note

lor. They sit their deep saddles as if

they had been poured molten into them,

their waists giving elastienlly to the swing

of the fox trot 'H"> come, spurs tinkling,

tapadero chain click-clicking, curb bits rasp-

ing and ringing, long the roads, along the

paths, or simply down the field where four

teen Governors of California, with com-

mandantes, capitans, tenientes. alcaldes, the

best blood of Aragon and Castile, lie buried,
their stubborn pride replaced by that after-

life affability which leads to a cheerful of-

fering-up of one's bones to the success of a

potato crop. The horses champ, throw back

their heads, fleck foam into the air, and
their masters, as they come into view, raise

their right hands in courteous and lazy sa-

lute, their low-pitched voices carrying with-

out effort their soft, negligent greetings
across the sun-warmed distance. Arrived.

they slowly dismount, loosen the cinches and.

dropping the long reins to the ground, leave

their horses to stand behind the crumbled

adobe huts, once busy human hives in the

care of the padres; a little stiffly, they walk

to a low hummock before the church and sit

side by side, the blue spirals of their cigar-

ettes rising in the tranquil air.

It is a pleasant moment. The yellow sun,

striking the yellow facade of the holy cdt

flee, rebounds in a pinkish halo; its heat re-

bounds upon the men, who stretch their limbs

to it. eyes closed to slits, like purring cats.

They talk, in that tongue of theirs, at once

sonorous as a cataract and liquid as the gurg

ling of a bottle, of simple things the barbe-

cue at Seargent's. the rodeo at Blair'

their horses, the feed, of the chances for

rain, of the ' <n/< in the new hnrn. And then

sometimes they are silent, the poignant
charm of the land heavy on their s>ul«.

which understand not.

It is a gold and -il\er land. The sun

pours down yellow, but in the di-tance there

trail diaphanous \eils of silver haze. The

earth, crackling with the balsamic dryness of

Summer, is I color symphony that runs from

argentine velvet to copper lacquer. It rises

toward the east in tawny swell-, along the

arched backs of which the downy brown hues

vacillate as with the shudder of a long
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caress, till, as far as the eye can see, it is

assaulting; heaven in purple surf. To the

north, there are russet stretches, bound by
the dark plush of a pine forest. To the

south lies the Carmel, the gnarled cen-

tenarian pear trees of the departed padres

standing in the black soil of its overflowings,
and between them, like plashes of color

dropped from an impressionistic palette,

rotund pumpkins shine; the valley streams

off to the west in a streak of light verdure,
the pears giving way gradually to willows

and aspens and other feathery, shimmering-
barked plants; then comes the lagoon, jade

green, the beach—a bar of gold
—and then

a cove of the Western Ocean, blue with a

blueness that astounds the soul. And there

is a warm buzz of bees, a cooing of doves,

the soft tongue-snapping of quail; a hawk
circles free high overhead, swallows streak

across the sky in long diagonals, and, per-

haps, his beak like a rapier in the bosom of

a swooning rose, a humming-bird palpitates

iridescently.

Meanwhile others are coming—two or

three rattling surries, drawn by shaggy

horses, each holding an astonishing number
of children all akimbo with starch, herded

by worn women overcareful of their pitiiui

finery; some servant girl from the Inn, two

miles away, trudges in, her plain nose red,

her blue eyes bulging patiently, her skirts

raised from the dust which covers to the

ankle her crooked-heeled shoes, leaving to

view a bit of striped and wrinkled stocking
—

and, perhaps, from the aristocratic hotel at

Del Monte there sweeps in, with a great

self-announcing blare of horns, a yellow

tally-ho, top-heavy with buzzing and colored

femininity which avalanches down the

wheels, flutters over the ground, like a bevy
of butterflies, and finally is engulfed by the

dark portals from within which, for a mo-

ment, come a few last little cries with their

false intonations of unfelt emotions. And
the dark men outside look at each other and
smile an indulgent smile which has in it a

sense of superiority.

Finally the bell rings again, and simul-

taneously, through the vaulted portals, comes

the sonorous murmur of the padre's voice.

The men on the hummock throw away their

cigarettes, rise, a little reluctantly, take a

last deep breath of the scented air, pass the

threshold, dragging their sombreros off their

heads, dip their fingers in the onyx fount,
and then mass themselves on both sides of

the door, where they remain standing, proud
even before God. Over in front, banked like

flowers, is the tally-ho party, fluttering and

derisive, out of harmony, as it is the fate of

the Anglo-Saxon to be, nearly always,

throughout the world. Behind are the dark
women of the surries, with their over-colored

bonnets, encumbered with sticky babies and
starched children. Upon the steps of the

chancel kneels the humble servant girl of

the Inn, bent over the railing in an ecstacy
of prostration. The priest, his shimmering
back to the people, his glowing eyes upon
the tabernacle, descends and reascends, opens
and closes the holy book, with wide gesture
cleaves the air in signs of the cross; his

resonant words vibrate along the walls.

But beneath the stone pulpit which hangs
from the right wall, a round bulge of it,

entered only through a mysterious little door
which nowadays seems always sealed, there

sits a woman who, after a time, draws all

your attention. She is beautiful. From the

side you see her profile, firm and pure as the

crest of the Sierra against a sunset sky, and

long, ascending lashes beneath which violet

shadows deepen; and if she turn, you lose

yourself in her eyes, big and dark, with a

lurking golden light in their black pro-

fundity.
For the first part of the service she is

submerged in a devotion which is not calm,

which is passionate almost to agony. When
she kneels it is with outspread arms that al-

most embrace the beaten earth; when she

crosses herself, her fingers, at each station,

stab her flesh; when she rises, it is with a

violent upspringing that threatens to take

her oft' the earth, illumined, into celestial

heights. And then at times she places both

forearms over her head in a warding ges-

ture, and she cowers beneath the stone pul-

pit as beneath a malediction.

But, little by little, as you watch her and
the mass sweeps on toward the end, a

change comes over her, a new preoccupation,

altogether different, takes possession of her.

It is a worldly one; at first it shocks you.
She sits upon her bench, and slowly an olive

flush rises to her cheeks; she turns, often,

with a wistful look toward the blue sky and

golden land framed by the open portals; her

lips part, her breath quickens, a tremulous
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impatience vibrates through her slender

body, an ecstatic expectancy glows in the

depths of her eyes. At first shocked with a

disillusion at this fall from divine piety to

earthy care, little by little you become rec-

onciled, you are carried away by the inten-

sity of the new emotion, the flaming beauty
of it : and finally with sacred awe you say to

jrotrrwtf:
"She will meet someone, there, at the door;

she IbhiP
The priest, from the height of the altar

steps, turns to the people; with an ample
gesture he draws before their eyes an im-

palpable cross; there is a subdued rasp of

pushed benches, a flapping of skirts, the

faithful '.rather in groups and stream toward

the door.

The woman you have been observing rises

to her feet with a gasp, alm< 'litem.

But a singular movement takes place. As
she goes down the aisle, an old white-

bearded man—her father, he seems—takes

bar by the elbow; three swarthy young fel-

lows—her brothers, they seem—are them-

selves behind her; and the priest himself.

slipping off his stole, hurries after the

group. She glides toward the doors, her

lips parted, her breath coming a little fast,

her eyes very liquid; she reaches it, she

stands before the streaming gold of the land.

And then, suddenly. l>oth her hands go to

her heart, clutching the fit—-li ; I gFMrf cry
- her mouth, rounded with horror; she

bends, her arms outspread, she is on the

point of throwing herself down u|w>n the

flagging, there, at her feet.

But the father, passing an arm about her

. the brothers, closing tight about her,

urge her on down the slope toward the little

red-tiled house among the pear trees; the

. from behind, with loose hand throws

after her the peace of a benediction. And

as, surrounded and tenderly forced on by the

four men. she sweeps on down, there conies

to the curios -roup still at the portals a loin;.

palpitating aob, full-banked and dolorous,

with nothing in its tone that promise
of isolation.

It is from I>on Jose Jesus that I obtained

interpretation of this scene. Don Jos£ Jesus

has an old white nag (all that remains of the

20.000 horses. .".0.000 cattle and 100,000

sheep owned three generations ago by the

Almavodars), and a tig tree in a little adobe-
walled garden (this being all that is lett of
the grant made to his great-grandfather, and
which read, in words of magnificent careless-

ness, "from the ocean to the top of the

mountains"). Upon the horse, pacing slow,
lie rides along the roads, stopping here, stop-

ping there, a sort of universal father to the

people of his race who now, in this laud, are

the disinherited: beneath the tig tree he sits

of warm evenings, reflecting upon what he

has seen the day, and his brown eyes grow
mminous, and his mouth takes mi a whimsical

smile, which has in it Mime humor, and much
tenderness—the tenderness that inevitably
eomes to him who is full of understanding.

He (old me this story, one Sunday morn-

ing, in the rebounding warmth of the mission

walls, as the priest, within, murmured the

sacrifice, and the bees, about us outside,

hummed in harmony.

"When Carmclita was born, senor, she waa
the first daughter and came after sis sons.

So her father. Manuel Molvino. who is now

sitting inside the church, his gray beard upon
his knees, mounted his pony and sprang
down the rond with the news to his old com-

padre, Juan Kspcm. It was nearly sun

down; Kspero was sitting on the bench below

the window of his cabin, and upon his knee

he was tossing the two-year-old Juanito, first

son and only child. There and then, bis leg

thrown lazily across the saddle, his right

hand stretching out a glass that glimmered

red to meet that held high by Kspero, Man
uel pledged the little daughter to the little

son. '.I la noria de fstrd; to your betrothed.'

he said, nodding gravely over the trembling

contents, to .luanito, who sal perched ii|m>ii

hi- father's shoulders—and Juanito. Hid

denly seized with a strange sadness, ojiened

his mouth in a tremulous wail. The men

laughed. -He'll think better of it lat-

ehT said Molvino; 'Ah, yes, it will be dif-

ferent—say eighteen years from now—very

different.' chimed fapOTO. Ami for a mo-

ment the two stood there silent, looking for

ward with some melancholy at the future

thus suddenly evoked. 'Kighteen years.'

murmured Molvino .and shook his bead. 'A

lot noi-iiif" he shouted, again raising his

glass till it shone ruby against the crimson

sun; '.I tat H'.ri.,." repeated Ks|>cro—and

they parted, a whimsical satisfaction in their
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souls at this arrangement of the affair. But

as in the horizontal rays of the darkening

sun Molvino rode away, there came to him,

fainter and fainter, but plaintively persist-

ent, the wail of Juanito; and when he ar-

rived at his own house, over there among
the pear trees, Carmelita, from the depths of

her crib, was sending forth a bitter little

cry.

"Senor, from the first there was a differ-

ence in the manner in which the children met

the purpose of their elders. Juanito ac-

cepted it stolidly. Nearly every Sunday he

would be taken to Carmelita and be told to

kiss her. I was often present, for I like to

pry into homes and hearts, not out of malice,

senor, but because I wish to understand. I

want to understand; for I have found that

the more you understand, the less is there

motive for shocked exclamation, for condem-

nation, the more mellow is your outlook to-

ward man—and I want to ride mellow-

hearted along the roads till I die. So I was

often there, at this inter-familial ceremony.

At first Carmelita was always in a crib, a

warm palpitating thing that at times smiled

vaguely at the ceiling, at times cried softly

with as little cause. Espero would hold his

son up over the side of the crib, and then

Juanito, very seriously, picking the place

with great precision, deposited a humid

smack upon the rosebud beneath him—after

which he stamped off with an air of con-

scious rectitude, while she, upon her pillow,

squirmed with dissatisfaction. By the time

that Carmelita was toddling the operation
had become a more complicated one. When
the customary command came, the two chil-

dren stood a moment, legs apart, staring

fixedly at each other. Then, when with lips

thrust forward, he advanced, she suddenly

dodged, her face against her right shoulder.

At his next attempt, swiftly the little face

circled to the left shoulder; and finally she

turned and ran, hiding her head in her

mother's skirts. Juanito kept up the attack,

with a sort of sad resolution, but it was only
when he had given up that, very imperiously,
she placed her lips upon his.

"The years went by; they were no longer

babes, and she began to impose upon him

the feminine absolutism. I saw them often

together
—in the orchard by the mission, on

the hills, in the pine woods. He climbed

trees for her, he scrambled over rocks, he

tormented his body for her approbation.
Once he broke his arm—for her; another

time he was nearly drowned in the lagoon
—

for her. Sefior, there is something infinitely

sweet in the tyranny of the one you love, is

there not? The little boy was happy, ob-

scurely but poignantly happy, I think. She
was but a child, but already, senor, she was

wonderful, wonderful with a beauty that

penetrated. I can 't describe it. This only 1

know; that I, a man, that day I saw

Juanito, thin-lipped with repression, making
his way back home with his right arm

dangling along his side, envied him, envied

him his suffering, the wound vouchsafed him
in the service of her—and remember, senor,

she was but a child. I envied him.

"And yet, hers was a terrible despotism.
It was, senor, as if by some secret instinct

she had divined the disposition made of her

by her elders, and as if, in detestation at the

tyranny of it, she were taking out of Jua-

nito a subtle vengeance. She delighted to

make him ridiculous. She heaped upon him
task after task, puerile and absorbing; she

made him stand upon his head, she made him

hop on one foot—and he always obeyed,

grave while she laughed.
"One day I came upon them walking to-

gether along the Lobos road. She had

pointed out an oak tree some distance ahead

and had set him the task of hopping to it

on one foot. I watched him from my horse.

I wanted to see if he would keep it up
while I looked. He did. His fealty was

something above self-consciousness. He
hopped along as if I did not exist—with

that queer seriousness which contrasted to

her amusement with the ridicule of the deed.

"Suddenly, however, he stopped short. 'No

mas' he said; 'No more.'

"She turned upon him in angry astonish-

ment. 'Hop to that tree,' she said, her eyes

flaming. But he said only, 'No mas,' and

stood still.

"I waited, greatly interested. There was a

rumble of wheels along the road, and I

thought that I knew the reason of his re-

volt. The cart neared; in it was Roy Glea-

son, the young son of the Gleason who owns

all the land from Monterey to Salinas—yes,

the lands of my grandfather, of her grand-

father, of all our grandfathers, I suspect.

"He pulled up his Shetland and looked at

the group with curiosity. Carmelita smiled
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up at him. •What's the matter with him?'

he asked. [Mfjnting to Juanito. whose eyes
were fixed u|>on the ground.
'"I want him to hop to that tree, and he

wont do it,' said t'armelita suavely.
"The hlond boy looked down noon the lit-

tle 'greaser.' "Want to ride ho .'' lie asked

Carmelita, with unconscious disdain ignoring
at once the quarrel and Juanito.

"Td like to,' said Carmelita.

"lint as she was stepping into the cart.

Juanito sprang toward her. 'You can 't go
with him,' he said, in a colorless voice—and

his fingers sank deep into her ami.

"i.et me go; let me go,' said Carmelita,

very low. showing no pain, but tense with

cold rage.

•You can't go,' repeated Juanito, be-

tween his teeth, and his fingers npon her ami

tightened.

"The young Saxon had been watching the

scene with the detachment of the superiority

(rained into him from boyhood. Suddenly
the whip with which he was toying rose into

the air; it whistled down across Juanito's

face. At the same time Carmelita sprang in ;

the whip came down upon the pony, and the

(•art rattled down the road.

"Juanito watched I hem disappear down
the curve. After a while he passed his hand

across his forehead, where lay a red welt, and

began to walk.

"For a moment I had been paralyzed by
the suddenness and cruelty of the thing.

Now 1 tried to comfort him. He gave me no

attention, but walked on, in the direction of

the cart, stolid and sad-eyed.

"The next day. when he met her, he said.

• iday ynii rode with Boy lileason when

I did not want you to. You will never do it

again.'
"

'I will.' she said, her cheeks aflame.

"They stood before each other a long mo-

ment, he calm, a melancholic inflexibility in

his eyes; she flushed, luminous and vibrant.

He was fourteen, and she was twelve; they

were children: and yet a wind of tragedy

blew upon them. and. without knowing it.

they both trembled.

"But the matter came to no issue. A
few days later Ks|>ero, the father, was given

a foremanship "ii a Wg eattle ranch of the

South, and. with all his family, including,

of course, Juanito, left the country.

"When Juanito returned, six years later.

senor. he was Juan and a man; and Carme-
lita was a woman.

•lie was a tall, lean fellow who sat his

horse as if his spine were made of spiral
springs. Though he brought from the

southern cattle ranges a reputation for iron-

like endurunce and ureal skill with the nata.
a languor was in his movements, and his eyes,
black-circled and heavy lidded like a wo-

man's, had in them that sadness—that sad-

ness mixed with inflexible stolidity which
had so drawn me when he was a boy.
"And Carmelita—Carmelita, senor, had

merely bloomed : and it was a magnificent
bloom. It may be that the Ave years spent
in the convent at San Francisco had some-

thing to do with the finite jierfection—you
were vaguely aware of a certain repression
of manner which made only more evident the

flaming life beneath; you were aware of an
art in dress which, uniting with her native

love o! color, gave picturesque results;

vaguely you knew that her voice was a

golden contralto, like the resonance of «

bell after the clapper has stilled. I say

'vaguely,' because, senor, you had no chance
ever to analyze these things

—the eyes drew
all; the eyes drew your brain, your heart,

your soul, your eternal soul, within then

mysterious depths, Senor, after gazing a

moment into those eyes
—and they tugged

like whirlpools
—after seeking to catch for a

few seconds the golden tints elusive within,

one woke up with a great sigh to the ugli-

ness of the sunshine and the flowers and the

sky. and they—the sun, the sky, and the

flowers—were forever spoiled for you; they
were spoiled to you forever, senor.

"She was not happy. Her mother was
dead. Her father, what with the caretaking
of the church and the freezing of his veins

with age, had become a black bigot; he half-

sequestrated her and a deep and true in-

stinct within her commanded her, senor. to

let the rays of her beauty flow along the

land, just as it is the irresistible impulse of

the moon to shine, of the sun to pour life,

of water to quench thirst. And so, there

were unhappy moments— moments when, up
in her little garret room after sundown, as

with lifted curtain she watched the young
people rattle to haile* at t'annel or Monterey
in wagons freighted with laughter and song,
a surge of longing pressed up to her throat,

hurting: or when, at the mere sight of a
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youth and maid sauntering off ingenuously

together after mass, a sadness descended

upon her, a sadness that was indefinite, but

that clung like a net, and was heavy as lead.

"Juan returned, and old Molvino, remem-

bering his plan, let them be together. And
so, the first night, they met here, senor, at

the church. You see the steps that rise along
the wall, there, to the belfry? They went

up these steps, and they stopped there, at

the angle ; and it was a moonlight night, and

the scene like at theater. And I, senor,

was in the belfry, right up against the bell;

and I was watching, as I watch now, not out

of malice, but because I wish to have good-
will toward men. I would not have stayed,

senor, had anything sacred come to pass ;
but

nothing sacred passed, although they de-

ceived themselves into thinking so.

"They stood there in the little angle half

way up, and about them the whole world

shimmered to the moon. Within them, senor,

I think the old relation of their childhoort

days still obtained. He showed it outwardly,
in his very posture, in his grave and secure

manner, which at once promised protection
and took for granted possession. But with

her, the true feeling within, of negation, I

think, of revolt against a fate forced upon
her by men, came not to light. You see,

she had been too unhappy. Instead, she

placed both her hands upon his right shoul-

der and, bending her brow upon them, began
to weep softly.

"I heard his low voice vibrate once or

twice in short words of tenderness; his right

arm rose and clasped her, and she, leaning

closer, wept in long free flow her grief and

self-pity. Then between sobs she began to

beg him not to leave her—and she called him

'Juanito,' and her little child-lover. And so,

insensibly, she plighted her troth to him

again, plighted of her own will the troth

plighted for her years before as she wailed

in the cradle. You see, senor, how things
work out? It was all natural ,and inevitable,

and well-meaning
—all natural and inevitable

and pure; it had to be; dont you see, seiior?

And yet, what was to come of it, what was
to come of it !

"Senor, you should have seen Juan ride

away that night. His happiness, pulsing

within, stretched his being; when he turned

upon his big black horse and raised his right
arm in farewell gesture, his fingers seemed to

touch the stars. But she, senor, stood a long

time, there on the moonlit steps; a wind of

doubt blew upon her—and she shivered. And
when at last she walked slowly back to her

little house under the pears, both her hands

were tight up against her heart, and her head

was bowed very low.

"And now, seiior, see how things are ar-

ranged. The next day Juan left for the

upper Sergeant ranges, where he was to be

line rider for three months. A week later

old Molvino was called south by a dying
brother. And a few days later Roy Gleason

began again to loiter over the lands of his

father.

"For several years he had been on the

Atlantic Coast—at Harvard, I think; and
often we saw in the local papers of Monterey
and Salinas proud clippings from Eastern

sheets in which he was mentioned for some
athletic prowess or other. He was their

prime footballer, at Harvard, I think. And
the first thing that he did when he returned

was to win the tennis tournament at Del

Monte. Then he took a liking for the coun-

try of his youth. He would head tally-ho

parties to the old Mission, or buzz along the

coast in a big red automobile; but most of

all would he ride. He rode a sleek bay with

cropped mane and docked tail, very fine of

legs, and of astonishing speed, which he sat

English fashion, with little hornless saddle

and short stirrups. We 'd see him all the

time, along the roads, across the fields, jump-
ing fences. He went coatless, usually, with

a soft white shirt turned down at the neck,

turned up to the elbows, his feet encased in

small yellow boots, each with a toy-size silver

spur, his head bare, with the light brown hair

parted at the side—and he was a handsome

boy, senor, beautiful with a sort of clean,

sane, sunny beauty. Once I heard him laugh
as his hunter, urged at too high a fence,

scraped over with all four hoofs—and the

joy of it was like rippling silver.

"Of course, senor, it was inevitable, that

they should meet; that they should meet and

that the blue eyes should lose themselves in

the black; that the black should hold within

them some of the blue, just as the sea holds

the blue of the sky. Passing one day the

cottage in the pear trees, I saw him upon
his horse, stopped before the gate, and, lean-

ing upon the gate, was she. A few days later

I again saw them there; but he had dis-
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mounted and. the bridle over Ids arm. was

also UanfasJ mi the gate. Then lie took t>>

bringing an extra hoiM with liiin. and they

rool the country together, tumultuous and

joyous, like children. And after a while,

senor, this also changed; their fresh young
voices rang DO longer tree; their laugh was
lii-aid now hnt seldom rippling over the stub-

ble. They began to seek the woods, shaded al-

leys; often, forgetting, they let their horses

walk slow side by side, and it was only when

their stirrup*, swinging idly, brushed against

eaeh other as in caress that Cannelita. lean-

ing forward, urged her horse to one of the

former mad prankish dashes that day by

day came less often, ended sooner, came back

more irresistibly to the dreamy loitering

side by side with their taste of sweet melan-

choly.

"And then, senor, there came the day when

they no longer rode, when they left their

horses behind ; and, sefior, when maid and

man with horses prefer to wander a-foot—
it is very serious. It was the Fall of the

year, an arid, golden Fall, and they wan-

dered in a golden land, and their dreams were

as the silver hazes. Up on the slopes of

the round mountain yonder, you can see the

sun set behind the rocks of Lobos; it be-

came a daily adventure to them, to see the

sun set behind Lobos. But little by little

they came to arrive earlier and earlier at

their station to see the sun set; and, before

it sets, the sun beats down very warm on the

golden arid slopes. They would lie there

upon their backs, side by side, without touch-

ing each other, hour after hour; the sun beat

upon them; it beat upon the land till there

rebounded from it a hot sweetness like in-

. and, senor, one day, beneath this tor-

rential pouring of heat and life, senor

or. it was the eve of San Carlos, pa-

tron saint of the Mission, and the next day,

from all over the country the people thronged
to the mass. And as the bell there above rang,

senor, she came across the ground from the

little house in the pears. Senor, a new

beauty was upon her, a beauty more u-

plex, palpitant with new ami contradictory

emotions. There was shame, shame coming

upon her at sudden intervals, before she

could guard herself, and which mantled red

her cheeks and bowed her head; ami there

was tenderness, a brooding tenderness that

made her eyes luminous with n liedewed light.

light tillered. M it wen-, puritieil. through
a tilm of tears ready to well; and above all,

surging through |,er in waves that swept
aside all other foaling and left her tense and

vibrant, there was pride, a great singing

pride
—the pride of the woman who has

given nil, who has given herself, sefior. for

lava.

"Sefior, .lunn had come down from the

range and was waiting there at the doom;
and by that deep instinct. 1 suppose, vouch

safed to him who loves, he saw the transfor-

mation and mysteriously he understood. I

saw him pale as his eyes fell ii|hiii her. I

heard the quick intake of breath; and as

she neared, and confirmation poured into him
in a black tide, slowly his right arm was

stiltly rising to the horizontal, till as she stood

before him, it stretched straight with in.lex

finger pointing, pointing her out to the peo-

ple and to God.

"She stood before him, still, a moment,

staring without comprehension at the tinker

pointing, at the eyes behind, glowing with

accusation; a wave of shame whelmed her.

she bent her head. She raised it again ; the

brooding tenderness was in her ey<

brimmed in tears as she looked upon Juan;
her hands went up. with a little shrug of the

shoulders, then came down swiftly, slapping
her thighs, in a gesture that expressed the

inevitable. Fate, the irrevocable all the

fatality that weighs upon the race—and then

in a great surge there rose through her the

Pride—and like a goddess she went by him
and into the scented obscurity of the church.

"\\ hen she came out again, senor, ahead

of the people at the end of the mass, vibrant

with a holy impatience, .lunn was at the

doon up. 'ii his big black horse, rearing with

clanging hoofs upon the Bagging. From his

pommel his riata stretched in a taut diagonal
to the ground, and there, at the loop end of

it. in the center of the portal- and almost

within the sacred edilice. was a nameless Ion
thing which had been human.

".lunn. armed with his terrible instinct.

had ridden up the road, and meeting there,

as he felt he would, his rival *"™*"g toward

the church, he had brought him to the

woman that loved him at the end of his raw-

hide ro|M-."

Don Jose! stopped: the index finger of his

right hand went up in a gesture commanding
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attention. Inside, the drone of the priest

had ceased; there was a vague rumble of

moved benches, a hissing of feet—and in the

full glare of the sun, she suddenly appeared,
her eyes aglow with expectancy. She stood

there a moment, her lips parted, her breath

coming a little fast; then suddenly both her

hands went to her heart, clutching the flesh;

she bent down and, her eyes fixed upon a

spot of the flagging where they was nothing,

she screamed.

But her father, her brothers, immediately

closing about her, urged her down the slope

toward the little house in the pear trees; and

as she went down, the eyes of Don Jose fol-

lowed her with a light in them that as-

tounded me.

"God guard you, Don Jose," I said; "you
love her."

He gave me a look full of a strange, wist-

ful desolation.

"I love her," he said; "1 loved her—ah,

far better than did the others—may there

be mercy for their souls."

The Deserter

By Mary Madison Lee

Who dares go forth unsummoned from the feast

Of life, too eager for the dark unknown,
Who waits not for the word to be released,

But braves the night, unbidden and alone,

Him we call coward, we that stand and wait,

Lacking the will to follow, though we deem

That better things are there beyond the gate,

Higher than hope, and deeper than our dream.

Yet in the grasp of each there lies some key,

That we might fit into the fast-closed door,

That shuts us from the one great mystery,
Barrier between the After and Before.

He that hath courage thither let him flee,

But we must call him coward evermore.
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f/i*' Only Entrance. It la Very Shallow.

The Hermit of San Nicholas

By W. A. Tenney
Illustrated from Photographs taken by J. C. Brewster

0\V lew readers have ever

seen in print any ac-

count of San Nicholas Is-

land. The name, even, is

visible only on the recent

maps of ( 'alifornia. The

pioneer settlers of Ventura and Santa Bar-

bara Counties, together with the survivors

of the old Mexican race, relate an enter-

taining tradition of what occurred on this

terra incognita at a modern date; but tradi-

tion, though a convenient foundation for a

romance, is not recognized as credible his-

tory. Some of the pioneer hunters, how-

ever, left in writing a t hrill ntr narrative of

what they personally witnessed on the island.

This written account of thoroughly reliable

eye -witnesses was published in the local his-

tory of Ventura County while the witnesses

were still living. In addition to the uniform

recital of a generation not yet extinct, we

have a corrohoratini; report in public docu-

ments of what (ioveniment explorers found
on Sau Nicholas at a recent date. The

photographer, who accompanied the olli

rials, has furnished us with the nronos taken

by his camera. With this accumulation of

cl ^connected material, accessible to very few

readers, because long out of print, we ven-

ture to compile a connected story in every

way historically true.

San Nicholas Island is eighty miles due

south from Buena Ventura, and belongs
to Ventura County. It is remote from all

lines of ocean travel, situated in a storm

center, with no sheltered harbor for large

sea-going vessels, and with a roadstead un-

safe for anchorage by reason of sudden and

violent changes of winds. The pounding of

the waves on the west side has opened a

narrow gateway through the rock into a

shallow bay. where small boats can comfort-

ably land. The situation of the island is

such that it is difficult to find an experi-
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A Part of the Stone Forest of San Nicholas.

enced navigator who is w lling to take tour-

ists to the place, especially if expected to

tarry for many days in the exposed offing.

For half a century this spot of earth has

been unpeopled except for the last few years

by a lone shepherd of a flock of sheep.

By Government survey the island is found
to be nine miles long- and four miles wide,
with an area of thirty-two square m'les.

Some fourteen thousand acres are compara-
tively level, with a seemingly rich soil. A
few stunted thorn bushes comprise all the

present timber, though excavations reveal

the existence of an extinct forest. Indeed,
the early fur hunters reported that more
than fifty years ago they found a part of

the tract covered with trees and shrubbery.
Modern fires have denuded the whole ter-

ritory.

Vast quantities of land shells are found
in the sand and in mounds, but not a living

specimen can now be found of that par-
ticular species, though they are still extant

on other islands and the mainland. That
these land mollusks were used for food by
the primitive natives is self-evident from
the segregated mounds of this species.
Numerous circular depressions are found

everywhere, indicating the location of pre-
historic human dwellings. Dr. Bowers, the

scientific expert of the Government survey,
counted forty of these depressions near the

boat landing, like the basements of a com-
pact village. The mounds of sea shells of
all existing species are immense.
One of the most beautiful varieties of the

haliotis (abalone) family is numerous on
the mounds, but so far as known it is now
extinct on the whole California coast. These
shell mounds are a matter of surprise to

every beholder. It is doubtful if the world
has an equal. They extend over the most
of the island, one be ng about six miles long,
a mile in width and twenty-five feet deep.

In some places beautifully polished peb-
bles are constructed into pyramids of unique
art. In the mounds of shells are inter-

spersed bones of fowls, fish, seals and
whales. Manifestly these artificial hills are

composed of the refuse separated from the

food of the extinct race. These s lent re-

mains bear unmistakable evidence of the

numbers of people who here made their

homes for probably thousands of years.
Wherever one turns his eye, broken mor-

tars, pestles, bone implements and ingenious
ornaments are seen.

What little has been published about San
Nicholas has long been out of print, and is

now inaccessible to the reading public.
There are shadowy traditions that San

Nicholas was densely populated by an inter-

esting people when modern history began
to draw upon their barbarian shores. The

discovery was much later than that of the

other islands in the Channel group. Ex-

actly where and under whom the first civil-

ized visitors landed on this isolated spot we
have no record to inform us. It is known
that the Russian fur-traders, not long before

the landing of the California gold-seekers,
learned that San Nicholas was one of the

most prolific resorts for the sea otter, and

they took the earliest steps to bag the rich-

est game. They accordingly shipped down
a strong crew of experienced native Alaskan

hunters, with all needed appliances and pro-

visions, and the most improved rifles. The
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ship sailed away and left the imparted
northern savages to do their work until the

end of the fur season. Tradition reports

that the Kadiaks MOB, by Com of arms,

made themselves criminally free with the

wives and daughters of the natives. Of
course tin- strongest elements in humanity
rose in resistance; but what could an un-

warliko people do with no weapons hut stone

Hsh spears and stone knives against a much
smaller number with rifles and steel daggerst
There were no civilized spectators to the

horrible massacre that followed. Later a

report IMobed the mainland that the only

survivors left were women and little girls;

every male had been slaughtered. Recent

explorers find corroborating evidence of vio-

lence. Shallow graves where heaps of

skeletons are found in disorder are not in

accord with the regulation Boda of sepulture

where the single body was pla 1 face down-

ward with the feet drawn up beneath, and

some personal haWfflgfagl or ornaments were

deposited with the remains.

One of an exploring party for the Smith

sonian Institution states that many of the

skulls of the exposed skeletons show a break

in the temporal bone or in the eye soeket, as

if the owners had been killed by some blunt

instrument. The remains confirm the report

of a general violence.

Si range to relate, the most reliable printed

report of the massacre first appeared in a

Boston paper. At that early date the

Yankees were partners with the Russians in

the fur trade on the California eoa-t. Here

is the Boston item :

A ship (.uur, | by Boardman and Pope of

BoatOB, commnnded by Captain Whitemore,

trailing on the const, took from the port of

Sitka, Russian American, about thirty

Kadiak Indians, n part of the hardy tribe

inhabiting the Island of Kadiak, to the

islands of the Santa Barbara Channel, for

the purpose of killing sea otter, which were

then very numerous. Captain Whitemore.
after landing the Indians on these islands

and placing in their hands firearms and other

-iry implements of the chase, sailed

away to the lower coast of California and

South America. In the absence of the ship

a dispute arose between the Kadiaks and

the natives of the islands, originating in

the seizure of the female* bv the former.

Tbo Kadiaks possessing superior weapons,

slaughtered the males without mercy, old and

young. On the Island of San Nicholas not a

male old or young was spared. At the end

of the year Captnin Whitemore returned to

the islands, took the Kadiaks on board and

returned to Sitka.—(History of Santa Bar-

bara and Ventura Counties, page 255.)

N'ot long after the northern hunters left,

tidings in some way reached the mainland of
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the painful situation on San Nicholas. Deep
sympathy was awakened at the missions and

elsewhere for the forlorn women and chil-

dren. A purse was easily raised to charter

a ship to bring the unfortunates to the

mainland, where they could receive aid and

sympathy.
It was in 1835 that Isaac Williams, once

Collector of the Port of San Pedro, super
intended a rescue party. The schooner Peor

es Nada, Captain Hubbard, was chartered.

While the schooner was anchored in the

offing, the crew had little trouble or delay

in "rounding up" the whole remainder of

the race at the landing. As the last boat-

load was pushing out through the surf, one

woman, noticing that something had been

left, supposed to have been one of her chil-

dren, leaped overboard and rushed up the

bank in pursuit. The situation of the surf

forbade any delay of the boat with its

human cargo. The officer intended, when he

had put his passengers on board the schoon-

er, to return with the empty boat for the

straggler, but on reaching the ship, a rising

gale admonished the captain that any delay

would imperil the vessel and the lives of all

on board; so he gave orders to weigh anchor

and stand for San Pedro under close reef.

It was a terrible head wind, and the vessel

was buffeted for eight days before the coast

could be reached. The capta'n intended,

when the storm abated, to return for the

one lost woman. On reaching San Pedro,

however, he found an order from the owner

of the ship at Monterey to sail at once for

that port. There was no alternative left for

his private plans. At Monterey a cargo of

lumber was taken aboard for San Francisco.

As she approached the Golden Gate a tem-

pest was raging, and attempting to cross

the bar the Peor es Nada capsized, and all

on board perished. The hulk was seen no

more. At that date this was the only vessel

on the California coast sufficiently large to

make a safe voyage to San Nicholas.

It must be remembered that about the only
traffic on the California coast less than sev-

enty-five years ago was carried on by a few

Eastern ships trading for hides and tallow.

The woman had nothing to fear from

wild animals, for the largest was a native

fox about the size of a small cat. There

was no danger of starvation, for in addi-

tion to seals and fish, wlrch she knew how

to capture and manage, there was an inex-

haustible stock of all kinds of mollusks only

waiting to be picked Up, and eggs by the

millions deposited in the crannies of the

rocks by pelicans, cormorants and pigeons.
The land, too, afforded esculent roots and

native fruits. The old dwellings were left,

and on the beach was landed an unlimited

store of driftwood for a renewed cabin and

fuel. Acquired skill in finding the material

and the manufacture of clothing supplied
that demand. A few domestic dogs left be-

hind were glad to aid in the chase. What
an amount of freedom there is in having
all the world to yourself alone ! Nobody to

steal or cheat, to fight or scold. How broad

the feeling when there is no mortal in your
world that can possibly touch you or any-

thing that you possess or want. Hermitage

may have compensations.
The next report from the forlorn island

was in 1850. This was fifteen years after

the Peor es Nada made her last voyage.
Meantime Mexico had ceded California to

the United States, and a semi-barbarism was

fast giving place to an urbane civilization.

Gold had been discovered and the Sierras

were swarming with miners. Just fifteen

years after the lone woman had been left on

San Nicholas, Captain Nidever, a worthy
citizen of Santa Barbara, ventured to make
a voyage in search of otter. He was con-

nected with the American Fur Company.
As they were passing around the island to

find the best point for game, Brown of the

crew discovered in the wet sand the fresh

tracks of a small human foot. He followed

the trail from the beach until the tracks

disappeared in the moss on the upland. He

reported to the others, but the day was too

far spent to continue the search. The next

day the hunting trip was cut short by a ris-

ing gale. The captain was compelled to

scud away for home. The next year Cap-
tain Nidever made a second voyage. While

his men were moving around a different part
of the island they came to some stakes of

driftwood on which were hung strips of seal

blubber to dry, out of the reach of wild

dogs. Here was the work of human hands.

Where to look for the invisible agent no one

could tell. Again the party was here to

hunt otter, not for a woman. The weather

signals were dubious, and the business re-

quired haste. A fair catch of otter in those
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days was more lucrative than an average

gold mine. Every moment of daylight must

be economized. A violent storm soon drove

the hunters to shelter. When they related

on shore what they had discovered, the older

residents and the dwellers about the mis-

sions said : "The lost woman must be still

alive." A general interest was awakened in

the involuntary hermit, and the Mission

Fathers offered a prize of $200.00 to any

party that would bring her to Santa Bar-

bara.

It was in 1853 that Captain Nidever de-

termined to take another cruise to San Nich-

olas, and engage in a woman hunt. The

prize would pay to make one systematic

sweep of the island. On landing he led his

crew to one end of the island, where signs
had before been seen, and marshalled them

in line, as far apart as possible and yet
maintain communication. Their united

vision covered the whole breadth of terri-

tory. In time as they climbed the hill,

Brown saw in the distant brush a dark ob-

ject that seemed to move. At first he

thought it was a bird, but as he no selessly

drew near, it assumed the appearance of the

back of a human head. It was the woman
in a low brush tent without a roof. She did

not see Brown, but her attention was fixed

upon the other men at a greater distance.

He gave a signal by raising his hat up and

down on the ramrod of his gun. A few

dogs near the woman gave a warning growl,
but at a fierce yell from her they disap-

peared. She was busy peeling the blub-

ber from a seal skin with an iron hoop.
Her mass of matted hair was of a

yellowish brown color. Her dress was of

cormorant skins (shags) cut in squares, ex-

tending from the shoulders to the ankles.

There was no cover for head or feet. When
all chance of escape was cut off, Brown

stealthily moved around in front and let

himself be seen. The woman made no at-

tempt to flee, but on the contrary she re-

ceived him with a bow and smile—with as

much grace as he could have been welcomed

in a civilized parlor. She greeted all her

visitors in the same way. True etiquette is

not a mere formality in highly cultured cir-

cles, it is an innate instinct of untutored hu-

manity. As the men sat down around her

she constantly talked, but not a word was in-

telligible. A few Indians of the crew spoke

several d.alects, but they understood not a

word. She was the only one left who could

speak the language of the island, and she

knew no other.

The savage was endowed with the grace
of hospitality. In a few minutes she took

from a grass sack two varieties of roots,

placing them in the smoldering ashes. When
cooked she placed them before her guests;
she gave the best and about all her larder

contained. Taking a drinking dish, she went

to a nearby spring and brought some water.

When the men made signs for her to go
with them to the landing and the schooner,
at first she failed to comprehend their mean-

ing, but when they made signs for her to

gather up her possessions, she caught the

idea and began to pack her baskets and sacks

with great dispatch. The dried blubber, and

all else that could be used for food, was

gathered up, meager clothing, bone needles,

sinew and ornaments were packed. The men
relieved her from the most of the luggage;
and last of all the woman selected a glow-

ing brand from the fire as an essential for

warmth and cooking. It is much easier for

Indians to transport fire than it is for them

by any process they know to start it de novo.

When all was in readiness, she led the

way down her trail, coming soon to a pure

spring of drinking water, where seal blub-

ber was hanging to dry; further down the

grade she led to a fountain for bathing,

where she paused to wash her hands and

face. On reaching the landing, they mo-

tioned for her to enter the boat, which she

cheerfully did. Aboard the schooner she

sought a place near the cook stove. When
food was offered, she ate with great relish

victuals such as she had never tasted before.

Indeed, from that time on she preferred the

bacon and bread to blubber and shell fish.

Brown at once found a piece of bed-ticking

and set about making a skirt. This with a

sailor's shirt and a discarded vest made her

quite comfortable.

The weather signals indicated a prolonged
season for hunting, so arrangements were

made to camp on shore. Poles were leaned

against a rock and an old sail spread over

them for a tent. A short d'stance away a

smaller shelter was arranged for the woman.

She went about talking to herself and sing-

ing as if content and happy. She aided in

the work, bringing wood and water. She
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then finished a water bucket which was

unique. Into a nicely braided grass basket

she placed some pieces of asphalttun. picked

up on the beach ; on these she placed hot

stones, and when in a liquid state the

asphaltum was carefully spread in a uni-

form thickness over the inside. When com-

pleted the basket was impervious to water

as a tin pail and not much heavier. Small

drinking dishes were made in the same way.
In these vessels water could In: bottled or

food cooked by tilling the basket with rata
and inimers ng a succession of hot rocks.

Among the otters that were brought into

camp for skinning was one on t he eve of

parturition. The hunter removed the fetus,

and stuffed the beautiful skin. By gestures
t'lie woman solicited the care of the toy. Tak-

ing it into her tent, she suspended it to a

pole, and by the hour she would swing it

back and forth, singing to it as to an in-

fant. Eighteen yam of hermit life had not

abolished the maternal instinct.

She pressed it to her tiosotn and rocke.1 it

to and fro.

In memory of the little one she lost so long

ago.

This time Captain Nidever was allowed a

month of successful hunting, then the rigH

of sky and bm admonished him that it was

time to leave. On the voyage homeward-

bound, however, a fearful gale met him.

The force of the wind, the boiling and break-

ing of the sea, the rolling and pitching of

the creaking vessel seemed fearful to one

not accustomed to ocean life. The great

anxiety of the woman seemed to increase

until she fell upon her knees on deck, raising

her hands and open eyes to the heavens, as

if invoking aid from an unseen |>ower above.

The dramatic scene was short. Soon the

smiling face of the sun appeared from be-

neath the retreating clouds, the gale was

abated and the seas assuaged. Then the

woman in pantomime conveyed to Captain
Nidever the view that it was her intercession

with the unseen which mitigated the tempest.

When the crew with the hermit were land-

ing, the tirst object of interest to attract her

attention was a two-wheeled cart drawn by
o yoke of oxen. She had never seen before

any domestic animal except the small Indian

dogs. She made apt pastures of her sur-

prise at the yoke, the docile oxen, the re-

volving wheels, at the same time talking and

laughing. Soon a horseman came riding

down the beach. This seemed still more

strange and ludicrous to her. Placing two
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fingers of her right hand astr'de of her left

thumb, she gesticulated the galloping rider

with shouts of laughter. She was in a new

world, though less than a hundred miles

from where she had spent her whole life.

Every view awakened surprise and hilarity.

Captain Nidever took the hermit to his

own home and placed her in care of his

efficient wife. The Mission Fathers, too,

assumed an indirect supervision over the

new arrival. Visitors from near and far

came to see the human curiosity, and many
donations were left for her comfort. She
seemed willing to attire herself for exhibi-

tion in her suit of birdskins with feather

points downward. She had a keen relish

for all the varieties of the white man's food,

and was extremely fond of fruit. From
lack of critical oversight she ate to excess

and brought on a serious malady. It was

supposed that a return to her native diet

would furnish a remedy, but she spurned
clams, fish and seal blubbers. In a few
weeks the sickness proved fatal, and the last

remnant of a once numerous race passed

away without being able by words to com-
municate anything about her people. The
tale of personal sorrow and suffering for

eighteen years, and the tradition of the ex-

tinct race must always remain a blank to the

civilized world. At the end of the hermit's

life she was given an appreciative burial by
the Fathers. The two unique dresses, one

worn by herself and a little one supposed to

belong to a deceased child, together with a

basket of spear heads, abalone fishhooks,

bone needles, sinew-thread and miscellaneous

ornaments were packed up by the Fathers

and sent to Rome. They were deposited in

th cabinet of curiosities in the Vatican,

where, doubtless, visitors may still inspect
them. A carefully prepared account of the

hermit went with her effects to the Vatican.

And what can now be said about the mod-
ern San Nicholas? The island is still there,

but for half a century it has virtually been

unpopulated. The otters were soon exter-

minated, so hunters had no motive to visit

the storm-lashed isle. There are some

twenty thousand acres of manifestly rich

soil, but no homesteaders care to take it.

Food and water are abundant. Some ad-

venturer has placed on the island a large
flock of sheep. Periodically the sheep-
shearers make a voyage to ply their voca-

tion for a week or two, and at intervals a

nomadic shepherd makes a tour to look after

the lambs. The larger part of the year,

however, San Nicholas entertains no man.
The bleating of the sheep, the cry of the

lambs, the barking of the inoffensive foxes,

the scream of sea fowls chime in with hoarse

growl of sea lions. The roar of the billows

among the cliffs and the muffled tones of the

ever-beating surf. Nature's desolation reigns

supreme.



The Stage and the Pulpit
Bv William Winter

1.1 'IT Inhumations against
the theater are neither so nu-

merous nor so violent as they
were in former years, but

they continue to be ejaculated
and do doubt they will be

audible as long as bigoted clergymen nour-

ish, and as long as religion which ought to

make its votaries just and gentle—makes
some of them intolerant. The theatre, as is

well known, was originally, in Catholic coun-

tries of Europe, a sort of auxiliary of the

church- which sanctioned and used "Miracle

I'lavs" but. gradually, it took an inde-

pendent form and grew into a separate and,

finally, a powerful institution; whereupon the

church became savagely antagonistic to its

offspring, and practically signified its enmity

by persecution. It is an ancient <|iiarrel, and

it ought not to endure. The theatre is essen-

tial to the public welfare and it should not

he, and cannot be, suppressed. Vanity and

-••liishness, however, are strong foes to recon-

ciliation. The actual reason, as distinguished
from the alleged one, for clerical opposition
to the stage is jealousy on the part of pulpit

perforata, combined with anxious apprehen-
sion lest the influence of the theatre should

1 that of the church. The extent of

injustice to which intolerance is capable of

proceeding was recently exemplified by a

clergyman of Atlanta, Oa., Kev. Dr. Brough-
ton by name, who actually went so far as to

represent that great actor and manager, the

late Henry Irving, as an opponent of the

stage, and a disparager and assailant of his

own vocation. That preacher seems to have

been uncommonly acidulous in his remarks,

delivering several tremendous, because self-

convincing, reasons why the theatre should

be suppressed everywhere as well as in At-

lanta, Ga., and he concluded his phillippie by

quoting a statement, attributed to Henry
Irving, to the effect that ''the playhouse is

a dangerous place for men and women of

weak
|
towers and characters."

That statement is true of many places be-

sides the playhouse; for example, it is true

of the church; but an attempt to represent

Henry Irving as, in any way, at any time, or

on any ground, an enemy of the theatre or

of the art of acting could < ie only of

ignorance or malice. Irving often made

opportunities—and he never lost one—of de-

fending his profession, lis \iews of the

stage are recorded in his many public ad-

dresses, and those addresses are easily acces-

sible; and if the Kev. Dr. Broughton, or any
other clergyman, were really desirous of ac-

quainting the religious community with the

opinions and convictions of that noble actor.

who lived and died in the service of the

drama, it would be easy to accomplish that

desire by reading some of those addresses

from the pulpit. They are as good as most

sermons, and belter than many. They con-

tain much information, and the spirit of them

is pure, earnest, thoughtful, liberal and sweet.

In one of them, delivered at Harvard 1'ni-

versity. in 1885, Henry Irving said:
* • • • We do not claim to be any bet-

ter than our fellows in other walks of life.

* * *
It is impossible to point to any

vocation which is not attended by tempta-
tions that prove fatal to many.

• • •

The immortal part of the stage is its nobler

part.
• * *

I have been an actor for

nearly thirty years, and what I have told

you is the fruit of my ex|>erience, and of an

earnest and conscientious belief that the call-

ing to which I am proud to belong is worthy
of the sympathy and support of all intelli-

gent people." (He remained an actor

twenty years longer.)

Some years ago a significant incident, in

which Henry Irving was concerned, occurred

at a country
- mansion in England, an inci-

dent which lie afterward related to the pres-

ent writer, who, therefore, can vouch for its

truth. It chanced that Henry Irving was

dining with a group of distinguished per-

sons, among whom was the Primate of Kng-
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land—the late Archbishop of Canterbury.
That venerable Prince of the Church spoke,

in terms of disapproval, as to the employ-
ment of children, by Irving, in the London

Lyceum Theatre. To those remarks Irving

replied :

"Sir, I cannot admit the justice of your

opinion, nor can I refrain from assuring you
that it is absolutely groundless. The chil-

dren who are employed in my theatre are

carefully guarded, and are as well cared for

as they could be in any home; better, in

some cases, than they are by their parents.

I require that their conduct and manners

should be above reproach, and I will add that

such is not the case with the choir boys who

sing in your lordship's cathedral—for, within

this week, I, personally, was obliged to call

to order a number of those choir boys, who
were creating a disturbance during the serv-

ice, a thing that never could happen in any
first-class theatre."

The Archbishop made no immediate re-

sponse, but, after the party had retired for

the night, he went to Irving's room, sat by
his bedside—the actor having gone to bed—
and there and then expressed regret for his

error, and thanks that he had been set right.

It is much to be wished that the clergy in

general would emulate such a good example
of justice and liberal feeling. The people of

the stage are like other people
—neither worse

nor better. The theatre cannot with any-

more propriety be held responsible for the

immorality of some of its members than the

church can be held responsible for the wick-

edness, not infrequently made known, of

some of its votaries—even of clergymen
themselves. If there actually be a difference,

in point of morals, between the two institu-

tions (and there does not seem to be any), it

probably is in favor of the theatre—for the

theatre does not assume, as the church does,

to be the custodian of all the virtues; and,

moreover, the theatre, behind its scenes, and

without any of that glamour, altogether fic-

titious, with which it has been invested by
an ignorant public fancy, is as hard, stern

and exacting as a machine shop. For those

persons who are in earnest (and there are as

many earnest persons on the stage as there

are in the pulpit), the continuous, strenuous

toil requisite for the attainment of success in

acting leaves but scant time even for need-

ful rest. The stage is an excellent thing,

when it is rightly conducted, and that it

should be rightly conducted is the heartfelt

desire of every worthy member of it, man
or woman. The profession of acting has

done great good to thousands of people ; and,

if the clergy must occupy itself with the

theatre, it would be well employed, not in

condemnation of it, but in condemnation of a

vulgar, commercial misuse of it, that is made

by unworthy persons who, wh'le making loud

professions of racial integrity and religious

motive, conduct it as a mere bazar. Pulpit

denunciation of the actor is powerless to stay

the dramatic movement or to affect the trend

of educated public opinion. Bigotry, shoot-

ing from behind a hedge, causes only dislike

and contempt. The church, like every other

social institution, must maintain itself, not

by denouncing contemporary educational

forces, but by making and keeping its own
force potent and interesting. When the

country clergyman, complaining to Henry
Ward Beecher that his congregation often

went to sleep while he was preaching, asked

what he should do "to wake them up," the

famous preacher replied : "If my hearers

should go to sleep, I should ask the deacon

to come 'round and 'wake me up' !" The acrid

ebullition of the Atlanta parson, tending

to stigmatize Henry Irving, by misapplying
words attributed to him so as to make him

seem to decry the profession that he loved,

honored, and devoutly served all the days of

his life, exemplifies an ecclesiastical pose,

either ignorant or disingenuous, which is not

only unjust to the theatre, but injurious to

the church and detrimental to the welfare of

the public. A cynical observer might re-

mark upon the singularity, that testimony

of actors against the stage is always quoted
either from actors who have turned preachers,

or from actors who are dead and cannot

reply. It would be interesting to note the

result, if some ecclesiastical crank would

select, and apply to condemnation of the dra-

matic calling, remarks by Eichard Mansfield,

or E. S. Willard, or Robert Mantell, or John

Hare, or Mrs. Fiske, or Edward Terry. The

answer would have no uncertain sound.
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The Waterloo of King Jedediah I

By John Fleming Wilson

UKHE is—or was—in the

city of Honolulu on Fort

street, just above Queen
street and its intricacies, a

certain low-ceilinged, dimly-
l;_-lited coffee house. A sign

informs the wayfarer that it is specially

fitted up for the refreshment of the hungry
who are also epicurean. It is the resort of

The history of the dynasties of the South

Seas is yet to be written. Certain greater

princes that have exploited the coral-fringed

islands, eaten of the bounty of their gardens
and waged their wars of blood and commerce

upon the warm reaches of the Pacific have

attained to paragraphs in the newspapers
and mention in the dispatches of The Powers.

Rut of the kings themselves, those vagrant
and ofttimes drunken potentates ruling from

thrones built amid the palms and mangoes of

a thousand isles, there has never been a vera-

cious and complete record. Down-Easter,

Scot, Irishman and full-bellied German, they

have gone their boisterous ways, wielded

their tinsel scepters and drunk their trade

irin and sweet champagne with no scribe to

indite their memoirs and preserve their fame.

But in Andrew's coffee bouse bat a year

ago you might meet them. Kin<» Max of

Laysan would have banded you the Adver-

tiser, designating with thick finger the item

that spelled his glory; King Ole of Tahula's

thumbed Bund was at your disposal and

minor royalties would nod and bellow in

subdued thunder over the going of the Morn-

ing Star to the Low Archipelago. Here was

the clearing-house of the princes of the South

Seas. Here they who spoke on far-off, surf-

ringed domains with the voice of authority

might easily be enticed into amicable and

even confidential chat about shell and copra
and cane and the politics of the great deep.

The arrival of a schooner in the offing

meant much in Andrew's coffee house. Let

Kaheamanu, the waiter, fling open the door

that gave on the hot street and cry "Some-

body coming!" The kings rose and reached

for white jackets and limp hats with excla-

mations of anticipation or disgust, as it

meant the arrival of some brother lord or the

imminent departure of one already of the

company. A little later you misht see them

on Wilder's wharf, straddled on huge legs,

smoking prodigious pipes, all gazing out

toward the entrance in the reef beyond
which a schooner jockeyed for her straight

course in.

One such day I had been in Andrew's with

the Nestor of all South Sea journalists, the

friend and celebrator of half the notables

along the Equator. He had been devouring

(he had a true Atlantic taste though he had

not seen "home" in thirty years) a huge

portion of bacon and eggs with a ponderous

eup of coffee to savor it, between mouthful*

telling me the inside of the latest coup d'itat

in the vexed territory of Hawaii. The drone

of conversation, the steaming air that

breathed in from the torrid town, had put

me almost to sleep and I fear I had caught

but little of his tale when I yielded entirely

to the drowsy influences of the place and

dozed.

When I awoke Kaheamanu's cry still rang

in my ears and my companion was wiping

his beard with his handkerchief preparatory

to going forth with the rest "You *d better

along," he remarked. "A little fresh

air will do yon good."
The remark was so commonplace

- that I

nearly dozed again. But I heard a well-

known voice—the voice of the Lord of Nua—

saying, "It 's Jedediah's Bet* of Bath. Jede-

diah aint been up from Enid Island in ten

vears, I'll bet."

"Who's Jedediah T" I demanded of the

journalist.

"Jedediah the First is the King of Enid,"

he responded sententiously.

And where's EnidT" I pursued.
"Due south," was the reply. "Next to
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Christmas Island it 's about as far out of the

world as you can get. Jedediah ought to

have come up long before now."

We followed the kings at a respectful dis-

tance down Fort street and along the coral

strewn waterfront till we reached the wharf,

whence the harbor lay in full view, sparkling
in the afternoon sun out to the dancing surf

on the reef, hemmed in with delicate white

arms of dazzling sand, like a bowl outheld

by some fair woman.

Beyond the reef I saw the schooner whose
arrival had made all this stir. She leant

against the Trades gently, a gossamer curl

of white water at her prow, a slender thread

of green traversing the azure sea behind her,

marking her path. As she heeled over to the

scented gale that bore to her the heavy odors
of the flowery valleys of Oahu I saw that she

was very old. Her antique topsail was

patched and stained, and the very timbers of
her bow, as she rose streaming from the

surge, seemed worn and thin. The long
stretch of green, that traced her wake for the

eye, one of the kings explained : "She 's foul

with weeds. The Bess of Bath aint been on
a dock or on a beach to be scraped this

twenty years."
And his judgment was confirmed when the

ancient vessel found her position to enter

between the foaming reef-heads and bore up
into the wind. It seemed that it was with the

utmost difficulty that her master made her

understand the direction he indicated, for
there were two opinions as to whether she

would not pile up on the reef. But the top-
sail filled again and the Bess of Bath forged
in and headed for the buoy that marks the

turn in the channel. Here, again, she seemed
on the verge of destruction

; it was only after

a full minute's time that she recovered and
drew into the harbor, the song of the Ka-
nakas of her crew coming softly to our ears.

As a. boat pulled away vigorously from the

schooner's side the oldest journalist in the

South Seas nodded his head and told me to

look out for an item. "That 's Jedediah,"
he informed me. "You 'd better get a talk

with him now, for he '11 be pretty busy when
lie gets close to American whiskey and cigars.

I'll introduce you."
The boat swung up alongside a bark dis-

charging prosaic coal for the mail boats and

Jedediah came up on the wharf with a flour-

ish of arms and a kick that sent the sailor

on whose shoulder he mounted howling into

the bottom of the boat. Once on the planks
and firm on his feet he pulled his cap hard

down over his eyes, scowled at the unfortu-

nate Kanaka now giggling among his com-

panions, and peered out under the sun at his

schooner. Satisfied, apparently, that this

ancient craft was secure, the King of Enid

advanced towards us. The King of Kohula

was the first to greet him : "Hello, Jedediah,"

he said hoarsely. "Thought you 'd quit this

part of the world and gone to the Colonies."

They shook hands solemnly, without fur-

ther words, and my companion adroitly

thrust me in among those present. Royalty

squeezed my hand in an immense paw and

immediately turned up and away from the

wharf. The rest of us followed, a taciturn

procession stringing out over the coral like

men following a boss to work, each of us

stumping along industriously in the rear of

this determined figure.

It was not to Andrew's that we went this

time. We did not even pass the place; in-

stead we turned at Queen Street, shuffled

down an alley bordered with lean palms and

into the cool court of Cunha's, quencher of

Equatorial thirsts, blender of savory concoc-

tions fit for throats parched through long

seasons.

It is not for a scribbler of paragraphs to

depict the solemn, almost melancholy gusto

with which the kings drank, nor the ameliora-

tion of their manners as the strong waters

had their effect, nor the expansion of Jede-

diah I.

In due time the ceremony was over. A
dozen questions had been propounded and

answered and the Press advanced and made
its queries in the name of the anxious and

expectant public, while the kings departed
with retreating cries and ejaculations till the

last vanished out into the afternoon and the

bartender returned to his nook by the re-

frigerator.

"Nothing to say much," said the king.

"Enid is still there, or was fifty-four days

ago when we sailed. I'm here and you 're

here and Hawaii has gone over to Uncle Sam
and I want another drink and a cigar and a

piece of pie."

"Pie !" I exclaimed, as we drank
;
"that 's

a funny thing to ask" for."

"Is it?" the king returned simply. "I

have n't had a piece of pie in eleven years.
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I was brought up on it. They dont make

pie down in my district. Where can we get

some T"

We went eompanionably to George's and

sat down under a fan. The king looked at

it and thci looked at me. "Queer sort of

punkah, that. Run by clock workt"
" Elect ricity," I informed him.

re enough," he said readily. "I got a

paper a year ago from Sidney that told

about what electricity was doing. But I want

pie."

He got it, and as he went into it I men-
tioned again the fact that I desired to know
the purpose of his visit and the news of

Enid, that the public might be informed of

its prince's arrival in due form.

He stopped politely and gave me briefly

what I thought I desired. I thanked him
and he resumed his pie as I left. I looked

back when I reached the street. The king
was ordering more pie.

In the evening, when the lights blaze on

King street and creep out of the foliage of

Punchbowl, when the breeze that has roared

all the hot day becomes only a perfumed sigh,

Honolulu wakes to her varied life and en-

joys her kings. On this occasion they strolled

up and down the thoroughfares, dividing the

polyglot, laughing, singing throng with vast

shoulders, calling over the garlanded heads

in deep-sea tones, scattering the largess of

their treasuries with lavish hands. But the

King of Enid was not among them. From
the river to the quiet reaches of the palace

grounds he was not visible and I, being a

seeker after the wisdom of crowned heads as

expounded by the lords of the sea-girt isles,

sought him elsewhere.

I found him in one corner of Cunha'a, a

bottle and a glass at his hand, his face to the

ceiling, his eyes fixed upon a nymph that dis-

ported herself in the fashion of half a world

away with immutable posture and eternal

smile.

King Jedediah pushed the bottle towards

me and withdrew his thoughtful glance from
the painted divinity. When I had helped my-
self he poured him out a glass and drank it

slowly.

"How does it seem to get backf" I in-

quired with banal civility.

"It 's the very devil," he added soberly.

"The very devil." I'm not back yet."
"How do too meant" I demanded.

"It 's the darned Germans." he exploded.
"Seized your island t" I suggested, think-

ing of Samoa cud Pago-Pago.
''The Germans and ambition," answered

the king. "I was after too much and 1

got it."

"I dont understand," I said. "Have thev

taken EnidT"

"Not by a darn sight !" he exclaimed. "But

they 're welcome to it, now. I dont know
what to do."

To advise kings is a hardy matter. I

ehose silence.

"You see," the king went on presently, "it

was all because of a little German band."

This was his proem. His tale, the tale of

the Waterloo of King Jedediah, related by

himself, was as follows:

I took up Enid about fifteen years ago.

I was mate of the old bark Hesper in those

days and she had a hard name. So did I.

The crew was as tough a set of Auckland

galley-boys as ever I drove. Thurfore, I

was set ashore on Enid one fine night and

the Hesper went on up to the States with

the crew running the ship.

I did n't like being marooned that way, at

first. But Enid was a nice little island.

Plenty of cocoanut and mangoes and sour-

sops and pears and kalo and as decent a lot

of natives as I ever did see. Out of the way,

that was the only matter with the place. But

I fixed that all right. I bought the Bet* of

Bath three years later off a trader and that

way I got a trip to the Colonies once in a

while and a way of getting my copra and

shell to market.

Any of the boys will tell you I did pretty

well by Enid. I married the chiefs daugh-

ter and taught 'em a lot of things about

trading. I put Enid on the map. I tell you

right now I turned over a lot of money and

put it right back into the island. Why, five

years ago I had a bandstand put up, besides

a big treasury building, and passed a law

that every man should drill once a week in

my army. Tou could have come to Enid

and found the most up-to-date kingdom in

the South Seas. I had a lot of improvements
and this year I was going to go to San Fran-

cisco and get a full outfit of these electric fix-

ings. I was going to have a waterworks, a lot

of street lights and a town clock. I would

have, if I had n't got ambitious snd run

afoul of little German band.
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You see it was this way. There 's mighty
little wind down Enid way and it gets so

darned lonesome and slow that a man wants

something doing. I went in for more white

folks. "Gimme somebody that knows what
I say when I swear," is my principles.

What I wanted was Americans. I'm an

American and a good up-to-date island needs

'em. They're the people to make things
hum. But I could n't get 'em. I had to take

what I could pick up and I got me Himmel-
fritz from 'Tonga, a German; Lavang, a

French skipper that lost his ship and his

papers at the same time down Tahiti way;
and a big, devil-may-care remittance Brit-

isher from Sidney. I reckon nobody
but Jedediah could have handled that crowd.

But I handled 'em, all right. I made Him-
melfritz treasurer and Boggs, the Britisher,
chief engineer, and Lavang, head of the cus-

toms. Darn 'em, they worked, you bet. Let

'em swear all they want, was my principles,
but make 'em work.

You had ought to have seen the army I

got together. And the way the natives

hustled. I tell you I was worth a good round
hundred thousand a year ago. Then I got
ambitious. A man does, thinking nights
when the stars are particular bright and the

blossoms are thick in the hills.

"Himmelfritz," says I one day, "We've
got an army and a treasury building and a

park and bandstand. What we need is a

band."

"Music," says Himmelfritz, pawing his

beard, "is foolishness. It 's something I dont
want. The natives are bad enough."
The Dutchman was correct. But I never

give in when my men dont like a thing. La-

vang was dead against it, too, and Boggs
laughed in his nasty way and told me I was

getting soft.

"Soft?" I inquires. "Did you ever hear

of an army without a band? Or a band-
stand without somebody to play on it?"

So I sat down and wrote a letter to the

American consul in Sidney and the Bess took

it up to Papeete and six months later I got
an answer. The consul said he 'd received

my order and would deliver in time, though
bands were hard to get.

About six months after I'd got the letter a

bark hauled to off Enid and sent a boat

ashore with a band and an invoice from the

consul. It did me good to see 'em come

ashore, all with their caps on and their horns

about their necks. There were six of 'em

and it was n't till the bark had swung her

mainsail and got under way that I discovered

that not one of the band spoke American.

Himmelfritz was up in the hills after nuts

and I had to wait three days till he came

back before I could tell the beggars to put
down their horns and have something to eat.

Then was the beginning of my troubles.

They were mad. They said they had been

buncoed. Would n't play a tune for any-

body for love or money or kicks.

Imagine me. King of Enid for nigh fif-

teen years, with a town with streets and an

army with guns, and a little German band

mutinying while my three white men snick-

ered and the army marched and counter-

marched to a shark-skin drum. Was n't it

enough to put a man crazy? I tell you
I sat on the beach those nights and thought
over all I'd done for a lot of European
thieves and a pack of heathen natives and I

swore I'd teach 'em King Jedediah was the

man to keep their eye on.

The German band got pretty wise to the

sort of shark Jedediah is, and the third morn-

ing after they 'd landed they disappeared up
into the valley. I went to Himmelfritz, he

being of the same breed, and I says, "Him-

melfritz, you better go up and explain to

those Dutch cousins of yours that I aint the

man to fool with. If they dont come round

and play music, they 're liable not to have

necks to blow through."
So Himmel went up the valley and from

what the natives told me, there was quite a

session up there. Himmel came back. But

without the band. "No good," says he.

"They 're
.
scared and they 're Dutch. You

might as well let 'em alone. After a while

they '11 come down and maybe see your side

of it."

"What 's the matter with 'em?" I demands.

"Homesick," says Himmelfritz.

So I drilled the army and locked the treas-

ury every night and we played casino on the

lanai of the palace till the town went to bed

and the night wind brought the sound of the

surf clear and sharp to us. Never a sound

from the band.

But one night, after Himmelfritz and La-

vang and Boggs had gone off to their quar-
ters and the moon was shining through the

palms, I was sitting with my pipe in my
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hand, thinking of n lot of things, when from

far up the mountain I heard a sort of long-

drawn cry. I fell to listening and pretty
it again, a riling strain, by

! of some tune. Then the sen breeze

died away and I heard it plainer. It was

the band, playing up there in the moonlit

valley some tune or other that I remembered.

All nijiht l"n<r they kept it up and I heard

Himmelfritz and Boggs c. I out of their

house and shuffle along the boards to the edge
of the porch. Later Lavang came out on his

porch and lit his pipe. I was mad clear

through. It was bad enough to have im-

ported a band and have them go back on the

bargain. But to have the whole settlement

kept awake by their darned playing was
- too far.

I'm here in Honolulu because King Jede-

iliah was euchred by that little German band.

nly that night, but every night for a

month I never saw them, nor could I get a

glimpse of them ; only I could hear them

begin to piny along towards midnight when
tin' surf trot low and the sea breeze didn't

come in. And every night those three white

thieves, men that I'd saved from the gallows
and worse, crept out on their porches and

li.-tened.

I know when I'm beat. At the end of

that month the Kingdom of Enid was de-

moralized. The army would n't take heart in

their drill and Himmelfritz and Lavang and

Boggs were worse than mutinous. How 're

you going to deal with a man that doesn't

hear what you say half the time and spends
the other half mooning in his quarters f I

tell you it 11 put the livest sort of kingdom
strictly on the blink.

it the end of the month I sent Himmel-
fritz up the mountain with my ultimatum.

"Tell 'em to quit playing and come down and

I'll ship 'em out right away," was my words.

"Do you mean that T" asks Himmel.
"You dont think I'm going to have those

Dutch nightingales singing in my kingdom,
do youf You tell 'em they can 't get out of

here fast enough."
"Howl you get them outf" he comet

back at me.

"By Heck! I'll send 'em to Samoa by the

Bess of Bath," I says. "Anything to get rid

of them."

So Himmelfritz departs as envoy extra-

ordinary to the little German band and

brings 'em down. By Heck, I laughed when
I saw 'em, mad as I was.

Imagine at sundown a half-dozen of

bearded Dutchmen, each with his horn or his

flute, parading down q lane a hot evening
with blue uniform and heavy cap on, all

blowing a tune as solemn as I'm sitting here!

The Bess was lying in the lagoon, nil ready
for them, and they went on past the palace.

blowing away at their instruments, the Ka-
naka*, marching liehind and humming the

song. I came out on the lanai and watched
'em go by, quite like any king reviewing his

army. And they tootled and blew along, step,

step, step, hup, hup, hup, their cheeks puffed

out, their bodies swinging to the music.

Somehow I bated to see that band go; I

sort of stood up straight and waved my hand.

The leader looked over at me and they

stopped. The tune stopped. Everything

stopped. And then the leader waved his horn

and they stepped off again, playing an old

'Frisco dancehall tune. I did n't know just

what it was, but as they passed out of

I remembered.

(The king forgot his glass and threw his

head back. His eyes rested on the nymph on

the ceiling. He seemed lost in thought. He
awakened to say : )

That was the old tune they nlaved. The
last tune played in the Kingdom of Enid. 1

forget the words. They went down the

white road under the dark palms. I saw
them come out on the beach and then, by-

Heck, I saw the end of my ambitions. Be-

hand them, leading the ruck of Kanakas, was

Himmelfritz, with his white clothes on and

his bag in his hand. There was Boggs, tool-

ing along with his head on his breast, and

Lavang, too, with his cap on the back of his

head.

I tell you I was hurt Had n't I picked all

three of 'em out of the gutter and made m«-i.

of themf Hadn't I put money in

pockets and given them the run of my
island f And they left me, left me cold to

follow a little German band. They got int.'

the boat with them and went out to the Bess.

I heard Lavang's voice ordering the crew

about when they set the topsail and Boggs
singing at the halliards.

It 's lonely to be a king. I stood there and

the Bess lifted her anchor and warped out to

the reef. They hoisted the foresail and she

slipped through out upon the open sea.
.
The
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moon lit her up. I saw them all on her decks.

The band played and the Bess took the long
swells and I never said a word. I never

called to them. They never said good-bye,
damn them !

"But why did you leave?" I demanded.

"They sent the schooner back," he said

simply. "Enid is for sale, treasury, band-

stand and palace. I'm done with it. My
wife is dead and the children are well fixed."

I looked at him, a man in the prime of life,

giving up a kingdom. "What are you going
to do?" I asked.

King Jedediah's face was turned toward

the eternally posturing siren of half a world

away. "I'm going home," he said mildly.

"I've had my day and I've come to the end of

the fun of it. I knew it that night when
the band went by—going home—playing that

tune. Himmelfritz, Boggs and Lavang went.

By Heck ! the King 's going, too !"

I went back to the office and wrote mv

paragraph about the King of Enid. The
Oldest Journalist in the South Seas was

putting on his coat as I finished. "What
did Jedediah have to say?" he inquired.
"He said he was put out of business by a

little German band," I replied.

"Any story in it?" he pursued.
"A stickful," I responded.
But later, in San Francisco, I watched a

parade of the city's workingmen. They
passed up Market street to the blare of

trumpet and the beat of drum, with banners

waving and legends flaunting in the breeze.

Behind an immense pennant bearing the

words, "Stevedores Local, No. 16," stepping

along with his eyes fixed on some invisible

guidon, I saw King Jedediah. He did not

see me, for he was following the band. Prob-

ably the kings still gather in Andrew's

waiting for Kaheamanu's cry, "Somebody
coming !" But Jedediah, no longer king, will

never come again. He has gone home.

A Mix-up in Souls

By Robert Whitaker

the words.

F the remark had come a

minute later it would have

been meaningless to me, for I

know I was on the verge of

a dead faint. As it was I

caught the idea rather than

Yet feeble as was my mental

grasp, it was like the clutch of desperate

fingers when one has fallen overboard. I

was going down in a horror of thick dark-

ness, a rushing, roaring noise in my ears,

and a choking in my throat. Then of a sud-

den something touched me, something strong
but elusive, and as the last words of the

sentence went whirling by me I reached out

and seized their meaning as one might lay

hold of a rope, and was drawn rapidly to

the surface again. I thought for how long
I know not that it was night, and that I was

dragging in the wake of some vessel. I

could see the lights on the stern of the

ship, and was dimly conscious that some

hand was reaching out for me. Then I

knew that the lights were the wide staring

eyes of Mrs. Bentley, who sat next to me
in the pew, and her hand it was that was
extended toward me.

I do not think that I had any definite in-

tention at the moment our hands met. I

was simply relieved to get the mastery of

myself once more. I took her hand gladly,

for it was a large, motherly hand, and I felt

like being mothered just then. She smiled

and turned toward the preacher as if wholly
assured that my momentary faintness was

entirely of the past, but she left her hand

lying in mine as if she would still give me
of her strength. My eyes

'

followed hers,

but I did not hear what the preacher was

saying, for the reason that the sight of him,
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ami the feeling of Mrs. Bentley's band in

mine, brought vividly before me the startling

though! which had shocked me into self-

control just as consciousness was slipping

away.
I wondered now if I had heard Dr. Wolf-

endon aright. He was always a bold and

progressive thinker, yet I had never heard

him broach such an idea before, though

something like it had often passed through
wn mind. But for* Mrs. Bentley's

warm, living hand, I might have thought
i still dreaming. It was her very real

and very human touch which not only re-

assured me, but suddenly suggested to me
to prove the almost incredible proposition
then and there. Our hands were both un-

gloved, perhaps because the day waa warm,
though I did not remember removing my
own. We were both in meditative mood, and

peculiarly sympathetic by reason of help

given and received. And the idea possessed

me, so that 1 knew if it were ever possible
it could never be more possible than at that

very moment.
If I thought at all of her right to be con-

sulted before the experiment was made, my
longing to know just a few minutes of per-
fect health and strength thrust such consid-

eration aside. I did not figure on the length
of time the exchange should be continued,
nor as to how, and whether if the transfer-

ence were once accomplished a retransfer

could be made. I felt only with feverish

eagerness the marvelous possibility, the sug-

gestion of which had mastered me when

nearly lost to consciousness, and the singular

opportunity to test it which that very ex-

perience had brought me.

I low soon Mrs. Bentley felt the power of

my purpose I do not know. I had exerted

: almost to the point of fainting again,
when she turned and looked at me with curi-

ous eyes. The wonder in her eyes grew and

deepened into profound jierplexity not un-

mixed with fear as I held her with my gaze.
She is a very unimaginative woman, but

either her imagination awoke before we

passed or else the transfer was accomplished
before I had full consciousness of it. The
transition was so sudden at the last I cannot

be certain about the sensations which just

immediately preceded it. I know that one

moment I was looking intently into Mrs.

Bentley's eyes and the next I wss looking

out of them at the semblance of my former
self sitting just where I had sat at the end
of the pew, while Mr. Bentley drowsed se-

renely beside me on the other side.

For a full minute, I should judge, the

thing that dominated my consciousness was
the riot of good health which coursed through

my veins. Though never an invalid for any
length of time, I have never been robust.

Besides being at least twenty years younger
than Mrs. Bentley, I am as compared with

her a mere child in size snd strength. Imag-
ine my feelings now as I looked at her. sit-

ting there in the guise of ray former self, a

slight, frail woman of less than thirty years,
whom I felt as if I could take into my arms
and caress into comfort and calm. I was as

intoxicated with joy as she was dazed with

wonder. I could have shouted from shear

sense of overflowing life. It was this very
exuberance of spirit which wakened me to

the embarrassments of my position. For-

getful for the moment of where I was, I

opened my mouth wide to take one deep, full

breath, and expand my ample breast. Some-

thing in my mouth dropped. My ungloved
tiand went up just in time to save me from
the confusion of losing my teeth into my lap.

The surprise of it brought me bolt up-

right with a suddenness that shook the pew.

Perhaps it is fortunate that Mrs. Bentley's
movements are usually more deliberate than

mine, in view of the ordinary difference in

our weight. But it was unfortunate that I

had forgotten that with all her excellent

health, Mrs. Bentley, by reason of an acci-

dent, had lately lost three front teeth, which

had been replaced more recently with a par-
tial plate. It was evident that as yet some

conscious effort on her part was required to

hold them in place.

The jar of my surprise awoke Mr. Bent-

ley so abruptly that his spectacles fell off.

He picked them up confusedly, and looked at

me with some alarm. Then, seeing my hand

at my mouth, a quiet twinkle came to his

eyes, followed by s mock reproof, which in-

stantly overwhelmed me with the realization

that in my presen t situation I was Mr. Bent-

ley's wife.

Now, Mr. Bentley is twelve years older

than Mrs. Bentley, and therefore more than

thirty years my senior. He is reckoned s

good man, but besides certain habits which I

could not easily endure in sny rosn, Mr.
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Bentley has a face not very likely to attract

any girl as sensitive to good looks as I am.

Besides there was a much younger and hand-

somer man no farther off than the pulpit for

whom I—but never mind my feeling toward

him. At that time I had hardly confessed

the sentiment to myself. The mild reproof
in Mr. Bentley's eyes compelled me to face

possibilities in my rash and hasty experi-
ment which made my heart stand still, gen-
erous and vigorous as that newly acquired

organ was. Perhaps my face paled, for Mr.

Bentley's eyes changed to a tenderness which

did not in the least relieve my distress.

I turned from him to the little woman at

the end of the pew whose body I had called

my own for nearly thirty years, and grasped
her hand in no motherly way, pressing it

almost fiercely as I strove with all my mind
to reverse the wonderful and now terrible

transference of a few minutes before. The
soft brown eyes I had heard so often

praised stared back at me helplessly, as if

half-comprehending my purpose, but press
and strive as I would, my consciouness cluDg

stubbornly to its new habitation.

"You must help me; you must think your-
self back again," I said, intensely, for the

audience now stood and was singing, and we
two stood with them, hand in hand. Yet
verse after verse they sang, and all our

efforts were in vain. Once I thought wildly
of grasping Mr. Bentley's hand and trans-

ferring with him in the hope that somehow I

could get back indirectly to my former place.

But I refused the suggestion, lest I should

make matters worse. The service had ceased,

and Mr. Bentley had hold of my arm and

was actually leading me out of the pew,

when, with a desperate resignation to my
fate, I turned for a farewell handclasp with

the even more helpless Mrs. Bentley. And
lo, I was myself again, and Mrs. Bentley, in

her accustomed buxom body which I had

just quitted, with a strange, terror-stricken

glance at me, dropped my hand hastily and

with her husband hurried down the aisle.

That last moment when I gave myself up
for lost and submitted to be led away as Mrs.

Bentley ought to have been sufficient to deter

me from ever repeating my extraordinary

experiment. For weeks afterwards Mrs.

Bentley was unmistakably shy of me, and I

shall have to confess that the near approach
of Mr. Bentley brought back the unspeakable

sensations which had all but paralyzed me
into consenting to be his wife the rest of my
day?. For my own sake as well as Mrs.

Bentley's, therefore, I was glad to avail my-
self of some slight excuse and change my
seat to another quite on the opposite side of

the church.

I had occupied the new seat but a short

while when I fancied a difference in the

occasional glances of the minister my way.

He had looked me frankly in the eyes before,

too frankly I feared, if he knew what

thoughts I entertained of him. I suppose I

did not allow sufficiently at the time for the

fact that the gossip which connected our

names was much more likely to come to me
than it was to reach him. I had grown up in

the church, while Dr. Wolfendon had been

there less than a year. Besides I was the

only child of one of the most prominent fam-

ilies in the church, and had an independent
fortune in my own right. Add to this that I

am reckoned more than ordinaraily good

looking despite my delicate health, have usu-

ally been credited with an amiable disposi-

tion, and to the extent of my ability have

always been active in the church as well as a

generous supporter of all its work, and it

can hardly be accounted strange that many
members, among the women particularly, had

ventured certain hints and surmises, both

serious and facetious, which had awakened

interesting imaginations in my own mind.

Dr. Wolfendon, though not exactly hand-

some, is a man of impressive appearance,
and a very popular preacher. And even be-

fore he came I had been told .more than once

that I was destined to be a minister's wife.

Since my changed position, Dr. Wolfendon

looked at me less frequently, and, I was sure,

with far more self-consciousness in his gaze.

Sometimes I fancied he blushed ever so

faintly, and with quick diffidence diverted

his eyes. I was correspondingly elated, I

admit, and possibly my own eyes- showed a

degree of sympathy and tenderness which

heightened the effect in him. I ought to have

discovered the facts in the case before, and

it is only fair to myself to say that when I

saw the situation as it really was, my shame

and chagrin were due as much to disgust

with myself as to disappointment on account

of the minister. I felt it to lose him, but I

felt it more that I had come so near to

making a fool of myself.
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I wonder yet bow I could have been so un-

utterly stupid as to ignore the fact that

Mabel Hawkins sat close beside me in the

new pew. She is four years younger than I,

and better looking, though there is one man
who will not admit that last count. But she

certainly is an exceedingly pretty girl, and

as loveable in her ways as she is beautiful

in feature and fonu. I have never blamed
Dr. Wolfendon for falling in love with ber,

although I was terribly cut up the Sunday I

stumbled on the fact that his diffident eager-
nan when he looked our way was all on her

account. The revelation came in a moment,
and I think both of them knew that I bad

caught them. Fortunately neither of them

knows to this day that I ever fancied him, or

supposed that he fancied me. I wish I had

been as sure of that then as I am now.

They were a good deal confused, but their

confusion was nothing to the tumult in me.

I was angry and amused, ashamed and

offended, teased and triumphant all at the

same time. All of this I remember, and 1

remember also that I did not mean to do

Mabel Hawkins any wrong, or to steal in dis-

guise the affection which I had honestly cov-

eted and which she had quite as honestly and

entry won. I do not know how it hap-

pened. I really think that I meant something
like congratulation, though of course I could

not say it outright yet, when I took her hand.

My excitement may have bad something to

do with it, or again the heat of the day. I

did not know that it had happened till I saw

ber suddenly drop in the seat, at the end

of the pew where I had sat, and then cover

her face with her hands, and start for the

doot. I was after her at once, oblivious of

the curious, half-sympathetic glances of the

eongregat
;on as we hurried out.

"Mabel," I cried, as we passed through
the door, quite forgetful of her appearance,
•wait n minute, dear."

She turned and looked at me, and then

with a pitiful cry threw her hands to her

eyes again, and sank into a chair just be-

side the vestry door. At the same moment
a handsome looking fellow, with eyes so

much like Mabel Hawkins's that I ought to

have recognized bim at once, bounded up the

steps two or three at a time, and before I

knew what his intentions were, had gathered
me into his arms, and kissed me repeatedly

upon the lips.

Of course I screamed a little, and drew

back, only to find myself held tight, and

looking straight into a pair of loving, laugh-

ing eyes that thrilled me through and

through. "What 's the matter, Queen Mab,"
he said. "Dont you know your big brother?

Of course I ought to have sent you word.

but I did n't know I was going to get here

today."
At the sound of his voice Mabel Hawkins,

as I can but call her though she wore my
body then, leaped wildly to her feet and cry-

ing out, "Oh, Tom, Tom, I'm so glad you 've

come. Take me home, Tom; there's some-

thing the matter with me," threw herself into

his arms before I could fairly get myself
away.
Tom Hawkins's fine eyes looked dazed

enough then. The girl in his arms had her

own anus so tightly about his neck that be

could not disengage them at once. I think

he was not more perplexed by her words and
her behavior than he was by my manner,

however, for be regarded me with a ques-

tioning surprise that forced me to say some-

thing, though I hardly knew what it was I

said.

"She isn't herself, and I'm not myself.

Perhaps it is the heat. Carry her into the

vestry, Mr. Hawkins—Tom. I' mean," and I

blushed, and stumbled awkwardly as I

turned toward the door which led into the

side room.

There was genuine alarm in his eyes now,
but the people were beginning to come out,

and he followed me quickly, still carrying
the fainting girl in his arms.

"Get me some water, Tom," I said, forcing

myself to smile upon him as I imagined his

sister would, but thrilling inwardly at such

familiar use of his name. "The faucet 's

in the kitchen ; it 's over there." and I

pointed to another door.

He laid the girl down gently enough on a

settee, releasing himself with difficulty, and

went to do as I had bidden. I seized her

hand as soon as he was gone, and tried to

force myself back, but could not. Just as

he returned she opened ber eyes and moaned,

"Ob, Tom, Tom!" and seeing me, snatched

her hand away and cried out as if I had

struck her. "Take her away, take ber

away I" she said.

"Yon 'd better stand out of ber sight, sis,"

he said to me, giving me a look that filled ma
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with unutterable thoughts. "She seems

somehow upset about you, and a little mixed

up with you," and he smiled at me quiz-

zically.

Whether it was the manner in which she

bad greeted him, or whether it was her really

touching distress, or whether it was some-

thing better than either of these, it was evi-

dent to me immediately that Tom was greatly
taken with the prostrate girl. And when I

looked at her and realized who she was in

physical form, and looking into my own
consciousness confessed to myself the in-

stantaneous passion which Tom Hawkins had

stirred in me, I could have fainted too in

the agony of my desire to get back to myself

again. I dared not think yet how this epi-
sode could be explained or my standing se-

cured with Tom Hawkins if the retransfer

were made, or if the query did disturb me
for an instant, I put it away with the re-

flection that Tom Hawkins would put the

whole incident down to the heat of the day
and sympathetic excitement upon my part,
or rather upon his sister's part, for as such

of course he regarded me.

In the midst of this tumult of desire and

conjecture the door opened and the Bentleys
and Dr. Wolfendon came in, followed closely

by Mr. and Mrs. Wattles, the latter carrying
a young child in her arms. I knew them all,

but whether Mabel Hawkins did or not, I

could not say. Happily Tom Hawkins did

not wait for introductions, nor did any of

the newcomers seem to expect anything of

the kind.

Dr. Wolfendon looked at me with a solici-

tude and tenderness in his eyes which ought
to have moved me to a great gladness had I

really felt toward him as I had imagined I

felt. I think he was disappointed at my
response, for I was simply more confused

and distressed. The Bentleys paid no atten-

tion to me, but with an unselfishness and

courage which I did not appreciate till aft-

erward, gave themselves to ministering to the

girl with whom Tom was chiefly concerned.

Then, in my anxiety and excitement, I lost

all self-control. "Oh, Mrs. Bentley," I cried,

"let me help," and clasped her hand. In-

stantly I had transferred with her. And
almost as quickly she had collapsed, though
it seemed to everybody but me that it was
Tom Hawkins's sister who went dow« in a

dead faint.

It was the minister who sprang to her

help, and I knew a moment afterwards that

in some marvelous way they had unwittingly
and unintentionally exchanged. His m nd
must have been the stronger of the two, for

the supposed Mabel Hawkins stood up, albeit

somewhat dazed, and to all appearances the

minister fainted away. The rest of the com-

pany looked as if they were on the point of

either fainting or making for the door.

The minister was Mabel Hawkins, Mrs.

Bentley was the minister, I was Mrs. Bent-

ley, and Mabel Hawkins was I. Fortunately,
Tom Hawkins, and Mr. Bentley, and the

Wattles, including the baby, were still them-

selves. Yet this lasted only for a moment,
for Mr. Bentley, supposing me to be his

wife, grabbed my hand to draw me away,
and instantly had taken possession of his

wife's buxom body, while I, very unwillingly,
had possession of his.

After that I could no longer follow the

transitions. I only know that Tom Hawkins

spoke rather gruffly to me, "Here, help me
lift this girl," and that we had no sooner

touched hands than he was Mr. Bentley and
I was Tom. He was so surprised that he

let go, and our burden rolled heavily on the

floor. Then I think that Tom and the minis-

ter must have passed somehow, so that the

minister was Mr. Bentley and Tom was his

own sister. Mrs. Wattles handed the baby
to Mr. Wattles and tried to do something for

Mrs. Bentley, who was lying unconscious as

the minister. Mrs. Bentley waked, but got
mixed up with Mrs. Wattles. I saw the

minister try to take the baby, and then go

sprawling' to the floor, where he broke forth

in the most perfect imitation of baby bawl-

ing I ever heard. It took me a full minute

to comprehend that he was the baby, but I

could not tell whether the baby was the min-

ister, or Mrs. Bentley, or its own mother.

Mr. Wattles was the only one who had es-

caped, and I knew that he was going to get

mixed up, too, for he had just reached out

toward the baby, which looked at him in a

strangely mature, though somewhat be-

wildered manner, when I somehow got hold

of the hand that had formerly been mine,

and lo, I was myself again. And in the same

instant Mabel Hawkins was Tom.
"She 's coming to," I heard a deep voice

say, as I nearly strangled with the water

somebody was trying to force between my
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lil
' —

- 1 looked uj) into Turn Hawkins's face,

hut with the horrible consciousness that be

was really Mabel.

"Oh," 1 said, "I'm all right now, hut I've

• iu awfully mixed up. Everybody's

somebody else, and I dont see how I'm ever

going to get you back into your own place.

If I ever get you straightened out, Tin

never going to be anybody but myself again."
Then Tom Hawkins laughed in my face,

such a kindly, rollicking, wonderful laugh,

and he and Mabel had me between them,

and the minister and the rest of them were

following us to the carriage outside, into

which they got me and took me home. It

took Tom, who sat beside me, all the time

that we were driving home to convince me
that I had been myself all the time, and that

I had fainted away as I sat in the pew be-

side Mrs. Bentley, and had been carried out

into the vestry, where he had been called to

doctor me as soon as he came on the scene.

It took uie a good deal longer to hud out

that just as I fainted away, the m nutter bad

actually made some remark about spiritual

exchange, though he did n't mean it quite as

I took it, of course. It was Mabel who told

me this, after she and Dr. Wolfendon were

engaged. But it wasn't until after another

engagement which interested me a good deal

more was announced that Tom confessed to

me the sweet surprise with which he heard

me call out his name when I was dead to

everybody else, and before he knew that I

had so much as heard of him.

"But did you really kiss me then and

there f" I asked, thrilling anew at the mem-

ory of my dream.

"Or did you throw your arms about my
neck, and ask me to take you on sight f" he

answered, teasingly.

"Oh, I did n't, Tom," I said.

"Perhaps I dreamed, too," he replied.

And then I hid my face in his arms.

Unspoken
By Ralph I.. Han

So small upon this lonely hill I lie,

O'erwhelmed beneath a bursting storm of stars!

And long for poet's strength to break the bars

That doom the soul's expression to a cry;

For lyre, winged words to match the

A skill to paint the glory weakness mars,
A touch to 'wake the music that declares

The cherished thought is destined not to die.

So might I dip my pen in midnight blue,

And write upon some future ancient scroll

The stru-^ling verse that tries to tell anew

The same eternal burden of the soul—
That inward-stirring dun.', response to bird,

And sky, and stream, that sings, although unheard.



The Settler

By Herman Whitaker

SUMMARY OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS.
The storj opens In the "Park Lands of the Fertile Belt" in Northern Manitoba with a scene between

Carter, "The Settler," a young American of the Middle States, and one nines, a low-caste Canadian, who is

trespassing on unpatented hay lands that belong, by settler custom, to Morrill, a young American lawyer,
who is dying of consumption. Calling on Morrill after disposing of Hlnes, Carter learns that his sister.

Helen, has been left homeless by the death of their father, and will be at Lone Tree Station, sixty miles
away, the following day. Goes to meet her, and while waiting for her train acts as spokesman for a

deputation with a petition for a branch line, and much impresses the general manager of the road by
his knowledge and address. So is laid the foundation for the historic railway struggle in future chapters. At
first sight, Helen Morrill classifies Carter with her tradesmen at home, and is much disconcerted at the end
of a reckless drive to find that he has been trying her out by his own peculiar standards. Discovering that
Hines has incited Bender, a brutal giant of the lumber woods, to trespass on Morrill's hay rights. Carter
outwits the pair by calling the neighbors in for a mowing "bee." Angered, thereafter, by a taunt from
Hines, Bender -cuts on him Instead, and, afraid to venture out himself, Hlnes sends Jenny, his orphan child,
a thin, overworked girl of seventeen, to rake hay that is spoiling in the sun. Relenting, Bender cocks her

hay, but not until, at midnight a month later, he picks her up on the prairie, turned outdoors by her father,
does he realize the real cause of the sick misery in her eyes. Confined in his cabin, he. his chum, the

Cougar, Carter and the Morrills, silence Hines and conspire successfully to keep the wronged child within
their rough social pale; ind the delicacy which all display in the matter gives Helen a new viewpoint and
mightily raises Carter in her estimation. Determined to win her, he makes himself necessary to her by his

kindness, consideration and helpfulness through Morrill's long sickness and death; is true to her under
temptation from Mrs. Leslie, a stylish Englishwoman, and wins her away from Molyneux, a retired captain
of English cavalry and exploiter of "farm pupils." This forms the first climax. The second section opens
one year after the Carters' marriage. Everything has gone wrong. The promised branch was not built, the
frost destroys their grain, Helen's clothing is grown more than shabby, she is aware of a coarsening of

body, feels herself being dragged down, down, down to the low level of the gaunt settler women. At a

picnic she Is humiliated by the rough badinage of neighboring women until rescued by Mrs. Leslie and
Molyneux, and goes thence in a condition of active rebellion against her lot. In the eleventh chapter her
humiliation Is crowned by a visit from wealthy and cultured Eastern friends; and, knowing that they are

coming, she Is influenced by pique, chance and Mrs. Leslie's temptation, and so allows her husband to go
away for a week's Jaunt to the lumber woods without informing him of the proposed visit. Carter, how-
ever, turns up unexpectedly. The outcome of the misunderstanding is that Helen is left to herself while
Carter goes to logging in a grim determination to forget the sorrow of his married life.

CHAPTER XVI.

A House Party.

^NE morning some three weeks

after Molyneux's departure,

Helen sat in her doorway,

reading, as certain an indica-

tion of Spring as the honk

of the wild geese speeding
northward on the back of the amorous south

wind. As yet the prairie sloughs wore mail

of ice, but from dizzy heights those keen-

eyed voyageurs discerned tricklings and wee

pools under sheltered forest banks, sufficient

till the laggard sun should smite the snows

and fill the air with tinklings and gurglings,
loose the strange sound of running waters

on the frozen silence. Another month would
do it. Already the drifts were packing and

the hard trails traversed the sinking snows
like mountain chains on a relief map. In

Helen's dooryard, stratas of yellow chips,
debris of the Winter's furious firing, were

beginning to appear—with them lost articles ;

indoed, Nels was gobbling joyously over the
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retrieval of an axe when Leslie's team and

cutter came swinging into the yard.
Mrs. Leslie was driving and, seeing Helen,

screamed from a hundred yards, "They are

coming! All of 'em!"

"Who?" Helen asked, when the ponies

stopped at the door.

"Why Edith Newton, Mrs. Jack Charters,

Sinclair Rhodes—you remember? I told you
that I should givea house party for the

Regis folks when the frosts let up. Hurry
and pack up your war paint ! They '11 be

here tomorrow and I need your help. No
refusal ! Fred is going in to Lone Tree to-

morrow and Jenny can go down with him;
Nels will cook for himself, wont you, Nels?"

"I tank I can cook, yes." Nels ceased his

jubilations over the axe long enough to sea-

son his assent with a bleached grin.

"There! it's all fixed." Bustling inside,

she talked volubly while assisting in Helen's

selections. "Yes, take that, you look your
sweetest in it, and I imported Captain Chap-
man especially for you. That also, you '11

need it evenings. No, Captain Charters is n't

Harper and Brothers
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coming. Some Indian trouble called him

west. Oh, Mrs. Jack wont care—I'm the

loser, for he was always my cavalier."

Driving home, she rattled steadily, enter-

taining Helen with descriptions of her ex-

pected guests, giving their pedigrees, aristo-

cratic connections, while she spiced her dis-

course with malicious fact. Sinclair K
had secured his appointment as land agent at

Regis through distant cousinship to the Gov-

ernor-General. And why notT The offices

ought to go to well-bred people! He had

money, must have, for his salary and ex-

penses were out of all proportion
—so much

so as to cause comment by malicious people,
envious souls! What if he did make a little.

as they said, on the sidef The government
could afford it and everyone knew what Ca-

nadians were in office! People who live in

glass houses, and so forth! It was simply
racial envy ! She was also becomingly in-

dignant over the action of certain Canadians

who had made trouble for Captain Chapman
in the matter of Mounted Police supplies.

What figure did a few tons of provisions cut

in a gentleman's accounts T These commer-
cial intellects with their mathematical exact-

ness were horrid! Newton f He was an ap-

pointee of Rhodes! No! no relation—she

waived further description of the Newtons.

omitted the pregnant fact that Charles New-
ton's presence cut as little figure in his wife's

social calculations as Captain Charters' ab-

sence did in those of Mrs. Jack.

Caution, doubtless, counseled the omission.

The quail is not flushed till the net be spread.
Yet the reservation was hardly necessary in

ttio light of Helen's condition. Judgment of

another's action is colored by one's own
mental state, and she was not so likely to be

shocked by one who had defied the conven-

tions against which she herself was in open

mutiny. Anyway, she liked Mrs. Jack at

first sight, despite the scandalous manner in

which she flirted with Charles Newton the

first night at table. Big, tall, and fair, large

eyes expressed her saving grace, an unpar-
alleled frankness that seemed to sterilize her

flirtations and rob them of impropriety.
Twice during the meal she retailed Newton's

tender asides to his wife, asking, laughingly,
if the recognized the vintage.

However, being, as yet, in happy ignorance
of many things that would soon cause her

serious disquiet. Helen thoroughly enjoyed

that first evening. The well-appointed table

with its sparkling glass, silver, snowy napery,
the well-groomed people and their correct

speech alike fed her starved aesthetic senses

while they aroused dormant social qualities.

She laughed, chattered, capped Mrs. Jack's

sallies, displaying animation and wit that

simply astonished Mrs. Leslie. Her wonder,

indeed, caused Edith Newton to whisper in

Mrs. Jack's ear:

"Elinor looks as though she had imported
a swan in mistake for a duckling. Look at

Sinclair—positively smitten. Giving her all

his attention, though he took Elinor in. The

girl seems to like him, too."

Mrs. Jack's big eyes rested on the laugh-

ing face turned up to Rhodes. "Dont be-

lieve a word he says, my dear," she suddenly
called across the table. "And look out for

him. He 's dangerous."

Though she laughed, as she spoke, Rhodes
must have sensed a serious motive behind Iter

hilarity, for he glanced up with quick annoy-
ance. "Do I look itf" he asked, turning

again to Helen.

Nature does not lie. His narrowly spaced

eyes, salient facial angles, dull skin, heavy

lips, carried his certificate of degeneracy. A
physiognomist would have pronounced him

dangerous to innocence as a wild beast on

less evidence, but to Helen's inexperience he

appeared as a man unusually-handsome, pro-
file or front face. The significant angles did

not alter the good modelling of his nose and
chin or affect the regularity of his features.

Tall, slim, irreproachable in manner and

dress, there was no scratch to reveal the base

metal beneath his electroplate refinement.

"You certainly dont," she answered,

laughing.

"Then," he said, with mock gravity, "I

can patiently suffer the sting of calumny."
"Calumnyt" Mrs. Jack echoed, teasingly.

"Calumny t What's that T"

"Synonym for conscience," Edith New-
ton put in, with a spice of malice. For

though the conquest of Rhodes—to which

Regis gossip wickedly laid her husband's ap-

pointment in the land office—was now stale

with age and tiresome to herself, she was
selfish enough to resent his defection.

Her husband joined in the badinage. "Sin-

clair found it while rummaging Fred's coat

for matches."

Now Leslie's simplicity was as much of a
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joke to them as it was with the Canadian set-

tlers, and under cover of the laugh Captain

Chapman, a big blonde of the moustached

dragoon type
—the type which wins Eng-

land's cricket matches while losing all her

wars—leaned over and whispered in New-

ton's ear. "Leslie will lose more than his

conscience if he does n't look out. La belle

Elinor is badly smitten." Aloud, he said,

"Sinclair would n't know what to do with it,

Mrs. Newton, I assure you."
"I might pass it on to you," Rhodes re-

torted, then, turning to Helen, he said,

"Hearken not to the tongue of envy, Mrs.

Carter. I'm a very sober person."

Believing it all pleasant fooling, she

laughed at his mock seriousness, and there-

after gave him so much of her attention that

it became a subject of comment. "Rhodes is

making heavy running there," Newton said,

toward the close of the evening; and, con-

ceitedly stroking his yellow mustache, Chap-
man answered, "Wait till I get my innings."

"After me," Newton answered. "I'm next

at the bat."

The early days of the party Helen found

equally enjoyable. On the frontier, amuse-

ment is a home product and shares the su-

periority of domestic jams and jellies over

the commercial article. They caught the

fickle damsel, Pleasure, coming and going,

reaping the satisfaction of spectator and en-

tertainer. By day they skated, drove, or

curled on a rink which Leslie had laid out;

nights, they sang, danced, played games,

romped like children.

Apart from a certain freedom in their in-

tercourse—which she attributed to long ac-

quaintance
—Helen found nothing objection-

able in the demeanor of her new friends dur-

ing those first few days. On the contrary,
she thought them a trifle dull. Their pre-

glacial and ponderous humor excited her

risibility; she laughed as often at as with

them. At other times she could not but feel

that they regarded her as alien, a pretty

pagan without their social pale, and she

would revolt against their enormous egotism,
insolent national conceit. She broke many
a lance on that impregnable shield.

"You English," she flashed back when,

one evening, Newton reflected on American

pronunciation of certain English family

names, "you Engl
;sh remind me of the Jews

with their Sibboleth and Shibboleth. Is vour

aristocracy so doubtful of its own identity

that it was compelled to hedge itself against
intrusion by the use of passwords? You may
call Cholmondeley 'Chumley' if you choose,

but we commit no crime in pronouncing it as

spelled."

Again when Edith Newton rallied her on

some crude custom which she maintained was

peculiarly American, Helen delivered a sharp

riposte. "No, I never saw it done at home,
but I have heard that it is quite common

among English emigrants on trans-Atlantic

liners." Such tiffs were, however, rare, and,

to do them justice, men and women hastened

to sacrifice national conceit on the altars of

her wounded susceptibilities.

Offense came later, on quite another score.

At first she liked the attention paid her; the

gallantry of the men put her on better terms

with herself, renewed the confidence which

had diminished to the vanishing point dur-

ing her months of loneliness. But when
constant association thawed the reserve nat-

ural to first acquaintance and freedom
evolved into familiarity, her instincts took

alarm. Distressed, she observed the other

women to see if she had been singled out.

But no, they seemed quite comfortable under
similar attentions, and they rallied her when
she unfolded her misgivings at afternoon

tea.

"You should n't be so pretty, my dear,"
Mrs. Jack said, lai)gb::ig. "What can the

poor men do?" Then they made fun of her

scruples, satirising conventions and institu-

tions which she had always regarded as nec-

essary if not God-ordained.

"Marriage," Edith Newton once cynically

exclaimed, "is merely a badge of respecta-

bility; useful as a shield from the slings
and arrows." And from the depths of her

own degeneracy she evolved the utterance,
"Men are all beasts beneath the skin. Wise
women use them for pleasure or profit."

Helen revolted at that; it transcended her

mutiny. But few people are made of martyr
stuff—perhaps fortunately so; martyrs are

uncomfortable folk and, wise in her eternal

generation, Nature sprinkles them lightly

over the mass of common clay. The average

person easily takes the color of environment,
so why not Helen? Thinking that, perhaps,
she was a little prudish, she stifled her fears,

tried to imitate the nonchalance of the

others. She even made a few tentative at-
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tempts at daring
—alas! as well expect a

rabbit to ruffle it with wolves. Such immedi-

ate and unwelcome results followed that she

retired precipitously behind ramparts of

blushing reserve. But the damage was done.

Thereafter Chapman, Newton, Rhodes, one

or another was constantly at her elbow; she

was unpleasantly conscious that, having

taken down her fences, they looked upon her

as free game.
The thought stirred her to fight. Chap-

man, big man of the yellow mustache cav-

alry type, she disposed of with a single re-

buff that sent him back to Mr>. Jack's

side. But Newton proved unmanageable.

Impervious to snubs, his manner conveyed
his idea that her modesty was simply a blind.

His familiarities bordered on license. A
good singer, he always asked her to play his

accompaniments of evenings, and she would

sicken as he used the pretense of turnini; a

leaf to lean against her shoulder. At other

times he made occasion to touch her; would

pick threads from her jacket; lean across

her to speak to her neighbor at table.

By such tactics, he brought her. one morn-

ing, to great confusion. A Cree Indian had

driven in from the Assinaboine reserve with

beadwork, moccasins and badger skin mit-

tens, which he wished to trade for flour or

bacon. With the other women, Helen was

bending over to examine his wares, when
Newton softly entered the kitchen. Stepping

quietly up from behind, he laid a hand on

Helen's hair. Taking him for one of the

other women, she suffered it till Mrs. Leslie,

who knew he was there, asked his opinion
on a tobacco pouch. Then, before she could

move, speak, cast off his hand, he pressed
her head against h's wife's dark curls.

"Just look at the contrast!" he admiringly
exclaimed, and so robbed her anger.

Yet so evident was the intent behind the

excuse that even the Cree detected the sham.

From Helen his brown glance traveled to

Newton and back again. "He your mant"
he asked.

Vexed to the point of tears, she shook her

head and bent over the beadwork to hide her

embarrassment. But the Cree's rude notions

of etiquette had .been jarred. Touching her

shoulder, he sa*id, "He touch your hair."

So simple, his comment yet pierced to the

heart of the matter. Newton had fondled

her hair, crown and svmbol of her woman-

hood, a privilege of marriage. In an Indian

tribe the offense would have loosed the

slipping knife; a settler would have resented

it with gnarled fist; but here the women tit-

tered, while Chapman, who had also saun-

tered in, laughed.

Emboldened, perhaps, by immunity, the

man's offensiveness developed into actual in-

sult the evening of that same day. They
had all been pulling taffy in the kitchen and,

passing through a dark passage to the living-

room, Helen felt an arm slip about her waist.

Newton's face was still tingling from a vi-..r

ous slap when she confronted him before

them all in the living-room. Even bis hardi-

hood quailed before her flushed and con-

temptuous anger; he was not quite so ready
with his excuse.

"I beg your pardon, Mrs. Carter! Really,
I mistook you for my wife."

It was a lie on the face of it and, barbed

with stinging truth, her retort drew a peal
of laughter from the others. "Indeed? Your
excuse is more remarkable than your mis-

take."

Offended as much by the laugh as the in-

sult, she seated herself on a lounge by

Leslie, the one man with whom she always
felt safe. In him the stigma of degeneracy
took another form ; the tired blood expressed
itself in a prodigious simplicity. He lacked

even the elements of vice. As his wife put

it, "Fred is too stupid to be wicked." Yet

withal he was very much of a man as far as

his chuckleheadedness permitted, and now he

offered real sympathy.
"It was a caddish trick, Mrs. Carter, and 1

mean to tell him so."

"Oh, no!" she pleaded. "It wouldn't im

prove matters to make a scene and he 's not

likely to offend again. Please dont. Slav

here—with me."

"But I'm your host. Really, he deserves

a thrashing."

"No, no! Stay here! I dont feel equal
to the otli>

"I never do." Sitting again, he turned on

her a look of beaming fellowship. "The girls

all yawn and look terribly bored when I try

to amuse them—except you. They dont seem
to care for horses and dogs, the things that

interest me."

If, as a conversationalist, he did not shine,

he at least brought her the first easy moments
she had known that dav. and she turned a
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sympathetic ear to some of his prattle. In-

dicating Rhodes, who was leaning over Mrs.

Leslie, he said, "You know I dont like that

sort of thing. Elinor says I'm old-fashioned

and I suppose she knows. Of course, she

wouldn't do anything that wasn't proper,

but a fellow has his feelings, and it does n't

take a crime to hurt them, does it? She's

up on the conventions, but it does seem to me

that if a fellow has anything to say to an-

other fellow's wife, he ought to say it aloud."

Astonished that his dullness should have

sensed the pervading sensualism, she studied

him while he watched his wife, in his eyes

something of that pitiful pleading one sees in

a beaten dog. His words, moreover, banished

her doubts as to whether her own misgivings

did not root in hypercritical standards; re-

stored her viewpoint. All week the atmos-

phere had thickened as constant association

banished reserve, and today freedom had at-

tained its meridian. It was not the matter,

but the manner of conversation that filled her

with a great uneasiness—the whispers, asides,

smiling stares, conscious laughter. The

vitiated atmosphere caused her a feeling akin

to suffocation, and in the midst of her sick

revulsion Leslie dropped a remark that came

like a breath of ozone.

"I was awfully sorry to hear of the trou-

ble between you and Carter. I always

thought him such a fine fellow. He hadn't

much use for me—any of us—still I liked

him. He was a bit in the rough, of course,

but I tell you character counts more than cul-

ture, strength than refinement."

Character counts more than culture,

strength than refinement! To his simplicity

had been vouched wisdom worthy of a phil-

osopher. The phrase stabbed her. Up rose

a vision of her husband as she had seen

him that last miserable night, cold, stern, in-

exorable, in the loom of the moonlight. In

view of that colossal memory the Englishmen
about her dwarfed to effeminate insignifi-

cance. Vividly her own doubting recurred.

And she had traded him—for this! The

thought brought wretchedness too great for

concealment. Her uneasiness was so mani-

fest as to form the theme of a bedroom con-

versation.

Though comfortable—the one frame house

in the settlements, a palace to Canadian

eyes
—Leslie's house boasted only two bed-

rooms; so while the men made shift on

shakedowns, Helen shared Mrs. Leslie's room,
Edith Newton and Mrs. Jack the other.

As she braided her hair for the night, the

latter lady opened the conversation. "Did

you notice how uncomfortable little Carter

was this evening? She is a nice little thing,

but she does n't mix. I dont see why Elinor

invited her."

"You dont, eh?" Edith Newton mumbled a

mouthful of pins. "You are slow, Maud."
"No—only lazy. Why should I puzzle

over things when you are here? I'll bet you
have pumped everybody dry long ago. Now—
dispense."

"I dont go round with my eyes shut," the

other calmly answered. "To begin: Calvert

Molyneux is completely gone on little Carter,

whose husband, it seems left her because of

some slight."

"Hum!" Mrs. Jack elevated straight

brows. "Foolish man to leave her to Calvert.

So that is why he went home. Exits till the

tarnished pearl be regulped by the conjugal

oyster ! Clever !"

"On the contrary"
—she curled a full red

lip
—"he contemplates honorable marriage

—
dalliance, Dakota, divorce, everything that

begins with D—down to eventual desertion

if I know anything of Calvert. But fancv—
HE?"

" 'The devil in love, the devil a husband

would be,'
" Mrs. Jack misquoted.

" 'The devil married, the devil a husband

was he,'
" Edith Newton finished. "But he is

not married yet. She holds him off—foolish-

ly. For you know Calvert—good in streaks,

but ruled by his emotions and ruthless when

they command. If she turns him down—"

"—she '11 need to keep him at longer dis-

tance than this house affords. But Elinor?

This does n't explain her. She 's beastly sel-

fish under her jolly little skin. Why is she

posing as aid and advocate of love ?"

"In love with Carter hubby—or 'was' would

be more correct in view of her carryings-on
with Sinclair. But the Carter attack, I

understand, was very severe while it lasted.

Think of it, Maud—Elinor to fall in love

with a settler!"

Mrs. Jack elevated naked shoulders. "Not

at all surprising. Just the itching of her

rotten blood for a few sound corpuscles. I've

felt it myself at times. Dont look so

shocked—you know we are rotten."

"Maud! Maud!"
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I Jack regarded her companion through nar-

rowed lids. "I believe, Edith, yon keep up
appearances with yourself. Why not be nat-

ural for a change? But as you say. Elinor

jMiin to have made a complete conval-

escence. Did you ever see a woman make a

projectile of herself like she doesf Positive-

ly hurls herself at Sinclair. But tell me more

•boot the Carter man. How did he treat her

rabies T"

"Cold water cure. Turned her down—
flat."

"So, in revenge she 's trying to besmirch

the wifeT The little devil! I call that pretty

raw, Edith !"

The other shrugged. "Oh, well, it is her

pie, and if she prefers it uncooked it is

none of our business. Better keep your
fingers out of it, Maud. Struggle with your
good intentions."

Mrs. Jaek smiled sweetly. "My dear, am
I in the habit of messing alien piesf"

' unless yon covet the meat."

"Well, I'm not hankering after either Cal-

vert or Carter hubby—though I must say
that I like his specifications. Showed aw-

fully good taste both in selecting his wife
ami rejecting Elinor. Fancy! a virtuous

man—in this day I"

By this time Edith Newton was disposed
in bed. A sleepy answer came from under
the clothing. "Proves he had n't the honor

•ur acquaintance."
"Nor yours," Mrs. Jack retorted.

Her flippancy masked a disquiet so grave
as to drive away the desire for sleep. Clad

only in her bed-gown, she drew a chair up
to the stove which returned her thoughtful
gaze through two red monocles of isinglass.
In her. fair play was associated with its

companion virtue, frankness, and in no wise

could she read a mite of the former quality
into Elinor I^eslie's intent toward Helen.
After many uneasy shruggings, she rose,
[•"k the lamp, and walked into the other bed-

room.

"Misplaced my comb," she answered Mrs.
Leslie's sleepy inquiry. "Lend me yours."
Then she paused at the foot of the bed.

Helen had coiled her hair for the night, but

its unruly masses had loosened and ran, a

perfect cataract of gold, over her pillow.
Atrainst that auriferous background lay her

head and face with its delicate creams and

67

pinks sinking into the plumpness of one

white arm. The other was folded over the

softness of her bosom. Mrs. Jack thought
her asleep till her eyes opened, then, return-

ing the girl's smile, she tiptoed back to her

tire.

'It 's a d— shame," she told herself, pro-

fanely, but truly, and with such vigor that

Edith Newton asked, sleepily, "What's the

matter t Aren't you ever coming to bedf"

"Saying my prayers. Go to sleep."

"Put in a word for me," the other mur-

mured.

"The Lord knows that you need it."

Jack glanced at the bed, then returned to her

musings. "Of course she 's a little fool. If

she goes back to her husband she will have to

settle down to the humdrum of settler life,

raise calves, chickens, pigs and children in

the fear of the Lord, with only a church

picnic or some such wild dissipation to break

the deadly monotony. A pleasing prospect.
I must say. But if it suits her—well, I'm

not going to see her delivered, bound and

bleating into the hands of the devil, alia*

Calvert Molyneux. It seems a shame, either'

way, but she undoubtedly loves her settler

hubby and she 's just the kind to eat out her

heart through remorse and shame. And
here is Elinor, blackening her reputation
with the pi? settlers to whom she must look

for a living, making reconciliation impos-
sible. Well, I'm going to speak to the little

fool tomorrow."

This she did, making her opportunity by

carrying Helen off to her bedroom, where,

having disposed her victim in a comfortable

chair, she herself snuggled down upon the

bed and went with customary frankness

straight to the heart of her subject. "I want
to know, Helen Carter, why you are heret"

Puzzled, Helen stared, then interpreting

by the smile, she answered, "I—really, I—
dont know."

"A—pretty
—poor—reason !" She shook

her finger in affected anger. "Dont you
know that you dont belong? Now dont fire

np! If I were Edith Newton or Elinor, the

cat, you might suspect a reflection. It isn't

that you are below grade—just the opposite.

Frankly, my dear, we are a rotten lot; a

sweet girl with conscience and morality has

no business among us. We could n't scrape

up enough of either article to outfit a re-

spectable cat. Dont blush—I'm not envying
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you your conscience. It is a most uncom-

fortable asset and, given choice of two evils,

I'd take a hare lip. But as you have one—
well, you'd better mizzle, go home, you
know."

Having eased herself of this delivery, Mrs.

Jack sighed, sat up, rolled herself a cigarette,

and went on, after a contented puff, "Dont

(ell on me, my dear. Not that I care a

whoop—that 's American, is n't it ? I love

your slang; it is so expressive and comfort-

able to the feelings. But you see rakishness

has no attraction for the fool male of our

species. He resents any infringement of his

monopoly. Even such a degenerate ass as

Charlie Newton prefers schoolgirl simplicity.

So one must needs simulate virgin inno-

cence—however painful. That 's more of

your delightful slang. Now—when are you

going?"
The question anticipated the conclusion of

Helen's midnight tossings, but if unchanged
in substance this had nevertheless been modi-

fied by cooler morning reflections. She stated

the qualifications
—Jenny was visiting in

Lone Tree and would not return till Satur-

day! Only two more days. Her visit would

then come to a natural end, so why offend by

abrupt departure?
Mrs. Jack laughed. "I dont think Elinor

would be so very dreadfully offended. Why?
Well—it is ungracious to criticise one's hos-

tess, but—you have trapped her rabbit."

"Her—rabbit?"
"Yes—Sinclair Rhodes."

"Why—he paid me less attention than any
of the others

;
was less—you '11 pardon me—

offensive. I even thought he tried to keep
them away."
"As the lion drives the jackals from his

prey. Avoid him, my dear. Well, I sup-

pose that a couple more days wont hurt. We
are to stay a week longer, and if Elinor asks

you to stay
—which she wont—you must re-

fuse. Now we must go out before they begin
to suspect a conspiracy."
"But first let me thank you—I have been

so miserable and you have done me so much

good."
Mrs. Jack gently patted the hand that

caught her arm
;
an action totally at variance

with her answer. "Self-interest, I assure

you. Elinor is not the only sufferer. You
have depleted the entire preserve. Not a

man has looked at me the last three davs.

There, there! Dont look so shocked. You
need n't believe it if you dont want to."

Could Mrs. Jack's frank eyes have pierced
the immediate future she would have made
her warning against Rhodes more specific.

On Thursday of that week Leslie drove his

heavy team and bobs into Lone Tree for sup-

plies and, what of the thawing trails, could

not possibly be back till all hours Saturday
night. Not knowing this, Mrs. Jack made no

objection when, Saturday morning, Danvers
drove over with Molyneux's double cutter

and carried off herself and the Newtons to

visit a friend west of the Assinaboine. You
wont go home till after supper," she said to

Helen, leaving. "So I wont say good-bye."
But she miscalculated both the warmth of

the friend's welcome and the heavy sledding.

When she returned, long after dark, she

found Mrs. Leslie reading a novel by her

bedroom stove. In a loose wrapper, crossed

feet comfortably propped on the plated stove

rail, a plate of red apples at her elbow, and

the light comfortably adjusted on the table

behind her, she was the picture of comfort.

"Having a jolly good time all by myself,"
she explained. "Fred 's not home yet, and

Captain Chapman went over to win a little

from Ernest Poole at poker. Helen? Just

gone. She waited and waited and waited,

but you were so late that we both thought

you had concluded to stay the night. Did n't

you pass her at the Forks, or hear the bells?

That double string of Fred's can be heard

to heaven on a still night."

"Oh, was that her? Hired man came for

her, I suppose?" Mrs. Jack indifferently in-

quired as she laid off her furs.

"No, Sinclair drove her with our ponies.
What's the matter?"

Eyes dark and dilated with fear, Mrs. Jack
faced her. "Do you mean to tell me—"

Breaking hastily off, she ran. through bed

and living-rooms, almost upsetting Newton
on her way to the outer door. "Mr. Dan-

vers ! Oh, Mr. Danvers ! Mr. Danvers ! Mr.—
Danvers !" she called.

But the night returned only the clash of

his bells.

Sweeping back in, she faced Mrs. Leslie,

flushed with the one righteous emotion of her

fast life. "You let her go out—alone—with

that—"
Choking, she ran into her own room

and slammed the door, leaving the other two
women staring.
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CHAPTER XVII.

>—and Its Finale.

UT for the bells and groan

of runners—which drowned

sound for them even as it did

for Danvers— Helen and

Rhodes were near enough to

have heard Mrs. Jack's call.

Interpreting the latter's warning morally,

Helen had accepted Rhodes' escort as leaser

of two evils, or if she had speculated on

tentative attempts at flirtation, had not

doubted her own ability to snub them.

A sodden frost. Winter's last desperate

clutch at the throat of Spring, had hardened

the sun-rotted trails, and as the cutter sped

swiftly over the first mile, she chatted freely

without thought of danger. Of the three

male guests, Rhodes had, as aforeseen, pes-

tered her least, so, ignorant of the pitiless

brutality masked by his reserve, she was

paralyzed, almost fainted when his arm sud-

denly dropped from the cutter rail to her

•vering, she spoke sharply, "Take it

M

.r.vav M

"ad, he drew her tighter. She could

not see his face, hut as she struck, madly,

blindly, at its dim whiteness, his laugh, heart-

less, cynical, came out of the dusk. "Kick,

bite, scratch all you want, my little beauty,"

he said, forcing his face against hers. "Your

struggles are sweet as caresses."

Yet withal his boast, he found it difficult

to hold her. Twice she broke his grip and

almost leaped from the sleigh, and as she

fought his face away, her hand suddenly

touched the reins looped over his arm.

In the black confusion, he was unable to

specify just what happened thereafter. He
knew that, alarmed by the scuffling, the

ponies had hurst into a gallop. But though
he felt her relax, he could not see her throw

all of her weight into a sudden jerk on the

left rein. Ensued a heaving, tumultuous mo-

ment. Pulled from the trail, the ponies

plunged in deep drift. The cutter bucked

like a live thing, and as it dropped from

the high trail a runner cracked with a

pistol report; simultaneously, they were

thrown out into deep, cold snow.

They fell clear of each other, and Helen

heard Rhodes swearing as he ran to the

ponies' heads. The sound spurred her to

action. She could only count on a minute.

and, rising, she ran, stumbling, falling head-

long in drifts, to rise and plunge on, in her

heart the terror of the hunted thing. Each
second she expected to hear his pom ng
foot. But he had to tie the ponies to a

prairie poplar, and by that time she had

gained a bluff two hundred yards away, and
was crouched like a chased hare in its heart.

That poor covert would not have suflieed

against a frontiersman. Tracking by the

fainter whiteness of broken snow, he would

soon have flushed the trembling game, but it

was ample protection from Rhodes' inelli-

ciency. Alarmed when he saw that she was

gone, he ran back and forth, shouting,

coupling her name with promises of good
behavior. As her line of flight had angled
but slightly from the trail, she heard him

plainly.

"My God! You'll freeze! Mrs. Carter!

Oh, Mrs. Carter! Do come out ! I was only

joking !"

She did not require his assurance as to

the freezing. Already her l'mbs were numb,
her teeth chattered so loudly she was afraid

he would hear. But she preferred the I

mercy to his, and so lay, shivering, until in

despair, be got the ponies back to the trail

and drove rapidly away. Then she came out

and headed homeward like a bolting rabbit.

Twice she was scared back into the snow.

Once when Rhodes turned about and dashed

down and back the trail. Again just before

she picked Leslie's voice from passing bells.

He was merely talking to his horses, but

never before had his voice fallen so sweetly

on pretty ears.

As at some wan ghost, he stared at the

dim draggled figure that came up to him out

of the snow: indeed, half-frozen and wholly

frightened, she was little more than the ghost
of herself. "The cad !" he stormed, hearing

her story. "I'll punch his head tomorrow!"

And he maintained that rude intention up
to the moment that he dropped her at her

own door.

"Dont!" she called after him. "Elinor

wont like it!" But the caution was for Us
own good, and she was not so very much east

down when he persisted.

"Then she can lump it !" he shouted b«»k.
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The proverb gives the Trampled Worm
rather more than due credit when one remem-
bers that a barrel hoop can out-turn the very
fiercest worm, but it should be remembered
in Leslie's favor that he mutinied in the

cause of another. Having all of the ob-

stinacy of his dullness, he went straighter to

his end, because it was allied with that nar-

row bulldog vision which excludes all but one

object from the field of sight. Meeting

Rhodes, Chapman and Newton, with lanterns,

at the point where the sleigh had capsized,

he rushed the former and was living in the

strict letter of his intention when the others

pulled him away. They could not, however,
dam his indignant speech. On that vast dark

stage, with the lanterns shedding a golden
aureole about Rhodes and his bleeding

mouth, he gave them the undiluted truth as

it is said to flow from the mouths of babes

and sucklings.

Arrived home, moreover, he staggered his

wife by his stubborn opposition. "It is no

use talking, Elinor," he said, closing a bitter

argument. "Tomorrow I go to the bush for

a load of wood, and if that cad is here when

I return, I'll break a whip on his back."

Then, ignoring her bitten lips, clenched

hands, the bitter fury that was to produce

such woeful consequences, he went oft to bed.

Of all this, however, Helen remained in

ignorance until after the denouement that

came a few days later along with a scatter-

ing of new snow. Those were days of misery

for her—of remorseful brooding, self-re-

proach, hot shame that set her at bitter in-

trospection that she might find and root out

the germs of wickedness that had brought

these successive insults. As hundreds of

good girls before her, as thousands will after

her, she wondered if she were really the

possessor of some unsuspected sensuousness.

Comparisons, too, were forced upon her.

Revolting from the rough settler life, she had

turned to the English set, only to find that

their polished ease was but the veneer of

their degeneracy, analagous to the phos-

phorescence given off in the dark by a

poisoned fish and equally indicative of decay.

She could not fail to contrast her husband's

sterling worth with their moral and intellec-

tual leprosy.

The nights were still more trying. She

would sit, evenings, and stare at the lamp as

though it were the veritable flame of life,

while her spirit quested after the Cause of

things and the root of many enigmas. Why,
for instance, is it that pitilessness, ferocity,

ruth, which were Good in the youth of the

World, should cause such Evil in its old age?
For what reason the Cause of the Lily willed

also its blight? Why conditions make fish

of one woman, flesh of another, and fowl of

a third, and wherefore any one of them
should be damned for doing what she

could n't help in following the dictates of her

nature? In fact, from the duration of her

reveries she may have entertained all of the

hundred and odd questions with which the

Atom pelts the Infinite, and judging from
her dissatisfaction, she received the usual an-

swer—Why? It is Nature's wont to deliver

her lessons in parables
—from which each

must extract his or her own meanings—and a

momentous page was turned in Helen's les-

son the day that she rode over to Leslie's

to verify a rumor which Nels had brought
from the postoffice.

As sleighing was practically over and

wheeling not yet begun, she went horseback.

As aforesaid, a scattering of new snow cov-

ered the prairies and she rode through a bit-

ter prospect. Everywhere yellow grass tus-

socks or tall brown weeds thrust through the

scant whiteness to wave in the chill wind. Un-
der the sky's enormous gray, scrub and bluff

and blackened drifts stood out, harsh studies

in black and white. Nature was in the blues

and all sentient things shared her dull humor.

Winging north in V or harrow formations,

the wild ducks quacked their discontent.

Peevish snipe cursed the weather as they

dipped from slough to slough. A lone coyote

complained that the season transcended his

experience, then broke off his plaint to chase

a rabbit—of whose red death Helen was

shuddering witness.

The settlement was even less cheerful ; such

houses as she passed rose like dirty smudges
from the frozen mud of their dooryards.

Moreover, the looks of the few settlers she

met were not conducive of better spirits.

McCloud, a bigoted Presbyterian of the old

Scotch-Canadian school, gave her a malig-

nant grin in return for her nod. Three

Shinn boys, big louts, burst into, a

loud guffaw as their wagon rattled by
her at the forks of Leslie's trail. Their

comment : "Guess she hain't heard !" increased

her apprehension.
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She could now see the house, smokeless,

apparently lifeless, downing down from a

snow-clad ridge. But when, a minute later,

she knocked, Leslie answered, and she en-

tered. The living room with its associations

of gaiety was dank, cold, cheerless. Ash
littered the tireless stove; the floor was un-

swept ; the air gave back her breath in a

steamy cloud. Through the bedroom door

she saw drawers and boxes wide open, their

contents tossed and tumbled as though some-

one had rummaged them for valuable con-

And amid these ruins of a home
a sat, head bowed in his hands,

i poor man!" she cried. "You poor
mat.

He turned up his face and its sick misery
reminded her of a worm raising its mangled
head from under a passing wheel, as though

tig a reason for its sudden taking off.

Hi-; words strengthened the impression. "I

could n't seem to satisfy her, and she was
because I took your part against bim.

Of course she isn't so much to blame. I

did as well as I could, but I'm neither clever

nor ornamental—like Rhodes. But I tried

to treat her well, didn't It You shall

judge."
i did—of course you did, poor man!"

she sobbed.

"Then why did she leave met"
Somehow his blind questioning raised the

prairie tragedy in her mind. The rabbit's

death scream was equally sincere in its pro-
test against inscrutable fate in the coyote's

green eyes. Its innocence was blameless as

this, yet
—how could she answer problems as

unsolvable as her ownT
"I have been a fool," he went on, and his

next words helped to lessen the astonish-

ment, though not the pain, which his calam-

ity had brought her. "A blind fool | When
we used to drive out to Regis last Summer
it was going on—I can see it now. They
did their billing and cooing under my ven-

eres. Yet they were not so clever after all.

were theyT I trusted her—with my honor,

expecting her to protect it as I would have

defended her virtue. Was I at fault t If a

man can't trust his wife, what can he dot

Surely not lock her up. What could I dot"

Puzzled, she stood and looked down upon
him. But under its delicate complexities the

feminine mind is ever practical, and her at-

tention quickly turned to his physical wel-

fare. He must be taken away! Weaned
from his sick brooding, blind questioning'
"Have you eaten today t" she asked,

for three days I Qo out and harness your
ponies at once and come home with me to

supper." Anticipating objection, she added.

"Really, you must, for I am too tired to

ride back again."
Her little fiction was hardly necessary;

he found it so easy to let her do his think-

ing. He obeyed as one in a trance, and not

till they drove away, leading her pony be-

hind, did action dissipate his lethargy. Then
he began to display some animation.

It was a silent and uncomfortable drive.

Instead of the usual lively jingle, pole and
harness rattled dully; the light snow hushed
the merry song of the wheels to a slushy

dirge. The raw air, bleak sky, slaty gray*
of the dull prospect were eminently oppres-
sive. Nature had shed her illusions and.

fronting her cold materialism, there was no

dodging issues. Pacts thrust themselves too

rudely upon consciousness. Leslie spoke but

once, and the remark proved that the chill

realities had set him again at life's riddle.

"I shall sell out," he said, as the ponies

swung in on Carter's trail. "Go to South
Africa. My brother is a mining superin-
tendent on the Rand."

She sighed. "I ean 't go to South
Africa."

He roused from bis own trouble with

ready sympathy. "You dont need to.

You '11 see. Carter will come home one of

these days." And during the short time that

he abode with her, he extended the same

brotherly sympathy, forgetting his trouble

in hers. She was sincerely sorry when—
having placed Danvers in charge of the sale

of his farm and effects—he followed his

faithless wife out of her life and this book.

CHAPTER XVIII.

The Persistence of the Established.

iVE for a few dirty drifts

in the shadow of the bluffs,

snow was all gone when, one

morning a week or so after

Leslie's departure, Helen
went south under convoy of

Jimmy Olaves to open school. The day was
beautiful. Once more the prairies wore
the burned browns of Autumn, but to eyes
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that had grown to the vast snowscape dur-

ing a half-year of Winter, the huge mon-

ochrome rioted in color. In fact it had its

values. There a passing cloud threw a patch
of black. Bowing to the soft breeze, last

year's grass sent sunlit waves chasing each

other down to the far horizon. Here and

there a green stain on the edge of cropped

hay sloughs bespoke the miracle of resur-

rection, eternal wonder of Spring, the young
life bubbling forth from the decay and

death of parent plants. Also the prospect
was chequered with the rich black of plowed
fields. On these slow ox teams crawled, and

the shouts of the drivers, snapping crack

of long whips, alternated as they drove

along with the cheep of running gophers,
the "pee wee" of snipe, song of small birds.

Noise was luxury after six months' frozen

silence. The warm damp air, the feel of

balmy Spring, sunlight on the grasses, were

delightfully relaxing. Helen gave herself

up to it; permitted sensation to rule and

banish for the moment her tire and trouble.

She chatted quite happily with the trustee

who, however, seemed gloomy and pre-

occupied.
A philosopher coined a phrase, the per-

sistence of the established, to explain the

survival of phenomena after their original
cause lies dead in the past. It admirably
defines the trustee's mental condition, which

was a product of causes set up by Helen

these last months. Ignorant of the change
in her feeling toward her English friends,

he was vividly aware of the prejudice which

her dealings with them had aroused in the

settlers. In the beginning he and Flynn
had earned severe criticism by giving her

the school. Since the Leslie scandal, he

doubted their ability to keep her in it. At

meeting, "bees", on trail, her name was be-

ing coupled with grins or gloomy reproba-
tion according to the years and character

of the critics. The women had plucked her

character clean as a chicken, and were scat-

tering their findings to the four winds. Just

now, of course, the heavy work of seeding

sadly interfered with these activities and di-

versions, but Jimmy looked for trouble in

the slack season. If, in the meantime, she

could be weaned from her liking for the

English Ishmael, they might be able to

weather the prejudice. To which end he

steered the conversation to the greenness,

credulity and execrable agriculture of the

remittance people.
"I kain't see," he said, among other

things, "what a fine gal Ike you kin see in

'em. They 're dying stock, an' one o' these

days the Fool-Killer will come along an'

brain the hull biling. Brain, did I say?
The Lord forgive me ! Ked n't scratch up
the makings of one outen the hull bunch."

Had she known his mind, she might easily

have laid his misgivings. Instead she tried

to modify his bitter opinion. "They are cer-

tainly inefficient as farmers. But as re-

gards their credulity, dont you think it is

largely due to a higher standard of business

honor? Now when a Canadian trades horses

he expects to be cheated, while they are

only looking for a fair exchange."

Jimmy's face wrinkled in contemptuous

disparagement. "Hain't that jes' what I

said? A man that expects to get his own
outen a hoss trade kain't be killed too quick.
It's tempting Providence to leave him loose;

as well expect a nigger to leave a fat

rooster as a Canadian to keep his hands off

sech easy meat. 'T aint human natur'. As
for their honor," he sniffed, "pity it did n't

extend to their morals."

"It is indeed."

Afterward they had many a tilt on this

same subject. Smoking in his doorway of

evenings, Jimmy would emit sarcasms from
the midst of furious clouds, while she, as

much for fun as from natural feminine per-

versity, took the opposite side. And neither

knew the other's mind—until too late. But,

placated by her low answer, he now let the

subject rest.

Three feet of green water was slipping
over the river ice when they forded Silver

Creek, and they had to dodge odd logs, van-

guard of Carter's drive. "Another week,"
the trustee remarked, "an' we could n't have

crossed."

He was right. That week a warm rain ran

the last of the snows off several thousand

square miles of watershed, feeding the stream

till it waxed fat and kicked like the scrip-

tural ox against the load Carter had saddled

upon it. Snarling viciously, it would whirl

a timber across a bend, then rush on with

mad roar, leaving a mile of logs backed up
behind. But such triumph never endured.

With axes, peavies, canthooks, Bender and
his men broke the jams; whereupon, as
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though peevish at its failure, the river swept
out over the level bottoms and stranded um-

bers in backwater or in dense scrub.

To see this, the first log drive n Silver

Creek, the children who lived near the val-

ley, scuttled every day from school, and they

would gaze, wide-eyed, at Michigan Red rid-

ing a log that spun like a i>p under In*

nimble feet; or watch the Cougar, shoulder

deep in snow water, shoving logs at some

ticklish point. Then they would hang about

the cook's tent while that functionary jug-

gled with beans and bacon or made lumber-

man'* cake by the cubic yard. Also there

peeps into the sleeping tents where

men lay and snored in boots and wet red

shirts just as they had come out of the

river. Of all of which they would prattle

to Helen next day at school, reciting many
tales, chief among them the Homeric narra-

tive of the cutting of a jam—in which she

had a special interest and which proved,

among other things, that Michigan Red was

again at his old tricks.

It was Susie Flynn who brought this tale.

Dipping down, one end of a bridge timber

had stuck at an acute angle into the river

bed. A second timber swung broadside on

against its end; then, in a trice, the tap
had backed up, grinding bark to a pulp mi

der their enormous pressure. "Mr. Bender."

Susie said, "he was for throwing a rope
across from bank to bank so 's th' y ked cut

it from above. Dut one was n'i handy, an'

while they was waiting a big red man comes

up an' hands Mr. Carter the dare.
"
'If you 're scairt, gimme the axe an' I 'II

show yon how we trim a jam in Michigan.'
"But Mr. Carter wouldn't give it.

"
'N'o,' he says, awful quiet yet sorter

tunny, for all the men laughed. 'No, they 'II

need you to show 'em again.' Then he walks

out on the jam an' goes to chopping, with

Mr. Render railing for him to come back
an' not make a dam fool of himself."

The scene had so impressed the child that

she reproduced every del ail for her pale
audience of one—Carter astride of the key

ins men, timing their breath with the

"huh" -
i his stroke; Bender's distress; the

cynical grin of Michigan Red. Once, she

said, a floating chip deflected the axe and
be swore, easily, naturally, turning a smile

of annoyance up to the bank. It drew no re-

sponse from eyes that were glued to the log.

now quiverim; under tons of pressure. \

huge baulk, it broke with a thunderous re-

port when cut a quarter through and loosed

a mile of grinding death upon the chopper.
Then came his progress through the

welter. As the jam bore down stream, tim-

bers would dip, somersault, and thrash down
on a log that still quivered under the spurn
of his leap. Young trees raised an end and

swept like battering rams along the log he

rode. Yet, jumping from log to log, he

came up from Death out of the turmoil in

safety to the bank.

•'I'.idii'jlit his axe erlong, too!" Susie tri-

umphantly finished. "An' you should have

jes' seen that red man—he looked that sick

an' '.rreen through his wishy-washy smiling.

But Mr. Carter, aint he a brave onet You
must be awful proud of him, aint you, Miss

Helen T"

What could she answer but "yes", though
the trembling adm ssion covered only a small

portion of her psychology. Misery, fear, re-

gret, made up the rest. The remainder of

that day dragged wearily by to a distant

drone of lessons. She, who had tried to

eject her husband from her life, shuddered

as she thought how nearly her wish had

come to accomplishment. Death's cold breath

chilled resentment; expunged the memory of

her months of weary waiting. It would re-

turn, but in the meantime she could think of

nothing but his danger. Hurrying home, she

asked Olaves to saddle her a horse, saying
she wanted to gallop away from a headache.

Heartache would have been more correct,

but she certainly galloped ; rode westward,
then swung around north on a wide circle

that brought her, at dusk of the short Spring
day. out on a bald headland that si

down to the river. Beneath her lay the camp
with its cooking fires flickering like wind-

blown roses athwart the velvet pall of dusk;
and in either direction from that effulgent

bouquet, a crimson garland of sentinel fires

laiil its miles of length along the valley.
M.r: moved about the nearer fires, appear-

inir to her distant eyes as dim dark shapes.
But what sight refused hearing supplied.
She heard the cook, cursing his kettles with

a volubility that would have brought shame
on the witches in Macbeth; the imprecations
of some lumberjack at war with a threatened

jam. Above all rose the voice of a violin,

quivering its infinite travail, expressing the
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throbbing pain of the world; then, from far

up the valley, a lonely tenor floated down
the night.

He went to cut a key-log an' the jam he

went below,
He was the d—est man that ever I did know.

Some lumberman was relieving his watch

by chanting the deeds of a hero of the

camps; and as, like a dove of night, the

voice floated high over the river's growl

through a score of verses, it helped to drive

home upon Helen a sense of the imminent

jeopardy Carter had passed through that

day. While her horse pawed its impatience,

she sat for an hour trying to pick his voice

from the hum of the camp. It was easy to

distinguish Bender's. His bass growl formed

the substratum of sound. She caught, once,

the Cougar's strident tones. Then just as

she was beginning to despair, a command,
stern and clear, rose from the void.

"Lay on there with that peavey! Quick,

or you '11 have 'em piled to heaven ! Here—
Bender, Cougar, lend a hand

;
this fellow 's

letting them jam on him !"

She started, as under a lash. All that

day she had lived in a whirl of feeling, and

just as a resolvent precipitates a chemical

mixture, the stern voice reduced her feeling

to thought. Unfortunately the tone was not

in harmony with her soft misery. If it had

been—well, it was not. Rather it recalled

his contempt under the moonlight; her own

solitary shame. Whirling her bronco, she

cut him over the flank and galloped at immi-

nent risk of her neck over the dark prairies

in vain attempt to escape the galling recur-

rence of injured pride, the stings of dis-

appointment.
"He does n't care for me ! He does n't

care for me!" It rang in her brain. Then

when she was able to think, she added, in

obedience to the sex instinct which will not

admit Love's mortality, "He never did—
otherwise he could n't have left me !" Her

conclusion, delivered that night into a wet

pillow, revealed the secret hope at the root

of her disappointment. "I wont ride that

way again."
But she did, and her changed purpose is

best explained by a conversation between

Carter and Bender as they stood, drying
themselves at the cook's fire, after averting
the threatened jam.

Carter began : "I reckon you can get along
well enough without me. Of course, I'd

have liked to seen the drive down to the

Assinaboine, but in another week the frost

will be out enough to start prairie grading.
I'll have to go. Let me see.

* * * One
week more on the Creek, two on the Assina-

boine—three weeks will put the last timber

into Brandon. In less than a month you '11

join me at the Prairie Portage."

Turning to bring another area of soaked

clothing next to the fire, his face came under

strong light. Those seven months of thought
and calculation had left their mark upon it;

thinned and refined its lines, tooled the fea-

tures into an almost intellectual cast. His

mouth, perhaps, evidenced the greatest

change; showed less humor, because, per-

haps, self-repression and the habit of com-

mand had drawn the lips in tighter lines.

Deeper set, his eyes seemed darker, while a

straight look into their depths revealed an

underlying sadness. Sternness and sadness,

indeed, governed the face without, however,

banishing a certain grave courtesy that

found expression in pleasant thanks when,

presently, the cook brought them a steam-

ing jug of coffee. Lastly, determination

stamped it so positively that only its lively

intelligence saved it from obstinacy. One

glance explained Bender's answer to Jenny :

"He's stiffer'n all h—1"; his attitude to

Helen. In him will dominated the emotions.

Summed, the face with its power, dogged

resolution, imperturbable confidence, mir-

rored his past struggles, gave earnest for

his future battles.

A hint of these last inhered in a remark
that Bender slid in between two guJps of

coffee. "They 're saying as the C. P. will

never let you cross their tracks."

Carter smiled. "Yes, who 's saying it 1"

"Oh, everybody, an' the Winnipeg paper
said yesterday as Old Brass-Bowels"—-he

gave the traffic manager his sobriquet
—"will

enjoin you an' carry the case through the

Dominion courts to the British Privy Coun-
cil. The newspaper sharp allowed that

would take about two years, during which

the monopoly would either buy out or bust

your crowd by building a competing line."

This time Carter laughed, heartily, the

confident laugh of one sure of himself. "So
that 's what the paper said. Well, well,

well ! that scribe person must be something
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of a psychic. What's thatT Oh, a fellow

who tells you a whole lot of things he Stoat

know himself. Now listen"—in view of

what occurred six months Inter, his words

are worth remembering—"courts or no

courts, Privy Council to the contrary, we'll

run trains across Brass-Bowel's tracks be-

fore next freeze-up."

•Hope you do," Bender grinned. "Bnt

the old man aint so very slow."

They talked more of construction, tools,

supply, sng neering difficulties, the hundred

problems inherent in railroad building. Mid-

night still found them by the fire that

twinkled, a lone red star under the enormous

vault of night. But though interesting and

important in that the success of the enter-

prise involved the economic freedom of a

province, the conversation—with one excep-
tion—is not germane to this story which

goes on from the moment that, two days

later, a Pengelly boy carried the news of

Carter's departure to Helen at school.

The exception was delivered by the mouth
of Bender as he rose, stretching with a

mighty yawn to go to his tent. "Of course

it 's none of my damn business, but do you
allow to call at the school as you go down
tomorrow t"

Carter's brows drew into swift lines, but

resentment faded before the big fellow's con-

cern. "I did n't reckon to," he said, irently.

vet added the hint,
"—since you 're so press-

.„,'."

Bnt Bender would not down. "Oh, shore T"

he pleaded. "Shore! Shore t"

Carter looked his impatience, yet yielded
another point to the other's distress. "If

Mrs. Carter wished to see me. I allow

she 'd send."

"Then she never will! She never will!"

Bender cried, hitting the crux of their prob-
lem. "For she is jes' as proud as you are."

With that he plunged into the environing
darkness, leaving Carter still at the fire.

From its glow his face presently raised to

the valley's rim, dim and ghostly under a

new moon, ridged with shadowy trees. It

was only six miles to Glaves' place, a hop,
skip and jump in that country of distances.

For some minutes he stood like a stag on
i.'are. then with a slow shake of the head he

followed Bender.

"An' he aint coming back till Winter,"

the small boy informed Helen, "he '11 be that

busy with his railroadii-

After two days of embittered brooding,

Helen had come to consider herself as being

in the selfsame mood that ruled her the Jan-

nary morning when Mrs. I.olie broke in on

her months of loneliness. But this startling

news explained certain contradictions in her

l»sychology, for instance, her startings and

tlushings whenever her north window had

shown a moving dot on the valley tntil

these last two days. Moreover her pallor

was hardly consistent with the assertion

thrice repeated within the hour-—that Bret)

if he did come she would never, NEVER.
\l\F.R forgive him NOW ! Not that she

conceded said contradictions. On the con-

trary, she put up a gorgeous bluff with her-

self; affected indifference; and—borrowed

•limmy's pony that evening and rode down
to the ford.

Bender had built a rough bridge to serve

traffic till the drive should clear the ford.

Reining in at the nearer end, Helen looked

down on the pool, the famous pool where n

her betrothal had received baptism by
immersion—at least she looked on the place
where the pool had been, for shallows and

sandbar were merged in one swirl of yellow
water. But the clay bank with its bordering
willows was still there and shone ruddily

under the westering sun just as on that

memorable evening. Here on the straight

reach the logs floated under care of an

occasional patrol. A rough fellow in blue

jeans and red jerkin gave her a curious stare

as he passed, whereafter there was no wit-

ness to her wet eyes, her rain of tears, con-

vulsive sobbing, the break-up of her as-

sumed indifference—that is, none but her

pony. Reaching curiously around, the beast

investigated the grief huddled upon his neck

with soft muzzle, rubbing and sniffinir

."cheer up," and she had just straightened
to return his mute sympathy, when a voice

broke in on the bitter and sweet of her

reverie.

"Well met, lady fair!"

Turning, startled, she came face to face

with Molyneux. The heavy mud of the

bottoms bad silenced his wheels, and now
be sat, smiling at the sudden fires that dried

up and hid her tears. "Not there yet," he

answered her question as to his return home
"Do you imagine I could go by without call-
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ing? The school was closed, but a kid—a

Flynn by his upper lip
—told me that you

had ridden this way, and as it was Friday

evening, I judged you were going north to

Leslie's and so drove like Jehu on the trail

of Ahab. Better turn your horse loose and

get in with me. He '11 go home all right.

Why not?"

Again she shook her head. "Did n't Mr.

Danvers write you"
—remembering that a

letter would have crossed him on the At-

lantic, she stopped.
"What's the matter? No one dead?

Worse?" He laughed in her serious face

when she had told. "Oh, well—that 's not

so bad. After all, Leslie was an awful

chump. If a man is n't strong enough to

hold a woman's love he should n't expect
to keep her."

He was yet, of course, in ignorance of all

that had transpired in his absence—the

house party and the complete revulsion it

had wrought in Helen's feeling. He knew

nothing of her shame, vivid remorse, passion
of thankfulness for her escape. To him she

was still the women, desperate in her

loneliness, who had challenged his love a

short two months ago. Withal, what pos-
sessed him to afford that glimpse of his old

nature? It coupled him instantly in her

mind with her late unpleasant experience.
Not understanding her silence, he ran

gaily on. "I can now testify to the truth of

the saying, 'Absence makes the heart grow
fonder.' How is it with you? Have I lost

or gained?"

Laughing nervously, she answered,

"Neither, we are still the same good friends."

He shook his head, frown :

ng. "Not

enough. I want love—must, will have it."

Any lingering misapprehension of the

state of her feelings which she may have en-

tertained now instantly vanished. How she

regretted the weakness which entitled him to

speak thus! She knew now. Never under

any conditions could she have married him,
but warned by dearly boughten experience
she dared not so inform him. Frightened,
she fenced and parried, calling to her aid

those shifts for men's fooling that centuries

of helplessness have bred in woman's bone.

"Well, well!" she laughed. "I thought

you more gallant. I on horseback, you in a

buggy. Love at such long distance. I

would n't have believed it of you."

It was a bad lead, drawing him on instead

of away. "That is easily remedied. Get in

with me—or I'll tie up to that poplar."
She checked his eagerness with a quick

invention. "No, no ! I was only joking. No
I say ! there 's a man, a river driver, just be-

hind that bluff." How she wished there

were ! Praying that someone might come
and so afford her safe escape, she switched

the conversation to his journey and when
that subject wore out, enthused over the sun-

set. How beautiful was the sky ! the shad-

ows that fell like a pall over the bottoms !

the lights slow crawling up the headlands.

Preferring her delicate coloring to the

blushes of the west, he feasted his eyes on

her profile, delicately outlined against a

golden cloud, until she turned. Then he

brought her back to the point. "Well—
have you forgotten?"
"What?" She knew too well, but the ques-

tion killed a moment.
"The answer you promised me."

She would dearly have loved to give it; to

cry aloud, "I love ! I love ! I love—him, not

you ! Ay, she would have flaunted it in all

the proud cruelty of love—had she dared.

Instead, she answered. "You forget. I am
a married woman."

"No, I dont," he urged. "That is eas :

ly

settled. Three months' residence across the

line in Dakota and you are free of him—"

"—but not of myself."
"What do you mean?"
Alarmed by the sudden venous blood that

suffused his face and neck, the reddish glow
of his eye, she forged hasty excuses. "You
see I never thought of it—in that way. I

must have time to get used to the idea. Wont

you give me a week?" Her winning smile

conquered. He had stepped his ponies along-

side, and, snatching her hand, he covered it

with kisses.

"By G— ! Helen, you must say yes. I'm

mad—mad with love of you. If you re-

fuse—"

"Hush !" She snatched away her hand as

a man came in sight from behind a bluff,

coming up stream. "It is Mr. Bender!" she

explained
—so thankfully. Then mindful of

her part, she added, with pretended disgust,

"What a nuisance! I wonder if he—saw

you?"
"Oh, he '11 go by."

"No, no," she said with affected gaiety.
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"Leave me the shreds of my character. Now

you must go. Must, I said, sir."
•

\ .tv well, hut remember—one week."

No.ldiiiir significantly, he drove, leaving her

to meet the foreman with a mixture of re-

lief and apprehension. She wondered if he

had seen Molyneux shower kisses upon her

hand.

Though, in a few minutes of shy conver-

sation, Bender showed no knowledge of the

cause that had set her to rubbing the back

of her hand against her skirt, it nevertheless

funned the subject of a rough scrawl that

Baldy, the tote trail teamster, delivered to

Jenny in I^one Tree two days later. "You
said I was to tell if 1 saw or heard any-

thing more. Well he is back and—followed

the kisses and the scrawl ended—if you kin

do anything like you thought you ked, do it

quick else I shall have to tell the boss and

give him a chance to look after his own."

Jenny did "do it quick" and thereby in-

itiated a sequence of cause and event that

was to entirely change the complexion of a

dozen lives. An extract from her letter to

Helen explains itself: 'Twos on the tip of

my tongue to tell it to you every time he

druv you home last Winter, but 't was so

mii'h easier for me to have you all believing

as it was the man that went back to Eng-
land, but 't was n't, Miss Helen, 't was him—
Capen Molyneux—
Poor Jenny! She alone knew the magni-

tude of the man's offense against her weak

innocence, but, small stoic, she had hugged
the knowledge to her soul while waiting in

dull patience for the punishment she never

doubted. Immunity would have challenged
the existence of the Qod in whom, despite
small heresies of speech, she devoutly be-

lieved. She read his sentence in that moat
tremendous curse of the oppressor, the One
Hundredth and Ninth Psalm, the bitter cry
of David: "For he hath rewarded me evil
• * * hatred for my love. When he

shall be judged, let him be condemned; and
his prayer become sin.

• • • Lej hjg

children be continually vagabonds, seek their

bread in desolate places. Let the extortioner

catch all that he hath
; the stranger despoil

his labor. Let there be none to extend mercy
to him ;

* * *
Let his posterity be cut

off and his generation blotted out • • •

that he may cut off the memory of them from
the earth." Ay, she had believed that it

would come to pass in some way—by light-

ning flash, sudden sickness, a weary death.

But she had never imagined herself as the

instrument which this letter was to make
her. What the confession cost her! Tears,

shameful agonizings. Small wonder that, in

her trembling' confusion, she mishuffled notes

ad >li<l Helen's into Bender's envelope.

CHAPTER XIX.

The Wages of Sin Is—
fN the afternoon following

Baldy's delivery of the shuf-

fled notes, the May sun dif-

fused a tempered warmth

upon Molyneux's veranda,

thereby intensifying certain

eomfortable reflections which accompanied
his after-dinner pipe. He had material cause

of satisfaction. To begin, his father's death

placed him in possession of a sum which—
a mere pittance in England—loomed large as

a fortune in the thrifty settlements. Next,

Messrs. Coxhead and Boxhead, exploiters of

the Younger Son and his London solicitors,

had forwarded through that morning's mail

indentures of apprenticeship to colonial

farming of three more innocents at one thou-

sand dollars a head per annum. This more

than made up for the defection of Danvers

who, having learned how little there was to

be learned in the business, was adventuring

farming for himself; and permitted the

retention of the bucolic Englishman and

wife who, respectively, managed his farm

and house.

With their services assured, the life was

more than tolerable, infinitely superior to

that which he would have led at home. There

he would have been condemned to the celi-

bate lot of the Younger Son—to be a "filler"

at dinners and dances, useful as the waiters,

ineligible and innocuous to the plainest of

his girl partners as an Eastern eunich; or,

accepting the alternative, trade, vulgar trade,

his pampered wits would have come into

competition with abilities that had been

whetted to a fine edge through centuries on

Time's hard stone. Like a leaden plummet
he would have plunged through the social

strata to his natural place in the scheme of

things. Here, however, he was of some im-

portance, a magnate on means that would

hardly have kept up his clothes and clubs at
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home. A landed proprietor, moreover, he

escaped the stigma of trade and the resultant

prejudice should he ever return to England.
Then the life glowed with the colors of

romance. His farm occurred on the extreme

western edge of that vast forest which black-

ens the Atlantic seaboard, and so marches
west and north over a thousand rugged miles

to the limit of trees on the verge of the

barren lands. Within gunshot the old

ferocious struggle for life continued as of

yore. Through timbered glades the wolf

pursued and made his kill; echo answered

the clash of horns as big elk fought for a

doe; over lonely woodland lakes, black with

waterfowl, the hoo-haugh crane spread ten

feet of snowy pinion ; across dark waters

the loon's weird lament replied to the owl's

midnight questioning. In Winter the moose
came down from their yards to feed at his

prairie haystacks; any night he could come
out on the veranda and thrill to a long howl
or the scream of a lynx.

Opening before him now, the view was

pleasantly beautiful. His house, a comfort-

able frame building, and big barn and cor-

rals, all sat within the embrace of a half-

moon that prairie fires had bitten out from
the heart of a poplar bluff. Southward his

tilled fields ran like strips of brown carpet
over the green earth rolls. Beyond them

spread the park lands with his cattle feeding

knee-deep in the rank pasture between

clump poplar. Further still, his horses

scented the wind from the crest of a knoll,

forming a dull blotch against the soft blue

sky. These were growing into money while

he smoked, and what of free grazing, free

hay, and labor that reversed the natural or-

der of things and. paid for the privilege of

working, he could see himself comfortably

wealthy in not too many seasons. He would
still be young enough for a run through
Maiden Lane, London's Mecca for the stage
and demi-mondaine. However, he put that

thought behind him as being inconsistent

with contemplation of the last thing neces-

sary for perfect happiness—a pretty wife.

Through the haze of sunlit tobacco reek, he

saw himself in possession of even that golden

asset, and thereafter his reflections took the

exact color of those of the rich man before

death came in the night: "Soul, soul! thou

hast much goods laid up in store! Eat,

drink, take thine ease and be merry!"

"It is really time that I settled," he mur-

mured. "Thirty-four, my next birthday ! By
Jove, six more years and I shall be forty."
The thought deflected his meditation into

channels highly becoming to a person of the

age he was contemplating, and from virtuous

altitudes he looked back with something of

the reproving tolerance that kindly age ac-

cords to youthful indiscretion. He main-

tained the "you-were-a-sad-dog" point of

view till a sudden thought stung his virtuous

complacency through to the quick. "Oh,
well"—he ousted reproach with exculpatory
murmur-—"if the girl had only let me, I

would have got her away from here and have
done something handsome for her after-

wards. But it was just as well * * *

seeing that it passed off so quietly. I wonder
how she managed it. Nobody seems to

know." Then ignoring the fact that every

seeding brings its harvest, not knowing that

the measure of that cruel sowing was even

then coming home to him on a fast trot, he

smothered conviction under the trite reflec-

tion, "A fellow must sow his wild oats."

Still the thought had marred his reverie

and, tapping his pipe on the chair rung, he

rose. He intended a visit to the barn, where
his man was dipping seed wheat in bluestone

solution to kill the smut, . but just then a

wagon, which had been rattling along the

Lone Tree trail, turned into his private
lane.

"It is Glaves," he muttered, "and his wife.

What can they want? Must have a mes-

sage
—from her—otherwise they would never

come here."

His thought did not malign the trustee,

who had positively refused the commission

till assured that its performance would sever

Helen's relations with his natural foes. Yet

he did not like it, and though Retribution

might have presented herself in more tragic

guise, she could not have assumed a more

forbidding face than that which he now
turned down to Molyneux.
Than they two, there have been no more

violent contrast. Beak-nosed, hollow-eyed,
the hoar of fifty Winters environed the trus-

tee's face which wind and weather had

warped, seamed and wrinkled into the sem-

blance of a scorched hide. He was true to the

frontier type, and, beside his bronzed rug-

gedness, the Englishman, though much the

larger, seemed with his soft hands, smooth
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skin, polished manner, small and effeminate.

night be expected, the trustee refused

Molvneux's invitation to put in and feed.

'iie an' the wife is going up to see her

brother north of Assippii, an' we have thirty

bBw to make afore sundown."

He did, however, return curt answers to a

few questions, though it would be a mistake

to set his scant conversational efforts to the

accounts of politeness. Rather they were

the meed of malignance for, while talking.

be secretly exulted over the thought of Molv-

neux's coming disappointment. They would

be gone a week, he said. The mails f Mrs.

Carter would attend to sech letters as

straggled in! She'd be there alonef Yes!

Lonesome t Mebbe, but she was that well-

plucked she 'd laughed at the idea of spend-

ing her nights at Flynn's ! A fine girl, sirree !

Having accorded five minutes to Helen's per-

fections, the trustee drove off, but turned as

he drove out of the yard and nudged his

wife, grinning, to look at Molyneux.
Stark and still as one of his own veranda

posts, the man stood and stared down at

Jenny's pitiful letter. Across the top Helen
had written, "This explains itself," and that

scrap of writing represented three letters

now tom up and consigned to the flames.

The first antedated her receipt of Jenny's
letter and had run: "/ want you to believe

me innocent of coquetry, and you must par-
don me if I have, by speech or action, seemed
to sanction the hope you expressed the other

I now perceive that it was my des-

perate loneliness that caused me to lean so

heavily upon your friendship. I might have

told you this, personally, but for certain ex-

periences which have made me timid." There
was more—regret, pleasant hope that the fu-

ture might bring with it friendly relations,

wishes for his happiness. This letter she

bad withdrawn front the mail to burn along
with one that was full of reproach and a

third that sizzled with indignation.
Face suffused with dark venous blood,

pux faced discovered sin. If ever, this

was the accepted time for his attempts at

reconstruction to bring forth fruit. He had

pictured himself remorseful, but now that

the wage of sin was demanded, he flinched

i selfish child, reneged in the game he

had played with the gods. It was not in him
to play a losing hand to the logical end.

Artead of remorse, anger possessed him for.

tearing the letter, he cried in a gust of

passion :

"She shant throw me a second time! By
God! shesbai;

Needs not to follow his turbulent thought
as be hurried out to the barn—his flushes,

the paroxysms that set his face in the colors

of apoplexy. Sufficient that flooding passion

swept clean the superstructure of false

morality, sophistical idealism that he had

erected on the rotten foundation of his

vicious heredity. A minute of action ex-

plains a volume of psychology. Hitching
his ponies, he drove madly southward, one

idea standing clearly out in his whirl of

thought—she would be alone that night.

Just about the time that Molyneux swung
out on the Lone Tree trail, Helen arrived

home from school with the eldest Flynn

boy, who had volunteered to help her with

the chores; her undertaking of which had

made possible Mrs. Glaves' rare holiday

Under distress of their bursting udders, the

cows had come in of their own accord from

the fat rank pastures and called for ease-

ment with low persistent "mooing" while she

changed her dress. When she finally came
out with sleeves rolled above elbows that

had regained their plump whiteness, they
even fought for precedence, horning each

other aside, until the bell-cow made good her

prerogative as leader; then frothing streams

soon drew tinkling music from her pail. For

his part, the boy fed pigs and calves, car-

ried in the milk, then departed, leaving her

to skim and strain and wash pans and pails,

itself no light task in view of Mrs. Glaves'

difficult standards of cleanliness. That done

and her supper eaten, she placed a lamp on

the table and sat down to think over the

events of the day.
A little fatigued, she leaned a smooth

cheek on her hand, staring at the lamp,
whose golden light toned while it revealed

the changes these distressful months had

wrought in her appearance. Her eyes were

weary, her face tired, but if she was paler
than of yore, the pallor was becoming in

that it was altogether a mental product and

accorded well with her plump, well-nourished

body. Her month, if woefully pouted in

agreement with her sad thought, was scarlet

and pretty as ever; in every way she was
L'ood a
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At first she had found it extremely dim-

cult to realize the full meaning of the letter

which the Cougar had brought in from camp
early that morning. For Bender would

trust it in no other hand; whereby he dis-

covered not only his wisdom, but also an

unexpected fund of tact in his rough mes-

senger. Anticipating some display of emo-

tion, the Cougar discharged his office in the

privacy of Helen's own room, and if her red

eyes afterward excited Jimmy Glaves' in-

satiable curiosity, only the Cougar witnessed

her breakdown — sorrowful tremblings,

blushes, tearful anger. Not that she had

doubted the girl's word. Only it had seemed

monstrous, incredible, impossible until,

through the day, jots and tittles of evidence

had filtered out of the past. She had con-

nected Jenny's gloomings on the occasions

that Molyneux drove her, Helen, home, with

his refusals to enter and warm himself after

their cold drives. Even from the far days
of the child's trouble, small significances had

come to piece out the solid proof. So now

nothing was left for her but bitter self-

communion.
These days it did seem as though the fates

were bent on squeezing the last acrid drop
into her cup; for to the consciousness of

error was now added knowledge of the utter

worthlessness of her temptor. She burned
as she recalled their solitary rides; writhed

slim fingers in a passion of thankfulness as

she thought of her several escapes; was tax-

ing herself for her folly, when a sudden furi-

ous baying outside brought her, startled, to

her feet.

It was merely the house-dog, exchanging
defiances with a lone coyote, but—-after she

had satisfied herself of the fact—it yet

brought home upon her a vivid sense of her

lonely position. Sorry now that she had not

gone home with the Flynn boy, she glanced

nervously about the room which, if small,

was yet large enough to own shadowy cor-

ners. On top of the pigeon-holed mailing

desk, moreover, a few books were piled in

such a way as to cast a shadow, the sil-

houette of a man's profile upon the wall.

Lean, hard, indescribably cruel, its thin lips

split in a merciless grin as she moved the

lamp, then suddenly lengthened into a sem-

blance of a hand and pointing finger. Then
she . laughed, nervously, yet laughed because

it indicated one of the hundred summons,
writs of execution and findings in judgment
that were pasted up on the walls.

"By these summons," Victoria Regina
called upon her subject, James Glaves, to

pay the moneys and taxed costs herein set

forth under pain of confiscation of his goods
and chattels. Usually recording debt and

disaster, the instruments certified, in Jimmy's
case, to numerous victories over implement

trusts, cordage monopolies, local or foreign

shylocks. "Execution proof," in that his

wife owned their real property in her own

right, he could sit and smoke at home, the

cynosure of the countryside, in seasons when
the sheriff traveled with the thresher and

took in all the grain. To each document he

could append a story, the memory of such a

one having caused Helen's laugh.

Indicating this particular specimen with

his pipe stem, one evening, he had remarked,
"Yon jest tickled the jedge to death. 'Mr.

Glaves,' he says, when he handed it down,

'they 've beat you on the jedgement, now it 's

up to you to fool 'em on the execution.' An'

you bet I did."

Reassured, Helen returned to her mus-

ings
—

only to start up, a minute later, with

a nervous glance over her shoulder at the

window. Is there anything in thought
transference? At that moment Molyneux
was rattling down into the dark valley, and

is it possible that his heated imaginings

bridged the miles and impressed themselves

upon her nervous mental surfaces? Or was
it merely a coincidence of thought that

caused her to see his face pressed against
the black pane? Be this as it may, she could

not regain her composure. Taking the lamp,
she locked herself in her bedroom, then, as

is the habit of frightened women, sought
further safety under the invulnerable shield

of the bedclothes.

(To be Continued.)



As Philosopher Unto Philosopher

Hy Elisabeth Vore

IPHIL080PHSB sat outsi.le

of tlie door of his tent Date,
a fig tree, writing in a book.

His beard was white as snow

from lands of Winter and

many years had crowned his

head with silver. In his deep-set eyes was

the light of the knowledge of life.

A woman passing that way, and being

weary with a long journey over the burning

sand, paused for a moment in the shade of

the tree where the philosopher sat, and lean-

ing upon her staff watched him as he wrote.

And speaking, the wayfarer said :

"Oh, man of the desert, what mightest
thou be writing in the bookt"

And the philosopher continued to write

and removed not his eyes from the book in

which he was writing, and answering the

voice that had spoken, he said :

"(), stranger, whosoever thou mayest be, I

write herein the Truth regarding mankind,

that it may be handed down from generation

ration unto all the world."

A swift light of hope dawned in the wo-

man's shadowy eyes, and speaking to the

sage, she said :

"
IVrchance, kind seer, if it pleaseth thee,

thou canst assist me in finding that for which

I seek."

And the woman's voice was sweet as the

music of rippling water, and slowly the

philosopher raised his eyes from the book

and beheld a woman leaning upon her staff.

And, answering her, the wise man said :

"What seeketh thou, O woman, and

whither might thy journey tendf"

"I go forth, Sir Sage, into the world

of people to search for a constant man, that

when I have found him I may kneel at his

.ive him my heart's eternal devotion."

And the sage looking upon her saw that

she was fair and as she took up her staff to

depart, he stretched out his hand and laid

hold of the staff to detain her. And address-

ing the woman, he said:

"O daughter fair and goodly to look upon.
woman who comet h out of the West—listen

to the words of wisdom.

"Thou dost go upon a weary journey and

a vain quest. I know the world and have

read the heart of mankind. Seek thou in the

byways and highways, in high places and low

places
—but thy search will be unrewarded.

Behold, thou art weary and thy feet are

bruised with much walking—come into my
tent and abide with me, and I will bathe thy

feet with water and give thee of figs to eat.

Lo, I am not of the world—I have shaken its

dust from my sandals. Remain with me. and

by all the gods known to men, I swear that I

will be constant to thee."

And the seer was very old and his years

weighed heavily upon him, and the woman
wore the royal crown of youth and hope, and

faith lived yet in her heart. And she turned

her face wistfully toward the East, and as

she gazed her heart grew strong.

And answering the philosopher, the woman
said:

"0 man of much learning, the knowledge
of one life will not suffice for another—to

judge without experience were injustice and

error."

And the philosopher was silent and made

no answer, but turning back in the book

wherein he had been writing, he read from it

a proverb :

Wherein ignorance is bliss it were foil;/ to

court wisdom.

And the woman's face was saddened, and

she spake yet once again :

"Good sir, hearken I pray thee unto me. I

will go forth into the world and seek both

long and well for the sake of conscience and

that justice may not be forgotten. That faith

may live, and trust may not be numbered

among things that were and are not. And
if my search be not rewarded I will return

to thee and dwell in thy tent forever. I swear

this by all the gods that are reverenced."
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And the woman laid down her staff and

lifted her bare arms to the sun.

"I swear it by the sun-god, whose kisses

awaken the desert to passion. I swear it by
the wind- god who steals o'er the sand when
the moon hangs low. I swear it by the

night-god who beckons out of the shadows."

And having sworn the woman lowered her

arms and continued :

"By all these I swear to thee that if my
search be unrewarded I will return—and thy
law shall be my law, and the desire of thy
heart shall rule me."

And harkening the philosopher smiled.

And he answered the woman and said :

"0 woman, go forth—I am acquainted
with patience and here will await thy re-

turn." And opening the book he again be-

gan writing, and the woman took up her

staff and departed into the East.

And the day passed and the morrow, and

others came and vanished—but the woman
returned not.

And in the East the sun came up like a

ball of fire and traveling over the desert, like

a ball of fire went down in the West. And
the wind singing under the night sky covered

the woman's footprints with the shifting
sands.

And again the philosopher sat outside his

tent writing in the book. And behold, afar

off a woman, toiling painfully across the

scorching sands. Her staff was gone, her

head drooped wearily, and her tender feet,

bruised and torn by the stones, left bloody

footprints on the sand.

And she drew nearer and approached the

philosopher. But the man of wisdom wrote

on and beheld her not. And coming up to

him the woman stood humbly before him.

Her eyes were soft with tenderness, and her

face held a deep yearning. And stretching
out her hand to the sage, she spake unto him
and said:

"Behold, my lord, I have returned unto

thee, for thou alone art worthy."

Hearing her voice the philosopher started,

and looking up he beheld the woman stand-

ing before him, and over his face there came
a shadow, and his glance fell as he met her

eyes. And speaking to the woman he said :

"Thou wert gone may days, woman, and

thy coming was long delayed
—and—-there

came another—"

And while he was yet speaking a woman
came out of his tent and running up to the

sage wound her bare' arms about his neck

and her yellow hair fell around him like a

garment. And addressing the wayfarer, she

cried shrilly:

"Beggar—or worse, begone ! Dusky wan-

derer of the desert, what bringest thou to

the door of my good man's tent. What
words didst I hear from thy wanton lips?

Begone ! lest I spit upon thee ! Thinkest

thou my lord hath eyes for any face but

mine? He, who hath never looked with eyes
of love on any woman save me—and this he

hath sworn to me daily."

The wayfarer stood in silence, mute-lipped
and motionless. Something went out of her

face and left it forever. In her eyes was

the light of knowledge. And looking not at

the philosopher nor speaking, she stooped
and picking up a twig, wrote in the sand,

and the words she wrote were these :

As philosopher unto philosopher, write this

in thy book, that it may be handed down

from generation to generation, unto all the

world. As far as the east is from the west,

as the north is from the south, as the sun is

from the moon, as Paradise from Hades is—
so far removed are man and constancy.
And she drew a circle beneath it and

placed the seal of her slender, bleeding foot

upon it, and girding her garments around

her, turned her face about and departed to-

ward the sunset.
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An Idyll of the Trout Streams

By Jules Verne Des Voignes
Illustrated from Photographs by the Author

P^^gfe^B KV K.N freight ears, spon-

^fTr^^JPi^l s" r<M ' ^ a Passen f-,er coach

^' that may have been Noah's

.private travel ni: outfit in

the days after the Ark was

[abandoned, took us to Mos-

eow, Idaho, I bad remarked to my wife

that in one way at least we were imper-
sonators of that ancient gentleman and his

helpmeet. We had the whole car to our-

nlrw.
Hi mow reached us at hot noon. That >. I

think it must have eome to us at some time

while we were unloading countless bales and

barrels ami crates during endless waits

long the route. Throughout the long
sweltering boon since leaving Spokane, I

had endured the torture of stiff, if none too

cleanly linen, not merely in heroic silence,

but with cheerful philosophy about the

country, our special iveyancc. the unhur-

ried precision of the train crew, and the

splendid pat'One* of our engineer—re-

marks which my wife, who was "on" her

last clean shirtwaist— well "on," let me
add—declined to laugh at.

I helped her off. and was rather sulky. I

believe, about banging our heavy suit-cases

after us. Yet. when I gras|>ed the out-

stretched, welcoming hand of my brother

and looked into the boh), optimistic tad

health -blowing face of the mountain-lo\er I

knew him to be. the discomforts of the past
hours were swallowed up.
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''Hello, my martyred brother," he

lauuhed, gathering our luggage in one hand

as if the leaden contents were cotton candy.
"We' '11 see that your sacrifice is rewarded.

Once get you up in the mountains and let

you loose upon the best water, the best air,

and the finest trout in the world, and you
can 't regret it nor forget it—if you live a

thousand years !"

We rolled up dust-piled Moscow streets

in a choking cloud of alkali. It was toler-

ably hard to let my imagination run ram-

pant upon trout when the lining of my
mouth, throat and lungs was a veritable

soot. But an hour later, in the cool shelter

of my brother's lawn, refreshed and re-

clothed, with the consoling taste of a good

cigar, I was ready to be glad I had come,

and to listen with no small anticipation to

the delights in store for us.

"You like to fish and you 've never seen

a mountain trout stream?" my brother in-

terrogated first. In the separation of many
years our respective tastes had been for-

gotten.

I acknowledged the facts.

"Good ! I've got a trip arranged, Chris,

that beats anything on earth. It 's a

cracker-jack ! It 's something that '11 last a

man a life-time !"

His words sent a pleasant tingle through
me. With my eyes on the snow-capped
mountains beyond, the thought came to me
that I in my tenderfoot days was to ex-

perience something for which drudging
millions of my caste would have given their

very souls.

My brother puffed at his cigar in hard

thought. "I want to get started by Mon-

day at the very latest," he said. "In short

figures it will take us the greater part of

four days to—"

"To what?" I demanded.

He looked lis surprise. "You can 't go
three hundred miles into the mountains

much quicker," he remarked.

I gasped. It was incredible. This man
talked of traveling three hundred miles on

a fishing excursion as easily as I of a three-

mile tramp to a "way down East" bass

hole!

"Then it is n't into those mounta'ns"—
I indicated the range in the distance—
"where we 're going .'"

"Good Caesar, Chris!" His hearty laugh

rang out like a boy's. "Did you imagine
that trout streams anywhere within the

reach of civilization were fruitful? Listen

to me ! I'm going- to take you where you
can get trout—do you hear me?—trout!"

"But three hundred miles," I urged. "It

seems—" My mind was already busy with

hardships by the side of which Noah's pri-

vate car paled.

He got up and stood in front of me. I

can see him now—the excited snap of his

blue eyes, the emphatic jerk of his head,

the whole attitude of unprecedented expec-
tation expressed in voice and gesture.

"Chris," said he, "do you realize where

you 're going
—that you 're bound miles

above the place where fishermen have been

of late years
—ever been, perhaps; where

there are trout, great, speckled, 'lunkerous'

fellows just waiting"
—his hands played as

with a reel—"just waiting to snap at a fly?"

The hot glow of his enthusiasm engulfed
me. I stared at him as at a great and in-

fallible prophet.
"Three hundred miles or three thousand,

you '11 like it," he went on. "There 's no

particular hardship the way we're going;

why, the ladies accompany us! Dont shy
out at your imagination, Chris. Just wait

until afterward, and then confess that it

was fifty Michigan circusses rolled into

one."

That evening, while we were at dinner

with a howl of luscious, red, ripe cherries,

matured in late August, to coddle our ap-

petites, the rain began to patter softly
—

gentle Idaho rain, and the first we had seen

in the West. All night it fell, large of

drop, faster and faster until, in the early

dawn of Monday morning, the streets of

Moscow with their two months' accumula-

tion of dust ran rivers of mud. But. we

were packed
—trunks of provisions, qamp-

kit, tents, fishing tackle and all—and we

resolutely turned our hacks upon the mud

city and took the train.

Spokane, Washington, and late afternoon

brought us a cloudless sky and a smiling

sun. Our luck had begun. The rainy sea-

son had been postponed. It was with light

hearts that we retired to rest in that clean-

liest city of the great Northwest; it was

still a jollier party which the electric inter-

urban whisked on the following morning in

and out of the mountains and along the
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Spokane River—sometimes at the mile-a-

minute rate—to Coeur d'Alene City at the

foot of the long and narrow Coeur d' Alene
lakes. At this romantic mining and lumber

metropolis, a large side-wheeler, the Idaho,
steamed away with us, and the morning long
we threaded countless log-booms and made
as if to laugh at the grim peaks which tow-
ered above us and at the icy waters which

sparkled treacherously beneath.

As we sat on deck, my brother told this

rather d squieting tale:

"A man," said he, "came here in the

Coeur d'Alene lake country to fish and hunt.

He fished in a small canoe. On one oc-

casion he was out on the water and miles—
supposedly

—from a human being. He
caught a very large trout on a spoon-hook.
In attempting to land the fish, the canoe

capsized and in the man's struggles to right
it. lie became entangled in the strong fish

line. The big trout, in frantic endeavor to

free itself, swam 'round and 'round him.

He could not break the line nor swim with

the one arm he had free. He sank, and in

these icy waters and strong undercurrents

no one ever rises. That was two weeks ago.
Another man—on shore and too far dis-

tant to help
—saw the tragedy and re-

ported it."

My brother paused with one of his little

outlandish "That 's why !" shakes of his

head. "No lake fishing for me," he con-

cluded, significantly.

"Is the river any safer?" I demanded of

him with a shiver.

"Heaps !" he grunted, Indian-fashion.

Seeing that his story had had no good effect

upon my nerves, he began an interesting

harangue on the little lumbering town, Har-

rison, toward whose harbor we were making.
It was at Harrison, wild spirt of the

cedar woods, that we changed steamers, and
at 1 o'clock in the afternoon, comfortably
installed upon the Colfax, began our spec-
tacular windings and rewindings up the

"shadowy St. Joe," the highest navigable
river in the world, and characterized in

every fisherman's heart as the trail to un-

imaginable and unsurpassable delights.

Past Indian villages and white men's

camps, past tiny settlements of mushroom
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growth, we steamed, while the out-reaching
willows often brushed our sturdy little ves-

sel and vagrant lops struck muffled blows

upon her white sides—through a drawbridge
alive with squatting squaws and grunting
chiefs, at whom I rattled off a mocking

jargon in pure excess of spirits
—an ex-

uberance which was to desert me inoppor-

tunely
—and up, ever up, those peaceful

waters, between giant peaks still smoking
from forest fires, to St. Joe, the little town
at the head of navigation, but at whose foot

w;t- to begin our ex|>erienee-glutted journey.
That night from the hotel veranda we sat

watching the prismatic glow of Mount

Haldy Peak bathed in Idaho sunset. The
shadows on the St. Joe deepened. The
mountains wrapped themselves in white

mist veils. From a pavilion nearby light

streamed and the sounds of music and danc-

ni',- came to our ears, uncanny almost in the

eternal solitudes of the mountains. There
was a strange, undetinable acknowledgement
of my individual inconsequence with me as

I dropped —loop; it was with me still when
at I o'clock the following morning the

alarm clock opened my startled eyes upon
violet, cloud-covered mountains, white

mists struggling up from the river, scarlet

and orange sunbeams beating their way into

lurking shadows- the whole a rare, ex-

quisite touch of untamed beauty that be-

longed to no man and to no civilization.

At 7 we stood, the five of us, woodsmen
all in semblance it' not in truth, beside the

long, narrow river boats which were to

carry us the two-day journey to our des-

tination. I had not known myself in the

glass that morning. Heavy, knee-high

leather boots, studded on heels and soles

with tempered steel nails an inch long; that

invaluable trouser adjunct, "khakis"; thick

flannel shirt and hunting coat; and disrepu-

table slouch hat bedecked with rows of flies

had worked a mighty transformation in my
erstwhile highly cultivated—so far as self-

estimation goes
—

appearance. Our polers,

sturdy. Herculean limbed fellows, bare-

muscled to the elbows, stood ready, their

long wooden poles, steel-pointed, in their

hands.

The sun shot up and played upon the rip-
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pling waters. Very carefully the polers

superintended the loading of our heavy
trunks and pack-sacks into the two boats.

The crafts listed until they were scarcely
over water-line; their width was that of a

man; their length seemed out of all propor-
tion. We got in, treading cat-like. The

ladies, my sister-in-law and wife, were

seated on cushions in the middle of the

largest boat with reclining backs of soft

tent canvas. We shoved out into the river.

Our polers stood lithely at the extreme ends

of their boats, silent or gruffly talkative,

yet skilled in the river's every point as only
men who spend their lives among the moun-
tain streams can be skilled. I basked laz-

ily in the fresh morning's beauty. Shadow
and sunbeam fell athwart us; water rippled

gurglingly before our tranquil advance.

Great snags and brush-heaps rose blackly
above the peaceful river. Along the shore

the St. Joe lapped musically against the

rocks. One could drink in beauty with the

air. It was as a tonic. We poled onward
in an Elysium of enchantment. And then—
We rounded a bend, and to mv ears from

out mysterious distances came a dull,

hoarse roar like the echo of a Niagara. I

listened with a growing fear of the un-

known.

"A waterfall?" I ventured interrogatively

of our poler.

"A riffle," he answered, nonchalantly.
Back in my native state, on the St. Joe

River of my boyhood recollection, riffles

were waters which sang and murmured over

the stones in tuneful cadence. But this

long, sullen roar—how was I to analyze that?

It grew louder, more insistent as we ap-

proached. At last the rapids burst upon
us—a seething, eddying washboard of Na-

ture, maelstrom of swift, convergent cur-

rents, tumbling and hissing and hurtling at

the giant rocks immovable in their path,

churning up green anger in their frenzy to

get on and on. My hands stiffened con-

vulsively over the edges of the boat. Surely

it was impossible to go through that raging
inferno. No craft could live in it !

We shot into the whirling waters. Our

poler's work had begun. He bent to his

task like the untiring physical machine that
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he was. Cords stood out upon his neck and

arms. He stra'ned down, down, upon the

long pole. Again and again it clinked sharp
and hard on the slippery stones in the river

bed. We crept through, inch by inch.

Jagged rocks, instruments of destruction

should they strike our frail craft, missed by
a hair's breadth. A counter-current skidded

us half across stream. Water foamed by us;

we gained, lost, triumphed, whle my
brother, standing upright in the boat, cool,

unimpressed, uncaring, cast again and again
into those boiling waters and reeled in his

line with a horrifying, inhuman com-

placency. At last, great miracle, we slid

into calm, smooth waters, our first riffle

vanquished and passed.
I wiped the streaming sweat from my

face. Was there no way of walking to

camp, I demanded. I was answered that

the river sides became canons with deep
holes at their bases. Were there no trails

in existence? There were not. But there

was no danger—no possible danger so long
as one sat still, remained cool and held on !

The polers knew their business; such trips

were their business.

The horror of those next hours is with

me yet. Later, when I myself understood

and waded in the riffles, my fear left me;
but then my nerves were bruised and trem-

bling, and each succeeding rapids, stronger
and more terrifying than the last, brought
back my nausea and fright. Many times,

when it became impossible to pole through
the currents, the boatmen, wading to their

waists, dragged the boats over by sheer

force; and once, in a bad rush of water,

the older of the two slipped and all but lost

foothold, so that the long boat turned side-

wise in the rapids and nearly swept us upon
the rocks. The eternity of that moment
left me weak and sick, ashamed as I was of

my tenderfoot fear.

I remember with unwelcome vividness

that we poled up a string of thirty riffles

before we camped for the night. It was 6

o'clock and the polers were exhausted and

hungry for a hot meal. In all we had

made thirteen miles since morning—thirteen

miles in ten hours !

I recall the camp—a group of deserted

lumber cabins, clustered at the edge of a

cedar forest, surrounded by the mountains,
and washed almost at the very thresholds

by the thundering river. I see again the

great fire that leaped and crackled and fed

hungrily upon the pitch logs heaped upon
the stones. There were always the stones;

the country swarmed with them. Our seats

were stones as we sat and ate, like starved

savages, with the firelight dancing redly on

our faces. Ah ! the deliciousness of that

meal—the snugness of our blanket-spread
bunks afterward—the roar of the torrent

that boomed the night long, boomed there

in the solitudes as it has always and will al-

ways do. You ask me if I envy those

hearty, healthy, happy men of the moun-

tains'? I ask you
—what more has life to

offer? And so I answer you.
In the early, mist-filled morning we re-

embarked. All day we poled, mountains be-

side us, mountains behind us, mountains un-

ending in our path
—
by countless springs

that filtered pure cool water for our thirst,

past the Corkscrew riffles and the rapids of

the Black Prince, most dangerous in Idaho,

Black Rock. Lake Coeur d'Alene.
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and into cuinp at the mouth of Marble

Creek, twenty-live miles from the scantiest

of civilization. 1 did not declare my joy to

feel the solid earth onee more, but I knew it

was good to chop and stake and work where

solid ground and bedrock belied any sensa-

tion of being swallowed by the hungry riffles

of the St. Joe.

That next day, by silent consent, was

ginu over to the dedication of camp. Our
tents were pitched on a projecting headland,

Ugb and ipltadjd in its view. The moun-

tains, rich with tir and cedar and pine, rose

behind islands and great rocks; beyond these,

green ranges, ribbed with veins of lead and

silver. Day and night roared the riffles; to

our left, as one faced the river, Marble

Creek, demon of unrest, swept in frothing
torrent to the river. That day, also, I waded
in the riffles; learned to understand their cur-

rents; felt myself their master, though I was

yet to recant my boast fulness. We fished, too.

yet lazily, cognizant of what was to come.

"Tomorrow," said my brother, as we gath-

ered about the cheer of that evening's camp-
fire—stars myriad overhead and bright as

never before— wind sighing in the cedars—
the melancholy hoot of an owl or the eerie

snarl of a wildcat—"tomorrow," he re-

peated, drawing hard at his great, black

pipe, "you'd best make the creek trip.

You 're fresh for it now. Louis"—he men-

tioned his son—"will take you."
"You mean that you 're not going your-

selff" I asked, incredulously.

!!• shook his head. "I made it last year,"
he said. "It 's hard—slipperiest creek in

the world. But go, even if you dont get up
a mile. You '11 find the fish and he glad of

the experience. I'll see what new spots I

can locate on up the river."

I was inclined to consider the whole mat-

ter as a joke. To bring a tenderfoot, the

greenest of Eastern tenderfoots, up into
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the mountains and then deliberately to refuse

to rampage the trout streams with him—it

was inconsistent. More, it was preposterous.
I remonstrated with him.

"I know what I'm talking about," he in-

sisted. "I may make the creek trip some
time while I'm up here if I dont do as well

up the river. You '11 understand tilings bet-

ter when you get back tomorrow night. For
one thing, my shoes are in no way as good
as yours and the creek trip would be sure to

put them out of commission for wading in

the river. Oh, you '11 be grateful enough to

me for urging you to go."
I did n't think so then. Afterward—but

that 's my story. Very little more could I

get out of him. I fell asleep that night,
filled with strange, conflicting emotions. If

the creek trip, as old fishermen affirmed, was
a "life is too short" ordeal, why had my
brother urged me so persistently to take it?

Of course, Louis, my nephew, was eager and

optimistic about the venture. He was

young, full of life and hardened by a Sum-
mer in the mountains. But in the face of

my brother's actions, was it safe to accept
his assurances that it was "all right; a lit-

tle slippery, but the best fishing ever"?

Still, I was resolved to go, if my nerve held

good.
We were to start at five. Later I learned

the necessity for our early departure. At
four I awoke. My eyes rested first upon the

canvas stretched above my head. It was
black on the inside with flies, frosted and

stupefied with the cold. I dressed shivering-

ly, slipping on an extra pair of heavy
woolen socks and drawing a thick sweater

over my flannel shirt. The thought of the

temperature of the water into which I must

plunge at that ungodly hour was in no wise

reassuring.
We ate a hot breakfast at 4:20. Then

my nephew and myself, each with fish sack

slung over our shoulders and rod in our

hands, struck the back trail to the creek.

At 4:50 we waded heroically into the

stream—clear, sparkling watei-, but icy
cold as only mountain water can be at day-
break. Yet the shock was not great. A mo-
ment and our chill was passed. Nor, in

after days, did we ever "catch cold," though
we were in the water and wet to the skin

the day long.

Impulsively, we stooped down and drank

great palmfuls of the pure liquid. It put
new life into us. What wild energy and

daring I seemed to possess as we struck out

up the middle of the creek! How invincible

I felt myself, even with that swift, danger-
ous water pummeling and pushing at my
knees !

The sun broke over sheer canon walls at

our sides. It was no great exertion to walk,
even on a bottom of smooth, slippery stones

Dig as a man's two hands, and against a

racing current. The nails in our boots

steadied our steps. We could see every inch

of our way. We lifted our feet with cau-

tion; made sure of their succeeding posi-

tions; braced them firmly between stones as

we set them down.

The air warmed slowly. I no longer felt

the water's cold. My limbs glowed, pulsing
with red blood. The day was fine, clear as

a bell. I crossed and recrossed the stream,

following my nephew's lead. We waded
riffles; skirted deep holes. Still we did not

fish. We were waiting
—

waiting for great
things !

Hotel -St. Joe.-
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In the course of an hour we came to

bunieil log jam. h was a half-mile long by
a quarter in width, (ireat trees, products
of centur.'es, lay tiled at every conceivable

angle. Some, perfect in outward form.

irere mere shells through which the unwary
il broke, precipitating ita unfortunate

owner into t lie creek beneath. Over these

my aepbew asramblod with the nimbleness

of a equine] and skilfully swum: himself

down from monster roots to logs heyond. I

followed with considerably less ag lity.

ltd the jam lay a deep, dark pool at

the edge of a riffle and shadowed by ;i

great, overhanging rock. Standing oppo-
•. the boy cast into it. his "fly" Hilling

gracefully just where the foaming water

washed the rock; his line zipped out; he

began playing a big trout. Vary skilfully

be tired it. Then with a nimble sprint he

brought it up on the shore stones and threw

himself upon it, full length. The trick m
a Western one of saving a big trout. We
carried no landing nets. We could scarcely
have used them.

Almost at the instant of the trout's land-

ing, my awkwani casting bore fruit. Some-

thing struck with incredible speed and ac-

curacy at my fly. My line sang. I was

playing my first big trout. And how I

played him ! Back and forth he thrashed,

over and over! It was such sport as I had

never dreamed of. My rod bent double.

Still he held. Then, slowly, I reeled him in.

a three-pounder, speckled, spotted, striped.

opalescent
—built as gracefully yet as pow-

erfully as a fish may be—a prince of the

finny tribe.

I held him up with care, exultingly. My
nephew was calling to me to bring him my
knife. He had caught a monster—eighteen
and a half inches from tip to tip. I gasped
when I saw it. He slashed its throat with

the knife, placed it in bis sack, fastened the

bag eareleaaly. But bis throat-caning bail

been poorly done. The powerful fish

flopped out and was hack in the current be-

ra we could turn. I knew then, for the

time, what we bad to deal with.

We went on. stopping hut infrequently to

cast. Always the size of the trout grew;

always their waryness decreased. "Bigger
ones ahead!" would cry my enthus'astic

nephew. And, tired by his promises, I

struggled on. The rocks grew larger, the

water swilter. We had to avoid stepping
on the flat white stones in the creek bottom.

They were like flint, but slippery as polished

ice. Our nails would not scratch them.

Boulders baoMM engineering propositions.

It began to take us minutes to draw our-

selves over them. They were nearly as

treacherous as the bed stones. Many t mes I

fell heavily, or saved myself only by a

painful wrench.

Hours afterward 1 commanded a halt. It

was 1 o'clock by my watch. We selected a

shelving ledge of granite and ate our

pocket lunch while we rested. In the mid-

dle of the most delicious sandwich. 1 believe,

that was ever manufactured, 1 casually in-

quired of my nephew how many miles we
had made.

"About three." be replied. Since, I know

Little Fall*"—8t. Jot River, Junt Below a
Riffle.

he was right; but then the half of my
precious sandwich fell from my nerveless

fingers and sped downstream. I was dum-
founded. Three miles, when I believed it to

be twenty
—three miles in eight hours!

But if the truth were in a sense an evi-

dence of effort inadequately rewarded, if

the everlasting mar of those waters was at

last getting on my nerves, I forgot all this

as we stood ankle-deep or waded to our hips
in the creek and cast our artificial lures into

some churning riffle or shaded pool; I

it as the BpaeUad beauties, whose movements
were so quick that we almost never beheld

them in the water, "raised" and were off with

the hook, the line, seemingly the rod itself;

forgot it as we played them in the excite-

ment of the man beside the ticker or the

winning Itettor at the race course: forgot
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it as our sacks bulged farther and farther

out with trout whose like I had believed ex-

isted only in fable or tradition. To the eye,

Marble Creek was a thundering torrent of

the mountains, interesting only SO far as

boulders and rapids and waterfalls are in-

teresting; but to us, the initiated, its every
riffle leaped with fish whose mould is the

mould of perfection, whose coloring' is of

the most exquis.tely blended pinks and vio-

lets and purples; whose capture is the acme

of the fisherman's delight, and whose meat

is the finest, sweetest, purest of all animal

flesh.

I remember—what incident of that day
do I not recall with initial vividness?—that

at one time I was casting into a large, shad-

owy pool at the base of a cliff across stream.

1 was standing several yards from shore,

ankle-deep, on the brink of a narrow rushing
channel. Suddenly I hooked a trout which

stole half of my line before I could stop the

reel. Instinctively, I realized that my "big

fish" had come. My excitement was intense.

I knew that my only hope lay in tiring him.

That procedure lasted for five minutes; it

seemed five years. My nephew encouraged
me with shouts and yelled advice above the

roaring of the waters. By merest chance I

started the big trout sw'mming toward me.

Yard after yard I reeled him in. Then, for-

getting caution, I deliberately swung his

great weight over the stones toward the

shore. Where he struck the water could not

have been more than an inch deep and fully

twenty feet from the main channel. Yet I

never saw him after that. He was gone
—

and my best fly with him !

The sun gave us tardy reminder that we

were a long, arduous way from camp. We
were reluctant, yet willing, to leave the spot.

The feeling was in us that we had only to

turn our backs upon th's enchantment and

it would be transformed into the reality of

commonplace things. Yet our fish sacks

were stuffed to bursting; we had even strung

the surplus of our catch.

We reeled in our lines and started. But

now, with the excitement, the fascination,

the glamour worn off, fatigued by those long

morning hours of continued walking, and

carrying a heavy load of fish, my feet be-

came suddenly sore and mutinous. The

force of the riffles, too, in my weariness

made me nervous. It was all changed, but

the realization of that change worked the

great disillusionment. The roar of the creek

took on a mocking note; the silences were

pregnant with ill-omen
;

the stones, indeed,

seemed slipperier than before. My whole

body ached dully. My nephew had grown
tantalizing. He appeared no more tired

than at the start, and constantly forged

away from me. In drawing myself over a

rock, I slipped and splashed my full length
in a deep hole. He turned around and

grinned at my dripping condition. It made
me sullen. My feet barely dragged. I be-

gan to see why staid old fishermen declined

our twenty-two-inch trout with thanks.

My nephew vanished around a bend; re-

appeared again on the opposite side of the

creek. 1 did not know where he had crossed.

I could see no place which I considered safe.

I could not make him hear me. In my anger
I waded in, detenu ned to cross regardless
of consequences; made the mistake of get-

ting in front instead of behind a big rock;
and felt my feet, braced though they were,

slipping, slipping in the gurgling whirlpool in

which I stood. I shouted fearfully to the boy.
He was farther out of hearing than before

Frantically, 1 tried to push through; failed.

I no longer dared to 1 ft my feet. I felt

that, if I once got down in that horrible

current, I would never get up. It was as

near as I have ever come to a complete loss

of reason.

Of an instant, I saw a tall, broad-shoul-

dered fellow peering down .it me from a

rock overhead. I saw him clamber down in

answer to my cries, though his figure was

but a blur to my reeling brain. My hold

loosened alarmingly. 1 went down, clutch-

ing, clutching at those mocking rocks. But

even as I went to my death, I felt the

stranger's strong una reach out and stay my
going.
A drowning dream is popularly supposed

to be a pleasant sensation. The water closes

placidly over one's head. There comes the

feeling of indifference, almost of ease.

Down—down one slowly sinks as if through
a yielding bed of countless feathers.

Mine was none of this sort. In the re-

pellant detail of my dream, I hurtled down-

stream in that murky green inferno, banging

my helpless body against those jagged rocks,

sweeping on, half-stunned, dying with every

lingering horror of the process, past my
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nephew anil on—on until, snatched asiile by
an all powerful whirlpool. 1 sank into it*

oblivion and death.

I awoke with the aoU sweat dinging to

me in great globule*. A woman, young anil

dexterous <>f linger, was bonding over me,

washing a small trash on my forehead. Above
me m the rough-hewn logs of a home-

steader's cabin. I lay on a cot by the win-

dow. A> 1 abm my eyes now, 1 recall the

c|iiiet words with whirh she satistied my lir-t

impatient quer>
-

.

"This is a homesteader's cabin, sir. You
are alnuit two miles from your camp; I be-

"You can thank him by forgetting him—
and the whole incident," she answered. "Vmi
do not understand this, perhaps; sometime

you may. Do you think you are able to

take the trail T"

1 saw that she wanted me to go, and

acquiesced. The walk of a minute brought
u- to the trail, ami there I left her with a

last aTOW«] of my gratefulness.

M\ thoughts were unusual ones as I

plunged into the woods. Gradually the

truth was dawning upon me. Scattered

fragments of my brother's conservation

shaped ihcinselve- in my mind -fragments

I'lrifi; thi l.illlr Titun That CMNMNoa PdiiiII .l;i;>ni.

lieve you are one of the parly camping at

the mouth of the creekt" I nodded. "When

you are rested." she went on. "I will show

yon the trail. You had a narrow escape."

My glance, as it roved about the room,
fell upon my tish sack and rod. both intact.

Instinctively. I reached for my watch. It

was after five and growing dusk. I sat up
determinedly, a little weak at first, but with

training strength.

"Where is the man who brought me
here— pulled me out of the creek?" I asked.

"I want to thank him."

I shall never forget how her sharp but

kindly eyes looked at me.

concerning a man, in hiding not three mile*

from our camp, who mouths before had

shot down a da 'ui-juin|ier as he knelt to

drink from a spring. Like a flash I .was

convinced that it was the murderer who had

saved my life and subsequently disappeared.
It was his wife faithful to him through

all—who had shown me the trail. She lived

there alone in their homestead, while he.

no doubt, remained in nearby concealment

and in instant communicatinii with an end-

less chain of informants in the guise of set-

tlers and rivemien. There was a reward of

seven thousand dollars on his head, but his

position was all-advantageous and no per-
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son or persons cared to test its security. A

thrill, half of dread, half pleasure, shot

through me.

I stopped suddenly, blinking. Before me
stretched not one perfect trail, but several

imperfect paths. In my self-absorption I

had missed my way. The light was fading
in the woods. I could not distinguish clear-

ly the blazing on the trees. I had to act

quickly. There was no use in retracing my
steps; I could never find the cabin. My
only hope lay in getting down to the river.

As I listened I could hear its roaring.
I left the trail and began the mountain's

descent. On hands and knees over giant

logs, falling through rotting brush-heaps,

bruised, cut, my clothing in shreds, I went

that mile to the river. It was a journey sec-

ond only in fearfulness to the creek; but I

came to the river at last and struggled

through dusk and following darkness down
to camp, there to spend my last strength in

convincing my wife that I still lived and in

recounting my remarkable story.

It was a considerable time before I ven-

tured to fish once more. T never again at-

tempted the creek. But in the long, tran-

quil days that came and vanished in our

camp life, wonderful in their very essence

of mystery, I thought, much upon that cabin

isolated on the mountain and of the man
and woman who had played so unforgettable
a part in my commonplace existence. I

even tried to philosophize a bit upon the in-

cident as I fished or lolled contentedly about

camp, eating, drinking and sleeping as a

man to whom the flight from civilization had

given a new being and a new life.

The end came and we broke camp, shoot-

ing in seven hours over those very riffles up
which we had toiled with so much labor.

At a little cabin half-way down, a lady pas-

senger was taken on. We heard someone

say as she got in the boat that she had ridden

to that point five and twenty miles on the

trail in the saddle. She did not appear to

notice me; but I read in her quick little

glance in my direction an appeal for my
silence. And I, thinking of a lonely cabin

and of a man who, though a fugitive from

justice, had still a great human heart, held

my peace.

The Mouth of the St. Joe River—Harrison in the Distance.
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A Day with a Volcano

By Arthur Muirhcud Burns

mr

IKKW toursts who were in-

ilulu'iriu; in a late supper at

'n I' Hilo's restaurants on

the night <>f January !) last

wen- anion:; tin' tirst to see

that the mighty mountain of

Mauna Loa hail broken into eruption. In

the balmy tropie night they wore taking

things easily enough, when sonic one sud-

denly noticed a glare in the heavens.

"Must be some plantation on tire." sug-

gested some one, but in two seconds a col-

umn of flame-lit smoke sprang into the air

for thousands of feet it would be rash to

guess how many thousands—and Hilouians

knew there was trouble in the crater of

Mokuawooweip. the pit at the summit of the

mountain.

It happened that the present writer was

awakened almost immediately after the first

discovery Of the outbreak and in common
with others, in werd stapes of dress and un-

. hurried to one of ihe bridges that

spans the Wailuku River to got an uninter-

rupted view. Tl e sight was one which could

not he discounted even by the aurora in its

most brilliant displays.

That tl tbreak was in the crater of

Mokuaweoweo there couh! be 1 ttle doubt,

for. though forty miles away, the northerly

I p of the crater was clearly delined.

From behind this dark barrier there up-
rose a tremendous pillar of smoke, which, lit

as it was by the seething' expanse of lava in

the pit below, looked as though it were virtu-

ally flame itself. The crater is inanv miles
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Making a Landing from B. S. "Kauai.'

in circumference, and it seems certain that

at the time of the outbreak the whole floor

must have broken into activity. The column

of fire rose steadily as the early morning
hours wore on, and a vast black cloud, like

some colossal umbrella, began to spread
above. At times this awesome pillar would

be almost white, then again in a second or

so it would turn bright golden and later

sink to a deep crimson. The changes in the

colorings and in the form of the pillar were

kaleidoscopic and continual but from it all

there came no sound to the hundreds of

wondering watchers in H lo.

Here it may be explained that the crater

of Mokuaweoweo, from which this splendid

phenomenon appeared, is not the "Volcano"
which is visited by the average tourist. That

is the crater of Kilauea, an outlet in the

easterly (lank of Mauna Loa at a distance of

some twenty odd m les from the summit and
about nine thousand feet lower down.

Mauna Loa's height has been officially re-

corded as being 13,675 feet.

The crowd watching the marvelous sight in

Hilo waited up all night until, shortly be-

fore daybreak, the intense light dwindled

and when day dawned there was only the

huge pall of smoke high in the air to g've
evidence of what had happened. A few slight

shocks of earthquake were felt during the

night and later reports were to the effect

that further up the mountain side there had

been many shocks, though none did damage.
It was on Friday, the 11th, that word

reached Hilo which confirmed the forecast of

old-timers, who declared that the pent-up
lava had found an exit somewhere through
the weaker wall of the mountain on the

southerly or Ka-u side of the mountain, for

the news came that coincident with the dis-

appearance of fire in the crater of Mokua-
weoweo a huge rift had appeared in the

flank of Mauna Loa in the section known as

Kahuku. The break occurred on the ranch

of Colonel Norris, a wealthy cattleman. It

was situated at an approximate height of

seven thousand feet, and was distant about

twenty miles from the sea. From the rift

thus formed a tremendous flood of lava

poured down the mountain side. The few
who saw it say that at first it ran with fright-

ful force, though as in its progress it cooled,

the speed naturally grew slower and slower.

By Saturday the lava had reached the

Government road round the Island of Ha-

waii, and in crossing it had put the telephone

system out of existence completely, burning
the poles and destroying the wires. Any
correct information was thus doubly hard to

obtain, and the following Tuesday the first

party was organized to proceed to the flow
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by the steamship Kauai from Mil". l'ro-

IMMIlling by I he easterly and southeasterly
of t lie island, Ihe MM "t t lit- flow

was reaelicd shortly after dusk on the night

of the 15th, and all night long the visitors

watched enthralled the rivers of fire; for

the main stream had now split in two. The

easterly id' the (lows was about half a mile

wide and the westerly, some -i\ miles t,.

tin* •thwe-.t. was slightly less. The com-

plete MUM of the two rivers of molten rock

coidd be traced for twenty miles or -

the break in the mountain side.

Karlv in the morning a landing was made,

not without difficulty, for the shore is about

as inhospitable a mass of black lava as

could be imagined, and sheltering' a

where the huge rollers from the South l'a

citie may be avoided, are hard to find,

There were just twenty-two Hilonians who

managed to reach the oMOming lava flow,

for, though the head of the stream was Imt
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On the Brink of the Pit of Halemaumau. The Pit Was over 500 Feet Deep When This Was
Taken.

crumble away and fall forward as the titanic

forces in the volcano miles away sent forth

more and more of its molten rock. This

would repeat and repeat until the road to

the sea was slowly being broken. Some huge

pieces of lava would roll forward and roll a

long distance, and on these the visitors would

scorch letters, coins and so on. The wind

setting from the sea, it was possible to go
within a yard or two of the slowly-moving
flow though a sl

;

ght shift in the wind's direc-

tion would send any living thing
—short of

the fabled salamander—scampering from the

spot, so intense was the heat.

But despite the fact that the flow reached

within a mile of the sea, it was not destined

to take the salt plunge this time, for on Sun-

day, January 20, Madame Pele—the god-
dess who, according to Hawaiian lore, con-

trols subterranean fires—changed her mode
of procedure and sent a blazing flood of lava

into the pit of Halemaumau, the central pit

of the crater of Kilauea. This spot is eas-

ily thirty m'les from the scene of the former

outbreak. That the lava flowed through
some huge cavern is patent, for it first broke

into the pit of Halemaumau at a point
above the old floor. The floor of the pit was
estimated as being ofiO feet below the gen-
eral floor of the crater of Kilauea, and at

this writing (February 2) the molten flood

has filled up about 200 feet of this. There

remains no reason, beyond the possible

vagaries of Madame Pele, to suppose that

the flow will cease, and if the central pit

should fill to overflowing, the spectacle will

assuredly be wonderful beyond description.
Volcanic eruptions so far from being

feared in Hawaii are actually welcomed,

strange as this may appear to those who
have never witnessed or experienced these

phenomena. Kilauea is ever active to a

greater or less extent, and this is regarded
as a certain safety valve should the forces

of nature feel restless. As a sample of ln»v

the man most interested in the recent flow in

Ka-u looks on little matters like a flow of

lava half a mile wide across his ranch, it is

recorded that Colonel Norris commented
thus: "I woke up some time in the middle

of the night and saw a big glare, and I

thought the kitchen was afire. I got up in
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A Bridge Over a Crack in the Crater Floor.

a hurry, but found that it was only a lava

flow, so I went back to sleep."

Meanwhile it will be safe to hazard the

guess that never before has Madame Tele

had so many pilgrims to worship at her

shrine. Steamers have been dispatched both

from Hilo and Honolulu crowded to the limit

with people keen on seeing the wonderful

display in Ka-u, while hundreds have rid-

den or driven overland to the scene. Now
that the flow there has ceased, the volcano

of Kilauea, which as has been explained

is an outlet for the same flow, is the ob-

jective point, and the usually quiet streets of

Hilo grow unwontedly gay with the presence
of parties of tourists either going or coming.

The trip in the older days was something
of a journey, but now it can be made in all

comfort. A railroad ride takes the trav-

eler through the cane plantations to within

nine miles of the Volcano House, the re-

mainder of the journey being by stage

through a riot of tropical growth.
The first sight of Kilauea !s awe-inspiring.

The earth drops suddenly away immediately
in front of the Volcano House to a depth of

over 800 feet, and there stretches the vast

lava plain miles in extent. In the middle

distance a column of steam is always rising

from the pit of Halemaumau, and when, as

at present, the pit is filling with live lava,

the glow at night is a sight not to be missed.

To the west lies the mighty bulk of Mauna

Loa, the slope appearing so gradual that it

is hard to realize that the summit is 13,675

feet high. At present, despite the terrific

heat below, the summit is snow-capped.
The brink of the pit of Halemaumau is

of course the point sought as soon as pos-

sible by sight-seers. The trail thither leads

across Kilauea in almost a straight line for

over three miles. Once arrived at the br nk

the fascination is so great that people find

it hard to tear themselves away. This is

especially true of those who visit the scene

at night. The turbulent lava spout here

and there in fountains which fall back with

sullen splashes. The continuous swishing of

the fiery flood against the walls which im-

prison it, the marvelous changes in the col-

ors shown by the bottom of the pit, the

knowledge that one is in the presence of a

force so great that the human mind does not

even dare to estimate it—all of these combine

to make the experience one never to be for-

gotten.
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Out-of-Doors in California

By George Wharton James
Author of "In and Around tin- Grand Canyon, I'he Indians of the Painted Desert Region,'

"Indian Basketry." "In and Out of the Old Missions of California,"
"Traveler's Hand Hook to Southern California," etc

is not my purpose in lliis

article to speak of the out-

of-door sports, such :is golf.

n|o. tennis, yachting, hunt-

in !.'. fishing and the like.

Kvrrvhody knows of the

Winter golfing and polo nur . anil the (Treat

games of tennis that California '.rives, and

pages and illustrations galore have been eir

ciliated showing the advantages the Golden
State possesses for yachting, hunting and

fishing. In the main the California!! need

not l>oast nor brag about these things, yet,

somehow, you cannot keep the genuine Cali-

fornian from gloating over its natural ad-

vantages. He knows his state is j>eculiarly

'handsome.'' and he is bound that everyone

else shall know it. Its skies are bluer, its

mountains higher, its deserts drier, its for-

ests more "foresty," its waters wetter, its

mirages more mystic, its islands more charm-

ing, its fruits sweeter, its Mowers more de-

licious, its air more balmy, etc., etc., etc.,

than those of any other country on earth.

The California orator puts one foot on the

North Pah and the other on the North Star.

gum calmly ami complacently over the whole

universe, and then compares it all with his

own state—greatly to the credit and glorili-

cation of the latter.

Ami I am a California!!, with all the de-

fects and vices of my coin|ieera.

So. if at the outset. I begin to brag of the

"glorious climate of Califomy." I shall but
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A Camp in the Woods. The Graham Pi oto Co.

follow in the wake of such honored names
as those of Bret Harte, Charles Warren
Stoddard, Thomas Starr King, Joseph Le
Conte, Joaquin Miller and a host of others.

For, be it brag or boast, or solemn assertion,
there is no denying to the Californian the
claim that both his Summer and Winter cli-

mate—in the main—surpass those of the rest
of America for any out-of-door life. It

seems as if God knew that the time would
come when hundreds of thousands of his

American children would need an out-of-door
climate every day in the year. He gave them
the granite boulders of Vermont and Mas-
sachusetts to develop sturdiness of charac-

ter; he gave them the harsh Winters of the
North to bring out scorn of all outward in-

conveniences, and he gave them the florid

warmth with its moisture in the South to de-

velop semi-tropical graces, but he kept for
California the ideal Winter and Summer cli-

mate—neither too warm nor too hot, nor too

dry, nor too moist—for the development of
the highest physical, mental and spiritual
manhood. For it cannot be denied that
where the most favorable soil and climate
exist the best flowers, fruits and vegetable
products spring forth; and in the physical,
mental and spiritual world it is the same.

California is the paradise for all out-of-
door lovers. It affords every kind of climate,
from the most vigorous to the most balmv

and mild. I know of no other state in
the country where snow falls so deep that
the horses have to be trained to the use of

snowshoes, and where a dozen ponderous en-

gines are required to force a snow-plough
through the drifts, and where a hundred or
more miles of snow-sheds have had to be
built to permit the movement of Winter
trains; and yet within a few hours of these

rigors one may sit out of doors, reading his

book, or go into the garden and gather helio-

trope, violets, roses and a thousand varie-
ties of flowers, or call upon the gardener for

guavas, pomegranates, oranges, lemons,
strawberries and other rich and luscious
fruits. For several years it was my New
Year's boast that—on that day—I rode from
the buds, butterflies, bees, blossoms and hum-
ming birds of my garden to the snowdrifts
of Mount Lowe, where I enjoyed snow-ball-

ing, tobogganing, sleighing and other Win-
ter sports; back again to the Pasadena
Tournament of Roses, where I have seen a

quarter of a million roses of one kind used
in the decoration of one float; and thence
down to the Pacific for an hour's enjoyable
swim. Where else in the world is such a

day of varied climates possible?
This climate in itself is an education to

the young in being out of doors. It offers

its own peculiar lives. It is a most effective

"Call to the Wild." "Come out, come out!"
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it says, "for here are life, health, vim, vigor,

in this sun-laden, oxygen-charged atmos-

phere." Indeed there is scarcely a day

throughout the whole year when even deli-

cate children cannot be out a large portion

of the time. Babies are taken out Winter

and Summer. They have none of the anemic

and bloodless look of children kept indoors

throughout the Winter months. They be-

come "brown as Indians," for, like the In-

dians, they expose themselves more or less

to the sun and the atmosphere, and become

at the same time browned and healthy.

California is a paradise to the artist.

These outdoor cond'tions peculiarly appeal
to him, for they enable him to come in closest

contact with nature more months in the year

than is possible in the more rigorous cli-

mates. Then, too, think of the color effects

that are produced here—colors entirely and

totally different from those of any other

part of the country. John C. Van Dyke, in

his prose-poem The Desert, has shown how

wonderfully this phase of California appeals
to the color-sense in the artist, and when one

recalls the variety of the scenery from the

color standpoint he is amazed and delighted

at the wealth of suggestions it affords. For

its scenery is varied, picturesque
—

deserts,

oceans, islands, mountains, forests, canons,

valleys, as nowhere else in the same extent of

territory, and the rugged, wild and forbid-

ding is "cheek by jowl" with the cultivated,

gentle, refined and pastoral. The greatest

mountain painters of America gained their

inspirations here—Moran, Hill. Keith and

Bierstadt, and now Gardner Symons, Brown,

Lindgren, Santerwin, Judson and Eytel,

with many others, are proving that there is

still potency in the magic of the Sierras and

their companion deserts, to affect the new
and younger school as it did the older.

Here, Winter as well as Summer, the artist

may work out of doors, bathed in the sun-

shine and in touch with rich floral treasures

and the sweet scent of orange blossoms

on the one hand, snow-clad mountain-

peaks and on the other, gorgeously colored

valleys leading the eye to pearly-faced ocean

in which bathe amethystine and opal islands.

The "House-Boater" finds in California the

ideal spot of the world. Here he need never

to abandon his home on the watery deep.

Safely moored in the quiet bays, inlets and

sequestered nooks of the Pacific, the Winter

is just as tempting as the Summer, and the

out-door life is made perpetual. There is a

peculiar fascination about house-boating to

those who love the water. William Black,

Frank R. Stockton and John Kendriek Bangs
did not in any way exhaust the literary pos-

sibilities of the subject. While I have spoken
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of the "moored" boat, it is by no means nec-

essary that it should even be moored longer
than its owner desires. Movement is the soul

of house-boat life. Today you are anchored

in one spot, your eyes resting upon one kind

of coast, and tomorrow you may be some-

where else with an entirely different picture

I you. On the house-boat there are no

tixed land-capes; BO externally monotonous

front lawn, with the selfsame tree stuck in

the center, that never cliamres; no hack

yard, with its outhouses, chicken-coops, rab-

bits piles and general accumulation of

"culch." The kindly water takes everything
that is disagreeable into its embrace, and

then presents a smiling face over the sep-
ulchre of "dead soldiers," old tin cans and

mouldy debris it has so accommodatingly
buried. Talk about a whited sepulchre!
There is no whited sepulchre equal to the

ocean, and the charm of it all is. the water

is unconscious of its iniquities and smiles at

you with such conscious innocence that you
smile back and take it at its face value.

California is the paradise for the young

man Of woman -for, thank Cod, young
women are learning in its out-door expan
siveness to exercise their rational inclina-

tions to nature study
—to know nature in all

her aspects at first hand. Thoreau. fiilbert

White and John Burroughs have made cer-

tain quiet and picturesque localities classic

by their out-of-door pictures of thetn. Cali-

fornia has its John M iiir. its William Keith.

its Mr. and Mrs. T. G. 1-euinion, its Joaepll
and Elizabeth Orinnell, its Clarence Kim:.

it- W. C. Hartlett. Olive Thorns Miller.

Geraldine Bonner, Mary Austin, Sharlot M.

Hall, and a few others, hut its great canons

sra ><! uinle-ciiheil, its deserts are scarcely

more than barely known, its mountain peaks
seldom climbed. Instead of tooling away
their energies on golf and polo and tennis—
sports all right enough in their way—why
should not the adventurous take hold of this

fawiilialiim country in a larger, braver,
bolder wayt Muir will live as long as the

Sierras live, because be has identified himself

with their life. What a wild thr.ll of ecstatic

pleasure conies over one as he reads his de-

A CruUer at Arch Rork. Th« Cralmni I'lmlii
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scription of climbing a tall tree in the high-

est Sierras while a wild storm was raging.

To have the pure air of God pumped into

you by nature's own force-pump, to feel it

going in at every pore and reaching every

nerve and blood vessel, tuning up every par-

ticle of the physical being; is there any won-

der that a man with such an experience comes

like the breezes he describes into the lives of

civilization-pampered men and women? What

golf or tennis can ever equal his mountain-

climbing adventures? Think of the muscle-

hardening and soul-strengthening process

that comes to the true Sierra climber—up

among the peaks, down in the canons, strug-

gling up the slopes. I once took Clarence

Eddy, the great organist, on a trip up one of

our high mountains, and, fortunately, a fierce

storm arose when we were well up the peak.

It was his first experience in anything of the

kind. His hat was whirled away into the

"everywhere" and he never saw it again; his

long beard was rudely tossed as no civilized

wind ever tossed it, and he was once literally

lifted from the saddle by the force of the

winds. The howling and shrieking and wail-

ing and roaring were wonderful, and where

the trees offered resistance the battle was

thrilling, even though one of the combatants

was invisible. When we returned to the

quietude of the valley, the great organist ex-

claimed, "That was an experience I would

not have missed for anything. It has given
me new conception of music. I shall play
as I never have played before."

For fourteen years Carl Eytel has been

fraternizing with the Colorado Desert. He
has tramped over its sandy wastes, climbed

its sentinel mountains, explored its various

canons, drank from its few springs and

water pockets, followed its wild animals and

watched its bird and insect life. Time and

again he has been without either food or

water, but, learning as the coyote, mountain

lion and Indian learn, he has discovered

where, even in the desert, one may sustain

life; so he has battled on. The result is, he

has accumulated a store of desert sketches

that he is now putting on canvas for the

benefit of the world. He will make known
to thousands, who may never see them in

reality, by means of his pictures, the won-

ders, glories and mysteries of the desert.

And while speaking of the desert, let us

not forget the great and marvelous abundance

of health that is stored there for the sick and

ailing of mankind. If those who were suf-

fering from lung, bronch'al or stomach trou-

bles would come early enough and bravely

live out-of-doors in the desert or on the near-

by mountains, their speedy return to perfect

health would be absolutely assured. This is

the lesson the friends of those who are be-

coming sick should learn. Before they are

too far gone to be helped, ship them off to

the West. Let some friend go along, if pos-

sible. Then, instead of taking them to

crowded hotels in c'ties, where they are made

to feel that they are unwelcome—where

everyone, from proprietor of the hotel down

to the shoeblack, eyes them with suspicion

lest their disease be contagious, and thus adds

to the burden of illness the mental disquiet

that such treatment always brings
—I say in-

stead of this, encourage the sick one to get

out into the open, ride horseback, walk, climb

(in season), sleep out of doors, work a little

at whatever occupation presents itself, and

my life for it, in a short time sickness will

be driven out, and health, strength and hap-

piness take its place. As I write a case in

point
—one of many with which I am fa-

miliar—comes to mind. A young student in

one of our universities showed signs of

breaking down. Two sisters and two brothers

had already "passed on," yet I could see no

reason why this fine youth, capable of so

many large things, should do the same. So

I went up to his home purposely to see him

and his mother, and I placed the matter fully

before them. In less than forty-eight hours,

equipped with Navajo blankets for sleeping

out, he left for the mountains.' He got a job
as a herder of the range horses for a band

of cattlemen. Day after day he rode out,

easily and gently, watching his horses lest

they stray too far away. Occasionally, when

he felt like it, he took a dashing gallop.

When night came he ate sparingly and care-

fully of healthful food, masticating it thor-

oughly, and then turned into his blankets

under the stars, taught himself to breathe

through his nostrils and as deep as he could,

and thus absorbed health while he slept. In

a few months he came home and for four

years worked like a demon at his college

course, a thing that would have been abso-

lutely impossible without the stored-up

health he had gained in his out-of-door life.

The time is not far d :

stant when the great-



A Hunter, on the Kern Rivrr.
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On the McLeod River, California.

est sanitarium of the world will be placed on

the Colorado Desert, for there the great

laboratory of God is making the purest air;

there shines the health-giving and disease-

banishing sun, and at night out-of-door sleep-

ing is simply delicious.

The Pacific Ocean with its nearby chan-

nel islands of Santa Catalina, San Clemente.

San Nicholas, Santa Rosa, San Miguel and

Santa Cruz all allure to an out-of-door life

for the water lover. These islands (save

Santa Catalina) are but little known. What
fun and zest of life to go and explore, then

making a map of their coasts, photographing
the'r distinctive features and describing their

flora and fauna. Here is an object for out-

of-door life that not only expands one's own

soul, but makes the explorer able to minister

to the wish of others for knowledge.
Nor is this by any means the most impor-

tant feature of this educational value of Cali-

fornia's out-of-door life. Plato, Socrates and

Diogenes, in the somewhat similar climate of

Greece, used to conduct their schools of phil-

osophy out-of-doors. Not only were the

groves God's first temples, but out-of-doors

was the first and the best schoolhouse. No

college, no university, however well equipped,
can begin to compare with a suitable out-

of-door climate for the purposes of educa-

tion. And when with the climate there are

found all the other conditions for study, one

has an ideal location for his growing family.

Nowhere on earth do these conditions exist

more ideally than in California. A few years

ago a learned savant and literateur asked me
if I would take charge of the education of

his four ch'ldren—three boys and a girl. I

said I might under certain conditions. When
he asked what these were I informed him

that my first requisition would be for five

ponies, on which we could roam over the sur-

rounding country. For books, we would, at

present, study nature. Our geology we would

gain at first hand, by studying the strata of

the mountains and in the ravines, and watch-

ing the deposits of rivers and ocean. Botany
could best be learned by personal observa-

tion of the habits of plants, flowers, shrubs

and trees; practical geography could be

studied from his own front door and riding

over his pastures and the hills beyond;
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\ and entomology would have real in-

II' every animal studied was trapped
and taken home for awhile, and every insert

ade the object of personal observation.

"Hali!" said my friend, "how would you
teach my children grammar and language and
matter- of that kind without bookst"

"Nothing in the world more easy." was my
reply. I showed him how that each child

could be allowed to choose a subject for his

own personal study and observation for the

week, and then, at certain times, he should

be called upon to tell all he had seen. In

that way the powers of observation and re-

ihition would be developed, and in speaking
of a subject in which his own deepest inter-

est had been enlisted the child would express
himself in the most simple, direct and effec-

tive manner. There is no grammar or

rhetoric book on earth can teach the use of

language as can this method.

And ( 'alifornians are hnghmhlg to realize

the advantage of this out-of-door method of

education. There is one large private school

established on this basis. Three-fourths of

the school life of the boys is spent out of

doors. Many teachers in the other schools

an' slowly coming to the same wise methods.

Children are being taken to the beaches to

study geography, \\a\c currents, and the tide.

The Sierra Club each year takes a large

tnemhership under the irudance of such

teachers as John Muir. Joseph l.e Conta,
William Keith. Charles Keeler. Hart Merni-

nan and others, and geology, botany, fores-

try. Ornithology, etc., are studied in the open.
Thus California is opening her eyes to

her manifest destiny. She is the country of

the out-of-doors. She is to teach the world

this lesson of the fuller, broader, healthier.

happier life. Get into the open. The sun

and air not only make more healthy the body,
hut they expand the soul. The out-of-door

life is the life for the highest and best of

man's spiritual nature. Moses went into the

wilderness and up the mountains for his

preparation, Elijah went out into the soli-

tudes, and Christ himself found in the great

open the power to go on with his work for

Nation of men. Nature, after all, is

our greatest, best and most effective teacher.

Where nature wears such a pleasing, attrac-

tive and varied presence as it does in Cali-

fornia, men and women are wise who yield
to her allurements, give themselves up to her

guidance and receive at her bountiful hands

all the material, mental and spiritual bene-

fits she so generously offers.

To Protea

By Porter Garnett

I -at beside thee wondering like a child,

I'nlearned in love, in woman's ways untaught,

When, from the ceaseless flood of life, I caught
One moment of contentment undefiled.

Then in thine eyes, so innocent and mild,

Mine met the magic that they long had sought;
All other passions seemed lo be as naught ;

I only wished to be by thee beguiled.

Yet never might I search thy secret soul,

Nor woo thee as I would, but ever curb

Ripe pass on's promptings, ardent of thy charms.

(Thou knowest my desires and my dole.)

I crave thee as I praise thy gTace superb.

Thy lips, thy perfume, and thy passive arms.



Stage Affairs in New York
A Parthian Glance

By William Winter

HE New York theatrical sea-

son of 1906-1907 termin-

ated, practically, with the

close of the engagement of

Mr. Robert Mantell at the

New Amsterdam Theater, an

engagement that began on April 29 and

ended on May 11. Mr. Mantell gave sixteen

performances, acting, in irregular succes-

sion, Brutus, Shylock, Richard III, Macbeth,

Richelieu, Lear, and Iago. It is to be re-

gretted that an actor so potential and auspi-

cious should continue to use, even in an

amended form, the wretched travesty of

Shakespeare's "Richard III" that was manu-
factured by Colley Cibber. That fabric is,

theatrically, effective, and, because of its

obvious "points" and clap-trap speeches, it

is popular with the gallery multitude. Ed-

win Booth and Henry Irving, both of whom
revived the original, in a condensed form,
declared the Cibber vers'on to be the public

favorite. Gibber's version, nevertheless, is

a wicked thing
—for the Gloster that Cibber

presents is a vulgar miscreant, false to na-

ture, void of poetry, and fit only for the use

of a soap-chewing, barn-storming ranter,

and it is a libel on the memory of a great

king. The Gloster of Shakespeare, on the

contrary, although, in many particulars,

false to authentic history, is a brilliant image
of royalty, a complex, subtle character, a

veritable reflex of a possible man, bitter with

sardonic self-mockery and piteous with the

anguish of remorse. The play, of course,

because of its great length and its diffuse

speeches, requires condensation for the mod-
ern stage.

The most illustrious presentment of

Gloster that has been seen of late years is

that of Richard Mansfield—a performance

which, at certain points (notably at the de-

livery of the soliloquy, in the tent scene,

"Jesu have mercy!") is as powerful as any
that has graced the stage within the last fifty

years. Mr. Mansfield's arrangement of the

play, although it has the merit of practica-

bility, is not good. There is opportunity
for a really fine revival of Shakespeare's

"Richard III"; but, probably, no contempo-

rary actor would be willing to take the nec-

essary trouble, incur the expense, and forego

the "laughs" and the chances to "split the

ears of the groundlings" that> are afforded

by the Cibber concoction.

It has been made known that Mr. Mantell

intends to add to his repertory not only Sir

Pertinax Maesycophant, in "The Man of the

World," but also Shakespeare's Richard II.

That tragedy of "Richard II" has generally

been found '"caviar to the general"; but,

adequately presented, it would be magnifi-

cent as an historic spectacle, while a verita-

ble impersonation of the costly, wayward,

eloquent, pathetic king would deeply im-

press every lover of acting. No one has

acted that part, on our stage, since the time

of Edwin Booth, who revived it about thirty

years ago. In England it was attempted,
not very long since, by Mr. H. Beerbohm
Tree. The success of any presentment of

"Richard II" must largely depend on beauty
of speech; for the diction of it is magnifi-

cent. Mr. Mantell closed his season here

with a performance of Iago, and it is not

too much to say that this was the most

truthful and dramatically effective imper-
sonation of that specious, implacable, ter-

rible character that has been seen on our

stage since the days of Edwin Booth. The

make-up was not fortunate and the actor

was not scrupulously heedful as to verbal

accuracy and as to the shading of inflection

in his reading of the text. There is not a

line allotted to Iago that can be changed to

advantage. Mr. Mantell said "probable to

thinking" instead of "probal to thinking".
The meaning is the same, but "probal" is

the better word, and. furthermore, the

rhythm requires it. "Probal" and "acknown"
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but they :ui' used by
iiicl I hey are suitable to him. In all

M Mr. Mantcll is mora <t less

careless as to i the text ami modn-

of tones, ami for tlint reason lie loses

(vantage of tine effects that lie might

readily make. When Edwin Booth acted

Iaifn. giving a performance of the part that

ever equaled, be achieved results tliai

were wonderful in the sanctified, infernally

fill expression of p tcoiitt solicitude.

•inning candor, genial i iradeship. noble

agnaminity, bluff manliness, and alluring

virtue by such a tpeeiona sympathy of

manner and such adroit, subtle, and eonvine-

|Bf inflections of the roiea aa constituted the

consummate perfection of hypocrisy and

night have deceived the Devil himself. The

part of [ago is one of the most stupendous
achievements of both literary and dramatic

h\ Mantell baa act pliahed so much
with it that he may readily aceonipl sh more.

tcellence is his preservation
of the eharaeter of honesty. He enters abso-

into the spirit of virtuous, indentions,

ruefully explicit fair dealing that this arch

hypiH-r te assumes, and his delivery of the

explanatory speech in extenuation of ( 'as

sio's fault, and likewise his slow, gradual.

droit, insinuating, deprecatory approach to

the climax of hideous calumny with which

Iago accomplishes the temptation of Othello

alousy ami murder are admirably
itic.

In the closing weeks of the seas ,11 there

arious spasmodic manifestations of

miscellaneous theatrical activity. Mine. Alia

Na/uuova. a Russian actress who has ac-

quired an imperfect command of the Eng-
lish language, presented herself in an ex-

emplary image of in schievoiis. indelicate,

eatdike coquetry, and. by apt simulation of

-!i allurement, piquant petulance, the

blandishments of sex. and the rapid altera-

of capricious mood, now coy. now
nt. now amatory, now passionate, and

OV gajdy reckless, evinced her capability of

ng a peculiarly harmful and despiea-

[ble type of woman. The play is called

''Countess Coquette", The coquette has a

husband and a lover, and aha amuses herself

by playing one against the other, terminat-

ling her wayward frolic by placing her lover

[in
a ridiculous position. Mine. Xazimova

pas talent and experience, but she is not. in

any way, an exceptional actress; while her

play the fabric of an Italian writer, Ro

barto Braeeo is frirolona and unclean. It

is scarcely needful to add that she is one of

the followers <>f the [been cult. Miss Grace

. an expert actress in jaunty, impetu-

ous, tart character, of the Susan Nipper
order, revived the old farcical play of "Di-

vorcuiis." by Sardou. and gave I Sprightly

performance of fyprienne. That play, at

least in its English form, veils, without con-

cealing, an unpertinent of common sense to

discontented wives, and. though lacking re-

tinenient. is pervaded with pleasantry. Miss

George
'
s revival of it which, no doubt, will

:i in other cities next season has en-

abled the brilliant Ugh] comedian Mr. Frank

Worthing to afford new evidences of his

extraordinary talent for seemingly spontane-
ous exposit on of playful, demure, ulitter-

im_r . nonchalant, fascinating character—in

the vein of elegance, quizzical ease, and

rippling mirth that was exemplified, in an

earlier day. by such actors as Charles Math
ews and Lester Wallaek. A new play,

freighted with the good purpose of protest-

gainsl legal discrimination in favor of

wealth as opposed to poverty, was brought
out at the Empire Theater, under the name
of "The Silver Box," and Miss Ethel Barry -

inore and Mr. Bruce McRa« acted the chief

parts in it. One s< depicted the proceed-

ings that are usual in a London police court—
th«' intimation being that, to use the apt and

beautiful words of Shakespeare. "In the ear

rupted currents of this world, offense's jrilded

baud may shove by justice": but. though
creditable, neither the play nor the present-

ment of it was particularly effective; and.

after nineteen performances. "The Silver

Box" w-as withdrawn. Miss Ethel Barryinore.

more interesting as a piquant young woman
than important as an actress, closed her sea-

son in N'ew York on May 18, as also did

\l - Eleanor Bobaon, another of the for-

tuitous "stars" of the day
—meaning, there-

by, performers, of moderate talent, who. by

chance, and in the dearth of actors of the

first order, are thrust into conspicuity ami

invested with a dstinction that they have

not earned. There are many performers of

that kind extant in this period, and they

can be seen on other stages as well as that

of the theater.

One other theatrical example of evam -
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publicity is afforded by the momentary pres-

ence of Miss Margaret Wycherly, a per-

former who, not very long ago, suddenly
came out of nowhere, as an exponent of the

sickly sentimentality of Mr. W. B. Yeats,

author of "The Land of Heart's Desire,"

etc. That Celtic bard, it may be remem-

bered, sought notice and obtained contempt

by designating Henry Irving as the chief

enemy of the stage. Miss Wycherly has re-

cently presented herself in an odoriferous

fabric of maudlin nonsense relative to a girl

who, when her seducer has fallen ill, and

both of them are impecunious, becomes a

street drab in order to obtain money for his

support, and who is repudiated by the un-

grateful blackguard, as soon as he recovers,

and takes a fancy for another woman. The

propensity that some female performers
have to present themselves on the stage in

a condition of supposititious sexual infamy
commingled with physical suffering and

mental delirium is inexplicable. That such

a propensity to theatrical hysterics has long
existed the records of the theater only too

thoroughly prove.
Mention should be made of the marriage

of the eminent English actress, Miss Ellen

Terry, whose tour of American cities ended
on May 3, at New Haven, and who sailed on

May 4 for her home in England. Miss Terry
was married, on March 22, at Pittsburg, to

Mr. James Carew (whose family name is

Ussellmann), the leading actor in her dra-

matic company. Mr. Richard Mansfield, who
has passed through the ordeal of a danger-
ous illness, was sufficiently recovered to ad-

mit of his sailing for England, on May 12,

and he is now recuperating at a sequestered

country house in Surrey. It is not likely

that he will act again for a year.
Announcement has been made of an alli-

ance between the two prominent theatrical

syndicates of this period, formed, it is inn-

claimed, for the management of vaudeville

theaters only, all over the United States.

One of those "trusts" is under indictment

for criminal conspiracy in restraint of trade,

but the case has not yet been brought to

trial. It does not seem likely that partners

who are interested in the theater as well as

in the music hall will long refrain from

"pooling" all their interests and endeavoring
to accompl'sh a monopoly of the entire

"business". That result, indeed, may be ex-

pected. A few independent managers pro-

claim themselves—Mr. David Belasco, Mr.

Harrison Grey Fiske and Mr. Walter N.

Lawrence—but, more and more, it is becom-

ing evident that the American stage is

doomed to become one prodigious depart-

ment store. In the retrospect of the season

now ended it is clearly seen that, with little

exception, the animating motive has been

commercial, not artistic. The methods of the

syndicate are, however, the methods of the

whole business world—covetous to clutch

everything, and to crush all competition. In

this city its iniquitous power has sufficed to

exclude from its theaters persons who ven-

ture to question the justice of its adminis-

tration. Mr. James C. Metcalfe, a worthy

citizen, an honorable man, a just and in-

telligent writer, a person intellectually and

soc
:

ally superior to every one of its mem-

bers, is, for example, barred from all the

theaters that it controls—the allegation

against him having been made that he has

attacked those tradesmen as Jews. There

was a notion prevalent at one time that

the country of George Washington and

Thomas Jefferson was the country of

Amer'cans. It is a singular state of things

that now prevails, and many denotements

indicate that it will grow worse be-

fore it grows better.



H'l/atta Day on Lake Washington.

Motor Boating on Puget Sound
Bv Daniel L. Pratt

(PJ^^^^yHlli: Summertime < ;ill of the

fyK^M/T^ -**"• w ''h ' ,s coo 'i D' ue viatas

I

' g| %C I
" f distant sparkling waters,

^VvM I id promise of relief from the

of cruise*, adventures,

enchanted isles, and many
- wiucii the heart of man yearns for,

is nan: ; when it is ever in .your ears

ami spread out in beckoning, entieinir pano-
rama before your eyea, arf it is in the

Piifret Sound count happy and

fortunate is he who. be :- call, can

answer it; who cranks his engine at the

uttermost shore and speeds hia swift motor-

boat out and away into tin- embrace of the

inviting waters. V.i tnent, sky-

scrapers, heat and care far in his wake.

What need to seek a watering place away
from the city, when a measure of gasoline
and a fe« ns of tlie propeller shaft

leaves behi- utter oblivion the humid
life of the town and tike thins* you wish to

forget, and ope'
• re yoi: this beautiful

gem of the inland seas, studded with a hun-

dred emerald islands, hemmed in with its

double barrier of lordly, imperial mountain

peaks, reaching out its scores of channels and

inlets into the heart of a dozen counties and

offerin;.' an almost infinite opportunity for

new voyages and explorationst Here in-

deed is a Summer of continuous delight, with

always the city to return to at sundown and

always a new cruise at sunup. And many
are the city dwellers on the Sound who take

advantage of these opportun ties and ask no

better Summer recreation.

All of the large towns on Pupet Sound
have grown very rapidly, are virtually new

communities, and their people have been so

engaged in building cities and fortunes thn:

they have until recently used but little time

for pleasure. They are just beginning to

ava'l themselves of the fact that right at

their doors is the finest playground in the

world; one that would make older communi-
ties envious, and will ultimately pro
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Running Miles an Hour, Remarkable Snap-Shot
at Full Speed.

of the ''Meteor'' as She Passed

wonderful Summer attraction to the people
of these less fortunate places. Consequently,
it has only been in the last few years that

motor boating on Puget Sound has gained

many followers as a Summer pastime. Of
late the pursuit of pleasure has supple-
mented to a large extent the pursuit of the

almighty dollar—the successful progress of

the latter effort making the former pos-
sible—and water sports are beginning to re-

ceive 'a large degree of long merited atten-

tion. The fleet of pleasure launches has

become a pretentious one, and many hand-

some new boats are being added each year.
The fleet of speed boats, while not large, is

nevertheless one worthy of consideration, as

it contains crafts that challenge the world

for speed, and travel through the water like

an express train. And competitive speed is

becoming such a factor that the fleet of fast

boats promises in a short time to become one

of considerable proportions.
It is quite a pretty sight to see these

grown-up people of the city at their play.
Go down on the Seattle waterfront any
bright Summer morning—and most of the

Summer mornings are bright. The breeze

wafts down over the distant mountain heights
and gathers added freshness and vivacity

from the cool salt waters of the bay. The
sun fiiSods over the surface of sparkling
waters tu.it seem to beckon and entice one

to embark on their blue expanses. If you
have n't a boat already, you are filled with

a sudden desire to rent one and with an ex-

cusable envy for the fortunate possessors.
If you are in the latter class, one look at

the water on such a morning is enough to

make you forget the iniquities of the System
and commence further contribution to its

coffers forthwith by the burning of much

gasoline. Nor will you be lonely, for scores

of other fine launches are already chugging
off across the brine, and scores more are

casting loose tL« hawsers. In fact, it is

quite a sight of i Sunday morning to see

the pleasure-seekei's speed away in their

handsome motor-boats for "realms un-

known." The bay is fairly dotted with the

launches outward bound and the air is so

pregnant with gasoline explosions that it

sounds like an Oriental New Year's. Hand-
some sailing yachts with snowy canvas mingle
with the swifter motor-boats and the num-
ber increases until it looks as though half

the city were off to make a day of it. But
off Magnolia lighthouse, West Seattle and
Alki Point, they go their respective ways.
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The Speed Boat "Comet," the Fastest on Puget Sound, and Present Holddr of the Furth
Challenge Cup.

some down-Sound toward the Straits, some

up-Sound toward Taeoma and Olympia, and

others across to the channels and narrows

among the islands. All day long they cruise,

in waters qu'te as charming as Stevenson's

Southern Seas, rounding island after island

only to come upon new vistas of blue seas

and inlets. All day long that old monarch
of Puget Sound, Mount Rainier, looks down
across the waters from its throne among the

snow-crested Cascades, and Mount Baker
shines in distant glory a hundred miles to

the north, while the Olympics form a ma-

jestic framing for the resplendent sett ng of

the sun as it sinks into the infinite Pacific

beyond the peninsula.
It seems a shame to think of such a ma-

terial thing as lunch in such a country,
doesn't it? And yet, the salt air gives one

The Fast Motor Boat "Siwash," Belonging to

Colonel Papst, of Taeoma. Speed Twenty
Miles an Hour.

the appetite of a bear who 's been hibernat-

ing, and when the sun swings near the zenith

one is inclined to descend to earth and prose
and express his most inward emotions in

the unpoetic and soulless language, "Let 's

eat." Most of the fine pleasure cruisers of

the Sound have "all the modern conven-

iences," as the real estate man would put it.

If. the party is so inclined, lunch can be

served aboard the boat in regular trans-

oceanic grand saloon style. There are pan-
tries, kitchen, dining-room and banquet

board, and a cook and servant aboard to do

the "honors". But if you have any picnic

spirit about you, you wont want to eat that

way. You can do that at home, at the restau-

rant, at the boarding-house, any old place.
If you are out for the day and want to make
the best of it, there is nothing for it but

that the boat must be landed on the sandy
beach of one of the hundred delightful little

coves along the shore of the Sound. In a

jiffy all are over the gang-plank on terra-

firma, and coffee is sizzling on a hot fire

made from the ample driftwood to be found

all along the shore, and the lunch is served

in true picnic, out-of-door fashion. And
the common, quondam tasteless and unin-

viting "vituls" that ordinarily would go un-

tasted and a-begging, have suddenly become
as the viands on a king's table, while the

coffee, served in a style properly dignified

as "a large black," is the nectar that Jupiter

sips. And now, Mr. Man, comes the real

test, and let us hope that you prove a true

sport and produce your aged old pipe and a

sack of Mail Pouch instead of digging down
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uto your pocket lor an outlawed

clear Havana and polluting the pure salt

air with ineongruo -moke. Cigars
are incompatible with picnics ami are only
allowed when you stay in the launch and

dine in the grand saloon. The proper pro-

cedure is a briar and tobacco smoked tram
an incumbent position on a log, while the

host or his engineer is. snaking the engine
and making ready to resume the trip. Then

it's all aboard again and mm- . more
ami channels and islands, and Anally a

run home across the Sound and into

the harbor with the million lights nf tl •

glimmering down over the waters from the

seven hills and the full moon overhead stir-

ring the passengers to sentimental melodies.

And all this in a day; the only recji.

being that you live on Puget Sound, own a

motor-boat or a friend with a motor-boat and

have unlimited credit for gasoline.

The doughty motor-boat sportsmen of

Ptaget Sound do not confine their scope by

any means to one-day trips, however. They
have spent thousands of dollars in outfitting

handsome pleasure cruisers with all the

anodationa and aqnipmanl in miniature

of luxurious steam yachts. These boats are

capable of carrying fair sized parties on ex-

tended cruises lasting all Summer long if

necessary, and few are the owners of these

boat! who do nut once or twice in the Sum-
mer, at least, cruise the entire Sound from

Hoods Canal and Otympia to the San Juan
Islands and Hellingham Bay, spending weeks

at a time on the water witli little necessity

for landing during the entire trip. Indeed,
cruises have been made in these boats up the

coast by the inner passage to Southeastern

Alaska, but this is not often attempted, ow-

ing to the risk that must be encountered in

crossing certain rough and dangerous waters,

tranquil and safe a part of the time, hut

with a little wind, becoming wild passages
more dangerous to small craft than the mid-

ocean. The trip is often made across to Vic-

toria, for while the Straits of .Inan de Fuca
become very rough on occasions, yet on a

calm Summer morning when the sky is clear

there is small danger that a storm will blow
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The "Mercury," the Twenty-two-Foot Wonder, at One Time Champion Speed Boat of the
World; Now Owned by Roderick Macleay, of Portland, Oregon.

up before the' crossing is made. With the

late afternoon a strong breeze almost in-

variably blows in from the sea and those

waters become rough and choppy.
There is ample room for the burning of

plenty of gasoline on Puget Sound alone

without venturing to any of these out-

side waters. Pleasure boats can cruise

for a month without beginning to see

everything, for the Sound proper is

many scores of miles long, approximately
a hundred, and has channels and inlets

running dozens of miles inland and
around the many islands. Hoods Canal, for

instance, joining the main body of water be-

low Port Townsend, runs back for sixty
miles or more, right almost at the base of

the Olympic mountain range, and washing
shores as wild and primeval as when they
were first created. Another favorite cruise

is up among the San Juan Islands at the

eastern end of the Juan de Fuca Straits.

Here is one of the most beautiful water trips
in the world, unexcelled by any parts of the

Mediterranean or the Thousand Islands of

the St. Lawrence. Each island is a mountain
all by itself, rising apparently sheer from
the water's edge, but really sloping back

gradually, and with lands for miles back
from the shores rich in agricultural and

fruit-raising possibilities. There are many

of these picturesque island-mountains, sep-
arated by beautiful sheets of sheltered

water ideal for motor-boat cruising purposes.
A cruising party can lose themselves from

the world in these waters for weeks at a

time, making new explorations every day
and still leaving much to be seen. And the

waters surrounding the San Juan Islands

comprise only a small part of Puget Sound.

For sumptuous furnishings, complete

equipment and modern facilities these pleas-

ure-cruisers of Puget Sound are not to be

excelled, in the same scale, in the world.

They have every convenience of the large

steam yachts of the Atlantic, including for-

ward and after-decks, men's and ladies' cab-

ins, sleeping compartments, galleys, engine

rooms, lavatories, pantries, and many other

desirable features. Consider the cruiser

Kipling for instance. This boat is owned by
F. H. Boynton, of Seattle. She is sixty

feet long with an eight and one-half-foot

beam and a twenty-five-horsepower engine.
The boat makes an average speed when on a

cruise of twelve miles an hour. The boat is

handsomely finished with hard woods and

heavily upholstered throughout. She has a

forward cabin, ladies' cabin, engine room
and galley, bath room, toilet and lavatories,

etc., and carries gasoline storage for an

eight-hundred-mile cruise. The boat was
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built under the special directions of her own-
er and the fMollln is carried in the extreme

stern in specially lested heavy tanks, behind

a tight bulkhead. The gasoline is piped out-

side and along the keel of the boat under
water to the engine roots, so that there is

virtually no danger from fire. The entire

length of the deck is utilized, there being, in

addition to the main deck, a forward and
after-deck on a different elevation. The boat

is a very handsome one and wins admiration

everywhere she goes.
The Ilvilo is another very handsome pleas-

ure-cruiser and is owned by Charles E.

Crane, of Seattle. She is fifty-eight feet

in length with a beam of eleven feet and
four inches, and is equipped with a forty-

horsepower engine for power, a two-horse-

power engine for furnishing electric lights
and another engine of the same horsepower
in her tender. The boat has sleeping com-

partments for twelve people, is lighted with

electricity, has pantries, toilets, compressed
air and water tanks, and sufficient gasoline

storage to take the boat on a trip of eighteen
hundred miles without replenishing the sup-
ply. This boat makes an average speed of
twelve miles an hour. She has traveled with
a party for a month at a time, and on these

trips has a regular engineer and a cook to

make up her crew, leaving the balance of
those On board free to enjoy themselves dur-

ing every hour of the outing.
One of the finest boats which is being built

this year for cruising purposes is the Sans
Souci, owned by Ferdinand Smith, of Seattle.

This boat is fifty feet long and is constructed
of the handsomest woods obtainable, and
when complete will be one of the finest

pleasure launches ever built. She will be
fitted out with electric lights, sleeping com-
partments, and the other conveniences usual
with handsome pleasure boats of her type,
and will carry a thirty-two-horsepower en-

gine, which will give her a speed of about
twelve miles an hour.

These are only a few of the many pleas-
ure-cruisers of Pnget Sound, and there are
others worthy of fuller mention if the space

allowed, such as the Spray, owned by
Henry Ilensel ; the Sea Gull, by J. M. Cun-
ningham; the Clyde, by A. A. Schuschard,
and others. Of these mentioned, the Spray
and the Clyde are new boats. The Sea Gull
has been in the water for several years and

Arete." Second Fattest Boat on Puget
Sound. Speed Twenty-eight Miles an Hour.

is one of the best known cruisers on the

Sound, her owner having sailed her on long

cruises to all parts of those waters. She is

fitted out in handsome style and has all the

conveniences of the pleasure-cruiser.

While there is no organization devoted ex-

clusively to the interests of the motor-boat

cruiser owners, the Elliot Bay Yacht Club
Tined a motor-boat section of its or-

ganization and has at the present time six-

teen launch-owners included in the member-

ship of sixty-four. These motor-boats will

participate in the regular cruises and re-

gattas of the club, and it is likely that this

branch of the organization will become as

active and enthusiastic as the section com-

posed of the owners of sailing and auxiliary

yachts.

On Lake Washington, however—which is

virtually Puget Sound, as it will soon be

connected with the larger body by a ship
canal and is already connected by partly

navigable rivers—is a regular motor-boat
club. Lake Washington is only twenty min-
utes' ride from the main business streets of
Seattle and is entirely as convenient and
accessible for the owners of motor-boats as

Cruiser •lloilo.' Belonging to Charles R. Crane,
of Seattle.
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Puget Sound. The Motor-Boat Club of Lake

Washington has over one hundred members,

all enthusiastic devotees of the sport of

motor-boating. This club has regular speed

regattas twice a year, on January 1 and July

4, and these have become very popular and

have attracted wide attention all over the

country, owing to the fine type of speed
boats that have been developed and to the

speed records which have been made. The

purpose of this organization is to encourage
the building of motor-boats, the develop-
ment of speed and later on, when the canal

is open, to form cruising regattas on Puget
Sound. The Mid-Winter regattas are fea-

tures which are decided novelties, and an

article concerning the 1907 regatta, appear-

ing in one of the large Eastern motor-boat

publications, was the cause of discussion all

through the United States, the officers of the

club receiving many inquiries as to whether

it was a fact or merely a fairy tale that re-

gattas were held in the middle of the Winter
on a fresh-water lake, especially at a point
as far north as Seattle. It seemed to be

a cause for wonder that there should be

enough open water on a fresh-water lake

at that season of the year to allow of such

a thing, and the further surprise of the

authors of these inquiries can be imagined
when they were informed that there is n't

enough ice on Lake Washington the whole

year around to cool a cocktail. Many of the

members of this club live across the lake

from the city and travel back and forth from
business in their boats at all seasons.

The fastest speed motor-boat on the lake

and in the entire Puget Sound country at the

present time is the Comet, owned by the

Washington Motor-Boat Company. This

boat was built by Leighton, the builder of

the celebrated Chip and Chip II, the boats

which won the world's championship at the

Thousand Islands on the St. Lawrence River
in 1905 and 1906. The Comet is a twenty-
four-mile boat, and is a fine type of the

fast pleasure and speed boat. She is the.

winner of the Jacob Furth five-hundred-dol-

lar perpetual challenge cup, and has yet to

meet her better on the Pacific Coast. She is

open to challenges from any speed boat in

the United States. The Comet is thirty-three
feet long with a beam of five feet six inches.

The Areis, owned by the same company as

the Comet, is at present secondary in speed

to the later boat, but is being equipped with

a new six-cylinder five-and-a-half by six en-

gine that it is believed will make her the

fastest boat on Puget Sound and on the Pa-

cific Coast. Her owners expect to develop
a speed of twenty-eight miles an hour. At

present her speed is twenty-three. She is

one of the fastest types of boats built, her

entire hull weighing only three hundred and

one pounds on the scales, and yet being as

stanch and firm as the ordinary boat with

three-fourths inch planking. She is planked
with three-eighths inch cedar. The Areis is

the winner of the L. L. Moore Grand Chal-

lenge Cup, 1906, for boats faster than fif-

teen miles an hour, and also winner of the

First Prize Cup of the Motor-Boat Club of

Seattle for the ten-mile race.

One of the finest types of speed boats on

the lake is the Meteor, owned by Clarence H.

Jones, of Seattle. This boat develops a

speed of eighteen miles an hour and is voted

by most boat-owners on Lake Washington
to be as handsome and swift a fast pleasure-

boat to be found in those waters. The

Meteor is forty feet long with five-foot beam,

and is equipped with a four-cylinder engine
of the make-and-break ignition system. She

has two cockpits, with the engine room for-

ward, separated by a bridged deck. The

passenger cockpit aft is capable of carrying

twenty-five people. The Meteor is the win-

ner of the sixteen-mile race at the 1906

Labor Day regatta.

Another boat which has been famous on

Lake Washington for some time is the Mer-

cury, which has recently been sold to Roder-

ick Maeleay, of Portland, Oregon, and is

now on the Willamette. This boat is only

twenty-two feet long and is equipped with a

ten-horsepower engine that sends her

through the water with the speed of an ex-

press train. This boat was also built by

Leighton and was the craft that tieat the

Chip after her sensational winning of the

world's championship at the Thousand
Islands in 1905. The Mercury was the fast-

est boat in the world at that time. She made
a sensation when she was first brought to

Lake Washington because of her small size

and her great speed, and many people, not

knowing her past record, predicted that she

would prove impractical as a speed boat, but

they revised their opinions after seeing her

take one or two turns around the lake.
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Handsome Pleoture

Probably tba most famous boat on the

take and one which held all newcomers at

•veral years, and is even now the

strictly pleasure boat on Puget
Sound, is V. H. Faben's Dolphin. This boat

is forty-live feet long and has an eight ancl

a half-foot beam. She is equipped with n

i'ti -hy-nine engine, which is

capable of developing unusual speed in the

boat.

A type of boat intended entirely for

roughing it on the salt water is one that is

springing into demand at the present time on

ri'i An exemplary boat of

this type is being constructed at the present
time by Dr. S. B. Milne, of Seattle, who is

a typical motor boat skipper and has seen

as much of real cruising and the full enjoy-
ment of the sport as any man on Puget

1. Once or twice a year Dr. Milne takes

a party of friends and goes on a long hunt-

ing and cruising trip far up into the Cana-
dian coast waters between Vancouver Island

and the mainland.

While this trip is fraught with danger for

even the large-sized pleasure-cruisers, Dr.

Milne has taken the trip several times in his

former little launch, the Zebra, thirty feet

ind equipped with a ten-horsepower en-

trine, an open boat without any cabin and

only an improvised shelter. The party has

been lucky enouch to escape without any
:ind with onlv one storm, which

caught the heavily-laden boa) ai it was going
northward about ten miles from shore in the

(iulf of Georgia, and tossed it about in

waves monntain-high for several hours. Luck-

ily the little engine plodded along steadily

and those aboard were able to keep the

launch running with the waves until the

storm suhsided, and the boat was able to

continue its trip peaceably on up the Cana-

dian coast, where the party was going after

deer and big game. Dr. Milne has sold his

launch Zebra, however, and is now engaged
in building a launch thirty-five feet long,

equipped with a heavy engine. This boat is

built along lines very similar to that of a

salmon fisherman's boat, heavy and stanch

and safe, although not quite as bulky end

clumsy as the craft used by the fishermen.

and having very pretty lines.

As the Puget Sound country becomes more

settled, as her citizens become more wealthy
and more numerous, and have more leisure,

the pastime of motor-boating on that great
and beautiful body of water promises to be-

come much more extensive and more famou?.

and ten years from now we should hear qni'e
as much about the great regattas, the speed
records smashed and the world's champion-
ship races won on Pnge4 Sound as we
the present time of the Thousand [aland*

of the St. I.awrenee and other famous ren-

dezvous for the swift motor-boats of tin-

world



A Defense of Style

By Porter Garnett

EE ! that 's . a bully story !"

By some such expression as

this a small boy might be

expected to signify his ap-

proval of a tale of Indians

which he had just read in a

third-class magazine. It goes without say-

ing that no one would take such an indorse-

ment as an expression of literary judgment.

And yet it is by a process similar to that

of the small boy that most people judge liter-

ature, or, at least, fiction.

I have been charged repeatedly, by letter

and by word of mouth, with laying too

much stress in these essays upon style, too

little upon material ;
I am moved, therefore,

to say something in defense of my attitude.

That, in the eyes of the public, the subject

is more important than the form—the mat-

ter than the manner—is a fact almost too

obvious to be mentioned. In other words,

disproportionate valuations have been

placed upon the two major factors of liter-

ary expression. These factors are Material—
the subject and psychological content there-

of—and Treatment—the form, or arrange-

ment, and style. A sense of proportion is

one of the rarest endowments of the human

mind, productive or receptive, and thus we

have become so accustomed to the dispropor-

tionate valuations of Material .
and Treat-

ment that any attempt to readjust these val-

uations by insisting upon the importance of

the latter neglected factor is regarded as

false criticism. Not alone is this lack of a

sense of proportion found among the public,

but it is also found among writers, whose

purpose it is to cater to the public, and

among book-reviewers, whose function it is

to judge of literature by the public's stand-

ards.

In any discussion on the subject of criti-

cism it is necessary to recognize at once the

two forms of criticism, the academic and the

impressionistic. These may be defined a?

the criticism from law and the criticism from

feeling. Both are, or should be, analytic

processes. An extreme type of academic

criticism is to be found in the student's

thesis for a literary degree and in most

pedagogues' lectures on literature, which are

commonly narrow and generally futile. An

example of this sort of criticism is reviewed

in a recent number of the Nation. The work

under consideration is Tennyson's Sprache
und Stil, by Dr. Phil. Roman Dyboski, Band
25 of Wiener Beitrage zur englischen Philol-

ogie. "Dr. Dyboski," says the review,

"plunges into Syntaktisches and considers

the two ways of joining clauses—by sub-

ordination and coordination. He discovers

that Tennyson uses 'and,' 'or,' 'nor,' and

'but' where other connectives might in Dr.

Dyboski's opinion be more precise." An ex-

ample of the doctor's illuminating analysis

is as follows:

Balin the stillness of a minute broke, say-

ing (d. h.: Balin was still for a minute, then

said).

And of such is the academic criticism,

pure and complex.
An extreme type of the impressionistic

criticism may be found on the literary page
of some daily papers, particularly in reviews

written by women—the critical sense being
one of the four mental attributes which a

divine Providence lias denied the human fe-

male. (I shall not mention the other three

for fear of incurring more enmity than 1

am already exposed to in my hazardous pro-

fession.) An example of this sort of criti-

cism should run about as follows:

The "Flatulence of Adam Saunders" by
Gazelle and Fortescue Snipp is one of tho

notable books of the year.
* * * The

reader is carried breathlessly from one thrill-

ing incident to another. * * * The story
abounds in dramatic scenes of great power,

interspersed with vivid descriptions, whole-

some sentiment and delightful humor. » » •

There is not a dull page in the book, etc., etc.

Clearly the thing for the critic to do is to
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steer a mean course (no pun is intended^

between the academic Sylla and the unpr.
-

sionistic Charybdis. That is to say, the

ideal attitude of criticism is one which em-

bodies both styles. Impressionistic criticism

without an academic basis is as valueless

as the opinion of the small boy who ex-

claims, "Gee ! that 's a bully story !" while

the academic method without the saving

frrace of human sympathy .is no whit

better. Spenser's use of the present

participle in The Faerie, Queen is pre-
ss unimportant as the statement

that there is the scent of bilge water

in Oban Hill Stubblefield's matchless tales

of the sea.

The bulk of the criticism which reaches

the public through the medium of the press
is impressionistic when it is not perfunctory;
it exaggerates the importance of Material

and either slights or ignores the question of

Treatment. It becomes necessary therefore

to remind the public occasionally that liter-

ature is an art; that there is really some-

thing more to it than the subject matter.

But critical essays and articles competently
written and dealing with literature as an
art are usually to be found in the more
sedate reviews and therefore do not reach

the public, which continues to say: "Gee!
that 's a bully story !" when it is thrilled or

amused, and dismisses works of real literary-

quality, but deficient in human interest, with

the final if inelegant epithet "rotten". For

example, there has been produced recently
in the West a book that is not only strictly

literary in character, but of a high order
of literary excellence—this is The Flock by
Mary Austin. And yet I have heard people
of intelligence say that they could not read

it, that it bored them; that, in short, it was
"rotten". This simply means that people of

intelligence, to say nothing of the polloi, do
not care for literature unless combined with
human interest—the transcript of action and
the record of emotion. They get no esthetic

stimulation nor delight from reading Mrs.
Austin's beautiful prose; to them The flock
is nothing more than a dull treatise on an

uninteresting subject.
Now the quality that gives The Flock its

importance is not the factor of Material, but
the factor of Treatment. It is an achieve-

ment in style, and as such it must be

judged. And here we have the crux of criti-

cism. Style cannot be judged by either the

academic or the impressionistic method.

Style can be judged only by the critic's own

conception of the elements of style which.
as I have said elsewhere, is a leaven made

up of varying proportions of beauty, bal-

ance, dignity, delicacy, reserve, rhythm, and,
above all, and through all. taste. Here en-

ters the personal equation. In criticism by
the academic method there is no personal
equation. The laws of grammar and syntax
are to a great degree fixed laws and the

academic critic is quite within the realm of
the obsolute in applying them to literary ex-

pression. When, however, he treats of style
his criticism becomes a matter of personal
opinion for he can speak of style, which is

not a matter of law, only as he understands
it. Our critic may react to De Quincy or

Pater, as the case may be, or he may be

possessed of the catholicity to appreciate
both.

The demand for matter and the indiffer-

ence to form, the insistance upon heart-in-

terest and the slighting of literary quality,
which expresses the attitude of the public
toward literature, is an attitude that must

always exist, however much it may be de-

plored. It is an appetite that must be fed.

It would hardly do to deprive the public, by
a national board of censors, of books that

did not possess literary quality. As well de-

prive the public of popular music and popu-
lar art. The error lies in classing books of
the popular sort as literature and expecting
them to be judged as such. Errors of a simi-

lar kind are not commonly made regarding
the .other arts. A more or less definite dis-

tinction is recognized between the higher and
lower forms of music; between the higher
and lower forms of painting, the graphic
arts and sculpture. But such a dividing
line is drawn between the hiirher and lower
forms of literature by comparatively few
persons.

It is this failure to recognize the differ-

ence between story writing and literature

that is one of the chief causes for tl

proportionate valuation of subject and form.
As far as the public is concerned literature

consists of everything of a creative charac-
ter that is produced in print from an essay
by Henry James or a poem by Swinbourne
to a story in the Black Cat or one of George
Ade's clever fables. The worth or unworth
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of every item in this great mass of verbal

expression is measured by the interest it ex-

cites, by its appeal to the emotions, and

absolutely without regard to its esthetic

value.

But to continue the comparison of the

art of literature with the arts of music and

painting. I have said that the public recog-

nizes the difference, in a general way, be-

tween popular music and music of the higher

order—between Waltz Me Around Again,

Willie, and a "real classical piece". Musicians

not only make this distinction clearly, but

they go still farther and in the higher order

of music distinguish between absolute music

and descriptive, illustrative, or programme
music. Thus we find musicians who uphold
the absolute music of Bach, Hayden, Mozart

and their congeners, and place all modern

music, including the music of Wagner, in a

lower scale; even classing it as decadent be-

cause it falls away from the absolute stand-

ards of music for music's sake. Again the

public recognizes the difference, in a general

way, between illustration and painting while

the painter often goes farther yet and di-

vides painting into absolute painting and

painting that is illustrative in character and

therefore not the expression of absolute art.

For example, take the Maternity of Carriere,

the picture of a mother k ssing one child

while she embraces another. This painting

is a marvel of technic and psychological sug-

gestion; but let us suppose that instead of

the portrait of Carriere himself which is

seen in the background there should be the

figure of a soldier waiting to tear the mother

from her babes and lead her to the guillo-

tine; and let us suppose that the picture is

called The Last Kiss; at once it ceases to be

a work of absolute art. It may still be a

miracle of technic, but the psychological ele-

ment is debased to a direct emotional appeal.

The artist adhering strictly to the abso-

lute in painting will not tolerate the story-

telling picture except as a lower order of

art. So the musician adhering to the abso-

lute in music will not tolerate the story-

telling composition except as a lower order

of music.

Now while such distinctions in painting
and music are perfectly understood by many
painters and musicians, in literature not only
does the public fail to make an analagous
distinction, but writers themselves, with few

exceptions, fail so to do. That is, they do

not recognize an absolute literature. They
do not recognize the fact that fiction is not

and cannot be absolute literature as the nar-

rative poem is not absolute poetry, the illus-

tration or illustrative painting is not absolute

art, the descriptive composition is not abso-

lute music and the Rodgers groups are not

absolute sculpture.

But the public not only fails to make the

distinction between fiction and absolute liter-

ature, it regards everything of a creative

character which is found in magazines or be-

tween book covers as literature. The bulk of

this is fiction, most of which appeals directly

to the sympathies and passions, and it is the

most natural thing in the world that from

such a condition should grow the exagger-

ated importance that is given to the Material

and the consequently slight attention that is

paid to Treatment. There can be no doubt

that the disproportion is greater today than

it ever has been in the history of the world,

that it is greater in America than in any
other country, and that it is greater in the

West than in the East.

It might not be so bad if there were a few

more' stylists, who, by their influence, might
establish a new parity in public taste. The

present parity may be likened to the sixteen

to one of the double standard advocates—
the sixteen representing Material and the one

Treatment. In this connection it is perfectly

proper to remark that the Material may be

likened to silver and the Treatment to gold,

nor would it be inapposite to say that the

advocates of the sixteen to one ratio are the

Populists of literature. For my part, 1

should like to see a gold standard—a style

standard—established in the Republic of

Letters.

But stylists, the aristocrats of literature,

are few and far between, and when cne

arises, like Mary Austin for example, the

bourgeois Populists will have none of her.

And thus it has come to pass the public,
a large number of writers, and the great ma-

jority of book reviewers have established

false standards of taste so firmly that the

charge of false criticism is immediately made

against any attempt to readjust the equilib-
rium.

It is true that in considering the current

literature of the West I have commented at

some length upon the graces and refinements
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nf literal. isually eonapieuoiu by
t heir absence. 'I'liat this should give the im-

pression of an undue emphasis on one side

of the que- ,rfectly natural, because

the emphasis is on the side that is commonly
.1 for the reasons above mm (nth. Be-

cause I have enlarged on this neglected

phase
—an unusual tliinjr to do

seems to have been lost sight of that 1 have

uitly kept in view the human and
• ilogical aspects of literature. I have

: again and again the importance of

ousness which underl'es life and which

the writer, if he be an artist, should inter-

pret in a manner simple or complex as his

ideals dictate, but touched by the magic of

art. The work of Frank rTarria is typical

of the simple manner of interpreting

consciousness, that of George Meredith of

the complex. In both cases, though

differing widely, the results are thoroughly
artistic.

While Material—the subject and the

logical content thereof—is, as I said

at the beginning of this art ele, one of the

of literary expression, can it

be denied for a moment that it is the way in

which the Material is presented, in other

words the Treatment—the form, or arrange-
ment and style

—that goes to make the work

of art. Give a clever newspaperman the

plot of one of Maupassant's tales and tell

him to put it into story form. The result

would not be a work of art. With two men

using precisely the same material, what is it

that makes the work of one vastly superior
to that of the otherf If the material were

_reat importance as some would

have us believe, how could such discrep-
- be accounted forT There is but one

way out of the difficulty and that is to adm't

that it is the facti r of Treatment and not

the factor of Material that constitutes volue

in literature. If this were not true the mere

expression of ideas in written «•

forming of tonne to the simple rules of

grammar—would constitute literature. The
il application of this view wi nhl mean

that spoken words— conforming to the simple
rules of jrrammar—if transferred to paper
would bee .me literature. We all relate ex-

. day. but it could not be

claimed that a transcript would
be literature. The letters that thousands of

educated end clever people write are not

literature. 1 have heard men tell stories at

clubs with great effect, but they could not

write a paragraph that would have literary

quality. I have heard a man talk fluently on

a subject with no thought of literary re-

quirements, and then dictate to a stenog-

rapher on the same subject in an entirely

different manner, casting bja ideas in tit)

form and producing matter that was literary

in character.

I have before me now a rare little volume

entitled A Genuine Narrative of the Deplor-
able Deaths of the English Gentlemen, and

Others, Whii Were Suffocated in the Black

Hole in . Eort William, at Calcutta, in the

Kingdom of Bengal; in the Night Succeed-

ing the 20th Day of /mm, 175$, by J. /..

Holwell, Fsq. It is written with clarity in

excellent Kngl'sh: it is in every way better

than anything to be found in our newspa
pers. It has not, however, style nor literary

quality. But the author differs from many
writers of less ability, for he says in his

preface: "For truth, and more especially so

affecting a truth, stands little in need of

ornament, and appears to more advantage
the less it is assisted by the arts of wr tinj:.

to which the author being a stranger, he

trusted to his feeling, and endeavored to

express by his pen the emotions of his

heart." Mr. Hoi well's book is an ad-

mirable account of a terrible episode, but

in writing it he did not produce litera-

ture and he had the rare good sense to

know it.

The man who can describe a thing with

absolute accuracy makes a good reporter,
but with that accomplishment alone he can-

not atta n to the rank of a literary artist. 1 1

man have only the qualifications of a good

reporter, does it really make any difference

whether the thingi be writes about really

occurred or whether they are the invention

of his fancy? If the faculty of invention is

a test of the literary instinct, it would follow

that every liar is a potential author. Aj I

matter of fact it is only the artistic liar that

can lay claim to that distinction. The point
I wish to make is that a great deal of what

.ng into books and magaz nes and which
is being accepted as literature, is nothing
more than the repnrtorial work of unlilerary
scribblers who report their experiences, re-

their fancy and report their emotions.

They are nothing more nor less than a lot
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of persons with the gift of the gab and a

typewriter.
It is in his character as an artist that the

creator of literature excells the mere reporter

of fact or fancy. The artist arranges his

material; that is, he brings to it light and

shade, color, accent and repression or, in

other words, form and style; and by such

means he forges from the raw material the

work of art. But this is Treatment without

which Material—raw Material—is worthless.

Your morning paper is full of raw material

every day; an artist of the stature of

Tourgueneff may be born once in fifty years.

And yet it is this essential element or Treat-

ment, that is to say, form and style, that I

have been accused of giving too much im-

portance.
But I have at no time neglected and shall

not neglect now to insist upon the impor-

tance of another phase of literary expres-

sion, namely, the interpretation of conscious-

ness. While such interpretation is a part of

the author's art—a matter of Treatment—
the psychological content of his work is a

part of the Material. Take, for example,
some simple episode, so much raw material,

treat it superficially, in other words, report

it, and it has no literary value. But bring

out the psychological basis underlying the

episode and it becomes at once matter for

literary treatment. Relate the episode, inter-

pret the psychological basis underlying it, by
means of artistic processes and a work of

art results.

Now let us consider the man that writes

not as a reporter nor as a stylist, but

as an interpreter of psychology and con-

sciousness, for it is by that function

that the value of his material must

be tested.

The accompanying diagram will help to

explain the observations which follow:

The sphere A represents an artistic per-

sonality; the plane 1, the external aspects

of life in our own time; la, lb and la, the

substrata of consciousness underlying life

as it exists today; plane 2 represents the

surface aspects of life at a period antedating

the present; 2a, 26 and 2c, substrata of con-

sciousness underlying life at the same

period; plane 3 represents a period more

remote and so on. It will be observed that

the planes become narrower as they go far-

ther back, for our purview of life in the

past is not so great as in the present. In

this diagram the focus of the artistic per-

sonality A is on plane 1, which represents
the surface aspects of life as we observe it.

It is at this focus that the reporter and the

superficial story writer depict life. An-

other, with more insight, will focus upon the

first substratum of consciousness, still an-

other on the second and so on. The dotted

circle d represents an artistic personality
which focuses on the third substratum of

consciousness, the external aspects of life

being out of focus. The author whose focus

is on the deeper levels of consciousness re-

ceives, however, connotations from all the

strata through which the rays of his person-

ality pass. Henry James is an example of

a writer whose focus is on the deeper levels

of consciousness. With him it is not the

first meaning that we look for, nor the sec-

ond meaning, but the third and fourth

meanings.
In the case of a writer treating of the

past, his focus may be on the surface

aspects of life in a remote period, or it

may be on the underlying strata of con-

sciousness. Whether he be novelist or his-

torian, it is his focus which determines

whether he is a mere reporter, or an inter-

preter, an artist.

The shaded portions of the diagram marked
XX represent the realm of mystery and the

imagination, which, like the infra-red and
ultra-violet rays of the spectrum, are in-

visible to the normal eye. It is in the depths
of these regions that the poet's artistic per-

sonality is focused (see dotted circle c in dia-

gram) gaining his connotations from life
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as the rays of his intellect pass through its

various strata.

There is still another matter that this ap-

parently fantastic method of demonstration

will serve to illustrate; that is the question

of poise. The true artist has control of his

focus while the pseudo-artist has not The

latter may pass from the treatment of ex-

Is to the sub literal aspects of his sub-

ject, but such fluctuations of focus are large-

ly a matter of accident and the work that

results lacks unity and value. On the other

hand the artistic personality of Zola, for

example, as expressed in Le Bonheur des

Dames, is focused on the external aspects of

life and in this as in many of his other

works he is no more than the competent

journalist. But in Le Rive bis artistic per-

sonality expands until its focus not only

reaches the depths of consciousness, but wan-

ders into the domain of poetry. Give the

plot of Le Rive to the clever reporter or the

successful story writer of our magazines and

tell him to develop it into a novel. With his

«'ii the superficies of life; without the

artist's feeling for form, for light and shf.de,

color, accent and repression: without the

magic of style, that leaven made up of vary-

ing proportions of bebuty. balance, dignity,

delicacy, reserve, rhythm, and. above all,

and through all, taste, can the result be other

than worthless as art? As worthless, for ex-

ample, as the reporter's "stuff" or the maga-
zine writer's story.

The defense rests its case.

I have read recently four books by West-

ern authors. They are: Whispering Smith,

by Frank Spearman (Charles Scribner's

Sons) ; Tin l'lmc Woman, by Eleanor Gates

(MeClnn, 1'hillips & Co.); Montlivet, by
Alice I'reseoM Smith (Houghton, Mifflin &

Co.), and Casa Grande, by Charles Duff

Stuart (Henry Holt & Co.). Of these only
two have any pretentions whatever to literary

quality. These are The Plow Woman and

Montlivet. Miss Gates shows n considerable

feeling for style if not fo> form. In the

construction of her ston »ue makes use of

the most obvious tricks and expedients, but

her actual writing is much above the average^

Mrs. Smith has the feeling for language, a

good idea of construction and a certain power
of insight. Any book-reviewer will tell you

that, as stories, both of these are intensely

interesting. They will also say the same

thing of Casa Grande and Whispering Smith

and in the case of the latter they would

be perfectly right. It is also very seri-

very melodramatic and perfectly ab-

surd. But the small boy who reads it

will say, "Gee! that's a bully story!"
or words to that effect and the boii'

will concur.



A Summer Playground of America

By Frank Carleton Teck

10ME of these balmy Sum-
mer days, and not so very

long henceforward, Califor-

nia will find herself experi-

encing an exodus of mil-

lionaire Winter boarders.

Migrating northward with the wrens and

the robins, these adorable seekers of glowing

health, genial climes and diverting recrea-

tion will flock to Northwest Washington on

Puget Sound, the already popular Summer

playground of America.

There is the lustily growing city of Bell-

ingham, for instance; the very hottest day
she has had for the last three Summers reg-

istered a maximum of only eighty-three de-

grees. Think of it, and wonder the more

that anybody with a cool million at his near

elbow should suffer his marrow to be fried

out by the stress of sweltering and sultry

heat that reminds one painfully of the rude

old Summertime among the hornets and the

hay!

Puget Sound, as nearly everyone in the

West knows, has one of the most genial

Summer climates in the United States; and

Northwest Washington—that is, what is pop-

ularly termed "The Bellingham Bay Coun-

try"
—has decidedly the coolest, clearest and

most delightful Summer climate of the

Puget Sound Basin. Not only that, but it

is wonderfully endowed with scenic marvels

that thrill and fascinate every beholder and

baffle the descriptive power of artist and

scribe alike.

Although climate is. but one of several at-

tractions to be considered in the selection

of a Summer-vacation scene, it is the ele-

ment that has a lot to do in influencing the

decision of the tourist. It has built Los

Angeles and some other good towns. The

City of Bellingham, according to the United

States Weather Bureau, has enjoyed the

following nine years' averages, including

the calendar year 1906:

Annual mean temperature 50.2 deg.

Average highest temperature 84.8 deg.

Average lowest temperature *12.6 deg.

Average annual precipitation 31.5 in.

Average greatest monthly precipi-

tation 5.5 in.

Average annual snowfall 9.9 in.

Average rainy days 112.5

Average clear days 140.2

Average part cloudy days 123.7

Average cloudy days 101.1

*Above zero.

There you have a true statement of the

record of what the United States Weather

Bureau pronounces the most equable cli-

mate in the United States, and the records

of the Secretary of War prove that it is
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productive of the lowest death rate known

to the American army.
The t -ill-waters of Northwest Washington

are free from destnu-tv -. cyclones.

Ion, typhoons, thunder and lightning.

In all that region there are no poisonous

snakes, insects of plants, and the country
is remarkably free from such insect pests

-.mats and ticks. There

are neither earth<]iiakes nor water-spouts,

re there heavy, drenching rains at any
of tlie year, while hail, sleet and

blizzards are unknown. Indeed, there is not

in all its phenomena of sky, sea or land a

solitary element of danger to life or limb.

Westward across Bellingham Bay from

the City of Bellingham lie the famous San
Juan Islands. "The Cyrlades of the V.

Umbering about half a hundred evergreen

indndmg San .luan. Orsas and Lopes,
the three largest. San Juan is unique in

American history as the scene of the last

of the British flag on American soil,

ami where the Rritsh and American forces

held joint occupation from l.Q -
r
>9 until

when Emperor William I decided the boun-

dary controversy in favor of the American

i-otitention. Orcas Island, noted for its large

orchards, is the ideal Summer resort. Its

predominant feature is picturesque Mount

Constitution, a great bank of green rising

practically from the water's edge to a

height of 2,40fl feet. A fine trail reaches

to the summit of the mountain, and one is

rewarded for the climb by the most en-

chanting view available in all the Pnget
Sound country. From this emerald sum-

mit a wondrous panorama of varied scenery
thrills and fascinates the beholder, the scope
of view commanding more than a hundred

miles in every direction; all the shimmering

windings of I'ugct Sound toward the smith,

and beyond, the towering dome of Mount
Rainier (Taeoma); dim outlines of the

peaks of Oregon, the rugged blue Olympic

range in the west; the countless islands of

Puget Sound hovering like Iwryl clouds on

the glistening waters; the broad expanse of

the Oulf of Georgia laving the northern

shore of the island: northeastward. Belling-
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ham Bay and the City of Bellingham in the

foreground, and far beyond the lordly Ca-

nadian Selkirks clearly niark'ng the hori-

zon, while eastward and within forty miles

from Bellingham rises majestic Kulshan

(Mount Baker, as the white man dubs it)

with an altitude of 10,827 feet, the noblest

figure in all the Cascade range. It is doubt-

ful if any other country excels the inspiring

splendor and magnificence of this panorama.
There is excellent fishing in these salt

All the mainland creeks and lakes are

plentifully supplied with speckled trout, and

some are stocked with black bass, while the

forests abound with deer, mountain goats,

bear, rabbits, wildcats, lynx, cougars, coons,

beaver, otter, marten, mink, ermine and

weazel. The Lummi marshes, about seven

miles northwest from Bellingham, and the

Samish flats, about eight miles south, are

the favorite Puget Sound feeding grounds
of ducks and geese. Automobile stage lines

Lake Whatcom.

waters, kelp bass, several kinds of cod,

perch and the great salt-water speckled

trout, called the steel-head salmon, are

plentiful. Camping-out facilities and nat-

ural attractions and comforts are ample
There are fine, gravelly beaches in sheltered

coves, and plenty of clams, crabs, oysters,

shrimp, g-uiducks and mussels. Both on the

islands and on the mainland there are deer,

pheasants, Chinese pheasants and quail, be-

sides all kinds of waterfowl in season.

are operated from Bellingham into the sur-

rounding country, and the Bellingham Bay
& British Columbia Railroad extends to the

foothills of the Mount Baker region, where

the Mazamas, the well-known Oregon club

of mountain-climbers, spent several mem-
orable and delightful weeks in July and

August, 1906, a trail having been built for

them from Nooksack Falls to the site of

their permanent camp at the Mount Baker
snow-line.



Lumtni Island and thr Ya<hts

Ixike Padden.
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The City of Bellingham.

Bellingham, which is the industrial and
commercial metropolis of this beautiful re-

gion, is a tremendously busy, resourceful

and progressive city of 35,000 people. The

average Bellingham man is proud of the

city's wonderful growth since the consolida-

tion of the two former cities of Whatcom
and Fairhaven under the name of Belling-
ham three years ago, when the combined

population was 22,632. But few have, until

recently, attached sufficient importance to

the unique attractions of climate, scenery
and all the delights of Summertime outdoors.

Any Bellingham enthusiast will tell you
without waiting to catch his breath that

the value of the city's manufactures in-

creased from $3,293,988 in 1905 to $7,751,-
tG4 in 1906, an increase of 135 per cent in

a year; that the value of marine shipping,

according to the report for the War De-

partment, increased from $5,938,173 in 1905
to $9,990,864, an increase of sixty-eight per
cent; that National bank deposits increased

fifty-three per cent in the same time, num-
ber of telephones twenty-seven per cent,
street railway passengers carried twenty-

seven per cent, or that postoffice receipts for

1906 were $50,136.68, an increase of eigh-
teen per cent. But they dont waste time

talking about the great blessing of cool, re-

freshing Summers, mild Winters, and all

the beautiful works of Nature that make it

"The Summer Playground of America."

Of course, as nearly everyone knows.

Bellingham has some industrial sights that

many people come many miles to see in

operation, and perhaps the most picturesque
of these is its salmon fish'ng and canning
industry. There are four salmor. canneries

in the city, and one of them is the largest
institution of the kind in the world and em-

ploys over a thousand persons, having a

daily packing capacity of 10,000 cases of

forty-eight one-pound cans each. During
the fishing season, July to September, this

cannery often receives 125,000 eight-pound
salmon a day. The largest cedar shingle
mill in the world and two of the largest

cargo lumber mills of the Pacific Coast, lo-

cated on the Bellingham waterfront, also at-

tract many interested sight-seers. The big

codfish-packing plant at Anacortes. on
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The Skagit River.

Fidalgo Island, is another industrial attrac-

tion, sufficiently interesting to warrant one

making a special trip to that thriving and

inviting little city.

However, when yon include industrial

irlits worthy of note in this most resource-

ful industrial district it's about time to

pass on to something less difficult of un-

questionable selection. It is hard to

discriminate between what to mention and

what not.

Anyhow, one never has cause to regret

the time spent in so rare a clime and so

rich a region.
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Pasture Land Before Being Irrigated. Seven Miles From Spokane.

What Irrigation is Doing for Spokane
By Fred Lockley

where you will in the West,

be it lumber camp, round-up
or range, you will see broad-

shouldered, well-built young
fellows, their eyes looking

out keen, alert and unafraid

on the world about them. They wear no

man's collar and, drop them where you will,

you will find they always light on their feet.

In their tanned and bronzed faces you may
read courage, chivalry and optimism, and an

unfailing humor which makes the best of

every situation. They are bound by no iron-

clad regulations and conventions as are the

men of the more stable and conservative East.

They have no traditions to follow, hence

their lives do not run in a groove. They
have made fortunes and lost them, and with

splendid courage have snatched victory from

defeat and made new fortunes.

It is this spirit of optimism, of courage

and of resourcefulness that is developing the

West. The East, seeing the West as it was,

has no conception of the West as it is. It

cannot credit the transformation which has

been wrought in the past few years. Cities

have sprung up, having a permanence and

stability that would have taken a generation

to accomplish elsewhere. Districts which

were semi-arid wastes are now peopled by a

prosperous and contented people.

Spokane is a typical example of Western

growth and enterprise. Here is a city, one

of the most beautiful in the whole West, a

city of nearly one hundred thousand people,

showing on every hand abundant evidence of

growth and prosperity, of comfort and re-

finement, yet so short a time ago as the cen-

tennial year deer were grazing on the site

of the present City of Spokane.
While in Spokane last week I met James

N. Glover. Tall, erect, tanned, clear-eyed,

hair tinged with gray, face smooth-shaven,

he gives one the impression of a man whose

life has been spent in the open, one who has

been a leader, not a follower. In answer to

my question, he said:

"Yes, I have seen a city of a hundred

thousand people grow up on my claim here

by the Falls. I came here in the Fall of '73

from Salem, Oregon, where I had lived since

1849. There were two settlers here. Downing
and Scranton, whose squatter rights I pur-

chased. I put up a store that Fall and

traded with the Indians, taking pay for my
goods in furs. Then I put in a saw mill.

The Phoenix mill now occupies the site of it.

The country in those days was so sparsely
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ng Up Pasture /.and for Purpose* of Irrigation.

settled that Fort Colville was the county
seat for all the country from the Columbia

to the Snake River. In 1877 General W. T.

Sherman with his troops camped here on his

way from Fort Walla Walla to Fort Van-

couver. I asked him to station some troops

here, as the Indians were very uneasy on

account of the pursuit and capture of Chief

Joseph. When his regiment had pone into

Winter quarters at Palouse City, he detailed

inic- H and I, Second Regiment, men
who had been recruited in Alabama, to spend
the Winter here. N'ext May these companies

~ent to Fort Coeur d'Alene, afterward

named Fort Shennan, on the old Mullen trail.

That Spring a few people settled near here.

My claim was I. shaped and took in the main
and lower lulls. In the Fall of 1879 the

building of the Northern Pacific was re-

sumed, railroad work was commenced at

Pasco and people began settling around the

Falls. In less than thirty years I have seen

my farm become the leading city in the whole

Inland Empire."

Spokane has grown because it is the nat-

ural distributing point for a rich tributary

territory. Not only mining but stockraising.

manufacturing and farming, have all contrib-

uted toward the upbuilding of the City by
the Falls, and now a new factor has been

introduced which is destined to play an im-

portant part in the development of Spokane.
Until within the past few years the country

surrounding Spokane was devoted to the

growing of grain or to stockraising. Within

the past two or three years thousands of

of this pasture land and wheat land

have been put under irrigation and the price

of the land has advanced from fifteen or

twenty dollars an acre to from $150 to $300
an acre. A visit to any one of the irrigated

tracts in the vicinity of Spokane will open
one's eyes to the wonderful possibilities to be

found in diversified fanning on a small irri-

gated tract of five or ten acres. The princi-

pal irrigation projects in the vicinity of Spo-
kane are the Otis orchards, located twelve

miles from Spokane and consisting of 9,000
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acres of land; Edendale on the Columbia

River, forty-two .miles north of Spokane; Ar-

cadia on Loon Lake, forty miles from Spo-

kane; Green Acres on the line of the Coeur

d'Alene electric railroad, about twelve miles

from Spokane; East Green Acres, having

about 3,000 acres of land under water; Dal-

ton Gardens, two miles north of the City of

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, and two miles south of

Hayden Lake; Opportunity, eight miles from

Spokane; Hazelwood, six miles distant from

Spokane, and Trent, a few miles from the

outskirts of the city.

There are many other irrigation projects

tributary to Spokane, but a description of

the projects already mentioned will suffice to

show what irrigation is doing for Spokane.
Otis orchards is a tract consisting of about

9,000 acres. Ten years ago this land could

have been purchased for from ten to twenty
dollars an acre; now it is worth ten times

that sum. Three years ago there were not

over three or four farm houses on the entire

tract; now there are at least a hundred fam-

ilies there, many of whom have put up beau-

tiful and artistic bungalows and have brought
their five and ten-acre tracts to a high state

of cultivation. The soil of this prairie is

black loam mixed with gravel, and with

plenty of water it is astonishing what crops

of small fruits, tomatoes, melons and vege-

tables are produced on this land. I stopped
to talk with one of the farmers who was

plowing between rows of young apple trees.

"Potatoes do so well here I am putting in a

few acres of them between my trees," he

said. "I am, or at least I was till lately, an

amateur in the farming business. I am a

conductor on the Great Northern, and I

thought I would do a little farming on the

side, but I find it is panning out so well that

now I count myself a farmer doing a little

railroading on the side. My brother, who

is an engineer on the same road, owns the

place next mine. I'll have to stop in an hour

or so and go into Spokane to start on my
run."

The next man I ran across in the field was

a German named Witmer. He, too, was

plowing among the blossoming young trees.

"Dont my trees look mighty good?" he

asked. "They are White Winter Pearmine,
Rome Beauty and Wagners. Those trees

so full of blossoms are the Wagners. They
are three years old. I have been on this

Cherry Tree, Without Irrigation, on the Hazel-
wood Tract.

place, makes the third season already. Last

year I put potatoes in this field between my
trees and got ninety-five sacks to the acre,

and sold them from a dollar ten to a dollar

and a half a sack. See that little piece of

ground? It is an even three-quarters of an

acre. I sacked 117 sacks of potatoes from

it last season. Over there near my barn I

planted tomatoes. I put in three rows be-

tween each row of trees, that made a strip

of land eighty feet wide by 600 feet long.

2,000 plants in all. What do you think I got
to the acre? More than fifteen tons of toma-

toes to the acre. I sold them all the way
from seventy-five cents for a twenty-pound
box down to twenty-five cents a box, and the

last ones I sold for eight dollars a ton. If

I can average ten dollars a ton that makes

$150 an acre. Yes, I did mighty well last

year; seems like I had pretty good luck with

everything. I put in eight rows of Crinkly
Sweet watermelons; the rows were 280 feet

long; that makes about quarter of :in acre.

I sold thirty-four dozen of them at a dollar a

dozen and when I had sold the thirty-four
dozen you wouldn't think I had taken any:
seemed like there was as many as ever left.
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ll'iii • ' changed Into Small Irrigated Farms.

I did prett v well wiili my cantaloupes, too,

but l>est of all I think were my peppers. I

had five rows of them three feet apart ;
that

makes a strip fifteen feet wide and 150 feet

1 sold seventy-three twenty-pound
boxes at sixty-five rents a box. Fiu'in

that bring! an acre. What you think

.it; pretty g I. not s<>? My trees are

y feet apart; that makes 106 to the

When they arc six ..r eight years old

they will lioar five boxes to the tree, maybe
and sell lor From one dollar to a dollar

and a half a box. If they bring only a dollar

i a box that means $540 an acre for my apples.
ii see with ten acres of fruit a man need

starve."

tared by Newman Lake,
130 feet higher than the tract of

[
land which it irrigates. A unique feature of

the employment of Professor

A. Van Holderbeke, ex-State Horticultural
' -!cr. for a period of four years to

reside at the tract and give free instruction

and advice relative to the planting and pare
of the orchards. This gives the novice an

opportune ..ii the

i- method of irrigation and cultivation,

rehards this year has 1.500 acres in oni-

on and there have been set out 110,000
fmit tncs. Last season the following oops

rrown on the tracts by the various farm-
I'wo hundred and forty acres of pota-

iixty acres of tomatoes, thirty-five acres

rn, fourteen acres of melons, six acres

. twelve ai ueumbers, eight

acres of cabbage, three acres of celery, be-

sides a considerable acreage set to carrots,

squash, pumpkins, beets and other vegetables.

It is impossible to travel by team or auto

in the vicinity of Spokane without being im-

ed with the splendid roads and the

beautiful scenery. I-evel prairies merge into

the limbered foothills, beautiful lakes gleam
like mirrors in the valleys, the Spokane River

winds like a shimmering: ribbon of silver

through velvety preen fields. From Spokane
to Hayden Lake in Idaho the distance is

about thirty-four miles. Hut when one makes

the trip in a large and powerful automobile

you are ready to declare it can not be over

ten or twelve miles. However, I presume if

one's automobile went wrong and you had to

walk back it might seem all of thirty-four
miles. At times our car seemed to be skim-

mini: along the hard, smooth road like a

swallow. "She 's not making over twenty-
five miles an hour; let her out a little," said

the owner to the chauffeur. The auto took

the bit in its teeth and the fenceposts
mi etch side began galloping wildly back-

ward.

The soil at Dalton Gardens and at Hayden
Lake is a rich sandy black loam without

gravel. It is beautifully situated and is in

close proximity to Coeur dAlene City. The
water is pumped from Hayden Lake to tin-

highest point on the tract and from there is

distributed by gravity all over the tract. It

is brought to the land by means of a wooden

pipe twenty-two inches in diameter and
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11,000 feet in length, the flow of water being

6,000 gallons per minute. We stopped to

look at a new orchard of 150 acres of apples
which has just been put in by Dr. Hilscher,

sugar beets being planted between the trees.

D. C. Corbin has 1,100 acres of sugar beets

planted on the Hayden Lake lands for use in

the Waverly sugar-beet factory.

Hayden Lake is destined to be one of the

most beautiful Summer resorts in Washing-
ton, not only on account of its natural beauty
and its splendid fishing, but because the eom-

At Hayden Lake is located the Avondale

poultry farm, one of the largest institutions

of the kind in the entire Northwest. It cov-

ers forty acres, ten acres of which are de-

voted to sheds and runways. Their fourteen

incubators have a capacity of 5,000 eggs.

They have already hatched 8,000 chickens this

Spring and will hatch that many more. In

addition to the chickens, they have more than

a thousand homer pigeons.

Everything is carried on in a large and

strictly scientific way. Wheat is bought by

Immense Crops of Melons and Strawberries Are Grown on the Irrigated Land.

pany that is in charge of the enterprise is

working with Nature to make the place more

beautiful by erecting buildings which will

harmonize with their environment. Comfort-

able cabins of rough barked logs with wide

stone chimneys nestle between the trees along
the shore of the lake. The "wigwam" carries

out the same idea of rustic simplicity, while

the hotel will be on the plan of a Swiss

chalet, low with broad, projecting roof whose
broad expanse will be relieved by moss-cov-

ered rocks suspended from the ridge-pole.

the. carload. The brooder, which has a

capacity of 6,000 chicks, is heated by
hot water pipes. About 5,000 laying hens

are kept on hand, the rest being dressed

for market.

If clerks and professional men in the

East who are anxious to come West, but are

timid about giving up a sure thing for an

uncertainty, could only know the sure re-

ward that comes to thrift, intelligence and

industry they would no longer hesitate. Fif-

teen years ago a man started up a waffle



WHAT IKKKiATloN IS DOING FOB SPOKANE.

Where Ike Life-Oiving Waters Turn Vast 8tretches of Grind Land Into 8plendid Orchards.

stand on one of the side streets of Spokane.
The waffles were good, the syrup was real

maple syrup, and the butter was of the very
best He could not supply the demand, so

he enlarged his quarters, and from that

humble beginning he has grown till he has

the largest, the most complete and one of the

finest restaurants in the Northwest, so that

now Davenport's restaurant is one of the

show places of Spokane. Here is another

illustration equally striking: Seventeen years

•go David Brown and his brother. O. M.
Brown, and their brother-in-law, J. L. Smith,

to Spokane from the East. One of the

Br.iwn bmt hers secured work driving a milk

wagon at thirty dollars a month. They bought
a small farm on credit near the city and
started in a modest way in the dairy business,

dollar they could save went into their

•"« to buy more cows. The cows enabled
them to buy mure land, till they had gathered
a farm of 3,000 acres and their cows were

winning blue ribbons wherever they were ex-

hibited. From driver of a milk wagon at

thirty dollars a month to owning the Hazel-

herd and ranch, with its hundreds of
cattle and its scores of prize-winning cows.
Mows what can be done by consistently try-

produce only the best.

Recently the Hazelwood Company has de-

cided on an entire change of plans. Hereto-

fore they have used their 3,000-acre ranch

for pasturage purposes. Now, however, they

are going t<> set aside a tract of 480 acres,

which will be placed under irrigation, and

on which they will be able to raise sufficient

alfalfa to keep about 350 cows. All of the

rest of their land will be irrigated and sold in

five and ten-acre tracts. A considerable part

of this land had been used prior to its pur-

chase by the Hazelwood Company for grow-

ing wheat, and from twenty-five to forty

bushels of wheat were raised per acre. When
the Government relinquished its right to the

water rights of Silver Lake, the Hazelwood

Company filed a claim and secured the water

rights of this lake. Silver Lake is three and

a half miles long and half a mile wide. The

water will be piped to the highest point of

the land to a natural storage reservoir several

acres in extent, and from which it is to be

led to the land by a gravity ditch. In place

of producing pasture, the land will herenfter

be farmed intensively, and in place of one

family living upon the land, it will provide
an ample living for three or four hundred

families. It is near Spokane, and will provide
a beautiful home and a sure income for

those who are tired of being slaves to the

desk or counter, and who wish to get back to
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nature. The raising of berries, of small

fruits, of honey and of fruit will support a

family in comfort, and at the same time it

will be a delightful home.

In the past it has been thought that unless

water could be had from some nearby lake

or stream, irrigation was not feasible. The

tract of land at Opportunity has sufficiently

refuted this theory. Here an electric pump
is kept going day and night, and two streams

of water—one eight inches in diameter and

the other fourteen inches in diameter—
steadily flow into the ditches. Most of the

land at Opportunity has been sold in from
five to ten-acre tracts, and during the past
two years more than a hundred families have

moved there and built homes. From the hill-

side it looks like a well-kept experiment sta-

tion or model farm. Encouraged by the suc-

cess at Opportunity, many other irrigation

projects are being planned where water will

be pumped on the land.

D. M. Drumheller, an old pony express
rider and pioneer of the early days, is put-

ting in a gas-making plant on the Columbia

River, in the Horse Heaven country, just

across the river from the town of Irrigon,

Oregon. He has secured control of a consid-

erable body of land there, and will soon sub-

divide the tract and sell it with a perpetual
water right in small tracts. The wonderful

success of irrigation along the Snake River

at Clarkston, in the Wenatchee country, and
in the Yakima Valley, is stimulating a devel-

opment along irrigation lines throughout the

whole Northwest.

One of the Finished Products of the Irrigated Lands.
Fatten Rapidly and at Low Cost.

Pigs in Alfalfa



The Mediterranean of North
America

By C. B. VandeU

I surely as the needle points
'o the North Pole, so surely

will the American people
t.i know within the

lite-time of the present gen-
eration that the Pacific

Northwest holils forth more charms to the

lover of nature, the tourist, the seeker of

health and recreation, than almost any other

part of the North American Continent.

of the factors which will lead to this

change in the mental attitude of people of

Ihhwiii who travel for pleasure, will be the

iwnitsnt pressing forward of the "See
lea. While I am not a prophet,

nor the son of a prophet, yet knowing the

unexampled scenic wonders of Puget Bound
'and of the Pacitie Northwest, including
Alaska. I will venture the prediction that

within the life-time of the present genera-

tion, this magnificent section of the coun-

try will be known at home and abroad, as

a land most wonderfully endowed with

beauties and climatic attractions,
while Puget Sound itself will be justly
known as the Mediterranean of the North
..American Continent.

Canoeing MS0PM

Jt may seem the height of temerity to

venture the assertion that the mountains of

the Cascade and Olympic ranges in Wash-
ington are equal to, if they do not surpass
in eoenic grandeur and eternal charm, the

most famous mountain peaks of Continental

Kurope.
Yw any man who has scaled the heights

of the Cascades—who has looked from the

backbone of the range at the head of the

Stehekin Canon, south to the broad valley
of the Columbia, north to the Selkirk* in

British Columbia, across the mighty Fraser—who has seen glistening under a Sum-
mer's sun from this unparalelled point of

view a score of mighty peaks
—will avow

that God never put upon this earth a

grander prospect nor more ennobling sight
than this.

Appreciating the task of describing the

attractions in a scenic way of Puget Sound
and the Northwest for the benefit and in-

formation of the pleasure-seeker and the

tourist, one hesitates because of the riches

at hand which surpass in amplitude and in-

dividuality the powers of the most luminous

descriptive writers. For example, within a

radius of sixty-five miles of Seattle there

lies a most delightful group of islands in

the San Juan Archipelago, separated by
wide stretches of the Sound or joined to-

gether by narrow, swift-rushing channels
of deep, green water. These islands include

Whidby Island, Orcas and San Juan. Many
historic spots are to be found on them, in

eluding the famous post on San Juan where
Great Britain made her last stand on this

side of 54° 4V.

Comfortable passenger steamers ply over
this route carrying the visitor through an
almost endless but ever-entrancing vista of

light and shadow—long stretches of opales-
cent water fringed with dark green shadows
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where the steep bluffs overhang the Sound;
of mysterious far-distant islets peering out

of the twilight and seeming to belong to

some supernal realm; of heavily timbered

mountains near the shore, flanked by

grander, loftier, 6now-clad peaks to the

the islands of the Lower Sound, when the

sun—a ball of molten fire—drops into the

placid Pacific, leaving in his wake a wide

stretch of blood-red sea.

But it must not be imagined that the

wonders of the islands of the Lower Sound.

Snoqualmie Falls; Two Hours' Ride From Seattle.

west; and of cozy farms nestling close to

the water with here and there a thatched

cottage sheltered underneath wide spread

apple trees planted fifty years ago.
No tongue hfl' ever told, no pen has ever

portrayed, no \-rush has ever painted the

exquisite beauty of a Summer sunset among

and of the channel routes that reach the

upper peninsula country, are all that the

sight-seer or tourist can find to stimulate

his imagination, and to charm him into a

beatific realization or sense of the beauties

of nature. The Upper Sound country
around by way of Vashon to the pictur-
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esque state capital at Olympia, a town a

half-century old or more, invites the tourist

and pleasure-seeker, who finds a new and

delightful charm in every one of the many
windings of steamer routes to Olympia.

Further down the Sound are Victoria and
•

Vancouver, B. C, which are reached by-

regular lines of splendidly furnished steam-

ers, and which are greatly patronized dur-

ing the Summer months by visitors from

all over the country. The steamer route to

Victoria carries one by way of the historic

old town of Port Townsend, the headquar-
ters for this customs district and chief port

of entry; and thence across the wide Strait

of Juan de Fuca. The trip carries one not

far from the base of the mighty Olympic

Mountains, a purple sawtooth range, bristl-

ing with spires and minarets, with dozens

of glaciers glistening like diamonds in the

rays of the Summer sun.

Alaska tourist travel every Summer is

becoming more and more popular with the

wealthy and cultured of the East, so that

a brief mention of this delightful trip is

necessary in any review of outing in the

Northwest. A number of palatial steamers

annually are devoted exclusively to this

travel for a season of about two months in

the Summer. The schedule is so arranged
as to cater to the demands of this traffic

rather than to the ordinary freight and

mail service. Southeastern Alaska is a

veritable wonderland of wide, open stretches

of placid sea and of deep and narrow

canons where the mountains come sheer

down to the water's edge. The Taku and

Muir glaciers are famous as show points in

Southeastern Alaska, while curio-hunters

have a veritable field day with the Indian

villages along the route.

Directly tributary to Seattle and more in-

timately connected with the life of this city

is a large section of country where short

trips are made. For example, there is the

whole length and breadth of Lake Washing-

ton, one of the most beautiful inland bodies

of fresh water on the American Continent.

It is more than twenty miles long and ranges
from one to three miles in width. Its shores

slope gradually from the water and are

here and there covered with farms or coun-

try villas. Beyond and to the east the Cas-

cade range rises to a height of ten to twelve

thousand feet, the peaks clad in eternal

snow, while to the southeast rises the hoary
head of the giant of the Cascades, Mount

Rainier. This is the tallest peak in the

United States proper. Fishing trips and

boating trips on the lake are profitable to

the idler and seeker for recreation, while

a little further into the foothills are to be

found dozens of ice cold streams, fed by

glaciers, which teem with three distinct va-

rieties of speckled trout. An hour's ride on

the street car from the center of Seattle will

bring one to where the streams entering the

lakes are alive with fish, while a little far-

ther back in the smaller lakes black bass are

plentiful.

From Seattle it is little more than a

day's journey to points in British Colum-

bia, whence the hunter for big game can

penetrate the wilderness of Northwestern

Canada. Here in the mighty Selkirks,

mountain sheep are found in great num-

bers, while other game, such as bear, deer

and elk, reward the hunter with splendid

trophies of the chase.

To the east over the Great Northern and

Northern Pacific are reached the hot medi-

cinal springs at Madison on the Great

Northern and at Green River on the North-

ern Pacific, while across the Cascade range

and down in the valley of the Columbia be-

gins the journey to Lake Chelan, the largest

glacier-fed lake on the continent. Lake

Chelan is sixty miles in length and its sur-

roundings, especially in the upper reaches

of the lake, are of such surpassing beauty
that there is serious talk of making this part
of the state a National park. Lake Chelan

is reached by railway and steamer up
the Columbia River from Wenatchee in

little less than twenty-four hours from

Seattle.
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Pears' Soap is good for boys and everyone— It

removes the dirt, but not the cuticle -Pears'

keeps the skin soft and prevents the roughness

often caused by wind and weather— constant

use proves it "Matchless for the complexion"

OF ALL SCENTED SOAPS PEARS' OTTO OF ROSE IS THE BEST.
' ylll ri[ktt Ittmrtd."
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A 5-MINUTE PROCESS
To Make SYRUP WitH

MAPLE INE
RECIPE

SUGAR 7 poundsWATER 4 pints
MAPLEINE - 1 ounce
This makes one gallon of Syrup with a maple flavor that experts

pronounce perfect.

No Gluecose-No Adulteration—
But Pure and Wholesome

Mapleine is sold at Grocers, or enough for two gallons of syrup
mailed to any address on receipt of 35 cents in stamps.

Our Cook Book mailed FREE with each bottle.

CRESCENT MFG. CO.
315 Jackson St.., Seattle, Wash.

Made in Southern California

JMONG the many attractive ex-

hibits at the recent exposi-

tion held in Los Angeles for

. the purpose of showing the

various lines of goods manu-

factured in Southern Cali-

fornia, the following deserve special mention,
for the crowds always seen around them fully

attested to their popularity as well as their

worth :

The Carl E. Nash Company had on exhi-

bition their marvelous round table, the only
one of its kind in the world which can be ex-

tended and still remain perfectly round. It

can be used as an ordinary center table and

in a few seconds converted into a full-sized

dining-room .table. The top is solid and the

base stationary, while the leaves are circular.

and are placed around the outer edge of the

top on slides which are drawn from under the

top. These leaves, after being placed, are

securely fastened together by a metal clasp,

which makes them firm and they will sup-

port any weight.
The Walker Portable Cottage next at-

tracted our attention, they presenting the

only canvas portable cottage having upper
and lower floors, connected with a folding

stairway. It can be readily taken apart and

put together, and fills the bill for people de-

siring a home for out-door life, for mining

camps, and for mountain and beach use, and

for health-seekers desiring a perfectly venti-

lated home.

Turning from this exhibit, we noted tli.it

of the Anita Cream and Toilet Company,
with their varied assortment of Anita Toilet

preparations. The most prominent among
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perhaps, is their Anita Cream tor

sting a new and fairer skin, and their

on-setta Cream, wlncli prevents sunburn,

"ckles, etc. These goods are guaran-
under the pure food and drug act.

Next we were impressed with the display
the Gifford Olive Oil Works of San Diego,

lis company makes a specialty of uianu-

turing pure olive oil and keeping it in an

ilutely fresh condition, passing it through
last refining process the day before it is

at out. By so doing and by sending it di-

et to their customers, the consumer receives

in an absolutely fresh condition.

The Cieortce J. Birkel Company, who are

uthern California headquarters for the

or talking machines, as well as sole

its for the famous Steinway pianos, had

very attractive booth containing various

nds of talking machines and a Steinway
ino with front taken off, exposing the in-

dicate and fine mechanism. This firm advo-

ites handling only good goods and advert is-

them well.

The Norton Engine & Power Company ex-

hibit an interesting novelty in the line of

mutor-boats. The Hankscraft is a gentle-

man's pleasure launch, with its mechanism

so arranged that the outward appearance of

the boat differs in no way from a large elec-

tric launch, the high-powered motor and other

machinery being entirely concealed. It also

has all the good qualities of the latter craft,

such as quietness, safety, ease of handling,

etc., and in speed, equipment and finish re-

sembles as nearly as possible an automobile.

Here is compares favorably with the beat

of the large machines.

In addition to the completed launch as de-

scribed above, this company shows a very

complete line of marine and stationary gas,

gasoline and distillate engines. It is the

Western representative of a number of East-

ern manufacturers whose products are rec-

ognized as standard in their lines. Among
tin 'M> is i he Alamo Manufacturing Company.
of Hillsdale, Michigan, who turn out a dis-

tillate engine which combines the greatest

simplicity with the highest efficiency for

power work of all kinds.

Lea & Ferrins' Sauce
AL WORCESTERSHIRE

I Never Dine Without It.

My chef, who is always successful

with his seasonings, tells me that

Lea & Perrins' Sauce is the secret

of his success. I find it gives an

appetizing relish to an otherwise

insipid dish. I like it in Soups,
Stews and Hashes. It certainly does

improve Roast Meats, Chops and

Steaks. Just a little on Cheese is a delight-
ful finishing touch. No Rarehit is complete
without it. It is a good digestive.

SEE LEA A PERRINS' SICNATURE ON LABEL

John Duncan's Sort. Agrnlt. New York

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing wlih adrertlaere. It will be appreciated.



The Los Angeles Savings Banks
There is no better index to the prosperity of a country than the deposits in its sav-

ings banks. The story told by the banks of Los Angeles is a wonderful one. It is this, in

brief: For each inhabitant of the United States there is an average deposit in American
banks of thirty-nine dollars. For each inhabitant of Los Angeles there is a deposit in

the Los Angeles savings banks of $160.

Some of the details of this prodigious business prosperity are given in the article

that follows.

N January 1, 1907, the regu-
lar savings banks in Los An-

geles had deposited with

them for safe keeping the

enormous sum of almost

$40,000,000, it being divided

amongst them as follows:

National, state, private and savings, thirty-
nine in all—was $100,020,553.28. Thus we
see that thirteen savings banks, although

representing only thirty-three per cent of
the banks in number, were doing forty per
cent of the total business so far as concerns

deposits.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

Deposits.

Security Savings Bank $15,515,339.36

German-American Savings Bank 9,373,447.90

Southern California Savings Bank 7,569,673.14

American Savings Bank 1,450,126.56

Equitable Savings Bank 1,348,295.93

California Savings Bank 1,154,555.63

Dollar Savings Bank 1,050,331.39

Home Savings Bank 784,194.20

International Savings Bank 533,000.00

Fraternal Savings Bank 207,248.04

Manhattan Savings Bank 73,000.00

Pacific Savings Bank 59,668.20

Globe Savings Bank 50,196.00

Total $39,169,076.35

On the basis of a population of 250,000,
this would be an average of $160 per in-

habitant. The importance of this average
will be better appreciated by comparing it

with the fact that the "average deposit per
inhabitant of the United States is $39." So
that according to these statistics we are in

Los Angeles saving four times as much
per capita as the residents of other sections.

Comparative Figures.
Another feature of the savings in Los

Angeles is that 40 per cent of all the money
on deposit is with savings banks. That
is to say, on January 1, 1907, the total de-

posits in all the banks in Los Angeles—

One savings bank alone, the Security, had

deposits amounting to $15,515,339.36, which

was a greater amount of deposits than any
other bank in the city. The two banks com-

ing nearest to this figure were the First Na-

tional, which included the merger of two
other banks, having $15,450,486.06, an'd the

Farmers' and Merchants' National, having

$13,110,929.00 on deposit.

Ranking first in the above list is the Se-

curity Savings Bank. This bank now has

over $17,000,000.00 of assets and over 25,-

000 depositors. It is located in the H. W.
Hellman building at Fourth and Spring

Streets, but will follow the southward trend
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Beauty, perfect sanitation, life-long durability and

moderate cost make ^$ta«daT<T Ware the most satis-

factory and economical sanitary equipment for the bath-

room, kitchen and laundry in your home.

Our book, "MODERN BATHROOMS," tells you how to plan, buy and arrange
your bathroom, and illustrates many beautiful and inexpensive as well as luxurious

rooms, showing the cost of each fixture in detail, together with many hints on decoration,

tiling, etc. It is the most complete and beautiful booklet ever issued on the subject,
and contains 100 pages. FREE for six cents postage and the name of your plumber
and architect (if selected).

CAUTION: Every piece of »m»r Mare bears our Ik—mf "GREEN and
GOLD" guarantee label, and has our trade-mark tt—tmC cast on the outside.
I 'nless the label and trade-mark are on the fixture it is not "M h \f Ware. Refuse
substitutes—they are all inferior and will cost you more in the end. The word
T^mimC is stamped on all our niciled brass fillings; specify them and see that you
get the genuine trimmings ivith your bath and lavatory, etc.

Address Standard Sannmslflfo.C* Dept. N, Pittsburgh, Pa., U. S A.

Pittsburgh Showroom, 9*9 Penn Avenue
Offices and Showrooms in New York: "WUmHtf Building, 15-37 West 31st Street

London. Eng.: 22 Holborn Viaduct. E C New Orleans: Cor. Baronne £*» St Joseph St»

Louisville 325-329 West Main Street Cleveland: 206-210 Huron Street

aajM iu mention Toe Pacific llonthlr wbes dealing with adisi til ls. It will be appreciated.
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of business, and this Fall will move to the

new Security building at Fifth and Spring
Streets. When the merger of the Southern

California Savings Bank takes place, as

noted below, the Security Savings Bank will

have over $24,000,000.00 assets and about

00,000 depositors. It will then be classed

with the largest savings banks in America,
and its capital and surplus will be over a

million dollars.

Another very strong savings bank in Los

Angeles is the German-American Savings
Bank, which represents a consolidation with

quirements. This will give the bank very
desirable quarters in the center of the busi-

ness section, and fitted up with every facility

for prompt and efficient transaction of all

business within the scope of a modern, well

equipped savings bank.

The accompanying view of the Union

Trust Building is a faithful picture of the

location of the future home of this savings
bank.

Like other large up-to-date financial insti-

tutions, the German-American Savings
Bank is prepared to do a banking-by-mail

OECURITY
^ ZjtjSVt, BUILDING CALIFORNIA

LOS ANGELES,

New Home of Security, an 1 Southern California Savings Banks

the Union Bank of Savings of Los Angeles.

While it ranks second in total deposits, it is

first in amount of capital and surplus. Its

capital and surplus are $So0,000, its re-

sources $10,500,000.00, its deposits over $9,-

000,000.00, and its total depositors over

20,000.

During the present year there will be

many changes in locations of banks in Los

.Angeles. The German-American Savings

Bank will move to the Union Trust Build-

ing, where it will occupy the entire lower

floor for its banking and safe deposit re-

business and is able to satisfactorily care

for the interest of customers at any distance

tributary to Southern California. It is a

well-oflicered bank, governed by men closely
identified with the development of this sec-

tion. It has a board of directors composed
of practical men who take an active part
in the work of the bank and who are thor-

oughly familiar with banking conditions.

Third in size in this list of savings banks
in Los Angeles is the Southern California

Savings Bank. It has resources of over

$3,000,000.00 and has a greater number ol
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JELL-O ICE CREAM Powder Exhibit, JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION
Located in Food Products Building, Entrtnc* to Horticultural Court.
We cordially invite you to visit our Exhibit and allow our demonstrators to serve you

with the best ice cream in the world, made and frozen in 10 minutes from

JELL-O ICE CREAM Powder
No heating, no cooking. Nothing to add but milk. One quart milk and one package

JELL-O ICECREAM Powder makes two quarts icecream when mixed together and frozen

Complies <u>M\ *U pure food U<ws.

Saves the cost of eggs. Saves the cost of sugar. Saves the cost of flavoring.
Saves the cost of everything but the ice and milk.
1 p»ck»((«, anougn for a gallon. 25c.
At your grocer's, or bv mail if he does not keep it.

Illustrated Recipe Book IV**.
Meat your friends at the JELL-O ICE CREAM Powder exhibit. Sitdown snd rest , write letters, read, converse or amuse yourself in any way

yon please. Come often and stay as long as yon like. Yon will be welcome
THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO.. Le Roy. N. Y-

I to mention The I'acinc Monthly when dealing with advertitcra. It will be appreciated.
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depositors (35,000) than any bank in South-

ern California. It is also the oldest savings

bank in Los Angeles and was established in

1885. This bank now occupies the entire

lower floor of the Union Trust Building at

Fourth and Spring Streets. It has, how-

ever, outgrown these quarters and will be

merged and move with the Security Savings
Bank to the new Security Building at Fifth

and Spring Streets. When thus consoli-

dated the bank will be a part of a savings

institution that will have 60,000 depositors

and owning over $24,000,000.00 of re-

sources.

The lower floor and basement of the Se-

curity Building, which is to be the home of

the consolidated bank just mentioned, will

give the Security Savings Bank ideal quar-
ters. The main floor is 120 by 135 feet,

making a banking room space of 16,200

square feet, and the basement, . which is to

be the safe deposit department, has a floor

area of 120 by 70 feet, or 8,400 square

feet; in all a total of 24,600 square feet.

1 ^r*
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more than the Knox price will not buy a motor car

of greater all-round ability than is jMissessed by the

Model "ll" Knox Waterless. It is built for touring, and will do more of the

day's driving on the high gear than any other ear in its class. The lubrication

is automatic—and |*>sitive; the cooling is perfect
—without the plumbing

troubles; the gearset is simple, of the selective type, with three forward speeds
and a reverse; the engine, four cylinders, of thirty road horsc|>ower, will take

you anvwhere vou want to go as fast as vou dare drive. The MODEL H"

KNOX WATERLESS

PRICE $2,500
has few equals and no superiors in its class. Any Knox representative will

prove it. Let us send you the address of the nearest representative; they are

the representative dealers in their community. Our illustrated catalogue is

yours upon request.

KNOX AUTOMOBILE COMPANY
Member Association Licensed Automobile Manufacturers

SPRINGHELD, MASS.

Do not forget to mention Tbe Pirlfle Monthly when dealing with adrertiaen. It will be appreciated.



The Lighter Side
"Written by Hugh Herdman unless otherwise designated

Easy.

They were in the country store, and the

city drummer was talking, as city drummers
sometimes do.

"As I was saying, I sold him a big order,

and as it was about supper time, I began

looking around for something to eat. The

only hotel in the town was on the blink, and

there wasn't any restaurant; so it occurred

to me to pick up a store lunch. I looked

around, but all that struck my fancy was a

bunch of bananas, hanging in the widow. I

gave him a quarter for a half-dozen, pro-

vided he would let me pull them. You see,

T used to be in the fruit business and I knew
a thing or two. I pulled and ate only those

that had been stung in the dark of the moon

by a female tarantula. There are never more
than a dozen of them in a bunch. And I tell

you they are delicious."

"Shucks!" exclaimed the proprietor.
"That 's just another one of your drummer

joshes. You can 't string me."
"Who is trying to string you? It 's noth-

ing to me, but if you dont know that you are

not yet on to your job."
"Is it really a fact?" asked one of the

loafers.

"Sure! Why it 's the easiest thing in the

world. It 's worth money to a man to know,
too."

"How much will you take to tell us?"
"Let me see. How many are there of you?

Six, including the boss. I'll do it for a quar-
ter apiece."

They eagerly accepted his offer, put up the

money and sat expectant.
1 '

Why, they are the twelve biggest bananas
in the bunch," he said as he skipped nimbly
out the door.

# * #

Proof.

Jinks—Jones, I hear, married a very sen-

sible little wife.
Binks—I dont believe it.

Jinks—Why?
Binks—Well, she married Jones, did n 't

she?

1
»

Buy direct at producers prices

Cawston's
CALIFORNIA

J PLUMES
The Cawston trade mark which is attached to

each feather article insures it to be the best of its

kind in the world.

SUPERIOR. TO ALL, OTHERS
Tree delivery to afl {>arts of the world. Satisfaction guar-

anteed or money refunded.
Favored by the ideal climate of Southern California we

have developed here the largest and finest specimens of feather
producing birds in the world. Our feathers have life, lustre,
beauty and strength not to be obtained elsewhere. Made in our
factory on the farm, and sold direct. We also do repairing. Send
us your old feather goods and have them made to look like new
by our expert workers.

Our New Catalogue Free Sow tne
.

ostr
'^
h ri

z
es >

** mm •w*9 ^*w*»*«v^**w & w
ltg pecu i iar character-

istics, etc., interestingly told. Superb illustrations. Half-tone
pictures of Cawston tips, plumes, boas, stoles, mulls, fans, etc, and
a complete price list of all of our goods.

PAW3TON^^ OSTRICH FARM
P.O.BOX 67, SOUTH PASACENA, CALIFORNIA

One of Cawston's magnificent Os-

triches, from which are taken the
finest feathers in the world. Eight
feet tall, and capable of reaching ten
feet when a tempting orange is placed
in view.

When in California visit the Farm.

Semi-tropical Parks. Ostrithes of all sizes c

)
Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



THE LIGHTER SIDE.

Taft.

I

"When I wu in Washington recently,"
id a w»U-known Portland man,

' '

1 was
morel with an invitation to a dinner at

hieb a number of Senators, members of the

ibinet and other prominent public men
ere present. Among them was Secretary of

«'ar Taft, who naturally came in for a great
deal of attention. As is generally known,
Taft is a good joker, that is, he can give
ami take; and during the course of the even-

ing he came in for a great deal of good-
natured 'joshing.'
"In the crowd was one person who is on

very good terms with him, both personally
and politically, and who is also an irrepres-
sible joker. Just as the party was sitting

down at the table, this man, who was along-
side Taft, slipped an opera hat on the chair

so that the corpulent Secretary would sit on

it. The signal was given, and they all sat

down. With surprising celerity, however,
Taft sprang up and held up to view the flat-

tened hat.
"

Miontlemen,' shouted the perpetrator of

the joke, 'I call your attention to this inci-

dent. Taft has been sitting on another lid.

He has the habit.'
"

'Gentlemen,' replied the Secretary when
the roar of laughter subsided, 'I call your
attention to a still more important part of
t!ii« incident. See,' he said, snapping the
flattened hat up to its height, 'the lid is not

broken; I'm losing weight.'
"

• • •

How It Might Have Been.

Jack—Great idea that of sending a lot of

girl* dressed like squaws to Jamestown from

Oregon!
Hank—Sure! A great mind that originated

that idea. Do you know, if that plan had
been carried out, I was going to start a sub-

scription to collect a lot of Nez Perce, Uma-
tilla. Siletz, Klamath and Rogue River

squaws, real, dirty, wrinkled, pigeon-toed,
v squaws, you know, and send them back

to Jamestown, also. Then I would have hired
two "spielers," one to go along with the
white girls and say, "Ladies and gentlemen,
behold the beautiful Oregon Indian. Gare
on their complexions. If the climate of

n does that mueh for an Indian, what
will it do for a white personf

" The other
"spieler" I would send with the real squaws
to say in answer to the other fellow, "8e« for
yourselves what it does. These are the white
people."
Jnck—Yes, that would do. 8ay, it is too

bad that old "Mis' Michelle, the last of the
<

latsnps," is .lead, isn't itt

Hank--WhyT
J»ck_What a jim-dandy of a ehaperone

»he would have made for those white squaws!

HIGHEST
IN

AMERICA.
The manufacture ol film

(o the Kodak standard re-

quires perfect basic mater-

ials.

To insure such materials

we make them ourselves,

even to the acids. The
manufacture of these acids

made necessary the highest

stack In America -366 feet

from foundation to top.

This stack is simply typ-

ical of the perfection in every
department of our film

plant. Special machinery,
special buildings, access to

the methods and formulae
of the best plate makers in

the world—all are at the

command of our film
makers. Back of all this

is more than 20 years' ol

lilm experience. The result

is Kodak N. C. Film, the

only film rated by experts
as equaling the speed of the

lastest plates.

Tht film sou use is mart

important than tht camera

you ust.

Look for "Kodak" on
the spool.

EASTMAN KODAK CO.
Rochester. N. Y.

Tht Kodak Cits.
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The Eye to Specify
When you waiit that satisfied, comfortable
feeling that your clothes are properly
fastened, without gap, pucker or wrinkle,
insist on having

dfft'c patent rvrc
rTlEil a INVISIBLE LIEd
Ever present when needed. Will not rnst. Better
than common eyes or Bilk loops. It's all In the
Triangle. Sold at all stores or by mail, all sizes,

black or white— 2doz. Eyes 6c.
with Spring Hooks inc. Sold

only m envelopes.

PEET BROS.,
Dept. R
Philadelphia.

<v a /

DEAFNESS

/

The Morley 'Phone"

A miniature Tele-

phone for the Ear,
invisible, easily ad-

justed, and entirely
comfortable. Makes low sounds

and whispers plainly heard. Over fifty

thousand sold, giving instant relief

from deafness and head noises. There are but few
cases of deafness that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY COMPANY, Dept. 100
31 South 16th Street, Philadelphia

RECAMIER CREAM
For the Complexion

Will cure a bad
skin and pre-
serve a good

~R£AM

Used by cele-
brated beauties

fornearacentury

For Sale Everywhere.

Two sizes—

50c and $1 -OO

Recamier Manf'g. Co., No. 127 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Send for free sample and interesting illustrated booklet

•NQ.1 I I I I *

®,

A Pin with a Handle J
Supersedes Tacks mj^J

Moore Push=Pins
GLASS heads, STEEL points

For fastening up CALENDARS, small pictures,

posters, draperies, match-scratchers, and num-
berless "little things," without disfiguring

wood or plaster walls.

At Stationery, Honse-fnrnishinjf, Notion and

Photo-sui'ply Stores, or mailed prepaid for 10c per
Packet of % doz., or 20c per box of one
doz. No. 1 or No. 2 like cuts.

Moore Push-Pin Co., 169 1 llth St., Phila., Pa.

F¥

Cured of Good Intentions.
' ' Catch me giving my seat in a street car

to a woman again," growled the short, fat

bachelor to a group of his fellow clubmen.

"What's the matter now?" asked the taH,

thin one.
' ' Some old maid been making

hints about men occupying seats while women
stand?"

"Naw. Nobody ever had a chance to say
that about me. I was always very particular
about getting up and offering my seat to

women."
"The pretty ones?"

"Yes, and the plain ones, the old, the

young, and the middle-aged. But I've quit.

They may stand ten deep all around me
after this, and I'll never budge. They may
make hints about hogs, they may step on my
corns, they may jostle my newspaper, but

I '11 be stone deaf and purblind to their com-

ments. I'm done with the whole bloomin'

sex."

"Poor sex."

"Yes, sir; done with the whole caboodle.

Done, I tell you, done."

"It is awfully tough on a fellow, you know,
a bachelor especially, when a woman asks

him to hold her baby for her, and in a street

car above all places," said another unsym-

pathetic one.

"Hold her baby!" exclaimed the bachelor

in scorn. "Hold your grandmother's knit-

ting needle! It wasn't anything like that.

I was sitting down reading my paper."
"A man always is when he doesn't want

to see a woman standing."
' ' I was reading my paper and did not no-

tice that all the seats were occupied and that

a woman was standing near where I sat. As

soon as I saw her, I rose and politely offered

her my seat. She looked at me an instant,

and then said, 'No, thank you. This is my
corner also.' The impudent, sarcastic

huzzy!"
• .# #

Casus Belli.

Binks—Well, how are you and that new

girl getting along now?
Jinks—Not getting along.
Binks—How's that? She hasn't thrown

you down, has she?

Jinks—I dont know what you call it, but

she returned my ring this morning. I rather

expected it, however.

Binks—Why?
Jinks—Oh, she 's a telephone girl. Dont,

dont hit me! I was only joking.
* * *

Not Surprised.

Captain (to mate)—There 's a storm com-

ing up.

Passenger (on the rail)—Wouldn't be sur-

prised. Lots of things have come up that I

dont remember having eaten.
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The Biggest Kind of a Change that

ever Happened to Any Magazine
has Happened This Month to

THE
SCRAP
BGOK

L_

THE SCRAP BOOK for July is issued in two sections—two com-
plete magazines, each with its own cover and its own table of contents.

One of these sections is an ALL-ILLUSTRATED magazine; the other is an Ahlr
FICTION magazine. Each is a mammoth magazine in itself. The one presents an

overwhelming array of human interest articles and illustrations; the other an enormous

tannage of fiction— 160 pages of absorbing stories.

Ten years ago I created a new type of magazine—the ALL-FICTION magazine.
Now I am creating another distinct type

—the ALL-ILLUSTRATED magazine. This is

the age of specialization. The conventional magazine, with its muttering of illustrations

and its smattering of fiction and its smattering of special articles, doesn't contain enough
of anyone thing to make it satisfying The AI.I.-FICTION magazine and the ALL-
II.I.rSTRATI-.D magazine, joined together as a unit, strengthen each other, and make
something really big and forceful and convincing.

The Only Way to Know a Thing is to Try It

The two-section magazine idea is brand-new to the world. It is not quite new with

tne, however, as I have given it, at odd times, four or five years of thought It first

came into my mind in response to a desire to couple, in some way, the strength of the

.ill-ti tion magazine with the illustrated features of the conventional magazine. It has
been a difficult problem to work out. Now that the idea is perfected, I wish to see what
there is in it. It looks to me to be very good, but the only way to know a thing is to try it.

Two Magazines for a Quarter— Easy Money
The price of this two-part magazine is twenty-five cents, which is

equal to twelve and one-half cents a magazine. Most magazines
which were selling at ten cents have been advanced to fifteen cents.

THE SCRAP BOOK In two parts means two magazines for twenty-
five cents against thirty cents for two fifteen cent magazines.

Now Ready on all News-stands

FRANK A. MUNSEY. New York
Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dVallnc with adiertleera. It will be appreciated.
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Buckskin Shoes
Styles

for
Men,
Women
and
Children

For Outing
or General

Wear

This Is the Men's
Shoe, in Sixes 4
to 12, -widths AA
to E- Price $4

Ideal shoes for outing and general
summer -wear. Light and cool, very-
durable— made on anatomical lasts
which ensure freedom and comfort
to the feet. Made in both pearl and
tan buchsRin — high cut, extra high
cut and oxford styles—and button and
lace styles for children.

Write for Catalogue C for BucHsHins and other
outinB boots and shoe*. For Catalogue if
you want our general footwear Catalogue.

"WetHerby-Rayser Shoe Co.
215-217 South Broadway
Los Angeles, California

THERE ARE NONE!
Just as good

When the dealer tells

you his is just as good,

he admits the superiority

oftheKREMENTZ. It is

the standard of the world.

KREMENTZ
EHf BUTTON

contains more gold and will

outwear any button made.

E-Oery button injured.
It stands the test of acid and
time as no other button

. Quality stamped on
back. Be just to your-
self, take only the

Krementz. All dealers.

Booklet tells all aSout
them FREE.

KREMENTZ & CO.

97 Chestnut St.

Newark. N. J.

Ever Hear Him?

"Say, I aint no kicker, but when things

get to going the way they has been lately,

then I've got to say something. Why, dad

burn it, just look at the railroads! See how

they 've been puttin' the whole country on

the bum, robbin' the poor people, and makin'

the rich richer. Look at the way they 've

been tryin' to save money, too, hirin' cheap
labor and wreckin' their trains and losin'

hundreds of lives by doin' it. No, sir, it aint

right. They ought to be stopped."
"But they are being taken to task. See

what the President did to Harriman."

"Yes, and see what he tried to do to some

of the best men in the country, the common
laborer. Called them 'undesirable citizens,'

classed them with Harriman! Humph! By
gosh, that aint right. Them rich law-breakers

ought to be brung to time, they ought, but

when the poor man gets in trouble, he ought
to be gave a fair show. It 's all right to

jump onto Harriman and that bunch of rob-

bers, but it aint all right to land on the

laborin' man with both feet that a-way, so

it aint. No, I aint no kicker, but I've got a

kick eomin'."
e # *

The Contrary.
She is an exceptionally bright child, but

her manner of saying witty things relieves

her of the serious charge of precocity. One

day she had an appointment to meet her

mother at a downtown restaurant for a late

lunch. When they arrived there, whom should

they encounter but a certain person who

always rubbed the little girl the wrong way
and who was naturally very unpopular with

her. However, like the little lady that she

is, she put on a smile and made the best of

an awkward situation.

That evening she related the chief incident

of the day to her father, and did not fail to

mention the unfortunate part of it.

"How did you happen to meet her there?"

he asked. "By appointmentt"
"No," she replied, as quick as a flash,

"by disappointment."
•i

-
ft . *

The Mean Thing.
Mr. Grouchly—I see in the paper that ra-

dium is probably the most expensive sub-

stance in the world.

Mrs. Grouchly—Indeed! What does it costt

Mr. Grouchly—It says here $10,000 an

ounce. But I dont believe that.

Mrs. Grouchly—Why?
Mr. Grouchly—Well, women haven't be-

gun to wear it on their hats yet.
What?

* ft

Of your wisdom give me just a dash.

If m-u-s-t-a-c-h-e clearly spells mustache,
Then put me wise for heaven's sake

And tell me what does m-u-s-t a-c-h-e maket
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Rocaford. 111.

It sire*) me pieajnre to endorse yoar" Hoc" Tonic as the beat m«lt run..! I

ha»e uaed la my loon—a ymn prac-
tice. I hare often preerrlbed It for my
patients, bat never was *o fully con-
vinced of lt» merit* as when 1 tried it

myscirfordyspoptJcaiMlsu>fnach trou-
ble*, from which I suffer, fvpeetelljr
during: the hot weather.

W. K. Kuuu» M. D.

Loss of appetite is nature's first warning of indigestion. YY
the forerunner of dyspepsia. This disease, like nervous- \ »
ness. is often due to irregular living, improper food and I

inattention to diet. The digestive organs are inert, the
weakened membranes of the overtaxed stomach are unable
to perform their functions, and the food you force yoursell
to eat distresses instead of nourishes. Nothing will do
more to stimulate the appetite and aid digestion than

raixst Extract
•fte-JesTTonlc

Combining the rich food elements of pure barley malt
with the tonic properties ol choicest hops, the nourishment
offered in this predigested form Is welcomed by the
weakest stomach, readily assimilated by the blood and its

food tor the nerves and muscles is quickly absorbed by the
tissues. At the same time, the digestion ol other foods is

aided by promoting the flow ol digestive juices, while the
tonic properties ol the hops create an appetite and tone up
the system, thus assuring a speedy return ol health.

Paftsi Extract
ftic "Best Tonic

creates an appetite, aids in the digestion of other foods,
builds up the nerves and muscles ofthe weakened stomach
and conquers dyspepsia. It brings strength to the weak
and overworked, induces relreshing sleep and revives
the tired brain.

F»r Sat* ef *// Ltajinf Drugftti
In tut t/pea th« Orteinaf

Guarsateed under the Nstioaa) Pure Food Lew
U S S.n.1 No. 1931

FREE PICTURE AND BOOK
Send «» Tour name oa foetal tor our interesting Booklet end

Adveeture a beautiful picture of baby life. Both FREE.
B.bv
Addr

Firrt

PABtVT EXTRACT DEPT Milwaukee. Wle.

Don t forjet to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Hammerless Repeating Rifle

H'

_^ .22 Calibre

ERE is one of the lightest repeating rifles made.
It shoots short, long and long rifle cartridges, and

ejects the shell at the side, away from the lace. It

has a safety like a shot gun—the trigger is always under
control. For boys or for men there is no safer gun.
The top is tightly closed and smooth—no chatce for dirt to

get in, no hammer to catch in clothes. You can carry maga-
zines loaded with all three kinds of cartridges in your pocket and

change instantly. Each magazine shoots seven shots, and stops and
indicates automatically when empty. The parts are remarkably
simple and positive in action.

Rifles are the only ones made with all these highly desirable features. You
need only ask the dealer to show you a Savage and compare it with others to
be convinced of its acknowledged superiority.

It has the popular pistol grip and stock of American walnut, not stained

maple. Dealers will frankly tell you that there is no better all around shooting
rifle. Weighs only 5)4 pounds, has 24-inch octagon BROWNED, NOT blued barrel,
and rifle butt plate.

Price with two magazines, $12 00. Extra magazines, 25c.

An unusually interesting catalogue for your name and address on a postal.

SAVAGE ARMS COMPANY, 257 Savage Avenue, Utlca, N. Y.

"She can see him, but he can't see her."

"How to Cool a Hot Porch"
^^^ is the title of our free booklet, which we know

PTwill interest you if you have a veranda. It

mJ tells how to make your porch the most inviting
t y\ spot about the house this summer by the use of

TRASS mSIEGlQF MAKK

Porch Shades
These shades shut out the hot sun, but

-^are constructed to admit every passing breeze

that blows. Made of Linden Wood Fibre and
Seine Twine, durable and weatherproof,

stained in soft, harmonious colors. Easily adjusted to any porch in a few minutes, and may
be used season after season. You can equip your porch at the moderate cost of from $2 to $10.

\r i jfj 1 are built on the "made-to-wear" principle. The supportingVU&OY riClTnjnOCKS cords are fastened direct to a Rock Elm spreader, as is also the

body. This gives double the life to the Vudor Hammock, as it is especially strong where other

hammocks are especially weak. Vudor Hammocks sell at $3.00 and $4.00 and are guaranteed
to wear twice as long as any other hammock on the market.
tr j /-»i

• ww w give the luxurious ease of a Morris chair, with the gentle, swaying motion
VUOor C/iair namtnOCRS of a hammock. They conform to every movement of the body, andean bo

adjusted to any angle. Simple in construction and may be instantly hung up on the wall when not in use.
_

For
complete relaxation and restfulness, the Vudor Chair Hammock cannot be excelled in any piece of porch furniture,
If your dealer can't supply you, we'll send you one, express prepaid, for S3.50.

CAUTION—Inferior products—bamboo shades which let in the sun and do not retain their shape or color and
cheaply constructed hammocks are sometimes sold by unscrupulous dealers as Vudor goods. Look for the

Vudor trademark on an aluminum plate on every genuine Vudor Shade or Chair Hammock and on the printed
label sewed to every Vudor Hammock. It means quality in porch equipment, and it's there for your protection.

Prepare now for the hot summer— write for our free booklet,
"How to Cool a Hot Porch," and the name of nearest Vudor dealer.

^HOUGH SHADE CORPORATION, 84 McKey Boulevard, Jane.ville, Wisconsiny

Don't foreet to
-
mention The Pacific Monthly when denllng witL advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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You Never Can Tell.

I'll.- professional humorist sat nervous and

ax] tap!
"" the edge of his chair. He

turned a»d brushed his hat time and again,

but all the time he kept his eyes on the face

of the man seated near him. This individual

had a long, cadaverous face, high forehead, a

hard, unyielding mouth, and wore glasses.

I stuek a blue pencd,

and behind the other u red one. He was

reading some manuscript, but from the tight-

g .if the muscles of his mouth, he was

getting much pleasure from the process.

Finally he threw the manuscript on the

desk in front of his visitor, and looked at

him vindictively; but not a word did he

utter.

The professional humorist gathered up his

papert and, with disappointment mingled
with hunger on his face, turned to go. At

the door ha paused and, looking at the other,

said, more in sadness than in anger:

••WYI1, if I were the editor of a funny

paper and couldn't take a joke, I would

. M."

"Here," yelled the editor, joyfully.

"come back. I'll give you ten dollars for

that our."
• • •

Satisfied.
"

Y.-.
- '

remarked the Cheerful Idiot. "I've

had my share of hard luck, as every one else

in the world has. I've had to make my own

way in the world. I've done everything from

dinning ditches to washing dishes. I've been

on the verge of making my fortune time and

again, but I never got over the verij.-. I

ri a widower three times and my present
wife has poor health. I've be«n burned out

twice when I had no insurance. I've been

hit by an automobile, run away with by a

horse, ami crowded off the platform of a

streetcar. I've had ptomaine poisoning,

mumps, measles, scarlet fever, appendicitis,

typhoid fever, pinkeye, whooping cough and
an Ingrowing toe nail.
"

\-< I said, I think I've had my share of

what is commonly rilled hard luck, but I

dont think I ever had any real trouble,

hair continues to cover the same area that it

originally covered on my head, my teeth arc

goi'd and sound, and the only trouble I have
with my stomach is in keeping it full. I

guess I have no kick coming, chf"
• • •

Little Pitchers.

Pater—My boy, you must not do these

thinirs. They are wrong. When I was a boy
I always did as I was told.

FUin* Was Ma like that, toot

inly she was.
Filius—How old were you when you quit

doing it f

C'he

HAIR TEST

A famous mrgfcal-inatniment maker

of Brooklyn, New ^ ork, has

produced a new Ready Razor—
the RAZAC—a safety razor that is safe.

A simple silver-plated holder all in one

piece. A blade adjustment that will suit

any face—blades of Swedish razor-steel,

rigid and firm as a surgeon's knife and

brought to a temper and edge quite impos-

sible with flexible blades. Repeated hair

tests are made in perfecting each RAZAC
blade. Apply a hair to one yourself and

note the sharp clean way it is severed.

Anyone can use this little instrument.

It will clean the face of every vestige of

hair and stubble—simply, quickly, pleas-

antly, and leave* it as smooth as the palm
of your hand. A clean, cool shave, DO

matter how tough or wiry the beard. N 1 1

stropping, no honing. No trouble at all.

RAZAC
THE NI.W READY RAZOB

Nothing to it but Shave

You can't get away from the plain farts

about the RAZAC "o matter how you are now

shaving
—whether at the barber's, at home with

the regular razor, or with one of the old-model

safeties.

The price of the RAZAC is $3.50. Try
it for thirty days and if at the end of that time

for any reason you arc willing to part with it we
will refund your money. Cjood drugstores, cut-

lery, and hardware dealers want K A/A( S faster

than wc can make them.
Send for the new little RAZAC Book. It

explains and illustrates even-thing you'd like to

know about shaving. You needn't enclose any

stamps. Just say you want the book.

HAH.OODS SALES CO.
Suite 14<>, 305 Broadway, New York
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Her Paragon.
She was bragging about her maid. "And,

you know, she is so careful about all the lit-

tle nice things. She never makes a mistake

when visitors come. She knows just what
to do, whether I am at home or not. She is

so polite and sweet, and so thoughtful, too.
'

Keally, she is a paragon. I dont think 1 ever

saw her equal."
A few days later, the lady to whom these

remarks were addressed had occasion to pay
a party call at the house where this perfect
maid was employed. The maid opened tho

door and informed the caller that the lady
of the house and her sister who was visiting

her were out; and, as the caller expected,
held out a small silver platter to receive her

cards. Naturally she placed two cards upon
it, and was turning to go, when this thought-
ful maid addressed her politely:

"Oh, haven't you made a mistake? You
have left two cards. Maybe they were stuck

together and you didn't notice."

The caller broke the news to her as gently
as she could.

# * #

For Instance.

"The audience never knows," remarked
the renowned prima donna, "what a singer
who becomes famous has to put up with."

' ' A tenor who persists in eating garlic, for

instance," remarked the irreverent reporter.

In June.

"James," said his mother in that tone

which James knew well and liked not, "you
have been swimming again."
James started to reply, but was cut short.

"Now, it is of no use for you to say that

you haven't, because I know you have. Your
hair is wet, your ears are full of sand, and

your shirt is on wrong side out."

"Yes, but—"
"I dont want any 'buts' about it. Come

along."
James was hard put and was doing a deal

of hard thinking. "What for?" he asked,
to gain time for further thought,
"You know very well what for. Come

along."
"Say, Ma," he said, persuasively, "dont

you remember readin' in the paper about the

Judge sendin' that man to jail because

everything looked like he had stole some

money, and they found out afterward that it

wasn't him but another feller that took it?"
"Come along."
"Oh, gee whizz! You can 't never make a

woman see nothin'."
• * #

He Saw.
She—George, I'm easy to get along with if

I am treated well.

He—What do you want? Ice cream soda
or a box of candv?

FRANCIS G. LUKE
Gen'l Manager

$501335

some money for you

Syracuse, Utah, March 23, 1907.

francis G. Luke, General Manager,
Merchants Protective Association, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Dear Sir :
—I take pleasure in acknowledging receipt of

#5>OI 3-35 collected by you from the railroad company for the
death of my husband. The largest amount the company
would offer me before you took charge of this case was $2000.
I desire to express my sincere thanks for your efforts in this
matter and will gladly recommend your institution to all

others in need of such service. Mrs. Mary Ann Frew.

We attend to the adjustment of all kinds of
actions and accounts everywhere. We can collect

if you turn in your claims. Write, or see us.

In very important matters our special representative will call on you.

Merchant's Protective Association
SCIENTIFIC COLLECTORS OF HONEST DEBTS

Commercial National Bank Building, Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S. A.

FRANCIS Or. LUKE, General Manager
"8ome People Don't Like Us."

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciate.!.
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When You Buy

SOCKS

You pay an established, advertised price for them, no matter where or of whom

they are purchased.

All <fl~fc-g
-

dealers must therefore make a uniform profit and the buying public gets a

square deal and honest goods.

Wouldn't you rather know the price of an article is regular
—

everywhere
— than to be

fooled into paying an extra profit now and then, a little more than the store around the

cornet charges ?

There is no denying the superiority of £' **"$' Socks. They have

been Standard for wear and fastness of color for nearly thirty years.

Even the dealer who is prejudiced against making a small

profit, will not and dare not dispute our

claims for honest made, honest

priced «cu*~g- Socks.

Each pair branded, sold

in the United

States every-

where.

i

STYLES
1 9*9 — Famous SnowbUck. will

not crock « fade.

3S8 — Rich Navy Blue.

SP 1 - Pure White lns.de. Black and While Clerical

Mature Outside.

5P14 — Black and Cardinal Mixture Outside. Cardinal Inside.

19F20— Black Ground with Neat Embroidered Figure* in Cardinal Silks.

D9 —
Navy Blue with Fine Bleached White Ha» Line Stripes.

Made in sizes

9 to //',
inclusive

Q \A L Pi I
If »ot procurable from yours, let us send you 6 assorted pairs on trial for $1.50 ;

JO IQ Py UealerS
j^,^, ch»rgel paid lo any part of U. S. upon receipt of price, or 25c per

single pair. Made from Combed Selected Cotton.

When you order direct, state site

OUR FREE
coM us whole lot of

lo hftv* one. It it
P -/ at.

. 1 n .1 m. mJ

ar«i tn^rwrnals''*! I our n
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fiEHtAN£EttlNESE
JAQt JEWELRY

Buy Jade at the gateway of Chinese

imports and save money. You take no
risk as we guarantee satisfaction or re-

fund your money promptly. Finest deep
Green Jade with Pure Gold
(24 Karat fine) Mountings.
Made by Chinese workmen
under our personal super-
vision.

Extremely Fashionable

Intrinsically Valuable

Rings, Brooches, Pendants,
Bracelets, Scarf Pins, etc. Every
design artistic and seldom two
patterns alike. We ship selection

packages, express prepaid, for ap-
proval. Learn to buy the best
Chinese Jade—Beautiful Souvenir
Leaflet "Jade" and SO page Jewel-
ry Catalog No. 5 free on request.

Brock ®> Feagans
Importing Jewelen

Broadway and Fourth St..

Los Angeles, California

Producing

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

Where Ml the

Conditions

Are Ideal

Write for illustrated literature of the silk indus-

try. Interesting, instructive, and full of matter of

interest to every American. Sent free on request.

MAIL ORDER. DEPARTMENT
36 inch Black Taffeta, pure dye silk $2.00 yard
Free delivery anywhere. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded. Samples of dress silks sent

on request.

Curtis Silk Farms
Dept. A

Los Angeles, California

All the Thanks They Get.

Binks—Say, Chicago University has a lot

of hard luck, dont it?

Jinks—I dont know. Why?
Binks—Well, just to show you. Only re-

cently its president, the man who built it up,
died. Now, just when it is recovering from
that blow, along comes old John D. and forces

two million dollars on the trustees. It 's an
awful load to have to carry, the friendship of

John D.
Jinks—Guess you are right. There is just

one thing laeking now to complete its load

of tough luck.

Binks—What 's that?

Jinks—A slight token of Andy's desire to

squeeze through the eye of that needle.
* •

j
#

From Choice.

Ex-Senator (making a speech)—Yes, my
friends and fellow-citizens, T am proud and

happy to say that once more I am a pri-
vate citizen. No longer do the responsibili-
ties of the government and control of this

great nation rest upon my shoulders. For

years, though, I have been honored in serving
your interests in the national capital, I have
felt the burden growing more and more se-

vere. I began to realize that it was making
me an old man before my time. But now that
I have decided to retire from public life, I

feel like a boy again. And the best of it all

is that I do it from choice, from free choice.

Unappreciative Constituent—Who gave you
the hunch?

» * *

The Way of the Old World.

"It is all right," remarked the Impecuni-
ous Title-Wearer, "it 's all right about that

saying that where your heart is there will

your treasure be also. Yes, it 's all right
about that. No one can find fault with that

so long as it applies only to things of the

world beyond. But on this mundane sphere
somehow things are different.

"I've noticed," he continued after a long

pause, during which he seemed to reflect

deeply, "I've noticed that, with men of the

old and titled families of the old country,
where the treasure is there somehow we man-

age to make our hearts be—or seem to be,"
he added as an afterthought.

* * *

Not Regular.

Snow—Tippler is a pretty regular drinker,
is n't he?
Shaw—Quite the contrary. He mixes 'em

all the time.
* * *

Says Uncle Kastus.

Dey say dat er rollin' stone dont gadder
no moss, but I has 'bserbed dat er movin'

fam'ly gadders er heap ob truck dat aint no

mo' count dan moss.
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Bald Bobby.

Bobby was only six, but he bad a way of

thinking for himself. One aubjeet on which

he aeemed to have reached a decided con-

clusion was that of lying. He lied with or

without provocation and with the greatest

facility. The punishment which this practice

brought upon him seemed to have absolutely
no effect.

One day after he had told his mother an

unusually barefaced story, she took him upon
her lap and talked to him about it.

"Bobby," she said, seriously,
"

tlont you
know where little boys who lie go when they
diet"

"No," replied Bobby mendaciously, for

he had been repeatedly warned about his fu-

ture.
' ' w'hy. yes you do, dear. They go to hell.

' '

"And where do the people that dont lie

got"
"They go to heaven."

Bobby thought a moment, then remarked,
"Gee, bat. wont us kids have a picnic I"

• • •

That *s Why.
Son—Pa, why do cats have nine livest

Father—In order that they may outlive

the old mai'ls.

Willing to Please.

She met him at the head of the stuir*. He
was ascending on all fours, and of eonrti iU
not sen her until he reached the top. By the

time that he regained his feet and stood up-

right, a process which to him was long and

laborious, be had nerved himself for the

ordeal.

"Yoo. beast!" she hissed, scornfully.
"Look me in the face."

"M'dear, you are—hie—mos' 'mark'ble

worn 'n. You 've got more beau-beau 'ful

fashes zhan any wom'n I—hie—-ever shaw,
an' I—hie—take great pleazher in lookin'

in—hie—all of them at shame time."
• » •

An Accident.

Little Susan's auntie said to her one day:
"Little Susan, dear, will you run upstairs
and get my book for met You are so sweet."

"Oh, auntie," replied Susan in a tone of

disappointment, "you are just like everybody
else; you have an ax to dent."

• • •

Did You Ever Notice

That the fattest, squattiest men always
wear the fattest, squattiest hatst

That the tallest, thinnest women always
wear the princess gownt

Don't foreet to mention The Pacific Monthly wbra dealing with adTertlaera. it will be appreciated.
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TRADE MARK

:::

Summer
Underwear

LE.TS YOUR BODY BREATHE
through its air holes. You will never know true coolness

and cleanliness until you put on air-free, self-drying, odor-

banishing, i/otoiMUr Ask your dealer and look for the

label
'(Jhffikiut'

If he does not sell it, write for free sam-

ple of the fabric and booklet, "Inside Information."

CHALMERS KNITTING COMPANY, 16 Washington Street, Amsterdam, N. Y.

Are You Going to Build?
Complete plans specifi-

cations and details of

this 7 room bungalow

only SIS. 00, cost to

build about S1750 com-

plete ready to occupy.

Send 50 cents in silver

for my 1907 book con-

taining 75 of the best

house, cottage and bun-

galow plans of houses

costing from $400 to

49.000.

V. W. VOORHEES, Architect
22-25 Eitel Building, SEATTLE, WASH. **>/n* p/.*

Opportunities
For Settlers

Is the title of a booklet that has just
been published by the Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company.
There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the
rich farming and fruit lands along the
Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.
A market for every variety of farm

and garden product is readily found in
Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P,
lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
its.

Reliable information concerning tim-
ber lands, farn^s, stock ranches, fruit
lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated adjacent to the O. W. P.
lines will be gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

W. P. KEADY. Land Agent

Portland RailwayLight&Power
Company

First and Alder Streets, Portland, Oregon

The Harper System
of body building
makes women

Graceful
and

Healthy
makes men

Comely
and

Strong
It reduces obes-

ity, cures indi-

gestion, con-
quers nervous-

ness, produces

HEALTH
No Drugs, Apparatus or Medicine

My home treatment is as thorough as that given

f>ersonally
at my office by means of my illustiated

essons. System can be practiced at home or in the
office without inconvenience. If you are in bad
health stop drugging your stomach. Write or con-
sult me and I will prescribe special lessons for different
conditions. Booklet,references.terms, etc. .mailed free

C. H. Harper
639 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertiser*. It will be appreciated.
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Compliments of the Day.

Mike—Oi say, I'at, phut 's th' manlier

will y'er
I'at—Sure, an' it 's all Casey's fault, it K

Be 's color blind, Casey is. Him an'

me was bavin' a few drinks in honor av
Pathrick last Sunday, and I'aaey says

., sayi be, ••I'at, oi '11 I. it yi-z I can
:i 11 ii \t lii [i

'

grnne that yez name."
• • N that sof" says Oi.

"Yin, that 's so," says be.

"Well," says Oi, not likin' Casey's tone,
tM« y.'z try niakiii' ma eye pane." And

will that be sot to wor-rk re-deeoratia'
Hut as Oi says, Casey is color blind.

Be maile it l.laik 'stead av grane. But all

•«e, Casey 's wearin' wan ear and a
that has a pronounced orange tinge to

thim."
• • a

Just Think.

"Wtahed I swaad one of them nutomo-
aid shuffling Sam, as he lay on bis

hark in the shade of a tree and looked up
at the sky.
"What ferf" asked Plodding Pete in the

mate position, but with bis tattered hat over
his face.

"<'li, just so I could get in it and go
buzzing round the country, runnin' over DM
pie, nml eows anil chickens and things, andt doin' nothin' but settin' up there and
to..Ma' the honk. No work, no walkin', no
nothin' to do. Dat 'ud be heaven."

V.s. bat jest t'ink," replied Plodding
'how tough it would be when you 'd

wake up and find ye'erself ridin' in a empty
cattle car."

• • •

Revenge.
«.'ui.|- (returning from hunting trip with a,

city sportsman, and speaking of a dog that
barked at him)—Ool rap your vnller bide!
You '11 get me so mad by bark in' at me son,..

day that I'll steal you and make you hunt in
front of one of these sure death fades,

• • •

In 1950.

Impresario (in despair)—Tee, it is sad
but true. We haven't the big voices we
had fifty years ago. They are still sweet,
but they :ir.- small.

Critle—How do yon account for itf

Impresario—By 'the fact that the world
has been living in flats for a generation.

• • .

The Horrid Thing.
Wife—Oeorge, is this dress too short*

1 von wear it longer?
Husband—Well, considering the pri.

the dress anil the condition of mv
j.

book, I would suggest that you wear it about
a year longer.

resident
Suspenders "/

THE
BACK

SLIDES

Neither warm weal her imr
Miller affect President

Suspender ends. Moist -

ure ami coloring of
leather stain shirts
— President »hlle

I,
braided cord cuds

don't. Sonic men
wear belts; not
that they like belts

but most suspen-
ders bind and
cliuir. Presidents
rest so liirlitly you
can't feel them.

lightweight Summer Presidents weigh 2 oz. Weal
them instead of a binding belt and you won't have to

adjust your trousers 50 times a day.
If you can't get Lightweight Presidents in your city,

buy of us. After 3 days' wear, if unsatisfactory, return
for your money.

BOc a Pair
Also Medium and Heavyweights. Extra long for

big men. Special size for youths and boys.
Th* C. A. Edgirton Mlg. Co., S53 Main Str**t, Shirley, Mass.

MENNENS
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
"YOU'RE SAFE"
In the hands of the little
captain at the helm,— the
"complexion specialist,"
wnoee resalte are certain,
whoee fees are email.

MENNEN'S
Borated Talcum

TOILETPOWDER
protect* and eoothee, a ear*
relief from I i, n r n ,

Prlrkl> II, ,,. , |,„ii,1Ki
etc. Pot op In non-ri lill-
mblv limn _ the " box
.V

," ,
,

lo5"-,or yon' protec-
tion. If Menoen's face is on
the cover if* g-ennlne and
»

f,
n »r»at** of pority.

D*)UhUol after having.
Oaaraawarf aad.r Poo* an™
AjJ.Jm.Wi**. ku feu7Wm€ er»e*JT»he>f w, or bj m*iL tsW.

s\mci.i m,i
G. Menncn Co., Newark, N.J.

Trr Mr..,.-.
'••'I Itoralad
T«i.»«|...arr
It hit u« arral at
rraah cat farm*
VioMa.
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WE REPEAT IT
Go -where you will tor speculative chances in mining, but come

to the Coeur d Alenes tor substantial profits and dividends.

IN THE- HEART
of this wonderful dividend-paying district is located the property of the
Hector Mining Co., Ltd. This stock is still being offered at the very, very
low figure of FIVE CENTS per share. This is an exceptional opportunity
as an investment for the one who is looking for GOOD PROFITS. There
isn't a better property in the Coeur d'Alenes today with the same amount
of development.

BUT, BETTER STILL
The management of the Hector is the best possible. In fact, it is all

that you would ask for the bank in which you trust your money, and under
these conditions we do not hesitate to recommend Hector stock as an in-

vestment at five cents a share, at which price it does not seem possible to
remain long.

Write us immediately for reservation of a block of this stock and fur-
ther particulars. We know it will pay you.

PARIS H. RENSHAW ®. CO.
WALLACE, IDAHO

10

One Way.
Tim—So you have bought an auto, have

you?
Tom—Yes, I've joined the ranks of the

swift ones.

Tim—You must have made a raise. Dont

you find it rather an expensive luxury t

Tom—Oh, no. It costs me only two hun-

dred a month to keep it in repair.

Tim—But what about the fines for fast

driving? They must be enormous.

Tom—Merely nominal. You see, I married

the Police Judge's daughter.
* # *

Pretty Nearly.

Tommy—Pa!

Father—Huh!

Tommy—Pa!
Father—Huh!

Tommy—Pa! Why dont you answer me?
Father—Well, son, what is it?

Tommy—Is the Ananias Club the same as

the Big Stick?
* # *

That 's Why.
Sillicus—How did they ever come to call

them charity halls, do you suppose?

Cynicus—That 's easy. They called them

that becausei at them men are supposed to

dance with a lot of has-beens out of charity.

The Source.

Mrs. Blabit—I simply cannot understand
how that new neighbor of ours, Mrs. Knowit,
has found out so much about us all. She has
been here only a few weeks, and yet she

knows more about the people of this neigh-
borhood than those of us who have lived here
for years.

Mrs. Teller—That 's easy. Dont you re-

member that her maid, Jessie Gadabout, has
worked for us all at different times? Know
about the neighborhood? I should think she

would! » * *

Explained.

Willie—Pa, what are all those knots on the

Big Stick?

Pa—They are not knots, my son. You see,
the President used to live out in the cattle

country, and out there some men have a prac-
tice of cutting notches in the handle of their

guns whenever they get the best of an enemy.
The President has so many notches on his
stick that it looks as if it were covered with

knots, but really they are only the high places
between the notches.

# # *

Sure.

Citicus—T say, old fellow, which side of
the horse do you start to curry first?

Countrycus—The outside.
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BUILT
FOR SERVICE

You believed your knot »as sharp
— but it wasn't. You than

with the wrong razor anil its name is Dull Edge" which grows duller

and duller with each successive shave if you don't strop
—and strop prop-

erly. The razor that slices hair and jerks the roots cannot be justified as a successful

(having tool—and it isn't.

A CLEAR SMOOTH COMPLEXION IS PRESERVED BY A SHARP RAZOR
Nobody knows" that battel than tb« limber—and that is why barbefl continue to play a part in the affections

\nd that is why the barber strops his razor. No razor can survive the wear of a single shave

unless stropped and be as good for the second shave as for the first—you know that.

Mn't patronize a birbrr \vli<> didn't have a good sharp razor every time would you?

THE AUTOSTROP RAZOR IS AN AUTOMATIC EXPERT MECHANICAL BARBER
Which ' to automatically sharpen the blade skillfully in spite of your inexperience.

ITS SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION-NO TAKINC APART FOR 8TROPPINC OR CLEANINC
To I

—
just slip the strop through the razor itself and in a "jiffy" it is ready for proper shaving

d sharpening by any novice and no taking apart to clean either.

"COMMON SENSE ABOUT SHAVING "-FREE
It's a ! Hook o( Common Sens*-." briefly written.

We at"'" anxious to put a copy III the hands of every *haver. Whether out of curiosity or
W out ul respect for your own private (ace send a postal with your name and address,

&•* ^^^-The Complete St (will la*t a lifetime) will be sent you chary * prepaid, on

*.»/,,
v ^^n-O'iiii of .'5S tv OR if you prefer, we will send it through your t

°^ '»^ * ^
V^sjf^^Tftailrr In cither event if for any reason you ww to return

*• "0- *a *A /9^^kW ,l aft,r 30 Days' Trial, vmir money will be refunded

AutoStrop Safety Razor Co
D..L 74

341 to 347 Filth Avenue
New York

'^itS:
'• %,'o • *>

Itntih I

( tSwaJaf T n.\t Cn
Nee lork.

RAZOR-^
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It Is Yours

I
want to mail you my
market letter for three

months. It will keep you
informed as to the conditions

in the C(EUR d'ALENES.
It will advise you when to

buy for a quick profit. It

advises you when to sell or

when to hold for a greater

profit.

As an illustration of the

value of the advice my mar-

ket letter contains, I cite the

case of Oom Paul. This

stock was selling at around

23 cents on February 1st

when I advised my clients to

get in. About the 20th of

February the price had gone
to around 31 cents and it is

still going up. I am writing
this February 27th. Those of

my clients who have bought
will clear about 40l CCEUR
d'ALENE stocks are safe,

sure and profitable if bought
on the advice of a broker who
has practical experience and

knows the camp thoroughly.

My market letter costs you nothing if you
name The Pacific Monthly.

WM. A. NICHOLS

t05 Howard Street, Spokane, Wash.

Some Truth in It.

They were looking at a catalogue of houses.

From the close proximity of their heads and
the deep interest they had in the subject, one

might have suspected that they intended to

build or buy a house.

"Why," she asked sweetly, as she sighed
and laid her head contentedly on his shoul-

der, "do they always have so many vines

growing over these bungalows?"
' ' For the same reason that a wise man who

has a thin, spavined horse decks him out in

a stunning set of harness. He know.s that

most people will look only at the harness."
* #

'

#

The Pangs of Hunger
Plodding Pete—Did youse ever suffer the

pangs of indigestion, Sam?
Studious Sam—Ay, me lad, many a time

and oft as I have traversed the broad thor-

oughfares of this great land, have I had a

demon gnawing at me vitals and sapping
away me precious life.

Plodding Pete—And youse really had eat

too much?
Studious Sam—Nay, me lad, too little.

That 's what gives you real indigestion; the

other kind is naught but tummy-ache.
* * *

An Oft-Told Tale.

Sagebrush Sim—Us cowboys is marked men,
Rattlesnake; we 're doomed. The fences, and

dudes, and farmers is puttin' an end to us

and our ways of livin'.

Eattlesnake Pete—Yup. They aint no fun
in havin' to git off your horse every twenty
mile and open a gate. Le 's go further west.

Sagebrush Sim—Le 's have another drink

first.

Eattlesnake Pete—Dont care if I do. How!
* * #

Hard to Identify.

Visitor—So you have a little baby brother,
have you, Ethel?

Ethel—Yes 'm.

Visitor—And what is his name?
Ethel—We dont know yet. The man that

brought him lost the tag.
* * #

One Reason.

Jones—Monday seems to be the fashionable

day at home among the wealthy class, does n't

it? How do you account for that?

Johns—That 's easy. They want to show
the public that they no longer have to do

their washing on that day.
* * *

A Paragon.
Mrs. Neighborly—And did she leave you

without giving you warning?
Mrs. Gadsby—Oh, BO indeed. She warned

me many times that if I didn't stay at home
more she would leave me. In that respect, I

must say that she was a good cook.
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Hammer the Hammer
Tin- for J. baton untie

Rnulur won't go off nld
dililar.itely pull the trigger. I >•>

tli it and you'll fiml it just as sure

it i> >.ifc-. The rtrtlghte«t
-»hootlngi hardetUhit-

tint;, »'"*t nli.ilili- revolver made to-day. Rightly

proportioned, beautifully finished; a gentleman's j
>i -t. .1 lor

pocket, desk, or bur

Our Free Booklet, "Shots," tells more in detail why the for
Johnson has outstripped competitors in public favor. Our handsome

catalogue goel with it, showing details o| oCMtWJ

Ivor Johnson 8afety
Hammer Revolver

3-inch barret, nickel. plated finish,
11 rim-fire cartridge, 31 •»/» AA
or 38 center-fire cartridge «j)UlUU
StJJhy ffitrjwap * tind Sorting Goods dealer! ez'rryivhere , or tent f^rrp.iid on rr e:?i
0/ firui . is-, iuff.j . Lookjor emCl keadongrtf andour name on barrtt.

Iver Johnson Safety
Hammorless Revolver

3-Inch barrel, nickel-plated Aniah,
32 or 38 center-fire cart- *"t AA
ndg dl.UU

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS A CYCLE WORKS, 192 River St., Fitchburg, Mass.
N»V"tt:S9('k»mi»r>Str«rt. Ramluira, Qornanr: Plckhnl<m I

Peclnc Ooaal: UMPark St.. Alameda, Oal. London. England: 17 Miuciun Lane. E.O.

akin of Im Johnson Single Barrel Sholggns and Irer Johnson Truss Bridge Bicycles;

Iver Johnson
' AUTOMATIC REVOLVER

LAUNCHES
Why Not Own a FIRST CLASS Launch and Enjoy Your-

self on the Ideal Streams in the Pacific Northwest.

EVERYTHING THAT FLOATS
EVERYTHING FOR. BOATS

See Our "Truscott,'' "Shell Lake' and "TAullins Steel' Launches,
Boats and Canoes, or Send for Catalog.

R-EIER.SON MACHINERY CO.
182-4-6 Morrison St... PORTLAND, ORECON

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adTertl«era. It will he appreciated.
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ItmakesTheMountainSmile.

NEW VIGOR AND STRENGTH IN EVERY DROP

Seattle Brewing & Malting Company
SEATTLE, U. S. A.

Don't forret to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Industrial and Commercial Supremacy is "in the cards" for

BELLINGHAM
ON PUGET SOUND

The jVlun?cijf>a) f^larvel of the Pacific Northwest

Write to tke

Jjellingnam
Chamber or

Commerce
for further

facts

Population, 1900 11,062

Population. 1907 ----- 35.000

Increase, 216 per cent.

Bellingham's Record of Tremendous Growth

Value of Manufactures - -

Value of Marine Skipping -

National Bank Deposits - -

Street Railway Passengers

1 QAA P*r ?*nl Inrreeae1VUO overlap.

$7,751,464

$9,990,864

$2,778,857
3305.063

Tons Rail and Water Skipping, 772.988

C
o
L
D

Assessed Valuation - - $8,271,028 - - 24
Post Office Receipts - - - $50,136 - - 18

Average percentage increase 1906 over 1905, 50

Greatest Industrial Enterprises for the

Development of Bellingham's Territory
are Now Under Construction.

135
68
53
27
25

1 907 Record Includes
34 mdes Interurtan Electric Railway - $2,000,000

6.000-barrel Cement Factory - - - $3,000,000

Permanent Street Improvements, already
authorized -------- $650,000

The value of New Buildings, first FOUR
MONTHS of 1907 was $265,045, an
increase of 133 per cent over the same

months of 1906

BELLINGHAM is the Metropolis, Seaport, and

Heart, of NORTHWEST WASHINGTON, the Rich-

est. Region in the World.

WRITR FOR Fl'RTHER INFORMATION TO

Chamber of Commerce, BeTlingham, vvash.

Three Transcontinental Railroads
The Ideal Pacific Coast Harbor

THIS 15 A SQUARE DEAL

Do not forget to mention The I'a.irlc Monthly when dealing with adTertlaere. It will be appreciated.
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Pure Food Products
IN TINS AND GLASS

ALLEN & LEWIS
PORTLAND, OREGON, U. S. A.

FOR SALE BY ALL FIRST
CLASS GROCERS

Let me sell Your Patent
My book based upon 16 years ex-
perience as a Patent Salesman
mailed FREE. Patent Sales exclu-
sively. I f you have a PATENT for
sale call on or write

WILLIAM E. HOYT
Patent Sales Specialist

257 Dun Blag.. New York City

PATENTS
" 8ECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Free opinion as to patentability. Send for Guide Book
and What To Invent, finest publication (or free distri-

bution. Patents secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS & CO.
No. 900 F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C.

AUTOMOBILES
BOUGHT, SOLD AND EXCHANGED

Thelargest dealers and brokers in New and S conn-
hand Automobiles in the world. Send for complete
bargain sheet No. 140.

TIMES SQUARE AUTOMOBILE CO.
1599-1601 Broadway, New YOik

PATENTS
B»"PR0TECT YOUR IDEA!
68-Paee <ilIDE BOOK FREE.
Free Search of Pat. Office Records!
t f. VHOOMAN, Bo» 65, Wasbineton. D. C.

Make a Motor
any Boat in 5

Boat of
Minutes

Here's a little, 2 h.p. marine motor
(40 lbs. complete) that you can

attach to the stern post of

your boat in 5 minutes with-

outanytools. Drivesani8-ft.
row boat 7 miles per hour
(runs 8 hours on one gallon
gasoline). Can be detached
from boat just as quickly and
stored in box in which itiscarricd.

Simplest motor made—does not
get out of order. Money-back
guarantee. Write for catalog
with full description and price.

WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO.
1 5 1 1 Fort St. West, Detroit, Mich.

RIFE AUTOMATIC
HYDRAULIC RAM
Pumps water by Water Power.—Runs continuously and auto-

matically. —Pumping capacity up to 1,000,000 gallons per day.
—

No wearing pans except valves. Highest efficiency of any engine in

tutf world.—From 60 to 90 percent developed under repeated tests.

OUR SPECIALTIES:
Equipping Country Places with
Complete System Water Works.
Large Plants forTowus,Institutions
and Railroad Tanks.
Large Machines for Irrigations.

Operatesunderl8in.
to 50ft. fall. Elevates

wateriOfeet for each

foot of fall used, up
to 500 feet elevation.

Catalogues and Esti-

mates free.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO.

2155 Trinity Building NEW YORK CITY

Mcintosh automatic sand-
cement BRICK MACHINE

Turn Your Sand Banks Into Cash It Has No Equal

Daily capacity 20,000 to 30,000 perfect brick.

Six men will operate entire plant.
No skilled labor required.
No expensive buildings necessary.
Any kind of motive power may be used.
Brick put under a pressure of360,000 lbs.

Pressed brick made for the price of common brick.

The only power sand-cement brick machine of like

capacity in successful operation.
Equally good lor sand-lime brick.

Write for Particulars.

M. VAN AISTINE, Pacific Coast Agent

222 Failing Bldg., PORTLAND, OREGON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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Motor Boats En^inad With

STERLINGLEIGHTONHERCULES

Won Every First Prize Last Season

LaKa W».hlng1on
High Speed and
Endurance Races

If You Want th. VERY BEAT Saa

WASHINGTON MOTOR BOAT CO.
OR

Kilbourne & Clark Co.

tteo't for**! to nwntlnn The Plciflc Moothlr wbMi de.lln* with «lT»rtl»er». It will b« «pprecUt«L
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FOR ALCOHOLISM
Available on Reasonable Terms •wherever there is a

PRACTISING PHYSICIAN
If you will fill out this coupon we will mail you, in a plain envel-
ope, full particulars. All correspondence Btrictly confidential.
P3 OPPKNHKMIEH INSTITUTE

159 W. 34th St., New York City
Nami *.•>.

Address

Morphinism and all drug addictions suc-

cessfully treated at the Institute in New
York, in about three weeks time.

DR. WHITEHALL'S MEGRIMINE
RELIEVES ALL FORMS OF

HEADACHE AND NEURALGIA
In twenty to thirty minutes. Send a postal today for trial box. We send it without cost.

Meglumine has been used so extensively for painful nervous troubles by hospitals, sani-

tariums and the general public for twenty years that it now is a standard remedy in the

home. A trial is sufficient to recommend it to others. Ask any druggist or address

The DR. WHITEHALL MEGRIMINE COMPANY, 336 N. Main Street, South Bend, Ind.

HEALTH
WITHOUT
DRUGS
OR

SURGERY
In presenting the
new science

N EURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY

We are offering a POSITIVE CERTAINTY of
relief for the Chronic Invalid, and a PROFESSION
for the student FAR MORE REMUNERATIVE and
EFFECTIVE than Medicine or Osteopathy. Our
graduates can REMOVE THE CAUSE of Epilepsy,
Paralysis, Rheumatism, Typhoid and Scarlet Fevers,
Grippe, Small Pox, Eczema, Syphillis, Pneumonii,
Asthma, Diphtheria, Appendicitis and ATX OTHER
ACUTE AND CHRONIC so-called disease. Our
work is done through the Cerebro-Spinal nervous
system. If sick, or In search of a PROFESSION,
write or call.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF NEURO-
OPHTHALMOLOGY (Chartered)

866 South Hill St., Cor. 9th, Los Angeles, Cal.

A. P. DAVI8, M. D., President

The

McClure

Sanitary
A ydominalBandage
Is the ONLY scientific sanitary bandage
made.

It costs less than any other bandage.
It has received the very highest endorse-

ments from the medical profession
—en-

dorsements that money could not buy.
It is the simplest bandage made.
It is light and fits perfectly.
It is washable.
It is a boon.
Write for handsome booklet giving full

information, mailed free. Address

"The McCLURE COMPANY
White Salmon, Wash.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
This City ranks very Ugh on the Pacific Coast.

AS A BANKING CENTER
S_„

The three largest. Banks in Los Angeles are

^i^5 DANK deposits January 1. 1907 $15315,339.36
First National Bank. deposits January 1, 1907 .... 15.450.468.06

Farmers & Merchant* National Bank, deposits January 1. 1907 13.110.929.00

Total deposits of these three Banks January 1. 1907. $44,076,736.42

Total of all other Banks in Los Angeles. January 1. 1907 . . 55.843.816.84

Grand Total. January 1, 1907 .... $100,020,553.28

These statistics show that the CECUR1TT j s an exceptionally large and strong
institution. It has now seventeen VjAylwoa DANK million dollars of resources, and

every dollar is held as "Security for Savings" of depositors. The laws of California

make Savings Deposits a first and only lien upon the Bank's assets.

The COUTHERN CALIFORNIA" ill consolidate with and become

apartofOAVINGS BANK mU^l SftSfio- the OECURITT during the

Fall of 1907. This merger has become necessary on ac- v3^™*>$ DANK count of
insufficient capacity of its present quarters in the Union Trust Building to accomo-
date its rapid growth. In the new QECURITY there will be ample room for

the combined business of these two vJSSI J. BUILDING large institutions.

The Safe Deposit and Storage Department of the consolidated ^ECURITl
in the basement of the new QECURITY will have a capaci- \3Ayiwca DANK
ty of 25,000 boxes, ranging i3SB£ BUILDING in rental prices from $2 to S100 a year.
There arc, in all, twenty booths, ranging in size from 5x7 feet to 7x 14 feet, and a

very large room, 14x20 feet, for use of directors and stockholders of other corpor-
ations. In addition to the above there are two general consultation rooms, one for

men and one for women, each being 13 x 15 feet.

The Trunk Storage Vault is 13J4 x27'A feet

The vaults are constructed separate from and independent of any other part of

'uilding, having their own foundation, extending far below the main building.
The walls do not touch the walls of the SECURITY and the roof is especially

built for the vaults, with no dependence v J555L BUILDING upon or connection with

the floor above. The vaults are strictly fire and earthquake proof, and would stand

uninjured no matter what might happen to the main building. The walls arc built of

reinforced concrete two feet thick. In the concrete are four layers of steel bars about
one inch square, crossing each other about four inches from the outside of the con-
crete wall and two rows of steel bars crossing each other about four inches from
the inside of the concrete wall.

The vaults are lined with chrome steel with a four inch space between lining and
concrete. The outside of the vault is covered with a steel lining one-eighth inch

thick and about this comes the ornamental steel cladding. The roof is built of heavy
steel I" beams two feet wide and laid parallel with each other on two and one-half
foot centers. Steel rods run in an opposite direction through these "I" beams, and
all of this steel work is surrounded by a concrete wall two feet thick.

Electric wires are placed in the walls, six to eight inches apart, and these would

immediately sound a general alarm in event of any interference with the vaults.

Nothing safer than the vaults can be built

--

Do Dot forirel la mention The I'arlnV Monthly when dealing with iilmilvtv II Kill be appreciated.
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'Ye Knights of Ye Round Table"
Understood the inspiration to warm fellowship pro-
duced by a Round Table. The romance of "ye olden
days" evidence this. No piece of furniture is more con-
ducive to good cheer and sociability—the circle of
family and guests face to face.

NASH Round Extension Table, Round When Extended
The ONL.T table still round after extension—not oval. Beauty and harmony are

not marred by the dividing of the pedestal to insert leaves. Solid top—no ugly crackwhen not extended.
Leaves are circular, placed around the outer edge, and securely clasped on slides

drawn from underneath. Firm, will support any weight, will not warp.
Beautiful, attractive, thoroughly practical—two years in use a practical test The

ideal dining table.

from factory to Your Home
Save middlemen's profits by sending for our

special designs of this patented table and our
high art furniture. Tables and furniture made
to order—by hand. Skilled workmanship,
woods thoroughly seasoned and selected for
beauty of grain.

Send for illustrated folders

Carl Enos Nash Company
716-71 8 So. Spring St.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA J

Lung and Throat Troubles Cured

There are only two places in the United States where
you can get a Bulling 's method of inhalation for project-

ing air, vapor or spray beyond the trachea, down into the
bronchial tubes and lung tissue, both the vital places to

reach in cases of disease of the respiratory organs. This
method is being used with immense success in all the

leading cities of Europe. One of these institutions is in

New York, and the other,

IN LOS ANGELES
Those interested in diseases of the air passages,

are asked to call and be convinced that this method
is an absolutely scientific one, which will reach the

diseased parts and heal them completely.

The medical profession have welcomed this Inhalatorium on the Pacific Coast,
as it greatly aids them in their treatment of the great White Plague. Physicians as

well as those interested are cordially invited to call or send for full particulars.

Blumauer Inhalatorium (Ino.)
409 Pacific Electric Building, LOS ANGELES, California

Inhaling Cabin With
Guttafer Apparatus

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CREAM
Prevents

Sunburn, Tan
and FrecRlcs

50c Jar

"ANITA
CREAM"

Removes
All Facial Blemishes

50c Jar
Sold by All Druggists

FREE
TALKING
MAGHlNEi
NEEDLES

Write
Us

To-Day

Send us your name, address and make
of your Talking Machine, and we'll

mail you a liberal sample of the new
t *jpetmecky* p

Talking Machine

Needle—the kind that plays soft or loud—saves your records—cuts down needle

expense. You will also receive inter-

esting literature. SEND NO MONEY.

TALKING MACHINES

SOLD ON INSTALLMENTS

To responsible parties we sell any
make of Talking Machine on easy
monthly payments. Ask about our new
installment plan—it will interest you.

We ship Records anywhere

GEO. J. BIRKELCO.
345-347 SOUTH SPRING STREET

LOS ANGELES. CAL

SOFT
o«

LOUD

y\

FRESH OLIVE OIL
FROM CALIFORNIA.

25c BOTTLE

FREE ifyou
send ioc

postage

If yon want natural oil of
olives in an absolutely fresh
condition, without the stale
or rancid taste common t o
oil that has stood in bottles.
send 10c and I will send
you a regular 25c bottle to

try. If you like it you can
get

$3. WORTH

DELIVERED

PREPAID FOR

$150
2

This oil passes through the last refining process
the day before it Is sent out and is an entirely
different and very superior article. If you once
get a taste of my fresh olive oil you will use no
other on your table, for cooking or for medicinal
purposes. It Is absolutely pure.
My oil can be kept for months after you get it

because It is just from the vats and is in an
opaque retainer that keeps out the light. Order
a can direct. Send postal or express money order
for $2.50 and I will send you a full measure half
gallon can equal to 3 quart-size bottles that sell
for a $1.00 a bottle or you can send $4.00 for a full

gallon equal to 6 bottles, worth $6.00, express pre-
paid.

G. M. CiTTord Olive Oil WorKs
San Diego, California

If YOU
WANT HEALTH

Patented Auk. 15, 1905.

IP SUFFERING
From lung or throat trouble, it is the only per-

fectly ventilated house you should sleep in. Has
upper and lower floors, folding stairway, folding
beds, pure air at all times, but no drafts. Proof
against mosquitoes, files, bugs or reptiles. Can be

put on your lawn and cure yourself at home. If

you wish change of climate, expense of shipping
these amounts to little.

FOR SUMMER OUTING
Costs little for a family to own one. You can then
use it at mountain, seashore or country.
Summer and winter resorts buy them for family

cot t ages and to provide extra room.
Address

WALKER COTTAGE COMPANY
SANTA ANA, CAL,

Exclusive rights to manufacture them east of

California for sale.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BANKINC BY MAIL
New • SECURITY LOS ANGELES
Home of O**1*" DANK CALIFORNIA

O
The prosperity of Southern California and its great earning ability, makes

Angeles a most profitable money center.

The f^ECURITI by reason of its leading position, its unequalled

th, ^Avmas DANK and its unlimited facilities, is the natural and log-

ical institution for the accomodation of out-of-town depositors.

Four frtr cent interest is paid on term deposits, and the entire assets are

held as security for deposits, and cannot be used for any other purpose.

We offer, therefore, security and profit for savings, and solicit deposits

by mail, assuring all clients the highest type of service it is possible to ob-

tain anywhere.

Do DM for»n to mention The i'aclOc Monthly when deallnf with adrertleera. It will be appreciated.
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GERMANAMERJ
SAVINGS
curios ANGELAS

f-l

lBOOKI

BANK
BOOh

BANK
BY MAIL

With the Bank That Has the Largest
Capital and Surplus ofAny Savings Bank
in the Southwest.

Add your name to the 20.000 depositors who draw interest

on over $9,000,000 of deposits a< this hank. We invite corre-

spondence on our system of Banking hy Mail.

40/
PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

/q compounded semi-annually
' RESOURCES $10,500,000

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $850,000
DEPOSITS $9,000,000

One of the largest and strongest Savings Banks in Southern California

huilt upon a sound. safe foundation of conservatism and up-to-date hank-

ing methods. Every facility for conducting the largest hanking business

in Los Angeles, the rapidly growing metropolis of the Southwest

GET IN TOUCH WITH US TODAY
W. S. BARTLETT. Proidcnt M. N. AVERY. V. Prc.idtnt

W. E. McVAY. V. Pr«.dent J. D. RADFORD. V. President

W. F. CALLANDER, Chirr

223 So. Spring Street, LOS ANGELES. CALIF.
Branch. Corner Main and First Streets

T>o»'t form to ntotlon Th* Pirlflr Mnnthlr wbra drallnc with •drM-ili*™ rill hr ippractitrd
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Making' Money Out of Anc
1
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ier Rich Desert Resource

rtrnm*nt Tort, Inlrano Death Vill*y

ROFIT IN BORAX
trs by Cunmbmraomm 90 Mulm Tmam Tranmportatlom

k\KE, 50 MILLION
(Our Splendid Result In Only a Few Short Years

RANSPORTATION
We (junto herwwith what the Loe Angelea Time* of
I oar enterprise. It Is h«-*vi«-«l "Phenomenal Buppsssi Ii

"The »coomplUhmeota of the Pacific Coast Bod it Co.

recent date Mid
In Homey Kais-~
thla past work

bora rather remarkable In the face of many people talking (juUt
1. Twenty thousand dollar* raised since last (Saturday night at 8: SO

1 relumes for the merit of their enterprise, and Mr. L*n«.n l» Juht
roepect for the Immediate future of thl- new in-lu-tr;. Thin

int. with what has been ralaed before, Insures enough moar; for tk«
tent of the new soda aah plant which now will be poshed to completion.
d for which wm eurreyed and broken thla week. The plant, a* we hare
•for*, will be located at Iaglewood, and promleaa to be one of the lead-
doetrtal Inatitatlonaof the Pacific Coast." and ahowa from our local

Inglewood. and
the Pacific r

•that strides this enterprUe la making

forth Millions

irful Enter-

|

Advances
•1.00

Th- Trade. Mark of thla New
California Product

Is* aham of thla mmninr hare gone ateadlly upward a* the

k of derelopment baa prograaeia. Today w« an building th« flrat

: of oar plant, wlilch will make aorta tab and will bar, an earning

Kitypf orer f 100.000 per year. The eeconil nnlt will make ceoetle

It will earn even a larger proflt and will tie under way )nat aa

the flrat unit la completed. Vt> are practically aaanred the

for ibla now.

Ordori Worth Quarter Million Dollars Awaiting the Plant
We can abow yon fac almile offcrlne us ordera tor aoda aah. canatlc aoda*. etc.. amonntlnit In total to

(hue compjnlea. $147,240.00; aoap companies. (2N.WiO.00:
reflnerlra. (I: 1 the Arid la 'not half corered. for theae are concerna dolnr hoaineae In or near

Angelee only with two eiceptlnna. The coaat trade of 1006 for aoda product, exceeded a million dnllara.

Write or Wirt Today lar Booklet and Complete Information. Addrtst JAMES AUSTIN LARSON, Prtlidtnt.

•o^xgnn
>

n(g( (©«&@g^©e^ (p
XSha Greateat
Industry
on the

PacialcCoast

512 S. Broadway. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Do not forget to The Paclflc Monthly when dealing with adrcrtleere. It will be appreciated.
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MHMlS

Pemmgtori.
AUTOLOADINO RIFLE

We Invite

comparison
between the
new Reming-
ton and com-

peting rifles.

It loads itself

and is "big enough tor the biggest game." Hammer.ess, with a solid breech

it is absolutely safe. It takes down to pack in your suit case. Made for rim-

irtridges, .30-30, .32 and .35 Remington. The Remington Autoloading
Shot Gun operates on the same principle and is the game gun.

I !u*t rated catalogue* free, Aildmnl'<

REMINGTON ARMI COMPANY, lllon, N. Y.
t<ll,l ( as Broadw.j. New York I Salt. Offlce. f.li Market Street. 8an Fwntan i

THE,\a/EALTH«EOREGON

t
IS SO GREAT t t

that its most progressive bank
can pay A /9/ interest
on savings /Wt ^T^n deposits
and yet

4

TT /[y has been
abte to accumulate resources

amounting to

TwOdnddHALr MiLUONSof Dollars^
10000 SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

FROM NEARLY EVERY STATE IN THE UNION
Write for our Free Booklet

BANKING BY MAIL

RESOURCES
*Z50q000

RESOURCES
\*2500.000

DoiTt forget to mention Tbe Padtr Monthly when dealing with adrertlneni. It will be appreciated.
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How You Can Establish
Yourself in Business for

$4.00 per month
We need not tell the man with millions where to put his money—he is buying timber, buying and holding it; for timber in the

great trees of the Northwest, which have been centu.ies in

growing, is precious. It is becoming more precious every day,
because men with capital are buying

—and holding. They are

also cutting and selling it
—and buying more.

In an article (January Cosmopolitan) on the immense fortune
one man made in Northwest timber, Charles P. Norcross says:

"There is nothing in this country growing by leaps and bounds like timber

properties. The pinch is coming. The prodigal waste of years is creating
a paucity of valuable timber tracts."

There is just one way for men with small incomes to share in this wealth-

producing industry
—and we offer it in our co-operative plan. This organ-

ization has already purchased millions of feet of the finest standing timber,

advancing in value every day. There is still room for you. You can pave
the way to a prosperous future—block by block—as you go.

Oregon Timber
is better than a gold mine. It is on top of the

earth's surface—where it can be seen and measured

Here's the idea—you pay $4.00 per month for 25 months.

This buys for you 100 shares of negotiable, div

idend stock which is secured by 100,000 feet of

standing timber. This is tangible security for your small

investment. The certificate we issue to you is more than

a mere piece of paper
—it represents 100,000 feet of timber in

REAL TREES, the kind the world is demanding for

thousands of miles of new railroad ties, telegraph poles, ship

masts, etc., etc. They are demanding that these shall be of

OREGON timber—-why? Because Oregon timber is the

best the world knows—we cannot cut the trees down fast

enough to meet the demand. You pay, in all, $100.00
for each 100 shares and this will be worth $1000.00 in Coining Money for

. , . Tc . ... \,. Owners of Big Trees
a very short time. If you wait, you will miss this oppor-

tunity, ,for two reasons; the stock will all be sold, and it will be worth so

much more than now, that holders will not sell.

Remember, this is not a new venture. This company IS organized;
we own our mills, whico are in continuous operation, right now.
You have a chance to own stock in a strong, responsible, established

company, to invest in a business that is certain to pay 50% dividends,

in addition to the advance in value of stock. Eastern people

regard this as large profits, but in the Northwest it is looked upon
as only a fair, conservative estimate on dividends from TIMBER
investments.

All stockholders in this organization are equally secured—100.000

feet of standing timber for every 100 shares of stock; this is

GUARANTEED. Ask any-
one who KNOWS, about

Oregon timber. They will tell

you to lose no time in taking advantage of an opportunity like

this—a timber investment on small payments. We are not issuing

stock indefinitely. We want to acquire for our stockholders certain

valuable timber tracts—we are issuing a limited amount of stock in

order to do it—and then the offer will be recalled. We now OWN
the timber with which we secure your investment

—the new tracts

acquired from new capital means increased profits and dividends for all.

The richest man in the United States began 50 years ago to buy timber land. He

is still buying. Willyou have your share? Forfurther particulars WRITE TODAY.

NORTH COAST CO-OPERATIVE LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers and Exporters. Suite 24-29 Realty Trust Bldg. PORTLAND, OREGON

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CALIFORNIA HOMES

Where Dollars Will Double WhileYou Sleep
Your Investment Secured by High

Class Improved Property
nes were never po great In Northern

ml for suburban borne*—Lave
-rtunttles for rapid money- making* along aonnd, legitimate
Ma aa now. The rebuilding jf San Franclaco—att<i

brought Into striking' prominence tbe moat desirable and accessible
tea* la San Rafael, one of the beaut 7 spoi m California—within fifty minutes

of the business crater of Kan Francisco—with two lines of rapid transit In operation and a third In proceaa
of construct loo. Han Rafael oCPera advantage* and opport unities equaled by none of tbe many suburban

ti itKitlguoua to California's great metropolis, or In fact any of the districts suburban to the greater
it. The climate la unexcelled. An ample rainfall Insures bounteous crops and verdant

foliage all the year round. The Summer's sun la never oppressive snd Winter has no chilling breath. No
•-lime* equals In even tempersture that of this beauty *•-: of Northern Csllfornls.

IieeirahJe home Bites are becoming more scarce each year and the NORTHERN I REALTY
teems Itself exceptionally fortunate In owning and controlling tbe cream of tbe real estate

market In thla delightful section.
i would like to invest tinder an Al

r I"! and a share of the surplus profits In sddlttonr
tied and online proposition: now and why we ran sell yon a shar

V'lIiENM OF 7 PER
\S \ DIVIDEND. BOTH PAYABLE SEMIANNUALLY.

> good In all the glorious West.
forthwith and yon will begin to Immediately participate In tbe profits.

s learn all the detail*.

a shareholder yon or your friends are entitled to make this compsny's offices your headquarters and
address when vt*;tlng Csllfornls. and we shall endeavor to make your atay In the metropolis of the West
both pleaaant and profitable.

Northern Counties Realty Company
702 Market Street, SAN PRANCISC0, CAL.

BARKING 7 I

atnok ar fio 1

be ffU.l y-.ti bare wl

IRANTSI '

Mi
Then'i Doihlnf

Ymi .11!

Do not fortet to mention Tbe Paclnc Monthly when deallnf with adrertlaera. It will be appreciated.
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Intern

BUCK SANDY

LOAM SOIL

IRRIGATED
1500 acres now in

Sugar Beets and

paying a net profit

of $50.00 per acre.

35 MILES FROM

SPOKANE, WASH.

The most beautiful home
locution in the Northwest

J*

Send for birds'- eye
view of entire

SPOKANE VALLEY

MALLOY A
BROS.

AGENTS

S. 12 HOWARD ST.

SPOKANE

WASH.

tlon Tb« Paclflc Monthly when (Inline wltli »<lTfrtl» It will be »ppw:»t*.l.
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LAND -h WATER = $$
ANSWER THIS QUESTION:—Would
you like to own 5 or 10 acres of the finest

fruit land in America in a pleasant com-
munity with modern advantages; splendid
schools; delightful climate; only 6 hours
from Pacific Coast; lead an independent,
healthy out-door life and net a profit of from
$250 to $750 per acre? Others are doing
this; why not you?

Write today for full information.

NATHANIEL W. VAN CLEVE
NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.

Coos Bay
Real &JiNsbEstate

We furnish Correct Abstracts at

short notice. 1 Make Invest-
ments for Non-Residents.
f Look after Assessments
and Taxes. ^ For reliable in-

formation about COOS BAY,
address

Title Guarantee and Abstract Co.
H. SENGSTACKEN, Manager

Marshfield, Ore.

COOSBAYS™
Makes a specialty of Timber, Farm and
Goal Lands; also City of Coos Bay real estate.

CtlAS. i. BRUSCHKE, city of coos Bay Manager, Marshfield, Ore.

OREGON
FARMS

Write for free illustrated

booklet giving full inform-
ation and prices of Beauti

ful Willamette Valley and Coast FARMS. Address

YEREX BROS. CO.
909 G00DN0UGH BLDG. PORTLAND, OREGON

%Investments in Portland
income bearing property
are yielding, net, all the

way from 6% to 8%. We
handle nothing but thoroughly
sound and conservative proposi-
tions. Closest scrutiny invited.

Write for particulars. HighestBank References

CHAPIN & HERLOW

A Happy

Marriage
Depends largely on a knowl-

edge of the whole truth about

self and sex and their relation

to life and health. This knowl-

edge does not come intelligently of itself, nor cor-

rectly from ordinary everyday sources.

vSexology
(Illustrated)

By William H. Walling, A. M., M. D.

imparts in a clear, wholesome way, in one volume

Knowledge a Young Man Should H:ive.

Knowledge a Young Hushand Should Have.

Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.

Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Y'oung 'Woman Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.

Knowledge a Mother Should Have.

Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daugh-
ter.

Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00

Write for "Other People's Opinions" and Table

of Contents.

Puritan Pub. Co., Dept. l45,Phila., Pa.

How to Judge
Investments

Before yon Invest a dollar in anything, send for

my book "How to Judge Investments."

This book tells yon about everything you should

know before making any kind of an investment,

either for a large or small amount.

It tells how you may safely start on the road

to wealth.

It explains the growth of capital and how small

Investments have brought wealth and fortune to

others.

It tells how others have grown rich.

It tells how to select a 5 or 6 per cent security.

It explains how an investment In a development
enterprise may pay profits equal to 100 per cent,

200 per cent or even 500 per cent on the money
originally invested.

Stocks and bonds, both listed and unlisted, real

estate, investments of different kinds and financial

matters -are fully described in simple language.

This book gives good, sound advice and will help

you to Invest your surplus earnings (if only a few
dollars a month) In securities that promise the

best possible returns.

A financial critic says of this book. "It is the

best guide to successful investing I ever read."

The regular price Is $1.00. but to introduce my
magazine, the "INVESTOR'S BHVIBW," I will

Bend the book postpaid on receipt of a two-cent

stamp and in addition will send you the Review
for three months free.

The Investor's Review Is of interest to all

persons who desire to invest their money safely

and profitably. Address Editor,

332«£n o Fmmm rmSuTmm^ INVESTOR'S REVIEW, 662 Gaff Building, Chicago, III.

Don't forcet to mention The l'acitk Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will lie appreciated.
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HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLER*

Bear the script name of St
Hartshorn oa labeL

Oct ' Improra-C* no taeka required.

Wood Roller* Tla Rollers

.MiksW J| SM
f Stewart Ba V Hear the script name of Stewart
txL V f I llarUhorn on label.
ka required. M * P Bk Oet "

Improved," no tacka required.

Wood Men Tin Roller*

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

WESTERN HOMESTEADS COEUrVaLENEInVaN RESERVATION
NOW it tbe Hate to prepare to ale oa a claim at the time of the openiof of the Coeur d' Alene Reservation, one of the richest sectioni of tbe
Malt of Waakistftoa. Jola tbe Coear d'Ak-nr Reaervatioa Information Bureau, an urrani/atim. otficcred by reipomible butinrts mm aj T< k-.a,

Kaibinftoa, "Tbe Gateway to tbe Reaervatioa," who are thoroughly familiar with tbe entire reaenatiun. conditions rover .mr, tbe opening. s*or-

.H—c at regainaniitt. etc. MEMBERSHIP ONLY alu.uu. entitliax aemben to all necessary information to arcure a home. Such an oppor-
tunity will never a*ain be offered. Public laadj are nearly exhausted. WRITE TODAY FOR APPl.U ATluN BLANKS, ETC.

COEUR D' ALENE RESERVATION INFORMATION BUREAU
Reference: Lombard & Co.. Hanker.. Tckoa, Washington TEKOA, WASHINGTON

INCORPORATE
transact buatnesa. any where. Any kit

utii naamaahlr The leiialattir*
* how prohibited by 1 iw from

of Arizona, and oft.ci.illy in cli

ami full p-irticulir-.. Hy -Jawi gratia wi

Orirnnixiition effected in ARIZONA with lcu-*t trouble and expense. Can betrin
reach us. No franclii^e tax. No public statements required.

i»t from company liability. Mold meeting*, keep luniks and
1 and paid up in email, aenrtcca. oc property. iind

not affect corpornte franchises hy subsequent lawn. Territorial
r compnniea. Our president, 1. I. Stoddard, was for years Secretary
-orporatinr buaineaa. Write or wire today for copy of laws, blanks.
i'li incorporation.

-
I

> l »l » \ Kl» IN< 'OUl'OKATIXCr CO., Phoenix, Ariz.

When in BOSTON Stay at the

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
HUNTINGTON AVE., EXETER AND BLOGDEN STS.

A high-ctaae, modern holier, intelligent service, moderate prices, pleasant rooms, auperior cuisine. Travelers

commit Kast during the summer will find the "Copley" the coolest hotel in Boston. Ladies travelling alone are
assured of courteous attention.

AMOS H. WHIPPLE, PROPRIETOR.

CHEWING CUM BY MAIL
Oa receipt offer we will erad to any address In the United State.
aim containing twenty i-cent parkaewa of Gartner's Owai—a

-

i, tM'...mins world famous beosoea of
it. s<>-lii<w>. i.Mill like it.

CARDNER CUM CO. .Seattle,Wash.

CACTUS CANDY
"UTH'S Mat fOOP rMNCT"
Mad* fmm the edible cacti

of the Arizona dr*ert. This
apsria of denert fruit ha- a
noori-hinii effect npon the
human ijittfoi. Medical atea
elaim the cacti U a good,
heart and nerve tonic.
A-» uniijae and appropriate

n-frwhmrnt •erred nt all ao-
.ion.,

ggS,
«...

i from na. We
will mall it to you. poMpald.
la aasMnnin. **m noiMed hossa.
Xr. aV and Kc. Write today.

IMIXOI'ttlO
snanulnsi

PHOr*IX. AUXOKA
D. J. JkaVWa, nm
Don^fotgettomei Ra

3000V10000
A Year in the

REAL ESTATE
BUSINESS

We will teach you by mail the Real Estate,
General Brokerage and Insurance Business, and

appoint you

Special Representative
of the oldest ami largest co-operative real estate

and brokerage company in America. Represen-
tatives are making $3,000 to $10,000 a year
without any investment of capital. Excellent

op|H.rtunitiesopen to YOU. By our system you
can make money in a few weeks without inter-

fering with your present occupation. < )ur co-op-
erative department will give you more choice,
salable property to handle than anv other insti-

tution in the world. ATHoRortJH COM-
MERCIAL LAW COURSE FREE TO
1 M II REPRESENTATIVE Write for

62-page book, free.

THE CROSS COMPANY
746 Res/ier Block. CHICAGO, ILLIMOIS

I •
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The HEART
of

The famous

Wheat Belt

A live, hustling town of 1600 popula-
tion and growing rapidly.

Fine Schools, Public Buildings and Churches

City owns the water works and supplies best artesian

water in unlimited quantity. Modern electric light and

power plant.

A Railroad Center

Tekoa is located on the main Hue of the Spokane
Div., O, R.. A N. Ry. and both the C. M. A St. P. and
North Shore Line now building will pass through Telcoa.

Also the Tckoa A St. Marie River Electric Line, making
three steam and one electric line.

The Finest Wheat Lands in the World

Large flouring mills located at Tekoa. Splendid

opportunities for diversified farming. All kinds of grains
and tubers, also fruits. The great Coeur d* Alene Indian

Reservation will soon be thrown open for settlement and
Tekoa must become the central city and base of supply.

We want fanners, Mercfcaats, Mecbaiics and Capitalist. For

complete information and booklet, address

THE COMMERCIAL CLUB
TEKOA, WASHINGTON

Choicest winter residence, apartment or
studio building ^ite in Los Angeles. Forever,
unobstructed view overlooking Echo Lake
Park and Elyslan Park to Bit. Wilson and
Mt. Lowe. Small rose-covered California
cottage, sewered, curbed, sidewalked, with
gas and electricity in street; 40-ft. front-
age on Belmont Ave. and 40 ft. on Lake
Shore Blvd. Three car lines; 10 minutes
by Edendale and t.J lend ale Electric to Sixtli

^jand Main; 12 minutes by Temple St. or Belt
TTTn'tne to First and Broadway; most beauti-

ful view In Los Angeles; worth easily $5,000
In two years. For sale quick at $3,500. on
terms. Owner moved to San Diego. Might
trade for anything in or near San Diego.
What have you?

"Ask Crowe About It."

FREDERICK CROWE
HOMELAND IMPROVEMENT CO.

939 SIXTH STREET, SAN DIEGO, CAL.

BUY A LOT IN THE

CARLETON TRACT
and double your money in a short time. A suburb of Lot
Angeles. The Huntingtona electric line runs through this tract,

and the Salt Lake R. R. along side of it. One good business

street, balance residence streets. Improvements to be made:
Cement walks and curbs, graded and oiled streets and water

piped to each lot. Lots range in price from $90 to $600.
Terms on lots up to $1 50, $5.00 down and $5.00 per
month; above $1 50, $1 0.00 down and $1 0.00 per month.
Send draft or money order today, or write for maps, plats,

and booklets, free.

H. L MILLER & CO.
414 W. 7th Street, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

TEKOA
THE GATEWAY TO THE

COEUR D> ALENE RESERVATION
I have platted 160 acres In town lots,

one, five and ten-acre tracts, right in the
heart of the city. The C, M. & St. P.
R. R runs through the center. The con-
struction of their road is now started.
This is the best town on the Pacific Coast
for one with small means to Invest in.

Opportunities for the business man, the
laborer, and the manufacturer.
For further particulars address

F. J. MAHONEY
Owner of Lombard's Addition

TEKOA, WASHINGTON

IROSSER
2000

POPULATION

County Seat
Benton County
AViuthlnirtonP

The growing town in the fertile irrigated

valley of the Yakima. The earliest fruits,
the most delightfulclimate, the largest profits

per acre. Buy now while the prices are low.

Every acre makes from $5 00 to $72 5 net each year.

WriteNOW for our Ma£s, Price Lists

and Bird's-eye View of the Valley

NORTH PROSSER LAND COMPANY, inc.

PROSSER, WASHINGTON

COOS BAY
On a Direct Line from NewYork to theOrient

%1
v

>> %v^
The Coos Bay Realty and I nvestment Co.
is in line with investments for large or small in*

vestors. If you have $10 or $10,000 write us. Our
Personal Letter" will tell you how. Ask us about all Coos Bay. Address, NORTH BEND, ORE.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adrertlsers. It will he appreciated.
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£\ * fASHINGTON fruit lands are making themselves famous; Washington
iff fruit commands a higher price than that of any other locality. Hun-

dreds of men are making a comfortable and easy living from a five or

ten-acre orchard. You can do the same.

I-and immediately around Spokane is some of the finest fruit land in the state,

and Yalleyford is the pick of the Spokane land. Without a particle of irrigation,

it can grow and is growing the finest of orchards, and is now being equipped with an

up to date irrigating system. Valleyford has just been opened by the new Spokane
& Inland Electric Road. It is only a half hour's ride from Spokane, the highest

cash market in the Northwest. It is the most beautiful of home spots and has every

convenience of the city.

An acre of this land can be made to pay from $200 to over 5500 a year. Tracts

from one acre up sold on the easiest of payments. Write today for free literature.

ARTHUR D. JONES <& CO.
Corner Riverside Ave- and Lincoln St., SPOKANE, WASH.

Do not forjrrt r» mention The PmHc Monthly when dealing: with <lTertlMT». It will be
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The TACOMA HOTEL
IT LEADS

European Plan

Fine Cafe and Grill

Local and Long Distance

'Phone in Every Room
Rooms witn Salt Water

BatKs

Write and Reserve Rooms before Visiting

TACOMA, WASHINGTON

California Military Academy,
Sant

c
a
ou
M
n°t».^r

8
nfa

nge,e9

Prepares for all Colleges and Scientific Schools, East and West.

Cavalry Organization.
Boys received for the summer.
Unexcelled facilities for swimming, fishing, riding, mountain climbing, etc.

For catalogue and terms, address THE ACADEMY, Santa Monica, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

STAMMER
I guarantee to cure any case of stammering, it

matters not how severe. Scientific treatment.

Method infallible. For particulars address

M. L. HATFIELD.Principal
of Pacific School for Jlammeren

CHEHAL1S, "WASH.

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits

Small Capital to Start

A Safo Business

I am the largest grower
in America. Ten years' ex-

perience enables me to give

practical instruction in the

business worth many dol-

lars to yon. No matter

what your occupation is

or where yon are located,

M here is an opportunity to

acquire a thorough knowledge of this paying business.

Send for Pre* Book giring particulars and information,

how to start, cost, etc Address

JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
Dept. i mm 3»4» M. Woatgrn Awe., Chicago, Illinois

Learn a Profitable Profession
BECOME J* FOOT SPECIALIST

GET Jk DIPLOMA
Otjr mail course in Chiropody consists of four

lectures, formulas, instructions and our method
of removing Corns, Bunions, Callouses, Ingrow-
ing and Clubbed Nails, Warts, Moles and all ex-

crescences ofthe human foot.

Dr. P. G P. Attias, President
Dr. Wm. Eiskn, A. M. f M. D-, Professor of

Anatomyand Surgery
Dr. Oliver 0. Fletcher, Secretary

Write Secretary for full information

IVESTERtf SCHOOL OF CHIROPODY
Jtlisky Bldg. t Portland, Ore,

ST. HELENS' HALL
PORTLJtMD, OREGOA!

T> ESIDENT and Day School for girls, be-

ing the Diocesan School of the Episco-

pal Church, under the care of the Sisters of

St. John Baptist (Episcopal). Collegiate,

Academic and Elementary departments.
Advantages in Music, Art and Elocution.

Gymnasium. Thirty-ninth year begins Sep-
tember 16th, 1907. For catalogue address

THE SISTER SUPERIOR

Say, Do You Like to Draw?
Want to Make Money?
CEND us a drawing of this fellow and
*-* find out how to make money. $25
upwards a week by drawing pictures.
It's easy. You only have to study dur-

ing your spare moments at home or at
your office or shop. The lessons don't
cost much. Send your drawings today.
THE W. L EVASSSOIIOOL 0FCART0OHSS

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Greatest Summerand Winter resort in the world.

Information for 5 cents postage.
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

AGENTS ?.',°m
3
.„
6
,?

••Ming tn*a* Wonderful Selaaara.r
CUTS TOrHEENP V. C. Clabner, Columbua.O. aold 32 pair*

I Free \ In 3 noura; mad* ai8; vou. can do It;

rahow how.t&lUliU P.Thomaa Mfg.Co. |6l V St. Dayton.O

MAGIC

Von't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when

TRICK CARDS.
With thtaa tarda you cm par-
r,rm aom-of tha »,...« wooda.fol

. _rl«., Mntarioul Changing Cajd. 10c, Tl.» kljalic Ara
l'Jci IW .lr.-i2Jc, Nrw bimlniahiafCard* 2>c, Cosjnrof

1
! Triek

Carda2k, Wtaard.'. Trick CardaW*. Mj.i.nou. Jumping Cud 2"*.

WoDdwfolKacr.aot.dB™. Ik. Triek KinaaaatAfraph 3k. Litlla

Johnoia Jenn Magic Camara Ik, Eochaotad Cola Box 2k, Bnrpriaa
Fl*«n Light liV, Japat>aaa8plderlk, Ruhbar flnaka Zk. Bnrpriaa
Ring Ik, Bappj Hooligan. Fo.j Grandpa, Clown* Indian Bqnin
Ba'lj.lkMra, .Hw.TOr. Hor».8W. Linkad Ring* nod 2 Kara Fm-
rla. ]"-«*>,. tha3r°r SV. Cat. * Cm. for Hauio. All po.l-pnld.
O.k.l'l (..III..I1- 'Mi:.ii-ln>rl>]..liK.

,

ATI R III..

dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Zon-o-Phone

Zon-o-phone leaps into the leail of all

talking machines with a complete

NEW LINE OF INSTRUMENTS

ranging from fjo.oo to (75.00. The
i\rw Tapering Arm Zon-o-phone is a

marvel of mechanical perfection. Try
one. If not satisfied return it for full

credit. Send for complete list of new

ZON-O-PHONE RECORDS

12-inch records
10

'

The finest disc records made. They
play longer, last longer ; are loud, clear

and sweet without a trace of harsh or

scratchy noises. Write for catalog today.

UNIVERSAL TALKING MACHINE MFG. CO.,

369 Mulberry Street, Newark, N.J.

$1.00
.60

ly known that falling hair i«mused by
rrn, tamoa 11 a n-KiiLir irerm dlaesne. II ills Hair

now nuule from tin- "rertsad formula."
iiitly atop* fulling hair !*<vuae it deatron Um avrm*.
ii produce tin* trouble. Itaisodestrovsthedaodriifl

-. :il|> t,,.i healthy condition.
tni,, I.. : (ilrcerln. Oupaimm. Bar Rum, Sulphur, Tea.K"~mar> I. •«»,-. Horogltcorin. Aloohnl, Perni

A»k your dn«M for ,-tho npw kind." Tho klad that does
not <-n»i,it>' the oolol1 of the hair.

It. r. Jl \l.l. A < <>.. V.-hun. N. H.

500 catalogues]
FREE

We have compiled a
•elect list of manufac-
turers in all lines who
are desirous of sending

FREE

you their catalogue. Send aoc, silver or stamps, to
cover postage. Address: .»'»». a.uasini ea> *>.•. 7U O. T. Johnson Bldg.HANDLER CO. toe •.hi.ks.cal.

%bc Colorado i5cm"
N
o
e
;;jem

r

;tv.
'

A U-dtuttful. (Jkkiiwf Tofax. of ptirmt
j

whit* color, flnt-t Ih.n.. nd < ut. wonder-
ful hri.lie.nfy and gnnt hanlnes—. fe.
oiirwwl by )t*t»

n lJij«r

I <-t ARAKTIlt tfipiM.
njlE. bprcial print.
. Sir. , Bp to 1 carat*.

29
WOOD MINNOW

Mosquito Bites

ONDS
^-•?

Kl.liermane
tlblebalt t„r all

af#V ceatlng or trolling Used by
-£T „ aJI nabermen who "get the

n.h."Tha"Mlnnow-'laal<out
four ln.he>l.<nit.>eenUfnll)

enameled, green mottled bark, white
belly with red atrlpe to exartly re
eemb*e a live minnow; has *ur< lure

glaea evae, tire beat treble hooka and
twonlekle plated .planer. No nan can
reeUtlt. The retrular prlee laTac.bel
aa a .peel.i adrertlatng offer we will
All order, eaeloelng thia adrrrtla.

I

mem. at Be aaeh , so e«tre for postage and peeking-We are the largest meniif.rtnreri of artlArlal halt
Intheworld »rn,l for 0,1 r large eot-prioe oataloirue—
It'e free. [tealcre writ* for dlaoounta
VIMfll.. ISw-g.t ¥ I 8 lis 1. ,k. -t-CIIICAOO

l*7)i Nothing else

1/ will so quickly
relieve the annoyance and
suffering caused by the bite

st ing of any insect

POND'S EXTRACT is a cooling
antiseptic that not only promptly
reduces the swelling and heals
all irritation, but prevents in-

fection or other serious con-

sequences.
Get the Genuine, sold only

in sealed bottles with buff

wrapper—never in

bulk.
avrfle far Booklet,

M nrat
Aid to (ae At/ared."

LanosT, Cost t«a 6 Co.
Salt Agrntm. IVpt. a* Hudson St, Sew York

!> "t forgot to mention The 1-ei-lfiv Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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RAYMOND

Raymond, Washington
The Coming Manufacturing City

WHAT WE HAVE
to show for practically two years' steady growth:

7 Big Saw-Mills, Capacity 80,000 to 130,000 feet each, dally; 1 Smaller Saw-Mill,

Capacity 45,000 feet daily; 1 Large Ship-Yard with 3 Steam Schooners under con-

struction; 3 Shingle Mills with Total Capacity of 550,000 Shingles daily; Numerous
Smaller Factories, Stores, Mercantile Establishments, Etc.; Pay Roll $70,000

Monthly and Growing Rapidly.

WHAT WE SEEK
More Manufactories, More Store

WHAT WE OFFER
More Manufactories, More Stores and Hotels, More Dwelling Houses.

FREE FACTORY SITES surrounded by Washington's best timber belt and

the best of deep water and railroad shipping facilities.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

Secretary Riymond Commercial Club,
Raymond Land (EL Improvement Company,
I,. V. Raymond,
RAYMOND, Pacific County, WASHINGTON

with

ONE OF RAYMONDS BIO SAWMILLS.

Do boi for»«t to mmtloo TU* r«c:Sc MontlUy when drallwt with .dT.rtl»*r.. It will !* .ppr»cUt»d
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<3M£ JFt

T^fr

"FOR YOUR OUTING"
SUMMER TOUR OF ALASKA AND CANADIAN YUKON
V/by not take this new and novel trip? **NEW" because it is so little known. "NOVEL" because it

comprises so much—an ocean voyage of 1000 miles through inland waters—at no time out of sight of

land, past verdure clad islands and snow capped mountains from -which a thousand cascades tumble

through the forests into the sea. A ride on the scenic "Wliite Pass Railway" 111 miles across the

mountains from Skaguay, until Caribou is reached—there connections are made with our own steamers for

CONRAD, TAKU, GOLDEN GATE and ATLIN
and the beautiful lake country.

mm
If Dawson be your destination you continue on the train to ^^HITE

HORSE at the head of navigation on the Yukon River where
one of the company's fine steamers takes you down the

mighty Yukon River to Dawson—460 miles.

^»Vhy not write now to any of the undersigned repre-
sentatives and let them arrange your trip and prepare itinerary—they will also mail you booklets and full information as to

rates and sailing dates—and make your reservations.

HERMAN WEIG. General Agent,
109 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

I. W. DUDLEY, General Agent,
Colman Bldg.. Seattle. Wash.

J. H. ROGERS, Traffic Manager.
Vancouver, B. C.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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H Will Buy this fine HOPKINS & ALLEN

Military Bolt Action Repeating Rifle
22 CALIBER

^16 SHOTS
YOC WILL MAO N<» MISTAKE IN BUYING THIS

RIFI.K. It'sths Hopkins 1 Al.l.KN JUHIOH RXPEATER
•-recognized everywhere aa the handsomest, best handling, quickest anil

atraightest shooting 22 caliber Repeating Rifle made in America at tin- price,

Shoots 22 caliber sliort, long and long rifle cartridges without change of currier.

81>"«ts 16-22 caliber short and 12-22 caliber long and long rifle; The injector 'works like light-

ning. You can make bull's tyti as fast as you can work the trigger; the appearance of the gun is some-

thing you can take pri.le in.

Till-: STOCK i» of beautiful selected American Walnut, light, strong »nd graceful -polished almost like Mahog-
any. 1HRKKI. i> "f fine high power rifle steel, rifled with our new patented increase twist which gives beat

range and trajectory. ACTION is improved Military Bolt Pattern (itde election) which is recognized as the belt ac-

tion made for a repeating rifle—action is lino equipped with Honttve Safety Device, removing danger of accidental
discharge. GUN is 40^ inches long, barrel aa inches—takes down in two pans and can be packed in trunk or
suit case. Slatiriali. Manufacture and Aiirmbling are of Highest Grade Throughout—and the Rifle is War-
rantced to Give the Greatest Satisfaction— a Remarkable Bargain at our Price.

Call lit your Dealer's or Write us Today, wf. will send this rifle direct to you for
18,29-ASH <!1 UtANTEB SAFE DELIVERY AND SATISFACTION—IT TOO CANNOT KIMi IT AT NEAREST
(TORE.

,TF TOO ARE INTERESTED M
E1M) OF A FIREARM. WRITE FOR OCR

I1FUL-OUN ODLDEA.ND BSM)
•jo » for hot. rrs rucc

<Otrca more pntoca on guns than any
Malos; pHMtswarl Gives best

HlBMsS eornplel.'

THE HOPKINS < ALLEN ARMS CO.
Dept. 42 NORWICH, CONN.. V. S. A.

Largest Manufacturers of High-Grade. Popular-Priced
Firearms in the World.

ARE YOU SA TISFIED?

*^J^O YOU want U> learn of the opportunities there are in the West for a plain

"mr every -day citizen, whose only capital is his horse sense and muscle? Do

you want to lay by a little, so that you will be independent in old age? Do

you want to hear all about the Government Irrigation and Reclamation projects?

Do you want accurate information about the opportunities to be found in such

industries as sheep raising, dairying, wheat raising, poultry raising, hop growing,

fruit growing, mining, salmon fishing, and other such industries? If you want

reliable, accurate and conservative information on these subjects, send $1.00 for a

) ear's subscription to The Pacific Monthly. The Pacific frfonthfy has red blood in

its \ eins. It is strictly Western, beautifully and profusely illustrated and ably edited.

Try it for a year. Remit $1.00 for a year's sulrscription to The Pacific Monthly.

THE PACIFIC MONTHL Y, Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Parlflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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$1500 A YEAR FOR LIFE
Five shares in the frreat commercial rubber orchard of the Conservative Rubber

Production Company should, at maturity, yield you a sure and certain income of $1500
a year. No large cash payment down is required to secure them as they can be paid
for as follows: $25.00 a month for the first year; $20.00 a month for the second year;

$15.00 a month for the four succeeding years; then $20.00 a month the last year
—making $1500 in seven years which covers the entire cost.

One or more shares are sold at a proportional rate.

The income derived from trees during the seven-year, development period should
average 25% on the money invested ; then $1500 a year for life. This most conservative
estimate is based upon government reports of the United States and Great Britain,
the moat reliable sources of information in the world.

On our splendid estate of 12,000 acres in Tropical Mexico, we are changing the production of

crude rubber from the primitive and destructive methods hitherto employed by the natives to

the most scientific and successful plan known to modern forestry, and under Anglo-Saxon sup-
ervision.

There is nothing speculative about crude rubber. It can be Bold every day in the year in

any market in the world at a price that haw been Bteadily increasing for years. For a quarter
of a century the world's supply has been spoken for months before it reached the civilized

market. The price has doubled in a decade, and the question of future supply is of vast mo-
ment and can only be solved by the scientific cultivation of the rubber tree.

We are now engaged in this new and immensely profitable industry on a large scale, and the
unusual opportunity is open to you to secure shares in our plantation. Each share represents
an undivided interest in all our land—6000 acres of which is being planted to rubber, and what
has already been accomplished assures the suocess of the enterprise.

Every possible safeguard surrounds the investor. These safeguards are embodied in the con-

tracts which provide that you are to pay no taxes, no salaries, no fines or assessments, and pay-
ments will be suspended for three months without prejudice and may be made up at any time

during the seven years.

Our literature gives conclusive facts, logical figures, and definite reference as to our integ-

rity and responsibility, and proves that our proposition is bona fide, safe and enormously pro-

fitable Such an investment insures the absolute safety of your future and comfort in old age.

Our booklet "Money Makins Opportunities of Mexico," proves that our statements are

absolutely correct. The Company is divided Into only 6,000 Bhares which are being rapidly taken—over 900 people having

already become associated with us.

Write to us and we will furnish you with facts that will put you in close touch with every detail of our plan.

Our literature is Sent Free, and every request for it will receive immediate attention. Write for it today.

Conservative Rubber Production Company,
610 Monadock Building, San Francisco, California.

One of our fifteen-
months old trees.

INCORPORATE IN ARIZONA
THE

General Corporations Laws of Arizona are UNEQUALED in LIBERALITY, No franchise tax. Private property of stock-

holders exempt from all corporate debts. LOWEST COST. Capitalization unlimited. Any kind of stock may be issued and

made full-paid and non-assessable (we furnish proper forms). Do business, keep books and hold meetings anywhere. No public

statements to be made. Organization tasily effected when our forms are used. "RED BOOK ON ARIZONA CORPORATIONS" gives

full particulars
—free to our clients, also By-Laws and complete legal advice. No trouble to answer questions. Write or wire today.

THE INCORPORATING COMPANY OF ARIZONA, Box 277-F, PHOENIX, ARIZONA
REFERENCES : Phoenix National Bank ; Hbme Savings Bank 4 Trust Co.

A $1200 Cottage
PLANS of this beautiful cottage only

$12.00. Full set of working drawings and

specifications prepaid. Send 50 cents for

portfolio of half-tones and floor plans of

low cost homes.

KNAPP & WEST, Architects
Dipt. P, SEATTLE, WASH.

THE VALUE
OF

$4,020,000,000.00
OREGON TIMBER WAITING TO

BE CUT
This is a conservative estimate, by an expert, of the value of standing timber in Oregon. The demand for

Oregon lumber is tremendous, from all parts of the world. The development of the lumber industry in

Oregon is only in its infancy. Operating companies are constantly being formed and there are excellent oppor-
tunities for investing small amounts, as well as large, where they will yield the largest possible dividends to

the investors. Timber is visible and profit-yielding security. For reliable information, address

FRED A. KRIBS, Chamber of Commerce Building, PORTLAND, OREGON
Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.

I
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SJF1 dND PROFITABLE

'NVESTMENI
The ever bCMMiM demand for Telephones,

both in the litics, towns and rural

district makes

Telephone Bonds
a safe and profitable investment. We offer

subject to prior sale the 6 per cent 20-year

first mortgage Gold Bonds of

The Interstate Telephone Co., Ltd.

of Spokane, Washington

rontrolling a telephone system which ex-

ihroughout the Couer d' Alenc Min-

ing District (the richest Mining District in

the Northwest) and laegrcatPatooseA^raniltaTal District rn-

do. rursl Sasaki i. ..I Hi.l^tun papulation tHW pa)

idly and the desxans
1

lot Telephones will increase accordingly.

Better than a Savings Bank
Interest payable semi-annually at any bank in

the Northwest.

For complete information and temu address or call on

WALKER, SIMMONS & CO.
Ml Coach Building

Portland, Oregon

EBR:

fbanquetre
WALNUT

VROOMAN STRAINcTRLL
' HARDY BLIGHT ft£ ^1 5T1 WC* i

"LARS . AMItU

CROPPCR. LARGEST AND

^ST TLAVOREO l**

Are Yoi Goiif to Plant Walnuts? ^-K^i}. ,ro
!i"

,

3S
<ome famous for PM«lu<itiK tho Hh.s 1 flavored.

v.ilnuta the United
Kt.tr- it uamHHll lli.it. lanled.
Thr Franqoette la thi< Hardiest, thr moat Productive thr

i form and thr Best in Quality.Write forour pamphlet.
Adders. Pent. P. M.. Oregon NureefT Oo~ >

*

Human=Talker
is the registered name of my fenuine

Mexican Double Yellow Heads
the only Parrot in existence which imi-

tales the human yoke to perfection and
learni to talk and etaf like a person.

Toong. tame, bandraierd. neat-birds.

Sll.ltl
it; l

i l cm
•use. July. Aiiiii-i 9IU

Each Parrot told with a written guar-
snlee to talk. Sent by express anywhere
in the V. t. or Canada.
Chewtper satieties from $3.30 up

Oat sf I rsxatass Satan Ittkn lot

Msxie is the finest talker snd linger I hsve Swat heard. He talks

everything. You can carry on a conversation with him. He ting,

the words of the chorus of a great number of songs. I could write

s book of sll he says, esc Mux. Katie Zahm. Newark. O.
Write lor booklet, testimonials and illustrated catalog, etc.. free.

1. 1. I»l I It lllltli < <>.. Dean*. M, tenawnwaw >.l.r..-ko

l^trissSstslorSealntailcirdOTmrd House m the world. Est IMS

THE CEMENT AGE
TOTAL PRODUCTION OP PORTLAND CEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

1890 385,500 BarreU

1895 990,000 Barrels

1900—8,400,000 Barrels

1905-35,000,000 Barrels

IS
HERE

CEMENT BONDS OFFER A SAFE. SOUND AND
PROFITABLE INVESTMENT

We offer, subject to prior sale,

the six per cent forty-year Gold Bonds of the

San Juan Portland Cement Co.
Cement Mill located at San Juan, San Benito County, California.

Capacity, 2,000 barrel* per day of the HIGHEST GRADE CEMENT.
We shall be pleased to quote prices and terms on the Bonds upon application.

BROWN, WIUON (H. CO., WALKER, SIMMONS OX CO.
Crocker Blcatf., {an Franc. aco. Cal. 601 Couch Bldrf., Portland, Ore.

Don't forret to mention The Pacltc Monthly when dealing- with sdvertlaera It will be appreciated.
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CATCHING WHALES
FOR PROFIT

The average size -whale is worth $1200.00. Cost or manufacturing into

several products $500.00; leaving a net profit on each whale of $700.00.

Our Whaling Station will have a capacity of 5 whales per day. Record of

whaling station flow in operation 42 whales captured in one •week. The supply
is inexhaustible. Every portion of the "whale is turned into a marketable product.

A Company has been organized to carry on whaling in virgin waters.

\Vnte today for full details.

The Whale Products Company
Pier 2, Seattle, Washington

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ONE GODD INVESTMENT
15 WORTH A LIFETIME

OF LABOR

home errice
ALASKA BUHDINC

SEATTLE

MR. INVESTOR wrra $100
OU ARE THE MAN with whom we wiah to talk;

you nave something to invest, you -want to invest it

where it will bring you the largest profits. You, how-
ever, know that $100 or even $500 is not sufficient cap-
ital to make you a fortune, it you depend on interest rates.

People don'tJet wealth by hard work. PINCHING
AND SAVING IS NOT THE WAY. Yet if $100 to $1,000

placed in the safest of all investments—SEATTLE REAL ESTATE
—where Values have a habit of doubling over night, there i* a positive
assurance of its reaping for you an immense percentage of profit. We
have managed and placed small investments for a great number of men
and women, and have made them from 100 to 1,000 per cent, profit in

the past three years, which have placed them upon the scale of practical
affluence.

GROUND FLOOR 8KATTI.B RKAL HSTATK PROPOSITION.
A syndicate U now bring formed to handle the beat pieces of unplatted Seattle Real Katate

obtainable.

nam WIU. BK enormous—it is a strictly ground floor proposition.
To secure an Interest in Thia nimk Money Maker, Immediate Action ia Nrcraaary.

•tmenta may be made in unila <•( fi-jo, and In suma ranging from $100 to $1,000. Pay-
I 00 aame may be made iu four equal monthly installments.

gW - till' HERI -OJJTJ.

.1907.
HIM. I |[- II \*-l I.TIM 1 I)..

Alii.k.i HiilHllna. aaaawtfckj Waah.
Flour enirr my onler and name 1 wonk of •karri ia Ike Real

Eatalr Syndicate wklrk roa are aow orraatxlaf. Had rarloard •
•• Kr.i Mr»"l I aadenraaa' thai my money will ke rrnraea If I am not lolly

cofit laera ikai h ia aa naauiilii of lac inaaaral rkararwr aant will arore r.NOR-
HOI MY proatakie.

Oppori unify for not Saraea
over 100 investors.
Join ua to-day. A^lrrM

REFERENCES:
UraJstrttt

R. G. Dunn & Co.

Doa't forgot to n..-oil. a Th. Paeiae Moatkly wkaa dealing wltk adrartlaera. It will be appreciated.
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CATCHING WHALES
FOR PROFIT

The average size whale is worth $1200.00. Cost or manufacturing into

several products $500.00; leaving a net profit on each whale or $700.00.

Our >Vhaling Station -will have a capacity or 5 whales per day. Record or

whaling station How in operation 42 whales captured in one -week. The supply
is inexhaustible. Every portion of the -whale is turned into a marketable product.

A Company has been organized to carry on -whaling in virgin waters.

AiVnte today for full details.

The Whale Products Company
Pier 2, Seattle, Washington

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ONE GGDD INVESTMENT
15 WORTH A LIFETIME

OF LABOR

noniorfK.1
ALASKA BUUDINC

SEATTIC

MR. INVESTOR wmi $100
OU ARE THE MAN with wbom we wish to talk;

you nave something to invest, you want to invest it

where it -will bring you the largest profits. You, how-
ever, know that $100 or even $500 is not sufficient cap-
ital to make you a fortune, it you depend on interest rates.

People don't get wealth by hard work. PINCHING
AND SAVING IS NOT THE WAY. Yet if $100 to $1,000

placed in the safest of all investments—SEATTLE REAL ESTATE
--'where Values have a habit of doubling over night, there is a positive
assurance of its reaping for you an immense percentage of profit. ^/e
have managed and placed small investments for a great number of men
and women, and have made them from 100 to 1,000 per cent, profit in

the past three years, 'which have placed them upon the scale of practical
affluence.

GROUND FLOOR SEATTLE REAL ESTATE PROPOSITION.
A syndicate Is now bring formed to handle the be»t pieces of unplatted Seattle Real Estate

obtainable.

PROFIT WII.I. BK KNORMOUB—IT IS A STRICTLY GROUND FLOOR PROPOSITION.
To secure an Interest in Thin unuk Money Maker, Immediate Action ia Necessary.
Investments may be made in units of $100, and in sum* ranging from $100 to $1,000. Pay.

m. tin on same may be made in four equal monthly installments.

IW - CUP HERB -f»i

REFERENCES.
UraJstrtit

R. G. Dunn & Co.

.1907.
Kim. I 11. II \«-l 1 1 IM 1 <>..

Ahi.k.i ll.ill.llnr. Hrtttllr. Wash.
Plraar ran mjr order urf rnrnrl wortk <A ikarei la tke Real

base Svndlcstt wkicb voa are aow onaahrlat. FlaS racfcnrd S
as fint pavawat. I aadenawS that air awacy will be rerarse* II I am 001 fally
comiiwrd ikii h it aa eaurpfku af tke toeaSew ckaraetrr sad will prove r.NOR-

V prnSiable.

Opportunity for not
over 1 00 investors.
Join us to-dsy.

Don't forget to meatlra Th, Pariae Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE STRONGEST
COPPER BELT IN
ALL THE WORLD IS

KNOWN AS THE
SEVEN
DEVILS
DISTRICT

FIRST OFFERING OF FIDELITY STOCK
For the first time since the FIDELITY COPPER COMPANY
received the gold medal for the world's best sample of copper

ore at the Lewis & Clark Centennial Exposition, the stock of

that company is offered for sale at TEN CENTS per share.

THE SEVEN DEVILS DISTRICT, in which these properties

are located, is recognized by leading mining engineers as the

strongest copper belt in the world. Send to us for prospectus,

telling of the district and the FIDELITY COPPER COM-
PANY'S properties. Sent FREE.

The Fidelity Copper Company
owns 17 claims, free from all indebtedness. One en-

gineer states: "When your mine is opened, it will

direct the eyes of the world to the SEVEN DEVILS
DISTRICT." Another states: "I And sufficient

glance and bornite to warrant shipment in the near

future." Another statement: "One lode, 16 feet long,

can be traced several thousand feet." Another state-

ment: "I firmly believe, that by judicious sorting, this

ore would do to ship right from the surface." One tunnel,

240 feet long, with 8 or 10 open cuts, varying from 10 to 25

feet in length, comprises the developement. Contracts have

just been let for 1,500 feet more of tunnel. Railroad building
within three-quarters of a mile. Plenty of timber and water.

Stock purchased now will be worth par when the road is com-

peted. For prospectus and complete information, address

Commonwealth Trust Company
Fiscal Agents

Commonwealth Building, Portland, Oregon

Do not forget to mention The I'aclfle Monthly when deuling with advertisers. It will he appreciated.



Business Bulletin

of the West

REAL ESTATE
CALIFORNIA

A FARMER IN REAL KSTATK. Frank C.
rim: Stock, (train, fruit, truck, vlm-
utral and Northern California; with

m ulilmut irrigation. 6 to 60.000-acre tract-; J6
to ll-'B p.r acre. Stock and grain ranches a spe-
cialty. Give customers benefit of my 19 years'

• nee in California farming. Write. 60s
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal.

RICH ORAPE. FRUIT AND ALFALFA
land, stuck ranches and dairy furms. We can

' and most productive lands
itrml or Southern Cal fornla at prices and
that will please you, 5 acres to 6,000.

Whether you are a homeseeker or an Inv

rice la of value to you. Worthlng-
8amt> .amt»T of Commerce,

< ; II a Cal. St.. Stockton. Cal.

FOR SALE — SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
lands, cattle, grain, fruit, dairy and poultry
ranches. In the artesian belt. Abundance of
water. Address Wright Investment Co.. A W.

t. Mgr.. ISO Wilcox Bldg., Los Angeles.

TOUR OPPORTUNITY. MR. INVESTOR,
to make large profits on a small Investment
is offered by the famous Gold Bar Dredging
Co We own rich gold claims seven miles
from i •hlri). Hutte County, Cal. Dredge In op-
eration in 30 days. Small block of stock at

r share. Write for particulars. Gold
Bar Dredging Company, Grosse building, Los
^bs.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA—IF YOU WANT

rmatlon, ask us questions, and write
:' ADV. CO., Los Angeles, Cal.

OWN A SEASIDE HOME NEAR SAN
FRANCISCO Lots in Farallone City are on

•Mich and near beautiful Mount Montara.
is mi more desirable pluce for a home
Ifornla. <>n the new Ocean Shore

nl. within 30 minutes of Cltj
San Frnnclsro. Ileaiitiful lots (30x100) with

1 walks, graded streets, water and sewer
mains, for a short time at f I 12.25
for a reservation before prices advance. Terms

st: no taxes. C. M.
. San Francisco.

A" PLAN OF HOME8ECUR1NO—popu-
lation crenl tifth II >me-

^^Brs' Club. Write for large Illustrated
booklet ghoul this Important subject. Csll-

Extenslon Association, 175

^^Ber_i
IDAHO

Ft IB 8A1
- irlng fr*:

! .ilk l.l.i

SPLENDID 30-
miles from live

for nursery. C. B.
Idaho

MINING
HAVE MADE MONEY IN MINING.

.n make monev fur you. We have Just
want; terms to suit. Write for

-ter Brothers' Svndlcate, 217
; l.l« . Los Angeles. C !

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
COPPER! COPPER: COPPER! If interested

send 4c in stamps for Standard Copper Newa.
Complete engineers' reports, maps, assays, etc..

of the Jerome Verde Copper Co.. adjoining Sen-
ator Clark's great United Verde. The stock is

guaranteed. Address The General Securities Co..
Suite 308 Pacific Electric Bldg.. Los Angeles.

GENERAL HOTEL BROKERAGE—Hotels
from 13,000 to 125,000 bought, sold, leased or
exchanged. Hotel stocks for sale. Sanitariums,
country villa homes and cottages for sale In

all parts of the I". S. Write us for lists. Bab-
.... k Investment Co., B10 Granger Bldg., San
Diego, Cal.

HELP WANTED
COPY OF OPPORTUNITIES .1. scribing BOO

open positions, free. If you write us today,
staling age. experience, etc. Offices In 12
cities. Hapgoods, :in:.-:ui7 Broadway. N. V.

MEN AND HOYS TO LEARN PLUMBING.
Bricklaying, Plastering and Electrical Trades.
Positions secured. Free catalogue. Coyne Trade
Schools. New York. San Francisco and Chicago.
WANTED—SOLICITORS, FRATERNAL IN-

surani • ll.r and safest plan offend.
Sick and accident benefits, old age and life. Ad-
mits both >tabllshed thlrti-en years.
M. A. Griffin. Lankcrshlm Bldg.. Ljb Angeles.

WANTED—EITHER MEN OR WOMEN
with good references and some capital to take
hold of state right to a patented and copyrighted
nrtlcle; quick, easy seller, big profits : very light
work. Adilr. si I'. C Epperson, B04-6 Bvrne
Bldg.. \s>* Ang.-N s. c.l

SCENIC PHOTOS
SIX MAGNIf

Shasta, Adams. I

six grand Columl
nal photos, posts
negatives: either
A of exclusive p
cry, all slz

V-ishlm

ST VIEWS— Ml. Hood,
lelens. Rainier, Baker: or

rigi-
B. artistic, from exclusive
ostpald 25c. Ask for List
» Pacific Northwest -

ntern slides. Riser Photo
street. Portland. Or.

HEAI'TI! I-' PHOTOGRAPHIC
• .DICTIONS. Over tlilrt . lews,

exnulsltely tinted in sepia. Most beautiful
collection. Postpaid onlv C. Wood-
worth, Box It c.:.<;. I'ortl nid. <>r

SOUVENIR PosT CARDS
POST CARD BARGAINS — WHOLESALE

sample sets at 10c 25c or I
fornla Msstons. Marines, etc.. In color. Frisco

and ofter") llthotone views free
with 25c orders and up. Cards made up from
vour own photos, 15 (samples for stamp).
•Woods - "

(Inc.), Lo» Ansjitsg> Cal"

EVERYTHING IN POST CARDS -Imported
ond domestic: largest stock and variety
made to order; lowest prices: wholesale only.
International Post Card Co.. Port '

if CARDS AT WHOLE* t "our
prices on Imported colored post cards made from
your own photos In lots of 1000 or more. Sam-
ples on request. Newman Post Cord Co.. Im-
porters. 115 W. 7th St.. I.os A- -

'
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Water Frontage
On the Fraser

River at. New Westminster
! have for sale MO feet deep water frontage with five acres of land. Splendid site for wharves. Klectric

it line baildinff at rear of this property (trine dinet shipping facilities with C. P. R. and Great Northern
iyjL lUspraoarty ii highly MiitaMo for coal, wood and building supply yards or for manufacturing sit.-..

mi a level \> i tli elevated portion of city all Ktitp grades are avoided. Several sites nearby are held by lnnil>er

companies for proposed wills. This tine site i- ju-.t out side t lie City limits and therefore taxes are very low.

Price lor the 230 test of waterfront Including fix acnt ol high and dry building silt only 14.000.00 Write lor termi.

New Westminster offers good opening for sawmills, woolen mills, boot,

and shoe factory and flour mills. Write for Kerr's Real Estate Review.

W. J. KERR, P. O. Box 377, New Westminster, B. C.
Itrfrrriit «• ; < tiimillun Bank of (oiiui. .[-»•••

Our of Our U-iach W

ALFALFA FOR PROFIT
We are owner* of several thousand acre* of water-bearing

alfalfa, walnut and orange land, located in Southern California near

Lot Angeles. On this land we have developed water and are selling
in tracts of from 10 acres and up, with water developed, at prices
from $100 to fijo per acre. Terms, one-quarter cash and balance

easy terms. This land will produce seven crops of alfalfa per year,
and from iH to a tons per cutting, per acre. Alfalfa sells from $10

per tpn and up, on the ground. Only one mile from market, schools

and churches. This is your opportunity to purchase a home and a

competency on your own terms. See or write

F. W. STEARNS & CO.

129', E. FIRST STREET LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

HIGH GRADE HELP WANTED
^/e nave good openings for several experienced men to act as District Circulation

J^lanagtrt, men •who can show clean records and demonstrate their ability. 1 his is an

excellent opportunity to become connected with a live company and the fastest growing

publication in the V/est, the magazine tkat tbe entire country is talking about.

Address, giving names of at least three former employers or prominent business men
as references.

Agcnc,rD.pt.. PACIFIC MONTHLY PUBLISHING CO. Prtwor..

lated.tluu Tbe 1'aciHc Monthly ween dealing with advertisers. It will be apprec
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Overlooking the Willamette Valley from

EUGENE, OREGON
The City of Opportunities

T
HE above picture is overlooking the rich Willamette Valley, where grow the finest

Fruits, Hops, Vegetables, Grains and Grasses known to the world. Lane County
took first prize in Wool, Grains and Grasses at Philadelphia in 1876, New Orleans

1884, Chicago 1893 and various medals of award at St. Louis 1904 and Portland 1905.

The Farmers' Paradise. Lane County is truly the farmers' paradise, being located

in one of the most equable climates in the world; no heat, no cold, no cyclones, no earth-

quakes, a mild even temperature where crop failures are unknown and where stock feeds on

green grass the whole year.

Dairying and Poultry Raising are fast becoming two of the most profitable industries of

Lane County. Butter 35 cents per pound, milk 20 cents per gallon, cheese 20 cents per pound,

eggs 20 cents per dozen, poultry 12 cents per pound. The nearness of Eugene to foreign

markets, in addition to the very heavy local market among the large lumber, milling and

mining camps, keeps all dairy and poultry products at high prices.

Fruit. Raking and Truck Gardening. Apples, Prunes, Cherries, Pears, Peaches, Ber-

ries, Potatoes, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus and all other kinds of fruits and vegetables grow
luxuriantly in our deep rich soil, and with proper care can be made to produce a profit o»

$200 to $ 1,000 per acre.

Timber for the Lumber Manufacturer or Capitalist. Lane County, of which Eugene
is the county seat, has the largest amount of standing timber (Government estimate) of any

county in the United States, 34 billion feet. Think of that, Mr. Investor, doesn't that mean

"money in the country."
For full information and free illustrated booklet write

THE MERCHANTS PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION
EUGENE. OREGON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Coolidge, Washington
THE NEW IRRIGATION DISTRICT ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED TO CONTROL THE EARLY MARKET

A SIGHTLY situation on the Columbia

Riyer, in Benton County, 185 miles

above Portland.

814 days of sunshine yearly.

Productive soil, ample water supply,

exemption from frost, and a forward season.

Location less than 300 feet above sea level.

The Portland & Seattle Railway, now

completing its construction from Spokane to

Portland, passes through this tract, and

Coolidge Station will be u|)on its water front.

FOR DETAILS, ADDRESS

THE DRUMHELLER DEVELOPMENT COMPANY

124 WAIL STRECT, SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

Don't forget to mention Toe Pacific Monthly wnen dealing with adrertUere. It will be appreciated.
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WE OPERATE MINES

><-*».- *-

Mouth of East Snowstorm Tunnel. A Proved Mine.

We furnish a monthly Progress Report to all Shareholders

Write for a copy of our Miner's Scrap Book. It's free for the asking

You'll like our plan of Square Deal Mining

X. C. E. MITCHELL CO., Miners
Home Office: 300-323 Columbia Building

SPOKANE, WASH.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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/Xv/'/^y will quench your thirst, put vim and go into yourISmcm tired brain and body.

COOLING—REFRESHING—THIRST QUENCHING
Guaranteed under the Pure Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906. Serial number 3324.

Do not forget to mention The Tactile Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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c:

Carpet Sweepers Are—
almost absolutely essential in sweeping

'

the sick room, convenient in sweeping
]

r

up the crumbs around the dining-room
table, or in sweeping up the ashes in

j

the smoking-room—while nothingpicks
j

up the clippings, threads, etc., from
about the sewing-room as quickly and

easily.

Then, too, as an investment, a Bissell' s

costs less than 2 cents a month, and
will save many times this every month
in carpets, time, labor, besides saving
human energy,preservingthehealth.
Buy a Bissell 'Cyco"-Bearing Sweeper
now of your dealer, send us the purchase
slip within one week and we will send

you FREE a fine quality card case
i

with no printing on it.

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.
d

Dept. 118
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
(Largest and only exclusive

manufacturers of carpet

sweepers in tbe

world. )

BLIND-I CURE YOU
Right in your own home a id without the knife, you
can treat yourself in a wonderfully simple way, for the
most serious eye troubles known, from sore eyes to cat-

aracts. My highly illustrated Eye Book, worth $1.(10,

tells you how to doit, besides telling you many things you
ought to know and which doctors rarely tell their patients.
This great Eye Book is ABSOLUTELY FREE to you.

My "Natural Method" treatment has cured hundreds
of the worst cases. If you can appreciate a real, gen-
uine cure, send for this FREE Eye Book, today. Dr.
Oren Oneal, 1276 North American Bldg., Chicago, 111 .

JUSTTO GET ACQUAINTED
SEND 15 CENTS IN STAMPS for two late issues of

The Pacific Monthly, the 'Best in the West." Address
THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland, Oregon

SHIRT WAIST, 99c
Do You Embroider?

To advertise our shirt
waist patterns, we will
send to any address
this handsome shirt
waist pattern,
stampedforshadow
embroidery, com-
plete with floss for

working and lesson

showing how to do
the work, all for 99c.

IMPORTANT-Ifyou wish
yourparcelsentby registered
mail, enclose 8c extra.

382 Washington Street
PORTLAND, OREGONTHE NEEDLECRAET SHOP

Buy a FIVE ACRE ORANGE GROVE
At RIALTO, CALIFORNIA

^ 1 t\(\(\ S'785 DOWN and $17.65 PER fc 1 CfMl9IVUU MONTH UNTIL PAID *' JUU

NO TAXES. NO INTEREST

Write for our Free Booklet

CALIFORNIA ORANGES
We put Deed in Escrow and properly
care for the Grove until it is paid for.

California Fruit Growers Ass'n
General Offices: 219, 239 H. W. Hellman Bldg.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

COUNTERFEIT MONEY

CVS not popular among honest

<3> people. Counterfeit goods
are even worse, since they are

apt to prove harmful to the user.

When you wish to purchase

something that you have seen

advertised in The Pacific Monthly,

don't let the salesmen give you

something "just as good." The

"just as good" things are coun-

terfeits, which should be shun-

ned as you shun counterfeit

money. Insist on getting what

you ask for.

The ^widely advertised goods have a qual-

ity to maintain and a reputation to sustain.

GET THE GENUINE
Don't fotget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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IF YOU HAVE NOT YET WRITTEN FOR OUR BOOKLET DESCRIPTIVE OF

ENSENADA BAY
DO IT TODAY

"Tfii Most

Beautiful

Bay on the

i/k
Coait

' '

('.limatie

C.'jn.litiuHl

anj

t ftt-'/Uti/e./

Anywhtrt

Thirty Years

ago

Los Alleles

LooteJ lite

Ensenada

DOES
TODAY

Hhi'wm* part of th«» City of Knar&ada aad a ranter of the Bay.

LOTS $15 $5 DOWN, $5 in 3 and $5 in 6 MONTHS
An Mrally located piece of hi^h mesa property, gently sloping to, and fronting on this magnificent bay, htf
ju»t been sub-divided into residence lots, l&uclOO, which are now offered for aale at the above prices. A clunute
said by old travelers to be the finest in the world. Hot springs, excellent boating- bathing, fishing and the

nail game shooting found in the Wei, combine to make ENSKNADA BAY an ideal place to spend
your vacation—either summer or winter.

Why Not Own Your Lot? You Can Use It Some Day. Lots Sold In Pairs.
Write um f..r ui*im ami full particular*. Make a reservation by mall. \W will wn.l joo Immediately a oompMe

deeertptloaof the property, after reading- which you can tend your deposit.

J. D. CAMERON CO. or EDWIN G. HART & CO.
AGENTS wanted 726 Hcllman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

MaSStuT* L>« AngeitM Keally Board and California State Realty Federation.

$2,500 PER YEAR
ALL TIIK BBBT OF YOUR LIKE

IX RETURN FOB $2,500 INVESTED NOW
IS THK OPPORTUNITY OFFERED IN TIIK

WENATCHEE VALLEY
Don't take our word for it. We will give you the testimony of

rerideat fruit-growers to prove that

ANYBODY CAN DO AS WELL
Tin- majority have done much better

INQUIRE NOW
When our land is sold then will be no more land in Wcnatchee

Valley to be put under irrigation.

EAST WENATCHEE LAND CO.
WENATCHEE, WASH.

Don't forget to mention The I'arlnr Monthly when dealing with adrertleera. It will I* appreciated.
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Birdseye view San Juan and San Carlos Valleys, Costa Eica.

GOVERNMENT REPORTS show this land will pay $400.00 to $1,000.00 per acre

annually from rubber groves.
It is now selling at $15.00 per acre; one-tenth cash, balance in 54 equal monthly

payments, no interest and no taxes.

We have the best plan yet offered to buyers to secure a rubber grove at lowest pos-
sible cost. This locality is being settled by an industrious class of people from Southern

California. Best opportunity on earth for persons of small means to soon become

independent.
You can make a good living from TWENTY ACRES within four months from

beginning of clearing.

Healthy climate, best soil, abundant rainfall, cheap freight rates and PERFECT
TITLE to land approved by the government.

TROPICAL LAND COMPANY
Rooms 508. 9 Citizens National Bank bldg.

References: First National Bank LOS ANGELES, CAL. C. S. HOGAN, President
Southern California Savings Bank F. L. HOSSACK, Secretary

$3,000,000
JUST
PAID FOR COPPER PROPERTY

IN ARIZONA

f I offer you stock in a neighboring property that should "^

net you over 36%, when regular shipments begin—and
much larger profits, as development continues.

This is your' chance to get in on the ground floor of a legitimate mining proposition.
I cannot guarantee you a fortune—no man can guarantee success for any mine. But this
Kelvin-Arizona copper property is so rich, so advantageously located, and in such com-
petent, experienced hands that I believe it cannot fail to pay immense returns—and I

have backed this belief with my own money.

$5000 MONTHLY PROFIT WOULD PAY 36%
Actual development of this property shows large bodies of ore running 10 per cent

to IB per cent copper, and sulphide ores running over 20 per cent. It is In the same belt
as the property referred to above, which recently sold for $3,000,000. On a profit of only
$5,000 a month, your shares would pay you 36 per cent yearly, at the present price. Only
a few tons of ore daily must be shipped to secure this profit. And this production is

only a beginning—the property should easily produce many times this amount, as de-

velopment continues—which would mean immense returns for stockholders.
Men of more than twenty vears' successful mining experience control the Kelvin-

Arizona Copper Company. Let me tell you who they are, send you full particulars of
the company and its holdings. Shares can be bought at a comparatively low price now.
Write me today—advances will come soon.

R. B. Dickinson, 331So. Hill St., LosAngeles, Cal.
Member Los Angeles Stock Exchange

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE BEST ADVICE— FREE

Invest in Southern California
THEN

FOLLOW YOUR INVESTMENT

YKRYBODY wants to come to Southern California. Truer state-

ment than this was never made. Hundreds of thousands have already
made their homes here, to the enrichment of real estate investors.

Hundreds of thousands more will come in the near future—as soon
as they can make arrangements. . '. YOU want to come of course.

Why not invest a few hundreds or a few thousands now, and then

follow your investment as soon as may be? . '. A good plan is to

invest where you are most likely to make your home. You can have

a lot or home ready for you when you come, or an investment easy of access

and readily investigated or disposed of. . '. You cannot find a better spot, for

a home, for investment.or both, than Long Beach, Los Angeles County. Twenty
miles from Los Angeles, on the Pacific Ocean, its population has grown from

2,000 seven years ago to 21,000 in 1907. . '. Long Beach has prospered and

grown strictly on its merits as an all-the-year-' round home city with an ideal

climate. Now it is experiencing an awakening as an industrial city. A great

harbor is being constructed, on the shore of which the million dollar Craig ship-

building plant will at once be established ; and other large kindred industries will

follow. . '. Fortunes havebeen made from Long Beach realestate. More fortunes,

and greater ones, will be made in the next few years. For safe investment, in-

creasing values and larger profits it cannot be excelled. . '. W« nave exceptionally

good facilities for securing for our customers the best bargains in business lots,

harbor lots, residence lots, ocean frontage ana apartment house sites. Our lists

include the cream of Long Beach property. If you are interested in Southern

California in any way, do not fail to write us. . Those who do not wish to

handle entire pieces of property will find our debenture system, the new plan of

malting profits from realestate, strong, substantial and attractive. It places the small

investor, in proportion to the amount of his investment, the equal of the capital-

ist. Send for literature. Ask any questions you like about Southern California.

UNITED SYNDICATES COMPANY, Ltd.

14 Pacific Avenue, LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

REFERENCES: National Bank of I one Beach, tal.; Metropolitan Bank & I rust Co.. Los Ancekes, Cal.

Do not '..ret to mmtion TIm- Px-lllr Mnntlilr whrn AaaBaa with ilwll»*r» It will tw pprwimM.
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FIVE BOOKLETS FREE!

Farming in the fertile delta lands of
--W

CALIFORNIA
Four of the booklets give specific information regarding four very

profitable products; the fifth booklet gives general information re-

garding Tulare county farms and Tulare County in general.
Tulare county is situated in the Heart of California, surrounded by lofty mountains and

watered by adequate rivers and irrigation plants. These books are intensely interesting to any one
who desires a profitable farming property for investment or actual occupancy. They tell all about
the enormous profits to be made. $70 per acre on sugar beets; $150 an acre on table and wine grapes.
Grain and vegetables pay $80 per acre. Alfalfa is a money maker. In February, the market price
in Tulare was $13.00 a ton, and the crops run from 6 to 8 tons per acre per year. Dairying and stock

raising are more profitable than in eastern localities. The local demand for poultry and eggs cannot
be supplied. Fresh eggs were 5 cents each last winter in Los Angeles. These booklets give
facts and figures that are indisputable evidence of the vast superiority of California farms. A
20-acre farm in Tulare county will pay better than a 160-acre eastern farm.

Write for these booklets and get the absolute vital facts.

The land offered is the famous Paige-Mitchell ranch which is being subdivided into farms and

sold on easy terms. There are three propositions open to you ; if you put in the crop we suggest we
will contract with you for your products at a price that will pay for the land in two to four years, or

you can pay one-fourth down and the balance inside of three years, or you can pay spot cash.

This land is located a a few miles from the city of Tulare and has every market advantage.
The climate is excellent and the land is the famous delta land which is not surpassed anywhere in

California.

Write today for the booklets.

California Farmland Co.
OWNERS

74 Grosse Bldg., Los Angeles, California

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE OPPORTUNITY

Good

Openings
for

Drug Stores

Shoe Stores

Grocery Stores

Hardware Stores

Dry Goods Stores

Stationery Stores

and Retail Stores of

All Other Descriptions

is knocking at the door of the man with
small capital

—the opportunity of starting
i business and letting it grow and

prosper with a new manufacturing
town in

OP A LlfE-TIME

Southern California

the land cf sunshine
and flowers and

prosperity
The name
f the new
town

is

Laborers

Carpenters

Bricklayers

Blacksmiths

Electricians

and All Other

Tradesmen should

Enjoy Happy Homes
in this Beautiful

Healthful District

CRESTMORE
BUSINESS

LOTS
RESIDENCE
LOTS

$300 and Upward

Terms as low as

$20.00 Cash

and $10.00

Monthly

II is he

that the
$2. 500,000

Southern Califor

mrnt Company
are building their enor-
mous plant, which is

ncaring completion, and

which, alone, will provide em-
ployment for about 800 men. The

UlWIsJul b beautifully laid out; street

work, grading, and the erection of

large number of dwellings and business

blocks arc now under way.
CrtKSTMORE is ideally located on'high, dry

ground about three and one-half miles from the city
of Riverside, to which it is being linked by electric

rid steam railways. It affords residence sites attractive to

the wealthy manufacturer, as well as very moderately priced
which are sold on such easy terms as to enable even the

laboring nun to own his home.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET GIVING I 11. 1. PARTICULAR!

WINTOIN & McLEOD CO.
330 SOUTH HILL STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Do not forget to mention Th* Pmc.nV Monihlj when destine with sdrertlscrs. It will be •pureolstet!

$200 to $400

Terms as low as

$10.00 Cash

and $1 0.00

Monthly
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THE COEUR d'ALENES
With all its opportunities for profitable investments, have never offered more real

value for the money than Treasury Stock in the HENNESSY-BURNS Mining Company
at 25 cents per share.

HENNESSY-BURNS has long since passed the prospective stage of development,
and holds open the golden door of opportunity for those seeking a Bafo and profitable

investment.
WE DON'T THINK HENNESSY-BURNS WILL MAKE A MINE; WE KNOW IT.

Write now and let us tell you what the mining experts think of this property.
We are offering only a limited number of shares of this Treasury Stock at 25

cents, and would suggest that you communicate with us at once if you care to take

advantage of the present low price.

JOSEPH F, WHELAN, WALLACE, IDAHO
Write for Free Map of the District. P. O. Box 62

CROOKED SPINES-STRAIGHTENED
CURE TnrHKFLF OR YOUR CHILD AT POME. WITHOrT PAIV OR IXCOWEfflENCE,

OF ANY SPINAL DEFORMITY WITH THE WONDERFUL SHELDON APPLIANCE.

No matter how old you are, or how long you have suffered, or what Kind of

spinal deformity you nave, there is a cure for you by menus of the wonderful
Sheldon Appliance. It is as firm as steel anil nt elastic at the right places. It

gives an even, perfect support to the weakened or deformed npine. It is as easy
to take off or put on as a coat, causes DO inconvenience, and does not chafe or

irritate. No one can notice you are wearing it.

CURE. YOURSELF AT HOME
The Sheldon Applienee Is made to order to fit each individual perfectly
It weighs ounces, where other support* weigh pounds. The price is within
the reach of all. Hundreds of doctors recommend it.

We Guarantee Satisfaction and Let You Use it 30 Days
If you or your child are suffering from any spinal trouble, hunchback, or
crooked Bpine, write at once for new book with full information and refer-
ences. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO., 138 7th St., Jamestown, N. Y

Atlantic City, N. J.
WORLD'S RENOWNED
HEALTH RESORT

Hotel

Rudolf
LARGEST AND
MOST MODERN
HOTEL ON THE
COAST.

DIRECTLY ON
OCEAN FRONT
AND BEACH
PROMENADE.

Open AH
the Year

New York's Aristocratic Location. Favorite All-year Seaside Resort. Capacity iooo. American and

European Plan. Rooms with Bath. Hot and Cold Sea and Fresh Water Baths. Dining Room over-

looks the ocean. The Finest Salt Water Bathing. Balmy Sea Air. Fishing and Sailing a Popular Past-time.

Send for Booklet and Kate*.
A Special Feature of this Hotel is the reproduction of the celebrated "Harveys'

" cuisine.

JOEL MLLMAN, Proprietor, Atlantic City, N.J. Also Proprietor "Harveys'," Washington, D.C.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Will Soon
Be theTACOMA

Greatest Railway Terminal on the Pacific Coast*

fares aiMitioii.il railway* an- m>w building i" Tacoma, wa
their largest rail ami ocean terminals have been Mcnnd.

Chauncry Thomai. who ha* been writing up the Northwest for the "Succeaa"

Magaiinc. in an interview in the Oregon Daily Journal of Portland, recently Mid :

••
/ Hint Ma/ m limt tki third city in Amtrtca will bt Tacoma. ''

Tacoma'a population in 1900 wa» J7.7M: in 1907. 100,000. The population of

Tacoma will double the next three years.

I
Por May, 1S97, were $ 1,038,917.53 II

TACOMA'S BANK CI.KARING8 I For May. 1901. were 5^08,605.69 I

(Por May, 1907, were »i.3><i,595.69 I

WATCH TACOMA CROW! II

rthcr pai ticuUr* and iUu*trated literature descriptive of Tacoma, addrew.

Secretary Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade, Tacoma, Wash.

111 a

mill
[IIMEe

nun

1'.

ft

a/
5

**;

ti
VtaW ON PACIFIC AVKNfB. TACOMA.

.Ill t>- antiPwvHalM.
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Jerome Verde in the Foreground. United Verde in the Distance

M .
|r

About SIXTY-FIVE MILLION POL- Because of difficulties in which the for- - . ,Millions LARS in profits are distributed annually nier owners of Jerome Verde became in-
;>tock s

_

in Copper DOW Dy 32 copper mines in the United volved, active work on this property was Rapid Rise

States. No other kind of mine approaches copper as for a long time suspended. When the present owners
a dividend payer. Of the seven mines in America bought the mine THE FORMER OWNERS TOOK
which head the list as profit earners six are copper. THEIR PAY IN STOCK. That showed what they
We live in the age of electricity—rather, we are just thought of its value. New machinery has been in-

entering it—and everywhere copper Is used. DEMAND stalled, the mine has been reopened and soon will take
FOR COPPER EXCEEDS THE SUPPLY. The tele- its place among the big producers.
graph, the telephone, the trolley wire, the feed wire A SHORT TIME AGO THE STOCK WAS SELLING
—all require copper. AT 25 CENTS A SHARE; NOW IT IS 50 CENTS.

If you want to know all about copper and Its pro- „,. m Kn „„„ M . „ . .,, , _. ,

duction write us and we will send you a 32-page lllus-
™« ^"T^T.ZL^J^,}?^ 50 Cents:

trated Issue of The Standard Copper News. which is
™

lta?°5£J*-„f"J^SHX**^ "
soon 60

devoted to the subject. We will mail you this free. «»£**> f°
ck °f *5 000,000. Shares are *>"" 60

offered for subscription In order to prosecute mining
wt. -r . So far this year Senator Clark's United on a large scale. Terms may be made for payment in
The Twin to

Vel.de mine pal(] ln dividends $075,000.
nve monthly installments. Remember that OUR GUAR-

Clark'sMihe Up t0 date this property has paid dlvi- ££TEH TO REFUND YOUR MONEY WITH INTER-
dends of $22,270,322, and this on a capitalization of

5';?^ "1 ™U FIND THIS PROPOSITION NOT AS
S3 000 00(1. Pretty big profits, are they not? REPRESENTED ACCOOMPANIES EACH CERTIFI-
You couldn't buy into United Verde if you tried. f'ATE OF STOCK WHICH WE ISSUE.

But you CAN become a stockholder in Jerome Verde, Please Use This Form in Orderir.tr
the twin property to United Verde and declared by ex-

, „ ,f, 1
xms torm m oruermS-

perts to be "GREATER THAN CLARK'S." Read the °cne
™J SHZPft C

tTV^ r , „ ,

statement of Mr. Henry A. Mather, the noted mining 308 Pacific Electric Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

metallurgist of New York. Mr. Mather says. I desire to purchase shares of the stock of
"Of all the mines in Jerome alongside of the United Jerome Verde Copper Company at 50 cents a share.

Verde, the Jerome Verde is the sole one which has an t„„i„„„j «_j • , „ , „ ...

outcrop which shows a continuous, well-defined ore
t„

I

e^°f
sed flnd * as MI <or flrst > P".vment

body. With scientific management there can he no vamp
question that this mine will become as great as, if not ° AI"
greater, than the United Verde." ADDRESS p. M.

GENERAL SECURITIES COMPANY
SUITE 308, PACINC ELECTRIC BUILDING LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA I

,

I

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Beverly Hills
. .

Between the City and the Sea"
Your home should be in this beautiful tract of all large lots,

located on the picturesque foothills, a few minutes from the heart

of Los Angela or the Ocean.

A COMPLETE SEWER SYSTEM
is only one of the many improvement! that arc being installed as rapidly as possible,

and without assessment or additional cost to the purchasers of lots.

IK— Hire vim have water, gas, electricity, wide curved boulevards finished by the

tamped oiled process, planting on all streets, four large public parks, fire hydrants throughout, etc.

LOTS 80x100 UP PRICES $900 UP
2s to lO Acre Villa. Sites at Reasonable Prices

TERMS g * «-w -

PERCY H. CLARK COMPANY
311-312 H. W. Hellman Bldg.. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Write Today for Art Booklet

Rich
black
§cdi ment
soil, level,
without stones or
alkali ; climate un-

surpassed, free water

right, the best in the U. S.

Rail ami steamboat transpor-
tation to ready markets. All

fruits and vegetablesgrown to per-
fection. Excursion rates from all

Eastern points after March I. For infor-

mation and literature, write

CMWOOSTDtCOIIPANY
Uti ran*. StmL Sat rnaaox (at

F. C. ROBINSON ft CO.

21*1

\\V are opening the western .side of the Sacramento
Valley under irrigation, l'resident Roosevelt has

signed the Special Act of Congress granting
our great Central Canal enough water from

the navigable Sacramento River to irrigate
300,000 acres. Prices the lowest ever

known in California for first class
land under irrigation. Ten,
Twenty and FortyAero Lots from IjlttO

to #100 per Acre;
Tit iii>., One-

Sixtli Cash,
Balance inFive

Years.

.UL

Do not fors-et to mention The Pacific Monthly dealing with adTerttaera. It will be appreciated.
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Are caused by extremes of wet and

dry
—

first rain, then hot sun. The

Reynolds Timber
Preservative

not only prevents leaks but lengthens
the life of wood-work exposed to earth,

water, air, sun, and animal or vegetable

organisms.

The Reynolds Timber Preservative is

composed of several chemicals perfect-

ly proportioned to resist every form of

decay. Water and air only harden it,

to form a protecting envelope like

an armor of rock, at the same time pre-

serving the natural elasticity and life"

of the wood fibre. It is acid proof
and protects metal as well as wood.

Excess of water does not soften or

harm it in any way.

Shingles, painted with the Reynolds Timber
Preservative, last longer

—at least twice as long
as the untreated—thus minimizing destructive-

ness due to leaks,and saves expense of renewal.

It also gives a neat, brown tint which keeps
wood looking new—keeps the

building looking trim. When
dry it becomes odorless.

Fence posts, telegraph poles,
railroad ties, bridges, trestles,

farm buildings, side-walk string-

ers, all exposed wood-work, also

the wood parts of implements,
should be treated with the

Reynolds Timber Preservative—the kind that resists every
form of decay.

Write TODAYfor liberal FREE SAMPLE

The Reynolds Timber Preservative Co.

Dept. 7. Walla Walla, Wash.

4&}&
In your own home, study

leisurely the unique
attractions of

Yellowstone
Pa*k

Before you fully decide on your
Summer Outing— its worth your
while.

Excellent Hotels; Finest Coaching

Trip in America; Marvelous Nat-

ural Phenomena:, Splendid Scenery.

See the Park as a Side Trip
en route to the East.

Send Six Cents for

"WONDERLAND 1906"

and other Yellowstone Park literature

Northern Pacific

Railway
A. D. CHARLTON

Assistant General Passenger Agent
Portland, Oregon

Don't foreet to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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CrAN DiEao's
Supremacy

j£» HARBOR ^-CLIfiATC
/•'OPPORTUN ITY/*/"
INVESTMENTyi' PROFIT— /s liVof

t/ly Your
/tntnctjictte. /nvesti£4t/'on

WOO 11)01— is buying a good lot in

ingcity on a new electric car

line "Ware Etc tin rrta l*m"and making
the natural increase in land values.

I call that rapid trunk rood lock.

Every oac of oar liroou. blr Tncti are !a

Hae of )o« ibit ki.,d ol (ood lack la addition

to tfca general increaic la ralaca on accoaat of

the aew direct railroad eaat »ia Yuma.
Deal wfck the rood lock home. Forranea

la Iota at foar cenw a agnate foot in oar f»-

owxwanrenSwaKikaTracti. IS Mam JSM
1 "am u jc>uou» auwercd. Cur Mas Free.

!H0WlMIDiSK7vrJ5
^31 Sixth St, Sam Diego

Be a Land Owner
tear IMantat Ion Owner In trop-

ica I Mexico. Uc off.-r you tula i

lunlty. We own 9.480 acrea ut
cane aucar la in la In tin* world. In
• tate of Vera Crns on Ta rural Hirer,
near Tamptco.

Big Profits
Art certain. One planting ta jtood for a
down jreara. Wraith. • (UMwn
are angar plantation*.

tt'« harr large
arreace under cult Ira tloo—will aoon be
bearing.

No Work
We aril pnaj tliU land. r.re perfect

title and contract to tak.- all care of It

• rear* and par rim the pruflta.
'i <ni can own aome of tbla on

SMALL PAYMENTS
Write I'm for Complete

Information. Kookleta, I

Tampico SugarCo.
K I fill Hi...r I nl. .n Trii.t ltl.lt.

*.f.r.ncr.: Los AngelesBroadway Bank
OX Trust Co. California

An Opportunity for Cartful Investors

NEWPORT
HEIGHTS
ACREAGE

Cheapest. Land in Southern California

Newport Heights is a high plateau, al-

ia. >-.t perfectly level, with the lowest poin
over 70 feet above the sea. It extendi
bark from Newport Bay for several miles
ami comprise* 1300 acres of deep, rich,

slightly sandy loam soil, very fertile and

productive. It is subdivided Into fiv

tracts with artesian

water, of the finest

quality, in abund-
ance for all irriga-
tion purposes, piped
to each tract.

Deefi, Rich
Soil %H %H

Abundance

of vVater

We are the
owners of this

property and
are now plac-
ing these five-

acre subdivi-
sions on the
market at S1SM
tick. One-fifth
to be pai.l in

cash and Un-
balance in si\.

t we 1 ve,
eighteen
and twin

interest on de-
ferred payments. Con-

sidering the soil, water, on'
location ami transportati facilities this is

the cheapest acreage in Southern Califor-

nia. Pacific Electric cars run every hour
from Iyos Angeles. Write to us for printed
matter and more complete details n

ing this valuable property.

TOWNSEND-DAYMAN
INVESTMENT CO.

MTfrra <m rVI(' B"trk BMr. . U* IMaUB, C1L
Il3 E«t F1nt St.. WK IFJCB, C1L

Do not force! to mention The I'aclftc Monthly whan dealing with adrerttaera. It will be appreciated.
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WE OFFER

10,000

SHARES
Of THE

UNITED BUILDING COMPANY
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This picture shows the new office at Brentwood Park.

Brentwood Park
'ark Is the grand*
r rtl Santa I

midway betwn

i In Southern California. This beautiful perk In located on the
"rtli of tht- new S:in \' l< «*ti t •• Hoiilevitrd. and extends bark to

Elome nttd the octan, nnd commands OM of tin- evnixleet
•lew* «>f the rellej and mountain*. Just far enough bark from th* <»cean to give a commnndlng view of
Santa Monica,

ln..l i.uf hi tbi same maimer
known throughout tht world.

No Iota In Hr*»ntwo.»d I*ark hate a frontage of lesa than one hundred feet and the depth* range from
on* hundred and seventy-fcur feet to four hundred and fifty feet. A grand boulevard extends through

I

'"'sn Park. Venlr-e, Play del Bey. Redondo. Catallna Islanda and the Santa llarbara 1»-

tbe Golden Gate Park at San Francisco, which la ao well

the park.
fusion la sea

bottler:. reeta and bnul<

Install^

complete!. Brentwood Park will

development work has bee* romp
ami men CM *«*»* thla

li a magnificent -

Beautiful homes have been <

not be Improved, the finest of a
borne. We are keeping away fr

k paas i

ind Broadway
id betl

od and thirty feet to one hundred and eighty feet.
Brentwood Park. I>eautlful walk* and drlrewaye. fine oiled

vard* are to tw» Hjrhted with electricity which the Kdlson Company '

filial treea ami Bnrube. efcthl hundred varieties), are being pi
\t » 11 a' I illf'Ttiia. M
ted and the remainder la being pushed to a conclusion aa fast as

d of lta wonderful beauty. Never before

•nstrncted and others are under construction. Climatic condition
11. the t-Mt of water and the be-t of ImproTementa. A veritable park
tn all city eftVe*s In this heantlful park. The !>« Angeles Pacific ears
>e door; no finer or morn rapid transportation anywhere; thirty minute*
the bnetnese center of I/m Angeles.

rllla lot In ltri'iitwofxl Park now? If you do. don't pot It

Moff a day. Buy now. You may * ml to build some day and all the time y.-u are waiting,
be lncrea*lng rapidly In value. There la nothing better ait an Investment and the very

It I* ratting more difficult every day to get high derations and lartre v.Ua lot* where the aur

Ing* ami environmenta are the very lest. Here one can have all the comforts and advantage* of tlte city
and a country home combined, away from the dust snd noise. There are probshly few cities In the

ee which hr\\ h remarkable growth, commercially and otherwise, aa I-o* Augelev the

metropolis of the SonthweM. and It la only a question of a abort time when all desirable tocatlona
that are In 'Ity will be taken up.

It us today for special prices and discount; also for maps and plats, which will be sent to all free
ire selling rapidly bs the lti I'rlce* ranee from

_- to the location, with easy terms of payment. The lots are large and
t are bnttnd to yield purchasers s big profit. We refer you to all of Is* An.-

r (n\\ particulars.

Western Pacific Development* CompanyOWNERS
203-204 Germain Building LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Don't fort*t to mention The Pacific Monthly when HiiHmw with adrertlMn. It win be appreciated.
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SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

I Then there are the beautiful fresh-water lakes right on the
' border of Seattle. Lake Washington, thirty-one miles lona*.

a\Iy twenty minutes' ride from the sky-scraper streets; Lake
m and Green Lake, both beautiful and large bodies of water,
within the very city l.mits. Here you have launching, yacht-
canoeing, fishing, bathing, and many other sports within the
k of the street-cars. A day's trip will take yon into the
t of the Olympic or Cascade Mountains, allow you a few
m of the finest trout-fishing you ever had. and land you in
tie again in time for supper.
Lnd if you want to climb mountains, don't go to Switzerland.
• to Seattle and go out with the Mazamai. or with a party
our own. to Mount Rsinier, the highest mountain In the United
as. or to Mount Baker, a peak that makes some of the Alps
like ant hills.

enjoy all these sports which you would have to visit
a deaen other places to find and yet spend the Summer in

tie, one of the moat interesting cities in the world, destined
M the third largest in the United States, and growing now
no other city in the country. Plan to spend your Bummer in

city with the unsurpassed climate, the charming and beau-
I surroundings, the handsome residences and great business
as. the picturesque harbor, and the finest supply in the world
brisking water, brought from the heart of the Cascade Moun-
a. After three months of the most wholesome pleasure that
have ever bad. you will decide to buy a home and live here.

any of the following firms for details:

kenej : Calhoun. l»enny A Ewlng.
ind Really Associate*. Ooodwln r^j fe, t:i

Vt Investmrt

•*nas A Co.. Inc.

(McLaughlin Real-
I Seaboard Security Co.
The Truatee Company, of Seattle
Holmes A Harlng.

Photo* by Webster & Stevens, Seattle.
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ANTICONGESTOL
Safest Investment—Quickest Profit

TTT^HEN you can see lying on the ground acres and acres of
y

it—a valuable substance—there isn't any "chance" about

the investment, is there? That is just what we have in ANTI-
CONGESTOL, the wonderful new mineral earth, the therapeutic

value of which has been attested by physicians and chemists. There

is none of the miner's luck, good or bad, about working our ANTI-
CONGESTOL deposits. No drilling through rock following the

elusive trail of the ore vein. No installing of expensive machinery
and power plants. All there is to be done is to shovel the substance

into wagons, pack it into cans, and ship it to the drug stores of

the world, for ANTICONGESTOL is a perfect natural product.

Our Product
A NTICONGESTOL is an"" earth of the Antiphlo-

gistine group. It forms a
natural healing plaster of
marvelous healing proper-
ties, and is particularly ef-

ficacious in all cases of in-
flammation and conges-
tion. Its by-products make
high-grade soaps, cements
and bleaching substances.
Chemical analysis provfs
the earth to be rich in
aluminum, free from alkali
and devoid oforganic mat-
ter or deleterious ingredi-
ents. Our depositsof Anti-
congestol are in Ventura
County, California, and
have only recently been
discovered. The supply is

practically inexhaustible,
extending over part of the
6W acres which the Consol-
idated Mineral& Chemical
Company has acquired.
Besides this vast supply of
Anticongestolthecompany
owns 120 acres of property
rich also in gold, asbestos
and other minerals.

ANTICONGESTOL
From every point of view is the in-

vestment with the greatest attrac-

tions. Investigate and you will be

convinced. Think of it! No mining,
no prospecting, no artificial treat-

ment. The mud is there and the

world's markets are waiting for it.

Ask your physician. Ask your
chemist. Send to us for a sample.

In ordering stock please use this form:

Consolidated Mineral& Chemical Co.,
355 Pacific Electric Bids:.,

Los Angelas, Oil.

Please reserve for me.,
shares of Treasury Stock in tlie Consolidated
Mineral & Chemical Company at $3 a share.

Name .

Address .

Our Proposition

rpHE Consolidated Min-
eral & Chemical Com-

pany has been organized to

place its vast deposits of
natural plaster on the
market. The demand for

it will begreatand increas-

ing. Money is not needed
to mine or prepare the
plaster, but to ADVERTISE
it in a LARGE WAY. so that
the profits shall be large.

To that end we are of-

fering a block of Treas-
ury-Stock at $3 a share. If

you will investigate you
will want to come in. Re-
member, we are not going
to work the gold and as-
bestos mines NOW. When
we've made a lot ofmoney
from sales ofAn ticongestol
will be time enough for
that. But the gold and
asbestos are there, and all

shareholders in this com-
pany will own their part of
them. It's time to invest
NOW. The stock is going
up every month.

Consolidated Mineral & Chemical Co., Inc.
Suite 355, Pacific Electric Building, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when iealtju with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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"THE GATEWAY TO RIVERSIDE COUNTY"

A Land of Peace and Plenty—A Land for Wealth and Health

In the very Heart of California's Garden of Eden
But 50 miles from Los Angeles, the metropolis of the great Southwest

COME TO FAIR-HAVEN AND FARM EOR PROFIT AND PLEASURE
Where oranges, lemons, grapes, apricots, walnuts, melons, berries, potatoes, celery, alfalfa, barley
and many other UHMllUll of the soil grow in such luxuriance as is known nowhere else in all America
—where some crop may be if.it hered every inontli in tin; year, bringing a continuous revenue, and

greater profits than are possible in any other section of the United State*.

A MATCHLESS CLIMATE WITH 300 SUNSHINE DAYS A YEAR
Fanning here become* a pleasure. Nights are cool and bracing; droughts and floods are unknown
•ad than in abaohlta freedom from excessive heat and cold; irrigation supplies the farmer's

every need, furnishing moisture just when and where required.

WITH INEXHAUSTIBLE WATER SUPPLY
I Vlltll.WKN FARMS has one of the most perfect irrigation systems in the country—sub-

i >l cement canal* which bring a steady stream of the purest warn* from the springs and
streams of the San I tenia nil no Mountains, giving all the moisture wanted, all the time. Ample

rights go with evcrv deed to land in l'AIKII W'l.N FARMS.

10 ACRES IN PAIRHAVEN FARMS
will produce as much as 50 to 150 acres in the "Up North" or "Hack Bast" States with less labor

and less worry as well as promoting greater happiness and better health than are possible anywhere
Atlantic to the 1'aeitic. The best markets of the great S.uthwest will take all your

products at good prices. Railroad and shipping facilities are all that could be desired. The soil

but awaits your crops for all improvements have already been made, and your first crops will

almost |«y for the land. .Schools, churches, telephones, tine drives, the best of neighbors—all

Combine to add comfort and convenience to life at PAIRHAVEN FARMS

Only $1 50 and up an Acre to Those Who Buy Now

Let ui Knd you full information, map* and other complete and authentic data, free. There'a not another

proportion quite aa food a* Fairhavtn Farms on the market in America today. Juat send your name.

Write to u* today. AddreM

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT COMPANY
608 Pacific Electric Building. LOS ANGELES, C ALII OMNIA

WE FIND COUNTRY HOMES FOR ALL CLASSES

Don't forget to mention The Parlor Monthly worn dealing with adtertleers. It will be appreciated.
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* MONTANA IS
An Agricultural State

Farm Lands in the valley of the YELLOWSTONE are equal to any on earth. Great crops of Alfalfa

(3 crops), Timothy, Clover and all kinds of Grains and SUGAR BEETS. The newest, largest and
best Beet Sugar Factory in the United States at BILLINGS now completed and in operation, making
into Sugar the first crop of 70,000 tons. Land at $50.00 and ujf> on your own terms. Write

BILLINGS LAND & IRRIGATION CO., BILLINGS, MONTANA

Most Picturesque and Historic Region in America

Nature's Playgroup GREENBRIER
White Sulphur Springs

West Virginia

Surrounded by 7,000 acres of picturesque scenery. All tickets sold by the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway have stop-
over privileges at this famous resort. Elevation. 2.000 feet. Average temperature during the heated summer. 62°,
Capacity, 1.000. Broad piazzas. Orchestra of 20 instruments. Elevators, telephones, cafes. Two New Clay Tennis
Courts. The Lawns are Unsurpassed as a Playground for Children. An Attractive and Inexpensive Place to Spend
the Summer. Nature has contributed the most charming surroundings of scenery to the White Sulphur. Forest, vale,

and mountain are here in rare and unique combination, presenting at every turn new views of the picturesque, the beau-
tiful and the grand, sufficient for the gratification of every taste. The Grand Old Fountain, shaded bv ancient oaks,

daily pour from its exhaustless resources more than 40,000 gallons of healing waters. Regular season, June IS.

Send for Booklets and Rates.

CEORCE A. MILLS, Jr., Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CALIFORNIA
LIMITED

is an ALL-THE-YEAR-'ROUND daily train

running between California and Chicago
Newest Pullman equipment, consisting of observation, drawing-room

and compartment sleepers, buffet-smoking car and dining car. "Santa
Fe All the Way." Safeguarded by block signals. Harvey meals. The
only train between California and Chicago, via any line, exclusively for

first-class travel.

En route visit Grand Canyon of Arizona and stop at El Tqvar, the
new $2.50,000 hotel, under Harvey management. Pullman service to and
from Grand Canyon.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Grand Canyon ofArizona

I DEEP

13 Miles Wide

21 7 Miles Long

and Painted

Like a Flower

%\\

President Roosevelt visited the

Grand Canyon May 6, 1903. In his

notable speech on that occasion, he
said: "It fills me with awe; it is be-

yond comparison, beyond description.

Keep it for your children, your child-

ren's children, and all who come after

you, as the one great sight which every
American should sec."

§§§

The great round world lias

nothing like it. A railroad to

the rim. Excellent hotels at El

Tovar, Bright Angel and Grand

Vlew. Passengers returning east

via SANTA FE may stop over

at ^Vllliams for side trip to the

Canyon. Round trip fare $6.50.

Do not forvet to mention The I'a.-lflY Monthly when dealing with adierttaera. It will be appreciated.
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OWN a Southern CALIFORNIA HOME
AVKere it is cool in summer, -warm in winter, with the grand old Pacific at your elhow and Los Angeles

only 22 minutes away. Can you save 33 cents a day ? If so, you can secure an incomparable homesite.

If you would like to know about Brent-wood Terrace, cut off the coupon below and mail today NOW.

1HAVE
seen Los Angeles

develop from an over-
grown Western town to a
great cRy in six years.

A recent school census shows
285,000 inhabitants, independ-
ent of 25,000 visitors whom we
nave always with us.

In 1905 the Southern Pacific

brought into Los Angeles an
average of 505 homeseekers
daily; in 1906, 643 per day; in

1907, 706 per day.
Now, there are three rea-

sons. First, it is a city of
limitless opportunity; sepond, it

has an unequaled climate;
third, charm—a desirable place
of residence.

There are lots of places to

build homes in and about Los
Angeles, but I wish to impress
upon you, to burn it into your
mind as it were, that there Is a
very limited district which is

near enough to the Ocean to be
always cool in summer and
without frost in winter, which
is accessible alike to the Pa-
cific Ocean and Los Angeles ;

but still more limited is the
district which will have rapid
transit.

Brentwood Terrace is in the
center of this limited district on
the E. H. Harriman subway,
which will run from Los An-
geles to the Sea. The right of
way has been purchased for
several million dollars. The
service Is very good now ; in a
short time it will be the best
in the world.

I have found in life's affairs
ten men follow where one man
leads. He who leads wins suc-
cess, wealth, independence and
honor. He who follows gets
what's left. So the fellow who
follows gets something ; he
who neither leads nor follows
gets nothing. This is true in
affairs great and small. It is

true in investment ; it is truest
of all in real estate invest-
ments. Those who have looked
ahead, studied conditions, seen
how, where and when a city
would expand ; watched the de-
velopment of rapid transit, and
bought real estate in the path
of progress, have made money.
Can you see beyond the end of
your nosef Are you going to
be one who leads to Brentwood
Terrace T

If you contemplate coming to

Los Angeles MAIL THE COU-
PON.

If you wish to acquire an
ideal homesite on which to
build a home in the future,
MAIL THE COUPON.

If you can save 33 cents a
day, MAIL THE COUPON.

Brentwood Terrace is an in-

vestment safer than a Savings
Bank and presents greater op-
portunities. MAIL COUPON
NOW.

I do not want you to buy a
"cat in a bag." I will answer
your inquiries honestly, sin-

cerely, personally and intelli-

gently.
It will cost you two cents to

send the coupon and it may
prove of great importance to

you.

^-^^Z//^Xtf,

President.

Brentwood Terrace Brentwood Terrace This whole district will

On the north, mountains; west, a raciflc, the temperature of which the be a Park dotted with

grand view of the Pacific; south, year around is about UO degrees. The Thft
D
|« „n, 1,,',°'.',n^

miles of beautiful valley; east. Los >nojt
delightful and healthful oil-

™
am It is4^—ins

"'e di9ta"Ce """
J* the'sauTicinte Boulevard. 130 >»<>* **

&
P
I
d
h •<*•

- %~>. .in,.!., t. f« fpet wlde : runs from Los Angeles to '"*" .„_„
Elevation ME feet similar to fa- „,e Sea adjo[Tts the PaI |saSes and CONTRACTS

mous Hollywood and Pasadena, which Brentwood Park, the highest priced
are, however, farther inland, where unci most exclusive residence district
the thermometer climbs to 110 in the in Southern California. Nothing but
shade. High temperature is abso- a high class resident:al community
lutely impossible, however, at can be created.
Brentwood Terrace, because it is Millions are bsnlnd the development
"Swept by Ocean Breezes" from the of this territory.

9tfai? Coupon to

JAMES R. H. WAGNER
'President

San Vicente Land Gomfiany
Capital, $200,000.00

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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"YOU"
ARE

Stkamkn ALLIANCE of Coot Iat. 3am Francesco and Portland WANTED
At NORTH HEM), on COOS BAY, OREGON. Opportunity
is here awaiting the "Hour and the Man". Over one hundred
billion feet of uncut timber and eight hundred million tons of coal

await the ax and the pick.

North Bend-Its Payroll Talks
Of NORTH BEND'S present site was a tract of timber in 1902
" —today there are 2200 people. 1 $60,000 is the monthly pay-

roll, conceded to be the largest in the United States for a city of
this .size. 1 $700,000 were expended for building and improve-
ments in the year 1906. .1 Coos Bay is the next harbor for Trans-

Pacific traffic on the Pacific Coast of the United States. 1 Congress
has ordered a survey of the Coos Bay Bar for the purpose of giving
it the same depth as Golden Gate—40 feet. 1 Puget Sound, Coos

Bay and Golden Gate stand in a class alone as Pacific sea ports.

1 Lumber mills, ship yards, machine shops, and quarries are here

and generous inducements are held out for others. 1 Come now and
"Beat the Railroad."

Lovkr'i Lans in Simpson Park

WRITK THK

North Bend Chamber

of Commerce

NORTH BEND, COOS BAY,

OREGON

An onmnintioii of the ritiien*

for tin- uplmiliiinit and develop-
ment of the Coo» B»y country.

Do not forget to mention The Pac:nV Monthly when dealing- with advert laerw. It wltl be appreciated.
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VACATION TRIPS
IN OREGON AND CALIEORNIA

Send for any of the following publications.

They tell all about the most beautiful and
attractive summer retreats in the west and
are a splendid aid in deciding where to go

Oregon Outings

Restful Recreation Resorts

Shasta Resorts

Lake Tahoe and the High Sierras

Yosemite Valley and the Big Trees

Kings River Canyon and the Giant Forest

Big Trees of California

Hotel del Monte

Southern California

Sent free to any address on receipt of a
two-cent postage stamp for each publica-

tion. Write to

WM. McMURRAY
General Passenger Agent, Southern Pacific Co. (Lines in Oregon)

PORTLAND, OREGON

OR

CHARLES S. fEE
Passenger Traffic Manager, Southern Pacific Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CAMP YOSEMITE
YOSEMITE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA

GLACIKR POINT CAMP AND SENTINEL HOTKL UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

SITUATED

just to the rijjht of Yosemite Falls, in a magnificent grove of
black oaks, about half mil.- from the Hotel, in the "IDEAL CAMPING
SI'OT" of all Yosemite. Table and service excellent. Bath house on

grounds. Sanitary arrangements perfect. Electric lights. Particular

attention is called to the location of this camp, it being situated ofT the
main driveway, guests having the same privacy as in a camp of their own. In

direct telephonic communication with the Sentinel Hotel, Glacier Point, the

Livery Stables and all points in the Valley. Mail, express and laundry called

for and delivered. Resident physician. Camp Yosemite coupons good at camp
at Glacier Point ; also at the hotels at their face value.

Ladies, unaceompanied by gentlemen, can spend the entire summer at the

Camp, and be assured of every attention and courteous treament by all. MISS
FRANCES HICKEY, who has been in charge of the Camp since its opening, will

see that you are made to feel at home and that nothing is left undone which

might add to your pleasure or comfort.

At the Camp will be found GALEN CLARK, the discoverer of the Mariposa
Big Tree Grove, and one of the first white men to enter the Yosemite Valley.
Mr. Clark is probably more familiar with Yosemite, and its Indian legends, than

any other living exponent, and consequently makes a very interesting host at

the camp-fire in the evening.

SCAMP

YOSEMITE, American Plan, $2.00 Per Day

SENTINEL HOTEL, American Plan, $3.00 to $4.00 Per Day;
$20.00 to $25.00 Per Week

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

J. B. COOK, Yosemite, California
The Southern Pacific Agencies; the SanU Fe Agencies; The Yosemite Valley

Railroad, Merced, California; or Peck's Information Bureaus.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adve/tiaera. It will be appreciated.
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A Genuine Webster's Dictionary and

The Pacific Monthly
For $2.00

It Will Interest Every Member of the Family

Color Charts

and Maps
A general Map of the

United States; a general
Map of the World; Flags
of All Nations; Flags and
Pennants of the Interna-
tional Code; the Signal
Service Code; an Astro,

nomical Chart of the

Planetary System. All in
colors.

26% to 40% more than In

any other dictionary ot sim-

ilar scope outside of the

genuine Webster series.

A dictionary of the English language, with copious etymologies accur-

ate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general

reference, derived from the Unabridged Dictionary of Noah Webster,

D. D., LL. D-. edited under the supervision of Noah Porter, D, D.,

LU D.. President of Yale College.

SpecialFeatures

andNew Words
Additional to Its depart-

ment ofdefinitions is an ap-
pendix containing a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, ab-

breviations in writing and
printing.arbitarysigns.etc.
Examples of new words:
Radium, Limousine, Ton-
neau, Chauffeur, Lingerie ,

Coherer, Acetylene, Graft,
Etc

Well made in every particu-

lar Extra strong bindings,

re-enforced in the hinges.

Size TbixtyixWi Inches.

FULL MOROCCO LEATHER BINDING
FLEXIBLE COVER, PATENT THUMB INDEX

If you arc not satisfied with the book we will refund your money.

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Ore.
ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Pub., Co., Portland, Ore.

Enclosed please find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me, all

charges paid, copy of the Webster Condensed Dictionary, full morocco leather binding in accordance with above offer.

Name..

Address..

Town

Don t forget tc mention TDt Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers It will be appreciated.
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Summer Excursions
GLACIERS, TOTEMS, GRAND SCENERY

IJVS1DE PJtSSJiGF. SEJtSlCKMF.SS UNKNOWN
S. S. "SPOKANE"

Jun» 14, 38; July 13, 36; J§ugutt 9

S. S. "QUEEN"
July 16

Carrying Only Flrtt Clam* Round Trim
Excursion Paiftnfcri

For reservation*, rate*, literature and full information
apply to Company's Agent,

C. D. DUNANN. Gen'l Pass. Agt., SAN fRANCISCO

MOUNT TACOMA
AND

THE RAINIER NATIONAL PARK
THE "WONDERLAND OF THE CASCADES"

S.i tour "t the Nnrthweat i« complete without a Ytait to thifcimlorihahlr rerion. MT.
1 \c uM \ with ita *rand 1 4.MS ft vnlmnicpnUc. wonderful rWera of Ire. mllMin rxt

with >;iwninc irc Taaaea hundred* of feet deep, ruavd canyona beautif-

rill, ami entr.imin« pork*, which contain nearly JOO rarictlea of wild
that bloom within a atep of perpetual aoow, aflbrda
the tourist nnd niitht aeer more Taried arenerj" and
natural wonder* tlian any other one apot on the

• hotels and accommodation*.
Kor fri-c ill .• matter, addreaa

*—
ntfwiwpr rnwfcwt leA 12

TACOMA EASTERN RAILROAD COMPANY
Tacoma. Wn h.

beavtttifttl water
flow '

>CX ?z&>C
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GOING EAST
VIA

SALT LAKE ROUTE
insures the traveler a delightful and comfortable

trip, free from the discomfort of dust (the road-

bed is oiled) and if he travels on the

Los Angeles Limited
electric fans keep the summer temperature at a

moderate degree. The luxurious equipment of

sleepers, observation cars and diners, of this

palatial train, and the beautiful scenery enroute
are appreciated by discriminating travelers. It

leaves Los Angeles daily at 10 a. m. and runs via

Salt Lake Route, Union Pacific and North
Western lines

To Chicago in 3 Days
Your patronage will be appreciated on your

next trip East.

Low rate excursion tickets to many eastern

points are now on sale from all Salt Lake Route
stations in California.

You ought to go one way at least via Salt

Lake City.
Let us give you more particulars.

F. A.WANN, Geni Traffic Manager
T. C. PECK, Gen'l Passenger Agent

Los Angeles, Cal.
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LOW RATES
EAST

^ You Can Now Make Your Arrancrmrnt* *o Visit Ihe C=

Jamestown Exposition
( )r any other point in the East, this Summer, and take

advantage of the very low ROUND-TRIP
rates that have just been

fixed upon by__=_, THE-___
Oregon Railroad
(£l Navigation Co.
Tl> \ 11 TO A 1!
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THE NEW INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE CO.

WILL ENTER RICH FIELD
FIEST OFFERING OF STOCK IN THE SOUTHERN

TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY.
The telephone has become one of the most impor-

tant factors in the business and social life of the

entire world. This is especially true of the United

States. The telephone is constantly in demand by
the people, and although furnished at a very rea-

sonable rental, it has been found to be a very prof-

itable investment. Large percentages have been

made by those holding securities of telephone com-

panies.
The Southern Telephone-Electric Company was

organized principally to conduct a telephone business

in one of the richest sections of the United States,

viz., the State of Texas, constructing and operating
both long distance and local telephone systems.

Mr. E. L. Swaine, President, in speaking of the

plans of operation, states as follows; "The Com-

pany now owns the Fort Worth Long Distance Tele-

phone Company, and will soon acquire extensions

for the construction and operation of local exchanges
in a number of towns in the State of Texas.
"The Company will hold control of the long dis-

tance lines, which will enable us to protect the

business of local exchanges, besides bringing a good
revenue.
"When a local plant has been constructed and in

operation, a company will be formed among the

business men of the community. They will sub-

scribe for the stock, as it will pay a good interest

on the Investment, and they will be the owners of

the property In their own town.
"The Southern Telephone-Electric Company will

receive for such plants from the new local com-

panies, part cash and part bonds, based on the

earning power of the companies, which cash and
bonds will give a very good profit on the work of

construction, and place ns In a position to turn
over the funds again In another locality.

"The profits in the telephone business have proved
very satisfactory, paying good percentages on bonds
and stocks, besides enabling the companies to lay
aside a fair surplus. This refers to the operating
companies, from which class we expect to secure
a portion of our earnings, the greater part to come
from the profits on construction. It Is the Inten-

tion to set aside for saie only snfflcient stock to

provide capital to carry on the work in hand, which
will enable us to pay very satisfactory dividends on
the outstanding stock."

THE SOUTHERN TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COM-
PANY

Is a corporation duly organized and Incorporated
under the laws of the Territory of Arizona. The
capital stock is ten million dollars ($10,000,000),
divided Into one hundred thousand (100,000) shares
of a par value of one hundred dollars ($100) per
share. The stock Is fully paid and forever non-
assessable. There is no preferred stock and no
bonded indebtedness. Each an/ every share of stock
is on an equal basis. The organization or charter
member price of this stock has been placed at a
low price. This price will be advanced at an early
date, for this first allotment is being subscribed

rapidly. Every share of stock issued at the present
time has been paid for In full at that figure. Not
one single share of promotion stock has been Issued.

The officers and directors of this corporation have
paid the same price for their own stock that they
offer It to their friends and acquaintances.
The affairs of the corporation will be under the

management of the following Board of Directors:
E. u Swaine. General Manager of the Home Tel-

ephone and Telegraph Company of Los Angeles, Cal.

R. J. McHugh, Chief Installer and Pacific Const
Sales Manager of the Kellogg Switch Board and

Supply Company.
N. F. Wilson. San Francisco. Cal.
Ernest A, Olds. Superintendent of Construction of

the Ilome Telephone and Telegraph Company of Los
Angeles, Cal.
H, L. Edwards, Superintendent of the Contract-

ing Department of the Home Telephone and Tele-

graph Company.
F. J. Norris. Cashier of the Occidental Trust and

Savings Bank of Los Angeles. Cal.. and former
auditor of the Home Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

J. N. Cl Rech, Attorney, Los Angeles, Cal.

Edgar A. Sharp, Attorney, Los Angeles, Cal.

The officers of the Company are:
E. L. Swaine. President; N. F. Wilson, First

Vice-President; II. L. Edwards. Second Vice-Presi-

dent; E. A. Olds, Third Vice-President: J. N. O.
Rech, Secretary; F. J. Norrls, Treasurer; It. J.

McIIugh, Chief Engineer.
The men who will have charge of the field work

and operation o' the affairs of the Southern Tele-

phone-Electric Company are all practical, successful

telephone men of unquestioned Integrity and special
ability In their particular branch of technical effort.

The territory In which this corporation will oper-
ate is no less than the cotton belt of Texas, a belt

containing a greater population than the three Pa-
cific States, California. Washington and Oregon,
combined. This is today, in the minds of these

men. the best and richest territory in the United
States for the operations of such a corporation.
So much work has already been done and so much

progress made that no other company, even should
it possess the same financial advantages and the

same able Board of Directors, could possibly be-

come a competitor. This is a big element in the
success of this corporation.
The territory or field which has been selected by

this Board of Directors is one of the richest in the
United States and at present almost overlooked,

except by the interest controlled by the Bell Tele-

phone.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANY OFFERS SMALL
INVESTOR AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY.
The time has come when the people ought to own

the public service corporations, and they are going
to own them. too. Here is an opportunity for a

small investor to buy stock that should ultimately
make him financially independent. The conditions

that make possible the success of this corporation
are many times more promising than they were when
the Bell Telephone stock was first offered to the

public.
The money for carrying out the plans of this

enterprise Is being raised by the sale of common
stock. Every man or woman that wants a share of

this stock In the Southern Telephone-Electric Com-
pany will be on an equal footing, first, last and
all 'the time. The full par value of the shares is

$100. fully paid and forever non-assessable; but.

like all large enterprises, the first stock sold must
be offered at a big sacrifice in order to quickly raise

sufficient capital to put the company on a good
dividend-earning basis. A nortlon of the $100
shares of the Southern Telephone-Electric Company
is, therefore, offered at a low price. The shares
that are invested In at this low price will, in a

few months, not only be worth their full par value,

but many times more. The shares of the Home
Telephone Company in Los Angeles could have been

bought three or four years ago for only 10 cents on
a dollar. These shares of common stock are now
earning dividends, after the company has paid oot
thousands of dollars on a tremendous bond issue.

SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES CO.

200-231 Delbert Block. Ran Francisco.
515-516 Central Bank Bldg.. Oakland.
406 I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles.
1506 Stout St.. Denver. Colo.
3 and 4 Mercantile Block, Salt Lake.
300-301 Tilford Bldg., Portland.
610-611 Eitel Bldg., Seattle.

INFORMATION COUPON.
Southwestern Securities Co. , Fiscal Agents.

I am Interested In your SOUTHERN TELE-
PHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY, and if my request
will not obligate me In any way I shall be glad
to receive further Information.

Name

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



WALTER BAKER.& COS
COCOA AND CHOCOLATE

Have a world-wide reputation for high quality
and delicious flavor.

HIGHEST AWARDS IN
EUROPE AND AMERICA

Directions for preparing more than one hundred dainty dishes

in our Choice Recipe Book sent free upon request

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd.
Kst»t.ll.sl»-<1 1780

Dorchester, Mass.



r POPULATION 14,000— GAIN OF 10,000 SINCE 1900 1

ABERDEEN
Queen City of Southwestern Washington, properly called

"CITY OF PAY ROLLS"
VHTLL disburse in wages this year, $4,500,000. 100,000,000,000 feet

of Timber tributary. Ships by water more Lumber than any other

port in the world. Attributes : Twenty miles of Water Front, Deep
Water Harbor, Forty-four Manufacturing Plants, Forty miles Graded

Streets, Sewer, Electric Lighting, Street Railway and Municipal Water

Systems, beautiful natural environment and finest climate in the world.

Magnificent Opportunities for men with money, energy and brains

GREATEST LUMBER SHIPPING PORT IN THE WORLD
further information,

EAL ESTATE (Kb

[ VESTM ENTJ
Hthrencrs: Any Aberdeen BinK ABERDEEN, WASH.
HARDING <& ENGEN !M

vms
^•A^s.

ROSE
CITY PARK is the most beautiful close-in addition to Portland—the "City of Roses." It was jealously held for years by the ori-

ginal owners, but is now placed on the market by a syndicate of

Portland's wealthiest men. Over 1300 lots sold since March 1. Many
resold within 24 hours at an advance of 10 to 25%. Leading Portland

citizens are building homes there now. Only 2% miles from down town;
15-minute street car service; city water; graded streets

;
cement sidewalks;

electric light; telephones; building restriction. A timely investment in

Portland real estate will establish your fortune. There is no more beautiful

residence spot anywhere than Rose City Park, with Mt. Hood in full view.

Get acquainted with Portland, the Neiv York ofthe Pacific Coast

HARTMAN & THOMPSON, BANKERS

SPSJ&T (2333GC3_
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TneWay of the

Land. Transgressor
A DRAMATIC SERIES ON THE

PUBLIC LAND PROBLEMS

By LUTE PEASE

"The conservation of our national resources and
their proper use constitute the fundamental problem
which underlies almost every other problem of. our
national life."

"The men whom we have prosecuted and those who
fear prosecution by us, naturally endeavor to break down
the policy under which alone the home-makers' rights
can be secured, and the lands preserved for the use of

himself and his children.** —PrttitUnt RooMtvtk.

KIK.M AKIU LB

Western Affairs at

Vv asnington
A Frank and Independent Monthly Dis

cuMion or Happenings at the Nations

Capital or Particular Interest

to Weiterner»

By IRA E. BENNETT
grrespondeat

THE PACIFIC MON BUSHING COMPANY.
orwn Aiurk Anpr.nM



has proved a solid foundation on which to builda reputation or to
keep a home clean. Every child knows what SAPOLIO is and
what it will do, so widelyis its honorable record established.
Itshallmark is "service"its pride is cleanliness. The esteem wonby
5AP0LI0 as ahomekeeperguarantees the worth ofits kindredproduct,
HAND SAPOLIO, the safest soap for Toilet and Bath.
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AS YOU KNOW
The famous Marshal] \ Stearns Patented Wall Beds and Fixtures have com-

pletely solved the Apartment House problem, tor the housekeeper as well as for the

arcliiteet and builder. And

YOU ALSO KNOW
That these space comfort-affording ami income-increasing Patented

Wall Beds and Fixtures are now universally recognized us a "Standard" and are

rapidly being adopted all over the country in Apartment Houses, Hotels and private
homes. Hut

YOU MAY NOT KNOW
That the demand tor the .Marshall & Stearns goods is so tremendous that the

Company is called upon to do a business during 1907 which necessitates the selling
of some of its Preferred Stock, thus increasing its working capital to meet this un-

precedented demand. And

YOU WILL BE GLAD TO KNOW
y cent received from the sale of the 10,000 shares of 6 per cent Pre-

d for public subscription will be turned into the treasury of the

corporation and used IMMEDIATELY to increase its earning capacity; and that to

make the investment doubly attractive, one share of Common Stock will be given
AS A BONUS with each share of Preferred Stock sold. And

OF COURSE, YOU KNOW
That such an investment opportunity rarely comes but once in a lifetime, and

that Y<U" should take advantage of it before this small block of stock is sold.

Finally, here are a few additional facta

YOU SHOULD KNOW
About the Marshall & Stearns Company and this 6 per cent Preferred Stock:

1 1 ) The Company is incorporated under the laws of California with an authorized

capital stock of $1,000,000, of which $250,000 is 6 per cent Preferred and $750,000
Common Stock, each having a par value of $10 per share, FULLY PAID; (2) the

Company has hitherto been a close corporation with not a share of stock owned
exci pt by its founders and present exclusive owners; (3) the profits from the un-

orders now on the books are sufficient to pay a 6 per cent dividend on the en-

tire Preferred Stock and a substantial dividend on the Common Stock; (4) not one
cent in dividends can be paid to the present owners, represented by the Common
Stock, until the full dividend of 6 per cent per annum, payable quarterly, has been

paid on all the Preferred Stock; (5) after the payment of the 6 per cent dividends on
the Preferred and Common Stock, additional earnings will be divided equally, share

and share alike.

This stock will be sold in large or small blocks to the LARGE or SMALL
INVESTOR

The "House Ideal," showing how the saving of space is effected by the Mar-
shall & Steams patents, mailed FREE upon reo

For further information, write or call at the Los Angeles office.

NO
FISCAL
AGENTS

Marshall & Stearns Co. (Inc.) NO
FISCAL
AGENTS436-444 So. Broadway, Los Angolas, Cat.

SAM FRAHCISOO, BO* Eddy Slraat SEATTLE, SOT -a Bailey Building
J'mtur, A4\*t., L*i AnftUt

Do Dot forget to mention Toe Pacific Mootblj wben dealts* wltfc advertiser*. It will be appreciated.
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Your Daughter Fitted

For Life's Work
At St. Mary's Academy and College

T l» Thornue-h To give the best possible mental, moral, physical and prac-
. »u' tical training. This principle for forty-nine years has gov-
in Everything erned the student life ofSt. Mary' s Academy and College.

<e>

it i

home environment with the gentle association of quite refined, cultured

excellent training in music and art, the healthful enjoyment of

' games and the physical development attained by systematic gym-
training, the pleasures of a large natural campus, the numerous

"le seashore, excursions to nearby parks, the privileges of hear-

: best singers and musicians, always accompanied by chaperons.
These unequaled advantages of our academic and collegiate educa-

tion combine to mako your daughter a woman of the highest re-

finement, polish anil culture.

St. Mary's students come from all parts of the middle West,
x^ the Coast and Alaska. Both day and resident students

I *fe "^t^N\ are received.

*„ ^ 'O s Last year 440 students were enrolled. Be ready to

enroll at the opening of the term Sept. 9th.

Write Today for Booklet, Con-

taining Complete Information

Dim't forset to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL

Miss C Mason's Surburban
School

For Girls
and

Young
Women

The Castle
Tarry town
on Hudson.

N. V.
r th. liu.Unn.

ST. HELENS' HALL
PORT/.W.VB. OREGOM

T) KSIDENT anil Day School for
gf]

inv; the Diocesan School of the 1

pal Church, umlrr the care of the Sisters of

St. John Baptist (Episcopal). Collegiate,

Academic and Elementary departments.
Advantages in Music, Art and Elocution.

Gymnasium. Thirty-ninth year begins Sep-
tember 16th, 1907. For catalogue address

THE SISTER SUPERIOR

Edgeworlh Boarding and Day Schoo
for Girls t„« swim raw. mm tmnmmmmm so. <

Mr. II I- I.I I IBVRKI _. .
,

Missi LHY jPnoctp*"
1 22 and 1 24 W. franklin Stmt. - - Baltimore, I

THE PAUL GERSON
DRAMATIC SCHOOL

San Francisco Chicago

THE LARGEST TRAINING SCHOOL
OF ACTING IN AMERICA

Regular term begins
San Francisco, Aug. 19. Chicago, Sept. 9.

Mr. Gerson will have permanent and per-
sonal charge of the San Francisco school

Positions Secured For Graduate*.
Professional Kxpcriencc While Studying.
No Long Terms.
Six Months Graduating Course.
School Open Kntirc Year.
Students Can Enter Any Time.
Kvtning Class For Those Employed

During The Day.

This School Gives More Performances,
and Secures More Engagements for its

Students Than any Similar School in

America. Send fcr Catalogue.

Pacific coast students, address

THE PAUL GERSON DRAMATIC SCHOOL
San Francisco, Cal.

And for Chicago school, to

Whitney Theatre Bldg., Chicago

Kiauni'imi. Bos J. We** Newton.

Allen School
! Has nholraoaM boys. Onlle** preparation. Oertlfl.

c*lr- given. Small Junior Department. Athletic Director.
IllastrstW rata'oane ilasariuas special festor.-..

Hill MILITARY
IBILL ACADEMY

A Boardinf and Day School for Boy*. Manual Training-.

Military Ditdpline. College Preparation. Boyi of any are ad-
mitted at anytime. Write for Illustrated Catalogue.

Dr. J. W. HILL. Proprietor and Principal
PORTLAND. OREGON

PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
1- ' HI ST < . H< '\ 1 :. < >M I- < .• N

STANlis rOB Hi— r IN 1:1 ) I 'CATION*
Thorough training in college studies, six courses with elective*. Academy prepare* for any college. Con-

Music gives instruction of high grade. Classes in Mechanical and Freehand Drawing, Paint-
1 I and Typewriting. All clean athletics encouraged. Skilled instructor in charge ofGymnaaium
m. Handsome new Women's llnll. comjilrte with modern furnishing affords pleasant and safe

home for ynn.g women. Write for catalogue and illustrated literature.

CALIFORNIA MILITARY ACADEMY
SANTA MONICA, LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Prepare* for all College* and Scientific Schools, Kast and Wea.
Calvary Organisation.

- he summer,
riled facilities for swimming, fishing, riding, mountain climbing, etc

term opens Wednesday. September nth, 1907.
ntalogue and terms, address THE ACADEMY.

lPORTL^.TVI> ACADEMY
The nineteenth year opens September 16. 1907.

ademy nroper fits boys and girls for Kastern and Western college.
A primary and grammcr school receives boys and girls as early as the age ol 6, and fits them for the

A gymnasium in cflarge of a skilled director. Track and field atheletics.
idemy has a boarding hall for girl*, well appointed and under excellent care and supervision.Foe catalogue or further information addresa PORTLAND ACADEMY, PORTLAND, OREGON
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The TACOMA HOTEL
IT LEADS

European Plan

Fine Cafe and Grill

Local and Long Distance

Phone in Every Room
Rooms with Salt Water

Baths

Write and Reserve Rooms before Visiting

TACOMA, WASHINGTON

When in BOSTON Stay at the

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
HUNTINGTON AVE., EXETER AND BLAGDEN STS.

A high-class, modern house, intelligent service, moderate prices, pleasant rooms, superior cuisine. Travelers

coming Kast during the summer will find the "Copley" the coolest hotel in Boston.

Ladies travelling alone are assured of courteous attention. AMOS H- WHIPPLE PROPRIETOR.

THE HOTEL HAMILTON
is a delightful place in the

Best Residence Section and away from the noise and smoke, yet within easy access.

Transient rates, $1.00 to $3.00 per day, European plan. SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK. Write for booklet, Address, W. F. WILLIAMSON, Manager.

ARE YOU GOING TO ST. LOUIS?

Hotel Metropole
R. M. BRIARE, Proprietor

K

American 'Plan

$3.00 Per Day and Upwards
Best Appointed Hotel in Oakland

HEADQUARTERS FOR TOURISTS
AND COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS

OAKLAND - CALIFORNIA

The One Resort

of California

That Combines

the Attractions

of All Others

H. R. WARNER, - Manager

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE

HOTEL LANKERSMIM
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

(UtOPUJf

NAM

350
ROOMS

POPUUI

PRICES

1 60

Free tranr*

ler from the

drp*A bfss.
own

eVERY ROOM AN OUTSIDE ONE

COOPER & DAVIS

CORNER SEVENTH STREET AND BROADWAY

The PORTLAND
M. C. BOWERS. Manager

The Leading Hotel of the

Pacific Coast

European Plan OnU Hmmn
SI.00 per Day and Upwards
Handsome Restaurant - Music

Every Evening 8.00 to 12.00

Headquarters for Tourists and

Commercial Travelers

PORTLAND, ORE.

PITTSBURG, PENN.

HOTEL SCHEINLEY
Surrounded by three acre* oflawn and gardens,

away from the noiae and smoke.

Absolutely Fireproof

The Leading Hotel in Pittsburg
Opposite the Six Million Dollar Carnegie Insti-

tute and Library, also the Carnegie Technical
Schools, wire or write and Automobile will meet
you at Union Station and take you to Hotel in
ten minutes. The most attractive Hotel in Penn-
sylvania. Jmnd for Booklet

JAMES RILEY,
fii/ i idrW Mm

THE KENMORE
ALBANY, N. Y.

OAKS HOTEL CO.

On* of the Best Hotels in the City
I I Kllll \N I! \N #l.".(t I V

Within Are mlnatm walk of < BpKol llnlldliiff and one
hint k fn>m 1 ill. mi DcpOt.

lOO Ksjuina him. l»Mii». IT! with Hot and Cold
l.iillliltlK W <• r.

J. A. OAKS, Proprietor.
BUSSES MEFT ALL TKAINH AM) BOATS

Urn I.XHI -II.I lloll t . _
i Eaanaaaeru Lata, K, x .

Bnrt Bummer Baaorl In the Hslderberc Mountains,
seventeen aiiir. from Albany.

Knqoln- at KKSMOIli: for Booklet.

J. M. OAKS. ManaaW.

Do not forget to mention The Pactnc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The Pacific Monthly for September

As the September issue appears about the 20th of August,
we have decided to enclose it within a beautiful harvest cover,

designed by Towles; and within its pages we have garnered one of

the most successful harvests of fiction, special articles, verse

and fine illustrations that we believe will be found upon the

news stands this month.

THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SIDE OF LIFE IN SAN
FRANCISCO will be very vigorously handled in an article by
Arno Dosch, who will give the inside and up-to-date story of the

extraordinary situation in that city. It will be profusely illus-

trated from recent photographs. Every one who wants to

KNOW about this subject should read Mr. Dosch's article.

GIFFORD PINCHOT, one of the most remarkable men in

America, and head of the Forest Service, will be the subject of

the next installment of Lute Pease's series on "THE WAY OF
THE LAND TRANSGRESSOR." The extraordinary efforts

which have been made and are being made to discredit the ad-

ministration of the National Forests will be described, as will be

also the conduct of the Forest Service Offices in Washington.
The article will be profusely illustrated from photographs of of-

ficers in the Service, and scenes in the National forests.

WESTERN AFFAIRS AT WASHINGTON, by IRA E.

BENNETT, will again take up subjects of vital interest to the

West as they are being discussed and handled at the National

Capital. In Mr. Bennett the Pacific Monthly feels that it has

secured perhaps the ablest man in the country for the purpose
of handling these articles, being a Westerner himself, of wide

knowledge of the physical, social and political conditions

throughout the Western States; a tried and experienced jour-

nalist who has won his spurs as a reporter, war correspondent
and editorial writer. He is a conservative but independent and

fearless writer, whose opinions are not based upon snap judg-

ment.
i
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Announcement

Jack Jungmeyer, a new Western writer and illustrator of

great promise, contributes a remarkable and intensely interest-

ing short story of life on the brake-beam, which he calls "THE
WHINE OF THE WHEELS." Mr. Jungmeyer knows his sub-

ject apparently as well as did Josiah Flynt, and, combined with

this knowledge and literary skill, he has a poetic fancy which

no "inside" writer on vagrancy has heretofore displayed.

"GUY MANNERING" is the story of a dog by Morris

Wells, another new Western writer of pronounced ability and

individuality. Mr. Wells is a humorist of the quaint and un-

forced kind.

The September installment of "THE SETTLER" brings
this fascinating novel close to its conclusion. We have read the

final chapter and can promise the reader that the story's strength

is sustained to the end, and will not disappoint him.

"THE STORY OF THE CENTRAL PACIFIC," by W. F.

Bailey, is one of the most fascinating and valuable contribu-

tions to railroad history ever written, and should be read by
every person interested in transportation and the development
of the West.

"ON THE HURRICANE DECK OF A COMBINE," by
Fred Lockley, treats in this lively writer's best style of life on

a great Western harvest field, where the combined reaper and

thresher, drawn by a great band of horses, gathers the wealth

of ten thousand golden acres. Illustrated from photographs.

WILLIAM WINTER'S installment on the drama; POR-
TER GARNETT'S critical literary review, and CHARLES ER-
SKINE SCOTT WOOD'S perennially interesting "Impressions"
will be among other features of the number.

"COWBOYS SHOOTING UP THE TOWN" is the title of

a fine three-color reproduction of a painting by Sidney H. Reis-

enberg, which will be the frontispiece for this number.
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CAMP YOSEMITE
YOSEMITE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA

GLACIER POINT CAMP AND SENTINEL HOTEL UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

SITUATED

just to the right of Yosemite Falls, in a magnificent grove of

black oaks, about half a mile from the Hotel, in the "IDEAL CAMPING
SPOT" of all Yosemite. Table and service excellent. Bath house on

grounds. Sanitary arrangements perfect. Electric lights. Particular

attention is called to the location of this camp, it being situated off the

main driveway, guests having the same privacy as in a camp of their own. In

direct telephonic communication with the Sentinel Hotel, Glacier Point, the

Livery Stables and all points in the Valley. Mail, express and laundry called

for and delivered. Resident physician. Camp Yosemite coupons good at camp
at Glacier Point ; also at the hotels at their face value.

Ladies, unaccompanied by gentlemen, can spend the entire summer at the

Camp, and be assured of every attention and courteous treament by all. MISS
FRANCES HICKEY, who has been in charge of the Camp since its opening, will

see that you are made to feel at home and that nothing is left undone which

might add to your pleasure or comfort.

At the Camp will be found GALEN CLARK, the discoverer of the Mariposa

Big Tree Grove, and one of the first white men to enter the Yosemite Valley.

Mr. Clark is probably more familiar with Yosemite, and its Indian legends, than

any other living exponent, and consequently makes a very interesting host at

the camp-fire in the evening.

( CAMP YOSEMITE, American Plan, $2.00 Per Day

RATES
^ SENTINEL HOTEL, American Plan, $3.00 to $4.00 Per Day;

3.00 to $25.00 Per Week

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

J. B. COOK, Yosemite, California
The Southern Pacific Agencies; the Santa Fe Agencies; The Yosemite Valley

Railroad, Merced, California; or Peck's Information Bureaus.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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HOLLADAYS ADDITION
The tfcotfrapkical CENTER of Portland.

TK« most DESIRABLE and only exclusive resi-

dence dittrict in the City.

A level plateau well drained, 150 feet above river.

Commands a fine view of the City, the river. Mt.

Hood. Mt. St. Helena. Mt. Adams and surrounding
country.

la very accessible and within easy walking dis-

tance of the business district.

Has one hour more SUNLIGHT than over the

iver.

Has improved streets, gas, electric lights, water
mains, trolley lines and sewers.

Lots sold on advantageous terms to home-builders.

Seeing is believing. Locate your home where it

will be a comfortand a joy and an investment that

is certain to enhance in. value.

THE OREGON REAL ESTATE CO.,
88J4 THIRD STREET. Room 4. PORTLAND. OREGON

ARIZONA CORPORATION LAWS are the most liberal in the United
States. No franchise tax. Stock-

holders exempt from all corporate debts. No public statements required. Capitalisation does not efTect c< *t.

Fee very small. Charters cannot be repealed by subsequent legislation. Hold stockholders and directors

meetings, keep books and transact business any where. Any kind of stock can be issued and paid up in cash,
services or property and msde nonassessable. Territorial officials prohibited from serving companies. Book
of forms f<»r corporate instruments and procedure, by-laws, minutes, proxies, notices, etc., gratis with each

incorporation. Write or wire for frrr i
- b'unks an. I full particulars.

SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES A INVESTMENT COMPANY
P. O. Box 8 3BB Phoenix. Arizona

A $1200 Cottage I

PLANS "f this beautiful cotlare •*
111**. Pull act of worttinc drawitifsand

specifications prepaid. Send SO cents for

portfolio of half-tunes and ooor plans of

low cost botnes.

KNAPP & WEST, Architects
OSFT. P, SEATTLE, WASH.

The LINDSTROM SHIPBUILDING & TIMBER CO.
ESTABLISHED 1898 BY JOHN LINDSTROM ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON

ELEVEN
coast going steam schooners completed and successfully launched in past

two years. Every slock working at capacity since yard began operation. 1500
ton marine railway for hauling out and repairing ships. Best timber region in the world.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Mom It will be appreciated.
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MIDSUMMER HOLIDAY NUMBER
AUGUST 1907 PRICE 15 CENTS

METEOPOIITANM A G A Z I N E

THE

Metropolitan
for August

On Sale July 15th
THE MfcTFOPOUTAN MAGAZINE CO

The Call of Another World
By CHAS. TORQUET

"Which -will astonish every one who has ashed himself it Mars

is inhabited.

The Future of Transportation
By ALEXANDER HUME FORD

"Will consider recent inventions in motive power. The Brennan

mono-rail system will he discussed at length.

The Mexican War {Continued)

By Dr. R. M. McELROY, of Princeton University

The conquest of New Mexico and California.

Several other tireat articles and stories by well known
and new writers.

Subscription Price, $1.50 per year Single Copies, 15 Cents

THE METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE CO.
3 West Twenty-ninth Street

NEW YORK

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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MANUFACTURED^
BY THE-

>OKANE RELISH &
COTCHUPCO,;

'_JPQKAISE. .WA31-^
DOLLARS FOR YOU

It is not a question of what you can do with your hands. It is a question

nf liow shrewd a business man or woman you are, how much foresight you
have—those are the qualities that make fortunes.

Just so surely iu there was money for the stockholders in the H. J. Heinz

Co., in the Grape Nuts Co., in the Royal Baking Powder Co., and countless

others just so surely is there money in the Spokane Relish & Catchup

Company for you. Share in the profits of the business with us.

Stock Now Sells for $1.25 per Share

^ Advances are in Sight.

^Jv \\Y Imvc unlimited quantities of fruits and vegetables, nothing

*-V ^# has to be shipped in, thereby losing flavor and freshness.!

We have excellent railroad facilities, and a local

demand alone sufficient to consume all this

seasons output. No conqietition in the

West These are a few of our telling

points.

You as a thinking man want bot-

tom facts. Right now while you
think of it sit down and fill in

the coupon below and we

, Tfc will send you full data

*•> *V by return mail.

n/7VRE'[

4
4

fr ?'hi I 4 4u

Do not forsei to u.ratloo The P.clttc Momuljr when detlln* with drtrttocrs. It wUl be .pprecUted.
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The Way of the Land Transgressor
Bv Lute Pease

I. The West and the President's Land Policies

UK most vital internal prob-
lem of the I'nited States,"

dedans President Hoosevelt,

"is tln> forest question," and
of tremendous importance
bo be regards tlie coal-land

ii. laying down the principle that

"from henceforth the nation should retain

title to its fuel resources and its right to

supervise their development in the interest

of the public as a whole"; again he enun-
ciates a similar principle regarding range
resources. "Public sentiment in favor of the

rvative use of all the natural reaomeea
of the country is rapidly growing stronger,

and in my opinion the time has come when
definite action must be taken toward a proper

I in the use of the public grazing
lands."

Whether or not the President's forest pol-

icy, range leasing plan and coal-land-lcasim;

proposition are "socialistic." "paternalist ie."

and "not in harmony with our institutions

and time -honored practices." they are vigor

ously advocated by the greatest leader of

public opinion and the acutest observer of

popular tendencies of the time. That they

are founded on common sense and the A

to secure the greatest good to the whole peo-

ple seems quite evident.

These grant measures are rooted in the ad-

ministration's determination to prevent the

Nation's remaining resources from passing
into monopolistic control~^-wasteful and op-

pressive
—in plain terms, the determination

to head off the land irrabbers and land loot-

ers who have so long nest feathered at the

Nation's expense. Not that great blame at-

taches to them on that score, for the ban
had been kept down and the way smoothed,

while the land laws were laughing stock

throughout the West.

The "advertisement of fraud in connec-

tion with the public land system" is de
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plored by the President, and the only way
to stop it "is by putting a stop to the fraud

itself." Public opinion, however, is a very

important ally to the forces interfering with

fraud; and "advertisement" is surely the

best method to inform and stimulate public

sentiment, and perhaps the best way to get
a full understanding of the value of the

new land policies is to have an understand-

ing of the frauds, their extent, their perpe-
trators and the tricks employed to evade the

various laws.

It will be the purpose of the ensuing
articles to discuss these policies in detail and
in connection therewith to trace more or less

intimately the history of some of the fa-

mous frauds.

The trail of the land grabbers has a thou-

sand branches, interweaving and zig-zagging
over all the reach of range and plain west of

the Mississippi, and eastward, too, even

through the bronze doors of the National

Capital, and into the dingy corridors of the

Land Office. It is blazed by the sinister

marks of hundreds of indictments and lit-

tered with the melancholy ruins of scores

of once envied reputations; here and there

it is even shadowed with tragedy.
Moralists have reveled in the opportunities

for setting forth lessons from the downfall
of transgressors; and there are apologists.

too, loud in high places, arguing in the face

of the plain facts that there has been "only
a minimum of fraud, but a maximum of ex-

aggeration and persecution."
Mr. Roosevelt took occasion to reply to

some of these in a special message to Con-
gress last February, indicating that the sur-

face of land iniquity has not been much more
than scratched into. He says:

T wish to express my utter and complete
dissent from the statements that have been
made as to there being but a minimum of
fraud in the actual working of our present
land laws. I am exceedingly anxious to pro-
tect the interests of bona fide settlers and to

prevent hardship being inflicted upon them.
But surely we are working in their interests

when we try to prevent the land which
should be reserved for them and for those
like them from being taken possession of for

speculative purposes, or obtained in any
fraudulent fashion. . . . But there have
been here and there a limited number of field

examinations in which direct investigation
by Government oflSeials was added to the evi-

dence furnished by claimants. Summarizing

the results, it appears that in four districts

nearly 2,300 cases were examined, and that

in over half the law had not been complied

with, the failure being in each case on some

essential feature, and in very many cases

showing deliberate fraud. In six months

ending December 31 last our present insuffi-

cient force of special agents secured indict-

ments in 197 actions for fraud, twenty-six of

which have been tried, resulting in fourteen

convictions and twelve acquittals. In the

forest reserves, where we have been able to

examine a great number of claims, in about

one-third the law was not complied with.

. . . Surely such a showing renders it

impossible to say that there is no fraud, and

therefore no need of striving to detect and

prevent fraud. On the contrary, there is

urgent need for such effort in the interest not

only of the honest observance of the law, but

in the interest of honest and bona fide settlers.

Certain Senators and Congressmen have

not hesitated to fling slurs at earnest public

servants, from the President and Secretary
of the Interior, to energetic special agents of

the Land Office, for the performance of their

plain duty. They have succeeded year after

year in blocking urgently asked reform legis-

lation.

Moreover, many executive officials in the

past have signally failed in their duty to the

people. Indeed, in the study of this subject,

one is led to the conviction that the greatest

transgressor of all has been the United

States Government.

The public lands do not belong to the Gov-
ernment. They belong to you and me and

all the people of the Nation. The Govern-

ment is our trustee. Says the Supreme
Court :

"The Government may deal with such

lands precisely as a private individual may
deal with his farming property. It may sell

or withhold them from sale. It may grant
them in aid of railways or other public enter-

prises. It may open them to homestead or

pre-emption settlement, but it would be rec-

reant in its duties as trustee for the people
of the United States to permit any individual

or private corporation to monopolize tliem

for private gain."

But the Government was long so recreant

in its duties as trustee that had it not a few

years ago awakened to a sense of its obliga-

tion, it may not be too much to say that

almost every available remaining acre valu-

able for timber, coal or other resource would
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by today have been grabbed into monopo-
listic control.

For the great i
-
ise in land values all over

the country during the past few years, the

exhaustion of Eastern timber and depletion
of Eastern coal resources, the efforts of

capital seeking investment, and the ever-

increasing demand for stock range has ex-

traordinarily stimulated onslaughts upon the

public domain.

Opportunity makes the land thief as well

as any other variety, and for years the Gov-
ernment encouraged thievery

—for does not

Reproduced by Permission of the Forest Service,

Department of Agriculture.

A Typical "Dummy" Locator's "Homestead."

non-enforcement of the law encourage

crime? Not only did the Government long

wink at fraud, but Congress more than once

invited it by enacting laws facilitating it.

Much has been said about "the land con-

science." "People, however honest in other

matters, never have considered it wrong to

violate dead-letter laws if by so doing they

could get land from the Government."

"Everybody did it and nothing was said."

"Everybody has the right to locate a hun-

dred and sixty acres, and how is the Govern-

ment concerned with what is done with the

land?" "Whose business is it, if before we
located we had agreed to sell the land to

somebody else after we got patent? What 's

it to the Government if somebody did let us

have the money to 'prove up,' with the un-

derstanding that we 'd give a deed to it some
time? What is the difference, as regards the

wrong, whether we sell or agree to sell the

land in advance of patent and in deciding to

sell it ten years later? If it 's a crime to

sell it at one time, it ought to be at the

other."

"Why," once exclaimed to me a venerable

Western lawyer of great attainments, "no-

body is robbed—there is no robbery. The
locator gets value for the exercise of his

right as a citizen
;

the Government gets

paid its price for the land, and the land goes
to the man or company that sooner or later

puts it in use, while the state begins to get
annual taxes, which it did not get before;
so nobody is hurt, but everybody profits,

though," he added, "of course perjury may
have been suborned—but that was sanctioned

by common usage in land matters."

This is the "land conscience." We should

soon have a "pocketbook conscience," if no

one were punished for pocket-picking, and

the custodians of pocketbooks winked at the

pickers and smilingly held hands aloff for

the looters' greater convenience.

It seems elemental to say that it is the

Government's business to know what a lo-

cator intends to do with his land. Some-

body is robbed if the locator's actions are

merely in the interest of a speculator or

land grabber. You and I or future citizens

of the Nation are robbed of some opportuni-
ties to secure homes, and the West is robbed

of opportunities for natural development
where large areas are held for speculation.

Furthermore, the whole Nation is robbed by

having its lumber, coal and other resources

grabbed out of its possession into the

clutches of a few for unrestricted exploita-

tion.

"Why this great ado about fraud and

crime?" is the cry of the transgressor.

"The laws which have been broken were

everywhere regarded as dead-letter regula-

tions and it is a well recognized principle that

where public opinion sanctions the violation

of a law such violation is not criminal."

And it mav be true that the United States
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Government by its former recreancy has

made unwitting criminals of hundreds of re-

spectable citizens, ignorant or deceived about

the legality of their actions by attorneys or

ration agents who knew better.

lint it should be denied that general West-

ern -entiinent has favored or condoned land

law-breaking. For the past twenty-five years
we have observed such action with a sort

of dull wonder that practically nothing was

done to check it. We have seen clerks, cow-

boys, school teachers, tramps, laborers,

preachers, every sort and condition of men
and women, go blithely forth to "take up a

claim." make atlidavit that it is for their

own use and benefit, not for speculative pur-

poses or in the interest of another, and in

due time, after a "constructive" residence.

"l>rovc up" and promptly deed the land over

to the "innocent purchaser." We have seen

men going about offering people four or five

dollars for the "use of their rights" ; we have

seen huge areas of public land fenced about

••kmen. or held by them through fraud-

ulently acquired homesteads giving monop-
oly of the water courses; we have known or

heard of innumerable cases where legitimate

settlers or entrymen have been intimidated

and .sometimes shut if they refused to move,
and we have wondered.

"Do you want to make a piece of money?"
has been the stereotyped enticing question
asked by the professional timber-cruiser,

range-grabber or coal-land operator. "I can

put you on to a quarter-section where you
can get a good price for it when you get

patent."

Kvcry fairly intelligent and unprejudiced
citizen of the West knows what has been go-
intr on for years, and the vast majority have

•ued the investigations and rejoiced that

at last there is a new deal and a "square
deal" in respect to the administration of our

public lands and the laws relating to them.

If it is true that in the past, public sentiment

nanotioned land-lawbreakins:. that sentiment

has been revolutionized by Theodore Roose-
velt. There is little of the "land conscience"
in evidence today, though a considerable num-
ber of individuals yet hope that this "era of

persecution" will soon pass away and the

good old days of accommodating Ijind Office

Commissioners and easy-going Secretaries of
the Interior will come again.

dl officials in the past have been ac-

eoaunodatmg or easy-going. Whan William

A. J. Sparks was Commissioner undci

rotary Lamar, in Cleveland's time, he an-

nounced that fraud was rampant and that he

proposed to enforce the land laws. He fol-

lowed this by a wholesale holding up of pat-

cuts and, as far as possible, starting investi-

gations, for which, like Hitchcock, he was

roundly abused, but, unlike Hitchcock, he

was not strongly backed up. His efforts,

bowaver, largely brought about the important
reform act of 1891. repealing and modifying
some bad legislation like the pre-emption

Reproduced by I'crmiwion of the Forest Service,
l>enartmcnt of Agriculture.

A linmretrad in a Tinv Clearing
It Timber.

The "Crop"

law. and laying the foundation for the crea-

tion of the National Forests, which are the

Nation's present bulwark against the grab-

bing of the remnant of public timber-lands.

Hut in all the long list of Presidents and

department oflicinls, it was not until the

hard-headed, square-jawed ex-Police Con-
ner of New York became the Nation's

executive and repeated his old-time dictum

that the laws are on the books to be enforced,

that any ireneral effort was ever made to

check the plundering of the public domain.
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Roosevelt's law-enforcement policy is so

obviously in the interest of public morals and
for the preservation of the Nation's resources

from spoliation and waste that the coun-

try
—the West especially

—has listened with

surprise to outpourings in Congress of sym-

pathy for the "poor settler" being belabored

with the Big Stick, or fierce denunciations of

the manner in which the "development of my

From Copyright Photograph by Harris & Ewing,
Washington.

United States Senator Thomas H. Carter, of Mon-
tana, One of the Manipulators of the Public-
Lands Convention, and Perhaps the Shrewdest
Opponent of the Administration's Public-Land
Policies.

state is being retarded by the policy of the

Secretary of the Interior."

When, a few months ago, the President,

fairly aghast at the extent of the frauds as

revealed by the investigations of Secretary
Hitchcock and the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, ordered the withdrawal from entry
of millions of acres of co.al land and later

stopped the issuance of nearly all land pat-

ents pending investigation by special agents
of the Interior Department, the outcry shook

the cobwebs in the uttermost corners of the

Senate and House. The President had "ex-

ceeded his powers," and "violated the law

of the land."

One after another, Senators Heyburn of

Idaho, Carter of Montana, Fulton of Oregon,
Patterson of Colorado, Clark of Wyoming.
Representatives Cushman of Washington,
Mondell of Wyoming and others proceeded
"to take it out" on both Secretary Hitchcock

and Clifford Pinchot personally. It is n't

good Western politics now-a-days to whack
Roosevelt.

Senators La Follette, Nelson, Spooner,

Newlands, Beveridge, the California dele-

gation and others were prominent on the

other side. Of all the Western opponents to

the administration's land policies, Senator

Carter of Montana is undoubtedly the

ablest and best informed, and he was perhaps

chiefly instrumental in dealing Secretary
Hitchcock one sledge-hammer blow on the

point of the latter's construction of the lieu-

land law.

"I place," said he, referring in the Sen-

ate to Mr. Hitchcock, "I place the responsi-

bility where I think it belongs
—on the shoul-

ders of those who so connived with the con-

struction of this law as to pass to the land-

grant railroads the splendid timber-lands of

Washington, Idaho and Western Montana
in exchange for chaparral land in Arizona."

In spite of some of Mr. Hitchcock's mis-

takes, however, it will be hard to convince the

whole West that he was not an honest and

extraordinarily fearless official. Represen-
tative Cushman's witty slur at the Secretary,
made at the last dinner of the Grid-iron

Club, "when it is known that Hitchcock is

out, there will not be a dry throat west of the

Missouri River," by no manner of means

represents the general Western sentiment

toward that venerable official. That the ex-

Secretary's opponents have not yet done with

him will doubtless appear at the next session,

for there is apt to be further discussion of

the San Francisco Mountain Forest Reserve

question and Mr. Hitchcock's connection

therewith, a subject that will be considered

in a later article.

The strength mustered by the coterie of

Western Senators and Representatives of the

Fifty-ninth Congress in opposition to the ad-
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ministration's public-land policies was tre-

mendously augmented by the great array of

Eastern railroad, trust and other anti-Roose-

velt forces in Congress. The fight, though
hot all along the line, centered chiefly on the

Forest Service, and even descended to an

attempt to prevent an increase of the ridicu-

lously small salary of Forester Pinchot.

The most vulnerable point of attack

seemed to be the question of permitting the

Forester to continue using for the further

development and improvement of the service

the rapidly growing revenue from the sale of

timber and grazing privileges. Mr. Pinchot
had made his estimates for the ensuing year,

calling for greatly increased but necessary
expenditure. At the same time he advanced
the suggestion to make the service eventually

self-supporting under the act then in force.

There is no precedent for this, however, as

all other departments of the Government
turn all receipts into the National Treas-

ury, and are supported by annual appropria-
tions therefrom by act of Congress. This

having control of the National purse by the

people's representatives is in accordance with
our popular theory of government, and very
properly, for a jealous watch is thus set

over all expenditures by the executive

branch. Consequently the "opposition"
found it easy to get through an amendment

compelling the Forest Service to turn all its

revenues into the Treasury.
Thus Forester Pinchot was left in the

vicinity of Mahomet's coffin, with his splen-
did organization and his carefully thought-
out plans in danger of being crippled. There
was a lull in the fight, with the opposition

triumphant. At this stage it is said a sort

of tacit or implied treaty was entered into

whereby the administration was to make no
further extension of the forests, in return
for getting the appropriation needed by the

service.

Mr. Pinchot then got his appropriation
without trouble. But to make assurance

doubly sure, the opposition secured the act

giving Congress alone the power to create

more reserves in the Northwestern States.

This was an amendment offered by Sen-
ator Fulton and inserted in a general appro-
priation bill. On the same date that the Sen-
ate and House concurred upon this amend-

ment, but before the bill reached him, the

President, with doubtless a momentary dis-

play of those matchless teeth, put his pen
to proclamations creating nearly all the ad-

ditions to the forests that had been con-

the additions to the forests that had been con-

templated. There can be no doubt that such

prompt action saved most of the remaining
timber to the Nation. Thus the administra-

tion got its money and its forests, too, and

murmurs not loud but subterranean went up
from the President's opponents.

This "defiance of the expressed will of

Congress" will perhaps have much attention

at the next session, and an attempt may be

made to retaliate. However, should the

President's opponents succeed in cutting
down the forest reservations it is probable
that the obnoxious timber-and-stone act and
the equally obnoxious commutation clause

of the homestead act will first have to be re-

pealed.

Over two years ago the Public Land Com-
mission, appointed especially to investigate
the land problem, filed its report, concluding
with the statement that the fundamental fact

which characterizes the situation under the

present land laws is this :

"That the number of patents issued is in-

creasing out of all proportion to the number
of new homes."

Everybody admits that the present laws are

misfit, yet Congress has failed to agree on

any definite action beyond obstruction. The
character of Western representation is as

good as any, yet when we hear some of our
Senators declare that the present is our con-

cern, not future generations, many regret
that the caliber of some Western statesman-

ship is not larger.

Immediately after the famous order with-

drawing coal lands and requiring investiga-
tion of existing entries, the President ap-
pealed to Congress as follows :

Let me urge that Congress provide $500,000
in addition to the present estimates, to be

immediately applied to the clearing of the
arrears of business in the General Land Office,
as regards the detection and prevention of

fraud in disposing of applications for pat-
ents to the public lands. The funds appro-
priated by Congress to protect public lands
from illegal entry or unlawful appropriation
have been utterly insufficient to keep pace
with the vast amount of public-land business.
For this reason the natural sympathy of the
administration with bona fide claimants and
the proper desire to further their interests,
has led to the use of almost all of this appro-
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From Copyright Photograph by Clincdintt.

Benalor F O yeiclands. of Xrvada, One of the Best Informed Men of the

Count™ on Public-Land Hatters. He Is Not With the Coterie of Western
Senator* and Representatives Opposed to the Administration s Land
Policies.

print ion. not for the detection and prevention
of fraud, but for the purpose of hastening the

routine hearing and office inspection of final

proof.
If sufficient money is not now granted

to i-nahlo the administration both to protect
the interests of bona fide claimants, and at

the Muse time to hunt out the fraudulent

then the responsibility for the delays

which will necessarily occur, or for the fraud

which will obtain, can not rest upon the ad-

ministration.

Th<- great number of fraudulent eases

which our lack of means forces us to

leave undetected brings deep discredit

on the public-land system of the country, and
it does not seem to me that there can be any
apology for the Government's failure to pro
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vide ample means for their detection and to

insist upon the means being so used as to

guarantee their detection, and this can only
be done if an ample force of inspectors is

furnished, so that each entry may be inspected

upon the ground or adequate information ob-

tained about it that will satisfy us that the

land is being taken in accordance with law.

It is not true that any very long time will

be needed for such inspection. With the

amount provided for which I have asked, the

arrears of the work will be brought up within

a year, and thereafter the work can be kept

up by a continually diminishing appropria-
tion.

The present force of special agents is

utterly insufficient to conduct the proper field

failure to prevent fraud of this kind is

peculiarly serious, because in so many cases

the success of the fraudulent claimants

means the prevention of the establishment of

a home by some honest home-seeker.

Did Congress act on this appeal? Certain-

ly. It gleefully took a slap at the President

by refusing to appropriate a dollar extra

for special agents and then passed an act

(Mondell's amendment) providing that no

appropriated money may be used to investi-

gate entries "concerning which, on final

proof, no evidence of fraud or protest has

been filed." How much evidence of fraud

would be likely to be filed without oppor-

Reproduced by Permission of the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture.

Coal Lands of Southern Wyoming, Where the Government Has Been Defrauded of Great Areas
of Valuable Coal Lands Under the "Dummy-Locator" System.

examinations. Without sufficient money it is

impossible to execute the land laws in reason-

ably prompt and efficient fashion. The busi-

ness of the Land Office, because of lack of ap-

propriations, is far behind. To protect the

public property, no less than to relieve the

land claimants, enough money should be given
for the purposes outlined above, and the ap-

propriation should be made immediately
available. Unless such money is given then

either honest claimants must suffer hardships
or wrong-doers must be permitted to be the

beneficiaries of their fraudulent and illegal

acts.

From the standpoint of public interest,

tunity or means to examine the lands was not

stated by the supporters of the act.

Senator La Follette sought to substitute

for this an amendment permitting the Secre-

tary of the Interior to investigate other land

entries than homesteads—as the outcry had

been about hardship to settlers—but that

was promptly voted down.

There were approximately 300.000 entries

pending at the General Land Office, on some

50,000 of which final proof had been made.

Now as to hardship to settlers. Any bona

fide settler has little use for a patent in a

hurry unless he desires to sell out his claim or
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Photograph by Langer of the Denver Post.

"We Want to Be Let Alone," Cried T. J.

Walsh, of Montana, One of the Leading
Speakers of the "Fixed" Program at the
Public-Lands Convention.

borrow money—on which point it should not

be forgotten that the Supreme Court has de-

cided that the register's final certificate is suf-

ficient to pass title to land in advance of pat-

ent. Another mitigating circumstance is that

the settler remains exempt from taxation

until his patent issues.

But a great hardship was worked by that

order on all the "dummy" entrymen hold-

ing lands in the interest of syndicates
—

lumbermen, coal companies, range-grabbers,

etc. Every entryman who had not complied
with the law was naturally anxious not to

have his case examined by a special agent,

as were also his backers. These also very

naturally loaded the mails to Washington
with their complaints and perhaps helped
influence really conscientious Senators to cry

that "the honor of the West has been

assailed."

But in view of the enthusiastic public sen-

timent of the whole West in favor of the

National forests, the outburst against their

administration by Pinchot is rather surpris-

ing. As to the "undue extension" of the for-

ests, it would seem that rather more might be

said of the undue extension of timber lands

in monopolistic control. The timber lands

of the whole country are not "tied up."
Four-fifths of the forests of the United

States are yet in private control.

It is interesting to study the various argu-
ments against the President's Western poli-

cies. Sectionalism is strongly appealed to.

In the West we are told that an Eastern

bureaucracy of "college-kid scientists,

theorists and visionaries" is attempting to

govern us. Southern Congressional votes

are tempted by the cry of "states rights."

The conservative East is stirred with shouts

of "paternalism," "socialistic tendency," etc.

This brings us to brief consideration of

a remarkable movement which has been char-

acterized as "The Land-Grabbers' Last

Stand."

The Denver Convention, Which Met to "Pro-

test" But Remained to "Endorse."

When Governor Buchtel, of Colorado, in

accordance with resolutions adopted by the

last General Assembly of his state issued the

"call" for a Public Lands Convention he

was careful to have it understood that the

purpose of this convention was not political,

not an attack against the administration, but

merely to secure a fair and true expression

by the sixteen public-land states and terri-

tories on all problems affecting the public

domain.

The mild old Governor must have been mis-

led, for even before the convention had met

abundant evidence cropped forth to indicate

that it was in reality a craftily devised but

clumsily carried out scheme to misrepresent
or discredit the President's land policies and

humiliate the administration before the coun-

try at large by an apparent showing of "pro-

test" from the whole West.

Governor Buchtel had named a committee

on program in which one could discover but

few friends of those land policies. Senator

Teller, its chairman, was an avowed enemy,
and as a result the program was packed with

speeches only by those opposed to the Presi-

dent. Care was had that no time should be
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Photograph by Langer of the Denver Post.

Murdo MacKenzie, President of the American
National Live Stock Association, the Delega-
tion From Which It Was Attempted to Ex-
clude From the Convention, Because of the

Organization's Stand in Favor of the Admin-
istration,

allowed for debate, and only after a shout

of protest went up against the "pne-sidedness
of the talks" was any opportunity given for

a speech by any delegate opposed to the ob-

viously cut-and-dried program. The pro-

gram speeches were merely a rehash of what

had been said by the President's opponents at

the last session of Congress, and were char-

acterized by statements to such effect as:

"We are having thrust upon us a bureau-

cratic government so ruinous and despotic

that Russia alone presents its counterpart."
"We are up against a system of govern-

ment landlordism so oppressive that the de-

velopment of the West is being prevented."
"The bureaucracy is opposed to the poor

settler, offers unprecedented opportunity for

graft and operates to the advantage of tim-

ber barons and stock kings."

"There are no land frauds worth mention-

ing."

"The Constitution is violated and the rights

of Congress and the sovereign states in-

fringed."

In brief, the program as a whole pre-

sented a line of argument which, as one dis-

gusted delegate from Oregon put it, had al-

ready been "shot so full of holes that a sieve

would look like a brick wall in comparison."

Long before the convention met a move-

ment that suggests "a tainted news" cam-

paign had been under way, notably in the

Rocky Mountain States. For instance, read

the following from the Denver Field and

Farm :

Westerners trust that the deliberations of

the convention will result in some good for

the common people, and this can only be ob-

tained by adopting rousing resolutions in

opposition to Government control. Under the

system proposed by the Federal alienists, the

land hunger of our people is to be answered

by the stone of tenantry. No Western settler

is to be allowed to occupy a tract of brushy,

rocky hillside for a goat pasture or a wood

lot. The development of our coal mines, of

our oil and gas resources, and of course log-

ically in the fullness of time, of our iron, gold
and silver mines, is to be at the whim and

pleasure and under the arbitrary control of a

Federal inspector, while for the blessed priv-

ilege of living under this system of Federal

interference and espionage like the fellah of

Egypt and the mujik of Eussia we are to pay
a never-ending tribute in the form of an

illegal tax into the imperial treasury. It is a

matter of regret that our people have been

sleeping on their oars so long that they are

scarcely awakened to the menace surrounding
their dangerous position. We are amazed at

the indifference or the hesitating acquiescence
of some Western people in the development
of the Federal policy. While we have been
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Part of the Oklahoma Delegation. Which Wax Stranglii in Faror of Ihr Administra-
tion's Policies, l.rft to ftiuht—Doctor David I! Hoxide. President of the Lni-

versitu of Oklahoma; Paul II Smith. Editor Indian Citizrn, Atoka, Oklahoma,
and Frank Front:, thr -Hough-Rider Governor" of Oklahoma.

the bureaucrat* have run in and -

gated under the name of forest reserve* an
area almost •junl to three states the size of

Colorado, ainl this vast domain is now under
the most dictatorial form of aggrandized K" v -

ernini'iit that ever fell upon the Ameriean peo-
•><\ yet but few of them seem to realize

it all means or thev would not have laid

down so quietly to be trampled under the

mcrrili-ss })<•••! of a tyranny equal to that of

/ar of Russia.

Wyoming and Colorado are notoriously

ration-ridden" states. The Union Pa-

ejflfl Railroad Company, with its affiliated

coal companies, and the Colorado Railroads,
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From Copyright Photograph by Harris & Ewing,
Washington.

United States Senator Warren, of Wyoming, Who
Appealed for Fair Play at the Public-

Lands Convention.

with affiliated coal companies, are just now

being excessively annoyed by the adminis-

tration's interference with their plans to ab-

sorb or control all the valuable coal lands of

the Rocky Mountain region. These interests

are said to very largely control the press and

the public offices throughout that region. The

charge has been more or less openly made
that the Public Lands Convention was

planned as part of a political move by these

interests aided by the leaders of the same

coterie of Western Senators and Representa-
tives who were opposed to the President at

the last, session of Congress and who were

very prominent before the convention.

This remarkable combination is responsi-
ble for the "packing" of the convention by
Wyoming and Colorado, by which packing it

was hoped to secure an expression of ap-

parently general disapproval of the Presi-

dent in the West and thereby check the some-

what alarming symptoms of a "third term"

demand, and also, by arming Congressional

opposition with hostile resolutions, enable the

President's opponents to make a tremendous

fight next Winter and if possible counter the

administration's efforts to protect the public
domain.

As an example of some of the methods

used to pack the convention by an over-

whelming delegation from Wyoming and

Colorado, a very simple device may be men-

tioned. A considerable number of mushroom
business bodies were organized in both

states, so that in accordance with the con-

vention "call" each might elect five delegates
to the convention. One small Wyoming town

Photograph by Langer of the Denver Post.

William C. Bristol, of the Oregon Delegation
(at the right), Stating Some of His Impres-
sions of the Convention to Chief Forester
Pinchot.
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is nid t.. hart organised for this purpose no

less than six bodies with which to augment

Wyoming delegation The "packing"

was so bare-laced that its purpose became

obvious almost at once. On the second day

of the convention the credentials committee

reported a numerical showing as follows:

Arizona «*

i alifornia

Oklahoma
Montana
Idaho
South Dakota
Nebraska

Oregon
Kansas "*

Utak "
Nevada
New Mexico -'

Washington 3

I 'J

6

i

u
a

Wyoming
Colorado

133

.145

.386 531

Total «•»

Cries of "job" and "bunco" went up from

the minority, who represented practically all

that states, and who were overwhelm-

ingly in favor of the Praridenfi policies.

Senator Warren, of Wyoming, who is not in

; id with the real of the delegation from

ate. arose and said with vehemence:

I am quite willing to sit liy here as a spec-

tator, hut I hope we will not have to say after

this meeting is over with that the State of

Colorado met here and did so and so. I read

in a Denver paper that the convention had

met here to protest against the charging of

grazing fees, and was very much surprised to

I. am the true object of the meeting. I

have Bade up your mind what you propose to

do, there is no need of a convention. On the

other band if this is a convention to find out

the real sentiment of the people of the entire

West, I appeal to Colorado to play fair, and I

do not believe this state can afford to have

the President end Congress hurl back the

marges that yon have usurped this conven-

tion by a vote of two to one.

Representative MondaH, of Wyoming, who

had promptly moved the adoption of the cre-

dential committee's report, finally felt

obliged to withdraw his motion. Mr. Hos-

dell was oi f the program speaker- who

had n great deal to say about government

bureaucracy, landlordism, etc.; he is the

Mondell whose nnme is attached to an

l"hoto(tr»ph bjr Lancer of the Denver Pott.

/;.,. <<ir J. M. Wilton, Chnirmau nf the
Convention.

net ot the last Congress dealing a blow to the

administration's efforts in the detection of

land frauds; the same Mondell who recently

felt it advisable to relim|uisli to the (\
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ment a considerable tract of land in the

Wyoming coal regions.

It was confidently expected, in fact open-

ly announced in advance by the Denver pa-

Photograph by Langer of the Denver Post.

F. H. Newell, Head of the Reclamation Service,
One of the "Bureaucrats," Whose Bureau, Like
the Forest Service, Provides No "Pork" for
Politicians.

pers, that the convention would pass strong
resolutions against the administration's land

policies. According to the Rocky Moun-
tain News the badge of the Colorado dele-

gates furnished the keynote of the conven-

tion. That badge proclaimed that "We op-

pose interference by Government bureaus un-

der autocratic rules and regulations."

It is certain that "We oppose interfer-

ence" was the keynote of the program

speeches. "We want to be left alone" almost

tearfully cried one of the program orators,

but alas! it was not to be. The tables were

very deftly turned on the engineers of that

program, and the agencies of the turning

were several, to-wit :

A very wideawake group from various

states, among whom was a rather short,

stout-built young man with a big forehead

and a gentle face adorned with spectacles.

He was W. C. .Bristol, of the Oregon dele-

gation, of whom more will be said at an-

other time. As a member of the committee

on resolutions, he prevented the adoption of

the expected hostile resolutions, and with the

aid of delegates opposed to the program so

managed on the floor of the convention on the

last day that the body swallowed whole, and

shouted approval of, a set of resolutions

quite innocuous for the purposes of the men
who had engineered the affair. The resolutions

"cordially" endorsed the "active and success-

ful efforts of the administration in the en-

forcement of the land laws of the country"
and "heartily" approved the "vigorous prose-
cution of all known violators of such laws."

They contained not one word of "protest"
or condemnation, and called for practically

nothing that the President had not advo-

cated, or that he would not, doubtless, be

willing to advocate, unless it be contained in

Section 7, which reads :

Resolved, That we are opposed to any

change in the existing laws and customs as to

grazing of livestock upon the public domain—
outside of the forest reserves.

This section, however, practically amounts

to an endorsement of the grazing policies in-

side the National Forests. The section is

rendered somewhat absurd by the fact that

no laws exist about grazing on the public do-

main "outside of the forest reserves"."

In brief, all that the "opposition" got out

of the Public Lands Convention was a red-

hot letter from the President, read to them
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bj Secretary QtrStid, ud bran which tUt-re

i- spaec to quota tlie following onmiaoad

vords :

. . . There has been placed in my ti»n<lH

I paper purport in»» ta be issued by the pro
Kraai eotaatittee of the Public Lands Conven-
t ion to I"- BOld at Denver June 1> :i n<l L'O. The

preliminary discussion of the general m
in this paper contains several stntcim

which I desire to call your especial attention,

as tliev not merely misrepresent the attitude

of the administration, hut portray that utti-

tude as the direct reverse of what it really is.

. . . Our whole purpose is to protect the

puhlic lands for the genuine home maker; and
to that end I am happy to say we are prevent-
ing the absorption of great areas of the pub-
lic lands by large owners to the exclusion of

honest settlers.

. . . We have incurred the violent hos-

tility of the individuals and corporations seek

in;:, hy fraud and sometimes hy violence, to

acquire aud monopolize great tracts of puhlic
domain to the exclusion of settlers. The men
whom we have prosecuted and who fear prose
cut ion hy us naturally endeavor to break down
the policy under which, and under which
alone, the home maker's rights can be secured,
and the lands preserve. 1 for the use of himself
and his children. During the past few years
this i,..\. rnment has been forced to proceed
criminally against man after man for theft of
the puhlic lands—both agricultural and tim

ber, and other lands. These thefts have, in

many eases, been conducted on the largest
scale; in many cases the men engaged in them
are among the wealthiest in the community,
and occupy the highest political position. We
have secured convictions in many of these

eases. Tho beneficiaries and instigators of, or

participators in, the frauds of course disap-
prove the a.-ts of the administration.

. . The writers of this program state
that the plan for (ioveriiment control of the

range, submitted to Congress last Winter, in

Mired the perpetual ownership of the lands

hy the Government. That this statement is

not in accord with the facts is patent to any-
one taking the trouble to read the proposed
law which is thus condemned. This proposed
law s| irically provided that the rnnge land
under Government control should be open to

entry or location under all of the public-land
laws, and provided in every way for tin- DM
tection of the rights of the settler. As a mat

I fact, one of the prime reasons for advo-
cating its passage is because, if enacted, it

would safeguard the rights of the home-maker
on the public range far more effectively than
they are now safeguarded, and would make

United States Senator Reed Smoot, of Utah.
Who Was Among Those WK.) Protested at
th> Otu Stili iliiess of the Program. "1 n
to Speak Mi/mlf ill I'liitial Ihfrnse of the
Administration, but Have Been Unable to Do
So," Hi >i,i,l.

settlement easier and safer than it can pos-

sibly he under present conditions.

. . . As to the forasl reserves, their UN
tion has damaged just one class, that is, the

great lumber barons; the managers nnd own-
ers of those lumber companies which, by

illegal, fraudulent or unfair methods, have .|e

sired to yet possession of the valuable timber

of the public domain, to skin the land, and to

abandon it when impoverished well-nigh to

the point uf worthlessness.
. . . The real beneficiaries of the de-

struction of the forest reserves would be the

great lumber companies, which would speedily

monopolize them. If it had not been for the

creation of the present system of forest re-

-. practically every acre of timber land
in the West would now be controlled, or be on
the point of being controlled by one huge
lumber trust.

The whole question no doubt will be

thrashed out again by our representatn
Congress next Winter. In the meantime we

may pursue the mailer further for our own
information and int.
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Western Affairs at Washington
By Ira E. Bennett

ITU the sceptre of power

Steadily moving westward,

the great West is more and

more concerned with the

Presidency, and feels its

«H"^ right to stay the imperious

East long «wagh to scrutinize the men pro-

p.^.-.l for that office. If the West lias not

yet reached the point where it can force the

nomination of its own choice, it lias the

power of rejection. No man will l>e nom

inated for the Presidency in 1906 who is not

acceptable to the West, tor the good reason

that such a nomination would be equivalent

lo defwt Other things being equal, the

party leaders on the Republican side will

• man who spirals to the imagination

of the West, and who may be depended upon
to execute with resolution and fidelity the

tie polities that have been shaped dur-

ing the past five years. Upon the faithful

Ud thorough execution of these policies the

welfare of the West depends. No one who

is antagonistic to them, or even lukewarm

toward them, an hope to be supported, even

Bjoagil be should be ur^d upon the country

by Theodore Roosevelt himself. It may be

interesting, therefore, to consider the known

and conjectured attitude toward Western

matters of the more prominent men men-

tioned for the Republican nomination.

Preaadanl R •'It is unquestionably the

real ehoke of Western BapwhHeana, and the

n i> BO plain that it cannot be mistaken.

Be il the father of most, and the vitalizer of

all. of the policies which affect the West.

Do the Western people wish to km the Recla-

mation Service abolished! If they do, they

will oppose Roosevelt, for he is the father of

the Reclamation Act. Do they fret under

the restrictions which prevent the Lumber
Trust from gobbling up the remaining pub-
lic forest lands? Very well, let them get

somebody for President who will do away
with Roosevelt's policy

—for it is his. Is

the West tired of the exhausting struggle to

control the railroads and the trusts f It

should forswear Roosevelt, then, for he

shows no signs of weariness. The develop-

ment of waterways as auxiliary means of

preventing railroad monopoly and extortion

is also BooaaveJt'a plan. If the West din-

not favor waterway improvements, its most

direct method of action would be to oppose
Roosevelt and any man he may n amend
as his successor. Does the Pacific Coast

wish unrestricted .Japanese immigration f It

I I mistake in supporting Roosevelt, in

thai ease, for he brought about exclusion in

tVf nths. in the face Of almost solid oppo
sition on the part of the East. The list of

minor policies might be extended indefinitely,

all of them receiving the breath of life from

the President.

If Mr. BuuaeveH cannot he induced to M
cept the nomination for a third term, and if

Republicans abandon the idea of forcing hfau

to serve as their candidate, will the Weal
throw all its loyalty and hearty support to

William II. TaftT This question can he an-

swered better in the West than here in

Washington. Eioui all that can be learned,

the West i> not as enthusiastic in accepting
this suggestion from Mr. Roosevelt as it is

in accepting others. If it does not actually
balk at the suggested transfer of support,
it is at least half-hearted. Probably the rea-

son for this reluctance is to be found, not m
objection to Mr. Taft, but in the fact that

the 8Up|»ort accorded in Mr. Roosevelt i>

largely because of his individual qualities,

which cannot l>e transferred to or assumed

by another. In a word, Taft is not Roose-

velt, however loyally he may intend to exe-

cute the Roosevelt policies.

In Washington it is believed that the West
will bring itself to support Mr. Taft if the

President should continue to urge him as

the most acceptable candidate. This belief

is founded partly on the assurance that Mr.

Taft's attitude on Wostsra questions is cor-

rect in every way, and cannot be successfully
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attacked, either in his own party or by the

opposition. He is not a stranger to the

West, although he is not closely identified

with it. He has traveled through much of

it; he has administered army matters, includ-

ing river and harbor works; he has handled

several large Western questions while acting

as Secretary of State; he knows the rela-

tion of the West to the Panama Canal and

the Pacific Ocean and its islands better than

any other man
;
and in the legal aspects of

internal problems he is constantly consulted

From Copyright Photograph by Harris & Ewing,
Washington.

United States Senator Knox, Pennsylvania's
"Favorite Son."

by Mr. Roosevelt. Perhaps if the Cabinet-

room secrets were revealed it would be found

that Mr. Taft has passed judgment upon
most of the "Roosevelt policies." While not

a "Western man," Secretary Taft is re-

garded in the East as entirely acceptable to

Western people. If there is any opposition

to him on account of his own qualities, or

because of anything in his record, it is not

known in Washington.

Nevertheless, the apprehension exists that

the West may prove stubborn in the effort to

induce it to change its allegiance from Roose-

velt to Taft. This feeling has been inten-

sified by the remarkable statements of Sen-

ator Jonathan Bourne, of Oregon, who has

repeatedly declared in public interviews that

the Far Northwest insists upon Mr. Roose-

velt for a '"second elective term" and will

not permit the President to offer a sub-

stitute.

Vice-President Fairbanks is regarded as

well placed in the forthcoming Presidential

race. From the Washington viewpoint
—

which, it must be borne in mind, is always

cynical, never smacking of hero worship, and

usually correct in its diagnosis of general

political symptoms
—from this viewpoint Mr.

Fairbanks's chances are improved by every

such manifestation of anti-Rooseveltism as

that which resulted in the announcement of

Senator Knox's candidacy. Pennsylvania is

nominally behind Knox, her favorite son.

But when the pinch conies, Pennsylvania is

for the man who can defeat Roosevelt or

Roosevelt's choice. Other states are declar-

ing themselves for their favorite sons, well

knowing that these sons will be as friendless

in the next convention as a poor boy at a

husking bee. Why do they bring them out
1

?

The only logical reason for such action is to

acquire "trading material" for use in the

convention.

Vice-President Fairbanks is now and has

been for many months the choice of the

"conservatives," the "reactionaries" and the

financial interests that have felt the Big

Stick. It is not that they love Fairbanks,

but it is because they think he may be the

best instrument for defeating Roosevelt.

Fairbanks, at any rate, has an "organiza-

tion"—a nucleus that is capable of increas-

ing its own strength and perhaps whittling

down the strength of others. Fairbanks is

not an inspirer of enthusiasm, but on the

other hand he does not arouse great an-

tipathy. There is nothing in his record that

can be magnified to his great discredit. He
is supposed to control his own state abso-

lutely, and this is much, since Indiana is

always a political battleground. Now, if the

anti-Roosevelt interests in the Republican

party can bring out a lot of favorite sons in

important states, to be sacrificed for Fair-

banks at the proper time, the great task of

defeating the Roosevelt influence in the next

convention may be accomplished.
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Such a plan is workable in several ways,

DDM. A favorite son may arise who

may 1m- mora popular than Fairbanks. The

ant i Roosevelt interests would not hesitate

in that case to Ml -riticc Fairbanks for the

"available" candidate. Or. since the

• nt is apparently permitting the fav-

movement to continue, it is possible

that he regards it M favorable to his plans

to swim.; the slate conventions for Taft.

With Taft strongly in the lead, the astute

politician of the White House may foresee

that delegations would "tumble over them-

selves to Lrot on the hand-wagon," in the ac-

re phraseology of politics. One inci-

vhich tends to confirm this SUggi

is the unanimity with which Republican state

itions indorse the President's record

and his policies. Having done this much,

are they consistent in prc>eutini; favorite

-on> who may not Ik- in sympathy with such

policies.' Arc they not morally and po-

litically hound to swing to the support of

the man recommended by Roosevelt himself

if their pretensions are iienninef

With these imalilications and contingencies
in mind, the surface drift in several states is

in favor of Fairbanks. Tl xample of

Pennsylvania is M L' 1 as any. The Penn-

sylvania Republicans Strongly indoi-.ii!

Roosevelt and his policies, and then pre-
sented Mr. Knox as their candidate. U i)

they wish to see the Roosevelt poli-

leeutod that they support Knozl No!

necessarily. It must lie remembered that

Pennsylvania is controlled by men who are

antagonistic to Roosevelt, who have been

condemned by him. The political boss of

Itate. Senator Boies Penrose, has not

only been denounced as a "conspirator," but
-
alleged that while intoxicated he had

divulged the particulars of the "conspiracy"
against Roosevelt The allegation originated
at the White House, although a technical

denial of the story has been entered. It is

inconceivable that Ross Penrose should pro-
cure an indorsement in -rood faith of the

•nt. but it would he surprising if he
should not have Pennsylvania give what ap-

•> he such an indorsement. Politicians
do strange things at times, it should not be

ten that K. II. Harrimnn. for instance.

attended the National convention in 1004 and
vote,! for Roosevelt with as good grace as

though lie was <r]ad to do it.

What has occurred in Pennsylvania is e\

! to occur in certain other states which

are controlled by Itosses at odds with Roose-

velt. Many of these bosses have their head-

quarters in the United States Senate.

Than are Foraker and Hick, of Ohio; Flkins

ami Scott, rf West Virginia; Hale and Fryo,
of Maine; I iallini:er. of New Hampshire;
Culloin and Hopkins, of Illinois; Penrose

and Knox, of Pennsylvania; Lodge ami

Crane, of Massachusetts; Burrows and
Smith, of Michigan; Aldridi. of Rhode Is

I'rom Copyright Photograph by Harm & Ewing.
Washington.

VIce-PreaUUnt Fairbanks. Who "/» Not an
In»pirer of Knthtmiatm."

land; Proctor, of \ er t; I.a Foller

Wisconsin; Hanabroogb, id' N'orth Dakota;
Warren and Clark, of Wyoming; Kelson, of

Minnesota—bosses all. more or less potent,
and all enemies of Roosevelt, with the excep-
tion of Lodge and possibly I.a Follette. As
satellites to these bosses, assisting them in

"organ izinjr" for the forthcon>ing attempt to

unhorse Roosevelt, are Perkins and Flint. «f

California; Piles. ,,t Washington; Heyburn.
of Idaho; Nixon, of Nevada; Bnrkett. .
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braska; Kittredge, of South Dakota; Hem-

enway, of Indiana; Depew, of New York;
Kean. of New Jersey; Carter, of Montana,
and a few other still lesser lights of the Sen-

ate. If the decisions of National conven-

tions were left entirely to the voice of the

people, the machinations of Senatorial ene-

mies of Roosevelt would not be worth notic-

ing. But since politicians sometimes eoutrol

conventions, in spite of the will of the peo-

ple, it is worthy of note that the men named

are all United States Senators, influential in

their respective states, harmonious in their

mutual relations, inspired by a common

hatred, and skilled in the manipulation of

political conventions. They know Fairbanks

and Knox, who ai'e of them, and they would

gladly combine and swing their state delega-

tions to either, if they could, for the sake of

defeating the President or the President's

choice. Therefore, while it cannot be de-

nied that the President is strong enough with

the people to snap his fingers at all of these

men, it might occur that they would be

stronger than he at the critical time and

place
—the next National convention.

Assuming that Mr. Fairbanks or Mr. Knox

might be nominated through these and other

agencies, would either of them be acceptable
to the great West? Mr. Fairbanks has made
several tours of the Pacific Coast, and is

fairly well known there among those who
attend political rallies. If the people of the

West are informed as to his real attitude

toward current questions, they are more
fortunate than the East, and can answer for

themselves whether this attitude suits them.

Mr. Fairbanks is an enigma. He has never

antagonized the President's great policies,

and on the other hand he is not conspicuous
as a champion of them. Would he work for

legislation to control corporations if he were

President? The corporations do not seem

to fear him.

Mr. Knox is supposed to be more popular
in the Northwest than Mr. Fairbanks, for

the reason that Mr. Knox has to his credit

the successful prosecution of the Northern

Securities merger. When all is said and

done, there is nothing else to the credit of

the Roosevelt administration that compares
in importance with this achievement by Mr.

Knox. Mr. Moody, while Attorney-Genera!,
fell down lamentably in his prosecution of

Paul Morton and other rebaters, although in

Mr. Morton's case it was the President him-

self who stayed the hand of the Department
of Justice. Since Mr. Bonaparte has been

Attorney-General he has made much fuss,

without actually accomplishing anything

tangible as yet. Indeed, Mr. Bonaparte's ex-

tremely leisurely administration is believed

to have worn on the President's nerves.

The daily press has been full of intimations

of increasing friction between the President

and Mr. Bonaparte. The Department of

Justice under Mr. Knox was far better ad-

ministered than it has been since, if the

opinion of competent and experienced ob-

servers in the capital is to be accepted.
Two other "favorite sons" loom large

enough at this time to justify the prediction
that they will be factors in the next National

convention. They are Joseph G. Cannon, of

Illinois, and Charles E. Hughes, of New
York. Mr. Cannon is the most experienced
man in American National life. Mr. Hughes
knows nothing of the practical administra-

tion affairs. Mr. Cannon is a rough dia-

mond, caustic and witty of speech, off-hand

in manner, humorous, and informal after

the fashion of those Westerners who were

raised as Lincoln was raised. He is richly
endowed with common sense, and goes

straight to the heart of every question that

is presented to him. His courage is great,
his integrity proved and approved, and his

ability to handle the Presidency cannot be

questioned.

Mr. Hughes is simple, destitute of humor,

honest, stubbornly earnest, scholarly in

speech, and careful of his manners and at-

tire. He is the antithesis of Speaker Can-
non in many ways, and his double in others.

If Governor Hughes had been Speaker of

the House, he would have kept the horde of

wheedlers and flatterers out of the Treasury
as successfully as Mr. Cannon, but at a

heavy loss of personal popularity. If Mr.

Cannon had been Governor of New York,
it is possible that he would not have suc-

ceeded as well as Mr. Hughes in pushing

through reform legislation in the face of a

snarling and corrupt opposition.
The West knows Speaker Cannon fairly

well. He has been on the Coast several

times, the last visit to the Lewis and Clark

Exposition having been memorable in se"-

eral particulars. He has also visited Ha-

waii, and on account of his intimate asso-
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ciation with members of Congress he is quite
familiar with all the public questions affect-

ing the West. At first he was not a friend

of the Reclamation Act, but latterly he be-

came convinced of its value, and is now a

stalwart supporter of it. Mr. Cannon as a

rule is in sympathy with the President's re-

forms. Everybody has heard the story of

the meeting at Oyster Bay last Summer.
when Mr. Roosevelt in saying good-bye to

Speaker Cannon remarked : "You will be the

next President of the United States." The
belief is general that if the Republicans of
the country should select Mr. Cannon in-

stead of Mr. Taft as their leader, Mr. Roose-
velt would acquiesce with good grace.
With Governor Hughes the situation is

quite different, particularly in his relations

to the West and to the President. The West

rom Copyright Photograph by Clinedinst.

Boies Penrose, Boss of Pennsylvania. Who Has
Been Denounced as a '•Conspirator."

knows nothing of Hughes personally, and
he knows nothing of the West by personal
contact. His personality is not especially
attractive to the average Westerner, who
likes a dash of humor and informality mixed

with ability. The West, however, is as

firmly convinced as is the East that Gov-
ernor Hughes is a man of remarkable pow-
ers and that he is absolutely faithful to t

public trust against any temptation that the

corporations might place in his way. Such
men are rare, and are needed "higher up."
There are plenty of men of strong powers,
and plenty of others who are honest, and

many others who are tireless workers. But

the number of brilliant, honest, industrious

men in public life is always too small.

Governor Hughes is credited with being

entirely too independent to suit President

Roosevelt. The situation was hit off by a

paragrapher in New York State who said:

"Governor Hughes ought to know that we
can 't stand two Big Sticks at once." Mr.

Roosevelt is imperious by nature, and can-

not bear a rival. He took occasion to offer

his assistance to Governor Hughes in the

recent struggle over the Public Utilities bill,

and immediately a lot of dispatches from

Albany informed the country that Governor

Hughes was perfectly able to paddle his own
canoe and was not asking assistance from
the White House. He did not propose to

have the glory of passing the Public Utilities

bill monopolized by the President, thus mak-

ing himself a tail to the Roosevelt kite. Such
blunt intimations as these are supposed to

have caused a chilliness between the Presi-

dent and the Governor of New York which

may have its influence in National affairs

later on.

Mr. James S. Sherman, Chairman of the

Republican Congressional Committee, and
himself a Representative from New York

State, is authority for the statement that

the Republican delegation of that state in

the National convention will be solidly for

Roosevelt. He believes that Mr. Roosevelt's

declaration in regard to a third term will be

set aside by the people. The testimony of

such a political expert as Mr. Sherman is

acceptable proof that Mr. Roosevelt, and

not Mr. Hughes, will control the New York

delegation in the next convention. Governor

Hughes, however, will be one of the dele-

gates. Circumstances may arise which will
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' test Um power of Mr. Boeafrall in throw
the rote of this delegation 10 Um person be

may wish to be nominated. With Governor
Hughes on the ground and perhaps himself

a strong candidate, would it 1k> possible for

Mr. Roosevelt tu swing the New York dele-

gation t" Tafl or Knox or Cannon! It' ba

could, it would effectually dispose of Mr.

Hughes, for no mini will he nominated who
i supported by his own stute. Paw

publie men gjvi Mr. Roosevelt credit for

the magnanimity that would l>e exhibited if

f be should ask his own state to support Gov-
ernor Hogbea, thereby raising a new and
strong man to sui>plant himself in state 0f<!

National affairs.

The statement has been made in this arti-

cle that the bosses of the Senate are enemies

I Roosevelt, with the possible exception of

l.i I ollette of Wi«< -111. Contrary to the

il impression, there is no especial love

lost between these two gnat refor is. Per-

haps it is because they are both Strong,

opinionated men. working too nearly on par-
allel lines to get along without jostling. In
any Brent, while Senator ta Follette has

nothing but pleasant thing! to say on the

Chautauqua platform regarding the Presi-

dent, and while the President has not pub
licly included the Wisconsin statesman in

any of his numerous clubs and societies of

nndesirabli is no cordiality in their

course, Mr. Iji Follette strove las!

Winter to interest the President in certain

reforms which did not appeal to Mr. Roose-
velt. Then the story was circulated that the

President had referred to Senator l.n Fol-

as a "demagogue." Whether this was
i' not, it was embarrassing, for it was

accepted as true by the public, and Mr.
La Follette may have decided that it

' ticklish thing to ask the President
about it.

There are two Rol>erl M. La FoIIettes—
' Follette as he is regarded by the

|

pie. and the I.a Follette as he i- regarded
in Washington. One is a remarkable re-

former, burning with fiery zeal, endowed
with extraordinary irage and initiative,
and almost the equal of Roosevelt in ad-
mirable qualities as a champion of the peo-
ple. The La Follette of Washington is quite
another person. In the Capital lie is re-

garded by most of his official associates
as a political actor—a dramatic, explosive

From Copyright Photograph by Harris & Ewing.
Washington.
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speaker, saakiag his own ends by posing as
the most pnqier spokesman of the people.
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Senators resent his assumption of greater

watchfulness, warmer zeal, and greater in-

tegrity. They cannot put their fingers on

any particular language that gives offense,

but in some way, by manner if not by word,

they are offended. The inevitable result is

that Senator La Follette fails in most cases

to get what he asks for. His colleagues, be-

ing human, cannot always resist the tempta-
tion to thwart him, however meritorious his

plans may be in themselves. They suffer in

turn for this course of action by being re-

garded through the country as laggards in

reform, if not actual corruptionists. It is

as absurd to charge La Follette's colleagues

in the mass as corruptionists as it is to re-

gard him as the sole repository of virtue.

Among the favorite sons to be called to

the attention of the National convention by

proud state delegations, Senator La Follette

will be included. Wisconsin is proud of him,

and with reason. If the delegation from

that state is not absolutely at his disposal,

it will be because his political cunning has

departed. His boss-ship is as autocratic as

^
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object the nomination of a Southerner in-

Mr. Bryan. The movement is as

tly a rich men's scheme as is the Re-

publican conspiracy. Indeed, some of the

orfaot indications justify the belief that the

rich men in both schemes are identical. The

anti-Bryan movement has its headquarter-
w York. Perceiving that he is as in-

vinciMe among Democrats in the North and

M i~ BooMVelt among Republicans,, his

opponents are seeking an available Southern

candidate who may serve to amuse the en-

thusiasm of the Solid South and thereby .lis

place Mr. Bryan.
The object of this movement, of course, is

to place in the Presidential chair a man who

will not "fight the trusts." Mr. Bryan is

as badly feared as Mr. Roosevelt. The cor-

porations want neither of them. The trusts

have no politics, as such. They do not care

whether the President of the United States

is a Republican, or a Democrat, or a Social-

ist, if he is "all right" on the trust ques-

tion. So. while they and their allies are

urevent Roosevelt or Roose-

velt's choice from nMaining the Republican
nomination, they are also at work trying to

prevent Bryan from obtaining the Demo-
crat ie nomination. Then, if Roosevelt

should be renominated, they may be able to

elect the Democrat, whoever he might be.

•ng the Democrats suggested for the

Presidency is Senator John Warwick Daniel,

of Virginia, the old man eloquent of the

South. Senator Daniel is the idol of Vir-

ginia, and is extremely popular in other

Southern States. His personality is sin-

gularly attractive, and his career has been

such as to appeal to Southern sentiment. It

is an old story that the eloquent Virginian
has in his veins the blood of Pocahon'a-.

ar record is exceptional for its recital

of acts of heroism and devotion. He was

wounded several times, being finally crip-

pled in the Wilderness in 1864. It is one of

the sight* of the I'nited States Senate when

this courtly old Virginian hobbles into the

Chamber on his crutches and takes his seat

in the front row on the Democratic side. He

speaks with modest rarity, and then usually

after careful preparation, although facile in

extemporaneous debate. His speeches are

nationally famous for their exquisite diction

and lofty patriotism.
tor Daniel has been an enthusiastic

From Copyright Photograph by Clincdirut.
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nts.

supporter of Mr. Bryan, and he is still in

Carol of the nomination of Mr. Bryan, but

he halts at the indorsement of Mr. Bryan's
tiovcrnment ownership idea*. Southern

Democrats generally are openly antagonistic
to this doctrine, with the ratal! that Mr
Bryan has modified his altitude by suggest-

ing.' that Government ownership is "ultimate

ly" inevitable. Democrats throughout the

South have spoken kindly of Senator Daniel

as a Presidential possibility, hut the trend

of sentiment has been in favor of another

trial of fortune with Mr. Bryan as the

standard-bearer.

.1 Ihltcate SituatinH.

The relations lietween the I'nited Slate-.

and Japan, friendly if not cordial for many
years, have been put to an intense strath

during the peat few weeks, partly on ae

count of disturbances in San Francisco and

political agitation in Japan. The San Fran-
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cisco demonstrations and the resulting re-

sentment in Japan have been the most prom-
inent factors of discord, but they are by no

means the most potent. The real cause of

American-Japanese friction is the determi-

nation of the United States to exclude Jap-
anese laborers, and the resentment of the

Japanese against a policy which necessarily

implies that Japanese laborers are on a par
with Chinese coolies. On both sides racial

antipathy is the obscure but impelling cause

of suspicion and readiness to quarrel.

The fact has been developed during the

recent agitation that Japan was not con-

sulted when the United States enacted the

exclusion amendment to the immigration act,

providing for the exclusion from the United

States mainland of Japanese having pass-

ports to Hawaii, Mexico or Canada. Not

only was Japanese sentiment ignored, but

the action of this Government was resented

by Japan, although, of course, no diplo-

matic protest could be made with propriety

against domestic legislation. Viscount Hay-

ashi, Minister for Foreign Affairs, outlined

the attitude of the Japanese Government in

answer to an interpellation in the Diet.

Speaking of the prospect, early in January,
of an amicable adjustment of the school con-

troversy in San Francisco, he said : "At that

time the case was waiting the decision of the

judiciary. But subsequently the President

had changed his method, and had fallen back

upon the rights secured to the United States

by treaty, which change of programme had

not been made a subject of consultation with

Japan. This teas not an agreeable alteration

from Japan's point of view, but the Presi-

dent's analysis of the situation was under-

stood to be that all questions at issue in Cali-

fornia—the school question, the boycotting
of Japanese restaurants, and the assaults

upon Japanese subjects
—were merely sec-

ondary troubles which would cease so soon

as the prime cause—labor immigration
—was

remedied. As to that, however, the Presi-

dent had not consulted Japan."
Viscount Hayashi, continuing the discus-

sion, remarked that some people maintained

that while the American Government might
have the right to prevent the entry of Jap-
anese immigrants, their movements could not

be restricted when once an entry had been

effected, and consequently Japanese resi-

dents for however brief a period in Hawaii

were entitled to cross thence to the States.

"Such a contention." he said, "altogether

ignored the fact that the United States Gov-

ernment possessed powers much greater than

those hitherto exercised by it. For example,
it might altogether forbid the entry of Jap-
anese immigrants into Hawaii. How would

such an act affect Japanese interests? The

best course for this country in existing cir-

cumstances was to take what it could get.

and not jeopardize all by claiming too

much."

The Japanese Government has been placed
in a delicate position on the question of emi-

gration to the United States. In its anxiety
to remove the friction caused by the school

controversy it was apparently willing that

partial exclusion should be enforced. As
soon as the Japanese in Hawaii began to feel

the pinch of the exclusion law they entered

violent protests at home, and the Opposi-
tion instantly seized upon the American law

as an issue against the Ministry. The Jap-
anese Government and people having been

praised by the whole world for their victory

over Russia, and Japan having been ad-

mitted as an equal among the nations, it was

contended by the Opposition that the Jap-
anese Government had made a fatal mistake

in failing to protest against the discrimina-

tion practiced by the United States against

Japanese laborers. This attack was bol-

stered up by an agitation among the Japan-
ese people against American aggressions and

assaults, all of them greatly exaggerated.
The outcome of the political campaign in

Japan will occur next Spring, when the gen-
eral elections will be held. At that time, if

the people take the side of the Progressive,
or Opposition party, a Ministry may be in-

stalled at Tokyo whose policy toward the

United States might not be marked with the

moderation and caution that have distin-

guished the administration of Premier Sai-

onji and Viscount Hayashi.

Meanwhile, the administration of the Jap-
anese exclusion law is not satisfactory to

the United States. Japanese laborers are

constantly entering the country in defiance

of the law. The Government is anxious to

conclude an exclusion treaty with Japan, in

order to replace the present makeshift with

effective legislation. It is impossible, how-

ever, to conclude an exclusion treaty under

existing conditions. If the Japanese Gov-
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eminent is embarrassed because of the con-

cessions it has already tnaile. it would be

ihstroyed it' it should go to the extent of

peknowledging by formal treaty that the

.se p«opl« an n "^—'llltl that the

United States *hall have the right to classify
them with the Chinese, ami exclude them on

account of their race.

What. then, is to l>e the outcome? As
matters stand, the I'nited States is exclud-

er trying to exclude, a certain class of

Japanese, much against the will of Japan,
hut without such strenuous objection as

to cause apprehension. This Government
wishes to exclude all Japanese laborers, and
it wishes to do this with tin nscnt ot

Japan, lis wish is based upon the fear that

if the Japanese are not excluded there will

be such racial Baating angandand on t he Pa-

cilic Coast as to lead to rioting and eventual

war. Japan, however, is not only unwilling

at present to agree to the exclusion of her

laborers, but is anxious that the discrimina-

tion already practiced shall cease. Tl

nation is such as to call for the excrci-c of

patience, tact, and diplomacy by lx>th ^<>\

ernments.

/ ',. mindiius Plan* of the Administration.

The extended trip now Mag made by the

Secretary of the Interior. Mr. Jam
fSarfield, is expected to yield much material
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upon which the President will base his rec-

ommendations to Congress for legislation

looking to the preservation of the Nation's

natural resources for the benefit of the peo-

ple. Secretary Garfield so arranged his

itinerary that he has been met at important

points by his principal bureau chiefs. Ques-
tions affecting the public lands, Indians,

water supply and irrigation projects, Na-

tional parks, rights of way, grazing and

fencing, forestry, and coal mines in Indian

Territory and elsewhere have been consid-

ered on the ground.
Within the past six months, and particu-

larly since the adjournment of Congress, the

President has turned his attention to the

great question of conserving and develop-

ing the Nation's natural resources in the in-

terest of the people. He has found it a vir-

gin field of statesmanship, and sufficiently
full of thorny problems to exercise his pow-
ers to the uttermost. The grafters, and

marauders, and spoilers are no humble folk,
nor few. They are excellent hands at ar-

ranging legislation, and know when and
where to concentrate their strength. They
have friends at the Capitol who assist them
in pushing through innocent-looking legisla-
tion and in sidetracking reform legisla-
tion. In trying to preserve the National for-

ests for the people the President is con-

fronted with a veritable swarm of selfish

interests. The coal mines belonging to the

Indians are a treasure worthy of the avarice

and cunning of the modern bandits who are

plotting for it. The Inland Waterways
Commission, created by the President to con-

sider the larger questions relating to stream
and river improvements, development of

power, flood storage, navigability, etc., is

finding that irrigation and power companies
already intrenched are preparing to do
their best to block the President's dreams of

a comprehensive and symmetrical improve-
ment and utilization of the Nation's water-

ways.
The public appears to have been indiffer-

ent to the immensity and importance of the

President's plans for the conservation of the

Nation's natural resources. As his ideas are

further exploited and studied, they are seen

to be blocked out on a gigantic scale. He
has demonstrated the possession of a mental

grasp worthy of a nation-builder. Half a

century hence, probably, the timeliness.

scope, and value of his plans will be better

appreciated than they are now. Like others

who accomplish momentous things, he sees

so far ahead of the ordinary busy individual

worker that his ideas seem to be almost

grotesquely out of touch with practical

every-day life. But the long-sighted, crafty

schemers who employ their unusual powers
for selfish aggrandizement are in a position

to realize the intensely practical nature of

the President's plans. They know that if

they are to reap a harvest from the remain-

ing natural resources not already gobbled up

by corporate monopolies they must do so

now, while the masses are indifferent, and

while the President's warnings are as enig-

matical to the ordinary man as was the cry

of John the Baptist to those who dipped in

Jordan.

The last and most detailed utterance of the

President on this subject was contained in

his speech at Jamestown on Georgia Day,
June 10, just before he went to Oyster Bay
for the Summer. In this speech Mr. Roose-

velt thus broadly outlined his views.

The conservation of our natural resources

and their proper use constitute the funda-

mental problem which underlies almost every
other problem of our National life. Unless

we maintain an adequate material basis for

our civilization we cannot maintain the insti-

tutions in which we take so great and so just

a pride; and to waste and destroy our nat

ural resources means to undermine this ma-

terial basis.

. . . Here, then, for the first time devel-

opment and planned conservative use of all

our natural resources is presented as a single

problem. One by one the individual tasks in

this great problem have already been under-

taken. One by one in practical fashion the

methods of dealing with them were worked
out. National irrigation has proved itself a

success by its actual working. Again, actual

experience has shown that the National for-

ests will fulfill the larger purpose for which

they were created.

All who have thoughtfully studied the sub-

ject have come to see that the solution of the

public lands question lies with the home-

maker, with the settler who lives on his

land, and that Government control of the

mineral fuels and the public grazing lands is

necessary and inevitable.



The Settler

By Herman Whitaker
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—It Death.

B0TJ6B Sih. still

ran fat and full, its sources

were now nearly draim

flood waters; any day might
see it suddenly shrink to 'its

tiMial Summer trickle. An-

ling the event. Render went miles down
stream that morning to superintend the

building of the first daw. and so did not see

the Cougar until that worthy eaiM into camp
at ni^-lit from his own place at the tail of

tbe drive.

This, the hour for changing shifts, was

the liveliest of eamp life, the social hour MM
term it. replete with a certain rough

rt. With them, from up and down
river, the reliefs poured in, a stream of

Ted shirts, drowning with oaths, song and

laughter the rattle of tinware in the cook

tent. Spread over fifteen miles of river,

the arrival was equally irregular, and those

who hail already oaten were grouped abotri :i

p fire, the red glow of which en-

riched weathered skins and softened the

rations of iron faces. After the cold

and wet of the day. warmth spelled luxury
in capitals; luxury such as no millionaire

and from his palatial clubs; for

ire may only be measured in degrees
of health with accompanying intensity of

;on. As they moved and turned like

red capons on an old style spit. brin;_-

resh areas of soaked clothing under the

blaze, they smoked and revamped the day's
its dips, jams, ducking, while the

the river that yielded their hard bread
in exchange for annual toll of a life or two.

rebuked with angry prowl their jokes and
is.

indie in Bender's tent showed the giant

squatted upon his blankets, chin on hands.

ainched between knees and elbows.

bt and day of heavy brooding had sunk
lir had cross-plowed and deep-

ened the furrows across his blue scarred

face. Tbe attitude bespoke deepsat dejection

and his look, when the O ugar en

caused the latter's weird fierceness to flux

in vast sympathy.
"Wellf" Bender inquired. The Cougar

pulled a paper out of his shirt bosom.

-Hi iv *t jaat letter that she got by mistake."

It was only a scrap to say that she would

do her best—she had done it, too. poor

girl
—that and an admonition to be careful

in drying his clothing at nights. Usually

the warning would have dissolved Bender's

grimness, but it caused no relaaxtion of his

gravity.
"II w did she take itT"

"Hard. Cried an' said as 'twas more 'n

she deserved at the little gal's hands. Blamed

herself, dreadful cut up. Seems, too, as

't was n't necessary, as she 'd already mailed

Mr. Man his walking papers."
"Too late—no* It's done."

The Cougar looked awkwardly down upon
him. Pity had been foreign to their rough

comradeship: it was, indeed, nearest of kin

to shame; the words of sympathy choked in

his throat. "Come, come," he presently

growled. "Chipper up. 'taint any worse

than it was."

A convulsion seized and shook the big

body. "You dont know, Cougar. You dont

know what it b—f He stopped, aghast at

the sudden appalling change in the other.

He had straightened from his crouch and

his eyes flared like blue alcohol flames in his

livid face. As at the touch of a secret

spring, the man's fierce taciturnity raised,

exposing the tortured soul behind.

I dontt" The whisper issued like a

dry wind from drawn lips. "Me J that saw

my wife an' baby—" Though frontiersmen

tell, shivering, of the horror he mentioned,
no pen has been found callous enough to set

it forth on paper. "God, man !" As he fin-

ished, his arms snapped outward and his

head fell forward in the attitude of the

crucifixion.

Onwrixht. )WT, by Rupr^ HmOjrr.
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"Cougar!" Bender grasped his shoulder.

"Cougar! Cougar, man! I'd forgotten."

But as one in a trance the man went on.

"It 's always with me—through these years
—

day an' night. I'd have killed myself
—

long

ago—on'y whenever I'd think of that, she 'd

come—sweet an' smiling, with a shake of her

pretty head. She would n't let me do it."

The thought of her smile seemed to calm

him and he continued more quietly, "I never

could make out why 't was done to her. A
sky pilot tol' me onct as 't was the will of

God, but I shocked him clean out of his

boots.
"

'I'll know on the Jedgement Day, will I V
I asks him. 'Shorely,' he answers, pat. 'An'

I'll be close in to the great white throne you
was talking about?' He nods. 'Then do you
know what I'd do?' I asks him again. 'If I

find out as how that God o' yourn ordered

that done to my little gal
—I'll stick a knife

into him an' turn it round.'

"At that he turned green an' tried to sad-

dle the dirty business onto the Devil. But.

Lordy, he didn't know. She does, though,
else she would n't come smiling. She knows,
so I've alius reckoned as if she could bear

her pain I can worry through to the end.

There ! there ! I'm all right again. I know

you did n't go to do it. An', after all, J dont
know but that you are right. For while my
gal 's at peace, yourn has to live out her

pain. It 's puzzling
—all of it. Now there \s

himl Where does he come in? What about

him?"

"What about him?" Bender's bulk

seemed to swell in the dim light to huge
amorphous proportions. "That 's simple.
He 's got to marry her."

What the conclusion had cost him, the suf-

fering, self-sacrifice! To the sophisticated,
both sacrifice and conclusion may seem ab-

surd, provoking the question as to just how

wrong may be righted by the marriage of

a clean girl with an impure man, yet it was

strictly in accord with backwoods philosophy.
As yet the skepticism of modernity had not

infected the plains, nor had the leprosy of

free thought rotted their creeds and institu-

tions. To Bender's simplicity marriage ap-

pealed as the one cure for such ills as

Jenny's,' while both he and the Cougar had
seen the close administered with the aid of a

Colt's .45. So, absurd or no, the conclusion

earned the latter's instant approval.

There was something pathetic, too, in the

serious way in which, after discussing ways
and means, they spoke of Jenny's future.

"She '11 be a lady," the Cougar commented.
"Too big to look at you an' me."

Bender's nod incarnated self-effacement.

but he bristled when the Cougar suggested
that Molyneux might not treat her rightly.
and his scowl augured a quick widowhood in

such premises. "We '11 go up for him to-

morrow."

"An' after it's all over?"

"Oregon for you an' me—the camps on the

big timber."

The big timber! The Cougar's bleak face

lit up with sudden warmth. Giant pines of

Oregon woods; rose-brown shade of cathe-

dral redwoods; the roaring unrest of lacy

cataracts; peace of great rivers that float

the rafts and drives from snow-capped Rock-

ies down to the blue Pacific
;
these and the

screaming sawmills that spew their product
over the meridians, the pomp of that great

piracy; the sights, sounds, resinous odors

that the Cougar would never experience

again, were vividly projected into his con-

sciousness.

"Man!" He drew a deep breath. "It

can't come too quick for me. I'm sick of

these plains where a man throws a shadow
clean to the horizon. I'm hungry for the

loom of the mountains." After a pause, he

added, "Coming back to yourself
—have you

eaten today?"
The language he accorded to Bender's

negative would shake the type from a re-

spectable printer's fingers, yet, in essence,

was exactly equivalent to the "You poor
dear!" of an anxious wife or mother. Strid-

ing off, he quickly returned with coffee and

food, which Bender was ordered to eat under

pain of instant loss of his liver, lights and

sundry other useful organs. Then being be-

sotted in his belief in action as a remedy for

mental disorders, he suggested a visit to the

turn above the bridge where the logs bad

jammed twice that afternoon.

Another day would put the last log under

the bridge and see the temporary structure

dismantled and afloat; but though only the

tail of the drive remained above, the jams
had backed it up for a couple of miles so

that the logs now filled the river from bank

to bank. They floated silently, or nearly so,

for the soft thud of collisions, mutter of

\
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rinding bark, merged with the low roar of

Hut a brillinnt northern moon
In the serried amy; when the men crossed

• •mild pick the yellow sawn ends from

be black of the mass.

I'nder org* of the same thought, t hey

paused on the other side and looked back

the northern trail. With the lieip-
tioii of tb( cook, whose pots proclaimed his

Llabors with shrill tintinnabiilution. the camp
>pt, its big watch-fire burning red and

Bow. Beneath that bright moon scrub, bluff.

scaur, ravine and headland stood out, lacking

only the colors of day, and they con.

ail's twin ruts writhing like a black

make across the ashen bottoms into the

my which it gained the prairies.

The Cougar's quick eye first discerned a

nj» blot, but Bender gave it identity.

i 's shore Molyneux's rig. He'd a loose

bpoke when he went by t' other dav. Hear
'let"

It was clear and sharp as the clatter of a

-tick along a wooden paling, and the

ir whispered, "It 's sure him. When'
kin he be goingf Do you reckon—"

The same thought was in Bender's mind.
"—an she there—alone T No one ever starts

r I .one Tree this time o' night
—" after

a pause he added,
"—but that 's where

* A strident chuckle told that the Cougar
had caught his meaning. "That 's right.

; us the trouble o' going after him.

Kind, aint lie T Jes' step into the shadow
till lie 's fairly on the brii

If they had remained in the moonlight he

would never have seen them. Dusk had
lit no surcease of his mad thought;

rather its pence stimulated his excitement by
shutting him out from the visible world.

were his thoughts? It takes a strong
man to face his contemplated villainies.

immemorial time your scoundrel has
ible to justify his acts by some sort of

ed reasoning, and Molyneux was no
ion to the rule. "Why do you muddy

'he « . I am drinking T" the Wolf
the Lamb. "How could I

seeing that the stream flows from you to

i he Lamb filed in exception "N'one of

nsolenoe!" the Wolf roared as he made
ill.

In the same way Molyneux excluded from
rht everything that conflicted with his

intention— the first rudeness that lost him

Helen's maiden confidence. hi- inridias

tempts to mo lier from her husband, her

undoubted right to reject hi- advances. He
twisted his own crime to her demerit. "She

diil n't know about that when she was draw-

ing me on!" he exclaimed whenever Jenny's
letter thrust into his meditation. "Why
should it cut any iee now? It is just an

to throw me a second time. But she

shant do it. by Qodl Kol -lie shunt ! She

shant! She's a coquette ! a damned co-

quette. I'll—" Then a red rage, heaving

tumultuous passion, would drown articulate

thought so that his intention never took

form in words. But one thing if. certain

he was thoroughly dangerous. In that mood
Helen would have fared as ill at his hands

a- the I.amb at the paws of the Wolf.

The sudden stoppage of his ponies, mid-

i the bridge, broke up hi- rew'iie. As
the moon struck full in his own face, he

-aw the two men only as shadows; but there

was no mistaking (tender's bulk and after a

-ingle startled glance. Molyneux hailed him.

"I- that you. Mr. Bend.

"It's me all right. Where might i/o« be

heading fort"

It was the usual trail greeting, preliminary
to conversation, but Molyneux sensed a dif-

ference of tone, -avor of c nand, menace

of authority that galled his haughty spirit.

Vexed by the impossibility of explanation,
his disdain of the settler tribe in general

would not permit him to lie: from which

conflict of feeling his stiff answer was born :

"1 dost see that it is any of your business."

"You dont '"
Kquallv stiff, the reply

from the huge dim shape. "Well. I'm

a-going to make it mine. Sou 're going to

I Tree.''

Puzzled, Molyneux glanced from Bender's

imleliniteness to the Cougar's dim crouch.

He was not afraid. In him the courn

his vices was reinforced by enormous racial

and family pride; the combination that made
the British fool the finest of officers until

mathematics and quick-firing artillery re-

placed the sword and melee. Mistaking the

situation, he attempted to carry it off with a

laugh.
"What have you chap- been drinking'

Here, pass the bottle."

"Not till we wet your wedding,'' the

Cougar interjected, dryly.
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Astonished, now, as well as puzzled, Moly-
neux yet rejected a sudden suspicion as im-

possible. Out of patience, galled by this

mysterious opposition, he said, testily, "Are

you crazy? I do not intend—"

"—to go to Lone Tree," Bender inter-

rupted. "Yes, we know. You was heading

up for Glaves's place."

Seriously disconcerted, Molyneux hid it

under an ironical laugh. "I must say that I

marvel at your intimate knowledge of my
affairs. And since you are so well posted,

perhaps you can tell me why I am going to

Lone Tree?"

"I kin that." The huge dim figure with

its crouched attendant shadow moved a pace

nearer, then the man's stern bass launched on
the quivering moonlight, reciting to an ac-

companiment of rushing waters, this oldest

of woodland sagas. Beginning at the night
he picked Jenny up on the trail, he told all—
Jed Hines's cruel fury, the birth and burial

of his, Molyneux's child, the outcast girl's

subsequent illness, Helen's kindness, the doc-

tor's philanthropy, the kindly conspiracy
that protected her from social infamy. "An'
us that saw her through her trouble," he

finished, "are bound to see her righted."
If the limelights of history and fiction

were thrown more often upon motives and

psychology and less on deeds and action,

characters would not appear in such hard
colors of black and white. It were false to

paint Molyneux an irredeemable black.

"Your child?" He winced at the phrase and,

perhaps for the first time, an inkling of the

enormity of his offense was borne in upon
him. His child ! It was the flesh of his own
loins that had suffered midnight burial at

the hands of Carter and the kindly priest!
The thought struck with enormous force—
then faded. Tor back of him was that vicious

generation whose most cultured exponent
wrote to his own son that "a seduction or

two was necessary to the education of a

gentleman." Through pride of family, the

dead hands of haughty and licentious for-

bears reached to throttle remorseful feeling.
Was he to be called to account by com-

mon settlers, the savages of the scornful

English phrase? Anger colored his next re-

mark. "Waited till you were good and ready,
did n't you ? Your diligence falls short of

your zeal, my friends or—"

"Dont flatter yourself," Bender sternly in-

terrupted. "You kin thank her for the de-

lay. If we 'd known—you 'd long ago have

been either dead or married. But she kep"

her own counsel till she thought as someone

else's welfare called her to speak. 'T was n't

needed. 'T other 'd already found you out

for herself."

Blinking under the savage contempt, Moly-
neux but answered stiffly enough. "Now lis-

ten—I deny nothing, though she received at-

tentions from one of my pupils and it might

very well have been—"

"You lie !"

The lie never comes so unpleasantly as

when asserting a truth; so, though he knew

that he had lied, Molyneux's eyes glinted

wickedly, his hand tightened on his whip.
A glance right and left showed him the river,

only a light handrail between him and dark

waters. There was not room to turn; the

giant blocked the way. Under constraint, he

spoke quietly, "Neither do I profess sorrow.

What is done is done. If the girl had taken

me into her confidence—"

"—likely, wasn't it?"

A line of Jenny's letter, a damnable fact,

flashed into Molyneux's mind, but he went

on,
"—I'd have taken care of her; am will-

ing to do so yet
—in a certain way. Mar

riage, of course, is out of the question. We
are unfitted for each other—"

"—no one's denying that."

He ignored the sarcasm.
"—could not be

happy together."

"Who said anything about you living to-

gether?"
The interruptions were most disconcerting,

but he continued, "Now if you, as her rep-

resentatives, self-appointed or otherwise—"

he could not refrain from the sarcasm "—if

vou will name a sum—"

"What?"

Twenty rods away the camp now slept,

steeped in the drug of labor, all but the

cook, who came running out of his tent and

was thus witness of the event. Looking up-

stream, he saw them blackly silhouetted

against the moonlit sky, a shadow show, play

of marionettes upon the bridge.

"Out of my way! Let go!"
Followed the swish and crack of Moly-

neux's whip as he lashed Bender over the

face, then fell to flogging his horses. But

stinging pain had freed in the giant those

bulldog passions that had made him king of
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in other years. 1 1 •
• linn- on while

plunging beasts drowned the river's mar
tluuiiler of in>n hoofs, ('liable ti> break

», they reared—their smooth elongated

nveying to the co«>k an odd impres-
of slugs rearliinir upward through moon-

dew—then, stooping quickly under the

beast, the mad giant took its full weight

his shoulder and with a mighty heave sent

and rig crashing sideways off the

A quick leap saved Molyneux—for the

'it. All through the action had moved
with kinetoseopic quickness and it acceler

so that the cook could scarcely establish

Mts sequence. Like an angry bull. Bender

shook the hair from his eyes, then, as he

:. came a report, a puff of smoke curled

up from Molyneux's hand: the giant

thudded at length on the bridge. Followed
'

a yell, piercing cry. suitable to the animal

which the Cougar was named. As Ben

der fell, he rushed. The pistol spoke again.
While the cook was running twenty yards, a

furious tangle writhed over the bridge.
ami as he came darting out from behind a

bunch of willow scrub, he saw that it was
Bender lav alone under the moon-

S"w this was the cook of a lumber camp.
equivalent to saying that he was a man of

He had i ked on B Contract, Su-

perior Construction I >i vision of the Trunk
Line, and so had seen a liberal sprinkling of

•umblers go into the dump—a grisly
foundation for track, sorely, yet what l«tter

could the builders of the road desire than

to be cradled under the ties and sleep, sleep,

•Jeep to the thundering lullaby of the faat

sst Which intimacy with the pale
terror is responsible for his prompt action

in these unusual premises. Molyneux's bul-

let had merely grazed Bender's temple. He
rose, staggering, as the cook made the bridge
and. seeing that he was too sick and dizzy to

handle the situation, the latter took it into

wn able hands.

A- before mentioned, a drive camp sleeps
in its boots, and the shots had brought a

•core out from their sleep on a hunt for

Man .hove offen the bridge!" he

yelled. "An' Cougar went after him!

They 're both under the drive! Scatter down-
im an' skin your eves for bubble-

Thus, on the spur af the moment, the cook

tustorj as accurately, perhaps, as the

run of bjstoriani for after the drive ones

closed serried ranks o\er the Struggling men,

vere never seen again; none could riM-

with an opposing theory. When, a few days
later, the water was drawn off at the first

dam. the horses Hoated out on the shallows.

But the men -the river carried them to lis

secret places; buried them in SOBM scour Of

pothole, free at last, one of his passions, the

incubus of his generations, the other

ain. That night, if such things be.

joined the CongST after his years of suffer-

ing in perfect knowledge with his "little

girl."

i IIAITKIt XXI.

Persecution.

JKS. the cook made hist..ry.

for though the event fur-

nished gossip for the ninety

davs which, on the lonely

frontier, corresponds with

the world's nine days' won-

der, his story wa- never i|iie-tioned. The

truth lay buried between him and Bender,

and if either visited her grave, it was never

in company with the other. Up to the time

that delirium tremens removed the cook from

the snows of a Rooky Mountain camp to a

Sphere where pots are said to Ixul with or

without watching. Bender never knew just

how much or little be really knew.

To others the event appeared under van

ing complexion-. Helen and Jenny were

shocked, the latter without astonishment,

though her firm belief that sin had at last

received its full wage was without trace of

malignance, and both were sorrier than they

had any right to lie. A- for the settlers,

they regarded the affair rather in the light of

a special d u of Providence. Flock-

ing to the auction of the dead man's effects

a month later, they caballed against high

bidding and paid for chattels they bought at

ridiculous pines in long-time notes— for that

was the "Black Year,*' and, throughout Mani-

toba, nothing could be sold i

Poverty, sociologists tell us. is the mother

of crime, and as those hard times subse-

quently influenced the settlers in their atti-

tude toward Helen, they are surely worthy
of mention. To begin, the country was prac-

tically bankrupt. The frost of the preceding
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Fall had left the wheat useless even for seed,

and but for the fact that the provincial gov-

ernment had imported and distributed free

seed, not an acre of grain would have been

sown that year. The seriousness of the crisis

may be gauged by the legislature's further

action in enacting an exemption law that

practically excluded all of a farmer's goods
arid chattels from legal execution. This was

good, but in that it was not nor could be

made retroactive, it benefited only the new-

comers and left the pioneers, who had spent
their little all opening up the country, still

liable to foreclosure and execution.

On the northern settlers times had borne

particularly hard. During boom years all

had assumed loan indebtedness, and whereas

creditors had bided patiently successive kan
seasons on the chance of a branch railroad

and bumper crop, now that the country's

credit, its very future was trembling in bal-

ance, implement men and storekeepers raced

with twenty-per-cent shylocks to grab what

they could from the wreck. That Spring the

Sheriff of Brandon was the busiest man in

the countryside. He and his deputies sowed

summonses, executions, foreclosures, broad-

cast over the land. Wolves of the law, they
harried the farmers till the optimism of the

brilliant emigration pamphlets was swamped,
submerged beneath inky pessimism. Small

wonder that—coupled with idleness, breeder

of mischief, in the slack season that Glaves

feared between seeding and haying
—small

wonder that some of the rancor bred by .hard

conditions should be vented upon Helen.

She may be said to have stood in uncom-
fortable position as lightning conductor be-

tween this cloud of spleen and the earth

upon which it should have properly been dis-

charged; and, looking back, one may see the

storm gathering over her fair head, observ-

ing in its approach all of the natural phe-
nomena—first the cold wind, social disfavor,

the whispers; next heavy drops thudding in

the dust, the snubs and slights; lastly thun-

der, lightning, rain, downright persecution.
The whispers, of course, she did not hear,

but she could not overlook the difference in

trail greeting-s which were either far too

warm or much too cool, according to the

years and disposition of the greeter. Cold-

ness was endurable, but the rude stares, con-

scious laughter of the younger boors often

caused her to fly the hot colors of angry

shame. Yet even this hurt less than the sud

den shy suspicion of her pupils. Wherea

they were wont to hang upon her skirts, the

now held aloof in play hours and ran straigli

home from school.

"Mother says I'm not to walk with yo

any more," one tot explained her haste. Hoi
that stung! Having only the faintest o

ideas, little more than a suspicion of th

strength and nature of this uncomfortabl

prejudice, she resented it as bitter injustie

and held a proud head until a thing har

pened that almost broke her spirit.

Of all the settler women. Ruth Murchiso

was the one girl with whom Helen had bee

or could be on anything like terms of int:

macy. Quiet and thoughtful. Ruth ha

gone through the English common school

and had taken the Junior Oxford Examine
tion

;
to which passable education a taste fc

good leading had formed a further bom
Wherefore Helen was delighted when, on

days, news drifted in to the postoffice the

Ruth was to be married to the Prohatione:

the young minister who preached Morrill

funeral sermon.

Borrowing a beast from Glaves, she rod

north, one evening, to offer congratulation:

and as Murchisons lived several miles nort

of Silver Creek Valley, night fell while sh

still lacked half a mile of the homesteac

From that distance, the windows' yello*

blaze advised of fuss and busy preparation

drawing nearer, voices, laughter, the whii

of an egg-beater, clatter of cooking ges

came down the trail merrily freighting th

dusk. Infected by the cheer, she gave
shrill halloa, spurred to a gallop and dre'

in at the door with a clatter of hoofs.

"Ruth! 0, Ruth !" she called. "'Ruth-y!

Instantly the voices hushed, then, afte

an uncomfortable pause, she heard Mr
Murchison say in thin, constrained tones

"Mrs. Carter is out there, Father?"

Followed a shuffling and the door opene

revealing Murchison framed in yellow ligh

Stout, robust, ruddy with that mottled-bee

English complexion, he came of that stoi

yeoman stock whose twanging longbow
sounded France's knell at Cre?y and Poi<

tiers, of that rich blood the slow drainas

of which has left England flabby, anemi

flaccid. He had not wished to leave, bv

England had become industrial without fui

ther place for her yeomen. Over fields ths
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ere enriched by the tilt li of thirty Murelii-

on generations, a thousand factories were

epositing >>oot and blighting acids. Amer-
t« it wheat and beeves had wiped out Kn*:-

sh profits, while enormous rents ate up
fanner's substance. So Murcbison,

•id's best, had become partner in exile

ith the remittance men, her worst. Un-

rmbtedly there was no symptom of remit-

weakness in the scowl he turned on

lelen.

Behind him. Helen could see Ruth, red and

uharrassed. hanging her head over the egg-
ter. A half dozen girls and neighbor

women, who had come in to help in the bak-

and brewing, were exchanging meaning
mces across the table.

"Uutli! Sh.- '* well." Murchison answered
er question.

knew what to expect now, but nerved

srself to face the situation. "'Can't I see

-WhyT"
donl run with your kind."

"Oh. Mr Murchison!" He felt the heart

is, y.t glowered rnlnnH—lj. for it had
tn the habit of his fotbeui to thrash their

omen into good behavior. He itched to do
for the irood of her soul, but lacking

power, he growled. "If yen don't like it

-keep better company."
If he had been alone, she would undouht-

ly have challenged his reproach ami. while

•ring herself in his eyes, have turned away
it ure trouble. Hut a titter from within

her pride. "Very well, please give her

,Tat illations." And, taping, she rode

ray.

Good-hearted as rough, Murchison stared

tricken with sudden compunction. He
new that she must have intended to stay
he night and here she was, a timorous
^man, ridinir out into the darkness.

lere !" he shouted, "come back !"

Rut she held on, eyes snapping, cheeks

llame, throat convulsed under the strain of

oppressing imminent hysteria. Beyond ear

the broke down, venting her injured
less in broken speech between bursts

bbing. "They hate . . . me . . .

1 "inn me . because . . my
ie. ... It wasn't my

fault - that is. altogether."
eeted herself. vOf course . . .

I failed him. But I was . . . sorry

. . . would have done better ... if he

had . . . given me a chance. . . . He 's

•rn . . . and stiff ', ft
would not even let tins undoubted truth pass
unmodified. "But then ... he thooghl
I did n't love him. Perhaps I

didn't . . . then. I was a little fool.

. . . But I do! 1 do!" She stretched wild

arms to the darkness. "I do! I do! I do!"

But the velvet night returned nothing to her

embrace and she collapsed, lobbing, upon the

pony's neck. Still the cry did her good,

tided over hysteria, composed and quieted
was able to meet the trustee's

dance of ipeetaeled inquiry as she entered

the cabin.

Kindliness as well as curiosity inhered in

his glance, for besides the cash and educa-

tional prestige which she had brought to his

cabin, the trustee had come to like her tot

herself. The frost and grizzle of tifty Win-
ters thawed under his smile as he threw a

Winnipeg paper across the table. "Catch!

.lust ki'in in. Yes, there's a story 'bout him.

.Vow dont eat it."

.iphorically, she did", indeed, devour the

article, and while she read the

watched with something of puzzled astonish-

ment the lovely tide that flowed out from the

lace at her neck and drowned out her pale
creams to the roots of her hair. He had

ample opportunity for study, as the article

was long. Just then Carter's line, with its

promise of competition, focused the interest

of the entire province, and some enterprising
seribe had risen to the opportunity afforded

by a visit West of the general manager of

the trunk line, to interview him upon the

probable action of his road in proceed il

condemn a crossing of its right of way.
Time, however, bad not abated one iota of

the manager's sphinx-like quality. While

affable, he bad declined to discuss railroad

politics, remarking that his company did not

"cross bridges before they were built." In-

terviewed, in his turn, upon the significance
'

of the aforesaid remark, Carter had ventured

the opinion that the trunk line
| soptfl would

not oppose the crossing, and thereby bad

provoked a flaming editorial upon his art-

"!f the people behind Mr. Carter imagine
that the greediest monopoly in history' will

loose its grip on this province till the law's
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crowbar pries off its fingers one by one, they

are mightily mistaken," the editor hotly de-

clared. "Forewarned is forearmed, and we

hereby present them, gratis, with this piece

of information—while they are running their

grades in peaceful confidence that will be

most appropriate in the innocent age when

lion and lamb lie down together, the monop-

oly is gathering men and means, preparing to

crush their enterprise by force should the

crooked enginery of the law fail its purpose.

Why else have five hundred extra men been

distributed among the sections on either side

of the proposed crossing? Why does a

gravel train stand permanently across the

proposed right of way? The head of Mr.

Carter's prairie grade is now only a few

miles away, and soon he will receive unmis-

takable answer to these questions."

"He's dead right there, that editor man,"
the trustee said when, a rosy red, Helen

looked up from her reading. "Old Brass-

Bowels was born with a nateral insight into

the nater of a dead cinch."

"But wont the law support my—" she

paused, then bravely finished.
"—my hus-

band? Can't he compel a crossing?"
"The law?" Sniffing, Jimmy indicated the

legal patchwork on the wall with a compre-
hensive sweep of his pipe. "The law said

as I was to pay them, but did I? Humph!"
"But they '11 hardly dare to fly in the face

of the province? Public opinion is a great

moral force." She quoted a sentence from

the editorial with gusto.

"Yes, but 't aint much of a club. Did you
ever see one of my hawgs stan' aside, even

when he was full, to let another have a go
at the trough? Not till I hit him on the

snout. Well, they aint a-going to cross the

trunk line these two years, an' for my part
I dont care if they never cross."

"Why?" Her eyes dilated widely.

"Would n't a competing line benefit you, all

of the province?"

Nodding, he regarded her from half-shut

eyes. "Oh, I aint expecting to walk on gold

this side o' the pearly gates. As for my rea-t

sons, they aint a mile away from here. I'm

not wishing too much success for a man
that deserts his wife."

Touched, and very much flushed as to the

face by his genuine if crabbed sympathy,
the reasons yet shook her head and spoke up
for the recreant husband stoutly as she had

defended him against herself. She made,

however, small headway against his obduracy.

"Well, that 's the way I see it. By the

way." he added, heading off a disposition

for further argument, "did you see the

evangelist? Pitched his tent over by

Flynn's. You want to go. Beats a three-

ring circus .when Old Man Cummings hits up
to his gait."

"Jimmy! Jimmy!" His wife looked up
from her ironing; then daunted, perhaps, by
his twinkle, she addressed Helen. "He
had n't orter talk that-a-way, my dear. If

Mr. Cummings does go on the rampage a

bit when he gets het up, at least he 's sincere.

As for him—" she turned a severe eye on

her husband, "we '11 get him yet."

"Yes, I see myself. Her idea of heaven,"

he shrugged at the ironing board, "is an

eternal class-meeting with everybody giving

their experience
—love feast, she calls it. I

like something solider. Give me plenty to

eat, a pipe by a warm fire an' something to

read, an' I'll sign away my harp an' crown."

Ignoring his better half's remark that he

would not lack the fire, he finished, "She's

going. Would n't miss a meeting. Ked n't

keep her away with a club. So if you 'd like

to see some fun—"

"If 't was jes' out of curiosity I'd ask her

to stay at home." his wife interrupted. "But

she 's not that kind an' I'll be glad to take

her."

"If you will?" Helen assented, and so, re-

turning to the analogy, placed herself be-

neath the leaden belly of the lowering storm.

CHAPTER XXII.

Denunciation.

'JMOLTEN sun was smoulder-

ing in the ashes of day when,

the following evening, Helen

with Mrs. Glaves drove up to

the gospel tent. It still

lacked half an hour of meet-

ing time, so while her companion joined the

early arrivals who were passing time by

holding a service of song inside, Helen sat

on in the buckboard and watched the sun-

set, observed herself by a group of remit-

tance men and a scattering of settler youths

who sprawled nearby on the grass.

Enthralled, she scarcely saw them; had

eyes only for the ruby sun that stained the

prairies with amber incandescences, the
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ribbed glories of the fiery cloud pillars that

earned to uphold the darkling vault above.

As the orb slid into his blankets of rose and

-hy stars peeped down at violet shad-

ow- that crawled -lowly up the slopes and

knolls; over all fell the hush of evening.

It was one of the moment- when the Rid-

Intinity, Puzzles of Time. Space,

iy appear as concrete though unthink-

able realities; weigh down and oppress the

.-nil with a sense of its insignificance.

-t the black-blue vault the stars loomed

as worlds; she could see beyond, around

them. Through vast voids planets were rnsh-

iii'j- on their courses; suns with attendant

systems swung on measured arcs obedient

to—whatf ... A thin minor, querulous

plaint stole out on the hush :

"Poor crawling Worm of Earth.

.1 Child of Sin, am I—"

as an honest attempt at the riddle, hut

'its incongruity, futile insufficiency, caused

shrug with sudden annoyance. She

red if, somewhere in planetary space.
other "pirn utient dust" were equally
afflicted with a sense of their central impor-

m the scheme of things. The apologetic
whine spoiled the sunset; she impatiently
turned to watch the arrivals, the wagons,
buckboard.s, horsemen, that were streaming
in on even- trail.

"How are you. Mrs. Carterf"

•as Danvers, Molyneux's old pupil.
An honest lad and merry, she always liked

him. and now made him welcome to the seat

beside her; laughed at the (ire of chaff he

immediately directed at the arrivals. Indi-

Cumniings. whose ovine expression
had sustained no diminution since the day
he l>earded the general manager, he remarked.

*He'l rreat, Mr- Carter; puts it all over
v Irving. Ami there's the sky-pilot!
a Jove-like i>ort."

There was, ol little wit and less

r in his chaff, but his intentions were

'able, so, ignoring the sour looks of the

arriving settlers, she gave him smiling atten-

tion lqi to the moment they entered the tent

er. and to prepared the way for what
followed. For though, going in, she left

levity without, her modest and devout hear-

ould not mitigate her offense in allying
herself with the English Ishmael. It was

aggravated, moreover, by her remaining with

him in clo-e proximity to the remit

crowd on the back benches; thereafter nolh-

uld save her: she remained I target

for sour glances throughout the service.

Tin- was on the usual pattern : rousing

hymns, prayer, testimony and exhortation,

then when groans and ejaculations testitied

to the spiritual temperature the evangel

stout man of bull-like build, proceeded to

cut off yards of the "undying worm" and lo

measure bushels of the "fire that quencheth
not" for the portion of such as refused to

\iew the problems of Infinity through aught

but his own wildly gleaming spectacles. His

discourse, indeed, bristled with those cant

terms which, while entirely devoid of mean-

ing, are still eminently conducive of religious

a, and his efforts were the more suc-

cessful because of the absence of the Pro-

bationer, a thoughtful young fellow, whose

rare common sense could be depended upon
to prevent religious emotion from degener-

ating into epilepsy.

Lacking his wholesome presence, the

evangelist paced the platform under the yel-

low lantern light, stretching long black arms,

hovering over the people like some huge dark

bird as he pleaded, threatened, thundered,

launching hi- fiery periods on a groaning
wave of "aniens" and "halleluias." As he

went on. painting heaven and hell into hi-

lurid scheme of things, sighs and exclama-

tions grew in volume; flooding feeling pabed
through the audience; wild settler youths
who had come to scoff exchanged uneasy-

glances on the back benches, a sure sign of

coming stampede.
This was the psychological moment and.

skilled in his trade, the revivalist pounced
upon it. BtiOing the groaning chorus with

upheld hand, he solemnly invited all who
were not against the Lord Jesus to stand, an

old revival trick and one which now, as al-

. turned. For as before said, the plains
were not yet infected with the leprosy of

agnosticism and, Episcopalians to a man,
even the Englishmen were not willing to

pose as the o|>cn enemies of Ood.
Once standing and pilloried in the public

eye, it was but a question of minutes until

the hack benches began to yield up penitents.
One by one the settler youths were gathered
in to the mourning bench until, at last, Helen
stood alone amongst the Englishmen.
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"Come ye! Come ye to the Lord!" The

preacher pleaded, but haughty and coldly

constrained, the remittance men ignored the

invitation and so, for the space of a thun-

derous hymn of praise over the penitents,

agnostic civilization and the fervid frontier

faced each other across the middle benches.

From that dramatic setting anything might
come. Moment, feeling, atmosphere all

pointed to the event that came to pass as

the hymn died.

Leaping upon a bench and so adding its

height to unusual tallness, a woman pointed
a warning hand at the unbelievers. Thin,

family-worn, and naturally cadaverously

yellow, she was now flushed with the fever

of delirium. "In that day," she screeched,

"the Tares shall be separated from the Wheat
and cast with the grass into the oven I" Then,
while her finger indicated man after man,
she raised the grewsome hymn :

"I heard the sinners wailing, wailing, wailing,
1 heard the sinners wailing on that Great

Day!"

Traveling around the benches, her skinny

finger finally fastened on Helen, and as the

lugubrious refrain came to an end, she burst

forth in tremendous paraphrase. "Beware

ye of the Scarlet Woman! Avoid ye, for

her portals lead down to Death
;
her feet take

hold of Hell !"

The silence of paralysis followed. So still

it was that a mosquito's thin whine sounded

through the tent, the tinkle of a cowbell came
in from far pastures, a dog could be heard

barking a long way off. Swinging from the

tent pole, a circle of lanterns lit dark flushed

faces, and thus, for the space of a long
breath Helen faced the virago

—one glow-
ering, malignant, the other pale with aston-

ishment, mutely indignant. She was not

confused. On the contrary, thought and
vision were surprisingly clear; she noted

Mrs. Glaves's shocked look, the vindictive

settler faces, the Englishmen's blank ex-

pressions.

"We had better go. May 1 drive you
home, Mrs. Carter?" Danvers, the witless,
• he foolish, rose to the situation.

Low-pitched, his voice yet carried to every
ear as did her clear reply, "After the service
is over."

It was defiance as well as answer, and as
she threw it in the lowering face of the con-

gregation, her glance fixed on the evangelist

who, till then, had stood, mouth open, hand

arrested midway of a gesture, a bear led,

spectacled effigy of ridiculous surprise.

Starting under her pale scorn, he flushed,

looked for a second through shining bewild-

ered glasses, then strode forward and seized

the virago's arm.

"Sister, sister! Judge not that ye be not

judged!" Then, himself again, he swept a

pudgy hand over the benches. "Sit down,
all! Brother Cummings will lead in

prayer."
It mercifully happens that sudden calam-

ity carries its own anesthetic in that it blinds,

confuses, destroys feeling, numbs the facul-

ties that ought to register its importance.
Under Helen's unnatural calmness, she was

dimly conscious of a sick excitement, but this

was unrelated with her thought. She saw
and sensed as usual. Was aware of curious

backward glances, the sympathy of the Eng-
lishmen at her side; heard every word of

Cummings's sputtering prayer, the following

hymn and benediction
; only her mind re-

fused commerce with these things. Divorced
from the present, it juggled the terms of an

equation in that day's lesson up to the mo-
ment that the remittance men came crowding
about Danvers' rig after the meeting.
Aside from their looseness and general in-

efficiency, the lads were brave enough, and

though some of them had won or lost bets

on her reputation, winners were no more

eager than losers to avenge the insult that

had been provoked by her association with

themselves.

"Just say the word, Mrs. Carter," Dan-
vers pleaded, "and we '11 lick the crowd."
"And put a head on the preacher," young

Poole added, sinfully licking his chops.
From the darkness that enveloped the

press of rigs and wagons rose jeering voices,

sneers, laughter, the conscious cackle of

scandal. Several times she heard her own
name. There was provocation and to spare,
but though a word would have started a

racial riot, she desired only solitude, to flut-

ter home like a wounded bird to its nest.

"No, no!" she answered them. "Take me
home ! Only take me home !"

Arrived there, she flew to her own room,
leaving Danvers to enlighten the trustee.

Lying face down on her bed, she heard the

rumble" of their conversation, Jimmy's violent
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reflections upon revivals particular and jren-

eral, his wife's whimperii I when she

returned. His growl extended far into the

night, and when it was finally extinguished

by a robust snoring, the girl was afflicted

with a sense of lost companionship; there-

after she had to suffer it out by herself

There would be more pain than profit in

ibtag her reflections, agonizing*. Sufli-

cient to know that a knife in the breast hurts

a woman less than a stab at her reputation.

«nd her thought was none the tweeter for

the knowledge that she had drawn the blow

by giving way to her pique. Her resolve as

expresM-d next morning t<> Jimmy Giai

of more concern to the story.

Bbe had turned impatiently from

Glaves's tearful apologies, but when the old

trustee laid a kindly hand on her shoulder

as she passed him in the garden on her way
to school, she gave him hon.

v you aint to bother. 'T was on'y

Bodd, the old harridon. Nobody minds

Hut lbs shook her head in accordance with

her resolution to face truth. "She Krai

ng what was in everybody's minda, I

know it, and though I didn't intend it. I'm

partly to blame for their suspicion." 1 1 * i

month drew thin and Ann as she finished, "I

shall live it down."

"CooTM you will!" he heartily agreed.

"That 's my brave girl !" But his face dark-

ened after she had passed on. and he slowly

wagged a grave head as he plied his hoe in

garden.

For he knew the difficulty, impossibility

of the task she had marked out for herself.

Mostly Of Beoteh descent, the settlers were

deeply imbued with that granite hardness,

lack of sentiment, turbulent bigotry, which

caused the history of their race to l>e written

in blood. Dogmatic, wedded to convention,

M clannishness reinforced their bitter

morality, racial hatred the condemnation of

sin. With them the offense of the fathers

was visited upon the children to the fourth

generation. For instance, it was remem-

bered against Donald Ross that his great-

grandfather had died a drunkard and the

fact had limited his choice of a wife: the

danghtan of Hector MeClond took inferior

bosbandl because their grandmother had

l>een born on the • of the knot.

Handing Mich cold charity around an

tbeesatrras, what mercy were they likely to

extend to the >u*| eeted stranger within their

gatesf Jimmy was still wagging his head

when, half an hour later, the Probationer

reined in at the end of the garden.

ring of the scandal on the 1-one Tree

trail, the young man had turned aside to in-

quire into and express for the

whole affair; and now he listened patiently
while the trustee drew invidious parallels be-

tween the religious movement then proceed-

ing and his own misfit horticulture.

see them?" Bawuvlug his pipe from be-

tween his teeth, he waved it at some half-

doata Stiaggling apple shoots. "Hardiest

variety of Silierian crabs. Perfesser at the

OoVanmanl Bxparimantal Station war-
ranted 'em to grow at the North Pole. Re-
mind me of your revival, they .i

-Why' Don! thej grewf The Proba-
tioner smiled.

"(irowt I she'd swan! Four feet every
Summer an' freeze off to the roots every
Winter, jes' like your eonverts. Get all het

up at iimsJIligl, blossom with grace, then

comes the baeksliding, the frost an' nips the

leafage. Where's the sense of it f"

Now the Probationer had his own doubts.

Having turned a 'prentice hand at revival

work, he was painfully familiar with its

characteristic phenomena first hot enthusi-

asm, slow cooling, obstinate adherence to the

form after the spirit has fled, finally tbe re-

action which would leave his people less

charitable, not quite so kindly, a little poorer
in the things which make for the kingdom
of Christ on earth. He had tried to be a

real shepherd to his flock; to upraise by
precept, example, counsel and admonition.

Avoiding dogma, he had brought them to-

gether irrespective of cult and creed on the

bread basis of love and a common humanity,
and just when he was beginning to expect
fruit from that liberal sowiiur. this bitter

theologian, the revivalist, had been loosed

upon him. And this was the first fruit i>t

his work !

Jimmy's illustration coincided exactly
with his own experience, yet fealty to his

church demanded some sort of a defense.

"Nn'l an annual growth better than nonet"

he asked. "The green shoots certainly im-

prove the appearance of your garden."

Jimmy blew a derisive cluiid over ti •

cabbage, two sickly cauliflowers, a bed of
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onions, salvage from worms and Spring

frost of half an acre's planting. "But you
<hmt get results. One sound cabbage is worth

an acre of sick saplings; a cheerful sinner

discounts a hundred puckered saints. I'm

scairt as the black knot has got inter that

orchard o' yourn, sir."

"I'm afraid so," the young fellow sadly

agreed. "Well—I must try and prune it

out."

"I'd advise the axe," Jimmy grimly com-

mented. "An' begin with Betsy Rodd."

Sorrowing, the Probationer drove on to

the school, where a very cold young lady

answered his call at the door. A slant of

sunshine struck in under the porch twining

an aureole about her golden head, creating

an auriferous nimbus for her shapely figure.

Standing there, so cold and pale, she might
have passed for a statue of purity, and the

Probationer, being young and still impres-

sionable, albeit engaged, wondered that any
should have dared to doubt her. Thawing
when he mentioned Ruth, she froze again
as soon as he touched, apologetically, upon
the event of the night before.

"If religion strips them of common char-

ity they would be better without it," she an-

swered his apology, and turned but a cold

ear to his plea for his people. They were

altogether subject to emotion, incapable of a

reasoned rule of life, he said. With the fear

of God removed from their hearts they would

drop to unmentionable levels, to say nothing
of the hope and consolation religion brought,
to sweeten their hard lives!

But he made little headway. "I dont

doubt they are not quite so bad as they would
like to be. But there! let us drop the sub-

ject. Wont you come in and examine the

children?"

From this conversation it will be seen that

her resolve to "live it down" was not exactly
founded upon grounds that would appeal to

a professor of ethics; yet her attitude was

very natural and not so deplorable as would
at first appear. Was she so much to blame?
Hardness breeds hardness, opposition its

like. Fire flies from the impact of iron and
rock. Always like begets like, heredity ap-
plies to mental forces. Moreover injured
pride has stiffened more weak spines and
given better results than the command to

turn the other cheek; the desire to "show
people" lies at the root of many a bravery.

Lastly, once rehabilitated socially, softness

comes later to the injured member, increasing
in ratio to the respect of his or her com-

munity. And so it would have been with

Helen—with a different people.

CHAPTER XXIII.

The Charivari.

iTHADDLING a log in his

I

dooryard, the trustee whistled
'

softly while he whittled and

-y, shaped a pair of birch

n^*fj"-»iiJF"\\ cro°ks into the ox-collars

Bt^^^^^^Bl that, with trace chains, are

preferred in the Northland to the old-fash-

ioned bows and yoke. The revival was over.

After passing from house to house like

measles, mumps or other dark disease, in-

fecting men on trail, by fireside, at the plow-
tail with the prejudice he styled religion,

the evangelist had reported so many head of

"saved" to his superior and so had swooped,
like a plague, upon other settlements, leav-

ing the Probationer to repair, as best he

might, his ravages in this. Now, two weeks

later, symptoms in Silver Creek indicated a

quick recovery
—extra meetings had alto-

gether ceased, bi-weekly prayer meetings

languished, remarks at the plow-tail showed

signs of former vigor; the sweat arid labor

of haying would undoubtedly bring com-

plete convalescence, and, with it, danger for

Helen. For while the religious excitement

had served her by excluding all else from
the settler mind, tongues would be the sharp-

er, prejudice the keener for the rest. It was
but a lull in the storm, the hush that follows

the first flash and crash of thunder.

It was knowledge of this fact that- inspired
the trustee's thoughtful whistling. Already
he smelled trouble on the wind, the impression

being formed on many small significances,

looks, nods, winks and whispered asides at

"bees" and "raisings,." More important, his

cabin which, as postoffice, had been a social

focus, center of news and gossip, a place to

linger and chat, had of late been almost de-

serted. Calling for their mail, his neighbors

departed with the shortest of salutations. So

having had a gray eye on trouble through
all, he was not surprised when she presently

appeared between Shinn and Hines in the

latter's buckboard. Indeed his comment
while they were still a hundred yards away
signified his profound distrust. "Gummed
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if the aim running: in packs this

wea'hei." Bk l>e«rtlinp brows, BOIWMr,
drew a grizzled line across his hawk nose

when the two reined in opposite; he glared

ionsly wliile Hines glibly discoursed on

eVOfM, weather, the ox-collars; nor hesitated

to interrupt ami reach for trouble's forelock.

••('r r to middling, nothing wrong
with the hay. the crooks is for Flynn—now,
what is ii

Hines blinked and looked silly, but the

check workeil oppositely M Shinn. Of that

gaunt, raw-boned backwoods type, produced

by generations of ineffable hardship and

-lavish labor, he stood over six feet and

combined great strength with mean ferocity

and uncontrollable passion. His huge mouth
twitched feverishly as he answered, "Sence

you 're so pressing
—it 's the talk through the

settlement that we orter have a new teacher.''

"Umph!" Grunt could not convey greater

contempt. "Haint you got a teacher ?"

m, but it's agreed that she aint quite

the sort to put over innercent children."

This time the trustee snorted. "Might in-

fect them brats o' yourn with her sweet man-
eh?"

Shinn flushed dully under his yellow skin.

"That or something else. Anyway, everyone 's

agreed that she *s gutter go."
Who's everybodyV

"Mooting, held at my place." Recovering,
Hines backed up bis partner.

•-? First I heard of it. Was Flynn
there? Thought not, he aint much of a

mixer. Did n't ask me, did yout"
Hines shuffled uneasily.

"
'T was held

after a prayer meeting
—
you might ha' been

there."

"Prayer meeting. eh? Real Christian,

wasn't it. to try and take the bread out of

a good girl's mouth T"

dt"
llines's sneer, the trustee rose, hand

gripping hard on a heavy crook, eyes one

gray glare under rugged brows, temple veins

ridged and swollen. "I said 'goodT
the frontier a man must usually fur-

nish material proof of courage, but there

are exceptions from whom imminent fear-

lessness distils as an exhalation affecting all

who come within its atmosphere. Carter was
such an one: lilaves another. Though neither

had found it necessary to "make good"
physically during the settlement's short his-

tory, their ability to do so was never at qm-
tion. Behind the reserve of one, crabbed sar-

casm of the other, danger lay so close to the

surface that it was always felt, could never

lie quite forgotten. Indeed, as regards
(Haves, the feeling took form in the opinion
often delivered when the qualities of men
were under discussion, "If the old mat.

gets started, someone will earn a quick
funeral." Now Hines quailed, and even the

truculent Shinn observed silence.

fflaring on the shrinking Hines, the ti

went on, "Never forgot how Carter bluffed

you out on that bay business, did youT An'
as you was n't man enough to get back at

him. you 'lowed to take it out of his wife?

Well, you aint going to. You kin go back
an' tell them that sent you that so long as

Flynn an" DM sit on the board, she 'II teach

this school."

"That." Shinn retorted, "would be till nex'

election, but she wont stay that long. E

you're so stiff about it. Olaves. let me tell

you that you kaint fly in the face of this set-

tlement. You may be big wolf, but there's

others in the pack. If she 's here at the end

of the month—there 'II lie something doing."

Nodding evilly, he drove on, leaving the

trustee to puzzle over his meaning as he
• <1 and polished the crooks.

"Rlufling. 1 reckon." he concluded, and

that, also, was the opinion of Flynn, to

whom he carried his doubts that evening.
"There '11 be no way for thim spalpeens

to fire us av the boordT" Flynn queried.
"No? Phwat about an opposhition school?"

"A /in the law to build one in this town-

ship."

"Thin 't is all out av the big mouth av

Shinn. Thalk an' nothing more."

Roth were continued in their opinion when
the month drew to a peaceful, if ho:

Tricked out in various green, woods and

prairies slumbered or sighed restlessly un

der torrid heat that extracted their essential

essences, weighing the heavy air with intense

odors of curing grasses. There was nothing

to indicate that the virulent tide of s| ton
was ready to hurst its banks. Knowing that

another week would bring on haying with

its attendant wars to provide an outlet for

feeling, neither trustee anticipated the event

which occurred at the full of the moon.

Though the storm broke around Olaves's

cabin, Flynn received immediate notice. In
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pleasant weather, he and his wife would sit

on their doorstep after the children were in

bed to enjoy the quiet hour while the peace
and cool charmed away the cares of the day;
and this night was particularly beautiful.

Over dew-lit plains the moon emptied a flood

of silver and polished the slough beyond the

dooryard till it shone like burnished steel.

Rolling: off and away under that tender light,

the huge earth waves seemed to heave, swell,

sigh as a lover's bosom under the sweet eyes
of his mistress; while from the corrals, near-

by, issued the heavy breathing of contented

kine. Always music in the ears of a farmer,

it stimulated Flynn, set him planning for

the future; but he had hardly touched on

next year's increase before Mrs. Flynn seized

his arm.

"Phwat's that?"

At first Flynn thought that Glaves was

"dogging" stray cattle away from his grain

fields, but when the iron note of beaten pans,

gunshots, metallic thundering were added to

the first clash of cowbells, he sprang up.
"A charivari! At Glaves's. A spite chari-

vari !"

"Oh, my God ! Flynn !" his wife exclaimed.
"That poor girl V She knew what that orgy
of sound portended. A jest at weddings,
the charivari was sometimes used as a sinis-

ter weapon to express communal dislike or

punish suspicion of sin. The most terrible

memory of her girlhood was associated with
a party of fiercely moral backwoodsmen that

flogged a man at her father's wagon tail and
dragged a woman, who had offended public
morals, naked and screaming through a field

of thistles. In Silver Creek were men who
had participated in that cruelty, forced to

emigrate to escape the law. Small wonder
that she agonized under the thought. "Flynn !

Flynn, man ! Hurry, get your horse !"

Holding the light for him to saddle, she
called after as he rode away, "Go round be
Misther Danvers! 'Tis-on'y a mile out av
your way. Going by here at noon, himself
told me that he was to have a sthag party
the night. They '11 jump at the chance an'

fight none the worse for a shmell av the

whiskey."

A cold, with complications in the shape of
rheumatic pains, sent the trustee early to bed
that evening, and Helen was sewing by the

fire with Mrs. Glaves when the charivari

turned loose outside. As, jumping up, they

stood staring at one another, he shouted for

them to bolt the door; and as, after comply-

ing, Helen returned to the fire, he came limit-

ing out, bent, warped and twisted by sciatica,

half-dressed, but grimly resolute.

"Danger?" he rasped, swinging round on

his wife as the house trembled under sudden

thunder of scurrying hoofs outside. "Lis-

ten!" And when pained bellows followed

dropping shots, he added, "Peppering the

cattle. Scairt? Then go an' stick your fool

head under a pillow. How is it with you?"
As a matter of fact, Helen's face was

white as the fluffy shawl from which her

golden head rose like a yellow crocus above

soft Spring snows, but noting the thin scar-

let line of her mouth, the trustee nodded his

satisfaction. "You '11 do. Swing round that

lounge
—

here, where I can train a gun on the

door. Good !" He eased his length along it

with a groan of relief. "Now hand me the

gun—no, the other." Rehanging his own

long duck gun upon its wooden pegs, she

brought him the famous double-barreled

Greener which, having disarranged the lock

action in trying to clean it, Danvers had

left with the trustee for repairs. "There,

put out the light an' take a look out at the

window."
. Pulling the curtain aside, she got full bene-

fit of the brazen clamor while learning some-

thing of its genesis; for, while easily recog-

nizable, the din of beaten pans, cowbells,

gunshots and yells formed only a minor ac-

companiment to a barbarous metallic roll,

louder than a corps of beaten drums, and a

discordant screech that discounted the tor-

ment of a thousand tortured fiddles. Now
she saw two men rapidly vibrating long cross-

cut saws back and forth against the house,

while others drew a rosined plank to and fro

across a log, concentrating the discords of
the world into a single excruciating note.

Closing her ears, she took further note of

the score of dark figures that came and went
in the moonlight, leaping, shouting, gesticu-

lating strangely, as though crazed by the

frenzy of noise. 'Weird sinister shapes, they
moved, massed and melted to units again as

in some mad carnival or distorted madman's
dream.

The trustee pulled her skirt. "Come
away! They might shoot at the window."

Obeying, she knelt down beside him; for-
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Hinately. with her back to t lie pane that, a

lew minutes later, shivered and Hew in fine

i;iin all over. "Drunk!" Qlaves commented:

and as a piercim.' try, clever imitation of

a con high over a sli'_'lit lull, he

said. "That's sure Hill MeCloud.' He grim-

ly added— for besides being dissolute, the

laan was a scoffer and leader against re-

ligion
—'"Gosh! but the saints are keeping

• jueer company. Hill aim more 'n a mile

nway from his bottle."

After that one lull the tumult increased

in loudness and volume and, tor I long half

iiour, Helen listened as some soft maid of

Rome may have harkened to the din oj

or ravaging Hun in the seared streets of the

imperial city. To her. brought up under the

shallow of law with its material manifesta-

tion, a policeman, always within call, the

brutal elemental passion behind that huge

amorphous voice was very terrible. Almost

equally fearful was the sudden cessation that

vet the silence singing in her ears; the voice-

less darkness, thick night of that black room.

Touching the trustee, more for the com-

fort of his presence than to draw his atten-

tion, she whispered, "What now?"
.lust then the door rattled under a heavy

kick; a strident voice answered her question.

"Open, Qlaves, an* send out that bag-

gage
"

it was a viler word " or

we '11 burn the house over your earv!"

"You will—"
the trustee began, but was

interrupted by a wail from his wife in the

bedroom.

"Jimmy! Oh, .Jimmy, dont let 'em have

her. They '11 duck her in the slough
—

mebbe drown her like they did Jenny Ross

back in Huron."

"Will you shet up!'' he roared, but the

man outside had heard.

"You bet we will. She needs a little cool-

ing"

"That 's surely Mr. Shinn that 's talking so
"'

the trustee taunted. "Man but you 're

gaining a heap wolfish though it did take you
some time to work up to the p'int of speech.

Why did n't you take the short cut through
Hill's bottle?" His tone suddenly altered

from banter to such stern command that they

distinctly heard Shinn' shuffle back a step
from the door. "Hum this house T Get! or

I'll blow the black heart out of you !"

A derisive yell rose outside, then silence

fell again, a hush so complete that Helen dis-

tinctly heard the tick of the clock, her own

breathing, the chirrup of a hearth cricket.

Hulling the trustee's sleeve, she whispered,
"I\e brought mot trouble upon J

"Rubbish!" he snap) ed. "Say that ag'in

an' I'll spunk you." Bol he gently patted
her hand.

A minute slid by without further speech;
• Mil, third, fourth, then -pared,

"Surely they must ha\i

Before he could reply, came a rapid beat

of running feet, a splintering crash, an

oblong of moonlight flashed nut of the. dark-

ness at the end of the room, and quiet re

again. Only the battering ram. a long log,
i its blnul r the dooraUL

rid clear of that door!" the ti

sharply warned. Then as a dim crouched

ti'.:ure appeared between the jambs, he

shouted. "Fair warning!" and fired. Rut
as the figure fell back and out, a chuckling

Ungil drifted through the smoke. Shinn's

coarse voice yelled, "His gun 's single-bar-
rel ! In! afore he kin reload!" and a bl.uk

surging mass trampled over the dummy and

filled the doorway.
As aforeseen, the conclusion was jnsti-

Bad the trust.. _'iin was familiar as

his face in the aattiemant—and the click of
I'anvers' left trigger was drowned by a sec-

ond harsh command, "Fair warn:!

The report, thunderous, ear-splittini; in

nfined space, certified to Shinn's

take. His writhing month, Hines's wintry
visage, the press of men in the door ( showed

redly under the flash, then sulphurous dark-

ness wiped out all. To Helen, its smother-

ing pall Bemad to pulse with thick lift

extend clutching fingers, horrors that were
lied by Mrs. Glaves's sudden burst

of hysterical Mnaming. (Vouched behind

Glaves, she listened, in agony, to the swear-

ing, sharp oaths, as men tripped and stum-
bled over the furniture and each other.

There was no escape. They w.-re feeling fojr

her all over the room, and, through a sick

horror she heard Shinn's trilmphant veil :

"l'\e got her!"

A .hoked gurgle, snarl of rage as Glaves

•d on to his throat, explained his mis-

take. "Hell! has no one a match?" His

strangled voice issued from a dark whorl,

crash of splintering furniture, as they swung
and staggered in that pit of gloom. The

Ii'uggU u Id have but one ending. Healthy,
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onions, salvage from worms and Spring

frost of half an acre's planting. "But you

(lout get results. One sound cabbage is worth

an acre of sick saplings; a cheerful sinner

discounts a hundred puckered saints. I'm

scairt as the black knot has got inter that

orchard o' yourn, sir."

"I'm afraid so," the young fellow sadly

agreed. "Well—I must try and prune it

out."

"I'd advise the axe," Jimmy grimly com-

mented. "An' begin with Betsy Rodd."

Sorrowing, the Probationer drove on to

the school, where a very cold young lady

answered his call at the door. A slant of

sunshine struck in under the porch twining

an aureole about her golden head, creating

an auriferous nimbus for her shapely figure.

Standing there, so cold and pale, she might
have passed for a statue of purity, and the

Probationer, being young and still impres-
sionable, albeit engaged, wondered that any
should have dared to doubt her. Thawing
when he mentioned Ruth, she froze again
as soon as he touched, apologetically, upon
the event of the night before.

"If religion strips them of common char-

ity they would be better without it," she an-

swered his apology, and turned but a cold

ear to his plea for his people. They were

altogether subject to emotion, incapable of a

reasoned rule of life, he said. With the fear

of God removed from their hearts they would

drop to unmentionable levels, to say nothing
of the hope and consolation religion brought
to sweeten their hard lives!

But he made little headway. "I dont

doubt they are not quite so bad as they would
like to be. But there! let us drop the sub-

ject. Wont you come in and examine the

children?"

From this conversation it will be seen that

her resolve to "live it down" was not exactly
founded upon grounds that would appeal to

a professor of ethics; yet her attitude was

very natural and not so deplorable as would
at first appear. Was she so much to blame?
Hardness breeds hardness, opposition its

like. Fire flies from the impact of iron and
rock. Always like begets like, heredity ap-
plies to mental forces. Moreover injured
pride has stiffened more weak spines and
given better results than the command to
turn the other cheek; the desire to "show
people" lies at the root of many a bravery.

Lastly, once rehabilitated socially, softness

comes later to the injured member, increasing
in ratio to the respect of his or her com-

munity. And so it would have been with

Helen—with a different people.

CHAPTER XXIII.

The Charivari.

iTKADDLING a log in his

dooryard, the trustee whistled
*

softly while he whittled and

/. shaped a pair of birch

^Sj^^JpRY; crooks into the ox-collars

Ht/^S^^ySJj that, with trace chains, are

preferred in the Northland to the old-fash-

ioned bows and yoke. The revival was over.

After passing from house t& house like

measles, mumps or other dark disease, in-

fecting men on trail, by fireside, at the plow-
tail with the prejudice he styled religion,

the evangelist had reported so many head of

"saved" to his superior and so had swooped,
like a plague, upon other settlements, leav-

ing the Probationer to repair, as best he

might, his ravages in this. Now, two weeks

later, symptoms in Silver Creek indicated a

quick recovery
—extra meetings had alto-

gether ceased, bi-weekly prayer meetings

languished, remarks at the plow-tail showed

signs of former vigor; the sweat arid labor

of haying would undoubtedly bring com-

plete convalescence, and, with it, danger for

Helen. For while the religious excitement

had served her by excluding all else from
the settler mind, tongues would be the sharp-

er, prejudice the keener for the rest. It was
but a lull in the storm, the hush that follows

the first flash and crash of thunder.

It was knowledge of this fact that- inspired
the trustee's thoughtful whistling. Already
he smelled trouble on the wind, the impression
being formed on many small significances,

looks, nods, winks and whispered asides at

"bees" and "raisings," More important, his

cabin which, as postoffice, had been a social

focus, center of news and gossip, a place to

linger and chat, had of late been almost de-

serted. Calling for their mail, his neighbors
departed with the shortest of salutations. So

having had a gray eye on trouble through
all, he was not surprised when she presently

appeared between Shinn and Hines in the

latter's buckboard. Indeed his comment
while they were still a hundred yards away
signified his profound distrust. "Gummed
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if the coyotes aint running in packs this

wea'her." His bantling hlOW,
moreover,

i grifsJad line across his hawk nose

when the two reined in opposite; he glared

.iisly while Hines glibly discoursed on

eropa, weather, the ox-collars; nor hesitated

to interrupt and reach for trouhle's forelock.

"CrOJN i~ fair to middling, nothing wrong

with the hay. the crooks is for Flynn—now,
what is itf

Hines blinked and looked silly, but the

check worked oppositely 00 Shinn. Of that

gaunt, raw-boned backwoods type, produced

by generations of ineffable hardship and

slavish labor, he stood over six feet and

combined great strength with mean ferocity

and uncontrollable passion. His huge mouth
twitched feverishly us he answered, "Sence

you 're so pressing:
—it 's the talk through the

settlement that we orter have a new teacher.*'

"Umph!" Grunt could not convey greater

contempt. "Haint you got a teacher?"

"Yes. but it 's agreed that she aint quite

the sort to put over innercent children."

This time the trustee snorted. "Might in-

fect them brnts o' yourn with her sweet man-
eh T"

Shinn flushed dully under his yellow skin.

"That or something else. Anyway, everyone '
agreed that she's gotter go."

-Who'severylM.i;
"Meeting, held at my place." Recovering,

Hines backed up his partner.
-

I First I heard of it. Was Flynn
there? Thought not, he aint much of a

mixer. Didn't ask me. did youf"
Hines shuffled uneasily.

"
'T was held

after a prayer meeting
—
yon might ha' been

there."

"Prayer meeting, eh? Real Christian,

wasn't it, to try and take the bread out of

a good girl's month?"
dt"

At Hines's sneer, the trustee rose, hand

gripping hard on a heavy crook, eyes one

gray glare under ragged brows, temple veins

ridged and swollen. "I said •good'!"

Ob the frontier a man must usually fur-

nish material proof of courage, but there

are exceptions from whom imminent fear-

lessness distils as an exhalation affecting all

who come within its atmosphere. Carter was
such an one : Olaves another. Though neither

had fonnd it necessary to "make good"
physically during the settlement's short his-

tory, tlieir ability to do so was never at que-
tion. Behind the reserve of one, crabbed sar-

casm of the other, danger lay so close to the

surface that it was always felt, could never

be quite forgotten. Indeed, as regards

Olaves, the feeling took form in the opinion
often delivered when the qualities of men
were under discussion, "If the old man ever

gets started, someone will earn a quick
funeral." Now Hines quailed, and even the

truculent Shinn observed silence.

Glaring on the shrinking Hines, the trustee

went on, "Never forgot how Carter bluffed

you out on that bay business, did you? An'
as you was n't man enough to get back at

him. you 'lowed to take it out of his wife?

Well, you aint going to. You kin go back
an' tell them that sent you that so long as

Flynn an' me sit on the board, she 'II teach

this school."

"That." Shinn retorted, "would lie till nex'

election, but she wont stay that long. Sence

you're x. Miff about it. Olaves, let me tell

you that you kaint fly in the face of this set-

tlement. You may be big wolf, but there's

others in the pack. If she '• here at the end

of the month—there'll be something doing."

Sodding evilly, he drove on, leaving the

trustee to puzzle over his meaning as he

ed and polished the crooks.

"Bluffing. 1 reckon." he concluded, and

that, also, was the opinion of Flynn, to

whom he carried his doubts that evening.

"There '11 be no way for thim spalpeens
to tire us av the boord?" Flynn qii'

"No? Phwat about an opposition school?"'

"Ag'in the law to build one in this town-

ship."

"Thin 't is all out av the big mouth av

Shinn. Thalk an' nothing more."

Botil were confirmed in their opinion when
the month drew to a peaceful, if hot. nod

Tricked out in various green, woods and

prairies slumbered or sighed restlessly un
der torrid heat that extracted their essential

I'oneneea, weighing the heavy air with intense

odors of curing grasses. There was nothing
to indicate that the virulent tide of s| leeri

was ready to hurst its banks. Knowing that

another week would bring on haying with

endant wars to provide an outlet for

feelintr, neither trustee anticipated the event

which occurred at the full of the moon.

Though the storm broke around Olaves's

cabin, Flynn received immediate ootiot
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pleasant weather, he and his wife would sit

i. n their doorstep after the children were in

bed to enjoy the quiet hour while the peace

and cool charmed away the cares of the day ;

and this night was particularly beautiful.

Over dew-lit plains the moon emptied a flood

of silver and polished the slough beyond the

dooryard till it shone like burnished steel.

Rolling off and away under that tender light,

the huge earth waves seemed to heave, swell,

sigh as a lover's bosom under the sweet eyes
of his mistress; while from the corrals, near-

by, issued the heavy breathing of contented

kine. Always music in the ears of a farmer.

it stimulated Flynn, set him planning for

the future; but he had hardly touched on

next year's increase before Mrs. Flynn seized

his arm.

"Phwat's that?"

At first Flynn thought that Glaves was

"dogging" stray cattle away from his grain

fields, but when the iron note of beaten pans,

gunshots, metallic thundering were added to

the first clash of cowbells, he sprang up.
"A charivari ! At Glaves's. A spite chari-

vari !"

"Oh, my God ! Flynn !" his wife exclaimed.

"That poor girl?" She knew what that orgy
of sound portended. A jest at weddings,
the charivari was sometimes used as a sinis-

ter weapon to express communal dislike or

punish suspicion of sin. The most terrible

memory of her girlhood was associated with
a party of fiercely moral backwoodsmen that

flogged a man at her father's wagon tail and

dragged a woman, who had offended public
morals, naked and screaming through a field

of thistles. In Silver Creek were men who
had participated in that cruelty, forced to

emigrate to escape the law. Small wonder
that she agonized under the thought. "Flynn !

Flynn, man ! Hurry, get your horse !"

Holding the light for him to saddle, she
called after as he rode away, "Go round be
Misther Danvers ! 'T is -on'y a mile out av
your way. Going by here at noon, himself
told me that he was to have a sthag party
the night. They'll jump at the chance an'

fight none the worse for a shmell av the

whiskey."

A cold, with complications in the shape of
rheumatic pains, sent the trustee early to bed
that evening, and Helen was sewing by the

fire with Mrs. Glaves when the charivari

turned loose outside. As, jumping up, they

stood staring at one another, he shouted for

them to bolt the door; and as, after comply-

ing, Helen returned to the fire, he came limp-

ing out, bent, warped and twisted by sciatica,

half-dressed, but grimly resolute.

"Danger?" he rasped, swinging round on

his wife as the house trembled under sudden

thunder of scurrying hoofs outside. "Lis-

ten !" And when pained bellows followed

dropping shots, he added, "Peppering the

cattle. Scairt? Then go an' stick your fool

head under a pillow. How is it with you?"
As a matter of fact, Helen's face was

white as the fluffy shawl from which her

golden head rose like a yellow crocus above

soft Spring snows, but noting the thin scar-

let line of her mouth', the trustee nodded his

satisfaction. "You '11 do. Swing round that

lounge
—

here, where I can train a gun on the

door. Good !" He eased his length along it

with a groan of relief. "Now hand me the

gun—no, the other." Rehanging his own

long duck gun upon its wooden pegs, she

brought him the famous double-barreled

Greener which, having disarranged the lock

action in trying to clean it, Danvers had

left with the trustee for repairs. "There,

put out the light an' take a look out at the

window."

. Pulling the curtain aside, she got full bene-

fit of the brazen clamor while learning some-

thing of its genesis; for, while easily recog-

nizable, the din of beaten pans, cowbells,

gunshots and yells formed only a minor ac-

companiment to a barbarous metallic roll,

louder than a corps of beaten drums, and a

discordant screech that discounted the tor-

ment of a thousand tortured fiddles. Now
she saw two men rapidly vibrating long cross-

cut saws back and forth against the house,

while others drew a rosined plank to and fro

across a log, concentrating the discords of

the world into a single excruciating note.

Closing her ears, she took further note of

the score of dark figures that came and went
in the moonlight, leaping, shouting, gesticu-

lating strangely, as though crazed by the

frenzy of noise. Weird sinister shapes, they

moved, massed and melted to units again as

in some mad carnival or distorted madman's
dream.

The trustee pulled her skirt. "Come

away ! They might shoot at the window."

Obeying, she knelt down beside him
;
for-
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Innately, with bar back to t lie pane that, a

fan minutes latrr, shivered and Hew in tine

lam all ever. "Drunk!" Glaves commented:

and as a piercing cry, clever imitation of

a coiilmi. raH| high over a slight lull, he

That 's sure Hill McCloud.' He grim-
Iv added—for besides being dissolute, the

i.ian waa a scoffer and leader ipoa) re-

ligion—''Gosh! but the saints are heaping

i|tieer company. Hill aint more 'n a mile

away from his bottle.''

After that one lull the tumult inn

in loudness and volume and, for a long half-

hour, Helen listened as some soft maid of

Rome may have barkened to the din >>f Goth

or ravaging Hun in the scared streets off the

imperial city. To her. brought up under the

shadow of law with its material manifesta-

tion, a policeman, always within call, the

brutal elemental passion behind that huge

amorphous voice was very terrible. Almost

equally fearful was the sudden cessation that

Mi the silence singing in her ears; the voice-

less darkness, thick night of that black room.

Touching the trustee, more for the com-

fort of his presence than to draw his atten-

tion, she whispered, "What nowf"

Just then the door rattled under a heavy

kick; a strident voice answered her question.

i. Glaves, an' send out that bag-

gage
"

it was a viler word " or

we'll burn the house over your ears!"

"You will—"
the trustee began, but was

interrupted by a wail from his wife in the

bedroom.

"Jimmy! Oh. .limmy, dont let 'em have

her. They '11 duck her in the slough—
mebbe drown her like they did Jenny Ross

back in Huron."

•Will you shet up!" he roared, but the

man outside had heard.

Toa bet we will. She needs a little Boot

in-"

"That 's surely Mr. Shinn that 's talking so

fierce!" the trustee taunted. "Man but you 're

gaining a heap wolfish though it did take you
some time to work up to the p'int of speech.

Why did n't you take the short cut through
Hill's bottle?" His tone suddenly altered

from banter to such stern command that they

distinctly heard Shinn' shuffle back a step
from the door. "Hum this house! Get! or

I'll blow the black heart out of you!"
A derisive yell rose outside, then silence

fell again, a hush so complete that Helen dis-

tinctly heard the lick of the cluck, her own

breathing, the chirrup of a hearth cricket.

Hulling the trustee's sleeve, she whispered,
"I've brought such trouble ujmui you."
"Rubbish!" he snap) ed. "Say that ag'in

an' I'll spank you." Hut he gently patted
her hand.

A minute slid by without further speech;
til. third, fourth, then she whispered,

"Surely they must ha\.

He fore he could reply, came a rapid beat

of running feet, a splintering crash, an

oblong of moonlight flushed out of the. dark-

ness at the end of the room, and quiet i>

again. Only the battering ram. a long log,

i its blunt in M over the doorsill.

aid clear of that door!" the trustee

sharply warned. Then as a dim crouched

figure appeared between the jambs, he

shouted, "Fair warning!" and fired. Rut
as the figure fell back and out, a chuckling

laugh drifted through the smoke. Shinn's

coarse voice yelled, "His gun 's single bar-

rel ! In ! afore he kin reload !" and a black

surging mass trampled over the dummy and

filled the doorway.
As a foreseen, the conclusion was justi-

•he trustee's long gun was familiar as

bis face in the settlement—and the click of
Dnnvers' left trigger was drowned by a sec-

ond harsh command, "Fair warnn
The report, thunderous, ear-split tin- in

n fined space, certitied to Shinn's mis-

take. His writhing mouth, Hines's wintry
visage, the press of men in the door ( showed

redly under the flash, then sulphurous dark-

ness wiped out all. To 11. -leu. its smother

ing pall seemed to pulse with thick li"'

extend clutching fingers, horrors that were
intensified by Mrs. Glaves's sudden burst

of hysterical mu—ming Crouched behind

Glaves, she listened, in agony, to the swear-

ing, sharp oaths, as men tripped and stum-
bled over the furniture and each other.

There was no escape. They were feeling for

her all over the room. and. through a sick

horror she heard Shinn's trilmphant yell:

"I've got her!"

A choked gurgle, snarl of rage as Glaves

fastened on to his throut, explained his mis-

take. "Hell! has no one a match T" His

stranded voice issued from a dark whorl,
crash of s; filtering furniture, as they swung
and staggered in that pit of gloom. The
-t niggle ..mid have but one ending. Healthy,
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Fearful lest I might betray my fair young

accomplice by venturing to lead in the dark

in the delicate game which she had set me

to play against her unsuspecting lover, I

waited for him to move. Fancy my surprise

as well as my relief when his first words

showed that all my fears were groundless,

for he had come to me fully aware of Miss

Braken's object.

"I feel as though I owe you an apology,

Doctor—Doctor—Doctor—"

"Klopstock," I supplied my name, while

he was busily verifying my statement by re-

ferring to a memorandum which he took

from his pocket.

"Exactly
—thank you. Dr. Klopstock: I

was under the impression that that was the

name, but I was not quite sure."

The fateful phrase spoken a second time

within a couple of minutes found me quite

as sensitive to its uncanny suggestion as

when I first heard him use it. But it slipped

so unconsciously from his lips that I inferred

that it ran through his mind along one of

those deeply worn grooves with which the

sub-mental plane is scarred in every direc-

tion and which combine to produce what we

loosely style "habit." I was glad of this; it

at least left room for the hope that what

had come to alarm Miss Braken was rather

an annoying idiosyncrasy, an irritating trick

of the sub-conscious mind, rather than any
more serious disorder of the memory or the

will. Alas! My hope was short-lived. With

refreshing frankness he plunged at once into

the middle of the matter, and I leave you to

judge of the effect of his words on me.

"I owe you an apology, Dr. Klopstock,"
he went on, speaking quietly and with ter-

rible earnestness, "for I have sought you, not

because I have the slightest hope that you
can do anything for me, but simply to please

the lady to whom I am engaged to be mar-

ried—Miss Margery Braken. My name is

West—Aubrey West. I thought that I had

told you my name when I came in, but I am
not quite sure. I am forty-one years of age;
a man of unusually regular habits; now and

for a dozen years past the confidential secre-

tary of Mr. Mark Braken, who entrusts

practically all of his affairs to me; and—in

all modesty let me say it—my intellectual

powers are well above the average. Method
is my rel'gion; exactness, precision, certitude,

my cardinal principles. But, sir, from the

time that I was a lad at school I have been

pursued by a demon—Uncertainty ! Whether

this accursed trick of my otherwise perfectly

normal mind is due to the negligence of my
parents and teachers and my own failure to

check it while I was still a child and it was

nothing more serious than any other childish

fault. I can not now say. What I do know
is that the fault of self-distrust, or the in-

sidious habit of doubting my memory, or the

very desire for certitude, which is the pro-

feundest instinct of my being
—or whatever

it may be that has always filled me with

doubt as to my own acts of the moment be-

fore, has now so grown upon me that from

the most trifling detail of every:day occur-

rence to the most important transactions of

life I can never persuade myself that I have

or have not done what I am under the im-

pression that I have done—possibly only five

minutes before. I am not quite sure—that 's

it, Dr. Klopstock, never quite sure—of any-

thing
—until I retrace my steps and assure

myself. In most cases this absurd self-tor-

ture results in nothing more annoying than

that it keeps bringing me back to see if I did

mail a letter, did lock a safe, did or did not

say or do something that I am not quite

sure about. But, sir, you may well imagine
what an abyss of fatal uncertainty this

damnable mental trait may open before me
in respect of some of the vital, the eternal

issues of life. My God! Just to be sure!"

The sudden show of feeling at the last was

a break from which he tried to recover almost

before it escaped him. He was clearly

ashamed of it. I was thankful for it. It

tended to substantiate the theory which I had

formed—perhaps a rather nebulous theory,

but with just enough romance in it to give it

color—after Miss Braken's visit. Unless I

was very far astray, I now began to surmise,
this man who was not quite sure of anything
had suffered his evil genius of uncertainty to

attack the very foundations of his mind,
and in the cry of despair which broke from
him I felt that I had what I sought. The
wretched man was not quite sure even of his

love. This would explain the young woman's

visit; it would also account for the flush of

shame with which she had discussed her

lover's ailment. At all events, with my ro-

mantic if harrowing hypothesis to work

upon, my diagnos's could proceed along a

definite line. I remained silent, however,
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rightly HMUH that lie liail something more

.y to me.

•I'm not quite sure," lie began again pres-

ently, "whether or not I stated that I have

not the slightest hope—pardon mv frankness.

thai >"ii or anv other physician can

do anything fear ma; it ia i w late."

"(In the eontrarv." 1 replieil. cheerily. "1

Matter myself that ined cal science may be

ahle to tree you completely from your trou-

•ie mental tendency. It seemed to lie

Hraken's wish that I at lea.-t try to

help \ou; is it your own wish alsot"

Mainly. I came to consult you. did I

not— however incrcduh u- I may hef"

"Qeodl With many of my patient.-. Mi.

1 am obliged to he diplomatic; with

you. I take it. I may be perfectly Crank
"

"I'ntil you are frank you will get little

mi of me—but what are you driving att"

"At the • -. A few ojaaataoaa hon-

estly answered will gal us face to face First

of all, then, does certainty persist in eluding

you, or are you ahle to lay the ghost •! I

doubt by turning and challenging itt"

"Just what do you mean, doctor.' A con-

example, plea

"Well. then, for exam) le. if on your way
ham from the office you beirin to doubt

whether you locked the safe, it is your custom

to go back to the office to see, is it notf"

A look of weary pa n came into his calm

'yes for a moment. It was a full min-

ute before he answered. Then he spoke very
low as if confer- • shameful weakness.

"It is only too true, doctor. 1 tear that m
(lie last five years there have not been live

days when I reached home without first hav-

ing returned to the ollice to reassure myself
on some point concerning which a doubt had

suddenly seized me when half-way home."

"A mere habit, my dear sir." 1 exclaimed

riirlit heartily, "which we can control readily

enough—prov'ded that your answer to my
next question be what 1 am fully convinced

it will be. Tell me. Mr. West, do you ever

have to go back more than once in other

-. does a doubt persist after you have

once reassured yourself on the point f"

"No I Never I There was pride,

triumph in his tone—poor man!
"Brawl We shall do famously yet. fa-

mously!" ahootod I. elated by the success of

my first attempt to trap him into a feeling

of certainty about somethim:. "Hut not

a far more important question. Th'nk well

before you reply to it. please. As a role. Mi.

. when you go back to the office to see if

you did look the safe, or did mail the letter,

or did do whatever it was that u sudden

doubt had suggested that you night have let!

undone, do you. sir - as a rule, I ask, not al

necessarily
—do you as a rule di-

ihat your doubts were groundless and that

you Inul done what yon should have done ami

what you thought you had done until the

doubt arose T Tell me that. Mr. West."

The effect of my question was remarkable.

For an instant he appeared hurt, fairly n-

sulted, in fact; but almost immediately he

ruse and stood before me, composed, full of

in modest dignity.
•'

\- a rule .'" he asked. "You ask me if, as

a rule. I tind that my doubts are M
when they suggest that I have been careless,

negligent, derelict in the |ierformnnce of

duty. Why, I>r. Klopstock, you may I

--uraiieo. -ir. that I have nc\cr

in the thousands upon thousands of cases-
found that there was the slightest fomnia!. • n

for my uiisitiv ngs. Many as my faults may
be, they -do not include carelessness. 1 am a

creature of iron routine; a cog; methodical,

and punctual to a degree. How cruel, their

how unmerited is this mental torn t

of uncertainty with which I am cursed !"

"What you have told me. Mr \\ .

•

ry much," 1 said after letting him go
on at will for some time, "because it makes

pla ii to my mind the proper line of treat-

ment in your unique case. Since you do not,

as a matter of fact, leave the safe unl

<>r the letters unposted, nor other duties un-

no harm will come if we try the simple

plan of preventing your unnecessary return

to the office when your foolish doubt prompts
you to do so. At first it may be necessary to

have a companion always with you. one fully

empowered to compel you to do as he bail

you ; but I feel warranted in predicting that

within six weeks you yourself will have

gained sufficient control over—"

I -lopped. Mr. West had irapptd book
into his chair and was waving bis hands be-

fore his white face as if in mute protest.

Presently be was able to s| eak.

"Ah." he groaned, "while what I have told

you about the details of my daily rout ne and
the ordinary little affairs of life is strictly

true, I have to confess to you, Dr. Klopstock.
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that my accursed malady has made such in-

sidious' inroads into my character that for

over a year I have been conscious of the

steady deterioration of all my mental func-

tions and faculties as regards memory, the

will, conviction, the power of concentration

and co-ordination—unt 1 today I live in a

very hell of uncertainty and hesitation and

doubt as to all the vital questions that make

up the life of a man. This afternoon I sor-

rowfully released Miss Braken from her en-

gagement
—we were to have been married

next month—and I resigned my position as

Mr. Braken's secretary. Either of these

steps would have seemed unthinkable a year

ago; together they amount to a practical

extinction of everything that has meant life

to me—and the horror of it all is, that I am
not quite sure that it was my duty to do

what I have done, nor quite sure that it

was not !"

The cat was out of the bag. My romantic

theory as to the woman in the case was more

than sustained. I had good reason to feel

proud of myself as a diviner of motives.

But as I went over to grasp the trembling

hand of the haggard man who sat looking

up at me, my scientific theories and shrewd

inferences and clairvoyant prophesies were

forgotten all in the vast pity which the

wretched fellow aroused in nie. We talked

for another hour, I forever bringing him

back to the idea that he must not sacrifice

his life now at the very summit of his career,

but on the contrary, defy his craven demon
of doubt ! He had always found the safe

locked, the letters posted, the duty done.

Doubt had always been proved an arrant

liar, the discredited maligner of h's charac-

ter as a thoroughly reliable and scrupulous
man. Why, then, 1 urged, should he listen

to the arch-fiend of uncertainty now that he

was assailing him in the very citadel of his

soul? Well, at all events, gentlemen, I sent

the poor chap away feeling, I trust, a little

more hopeful than when he came to me. We
arranged for another meeting in two or three

days. Then I showed him to the door and

was trying to get him out of my mind—no

easy task, for some reason—when I was

called to the telephone. Yes, it was Mr.

West, as you already surmise. He wanted

to find out if he had given me his address.

He said that he was under the impression
that he had done so—an impression which,

as usual, was correct—but he was not quite

sure. That settled it; I could not get him

and his pest of a memory out of my head

until I fell asleep that night. I do not recol-

lect dreaming about h :

m, but early the next

morning I was reminded of the man in the

most forcible and shocking way. Among the

death notices in a newspaper I happened to

catch sight of the name of Margery Ethel

Braken. My beautiful visitor of only the

previous day had died suddenly
—of "hearf

failure," of course the paper stated.

Contrary to my expectation, Mr. West

kept his appointment, coning to see me on

the next day but one. Naturally, he had

been often in my thoughts since I read of

the death of the girl, and I was prepared to

find him deeply affected by the tragedy. In

my long talk with him and earlier with Miss

Braken, I had gathered enough to indicate

that their love had been one of those funda-

mental passions which, in the event of dis-

aster, leave a life wholly empty, hopelessly

beggared. Also I could not help dreading
lest the poor fellow, in his then unsettled

mental condition, might in some indirect way
feel that he had brought about the woman's

sudden death by abruptly terminating the

engagement. For a number of reasons,

therefore, I expected to find my singular
new patient in an unhappy frame of mind
when he should feel like dropping in to see

me after some l'ttle time had passed. But,

gentlemen, I had never before in the course of

a somewhat extraordinary experience with

the victims of diseased minds seen anything
like the look of final, utter, overwhelming

despair that was on Aubrey West's face as

he stepped into my consulting-room and shut

the door. It required no very expert diag-
nosis to foresee what ailed h'm; only the

guilt of murder can turn a conscience into

the hell of seething self-denunciation that

his was at that moment.
"I told you—I told you—I told you !" he

moaned after I had forced h m to lie down
and drink some brandy.
"You told me what, dear fellow? Do try

to be quiet until you have rested a bit."

"I told you," he went on, gripping his

long thin fingers about my hand
;

"I told

you that my damnable habit would send me
to hell at the last. It has done so. I killed

her—no, doctor, dont try to stop me!—I tell

you that I killed her—by yielding just once
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! Hen to t lie devil of doubt. God! how

1 loved lier ! If y..n—
"

• here," 1 cried, sternly, at the same

holding my hand over his 1 ps, "this

will tmt do! You must not outrage her mem-

ory by allowing yourself to imagine that

jam perfectly honorable, though deplorable,

intention to break off the engagement was
the cause of her death. Miss Kraken was

too strong a woman, too noble a character.

to succumb to any disappointment. Hers

was the stuff that will Iwnd but not break,

and. anyhow—"

•Stop' St..,.' fot Qod'a sake!" be ex-

claimed, pulling my hand from his mouth
and sitting up in an agony of grief. "Ton
doiit know what you are talking about,

tor! Who said that it was the breaking of

tlie engagement that killed her? My God!

man, Margery' was n°t that sort of a woman
—and after I left you I went straight to

her and renewed the engagement, thanks to

oamgl and hope which you had given
Mut I killed her! I killed her—that

night
—in the awful loneliness which

bad suddenly drowned my faith—my devil

of doubt tempted me—jt to* often—
and I—I—oh, fool, fool!— I killed her!"

Kxliaiisted he fell back upon the cushions.

and while he lay there too crushed to speak
I began to fear that in a sudden access of

mania the unhappy man might have done

what he said—yet how could this be, since I

had Dr. Overbrook's statement that the girl

had died in a coma following one of her at-

tacks of vertigo complicated by heart trou-

ble? Soon, however. West felt better and
.1 me to let him tell me the facta. 1

ted, and he lay with his eyes shut and

as if talk if.' in a trance, while he told ine.

"I had scarcely reached my apartment on

that evening, when 1 was sumim tied It. re

turn to Mr. Rraken's house, where I bad left

Margery apparently perfectly well only half

an hour before. She had just had an attack

of vertigo—an old ailment with l.er—and as

-ual restoratives had failed to act. Mr.
< 'verbrook became somewhat alarmed ; and

-"•nt for me. Margery died, without

ring consciousness, at about one o'clock

in the morning. I went home nfter doing
what I could to support her mother and

father, finding a sort of delirious relief from

my own gr ef in trying to help them. On
the next night it was arranged that 1 should

have the privilege of sitting fan the room ad-

joining that in which they bad laid Margery.
From time to time all through the night I

crept into the death chamber, winch was

lighted only by the four tall wax tapers

placed about the her. Margery's form lay
on a slightly inclined catafalque, with a

white pall thrown over Iter. Twice during
the first part of the night I lifted the pall

and looked at the I.
I I

c I kissed it; it

was cold—terrible unbearable! Death!

"Then, about three o'clock. I stole into

the awful place again. The candles were

burning; the little form lay still as before;
I dared not let injoajf go too near it this

time—when suddenly 1 heard a sigh! Wild
with hope or leii.tr or a nameless emotion

'hat choked and blinded me. I sprang to the

side of the body. As I did so the head
turned over to one side, and again I heard

:h. I tore off the pall, and Hung my
self down by the woman who was all in all

to me; she was not dead, not dead, not dead,
but alive and mine forever and l

kissed her lips, her eyes, her hair; 1 lifted

her breast against my breast; I spoke to her.

implored her to speak to me. Then I laid

her back—ctead ! I touched her face with

the tips of my lingers; 1 placed in.

above her heart; I tr'ed to not see the waxy
skin of one who had been dead two days.
Mut all to no purpose. She was dead. I

had not heard a sigh. The head had not

moviil. The infinitely precious tinge of red

that I thought I had seen creep for an in-

stant into her cheek was all a dream, the

miracle worked by a broken heart to cheat

itself for a moment. Then I left the room.

"Hardly had 1 taken up the book which I

was tr>'m ff to read, when I found a

wondering if I had not, after all, really

heard that haunting sigh and seen those

signs of life. Throw ng the book across the

room, I rushed back into the death chamber.

The candles were burning; the little form

lay Mill; 1 bogm to curse myself and my
demon—when again the sigh, again the turn

of the head under the whits sheet! My I

evidence of even my own doubting mind this

Mattel corroboration should have fixed cer-

titude in me, for on all other occasions of
i nty a second

|
roof had never failed

to banish doubt. Mut, sir, I did nothing,
notion to beg Margery to speak to

me, to open her eyes, to live! I waa forced

/
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to lay her back once more—dead! I stag-

gered from the room and threw myself upon

the sofa in the outer apartment, torn by wild

misgivings and conflicting impulses. Once I

jumped up and had my finger on the but-

ton, thinking to rouse the household and re-

port to the anguished father and crushed

mother what I thought I had seen and heard.

But then the doubt came : Had I seen ? Had

I heard? I thought that I had—but I was

not quite sure!"

The old phrase ran through me as I heard

h :m use it now, with the cold horror of some

diabolical influence.

"But you surely did report to somebody

that you thought you had detected faint signs

of life, did you not?" I asked him eagerly,

feeling that I could not bear to hear him

confess what I feared lay back of his white,

drawn face and haunted eyes.

"NO !" he shrieked. "No ! I did—NOTH
ING! Can you believe it? Can you believe

that a man can grovel so low before the

hell
:sh tyrant of a trifling habit? Well, sir,

I am such a man. I did nothing
—because

I was not quite sure whether I had seen her

move; and because I trembled at the awful

thought of what must happen if I should

call her father and mother with any such

news, only to hurl them back into a despair

immensely deep and unspeakably horrible."

"But, my dear man," I pleaded with him,

"the chances are a million to one that you
did not really see any signs of animation.

Remember, dear fellow, how terr bly

wrought up you were. And, anyhow. Dr.

Overbrook could hardly have been deceived ;

the poor girl was certainly dead."

"Was she ! WAS she !" he groaned, as

he got to his feet and clutched my shoulders

with his groping hands. "Listen ! She was

placed in the coffin yesterday afternoon, and

the coffin was inclosed in the usual box, for

shipment to the Bermuda Islands on Mr.

Braken's yacht
—

Margery's wish having al-

ways been to be buried in the loveliest spot

on earth—where we had first found each

other. Well, Dr. Klopstock, as I was sitting

smoking last night in my room, the frightful

suggestion came to me to go if possible to

Mr. Braken's house and find some way to get
a look into the coffin. Let me hurry on! I

did go; I did manage to have a half-hour

alone with Margery—the half-hour that is

to stretch out into an eternitv of horror. I

unscrewed the lid of the outer box and eas-

ily removed the velvet top of the casket.

A nd then I saw ! Her face was scratched by
her finger-nails, her upper lip was bitten half

off: the hair was hanging n a tumbled mass

over her face. She was not dead when they

put her in her coffin. She had come to after-

ward—and died that death just because I

was not quite sure that I had heard her sigh,

not quite sure that I had seen her move!"
He collapsed into a chair as he finished

his dreadful story. I waited a moment or

two and then said to him : "But are you

quite sure that you did open the coffin?"

It was a desperate move on my part, but it

was successful. He started to his feet.

"Good God!" he cried, wav'ng his hands

above his head in frantic hope. "Perhaps
I did not ! Perhaps the whole thing is the

result of the three sleepless nights and the

fact that I had brooded so long over the

horrifving possibility of just such a discov-

ery."

'

"Of course! Of course!" I said, pressing
home the advantage which I had gained by

my suggestion of a doubt. "And now what

you must do is to let me arrange with Dr.

Overbrook to cable to Bermuda, requesting
that a post-mortem examination may be

made in the interests of science and to settle

a question which has just occurred to Dr.

Overbrook. Mr. Braken himself asked the

doctor to make such an examination."

"How good of you !" muttered West ,

clasping my hand. "Now we shall know!"
So he left me, and later in the day he

telephoned that the cablegram had been duly
sent to the Brakens at Hamilton, where it

would be when the yacht arrived. It was
about two weeks later that I saw West for

the. last time. He came into my office and

handed me a letter without saying a word. I

took the letter and read it. It was from

Mr. Braken and stated in a few gentle words

that they had buried Margery at sea—"the

mystical tropic sea which she loved so dearly,

and in whose cool blue depths she had always

secretly begged us to let her await the day
of eternity." I knew what this letter must

have meant to West. It meant that until the

sea should give up its dead he could never

be quite sure! As I turned to give him

back the letter there was the report of a

pistol. Let us hope that the track of the bul-

let through his brain led at last to certitude.



The Money Mirage
By E. 1). Bikers

nR. WIGGINS sat by the

kitchen window reading his

evening paper. A long and

flattering account of a wed-

ding in hiirh life occupied the

first page, which was deco-

rated with a liberal sprinkling of the bride's

graph* Thaat Mr. Wiggins panted in

his labor to scan.

I would n't cause no beauty show to

break up in a fight," he remarked, scorn-

fully. "I guess she got her good looks

from a correspondence school. What young
man with a heart could marry her?"

"It's money, that 's what done it," rt- p 1 1 t*«l

his wife, who had caught furtive >;litii|jses of

the headlines on her travels batniiu the alow
and the sink. "A young man what marries

money dont have no heart. He has a head."

"Looks or money," said Mr. Wiggina dole-

fully, with a meaning glance at his daughter

Carrie, thirty and beauless. who was drying
the supper dishes,

"
seems one or the other's

a necessity to a girl hopin' to land a hus-

band." He sighed loudly.
- W'i •_•'.' ins tossed her unlovely head.

•Looks aint everything." She said with

••>n\iciion. The sentiment was not new. but

long hours of reflection had convinced her

of its truth. "Beauty 's only skin deep." she

added.

"That's plenty deep enough," her father

answered. "Young men dont go court in' with

rays in their pockets. The more \ look

at you," he continued unkindly, "the sadder

it makes me I aint a rich man."

"Til like to see any fellow marry me tol

money." -implied Miss Wiggina. "I'd like

to see him trv it. I'd turn him down mighty

qtnek."

"My experience has been," returned Mr.

us, soothingly, "that it dont make much
difference what you marry for. In a year or

two you
-

\e forgot jest what the reasons was

that led you into it, an' you dont much care.

You 're jest married, that 's the plain, mo-

notonous truth of it. An' you l>egiii to be

sorry you had the looks or the money that

broogai you to the jumpin'-oft* place."
Carrie fastened hack a lock of hair of a

light, uncertain color.

A tew peopl' ..I. "have been

married with neither looks or money. Re-

ineiuher that."

\ rarj few," aajd Mr. Wiggins. "Who.

His daughter threw down her dishcloth

angrily. "You 're married, aint you?" she

inquired, and strode haughtily lrom the

room.

IOm Witrgins's rather protracted stay be-

neath the paternal roof had given rise to

numerous discussions of this sort. Her
father's desire to see her married inav have

been caused by his ambitions for her future.

Also it may have been due to his economical

nature. For Mr. Wiggins worshiped tin

of gold. The wing-footed dollar was his pas-

sion; he loved to lodge it in the secret places,

to protect it from the eager advances of

vulgar tradespeople. No wonder he was dis-

turbed that his daughter, who had for thirty

years been levying on his treasury for sup-

plies, hade fair to do so for as many more.

Left alone with his wife, on whom he

squandered little, conversation included. Mr.

ins returned to his paper. Mrs.

trins went softly about her task. She was a

worn little woman on whose drawn, faded

face Work had set his everlasting mark. A

she slammed a cupboard door to announce

iiipletion of her labors, Mr. W;_

glanced up. Aii enthusiastic light v.\

under his heavy, gray brows, and diffused

his fat, red face.

"I've got a bit of a scheme," he announced

shyly. "It jest come to me now. Seems to

me 'twould do a good deal towards boosting'

Carrie's value in the matrimonial market."

'•Vim keep your schemes to yourselt.

turned his wife, crossly, "after the luck

\oii've had with 'em, I sliud think you'd
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know enough to do that without bein' told.

An' now give me that paper. I'm dyin' to

know what the bride had on."

The next evening, on his way home from

the mills, Mr. Wiggins dropped into the sa-

loon near his house for a harmless glass.

There his "bit of a scheme" recurred to him

with a beauty of detail that had hitherto es-

caped him. It would do no harm, he re-

flected
;

it had simplicity and promised effi-

ciency. With a view to launching it. he

turned to look at the. man next him.

Chance favored Mr. Wiggins. For beside

him, toying with an empty glass, bent and

ragged, but secure in the remnants of an

ancient glory, stood Mr. Simon Plnni-ah Mr.

Plunket had no longer a regular occupation.
It was his pastime to follow that vile beast

Gossip through the byways and alleys of

lying and deceit. Men said that to tell Mr.

Plunket your secret was to shout your secret

from the housetops. Mr. Wiggins knew this,

yet he moved closer until his lips were a few

inches from Mr. Plunket's ear.

"Simon,' he said, softly, "what would you
say if 1 was to tell you I'd come into a for-

tune?"

Mr. Plunket's dingy face lighted up with

joy.

"Say?" he inquired, "why, I'd say it was

your duty to pay fer this drink I've jest had.

An' I'd say I'm goin' to order another on

you right away, fer congratulations like."

"Hold on," cried Mr. Wiggins in dismay.
This reception of his news took him unpre-

pared. But sacrifice, he decided, would be

necessary, and he tried to smile.

"All right," he said, with a poor imitation

of geniality, "go ahead. It 's on me."

"How much of a fortune?" inquired Mr.

Plunket, when his glass had been filled.

Mr. Wiggins coughed. "One thousand dol-

lars," he said in a low, choked voice.

Mr. Plunket set down his half-emptied

glass.

"An' you said a fortune, 'i he sneered, con-

temptuously. "One thousand dollars! Why,
John Wiggins, that aint pin money." He
pushed his glass farther from him. "I can 't

taste another drop," he went on sadly, "seems
'
like stealing from a pauper, somehow."

Mr. Wiggins saw his mistake.

"What 'd I say, anyhow ?" he asked, wear-

ily. "I've been with my lawyer the last

hour, an' I'm that beat out I dont know what

I'm doin'. Ten thousand dollars I meant. I

left off a mere cipher."

Mr. Plunket hastily resumed his glass.

"That 's more like it," he said, approving-

ly, "how'd you git it?"

"Maiden aunt," whispered Mr. Wiggins,

hoarsely, "in Chicago."
"Leave any family ?" Mr. Plunket inquired.

Mr. Wiggins regarded him coldly.

"You 're the worse fer licker, Simon

Plunket," said he.

"Die sudden?" asked Mr. Plunket, ignoring

the insinuation.

"Very," answered Mr. Wiggins, then

added, in a deep monotone, "mumps."
"I dont know when I've been so affected,"

said Mr. Plunket, wiping away an imaginary
tear as he set down his glass. "Seems I jest

gotter have another beer to drink the old

lady's health."

"The old lady hasn't got no health," re-

plied Mr. Wiggins, testily, "she 's dead. 1 f

she 'd had health she would n't a-died." He
moved closer to Mr. Plunket. "Understand,"
he scowled, "I want this kept secret. It 's a

sure thing, all right. But I want the money
in my pocket before I begin boasting around

the neighborhood."
Mr. Plunket shook his head wisely. "An'

a very good plan, too," he said. He was

dancing with impatience to spread the news,
and Mr. Wiggins observed this with hidden

satisfaction.

"Remember," said the latter, "your lips is

sealed." Then, a sudden generous impulse

seizing him, he handed over five cents for

the proposed toast to his aunt. When he

started homeward, he walked confidently in

the thought that as he had sown, so should

he also reap.
Two nights later Mr. and Mrs. Wiggins,

together with the complete Wiggins brood

of seven, lounged carelessly on the porch of

their small cottage. Before them 'sizzled

Broad Street, sarcastically named. To their

right it wandered off into the sordidness of a

lowly but respectable neighborhood; in the

other direction it strayed aimlessly toward

the sultry light of the street-car strung ave-

nue. There, on opposite corners, glowed in

the early dusk the lights of the grocery and

saloon, twin pillars of the gateway leading
from Broad Street's quiet into the rattle of

the city. Faintly to the Wiggins ear came
the weary clang of reluctant hurdy-gurdies.
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The shouts of children ran;; persistently

through the hot night. Patiently Mr. Wig-

jin- wiped his brow, in warm fortret fulness

of the ship of fortune he had launched on

the sea of eve

Suddenly Broad Street left off talking of

the heat, and sat ui>. From out the cos-

mopolitanism of the avenue n youth ap-

)>eared, wonderfully and daringly dad. With

dainty care he steered hi> eoniM amid the

babies and does that littered his pathway.

Conspicuous among: his articles of attire was

a large red bow, sweetly tied, that plowed
beneath his none too satisfactory chin. His

face was weak and pretty, he had the stunted

build of the petted and pampered, and in

his air there was much of the monarch

parading before his grateful subjects. One
hand was burdened with a slender cane,

which its bearer swung; with nonchalant ease.

"What's Wilfred Hyde doin' on Broad

Street t" Mrs. Wiggins wanted to know. No
one offered a - •'Why, father. I

do believe he 's comin' here." she continued.

it 's he want, d' yon s'pnsef"
Mr. Wiggins paused with his red bandana

half way to his steaming face.

"We owe hi* father <|tiite a bill." he

uneasily, "mebbe he's doin' collectin'."

Lightly Mr. Hyde traveled the Walk to the

Wiggins*! steps, With a low sweep I

moved his hat.

• id evening, Mrs. Wiggins—and Mr.

Wiggins," he said, smiling, "and this is Css
rie. I believe." The greetings over, he seated

trfnssU amid an awed silence. "It's a beau-

tiful evening, though warm," he remarked.

No one found courage to s| e;>k.

"Beautiful, though wann." lepeated Mr.

Hyde. He turned to Carrie, whose heart

was beating wildly under her peek-a-boo
"I haven't forgot," he said, feelingly.

"that you an' me once went to school to-

gether, somewhere off in this bunch of build-

ings. I says to father tonight, 'I've been

thinkin' of Carrie Wiggins all day,' I says,

•an' I guess I'll run down an' see her.' •!>• .'

says Dad, 'do. I'm too busy in the store. OS

I'd step down an' call on her father myself,'

vs. "But give the old gentleman my
li.-t.' he -ay-."

Mr. Wiggins gasped. This was an unex-

pected message from a man who had three

days before referred to him as a "damned
skinflint."

or father's too kind," he muttered,

thickly.

"It has been my good fortune—" Mr. H\.le

went on. hut got no farti Motion of

the word fortune Mr. Wiggins let out n long

whistling breath and nearly fell from his

chair. Large as fate, his imaginary It

loomed once more on his horizon. With

scarcely controlled ecstasy lie regarded the

payly-colored- butterfly caught in his run-

ning net. The son of the corner gr

mean reward for him who goes alield

It - tlM heat," murmured Mr. Wiggins,
in explanation of his conduct. "Sometime*

I think it 'II be too much fer me."

"It 'II be a lot worse before the Summer's
over." returned Mr. II vile, cheerfully. "As I

was goin' to .-ny. it "s l>een my good fortune

to escape jlii- worst of this warm weather. 1

find stiekin' close to the house all day the

best plan
—better than goin' on a trip, as I

usually do. I suppose you find it hot down
to the mills. Mr. Wiggins T"

Mr. Wiggins gave his views on the heat

at the mills, where it was understood he had

a remunerative position bossing BM
men. He and Mi. Hyde held a long d

sion. (renting the various aspects of tin

jeri. until they were forced to stop for lark

of anything more to say. Then Mr. Hyde
turned bis (rati "n Miss W

"I go around town a good deal." he said,

softly, "an" lots of times when I'm out en-

joyin' myself I think of you. Carrie, an' how
monotonous it must be for you, just settin'

here with your ma. Wont yen «r wmit

you go to the theater with me tomorrow

nig!

•I'd like to very much," returned the

Mtanjabai and delighted Carrie.

"We 11 go to the Empire," said Mr. Hyde,

gazing dreamily to where his father's store

sheil a flood of white light on the pave-
ment. "The play—"

lie did not give out any information about

the [day. A young man had left the llvde

grocery and started rapidly up Hroad Street.

"Why. I do believe father '- let .lohnny

off early tonight," remarked Mr. Hyde.
"He 's comin' here, too," be added, with much
bitterness in his tone.

"lliiw do you know?" asked Miss Wiggins,

wonderingh .

•I ju>t know." responded Mr. Hyde,

crossly.
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The light from the lamp .Mrs. Wiggins had

set in the hallway revealed the fact that

butterfly number two, who had by this time

reached the Wiggins walk, was in person, if

not in attire, the superior of number one.

Johnny Weeks, clerk in the Hyde store, was
a stockily-built young man with a pleasant,

laughing face. Also, he had the air of one

who does things, and in this he again differed

from Mr. Hyde.
"Good evening, all," he said lightly.

"Hello, Wilfred," he added, with a contempt-
uous glance at his employer's son.

Mr. Hyde adopted his most freezing man-
ner.

"I trust- 1 see you well," he said.

"I trust you do," Mr. Weeks replied, "an'

if you dont, you need specs. It aint so

dark as all that." He seated himself at Mr.

Wiggins' invitation. "It's a beautiful even-

ing, though warm," he said.

"I think I said that myself
—

twice," re-

marked Mr. Hyde, scowling.

"Well, what" of it?" Mr. Weeks asked.

"You aint copyrighted it, have you? An' I

aint bein' out-talked by anyone, least of all

you. So I'll just equal your score. It 's a

beautiful evening, though warm."
"You left the store at an early hour," put

in Mr. Hyde, thus seeking to erect the barrier

between employer and employed.
"I left it at the corner, where I found it,"

answered Mr. Weeks, who had a vaudeville

idea of humor. "I says to your father: 'I

want to go an' see Carrie Wiggins,' I says.
'I used to go to school with her. an' I aint

seen her for some time.' 'All right, go
along,' he says, 'an' give my regards to Mr.

Wiggins,' he says."
Mr. Wiggins was too perplexpd tc

acknowledge this second compliment from

Hyde senior, for the coming of Mr. Weeks
was troubling him deeply. To capture the

son of a man who not only owned a grocery,
but was also considered a power in the ward,
was a feat worthy of his skill. But even

though he knew competition to be the life of

trade, Mr. Wiggins could not consider the

arrival of this grocery clerk as anything more
than an intrusion into the net. He began to

ponder schemes for lessening the number of

captives by one.

"The trade of clerk," Mr. Hyde was say-

ing, with a sneer, "must be a very trying
cue indeed."

"It 's much more trying," snapped Mr.

Weeks, "than not having no trade at all."

"Who are you referrin' to?" inquired Mi

Hyde, haughtily.

"0, not to you," said Mr. Weeks, sarcas

tically, "not to you. No, not for the world."

Here Miss Wiggins interfered. That she

had left the Juliet age far behind she clearly

proved by her preference for Mr. Hyde.
With her, as with her father, the figure in

the bank was the all powerful argument.
"Do you like burnt wood designs, Wil-

fred?" she asked. The Wilfred was a little

tribute to the long-forgotten school days.
"I adore them," said Mr. Hyde, feeling ot

his red necktie and smiling wanly.

"Maybe you 'd like to look at some I've got

here in the parlor," went on Miss Wiggins,

shyly. "They 're my own work." Mr. Hyde
rose with apparent eagerness, and the two
entered the hallway.
"Ever since our house caught fire," said

Mr. Weeks, loudly. "I've been interested in

burnt wood myself. I'll come, too, if you
dont mind."

"Certainly," returned Miss Wiggins, am
biguously and coolly.

Mr. Weeks followed, the pair into th>.

parlor. Close on his heels came Mr. Wiggins,
who felt that the situation called for his in-

ventive ability.

In Miss Wiggins's dull gray eyes as shi

bent over the tawdry center table, shone a

light that had been thirty years in dawning.
Her heart was all a-flutter; her thin hands
hovered nervously above the knickknacks. In
the lamplight her hitherto unclassified hair

burned a certain gold, her faded face seemed
almost on the borderland of beauty. For she

who had waited so long in vain had at last

come into her own. Two knights were con-

tending eagerly for her favors. She did not

understand, but she was very happy.
"This," she said, putting a burnt wood

atrocity into Mr. Hyde's hands, "is a garden
scene. See," she added, by way of identifi-

cation, "this is a hedge, an' that 's a flower

bed. An that streak 's a walk. Are you
fond of gardens, John?" This last was ad-

dressed to Mr. Weeks, for Miss Wiggins fell

that a true hostess should include all her

guests in the conversation.

"Am I? Say, I'm daffy over them," re-

turned Mr. Weeks, with airy untruthfulness.

"My great grandfather was a gardener, an'
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mi- tit in il v never got over the effect* of it.

I'd go miles on a stormy night to look

at a good garden."
I |.mii Mr. Wiiririus, hovering in the back-

ground, fell his waited inspiration, dear and

unannounced. He hesitated a moment, then

tapped nil and tombed Mr. Weeks on the

shoulder.

"You come with me." he said, inysterioii-.lv.

Politeness dictated that Johnny obey.

Through a dangerously dark kitchen Mr
us piloted him to the back door, and

threw open the screen. He waved his hand

carelessly in the direction of the outside

world.

•Y.m come with me," he repeated. "I've

garden out here that fer its size is the

wonder of the world. It's a miracle, that's

what I call it. If gardens is what you like to

loafc at. you 've got the treat of your life

ahead of you."
II)* descended the back steps, followed by

M r. Weeks, in whom anger and amazement

were fighting for supremacy. They stood to

gether in a little fenced-off enclosure where,

in the semi-darkness, hideous shapes loomed
• Mr. Weeks's eyes. There was a strong

smell of garbage in the air.

"What d'you like to see best?" Mr. Wi-
L'ius inquired, with the air of one anxious to

please, "tomatoes, peas, beans, an' so on.

What 's your specialtyV
"1 aint got none," said Mr. Weeks, un-

"unless it 's lettin' folks make a fool

i."

"Mebbe it's potatoes," Mr. Wiggins con

jectured. He stooped down and fumbled

•iltottt on the ground. "There." he said, at

look nt that. Hid \>u ever see a

potato vine as big as that before T"

"How do I knowf" asked Mr. Weeks,

shortly. "I can't even see that."

"You kin when, the moon eomes out from

behind that cloud," Mr. Wiggins reassured

him. "Look out! Be careful, Johnny. You 're

walking on my tomato vines." He stooped

gam, and produced a sample of his tending.

"An tomatoes like that where you come
from .'" he inquired.
"I aint no connoser of tomatoes," snapped

Mr. Weeks. "I think we better go inside

now. The night air is pretty damp."
"I 'amp!' cried Mr. Wiggins, in scorn.

"Damp! Why. Johnny Weeks, what ails

you.' Damp, an' the hottest night in July.

I couldn't think of lettin' you go in yet. I

want to talk to you. You 've got me
on the subject of gardens, an', like as not,

I'll never stop. You follow me." He started

off down an oh "I want to show

you—"

He was interrupted by a loud curse from
Mr. Weeks, and turned just in time to aee

that gentleman plunge face foremost among
the potato vines.

"Why, why." said Mr. Wi-j-.'ius. as though
alarmed at Mr. Weeks' eccentricity, "what 'd

you do that fer. Johnny T"

The fallen man rose i|ilteill and gave his

clothes a passing brush. Trembling with

rage, he faced Mr Wiggins.
"I eoine to call on your daughter," he

shouted, "an' you haul me away to the two-

by-four garbage dump you call a garden. I

to visit the family, an' you pull me out

an' introduce me to the potato bugs. You

drag me around in the dirt till I git dizzy, an'

then you trip me up with a damn has!

"It wasn't a basket." said Mr. Wiggins,

by way of apology. "It was a box."

"But I aint blind." Mr. Weeks rushed on.

"I can see, even if I did fall over a basket. I

know what this little garden party means.

Yon want to git me away from those two

in there. You want to give Carrie a good
chance to hook that puppy with the glad

rags. You just got ten thousand dollars, but

that aint enough. You 've got the fever, an'

you want more."

There was a pause.
"1 know something else." continued Mr.

Weeks, in a gentler tone. "I know I've got

enough agriculture fer one night. I'm goin'

home."

He went round to the front of the house,

closely followed by Mr. Wiggins. The fam-

ily had retired, and the porch was deserted.

Mr. Weeks found his hat in a flower bed,

where the Wiggins baby had thrown it when
she finished playing with it. He paused for

a parting word, pointing dramatically to the

parlor.

"Hitch her up to a hank book if you want

to," he said, "but if I was you I'd look be-

tween the covers first." And he swung off

toward the avenue.

Mr. Wiggins stood looking after him.

"Poor boy," he muttered to himself, "he's

that jealous." Then he started for bed with

a broad grin on his face. For, so far as he
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knew, his daughter might at that very mo-

ment be holding hands with Money.
He made inquiries the next day, and was

disappointed to find that the wooing had not

reached so advanced a stage. Then, as tact-

fully and as gently as he could, he told the

story of the luring legacy. Carrie stormed

and wept.
"You 're a cruel, unnatural father," she

said, "and I'll never speak to you again."
To her aching heart the price of the balm

seemed high. "So he 's running here because

he thinks I've got money," she sobbed.

"Well, I'll show him when he comes tonight.

I'll give him my opinion of his kind."

But that evening, when Mr. Hyde again
sauntered up the Wiggins walk, he found a

very mild and bashful Carrie waiting on the

porch. She did not give him her opinion of

his kind. She did not speak. Only in her

eyes again glowed the light that had been so

many years in dawning. For, after all, what
matters the sort of breeze that brings the

butterfly to our net?

All Broad Street agreed that the wooing,
which got well under way with that night's

theater party, would be short. Secretly Mr.

Wiggins confessed that it could be none too

short for him. This confession was the out-

come of his meeting with Mr. Plunket, a few

nights after the fortune story had been set

afloat, at the door of the corner saloon.

"Hurry along in, John," said that gentle-

man, heartily. "I'll be with you in a minute.

They 're all waitin' in there to drink your
aunt's health. The story 's got round some-
how. I can 't guess how."

"You would n't win no prize in a guessin'

contest," Mr. Wiggins assured him. He
smiled wanly, but his heart was heavy. Mak-

ing up his mind that he did not care for a

drink that evening, he sadly turned home-
ward. This contingency he had not foreseen.

Thereafter he stole into the saloon only at

hours when he thought the place would be de-

serted. But always a few loiterers would ap-
pear from nowhere, anxious to pledge their

neighbor's generous aunt. Mr. Wiggins'
ideas of economy were shocked, and he al-

most gave up drinking altogether.
"It '11' be the happiest moment of my life,"

he confided to his wife, "when Carrie and
Wilfred are married, an' I kin tell Simon
Plunket to join my aunt—down below."

"It '11 make you look pretty cheap," she

returned, "when you have to say to 'em all

that you—that they was a—a mistake about

the fortune."

"I kin stand it," said Mr. Wiggins, martyr-
like, "fer the sake of seein' Carrie well mar-
ried. An' it wont be so hard as you think.

I dunno but it '11 be a real pleasure to me to

see Simon Plunket's face when I tell him
he 's had the last beer he '11 git from me.

How long will I have to wait, d' you thinkV
When he had waited a month he became

uneasy, at the end of two months he raved.

Then one evening, returning home from the

corner in an unusually bitter frame of mind,
he found Carrie and Mr. Hyde awaiting him
in the parlor. There the latter made his

long-deferred speech. Mr. Wiggins shook his

hand with the enthusiasm of a man pumping
water from a sinking ship,
"She 's a good girl, an' we hate to lose

:.er," he said, feelingly, "but take her, Wil-

fred, an' welcome. Sometimes I'd hope she 'd

always stay here to help her ma an' me. But
it was foolish of me, I s'pose. She 's gotter

go the way of all girls. An' I'm glad it's

you, Wilfred, Air now let's plan fer the

weddin'," he added, a bit too hastily.
That affair was nothing unusual, although

Carrie Wiggins thought it so, Broad Street

had seen a few like it before, and will see

more like it in the future. With the usual

accompaniment of old shoes and good wishes,
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Hyde left for a few

days' bridal trip to a neighboring city.

On the evening of their return they sat

with Mr. Wiggins in the parlor, while Mrs.

Wiggins bustled about the kitchen preparing
supper. Deftly Mr. Wiggins kept the con-
versation from legacies and aunts, for now
that the hour of confession had come, a cold

dread was upon him. With some show of

anxiety he inquired concerning Mr. Hyde's
plans for the future. But that gentleman
was not to be thus sidetracked.

"How 's the legacy from aunt what 's-her-

name getting on?" he asked, suddenly and

pointedly, his tone betraying more interest

than he had intended.

Mr. Wiggins's gay face went suddenly
grave.

"I've sad news fer you there," he said, sol-

emnly. "I hate to break in on your honey-
moon with this—hate to like a dog. But you
gotter know it sometime, an' I s'pose it might
as well be now. You see, the lawyers have
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found out that Aunt Mary left a later will.

L'ivin' all her money to a home fer cats. It 's

an awful blow to us all."

Mr. Hyde ri-llnpseil weakly in his chair.

Mr. Wiggins hurried on.

"I dont know when anything has dime me

up the way this has," he said. "All the time

you've been away, I've never smiled. I've

been that broken-hearted. But the sight of

your happiness has helped me to bear up.

Your gay faces has been like a breath of

fresh air to a man firin' a furnace."

Mr. Wigging's eloquence was nrprking
even himself.

"Of course, it's hard." continued the

stricken man, "but we gotier bear up. We
gotter make light of our trouble, an' l>e

happy. It's hard, but we gotter laugh an'

sing."
Mr. Hyde recovered a weak echo of his

former voice.

•'I' ' harder than you know," he whis-

pered.

The expression on Mr. Wiggins's faee

changed quickly.

••What d' you meant" he asked hoarsely.

"Father," said Mr. Hyde, brokenly,
"father—he—he 's gone to the wall—with the

store. In a day or two he *s goin' to make an

assignment, an' Johnny Weeks expects to

buy the stock. Johnny 's got a mortgage on
the building, too. I dont know where he got

>ney
—maybe he saved it

—maybe it was
left to him—by an aunt—in Chicago. Dad
has n't got a cent left in the world."

Mr. Wiggins' face was not pleasant to

look at. His son-in-law caught a glimpse of

it. and went hastily on.

'•That 's what makes it so hard—harder

than you know," he said, "but we got to be

brave. We got to bear up under our trouble.

Wo got to laugh and sin;:."

II. stop|ied for Mr. Wiggins's approval
of these echoed sentiments, but it was not

forthcoming.
"Father ion the crash ahead some time

Mr. Hyde went on. "an' he says to

me: 'Wilfred, you got to do one of two

things—you either got to go to work, or you
to marry a girl with a bunch of money.'

An' that very day Johnny Weeks mentioned

to me about this fortune of yours. Hi
could n't remember the figure, but he said it

was pretty big. It seemed Providence to me.

that 's what it seemed. I needed money, an'

you had it. An' I'd always liked Carrie—at

school— 1 can 't work." he broke off, "I never

worked in my life. I aint strong -work ud

kill me."

Mr. Wiggins looked as though he hoped
it would. From his unfriendly face Mr.

Hyde turned to the blank he had drawn in

the matrimonial lottery. The look in Car-

rie's eyes touched a chord of pity some-

where in his flabby heart. After all, he re-

flected, here was a strong, noble woman to

love him—and work for him. He drew his

bride to him, and kissed her tenderly.
' - We 'II manage somehow, Carrie." he as-

sured her.

Again he faced his father-in-law.

er since I've knowed you." he said,

''you've had an awful big family. Seems to

me havin' just one more around would n't

make much difference to you. It would n't,

would it T"

Mr. Wiggins did not reply. Instead he

rose and started for the door. From the

rack in the hallway be selected a bat

at random, and crushed it down over

his eye>. Once outside, he joined
Broad Street in its undignified stag-

ger toward the drink eiii|K>rittiii on the

corner.



The Vigilantes

By Margaret Ashmun

We are the whirlwinds that winnow the West—
We scatter the wicked like straw!

We are the Nemeses, never at rest—
We are Justice, and Right, and the Law!

Moon on the snow and a blood-chilling- blast,

Sharp-throbbing hoofs like the heart-beat of fear,

A halt, a swift parley, a pause
—then at last

A stiff, swinging figure, cut darkly and sheer

Against the blue steel of the sky; ghastly white

Every on-looking face. Men, our duty was clear;

Yet ah ! what a soul to send forth to the night !

Ours is a service brute-hateful and grim;
Little we love the wild task that we seek ;

Are they dainty to deal with—the fear-rigid limb,

The curse and the struggle, the blasphemous shriek?

Nay, but men must endure while their bodies have breath
;

God made us strong to avenge Him the weak—
To dispense His sure wages of sin—which is death.

We stand for our duty : While wrong works its will,

Our search shall be stern and our course shall be wide;
Retribution shall prove that the just liveth still,

And its horrors and dangers our hearts can abide,

That safety and honor may tread in our path ;

The vengeance of Heaven shall speed at our side,

As we follow unwearied our mission of wrath.

We are the whirlwinds that winnow the West-
We scatter the wicked like straw!

We are the Nemeses, never at rest—
We are Justice, and Right, and the Law.'
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The Engagement of Allen Somers

By Agnes Poster Buchanan

ff*^^^ZJ^|HK big -i.-i-l skeleton .if the

r ^ W ff/l old Sl - Francis Hotel, as it

I v I ,C^ I was in tlie days of its gran-

HH » denr, loomed Dp like a

watch-tower on the we-'

ri Square. To the north,

east and south stretched I'mitlatt fields of

debris—brick and mortar and tons of old

iron and brass to gladden the junk mnn's

heart. The task of clearing it all away
seemed endless, hopeless, but directly in

front of t he fire patted ruin a gang of labor-

rked with will. Ml fling and clean-

in-.' the i>ile of bricks before them as though

upon their individual labors depended the

rebuilding of San Francisco. It was their

mite in the rehabilitation of the city.

ss the street, snuggled comfortably OH

nion Square itself, the Little

St. Francis had opened its doors under the

chaperonage. as it were, of its more preten-
tious predecessor.

Allen Huntsman Somers stood gazing

upon the scene of devastation around him

and musing upon the hopelessness of it all.

The sanguine souls to whom the rebuilding
of the city meant a year or two at most, ap-

peared to him in the light of poor deluded

fools.

"II 's enormous, vast, and with all their

grit and courage, it will be twenty years at

least before San Francisco will be what it

lie said, conclusively. "And now for

an hour's work before d nner.'' He lighted
irette and was turning away when a

merry, happy laugh came bubbling through

the open window above him.

"Kngaged! Are you really t" The voice

was incredulous, expectant. Somers felt

himself sharing the same surprise and fat

some reason waited to hear the answer.

When it came it was full of dignity, as

though rebuking in a way the insinuation

conveyed by the surprise and doubt of the

other's voice.

. I am really. Are you surprised f"

"Oh, no, I'm not exactly surprised, but

••e T have been abroad for so long that

I have lost track of things. Do 1 know
the lucky man?" stammered the other.

"No, I dont believe you do." came slowly

from the engaged girl. "And I wouldn't

say that he is particularly lucky neither

would you it' you were honest. My suitors

have not l>een remarkable in point of num-

bers, yon know. Hut you don! know this

one, I am sure—he's in the East— he lielongs

there."

"Hut you Ml ST tell me lis name—I'm
about to expire of curiosity," was the impa-
tient enjoinder. The listener outside found

himself in sympathy with it. He was be-

coming impatient, too.

"His name—oh yes." she faltered. "It ">

not to be announced for a long, long time,

Frances, but I'm engaged to Mr. Allen

Huntsman Somers!"

The surprised gentleman in quest ion could

never quite explain his first impulse as this

extraordinary fact was announced. It was

escape
—retreat! Hut almost instantly curi-

that great lever of human action, be-

gan to work. He must see the girl and im-

mediately.
The voices had ceased altogether before he

realized that if he was to get even a glimpse
of his self-acknowledged fiancee, the .>).

way to the tea-room would be the surest

solution of the problem.
IN- stepped quickly through the square,

into the hotel foyer
—

passed the desk and

with eager steps reached the room wherein

sat the woman Fate had decreed he was
to marry! He experienced the almos'

gotten sensation of being excited. Was she

young, or old, he wondered—fair or darkf

He hoped her hair was brown with lots of

red in it. Ot course, he decided her eyes
lie brown, soft and limpid

—the k.nd

that would meet his fearlessly and yet grow
tender as his soul looked nit b)

"Were you looking for some one, sirf the
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head waiter ventured. Somers started. He

stared around the tea-room. It was ahso-

lutely empty save for the dozen or more idle

waiters who stood around frankly bored by

the dearth of business and the accompanying
dearth of fees.

"No, that is, yes, I was. Were there two

ladies in here—at that table?" asked Somers.

pointing to the corner near the window.

"Yes, sir," replied the waiter, "two young
ladies. They aint been gone a moment, sir."

"Thanks, I'll find them," said Somers as

he turned away, knowing in his heart that he

would n't do anything of the kind.

Somers had never given the subject of

marriage much thought. He had supposed
in a vague, impersonal sort of way that some

day or somehow he would marry. Almost

all the men he knew were married and were

always advising him to do the same.

Whether this came from a friendly solicita-

tion for his highest happiness or whether

it was the old cry of misery for company, he

could never determine. He was inclined to

the latter theory. Of course he had imagined
himself in love—many times, each time with

a sense of finality. As the years had gone

by, however, and he had contributed his

share toward the ushering in of thirty-six

glad or sorry New Years, his convictions as

to his ultimate benedictine state had become
somewhat less positive. But today they had

returned in all their original force. And
with them, too, came a certain resentfulness.

Why should he have to marry if he did n't

want to? Who was this very positive, as-

sertive young woman who had unblushingly
announced that she intended to lead him to

the altar? While he was willing to cede

that the married state was the one rational

one for modern society, he would still have

preferred to reserve the right to do his own

courting. He certainly had no recollection of

asking this unknown claimant to his name.

Terrible visions as to when and where he

might have committed himself retarded his

dressing for dinner and made him a poor
guest that night at the table of Mr. and Mrs.

Lawrence Farrish.

Katherine Farrish noticed that something
was wrong and wondered afterward to her

husband whether Allen Somers was engaged.

"Why?" asked Mr. Farrish.

"Because he was so perfectly stupid and

distrait all through dinner. I certainly hope

he's not going to be that way all the month

he 's with us at San Anselmo. or I'll be sorry

you asked him. If it 's so, and he 'd tell me
who she is, I'd ask her, too. As it is, he '11

have to get along with Barbara Barton as

best he can. She 's a dear, but—she 's not

very popular with men, is she, Lawrence?"

and Mrs. Farrish looked doubtfully and ap-

pealingly to the other member of their fam-

ily of two.

"What 's the use of worrying about Sep-
tember when its only July ? Allen was prob-

ably working out some new plot or perhaps
this work he 's doing for the Criterion got

on his nerves today. He and Barbara will

get along famously, I know."

But the dinner had not been a success as

far as Somers was concerned, and he knew

it. He also knew that it was migluy nice

of the Farrishs to ask him to Marin County
for the month of September, but somehow

the zest had been taken out of things by
the conversation he had inadvertently

overheard that afternoon. Perhaps it was

the uncertainty of it all that annoyed him.

At any rate, it was with a decided feeling

of discontent with himself, the unknown

girl, and the world in general that he re-

turned to the St. Francis that night. At

the desk he was given several letters and a

small package, the latter and one of the let-

ters addressed in the same handwriting and

bearing no post mark.

These interested him most. "Where have

I seen that writing?" he thought. "If Marie

Thayer were on this side of the Atlantic,

I'd swear it was hers. But Marie has

never forgiven me our old scores, so it cer-

tainly is n't from her." He opened the note

with some curiosity. It was dated:

The Little St. Francis.

Seven o 'Clock.

My Dear Allen—I've just heard the news! ! !

and I want to be the first to offer my con-

gratulations, even if I miss my train by
stopping to write this note. I dont know the

young lady's name, but I've seen her, and
it 's not hard to tell that she 's desperately
in love! That 's natural—I think I was in

love with you once myself, wasn't I? Or at

least I thought I was, which served the same

purpose! Please explain to your fiancee that

I was a most unwilling listener to her conver-

sation this afternoon in the tea room. She will

understand. She will also probably remember
that she dropped this little package, which I
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am leaving with this note. I picked it up and

as I have not the slightest clew as to who
she is, I inquired at the desk on the merest

chance of finding you registered here. You

see, I have recollections of you in the role of

3uitor and I knew that you would not be far

from your lady 's side if you could help it. So

I am sure you will undertake to return the

package to her—it feels as though it might
be a small picture and was probably intended

for you, anyhow.
I am going Kast tonight, but I hope to have

the pleasure of knowing the future Mrs. 8om-
ers when I return in September. By the way,
I 'm sorry I can 't say she 's pretty, Allen,

but of course that doesn't matter to you
now, for Love is blind, they say. Besides,

she looks as though she 'd make a good house-

keeper and had a sweet disposition. Good
luck! Yours, MAKIK.

Somers read the impudent letter through
twice and then tore it up and threw it away.
"What a cat that woman is! A sweet

disposition!
—that's one woman's way of

damning another. Well, it's more than you
have, anyhow." he said to himself.

Dp in his room he turned the package
over and over, wondering what in the world

to do with it. He held to it almost pas-

sionately as the one clue to the woman he

sought. He tugged at the string and tried

to peek through the paper. He was a child

again in his curiosity and indecision. But
who had a better right T She was the girl

be—no—not quite the girl he loved, but

the girl he was to marry, which of course is

<|tiite different.

Other engaged men, he thonght, had the

happiness of looking into the very eye* of
the chosen one; of even holding them close,

close, close to them, of kissing their hair,

their cheeks, yes and sometimes their lips.

too, while be— It was the death smiL'L'le

of his wavering doubts. His prot.
sense of honor wM silenced, and with an

impatient jerk he opened the box. The
face before him gazed back at him very

frankly. Her eyes met his with such open
enmaraderie that it was his turn rather than

hers to be embarrassed. It was not a face

over which a man might be expected to lose

his head. It was cold, lifeless. Sbe was

radantly beautiful, but with the beauty of

an exquisite piece of marble.

"She's an aristocrat at any rate," mused
Somers. "I'll be proud of her." Her fea-

ture* were perfectly chiselled—her hair

combed straight back from the forehead,

left uncovered a broad white brow from

under which the two unwavering eye* looked

steadfa.-tlv into those of the man before

her.

"There's something lacking in that girl's

face." Somers "1 think I know
what it is, too. She has never loved. Why
then in the name of heaven does she want to

marry met" he exclaimed as he replaced the

picture iti the box.

That niirht was not a restful one. All

through the long hours until dawn fair

faeea and ugly came beckoning to him from

the shadows. Here was a dark-haired aou-

whom he had known in the days of

bja vet(lain\. Surely he had never asked

her the all-important question. Around her

bang yards and yards of legal documents

which looked for all the world like suits for

breach-of-promise. Somers breathed more

freely when the dark-eyed enchantress waa

strangled in a tangle of her own weaving and

the strings of legal papers disappeared with

the instigator of them.

And then right through the transom

floated the kimona of a dainty little Jap-
anese girl.

"The in.: of the Orient," moaned

the haunted man.

"Tour servant loves the honorable

stranger," she cooed in a soft gentle voice.

"Tea, yes, I know, but I never asked you
to marry roe, now did It" pleaded Somers.

The almond-eyed beauty faded away only to

Live place to a legion of others. They
floated around him, above him, came tantal-

iziiiL'ly near and then, with impish lau

made their mocking ol»eisanee and fled.

Presently out of the confusion the girl

appeared for whom he had been look

the girl with the brown hair the sun love*

and with brown eyes which met his fearless-

ly and yet grew tender as his soul reached

out to hers. She wasn't the least bit of a

beauty. But hadn't Marie Thayer taken

pains to tell him thatt Her noae was ter-

ribly humpy, he thought, and her mouth was

mighty sweet, but it certainly conformed to

no standard of beauty he had ever heard of.

anted to talk to her, his hand reached

out instinctively to touch hers, but over her

shoulder appeared the girl of the picture,

cold, stately. There was now a lurking ear-
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casm in the faint smile she gave to Somers,

and his hand was withdrawn as impulsively

as it had been extended. The obi gations of

an engaged man rested heavily upon him.

At last the whole aggregation of unwel-

come visitors left him, but it was the loving

and lovable face of the girl with the irregu-

lar mouth and funny nose that nodded last

to Somers and who blew a kiss from her

finger tips in spite of the disapproving

glances of the woman he was to marry.

Through the long, dusty, dirty days that

followed, Somers kept feverishly at his

work. The material for his new series of

articles had to be collected, segregated and

the boiTowed manuscripts returned.

The Trades blew with unusual vigor that

year, bringing whole clouds of dust and

ashes at every gust, and making San Fran-

cisco the least habitable spot in the country.
But the month of September lay ahead of

Soiners and he looked forward to the quiet

beauty of Marin County as a respite from
the wind and dust of the city. The thought
of his fiancee was ever, though perhaps sub-

consciously, in his mind. Strangely enough,
he had come to accept the situation as one

over which he had no control. It was fool-

ish, absurd perhaps, but to his exaggerated
sense of honor there seemed no choice as to

his loyalty to the unknown girl of the St.

Francis.

Barbara Barton certainly was not a

beauty. No" one had ever taken the trouble

to conceal the fact from her. Her mother
had never tried to deceive even herself on

this subject. Barbara, the child, yearned and
thirsted for some little of the flattering idol-

atry she heard so extravagantly lavished

upon the children with whom she played.

Barbara, the girl, had looked forward to her

first dance with keen pangs of despair and
dread rather than with any sensations of de-

light. That eventful night, she remembered,
she fairly hugged the sheltering protection
of the dressing room and only the knowl-

edge that the plunge had to be taken had

dragged her out into the glare and flare of

the opening figure of the german.
That Winter seemed now to have belonged

to another existence. Having presented her

to her friends, her mother was quite willing
to consider her duty done and to allow Bar-

bara to follow her own free fancy of living

with her books and piano rather than with

people. Little by little then the girl created

a world of her own—one wherein Barbara

Barton was the ideal woman. She was grace-

ful and accomplished, of course. She was

fair to look upon, and, living in a realm of

imagination, these attributes naturally

brought with them that far more to be de-

sired boon—popularity. At last she knew

what it meant to have women anxious to

know her, to have men radiant or cast down

according to her graciousness, or lack of it.

There was a tacit understanding between the

real Barbara and the ideal that the' latter

should never fall in love—at least not for a

long, long time—not until the story of say-

ing "no" to her many suitors had become

monotonous. That happened one day when

she was turning over the pages of a maga-
zine.

The announcement of a hew serial caught

her eye, a sketch of the author attracted her,

his picture created an ideal. She read every-

thing published under his name, she sub-

scribed to clipping bureaus for anything that

might appear in the press about him. Oc-

casionally a newspaper contributed a crude

cut of him and this was promptly cut out

and framed. Her room was a veritable gal-

lery of one man's picture, and the man was

Allen Huntsman Somers.

For days following the conversation at

the St. Francis, Barbara lived in a state of

fear an.d uncertainty as to what to do next.

Unfortunately she had chosen a man of rep-

utation for her mythical fiancee—a man
whose work was known on both sides of the

continent. Nevertheless she rejoiced secretly

that since she had had but one arrow to send

into the air, her aim had been high and true.

As the 26th of July,
'

the day of her im-

pulsive burst of confidence, became more

and more remote, the nature of her offense

became less serious—her engagement itself

more and more a sweet reality.

Sometimes, and then it was with a sudden

paralysis of her senses, the thought came

to her that perhaps he was already married !

But after all, what mattered it? In such a

world, a few wives more or less were no

obstacle. Wives, children, whole families

could fade away or be created at will. There

was a certain very palpable convenience in

it, conspicuously lacking in the cut-and-dried

life about her.
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So the tirst of September came in its soft,

quiet beauty. It brought with it a convic-

tion in the mind of Barbara Barton that

her engagement to Mr. Somers had existed

long enough
—at least as far as Frances

I>;ii\\ood sharing the knowledge of it was
concerned. The time had come when she

should break it and she decided to send Miss

Darwood a little note explaining the situation

as gracefully as possible. She sat down at

her desk, and drew the paper toward her.

She hardly knew how to begin. She leaned

her head upon her hand, and, glancing up,
came face to face with the presiding genius
of her room. She brought the picture nearer

and as she gazed at it all thought of re-

pudiation fled. Further reflection was in-

terrupted by the telephone, with an aggres-
sive, imperative demand for attent on.

"Oh, Barbara," came over the line, "are

you busy? Can't you ride with us this aft-

ernoon ? We have an awfully attractive

man visiting us and he 's crazy about rid-

ing, so I'm looking to you to help me enter-

tain him."

"Yes, indeed, I'll go—I'm never too busy
to ride, you know. When do you want to

start?" answered Barbara.

"Right away, if it 's all right for you.
And look here, we 've told him all sorts of

nice things about you, so it will be ghastly
if you dont like him. He 's to be here a

whole month, and I do hope you two will

get along together."

"Katherine Farrish always puts new life

into a person," thought Barbara, as her

maid pulled on her riding boots. "Perhaps
it 's because she inspires one with self-con-

fidence."

Her favorite, Minnehaha, was at the door
as she came downstairs and a second later

the party from the Farrishs came galloping

up the drive. Mrs. Farrish had done a

tactful thing in arranging that Barbara and
Somers should meet under these conditions.

In her well-cut habit, her Engl'sh derby,
the girl showed to her best advantage.

"Hello, Barbara," called Mrs. Farrish.

"Oh, here you are," as Barbara appeared.
"May I present Mr. Somers?—Miss Bar-
ton."

The silence which followed seemed etern-

ity after eternity rolled into one ghastly

pause. Barbara knew of course that both
men were out of their saddles. Lawrence

Farrish was holding her hand. Mr. Somers,
she felt rather than knew, was regarding
her with an amused half-quizzical smile.

"Oh, heavens," thought Katherine Far-

rish, "Barbara is going to desert me after

all, and is shutting herself up in her shell

as usual. I'll have to do something." Then

aloud, "Now come on. I'll race you all to

the gate. If we dont get started soon we '11

never get to the Summit and back before

dinner."

They cantered down the avenue, through
the gates of the Barton Place, on to the

county road and turned toward Fairfax be-

fore a word was spoken. Barbara's brain

was surging. There was but one sane

thought it could hold and the longer she

dwelt upon it, the less sane it appeared.
This was HE ! He was here, actually here

by her side. Allen Somers, to whom she

had announced her engagement two months
before. She turned toward him, feeling an

almost uncontrollable desire to put out her

hand and touch his, ever so lightly, just to

prove to herself that the last hour did not

belong to her make-believe world.

At last her eyes met his and they both

laughed merrily.
"Wont you tell us, Miss Barton, what the

weighty subject was? To whom you should

give your first german this Winter?"
"For shame," she laughed, "as though my

Winter's program were still unsettled. You
should see my waiting list of substitutes!"

She stopped in confusion, feeling the

blood in her cheeks. That was the sort of

speech she had practiced time and time

again on Mr. Somers—the Mr. Somers of
her imagination. Then, as suddenly as her

momentary embarrassment came, it was

gone. Why not, thought she, forget the old

Barbara of self-conscious awkwardness and
make the new Barbara to reign in her stead?

It was only for one short month, and she

would, if possible, have Somers know her as

she would be rather than as she was.

That was but the beginning. Day after

day, all through September, she and Somers
drove and walked and rode together. Given
two people of congenial temperaments,

propinquity and Marin County and the

Q. E. D. is a simple proposition.
One day very late in September, Law-

rence Farrisli lounged lazily into his wife's

sitting room.
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"KalheririP." tajd lie, throwing himself on

i In- much, "didn't you once M] you t lioii-^ht

rs was engaged?"
Katlierine looked up quickly from her

work. "I certainly never did. How should

1 have known such a thing ?" she asked.

"l>ont you remember, dear," lie answered,
"one night Sm . .lined with us in town—"

"Oh. I know what you mean." she inter-

rupted. "I rememlier he was awfully stupid

that night and I eouhl think of no better ex-

All men are apt to be hopelessly

stupul during 'hat period, you know," she

laughed.

"Thank you in the name of the sex," re-

joined her husband. "I know that I wag no

lion to the rule. Mine, however, is an

incurable case and not merely temporary in

sanity. But listen, I have a secret!"

This time Mrs. Farrish threw down her

work instantly. If there was a secret, she

must be in it.

Her husband looked tantalizingly mysteri-
"t'an 't you guess." he asked.

. I can 't and what 's the use when
von can tell met Please hurry

—I'm dying
to know," pleaded Katlierine.

"Well, .stupid or not," lie answered, "I

think Allen is engaged now and f rather
• -t Barbara is the girl !"

"Oh, Iiawrence, wouldn't that be simply

great? Let 's fix it!" exclaimed his wife, en-

thusiastic at once.

"Let 's keep our tinkers out of it," he re-

turned. "The two people most vitally con-

cerned can generally 'tix things' far better

without any extraneous aids. If you dont

believe me, come hen-."

He drew her toward the window. Before

them the whole of Boss Valley spread itself

in it.» own wotnlr his beauty. Ked Hill rose

directly in front of them. San Anselmo sta-

tion was just far enough away to obliterate

the ugliness of the little red shanty that

-eiMil as a ticket otlice, and beyond on the

far horizon were the bay and harbor of

Sausalito. It was the immediate foreground,

however, that interested the Farrishs.

Two horses came slowly up the drive.

They were evidently following their own
fancies as to direction and speed. Their

riders' thoughts were apparently not on

their bridles. The face of the man was dark
and gloomy, quite in contrast with the light-

headedness of the irirl lieside him.

"I'm not much of a Mot H 1 could tell

you in one guess what they're talking

about," laughed Jim.

"The weather, I suppose," suggested his

"Well, it il. e- n't look like a particularly

bright day for poor Somen, does it?" he

a-keil "Perhaps Itarbara has turned him

down after all. 1 almost with that crowd

wasn't coming OTW tonight since it's his

la»t day here. I'm sun- he'd rather have

Barbara alone than with that gossipy I

Thayer around. How did you ever BBpfMH
to ask her. anyhow

"Well," answered Katlierine, slowly. "I\.

always thought that Marie and Allen had

had some trouble and that if they were to-

gether again for a while"—she stopped.
"I'm sorry now, but how could I tell that

things were going to turn out this way?"
she Mkadj helplessly.

"You couldn't, but it's another lesson in

letting people do their own loving and hal-

langfcad Lawn
Allen and Barbara were just returning

from their favorite ride the winding, tor-

tuous road to the Summit. F.\cr since that

first ride, now almost a month ago. the

mit had been the objective point toward

which they had oftenest turned their horses'

heads.

The four weeks of Somers' wsit were

nearly gone. It had taken him but one to

make several important discoveries. He

found in that short space of time that he

really liked queer little mouths with short

n]>l i-r lips and that dark brown eyes could

be most attractive even if the nose below

them iras humpy. And it was this same

outlandish, irregular nose which recalled the

girl of his dreams. And lo! one day she

and Barbara were the same.

The face of the girl in the little frame in

his trunk became in those days more of a

memory than anything else, though one

which was apt to haunt him st just the

wrong moment.
That very day she had intruded herself

upon Somen in a most inopportune fash-

ion. He and Barbara had reached the

mit and were resting before starting home-

ward.

"This has been a great month over I

-aid Soniers, stretched out on the gra>-

hate to leave it all—and vmi."
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"That is what I might call a graceful

speech," laughed Barbara. "It carried with

it almost the note of conviction, too," she

added lightly.

Somers glanced up at her. Occasionally

there was a dash of coquetry about her,

which Somers had never been able to associ-

ate with Irs idea of her.

She was just then leaning against a big

redwood—her face turned half away from

him, her eyes following the line of the bay
miles below them.

"I meant it to carry that. Miss Barton,"
Somers said, seriously. "Barbara," he

added, impulsively, "I mean more than

that—I want—" He stopped abruptly. The

girl of the little frame, forgotten for the

moment, had suddenly reasserted herself.

To Barbara the sudden pause meant noth-

ing more than a not altogether unnatural

hesitation, born perhaps of some slight doubt

as to the result of his declaration. Over
and over again, she had pictured just such a

situation. Her woman's intuition had told

her that Somers cared for her—it was a

woman's whim to defer the moment of ca-

pitulation.

She broke the pregnant silence which fol-

lowed Somers' last words, with a care-little

laugh.

"Come, it 's time to be moving, if you ex-

pect to see me at dinner at 7 o'clock. As it,

is, I'll have barely time to dress."

"Wait just a moment, please," urged
Allen, putting out a detaining hand and

keeping one of Barbara's in his own. "There
are two things I must say to you—one I

have no right to, but it 's the greatest thing
in the world, the only thing worth living for.

You know that I love you, Barbara, do you
not, dear? But no, dont answer me, for I

have no right to ask—because—because I

am engaged to another girl ! Oh, dont think

I blame you," as Barbara gently drew away
her hand- "You must think what you will

of me—that I am a cad, a brute. I deserve

it all."

The gill felt a passionate, hysterical desire

to laugh aloud. The curtain had been rung
down on the farce at last—the farce that

had lasted thirty days. Its prologue had
had for its setting the tea-room of the St.

Francis. The climax had been reached. Why
should she be dissatisfied because the plot
had not followed the promise of the pro-

logue and the leading man had become en-

gaged to the wrong girl !

Somers's love phrases were still echoing
somewhere in her brain, but brought with

them no resonance of truth, and to them
she gave little heed and no credence. She

could see but one graceful exit for them

both, and that depended entirely upon her.

"Your two statements are paradoxical,"
she answered, taking up the thread of con-

versation where it had been dropped. "One
is a fact—the other a creation of a too lively

imagination coupled with th's very romantic

surroundings. Now tell me about the girl
—

is she pretty?"
"How like a woman !" said Somers. "Yes,

I suppose you 'd say she was pretty," he

added, thinking of the picture Marie Thayer
had sent him and forgetting at the same time

the very unequivocal opinion she had given
him as to his fiancee's beauty.

"I should have known better than to have

asked such a question," returned Barbara.

"As though she could be anything else but

beautiful. Is she dark or fair—^is she tall

or—"
"Oh, if you really want to talk about her,

I'll tell you as much as I can," said Somers,

wearily. "She is—let me see—she 's fair,

blue eyes, I think—light curly hair—good

skin, I believe," he said, almost to himself,

in a hesitating sort of way that gave to

Barbara the impression that he was hunting
around in his memory for a recollection.

"She holds her head very straight and

very- high," he went on, "so high that it

does n't seem possible that she '11 ever bend

it to any one and—"

"Oh, I know a girl just like that. You
could n't have drawn a better picture of her.

Perhaps she 's the same girl," interposed
Barbara suddenly. "Is she in California?"

"Yes, I believe so," answered Somers, ab-

sently. "Oh, yes, yes, of course she is," he

hastened to add, realizing how his uncer-

tainty must strike Barbara.

She herself was possessed with such a

new and paralyzing thought that the strange-
ness in Allen's vo ce and speech was almosr

lost upon her. What if this fiancee of his

was after all Frances Darwood, the recip-

ient of her gushing confidence in the St.

Francis ! Allen's description of the girl was
a vivid picture of Frances. She MUST
know the worst and at once.
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"My girl's name- the om WJ like TOBTS

is Frances Darwood. Is she to be the future

Mrs. Somers?" she asked as they turned into

the Barton place. There was a very painful
moment of absolute quiet

—a fiercely tense

moment of doubt on one side—of consterna-

tion and vacillation on the other. His

silence. prolonged as it was, struck Barbara

as a rebuke. He had probably not wanted
i' her the girl's name, and she hastened

to apologize.

"Oh, Barbara, please
—

please dont ever

apologize to me for anything. Why should

you? It's your right to know everything
and if it were possible you should. But." he

paused a second, and as she jumped out of

the saddle and turned to leave him, "indeed,

dear, I can 't tell you
—because, you see, I

dont know who she is mysel:

Up in her room that evening, after her

abrupt disraiasa] of Allen. Barbara had to

face one or two unwelcome troths, It

-eless to attempt any further deception
with herself. She acknowledged frankly

Ja<lly that she loved Allen, denying

nothing in spite of its hopelessness. But he

had said that he loved her! That was the

.reat truth which knocked insistently

upon the silence of her heart. And he had

meant it, too! Of that she was sure. With

the intoxication of that thought, however,

came the sobering one that he was bound to

another. Not even to accomplish her own

happiness would she have had him break that

bond I afterward with a

glad throb of thanksgiving that he had held

his faith. The measure of his honor was

the measure of her

The d'nner that - raid be nothing
but an ordeal, and Barbara knew it.

of the party had arrived liefore her. A
quick glance told her that Somers wi

in the room, and it was not until they wen*

quite at the table that she found hint He
-ite and was sitting next to I girl

whom Barbara had never seen. She was

carrying on with Somers. what seemed to

her lo be a Sprightly flirtation, thongh Bar

hara had to acknowledge that the rcc'picnt

of her attentions appeared desperately

bored. Once OV twice she fe upon
her and then, woman-like, she became in-

stantly devotedly interested in the man at

her right
The dinner was almost over when Bar-

bara realized that the woman next to Mr
rs was staring her out of countenance.

-How ill brad," thongs* Barbara to her-

-elf. "I wonder who she is!" Tin

quietly turned toward Some
"Why did n't you tell me she was beret

And why did Mrs. Farr'sh condemn you to

separation all through dinner T" she added,

in a bantering tone.

Recollections of the Summit were upper
moat in Somers's mind just then, and it was

a hag way down to the plane of his part-

ner's thoughts.
"W s here!" he asked, abruptly. H

that Barbara, even across the table heard

him. She heard also the balf-whspered

reply.
"Your lianc-e! The girl of the St. Fran-

i-rooni !"

"Here!" be exclaimed in a tense, harsh

mistook the inflection. "Oh.

you need n't try to deny it to me. You see

I'm one of the elect. I heard the news from

her own lips." and she smiled across the

table at Barbara. Following her dance.

Somers met the girl's eyes. There w:i- in

them an expression of surrender, appeal,

humiliation, all in one.

"She evidently does not want to announce

it tonight, does she?" lautrhed Miss Thayer.

"Well, her secret is safe with me. But I

want to know her, Allen: what is her

name ?"

A of repulsion, stronger than

the woman at his side possessed

him. He knew at last who the girl l

whom he was l
wondered in a

\ what had led her to

make such an announcement. He could not

understand that. N'ot that he really cared.

.lined that sbs bai

bless her. The mportant thing just then

was to stop the gossip beside him who bad

unfortunately overheard the same

ion. And yet without her he might
never have come into the possession of his

own.

There seemed but one way out of the awk-

ward situation, but would Barbara a

One glance at the girl's suffering face de-

cided him. Mrs. Farrish was pushing back

her liar and as Somers rose, lie said, just

loudly enough for Barbara to catch the

words, "Certainly. Marie. 1 want you to meet
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Miss Barton. And there 's really no neces-

sity to keep the secret any longer. We
were going to ask Katherine to announce it

tonight, so you can be the first to congratu-

late me,'' and he looked toward Barbara with

the happy light of possession already in his

eyes, yet with a note of pleading in his

voice.

Barbara answered with a smile, and with

a sweet content in her heart and an uncon-

scious pride in the uplifted head, passed out

of the room ahead of Marie Thaver.



History, Fiction and the

Point of View

By Porta Gamett

ttJ™™S3'B lll: barber who has the flr»t

Rft^H^^n «'hair in the shop is not al-

l-A. HJfe I

" :1N> tne be8 * workman. As
r rmrW^M ' a "tatter of fact, he is often

the poovtat. Anyone taking
far granted that the boss

orial artist." who presides over the first

chair, must be better than tin- artists far-

ther down the line, is likely to learn his error

at the expense of his cuticle. The boss is

simply possessed of more business ability

than his employes, although, in point of

ay with shears and razor, they may
be his masters. It is the same way in other

arts—other than tonsorial—in literature, for

example. The persons sitting in high places
are seldom the greatest artists. Ik-re in the

we have am pies of this very
thing, -lack [<ondon is one of these and
(iertrude Atherton is another. Both are able

and famous, hut neither is an artist it' meas-

ured by si In the case of

\therton it is only necessary to turn to

her last hook. Ustinov (The Authors and

•pen Assoeistfon), to prove the truth

of this statement.

There are at least two ways of looking at.

of judging;, every booh that is written; these

are, with an eye for the interest evoked or

far the artistry displayed. As I have urged
variously and often in these essays, the first

attitude is the attitude of the majority; it

is the attitude of the public mind and of the

child mind, which are. in truth, one and the

same thin'.'. Hut some books present more
than these two primary aspects; they are

eomplex both Mm matter and man-
mbataDM and art; they may have

psychological connotations, snpertieiil or

profound; they may l>e interpretive of eon-

taioMMan; or they may be historiral. Of

based upon a foundation of history. Some
books, therefore, deficient in interest and

worthless as literature, may claim a certain

importance arising from some one of the

other qualities enumerated above. It ia

with a group of books with historical con-

notations that I am at present coni

and Betanov is one of these.

Any hook that Mi--. Atherton writes is of

importance, not only because she is one of

the representative writers of the West and

of America, but because she chooses well her

subjects, because she presents them with

force and skill, because she is not governed

by fashion in literature, because, whate\er

may be said of her books, it must be admitted

that they are always pregnant and informing.
The most noteworthy thing about Mr-.

Atherton's novels is a quality which I can

express "iily by the word grasp. Not only
has she her subject well in hand, but aha

brings to it a wealth of worldly acumen,

which, combined with a certain thoroughness,
enables her to express herself with mat

The hand of the trained writer is at all

times apparent—the "grasp" of a mind
schooled in life, one that has studied men and

women in their inter-relations rather than in

their subjective consciousness. It is this

faculty which enables her to give a certain

contour to the personality of Rexanow in his

character as a diplomatist. (Mrs. Atherton

has the bad taste to prefer the word diplo-

mat—if word it be. I hope no one will

"refer" me to the dictionary for this com-
ment. Dictionaries are an invention of the

devil for the use of fools.)

I know of no one more free from affecta-

tion in writing than Mrs. Atherton. She

writes apparently with great ease. Many
passages give the impression of having flown

from her pen. There is never a suggestion
of labor. She is not one of those Western
writers whom I have characterized as pos-
sessed of facility without felicitv. She is
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always facile and usually felicitous, with,

now ami then, a brilliantly turned phrase.

To speak of her as a stylist is, however.

absurd. And yet. in the back of her last

book, there are a number of flattering no-

tices of Mrs. Atherton's novels from the

press of Great Britain—where, if we are to

believe John Churtcn Collins, log-rolling is

as rampant as it is in this country
—and

among them one from the Manchester Guar-

dian, which says: "Her style has rare and

notable virtues—a fine vocabulary, rhythm,

movement, directness." This statement is

only true in part. Mrs - Atherton has an

excellent vocabulary (including promusch-

leniki), but rhythm she has not, and move-

ment and directness are not distinguishing-

features of her literary manner. One finds

her frequently verbose, but she seems always

to be spontaneous. It is this facility that

has betrayed the author of a. dozen success-

ful novels into turning out in Rezanov, what,

taken as a whole, must be considered a

piece of slip-shod work. She .mastered her

material as far as the study of sources was

concerned, and then manufactured a story

with the ease and skill that is hers. The re-

sult is a good book gone wrong—a master-

piece manque. Anyone with literary dis-

cernment and a blue pencil could improve
Rezanov twenty-five i

er cent in two hours.

There have been many essays to make use

of historical material in the fiction of the

West, but, for the most part, by authors

who have brought no distinction to these at-

tempts. The wealth of lore that exists in

the archives is inexhaustible. The richness

of the material in the Bancroft Library alone

is enormous. Just how much historical and

literary treasure there is in this great collec-

tion—now owned by the University of Cali-

fornia, by which institution it was pur-
chased some years ago at what those who
know considered a bargain figure of $260,-
000—no one can tell because its contents

have not teen thoroughly canvassed.

There has been of late a revival of the

study of Western history as a basis for

story and novel—serious and conscientious

study from primary sources, and, uo doubt,

important work will in time result. It is a

fact, however, that the West has not as yet

produced an historian who even approaches
the first rank. The only work in history thus

far. produced in the West is the great work

of Bancroft, which is, at best, poor history

by a poor historian. It stands, however, as

an effort to do real historical work from pri-

mary Sources, and is far more important as

having caused the asseml ling of the Ban-

croft Library than as an historical work.

Bancroft was notorious as an historian

but celebrated as a collector. His library,

consisting largely of Spanish manuscripts,
has I een known in Europe for the past forty

years as one of the greatest collections of

documents bearing upon a mere or less cir-

cumscribed subject (the civilization of the

West) in existence. Indeed it is not too

much to say that some foreign scholars have

thought of San Francisco only as the city

that housed the Bancroft Library. But in

the very quarters where Bancroft was famed
as a collector, and by the very men who
wrute with scholarly enthusiasm of his great

collection, he was ignored as an historian

and his voluminous work dismissed as an in-

ferior production.
Mrs. Atherton in a list of authorities

acknowledges her indebtedness to Bancroft's

Histories of California and Alaska. She
has made use of secondary sources while pri-

mary sources were ready to her hand in the

Bancroft Library. But perhaps she did not

regard the writing of Rezanov as important

enough to include rummaging among musty
manuscripts in its preparation. It is among
the books and musty manuscripts of the Ban-

croft collection, however, that the material

for many works of history and historical

fiction will be found.

Among the writers who have undertaken

to base fiction upon the facts of Western

history, Mrs. Atherton commands the most

attention. Her position as an author of in-

ternational fame, her ability, and the trend

of her ideals give encouragement to the hope
that her labors will result in works inter-

pretive of Western civilization that will

have permanent value. She must remember
that the writing of history is the most seri-

ous, the most responsible work that an author

can undertake. Up to a certain point she

is evidently conscientious and painstaking in

the gathering and preparation of her ma-

terial, and it is the more a pity tha"t she is

not over-conscientious or painstaking in its

presentation. It seems a pity to find her

primed with data and information—of a sec-

ondary character, but gathered at the cost of
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great labor and much reading—which she

weaves skillfully into a story that gives the

impression of having been written currtnte

ealamo. There is just that much art in it

author could put into it without effort

The story, as I have said, is patently the

work of a trained writer. It seems as it it

were turned out by a marvelous machine.

n no sense inspired, but, now and then,

the author seems to be hi vein, to have had

a good day as it were, and the faithful ma-
chine turns out a better article.

Atherion. albeit a trained writer, is

not a literary artist. She lacks del.

sensitiveness and taste as those qualities ap-

ply to literary structure and expression
—it

is needless to >ay that without them style

cannot exist. She. has psychological subtlety,

but not artistic -uhtlely. She uses words

skilfully, but not artfully. Her literary

manner is trend, hut it displays neither

finesse nor finish.

All of which does not mean that there is

Ml much to admire and much to enjoy in

nov. The adroitness with which the ele-

ments of history and description are handled,

giving as they do a savor of old

Francisco, subtly suggested, must charm

everyone, and delight those Who knew the

city in its maturity. But it should be borne

in mind that this story of Gertrude Ather-

ton's does not depend for its appeal upon an

interest in its theme and setting. It will be

read b\ N'-w Yorker and Londoner with al-

as much interest as by (alifornians,

which is mi re than can be said for moat of

the novels that come out of the West. This

•ause there is mastery in Rezanov even

if it be lacking in the refinements of art.

Hut with the good qualities of this story

fully in view, one cannot but feel that a

woman of Mrs. Atherton'a ability, a woman
who i an write the historical novel of Cali-

fornia, as perhaps no other among our

• m writers could, should squander her

rail and her skill upon a story so largely

trivial as this. From the point of view of

history it is robbed of what value it may
have by the intrusion of the trivial and fan-

tastic; from the point of view of literature

it is too artless, it has too much the character

of fugitive writing, to be regarded seriously;

it remains an interesting, human narrative.

and interesting human narratives are a dn\g
on the market.

When Mr-. Atherton had sketched out her

-t.iry from her notes, and began the actual

writing ot I why did she not

with the determination to make it wort:

-ne had been at to collect her ma-
terial f Why did she not build for the fu-

ture either a contribution to history in

lietion form or a contribution to literature;
a book, in short, that years hence would be

taken seriously as history, as literature or
as bothf

In a spirited communication recently ad-

dresser to the London Times, Mrs. Atherton
contended that, for the sake of accuracy,
authors should visit the [daces they describe.

She took a trip to Sitka. Alaska, at a con-

siderable expense, in order that a tew, a very
few, allusions to the place and its surround

ings in RftMMOS should bear the stamp of

accuracy. That sort of authorial conscience
(a different thing from literary conscience)

ubtless, highly commendable, but ac-

curacy has notning whatever to do with liter-

ature as such. Lafcadio Hearn wrote what
is acknowledged to be the best account of

the ascent of Fujiyama, although he never
climbed the sacred mountain, and instances
of this kind could be multiplied indefinitely,

heless we will admit that Mrs. At her
ton's authorial conscience is praiseworthy,
but how nullified when it finds expression not

in an iuq ortant Western novel, but in a

crude story.

I cannot refrain from calling attention to

the incredible sophistication of one of her

characters, a lad of fifteen, Santiago Ar-

giiell ;>. the son of Jose Mario de Argiiello,

subsequent to the period of the story.
becalm alifornia. We are

to the precociousness of the

S| anish, but when Senorita Santiago holds

forth in the following manner one is con-

scious of a severe wrench at the verities. I

disconnectedly from a long speech
which begins on page 86 :

You aspire very high for a little girl of the

wilderness, without fortune, and only half a

coat of arms, so to speak. . . . Shelikov '•

schemes were but sketches beside Rezanov '»,

who from im.roly a courtier und a gty blood

about town developed into a great man of

1 usiness. . . . Nobody has ever been so

clever at managing those old beasts of auto-

crats as he. They think him merely the ac-

complished courtier, a brilliant dillettante, a

condescending patron of art and letters, a
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devotee of pleasure, and all the time he is

pulling their befuddled old intellects about

to suit himself.

And here is an example of Mrs. Atherton's

sentence structure, which I respectfully sub-

mit to the Manchester Guardian:

All his inherited and cultivated instincts

yearned for the brilliant and complex civiliza-

tions of Europe, but the new world had taken

a firm hold upon his humaner and appealed
more insidiously to his despotic.

I should like to know how Mrs. Atherton

reconciles her consuming desire for accuracy
with her description of the decorations on a

Japanese barge of state. Therein (on page
86) she speaks of "canvas painted by the

masters of the country" and of "a magnifi-
cent carpet woven with alarming dragons."

According to her own argument, Mrs. Ather-

ton should have made a special trip to Japan
before writing the paragraph from which

these quotations are made.

Finally, what does she mean by the

"supine" arms of her heroine when she de-

scribes her as dancing?
One of the illustrations of Rezanov is

ordinary. The other three are monstrously
bad.

The work of Professor Edmond S. Meany,
of the University of Washington, in his

Vancouver's Discovery of Puget Sound is a

serious attempt at historical writing if not a

particularly important one. In point of

quality it is more like what one might ex-

pect from a student in essay or thesis than

from a professing historian. As a stu-

dent's essay or thesis it might be considered

good as far as it goes, which is not very far,

for, in a book of three hundred and forty

pages, the author's work is limited to sixty,

the rest of the volume "by Edmond S.

Meany" being simply a transcript from Van-
couver's Journal.

The concern of this department is what
the West is producing in literature; it is

as a literary product, therefore, that I must
consider Professor Meany's work.

I once heard an eminent historian say that

an historian has no business with a style;
his functions are to state facts and to inter-

pret them; if he should chance to write any-
thing that he particularly likes for its liter-

ary quality, he should suppress it rather than
let it give an unwelcome grace to his work.

I do -not agree in the least with this ex-

treme view, which is abundantly refuted by

example, nor do I suspect Professor Meany
of upholding the same code. He certainly

cannot be accused of writing well and I do

not believe that he writes badly by design.

But he does not even arrange his subject

well. His facts are presented in a very

rickety sequence. Professor Meany has

done considerable newspaper work, which

may account for the lack that one feels in

his work of both dignity and authority. He
deserves credit for the research that he car-

ried on in preparing for his sixty pages of

original text, but for the writing of them
he deserves no credit whatever—and, I am
quite ready to add, no blame. It seems like-

ly, however, that when facts are sought re-

garding Vancouver's discovery of Puget
Sound the unabridged edition of Vancouver's

Journal will be more valuable than Pro-

fessor Meany's condensed version. Readers

will recognize the tone and type of the

author's work in the following excerpts :

Nootka, wild, romantic Nootka, deserted

and neglected by white men for more than a

century though once the most frequented har-

bor on the Pacific Coast of America, what a

lure is this Nootka to one who has searched
for truths among the rare and scattered rec

ords! With a heart filled with enthusiasm
the present writer visited the famous little

harbor of Friendly Cove in the Summer of
1903. Being secretary, he undertook on the
vv ashington University State Historical So-

ciety to erect a monument of granite to mark
the place where Vancouver and Quadra met
in August, 1792. The cost of the monument
was borne for the society by the pioneer,
Orion O. Denny, the first white boy born in

Seattle.

In the Summer of 1905 the present writer
made the journey on foot from Gray's Har-
bor to Neah Bay. It may be imagined what
thoughts filled his mind as he visited the
scenes of these tragedies of the long ago.

Another book, which purports—and is ad-

vertised—to have historical interest and
value clothed in the winsome garb of fiction

is The Iron Way, by Sarah Pratt Carr (A. C.

McClurg & Co.). Its contribution to history
consists of a detached account of the build-

ing of the Central Pacific Railroad. Stan-

ford, Crocker, Huntington and Hopkins, "the

big four," appear in propia persona, each

and every one of them a paragon of all the
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virtues. Tht* historical value of The Iron

W'aii is rather discounted by these partizan
A- a contribution to literature it

imply adds one more to the list of frontier

stories which have become a type of the re-

cent fiction of the West. Here are the same

••\| affiant*, the same properties, the same

dialect, the same human interest, the same

litlHtJOM ii|ion which depend the honor

of the heroine, or the life of the hem. or

both.

In this brand of latino there is always
a chapter somewhere about pay -00 devoted

to a thrilling deseripiion of HON sort of a

peril. .ii- rule c. t. Whispering Smith, The

I'hm Woman, it ill genus omne. In The Iron

Wmi I his part of the formula is filled with a

oooeh race, which is won by Uncle

Hilly, the "faithful friend" in the cast of

characters. Do y !! raeognaa the typeT If

not the following quotation will assist you:

Alfred said no more, and I'ncle Billy

warmed to him aa he saw the clear-cut jaw set

and a steely light ereep into the dark violet

"He 'i game!" I'ncle Billy whispered to

himself.

Anyone who writes like that "has got

Henry .lames." to quote Gelett Burgess,
"li eked into the coal-bin. telephoning for

information."

The Iron Way ends with the usual triumph
of virtue and two happy marriages—two be-

in;.' the minimum allowed by formula. Hut

Mrs. Carr has at least one distinction, and

The Iron Wag differs from all other We-l

eni and human interest novels in that there

is not a "uray ln<e" from one end of the

book to the other.

I do not think that the future historian of

the civilization of the West, when seeking the

light regarding that great achievement of

railroading, the building of the Central Pa

eific. will go to The Iron Wmi for infonnii

tion. From the point of view of history,

Mrs. Carr's story is futile, from the point

of view of literature it is sterile, from the

point of view of popular interest it is an

achievement. It jumped into a second edition

almost immediately and is ruiinini: throii'jh

others rapidly. The fact that it is blatantly

melodramatic and little removed from the

ordinary dime BOTfjl m unts in a large de-

• pularity.

Toward the end of the storv the author ex-

hibits a strain of humor in the eharai '

a nou telle riche, the drawing of which is

ipiite the best thing in the book. It must

not be supposed, ho«e\;-r. that humor is

Mrs. Carr's forte. An after-dinner speech,

which she has dragged into the story with a

profession of its cleverness, is so hopelessly

banal that any man guilty of such an indis-

cretion in the company of his fellows would

l>e hardly dealt with. At the time of which

the author ot I),, Iron Wag writes. I atroog

ly suspect that he would have been lynched.

Ask any culliirine in Southern California

if George Wharton James is a literary man,

or ask the reverend professor himself and

you will receive a reply in the affirmative

mingled with shocked surprise. I have heard

him called many other things, which I hope,
for his sake, he deserves as little as he does

the label "literary man."

America is not a place of fine distinctions

in the arts. Here everyone that draws is

nn artist (including the cowboy who made

nspicuously poor illustration of the

Reverend Professor James's book which is

now before me on the table, but, I am happy
to say, behind me as a literary experience) :

everyone that plays an instrument is a must

cian; and everyone that writes is a "literary

man." or, better yet, a literature. They do

these things rather better abroad. In

many, for instance, the true musician and

the mere performer are differentiated. In

France the terms literateur, homme de Uttres.

artiste peintrf. or maitre, are used very dis-

creetly. In certain trades, however, distinc-

tions are carefully maintained in this conn

try. Thus we have carpenters' apprentices,

journeymen carpenters, joiners, stairbuild-

ei>. millwrights and cabinet-makers. Then-

is little danger of confusing these classes.

for the members of one class cannot do the

work of the classes above them. The same

thing is true in literature and the other arts,

but the public, which ran tell the difference

between a jewel-box and a cow-shed,

the arts, unable to distinguish between the

work of an apprentice and that of a master

Mian. And thus it is that we find the

Reverend Professor George Wharton James
classed as a literary man. which is about the

same thing as callin-.' the builder of a aow-

shed a cabinet -maker or Will Carlton a poet.

Anyone reading the two volumes of The
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Wonders of the Colorado Desert, by George

Wharton James (Little, Brown & Co.), for

the information it contains will glean a great

deal, much of which is interesting. The au-

thor has not made the desert less wonderful

than it really is, but has treated the subject

in extenso, devoting separate chapters to the

manifold and multiform phases of desert

life, with excursions into many departments

of science. Anyone reading these volumes

with a view to appraising their literary

worth will come away from the rather for-

midable task, as I have come away from it,

unrewarded. On page fifty-four of Volume

I there is a paragraph, descriptive, of the

Colorado River, that is marked, or rather

touched, by some literary grace, but as it is

the only passage so touched in five hundred

and thirty-five pages, it must be set down

as an accident. There are abundant attempts

on the author's part to produce high-toned

literature, but these are invariably marked

(not merely touched) by inaptitude. Noth-

ing shows the lack of literary quality in the

writing of the Reverend Professor James so

clearly as the contrast between it and the

numerous quotations he makes from that

graceful writer, Clarence King.

But the most striking thing about these

two volumes is the persistence with which

the personality of the author is obtruded

throughout the whole. The most conspicu-

ous thing in the Colorado Desert is George
Wharton James. The Wonders of George
Wharton James would be a better title for

the work. Now such persistent intrusion of

a writer's personality in a work on natural

science annoys, at first, then irritates, then

disgusts. The reverend professor is etern-

ally telling his readers about his physical

strength, his fortitude, and his emotions. He

appears to be a sort of a stuffed and

prosey Walt Whitman. I can offer my read-

ers no greater delectation than that which

lies implicit in the following excerpts.

selected to show some of the literary and

spiritual vagaries of our author. Those who

have sensed the significance of Chesterton's

magnificent phrase : "But speaking in the in-

terest of the public," will catch the humor of

these quotations. Others I am afraid will

not :

With me there is such a sense of the pres-

ence of God in the desert that I always feel

the farther I go, the farther I get from the

influence of men and the nearer I get to God.

The wife of one of Chicago's distinguished

clergymen so fully appreciates the beauty of

the diamond rattlesnake (Crotalus ruber,

Cope) that she is able to cast aside all femi-

nine antipathy to the reptile and use its

beautiful skin as an adornment for insertion

in a dress waist.

I never look upon the mountains without

recalling the story of the sentinel angel with

the flaming sword placed at the Garden of

Eden after the expulsion of man and woman
for their disobedience. . . . Oh! blessed

mountains of allurement, of suggestion, of

provocation to the higher life, well worthy
are you of the honored position you occupy—
to stand at the gateway of the Garden of God.

I can compare the noises he (the desert

tortoise) makes to nothing more exact than

the inarticulate "guggling" of a young
baby when content with full feeding.

Note in the above the exact use of exact.

Elsewhere Mr. James speaks of a "beauty

capable of full comprehension only by those

souls, etc." He also speaks of what the

road-runner "does do." He has "lady
friends" and speaks of "a moment or two"

without explaining how long a period "two"

moments are, but he is most naif when he

says:

I think much of the burro and his intelli-

gence. I gladly claim kinship with him,

though that means that I write myself down
an ass.

It is all in the point of view.
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Idle Days of the New York Stage
A Glance Backward and Forward

By William Winter

till; continuance of cold

weather into the month of

June slightly prolonged the

I dramatic season in New York,

but nothing new or momen-
tous was attempted in the

sequel, and therefore the dramatic record is

comparatively barren. In August the New
York stage is practically a blank, for the

- are at rest, the managers are silently

scheming and the only entertainment con-

f such music and frolic as are provided
in roof gardens. A pleasing incident of the

early Summer was the re-entrance of Miss

Julia Marlowe and Mr. E. EL Sothern, who,

having given a brief engagement in London

(it began at the Waldorf Theatre on April L'_'

and ended on Mny 31), reappeared here, on

June 10, at the Academy of Music, and with

a few performances of "Romeo and Juliet.'"

let" an.l Twelfth Night," ended their

season as performers in a professional part-

nership. Hereafter each of those favorite

players, now enrolled among the leaders of

our stage, will pursue a separate path. Tune
is continually making changes in the aspect of

the stage and in the rank and the relative

positions of its votaries. As the great lights

are extinguished the little ones grow brighter.

Edwin Booth and Henry Irving, Joseph Jef-

ferson and John liawrence Toole, Lester Wal-

lack and John Gilbert are only memories

now. Helene Modjeska has said farewell.

Ada Rehan, although she has not formally

retired, is not likely to act again. The new
dramatic year will open with only a few

really important actors on the scene. Rich-

ard Mansfield is ill in England, and he wisely

purposes to take a long rest. Conspicuous
figures, next season, will be Ellen Terry, Mrs.

Fiske, Julia Marlowe. Viola Allen, Blanche

Bates, Margaret Anglin. Maude Adams, Hen-
rietta GramM, Eleanor Robson, Grace

Klsie Leslie, Robert G. Mantell.

David Wartield, E. II. Sothern. Otis Skinner,
Frank Worthing and W. 11. < nine. Miss

Terry has promised to make another Amer-
ican tour, and visits may be expected from

George Alexander. II. Beerbohm Tree and

Signor Ermete Novelli. The fadish actors of

the English stage Willard, John

Hare, Edward Terry and Charles Wynd-
ham—are not likely to come. Ibsenism and

other fads will be exemplified by Alice N'all-

mova and Bertha Kallich.

The fad industry bids fair to flourish;

partly because of a considerable public crav-

ing for licentious novelty (a craving possibly
due to lively appreciation of what the florid

Amelie Rives has recently designated as "the

sacred weaning of primitive instincts"), and

partly because there are so many theatres to
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be provided with "attractions" that the sup-

ply of actual plays may not prove adequate

to the instant need. The fad, however, it is

pleasant to observe, does not always meet

with favor. Toward the end of the season

one attempt in that field, and one that was

expressively illustrative of the condescension

of foreign performers toward the American

stage and public, met with instant disaster.

An actress unknown here, a certain Mme.

Oda, purporting to have come from Den-

mark, was suddenly brought into the lime-

light of publicity by means of various ornate

circular letters, printed in colors and gar-

nished with heraldic emblems. Those flam-

boyant documents, produced in rapid succes-

sion and dispatched from the abode of a

mysterious agent, who styled himself a

"baron," were profusely showered upon rep-

resentatives of the metropolitan press and

likewise upon the homes of wealth. Garish in

aspect and grandiloquent in language, those

paper pellets proclaimed that Mme. Oda,

"royal prima donna of the Royal Theatre.

Copenhagen," had actually been permitted to

visit America "under special leave of ab-

sence granted by His Majesty the King,"
and that she would bestow upon the Amer-
ican community the inestimable blessing of

"a correct idea of the true Ibsen drama, as it

is being performed at the Royal Theatre,

which is the leading authority in the matter."

The New York audience, as it happened, was
at that time slowly recovering from the

dreary blight of nonsense and dullness that

had been diffused by Richard Mansfield's

presentment of "Peer Gynt"—an Ibsen

nightmare that nearly cost that actor his

life; and no serious attention was bestowed

upon either the "royal prima donna" or her

baronial stationery; but that performer's

attitude, combined with her lurid mani-

festoes, afforded an instructive "object les-

son" as to the condescending foreign patron-

age that provincialism invites and that mis-

taken patience has far too long allowed.

The capital city of America, according to

Mme. Oda, whose words were freely used

in her circulars, has seen no acting and
therefore languishes in ignorance. "Most of

the acting you see on the boards" (so said

the unknown Danish performer, addressing
our public) "is hardly above the mediocre;
most of your shows strike me as marionette

performances." That deplorable condition

of our stage Mine. Oda purposed to rectify.

"0, yes!" she exclaimed, "I expect big suc-

cess. I have a letter from Mr. William

Archer, who wants to see the performance."
Armed with that mystic talisman—from the

learned English pundit who, not very long

ago, discovered and announced that Zola is

superior to Shakespeare
—there should be

no obstacle to the illumination that Mme.
Oda might provide. Moreover. Mme. Oda

discerned, in the unmended highways of

New York, some gleams of dramatic intelli-

gence that she thought could be assimilated

by her magical genius, and made servicable

in an auxiliar capacity. "It surprises me."

she declared, "to find so much plausible ma-

terial among the young actors here. Really,

I am surprised to find so much good pliable

talent running around on Broadway, un-

tacked. so to speak." One gem of that

"plausible material" Mme. Oda described as

"a wonder child." Another "untacked"

prodigy was enlisted to perform "the sym-
bolic Rat-Wife"—an obvious luxury; while

still another "pliable" and extraordinary
human jewel, rescued from "running around

on Broadway," was described as possessing
"a huge, boyish smile, disclosing every one

of his thirty-two teeth the minute he opens
his mouth," and, upon that accumulation of

joys, Mme. Oda imposed the crowning bliss

of an assurance that she would herself "play
the role of Rita, first in the Danish-Nor-

wegian language" and then in the English
—

which, added her baronial enthusiast and ex-

ponent, "she has only studied three months."

This community has borne a liberal bur-

den of diseased foreign drama, of the Ibsen

and d'Annuncio brands, and likewise an

abundant supply of the impertinent patron-

age of foreign actors, who, with their dreary
"realistic" methods, come here to present it.

There should be an end of that infliction.

Mine. Oda may be a wonderful person in

Scandinavia. If so, she would be wise to re-

main and shine there, emulating, in her pro-
duction of the Ibsen drama (which is about

fifty years behind the times), the famous
mackerel mentioned by Randolph of Roanoke.
There has been more than enough of that

rubbish here. In the particular play that this

actress chose to represent, "Little Eyolf"
(known to the irreverent as "Little Tile-

Off"), a child, is accidentally drowned, be-

cause of the nesrlect of its carnal mother.
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who, while in pursuit of physical gratifica-

tion, hii.s anchored it with I Hut mm to the

kitrhen table, from which it n lis off and

tumbles overboard. Mine. < >da cuiKl have

spand aanolf the labor of elneidating that

odoriferous theme.
-,

1 am assured," aba

Mid, "tliat the society people are keenly in-

terested." : them, possibly, were;

some of them, as is well known, are of the

Rita breed: but most of "the society |>eople''

m tin' wing for Park wbtn Mine. Oda
• .1. ami lier performance, which proved

to be incompetent, was a dreary failure.

Tins city lias bad surfeit of foreign tilth

ami folly. There has been momentarily vis-

ible an obscure performer named Englund.

airily condemning the 1'oreinost living \

lean arlor. Richard Manstield. There has

I stalwart Italian comedian, dispensing
tumid interviews and desecrating the great

characters of Shakespeare making Hamlet a

raddled old ass; riding cock-hone, as Kim.;

I.i-ar•; "n ewling and puking" on bis beard,
as a ttiltring Pantaloon that he thinks is

Shylock; and. after turning Othello into a

buck nigger, ratting his throat, and dying
like a stuck pig. There has been a poor little

Englishman twittering' about original ttxta,

t^tieen Elizabeth, and "conspiracies of critics

against foreign actors." Tliere has been a

. Mine. Alia N'azimova, mak

ing faces over her abortive effort! to q eak

plain English, telling Da that slie frequently
does not know what aba |

when on

Igl (infill inalil>n needless to an intelli-

gent observer of lier performance), and pre-

tentiously announcing that she will appear
a> Shakespeare's. I'leopatra

—a part tbat,

physically, she could no more resemble than

a dneemaker'1 model figure could resemble

us. There has been enough, and more
than enough, of conceited pretension on the

part of foreign actors and of supine folly OB
the part of their silly advocates here, and

patience with such inflictions has ceased to

be a virtue.

Persons are not "born actors" because they

shroe their shoulders and gabble. The meth-

ods of the European Continental stage are

not superior to tin >e Off the Stage of England
and America. No foreign actor has ever im-

personated one of Shakespeare's characters

in -trict accordance with the poet's 00i.cap-

tion. The pother about foreign dramatic

art is a wearisome nuisance. Great actors

have come, now and then, from Contr

Kurope. and. as such, they have been wel-

comed and richly rewarded. Rachel, in par-
ticular, had great success here. Hut n I

actor from Continental Kurope baa sur-

passed the great actors of the English speak
age. The greatest characters in dra-

literature are the greatest characters

in Shakespeare, and. in those characters,
the English-speaking actors have never been

equaled. There is no nationality in art, but

there are many nationalities in charlatanism,
and it should Ik- made clearly known that

the American is not one of them. Our public
has long been disparaged as provincial. It

would be sensible not to supply our de-

tractors with any more ground for their

aapersiona, such as is afforded by advocacy
and support of crank movements in litera-

ture and drama. Mark Meddle, carefully

holding his coat-tails aside for the applica-
tion of the boot, is not a dignilied s|«c<taclc
The most auspicious announcements that

have Ihcii made as to the next dramatic sea-

son—which bids fair to be one of great indus-

try and of widely diversitied endeavor—are

relative to the plan of Mr. Mantell.
That actor, who has progressed slowly but

steadily, and invariably in the right path,
intends to augment his repertory of

Shakespearean parts with the character of
Richard the S md, and likewise to act

(Hoatei in an entirely new stage-version of
Richard the Third, different from all other

raniooa hitherto m use, and incor|iorative

exclusively of Miaki It is also

Mr. Mantell's intention to revive the fine old
'• ly Off -The Man of the World." written

by the once famous Charles ifaaalill and
lirst produced in London in 17S1. Mr
tell's repertory already includes Hamlet,

lirut us. Shylock. Othello. Iago and
Macbeth; and. with the proposed additnm.
he necessarily will lx> foremost as the stand-

ard-bearer of the Shakespearean drama.
Miss Marlowe and Miss Alien are already

titors in the heroines of Shakespenn-.
Miss CroanUB proposes to act Christian, in

a new play, on the basic Rinnan's brief and
critical allegory of "The Pilgrim's Proa
ress." There is not much in sight.



Impressions

By Charles Erskine Scott Wood

Faith begins where Reason ends; but who shall say where Reason endsf

Where any number of men are gathered

together, there are sure to be some better

than others; some more rational and some

less intelligent than others. There are good

lawyers and bad lawyers; intellectual doe-

tors and stupid doctors; wise clergymen and

foolish clergymen. In short, as the mass of

humanity in any one place and time will con-

tain both extremes and all shades of hu-

manity, so any considerable portion of the'

mass will contain various examples of the

good, bad and indifferent. Therefore, it is

not proper to judge of any general class or

organization of men by some few particular

individuals, either good or bad. The ques-
tion is, What is its average character, and
what is its general influence, taken as a

whole, and through the course of years? And
though an institution on the whole may be a

power for good, yet if it exhibits some spe-
cial attraction for the narrow and intolerant,
that is certainly a fault.

I am led to these thoughts by having
heard a clergyman say he intended to hold

a meeting in his church and invite those

present to freely discusss the Church. To
state what in their opinion was the matter

with the Church in general. By this, the

speaker meant the Protestant Church.

Thinking upon the matter, it has seemed

to me that though the influence of the Church
is undoubtedly on the side of good, and while

there are undoubtedly among its members
some of the finest specimens of humanity,
tolerant, charitable, intelligent, unselfish and

self-sacrificing, still it seems to me that the

Church contains a considerable proportion of

bigoted and illiberal men. It seems to me
it has more than its share of such men; more
in proportion than the newspaper profession,
the school teachers, the lawyers, the doctors,
the scientists. It is possible that the nar-

row-minded clergy are thrown into more

prominence than the narrow-minded of other

intellectual bodies. But I think that the

Church has a tendency to attract such men
more than other professions have; and if this

he true, then there must be a reason for it;

and it seems to me the reasons are these:

The very foundation of the Church is Faith

and its corner-stone is Authority. In the be-

ginning this could not be otherwise, for what
could be more natural than to accept God's

own declaration of the truths of Nature and

to bow before those who were the mouth-

pieces of God? The very essence of goodness
was not to doubt; the perfection of righteous-

ness was implicit belief in God, in his revela-

tions, and in his ministers and their teach-

ings. There could be no doubt where there

was faith. There was no need for investiga-
tion and search after truth where there was
faith. Doubt is the very opposite of faith,

and inquiry is necessarily a repudiation of

faith; and yet doubt is the mother of investi-

gation and research, and the truth can only
be ascertained by investigation. The logie

of the case was that the search after truth

was sinful, and the assertion of a demon-

strated truth which contradicted revelation

and faith was a wicked attack upon the

soul's salvation. Therefore, it was inevi-

table that when Copernicus and Galileo an-

nounced that the sun was the center of our

system, and that the earth moved around it,

they would be opposed, even unto the degree
of mercilessness by a Church possessed of

authority and which believed that they con-

tradicted the divine word and attacked the

foundations of religion.
It seems to me we miss the whole point

of the matter if we accuse the Church of de-

liberate cruelty and vindictive persecution.
The individual men may have shown per-
sonal hatred as toward an enemy assailing
sacred things, but the cause of the hatred

was the sincere belief that Copernicus and
Galileo were enemies and were assailing not

only sacred things, but those things which
were necessary to the world's salvation.

That they were pronouncing lies against the

truth committed by God to the care of his

ministers.

The Catholic Church has received the

blame for the early persecution of scientists,

but as the Catholic Church was then the

only church, there was no one else to take

up what was generally accepted to be a de-
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fense of revealc 1 religion. Draper, in his

Met of Science With Keligion," and

White, in hi* "Warfare of Science With

Theology." 1 nth show that the Protestant

churches were just as intolerant in thought
and where they possessed or could influence

temporal authority were as tyrannous in ac-

tion. It is not a question of names, but of

the human heart; not a question of time, but

of the human mind. Teach any mass of men
that faith in certain statements is their soul's

salvation, that doubt of these statements is

sin. and to investigate and question these

-t .-it • ments is an assault against their re-

ligion and imperils their eternal happiness,
and that ignorant mass of men will kill the

doubter or questioner as remorselessly as

bees will sting to death an intruder. Let

any man firmly believe in his soul that he has

Ood's own word before him in plain print,
and he will be possessed with a soreness

which makes bigotry inevitable and an in-

dignation at difference of opinion which
makes discussion impossible and tyranny seem

righteoat.
When the investigations of the geologists

began to east doubt upon Adam's creation

and the flood, the same earnest, sincere, but

intolerant, invective was poured forth against
the doubters by every pulpit, without excep-
tion. .And later, the only reason Darwin and
his followers were not Imprisoned is I ecause

the Church had lost the power to do so; be-

cause the mam of men had had their faith

shaken in so many earlier encounters be-

tween fact and revelation. He was abused

without stint by archbishops as well as cu-

rates, and his followers were driven from

their teachings wherever the Church possessed
the power to do so. In our country Professor

Wiuchell was driven from his post by one

Protestant church as late as the year 1875,

and Professor \V irow from his post by
another Protestant church as late as 1884;
and these arc merely special examples of a

general storm of denunciation and intoler-

ance.

The reasons given were that their teachings
attacked revealed religion—religion being a

misnomer; what they meant was that their

teachings were inconsistent with certain ideas

which had been accepted on faith. There
can never, to my mind, be any question of

the earnest sincerity of these religious in

tolerants. The worst deeds in this world

have be«B done. Bad are done, by sincere men,
who believe that they are protecting society
or religion. It takes an earnest fanaticism

to support any maa through a course of per-

secution of his fellows. An aallghteaed man
would not do it. because of his enlighten-
ment A bad man would not do it because be

would not have any heart in the work. It

would mean nothing to him. It would not

to him be worth the trouble. Therefore, it

is that intolerance and persecution are left

to the nt bigoted and ignorant men.
The church'-* have undoubtedly grown with

the world's growth and accepted much of the

world's truth. They are undoubtedly *

by an army of earnest men of great purity
of

|

• rsonal character, and many of them, as

I have said, among the greatest ornament*
of humanity; but purity of character is not

the only question. A man may be of a won-

derfully pure personal character and yet the

thought he spreads about him may be a great
obstruction to human progress. And it is

iough that the genets] influence of the

Church is for good morals. I'uless its iaflu

- for true progress, something remains
to be done. .And it is not enough that it has

a good pnqortion of splendid men; if it also

has more than its proportion of narrow-

minded men then it is i

The question is, Does the Church still

found Itself upon blind and absolute faith

and discourage anil denounce inquiry and

investigation.' Is the ('hurch patient and
tolerant toward those who honestly doul 1 i

Nay. more, does the Church itself take the

lead in resolving the doubt by ii.

and discussion, rather than by affirmation and
denunciation f Does it support freedom of

thought and freedom of speech in things

spiritual and temporal, or does it still

on faith and authority as its foundation;

Just so long as the Church founds its<

faith, it will attract to itself the emotional

natures rather than those who use their

reason wherever reason can be used; and
who shall say where it cannot be usedt As

long as the Church founds itself on authority.
it will attract la itself those who are by na-

ture intolerant and tyrannous.
It may be urged that all religion is to a

certain extent a matter of emotion; that it

is metaphysical and beyond the region of

exact knowledge and of precise reasoning.
That it is finally a matter of pure I elief,

which is much the same as blind faith. Let

us say this may be true as a finality; but is

this a reason why so long as any fact in the

universe can be observed nnd seized, it should

not be laid hold off Is it any reason why,
if this fact demonstrated beyond a doubt.

contradicts any doctrine of theology, that

that doctrine ought not to be cheerfully sur-

rendered to truth T The Church ought to be

as much interested in discovering the real

truth of the facts of the universe as any
I ody of men, if not much more interested

than any other hotly of men. The world is

big enough and old enough to have conclu-
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sively demonstrated that theology is not re-

ligion; that the doctrine laid down by au-

thority is not morality. There are good

Jews, good Christians, good Buddhists, good

Confucians, good Mohammedans, and good

atheists, yet how different their theologies.
It seems to me the churches do still insist

upon blind faith and unquestioned authority,
and that thereby they do repel many strong
and useful intellects and invite many un-

rational, emotional, bigoted and "tyrannous
men who find in the Church a congenial at-

mosphere and a livelihood which they could

not find elsewhere.

Doctor BriggS and Doctor Crapsey are

merely instances to illustrate how the Church

lags behind the rest of the world in thought;
how it insists upon faith rather than reason,
and how it rests upon authority. It may
seem hard to hold the churcheS4 accountable

for the poor ignorant creatures which flock

to them; emotional, hysterical by nature and

limited in intellect, a crop of which usually

springs into notice on great occasions, as, for

example, after the San Francisco disaster,

saying, "In this ruined city, these slaugh
tered men, women and children, these blight-
ed lives, this indiscriminate and awful de-

struction, behold the work of an all-wise and

all-merciful heavenly Father, who thus

wreaks his vengeance because a few of his

poor insects have not lived as his ministers

declare he wished them to live."

It is an illuminating thought, by the way,
to remember that only clergymen absolutely
know exactly what is in the mind of God.

I say, it seems almost unfair to charge
these poor fanatics to the churches, and yet
it seems to me it must be done. They are

not found holding place and authority else-

where in any such proportion. Why is it,

then, that they gravitate to the Church, and

why is the Church a kindly nursery to such

childish intellectst This is a question for

the Church itself to answer.
It has often seemed strange to me, also,

that clergymen who profess the Christ cruci-

fied by intolerance and force are themselves
so prone to be intolerant and to resort to

force. Their first thought of a remedy is

force; and I again think it must be because
their faith in the revealed word of God is

so absolute that they can conceive of no other

opinion possible, and they suppress every
difference of opinion as an evil to mankind;
and they resort to force partly from a hatred
of the evil which arouses a species of per-
sonal anger in them, and partly because

being of childish intellect, this seems the

most effective method—like stamping out a

fire. Their emotional natures and their great
earnestness render them oblivious to the fact

that history has proven that the best and
wisest of a generation fail to recognize the'

coming Truth, and that no man has ever

been found good enough or wise enough to

be censor of the thought of his fellow-men.

Their blind belief, or implicit faith, that they
and they only are right, and their emotional
earnestness to crush what they believe to be

wrong, at all hazards, in one sense excuses

them, but in a graver sense accuses them.

Any body of men intellectually wedded to

authority instead of free thought, making
implicit faith and not reason its foundation,
will naturally be conservative to the degree
of being a drag upon the progress of thought;
will be hysterical rather than patient, and
their bigotry and tyranny will be in propor-
tion to their sincerity, earnestness and power.
Such a body of men will tend to attract the

emotional rather than the rational, the back-

ward rather than the forward minds, and the

narrow-minded and tyrannous rather than
the broad and tolerant. Hence it is in so

many cases among the clergy we find mediocre
and unforceful men, who could not succeed

elsewhere as they do in the Church, and
whose congregations are) composed princi-

pally of women; women themselves, through
their long slavery and narrow lives and from
their natural feminine characteristics being
more emotional than men and more inclined

to an unquestioning faith and a perfect sub-

mission. To my mind, the Church will be

greater and will attract fewer retrogrades
and incompetents when it cherishes no theol-

ogy it is unwilling to discuss freely and to

measure up with universal laws. When
it makes this daily life and all its wonderful

problems its great theme; for the most im-

plicit believer in the immortality of the soul,
in reality, day by day, is more directly in-

terested in the affairs of this world. When,
in other words, the Church puts itself in the

advance and becomes a vitalizing part of our

lives. When the Golden Eule is its great

morality, and the practical guide of its min-

isters, and when its great doctrine is that

there can be no rest this side of Justice.

That Justice means a free and equal chance
to life's happiness to all; and that this goal
is to be won by the morality of toleration,
freedom of thought, brotherly love and char-

ity to all men. Not the charity of alms-

giving, but that charity which is forgiveness
and love. That, to my mind, will be the

preparation on this footstool for any heaven
which is to come; and with that preparation,
discussions of theology and discipline need
not seem so important even to the Church:
and intolerance of the opinion of others and
a resort to force to control the lives of others

will not seem so moral—so churehlv.



The Soul of a City

B> Harte] EL Wlkj

She sang behind her Golden Gate,
The Mother-Queen of all the w'.

Fair children shared her proud estate

And Progress suckled at ber breast.

She sang: "O World, for me thy smiles.

My Gate is open to the Sea,
The fragrance of the Summer isles

If borne on happy wind* to m<\
"

No Queen e'er ruled a fairer si

With pastured hills and gulden fan**,
The Sea leaps through my open Gate

And folds me in his mighty arms."

She sang at eve, nor dreamed she on
The menace of the Earth's uni •

While close behind her nearest dawn
The grisly Days of Terror pressed.

They flung her bleeding to the ground
And trampled o'er her where she f«dl.

They tore her stately temples down
And sluiced them with the tides of Hell.

With those mad flames beyond control
W.. spelled her doom inscribed in fire—

The passing of the City 'b Soul,
O vast and red her funeral pyre!

In mortal woe she laughs at <

She smiles at us who thought her dead,
She sings behind her Golden Gate

And flings the ashes from her head:

"O hardy sons of hero sires.

Rebuild my temples on this spot.
Rekindle all their altar fires

Once lighted by the Argonaut!"

"O noble sisters of the East,
Of sunny South and stirring North,

My sons shall spread a royal feast
"

And bid ye send your children forth!
"

' ' The lands are wide, the winds are »» l

And in them they shnll have their part.
The Sea shall bathe their tired f(

And I shall hold them to my heart!"

Well worth the loss, well worth the woe,
To see the rescue flags unfurled.

Such hands to clnsp. such hearts to know.
And feel the love of this gTeat World'



The Transformation of a Desert

By Fred R. Reed

T seems but yesterday since

R. M. McCollum located out

in the midst of a sagebrush

desert, with nothing but a

one-room shack, a blueprint

•jjr map, and "opportunity" for

his companions. There was nothing as far

as the eye could reach but a dreary sage-

brush desert, with its brown and sombre

hues. For music was the yell of the coyote.

For place of worship and for playground
was. from horizon to horizon, the vast man-
less land.

He had heard the "call of the wild." and

had responded. His total assets were repre-
sented by his nerve, good backing, and op-

portunity. God made the country, but Mc-
Collum and a few other brave souls, aided by
men of means, won a mighty victory over

Nature. Today the desert is a memory, an

empire is growing. This transformation has

taken place in three short years. Truly,

"Irrigation Is King." It is as though some

good fairy had waved a maa:ic wand over the

land and said, "Sagebrush, begone. I bid

come forth grains, grasses, fruits, flowers,

and a great splendid people." For the wil-

derness went, as it were, in a night, and a

great, beautiful garden has taken its place.
The victory is all the greater because it has

been bloodless, and has brought to thousands

peace, prosperity and the opportunity to

solve successfully life's vital problems.
Three years ago the south side of the great

Twin Falls Tract was brought to public no-

tice, in the year 1904, and the first 40.000

acres were placed on sale. Since that time

nearly 200,000 acres have been sold. The
towns of Twin Falls, with 2,500 people ;

Buhl, with 500 people; Kimberly, with 500

people, and several smaller towns, namely.

Filer, Hanson and Murtaugh, have been

started. A branch of the Oregon Short Line

Railroad, called the Minidoka & Southwest-

ern, has been constructed from Minidoka to

Twin Falls, and is now being pushed to Buhl,
fifteen miles west of Twin Falls, making a

total distance of seventy-two miles. The
service on this branch is good, there being
two trains each way daily. Twin Falls is the

principal town on the south side tract, and
is a most promising young city. It has good

hotels, electric lights, water works, a sewer

system, fine schools and churches, up-to-date

stores, and a thrifty, progressive people. The

great object lessons furnished by the south

side of the Twin Falls development have per-

haps done more to inspire confidence in the

reclaiming of arid lands by great irrigating
canals than any other project in the United

States, and have furnished facts to encour-

age the promotion of many other irrigating
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enterprises. There are older enterpri-
se country. l)ui mine have the record held

by the south side in so short a tunc from a

sagebrush r. a i-i til desert t<> rultivatetl and

payiii in three years. This gives
tlii- projeel the worM'i record for rapidity

of transformation,

The development of the smith side is. how-

ever, but one feature of i enterprise.
The eansJ system that Water* this viutli side

gin at Milner. on the Snake River,

and it is from this point that the tztc

of a similar network of canals on the north

side is being planned ami prosecuted; the

forming practically one system. This
canal system is one of the largest in the

United States, eoveting (20,000 acres pf land

in Lincoln and Twin Falls Counties, in the

famed Snake River Valley. Southern Idaho.

lands are practically all in one body,
divided only by the Snake Kiver, which is

also the dividing line between the two coun-

ties. On the south side the canal -

.'Iii.immi aeXW of land, all loc.v

Twin Kails County, while on the north side

of the river, in Lincoln County. 180,000 acres

>als to that end are

now being constructed. The canal system on

the south side, together with the laterals, is

<• pleted and ready to turn over to the

farmers as is provided by the "Carey
under which these lands are reclaimed from
the desert. It is estimated that over 100.000

of the south side lands are now under
cultivation. The trreat gates of the dam
were closed down and water turned into the

canal on the first day of March. L906 From
that day several weeks were required to en
vev the water to the settler, for the reason

that the constructing engineer wished to pud-
dle the dry earth to prevent any breaks in

the canal banks, and to this day there has

not been a single break or stoppage of the

steady flow of water to the settlers. The
time that was thus consumed, and the •

quent uncertainty of water, made the year
1906 practically the first year that fanning
was done on any great scale. The tests of

the canal and dam have been of every na-

ture, and they have all passed the inspection
of the state engineers of Idaho, Washington
and Wyoming, as well as others brought in

for consultation. AH pronounce it the best

of work in the Northwest. The south

side can.n nine miles long, eighty

rid* OH the bottom and one hundred and

twenty feet wide at the I

The building of the great dam which di-

lhe water from the Snake Kiver into

the canals was a gigantic undertaking. It is

a triple dam with two rock islands in the

center, and i> eighty three feet high. In

construction it is an embankment of n .

rock mid dry with core in renter with a m ni-

muin width of 150 hot, reinforced with 300

( earth embankment on the nppn
which was sluiced into place, and this earth-

work was then rip rap pet! with rock. The

dam is 2,000 f.et m length and has »0o

of spillway-. All kinds ,,t tests, have been

applied to try the structure, and it baa

found absolutely water tight after a pue>
tical srorl : two \ears.

The climate is superb the year round. In

Winter there is just enough frosty w
to be enjoyable. There M bug, how-

ever, as the snowfall is litrlit and rapidly dis

appears. The Summers are warm in the

daytime, but the nights are always cool and

refreshing. No eyeloaes or heavy winds,

such as are known in the Eastern States.

appear here, yet there is nearly always a

breeze. The grains lasi
i
ew to ex-

treme heights, yet. with no trees for wind-

breaks, not a single field of grain or grass
was lodged by wind or other causes.

The crops that have tlnis
/

far been pro-

duced are phenomenal both as to quantity
and quality. Experiments were carr'ed on to

•.iin the best crops for the locality. In

each case the climate and soil proved pro|>«r.

and there were no failures of any particular

crop. Wheat produced sixty-nine buehall

per acre. As high as 110 bushels oj

per acre were raised. Corn produced as ugh
as ninety-four bushels per acre; pott

600 bushels per acre; onions, 294 battel

alfalfa, in three cutting, seven to tee

tons per acre; barley, millet, flax. hops.

clover. I" is, carrots, buckwheat,

squash. InnHtotO, cantaloupes and water-

melons were all produced in crops proper-
tionate to those tiret mentioned. The Twin

Falls Tract received the sweepstakes prize

at the Idaho Stale Fair, and at the Fomr-

teenth Irrigation Congress at Boise it was
awarded tirst premium on grains and |w>ta-

toes, second on grasses.

Markets fur the produce of the new farms
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are at hand in the mining camps of Montana,

the Wood River Country and in other parts

of the Northwest, where the rapid develop-

ment of various industries is creating a mar-

ket that this section is peculiarly adapted to

fill. We are also closely connected with the

coast, and thus have a great advantage over

regions further inland. With the continued

development of this tract and the continued

development of the shipping facilities, our

markets will be not merely in the Northwest,
but in the North, the West, the East and

the South.

Experiments with the sugar beet were

more than successful. Some considerable

acreage was planted to this crop, and the re-

sults showed a greater tonnage per acre, as

well as a greater percentage of saccharine

matter, than any crop heretofore produced in

Idaho, even from plowed-under alfalfa land.

That this soil is perfect for beet culture has

been demonstrated, and with a factory at

Milner a large acreage would be assured.

Milner is favorably situated for such a fac-

tory, for the reason that the south side tract

is traversed by the Oregon Short Line Rail-

road, and the north side tract will be traversed

by an electric line. These two will then form
a junction at Milner with the Snake River,
which is navigable from this point for thirty-
five miles upstream, and which touches the

Government project at Heybu'rn, Burley and

Rosston, thus making Milner a central

point. Rosston, on the south side of the

river at the Government dam, has no railroad

connection, and surrounding this town are

10,000 acres of land that are to be covered

with water for the first time this Spring.
There is but little difference in the charac-

ter of the soil on either side of the river, fur-

ther than that on the north side it is a trifle

more sandy, making it more susceptible to

easy irrigation, and also that the general

slope of the country is to the south, instead

of to the north, as is the case on the south
side. This slope to the south is more desir-

able for the successful raising of fruits, as

well as grains, grasses and vegetables. The
soil on both sides of the river varies in depth
from six feet to one hundred feet, and is

especially rich in plant producing qualities,
as shown by tests made at the Washington
Agricultural College.

Land values have, on the south side, gone
upward at a rapid rate since the wonderful

richness of the soil has been demonstrated.

Some of the lands have sold as high as $300

per acre in five-acre tracts, and more than

that per acre in lots of smaller sizes. Lands

close in to the towns of Twin Falls and Buhl

are advancing rapidly in price.

There are south-side settlers from the

Yakima Valley and from the Grand Junction

country in Colorado, who have sold their

farm lands there at prices ranging from $500
to $2,000 per acre, and, after giving this

tract a careful investigation, have purchased
lands here. They say that the water supply,
the climatic conditions and the soil are even

superior to those of either of the places men-
tioned. These men are all experienced in

irrigation, sugar beet and fruit culture, as

well as in general farming.
The immense water power in the Snake

River and in the immediate center of the

lands under the Twin Falls canal system has

done much toward bringing the better class

of homeseekers to this place. The elec-

tric power that will be generated from
these cataracts will bring manufactories

of various kinds to the tract, all of

which will advance the prices of these

lands. These lands are considered too

valuable for grains, as the power at their

doors insures canning factories, alfalfa-meal

mills, sugar factories, creameries, cheese fac-

tories and other manufacturing enterprises.
In Northern Idaho and in the Yakima coun-

try the farms have been cut down until a

ten-acre tract is considered a good-sized farm.

This will, in the opinion of people from
those localities, be the condition on the Twin
Falls Tracts, as soon as the power and the

mills are assured. In fact, many sales of

five-acre tracts are now being made.
In the first segregation of the north-side

lands, opened for entry on April 22, 1907.

and for which water will be available April
1, 1908, the price for the water right is

thirty dollars per acre, with the exception of

those lands within one mile of the proposed
electric line from Milner to Gooding. The
state land board allowed these lands to be

graded at an additional price of eight dollars

per acre for tracts adjoining the road, down
to two dollars per acre additional for tracts

three-fourths of a mile distant. Of the first

forty-two entries made for land the selec-

tions were immediately upon the road, and
the additional price was readily agreed to.
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As was stated, the year 1906 was prac-

tically the first year that water was available

for raising crops, and most of the latter, in

the shape of forags, wan MMBMd at home.

Nevertheless, two banks at Twin Falls show

over half a million dollars on deposit by the

citizens, and a third bank has just been

started. Twin Falls, two and a half to three

years old. population numbering nearly 3,000,

school children to the number of nearly Tiki,

a $30,000 sclioolhouse, a new county created

by the south-side settlers, a $100,000 hotel.

a large hospital in MUM of construction.

pn -perity rampant everywhere, makes a re-

markable showing.
The power plant of the great Shoshone

Falls is rapidly nearing completion, and w II

Im' distributing electricity within the next

sixty day-. Tlii> feature of the Twin Falls

Tracts has stimulated interests of mine own-

ers at Contact, Nevada, some sixty-five m'les

south of the power plant, and considerable

activity is being shown at that place. Con
tact offers a fine market Cm electric energy,
lor the reason that several valuable copper
mines have been developed there, but all of

which have been idle for several years. The

fuel problem for creating power has been the

nise for the suspension of the work on

these mines. CoOMBtntiag mills and min-

im: machinery are needed, and Contact offers

one of the best fields for electric power in the

West. Development will be actively prose
cuted as soon as the mine owners can procure

power. The ores are copper, carrying some
values in both silver and gold, the copper
values running as high as fifteen per
cent. Several of the properties have passed
into the hands of Montana mining men,

August Heinze, of Butte, having the largest

holdings.
The Wood River Country also offers a

good field for the consumption of electric

power, and it, too, is a sufferer from the

fuel famine in the development of its mines.

The hills on which these mines are situated

are entirely bare of timber, as well as being

very precipitous, making the delivery of both

wood and coal very difficult and expensive.
With electric wires running to these mines

their steady working will be assured, and

neither the deep snow- nor any other diffi-

culties connected with the fuel question will

cause these mines to shut down.

With the advent of the beet-sugar fac-

tories will c e a demand for a network of

trolley lines covering the tracts on both sides

of the river, tat the transportation of the

beets to the mills. These trolley lines will

be demanded also for the transportation of

milk to eraamerias, potatoes to starch fac-

. alfalfa to meal mills, grains to grist

nulls, and also different kinds of produce to

the canning factories. Kefore this magazine
goes to press the contract will have been let

and the work of grading will have begun

upon the first of the lines, running from
Milner to the new town of Jerome, ih the

In-art of the north-side tract. Work upon
this line will be rushed from both ends, and

the first part will be thirty-six miles long,
with heavy rails, heavy ballast and good
•rrades, yet it is only an earnest of what will

be done in the next few years. With tlie

development of the country will come many
other uses for power; for lights to the towns
now bom and to the towns yet to be, for

motive power to the smaller industries, for

use in lifting water to lands too high to be

iied by gravity. The delivery of the

power today i- the only thing that has caused

a halt in the onward march of the tracts.

Mills are waiting for power, and will not

commence construction until the power is

visible and they are assured that they ean

obtain it. which assurance is now given.
As before stated, tlii- irreat irrigation proj-

ect contains 420,000 acres of land. _'70,0on

acres of which have been thrown open for

entry from time to time as water was avail-

able." On October 1. 1007, the last 1 ">0,000 acres

under the north-side canal will be opened for

entry and thousands of settlers are preparing
for the great event. No irrigation enterprise
in the I'nited States has been a more pro-
nonnei u. The land values are in-

creasing steadily, and the time is not far

• ii-tant when these lands will reach the values

of the highest -priced lands in irrigated dis-

tricts in the Northwest.



"Johnnie" Lindstrom (at the extreme left) and Workmen Shaping a Ship Timber.

Opportunity and a Swede

By Fred Lockley

JOHNNIE LINDSTROM is a

Swede. Ten years ago he

was working for wages. To-

, day he has a hundred men

working for him. Ten years

ago he had $250 in the

bank. Today the Lindstrom shipbuilding

yard is valued at $250,000.
The man and the opportunity met. Or, to

be more exact, the man camped on the trail

of opportunity till he had overhauled it. and

then hung on with grim persistency till op-

portunity had bestowed its favors upon him.

Short, dark, heavy set, eyes that look

straight into yours, a hand-clasp that gives

you the impression of a man physically and

mentally strong
—such is Lindstrom.

"Tell n)e how you got your start," I said

to him as we were walking together through
his shipyard at Aberdeen. With a compre-
hensive gesture, which included the ships on

the stocks, the sawmill and the marine rail-

way, he said:

"I got my start for this by shoveling saw-

dust at thirty-five dollars a month in a ship-

yard at Eureka, California."

"But there is a pretty big gap between

shoveling sawdust at thirty-five a month and

owning a shipyard; fill in some of the de-

tails," I urged.
"All right, I'll tell you all about it—the

whole thing. I learned how to build ships

and then I built them—that's all there was

to it. Come, we will go look at the ships on

the stocks."

When we had gone over the shipyard I

hunted up a man who had known "Johnnie."

as all his workmen call him, for the past

fifteen years, and asked him how Lindstrom

had gotten his start in the shipyard.
"I remember of seeing a card hanging

over the writing desk of a hotel once that

said, 'If you dont like the outlook, try the

uplook !' Well, sir, the fellow that wrote

that must have had Johnnie in mind. He 's

like a floating cork that you put your hand

over and try to hold under water. It 's

always trying to get to the surface, and the

moment you take away the pressure, up it

pops. Johnnie wasn't content to stay under;

he wanted to get to the top. I dont know
whether it was his skill, his business ability,
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or his nerve that gave Johnnie his start; I

guess it was a combinatii n of nil three of

those qualities. Johnnie same «»ver from

Sweden about twenty years ago. When he

lauded at Kureka lie could n't speak a word

,'li.sh. lie took the tirst job lie could

get. which was as a laborer in the shipyard
at thirty the d 'liars a month and board. 1 It-

years. ;iii«1 when he

(|tiit he km detail of the business; in

« can take the adz, calkin'.' iron ur what-

ever tool I workman happens t < • l>e using,

and do as good or better work than the work-

man does. He came to liray"-. Harbor about

to work in I small

shipyard baxo. When the boat he had been

working on Wat launched he had *250 of

his wages in the bank. Bearing of a man
who was going to have a boat built, be went

to him and offend to build it. -Where 's your

shipyard f he was asked. 'Give me the eon-

tract to build your boat and I'll attend to

that end of the business,' Johnnie said, con-

fidently.

"A steam schooner or four-masted

schooner is valued at from $60,000 to $90,000,

so it took nerve to contract to build one with

a capital of only $250. Johnnie not only
had nerve, but he had a thorough mastery

pbiulding and he inspired confidence

in those with whom he dealt. It was ar-

ranged that payments should be made when
the frame was built, when the planking was

finished, when the deck went in and when the

masts were set. Johnnie got credit for the

materials and borrowed money to pa;

workmen, and when the ship was turned over

be paid all debts, and was a few thousand

dollars to the good. On the strength of that

boat he got two more contracts. He was

hampered by his lark of capital, so he went

to a capitalist named Oraan, showed him hi-

ntraeni, and i him the prof-
!n- made, and the business which could

hhahed. When he left UreenV
he had a el 00,000 t'or a half-interest

in the proposed shipbuilding yard. When
the people heard of the deal, what a laugh
went Dp oxer Lindstroin's having Mild Oreen
a gold brick.

"•What ilid he have to sellT' they asked
•

Absolutely nothing, and he got $20,000
for it,' and their mirth knew no hound-.

" -

1 lut they were mistaken. He did have

something to sell. It might have been rather

an intangible asset, but it was worth tin-

price. In his mind's eye he saw dozens of

ships being launched from his yard. I It-

knew he cmdd build the ships, and he knew
that as the country developed more ships
would be needed to handle our expanding
commerce. To make his vision a reality he

knew that he must harness bis experience
and ability on one side of the pole and capi-

tal on the other, and that both must keep the

tugs tight. He went to his partner and sug-

gested that each of them put up $20,000

with which to put in a thoroughly modern

Krm Timber* Cut Fmm iirrat Stump*; ln<
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shipbuilding plant. Lindstrom put in the

check he had just received for a half-interest

in the business, and his partner put up
$20,000 more, and within a few months the

yard was ready to turn out ships.

"From the very start they made money.

Today their plant is valued at a quarter of a

million dollars. They have turned out

twenty-seven vessels, a clam-shell dredge and

three barges for the Columbia River. They
have three on the stocks now and have con-

tracts for five more, and though the marine

railway has been in operation but two years,

they have had over a hundred ships on the

ways for repair. The fellows who laughed
at Green for buving a gold brick are the

hole in her side, had limped into port to be

made seaworthy. Another vessel was having
a new "stick'' put in, while yet another was

getting a new deck and cabin. Under the

sheds were the partially completed hulls of

three schooners, two of them mere skeletons,

having only the keel and ribs in place. From
the gateway one looks beyond the busy ship-

yard to the quiet water of Gray's Harbor.

Here a noisy little tug is puffing along as

though thoroughly impressed with its own

importance, while attached to its tow-line a

four-master, with closely furled sails, glides

across the quiet water gracefully as a sea

gull. Row boats, launches, stern-wheelers

and tugs ply back and forth, dodging slow-

"A Four-Masted Schooner Is Valued at $60,000 to $90,000; So It Took Nerve to
Build One With a Capital of Only J250."

same ones who will tell you now that they
knew he had a cinch when he went into the

shipbuilding business with that 'lucky
Swede.' "

To an "inlander" a visit to the shipyard is

very interesting. Near the entrance you will

see a pile of roughly-hewed, misshapen roots,

looking like huge boots with extremely high

insteps. You ask a passing workman con-

cerning them, and he tells you they are

"knees"—roots of Douglas fir trees, tough as

hickory, and used to brace the ribs of the

boat, more than a hundred of them being
used in each vessel.

Lying in the harbor were several vessels

undergoing repairs. A four-masted schooner,

which had driven on a reef and torn a great

moving log-rafts, or whistling shrilly to each

other to keep to starboard. From the galley
of one of the lumber schooners a cook

emerges and, stepping to the side rail, he

throws overboard a pail of scraps. There

is a rush of wings and a medley of hoarse

cries as the gulls swoop down to the feast.

From far and near they are ascending as

though they had been notified by wireless

telegraphy. They cry with hoarse and

strident voice "raw, raw, raw." One is in

doubt as to whether they are criticising the

cook and the condition of the food, or

whether their cry is meant for an enthusi-

astic rah, rah, rah like that of a bunch of

jubilant freshmen practicing their college

veil.
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Some of the trulls are milk-white with

slate-colored win-s. while others are robed

in sober Qualm As they rise with

soft feathery flapping and swish of their

wings, it makes one think of a group of

stylishly-dressed ladies, whose silk skirts pro-

claim their movements by a similarly soft

swisti mill frou-frou.

As I stood watching the busy scene, one

of the workmen came up and volunteered to

show me around.

"I have a kink in my back, so I am laying
off today," he explained.
"Do you know what kind of wood this ist"

my companion asked, as he laid his hand on

the dark-colored close-grained timber on

show you the planking and keel sticks we
use.''

We walked past p eavj tinbau t..

a pile of planks. "I»id you ever see better

lumber than that.'" my companion inquired.

"Kvery plank is clear and sound, twenty-four
inches wide and sixty two feet Ion..'. These

big fellows here are the keel-sticks; they are

two feet by a foot and a half through and

are sixty-two feet long."

As we approached the ships I tried to

analyze the various sounds, and to separate
the clamor into its constituent elements. One
can readily pick out the hammer and ad/,

the saw and the broad-ax, but there are sev-

eral hard to identify. One in particular, a

Firtt You Lay thr K-,1 rind Then Attach the Rib* "

which we sat. Taking out my knife I triad

to whittle a piece from the plank, but it re-

sisted—my knife blade scarcely making a

nick in it. I looked up and saw a smile of

amusement on the face of the workman.
"That 's iron-bark wood," lie said. "It

comes from Australia, and you can see it is

well named. It is almost as hard as lignum
vitne. It costs $140 a thousand, plus the

freight. VI for the guard-rail, rud-

der-stock and hatch-combing. The stern-

. rudder-posts and stems we make of

tough Baatani oak. while the frames, planks.
deck, and in tad all other woodwork is of fir.

that is. everything but the plugs used in the

planking, which are of locust wood. We use

about 4.000,000 feet of lumber a year. I'll

hollow drumming like the rat-a-tat of a

woodpecker on a dead tree, is particularly

insistent. Finally I traced the sound to its

source and found it to be a riveter driven

by air pressure. Near at hand a workman

holds across his ami what looks like a rubber

garden hose. In his hand is a long auger.

He lowers the auger till it rests against the

heavy timber whereupon it begins to burrow

into the wood like a mad tiling, while the

rounded oMpa pour out at the top, and in n

moment the end of the auger emerges on the

other side of the heavy timber—air pressure

b ttu f its furious activity.

We walked to where the crippled ship had

been drawn out of the watei to have a broken

rudder replaced, and to have new planks sub-
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stituted for the torn and splintered timbers

where she had been driven on the reef.

Gathered about her were a score or more

of workmen. Taking a long strand of oakum,

the calker deftly drives it into the seam be-

tween the planks with a small, blunt-faced

tool similar to a chisel. He is followed by

two other workmen, one with a long-handled

calking iron, the other with a heavy wooden

hammer, drives the oakum home while an-

other with a small trowel and a bucket of

cement covers the seams they have finished

calking.

Taking my kodak from my coat pocket,

I aim it at the calkers, whereupon one of

them turns his face away. "Never mind him,

are, and to remind you of the white-winged

sea-rovers. For the men themselves are elo-

quent of old ocean, their talk, their walk,

their manners all bespeak the sea. The flags

of many nations tatooed on their brawny

chests and arms cry aloud to the landsmen

that these men, though ashore, are subjects

of Neptune, sons of the sea.

The riggers and laborers are old salts who

have drifted into port lured by the prospect

of higher wages, while many of the carpen-

ters and joiners have spent years of their

life as ship carpenters. It would be hard to

find a port laved by salt water that has not

been visited by some one of the more than a

hundred workmen in this shipyard.

"Shaping the Masts.'

mister," his fellow-calker remarks, "he 's

bashful, never havin' had his picture took

except for the rogues' gallery."

The calker joins in the laughter which fol-

lows this sally, and answers with caustic wit,

"Man if I had a face on me the likes of

yours, I'd sure have sense enough to wear

a mask when I faced a picture-makin' ma-

chine, but what can you expect of a man the

like of you, that 's two-thirds nerve and the

other third conceit."

It does not need the sight of the sea and

of the ships in the harbor, nor the all-per-

vasive yet pleasant odor of the tar and

oakum and of the resinous shavings and spar
varnish mingled with the wholesome and brac-

ing breath of the sea to tell yon where you

The artistocrats of the shipyard are the

calkers, who receive $5.75 a day. The rig-

gers, carpenters and joiners receive from $4

to $4.75 a day, while the laborers, of course,

receive considerably less. The payroll runs

from $5,000 to $6,000 a month.

As I stood by the edge of the -harbor a

man hurried up and called out an order.

Under his direction the workmen began pull-

ing a spar up out of the water. "Give her

a little more slack, Carlson, or she '11 foul on

you. Block up the butt, Erickson, and lay a

few planks for her to roll on. Ole, take that

shovel to Larsen to dig the mud out of the

way so both ends will start up even."

My guide smiled and said, "That 's the

head rigger; did you notice that all the men



f'umi'i/ o/ Young Kingfisher* Posed Before the Camera.
With Food.

Watching the Return ot the Mother

Kingfishers
By William L. Finley

With Photograph* by Herman T. Bohlman

j'LL clothe and equip each <>f

my creatures for a special

work and give him some

particular thing to do," says
Nature. "I'll give the hum-

ming-bird a long bill to suck

honey from the flower cups. I'll give the

grosbeak a large, powerful 1) II to crack

seeds. I'll give the night-hawk a big mouth
to catch flies. I'll give the snipe long legs

to wade in the mud and water to find his

food. I'll give the woodpecker a chisel-

shaped bill to bore holes in the trees. I'll

give tin- owl ryes that see at night-time and

strong clnws and a hooked beak to catch

mice and other injurious rodents. Every
creature will have its special part to play in

the world."

Until we have studied this plan of Na-

ture's and have seen how especially he is

adapted for his life's work and purpose, we
can 't appreciate the beauty of the king

fisher. You might not notice how closely li I

coat matches the water until you look at him

from above with the blue water behind him.

A kingfisher cannot be high above his

reptile ancestors. Young kingfishers are

raised in such a dark, damp place you might
think at first sight that all of them would

.1 < ..t consumption. They never get even a

glint of sunshine till they are old enough to

climb out of the cave and take flight. Think

of living in a deep well till you are grown!
But maybe Nature set the kingfisher to live

in a dark hole in order to better adapt him

for his work.
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A young kingfisher seems to grow like a

potato in a cellar—all the growth going to

the end nearest the light. He sits looking

out toward the door, and of course his face

naturally all goes to nose. Everything is

forfeited to furnish him a big head, a spear-

pointed bill and a pair of strong wings to

give this arrow-shaped bird a good start

when he dives for fish. Of course, he seems

top-heavy in appearance. His tiny feet are

deformities and hardly large enough to sup-

port him. I am sure a kingfisher would not

pretend to walk, but he is built for a pro-

fessional fisher and is a success at the busi-

ness.

If a kingfisher can find a bank, he always

has some advantage over other birds, be-

cause he can burrow in far enough to get

out of reach. For several years we have

watched a pair of these
,
birds that nested

along the river bank within the city limits.

One day we paddled across to the east side

of the Willamette above the mill. The bank

ran abruptly up and was well wooded. Be-

yond this was a short, sandy beach where

we used to swim, and where a cool spring

of water gushed out of the rocks just above

the river. Above was a small clay bank,

where the kingfishers lived. I saw one enter

the hole, and climbed up just below the en-

trance. I pounded with a stick to get him

out so as to snap his picture as he left the

nest. But he was like a baron in his castle.

He knew I could n't drive him out. Then

I sat down for fifteen minutes until his mate

returned. When she arrived with a loud,

clattering cry, out he came, and lit on a

stump while she entered.

Not long after that, a railroad company
bought the franchise along the water-front,

started a big digging machine, set scrapers
to work and slashed the scenery right and

left, and dropped it into the river. It

spoiled the whole place for me, but do yon
think the railroad syndicate drove out the

kingfisher? Not much. No sooner had the

big digger moved on than he plugged an-

other hole in the new bank. The old roots

and the dead tree where he used to sit were

gone, but he put on civilization and set him-

self on a wire where thousands of volts of

invisible power were passing through his

clutched feet. He perched on the trolley

pole and rattled as if it were put there for

his convenience. Indeed, it seemed so, for

it was squarely over the water's edge, where

he could watch the swimming minnows be-

neath.

I have often watched the kingfisher along

the river. At times he would occupy an old

willow on the bank, and he would sit there

for half an hour at a time, occasionally

turning his head and watching the water

carefully. I seldom saw him catch anything

from that place; I think he used it more

as a lounging tree. He would often come

flying down the river about noon-time with

his head high in the air, and, Ike the boat

Bohlman and Anthony Shooting a Young King-
fisher Just Out of the Nest. He Was Cap-
tured After an Exciting Chase, and Sat for
Several Portraits.

coming in at the wharf, he always sounded

his rattle before landing.

This old king had several favorite

perches for a mile along the river. He was

watchful and shy, and, I think, rather quar-

relsome. Never but once did I see another

kingfisher about, and that was one day when

I heard a loud rattling and, looking down

the river, I saw two kingfishers light on the

dead alder, both very much excited. They

kept up a clattering fuss for a few moments,
as one person will argue with another, then

one darted at the other and away they went,



Young King, After Leaving the Neet and Ready to Take Up Their Lite Work. They Were Not
Kxpertt at Firtt. but They Soon Learned Hou to Hit a Fteh,
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dodging and turning as far as I could see.

I think it was a fight as to the ownership

of the property along the river, for the ri-

parian rights seemed to belong to this one

bird and all others were excluded.

It was always exciting to me to watch

these birds catch fish. I enjoyed it as much

as pulling them out myself. I was sitting

on the bank one day when the old king came

rattling down the river in straight, swift

flight, and, swerving up, caught himself in

mid-air and came to a stop about fifteen

feet above the water. What an eye he must

have to see fish under the water! He flut-

tered for a moment as a sparrow-hawk

Three Young Kingfishers Perched on a Snag
Over the Pond.

above his prey, and dropped, arrow-like,

completely disappearing beneath the surface.

The next instant he was in the air again with

a cray-fish. He was n't wet a bit, for his

clothes are water tight; the water runs off

his satiny plumage as if his coat were thor-

oughly oiled.

While the kingfisher catches many min-

nows, he does not live on these alone. He
lives on different kinds of insects and shell-

fish. Along some streams, he lives mostly
on frogs, lizards and beetles. In the dry
southern states, where the streams are few
and run dry in Summer, this bird takes to

a fare of grasshoppers and mice. Think of

a kingfisher catching mice! A kingfisher

adapts himself to circumstances just as a

flicker will dig a home in a clay bank, a

telegraph pole or a church steeple when the

trees are all cut down.

Where I live, the food of the kingfisher

consists largely of cray-fish that are common

along the streams. He pulls the fish apart

and swallows shell and all, then the indi-

gestible parts are vomited up later, and,

strange to say, these cast-off bones, scales

and shells are used for the lining of the

nest. I do not know just why a kingfisher

likes to carpet his house with such a rough

floor, unless he wants to adorn his home

with the trophies, of his many hunts. He

may be too lazy to carry in anything else.

Some people advocate shooting the king-

fisher at every opportunity, and in some

places men have made laws to exterminate

him, claiming that he destroys too many
young trout. But the kingfisher eats very
few trout, comparatively. He lives largely

on the kinds of fish that are of little or no

value to man. But even though he does

catch an occasional trout to eat; is man the

self-constituted defender of the trout?

Man—who never destroys! The kingfisher

was here long before man came; he must

have some rights, at least the right to live

a secluded life along the waterways where

there are no trout.

The kingfisher is not a social bird like the

chippy and chickadee, and I have never

found but one pair in a locality. He is a

solitary fisher and an outcast in bird so-

ciety. He seems to go on the supposition
that a companion would talk and scare the

fish, or else he is too much of a hermit to

enjoy the friendship of others. But it

would be a poor world if all birds were

alike. I would n't want a field without a

meadow lark even if it did raise a good crop
of hay. It would be a desolate patch of

Winter woods with no chickadee. It would

be a barren orchard without a robin or

chippy even if it* did bear apples. I would

lose much of my interest and pleasure in

the river if the kingfisher were not there,

for, to my mind, he helps to make the place
what it is.

The kingfisher is a fellow of expediency.
I used to think he always took a site along
the river for a home, but this is not so.

Perhaps a good nesting site at the river side



tnp Kinffflaht n an Old Snap Over the River—FrotcMy-Hradr
Mostly on Fish of So Value to Man.

That I.tve
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Kingfisher With Broken Bill.

is not always available. Three years ago I

found a kingfisher living in a bank on the

heights back of the city. This was a good
mile from his place of business, a kind of

suburban home, where he could enjoy the

fly after fishing along the river. I often

heard him go back and forth and heard h :

s

rattle high above the housetops of the

crowded city. It seemed to me the most
difficult problem of living this far from the

river would have to be settled when the

youngsters were full-grown. How could the

parents get them clear across the city to

the river hunting-grounds? By watching, I

found that young kingfishers do not leave

their nests until they are fully fledged and
can fly quite a long distance. As near as I

could judge, the tousley-headed youngsters
sailed almost the entire distance from the

high position on the heights to the river in

one try.

I was acquainted with another pair of

kings that used to keep watch for fisb

about Ladd's pond. They had an outlook
on a dead limb over the water, that was usu-

ally held by one of the birds. The first year
I found this pair, I was especially inter-

ested. The male bird caught my attention
because I could see that something was the
matter with his bill. I saw him dive, and
at first I thought he caught a fish, for his

mouth was open, but I watched him again,
and each time he seemed to miss, but his

mouth was always open.
This pair of kingfishers dug a nest in the

bank of an old railroad cut about half a
mile away. I found it by watching them
take the overland route from the pond after

fishing hours. Near the entrance I saw two

other places where they had begun to dig,

but it seemed they had struck hard spots,

and had tried again until they got a place

that was soft and sandy. They chiseled the

dirt out with their bills and pushed it along
with their tiny feet. As near as I could

estimate, it took them a week and a half to

finish the burrow. The hallway sloped up
slightly and ran back for four feet, where

it ended in a little dome-shaped room. From
the door into the nest were two little tracks,

worn by the feet of the birds as they went

in and out. The female generally does most

of the setting, while the male returns oc-

casionally and supplies her with food. But
in this family, I think the duties were some-

what reversed, for the male seemed unable

to do his part.

I have often watched k'ngfishers plunge
into the pools and shallows for fish and won-
dered if they sometimes did not miscalculate

in their hasty, headlong dives. The more I

saw of the king about the pond, the more I

thought this was true. So one day we went
over to the nest, which was only about two
feet below the top of the bank, and meas-
ured back to where we thought the home
was, and dug straight down to the nest. Both
birds were at home. We found the male
bird had an injured bill. TJle upper man-
dible of the bill had apparently been broken
some time before and was partially healed,
but was shorter than the lower one. From
the injured place the outer end of the beak
bent up, somewhat, so the bird could not close

its mouth' except at. the base. He could

hardly hold a fish if he caught one, and,
instead of fishing for a living, I think he
was doing the woman's work at home and

Portrait of Two Young Kingfishers.



The Kingfisher- The Kingfisher Cannot Be Far Above Ills Reptile Ancestors, for He
Digs an Underground Home.
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The Entrance to the Kingfisher's Home. The
Door of the Nest Shows the Two Little Tracks
Worn by the Feet of the Parents. Just at

the Left Side Is the First Place Where the
Birds Started to Dig, but Struck a Rock.

his wife was catching fish. There were six

pure white eggs in the nest, and after tak-

ing a picture of the injured bird, we care-

fully closed the den again.

We were afraid the birds would desert

the nest, but they did n't. The male con-

tinued the incubating, and it was sixteen or

seventeen days from the time the eggs were

laid till they were hatched. The young were

blind, naked and helpless. I knew just as

well when the young kings were born as if

I had crawled back through the underground

passage for four feet and struck a match

to see. Both birds took to fish'ng and they

kept the air-line hot between the pond and

the bank.

It took almost four weeks of feeding and

nourishing before the young kingfishers were

able to leave the hole in the bank. We
watched the nest pretty closely and were

present when they made their debut. Not

one of the youngsters was strong on the

wing, and we had our cameras ready. That

hole in the bank surely held one of the wild-

est-eyed feathery tribes I ever saw. We
tried for a whole day and finally got six of

the frowsy-headed fishers in a pose.

Eventually, all the family of young kings
made the'r way to the pond, where they

perched on the projecting snags over the

water. They were not experts on the wing,
nor could they spear a fish, but they were

not too old to learn. It can 't be an easy

thing for a bird to hit a fish when it is

swimming under water, not at least when
the water is rough, or Wi.en the fisher has

not mastered the law of light reflection by a

long diving experience.
The parents fed the young for a t me till

they knew how to care for themselves. As
soon as they developed strength and experi-

ence, the old birds led them to the river

about a mile distant, where ,£hey broke away
for themselves in the great world of bird life.

I never knew just what became of the

father with the broken bill. He may have

starved to death the following Winter, or

the injured part of his bill may have been

gradually replaced by a new growth. The
next year I saw two kingfishers about the

same locality, but neither had a broken bill.



The Trading Post at Mouth of Lansing Creek.

Trapping in the Golden North

By Percival Xash
With Illustrations by the Author

ING, ling, ling, went the

alarm by my bedside. 1 un-

covered my head and hastily

unrolled from my wolf-skin

robe. I groped on the table

for a match, started a glim,

and, also, with great rapidity, started a fire in

the heater.

It was in our cabin in the Golden North

that all this happened. In the dead of the

Winter, and although past six o'clock, it

would still be over three hours to daylight.

We were near the Arctic circle, located on

the Stewart River, far up in the mountains

above Dawson. Our business was trading
for fur with the McKenzie Indians, who
made the locality their rendezvous. Natur-

ally, though, we had plenty of time on our

hands, as the Indians only enme in to trade

twice during the Winter months. To fill in

the spare time my partner had n trap line

out working far up Lanwig Creek, a tribu-

tary of the Stewart, our trading post being
located nt the junction of the two waters.

I had spent the early part of the Winter

looking for marten, inland between the two
main forks of the river.

But it was an off year for marten, and
I was forced to give it up in disgust. For
about a month I had been working down the

Stewart Valley with steel traps and snares,

after the Canada lynx.

Something always happens to offset our

bad luck. This year it was a run of lynx;
other localities having failed to produce a

good rabbit crop, the chief food of the lynx,

they had migrated into our country.
The rabbit scarcity is OEM fit the things

that we understand. K\ery seven years

about, they become so plentiful that a tuber-

cular disease breaks out amongst them, from

over-production, and. being transmitted from

one to the other, the next season shows

a locality practically hare of the snow-shoe

rabbit. Whilst lynx are not worth as much
as marten, still seven dollars is about the

average price, and it makes them worth trap-

ping when marten fail.
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One of the Author's Dog Teams.

After a hasty breakfast, mostly of moose

meat, I took my dog harness down from the

cabin wall. Four Indian dogs made up the

team, and a toboggan cut short to turn sharp
corners amongst timber was the conveyance.

My footwear for the day was crowned by an

extra big pair of moccasins, as from the

way my breath crackled and hissed who"
outside the door, it must have been close to

fifty degrees below zero. I wound my feet

up with an extra strip of Hudson Bay
duffle, as I 'could not afford to take chances

with cold feet on the trail. Snowshoeing at

that temperature was a hard business, to

say the least.

I placed my rifle on top of the load as it

was time to gather in another moose for dog
feed; and the wolves were also down on the

river bottoms again. The wolves of the

North have never yet been known to harm a

person, but I always feel safer with my gun
within easy reach. The gun, of course, I

took down from its accustomed pegs outside

the door. In the North firearms are kept

outside for the entire Winter season, except
while being cleaned after use, and not a

drop of grease or oil is applied till the an-

nual thaw commences in April.
It was beastly pulling out from my warm

nest at such an unearthly time, two hours

before daylight; but it was up to me. I had
to make over thirty miles down river before

reaching the old deserted prospector's cabin,

for my first night stop on my trap line.

Cold, plenty, but I warmed up in a very
few minutes.

At the end of the first big bend of the

river below the trading post, my trail ran

through a patch of rough ice, the river hav-

ing jammed at this point when closing up
in the Fall. My tripping snowshoes failed

to save me from many an awkward stumble

amongst the rugged hummocks. Soon I lost

the feel of the hard bottom under my feet,

and knew I was off the trail. Only one

thing to do next, stop the team and com-
mence criss-crossing amongst the rough ice to

try to locate the trail again by feet. The



The Canada Lynx Voting lor a Picture,
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The Dog Teams Traveling Across a Short Portage on the Upper Stewart, 1906.

snow at that date, December, had not much

depth, but I had to stick to the trail for

manifest reasons.

In the first place, I knew the trail was

safe. No one had any business traveling

in the dark in loose snow, especially in early

Winter without a man ahead to sound and

pick the way. Many a patch of open water

and rotten ice was still "in evidence" along

the Stewart. My traps and snares were

placed in close proximity to the trail. At
each one a stick upright in the snow marked

where I had to turn off to examine it.

It was a hard problem to locate the trail

that morning. After wasting several precious
minutes and "cussing" my lead dog in many
languages for not having better sense in re-

gard to sticking to the track, I bent over

my toboggan again. From under the lash

ropes I pulled out a short, sharp-pointed
stick that I carried alongside my gun. A
prod stick, and with its help I soon located

the hard bottom of the trail. A little snow

had fallen since I last had run my trap

line, but it was the drifts amongst the rough
ice that caused my leader to go astray.

Four miles, about, from home I left the

river at the head of the first portage. My
trail cut off a big bend of the Stewart,

shortening the distance about one mile in

three. I had my fourth trap set close to the

beginning of the portage. I considered it as

a good place to gather in a lynx. Through
the gloom of the early morning light I could

see something jumping about the trap's vicin-

ity. I found that I had a bunny, though, in-

stead of a lynx. The poor rabbit had fig-

ured that there was an easy breakfast in

sight on the scattered twigs left when I

trimmed off the drag stick to which the trap

is always fastened.

The rule holds good with lynx, the same as

with other fur-bearing animals; never to

fasten the trap to anything solid. The ani-

mal's foot is liable to be the only thing left

in the trap if you do. And if caught by
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The Over-Night Stop in an Old Cabin Built by Prospectors.

the toes, they find it an easy matter to twist

a toe off.

I put the remains of the rabbit in my
load, as I was short a little on dog feed; and

then dug into my trap bag for my scent

bottle. The lynx do not come freely to bait,

as they are partial to live food, but the right

scent draws them nearly every time. A mix-

ture of oil of anise, rodium, asafetida and

beaver castor is what we use, and the com-

bination is irresistible. A few sticks or

twigs stuck into the snow to form a rude

pen, to enclose the scent stick, with a tree

for the back, and the trap set in front of the

pen's mouth is all that is necessary. The

lighter the trap the better, provided it is

strong enough to hold the lynx, as the extra

weight counts against the use of the bigger

traps. The only objection to the number
one-and-a-half traps that we use is that the

lynx's paw being so large, a toe is often the

only part caught between the jaws.
Across the portage I "mushed" behind my

dog team. The toboggan swung from side

to side in the crooked narrow trail. Every
few minutes the nose or bell of the toboggan

banged up against a tree, but it is hard to

hang up the Indian conveyance. At the

lower end of the portage I saw in the sky

the first grey hues of approaching day.

The snow was powdery, and everywhere
the frost had formed on bush and tree. It

still was very cold, and I stopped before go-

ing down the bank onto the river to warm

my feet. I twisted my feet out from the

snowshoe thongs, and then pounded my toes

against the shoe frames. A vigorous dance,

with the shoes for floor, ended my method of

inducing a better circulation. Before gird-

ing on my tripping shoes I lengthened the

ties where they crossed my toes. The least

pressure about the feet that day would start

the deadly freeze, and I took no chances.

It 's harder to navigate and to turn the snow-

shoes on the trail with loose thongs, but it

pays in the end, with fifty degrees below.



The Lynx Caught In a 8nare; The Indian Method of Taking Them.
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The Stewart River. The First Bend Looking
Down Stream From the Trading Post.

I found something doing in the next trap,

set where the belt of willow joined the

spruce. A lynx was in the trap and he

cavorted around in style when he saw the

dogs and me. I pulled an extra cod-line

lynx snare from my pocket and set about his

destruction. With a broken willow wand I

worked the noose gently over the head of my
cat friend. As soon as he felt the cord

tighten he started the death dance. A minute

sufficed to snuff his light, and my first re-

muneration for the day went quickly onto

the toboggan. I would have liked to wrap
the lynx up in my robe to keep him from

freezing stiff, but did not for all-sufficient

reasons. Lynx have many, many fleas.

The trail angled across the river bed next,

and in the head of the big spruce island that

was just looming into view I had my next

lynx trap set.

At this time of the day we count on the

coldest weather for the twenty-four hours,

and I was not disappointed. In the bitterly

cold weather the air moves at a rate of not

more than three miles per hour, as a rule,

but withal the wind cuts through a person
to the very marrow, and you have to bend

your head as though facing a gale. My
every breath reverberated as it issued from

my lungs, and a cloud of congealed vapor
surrounded my face; and every dog suffered

as well. The cold air with each in-going
breath felt like pins and needles sticking in

my chest. Every breath when delivered to the

outside world could actually be heard falling

to the snow. A nice country ! I felt glad
when I drew up in the lee of the island.

When amongst the trees where my trap

was set I took another rub on my nose. By
a series of twists and bends I got the point

of it in line, so that by looking cross-eyed I

could see that a neat whitish patch crowned

the bridge. The back of my fur-trimmed

mitt came into action at once. After a

few minutes' rubbing I pulled my mitt off,

and, making a cup of my two hands over

my face, I finished the thawing job with

my warm breath. Only a minute or so and

then I had to slide my hands back into my
mitts and start the circulation going.

After a glance at my lynx trap I was down

behind my dog team again. The next job

was a slight variation. My Indian pup, in

the swing of the team, had amused himself

while lying curled up on the ice by cutting

both traces of the dog ahead of him. "More

in sorrow than in anger" I proceeded to

"lay him out." The only cure for a dog

that starts harness cutting is to half-kill him;

to make him believe that the next time it

happens he will be quite killed. I figured on

applying my medicine to every part of the

dog except his legs. Never beat a train

dog about his limbs, or you may cripple him.

I always carry some spare moose-hide thongs

for emergencies. So I knelt down in the

snow and performed a hurry-up job with

them, patching harness. Not a minute too

soon did I finish, either. My hands were so

stiff that I could not close my fingers, and I

had to perform another war dance before

daring to start.

The word to my leader "mars-s-s" was

hardly uttered before there was a blue streak

"hitting the pike." The whole team had ap-

preciated the beating that the swing dog had

received, and had concluded that the distant

treatment would be more satisfactory. It

was thoroughly demonstrated, the advantage
of a long guide line on the toboggan. I

made a dive for the line as the dogs started,

for the world as though I was playing foot-

ball again and was after the ball in the

scrimmage. They dragged me through the

powdery snow for a few yards, but I hung
on and finally "cooued" up the line till I

could reach the toboggan. "Mars-s-s" again,

but this time I was a passenger on top of

the load. As soon as the dogs slackened

speed, I took my accustomed place behind

the toboggan. Nothing much of interest en-

livened the next few hours. I had visited

about eight more traps and the same number
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Ut. Jag. 7.600 Feet High, and the Biggest Mountain in the Country.

of snares. I gathered in another lynx, and

reset several traps that had been sprung.

usually by a lynx sitting on them.

My regular stop for noon was about due.

so at the next trap I took the dogs back a

few yards into the timber from the river.

In one end of the toboggan load I had my
grub sack and teapot, and also my little

Hndooa Bay ax. With my nx I slit the

bark of a nearby silver birch. Toning off

a few strips. I had a good start for my
ramp fire. Some of the dead limbs that are

found close to the trunk of the spruce
formed my kindling, and a dry pole or two

furnished the rest of the wood.

I shoveled mow with my snowshoe from
a level place that had been partially pro-

tooted hv ovoihanging spruce boagbn. Then
I cut down a small spruce, Bring its booghl
Cot carpet in front of the fire. By the time

I had pulled off my moccasins and footwear,

and hung them all up to dry and t

the fire, my kettle was singing, full of snow
water, and T was ready for my meal. I

had a large slab of dry fat moose meat to

furnish the '"piece de resistance," and it

and plenty of hot tea fixed me out in style.

After a hurry-up smoke to settle my
lunch, we hit the trail again.

The wolves had come onto my trail a

short distance farther down the valley.

They had realized how much easier it was to

travel on the trail's hard bottom instead of

wading' loose snow, and they stuck to die old

track religiously. The wolves had not been

long L'one. as my dogs showed great excite-

ment, ears up and hair bristling. Although
the McKenzie Indian dog* are related to

the timber wolf, showing the strain plainly,

they are bitter enemies to the death. The
wolves had cut across the point of the next

bend of the river, and I hoped that they hail

left the trail for good, but it was not to bo.

Their track came back again below the bend,

and my spirits dropped to zero at my next

trap. There had been a lynx in it; but the

wolves had attended to him. I finally found

my trap and a lynx paw out in the middle
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At the Mouth of the Big Canyon on the North
Fork of the Stewart, Spring, 1906.

of the river, quite a distance from where I

had set it. I had had the same experience

before with the wolves. I dare not use

poison, as it is too risky along the main

river; so I decided in my mind to make this

run of my trap line the last, and pick up
the traps on my return trip. For a couple

of miles the wolves followed the trail, then

turned off up a big "coolee" that comes in

from the left. I lost another lynx before

the "quit," however, and it made me still

more savage.
A black spot caught my eye in a willow

patch that fringed the point in one of the

sharp turns of the river. If I had not de-

cided to end my trapping along the river,

I now could outfit easily with a moose for

dog feed. That spot, if investigated closely,

would prove to be a moose, and a big one.

He stood up high, shoulders and head show-

ing above the thick fringe of brush. The

willow shoots were being bent and twisted

in every direction as he made his evening

meal; whilst I watched him, one big bush

going down entirely, the moose walking into

the middle of it, and breaking the shoots

like pipe stems. When I was about the

middle of the river, in crossing, the bull

suddenly caught sight of the outfit. He
stood for a moment as if petrified. Then,
with a wheel about in the brush, he was

away with a crashing and bending of

bushes to mark his progress.
Soon I came to the part of the day's

journey that I dreaded the most. I crossed

the last portage for the day first though,
and picked up one more lynx, dead this

time, and froze stiff in a snare. I had a

lovely time tying this last lynx onto the

load. He had spread-eagled himself in

struggling, and, of course, had frozen in

that position.

I still had about eight miles to go before

reaching the old cabin where I intended

passing the night. The few short hours of

daylight had ended ere this; the gloom of

twilight was on, and it even was fast fad-

ing into solid darkness. My trail was heavy,

but, thank goodness, the dogs could still fol-

low it. At each place where I crossed the

river, from point to point, I had earlier in

the season stuck guide sticks up, broken wil-

lows or spruce twigs, marking the line

across. By this means I kept in the track

even where it had drifted full. In these

places I went ahead of the dogs. My little

tripping snowshoes broke the snow down so

that it made it much easier for the poor

pups to pull the toboggan with its load.

The load, by the way, was heavy enough

by this time. The lynx that I had added to

it since morning had brought the weight

and bulk up to quite considerable propor-

tions.

The temperature was falling again, as the

hours wore on, and a frost fog hung along

the river. I did not as yet feel the cold

much, but I was commencing to feel weary,
a little, and I knew that from now on I had

to be more careful than ever. A person's

recuperative powers decrease as the tired

feeling comes on.

There was something doing in the next

bend. I had stopped looking at my traps

even, to save the precious minutes, and was

pounding the team along, when suddenly,
without warning, we ran out onto an over-

flow. These places are most treacherous;
some chemical in the gravel or warm

springs from the river bottom causes them

in many places along the northern rivers.

Glaciers they are called, but the term is

rather a misnomer. They usually occur

along the edge of a gravel bar or bank
where the water of the river runs against
it. The water oozes up in the coldest

weather and forms a slush of snow and
water on top of the true ice. This skims

over when the water reaches the top of the

snow, but by the time it starts to become
solid there usually is another snowfall, then

more water starts, and the same operation
is performed. I could feel the bottom set-
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Lynx in a Trap; Spring, 1906.

tling under my shoes like mush, a most dis-

agreeable sensation. 1 figured that it was

safer to try to make across than to turn

back. The old trail is always the best place

to stay when in one of these places. The

dogs hated it, too, but I kept them going.

At the lower end of the strip the slush was

deeper, unfortunately, with a thinner skim

of surface ice and my snowshoes com-

menced breaking through. Each step was

harder, as now I was picking up a load of

-mow and water with each stride. t

finally got across, but I could feel the wet

snaking through my foot rags.

When once more on true ice. I pulled my
snowshoes off in a hurry and plunged my
feet into the loose snow that lined the trail.

The cold instantly formed an icy crust of

snow and water over my moccasins, froze

them solid and stopped any more moisture

from soaking in. T pulled my ax off the

load, then tipped the toboggan over and

scraped it industriously. The ice had formed

in a solid mass on the bottom, even in the

short time that it had taken to cross the wet

places. After getting the worst of the ice

off the toboggan I performed the same

tfrnpiin ulceration on my snowshoes.

Whilst I was working the dogs were all

licking their feet and biting the icy

bells that had formed on their legs.

It was hard work to uet the snowshoes

h.iek on my feet, as the thongs were also

frozen stiff. I finally succeeded, though, and

then I started the dogs going again.

This wetting deal made me Em) pretty

blue. If my feet started to get cold I knew
that I had only one thing to do—make tot

the timber, start a fire and dry out, and

then spend the rest of the night in front of

the blaze. Fortunately, my extra footwear

saved me. and after half an hour more of

travel I welcomed the big bluff that came
down to the river's edge opposite the junc-
tion of the South fork with the Stewart.

One more bend of the river and then the
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journey for the day would end. The dogs

knew that the cabin was not far off, and so

freshened up accordingly. They also had

the wolves' trail again, since a big bunch

had come down the South fork and headed

down river on the toboggan trail.

It made a big difference to the dogs, hav-

ing the wolves' track to travel in. I found

it for myself very bad snowshoeing, my
feet feeling as if encased in iron. I kept

my toes wiggling, as that was the only way
to tell if they were still not frozen. The

points of my moccasins were pounding the

front bar of my snowshoes with almost every

step. So much ice on shoes and moccasins

made the toe hole in the snowshoes too small

for my feet. I still struggled on, though,

gritting my teeth occasionally. I could see

the finish of my big toe nails from the

pounding. It was a sure thing that they
would come off in a day or so, after such

an experience, but I figured that if I had

to, I could dispense with toe nails.

It was a welcome minute when the

dog's turned off on the trail leading up to

the cabin. The trail went straight up
for about thirty feet to reach the top of

the bank.

The dogs, though, still had one last pull
in them, and by a succession of short hauls

and strains, we made the summit. Each dog
dropped in his tracks when we drew up in

front of the cabin door; they knew their

day's work was over.

I made into the cabin on the jump, feel-

ing meanwhile for the stub of a candle in

my pocket and my matches. My fingers re-

fused to work on the matches, so I lit the

whole bunch and held them over the candle.
I had kindlings and shavings all ready by
the side of my old sheet iron Yukon stove.

That 's one thing a person soon learns when
traveling in the North in Winter; to always,
before leaving a camp, have the material for
a hurry-up fire placed ready for the next
time. Sometimes it means the difference be-

tween life and death, if not to you, to some

other poor unlucky traveler.

After the fire was burning well, I pro-
ceeded to thaw out and my hands limbered

up. The dog team I brought bodily into

the cabin before starting to unhitch. The
buckles and snaps on their harness are hard

things to handle in the cold; your fingers

stick to the metal, and you 're apt to lose

a little skin. My toboggan I also pulled
into the cabin before unlashing, and then

hung all my lynx up to the cabin rafters to

thaw out.

The old stove was red-hot by this time and

puffing like a steam engine.

Fry pan and pots full of snow soon fur-

nished water for the tea. A frozen ban-

nock I dug up from my grub sack and stood

it up on the stove to thaw out. Some slabs

of dried meat kept the bannock company,
as the dogs appreciate a warm feed, when

they can get it.

The next performance was to cut through
my frozen moccasin strings and pull my
footwear off "en masse." It all, with my
leggins, capote and mitts went up on pegs
over and around the stove, first to be thawed
out .and then, after the superfluous moisture
was removed, to be dried for the morrow.

My sumptuous repast was soon gracing
the festal board, and I surely attended to it.

By the time that I had my pipe loaded
and going, the lynx that I had trapped I

found had thawed sufficiently to skin, their

fur keeping them from freezing solid in one

day. Their skins I rolled up and laid on the
cabin roof to freeze, as I had no stretchers
at the cabin to finish the job of preparing
them for market.

The lynx that I had snared I found had

hardly started to thaw, so I decided to

cache it and skin later, perhaps not until

next Spring. The lynx carcasses I also in-

tended caching, as their flesh is good at a

pinch, either for man or dogs, although not
as nourishing as moose meat.
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In Victoria's Pleasure Park.

A week later he would shake his grizzled

pow over the weather and resume : "Man,
even if I was horn in Portland, Maine,
there 's Victoria to think of. It 's the fine

place."
Anon he would, quite casually, in the midst

of a description of Liverpool, let fall that

he had been born there. "The Liverpool

quays are fine, lad," he would say. "It 's as

fine a place as you will see. My birthplace.
But then there 's Victoria, and that 's as fine."

When I review my six months' association

with David I come back to the reason why
he did not tell these things to his mate of the

watch, Murch. Murch was one of sixteen

children, and boasted of it. "Think of the

promiseuousness of being one of sixteen."

David would grunt. "He 's a good sort, but
I carina stand a man that has na indiveedual-

ity. Now I was born English myself, but T

canna say that I'm proud of it. Over narth
of the States there 's Victoria—"

David has long since thrown up his open

palm, deep-sea fashion, in response to the

final hail. I do not know that he ever saw

his beloved Victoria again. I do not know
that his place of birth did not finally arrive

at what I always thought he would have

liked it to be—Victoria, British Columbia.

But I feel sure that if he did not achieve

that in this bitter-salt existence, it was

granted him in another world to strut a

little and say, very simply, "Jerusalem is a

fine city. But I was born in Victoria."

I thought of this ancient, long-departed
seafarer when I first laid eyes on Victoria.

The Princess Victoria had received me, very

sleepy and tired, at midnight and had borne

me quite silently along till daybreak. On
waking, her propeller was still grinding

away, but almost as I sat up it stopped, and

I decided that we had arrived.

Here was my first surprise. I am unused

to going into any city without passing

through sawmill yards, factory grounds;

roaring under huge smoky walls and travers-
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Daffodils.

ing arid flats. But my first view of this city
was of a big, gray retaining wall at the head
of James Bay ; beyond it rose an almost

finished stone building that I found after-

ward was the new Canadian Pacific Hotel.

Then I went to the starboard side of the

ship and stared at a neat pier, beyond which
t?ie towers of the Parliament buildings rose

gilded in the morning sun. Lawns, well-

kept trees, a clean avenue, and, beyond, the

snowy Olympics, made up that first glimpse.
I do not think that a citizen of any city

can give the true aspect of it. Very few
of us would trust a man's opinion of his

wife's beauty, and there is a special and not

impartial affection in every man's heart for

the city of his birth or adoption. As a

stranger I shall not attempt to tell the truth

about Victoria. But. having joined that

great (and very sincere) multitude who,
never having lived for long in Victoria, still

look upon it as in some fashion theirs, I

think that I may be allowed to speak of it

as MacLennan, as a hundred others I have

known, looked upon it and spoke of it.

It has become a hard matter in these days
to speak of a city without instantly defining

it, fundamentally, by statistics. I do not know
what Victoria's population is. I have not
been informed as to the volume of her busi-
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The Broom. Victoria.

ness. And I am glad to affirm that any
other figures of her growth and prosperity
have clean slipped my memory. What are

statistics between friends?

Early morning in Victoria is not a season

for philosophical meditation. One is hungry.
I remembered, when I found myself walking

briskly to a hotel, that somewhere an exile

from Victoria confessed that he was always

eager for his breakfast in the British Colum-
bia capital. I can not recall that he had

anything else to say about Victoria; but

surely that is a great deal. There are so

many people, prodigiously brisk and tre-

mendously hungry at midnight, who meet
the morning with sour glances at the table,

ungentle comments on the dishes and a com-

plete air of disgust. It is a really poetic

thought that these same individuals may have

darkling longings for a city where one is

always hungry for breakfast.

After breakfast the sightseer has choice

of several walks. There is one through the

town, past the Parliament buildings and out

upon the embankment overlooking the

Sound. Here one stares straight to the feet

of the snowy Olympics rising out of Ehe bril-

liant waters of this inland sea. Snug little

houses line the road that spins out behind

the bastions, and trim gardens may be dis-

cerned through the hedges. Beyond lies the

park, with its groves, its lakes, its swans, its

winding paths and rolling hills.

This, of course, is one part of Victoria

that might well stick in the memory of the

wayfarer from some inland, humid city. But
I do not think it was the morning aspect
that caused one man I knew to state, confi-

dently, as he sprawled in a chair under the

Xanax of one of those Waikiki hotels, where

only the adult tourist is in evidence, "I used

to go to Beacon Hill Park along in the even-

ing and stroll about a bit, you know. There

was the turf, and the broom along the fore-

shore and little flocks of children flitting

through the groves with cries and laughter.
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Uv the Gorge.

Children everywhere ! I have n't seen a

child, a real one, since I left the place."
Too many places one does not see real

children. A child is not a child by himself

or herself. One can't be a "brother" or

"sister" all by oneself, and among us of

English stock the same holds good of the

"child." Myself, I shall never forget the

evenings in Victoria, where the dusk of the

long twilight seems peopled with flitting

children, pursuing the games we all knew

once, with the same cries we used to give
before we lost the singleness of childhood

and became mere units in a multitude.

As children, with that strange instinct we"

never understand, never come where they are

not welcome, this means that Victoria must
mother them well. I can not pass over a

little interchange I had with a testy old

gentleman one evening in the park. It was
rather bleak, and I saw him striding along
the path with a fierce and determined air,

defying the elements as all Englishmen do

when it is a question of a constitutional.

I saw, as he drew near, that he looked par-

ticularly cross. He swung his stick with

a most ungracious jerk at every stride and

I discreetly gave him the whole road. At
that moment, without any more warning
than a slender whisper of the grass as they
darted through it, a covey of children flitted

right under the old gentleman's feet. There

was a dull thump and a shrill cry. The chil-

dren swung round and dashed separate ways,

leaving a small, chubby lad of six sitting on

the ground, rubbing his nose and staring at

the testy old gentleman, who struggled to get
his breath, banging his stick on the gravel of

the path at every painful inhalation. Little

boys are frequently polite. This one I am
sure intended to be. But all he managed to

say was, "'Why didn't you seel" Then he

scampered away.
I fully expected the old gentleman to

treat me to an exhibition of temper. Instead

he peered into the darkness of the trees and
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On the Cricket Ground.

then straightened up, getting his breath back.

"By Jove!" he said to me, "the little

beggar !"

I tendered him my sympathy. He
chuckled. "Why did n't I seeV he repeated.

. . "Rascal! . . About six years old."

We strolled along together for a few hun-

dred yards, and he had just this much to

say: "Good place for the little ones, here

like to see 'em ... do you
know, sir, I've lived in many parts of the

empire, but I still remember (chuckles) the

first time I saw a swan !"

I left him to his chuckling meditation, and

later, swinging round a turn, I saw him

studying the swans in one of the little lakes.

I do not know what his thoughts were. But
it occurred to me that possibly he had lost

sight of his white waistcoat and was in short

socks once more, watching swans in some
lake quite far from Victoria. From what I

saw afterward, I rather think that all Vic-

toria remembers its first swan, and that is

why the children, who never make mistakes,

honor it by coming.
I think I "did" Victoria pretty well, in

the tourist's sense of that term. I agreed

with the chauffeur, the driver and the street

car conductor that it was all very lovely. It

is, indeed, more lovely than many -a city

that is boastful across whole continents. But

even through the fir-lined roads, looking

down into mossy gorges and sitting under

pleasant verandas, I found myself choos-

ing
—choosing in the light of other men's

memories.

I think that Victoria brought up the

images of more men I had met, here and

there, than any other city possibly could

have done. The may tree guarding the road-

house at the Gorge
—how often X spoke of

that as he struggled up the path in that dis-

tant island to the abode where his gallant

heart finally ceased to beat. And the canon

at Goldstream—Z's favorite fishing story,

told in a city many degrees of longitude and
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latitude away, was of that spot. As I stared

<1<>«n into that leafy loveliness, heard the

tinkle of the stream far below, I remembered

that that fish was thirty-tw.) indies long.

"The best (islam;, BB" boy." 7. would assert,

"that the man who loves real sport can imag-
ine in his sweetest dream." The chauffeur

had a few stories of his own and for the first

time I believe '/..

I went, also, at the last, to the Sealing Sta-

tion. It is on the edge of the bay, right

under the eyes of the city. I went bec;i

thought it due to MacLennan, who first made
me think of Victoria. And as I looked out

over the little group of schooners a name

caught my eye. It was the Allie A. Alger,
Macl^ennan's old schooner, come once more

to her berth under the towering firs, beneath

the city where that rough seaman would,

had he lived long enough, been born.

The Crucifixion Yucca

By Adelaide Wilson

IT God forgot this land." he cried.

The tickle sand on every side

Shifted and glimmered; far and wide

The mocking heat waves danced at noon.

"What use to pray?" he made his moan,
"Since here I die alone, alo:

With gray arms stretched, Christ*! taeom nplete,

A yucca barred his stumbling feel ;

Around its base the lizards fleet

Shot to and fro. With pleading hands

The cactus yearned from out the sands.

Gazing, his spirit broke its bands.

He paused within the shadow there:

"Our Father," cr'ed he, bowed in prayer.



Bachin'

By Charles B. Clark, Jr.

Our lives are hid; our trails are strange;

We 're scattered through the West

In canon cool, on blistered range
Or windy mountain crest.

Wherever Nature drops her ears

And bares her claws to scratch,

From Yuma to the north frontiers,

You'll likely find the bach',

You will,

The shy and sober bach'.

Our days are storm and sun and mist,

The same as any life,

Except that in our trouble list

We never count a wife.

Each has a reason why he 's lone,

But keeps it 'neath his hat;

Or, if he 's got to tell someone,
Confides it to his cat,

He does,

Just tells it to his cat.

We 're young and old and slow and fast,

But all plumb versatyle ;

The mighty bach' that fires the blast

Can serve up beans in style ;

The bach' that ropes the plungin' cows

Can mix the biscuits true—
We earn our grub by drippin' brows

And cook it by 'em, too,

We do,

And cook it by 'em, too.

We like to breathe unbranded air,

Be free of foot and mind,
And go or stay, or sing or swear,
Whichever we 're inclined.

An appetite, a conscience clear,

A pipe that 's rich and old,

Are loves that always bless and cheer,

And never cry or scold,

They dont,

They never cry or scold.

Old Adam bached some ages back

And smoked his pipe so free,

A-loafin' in a palm leaf shack

Beneath a mango tree.

He 'd best have stuck to bachin' ways,
And scripture proves the same,

Eor Adam's only happy days
Was 'fore the woman came,

They was,
All 'fore the woman came.
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he called were foreigners? There are only
one or two Americans in the yard. One of

our men hails from Maine; we have a few

from Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and

the provinces, and all the rest come from

Sweden or Norway. I'll go to my tool chest

and get you a picture of the force."

He returned in a moment or so with a

photograph of the working crew.

"This one is Olsen, here's Peterson, next to

him is Erickson," and so he went on pointing
out Gustafsons, Newtsons, Lindquists, Sand-

stroms and Blomquests, Larsons and Lind-

stroms till it sounded as though he were

reading a roll call of a Swedish village.

By the side of the spar, which had just
been taken from the water, were several more
in the various stages between the rough
barked tree-trunk and the rounded, polished
mast. Most of them were a hundred feet in

length and free of all knots and imperfec-
tions. As I stood watching the men, shaping
the masts with draw-knives, or planing them
and putting on the finishing touches, one of
the workmen, noticing my interest, looked

up from his work and inquired: "Are you
in the shipbuilding line, or do you follow
the sea?"

I told him the nearest approach I had

made to riding on the rolling billows was rid-

ing on the hurricane deck of a cayuse. He
shook his head and said : "None of that for

me. Give me a pair of spiked shoes and I'll

ride a log through white water, or I'll walk

the deck of a windjammer no matter how
she is pitching and rolling, but I draw (he

line at a cayuse. Life is uncertain at best,

and I prefer the safety to be found at sea.

You can figure how a log will roll, or what

a ship in a storm is apt to do, but- show me
the man that has ever figured what deviltry

is going on in the head of a cayuse. No, sir,

excuse me, no bronco-bustin' in mine."

We went on to the sawmill, where the

various parts that go into a schooner were

being sawed out, and then to the gaunt skele-

ton where they were being fitted. A white

cloud of steam showed where the planks were

being steamed so they could be bent to place

without cracking. "Building a boat is a

very simple matter," said my guide. "First

you lay the keel, and then attach the frames

or ribs. Then you put the planks on and

when you have laid the deck and built llie

house, she is ready to have her masts set, and

that 's all there is to it, except sliding her
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into the water. Nowadays steam schooners

are about all we build. Once in a while,

though, we turn out a four-master. You can

see why full -rigged ships are not built any
more. They take a crew of thirty to thirty-

five men, while the four-master schooner will

carry just as much cargo, and only requires

a total crew of eleven to twelve men."

1 went on board one of the four-masters,

1 \ i n lt at the side of the dock, and chatted for

a few moments to the captain. "Yon would

like my berth, you sayf No, you wouldn't;

you just think you would. If I had any
money saved up I'd never make another trip,

but this is the only way that I know how to

make a living, so I have to stay with it. The

captain lias the meanest job on the whole ves-

sel. He is like the wheat between the upper
and nether mill-stones. The owners of the

vessels are one of the stones and the Sailors'

Union is the other. I bad a Japanese cook,

I liked him fine ; he was capable, cheerful and
courteous. The sailors notified me that I

would have to get a white cook, or they would
walk out. You think you would have let

them walkf What would you do for another

crew, I'd like to know? Appeal to the own-

ers of the shipf That would do a lot of

good, wouldn't it T I tried it, and was told

to get along with the sailors, or they would

get someone who would. They told me they
could n't afford to antagonize the Sailors'

Union, and be tied up. Shipowners haven't

any more manhood or backbone than a cove

Wo are given a lot of slobs, the scum
of the sailors' boarding-houses, and told to

get along with them. If I am late to break-

fast, or dont happen to get back from down
town, while we are in harbor, till one o'clock,

I have to kow-tow to the cook and kive him

half-a-dollar to give me my dinner; if I dont

I get no dinner, since he belongs to the Union
and dont have to serve meals after hours.

If I invite you to stay to dinner, I'll ha

give him four bits, as ship cooks are not re-

quired to cook for anyone but the regular
crew. If I want one of those sailors to do
some little job and he is nearly through at

five o'clock, he quits, and I have to allow

him an hour overtime if it only takes him five

minutes to complete the job. I pay the cook

sixty-five dollars a month and furnish him
a cabin boy to earn- the food and wash the

dishes. If it was n't for the fact that none
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of the sailors understand navigation they

would set me ashore and run the ship them-

selves. I have to go around with a hang-

dog, apologetic look on my face all the time

we are in harbor for fear I will offend the

sailors and they will quit. If I knock one

of them down I am liable to a fine of $500,

or six months in jail; if one of them knocks

me down he is liable to a fine of ten dollars

or five days in jail. When I am in harbor

for repairs, or getting a load of lumber, I

can hardly wait to get to sea, for you bet

when we get to sea I am the boss, with a

capital B."

I sauntered to the galley and chatted with

the cook. One of the sailors was eating some
bread and roast pork. "Got a snap, ye say?

Yes, a hell of a snap. It 's a dog's life we 've

got; when we are in harbor, the captain

keeps us on deck from eight in the morning
until five doing utterly unnecessary work just

Under the Keel.

because he has the authority to do so; and

at sea he hazes us to a finish, so that we wont

forget that he is the boss, nor overlook the

fact that we are beings of an inferior order.

Oh, yes, they feed us pretty well, and the

wages are better than they used to be, but my
advice to you is to stick to the land. If you
want a taste of what you '11 get hereafter,

just ship for a voyage around the Horn with

a drunken captain and a brutal mate, or ship
on one of the Hungry Goose Line of boats

out of Liverpool. It will cure you of all

the romance of a sailor's life. On my last

voyage there was a young lad, a German,
whose brother was an officer in the German
navy. He was Wild to get to sea, but his

folks would n't stand for it. -They wanted
him to go into the bank with his father, so

he gave them the slip, and shipped with us

at Hamburg. He had a splendid education

and was a fine musician. For some reason

the mate took a dislike to him; well, sir, the

devilish ingenuity that mate exercised in

making life a burden for Gus was something
fierce. Gus kept good-natured, at first, but

after a month or so of constant abuse, and

constantly broken rest, the boy turned ugly.

'I'll get that mate yet,' he told me. One day
he was up on the yard arm doing some paint-

ing; the mate walked along the deck directly

under him. Gus saw his chance, and quick
as a flash he dropped the bucket of paint
at the mate's head. It missed his head, and

hit him a terrific jolt on the shoulder, bruis-

ing his shoulder and covering him with paint.

Gus, of course, claimed it was an accident,

but the mate struck him a blow in the face

with his fist which knocked him down, and

then kicked him until he was a mass of

bruises. After that Gus watched the mate

like an animal does its trainer. One day he

got another chance, and dropped a marlin

spike from up in the rigging. It did n't miss

the mate's head by over a foot, and stuck up-

right in the deck, just in front of him. The

mate triced Gus up and, regulations or no

regulations, gave him the rope's end good
and plenty, till his back was like a raw beef-

steak. Then he put Gus in irons and kept
him in the brig on bread and water till we
reached port. When we reached port one of

the sailors helped Gus to escape, and the

morning after he had gone they found the

body of the mate half-buried in the mud
among the piles under the wharf, where it

had been left by the tide. No, a sailor's life

aint what it's cracked up to be."

The mate of one of the steam schooners

said to me, as he showed me over his ship :

"Every dog has his day, and the old-time

sailor has had his. This is the day of

steam."

As I walked up the gang-plank to the

wharf I could n't help wondering what our

grandfathers and great grandfathers of a

hundred years ago would have thought of

that statement.

It was one hundred years ago, on the 11th

day of August, 1807, that Fulton's boat, the

Clermont—the first boat to be propelled by
steam—made its trial run on the Hudson
River between New York City and Albany.
The trial trip was made in thirty-two hours,
a speed of nearly five miles an hour, and

many were the predictions of disaster for

thus flying in the face of Providence with a

monster which moved over the face of the

waters, breathing flames and smoke and defy-
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ing the winds and tides. When Fulton, hav-

ing conceived the plan of a steamboat, ap-

plied to the New York Legislature for a

franchise to operate a line of steamers, his

proposal was contemptuously sneered at and

voted down as "an idle and whimsical project

unworthy of legislative attention."

Though Robert Fulton was laughed at and

made light of as a dreamer and a visionary,

though his statements were received with sar-

casm and derision, yet his dream has come

true. Today if he were alive he would see

an ever-shrinking register of sailing vessels.

Many of the white-winged birds of passage
have been converted into steam schooners,

while those which meet the ultimate fate of

most sea-going craft and pile upon the rocks

ing monster." This "monster" of Fulton's,

by-the-by, was sixteen and a half feet wide,

one hundred and thirty feet long, four feet

deep and had a two-foot dip of its paddle
wheel. I would very much enjoy taking a

trip on one of the present-day passenger
boats with one of the sapient solons of the

New York Legislature which condemped the

whole subject of steam navigation as idle and

whimsical, and unworthy of their attention.

I would like to stand at his elbow while the

chief engineer explained to him the struc-

tural arrangements of the three steel decks

and the water ballast compartments. I would

like to study his expression as he was told

that while this was by no means a large ship,

yet the length between perpendiculars was

Boom Timbers Waiting to Be Dressed.

are not replaced. On the records of the

"General Register of the Merchant Navies

for All Countries" the total number of sail-

ing vessels of fifty tons or more is only 26,579
with a total register of 7,550,270 tons, which

is a loss of 1,543 vessels from the year be-

fore, while the same record gives 14,656
steamers of one hundred tons or more, total-

ing 30,256,336 tons, a gain of 648 steam

vessels during the year. Though ship-

yards are rushed with orders, it is rare in-

deed that they receive an order for a full-

rigged ship.

Our forefathers hooted at the folly of Ful-

ton's project, and then later were so aston-

ished at the performance of his first steam-

boat that they described it as an "awe-inspir-

420 feet with fifty-three feet beam, and that

the displacement was more than 10,000 tons.

I would like to go with him as he looked down
at the 7,000-horsepower vertical three-cyl-

inder, triple expansion engine of the direct

acting marine type, throbbing away at sev-

enty revolutions per minute under 230 pounds
of steam pressure. Can you imagine his

feelings as he looks around at the massive

machinery, the ballast pumps, the salt water

sanitary pump, air pumps and bilge pumps,
and the immense filter tanks and condensers,
the huge boilers, the furnaces, the refrigerat-

ing plant, the electrical generators with their

intricate and complicated switch-boards, and
the radiating wires which operate the search-

light, the heaters, the lighting system, call-
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bells, fire alarm, telephones, telegraphs, revo-

lution indicators, and which even wash the

dishes and freeze the ice cream. I would

give a great deal to know his thoughts as the

wireless telegraph system was explained to

him. Then if he had not already dropped
dead from astonishment, I would like to go
with him over the ship, and see him inspect

the luxurious state rooms, with their model

bathtubs, electrical heaters, electric lights,

call-bells, portable lavatories and finish our

tour by visiting the music room, library,

smoking room, barber shop and the dining
room. Can you imagine his feelings as he

thinks of his action in airily dismissing steam

navigation as unworthy of legislative action

on account of its idle and whimsical char-

acter ?

Yes, this is the day of steam navigation.

The sun of the old-time sailor is on the

wane. Here and there you will see one of

the old-time, full-rigged oak ships, a sur-

vival of a day long gone. Through the drift-

ing smoke of the steamers you catch a

glimpse of the quaint hand-carved figure-

head of a goddess at its bow. I wonder if

the wooden goddess, as she looks across the

sparkling waters, is dreaming of the old days,
the days when every ship had its figure-head
and when on her journeys to and fro she

met scores of white-winged pilgrims under

full sail speeding along before the trade

winds. Is it fancy, or has the carved goddess
lost her old-time undaunted look? Has her

look of courage given place to a look of sad-

ness and dreamy retrospection as she thinks

of the glory that once was, but which
is no more?
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Written by Hugh Herdraan unless otherwise designated

A Martyr.
' ' Have you anything to say to the public

in explanation of your conduct t" the re-

porter asked.

"I have, and I am very glad to have this

opportunity to set myself right in their eyes,"
answered the self-confessed grafter. "I ad-

mitted in court this morning that I was

guilty of the offenses charged, but I am not

guilty. Really, I'm not. You see, I took the

money, but I did it with good motives. I had
built up a great political machine here, a
machine that had the old Tweed Ring and

Tammany in its palmy days under Dick
Croker beaten to a fare-you-well. And Mur-

phy's present organization is clear off the

map when compared with mine. Now, it

takes a lot of brains to build up a machine
like that, and it takes a lot of money. I had
the brains all right and I used them. But I

didn't have the money; so I had to get it.

Now, didn't It Well, I got it. These fel-

lows that were running these places had no

right to run them, because they were n 't pay-
ing to run them. As soon as they paid for the

privilege, why they were all right. They
needed protection; I had the power to protect
them; and it was only right that I should be

paid for the use of that power. Now,
was n't it!

"Another thing that made me plead guilty
to the indictment was the worry this thing
was causing my friends. All these fellows
that I gave jobs to were showing the effects
of the strain, and I just couldn't bear to see
them suffer. They were up against it hard,
poor chaps, and I felt sorry for them. So I

up and said I was guilty, when I was n 't.

Of course, I took the money, but I had good
.reasons for doing it. Now, didn't It

"I suppose I '11 be sent to the pen, all

right. I expect that, although I haven't
really done anything wrong. But while I am
there I intend to spend my time in studying
how to make myself useful to my fellow-
citizens when I get out. And when I am
free again, I purpose to devote my time, my
energy and my undoubted ability for organi-
zation and government to the uplifting of
my. -native city, and to the betterment of con-

ditions, political, social and religious. I shall

have to begin in a humble way, but I'll get
to the top again, and I'll give this city an

administration of which she may well be

proud. That is certainly a commendable pur-

pose. Now, isn't itt

"Just one thing more. As regards my
course before the grand jury, I want to say
that I intend to make a clean breast of every-

thing—that is, everything that I think should
be told. I'll tell all about the fellows that

did the bribing and took the bribes from base
motives. They are a bane to society and
should be eradicated. But the others who,
like me, had good motives, I am going to pro-
tect. That 's square. Now, isn't itt

"Again I want to say that I'm glad you
have given me this chance to set myself right
before the public. After reading my ex-

planation they will see that I have always
acted for their best interests, and that, al-

though, for the reasons given above, I have

pleaded guilty, I am really as innocent of

any wrong-doing as the purest of them."
* * *

July Fourth.

With the approach of the Fourth of July,
one's mind naturally occupies itself with

thoughts of Young America and his efforts

to celebrate the occasion in a fitting manner.
After thinking about this for a long time, we
have decided to leave that part of it to him
and to busy ourselves with thinking about
the means of enabling him to escape an un-

timely grave. The result of our cogitation and
consultation is as follows:

One quart of white lead.
One gallon of linseed oil (raw).
One gallon of arnica.

One gallon of witch hazel.
Ten rolls of absorbent cotton.

Twenty five-yard rolls of antiseptic ban-

dage.
Ten yards of physician's tape.
One square yard of oiled silk.

Two ounces of chloroform.
One pair of crutches.

Two trained nurses.

One stretcher.

The entire time of one physician.
One lot in the cemetery.
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Paul Said.

Being but eight years old, he has the appe-
tite of only four harvest hands. There was
a small picnic held near town and his mother

consented to take him to it, on condition that

they would stay only a little while, and that

she would not have to prepare any lunch to

take along with them. Before they started

she supplied him with sufficient to sustain life

in him until their return, and warned him
that he was not to ask her for anything to

eat while they were at the picnic. Under the

double influence of a full stomach and a

great desire to go, he promised.
When they arrived most of the families had

finished their lunches, but there were a few
who had delayed the pleasure. Among these

latter was a lady who knew Paul very well.

"When she began to spread her good things

out, Paul, who had with much difficulty kept
his promise to his mother, went over and
stood watching her. He didn't say any-

thing, but he managed to keep where she
could see him all the time, and "Gee, but I'm

hungry" stuck out all over him. As she

placed some thin little biscuits on the table,
she looked up and said, "Hello, Paul! Have
a biscuit?"
"Yes 'm, thank you I"
After another eternity she looked up again

as she placed a plate of tiny "dropped"
cookies on the cloth, and said, "Have a

cooky, Paul?"
"Yes 'm, thank you! Every little bit

helps." # . n

The Amenties of Politics.

Ladies and Gentlemen: I want to say
right now, at the beginning of this campaign,
that I prefer to have it a clean one. I dont

enjoy slinging mud at an opponent; I dont

enjoy indulging in personalities; I dont en-

joy holding a man up to public scorn; I dont

enjoy tearing the mask from his face and

showing him as he really is, an incompetent
blackguard. These things give me no pleas-
ure. I would much rather confine the dis-

cussion to the questions that most concern the

public. But I want to warn my opponent
that, if he goes to attack me on the grounds
of my public or my private life, I have suffi-

cient material at my command to brand him
forever as a blackguard, a traitor to his

party, a grafter, and a low-lived poltroon. 1

dont want to have to do it, and I will not do
it unless he attacks me first. If he does, I'll

show him up as he is, and let him not for-

get it. 4

The Latest Tract.

If Saint Francis Came Back to 'Frisco.

Buy direct at producers prices

Cawston's
CALIFORNIA

1 PLUMES

One of Cawston's magnificent Os-

triches, from which are taken the
finest feathers in the world. Eight
feet tall, and capable of reaching ten
feet when a tempting orange is placed

The Cawston trade mark which is attached to
each feather article insures it to be the best of its

kind in the world.

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS
Fret delivery to all farts of the world. Satisfaction guar-

anteed or money refunded.
'

Favored by the ideal climate of Southern California we
have developed here the largest and finest specimens of feather
producing birds in the world. Our feathers have life, lustre,
beauty and strength not to be obtained elsewhere. Made in our
factory on the farm, and sold direct. We also do repairing. Send
us your old feather goods and have them made to look like new
by our expert workers.

Our New Catalogue Free Pow the °strich lives,*-w*Mlvo,,v * * ****
jts peculiar character-

istics, etc., interestingly told. Superb illustrations. Half-tone
pictures of Cawston tips, plumes, boas, stoles, muffs, fans, etc., and
a complete price list of all of our goods.
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}
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Her Choice.

There was an atmoaphere of mystery about

the house which little Milly couldn't under-

stand. The doctor was there, and the nurse,

and everybody was going on tiptoes and

speaking in whispers. Nobody paid any at-

tention at all to her, and she felt most

strangely abused.

The fact of the matter was that the stork

had paid a visit to Milly 's house, but in the

excitement incident to it no one had thought
to convey the glad tidings to Milly. Pres-

ently, however, the doctor came out, and see-

ing Milly sitting dejected and alone, under-

took to break the news to her.

"Hello, Milly!" he said, sitting down be-

side her and stroking her soft curls, "What '»

the matterI"
"There isn't nuffin' the matter, only I'm

lonesome, that 's all."

That was a good lead and the doctor took

it. "Milly, would you like to have a little

brother or sister to play with you, so you
wouldn't be lonesomet"
"Yes," Milly' replied without enthusiasm.

"Which would you rather have, a little

brother or a little sistert"

"I'd rawer have a little brother and a

little sister."

"'But if you couldn't have both, which

would you rather havef"
This question required time for reflection,

and Milly took it before answering.

"Well," she said, finally, with an air of

decision, "if I can't have bofe, I'd rawer
have a dog."

• • •

Experienced.

City Editor—Say, the fellow that is doing
the baseball now is making good, all right,
isn't bet

News Editor—Sure, but he ought to.

City Editor—Whyt Is he an old playerf
News Editor—No, but he has had a great

deal of experience at that sort of thing.

City Editor—Why, he told me that this is

his first attempt at it.

News Editor—Yes, I know. But he wrote
the score for the comic-opera version of the

"Comedy of Errors."
• • •

The Beal Thing.
Ploddin' Pete—I see dey is gittin' after

dem grafters good and plenty, aint deyf
Brakebeam Bill—Yep, but dey aint gittin'

de right ones.

Ploddin' Pete—How 's datt Aint dey
gittin' de big guns what owns de railroads!

Brakebeam Bill—Yep, but it 's de little

guns dat boddera me. I wish dey would nail

de brakie dat made me cough up me last t'ree

cents when he caught me in de empty. Dat 's

real graftin', dat is.
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Everybody Dances When
the Phonograph Plays

THE
dance music of the Edison Phonograph is irresistible.

Its selections are clear, distinct, tuneful and in perfect time.

It offers the most fascinating waltzes and spirited two-steps
of the world's great composers as well as the popular dance music
of the hour. It is a military band or a symphony orchestra at

will, affording a delightful and widely varied program without

expense or attention. The Phonograph represents the personal
work of Mr. Edison, the inventor of the talking machine idea.

Hear it at any Edison store
; you must compare it with others to

fully appreciate its entertaining powers. Ifyou wish information
in advance, write for our booklet, giving descriptions and prices.

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 74 Lakeside Ave. , Orange, N. J.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The August List of New
EDISON RECORDS
WITH

every new Record you buy your !-'.< 1 i^« »n Phonograph affords

a uew pleasure. Keep your library up-to-date by selecting what

you like from each month's new Records. Most anything you
choose from the August list will increase your interest in your

Phonograph and your appreciation <>t'its ability to amuse and entertain. Four
dealer will have the new August Records <>n sale July "JTtli. Hear them all

lit the store and huy those you like and those you think your friends will like.

96(h? Minuet and Garotte from "Phgttacd" i Leoncavallo) . Edison Concert Band
•Ctrl He Never Evan Said Good-Bye (Gambia) Ada J

•i , I \|\ I), .irilt.illl . Iteinald Wcrrciirath
960£ Sonoma ( Friedman) Ediaon Venetian Trio

. I'm Tying the Leaves so They Won't Come Down ( Hclf) Byron G. Harlan
fl Work, for the Night is Coming (Mason) Bdlaon Mixed Quartette

9408 Flanagan and 1 1 i — Money (Original) Steve Porter
I Joyces 7Kt Regiment March (Boyer) Bdlaon Military Band

M10 Dearest, Harry Anthony
Ml] Bl ry Little Bit Added to What You've Got Makes Just a Little

Bit More (Dillon Bros.) . Collins and Harlan
061* He Goes to Church On Sunday (Goeta) Billv Murray
(It; I A Heather Bells U-oaev) Albert BeflsJer

M14 She Waa a Grand Old Lady (Henry) Harvey Hindermyer

Mid Street Piano Medley (Original) AaWnat MoUnarl
Mlfl llarritrnu (Cohan I Kdward Meeker
Mil Mi-s 1) r) Edison Concert Band
»«1M So Long, So Long (Clark) Arthur Collins

9fil!i In the Good Old Steamboat Davs (Hill) Marry K. Hill

M*) My Word! What a I-ot of It (Reed) Will F. Denny
M*| The Merry Ijirk tBendix) Bdlaon Symphony QnJieetra

I Bed Wina; » Mills i rVaderkdc H. Potter and Chorna
t6*:i Durylnaj the Hatchet (Original) Ada Jones and I.cn Spencer
'.<i>.'i The Sailors' chorus (Parry) Etttson MasaQnaitet
•6*'> School Days Medley (Original) Edison Military Band

FIVE NEW GRAND OPERA RECORDS
B.51 Ich irrolle nicht ("I'll not complain") Schumann

By Otto Gobitz, Baritone. Song in German, orchestra accompaniment.
B.S* DiIndia! i"l)rinkinif Son^") "Cavalleria Rusticana" .... Mascairni

By Kiohcsi to (cis.i vviivo, Tenor. SlHkJ in Italian, orchestra accompaniment.
B.43 In quelle trine morlmie I "In those soft, silken curtains" I "Manon I^escaut" l'uccini

By Sn.voaixA Gabavm.i i x. Soprano. Sung in Italian, orchestra accompaniment.
B.54 Ioson l'amore("I am I»ve") Tosti

By Qiuaarra Cahcasahi, Baritone. Sunjr, in Italian, orchestra accompaniment.
B.100 Cujus Animam ("I>ord! vouchsafe Thy loving kindness") "Stabut Mater" Rossini

By Axoiolo Pmuu i. Tenor. Snag in Latin, orchestra accompaniment.

|H().M duly "JTth on you can get at any Edison store, or from us. three

free books — The Phonogram, the Supplemental Cata-

logue and the Complete Catalogue!
— which will give

you complete information regarding the new Records
for August and all Kdison Records brought out in the past
and still on sale. If you write today you will not forget it.

diaoo Record*are also made in Bohemian.Chineac. Cuban. French, German. Hebrew.Hungarian. ItalUn. ^-j^^~~ ....

liimiiK, Milhan Polish. Kuaiu, Spanish and Swedish. Ask your dealer or write ns for a catalogue. /yW. n F
/tjt%m.

NATIONAL PHONOGBAPB CO., 74 Lakeside Ave., Orange, X. J

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adTertteen. tt will be appreciated.

F
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THE EYE OF MIGHT
THAT'S OUT OF SIGHT

Once fastened remain so unti 1 opened. Never

wear out like silk loops. Willnotrust.

PEETS,=EYES
are made betterthan anv other metal eye. Make
the dress set smooth. It's all in the Triangle.

Made in all __ adozenEyes
sizes — black
or white.
Sold by all

stores or by
mail.

PEET BROS.

Dept. R

. with
Spring Hooks
loc. Only
sold In envel-

opes.

Pmuoelphm.

Ph.

DEAFNESS

I

"The Morley 'Phone"

A miniature Tele-

phone for the Ear,
invisible, easily ad-

justed, and entirely
comfortable. Makes low sounds

and whispers plainly heard. Over fifty

thousand sold, giving instant relief

from deafness and head noises. There are but few

cases of deafness that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY COMPANY, Dept. 100

31 South 16th Street Philadelphia

RECAMIER CREAM
For the Complexion

Will cure a bad
skin and pre-
serve a good
one.

Used by cele-
brated beauties
fomearacentury

For Sale Everywhere.

Two sizes—

50c and $1 .00

Rccamier Manfg. Co., No. 127 W. 31st St., N. Y. City

Send tor free sample and interesting illustrated booklet

"
No. I ^^B^teM^^s

A Pin with a Handle
Supersedes Tacks

Moore Push=Pins
CiLASS heads, STEEL points

For fastenini: up CALENDARS, small pictures,

posters, draperies, match-scratchers, ami num-
berless "Httle tilings," without disfiguring

wood or plaster walls.

At Stationery, House-furnishiner. Notion and

Photo-siippiv Stores, or mailed prepaid for 10c per

Packet of % (loz., or 20c per box of one
doz. No. 1 or No. 2 like cuts.

Moore Push-Pin Co* 169 S. 11th St., Phlla., Pa.

w

When Authorities Differ.

He is a young lawyer, and naturally he

has many things to learn. Like many other

young lawyers, however, he has not yet come,

or been forced, to the conclusion that there

are things connected with the practice of his

profession of which he is not fully cognizant.

He has supreme confidence in his ability and

is fully convinced that his opinion on legal

matters is as valuable and worthy of as much

consideration as that of any other man. This

confidence is, of course, the result of his

youthful exuberance and enthusiasm, and

needs only to be tempered in the fire of ex-

perience to become a valuable trait.

This tempering it is gradually getting in

his daily intercourse with other members of

the fraternity and with the courts. The other

day an occasion arose from which he learned

something. He was trying a case before the

Circuit Court, and in reply to an objection
from him, the Judge found it necessary to

rule against him. In overruling the objec-

tion, the Judge, out of the kindness of his

heart and consideration for the attorney's

youthfulness and inexperience, started to

make an explanation of his ruling. He had

spoken only two or three sentences, when up

jumped Mr. Young Attorney and interrupted
him.

"Now that is just where I differ from the

court," he exclaimed, striking his newly ac-

quired legal attitude.

The Judge paused a moment in surprise,

and he scowled darkly. Then his features re-

laxed and he said, in a kindly, instructive

tone:

"Mr. Young Attorney, you will find that,

when in matters of this sort the court and
an attorney disagree, the court generally pre-
vails. ' '

# * *

Diplomatic Tommy.
Mother—Tommy, you 've been fighting

again.

Tommy—Yes 'm.

Mother—Haven't I warned you against

fighting?

Tommy—Yes 'm.

Mother—-Why did you do it, then?

Tommy—Well, you see, a kid said dad was
an old skin-flint and you were an old cat, and

I kinder thought it was up to me.
* * *

The Cause and the Cure.

Patient—What do you consider the most

prominent cause of indigestion?

Druggist—Well, judging by the unusually

large prescriptions which my patrons write

for themselves, I think that prohibition
must be.

Patient—And the cure?

Druggist—There is n 't any cure for it when
caused by that.
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Producing
Silk

IN -

SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

When All tlx

Conditions

Art Ideal

Write for illustrated literature about theailk indua
in >cientinc. instruct it e ami full of matter o(

interest to every American. Sent free on request.

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
38 inch Mack Taffeta pure dyr silk £2.00 per yard.
Free delivery anywhere. Satisfaction guaiai teed

or money refunded. Samples of dreaa allka
Hfllt •> rt-t|U»'N(.

Curtis Silk Farms
Dept. A

Los Angeles, California

MEXICAN WATCH FOB
Handiwork of the Mexican fUlr W'kwwi

famed for laeir lUUMjitallvd »kill.

UNIQUE, NOVEL, DRESSY
Thf** folia are all band woven in the tuo»t

i artirtic danlgnw.r*qwiriii
.mate >kiil ant .-ndl.-** itatienoe.

iht* ra#» »wy»r lntn»-
W« M-ud >o«r mammy bark if ><>u duu'i

T Cri-aml Fnk »"»***> in white. Mack and
IC1 JUullU IUD, and maroon. by f|

'n
mall i>n i'ui'1. t4ih

h.nd rniriTnl
Hwa»uka alid* each

n »ll*t-r
- - - ttfiO

The Curio Shop,Yiima, Arizona

pUDE BRCD

WAI.NUT
VROOMAN strain, tF;

HAROY, BtlCMT RtSIST»*Ki.

BEARS YOUNG: HEAVVMNNIWL
CROPPER. IARC.

r
"*ZT TLAvORtr

Ask for It!
ou« booklet Wa | nut Cu |ture

If you intend planting any Walnut trees or are at ad-

Interested in this subject, don't fail to see this book. All

dreaa, Oregon Nursery Co.. Salem. Or*.

'MAGE
FEATHERWEIGHT SPORTINO RIFLE.

Not asur»'rfiii"ii« ounr>- r>f wlirlit In It-

•>i.- IiiiiihiI'tI.--. f.-ntiir.-. UM i.-volv-

iBctaakVasta*. ItMatroocbf hi"« mwh-
nnl-m. UM Havair* Mli-r..in> t-r Sight

(adjusting Hi- rvnr -lirht ton thousandth

part of an Inch!, and the mttal l«-ad front

night. Stork la shot-gun styl'-. wfa* ">*>-

her butt pinto. BnrrH I- <«f UM powerful
^-..

"
Hl-Preaaurt- " -'• l hi J""' aaae-

• • and effectlvo as If made longer, ami

la handsomely round-Up-" l w.-ighs

butopotln tly balanced. Sup-

plied In IMS, «H» and STO cnllbr.- nt Rim.
Look It over at all g>«'\ atoafcwl nn<( "end

for the new Bavaoe catalogue. -

A KMS OO. 258 Savage Ave, TJUoa. N. Y.

ion l forget to mention The Psclnc Monthly when dealing with sdvsrtlsers. It will be sppreeUtad.
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SUSJ^E^DElCs

MODEL B
BULL DOG SUSPENDERS
OUTWEAR THREE ORDINARY KINDS
DEPENDABLE— GIVE WITH EVERY MOVE—
LIVELY RUBBER, GOLD-GILT METAL PARTS

FOR MAN OR YOUTH— LIGHT, HEAVY OR
EXTRA HEAVY—EXTRA LONG (NO EXTRA COST)

The Best Suspender for Every Need
Ask Your Dealer

If he cannot Bupply yon, wc will, postpaid, for 50c

HEWES & POTTER
THE LARGEST SUSPENDER MAKERS IN THE "WORLD

Depl. 896 87 Lincoln St., Boston. Mass.

A most
important

'thing in the
Vacation outfit

WAt»aris
Ideal)

iPen
It is intended to write with, not to

fool with. It has no fads and no
failures. It writes steadily and con-

stantly because its construction is sim-

ple and common sense, and it is the

most durable writing instrument for

the same reason. The Clip-Cap keeps
it handy without fear of loss, attached

to coat or vest or outing shirt pocket.
For Sale by All Dealers.

L.E.Waterman Co., 173 Broadwoy.ny;
B SCHOOL ST, BOSTON 209 STATE ST, CHICAGO 136 ST JAMES ST,M0"THlAL
T»2 u«««(T ST, SAN FNANCISCO. IS SOLOCN LAME. LONDON. E.C

Called Down.
He had a head shaped like a soft-nosed

bullet and a mouth like that of a catfish. He
sat on the rear platform of the car, and, took

pains to laugh at' everything that the con-

ductor said. Now the conductor was in an

ugly humor, and naturally what he had to say
centered about the words and actions of the

passengers. His remarks about old people
who took a long time to get on or off the car
called forth the heartiest peals of laughter
from the man of the oddly shaped head and
the capacious mouth.
An old lady, as she weakly pulled herself

aboard, asked the conductor to let her off as
near Halsey Street and Union Avenue as ho
could. As the car approached Halsey Street
he called out in what seemed a tone of re-

sentment, "Halsey and Union Avenue." The
old lady jumped quickly to her feet and
walked unsteadily to the door.

"Is this Halsey and Union Avenue?" she

asked, in her soft, tremulous voice.

"Naw," he replied, sourly, "that 's Union
Avenue up there a block. I can 't run up
there, 'cause they aint no track; so I guess
you '11 have to walk."
Her face flushed, and one could see that

his brutality had hurt her feelings. But she
said nothing and clambered feebly down to

the ground.

"Haw, haw, haw!" roared the mouthy one.

"That 's the way with them old hens,"
said the bell rope jerker. "They want the
earth and when you give it to them, they
kick because it 's round."

"Haw, haw, haw!"
"But you can say anything you want to

them, and mostly they just blush and look
hurt and go waddlin' off."

"Haw, haw, haw!"
In the corner sat a little, dried-up man of

about fifty years. During the incident and
the colloquy succeeding it he twisted and
turned and squirmed as if he had been sitting
on a hot stove. After the last laugh he

jumped up and, stepping in front of the big,
six-foot conductor, shook his little fist in his
face and said:

"Look here, you fatherless whelp, if you
open your face again, except to call a street,
before you reach the end of the line, I'll

knock seventeen kinds of tar and two miles
of barbed-wire fence out of you."
The conductor opened his mouth to say

something in reply, but the little fellow put
a fist under his chin, shoved the jaw upward,
and said, "Shut it."

He did, and kept it shut.

Then, with a savage look over his shoulder
at the conductor, he turned to the haw-haw
man.
"You magnified shrimp, you laughing
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hyena, youl What do you mean by opening
that sewer of yours in a public place like

tbisf If you bray again I'll throw you off

the car. Coma to think of it, the next corner

in where yon get off."

"No. it' nint. I live in Woodlawn."
"I said that the next corner is where you

get off."

"But I—"
"Hut you nothing. Hike! "

And be did. Then the little man sat down

again. The rest ot us had to content our-

selves with envying him his courage.
• • •

Ever Hear Them?

"Aw, you 're a mir

chase yourself."
<me out of it. Take a cold plunge."

"Say, you 're the worst ever."

"You 're a thief, a robber, and a bum."
"What 's your price."
" You ought to be wearin '

stripes."
"Trim your lamps."
"Your peepers is glued shut."

"Who perpetrated you, anyhowt"
"I wish I was your doctor; I'd cut your

appendix off close np to your throat."

"That 's it, soak him. He 's a lobster."
" You 're a liar. He wasn't out, neither."

Thus do Americans, en masse, jump upon

one lone, inoffensive individual and from the

safe retreat of grandstand or t>l.:i< li.-r -io

what they would be afraid to do man to man.
The individual assailed is of courx.

umpire.
• • *

What's the Use?
Kinks—Whore are you going for your Sum-

mer vacation f

Banks—-I 'm not going anywhere.
I (inks—Too busy, eht
Banks—No, not that; but what 's the useT

I've been going to these country resorts every
year now for five years, and I have n 't got

anything there that I can 't get at home.
I've found an old mattress cover in the attic

and had it stuffed with straw; I've made me
a bench without springs to serve as a bed-

stead; I've ordered enough stale butter and
condensed milk to last me six weeks, and
I've placed a barrel of water in the yar.l in

order to be sure that the mosquitoes have a

good breeding place. So I think 1 '11 get along
about as well as usually.

• • •

Says Uncle Rastus.

Kf er man wuz jes' as keerful 'bout

graftin' as he am 'bout bein' sorry for hit

aftnh he 's done been caught, dey M be er

pow'ful sight less ob hit.

JelitO
Ice Cream I*
ROWD EJL

ONE PACKAGE

JELL-0 ICE CREAM POWDER

two quarts
minutes.

of

and

ONE QUART MILK
mixed together and frozen produces

smooth velvety ice cream in 10

No heating, no cooking, nothing to add but milk.

2 packages, enough for a gallon, 2Bo.
II your grocer hasn't It xnd u* hit nam* and jjc, and two package*
and our Illustrated receipt book will be mailed to yoa.

THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO., L* Roy, N. Y.
Visit our ethlbit at the Jamestown Imposition.

JIU.-0 ^

toooCP

Do not forget to mention The Paelflc Mootulj when dealing wltu adeerllaers. It will be appreciated.
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Hoist on His Own Petard.

"Well," said the man with the bald head,

the twinkling eye and the merry chuckle, as

he placed the telephone receiver back on the

hook, "I am a second Edison. I've made a

great discovery."
"What 's that?" inquired the convenient

auditor.

"Why, I've just discovered something that

every married man since Adam's time has

been looking for."

"What is it? That rib?

"No."
"A bargain that didn't have a joker in

it?"
"No."
"A millinery bill that would pay itselft"

"No, nothing like that. That 's impossible."

"Well, what 's the answer?"
"I've found the way to have the last

word with my wife. Call her up on the tele-

phone, say it, and hang up quick before she

has time to answer."
"It works, does it?"
"Sure. Didn't you just see me do itf"
At this point the telephone bell rang. The

discoverer of the great secret took down the

receiver and, in his business tone, said,

"Hello!"
The convenient auditor heard a squeaking,

and then saw a look of utter sheepishness

creep over the other's face. The squeaking

stopped, and the receiver was placed gently

back on the hook.

"What 's the matter?"

"Oh, nothing, only I guess I'm just a com-

mon dub like the rest. I forgot she could call

me up."
* * *

The Way at Clubs.

"Hello!"
"Yes."
"Just a moment, please, ma'am. Hold the

wire, and I'll see whether he is here."

"Mr. Black," asks the boy, with his hand
ovor the transmitter, "are you here?"

'Who wants me?" Mr. Black asks.

"I dont know, sir. It 's a lady."
"Tell her I'm not here."

"No, ma'am," the boy says into the tele-

phone, "he 's not here."

"Yes, Mrs. Black, I'll tell him when he
comes in. It was Mrs. Black, sir. She said

to call her up when you come in.

"Yes. But I'm not coming in tonight.
Understand?"

"Yes, sir. I understand."
m • 9

Said Uncle Rastus.
Hit 'pears ter me dat if hit wa'n't fer de

lawyers, dey would n't be no co'ts, an' if dey
wa'n't no co'ts dey wouldn't be no law-

suits, an' if 'dey wa'n't no lawsuits, de
world mus' be gettin' on fust rate.

FRANCIS G. LUKE
Gen'l Manager

$5013.35
Syracuse, Utah, March 23, 1907.

frands G. Luke, General Manager,
Merchants Protective Association, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Dear Sir :
—I take pleasure in acknowledging receipt of

$5.°i3-35 collected by you from the railroad company for the
death of my husband. The largest amount the company
would offer me before you took charge of this case was $2000.
I desire to express mv sincere thanks for your efforts in this
matter and will gladly recommend your institution to all
others in need of such service. Mrs. Mary Ann Frew.

We attend to the adjustment of all kinds of
actions and accounts everywhere. We can collect

some money for you if you turn in your claims. Write, or see us.

In very important matters our special representative will call on you.

Merchant's Protective Association
SCIENTIFIC COLLECTORS OF HONEST DEBTS

Commercial National Bank Building, Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S. A.

FRANCIS Q. LUKE, General Manager
"Some People Don't Like Ut."

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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SOMETHING NEW

ZON-O-PHONE
TAPER ARM MACHINE COMPLETE

$20.00
OTHER SIYIK RAN« IN PUKE FROM

$30.00 to $75.00

Zon-o-phones arc the best that money
and brains can furnish

ZON-O-PHONE
12-inch Records -

lU-inch Records -

RECORDS
- - $1.00
- - .60

The best disc records made.
We want you to be the judge
of our Machines and Records
Dealers wanted in every city.

Write for catalogues.

UNIVERSAL TALKING MACHINE MANUFACTURING CO.

369 Mulberry Street. Newark, New Jersey

MEN N EN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
"YOU'RE SAFE"
In the hun.l* or the little

captain at the hcl

"completion specialist,"
whoae rcMtl't are certain,
Whoee feci are email.

MENNEN'S
Borate! Talcum

TOILliT POWDER
protect* and tooth**, asure
relief frea I 1, in ,

Prtakij ii.i.t, < 1,. b,
etc.. Put up in iion-rt n li-
able bom- the ben
that I...

Hon If MeaiuVl fee* la oa

t'OfcaV*f»

- * VIM I I |[| I

C. Menntn Co., Ntmrk, N.J.

Try «,i.„,
Vl.lei ll.r.i.d
Talraail'aadrr
It I11 1** arret of
fra.li cut l'arma
V, Ess

G.Mennti

[
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The Snowstorm MiningCo.

Of the Coeur d'Alene Mining District of Idaho

is paying a regular dividend
of $45,000 per month, and
earned last month over
$100,000. Less than two
years ago this stock sold at

15 cents per share. I have
just organized a syndicate
and purchased two claims

immediately adjoining the
Snowstorm on the east. Two
strongly mineralized veins

crossing the Snowstorm,
carry through these claims.

The face of a 200 foot crosscut

tunnel which has just been com-
pleted is in quartzite impregnated
with copper stain, and the en-

gineers who have made recent ex-

aminations believe that we are

near an ore body.
The claims are now being pat-

ented. I will be authorized to offer

100,000 shares of the treasury stock
at 10 cents per share as soon as the

Company is incorporated. The
proceeds from the sale of these
shares will provide sufficient funds
to crosscut the viens and drift

several hundred feet. The surface
indications and the history of de-

velopment work of similar show-
ings in the camp, lead us to believe
that we will encounter one or more
pay shoots.

I wish to advise my clients of this opportunity
to subscribe to the stock of a property so favor-

ably located. Your orders will be filed as re-
ceived and the stock allotted accordingly when
issued. Further details, with map, will be sent
when applied for.

WH. A. NICHOLLS
105-7 Howard Street, Spokane, Wash.

P. O. Box 576

The Goat.

The private secretary to King Alphonso
looked gloomy and dejected. Unlike the rest

of the kingdom, he seemed to take no interest

in the successful christening of the new-born
son and heir. A deep and heavy gloom
seemed to have settled over him. His associ-

ates in the royal household tried to rouse him
from his fit of despondency, but their efforts

were futile.

"Look here," one of them finally said to

him, "either you tell us what the trouble is

or we will inform the king that you alone

take no part in the general rejoicing. That
means that you will lose your job and maybe
your head."
"Lose my job!" he exclaimed, with an un-

expected show of hopeful surprise.
' ' Do you

think you can bring that about? Go on, go
on. Tell him, tell him. I'll take chances
with my head, if I can only give this job the
shake. ' '

They were more surprised than ever, but re-

fused to comply unless he explained.
"Well, look here," he said, relapsing into

his gloomy mood. "I've got a kick coming,
I have. You fellows think it 'g great, this

birth of a prince, but I dont. Now dont get
angry and call that treason. Say, did you
ever stop to think that, now that the king is

a happy father, I in my capacity of private
secretary will have to be the goat?"
"Be the goat?"
"Sure, be the goat. You fellows can get

away, but I can 't. I simply must listen to

all the king's idiotic drivel about that kid,
and what 's more, I must appear to be inter-

ested. Teeth, and colic, and 'goo-goo,' and

'papa,' and 'mamma'! Oh, say, but I'm

up against the steel! Why didn't he warn
me about this when he appointed me? I

never dreamed of it, fool that I was. No,
thanks, I've sworn off drinking."

* * *

Wise Mother and Her Own Child.

Irate Club Woman—Goodness me! Just
look at that child playing in the dirt! And
the nurse girl sitting by and watching it!

I wonder what it 's mother can be thinking of
to entrust her baby to such careless hands.

Here, girl, why dont you attend to that

baby? Dont you know that it may contract
almost any germ disease from playing in that
dirt? Whose baby is that, anyhow?
Nurse Girl—It 's yours, ma'am. Mary is

sick and I'm takin' her place. I'm her sister.
* # *

Free, Therefore
Old M. D—My young friend, let me give

you some advice. Dont worry about your
small practice. Have patience.
Young M. D—That advice is like all other

free advice, not worth a whoop. If I had
the patients, the practice could go hang.
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Come with Mining Men
Our engineers have secured for us after months of careful

investigation one of the best properties in the great C'uur

d'Alene district. We demanded a property of exceptional
merit—over a dozen inspected did not come up to the stand-

ard required, although there were several splendid properties
offered—but we have finally secured just what we want. It is—

The Hedor
We are experienced, practical mining men and we propose

to make a dividend-paying mine out of the THE HECTOR.
We want you to come in on the ground-floor with us and

enjoy the biggest profits which come to the early investor.

This proposition offers exceptional opportunities for large

profits for you—we want you to investigate it for we are con-

fident that when you do so you will be as enthusiastic over
THE HECTOR as we are. Better come in on the first

offering price of

5 Cents Per Share
Neighboring properties in the great Ca'ur d'Alene district

produced nearly $22,000,000 in 1906—a few years ago these

great wealth-makers were far less promising than the Hector.
Our miners are driving a tunnel which will cut the great, rich

ore body at great depth—they are getting closer to pay rock
with every round of shots.

First offering price of 5 CENTS PER SHARE open but

a short time—you must act quickly.

Paris H. Renshaw & Company
WALLACE, IDAHO

Do not forget to mention The Pec.oc Monthly wben dealing with ideerttaen. It will be •porecle.ted.
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Are You Going to Build?
Complete plans specifi-

cations and details of

this 7 room bungalow
only SI 5.00, cost to

build about S17S0 com-

plete ready to occupy.
Send 50 cents in silver

for my 1907 book con-

taining 75 of the best

house, cottage and bun-

galow plans of houses

costing from $400 t-j

S9.000.

V. W. VOORHEES, Architect
22-25 Eitel Building, SEATTLE, WASH. y^ts-mS S7?*' &**_

THE COEUR d'ALENES
With all its opportunities for profitable investments, have never offered more real
value for the money than Treasury Stock in the HENNESSY-BURNS Mining Company
at 25 cents per share.

HENNESSY-BURNS has long since passed the prospective stage of development,
and holds open the golden door of opportunity for those seeking a safe and profitable
investment.

WE DON'T THINK HENNESSY-BURNS WILL MAKE A MINE; WE KNOW IT.
Write now and let us tell you what the mining experts think of this property.
We are offering only a limited number of shares of this Treasury Stock at 25

cents, and would suggest that you communicate with us at once if you care to take
advantage of the present low price.

JOSEPH F. WHELAN, WALLACE, IDAHO
Write for Free Map of the District. P. O. Box 62

IF YOU
WANT HEALTH

Patented Aug. 15. 1905.

IF SUFFERING
From lung or throat trouble. It Is the only per-

fectly ventilated bouse you should sleep in. Has
upper and lower floors, folding stairway, folding
beds, pure air at all times, but no drafts. Proof

against mosquitoes, flies, bugs or reptiles. Can be

put on your lawn and cure yourself at home. If

you wish change of climate, expense of shipping
these amounts to little.

FOR SUMMER OUTING
Costs little for a family to own one. You can then
use it at mountain, seashore or country.
Bummer and winter resorts buy them for family

cottages and to provide extra room.
Address

WALKER COTTAGE COMPANY
SANTA ANA. CAL.

Exclusive rights to manufacture them east of
California for sale.

w

Opportunities
For Settlers

Is the title of a booklet that has just
been published by the Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company.

There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the
rich farming and fruit lands along the
Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.

A market for every variety of farm
and garden product is readily found in

Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P.

lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
its.

Reliable information concerning tim-
ber lands, farrns, stock ranches, fruit
lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated adjacent to the O, W. P.
lines will be gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

W. P. KEADY. Land Agent

Portland RailwayLight CsfPower

Company
First and Alder Streets, Portland, Oregon

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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She Ought to Know.
Sbe was a pretty, demure-looking little

woman, not at all the style of woman one ex-

pects to see unaccompanied at ball games.
In her clean, neatly pressed white duck suit

she attracted no little attention. Before the

game started she watched the practice closely
and showed an appreciation of good "stops"
and "catches," but she was by no means
demonstrative.

When the game got under way, however,
she became intensely interested and soon

show'ed herself a strong partisan. Whenever
the borne team made a good play, she ap-

plauded vigorously, and she was correspond-

ingly disgusted when it made a poor one.

Sbe called to the batters to "bit it on the

nose," "lean up against it," "cut a slice

out of it," although sbe was not noisy in

her appeals.

Finally at a critical point in the eighth

inning, when there were two out, three men
on bases, two strikes and three balls on tbe

batter, she became very much excited. She

stamped ber feet, she pounded her fist on ber

knees, and she implored him to "come
through with it." The pitcher wound bis

arm about his head and shot the ball toward
the plate. The batter poised himself, drew

back bis bat to strike it, and then let it go by.
"Strike three!" yelled the umpire.
8he was on ber feet in an instant. "Ob,

yon lobster," sbe screamed, "you robber!"
And sbe shook ber score card angrily at him.

"Who is that woman?" aaked one of the

reporters.
"That 's his wife."
"Whose wife, tbe batter'st"
' '

No, the umpire's."
• • •

Couldn't Afford To.

Jinks—Buck up, old man, and do some-

thing. If I had your ability, I would achieve
both fame and fortune.

Binks—Yes, I M like to see you do it on

my salary. , . .

Said Uncle Rastus.

Yah, sab, hit am er fac' dat de one thing
dat de great 'jority ob de human race am
most 'fraid ob am, not dying, but gittin' fat.

Dat 's er fact. , . .

Always.
Smith—Do you think Jones will have any

trouble meeting his creditors!

Smyth—You bet. Every blessed time I

meet one of them I get into an argument and
have trouble.

yBifoAm
itifrice.is me cJiildrerfs

. It is <il.s<> «i blessing.
delicious flavor and

iik c makes die opera-
nt leaning their teeth

sure to them. There
limit toits benefits

LE FREE
»H»3

W IIOVT &Co.
I «.UI II MANN

Do not forget to mention Tbe P«clnc Month); when dealing with edTertUere. It will b* appreciated.
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Mellin's Food for the Bat>y

Ralph William Starkey, a Mellin's Food Boy.

Mothers, you will not dread the Summer months if you use Mellin's Food for your babies.

Mellin's Food perfectly modifies the milk and makes it easily digestible. You can even travel

during the summer if you want to and change milks as often as necessary.

Mellin's Food is not only the nearest perfect substitute to mothers milk, scientifically, that

has ever been devised, but it is the nearest practically as well.

It would be wise for yon to try Mellin's Food for your baby, and il you will

simply say the word, we will send you a Sample Bottle FREE of charge.

Mellin*s Food Company, Boston, Mass.

Don't forget to mention The Tacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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IT 15 WDRTH
THE PRICE

Because the

Krementz
Collar Button

costs more to manu-
facture than any
other gold- plated
collar button on the

market. The reason?

There's more gold in it. Not a

mere rash or dip, but a layer of

gold rolled on the supporting metal. Wean
longer than any other button made. The

quality is stamped on back and guaranteed.
All firstdiss dealers keep them. "Story
it I ollar button" gives all styles and sizes.

FREE tor asking.

KREMENTZ & CO.
»t Ckealnut si. Newark. N. J.

Still

Round

"Always Round" Extension Tables

The Celebrated Nash Patent

No other article of furniture lm<U the tame air of
distinction, reiitirmciil and beauty to the home aa a
round dining table, one that is NOT ovul
extended, but always round. Top of the Nash
Kxtension Table ia solid, no unsightly crack through
the criitcr. Kxtrnded to any dewired aisc by adding
circular leaves around edge. As strong when
extended as a solid top, bears any weight.
absolutely practical after two years use in hundreds
of homes. Send for booklet givi ng full in formation.

Carl Enos Nash Co.
716 S. Spring St., LOS ANGILES, CALIf.

W^f

L
IB*F

THE GATEWAY
Jade isextremely fashionable

,

and intrinsically valuable.
Buy Jade at the gateway of <

Chinese import* and save
money. You take no risk aa
we guarantee satisfaction or
refund your money promptly.
Finest deep Green Jade with
Pure Gold (24 Karat fine)
mountings. Made by Chinese
workmen under our personal
supervision.

JADE JEWELRY
Rings, Brooches. Pendants,

Bracelets. Scarf Pins. etc. Every
design artistic and seldom two
patterns alike. We ship selec-
tion packages, express prepaid,
for approval. Learn to bus the
best Chinese Jade.— Beautiful
Souvenir '"Jade" in natural
colors and 80 page Jewelry
Catalog No. 5 free on request.

Brock (8b Feagans
Importing Jcwtlcrs

Los Angeles, California

tfgretofbra t i<-itrr mono
gram would have coal ytw |l M.
1 In- following offer saves that
tgpeaMi

BEAUTIFULLY
MONOGRAMMED
STATIONERY

For Mc we will tend, post paid, a bM afta
sheet* "Cv-tus Lawn" Bote paper and M
envelope* (white or Mm-., the note paper
die stamped with any mm
letter*. in irold. »il>, i bltkc, nil. cn-en nr Mark.

$1.73 buys, post paid, m si

; Law-n" note paper and JOcit

paper embossed with any combination of two
letter..

WRITE TODAY FOR FREF-SAMl'IK-i

Cunningham, Curtiss

(&b Welch Company
252 South Spring St.

Los Angeles, California

Don't forget to mention The Psclflr Monthly when dealing with sdvertlaers.
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FRESH OLIVE OIL
FROM CALIFORNIA.

25c BOTTLE
ifycu
send ioc

postage
FREE

If you want natural oil of

olives In an absolutely fresh

condition, without the stale

or rancid taste common to

oil that has stood in bottles,

send 10c and I will send
you a regular 25c bottle to

try. If you like it you can
get

$3. WORTH

DELIVERED

PREPAID FOR

$1.50

2
This oil pa .ses through the last refining process

the day before it is sent out and Is an entirely
different and very superior article. If you once
get a taste of my fresh olive oil you will use no
other on your table, for cooking or for medicinal
purposes. It is absolutely pure.
My oil can be kept for months after you get It

because it is just from the vats ami is In an
opaque retainer that keeps out the light. Order
a can direct. Send postal or express money order
for $2.50 and I will send you a full measure half
gallon can equal to 3 quart-size bottles that sell
for a $1.00 a buttle or you can send $4.00 for a full

gallon equal to « bottles, worth $0.00. express pre-
paid.

G. M. Gifford Olive Oil Works
San Diego, California

\|

SOFT
o«

tooo

Ffftb
TALKING
MACHINE!
NEEDLES
Send usvour name, address and make

of your Talking Machine, and we'll

mail you a liberal sample of the new
•* petmecky" Talking Machine

Needle—the kind that plays soft or loud
—saves your records

- cuts down needle
W4^£;-i'.'''.

:v;:

expense. You will also receive inter-

esting literature. SEND NO MONEY.

TALKING MACHINES

SOLD ON INSTALLMENTS

To responsible parties we sell any
make of Talking Machine on easy
monthly payments. Ask about our new
installment plan—it will interest you.

We ship Records anywhere

Write
Us
To-Day

GEO. J. BIRKEL CO.
345-347 SOUTH SPRING STREET

LOS ANGELES. CAL

M
s\

Be a Land Owner
A Sugar Plantation Owner in trop-

ical Mexico. We offer you this oppor-
tunity. We own 9,489 acres of finest
cane sugar lands in the world. In
state of Vera Cruz on Tamesi River,
near Tamplco.

Big Profits
Are certain. One planting Is good for a
dozen years. Wealthiest estates known
are sugar plantations. We have large
acreage under cultivation—will soon be
bearing.

No Work
We sell you this land, give perfect

title and contract to take all care of It

for 50 years and pay you the profits.
You can own some of this on

SMALL PAYMENTS
First Class Agents Wanted Everywhere.

Write Cs for Complete
Information, Booklets, Etc.

Tampico SugarCo.
Fifth Floor Union Trust Bldg.

R^ftmwi Los AngelesBroadway Bank — -.. .

rsi. Trust Co. California

TRIAL CAN FREE

The Kind
That
Don't

Wear Off

ENAMELS
For Floors, Furniture, Wood-
work: Oak, Cherry, Mahogany,

Walnut, Etc.

ENAMELS FOR OLD OR NEW WOODWORK
Wears like Cement—Dries over night with

Brilliant Gloss. Contains no Japan or

Shellac. Write at once for Free Booklet,
Color Card and List of Dealers.

Transparent "Floor-Shine" for Hardwood
Floors, Linoleums and Furniture. Sample
can by mail free; send ioc (to pay postage);

enough for a table, chair or a kitchen cabi-

net.

Address FLOOR-SHINE CO., St. Louis, Mo.

"// you are a dealer write for the agency'

J
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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TheVarnishthat lasts longest

Made by Murphy Varnish Company.

HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS
Hear the Krlpt name of Stewart

Wood Rollers Uarunurn on label.

Get "Imurored," no Ucka required.
Tin Rollers

INCORPORATE IN ARIZONA COSTS ItSS THAN ; I M will HI

ADVANTAGES ARE WORTH THOUSANDS
Nn fmmliiv taic in Arizona. No stock subscriptions required Ixfore incorporating. Any kind of stock may he

I pud mi in cash, nerricesor property. Transact business anywhere Sti» k 1 1. !. I. r -• ex.nipt from .

liability. So public state lit r. inr.il and no books need be kept for public Inspection anywhere, IK INCUR
POkATED IN ARIZONA I'rcsi.lent Stoddard was form my years officially in cliargc of incorporating busincsasnd
is residence agent for in mi thousand companies. All blink*, liw.bylawsand particulars free. Companii
porated on receipt of reasonable deposit on account and telegram stating nanw, capital, aharesandauthonx.sl debt.

STODDARD INCORPORATING COMPANY, PHOENIX, ARIZONA Reference any bank in Anions.

After A Tiring Journey
DRINK.

The Satisfactory Beverage

It satisfies the thirst; pleases

the palate. Relieves fatigue

quickly and naturally. Puts

vim ana go into tired Drain

and hodies. Delicious—
cooling— refreshing.

Sold everywhere 5 cents

Don't forget to mention Tb» Pacloc il.wtblj wben dealing with «d»ertlsers. It will be appreciated.
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"IT MaKe^ The Mountain JTnile
"

THE STRENGTH OF THE BARLEY
The Flavor or Imported Saazer—Bohemian Hops, blended into a perfect
beverage, which is guaranteed under the new Pure Food Law to be

ABSOLUTELY PURE
For sale in all the Principal Cities on the Coast.

SeattleBrewing &Malting Co.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when deallmr with niivprHonrn Tt rolli ho
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Modern Whaling
Makes Big Profits
Write For Descriptive Booklet Today
Many Interesting Stories Told of Whales

Record Catch

of One Steamer

SEVEN SEVEN

Whales In One

Day

The Average Whale

Will Bring

$1200
Whales Are Caught

in all Seasons

ism i sasm karpatu ntti Is «1m

SOME FACTS ABOUT THE WHALE PRODUCTS CO.
I'nder modern methods the whale Is the

most carcass of commerce, pro*
duclng meat. oil. leather, glue, tallow,
whalebone, skeleton bone, guano and whale
amber.

The average sized whale weighs from (0
i) tons, and the carcass represents a

proportionate value of over tl. 200.00. Now,
when It Is considered that a ningle whaling
station with one steamer will catch at least
200 whales' a year, averaging $240,000, one
can readily see the profit when an outside
estimate, covering all the expenses for the
plant, will not exceed 187.600.

The Whale Products Company has made
a study of the whaling Industry all over
the world, and the men now connected with
the company have made this business a life-

time study and practice.

Stockholders: There are seventy-five
•-.«!, nnd professional men In Minne-

apolis who are stockholder* In this com-
pany. Fifty business and professional men
In Seattle who are stockholders; less num-
bers In Chlongo. Ill : Bayfield. Kingston,
Menominee. Wis : Two-Harbor. Minn.: Ta-
coma. Kllenxburg, Poutsho. Key-Port. King-
ston, Ballard. Beabeck and Belllngham,
Wash.; 8t. Paul. Minn.; Baltimore,
I.oncmont. Colo.: St. Louis, Mo.; Grand
Forks. N. D. : Dolph. 8. D.; Hajrenaburg.
B. C. : Moorehead. Minn.; San Francisco and

Pan Bernardino, Cal.; Portland, Ore.; New-
ark. 8. D.
Seven Per Cent Guaranteed: Tl

.-'tock will DtiaJ
dividend of 7 per cent per annum; all a

earnings are to be divided squall
the two stocks after the Common Stock re-
ceives 6 per I • nt per annum.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
George Boole. President. Seattle. Wash.

/ President Western Hardware and Metal
Company. Seattle. Wash.

J. Cook. Vice-President. Chicago. 111.

b Johnson. Second Vies ' Prestaeut
President Jacob Johnson Fish Company,
Bayfield. Win
Andrew Hummelahd, Secretary, Chicago.

III. Corporation Attorney.
Captain John Klldall. General Manager,

Seattle, Wash. Actively engaged In pack-
ing, fishing and marine business on the
Pacific Coast for the past fifteen years.
Joseph Klldall. Special Agent Minneap-

olis. Minn. President KlldalMirlglit I

pany. Chicago. III. VI. -e- President Klldall
Fish Company. Minneapolis. Minn. Import-
ers, packers and jobbers in fish products.

THE DEPOSITORIES:
Puget Sound National Bank. Seattle,

w.,-i,

Merchants and Manufacturers" State
Bank lis. Minn.
State Bank. Minneapolis. Minn.

Stock for Sale
on Installment
Plan.

For further Information address the

Whale Products Co.
PIER 2

Seattle, Wash.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly wbeo dealing with advertiser*. It win be appreciate*.
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whether your home is spick and span.
'

3 in One" cleans and keeps
bright nickle parts of stoves,
door plates, bathroom fixtures,
etc. Lubricates clocks, guns,
sewing ir.achir.es, bicycles.
Polishes and removes stains

and scars from pianos, fine

furniture, all varnished sur-
faces. Contains no acid, no
disagreeable odor, will not dry
out, cake, gum or collect dust.

Write now for liberal
free sample bottle and
booklet.

G. W. COLE COMPANY,
39 Broadway,. New York. N.Y.

FREE

HYDRAULIC RAMS

SAVE
THE

BOY
Don't let him carry
water. He's too val-

uable for other work
that is less irksome.

The Columbia Ram
he isholdingwilllifta

plentiful supply. ^
No effort. No worry.
Works day and night.

GRfflfMOIORS
2 1-2 to 40 Horse Power

The High Grade Engine at a Low Price

Z4
"Gray Horse Power"—guar- -*H ^\ W"

I anteed more than 3 1-2 U I* §y— actual horse power. The Jm m\
Q lowest priced engine in the VM ^J ^J
** world — power considered. ^

High Grade in every partic-

ular. Complete outfit. NOT BARE.

All Gray Motors have Long Main Bearings
—

Drop Forged Crank Shafts and Connecting Rods—
Float feed Carburetor—Elevated gear driven Com-
mutator, with gear encased (not a cheap makeshift)—Vertical Pump—Hand Hole in Crank Chamber.
Get complete particulars of our motor in catalog.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
on receipt of order.

Ph. p. Complete Outfit$07 hiiW
Suitable for 18 to 25 foot'" 1' * ,UU

boats—6 H. P. Engine completely
equipped shaft, wheel, stuffing box,
batteries, coil, switch, muffler, wire
—everything but tank and piping.

Built in the most modern
and up-to-date plant and
with the largest output of
any plant in the world
devoted exclusively to
the building of 2-

cycle Marine En-
gines and guaran-
teed by a respons-
ible firm.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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~*s^ TRICYCLE COM PANYS
\ Invalid Rolling Chairs

)
AND TRICYCU CHAJKS

J 20UMarket Si,&»

PATENTS??
PROTECT YOUR IDEA!

-I'iiki- (-1 IDE HOOK Kill. I

ImicI of Pat. OSce Records!
(. L IMeVJ. hi IS. seatM t. C.

RIFE AUTOMATIC
HYDRAULIC RAM
Pump* water by Water Power.—Ruaa condnooaarr sad aaioa-

maucail; .—Punplnr capacity up to I.OUO.ixmj gallon* per day.
—

No weaxinjr parucxcepcraltca. Highest rnVtetu y uf my engine la

t&c world.—Pron 60 10 90 percent ile»el>»pe.i uuiler repeated teat*.

OUR SPECIALTIES:
Equipping Country Place* with
Complete System Water Works.
Large Plants for Town»4tuuitutiona
and Railroad Tanks.
Large Machines for Irrigations.

^ Operate! under 1 Sin.

m^CSrgfr^^J lo JOfLfa

^^V-^**^""*""^ waterlOleei for each

toot of fall used, up
to ?00 feet deration.

ga> Catalogue* and Eetl-^"^
taste* free.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO.
2155 Trinity Building NEW YORK CITY

Let me sell Your Patent
My book based upon 1* rears ex-
perience »• a Patent salesman

IIF.K. Patent v.;

sivety. If you have a I'A I EM 1 for

aale call on or write

WILLIAM E. MOYT
Patent Sales Specialist

257 Dun Bid*.. Broadway. N. Y.

PATENTS
* SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Puma opiniou as to patentability. Send for Guide Book
and What To Invent, finest publication lor free distri-
bution. Patents secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS 4. CO.
No. BOO F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.O

Make a Motor Boat of
any Boat in 5 Minutes

'a a little, 2h.p. marine motor

40 lbs. complete )
that you can

attach to the stern post of

your boatin jmtantea witli-

outany tools. Drivesan lS-ft.

row boat 7 miles per hour

(runs 8 hours on one gallon

gasoline).
Can be detached

from boat just aa quickly and
stored inboa in which it is carried-

Simplest motor made—does not

get out oforrlcr. Write for catalog
with full description and price.

WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO.
1511 Fort St. West. Petrol! . Mich.

THE HANRSCRAFT
An Advanced Type of 30 Foot Launch

HE HANKSCRAFT represents the

most modern type of gasoline pleasure

boat. It runs like an electric launch.

The Illustration shows all the Mechan-

Xou see in the boat.

Yet she has a 40 H. P. Auto-
mobile Motor concealed in the

bow which will drive her along
with the best of them.
Call and see exhibition boat at oar sales-

room or drop us a card for descriptive
literature.

NORTON ENGINE &.

POWER CO.
Office and Salesroom 801-903 N.

Los Angeles St.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Do not forget to msotloo Toe I'sciac Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It win ba appreciated.
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SHIRT WAIST, 99c
Do You Embroider?

To advertise our shirt
waist patterns, we will
send to any address
this handsome shirt
waist pattern,
stampedforshadow
embroidery, com-
plete with floss for

working and lesson
showing how to do

the work, all for 99c.
IMPORTANT- Ifyouwish

yourparcelsentby registered
mail, enclose 8c extra.

382 Washington Street
PORTLAND, OREGONTHE NEEDLECRAIT SHOP

CACTUS CANDY
"
NATURE'S PURE FOOD PRODUCT

"

Made from the edible cacti
of the Arizona desert. This
specie of desert fruit haB a
nourishiDg effect upon the
human system. Medical men
claim the cacti is a good
heart and nerve tonic.
Asauniqueandappropriate f^y

refreshment served at all so-
Ij
4— -

cial functions, parties, etc., C\ A
it is the latest fad. ^
Order direct from us. We

will mail it to you, postpaid,
i n handsome embossed boxes,
25c, 40c and 75c. Write today.

DONOFRIO
CRYSTALLIZED CACTI'S CAXDYCO.

PHOENIX. ABIZONA
D. A. Donofrio, Prei.

Learn a Profitable Profession
BECOME Jj FOOT SPECIALIST

GET J* DIPLOMA

Our mail course in Chiropody consists of four
lectures, formulas, instructions and our method
of removing Corns, Bunions, Callouses, Ingrow-
ing and Clubbed Nails, Warts, Moles and all ex-
crescences ofthe human foot.

Dr. P. G. P. Attiab, President
Db. Wm. Eisen, A. M.. M. D., Professor of

Anatomy and Surgery
Db. Oliver O. Fletcher, Secretary
Write Secretary for full information

WESTERM SCHOOL OF CHIROPODY
Jklisky Btdg,, Portland, Ore.

CHEWING GUM BY MAIL
On receipt of 65c we will send to any address in the United States
a box containing twenty 5-cent packages of Gardner's Gum—a
western chewing gum that is becoming world famous because of
its goodness. You'll like it.

GARDNER CUM CO., Seattle,Wash.

WINTERGHEEK

CHEWING

GUN
REGISTERED

rv*ce <^\.w wvuvii ^\^\*\i«.\«.

IGNORANCE
of the laws of

self and sex will not excuse

infraction of Nature's de-

cree. The knowledge vital to

A Happy
Marriage

has been collected from the experi-
ence of the ages, in

SEXOLOGY
(Illustrated)

By William H. Walling, A. M. 9 M. D.
It contains in one volume*

Knowledge a Young Man Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have..
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have. \

Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daugh-
ter.

Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

"Sexology" is endorsed and is in the libraries of the head
of our government and the most eminent physicians

6

preachers, professors and lawyers throughout the country.
Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00
Write for "Othci People's Opinions'* and Table of Contents.

Puritan Pub. Co., Dept. 145, Phila., Pa.

CROOKED SPINES-STRAIGHTENED
CURE YOURSELF OR TOtTl CHILD AT HOME. WITHOUT PAIS OR INCONVENIENCE,

OF AM SPINAL DEFORMITY WITH THE WONDERFUL SHELDON APPL1 AM 1 ...

No matter how old you are, or how long yoa have Buffered, or what kind of
spinal deformity you have, there ia a cure for you by means of the wonderful
Sheldon Appliance. It is as firm as steel and yot elastic at the right places. It

gives an even, perfect support to the weakened or deformed spine. It is as easy
to take off or put on as a coat, causes no inconvenience, and does not chafe ox
irritate. No one can notice you are wearing it.

CURE YOURSELF AT HOME,
The Sheldon Appliance Is made to order to fit each individual perfectly
It weighs ounces, where other supports weigh pounds. The price is within
the reach of all. Hundreds of doctors recommend it.

We Guarantee Satisfaction and Let You Use it 30 Days
If you or your child are suffering from any spinal trouble, hunchback, or
crooked spine, write at once for new book with full information and refer-
ences. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO., 138 8tH St., Jamestown. N. Y

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BANK by

MAIL AT

y/Z/JV
: 1 . Wt will till

you just how to open a

savings account by mail, at

four per cent comjxiuml interest.

With the largest capital and
and surplus of any savings bank in

Southern California, with resources of

1,000.00 this institution is a safe

depository for your money.
No matter where you live, it is easy
r yam t" j'lin the army of more than
(0,000 depositors who bank here.

Write for details now. Get your
money placed safely, where it will,

work for you.

German American
Saving.? Bank

kiOJ ANGELES
CAt

of great
interest to ^

Every Prospective Mother
"

Something new—only (dentine

garment of die kind ever Invented.
Combine* solid comfort and cue with "fine

form" and elegant appearance In the home, on the

atrretandin society.—Alwaya drapes e»enly In

front and back-no bulkineaa—no draw-stringa—no

lacing—no ripping or basting —Ian be worn the year
round. Made in several atyTes. and at pneca lower than

you can buy the material and have them made at

FDFF Send for onr Fine Illustrated Book-- 1

rutc Yarta Maternity 8klrt"-If* Faea to every
nnass writing for it. Telia all about these skirt*

advantages, styles, material and coat. Give* opinions of

physicians, dressmakers and users.
I mm I. A ': n you get our book, if your
yet been supplied with Fine Form Mai
make your selection of material sod sty 1

make the garment to your order. Wh
aSVf II ten data, and If you don't Hi

hh r» preaented, send it back and wc v*

III lln>a Kreo
r haa not
I Skill",
I »e will

r. 1 mid every cent paid. Otkar Bkllta Ifa

need ofs maternity akirt, remember our famouaBtk
W dreaa and walking akirta will positively pleaae

'

you— aame guarantee— Illustrated book free.

Which book shall we send 1 Write to-day to

II.-} er A Willlu . Dtpt.R, lliiilnlo.N.1.

E WORLD'S STANDAR j^fr
The Most Durable Tire Ever Invented. Made of Tvjo and

Three Thicknesses of ANTIOAK Leather. vC
Unharmed b}- Oil, Water, Light or Heat

Will not Rim-Cut even when deflated

More Resilient than rubber

No Friction at any speed
Cannot Blow Out
Non-Puncturable

Will not Skid

&
X

MORE service for
LESS money

MORE speed *t

LESS cost
a*.

Antioak

Auto Sun-

dries increase

the motorist's pleas-

ure 100%. Novel,

durable, convenient and

inexpensive. Made of Anti-

oak leather. Once used, always
used. Mail Orders a specialty.

Send for FREE book "Care of Tires'

[ague of auto supplies.

and cata-

c
Reprtsent*tives <w*nted throughout the U. S.

ANTIOAK MOTOR SUPPLY CO.
Mnin Ofncr-: >M Ml WINM INiiNlin K , LVM - N<. KI. r>. < M I I "i;M \

Don't forcet to mention The Pacific Monthly wb*n 4*alln.r with advert larra. It will t* a,tprr«Mated.
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—.vf"

W*':{^h»^{W*^:T:.vZ *%-~J,'~;
[

~Sy,$*£!?

FOR ALCOHOLISM
Available on Reasonable Terms •wherever there is a

PRACTISING PHYSICIAN
If you will fill out thin coupon we will mail ynu, in a plain envi-l-
ope, full particulars. All correspondence strict I v confidential.
PS OPPKNHKIMF.R INSTITUTE

159 W. 34th St.. New Vork City
Nam/ „

Addrtsi
,,

Morphinism and all drug addictions

cessfully treated at the Institute in

York, in about three •weeks time.

sue-

New

DR. WHITEHALL'S MEGRIMINE
RELIEVES ALL FORMS OF

HEADACHEandNEURALGIA
In twenty to thirty minutes. Send a postal today for trial box. We send it without cost.

Megrimine has been used so extensively for painful nervous troubles by hospitals, sani-

tariums and the general public for twenty years that it now is a standard remedy in the
home. A trial is sufficient to recommend it to others. Ask any druggist or address

The DR. WHITEHALL MEGRIMINE COMPANY. 336 N. Main Street. South Bend, Ind.

HEALTH
WITHOUT
DRUGS
OR

SURGERY
In presenting the
new Bcience

NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY
We are offering a POSITIVE CERTAINTY of

relief for the Chronic Invalid, and a PROFESSION
for the student PAR MORE REMUNERATIVE and
EFFECTIVE than Medicine or Osteopathy. Our
graduates can REMOVE THE CAUSE of Epilepsy,
Paralysis, Rheumatism, Typhoid and Scarlet Fevers,
Grippe, Small Pox, Eczema, Syphillis, Pneumonii,
Asthma, Diphtheria, Appendicitis and AI>L OTHER
ACUTE) AND CHRONIC so-called disease. Our
work Is done through the Cerebro-Splnal nervous
system. If Blck, or In search of a PROFESSION,
write or call.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF NEURO-
OPHTHALMOLOGY (Chartered)

865 South Hill St., Cor. eth, Los Angeles, Cal.

A. P. DAVI8, M. D., President

The

McClure

Sanitary
J± oaominalBandage
Is the ONLY scientific sanitary bandage
made.

It costs less than any other bandage.
It has received the very highest endorse-

ments from the medical profession
—en-

dorsements that money could not buy.
It is the simplest bandage made.
It is light and fits perfectly.
It is washable.
It is a boon.
Write for handsome booklet giving full

information, mailed free. Address

"The McCLURE COMPANY
Vhite Salmon, Wash.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITI
CURED

S and CATARRH
FREE '

Trlul I itiitiii.-iit ' '
i li'i linn in I iriMm j\

torrtber with aa elerantiy illustrated book tellm* all aboat it,

tent to anyone afflicted who rnasaasaliea. biOAcbhla, lllbwi
or aar ooac, throat or lu&r truablc la order to fro?e thai ibe *

posttwely be maUe in the patient'* own room, witbuuicbanrc of

without detention from baaiacwand wubout atom*, h d**:r.«.

TbU ocw direct treatment. Condor
Inhalation,rurei in *onder1uliyaakk
timr pain in either Iuhk or i»«r-

t \t • .11 -.lion hlt-r l>ln>lt-t, liriti-

iitm rhagf, aajrltttag; Bp matter,
ruu|hi that stay, <1 1 rti «- n 1 1

t- 1 . it 1 1 itijff , 1 1 ng«* ri njr • ..hi ...

Iiind iioi»f*,iiiM t hmut , »e un-
til no»f, f mi I li i t-.tt h .

ft- 1 «-r

or <*li I Hi*, night IWWU.
k general \* «-al» urn, I eta a of
X. weight or Irr-nrlh,
0wW etc. . and it now curing V$ out

of every 100 eaart treated hi

Phoenix. Arte.. Indio. CaL.
and other consumptive centers.

By means of raeor frota banv
inj a pan lie the bealinj powers
of the diKovery are drawn loto

note or langi and instantly pen-
etrate and IHatnfect tbe
T lie rated Tlaauea.
Tab inhalation meibod at once—
destroy andclean oattbepotto*

ferae, open* wasted crlla, loosens and throws off tbe d.strewunf moras,

ctallda ttoeaea, heaU lone cavities and creates bodily arcu<tb and

rigor. II yoa are takinf medicine. STOP
Write today, statinr what yoa wish to be cared of. and by re-

tarn atoll yoa will receive complete tnal treatment and illustrated

book, both absolutely free. Addresa, without stamps or money

CONDOR CURE C0. f as Condor Buildme. I*t Anrelet, CaL

HAIR, ffl GROWTH
A copyrighted hook — new. Particularly interesting
to every person troubled with dandruff, falling of the
hair or baldneaa. Edition limited. Write for free

copy today.

Tb« Modern Vacuum Cap Company
573 Barclay Block Denver, Colorado

iir'arv ii^a«rwwir*.rM*,c»^»
\ski»^i l.S-»K.rit»i.SC^rffM*.,li^iV«K
ll^*x IhIw, !!. SmMm ImMi, Saeaiapa. BMM
/#.„-. ., . ' -. „ W f. mm.,. ,-«* -. "—. S>..

O. K PUBLISHING CO .OCCATUN.I LL.

Free Hair Food

Ta. OBIT WAT to Ml th. e.M. of raJllBC hall'la ewe, ee4
.. to m»k, • MICBOSCOriC I141tniATI0Sjftt.kjlT.WL_
DISEASE U IKOWK th. CUM CAR B« PUKMBSS. •«*•'"
k.lri to Frof. 1. H. Autla. th. JO t.mV Bart.rl.lofl.tft*}}* 1*'"
In Dii..... of th. H.ir. Ml. M<»t»lp. eaa 'T*'T* A,*;7i?:!r\ii

cmlp ml . box of th. tni.7 »alea he wUI proper, far T»
SecloM I cot soator. ul writ, to-*.,- _
nor. j. h. Aiiim. is.s Mcvidwrt BU*.Odewi>. in-

OUTING

DEMAND

ftiticura

YSOAh
For preserving, purifying,
and beautifying the skin,

scalp, hair, and hands, for

irritations of the skin, heat

rashes, sunburn, bites and

stings of insects, lameness
and soreness incidental to

summer sports, for sanative,

antiseptic cleansing, and for

the toilet and bath Cuticura

Soap, assisted by Cuticura

Ointment is priceless.OM n.'w'"' FNMM bptsJK
tgq • PKr>. A HtMikli WIT' A
CO.. B»4

Sold _
f"\ .r:rrt,uu.*r

R. Town* A
cutta; ..

I.M , Toklo

Aueueile.
ul. Oat-

t<.illlhi....

potter Uruc *
mrPctuttm.

; India. B. K. Paul, cu-
:Dnato>: Japan. Manna.
jmla (Aptcka), Jloamw:
Id-CkpeTowa.etc.: i

0>rp., Ooat Propo-. Bo
a Booklet oo the SW

ixa't forget to mratkm The Paclflc MoDtbl/ wbea dr.llof with ajlTertlaere. It will be appreciated.
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THE VALUE
OF

$4,020,000,000.00
OREGON TIMBER WAITING TO

BE CUT
This is a conservative estimate, by an expert, of the value of standing timber in Oregon. The demand for

Oregon lumber is tremendous, from all parts of the world. The development of the lumber industry in

Oregon is only in its infancy. Operating companies are constantly being formed and there are excellent oppor-
tunities for investing small amounts, as well as large, where they will yield the largest possible dividends to

the investors. Timber is visible and profit-yielding security. For reliable information, address

FRED A. KRIBS, Chamber of Commerce Building, PORTLAND, OREGON

WCCTCDM HHMECTRAnC THE opportunity op a life timeW Co 1 Clv> nUJHDo 1 CAUo coeur d'alene indian reservation
NOW is the time to prepare to file on a claim at the time of the opening of the Coeur d' Alene Reservation, one of the richest sections of the
State of Washington. Join the Coeur d'Alene Reservation Information Bureau, an organization officered by responsible business men of Tekoa,
Washington, "The Gateway to the Reservation," wbo are thoroughly familiar with the entire reservation, conditions governing the opening, gov-
ernment requirments, etc. MEMBERSHIP ONLY $10.00, entitling members to all necessary information to secure a home. Such an oppor-
tunity will never again be offered. Public lands are nearly exhausted. WRITE TODAY FOR APPLICATION BLANKS, ETC.

COEUR D' ALENE RESERVATION INFORMATION BUREAU
TEKOA, WASHINGTONReference: Lombard & Co., Bankers, Tekoa, Washington

INCORPORATE IN ARIZONA
THE

General Corporations Laws of Arizona are UNEQUALED in LIBERALITY, No franchise tax. Private property of stock-

holders exempt from all corporate debts. LOWEST COST. Capitalization unlimited. Any kind of stock may be issued and
made full-paid and non-assessable (we furnish proper forms). Do business, keep books and bold meetings anywhere. No public

statements to be made. Organization tasily effected when our forms are used. "RED BOOK ON ARIZONA CORPORATIONS" gives
full particulars

—free to our clients, also By-Laws and complete legal advice. No trouble to answer questions. Write or wire today.
THE INCORPORATING COMPANY OF ARIZONA, Box 277-F, PHOENIX, ARIZONA

REFERENCES : Phoenix National Bank ; Home Savings Bank A Trust Co.

ARE YOU SATISFIED?

7^\0 YOU want to learn of the opportunities there are in the West for a plain

*mr every-day citizen, whose only capital is his horse sense and muscle? Do

you want to lay by a little, so that you will be independent in old age? Do

you want to hear all about the Government Irrigation and Reclamation projects?

Do you want accurate information about the opportunities to be found in such

industries as sheep raising, dairying, wheat raising, poultry raising, hop growing,

fruit growing, mining, salmon fishing, and other such industries? If you want

reliable, accurate and conservative information on these subjects, send f 1.00 for a

year's subscription to The Pacific 'Monthly. The Pacific Monthly has red blood in

its veins. It is strictly Western, beautifully and profusely illustrated and ably edited.

Try it for a year. Remit $1.00 for a year's subscription to The Pacific Monthly.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland, Oregon
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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A Chicago Millionaire

Selects Eugene, Ore.
=———=—— as the ===========

Place for Investment
Afterspending several months touringthe West, visiting the leading cities

and towns and investigating many of the wonderful opportunities offered

Honore Palmer of Chicago
Was induced to take a trip through the famous Willamette Valley and
visit EUGENE and Lane County. Impressed with the wonderful
natural resources of this fertile section, its geographical location, rich

valley land, fine timber and inexhaustible water-power, Mr. Palmer,
with his thorough business training and knowledge of investments

quickly realized that here was the land ofopportunity and after a careful
1

investigation has ^=====
Invested a Quarter Million
Dollars in Land and Timber
<J Mr. Palmer has not merely placed his money here as an investment for

future results, but he has taken a home in EUGENE and is very much
interested in the present development of Eugene and her resources.

He is preparing to engage extensively in the manufacture of lumber, etc.

Like Opportunities For All
<I For the capitalist with millions or the homeseeker with the price of

a first payment, this is the land of opportunity. It did not take Mr. Pal-

mer long to make up his mind and it won tyou, if you will investigate.

WRITE TODAY for FULL INFORMATION, BOOKLET, Etc.

THE

Merchants Protective Association
An Association ofAll the Ua.ting Business Men ofthe Citr to Provide T^ /"\ _ _

Authentic Information Regarding Eugene and Her Resources. I AlgC ll C
,
\JIC

Don't forftt to mention The PacMc Monthly when dealing with ailTertUtr*. It win bt appreciated.
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STREET 8CENE IN RAYMOND

Raymond, Washington
The Coming Manufacturing City

WHAT WE HAVE
to show for practically two years' steady growth:

7 Big Saw-Mills, Capacity 80,000 to 130,000 feet each, dally; 1 Smaller Saw-Mill,
Capacity 45,000 feet daily; 1 Large Ship-Yard with 3 Steam Schooners under con-

struction; 3 Shingle Mills with Total Capacity of 550,000 Shingles daily; Numerous
Smaller Factories, Stores, Mercantile Establishments, Etc.; Pay Roil $70,000
Monthly and Growing Rapidly.

WHAT WE SEEK
More Manufactories, More Stores and Hotels, More Dwelling Houses.

WHAT WE OFFER
FREE FACTORY SITES surrounded by Washington's best timber belt and with

the best of deep water and railroad shipping facilities.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

Secretary Raymond Commercial Club,
Raymond Land (EL Improvement Company,
L. V. Raymond,
RAYMOND. Pacific County, WASHINGTON

ONE OF RAYMOND'S BIO SAWMILLS.

Do not for«et to mention Tn» Paclfle Monthly when Jr.llnc with adrerttem. It will be appreciate*.
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Steamer ALLIANCE of Coos Bay. San Francisco and Portland

"YOU"
ARE

WANTED
At NORTH BEND, on COOS BAY, OREGON. Opportunity
is here awaiting the "Hour and the Man". Over one hundred
billion feet of uncut timber and eight hundred million tons of coal

await the ax and the pick.

North Bend-Its Payroll Talks
Ct NORTH BEND'S present site was a tract of timber in 1902
» —today there are 2200 people. IF $60,000 is the monthly pay-

roll, conceded to be the largest in the United States for a city of
this size. 1 $700,000 were expended for building and improve-
ments in the year 1906. *1F Coos Bay is the next harbor for Trans-
Pacific traffic on the Pacific Coast ofthe United States, f Congress
has ordered a survey of the Coos Bay Bar for the purpose of giving
it the same depth as Golden Gate—40 feet. *1F Puget Sound, Coos
Bay and Golden Gate stand in a class alone as Pacific sea ports.
*f Lumber mills, ship yards, machine shops, and quarries are here
and generous inducements are held out for others, f Come now and
"Beat the Railroad."

Lover's Lane in Simpson Park

WRITE THE

North Bend Chamber

of Commerce

NORTH BEND, COOS BAY,

OREGON

An organization of the citizens
for the upbuilding and develop-
ment of the Coos Bay country.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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DIDYOU EVERTHINK
Of the fact that more money is made
in mines than in any other business?

THAT MONEY
CAN BE MADE
In this way legitimately ; that with the exercise of sound
common sense and business judgment it can be made

Quickly and Surely
When you invest with a company ofknown business stand-

ing. You are investing with such a company when you—
invest with= =

THE C. E. MITCHELL CO.
We want to tell you of our operations; we want you to

know how mining is conducted on the Square Deal Plan.

We issue n monthly Progress Report to all stockholders.

// 'ritefor our Miner's Scrap hook—freefor the asking. Also

Am maps of the Coeura"Alene district—the bestyetpublished.

THE C. E. MITCHELL CO.———= MINERS=
300-323 Columbia Building SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

Do not fofftt to mention Th« I'acflc Monthly when drallnc wilt adTtrtlam. It will bo appreciated.

"^
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SOUTH BEND, WASHINGTON
O THE BALTIMORE OF THE PACIFIC Cj =%

'HpHE center of the transplanted Eastern Oyster Indus-

try on the Pacific Coast. One Hundred Car Loads of

Eastern Seed Oysters transplanted last year at an es-

timated cost of $200,000.00. $500,000.00 of the Ma-
tured Eastern Oysters exported during the season.

5,000 acres of Native Oyster beds under cultivation.

^ We have billions of feet of merchantable timber tribu-

tary, twenty miles of water front, deep water harbor,

showing 27 feet at the bar at low tide, the best water

north of San Francisco.

*]F Tokeland and Long Beach, summer resorts, entertain

annually 100,000 visitors, the longest stretch of un-

broken bathing beach on the Coast.

<$SOUTH BEN~D, the GATEWAY; Over one hun-
dred ocean going vessels sailed from her wharves last

year, over 200,000,000 feet of the best lumber that ever

met the fellman's ax were sent out in these ships, and
from her busy mills went by rail to markets in the East,
almost an equal amount of shingles and finished lumber.

% South Bend has eight church organizations, three large

public school buildings, two of the best equipped hos-

pitals on the Coast, and two banking institutions car-

rying a million of dollars of deposits.

^ South Bend has an excellent water system, electric

lights and miles of planked streets.

% South Bend is the extreme western terminal of the

Northern Pacific Railway. The port nearest the sea

on all the Pacific Coast and the point where rail pud

ships meet at smallest cost.

SOUTH BEND, the County Seat of Pacific County, Washington, Offers

Inducements to Men with Energy, Brains and Money.

For Particulars Address Sec, "PROSPERITY CLUB," South Vend, Wash.

Don't forget ts mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will r- jpreclated.
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Telephone Bonds
The Safest and Most Profitable Investment of all

PUBLIC UTILITY SEC I Kl I II -

Because of the increasing demand for telephone sen i

We offer, subject to prior sale, the (5 per cent 20-year First Mortgage Gold Bends tf

The Interstate Telephone Co., Ltd.
OF S PO K A N B

,
WASHINGTON

Operating a Toll Telephone System from Spokane throughout the Panhandle of

Idaho, into the Coeur d' Alene Mining DKtrict I .the richert Mining DM.ict in the

West), and the Great Palouse Couiury. Population increasing rapidly and the

demand for telephones increasing accordingly.

BETTER THAN A SAVINGS BANK
As the present net earnings of the company are 2J4 times

the interest on bonds and a de|x>sit is made from its

earnings each month for payment of interest.

For complete information and terms address or call on

*V353S*3E WALKER, SIMMONS & CO. «01 Couch Bulldlnc
PORTLAND. ORK.

7Wf\f

Investments in Portland
BMrVneome bearing property

^W •v nn' yielding, net, all the

f way from ti<; to Sf/C . AVe

J
handle nothing imt thoroughly
sound and conservative

pTOPOSV
tkna. Closest wnitiny invited.

Writ*- fttr particular*. Highest Rank K*'f«'nnifii

CHAPIN & HERLOW
332 CHAMICI Or COMMERCE PORTLAND, OREGON

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Greatest Summer and Winter resort in the world.

Information for 5c postage. Address Dept. C.

CHAMBER Of COMMERCE. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Hood River Lands
HAVB abundant water, perfect drainage
PRODUCE finest apples and strawberries

in the world.

We also have lands for

sale in White Salmon
and Mosier districts

TWKNTY YEARS RKStI>VA( 1 IN IKXM) RIVKR

W. J. BAKER (EL CO.
Hood River, Or*.

BIG MONEY IN FRUIT

THE
HOOD RIVER- MOSIKR

Fruit Section has made Oregon
famous as a fruit state and the

products
from these orchards bring the

highest price over the entire world.

Full-bearing apple land in these sections

return from $400 to $700 net profit

per acre.

"lAVe have just placed on the market

the stock of our famous Hood Rivcr-

Mosier Fruit Company farm, the

largest in Oregon, and we want to tell

you about it. Our terms are so easy
and reasonable that you will be inter-

ested at onre.

^Officers of the Company are reputa-
ble and successful Oregon business

men. Write or call and see us.

HOOD RIVER- MOSIER FRUIT CO.

PORTLAND, OREGON

R*'f<*n*Bf«' : Orvfjna Trort « Savins* Bank. Portland, Ore.

Doo'c forget to mention Tb* Pacific Monthly when dealing; with advertiser*. It will be appreciated.
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HERE'S THE POINT!
BELLINGHAM is the Municipal
Marvel of the Pacific Northwest

The City has grown faster than any other in the last seven years. From 11,062
in 1900 to 35,736 in 1907—an increase of 223 per cent since 1900.

But the growth of the population has not kept pace with the increase of wealth

and earning power, either of the city or the surrounding country.

Authentic records prove that in

1906, as compared with 1905, the

Postoffice receipts increased 18

per cent, assessed valuation in-

creased 24 percent,rail and water
tonnage of shipping increased 25

per cent, number of street car

COO
Mas Hone Everything
ForBELLINGHJtM and
Its Tributary Country,

JKJtM
laJust Beginning to
Reap the Harvest.

passengers increased 27 percent,
National bank deposits increased
53 per cent, value of marine

shipping increased 68 per cent,
and the value of all manufac-
turers increased 135 per cent,
but the POPULATION INCREASED ONLY 14 PER UNI.

BELLINGHAM is the nearest American seaport
and jobbing center to the gold fields of Alaska, and
is nearer to the Pacific Ocean than any other first-

class city of Puget Sound. Bellingham Bay has
been recognized by mariners the world over for

more than a hundred years as the best large harbor
on the Pacific Coast.

BELLINGHAM is one of the Puget Sound termin-
als of the Great Northern, Northern Pacific and
Canadian Pacific railroads, with terminal rates and

privileges.

BELLINGHAM is the metropolis and heart of

Northwest Washington, the richest region of varied
natural wealth in the world and the ideal

"Summer Playground
of America."

It has 60 per cent of the farm and fruit land of.

the Puget Sound country, 20 of the 24 Puget Sound
salmon canneries, 40 per cent of the lumber and
shingle mills, both the Mount Baker and the Slate
Creek Gold Fields. It has the finest system of

wagon roads in the State of Washington. It has the
richest oat and hay fields in the world. Its fruit

growers won more gold, silver and bronze medals
at the Lewis and Clark exposition than any other
district of Washington state except Chelan county.

It has thousands of acres of idle logged-off lands
that can be bought for from $ro to $50 per acre,

improved ready for cultivation for from $25 to $75
per acre and will pay 25 per cent net profit on a
valuation of $200 per acre.

IF THIS STRIKES YOU RIGHT
ADDRESS —

CHAMBER. OF COMMERCE
Bellingham, Washington

DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE SENT FREE UPON APPLICATION

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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FREE TRIAL
Of A GENUINE EDISON

Free trial la your own home—no e- o. d.—
nolacenilnadvunri-. $2.00 a month now
buvt genuine Ed:»on ujim (if yuu de-

cide to k.-i-p U afn-r f: i

V»rlte today f r free catalog
rmDf nek babsot^—cnZT"^

Pt;on. Olat. Cflhmud Cdiicii-
ti'"ton Building, I>ept l id V

..Cbc Colorado 6cm,

»» Newest Product of

j
Ukmlimk Total of par
flat**! 1j.ah.oii » *iil. w » Iff

Far »oprrior
ImltAtioi, DiABWMid t-vrr prtv
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WOOD MINNOW

f
> klicr:i!»:i - U-'t I

- Ublebalt tor ill
r
. casUng or trolling Used by

all fishermen who "get tin
n.h " Tl.e"Mlnnow"l. about
four Inches I ong.baaaUfnllv

leled gram mottled bock, white
with red strip* to exactly ra-

» a Ilea mlnnowt has sur.-lu.re
us eyas, Ht* boat treble books and
o nlckle plated splnnera NoOsheaa
aleilt. TkoragalarprteslsTtc.buiu a special adrertlslng offer wo will

til orders enclosing this advertise.

Iaeeat.

st **• each, to eitrator postag* aad parking.
Wo are th* largest manufacturers of artificial bait
Inthsworld Bend for o.ir large rut price catalogue—
111 free. Dealers writ* for discounts *
VIM CO.. Dopl.K18.«HLBkeSt-,ClUCAUO

Hall's
VEGETABLE
S I C I LI AN

// ii now positioely

known that falling
half is caused by a

germ, hence It a

regular germ disease.

Hall's Hair Renewer.
as now madefrom the

"revised formula.
"

stops falling hair he-

t it destroys the germs which produce this trouble. It

also destroys the dandruffgerms, and restores the scalp
to a healthy condition. B P. Mall k Co , Ns»nus V. H.

Hair
Renewer

a a

»

BLUMAUER INHALATORIUM, (Inc. >

Using Bulling! Method of Ml NICH for the treat-

ment of diseases of the air pamsfei
—Catarrh,

Bronchitis. Asthma, Tuberculosis.
Only place of its kind west of New York. All who
suffer from the above diseases should visit the Inhala-

torium and learn of the successful treatment. The
medical profession is especially invited. Send for

free booklet, etc.

BLUMAUER INHALATORIUM
409 Pacific Electric Bldrf., U» Anrfoles, Cal.

»

LATEST AUTOMATIC Tjr) T7"C C L *L
self-filling pen

— rKE/E< to Dubscribers
A. Genuine SanforJ & Bennett 14K Cold Fountain Pen

This pen represents all that is latest and best in fountain pen construction, made of best

selected materials by skilled workmeu. Thoroughly reliable. Fully guaranteed.

We not only give you this pen absolutely FREE but we guarantee it and should it prove

unsatisfactory you may return it ami we will refund your money or give you a new tx-n.

OUR OFFER.—Send us $2.00, money order or draft, for two single subscriptions or one

two year subscription and we will mail you postpaid one of these splendid pens.

A. Splendid Pen for the Business 9Aan, Teacher or Student.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY PUBLISHING CO.. - PORTLAND. OREGON



REAL ESTATE
OREGON

DON'T forget, you can come to Astoria in

September and October bn any railroad from
Kansas City, Omaha. St. Paul and all other
Missouri River territory for $25.00; from St.

Louis, $30.00; from Chicago, $33.00, and from
New York, $50.00. Astoria is the historic port
at the mouth of the Columbia River, founded
in 1811 by John Jacob Astor, where everybody
now wants to go to make a fortune. Its scen-
ery from every direction is indescribable, and
there is an abundance of hunting and fishing
the year round. As a Summer resort it is

without an equal. Address Chamber of Com-
merce, room 416, Astoria, Oregon, for free lit-

erature.

10 ACRES OF ORCHARD 'N HOOD RIVER FOR $3500.
Planted to Spit? and Newton Apples. We guarantee
you 10 per cent yearly for 5 years if you give us the crop.
Perpetual water right.

— WHITING & ROUNTREE,
%iVi Third Street, Portland, Oregon.

FARMERS: Come to Oregon, the farmer's
paradise. Drop us a postal for our new list of
grain, stock, fruit and dairy farms. Common-
wealth Trust Co., Commonwealth Bldg., Port-
land, Oregon.

WANTED—To correspond with real estate
and immigration agents in position to organize
and bring colonies of desirable people into
Oregon. The best place on earth for a live
real estate agent. Address, Chamber of Com-

REAL ESTATE
CALIFORNIA

OWN A SEASIDE HOME NEAR SAN
FRANCISCO. Lots in Farallone City are on
the beach and near beautiful Mount Montara.
There is no more desirable place for a home
in California. On the new Ocean Shore Elec-
tric Railroad, within 30 minutes of City Hall,
San Francisco. Beautiful lots (30x100) with
cement walks, graded streets, water and sewer
mains, for a short time at $225. Send $2.25
for a reservation before prices advance. Terms
$10 monthly. No interest; no taxes. C. M.
Johnson. 348 Monadnock Bide., San Francisco.

FOR SALE, BY OWNER—SPLENDID 30-
acre bearing fruit ranch, 1% miles from live
city. Excellent location for nursery. C. B.
Coxe, Falk block, Boise, Idaho

MINING
WE HAVE MADE MONEY IN MINING.

We can make money for you. We have just
what you want; terms to suit. Write for
particulars. Foster Brothers' Syndicate, 217
Laughlin Bldg., Los Angeles. Cal.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
COPPER! COPPER! COPPER! If interested

send 4c in stamps for Standard Copper News.
Complete engineers' reports, maps, assays, etc.,
of the Jerome Verde Copper Co., adjoining Sen-
ator Clark's great United Verde. The stock is

guaranteed. Address The General Securities Co.,
merce, room 413, Astoria, Oregon.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
FRUIT
LANDS

£&?

$65

per acre
EM

You can grow more fruit in the Fraser Valley of B. C. with less toil and expense
than anywhere else on the Pacific slope. Rich productive soil, plenty of rain fall,
no irrigating, long seasons, mild winters, plenty of sunshine, abundant crops.
Fraser river steamboats and suburban electric car system direct to large and
growing markets. First class fruit lands 5 miles from New West-
minster market in 5 acre blocks at $65 per acre. Theselandsare
partly cleared, are on new suburban carline and are a No. 1 investment for the home-
seeker or the investor. Write for Kerr's Real Estate Review.

W. J. KERR, New Westminster, B. C.
(Reference, Canadian Rank of Commerce.)

s MOUNT TACOMA
AND

THE RAINIER NATIONAL PARK
THE "WONDERLAND OF THE CASCADES"

N
2,!

<!?™ f
.
th? Northwest is complete without a visit to this indescribable region. MT.TACOMA with its grand 14,528 ft volcanic peak, wonderful rivers of ice, miles in extent

with yawning crevasses hundreds of feet deep, rugged eanvons, beautiful water
falls and entrancing parks, which contain nearly 500 varieties of wild flowers

that bloom within a step of perpetual snow, affords
the tourist and sight seer more varied scenery and
natural wonders than any other one spot on the
continent. Excellent hotels and accommodations.

For free illustrated descriptive matter, address
General Passenger Department, Desk 1 2 // *>

TACOMA EASTERN RAILROAD COMPANY // !

Tacoma, Wash.
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Paving Blocks become Paving
"Stones" when protected with the

Reynolds
Timber Preservative
This is because of the manner in which water and

air combine with this Preservative to form a coating

as impenetrable as an armor of rock. It does not affect the natural resilience of the wood
fibre; does not make the wood brittle. The wetter it »,cts the tougher and harder it be-

comes. Water and air merely harden and strengthen this Preservative.

The Reynolds Timber Preservative does animal and vegetable organisms. Fence
not evaporate, therefore it |<ermanen( ami lias posts coated with the Reynolds Timber

J»> no odor when dry. Excess of water docs not Preservative are as sound, after being in the

^3fck_ dissolve or harm it in any way, a most im-

TjU*»j)K ponant feature in a Preservative for paving
blocks, shingles, bridge structures, railroad

ties, wharves, etc. It is also acid-proof and
an excellent protection for all metal work. It

•anaiaei
* ITHOU**

. TIMof j

•"tstiw**"

ground 14 years, as on the day they were set,

with the inner fibres as bright and full of

'life'* as when new.
The Reynolds Timber Preservative is a

combination of several chemicals so propor-
U antiseptic and protects from attacks of tinned as to resist every form of decay.

• SEND TODAY fir FREE liberal SAMPLE
and references as W injuring qualities

THE REYNOLDS TIMBER PRESERVATIVE CO., Dept. 7, WALLA WALLA, WASH.

tan Dieclos
UPREMACY

yf/.HARBOR^'-CLiriATE
r-' OPPORTUN ITY/"1

INVESTMENT/" PROFIT
Js

lA/ar-t/iy Vot/r
//nmca'/'ctte /nvesti'gdti'on

ttOt UKX— is buying a good lot in

a growing city on anew electric car

lii.r "ffmlfcruritf!illifM"and making
the natural increase in land values.

I nil that rants umuk food hick.

E.cry one ol our taiauui b.r Tnrti «rr la

Mac of taw tbli kind cpi tool luck in addition

to tbe geaeril larreaae la Tatars on accoaat of

the new direct railroad east »ia Yaava.

Deal with toe food lark boaoc Fomioea
la Ion at loar cent, a noire (oot In ixir fa-

BoainrrcaSwnarikaTram. JS •• on V, II

MOV gocatloaa anrwered. City Mao Free.

HOHElANO^K^c1

!^W Sixth St , Sam Dieao

LAND + WATER = %%
ANSWER THIS QUESTION:—Would
you like to own 5 or 10 acres of the finest

fruit land in America in a pleasant com-

munity with modern advantages; splendid

schools; delightful climate; only 6 hours

from Pacific Coast) lead an independent,

healthy out-door life and net a profit of from

$250 to #750 per acre? Others are doing

this; why not you?

Write today for full information.

NATHANIEL W. VAN CLEVE
NORTH YAKIMA, WASH.

We Art
Htidquarters
lor All Kindt of I

\\V furnish Correct Abstracts at

short notice. 1 Maki: In\ i

MKXTS FOR NoN-Rl.SIHI NTS.

*l I<OOK A ITIK A SSI SKMI NTS
and Taxes, *J For reliable in-

formation about CiinS HAY,
address

Title Guarantee and Abstract Co.
II. StNGSTACKEN. Manager

Marshfiefd, Ore.

Don't forget to mention The farlnc Monthly when dealing with adrertlaera. It will be appreciated.
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Beverly Hills
it
Between the City and the Sea"

Located on the picturesque foothills overlooking Los Angeles,
Hollywood and the Ocean.

A COMPLETE SEWER. SYSTEM
is only one of the many improvements that will be provided with-
out extra cost or assessment.

Here you also have Water, Gas, Electricity, Curved Tamped
Oiled Streets, Cement Sidewalks and Curbs, Four Large Public

Parks, Etc.

LOTS 80x160 UP PRICES $900 UP
==TERMJ E ASY= =

PERCY H. CLARK COMPANY
311-312 H. W. HeUman Bldg., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

$2,500 PER YEAR
ALL THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

IN RETURN FOR $2,500 INVESTED NOW
IS THE OPPORTUNITY OFFERED IN THE

WENATCHEE VALLEY
Don't take our word for it. We will give you the testimony of

resident fruit-growers to prove that

ANYBODY CAN DO AS WELL
The majority have done much better

INQUIRE NOW
When our land is sold there will be no more land in Wenatchee

Valley to be put under irrigation.

EAST WENATCHEE LAND CO.
WENATCHEE, WASH.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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How You Can Establish
Yourself in Business for

$4.00 per month
Wc need not tell the man with millions where to put his money
—he is buying timber, buying and holding it; for timber in the

great trees of the Northwest, which have been cento
growing, is precious. It is becoming met precious every day,
because men with capital are buying

—and holding. They are
alv> cutting and selling it

—and buying more.

In an article
(January Cosmopolitan) on the immense fortune

one nun made in Northwest timber, Charles P. Norcrosssaysi
"There la Barking la thir counlrr trowing by leap, ud boaada like rimber
properties. I he pinch 11 coming. TW prodigal nit of yeare )• creating
puenjr at rateable rimber tracts."

There is just one way for men with small incomes to share in this wealth-
producing industry

—and we offer it in our co-operative plan. This organ-
isation has already purchased millions of feet of the finest standing timber,
advancing in value every day. Th.re is still room for you. You can pave
the way to a prosperous future—block by block—as you go.

Oregon Timber
is better than
earth's surface-

a gold mine. It is on top of the

-where it can be seen and measured

Here's the idea—you pay JH.00 per month for 25 months.
Thi. buys for you 100 shares of negotiable, div

idend stock which is secured by 100,000 feet of

standing timber. This is tangible security for your small
investment. The certificate we issue to you is more than
a mere piece of paper

—
it represents 100,000 feet of timber in

REAL TREES, the kind the world is demanding for

thousands of miles of new railroad ties, telegraph poles, ship
masts, etc. , etc. They are demanding that these shall be of

OKI'.t K >N timber—why? Because Oregon tiiiilicr is the

best the world knows—we cannot cut the trees down fast

enough to meet the demand. You pay, in all, $100.00
for each 100 shares and this will be worth 51000.00 it

a very short time. If you wait, you will miss this oppor
ttinity, ,fnr (wo reasons; the stock will all be sold, and it will lie worth sc

much more than now, tliat holders will not sell.

Coining Money far th.

Owsere of Bif Trace

Remember. Ihia la not a new Tenure. Tale compear IS orgaaizedi
are ova our Bilk, whko ate In coniinuous operation, right now.
Yo« hare a chance to own nock in a atroog. Iiapiaalhlt, eetabliibrd

eomaanr, la lanot in a baeieeaa that ii certain to par 50* dWdeada.
la addition to the adrance ia raise of stock.

"

regard ihia ae larrt prontv bat la the Northwest It b looked spoa
at oolr a fair. I nasi 1 1 edit eetiaute oa drrldrads frota TIMBER

All etorkboldere la thir orraniiatioo are eqaally eecared—100.000
feet of staadlag Umber for erery 100 here, of atocki talt la

GUARANTEED. Aek
one who KN

They will tell

lose so time Is taking adiaatagr of an oopominiir like

We i

rabrr tractr—arc are iaealag t

order at do h sad laea ike oaVr »ill b
tse darker .Kb which we stem yoei

The richest man in the I'niteJ States began .V years ago to buy timber /an./. He
is stilt buying. Willyou have your share? forfurther fanu-ulart H'RITE TOP//).

NORTH COAST CO-OPERATIVE LUMBER COMPANY
Manufacturers and Exporters. Suite 24-29 Realty Trust Bldg. PORTLAND, OREGON

Don't forget lo mention Tbe Pacific Monthly when dealing with a<lrertl»er» It will )*• appreciated.
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'Will Soon
Be theTACOMA

Greatest Railway Terminal on the Pacific Coast*
Seven additional railways are now building to Tacoma, where
their largest rail and ocean terminals have been secured.

Chauncey Thomas, who has been writing up the Northwest for the "Success"
Magazine, in aa interview in the Oregon Daily Journal of Portland, recently said :" I think that in time the third city in America will be Tacoma. '•

Tacoma 's population in 1900 was 37,714; in 1907, 100,000.Tacoma will double the next three years.
The population of

»*<

„ (For May, 1897, were $ 2,038,917. S3 IITACOMA'S BANK CLEARINGS J. For May, 1902! were S^osioos.og I

I.
For May , 1907, were 21,306,595.69 IWATCH TACOMA GROW!

For further particulars and illustrated literature descriptive ofTacoma, address:

Secretary Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade, Tacoma, Wash.

VIF,W ON PACIFIC AVENUE, TACOMA.
Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Brentwood Park
THE GRANDEST HOMESITE IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

This beautiful park Is located on the rim of the historical Santa Monica Canon, north of the new
San Vicente Boulevard, and extends back to the foot-hills. It is midway between the Soldiers' Home
and the Ocean, and commands one of the grandest views of the entire valley and mountains, just far

enough back from the Ocean to give a commanding view of Santa Monica, Ocean Park, Venice, Play del

Iley, Redondo, Catalina Islands and the Santa Barbara Islands.

Brentwood Park is laid out in the same manner as the Golden Gate Park of San Francisco, which
is so well known. No lots in the park have a frontage of less than one hundred feet and the depths
range from one hundred and seventy-four feet to four hundrd and fifty feet. All streets will be graded
and oiled and surfaced with gravel: the sidewalk space of ten to twelve feet will be rolled and graveled.
A grand boulevard extends through the park, ranging In width from one hundred and thirty feet to
one hundred and eighty feet; shrubbery in profusion is scattered all through Brentwood Pork; climatic
conditions could not be improved; the finest of soli and the best of improvements: a veritable park
home. We are keeping, away from all city effects in this park. The Los Angeles Pacific cars, on their
new double track, pass the door; no finer or more rapid transportation anywhere; thirty minutes from
Brentwood Park to Fourth and Broadway, the business center of Los Angeles; high-class building restric-
tions for a high-class tract. There are now under construction several beautiful homes, costing from
eighteen thousand to thirty thousand dollars.

Don't you think you had better buy a lot in Brentwood Park? You may want to build on It

some day, and all the time you are waiting your lot will be increasing in value. As an investment—>

nothing better; for a home—the best. It Is getting more dilficult every day to get high elevations and
large villa lots where the surroundings and environments are of the very best.

In Brentwood Tark, on account of the largeness of the lots and their great depth, one can have
all the comforts and advantages of a city and country home combined, away from the dust and noise,
with these pleasant surrouudings. Isn't this ideal?

There are probably few cities In the United States which have shown such remarkable growth,
commercially and otherwise, as Los Angeles, the great metropolis of the Southwest, and with its rapid
growth it is only a question of a short time when all of the desirable locations that are In proximity
to the city will be taken up.

Write today for maps, plats and prices, which will be sent free to all. The prices range from
fifteen hundred dollars and up, according to location, with easy terms of payment. The lots are large, the
prices low, and lots purchased now yield you a big profit. Reference, all of Los Angeles. For full
particulars, address,

Western Pacific Development* CompanyOWNERS
203-204 Germain Building LOS ANGELES, CAL.u

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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TEKOA
WASHINGTON

The HEART
of

The famous

Wheat Belt

A live, hustling town of 1600 popula-
tion ami growing rapullv.

fine Schools, Publii Buildings and Churches
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|

The Finest Wheat lands in the World

Large Soajrtes Bulla locale.!

aasortasjfjas fag earagggasd farming. AH ki

ami tuber*, alto fruita. The great Coear d' <

rleterrallon will won be thrown open for at

Tekoa aut become tbe cemjml dry and baa

We ».M Imam. ImaaMt. Inaawt and C

complete inloraatioa aad booklet, addrea

THE COMMERCIAL CLUB
TEKOA. WASHINGTON

Lake
10 mllmtea

I reara. For aala <|<ll-'k al »
I Owner n>"* 1'tego. alight
trade for anrth.ng; In or near Han lMago.
What baee

"Aak Orowe Abemt It
"

FK1DKRICK CROWK
HOMELAND IMPROVEMENT CO.

939 SIXTH STKKIT. SAN DIEGO CAX.

TEKOA
THE CATEWAY TO THE

COEUR D' ALENE RESERVATION
I have platted KI kCTM In i'i»n lot*,

one. five and ten-acre tracts, rlicht In the
of t lie city. The C, M. cV St. 1'.

It 1! rutin through the center. The con-
truetlon of their road In nnw started.
This Is thi» beat town on the Pacific

th small DNOI to Invest In.

'unities for the business man, the
r. and the manufacturer.

particulars address

F. J. MAHONEY
Owner o! Lombard's Addition

BTEKOA, WASHINGTON

.An Opportunity for Cartful Investors

NEWPORT
HEIGHTS
ACREAGE

Cheapest Land in Southern California

Newport Heights is a high plateau, all

perfectly level, with the lowest pom-
70 feet above the sea. It extends

back from Newport Bay for several miles
ami comprises 1300 acres of deep, rich,

slightly sandy loam fertile and
pnxliu ti\e. It is subdivided into five-acre

tracts with artesian

water, of the finest

qualitv, in abund-
ance for all irriga-
tion purpitscs, piped
to each tract.

Deefi, Rich
Soil %M %*

Abundance

of \vater

We are the
owners of this

property and
are now plac-
ing these five-

acre subdivi-
sions on the
market at $15H
ti(i. One-fifth
to be paid in

cash and the
balance in six,
t w c I

eighteen
and twen-
tv-four
month in-

stallments.
Six per cent

interest on de-

ferred payments, i

sideling the soil, water,
location and transport '.his is

the cheapest acreage in Southern Califor-

nia. Pacific Klectnc cars run every hour
from Los Angeles. Write to us for printed
matter and more complete details regard.
ing this valuable property.

TOWNSEND- DAYMAN
INVESTMENT CO.

IWrsdle Bretrk Mcf.. U. IKBO, UL.
1 13 Cut nrrt IH. UK Kit*. UL

I>o not f..rget to mention Tbe rariflc Monthly when dealing wltb adrerllaera. Il will be appreciated.
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IDAHO
THE GREAT TWIN FALLS CANAL SYSTEM

Waste Gates at the Great Dam of Twin Fans Cnnals.

150,000 ACRES CAREY ACT LAND
OPEN FOR ENTRY, OCTOBER I, 1007, UNDER THE

Great Twin Falls Canal System, Southern Idaho
This project embraces 420,000 acres of land. 270,000 acres have been opened for entry
from time to time, and this 150,000 acres is your last opportunity to secure lands
under the great North Side Canal. Write for booklet and full information as to terms.

Opening and drawing will take place at JEROME, the new town now opened for the sale of lots

5iry
Section of Main Canal three miles from the Great Dam,

Come, Make Personal Investigation of the Great Twin Falls Canal System

Don't forget to mention The Paclflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE GREAT TWIN FALLS CANAL SYSTEM

Map ahowi the favoni 1

..f the Twin KalU Tract for the dispoaal of iu product* to tit* mining
l ud thaacaportaof the Pw m».

ml propoaed electric railroad* will connect all town* of the tract, and with
Salt l-tkc i it> , ttili, and Touiio, Contact and hl>. Nevada.

~^M
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THE GREAT TWIN FALLS CANAL SYSTEM

Hnw HlP lunik A contract for a water right must first be secured from the Land and

FIA Water Company. Entry of the land is' then made with the agent of the
9r6 illfiO 011 State Land Board to whom is paid 25 cents an acre at the time of making
entry. A payment of $3.00 an acre on the water right is made at time of purchase. Any
citizen of the United States may file on these lands, except that a married woman cannot
file. Entry may be made by power of attorney, special forms of which will be furnished

'

on application. Any person can file on Carey Act lands even though he has used his

homestead, desert, or other right to file on government lands. Not to exceed 160 acres

may be filed on by one person.

The lands will be opened by a drawing under the supervision of the State

Th6 Drawing Land Board of Idaho at the new town of Jerome, in the office of the
Twin Falls North Side Investment Co., Ltd.

CRCATTWIN FALL 5 CANAL SYSTEM
"" *~o SouTn aim 0, »«a*i mvi,
IDAHO

At the extreme right of the map is seen the town of Milner. Here is situated the
million-dollar dam which diverts the waters of the Snake River to the 420,000 acres of irri-

gated land on both sides of the river. The shaded portions on the North Side indicate
the 180,000 acres of irrigable land open for entry in 1907.

_ . These lands will be sold on the following terms: Thirty-five dollars and
TernS Of Sale fifty cents per acre, with a perpetual water right. First payment is $3.25

per acre, the $3.00 being for the water right, and the 25c being to the State
for the land. Balance of payments in nine annual installments, interest at 6%. Lands
within one mile of proposed electric line from Milner to Gooding are graded at an ad-
ditional price of $8.00 per acre for those lands adjoining the road, down to $2.00 per acre
for those lands three-fourths of a mile distant.

c • j n j t
^"ne s0

''-
'n tne Snake R'ver Valley is very rich and productive. It contains

SOll and PrOOUCt no alkali, and is particularly adapted to easy irrigation. It is the coming
fruit country of the Northwest. Its products cover a wide range and in-

clude all grains, grasses, vegetables, and fruits.

If Interested in Irrigated Lands write for Illustrated 50-page Book.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE GREAT TWIN FALLS CANAL SYSTEM

Shoshone falls
r ''lam "' ,llc Great Shoshone and Twin Falls Water i

n ' ipany, capable o< developing 20,000 hi r, is now completed at
Power iiu.

IDAHO'S NEW CITY, JEROME
The nc. Jerome will occupy the tame relation i" the North Side of the Twin
Tract that the City of Twin Falls does t" the Smith Side. Jerome d two

I Hi a north and south line between the towns ol Twin l-'alN and Shoshone, in

teen miles SOUth of Shoshone. The location of the new town h
.tile from every Standpoint, and is in the very heart ol the 190,000 acres to he open-

ed October 1st There is no reason why Jerome should not be the equal
brother Twin Falls. The town lots are now on sale. Tern: ;. and the
balance m one, two. three th interest at 6%. The Twin Falls North Side ln-

l.td., arc planum*; a modern hotel of fifty rooms. A company building
(0x80, two Stories high, and a bank building have been erected. F.lcctric ligi

works, sewerage, will add to the attractiveness of Idaho's young city. Jerome i- on the
trie Railroad, now being built, between Milncr and Gooding, thereby giving the new

city up-to-date freight and passenger service. Jerome is reached at present by stage
from Shoshone. Twin Falls, or Milncr.

Milner is the Junction City
Because at this point the Oregon Short Line Railroad, the proposed electric line over the
North Side tract, and the Milner-Kosston Navigation Company, all have their junction
here. This town is the headquarters for the Navigation Company, winch operates be-
tween Milner and Rosston, a distance of thirty-five miles of navigable river. Already two

have been purchased and are doing business. Milner is the logical point for a

beet factory and other manufactories, being located in the heart of a vast and rapidly de-

veloping agricultural country, with rail and water transportation joining hands here. The
electric railway will start from Milner and connect with the Oregon Short Line Railroad

ne point on the main line, at or near Gooding, in Lincoln County. Immediately to

Milner, the Twin Falls South Side Land and Water Company contemplates
reclaiming 40,000 acres or over. Milner will be the distributing point for this great
ject in all directions, and will develop into a solid, substantial business point and a beau-
tiful place in which to live. Take the Oregon Short Line Railroad to Minidoka and
change cars for Milner.

Lots are Sold on Easy Terms
One-fourth cash, and the balance in one, two, three years; interest at « per cent.

150,000 ACRES OPEN EOR ENTRY OCTOBER 1st, 1907.

Major Fred R. Rccd, Land Commissioner.

TWIN PALLS NORTH SIDE INVESTMENT C0.«"

Sole Agents for Hie disposal of all water rights and town lots

for further information and illustrated book, write to R. M. McCOLLUM, Secretary, MILNCR, IDAHO

Each Settler His Own Agent in Selecting Lands.

Do not forg*t to nxntloo Th» PiciOc Monthly whn o»lln( with •drtrtiMrm. It will t* tpprtrlattd.
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A. L. MILLS, -

J. W. NEWKIRK,
W. C. ALVORD,
B. F. STEVENS,

President

Cashier

Assistant Cashier

2nd Assistant Cashier

First National
Bank

OF PORTLAND, OREGON

Capital -

Surplus -

Deposits

$ 500,000.00

1,000.000.00

13,000,000.00

OLDEST NATIONAL BANK
ON THE PACIFIC COAST

BANKING BY MAIL
Correspondence Invited

TheSAVINGS BANK
OP THE

TITLE GUARANTEES TRUST

COMPANY

4

PAYS INTEREST AS FOLLOWS

PER CENT INTEREST

ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS
Interest Compounded Semi-Annually

Pays 4 per cent Interest on Certificates of Deposit

Pays 3 per cent on Daily Balances of Check Accounts

J. THOBBtTBN Kobs - . President
George H. Hill • Vice-President
T. T. Euukhaht - • - Treasurer
John E. Aitohibok - - Secretary

240-244 WASHINGTON STREET
(Corner Second Street)

PORTLAND, OREGON

W. M. LADD C. E. LADD J. W. LADD

u

LADD & TILTON
BANKERS

PORTLAND, OREGON

ESTABLISHED 1859

TRANSACT A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS

SAVINGS BANK DEPARTMENT
SAVINGS BOOKS ISSUED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

L, : 5P.EST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adTertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE OPPORTUNITY

Good

Openings
for

Drug Stores

Shoe Stores

Grocery Stores

Hardware Stores

Dry Goods Stores

Stationery Stores

and Retail Stores of

All Other Descriptions

is knocking at the door of the man with
small capital

—the opportunity of starting
a business and letting it grow and

prosper with a new manufacturing
town in

OP A LlfE-TIME

Southern California

the land of sunshine
and flowers and

prosperity
The name

f the new
town

is

Laborers

Carpenters

Bricklayers

Blacksmiths

Electricians

and All Other

Tradesmen should

Enjoy Happy Homes
in this Beautiful

Healthful District

CRESTMORE
BUSINESS RESIDENCE

$300 and Upward

Terms as low as

$20.00 Cash

and $10.00

Monthly

$200 to $400

Terms as low as

$10.00 Cash

and $10.00

Monthly

It is here

t hat t h e

$2,500,00
Southern Califor-

nia Cement Company
is building its enor-

mous plant, which is

nearing completion, and

which, alone, will provide em
ployment for about 800 men. The

townsite i:. beautifully laid out; street

work, (Trading, and the erection of

large number of dwellings and business

blocks are now under way.

CRESTMORE is ideally located on high, dry
ground abort three and one-half miles from thr

of Riverside, to which it is now linked by electric

and steam railways. It affords residence sites attractive to

the wealthy manufacturer, as well as very moderately priced

ones which are sold on such easy terms as to enable even the

laboring man to own his home.

Write For Booklet "No. 12" Giving Full Particular*

WINTON & McLEOD CO.
330 SOUTH HILL STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Don't for»*t to mention The Pneine Monthly when deaUnc with adTartlaers. It wlU b* appreciated.
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The name Hollenbeck is one
ofthe best known in Southern
California. The Hollenbeck
Hotel and Hollenbeck Home
are land marks in Los An-

geles. Mr. Hollenbeck made
a fortune by running this boat

up and down the San Juan
River and buying crude rub-

ber gathered from native

rubber trees in this valley.

Steamer Hollenbeck on San Juan River.

RICHEST LAND ON EARTH AT $15 AN ACRE
One tenth cash, balance in 54 equal monthly payments. No interest, no taxes.

Twenty acres will forever support a large family in luxury, whether you live on

it or not. Several California companieshave land adjoining our property, one company
of which Mayor I larper of Los Angeles is a member, has been operating here for five

years. This valley is being settled principally by people from Southern California.

WHY PEOPLE ARE GOING TO SAN JUAN VALLEY
1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4th.

5th.

6th.

Because it is the richest and best land on earth at the price
Because it is a very healthy locality.

Because a man of small means can make a good living within four months from
his arrival.

Because you can raise three crops of grain and vegetables per year.
Because there is a good market and cheap water rates to all parts of the world.

Because, best of all, it is the best rubber land in Central America, and planted

groves will pay from $400 to $1,000 per acre per year. A grove is good for

over a hundred years.
This land is in Costa Rica, Central America. Send for birdseye view- of the

valley, and pamphlet giving U. S. Government reports as to profits in rubber culture.

TROPICAL LAND COMPANY
508 Citizens National Bank Building., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

REFERENCES W. C. Patterson, Viec-President, First National Bank.
R. J. Waters, President, Citizens National Bank.

BUY A LOT IN

Sunny California
and double your money in a short time. Our Carleton Tract is a

suburb of Lo3 Angeles. The Huntingtons electric line runs

through this tract, and the Salt Lake R. R. along side of it.

One good business street, balance residence streets. Improve-
ments to be made: Cement walks and curbs, graded and
oiled streets and water piped to each lot. Lots range in price
from $90 io $600. Terms on lots up to $1 50, $5.00
down and $5.00 per month; above $150, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month. Send draft or money order today,

H. L. MILLER & CO.
414 W. 7th Street, LOS ANGELES, CALIfORNIA

iROSSER
2000

POPULATION

County Seat
Benton County

W-i-.Ii in -i onP
The growing town in the fertile irrigated

valley of the Yakima. The earliest fruits,

I

the most delightful climate, the largest profits

per acre. Buy now while the prices are low.

Every acre makes from $500 to$725 net each year.

Write NOW for our Maps, Price Lists

and Bird's-eye View of the Valley

NORTH PROSSER LAND COMPANY, inc.

PR0SSER, WASHINGTON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing vrUh advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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1.

2.

3.

continue
4.

5.

It 10 growing faster in proportion to its population than any other city on the American continent.

Its population has more than doubled during the past five years, and now exceeds 235,000.

Its growth is not because of a boom, but is the result of natural development, and it will therefore

It is the metropolis of the richest of states in the Union in natural resources.

It is the geographical center of the wonderful Puget Sound country, a vast region of unequaled
natural and commercial resources.

6. It is on the shortest line of travel between New York and the Orient and is the gateway to our
new possessions in the Pacific.

7. It is located on the short route of travel and transportation between Eastern States and the

countries of the Orient and Alaska, and at the point where four transcontinental railroads meet the ships
of the world in handling the commerce of the Pacific.

8. It is the home of Jas. J. Hill's mammoth merchant ships, the largest in the world, and has

already several other -well-established steamship lines to the Orient.

9. It has a magnificent harbor, protected from storms and accessible to the largest vessels afloat, at

all times, and at all stages of the tide.

10. It has large and commodious docks and wharves for the accommodation of commerce, and no
burdensome port or wharfage charges.

11. It is bounded on the East by Lake Washington, -whose surface is sixteen feet above the Sound level,

with sixty square miles of water area and more than fifty miles of shore line, which, when connected with

Puget Sound by the ship canal that -will shortly be built by the people of King County, will furnish the

greatest fresh water harbor in the world.
12. It is the center of the local and jobbing trade of the Pacific Northwest.
13. It is the headquarters and base of supplies for the salmon and deep sea fisheries,

whose products exceed $15,000,000 per annum.
14. It is the center of the lumber trade of AVestern Washington, which approxi-

mates $25,000,000 per annum.
15. It is the chief manufacturing center of the Pacific Northwest, being

second only to San Francisco in the Pacific Coast States.

16. It is the leading shipbuilding point in the Pacific Northwest, one
of its several shipyards being acknowledged by experts to be the best

equipped and arranged in the country, and equal to any contract.

This plant recently completed the building of the battleship
'"Nebraska," one of the largestwar vessels ever constructed.

17. It is the chief financial center of the Pacific

Northwest, its bank deposits having increased more
than 1600 percent., and its clearances 1000 per
cent, during the past ten years.

18. Its rate of taxation islowerthan .^^fl V^ftJfBBF ^fl ^^^ charges
other cities of its size in the Union. ^*^H LPtTjM I .^flfl ^^^^^^ for domestic

19. It owns a complete gravity ^^^fl K^l W i^J^fl ^B^^^T^ an<^ manufac-
water system which delivers ^^fl i \ PW V^flfl ^^^ turing purposes for

pure ice-cold water from ^^f^| fm a L ,^H ^^r all time to come.

20. It has several
wonderful water powers near

at hand, three of which already
have been converted into electricity

and transmitted into the city, while others

are now being developed by municipal and

private enterprises, insuring competition in light-

ing and power, and consequent low rates.

21. It has an excellent system of street railways,
with universal transfers, rendering all portions of the city

easily accessible, permitting the extension of urban population
to its utmost limits and affording facilities to a large suburban

population in the metropolitan district.

22. It has excellent public and private schools.

23. It is the seat of the University of ^A^ashington, where young people
of both sexes may acquire a thorough education without leaving their homes.

the mountains; and also

a power and lighting

plant which in-

sures reason-

able

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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24. It haa an excellent public library bow housed ia * $333,000 building,

siblc through the munificence of Andrew Carnegie,who "admire* the pluck of Seattle

23. It ha« more than 120 churches and church societies and nearly

every known denomination of religion ia represented.

26. It ia the baac of auppliea for the Puget Sound NavyYard,which
haa the beat naval dock on the Pacific Coaat and ia a naval center.

27. It haa a large Army Poat within the city limits and ia

destined to become the center of military operation* in the

Northwest.
28. It ha* a large share of the goverment trans-

port business, and this gives promise of being in'

creased by reason of natural ad vantages, short-

neaa of route and shipping facilities

29. It* merchant* control the

trade of Alaska and t heYukon tcrri

turv. which runs into millions,

and is increasing annually,

30. It is the center

of the coal mining dis-

trict of Washing-
ton, wh
produces
more

f

than
2.500.000

tons annually.
31. It i* the

center of a richly de-

loped agricultural sect ion

in which fortune* are made in

tversified farming, dairying and

gardening.
32. It is the center of the flour milling

^__jA industry of the Northwest.
33. It will soon be the center of a great iron

and steel industry, which is now being established.

34. It has behind it the great mining resources which are

being developed and are of wide range of wealth and utility.

35. It has enough timber behind it to run the lumber and shingle
mills at their full capacity for more than a century.
36. It has a foreign commerce which is increasing at the rata of

40 per cent, per annum, and now amount* to about $50,000,000.

37. Its "mosquito fleet" reaches every inlet and bay of Puget Sound.
38. It has the prosperous cities of Tacoma and Everett to draw trade from. Ta-

coma is already trolley annexed, and Everett will be within a few month*.

39. It has a complete sewerage system: it* sanitary condition is good.drainage being facilitated

the topography, and it* death rate i* lower than anyother city of ita size in the United States.

40. It has well paved business streets, beautifully improved residence districts, large park
areas and boulevards.

41. It will expend more than $7,000,000 in public improvement* during 1907. and also reap the benefit

an expenditure of several million dollars in terminal improvements and construction work following its

selection aa the terminu* of both the Chicago. Milwaukee and St. Paul and Union Pacific Railway*.
42. It* climate ia mild, healthful and equable, not subject to extremes of heat or cold and absolutely

free from malaria.

43. It ha* the most delightful surrounding's from a scenic standpoint, the beauties of mountains, lakes,

rivers and the Sound, as seen from its many view points, being unexcelled in any part of the world.

44. It is surrounded by field* and forest* which furnish abundant game for the sportsman, such ss elk.

deer. bear, pheasants, snipe, ducks and other water fowl.

45. It has rivers, streams and lakes on every side which teem with trout, salmon and other game fish,

while the waters of the Sound abound in edible shell and other fish of almost innumerable variety.

46. It has a population, cosmopolitan in character, consisting of the most aggressive and progressive

people on the American continent.

47. Its business men stand together and work together for the advancement of the material interests

of their city. The "Seattle Spirit" is proverbial. "Everybody Helps" is ita motto.

48. It teems with life and enterprise, and its vim it reflected in its leading commercial body, the

Chamber of Commerce, and in ita active Commercial Club.

49. It ia so situated that no city can be located farther west to draw away its trade.

It will, in 1909. be the Mecca for hundreds of thousands of sightseers who will visit the Alaska-Yukon-

Pacific Exposition, through the medium of which advertising it will be able to acquaint the world with its

wonderful achievements, inexhaustible resources and unequalled opportunities for investment.

The combination of facts herein set forth cannot be found in any other city in the world, and, there-

fore, the City of Seatllc is the best place for investment

For further information concerning investments, address names below.

John Davis *% Co.
Crane Ks-alty Co.

.Atlolph Itchrriis.

l.evt I.-I.ittlellcld Co.
I>avi<l I'. Knstman.
H. S. Turner Investment Co,
Srandlsaavlaa- American Hank.
Dt'Vtcr lluittiii .v. Co., Ilauk.r*.

I Realty Associates of Seattle.
' Parry Investment Ows
B. \V. Hill.

W. O. Ronald.
I'uget Hound Realty Associates.
T. as. Qulgley Co.
Moors Investment Co.

Joa. K. Thomas A Co.. i

4 .illimin. Denny M Kwlnsj.
Goodwin Real Kstate < ••.

i McLaughlin Realt) < •

' Seaboard Securitv I

The Trustee Company, of Seattle

Utilities A llHrlnr.

Don't forget to mention Tba Pacific Montblf when dealing with advertisers. It win be appreciated.
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THE BEST ADVICE— FREE

Invest in Southern California
THEN

FOLLOW YOUR INVESTMENT

L

VERYBODY wants to come to Southern California. Truer state-

ment than this was never made. Hundreds of thousands have already

^Q made their homes here, to the enrichment of real estate investors.

^^f Hundreds of thousands more will come in the near future—as soon
as they can make arrangements. . '. YOU want to come of course.

Why not invest a few hundreds or a few thousands now, and then
follow your investment as soon as may be ? . '. A good plan is to

invest where you are most likely to make your home. You can have
a lot or home ready for you when you come, or an investment easy of access
and readily investigated or disposed of. . '. You cannot find a better spot, for

a home, for investment, or both, than Long Beach, Los Angeles County. Twenty
miles from Los Angeles, on the Pacific Ocean, its population has grown from
2,000 seven years ago to 21,000 in 1907. . '. Long Beach has prospered and
grown strictly on its merits as an all-the-year-' round home city with an ideal

climate. Now it is experiencing an awakening as an industrial city. A great
harbor is being constructed, on the shore of which the million dollar Craig ship-

building plant will at once be established ; and other large kindred industries will

follow. . '. Fortunes have been made from Long Beach real estate. More fortunes,
and greater ones, will be made in the next few years. For safe investment, in-

creasing values and larger profits it cannot be excelled. . '. We have exceptionally
good facilities for securing for our customers the lest bargains in Business lots,

harbor lots, residence lots, ocean frontage and apartment house sites. Our lists

include the cream of Long Beach property. If you are interested in Southern
California in any way, do not fail to write us. . '. Those who do not wish to

handle entire pieces of property will find our debenture system, the new filan of
making profitsfrom realestate, strong, substantial and attractive. It places the small

investor, in proportion to the amount of his investment, the equal of the capital-
ist. Send for literature. Ask any questions you like about Southern California.

UNITED SYNDICATES COMPANY, Ltd.
14 Pacific Avenue, LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

REFERENCES: National Bank of Long Beach, Cal.; Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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I MONTANA IS fAn Agricultural State
Farm Lancia in the valley of the YELLOWSTONE are equal to any on earth. Great crop* of Alfalfa

(3 crops'. Timothy. Clover and all kinda of Graina and SUGAR BEETS. The neweat. larjcat and
heat Beet Sugar Factory in the United Statea at BILLINGS now completed and in operation, making
into Sugar the first crop of 70,000 fona. Land at (50.00 and up on your own ttrmt. Writ*

BILLINGS LAND id IRRIGATION CO.. BILLINGS. MONTANA

IF YOU HAVE MOT YET WRITTEN FOR OUR BOOKLET DESCRIPTIVE OF

ENSENADA BAY
DO IT TODAY

"The
Beautiful

Bay on the

I'lC

Coatt
' "

Climatic

(.'on./itionj

an. I

S.itural

Attractions

Unequaltd
Anywhere

ago

l«Aagtfcs

LooteJ like

[nsaada

>ES

TODAY

Showing part of the Cltj of Ba—aila and a corner of the Bar.

LOTS $15- $5 DOWN. $5 in 3 and $0 in 6 MONTHS
An ideally located piece of high tnesa |MUUUI>. gently sloping to. and fronting on this magnificent bay, ha«
just been sub-divided in: which are now offered for sale at the above pneea. A climate
said by old travelers to be the finest in the world. Hot springs, excellent boating bathing, fishing and the
best small game shooting found in the West, combine to nukr KNSKNADA HAY an ideal place to ipend

your vacation—either mimtner or winter.

Why Not Own Your Lot? You Can Use it Some Day. Lots Sold in Pairs.
I for niMitttntl full partieulara. Mak* a reservation by mall. We will •* r. i <mi immollate.} a coasplata

n of the property, after n »>l.n< which yoo can aend your 4epo.it .

J. D. CAMERON CO. or EDWIN G. HART G? CO.
AGENTS WANTED 726 Hellman Bldff., Los Angeles. Cal.

et.lll.la Lob Antfnlee Kealtj Board and California Btate Kealtr Federation.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with mdwrtlaera. It will be appreciated.
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Coolidge, Washington
THE NEW IRRIGATION DISTRICT ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED TO CONTROL THE EARLY MARKET

A SIGHTLY situation on the Columbia

River, in Benton County, 185 miles

above Portland.

314 days of sunshine yearly.

Productive soil, ample water supply,

exemption from frost, and a forward season.

Location less than 300 feet above sea level.

The Portland & Seattle Railway, now

completing its construction from Spokane to

Portland, passes through this tract, and

Coolidge Station will be upon its water front.

FOR DETAILS, ADDRESS

THE DRUMHELLER DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
124 WALL STREET, SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THESE SIX BOOKLETS ARE FREE
TO ANYONE INTERESTED IN

CALIFORNIA
They contain authentic

reports
of the actual farm and fruit products of Tulare County

the heart of California, ana give general information about the market, social mid
educational conditions. They are worth a lifetime of happiness and prosperity to you if

they help you to decide to come to California and till our wonderful soil and enjoy our world-
renowned climate.

Write for Them To-day. Find out the true condition in Tulare County and
the character of the Famous Paige-Mitchell Ranch lands. You can make more
money and have an easier time on a 30-acre Paige-Mitchell farm than on the average t6o-acre
eastern farm.

You can grow the same crops you are accustomed to in other parts of the T'nited States,
but some of our California crops will pay better. Start with a familiar crop, Mich a_s grain, vege-
tables, alfalfa, sugar beets, etc., which pays from $65 to J80 per acre; then work into grapes
anil other fruits that pay from $100 to f 150 per acre. A 3-year old raisin grape vineyard is

worth $250 to J300 per acre. You can raise enough vegetables between the vines to pay for the
land while the vines are growing and have the vineyard elear, worth $300 an acre, in three years.

The booklets tell about other profitable crops that may suit you letter— writt for them
and read the authentic reports. You can get ten to forty 'acres dose to the city of Tulare that

will grow any California crop profusely and increase in value rapidly.

Advantageous terms made for small, large or "all cash" payments.
—-^

California Farmland Co.
OWNERS

74 Grosse Building, Los Angeles, California
Dotrt forget to mmtlou Ttw I'x-lflc Monthly wb*o decline wltb •drrrtlwrs. It will b* apprtrliUd.
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Grand Canyon ofArizona

A MILE DEEP

13 Miles Wide

21 7 Miles Long

and Painted

^SSS Like a flower

§§§

President Roosevelt visited the

Grand Canyon May 6, 1903. In his

notable speech on that occasion, he

said : It fills me with awe ; it is be-

yond comparison, beyond description.

Keep it for vouf children, your child-

ren' s children, and all who come after

you, as the one great sight which every
American should see."

§§§

The great round world has

nothing like it. A railroad to

the rim. Excellent hotels at El

Tovar, Bright Angel ana Grand

View. Passengers returning east

via SANTA FE may stop over

at Williams for side trip to the

Canyon. Round trip fare $6.50.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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_ THE ^

CALIFORNIA
* LIMITED
is an ALL-THE-YEAR-ROUND daily train

running between California and Chicago
eat Pullman equipment, consisting <>f observation, drawing-room

ami cuin|Mirtm<'iit sleepers, buffet-smoking car hihI dining car. "S
I' VII the Way." Safeguarded by block signals. Harvey meals. The
only tniin W.i- ruin anil Chicago, via any line, exclusive'

first • •' '

Kn route visit Grand Canyon of Arizona and stop at Kl Tovar, the
new .* .'.'.0,000 hotel, under Harvey management. Pullman service to and
from Grand Cam on.

Do not forget to mention Tlv I'artflr Monthly wti»n d<->Unf with adTertUcra. It will b« apprrrUlcd.
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A Genuine Webster's Dictionary and

The Pacific Monthly
For $2.00

It Will Interest Every Member of the Family

Color Charts

and Maps
A general Map of the

United States; a general
Map of the World; Flags
of All Nations; Flags and
Pennants of the Interna-
tional Code; the Signal
Service Code} an Astro-
nomical Chart of the

Planetary System. All in
colors.

25% to 402 more than In

any other dictionary Of sim-

ilar scope outside ol the

genuine Webster series.

A dictionary of the English language, with copious etymologies accur-

ate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general
reference, derived from the Unabridged Dictionary of Noah Webster,
D. D.. LL. I)., edited tinder the supervision of Noah Porter, D, D„
LL. D„ President of Yale College.

SpecialFeatures

andNew Words
Additional to its depart-

ment ofdefinitions is an ap-
pendix containing a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, ab-
breviations in writing and
printing.arbitarysigns.etc.
Examples of new words:
Radium, Limousine, Ton-
neau, Chauffeur, Lingerie ,

Coherer, Acetylene, Graft,
Etc.

Well made In every particu-

lar. Extra strong bindings,

re-enforced in the hinges.

Size 73i« BJixIJi Inches.

FULL MOROCCO LEATHER BINDING
FLEXIBLE COVER, PATENT THUMB INDEX

If you arc not satisfied with the book we will refund your money.

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Ore,
ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Puk, Co., Portland, Ore.

Enclosed please find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me, all

charges paid, copy of the Webster Condensed Dictionary, full morocco leather binding in accordance with above offer.

Name-

Address..

Town State-

Don t forget to mention Tat Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers It will be appreciated.
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SEVEN DEVILS
COPPER

\j

hauled from the mines in Idaho, near the Oregon line,

by team, a distance of 60 miles to Sumptcr smelter,

standing exorbitant freight charges, netted enormous

profit to the owners last year. A railroad is mow being
built to LeWMton, Idaho. It will be completed by
October 1. Ore delivered to the smelter then will net

even greater gain than heretofore. Herbert I.. Da\

noted mining engineer, reporting on properties and ore of

The Fidelity Copper Co.

states, "It is not a small, high grade, uncertain proposi-

tion, but a very large lode of apparently uniform grade
that will take many, many years to work out, and

that when opened will direct the eyes of the copper

mining world to the SEVEN DEVILS DISTRICT."

The Fidelity Group
consists of 17 claims, 340 acres, bought and paid

for. It is five miles from Homestead and six miles

from Cuprum, Idaho. Good wagon roads; well pro-

tected from snow; 4,000 feet elevation; abundance of

water. Development work is well along. One tunnel

240 feet long; 8 or 10 cuts, from 10 to 25 feet long,

all showing strong ore croppings; contract for 1500

feet of tunnel recently let. No water encountered.

cellent smelter site, with a smelter only 9 miles distant.

Idaho produced 8,000,000 pounds of copper in

1906 and this district is the richest in the United

States. Idaho has more dividend paying mines than

any other state in the Union. Send for free prospectus.

COMMONWEALTH TRUST COMPANY
FISCAL AGENTS

Commonwealth Building, PORTLAND, OREGON

ft.fi;

Iv.ii I r..i k rt lo nwotlon Th.- I'arllW- Mnntl.lT oi. rii d-.llnl Willi ttl**rll«ra. It will M mrf
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VACATION TRIPS
IN OREGON AND CALIEORNIA

Send for any of the following publications.

They tell all about the most beautiful and
attractive summer retreats in the west and
are a splendid aid in deciding where to go

Oregon Outings

Restful Recreation Resorts

Shasta Resorts

Lake Tahoe and the High Sierras

Yosemite Valley and the Big Trees

Kings River Canyon and the Giant Forest

Big Trees of California

Hotel del Monte

Southern California

Sent free to any address on receipt of a
two-cent postage stamp for each publica-

tion. Write to

WM. McMURRAY
General Passenger Agent, Southern Pacific Co. (Lines in Oregon)

PORTLAND, OREGON

CHARLES S. fEE
Passenger Traffic Manager, Southern Pacific Co.

SAN PRANCISCO, CAL.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ALL THE YEAR ROUND TOURS
LEAVE SEATTLE

POR SAN FRANCISCO
Steamships SONOMA, PRKSIDKNT or IMATIU.A every fifth clay.

POR SKAGWAY, JUNEAU, TREADWEIL, HAINES, DOUGLAS, SITKA, ETC
rTTAGB orrv, CTTV OV si-.Arn.i-: m HUMBOLDT, ererj third .l.iy.

POR NOME AND ST. MICHAPL
NATOR or PSJB8IDBNT, August ytli; QtptHllhff 1st, 24th, 10th.

LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO
POR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, San Diego

Steamships SANTA ROSA oc COT HI. A. Sun. lavs ami Tluirsdays.

POR PUREKA (Humboldt Bay) steamships pomona
or CITY < IF T< ll'KKA, ulxml every ICCOad .lay.

POR LOWER CALIFORNIA AND MEXICO:
E nsen«id<i, La Pa/, Md/atlan, Guaymas, Etc. Steamship
COKACAO; 7th of each month.

EXCCllCNT SERVICE, IOW RATES. INCLUDING BERTH AND
MEALS. SPECIAL ROUND TRIP RATES

For illustrated littraturt and full information, apply to Company'i

Agenti, or to

C. D. DUNANN, Gen. Pass. Agent. San Prancisco

SEASHORE AND COUNTRY COMBINED

Our own Automobiles to Rent. Public Garage and Auto Supplies

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
Season June 27th to September 12th

Until June 25th Address, Hotel Wadsworth, Boston, Mass.

Don't Uteri to inratkw Tb» Fic-tOr V..nii.lj wh»n o>*lln« with adrcrtlam. It will l- apprrrUlfd.
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THE LAND WHERE THINGS GROW

There are homes for thousands in the

Klamath Basin where the United States Re-
clamation Service is building an irrigation

system to furnish water to 250,000 acres of

land adapted to extensive farming.
It is land that will produce the most pro-

fitable class of crops, including sugar beets,

celery, asparagus, potatoes, wheat, oats, bar-

ley, rye, alfalfa, timothy, vegetables and fruits.

Several thousand acres under irrigation de-

monstrate its adaptibility.
The largest body of standing soft pine

timber on the Pacific Coast is the basis for

great lumber industries, insuring home market
for products.

Lines of railroad under construction will

soon link this region with both Portland and

San Francisco, and through these ports of the

Pacific to markets of the world.

There is very little agricultural land open
to homestead entry, but choice land can be

bought at reasonable price in tracts of 160 acres

or less.

An ideal section for the poultry grower,

gardener, dairyman, stockman or feeder, with
rare business openings.

KLAMATH HAS SOMETHING GOOD FOR YOU

For Further Information, write to

Klamath Dev. Co. Frank Ira White Klamath Co. Abstract Co. or to
Hot Springs Imp. Co. Mason & Slough Wilbur White, C. H. McKendree
J. W. Siemens Klamath Com. Agency of Klamath Falls, Ore. Chas. B. Pattee,
Klamath Co. Bank First National Bank Bonanza, Ore.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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r

ONE GODD INVESTMENT
15 WORTH A LIFETIME

OF LABOR

HOME office
ALASKA BUIlDlNC

SEATTie

MR. INVESTOR wtth $100
OU ARE THE MAN with whom we wi»h to talk;

you nave something to invest, you want to invest it

where it will hring you the largest profits. You. how-
ever, know that $100 or even $500 is not sufficient cap-
ital to make you a fortune, it you depend on interest rates.

People don't get wealth hy hard work. PINCHING
AND SAVING IS NOT THE WAY. Yet if $100 to $1,000

placed in the safest of all investments—SEATTLE REAL ESTATE
—where values have a hahit of doubling over night, there is a positive

assurance of its reaping for you an immense percentage of profit. We
have managed and placed small investments for a great numher of men
and women, and have made them from 100 to 1.000 per cent, profit in

the past three years, 'which have placed them upon the scale of practical

affluence.
GROUND FLOOR 8EATTL8 RKAL BSTATK PROPOSITION.

A syndicate is now being formed to handle the beat pieces of unplatted Seattle Real Kstate
obtainable.

PROFIT WILL B8 KNORMOUS—IT IS A STRICTLY GROUND FLOOR PROPOSITION.
To secure an Interest in Thin ynic k Money Maker, Immediate Action i» Nec e ssary.
Investments may be made in units of $100, and in sums ranging from $100 to $1,000. Par-

menu on same may be made in four equal monthly installments.

tm~ - CMP HKKK -*JJ(1

„ .1907.

ItCM.I It- II \"1 I.TIM • ••

Alaska llull.lliu. Hratllr. Wash.
Fleue eater ay order sad reserve S wonh o» am la tie Rail

boar Syadkaae wkiek roa arc soar orrsahriaf. Plod enrluwd I

as <m aarawat. I andentaad last Br momrr will be moraed it I aai not lolly

coBvlaead thai kbu eaarrariae of ibe •ouodrat ckaraeier and will prove KNOK-
MOUSLY protable.

Opportunity for not
over 1 00 investors.
Join us to-day.

REFERENCES:

R. G. Dunn & Co.

Don't forget to mentirn To. Partic Monthly when aVallng with sdr.rtls.ra. It wlU b. spprweUUC
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YOUR NEXT [ASTERN TRIP
Will be pleasantly remembered, if you so

arrange that it be made

On the Los Angeles Limited
Which runs daily over the Salt Lake Route,
Union Pacific, and Chicago & Northwestern,
through Salt Lake City and Omaha, in

Three Days, Los Angeles to Chicago
There's nothing finer in railway train equip-
ment, and there's beautiful scenery to view
along the way. You will surely be pleased

in every way if you travel

Via The Salt Lake Route
Any ticket agent can tell you about it, or we will.

F. A. WANN, General Traffic Manager ) los ANGELES
T. C. PECK, General Passenger Agent J

CALIFORNIA

mi
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LOW RATES
EAST

You Can Now Make Your Arrangement! to Visit the

Jamestown Exposition
Or any other point in the East, this Summer, and take

advantage of the very low ROUND-TRIP
rates that have heen

fixed upon by

THE

Oregon Railroad
(Si Navigation Co.
TO

Chicago ...

St. Louis.

St. Paul

571..-.U

67.50

68.15

TO

• •,11.00! SiouxCity
;V>.r>5 KansasCity

Omaha $60.00
60.00

60.00

52J50

52.60

A—From Portland, Astoria and rnerl Noun. I Palate.
I r.mi spolti rmntllla, llimtliiKtoii, ami Intermediate point*, tnclad Ing

Wallace anil flw.ll liruin If -

Corresponding Reductions Prom All

Other Points in Oregon and Washington

Reduced Rates Have Been Made to Jamestown and Return from All Eastern Cities

Tickets will be on sale August 8, 9, 1 0; September 11,12,13
Ti'ii dnyn allowed for going trip, »t» da)r« for r.turn. stopover* at pleaonre

within limit..

l>..iil forget tli. t >>l ii\hl KATKS. which will !>.• In .ll.it 11*11. V from
Beptombar lal In October Slat, affording; trnn.porlnt Ion from nil point, of tlif

I v - r to all point. In the TV! II II KOBTHWIII at lint little- more than a
r.Mit a mile.

Fnr more detailed Information Inquire of any O. It. a V,
>it, or Hildreaa

WM. McMURRAY, - General Passenger Agent
PORTLAND, OREGON

Do not nealloa The Pacific Monthly when otallmg with auvertUer.. It wilt he appreciated.
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THE NEW INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE CO.

WILL ENTER RICH FIELD
FIRST OFFERING OF STOCK IN THE SOUTHERN

TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY.
The telephone has become one of the most impor-

tant factors in the business and social life of the

entire world. This is especially true of the United
States. The telephone is constantly in demand by
the people, and although furnished at a very rea-

sonable rental, it has been found to be a very prof-

itable investment. Large percentages have been

made by those holding securities of telephone com-

panies.
The Southern Telephone-Electric Company was

organized principally to conduct a telephone business
in one of the richest sections of the Un.ted States,

viz.. the State of Texas, constructing and operating
both long distance and local telephone systems.
Mr. E. L. Swaine, President, in speaking of the

plans of operation, states as follows: "The Com-
pany now owns the Fort Worth Long Distance Tele-

phone Company, and will soon acquire extensions
for the construction and operation of local exchanges
in a number of towns in the State of Texas.
"The Company will hold control of the long dis-

tance lines, which will enable us to protect the
business of local exchanges, besides bringing a good
revenue.
"When a local plant has been constructed and in

operation, a company will be formed among the
business men of the community. They will sub-
scribe for the stock, as it will pay a good interest
on the investment, and they will be the owners of

the property in their own town.
"The Southern Telephone-Electric Company will

receive for such plants from the new local com-
panies, part cash and part bonds, based on the

earning power of the companies, which cash and
bonds will give a very good profit on the work of
construction, and place us In a position to turn
over the funds again in another locality.
"The profits in the telephone business have proved

very satisfactory, paying good percentages on bonds
and stocks, besides enabling the companies to lay
aside a fair surplus. This refers to the operating
companies, from which class we expect to secure
a portion of our earnings, the greater part to come
from the profits on construction. It is the inten-
tion to set aside for sale only sufficient stock to

provide capital to carry on the work in hand, which
will enable us to pay very satisfactory dividends on
the outstanding stock,*'

THE SOUTHERN TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COM-
PANY

Is a corporation duly organized and incorporated
under the laws of the Territory of Arizona. The
capital stock is ten million dollars ($10,000,000).
divided Into one hundred thousand (100,000) shares
of a par value of one hundred dollars ($100) per
share. The stock is fully paid and forever non-
assessable. There Is no preferred stock and no
bonded indebtedness. Each and every share of stock
is on an equal basis. The organization or charter
member price of this stock has been placed at a
low price. This price will be advanced at an ear'y
date, for this first allotment is being subscribed
rapidly. Every share of slock issued at the present
time has been paid for in full at t

1 at figure. Not
one single share of. promotion stock has been issue I.

The officers and directors of this corporation have
paid the' same price for their own stock that they
offer it to their friends and acquaintances.
The affairs of the corporation will be under the

management of the followimr Board of Directors:
E. L. Swaine. Genera] Manager of the Home Tel-

ephone and Telegraph Company of Los Ange'es, Cal.
R. J. McHugh, Chief Installer and Pacific Coast

Sales Manager of the Kellogg Switch Board and
Supply Company.

N. F. Wilson. San Francisco. Cal.
Ernest A, Olds. Superintendent of Construction of

the Home Telephone and Telegraph Company of Los
Angeles, Cal.
H. L. Edwards, Superintendent of the Contrnct-

ing Department of the Home Telephone and Tele-
graph Company.

F. J. Norrls, Cashier of the Occidental Trust and
Savings Bank of Los Angeles, Cal.. and former
auditor of the Home Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

J. N. Q. Rech, Attorney, Los Angeles, Cal.

Edgar A. Sharp, Attorney, Los Angeles, Cal.
The officers of the Company are:
E. L. Swaine, President; N. F. Wilson, First

Vice-President: H. L. Edwards, Second Vice-Presi-
dent; E. A. Olds, Third Vice-President; J. N. 0.
Rech, Secretary; F. J. Norris, Treasurer; R. J.
McHugh, Chief Engineer.
The men who will have charge of the field work

and operation of tiie affairs of the Southern Tele-
phone-Electric Company are all practical, successful
telephone men of unquestioned integrity and special
ability in their particular branch of technical effort.
The territory in which this corporation will oper-

ate is no less than the cotton belt of Texas, a belt
containing a greater population than the three Pa-
cific States, California, Washington and Oregon,
combined. This is today, in the minds of these
men. the best and richest territory in the United
States for the operations of such a corporation.
So much work has already been done and so much

progress made that no other company, even should
it possess the same financial advantages and the
same able Board of Directors, could possibly be-
come a competitor. This is a big element in the
success of this corporation.
The territory or field which has been selected by

this Board of Directors is one of the richest in the
United States and at present almost overlooked,
except by the Interest controlled by the Bell Tele-
phone.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANY OFFERS SMALL
INVESTOR AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY.
The time has come when the people ought to own

the public service corporations, and they are going
to own them, too. Here is an opport unity for a
small investor to buy stock that should ultimately
make him financially independent. The conditions
that make possible the success of this corporation
are many times more promising than they were when
the Bell Telephone stock was first offered to the
public.
The money for carrying out the plans of this

enterprise is being raised by the sale of common
stock. Every man or woman that wants a share of
this stock in the Southern Telephone-Electric Com-
pany will be on an equal footing, first, last and
all the time. The full par value of the shares Is

$100, fully paid and forever non-assessable; but,
like all large enterprises, the first stock sold must
be offered at a big sacrifice in order to quickly raise
sufficient capital to put the company on a good
dividend-earning basis. A nortion gf the $100
shares of the Southern Telephone-Electric Company
is. therefore, offered at a low price. The shares
that are invested in at- this low price will, In a
few months, not only be worth their full par value,
but many times more. The shares of the Home
Telephone Company in Los Angeles could have been
bought three or four years ago for only 10 cents on
a dollar. These shares of common stock are now
earning dividends, after the company has paid out
thousands of dollars on a tremendous bond issue.

SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES CO.
200-231 Delbert Block, San Francisco.
515-516 Central Bank BIdg., Oakland.
400 I. W. Hellman BIdg., Los Angeles
1506 Stout St.. Denver, Colo.
3 and 4 Mercantile Block. Salt Lake.
300-301 Tllford BIdg., Portland.
G10-6U Eitel BIdg., Seattle.

INFORMATION COUPON.
Southwestern Securities Co., Fiscal Agents, '

I am interested in your SOUTHERN TELE-
PHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY, and If my request
will not obligate me In any way I shall be glad
to receive further Information.

Name

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



WALTER BAKER I COS
COCOA AND CHOCOLATE

Have a world-wide reputation for high quality
and delicious flavor.

HIGHEST AWARDS IN
EUROPE AND AMERICA

Directions for preparing more than one hundred dainty dishes

in our Choice Recipe Book sent free upon request

WALTER BAKER & CO., Ltd.
Eaubliilwd 1780

Dorchester, Mass.



Where Growth is

Rapid and Sure
Untold Profits lie dormant in the Tropical Soil of Southern Mexico

OO Per MOnth will purchase

B acreage in the

rubber plantation of the Mexican Rubber Culture

Company. 1256 acres have already been
cleared and planted, which eliminates from the investment

every element of speculation.

DO NOT SELL, STOCK
WE

And bind ourselves to plant, cultivate and harvest it for you.

INSURANCE
Because during your lifetime you receive the profits of your investment, and after your death the

income from your land will be paid to your family.

Free illustrated booklet and full information by addressing

Mexican Rubber Culture Company
313 Chamber of Commerce Bldg'., Portland, Ore.

iF POPULATION 14.000 — GAIN OF lO.OOO SINCE 1900

ABERDEEN
Queen City of Southwestern Washington, properly called

"CITY OF PAY ROLES"
WILL disburse in wages this year, $4,500,000. 100,000,000,000 feet

of Timber tributary. Ships by water more Lumber than any other

port in the world. Attributes : Twenty miles of Water Front, Deep
Water Harbor, Forty-four Manufacturing Plants, Forty miles Graded
Streets, Sewer, Electric Lighting, Street Railway and Municipal Water
Systems, beautiful natural environment and finest climate in the world.

Magnificent Opportunities for men with money, energy and brains

GREATEST LUMBER SHIPPING PORT IN THE WORLD
For further information, call on or address

HARDING <& ENGEN fT
References : Aixy Aberdeen Bank

VESTMENT*
ABERDEEN, -WASH.
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A brighter day dawns for the housekeeper.

Sapolio makes home radiant It brightens

the work and the worker , It always"

makers light" of housework

CLEANS SCOURS POLISHES
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Going to Build

An Apartment House or Hotel?

II m ), by using the

Marshall & Stearns Company's

PATENTED WALL BED
rail can increase your rentable area from 60 to 75 per cent and derive a larger
[NO (ME from each square foot of space.

The MARSHALL & STEARNS CO.'S PATENTED WALL BED is

the moat SANITARY bed in existence. When not in use, it closes into the regular
\ I.VNLAT1.I) dotet of the room. IT IS NOT A FOLDING BED. A
M WDARD article. THOUSANDS in use.

"The House Ideal"

will till you all about these STANDARD Wall Beds. Mailed FREE on application.

"Perspectives and Floor Plans"

is a 96-page booklet containing the plans and elevations of some of the houses
which have been equipped with the Marshall & Stearns Co.*I Patented Wall Beds,
and will be sent on receipt of 15 cents to cover cost of mailing, etc.

Each and everyone of the Marshall & Stearns Co.'s
Fixtures is fully covered by patents, and any infringe-

ment, or attempted infringement, upon these patents

by manufacturer, purchaser or user will be vigorously

prosecuted.

The MARSHALL & STEARNS COMPANY, one)
Los Angeles, Cal. San Francisco, Cal.

444 South Broadway 904 Eddy Street

Seattle, Wash. Portland, Ore.
N. B. Douglas, Agent W. L. Morgan, Agent

Bailey Block :i I Abington Bldg.

Don't forget to mention The I'sctftc Monthly when dxllnc with •dtrrtlMT*. It will be (pprecUtad.
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Important Change in Life Insurance!!

HEREAFTER

The Prudential
will be on a Non=Participating Basis Exclusively.

The New Non=Participating Policy

Unparalleled in Its Attractive Features.

Lowest Premium Rates.

Contract Clear and Definite.

Liberal Cash Loans.

Nonforfeitable After One Year's Premium is Paid.

Automatic Extended Insurance or Automatic
Premium Loans.

Cash Surrender Values, both on Premium Paying
Policies and on Paid-up Policies.

Amounts $1,000 to $100,000.

Every Rate, Value and Feature

in the Policy Absolutely Guaranteed

See a Prudential Agent or WRITE NOW
to the Home Olfice tor Full Particulars of this
New Policy and Rates at Your Age.

Address Dept. »3.

The Prudential
Insurance Co. of America

Incorporated as a Stock Company by the
State of New Jersey.

JOHN F. DRYDEN,
President.

Home Office:

NEWARK, N. J.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Contents for September, 1907
A WESTERN HARVEST FIELD
COWBOYS SHOOTING UP A TOWN
THE THAI!. FROM TOWN
WESTERN AFFAIRS AT WASF-INOTON

Illustrated from Photogrui.

ON THE HURRICANE DECK OF A COMBINE
111:. mi 1'hotographs.

COPPER: THE SLOGAN OP SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA
111'. rOJB Photographs,

THE WHINE OP THE WHEELS (Story)
III'. Aiitli.ir.

"OUT MANNERINO '

Story)

THE SETTLER, CHAPTERS XXTV-XXTI
THE PERSISTENCY OF WU LUNG WOUEY
THE WAY OP THE LANS TRANSGRESSOR

'II QUtord Plncbot and th»- Nutlimul Korrsts.)
Illustrated from Photographs.

THE FOREST FESTIVALS OP BOHEMIA
ElluStrBtOd Eton Photographs.

THE UP-LIFT" IN BAH FRANCISCO
Ullsatialad from Photographs.

"THEM WHITE FACES" (Story) ....
JUSTICE AND THE THEATRICAL SYNDICATE
OLD LETTERS

| Verse)

IMPRESSIONS .... ...
AT LAST, A SUMMER RESORT
ABOUT WILLAPA BAY

llhiHiratvd from Photographs.

IRRIGATION AND KETCHUP"
LIGHTER SIDE

O. Beverly Towlas Cover Design

Sydney H. Rlesenberg Frontlai

Charles B. Clark. Jr.

Ira K. Bennett 183

Prod Lockley
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For Forty-Nine Years
St,. Mary's Academy and College

Has sent forth its graduates. These graduates, well fitted for life' s

duties, are holding high positions in the social, business and profes-
sional world.

Ihe Alumnae Association at, St>. Mary's
Is a strong factor in the affairs of the West; and its influence for good
is becoming more powerful every year. The young girl graduate

going out into the world finds strong helpful hands ready to aid her.

Thus she begins the new life with every prospect of speedy success.

Twice During the Scholastic Year
The Alumnae Association holds a reunion at St. Mary's. These
assemblies renew old friendships and give opportunities for new ac-

quaintances.

St*. Mary's Academy and College
Has a favored location in beautiful and healthful Portland, the edu-
cational centre of the Northwest. The students have at all times
access to Portland' s Public Library, the Gallery of Art and the City
Museum. From time to time they are privileged to hear dramat-

ists, musicians and singers of note. Schumann-Heinck, Nordica,
and Neilson, during 1906-1907, gave special audiences to the Sis-

ters and students. Prominent Eastern and local lecturers supple-
ment the class-room work in Philosophy, History, Literature, Art,
Science and Economics.

Social Life is Encouraged
Teas, musicales, excursions to points of interest, basket-ball,
tennis and gymnasium work, all contribute to the health and
pleasure of the student.

TTe Expenses at* St,. Mary's
Are moderate, $250.00 covering the entire year.
This includes tuition, board and laundry.

Day and resident students received.

The first term begins September the 9th.

Write Today for Booklet. Con-
taining Complete Information

Register Early

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL

MlSS C. E. Mason's Suburban
School

For Girls
and

Young
Women

The Cattle
Tarry to* n
on Hudson.

N. Y.

Crown, on* of la* m™t beautiful helchtaof the Ha Jena.

M \-l »N II

rv\
s

American Girls

Abroad
for a achool year of travel and
study combined— under expert
chaperouage. l.ei.urrly travel

with regular instruction In Ian*

guagea, art history, literature

and the history of the countries
visited. K<-r full particular*
address

The Department lor European Study
ol Mitt Mtton't School

" Iht Cattle
"

i . tact aai m

ST. HELENS' HALL
PORTLAND, OREGON

TJ i:si I II \ v School for girls, be-
-*-^-

itiK tlu- Dioctaan School of the I

pal Church, naite the cart- of tin- Sisters of

St. John Baptist (Episcopal). Collegiate.
Academic and Elementary department*.
Advantages iii Music, Art and Elocution.
C.vintniMum. Thirty-ninth year begins Sep-
temUr 16th, 1907. For catalogue address

THE SISTER SUPERIOR

IN THE BUSINESS COLLEGE WORLD
1"

<M«iys f̂t.

i*|
cans all that Is modern and progres-

* slve. Attested by our popularity
and attendance, (let our free catalogue,

YOUR SALARY DOUBLED
and learn why our school leads.

BOTH PHONES

ELKS 111 II.DIMI IMI)ll.»M),OKE.

Edgeworlh Boarding and Day School
For Girts

Mri. II P LEFKBVRE 1

Miss 1 D.HI N TI.K.Y j

1 22 and 1 24 W. franklin Street. -

Principals

kUaaacwcarrra, Box J, Weat Newton.

Allen School
A school for wh<<l>-eome bora. Oollesje preparation. Oertlfl

eate. alren. Small Junior Department. Athletic Director.
Illa.t rrtt.-l catalogue describes sueclsl festnrr*,.

HI ACADEMY
A Boanliaf ana Day School lor Boya, Manual Tnualnr.

Mintary Dlsripllae. Collerr Preparation. Boya ol any afc aa-

minea at aay tkae. Write lor Illustrated Catalorur.

Dr. J. W. HILL, Proprietor and Principal
PORTLAND. ORK.ON

PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
1- < IIUBMT I m 'V 1 ;. ( n< 1 -.' .• n

STANDS KOH HI -I IN Kin OaVTXOXI
Thorough training in college aludica. Six courses with rlcctivea. Academy preparea for any college. Con-
servatory of Muaic given instruction of high grade. Cl asses in Mechanical and Freehand Drawing. Paint-

ing, shorthand and Typewriting. All clean athletics encouraged. Skilled instructor in charge <>fGymnasium
and field sports. Handaom new Women 'a Hall, complete with modern furniahing affords pleasant and safe

home for young women. Write fur catalogue and illustrated literature.

CALIFORNIA MILITARY ACADEMY
8ANTA MONICA, LO8 AN0ELE8 COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Prepares for all Collegea and Scientific Schools. Eatt and West.

Calvary Organlr..'
the summer.

- swimming, fishing, riding, mountain climbing, etc
U term opens Wednesday. >* ;>tcmber 2*th, i'/<~

.italoguean ::»» THK ACADKMY.

I* O Tl T L A.IV I> A. O A I> E 1*1 Y
The nineteenth vear opena September 16, joo7.

The Acndrmv proper fits boya and girls for Kaateni and Western cotlege.

unary and grammcr achool receivca boya and gtrla aa early aa the age of 6. and nta them Tor the

A gymnaaium In charge of a skilled director. Track and field alhcln
The Academy haa a boarding hall for girls, well appointed and «nd«£™5^ent enreand

stiperjijIoTi
For catalogue or further information addreee PORTLAND ACADKMY. PORTLAND. OREGON
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EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL

Washington College

An ideal Bchool for girls and young women, located on a
beautiful estate of 10 acres, within the National Capital.
Surrounded and within easy reach of the many and varied
educational institutions for which Washington is famed.
Cultured instructors; delightful home life; refined

associations; slcht-seelni? systematized; noelal advan-
tages wholesome. Preparatory, Certificate and College
Courses. Music, Art, Elocution. Catalogue on request. .

F. KEXEFEE, President, 8rd«idT8ts„ N.K., Washington, D. t.

I I

FIFTH-STREET-BY-THE-PAKK.
Log Angeles, California Established 1888

P ACIFI CTELEGRAPH
School. Commercial. R. R. and Press Work. Positions. 8th year.
417 W. Fifth Street, Los Angeles, California .

Morristown School, Morristown, N. J.

Oollege Preparatory Boarding School for Boyjt Small classes,
individual attention, gymnasium, quarter mile track, athletic
fields and tennis courts. Especially healthful location, an
hour from New York. Charles Sobibnke, President of
Trustees, F. C, Woodman, Headmaster.

STAMMER
I guarantee to cure any case of stammering, it

matters not how severe. Scientific treatment.
Method infallible. For particulars address

M. L. HATFIELD,Principal
of Pacific School for Stammerers

CHEHALIS, WASH.

PROFITABLE
EMPLOYMENT FOR STUDENTS

DURING VACATION MONTHS

WE HAVE an exceptionally attractive proposition
to offer to those young men and women who desire

employment during the vacation months. IF It is a

strictly high grade proposition. IF We want live represen-

tatives in every section of the U. S. IF The time to make

your contract is now, before the best territory is taken.

SF Our representatives make money; the lowest average
is $5.00 per day, the highest $12.50. IF "It's up to

you" as to what your mark will be. IF Write today,

stating territory you prefer, and give references. Address

D?partment Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Oregon

FREE to Subscribers
LATEST AUTOMATIC
SELF-FILLING PEN

A Genuine Sanford & Bennett 14K. Gold Fountain Pen

This pen represents all that is latest and best In fountain pen construction, made of best

selected materials by skilled workmen. Thoroughly reliable. Fully guaranteed.
We not only give you this pen absolutely FREE but we guarantee it and should it prove

unsatisfactory you may return it and we will refund your money or give you a new pen.

OUR OFFER.—Send us $2.00, money order or draft, for two single subscriptions or one
two year subscription and we will mail you postpaid one of these splendid pens.

A Splendid Pen for the Business 'M.an, Teacher or Student.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY PUBLISHING CO., - - PORTLAND, OREGON

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Smiling Joe
You saw him last summer. He runs around

now just like other children. And the Hospital
at the Seashore for which he pleaded, to save

others from being crippled for life by tuberculosis

of the bones and glands, is assured.

But the Battle is Still On

with the dark, crowded tenements which manu-
facture crippled children and break down their

parents. Our twenty-five visitors, trained in the

school of loving service daily carry relief, wise

counsel, and courage into the darkest hemes.

Would you not like to have a part, real and per-

sonal, in this work, by sending a gift to carry it on?

If desired, we will gladly write just how and for

whom it is used.

Last Summer
friends all over the Union, from Alaska, and Can-

ada, helped us give Fresh-Air Outings to 23,05 I

women and children. Our Sea-side home.

Beautiful Sea Breeze

with its cool shade, -good food, clean sand, ocean

bathing, is ready to welcome 25,000 this summer.

How Many Will You Send?

25 cents gives a mother or child one glorious day of frre-

dom, sweet cool air, good food and fun in the sand
and surf.

$1.00 lets a little family enjoy it all together.
2.50 will give a whole week of new life and cheer to a

worn out mother, an aged toilet, an under-fed work-

ing girl, or a convalescing patient
) makes a teething b

happy for a week.

inn I alien

and its
"

little mother" often

I0.C0 gives four run-down school children a fresh start for

next year.

25.00 sends a car-load of careworn people of for the day
and brings them back with new courage.

50.00 names a room for the season.

125.00 gives a happy excursion to 500 mothers and children.

$50,000 NEEDED FOR THE SEASONS WORK

Inquiry is invited as to Memorial Gifts

R. S. Mintum, Treasurer, Room 237, No. 1 05
East 22nd Street, New York City.

New York Association for Improv-
ing the Condition of the Poor

R. FL'LTON CUTTING. President

vvm t rurgat to mention Tbe Pacific sfootbtv when dealing with adTartisers. It will ba appreciated.
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CAMP YOSEMITE
YOSEMITE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA

GLACIER POINT CAMP AND SKMINKL HOTEL UNDKR SAME MANAGEMENT

SITUATED

just to the right of Yosemitc Falls, in a magnificent grove of

Mack oaks, about half a mile from the Hotel, in the "IDEAL CAMPING
SI'OT" of all Yoscmite. Table and service excellent. Bath house on

grounds. Sanitary arrangements perfect. Electric lights. Particular

attention is called to the location of this camp, it bring situated off the

main driveway, guests having the same privacy as in a camp of their own. In

direct telephonic communication with the Sentinel Hotel, Glacier Point, the

Livery Stables and all points in the Valley. Mail, express anil laundry called

for and delivered. Resident physician. Gimp Yosemite coupons good at camp
at Glacier Point ; also at the hotels at their face value.

Ladies, un;ireom|>aiiied by gentlemen, can spend the entire summer at the

Camp, and be assured of every attention and courteous treament by all. MISS
PRANCES HK'KI'.Y, who has been in charge of the Gimp since its opening, will

see that you are made to feel at home and that nothing is left undone which

might add to your pleasure or comfort.

At the Camp will be found WIN CLARK, the discoverer of the Mariposa

Big Tree Grove, and one of the first white men to enter the Yosemite Valley.

Mr. Clark is probably more familiar with Yosemite, and its Indian legends, than

any other living exponent, and consequently makes a very interesting host at

the cam|>-tirc in the evening.

SCAMP

YOSEMITE, American Plan, $2.00 Per Day

SENTINEL HOTEL, American Plan, $3.00 to $i.00 Per Day;
$20.00 to $25.00 Per Week

FOR FURTHKR INFORMATION ADDRESS

J. B. COOK, Yosemite, California
The Southern Pacific Agencies; the Santa Fe Agencies; The Yosemite Valley

Railroad, Merced, California ; or Peck's Information Bureaus.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adve/tiaers. It will be appreciated.
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HOLLADAYS ADDITION
The geographical CENTER of Portland.

The most DESIRABLE and only exclusive resi-

dence district in the City.
A level plateau well drained, 150 feet above river.

Commands a fine view of the City, the river, Mt.
Hood, Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Adams and surrounding
oountry.

Is very accessible and within easy -walking dis-

tance of the business district.

Has one hour more SUNLIGHT than over the
river.

Has improved streets, gas, electric lights, water
mains, trolley lines and sewers.

Lots sold on advantageous terms to home-builders.

Seeing is believing. Locate your home where it

will be a comfort and a joy and an investment that

is certain to enhance in value.

THE OREGON REAL ESTATE CO.,
88J4 THIRD STREET, Room 4. PORTLAND, OREGON

ARIZONA CORPORATIONLAWS ^e«Sn,^K
holders exempt from all corporate debts. No public statements required. Capitalization does not effect cost.
Fee very small. Charters cannot be repealed by subsequent legislation. Hold stockholders and directors

meetings, keep books and transact business anywhere. Any kind of stock can be issued and paid up in cash,
services or property and made non-assessable. Territorial officials prohibited from serving companies. Book
of forms for corporate instruments and procedure, by laws, minutes, proxies, notices, etc., gratis with each
incorporation. Write or wire for free copy of laws, blanks and full particulars.

SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES A INVESTMENT COMPANY
P. O. Box S 38S Phoenix, Arizona

The Man
Who Knows

T
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'Wanted,
The Man
Who Knows

Every Great City is Calling for Him

ALL
over the country, in every great centre of thought and activity there is a

loud call- -"A Sign Out"—for "The Man Who Knows." Reliable, up-to-
date, authoritative knowledge, instantly producible, is in constant and urgent

demand, and is adequately rewarded. It is just this kind of information that is im-

parted by

The New International

Encyclopaedia
—the mor

t complete, and most modern reference work in existence. The ONLY
one abreast with the times. That it is authoritative, the names of its Editors- in-Chief:

—Daniel Coit Gilman. LL.D., Harry Thurston Peck, Ph.D.. L.H.D.. and Frank
Moore Colby, M.A., are a sufficient guarantee. These scholars of world wide fame
were assisted in the preparation of this great work by over 400 specialists of equal

standing. The New International Encyclopaedia comprises

20 Volumes 16,328 Pages 100,000 Subjects

A small initial payment will place THE NEW INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA
in yonr possession

—a trifling monthly sum will pay the balance almost before yon realize it.

7,000 Illustrations

HOW TO GET THF NtW INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPAEDIA
<£

Fill in the attached coupon, and we will mail you, ABSOLUTELY FREE OF
CHARGE, our handsome 80 pate pamphlet containing illustration*, colored

platei. temple pace* of text, lists and pictures of eminent contributors,
speci

mens of bindings, etc —giving you an exact idea of the excellence of the

work andiUsreat value to you. ALSO, our famous "Oueetio* Book
of 770 every -day questions you should be able to answer, out probably
cannot off-hand; and information reg arding our easy payment plan,
which enables you to secure the New International Encyclopaedia.

Watch for the naif
Advertisement of

"THF MAN WHO KNOWS"

Tfaeorttrtaal ptciur* of " Tt* Maa
Who Kwsws." pr < Bie>1 oa extra hear-

pmper^Mitahle Mlfimi»K.'-l'lt*ws
mm to aa y »• !• ifr •

DODD, MEAD & CO., Publishers
3T2 riTTM AVE.. NEW YOUR CITY •<&&

Dop't rurgtt to meotloo The Pacific Montblj whan daatlaf with adTertlaera.

9f

It will
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The Pacific Monthly for Octoher

Recalling with much gratification the success and popular-

ity of our Irrigation Number last year, and realizing what keen

interest not only our Western readers, but those of the East also,

continue to have in the great reclamation projects of the West

and in the question "Where and how shall we get a home and

fortune on western farm lands?" we have decided to make our

October issue a "Home-seekers' and Irrigation Number."

"BECLAIMING AN EMPIRE," by F. H. Newell, Direct-

or of the Reclamation Service, will show how the United States

Government is providing fortune-making farms for those ambi-

tious and industrious citizens, out of the lands of the great Amer-

ican desert and waste places of the West, where for ages the only

crop has been alkali, sand, sagebrush, coyotes and horned toads.

Profusely illustrated from photographs.

"THE HOME-SEEKER IN THE WEST," by Fred Lock-

ley, discusses in a most interesting and vivid manner the subject

of getting a home on the irrigated lands; the character of West-

ern immigration, and the successes and failures of home-makers.

C. J. Blanchard, the well-known writer, and statistician of

the United States Reclamation Service, contributes a very valu-

able article on THE YAKIMA PROJECT, the region where

many thousands of people are growing rich from once sagebrush-
covered land. Illustrated from many photographs of scenes in

the Yakima Valley.

"WHAT IRRIGATION IN CALIFORNIA HAS TO
OFFER IMMIGRANTS," by Clarence E. Edwords, sets forth

valuable information to all those interested in securing homes in

the "Land of Sunshine." Beautifully illustrated from photo-

graphs of California Scenes.

IRA E. BENNETT'S WASHINGTON ARTICLE, in ad-

dition to other matters of great interest to Western readers, will

discuss the personalities of the Reclamation Service, and the

remarkable history of Reclamation Legislation. Mr. Bennett's

articles have already attracted wide interest, and will continue

to be one of The Pacific Monthly's important features.
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Announcement

The third installment of "THE WAY OF THE LAND
TRANSGRESSOR," by Lute Pease, will take op the story of

the lieu-land grafters; how former Secretary of the Interior

Hitchcock unwittingly played into their hai Some Interest-

ing details of the remarkable Byde-Benson-Dimond conspiracy
will be given, moving ;l stun- with many elements to form ;i mod-

ern detective novel.

"SOUTHWEST FROM BULLFROG," a story-poem by
Rufus M. Steele, we consider one of the most unique verse <*on-

trihutions this magazine has ever received, and one of the most

st liking efforts in the line of poetic character work the West has

produced. It is illustrated in color by Maynard Dixon, a well-

known Western artist.

"THE SETTLER" may be concluded in the October i

it there is space for it all. Our readers will be gratified to find

that its Btrength is sustained to the end, and in no respect will its

conclusion be found wanting.

The usual features which have become so popular with the

friends of The Pacific Monthly, to wit: "The Drama," by William

Winter; "Literature," by Porter Garnett, and "Impressions,"

by C. E. S. Wood, are continued.

THE PROGRESS DEPARTMENT will be found of un-

usual interest in October.

Among the pictorial features will be EIGHT ILLUSTRA-
TIONS IN COLOR OF IRRIGATION SCENES IN THE WEST.

With our circulation rapidly approaching the 1~»(),000

matk, we feel justified in assuming that we are on the right track

in the matter of present in g articles on the upbuilding of the West,
on political and social problems in the West, ami in devoting
the remaining space to brilliant Western fiction only; how-
ever, we cordially welcome suggestions from any o." our friends

garding possible improvements. Write and tell us what you
think of us—our stories, our special articles, our verse, our illus-

trations.
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There

is Money In This ForYou!

GIRLS : BOYS : MEN : WOMEN
THE METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE is launching the greatest

Subscription Campaign ever inaugurated in the history of thepublishing
business. We are offering a wonderful series of valuable prizes and

liberal commissions this season to representatives who secure sub-

scriptions for the Metropolitan Magazine.

Wc Want Wide-Awake Representatives
Not only will this be the greatest Su jscription Ca?npaign,

but it will also be the richest harvest for Solicitors of Sub-

scriptions, for the value of the prizes and the amount of

the commissions are to be in keeping with the campaign
we are waging.

Don't Fail to Investigate At Once Our Big Offers
There are twenty series of unprecedented premium of-

fers. Each series consists of several prizes of which you
can take your choice. There are enough prizesJor all.

Every Subscription Means a Prize and a Cash Commission

NO COMPETITIVE PRIZES ARE OFFERED.
There is no struggling and straining to win out over some-

body else. Your Cash Commissions and the value of

your Prizes are in proportion to the number of subscrip-
tions which you obtain.

Pianos, Automobiles, Gasoline Launches, Boats, Cameras, Canoes,

Kodaks, Typewriters, Jewelry, Silverware, Bicycles, Trip to Japa?i,

Trip to Europe, Three Weeks' Vacation at the Greatest Pleasure Resort

in the World. These are some of the prizes to be given away
this season. .'.' .7 .".' Write for Detailed Desciption To-day

f Metropolitan Magazine ^Sl*
Dept. P-l

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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m JP

MANUFPCTUREg;- BYTH :

>OKANE RELISH I

CATCHUP CO.;

DOLLARS FOR YOU
It is not a question of what you can do with your hands. It is a question

of how shrewd a business man or woman you are, how much foresight you

have—those are the qualities that make fortunes.

Just so surely as there was money for the stockholders in the H. J. Heins

Co., In the Grape Nuts Co., in the Royal Baking Powder Co., and countless

others just so surely is there money in the Spokane Relish & Catchup

Company for you. Share in the profits of the business with us.

Stock Now Sells for $1.25 per Share

\ ^ Advances are in Sight.

\^5* We have unlimited quantities of fruits and vegetables, nothing^ P [lltTC UlMllUll' II .ji.<»ii wmrnm* «-v —— - —c *

has to be shipped in, thereby losing flavor and freshness.l

We have excellent railroad facilities, and a local

*v«

>:V

demand alone sufficient to consume all this

seasons output. No competition in the

West. These are a few of our telling

points.

You asa thinking man want bot-

tom facts. Kightnow while you

think of it sit down and fill in

the couiwn below and we

i, will send you full data

by return mail.

' fUTURE

A
//

'j

Do Dot torgti to nxatloo Tb« r.clnc Moot til/ wb«n dr.llnf with tdvertlMn. It will be appreciated.
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We acquired our hasty temper from our friend the centipede;

From the rattlesnake we learnt to guard our rights;

We have gathered fightin' pointers from the famous broncho steed.;

And the bob-cat teached us reppertee that bites;

So, when some high-collared herrin' jeered the garb that 1 was wearin',

'T was 'nt long till we had got where talkin' ends;

And he et his ill-bred cti'at, with a sauce of derby hat,

While my merry pardners entertained his friends.

Sing 'er loud, my buckeroos,

Let the desert hear the news;

Tell the stars the nay we rubbed the haughty down.

We 're the fiercest wolves a-prowlin' ,

And it 's just our night for howlin',

When we're ridin' up the rocky trail from town.

Since the day that Lot and Abrani split the Jordan range in halves.

Just to fix it so their punchers would n't fight;

Since old Jacob skinned his dad-in-law of six years' crop o' calves,

And then hit the trail for Canaan in the night;

There has been a taste for battle 'mongst the men that follow cattle,

And a love of doin' things that's wild and strange;

And the warmth of Laban's words, when he missed his speckled herds.

Still is useful in the langwidge of the range.

Sing 'er out, my bold coyotes,

Leather fists and leather throats,

For ice wear the brand of Ishm'el like a crown;
We 're the sons o' desolation,

We 're the outlaws of creation—
E-ee-ow!— a-ridin' up the rock// trail from town.
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Western Affairs at Washington
By Ira E. Bennett

BE President's long nwrtnn
is drawing to a close, nnd by
the middle of September the

wheels of govarnoMBi in

Washington will l>e whirling

rapidly gain. The Summer
has been remarkable for a series of activi-

ties, in >pite of the fact that the President

and most of his Cabinet have l:een absent

from Washington. Mr. BooWVtH himself

it'll unusually quiet, rarely having

(Often directly into print since he went to

Baj on .June 12. Mis secretaries,

however, have lieen active for him and in

their own behalf. Mr. Root is about to visit

. a mission of friendship and

diplomacy, behind which loom several

question* of magnitude. Mr. Taft has been

i>ver much of the I'nited States during

the Summer, ami is now to visit the Philip-

pine-. Attorney-General Bonaparte has

been unusually active in pressing the anti-

trust programme of the administration. Mr
Metcali. Secretary of the Navy, has In

eonspieuous through the iaeoaaee of the

order transferring the battleship fleet to the

Pacific, and the sul»se<|iient developments at-

tending the efforts of the Qimrni—il to

maintain friemlship with .Japan. Mr. Oar-

liehl has visited the West and made himself

i.nlly familiar with the great questions

arising in the administration of the Interior

Department. Mr. Cortojyov has spent

of the Summer in Washington, attending

to Treasury affairs and incidentally wielding

a quiet but potent influence in Presidential

l>olitirs. Mr. Straus, Secretary of Cost*

merce and Ijihor. has visite<l the Pacific
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Coast and Hawaii for the purpose of study-

ing the Japanese and Chinese immigration

problems on the ground.
The Summer, therefore, has been filled

with active work, much of it preparatory to

a most vigorous effort on the part of Mr.

Roosevelt to obtain corrective and pro-

gressive legislation in diverse matters. Un-

less Mr. Roosevelt is renominated and re-

elected President, the approaching session

of Congress will be his last opportunity for

perpetuating his advanced views in the coun-

try's laws. The short session beginning De-

cember, 1908, and ending March 3, 1909,
will be of little value to Mr. Roosevelt if

by that time it has been determined that he

is to step out of his exalted office. By this

time next year the eyes of men will be

turned to the next President, whoever he

may be. If he is not Theodore Roosevelt,
then Theodore Roosevelt will not hold the

exact center of the stage, however spectacu-
lar may be his exit. The rising sun is the

one which dazzles the beholder.

Mr. Roosevelt having positively announced
that he would not accept a renomination
under any circumstances, and his party in

several important states having accepted his

announcement in good faith, the presump-
tion is that the country will consent to the

retirement of the present Chief Magistrate.
This being the case, the coming long session

of Congress promises to be one of the live-

liest and most picturesque in American his-

tory. It will extend from next December
well into the Spring of 1908. But for the

Presidential campaign it would probably run
into June or July. The desire to clear the
decks for the Presidential struggle will cause
an adjournment of Congress by June 1, un-
less extraordinary and unforeseen events be-
come paramount to the political campaign.
The President has a dozen "issues" which

would furnish first-rate fighting material in

Congress. Any one of them may entangle the

legislators for the greater part of the next
session. Mr. Roosevelt has outlined a few
of his policies during the past Summer, and
events have brought others to the front. It

is possible that the visit of Secretary Root
to Mexico may result in a radical evolution
of the American policy toward Latin-Amer-
ican republics, and in such an event the
issues which now seem important might be

relegated temporarily to the background.

Assuming that the foreign relations will

not call for action by Congress, it is prob-
able that the President's economic policies

will be the principal theme of discussion

next Winter, as they were last. He will

press for an amendment to the interstate

commerce laws providing for some kind of

control over the issuance of stocks and

bonds, and for a law which shall authorize

the Government to ascertain the physical
valuation of railroad properties. In either

of these propositions there is material for

argument for a year. Pushed forward, as

they will be by the phenomenally vigorous

executive, they may be the forerunners of

a complete evolutionary change in the rela-

tions of the Government to the railroads.

Able men assert that the Government can-

not dictate the amount, kind and terms of

stocks and bonds that shall be issued by a

corporation without thereby becoming the

virtual manager of the corporation. They
believe that such supervision as is proposed

by Mr. Roosevelt would be superseded al-

most immediately by complete Government
control of interstate railways, for the reason

that the people would not be satisfied with

half-way measures, and would insist upon
making the transformation complete after

having gone more than half way in that

direction. The mere suggestion that the

President of the United States is advocating
a policy that may evolve into Government

management of the railroads is sufficient to

indicate the immensity of the flood of ora-

tory that will rise and flow in Congress.
It has been hinted repeatedly since the

adjournment of Congress that the President

in his next message would sound the tocsin

cf tariff revision. If he should do so, even

the question of railroad and corporation con-

trol would probably become secondary to

the vital and acute question of the tariff.

Since practically every industry in the coun-

try is affected by the tariff, the agitation
that would result from a Presidential de-

mand for revision would be deep and pro-

longed. Every large corporation in the

country would have its representative in

Washington, trying to prevent the enact-

ment of injurious schedules. The confusion

and uproar would affect the Presidential

campaign to an extent not easily foreseen,
and in ways that could not be predicted.
The Republicans might discover that their
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scramble for the Roosevelt toga was in vain,

since the country had determined to elect a

Democrat. Or, what is beginning to be free-

ly predicted by some political observers,
there would he a new alignment of forces,

with two new parties called Radical and Con-

servative, or Progressive and Reactionary.
Mr. Roosevelt has never shown any heart-

felt desire to revise the tariff. What he

has said on that score has been conspicuous
-for its absence of the Roosevelt spirit. As
A rule he has refrained from making any

•'comment whatever on the subject. Astute

Ipolitieian that he is, he knows that this is the

iroot-issue of all issues in American politics,

and that it is easier to step around a sleep-

ing dog than to handle him after he is

aroused. If any other man that Mr. Roose-

velt were in the White House, with the situ-

ation as it is, it would be entirely safe to

pi-edict that there would be no attempt at

tariff revision in the session beginning De-

cember, 1007, on the eve of a Presidential

campaign. But predictions are not only

worthless, but dangerous, when they deal

with Mr. Roosevelt's acts. He is not only

in the habit of overturning tradition and

trampling upon precedent, but events them-

selves seem to act differently when he in-

spires them. What has been said of the ex-

plosive possibilities of tariff revision would

apply with certainty under normal condi-

tions, with a normal man in the White

House. It may not have any application

whatever in the case of Mr. Roosevelt. That

is, he might demand tariff revision and obtain

it, without any dire effects whatever, either

upon business or politics. There would be

uproar, and he would not mind that at all
;

but there might not be business panic or

political convulsion. If precedent were any
guide to Mr. Roosevelt's actions, it would be

worth while to indicate that inasmuch as

he has always fought shy of tariff revision,
he will be very likely m do so when the fate

of the Presidency may be involved. But in

Mr. Roosevelt's own reputed words, "prece-
dents were made to be smashed," and specu-
lation must therefore be dumb.

The Government and Our Southern

Neighbors.

The visit of Secretary Root to Mexico, as

already suggested, may have behind its

merely formal and friendly aspect a most

important effect on American relations with

the Southern republic. It may also have

for its object the adjustment of several mat-

ters pending between the United States and

Mexico which can best be disposed of in

frank personal conference between the Sec-

retary of State and Mr. Diaz. Mr. Root

goes to the City of Mexico at the invita-

tion of President Diaz. Ostensibly, the

visit will not be taken with any diplomatic
ends in view, but merely to complete the per-
sonal acquaintance of Mr. Root with the

heads of the Latin-American nations. He
has visited nearly all of them, and goes to

Mexico now in order that he may be able to

say that he has not slighted the greatest of

the republics to the southward. After his

trip to the Mexican capital, Secretary Root

will have become personally familiar with

all the important nations of this hemisphere,
from Canada to Argentina, and he will have

made the acquaintance of the men who have

control of the larger affairs on this half of

the world.

The stale of affairs in Central America

has caused much uneasiness in Washington,

particularly since President Jose Santos

Zelaya of Nicaragua has revealed his pur-

pose to create a Central American republic

by fomenting and supporting revolutions in

the four neighboring republics of Salvador,

Costa Rica, Honduras and Guatemala, in

the hope that he might be able to place his

own supporters at the head of the new gov-
ernments in those countries, and thus even-

tually weld the five republics into one. Many
public men in the United States approve of

this plan, and believe it would lead to the

creation of another Mexico in Central Amer-
ica, and put an end to bloodshed and dis-

turbance. They welcome the suggestion that

President Zelaya is the Diaz who can accom-

plish this great task. The United States

Government, however, has no sympathy with

this movement, it does not believe in the

forcible creation of a Central American
union, and it would not acknowledge such

sentiments if it entertained them. It has

made very plain its opposition to the schemes
of Zelaya, without going to the extent of

intervening to thwart him. It is equally
true that the Mexican government does not

view with approval the chaotic maneuvers
of Zelaya. It has plainly indicated its lack

of sympathy with his plan to overturn exist-
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fag pmi ill—III! for the purpose of setting

Bp ii single dot one.

The United States and Mexico having
found themselves in agreement as to Central

American affairs, united their influence last

year and procured peace between Nicaragua

and its neighbors hy onwminiwtiiif t lie

treaty of Ainapnhi. Since Pre-ident Zelaya

Mated this treaty by bis aggression

upon Salvador. President Diaz has expressed
his opinion of Zelaya in rather tumble
terms. A few months ago President Dial

went so far as to suggest that he would be

willing to ci)-nperaie with the United B

in establishing siimr form of protectorate
over all the Central Americ;m states, for the

sake of preserving peace among them and

impring the -lability of their existing i:ov-

ernment-.

This suggestion from the President of

Mexico \v;is made to Mr. Thompson, the

American Ambnssjidor. who promptly ro-

ll it to Washington. The report got
into newspapers, and was denied here. A
few days later a formal denial of the report
w:i- made by President Diaz. Ambassador

Thompson, however, did not deny the report.

and the fact i ain- that he called to the

attention of the Btatc Department the pro-

posal of President Diaz, as he had been re-

quested to do. No further public revelation

has been made of any of the correspondence
between the United States and Mexico in re-

spect of Central American affair-, ^eere'-

t.iiv Boot, who is an adept in the nee

diplomatic art of tamping silent at the proper
time, has -i ceded in leaving the impres-
sion upon the American mind that the

United Stales ami Mexico :ire not directly

concerned, separately or together, in t!

velopmenls in Central America. Yet the

-ingle revelation by Ambassador Thompson.
and the -ul iient actions ,,( |>,,|1, govern

ments. point clearly to the probable consum-
mation of n plan whirh will put an end to

Central American revolutions by bringing to

bear npon the disturber! in those parts the

heavy hand- of the two greater republics.
It was reported early in .Inly, following

the announcement of the transfer of the bat-

tleship fleet to the Pacitic. that the Govern-
ment was negotiating with Mexico for the

purchase or lease of Magdalena Bay. Lower
California, with sufficient ground to enable
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the Navy Department to establish there a

naval base similar to that of Guantanamo,
Cuba. This report was immediately denied,

both by the State Department through Mr.

Adee, Assistant Secretary, and by the Mexi-

can Embassy through Mr. Fontana, Charge
d'Affaires. The denials, however, dealt with

the reported purchase of territory from

Mexico, and not with the lease of such terri-

tory. The acquisition of Magdalena Bay
was urged upon the Navy Department by
Rear-Admiral Caspar F. Goodrich, now

commandant of the New York Navy-Yard,
when he was commander-in-chief of the Pa-

cific squadron. He pointed out the strategic

value of the bay on account of its position

between the Panama Canal and the Pacific

Coast of the United States, and laid stress

upon its great size, immunity from storms,

and adaptability to naval needs as a rendez-

vous, as well as for shore drill and target

practice. Admiral Goodrich's report was

approved by the General Board of the Navy,
of which Admiral Dewey is president. The

suggestion was thus made a part of the gen-
eral plans for the improvement of the Navy,
and received the endorsement of Secretary
Metcalf.

While there might be strenuous opposi-
tion in Mexico to the alienation of terri-

tory, there would be little difficulty in ar-

ranging a lease of Magdalena Bay to the

United States. In fact, there can be little

doubt that such an arrangement is about to

be made, if it is not already consummated.
The Navy Department has been authorized
to maintain a collier at Magdalena Bay for
the use of the Pacific fleet, and to occupy the

bay for target practice and shore drill. It

would require nothing more than an en-

largement of the existing arrangement,

through the exchange of a dozen words be-

tween Secretary Root and President Diaz,

to effect all that is desired by the Navy.
That Mexico is not ungenerous in giving the

American Navy facilities in its territory is

shown by the transfer of Pichilinque Island,
in the Gulf of California, as a coaling sta-

tion. The United States has had possession
of this bit of Mexico for several years, and
now maintains a coal supply there.

Another subject of conference between

Secretary Root and the head of the Mexican
Government will be the control of the Colo-

rado River. That capricious stream has

caused no end of anxiety by its tendency at

times to eat its own banks, to run uphill and

backwards, and to fill the depression that ex-

tends from Death Valley to the Mexican
border. Among its other gifts of complica-

tion, the Colorado is an international boun-

dary and a navigable stream—that is, by
treaty. The mere fact that ocean steamships
do not plow its turbid wave does not affect

its navigability by treaty. Nor does the fact

that it is a boundary deter the Colorado
from wandering about on the desert to suit

its own sweet will. So it happens that while

the boundary between Mexico and the United
States may be at a certain place in the State

Department archives, it may be far distant

from such a place on the desert.

The Colorado being navigable, it has been
held by the Mexican Government that the

treaty guarantees to that country the use of
the river below the international boundary
line, and that irrigation works diverting the

flow and impairing the navigability of the

river are an infringement upon Mexico's

rights. The great Yuma irrigation project
depends upon the proper settlement of this

question. The consent of Mexico must be
obtained if the river flow is to be used prin-

cipally for irrigation. Efforts to have the

river's waters declared to be available pri-

marily for irrigation and not for navigation
have been defeated in Congress, partly on
account of the desire of the Administration
to do nothing that would appear to be an

encroachment upon the rights of Mexico.
In addition to these difficulties, the Colo-

rade is a puzzle in its relation to the Impe-
rial irrigation system. The Imperial Valley
receives its water supply from a canal which

taps the Colorado River on Mexican soil.

The system is owned by the California De-

velopment Company. The water is con-

veyed across the boundary line into Califor-

nia. On the Mexican side there is a Mexi-
can company corresponding to the American

company operating in California. It is the

Mexican company that is responsible to

Mexico for the proper management of the

water system. The California Develop-
ment Company owns all the stock of the

Mexican company, thereby controlling its

policy absolutely, but being independent of
Mexican authority. The Mexican company,
on the other hand, is of course entirely in-

dependent of American authority.
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peculiar condition of affairs has

given rise to no end of embarrassment. When
the Colorado takes a sudden notion to be-

gin a uieal upon its own banks, and rapidly
eats its way across the desert, flooding farms

and drowning out irrigation gates, the

United States Government is powerless to

shut the mouth of the canal in Mexican ter-

ritory and thus turn the water back where

it helon.s. The Mexican QofHUUMDl has

the power to close the canal, but as the

floods occur on the American side there is

no reason why .Mexico should go to great

expense to control them. Consequently, all

that can he done by the United States Gov-
ernment is to do what President Roosevelt

did last year— that is, to beg Mr. Harriman,

who controls the Southern Pacific Company,
which controls the Calif' in ia Development

Company, which controls the Soeiedad Am>-
nima Agricola de la Baja California, to

thrust the Colorado hack into its channel.

The work done on Mr. Harriman's order-

was well done. The levees thrown up by
the railroad forces withstood the floods of
June of this year, and it is now believed

that all danger is averted for at least a year.
The cost has been great, possibly $.">00,000.

If Congress should feel grateful to Mr.

Harriman for eoming to the aid of the em-
barrassed Government it may vote lo reini-

him—or it may not. It declined to

do so at the last session, although Mr. H:n
riman manifested a disposition to accept

payment.
Several plans have been evolved by Amer-

ican and Mexican diplomats to meet this

anomalous situation. It is believed that

Secretary Root has gone over the subject

thoroughly with the Mexican Ambassador.
Mr. Creel, and that something deliuite may
be accomplished as a consequence of Mr.

Root's contact with the Mexican Govern-

ment.

.1 Popular Ambassador.

The exceedingly cordial relations sub-

sisting Iw'twcen Mexico and the United

States are due in great measure to the tact

and popularity of Mr. Enrique Creel, Mex-
ican Ambassador at this capital. Mr. Creel

is one of the most influential men in Mexico,

in business affairs as well as in politic-.. He
is reputed to be the wealthiest man of his

country. His investments in mines, ajrricul-

ture, manufacturing, smelting, and banking
are known to be very heavy. He was elected

rnor of the State of Chihuahua in

.1 urie. and under Mexican law he is author-

ized to hold that office while serving as

Ambassador. The actual duties will be per-
formed by an Mlllug Governor, although all

matters of policy are referred to Mr. Creel.

A pergonal friendship has sprung up be-

tween Mr. Creel and Secretary Root, which

rorist itutes nn additional bond lietween the

two countries. The personal equation en-

ters into international relations to an extent

little appreciated by those who forget that

a L'overnment is. after all. a business con-

cern, managed by business men. Courtesy,
tact, companionability. wit. sympathy,—
these qualities are invaluable, even indis-

pensable in men charged with the manage-
ment of their country's relations with its

neighbors. The boor, the bully, and the
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bungler are as influential in a sinister way
as their opposites are for good. The diplo-

matic relations of a government may be lik-

ened to a ship of enormous tonnage, re-

sponsive to a rudder delicately hung. A
bungler at the helm will swing the ship to-

ward the rocks, and an able mariner will

swing her clear of danger, but in either case

the ship is under way, and her momentum
is not controlled by the helmsman. The alert

master on the bridge loses no time in chang-

ing steersmen when he discovers the bungler

t the wheel.

Some Light on a Delicate Situation of the

Past.

The singular expertness with which Baron

Speck von Sternburg, German Ambassador,

has managed his country's business in Wash-

ington gives the force of contrast to the

record of his predecessor, Dr. von Holleben.

This diplomat left Washington in disgust,

and the public impression was that he had

failed in an earnest effort to maintain cor-

dial relations between Germany and the

United States.

Von Holleben was not supposed to have

been guilty of any indiscretion. It was his

personality
—his manner, his mood, his

rough-nettle lack of tact which seemed to be

to blame. There was a touchiness about

Americans at that time, anyhow, where Ger-

many was concerned, on account of Admiral

Diedrich's incomprehensible attitude toward

Admiral Dewey in the Philippines a few

years before. So von Holleben's transfer

was regarded as part of the German plan
to cultivate better relations with the United

States, and to smooth over the irritation

caueed by the Diedrich incident. The truth

is, however, that von Holleben was guilty
of gross ind'seretion in an attempt to bully
the United Stales, and that his recall was

requested by this government.
While the United States was blockading

Cuba a German vessel was seized for trying
to run the blockade into Havana. The ves-

sel and cargo were turned over to a prize
court. As the cargo was perishable, it was
ordered that it should be sold and the pro-
ceeds kept in hand for further disposition

according to the judgment of the court. The
contention of the German owners and ship-

pers was that they were ignorant of the

outbreak of war between Spain and the

United Stales when the ship sailed from

Germany, and that there was no intention

to violate the laws of war. The question

pending before the court was whether a rig-

orous policy of seizure and forfeiture should

be pursued, or whether the plea of the Ger-

mans should be allowed. At this juncture
Herr von Holleben sent a letter to the De-

partment of State reading substantially as

follows:

"I am instructed by the Imperial German
Government to demand the immediate pay-
ment to the German claimants of the funds

now in possession of the prize court result-

ing from the seizure of the German steamer

The State Department controlled its tem-

per in replying to this bullying and insult-

ing missive. It uid not, of course, comply
with the demand. The ultimate result was

the recall of von Holleben. He did not

leave, however, for several years, and it

would be interesting reading if the State

Department files could be made to reveal the

extraordinary efforts made by the United

States Government to maintain peaceable
relations with Germany during a most try-

ing and critical period. Inasmuch as peace,
and not war, resulted from these efforts, the

true history of the German-American situa-

tion of 1898-1903 may never be made
known. It is enough to say that bullying
and blundering have been superseded by
frankness, consideration, and friendship.

The "Japanese Question."

Another instance of the effect of person-

ality upon international relations is shown

by contrasting the careers of Kogoro Taka-
hira and Siuzo Aoki as representatives of

Japan in Washington. Minister Takahira
was here for several years preceding the

war between Russia and Japan, and ended
his services by sitting as a peace commis-
sioner at Portsmouth. He was succeeded

by Viscount Aoki, the mission to Washing-
ton having in the meantime been elevated

from a legation to an embassy. Mr. Taka-
hira was a modest, diffident man, but ex-

tremely attractive to most Americans. He
formed close friendships with the officials

of this government, particularly with Sec-

retary Hay. He seemed to understand the

American character, and was able to enlist

American sympathies on the side of Japan
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whenever it situation arose during the war

in which his own statement was decisive.

Count Caaami, the Russian Ambassador, had

in the meantime lost the confidence of Sec-

retary Hay, who made DO concealment of

his dislike of t In- K 1 1
— i.-»ii diplomat. Thus.

np to tha time of Viscount AokPl arrival as

Japanaaa Ambassador, the tendency of the

American (iovernmenl was to sympathize
with Japan as against Ku— i;i. This attitude

if enormous importance to .Japan in the

final negotiation* «itli Roaaia.

Sinic \ - nt Aoki has heen in Wash-

ington there baa teen a steady impairment

of the cordial relations that formerly exist-

ed between Japan and the United States.

Id ports of this diplomat'- recall have been

frequent, naturally, as a result of his fail-

ill the asset of this nation's

friendship. That he will be mtpflliodwl by
an atnbaaaador more congenial to American

:- to he expected as wmn as the trans-

for SOD bo made without pausing too much
p orip. \ :-!' tint .\oki baa given proof of

hia earnest ile-ire to retain the good will of

Imeriean Government and people. Hi-*

failure as n diplomat has not resulted from

faulty acts, but rather from an inability to
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place himself in harmony with American

manners, methods, and habits of thought.

In the matter of his relationship with the

press, for illustration, he has been singu-

larly unable to appreciate the position of

the press in America, or to avail himself of

the favorable influence which it would nor-

mally exert. Consequently, the public has

formed perhaps an erroneous opinion of his

position and capabilities. But however er-

roneous the public opinion may be, the fact

that the public regards an ambassador cold-

Admiral Robley D. Evans, U. S. N.

ly is sufficient to cause his government to

make arrangements for his recall or trans-

fer. It would be an exaggeration to assert

that the friction between the United States

and Japan would not have occurred if the

Japanese Ambassador had exercised greater

skill, but it is unquestionably true that a

more popular and tactful representative
would have removed some of the causes of

friction.

Viscount Aoki's chief assistants in the

Embassy are Mr. Masanao Hanihara, First

Secretary, and Mr. Tsunejiro Miyaoka,
Counsellor. These young gentlemen are ex-

tremely popular, adaptable, and efficient,

and have done much to prevent embarrass-

ments arising from Ambassador Aoki's lack

of knowledge of American ways.
The "Japanese question," which occupied

the world's attention immediately after

the announcement by the Secretary of the

Navy on July 4 that the battleship fleet

would be dispatched to the Pacific, is cer-

tain to occupy the attention of Congress
next Winter. If the President does not

discuss Japanese relations in his annual

message
—and complete silence on such a

subject would be amazing—it will come up
in any event because of the demand of the

Pacific Coast for the effective exclusion of

Japanese laborers. As was pointed out in

the preceding number of The Pacific

Monthly, the Japanese Government has not

only declined to enter into pourparlers with

the object of framing a treaty of exclusion,

but it has not given its consent to such in-

effective exclusion as is now attempted by
the "United States. Not only is Japan op-

posed to the making of a treaty which will

place Japanese laborers on a par with Chi-

nese coolies, but it is determined that the

following paragraph of Article II of the

existing treaty shall be abrogated :

"It is, howevei-

, understood that the stip-

ulations contained in this and the preceding
article (relating to rights of residence, trav-

el, trade, etc.) do not in any way affect the

laws, ordinances, and regulations with re-

gard to trade, the immigration of laborers,

police and public security which are in force

or which may hereafter be enacted in either

of the two countries."

In an official article the Japanese Govern-

ment has caused it to be known that this

paragraph is now prejudicial to the highest
interests of Japan, for the reason that it

leaves the way open for action by the United
States tending to place Japanese laborers on

a plane with races deemed inferior, and
this with the consent of Japan. It is con-

tended that the chief fruit of the war with

Russia was not territory, but the prestige
that comes of proved prowess and advance-

ment in the arts of civilization. If the Jap-
anese are to be regarded as inferior in any
respect to the most advanced nations, the

war was fought in vain. Therefore, the
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Japanese (ioverument and peuple fee) that

condition! have ao changed bum tlie time

H'lien the treaty m signed that what was

acceptable tlii-ii i> intolerable DOW.
There is m> l.mger any pretense on the

part <if the I'nited States ( ioverument that

it i> negotiating an exehuion treaty with

Japan. It' such a course mn OfMB and
led any hope ol I «uccc-siul outcome,

viety of the Administration tronld l»e

bstantl; relieved. It it the knowledge thai

the two governments have reached an im-

steailily increasing, would lead to war. So

JMUMM must he kept out of the I'tiitint

States, aritfa Japan's eonaant if agreeable.
without it it' necessary.

It was this knowledge i>n die pari of the

I 'i.-i.lent and his counsellors that caused

them to push through the amendment pro-
viding for the exclusion of Japanaaa labor-

en Coming to the mainland from the insular

possessions or from foreign countries, with-

in din-i-t paaajinili tram Japan. This was
all that could lie accomplished at the last

Copyright by Cllndlnat. Washington.
•nt Diplomats of the Japanese Embassy at Washington. D. C. Washington Monument

in Background. Masanao llanihara, Secretary of Embassy, at Wheel.

on this vital question that gives such

keen interest to the movements of fleets and

the utterances of men in power. The Ad-
ministration knows, if the people of the

K.-i-t have not yet grasped the fact, that the

exclusion of Japanese laborers from the

Pacific Coast is necessary if permanent

peace is to be maintained with Japan. The
disturbances that have occurred already are

mere pnetmon of riotoaa iltmiimliiti'Wf

in case of the continued inlluv of Japanese.
and such demonstrations, with the tension

session, and it was hoped that it would be

satisfactory. A few months' trial has shown
how ineffectual the amendment is in pre-

venting Japanese lab. ran from Hawaii and

o from entering the I'nited States. It

is now perfectly apparent that if the Jap-
anese are to be excluded, laws must lie

enacted similar to the Chinese exclusion Beta,

covering identification, cases in transit, re-

turning residents, natives of Japanese par-

entage, and so on.

These ihin^ are mi apparent to residents
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of the Pacific Coast that they appear to be

already settled. But the East is ignorant

and indifferent as to such questions. It

clings to the old, old idea that opposition
to Japanese immigration is confined to a

few anarchists in San Francisco, and that

all the rest of the inhabitants of the Pacific

Coast are intimidated into acceptance of the

anarchistic hatred of the inoffensive and po-
lite little Japanese. It is an acute realiza-

tion of this stubborn Eastern ignorance, and

the firm belief that murderous riots will oc-

cur if the races are not kept apart, which

inspire the Congressional representatives of

the Pacific States to demand an effective

Japanese exclusion law. They know that

the East cannot or will not appreciate the

situation, and that the lesser evil of inhos-

pitable exclusion is to be preferred to the

certain clanger of war that would accompany
unchecked immigration of Asiatics. The
President evidently shares the Pacific Coast

view in its entirety, although weighty con-

siderations may prevent him from express-

ing his views with equal freedom. The

peaceful, equitable, honorable settlement of

the differences between the United States

and Japan, accomplishing the great object
of separating the races without offense, will

he a task worthy of the abilities of the most

gifted statesmen and diplomatists. If Pres-

ident Roosevelt achieves this task he will

have added another brilliant chapter to his

life story as it will be told in history.

Copyright by Clindinst, Washington.
Viscount Aoki.



iMiird Horn on an nrrtjitn Wheat Field,
the IfoNM /'.onr for Each.

Thlrtii-ttro Hornet Art

On the Hurricane Deck ofa Combine

By Fred Lockley

OT^^gZySlIK In-ill rises from the yel-

F*|j/| low stubble and the bare

I v E ^, I brawn rammer fallow in

fe M s shmunering waves. There

is a delicate, filmy veil of

mist toward the distant

mils. The droning bmn of the lesser folk of

the field near at hand mingles with the more

distant Mid subdued rumble and roar of the

combined harvesters in the ripened grain.

Like parallel lino ruled across a yellow

page are the glittering steel null of the

railway, which stretch into the distance

through llel.ls of golden grain that rival, in

color and in value, that famous meeting

place of the French and English kinL">. the

••Field of the Cloth of (i -Id."

floading southward from the depot there

ii i path Ihrongfa the wheat, biatap smooth

i»v the in. eeasined feet of the Indians com

inir in from Spring Hollow. As you follow

the winding path, the heavy headed wheal

brushes against your shoulder! or taps gen-

tly against your hat brim.

Break off one or two heads and rub out

the kernels in the palm of your hand—yon
will find the lierry is firm and plump. No
sign of shrinking here in spite of hot weath-

er and the direful prophecies of the calam-

ity-howlers. It will make from forty to

forty live bushels to the acre and

sixty to >i\ty OCM pounds to the bushel.

There is a gentle rustle and murmur on
all sides like the sound of Autumn leaves

whispering in the evening breeze. Look

closely and you will see it is caused by the

swaying wheat stalks as they nib u.

each other. Your shoulder brushes aside the

shoulder-high wheat, that lines the narrow
trail, with a swishing sound that seems as
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g the Wealth of a Thousand Golden Acres.

he instantly coiled around it and was thrown

onto the moving draper. He certainly had

the time of his life for a few seconds. The

draper took him up toward the machine

faster than he could crawl down, and a mo-

ment later you would have thought the

straw carrier was a branch of the Chicago

packing houses by the chunks of rattlesnake

that were coming out with the straw. But,

talking of fun, one day we scared up a rab-

bit. He gave a big jump. The reel swung
around, caught him in mid air, folded him

up neatly and dropped him on the moving
draper. Up he jumped, the reel swung
around, knocked him down, and every time

he poked up his head he got it whacked. The

draper took him on toward the machine out

of reach of the revolving reel. A second

more and we could have turned out canned

jackrabbit as a by-product, but we didn't

have a chance to label that rabbit as 'canned

jumps,' for he gave a jump that I guess
must have broken all amateur rabbit-jump-

ing records. Maybe you think he did n't go
some when he hit the stubble. He sure let

down his fourth leg."

As the header tender talked I kept my
eyes on the reel that kept throwing the

wheat stalks against the sickle blade and

then, when they were cut, throwing them on

the slat-covered canvas draper that carried

the grain into the mysterious inwards of the

machine. The first stream of grain you see

is mixed with chaff and stems, but after it

has felt the force of the air blast and passed

through several violently agitated screens, it

comes out free of all chaff and dirt.

Back of the header tender on the rear of

the machire stands the separator tender with

the badge of his office, a long, crooked-

necked oil can, in his hand. It is his duty
to see that everything is kept in smooth run-

ning order. He must replace chains that

have climbed off of their sprockets and see

that oil is used with a generous hand on all

bearings. By his side there runs a ceaseless

river of straw which flows over the end of

the machine, throwing up a cloud of dust

and chaff in lieu of spray. While the com-
bine stops for a moment to allow the sepa-
rator tender to oil a complaining bearing,
turn your gaze to the southward. There in
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the next field is another combine moving
ailing like some unwieldy and gigantic bee-

tle.

Beyond, like an emerald gem in a setting

Id, is a field of alfalfa brilliantly and

vividly green. Here and there a farm house

or a red-roofed barn given a touch of eolor

to the |T*yi and yellows, the russets and

browns which dominate the tandaea] a. The

yellow foreground merges into the brown of

the disiant foothills with a harmony that, de-

lights tha Winding, ribbon-like,

from the foreground into the distance where

it will marge its waters with those of the

Umatilla is the tree-fringed Wild Bona
with its leafy aisles and loaded pools where

the minnows chase their shadows through
the long Summer days and where the big

fellows tlo;ii lazily, keeping a wary eye
about for Hies and grasshopi

It requires no great stretch of the imag-
ination to fancy that we arc afloat in a

golden sea. Feel the b—Ting deck beneath

your feet as she takes the swell. The reel

that is revolving in the grain is the paddle,
we are a aide wheeler von ~ee. The header

tender constantly moving the wheel that

operates the sickle bar is the steersman,

while the driver is up on the bridge, keeping
bis watch. The horses, what are you going
to do about the horses? Oh. thev are a

aehool of porpoiaaa idling along in front of

the ves>el and the line of straw we are leav-

ing is our foam treated wake. Below deck,

sheltered from the sun and dust by canvas

eovar and r fas-

tening the sacks to the frame, pulling the

lever that lets the wheat How into them.

If there is a river of straw above, then

ban we knva, while n< t a river, at la

rivulet of wheal. The sack jigger shuts off

the stream of wheat, detaches the full MSI
and hands it to the wick sewer. The sunlight
Hashes on his bfl ad steel needle as he sews

the sack, t - cars ami tosses the 14<i

pound sack on the automatic dump.
•\\lc worfcf he answers. "No, this aim

work, just a little gentle exercise to stimu-

late my ap|cti Ml needs light ex-

civi-c like this when the thermometer is 1(H>

in the shade or his appetite is apt I

jaded. 1'nll your timepiece on us and s,.,.

how fast we handle the sacks."

I did so. and here is how it ran : The
sacks were tilled and passed (•

er. The first one 1 timed took twent]
sei Is to till, the next twenty li\c, then

twenty-four, thirty-three, and the last twen-

ty-three second*.

"We're tilling them pretty near two |.,

the minute,'' aays the sack sewer.

"That means from forty to forty-five

Rrndu for tka Freight Can.
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bushels to the acre, or I miss my guess, and

I 'm a pretty good shot at this sort of game,"
the sack jigger remarks, as he reaches for

another sack.

"See that long streak clear across the field

where the wheat dont grow so tall nor rank

as elsewhere?" asks the sack sewer as he

reaches forward to release the automatic

dump that drops the sacks of grain. "That 's

the old emigrant road. 1 wonder what those

old pioneers would have thought as they

toiled along over this desert of sagebrush
and barren waste fifty years ago if they

could have looked forward to seeing the land

they thought absolutely worthless raising

from forty to fifty bushels of wheat, year
in and year out, and selling for from $50 to

$100 an acre?"

I reached back of the sack jigger and took

from its hook the African water bottle, as

it is called, but which is merely a heavy can-

vas sack with an earthenware mouthpiece,

and took a long, satisfying drink. The sack

jigger reached forward and took it.

"Here 's luck," and he tipped up the can-

vas sack. He wiped his mouth on his sleeve

and said, "Well, sir, when I first come out

from Missoury that certainly got me—this

thing of taking out a sack of rocks for the

horses and a sack of water for the men. I

remember the first year I come out to Uma-
tilla County I worked with a fellow named

Charley. Say, Luck is a fickle jade, aint

she? Here I am still working for wages
and blamed if Charley aint a blooming bond-
holder. He kept leasing more and more

land, did n't own a foot cf land when he

started, till now he 's farming thirteen quar-
ter sections. He made over $12,000 above

expenses last year off of his wheat."

We swung around the corner and came
to a halt not far from the cook wagon.

"Pile off everybody. It 's dinner time,"
called the boss.

Where Once the Indian Camped the Wheat Now Waves.



A Protptclor in thr Cofptr Comity

Copper: The Slogan of South-
eastern Alaska

By Don Steffil

SSJgJOI
THKASTKKN ALASKA

1 - copper-crazy.

Qo to Ketchikan, Itevilla

,
Gigedo Island, the cen'er of

WfvA ''"' excitement pursuant to

l^^jjj t he search and development
of one of Nature's treasures, ask HsMI

laboring nien and the same answer invariably
meets all mtpdriea, "Gooa prospecting."
lliirli wages and steady employment is a

rule fail as inducpn:ents in the face of oppor-
tunities here to make a "stake'' in this south-

ernmost portion of Uncle Sam's northern

possessions.

Not content with sealing values in n coun-

try whose ruggaduMi blood km to the

Alps, Nature covered the rocky and treacher-

ous slopes with a jungle of trees, impene-
trable thickets and pain-dealing devil's clubs.

whose sharp-barbed and penetrating thorns

give akqamf warning that the key which un-

locks the treasure box is perhaps more ditli-

cult of access than in any other mineral belt

on the North American continent. Certain

it is that no African jungle presents more
formidable or dismaying as|iect* to him who
would

|
>enet rate its forbidding fastnesses

than does this straight-up-and-down, rock-

ridden, well-niirh impassable country, once

known as a "folly" and still retaining the

pseudonym in so far as it disconcerts and
ot'ttiiiies completely baffles diligent efforts

at prospecting and partial development.
ng here is a hardship, pitiful,

•inmanding. yet interesting in detail,

fascinating in its pursuit in this district

whose rank growth of vegetation, blanket-

like in its lohiveblie.t structure of interwove,.
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limb* iiiul brandies, stumps the eyesight at

a distance of one hundred feet and in some

places ten. It is made doubly difficult by
the solid network of underbrush that covers

the steep and precipitous crags, the bottom-

less, water-impregnated and deceptive mus-

kagees, through whose mire of ferns and

moss passage is impossible, the pitfalls

among the never-ending projections of rocks

and ledges, the fallen timber, the slippery,

slimy vegetation and the dank and loosely-

fixed moss which covers everything and gives

way under pressure of hand or foot. Couple

A Thlinget Totem Pole on Prince nf Wale*
Island. Under the Impenetrable Underbrush
Beyond Lies the Wealth of a Copper Croesus.

all this with a country which, paradoxical as

it may sound, has no soil, except a decom-

posed vegetation of shallow depth, where 180

inches of rain falls yearly, and then get over

it, or under it, or through it if you can.

Hundreds are trying. Some succeed
;

scores give up in disgust. Dozens try for

awhile, then take to the easier but less satis-

factory method of finding ore ledges by
beach-combing, while a few, persistent,

dogged, determined, stoical to the painful
slaps with which Nature so brutally pun-
ishes—alone, feelings stunted by privation.

the senses calloused, staggering, struggling,

lighting day after day, month after month
with the mockery and cunning of the earth's

surface—these few sink their picks into pay
streaks. A copper prospect has been found,
and from it generally a "stake'' is made.

This is Southeastern Alaska. It includes

Prince of Wales Island, 125 miles long,

whose mean width of fifteen miles is merely a

guess, owing to the hash-like chopping to

which its shores have been subjected by in-

numerable inlets, canals, arms and bays; Re-

villa Gigedo Island, on which is Ketchikan
;

Gravina Island and numerous smaller islands

in the immediate vicinity of the ones men-
tioned. From the viewpoint of development,
Prince of Wales Island, no part of which is

said to be more than five miles from salt

water, holds first place. This is due in large

part to some of the remarkably valuable

mineral deposits discovered by beach-com-

bers, and the proximity of these properties
to the ocean and transportation facilities.

Copper discoveries in Southeastern Alaska

date back to 1889 or thereabouts; but it was

not until a few years ago, when the metal

found new channels of utilization in the

commercial world and the value rose steadily,

that early discoveries were developed and

prospecting for new fields became expensive.

The comparatively recent recognition of cop-

per values is more forcibly shown by the fact

that as late as 1002 numerous copper ledges
had been discovered and abandoned by pros-

pectors who were looking for free gold-bear-

ing properties. But the past few years has

seen these copper claims bought and sold, de-

veloped, and many of them turned into rich

mines producing tons of metal of low, me-
dium and immensely high values.

Discoveries of copper ledges in this coun-

try, similar to discoveries in other mineral

regions, have been accidental in many cases.

There is the old story of the Niblack mine.

How a storm-driven fishing smack, while

attempting to cross the Straits of Clarence,

dropped anchor in a bay at the base of
Niblack Mountain. The next day, while

walking through the brush a short distance

from the beach, the fishermen found float

and soon traced it back to an exposed cop-
per ledge, high up on the peak. The claim

was staked and later sold to Eastern capi-

talists, who have since converted it into one
of the richest copper mines in the d :

striei.
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Kiirht years ago John Westlake, an old

prospector, who had roamed tkroogfl mineral

district- iii.m Minnesota to British Columbia

for nearly twenty years, -at down one day
on a ridge at the head of .Mineral Lake in

the North Arm country, l'rince of Wales

Island. Two other pmtpwton wen- across

the canon, a short distance away. While

Westlake was talking to them the treacher-

ous moss beneath him slipped from the rocks

and exposed a ledge of eopper. Hut v

lake, like others at that time, was searching
for free '.'old. and. although he staked a claim

found the copper cropping! mi the edge of

the lake while combing the beach. 9 I

months ago, after the property had changed
hand-, several time- only to be turned down
as worthless, Tacoma capital was interested

and development began. The ground was
•"skinned" aliing the ledge leading hack In

the little cabin, and within a stone's throw of

ack which had homed di-eourageinent
and futile efforts for many weeks, over

$40,000 worth of ore was taken from within

a few feet of the surface in less than four

months.

1 ' k<i n IC'iUla tityedo Island. A Hustling ConMMWM Town of 1,600 Inhabitant*. Ilutlt

by the Copper Industry in Southeastern Alaska.

around the mineral he had thu- accidentally

found, it was not until a year ago that Port-

land capital took hold of the property, which

c remarkable values, nin-

1 1 i ri •_- into the millions, not alone in copper,
but in gold, silver, zinc and galena as well.

Two mile- down the lake from this point
there is a log cabin, built by pros|>ector8

eight yea is ego. A rich ledge of copper, un-

discovered at that time, lies twenty-tive feet

to one side ami dips under the JuUHtop, a

few feet beneath the surface, where the men
walked over it for months. Three-quarters
of a mile farther east the same prospectors

And there are dozens of other similar l ales

of the accidental manner and peculiar ways
in which Nature has given forth her secrets;

but they are part and parcel id' tinning life

anywhere, and take but a sccoudan place in

this country.

Beachcombing', owing to the well-nigh im-

paaaable condition of the heavily-timbered
and brush-covered mountains, has played a

more or les- prominent part in the discovery
of copper ledge*. The work of beach-comb-

ing involves nothing more than the tedious-

neee of rowing a boat or running a launch

eJoat enough to the shore to enable one to
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Southeastern Alaska Indians En Route to a Tribal Gathering. Prospectors Often Find Their
Huge Dugout Canoes a Convenience for Transportation.

scan the rocks which everywhere project into

the water. Where the formations change in

a likely looking manner, prospecting is done

to determine whether ore exists in the con-

tact of the different walls. At other times

ore ledges crop out of the water along the

beaches in pla'n view of the prospector, mak-

ing it unnecessary to do any considerable

amount of work to determine the length, size

and values of the ore body. This done, how-

ever, the prospect becomes a "wild cat,"

with the result that dozens of these inanimate

animals in the past few years have been de-

veloped into rich properties.

But beach-combing is a system of prospect-

ing which at best can be but superficial, and

goes a long ways toward establishing the fact

that Southeastern Alaska is still to a great
extent unprospected. There is unlimited

ground for the assertion that valuable min-

eral deposits will be found in its massive and

rugged mountains for a century and more to

come. Even now there are numerous in-

stances of rich properties being found, and
which are now developing into extensive and

valuable mines, at points only a few hun-

dred feet from the beaches which had bepn
combed time and time again. Ledges at these

places did not come in contact with the

water. They either dipped in another direc-

tion or exposed themselves on a bluff or

point removed perhaps only a few rods from
the sea, but hidden from view by the dense

and impenetrable undergrowth. But the

time has come now when the greater part
of this insular district has been combed, and

interior prospecting, necessarily slow and
therefore more thorough, will steadily push
to the front better mines than have been de-

veloped from prospects found along the

beaches.

It is no wonder, therefore, that South-

eastern Alaska, developing speedily either

by one way or the other, with ever-increasing
values as substantiation, boasts of a territory
of fabulous riches, which time alone, com-

bined with studied and untiring effort, will

disclose to the world. Hence the new dis-

ease of "Copperitis," as the sour-doughs (old

Alaska residents) have termed the fever of

copper-hunting and prospecting which af-

flicts both young and old alike and places

ordinary labor at a premium.
Ketchikan itself is an extraordinary fine

example of the industrial worth emanating
from the "disease" and the more significant

and extended symptoms of development work
in these islands.

Six years ago J. W. Stedman built the

first store on the rocky coast of Revilla

Orgedo Island. A few of the "first citizens"

(Thlinget Indians) lived there at the time,
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and cared far the I Hiding-post which Mired
as a stopping-place for the faking smacks

plyi"'-' in neighboring waters. Four jmn
utter the Klondike rush of l s ' ,s

. the copper
fever fastened Itself on the Ketchikan dis-

trict, and since that lime a town of 1,500 in-

habitants lias stretched itself and its board

streets along the shelf of rocks overlooking
!--. Narrows. It is the commercial cen-

ter now of a vast territory extending for

miles m .\er> direction.

IfodCin it is in every sense of the

word; a complete and inconceivable disap-

pointment to tourist- from the States who,

possessed of the usual ideas regarding Alaska

mining camps, anticipate seeing a town of

shamble huts, log cabins, a few Esquimaux

dogs, "huskies" they call them, and a town

overrun with aboxginiei and lawless charac-

l!ut instead, here are modern dwelling!
and business bheks, hotels with room ap-

pointments eipial to some of the best in

Seattle, electric lights and steam heat from

pipes in the street, and a hustling, cosmo-

politan, intelligent population, ebvming

origin from practically every state and ter-

ritory in the I'liion, and an orderly and

inmunity, whose chief faults

are love of work and intense dislike for the

shiftless. The twenty-four-hour-a-day hum
of busy sawmills, fighting time in an effort

to supply lumbar for the numerous mines

in the district, a half-dozen wharfs piled

high with machinery ami other material,

dozens of deck-hands loading end unloading
merchant vessels, and newsboy-, -campering

through the streets, shouting the names of

new -papers received from some ship which

but the moment before tied up to the dock.

completely any previous idea that

Southeastern Alaska is far removed from the

rest of the universe, negligent in ambition,

or side stepping the march of progress or the

development of the hidden resonTCN of

copper.
No great length of time elapaea in this

country of geological, hydroirraphical and

physical surprises without recording some
new liml which almost invariably forms the

nucleus of a camp; then later the enlistment

of capital from Seattle, Portland, Tacoma, or

some of the Kastern money centers, all of

which era largely represented in this infant

mineral tield. Then logins the building of a

small town whose population, with the

promptness of mercury in hot weather, rises

steadily from zero to one hundred end

larger numbers in less than the length of

time conveyed in the "mushroom o\er

night" expression.

King Copper nigae. The atmosphere is

heavy with it; conversation hinges on it; it

•Over the Range/ in the Interior, the I'rnnpector Find* Steep Mountain*, but So Foreits With
Discouraging Undergrowth.
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sweeps fore and aft
;

it instills more anima-

tion into the animated spirit of the com-

munity's life and existence. There can be no

failure in it. Copper here is a living,

pulsing, invigorating substance. Its death

would mean destruction to the whole sphere
over which its scepter sways. The newcomer
breathes it, hears it, feels it, sees it. Copper
is the god of this cut-and-slashed, jammed-

togrether salt water region. It is worshipped
as gold is worshipped in Nome and the Klon-

dike, because analogically in the brief space
of months it has built and made Ketchikan,
erected the smelters at Hadley and Copper
Mountain, built towns and created postoffices

at Niblack, Salzer, Dolomi, Baldwin and a

score of other places, torn riches out of chaos

and founded a thrifty, wealthy and inde-

pendent province in the wettest, most ob-

stinate and wholly impossible portion of

the domain once nicknamed "Seward's
ice-box."

A Remarkable Totem at an Indian Grave in the Copper Country.
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The Whine of the Wheels

By .hick Jungmeyer
Illustrations by tin- Author

When .in. m.i. - in mid intetmwullu with peril and death honoring
at one's elbow th> mutt be impi ..•/.' 8uch \

ha*

touched mi. unit 01 / "htaf ma tndJett, stealthy t and Hurt- about the land I

am t/lml nf juril a- ../' a rough imi desirable oomrt futtg voicing its dirt proph-
hideout deed* in tkt etunk of moving wheel* and croaking eoachee—a* it

often the manner of the strong icith the pi. -muni. i tank but. neverthelett
, bringing in

hectoring forgetfulnet* of the ttranot uoarninot and feawt that haunt me md
are akin to the i/carnim/ for fleet ing life nml tin dread <,f approaching tleatli. I'nufi-

dent in inn -In iii/tli nml .milium that I shall /ire in I under mm condition ami with any
e, .mm. i. i ,-he. i-'iiiiii contort with tin whining steel thai ting* me a bitter-eweet bur\

song mnl whisper* ever of death until the tale grow* ii.iiiiniiii anil port
'• appall.

The a heels hare moulded of me a thing which I an- not befon I .aim under theit spell,

and then irill thapo me to a being tomorrow which I am n it today. Each .landestine

ride I take with them exert* Upon me its -ublli touch nf change, a change nf which I

grow aware only at long intervals. the touch which makes for

transformation i- -. I.nieii ami brutal that a certain ride on pilot, brakebeam.

bumper, or truck marks an tpoth in my ragrmit tXA is the madness to

be eonetanttff riding marl.- a h. It is in these unu-unl , rperi-

enees 'hat ma eyes are for the time cleared and I get a
/•• UpOU myself stif-

nt tn brinn realization of uhat I am and trhat I am likehi to become. Such lucid

moment- are HI, birth-throe* and the knowledge born of them brings deepi and
sickness of toul becoun tin revelation is that of a disappearing ship to a spent swim-
mer floundering in a wide MO. /' was in the Western desert thai tin trig

imaged of such epoch muting rides occurred.

^PW^J' 1, r.ipi'l. ceaseless whip nf

r ^ ii Q/X '• • Hying inula nag n my
- w £. I ana like a wail nf menace—

1 huM t it waa the anger-snarl of

steel -_r ra t i ii ur spoil steel in

ilit- lnr.li'ii nf unwilling and
excessiw motion, the pain-thim mechanical.

As the minutes passed il •_t:«.1ii.«II v became a

scream, high-pitched, fearfid. appalling,

vaguely portending the advent of something
untoward !

I dung, ami and tag, t<> the rear ranning-
gear of an express car attached to one of the

fast Western mail trains as it s|>ed on its

Mated paaaaga eeroaa New Mexico. I hung
to the outside of the truck (on the part ot

aar aitiilliuj outside tlie wheels), a

decidedly precarious hanghold. which, due to
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a peculiar combination of events, and a cer-

tain accidental disposition of lighted areas,

watchful brakemen, coaches, and a locomo-

tive searchlight back at the station of Santa

Rosa, I had been forced to accept as a last

resort in my determination to catch that sec-

tion of fast service out of the little desert

town. This position under the coach, where

I had stowed but seldom in all my wander-

ing, and never, previous to this night, on a

mail train, makes decidedly uncomfortable

riding at the best. In hoisting to the posi-

tion only impulse and the hunger to be gone
had spoken, and it was not until the train

was beginning to steam furiously down the

farther slant of a considerable rise of land

beyond the town that tardy deliberation be-

gan to lift into evidence and to suggest
doubts.

In the parentage of the impulse there

had been no thought as to the long dis-

tances which intervene between desert

towns at which mail trains stop. In

a few minutes we would arrive at the

next station and I could exchange my un-

comfortable and dangerous position for one

on deck of one of the coaches, on the

"blind," if the lights and the brakemen were

favorably disposed this time, or perhaps on

the inner frame of the truck, where I often

rode in gloomy obscurity and comparative

security
—so I had thought as the train

moved away from the Santa Rosa station a

few minutes previous.
For perhaps a quarter of an hour the

train had been steaming upward toward the

crest of a considerable lift, winding slowly
and heavily, but had now gained and passed
the summit of the ridge and was making the

long descent with momentarily increasing

speed. Farther back among the hills—be-

fore I had caught it at the station—it had
been compelled to delay for nearly two
hours while a wrecked freight was being
cleared from the track, and in consequence
was intent on regaining lost time. So the

speed became furious now, the trucks and
wheels fairly ravening in their screams,
while the responsive clicking of the rail

joints increased like the quick tripping of a

runner's heart.

The hazard of my impulsive venture be-

gan to assume grave proportions as the

speed of the train became almost that of

lifting flight in its charge down the long

decline. From the locomotive flashing on

ahead, reeling drunkenly, came an occasional

eager bellow, torn quickly from the iron

muzzle by its own speed and echoed by the

shrill plaint of the flying wheels. Crouched
on the running-gear, clinging desperately, I

hardly knew whether it was the volley of

cinders which were constantly whipping my
face, or whether it was not rather the wild

shriek of the friction music—which seemed
to impinge sensibly not alone on the auditory,
but on all the nerve ends of my body—that

lashed and stung me until tooth set upon
tooth began to grind, and heated muscles to

ripple, with the chill of physical anguish!
Within the bone walls of my brain the roar-

ing and throbbing was as mad as that eddy-
ing about them without. I shouted and

laughed in a wild frenzy of overspilling
nerve-rack while the blood in my veins

swelled and leaped to the rhythm of the

wheels—I was again stealing my way along
one of vagrancy's beaten paths, and the go-

ing was none too certain !

The discomfort of my peculiar position
soon grew to be almost unbearable in its

torture.

My weight was supported principally on
a heavy chain that depended in a swing
from the floor of the coach to the truck

frame, and in part by the left knee resting
on the journal-box. My right leg was hoisted

and supported by the foot, stirruped in the

angle of the supporting rod where it joins
the end of the car, and my elbow further

assisted in maintaining the equilibrium by
being hooked over an iron step that de-

pended under the side baggage door. I

dared not move my left foot or thigh for
fear my wind-blown clothes would be caught
by the forward wheel of the truck which
was spinning fearfully close—in which event

my return to dust would have been instantly
and thoroughly accomplished! Especially
had I to exercise the utmost vigilance when
the train took the sharper curves at high

speed. The journal-box, too, was quivering
and jouncing so violently that it was with

utter difficulty that I kept my knee fixed

upon it.

Once the thigh just above the knee was

severe^' pinched, when the iron box jumped
high in its open adjustment-slot, catching
the flesh between the lid of the journal and
the top of the slot. This suggested possi-
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hilitics of the maimed existence for which I

had always felt ;i particular honor, and I

en mure cautions than before and con-

sequently by as much toon uncomfortable.

Hesiile all this painful tension and caution

the in ns and the chains m beginning to

cut into the llesh. not only torturing tie

nerve, but stepping the flow of blood as

well. I was in a decidedly bad way. My
hilarious shunting of I few minutes he-

knig MTOM the dark miles in a

flashing tunnel of noise, waking the sleepy,

star watched waste with slanging '

the ^lare of the opened firebox, skyward
thrown, when it cried for fuel. At lengthy
intervals little lighted stations with their

huddle of shanties and 'dobe shelters had
I qnickly rearward, puling from the

gloom ahead to the blackness In-hind like the

sudden glowing of bugs liretl

/ Was .lyiioi Kt'nhnij M / MVii. llrtltt II /'iir/n

t turned to vague mutterings of

profanity.
Hut the very evident and obvious da

were as nothing to the purely incidental

peril which eventually developed, gradually
and menacingly. M «• ~ped farther into the

desert and the night
It must have been near midnight that it

We had been tracking OK without

Stop for what had seemed interminable

of these stations we had slowed perceptibly
and I could hear the swish of the off-thrown

mail sack arrested in its flight, but since

leaving Santa Rosa the train had not

stop) eil. nor had it slowed sufficiently to ad-

mit of my swinging frdhi my panh without

imminent risk to life. There was nothing
for it but that I must cling grimly on and

wait for some station master to flag a stop,
or until the engine's belly should demand a
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draught from one of t he infrequent desert

tanks. The roar and drum of the wheels

had at length deadened my hearing until the

vibration \v;i.s no longer felt by the ear as

sound, but as a hammering pressure which

seemd to tear the very membranes at the

base of the ear into shreds and to jar the

brain until I was shaken into a sullen stupor
in which sensation seemed to recede to an

infinite distance as though it were no longer
concerned with me. How long this stupor
lasted I do not know.

Suddenly I started into acute shuddering
consciousness!

Distinct above the monotonous roar in my
ears I caught a shrill, screaming whine that

ripped directly through the woof of the

other sounds as a rapier pierces canvas, and

though I could not immediately comprehend
its meaning, I started as though the sound
had been an actual blade piercing my flesh.

My senses awakened with a shock and
flashed instantly taut; there was something
sinister in that sustained scream, and I felt

the sudden outbreaking of the gooseflesh
over my body and the creep of the scalp fol-

lowing immediately. I began then to divine
what terrible thing was about to be'.enacted.

I felt rather than saw it, the hideous thing;
there under me, from the heart of the jum-
bled shadows and the flying dust I beheld

tragedy growing and shaping itself, grimly,
malignantly, surely.

It was death; hissing death; blistering,

screeching, horrible death, glaring at

me with hungering, blood-shot eyes, lick-

ing up at me with a thousand fiery

tongues which I might not escape. Slowly,
with the patience of confidence, it writhed
into shape, into something tangible, there

among the wheels, coming between me and
life ever more surely until at length I came
to full comprehension and understood the

meaning of the shrill voice completely. For
a moment then my brain went absolutely
numb and empty. Courage and control fled

and maniac screams rivaling those other
shrieks of the steel burst uncontrolled from
my lungs in the gasps that cany the death-

frenzy.

The wheels danced and laughed and yelled

wildly while they wove their web of destruc-
tion about me. At last my only remaining
comrade had turned upon me. raising a knife

to plunge it into my vitals, gloating fiendish-

ly at my terror and impotence for a moment

before striking! I was only dully aware that

it was I who was screaming and that the

hands which suddenly felt so bony and

palsied in their fierce grip of the iron bars

were my own. By the might of my brain

and by the cunning of my clasping legs and

arms I had long dominated in my compan-

ionship with the treacherous steel, but at

length steel was prevailing over mind and

sinew.

In a moment I felt a quick shrinking and

exhaustion, and lay quiet, panting with open
mouth ; sensibility was momentarily spent.

Mechanically I spat the cinders from my
dried tongue, swallowing not a few in the

effort and tasting their bitterness far down
the throat. A strange period of calm inter-

• vened when my body seemed already dead,

but the mind was acutely alive. The remain-

ing physical sensibility was concentrated in

the lips and the tongue; they tasted the cold

brine of the sweat that trickled down my
face so copiously that even the furious drive

of the wind could not check its flow. For a

space my gaze ranged wistfully out over the

desert as- one gazes mayhap for the last time

on the things he has most loved of life, ap-

pealing, too, for deliverance to the great

impersonal void that hung so sweet and still

in the embrace of night.

A strange radiance had come over the

world. Above the distant fringe of the

desert ranges the moon was just lifting in a

wonderful glory and majesty, defining the

distant peaks and mesas in vague silvery

traceries against the far rim of things, and

bringing the near buttes out of the night
—

sphinx-like guardians of the ancient land.

The night had been delivered of its darkness.

Was there no deliverance for me?
In the sky a multitude of stars trembled

and the wind whistling past my face had

grown cool and moist with the breath of the

dew and the spiced exhalations of the desert.

Presently, remote and elusive as a mist, out

there among the blue, smoky domes and sil-

vered reaches, I saw a dim pageant of all

my past days form and move with me down
'he long moon-lit aisles, speeding as the

train sped
—for life might snuff out quickly

now and there was urgency for haste even

in this last review of the army of memories.

I followed the pageant eagerly, through its

devious and weary stragglings up its little
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slope nt' being to the apex of meagre attain-

ment and then downward, more and more

swiftly, alonjr the sordid decline, coming
finally to this vanishim: point under the

wheels of a mail train in the traitt Bvafa

an end of things—
But. after all, the whine .if the wheels

had been the real long to which my life bad
been iitltineil the burden-whine — whv

human breath of life seemed the insignificant

wraith that it is.

at my gaze rested

out there on the momi-whitened sand,

ciiiioeined with its hnwjrmg and reflec-

tH'ii in reality it had been perliap- a

bundled eeeond*. A dim BgaTC Manding
forth from the ghostly pageant with a

trumpet at his lips was blowing an outcast's

The llrmrrt Wa- MHl Urim nnrf SHU Ttuit Uornlip.

shoulil my life imt now go out in its weird

strain in this lonely (pot and hour!

Thet lathing big and eternal in the

grim sonir. in the -.wilt motion of flight, and
in the wide IpaeM about me that exalted

me for the moment above the fear of

death, (lot here in the great i|iiiet night,
alone with the lonely things of earth and

sky where rest and patience and eternity
dwelt, it did imt M'em bitter or bard to die;

.1 little "taps." faintly, like the echo of a

ringing in the halls of the mind. It

was the end of thingal I had lived like

a thing; I would die as a man
should ilie, silently and with unflinchinv.

dignity !

My this time the journal-box was beeom-

ing ln>t and I was constantly shifting my
knee. Wisps of oily moke were occasion-

ally hviating up into my face from the mesh
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of flying wheels and whirled in the eddying

wind. As suddenly as it had died a few

minutes previous, sensibility and clamoring

fear shocked into being again.

I was so horribly unready to die, 10

come to an end of things; even the

end of such sordid, miserable things as

constituted the weave of my vagrant's

existence! I closed my eyes while the

wild screams shook me again like an

ague. And again came calm; a waiting, and

a counting of time by quick heart-beats; a

hoping of doomed men's hopes. Then curses,

terrible, withering, di-ipped slowly and care-

fully, word on word, from my hot, cinder-

fringed lips; blasphemies I did not suspect

of having a harbor in my soul, so strange

and exotic were they!
The smoke, coming now in volumes, was

puffed from the journal-box upon which my
knee was resting. In this journal the wheel

axle rides within the clasp of two brass

pieces packed in oiled tow, which keeps the

axle lubricated. The box under me, prob-

ably in the excitement and haste engendered

among the railway employes at Santa Rosa

by the freight wreck of the early evening,
had been neglected and now, under the ex-

cessive and long sustained speed of the train,

was rapidly becoming dry and heated—it was

developing the familiar hot-box. Usually
such an occurrence meant merely a new set

of brasses for the box; this time it probably
meant my death as well. In a very short

time the heated tow and steel must burst

into flame which I could not fend or avoid,

and I would be grilled where I hung, pro-
vided I did not prefer to drop under the

churning wheels. I lay trying to decide

which death would be the easier when the

nerves could no longer endure the agony of

heat. The mind counseled to let go and

drop; death would be easier and quicker
under the wheels or against the ragged cor-

ners of the sleepers than in the clutches of

this hideous thing; but the body said, "Wait,
not yet !" and clung to its hold the more firm-

ly, defying the mind now coward grown.
I still hoped in the possibility of the train

coming to a stop before (he torture of the

heat should become unbearable. But that pos-

sibility must come suickly. Already the iron

adjacent to the journal, a shoulder of iron

upon which I had managed with infinite risk

and effort to partially support my leg, was

becoming hot by contact and I could no

longer bear the burn of it against the thigh.

With another violent effort I shifted my
weight until I could rest the heavily shod

foot on the iron where the thigh had been.

This brought relief from the heat, momen-

tarily, but increased the strain on the

cramped muscles to the agonizing point. The

relief from the heat, too, was only for a mo-

ment; it was only an instant until I began
to feel the heat rising through the leather to

the nerves of the foot. I could not shift

again
—my shod foot could bear a greater

degree of heat than any other part of my
body. I must sacrifice my foot, even if I

should not die!

With that thought came my last fierce, be-

seeching outcry for existence—unmanned
existence. At the same instant a sharp blast

rang from the engine hushing absolutely

my feeble wail for being in its raucus blare.

A little red tongue licked up at me from the

blistering axle for the space of a heart-beat,

and the wheels laughed again demonaically.

With that I think I began to sob deeply in

my helplessness and misery. My foot, I was

certain, had already begun to char, although
the pain became more crucial with each suc-

ceeding instant. There was an odor of singe-

ing leather mingled with the smoke of tow

and brass.

Another shriek from the engine
—two—

and a shiver ran through the train while

the brakes groaned in their labor. For a

breath I almost forgot my pain, peering anx-

iously ahead. The train was slackening

speed. . . . Were they coming to a stop?
A wild hope shot through my agony. . . .

But where were the station lights? . . .

My God ! Were they mocking me—were they

jesting with me in this hour of anguish?
There was no station, not even a tank where

I could have cooled my foot. ... God !

my foot! . . . Wait, was that a light?
. . . Only a star—nothing but the desert !

But they were unmistakably slowing. If

only they would— !

The thought cooled me like a dash of cold

spray in the face. The telegraph poles slip-

ping past in the gloom interpreted the speed
of the train as being no more than ten miles

per hour; that was not fast, and the sand

along the track was soft—anyway a broken

leg was better than the agony of this heat

which held sure death ! Life and the fierce
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• r for it came back to me in a tremen-

while another red tongue of

death licked at my thigh. Things cleared

and steadi' ••art leaped anew, pump-
ing a great flood of blood to my throat. Just

then the brakes again released their clamp
on the wheels, the exhaust of the engine- be-

gan to bark anew, and the train's speed was

again on the increase; the train had merely
lowed for one of those unaccountable rea-

sons which only engine-drivers can explain.
The moment for action had come— 1 must

do it ! Of extreme distress came extreme

ration. With a last gathering of

muscle-strength I pulled myself back from,

and clear of, the chain and the confining

rods, bung a moment while my feet sought a

quick footing on the great springs of the

coach, my sinews steeling taut like the iron

about tbem, and flung myself with a mighty
headlong lunge out and away from the grind-

; evilish wheels, and went sprawling into

the sand and the cacti, where the world

rocked and split asunder and closed over me
with a hot, blood-red blur that stung—and
tasted lib

When I opened my eyes and sat stiffly

u
|

> in the sand a thin yellow sword was

cleaving the eastern hills from the lower

hem of the heaven, and somewhere afar a

lone coyote was lifting its dawn cry. As I

sat bewildered at my strange environs, my
troubled gaze fixed stupidly on the sand, an

immense beetle with glossy wing-covers

•glint with the splendor of orange that was

beginning to touch the crests of the farther

bills, scrambled across my foot, half-buried

in the sand, and trailed clumsily away.
. . . My foot ! Remembrance flashed up
quick at that, and I groaned as the pain
awakened in the blistered flesh.

The desert was very grey and grim and
still that morning; wrought of the night's
moisture the scent of woody vegetation lin-

gered in the quiet air that was slowly clear-

ing of its shadows. The hills, turning their

faces to the east expectantly, seemed to wait

and presently those about the morning gate
of the day grew darker and more clearly de-

Bnad while those in the west began to grow
soft and luminous. A distant bird song,
tentative and drowsy at first as a dream,
then more confident and ringing! It was
the meagre life of the waste awakening to

another period of weary struggle and hot

quest of existence. Slowly the purple shad-

ows flowed to the lower levels, lying in the

draws and hollows of the earth, sinking

finally into the sand as had sunk the ancient

sea in ages gone. Breezes began to rise and

play. A first long shaft of sunlight shot

across the eastern rim and laid its cheer at

my feet like a shining path across the barren.

A new day was at hand!

I cast my eyes about me wearily, seeking
a siirn. Far to the south a thin white wraith

1 upward into space. I watched it anx-

iously for a moment. Was it— ! . . . No,

merely a wisp of the dissolving morning
mist.

Again I scanned the horizons, lingeringly
and with closest care. There was no sign

—
only two buzzards floating in wide circles

against the western heaven, high above the

world and its concerns, in the upper calm.

Finally they, too, vanished.

I arose with painful effort to find myself
bruised and blistered and torn, although no

bones were broken nor ligaments torn. Bon
and there on parts of the exposed skin clung
a dull red macadam of sand and dried blood.

My foot was throbbing heavily and bursting

with the pain within the binding shoe. Slit

ting away all the superfluous leather, leaving

but a mere sandal upon which to walk, I tied

a rough poultice of cool cactus pulp about

the raw flesh with the sleeves of my shirt and

started to limp painfully and slowly down
the long steel track.

My walk down that interminable stretch

of track when I had discovered myself un-

broken of bone and thew; my walk on a

badly scorched, swollen foot that brought a

flinch with each step or thought of step; my
walk across that immense bowl of desert

through which the railway led like a tortuous

fault from one brim to the other; my walk

under a withering sun and in the blinding

reciprocal glisten of the packed sand until

the coyotes again came out at even—this is

one of my wean*, distorted memories. Mut-

tering the things men mutter aloud when
alone and weary unto death, I came at length

beyond the southern horizons to a human

habitation, to the hovel of a railway-tank

keeper, built under the shelter of the im-

mense reservoir filled with coolness and life,

where in return for the unvarnished and

plainly corroborated truth I found kindly
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benevolence, a loaf of bread and a blanket,

as well as an effective dressing for my burns,

and—surprising
—more water than I could

drink even when I buried half my head in

the cool burden of the tank and drank not

alone with the lips, but through the nostril?

and with every crying pore of the parched
skin!

"That ought to learn you, pardner," the

tank-keeper observed as he watched me eat

his bread and mustard sardines, "to keep

shy o' ridin' trains in that way. 0' course,

that experience o' your'n was the fault o'

them lazy roustabouts back there at Santy

Rosa, and aint likely to happen ag'in in a

hundred year, but it 's bad bus'ness at best,

bad bus'ness! Take my tip and leave it be

when you get to Paso—if that 's where

you 're a-goin' !"

I said nothing in reply. I had looked deep
within the kindly eyes of the man with the

intent gaze of one seeking comrade thoughts
behind strange faces, but had caught no re-

sponsive glimmer to the hungry question my
eyes had mutely asked of his. So I munched

my bread and sardines, and looked at the

bandage on my foot with unstirring eyes
while mine host admonished in his direct

way.

Those were strange, long, hot days that I

spent in the keeper's little hut while my feet

healed. The desert shivered under the com-

passing heat and there was rarely a sound to

break the awful stillness—and sound, above

all else, I craved. At night the shadows of

the desert wolves prowled near, stealing from
the ghostly forest of giant palm cacti, rais-

ing mournful voices to the stars, and some-

times a faint rumble would grow out of the

silence, pass in the rising clamor of shriek-

ing wood and steel and steam and wheels,

that vanished quickly down the trail of rails,

and die again to silence more desolate and
unbearable than before.

Between the open friendliness of the

keeper and me there hung a muffling cur-

tain which I could not lift.

One calm evening we were sitting over our

pipes
—the keeper had offered me the service

of one of his old briers, since my own had
been broken with my plunge out upon the

sand from the train—looking out across the

western expanse of desolation through which

we might see the first evidence of approach-

ing trains. The keeper had finished his

day's routine of duties. We had not been

talking much; both of us—presumably-
busied with thoughts which kept the lips

closed over them like a trap. Presently the

man roused himself, looked long and earnest-

ly at me as though in silent debate about

some matter that puzzled him and said, not

unkindly :

"Why in thunder do you do it, anyway?
I never could make out," he resumed, '"what

fun you fellers c'd see in rampagin' around

the country like that, without knowin' where

your next meal was a-comin' from ner whar

you was a-goin' to sleep of a night, riskin'

life and limb for nothin', havin' no place

you can call home, and knowin' that everyone

is ag'in' you worse than them poisoned toad-

stools! Why do you do it, pardner, I'd

like to know?"
I looked at the man suddenly in dim be-

wilderment, at him and beyond him in

startled thought
—why, indeed?

I had never before articulately framed an

answer to that question; in fact, I had never

even formulated a complete thought upon
the matter which would have served as an

answer to such question had my own mind

demanded it. With me it had simply been

a hot following of a lure, unquestiongly,

and I could hardly conceive that this prompt-

ing and these vague calls could be rationally

analyzed and discussed. My mind was vainly

trying to cut into its own depths, to probe

them in quest of the mysterious changes I

had for some time been dully aware had

taken place there at the centre of self. Com-

prehension dawned slowly from bewilder-

ment; from the open door I followed the

slow downward course of a planet until its

glimmer touched the darkened crest of the

western mesa before I essayed to make even

halting answer.

During that time I had again seen the

pageant of my days moving across the shad-

ows; thoughts like the ghostly moths a-flit

on the night seemed to come and go in end-

less procession out there between me and the

darkening sky, and finally to arrange them-

selves in semblance of order awaiting my
command; thought-phantoms that had flitted

from obscure chambers in my outcast soul

which had long been locked and barred to

even my own introspection. The intimate

knowledge of death, so hardly cheated a few
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days previous, and the bony grasp of the

desert on my spirit, perhaps, bad at length

opened these gloomy chambers to another

human, delivering them of their leprous, dis-

torted captives, blinded and groping at the

liu'ht of day. Their ghastly flesh and bones
showed as white as the carcass of the steer

lying out beyond the tank and the track

lilt-m-hing under sun and moon. Again I

looked at the man who sat regarding me
with patient grave eyes, waiting, nearly un-

hiding. Then my lips opened at length,
and I bared my soul stark to his gaze.

I am lonely, and yearn for companionship
which I do not find. I experience hunger,
and cold, and long silences—worse by far
than the mere want of words—such as

primal man knew them. I know what it is

to be in things, but not of their scheme;
know what it is to see thousands of passing
faces with never a look of recognition, let

alone sympathy or fellowship, in their eyes;
know the lone-sickness that tightens about
the heart like a physical pang, squeezing it

of courage and sanity; know humiliations

and insults unspeakable; know great bit-

terness, and rebellion, and hatred against all

created things, even myself. In a word, I

know the fears, instinctive and awful, which
writhe in all forms of life when they no

longer fulfil their destiny; when they no

IflOftr expand and grow, but begin to slip
back toward that black, insensate void from
which the uncounted and unthinkable cen-
turies have lifted them in the throes of the
millions of births which have made for uni-

versal enfoldment. For me cleanliness, pur-
ity, tenderness, true human comradeship—
all that is best of humanity—no longer ex-

ists; I have in fact almost forgotten tlint it

ever existed. From this unwholesome knowl-

edge has been bred a fever which is a craving
for danger and constant change, and careless

savageries—a desire to forget !

My hunger for motion has grown to be
a lust, a hot, overpowering lust that does not
thin or relax. I must ride, ride, ride, not
in pleasure always, but in flight from fear

and desolation that is nameless. It seems to

hang over me—this fear—like an impending
black presence. In the whine of the wheels

I catch its most distinct voicing, even though,

paradoxically, that same whine brings me
most complete relief from its dreaded grasp.

How long have I like a frightened horseman

tried to outride this shapeless pursuing
terror without avail. Sometimes I think I

have shaken it off and outrun it, but when

the still, dark hours come ami I crouch over

some little camp-fire in the "jungles" it is

there again, sitting just without the ring of

flames like some shapeless spectre staring

at me with cold, stony orbs, watching with

me the slow turn of the hours and weighting
them with a blackness bands which the dark-

ness of night and all other gloom pales into

insigineance. There is no escape from its

haunting presence! And yet with faith and

instiurt beyond reason, belief greater than

knowledge, 1 still ride and ride, trying to

evade it, certain that somewhere, in some

sweet spot that I have never found—per-

haps it may lie just beyond the next hori-

zon!—I shall find freedom from its clutches

and, lying down to quiet sleep and rest, I

shall awake at dawn to find IT gone at last.

My evading is, too, a seeking. Froa>

world-end to world-end I go, up and down,

searching wistfully for something vaguely

desired, bufTeiing my weary way about like

the derelict that I am on the swelling, care-

less tides of existence, probing east and west

and north and south, and going then over

the route again lest this something I am seek-

ing should have come into the north while I

tarry in the south, or into the west while I

search the east. I have not found it yet. I

go on seeking. Mayhap I shall find it soon—
this content. Meanwhile the lust for motion

boils in my blood like fire, unquenchable.
All these things and many more I tried

to tell the keeper. He had turned slightly

away from me during the recital, shading
his eyes from the lamp with his hand. There

bad been many an awkward pause and many
a fearful hesitation in the tale as I had

probed ever deeper and deeper into the un-

sounded depths of impulse and motive

Finally I began to grope and flounder help-

lessly in the depths and an inexplicable

numbness came upon me, a queer dull weight
that descended like a smothering blanket.

Confusion seized me. Should I ever find

what I sought T And should I ever escape
that black presence from which I was forever

fleeingt For the first time doubts began to

assail me. I grew suddenly terrified! What
had I done in liberating all these thought-

shades and in brushing from the dungeons
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of the mind their cobwebs and musty refuse?

There waS no longer a mystery and ignorance
that acted as a reserve to uphold in a meas-

ure my courage
—I knew myself at last!

I stared at the man in helpless appeal.

Why did he not say something
—

anything
—

to break this awful silence of the waste !

"Why do you keep it so infernally still

out here?" I asked whimsically, my voice

whispering thin and dry. He did not an-

swer, nor did he move. I could see that he

was breathing heavily. In a moment his

pipe fell from his lips clattering to the

floor, spilling the tobacco ash which glowed
and smoked like one of the moths that had

but just fallen into the lamp and now lay
charred to a motionless coal against the

burner. Still the man did not stir. I peered
at him closely

—he was asleep.
I shuffled over to the open door, quietly

so as not to waken the sleeper, to gasp in

the fresh night air like a suffocating man.
I stood there peering fearfully out into the

dark. The shadow of the hut was slanting
at great length across the level floor of sand,
so I knew that somewhere behind the hut the

moon was rising into this deserted world

peopled only with strange fancies that were
as real as the skulking shadows among the

yucca were fanciful. I was all a-tremble,
and sick, and afraid, and felt old.

From some far region of the sky came the

faint scream of a locomotive; out under the

tank reservoir the slow drip of water tinkled

solemnly like a distant bell. One thought
began to persist and grew strong among the

others that crowded my brain—I must get

away! Must get where there were people,

thousands of moving, jostling, speaking peo-

ple
—even those people who wanted to kick

and curse me—where there were lights in

long cheery rows, and cabs waiting before

gaudy theatres, and clanging cars and rat-

tling traffic—away from this smothering
silence and this man who seemed almost as

one dead in his heavy stupor of sleep !

Down the track a light was beginning to

twinkle and, magnify and another faint

whistle was wafted ahead on the sleepy night
breeze. The distant clamor grew, coming
nearer and nearer, until I knew it for a heavy

freight by the clanking and the sounds of

labored steaming that outran the speed of

wheels.

Within the hut the man still slept deeply,

beyond the reach of ordinary, accustomed

sounds. I tip-toed over, picked his pipe
from the floor and placed it and the brier he

had given me to use on the table beside his

elbow, then slipped silently from the room.

At the tank the freight was holding up
for water and I managed with some effort

to climb into an empty boxcar. As we
moved away a deep joy and relief came to

me ! I crouched there in the darkness of the

car like one escaping dread confinement in

a loathy place; and yet the keeper's hut had
been the cleanest and most wholesome spot
in which I had whiled for weeks, and the

keeper the most cleanly and kindly man with

whom I had been thrown during a much
longer time. I was off again on my end-
less search for rest and content, the wheels
were whining, and the desert—where I was
now sure peace dwelt not—was passing
rearward.



Guy Mannering
Tin- Story of a Dog

By Morris Wells

ild easily be seen that

MiManus was dissatisfied

with Moorehead's story.

"You will excuse me for

mentioning it," be said after

Moorehead had finished, "but,

while the incident you relate seems to reflect

no little credit on your dog; and, of course,

brings prominently into notice your great

penetration in securing such a noble animal,

nevertheless I am bound to say that things

like that have happened before.

"I wouldn't call your dog a plagiarist,"

McManus continued deliberately, transfixing

Moorehead with a baleful glare, "but next

time you favor us with any dog's past his-

tory, I wish you 'd confine yourself to feat*

of dogs that you have known."
McManus had joined the group in front

of the cigar store on Main Street just as

Moorehead had reached the climax of his

tale. It was not often that Moorehead in-

dulged himself with a dog story; his spe-

cialty was historical dates and facts. He
could tell offhand, for example, who was

Queen Victoria's father, or why Thomas a

Becket spelled his name the way he did.

His attempt at a dog story on that occasion

was due to the inspiration of McManus'
absence. The privilege of telling dog stories

had, by common consent, been awarded to

McManus.
McManus was the manager of the local

railroad. Unlike other railroad magnates,
IteManna bad not worked himself op from
the bottom of that profession. He did n't

like to do things that way. "Begin at the

he said, "and if you dont like the busi-

ness, you can retire without being fired."

Before that he had been a lawyer. There
were those who contended that McManus'

legal training accounted in some measure
for the marvelous intricacies of his dog
stories. Often when his mind was busily

engaged trying to devise some means of sav-

ing his railroad from financial destruction,

it was suspected that he was arranging the

details of another dog story to tell to the

crowd that gathered every evening when the

weather was good outside old George Sear's

store. Although McManus always had a

dog or two following him around, they were

not his own. The dogs that he told about

had never been seen in Vancouver. They

lived, or had lived in the East, in Crookston.

Minnesota, or Yankton, or some such place
back in the Liar's Belt where McManus
came from.

While McManus was celebrated for the

dogs that he had owned, his railroad was

famed mostly for the fact that it had only
one visible terminus. This was in Van-

couver—the other was on paper in the

archives of the office. Notwithstanding the

poverty of the Vancouver, Klickitat &
Yakima Railroad in the way of longitudinal

extension and scenic attractions, it was in

active operation. It had sixteen logging
ears and one locomotive. These went out

into the woods whenever McManus said the

word.

It was the whistle of the locomotive, at

the head of Main Street coming into town,

that had encouraged Moorehead to start in

on the yarn that had aroused McM anus's

scorn—he bad calculated that it would be

at least an hour before McManus could get

around. But with the luck that attends

some people when tbey depart from their

usual activities, he had chosen an inoppor-
tune moment. McManus, instead of being
with the train that day, had gone to Port-

land. Returning by the ancient ferry that

coughed its hourly way across the Columbia
River between Vancouver and the Oregon
shore, be walked rapidly up the street to the

favorite rendezvous of Vancouver's promi-
nent citizens, and arrived just in time to find
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Moorehead spreading himself in a field of

romance that was peculiarly his (Mc-

Manus's) own.

"I suppose," said Moorehead, nervously,

with a feeble attempt at sarcasm, as Mc-

Manus attached himself to a chair made va-

cant by the proprietor of the store, who had

gone inside to wait on a customer, "I sup-

pose vou are insinuating that I never had

a dog!"
"I would n't go so far as to say you never

had a dog," replied McManus, "but the par-

ticular dog you have been telling about was

my dog."
"Your dog?" gasped Moorehead, abashed,

but suspicious.

"Yes, my dog," said McManus, firmly,

"and I was about to suggest that a mule

story would be more within the range of

your capabilities. You would look more nat-

ural telling a mule story, and tliat noise

you make when you laugh would do first

rate for a 'hee-haw'."

"That was a smart dog all right enough,"
McManus continued, moving his chair

around so that he could n't see Moorehead
scowl. "His name was Guy—Guy Manner-

ing."

"Huh!" grunted Moorehead. "That's a

nice, easy name for a dog to carry around.

You 're sure it was n't Rob Roy MacGregor,
are you, McManus?"

"No, it wasn't Rob Roy MacGregor,"
snapped McManus, as he turned around in

his chair and glared at Moorehead fiercely.

"It was n't Quentin Durward, either, nor

Peveril of the Peak! I suppose, if he had

belonged to you, you would have called him

Rover, or Curly."
"He called him Fido," mildly volunteered

the Judge of the Superior Court, who was
seated on the edge of the sidewalk with his

feet in the gutter, carefully smoking a cigar
with a loose wrappr.
"Fido !" exclaimed McManus, with a touch

of pathos in his voice. "Say! you fellows

did n't sit around here and let Moorehead
tell a story about a dog named Fido, did

you?"
"Judge !" McManus went on, gazing at

that individual reproachfully, "I voted for

yon ;
and I supposed, when you were elected,

that you 'd never allow a pitiful outrage like

that in this community. You should have

enjoined him."

"I wont let him do it again," said the

Judge, giving his cigar a horizontal swipe
with his tongue. "I '11 commit him for con-

tempt the next time he tries it."

"I'd like to know what 's the matter with

'Fido'," snarled Moorehead, gazing resent-

fully at McManus. "Fido is good enough
for me. I dont have to ask McManus what

to name my dog!"
"Oh! shut up, Moorehead," growled old

George, as he came hurriedly out of the

store, having sold a soldier a forty-cent

package of Lone Jack for ten cents. "You
never had a dog. You have n't taken out a

dog license in this town since I was City

Treasurer, and I have been that since you
n'ere born."

"All right. I'm a liar, I suppose," re-

sponded Moorehead with assumed cheerful-

ness. "Go on with your story, McManus—
Guy Mannering you said his name was."

"It 's funny," resumed McManus, ignor-

ing Moorehead's covert sneer, "it 's funny
how we came to give him that name. I

wanted to call him Caesar—there was a look

in his eye that made me think of that fa-

mous warrior. The first thing he did—and

he was only four months old when I got

him—was to start in to wallop my brother-

in-law's big Irish setter Dan, right in Dan's

own house, too. Dan would have eaten him

up, but I grabbed him and sat on him, while

someone else put Caesar—I mean Guy—out.

I dont know who, as I was pretty busy with

Dan—but that is another story.

"Anyway, we did n't call him Caesar.

Gus, a friend of mine, insisted upon naming
him 'Fleas'. He said that he knew a real

active dog, once, named Fleas; and thought
that if, later, I wanted to make my dog
immortal in a poem, I would be glad that

his name was Fleas.

"Fleas was somewhat mixed in his hered-

ity. His father was a Llewellyn settler, re-

lated on his mother's side to an Irish water

spaniel. Fleas' own mother was a cocker

spaniel, who became acquainted one time

with an English setter. Bartlett, another

friend of mine, said that a dog with a

genealogical record like that must be Scotch,

so we named him Guy Mannering."
"But Guy Mannering was n't Scotch," ob-

jected Moorehead, glad of an opportunity to

disturb McManus's train of thought, and at

the same time display his own knowledge of
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literature, which was cumbersome and exact.

"Who—who said he wasf" demanded Mc-

Manus, with a trace of anxiety in his voice.

"Viiu did. You said you named him Quy
Mannering because he was Scotch. Guy

ering was an Englishman."
"Well. Qui dog wasn't," retorted Mc-

Manus, recovering his composure.
When Guy came back from school." M.-

Manus went on without further interruption
from Monrehead, "he seemed to have ac-

quired attributes somewhat too varied for a

mere dog. He—"

•Where did you send him, Macf" inquired
the Sheriff, who had just bought a pup.
"Jin Stillwell's—you probably dont know

Stillwell. Stillwell kept him about three

months. When Jim got through with a

dog he was worth having, I tell you. You
ought to have seen his bulldog Scott. Why,
Scott could come to as pretty a stand thirty
feet from a bunch of birds as any setter y<>u

ever saw, and he never back-tracked a pheas-
ant more than three feet in his life—"

"Did Stillwell tell you thatT" asked the

Sheriff. The Sheriff's new pup was of the

same breed as Scott, and he was anxious to

know just how far the education of s bull-

dog should proceed.

"Well," answered McManus, hesitatingly,

looking carefully at the Sheriff for indica-

tions of derisive incredulity, "I—I dont ex-

actly remember. Stillwell talked about that

dog a heap, you know, and—and—but I '11

tell you a thing that that bulldog did do."

i must understand that implicit obedi-

ence under all circumstances was a thing
that Stillwell required of all his dogs; that

was part of his system. Among other

things, he taught his dogs to stay at home.

Remembering this, I was rather surprised
one day to see Scott about a mile from

home, jogging along all alone as though he

had private business out in the country some-

where. You know how a bulldog hates to

be interfered with when he sets out to do

anything. Well, Scott was inclined to be

rather hostile when I stopped him. 'Here,
Scott!' I said, 'where are you going T Yon
go home! Go on, now!'

"There was some doubt in my mind for a

minute as to whether Scott was going home,
or whether I would have to call for help to

pry him off my left leg which stood nearest

him.

"I withdrew my left leg from the danger

line, and placed it firmly behind my other

one, immediately following up this motion

with a similar movement with my right leg.

This gave me a chance to crouch down and

look boldly into Scott's eye, and at the same

time reach for a club that was lying there

handy.
tt's tail stood out rigid and motion

leas; his backbone was like an elongated

tooth-brush; I could hear the sidewalk creak

as be settled himself down, getting ready-

to lunge forward and attach himself to my
anatomy. The look of unalterable resolve on

that bulldog's face was fearful to contem

plate, but I had got a hold on the club and

didn't feel so nervous—
"To a casual passer-by," said McManus.

after a pause, "it would have looked as

though something was about to happen; and

it did, but not what I expected. A thought
seemed to strike Scott; his muscles relaxed,

and he started off in the direction of where

he lived."

"Did he go hornet" asked the Sheriff, who
was trembling with excitement.

"Well, I guess he did!" replied McManus.
"I looked at my watch; it was ten minutes

past three. I saw Stillwell afterwards; he

said that at 3:11 he saw Scott coming home

rather hurriedly ;
be did n't know what was

the matter, but—"

McManus hesitated for a moment, and

took a sweeping look at bis listeners. Let-

ting his gaze rest sternly on Moorehead, be

continued:

"Scott went around to the back yard
where my pup Guy was asleep on the kitchen

porch; woke him up, and chased him around

the house sixteen times, just to get even

with me! You look as though you didn't

believe it, but it 's a fact."

"That 's all right, Mac. We believe yon,"
said the Judge, reassuringly. "Go on."

"As I was saying," resumed McManus,
settling himself more comfortably in his

chair, "when Guy came back from Stillwell's

there seemed to be something in his intel-

lectual make-up beside dog. He had certain

ways about him that I didn't like at first,

but I tolerated them on account of his good
looks. He was as pretty as a picture. He
had black, wavy hair, a streak of white on

his breast, and was about the size of three

cocker spaniels. His eyes
—I wasn't ex-
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actly pleased with his eyes
—instead of being

a soft, velvety brown, were almost black,

and had a glint in them that boded ill for

those people who are not popular with dogs.

He was a fairly amiable looking dog, though,

and when he wanted anybody to do some-

thing for him, he could look as genial and

harmless as a cat.

"They would n't let him stay in the house

where I lived. I dont know why; it may be

that they were jealous, because they were

not as entertaining as he was. Occasionally

he would get in when I was alone in the

house, and I would forget to put him out

until I heard some of the folks coming.
"If you think that Guy submitted calmly

"Chased Him Round the House Sixteen Times."

to being left out in the cold while other, and

less important individuals, occupied valuable

space inside, you underestimate the mental

calibre of that dog. He had all the genius
of a mixed race, and had acquired unusual

persistence through his associations with

Scott.

"He had several schemes to gain admis-

sion
; some of them worked, and some did n't.

One of them was to stand outside the kitchen

door and whine piteously. If anyone opened
the door, he would look so unhappy and sick

that one would think he was going to die

sure. However, when he did get in, his re-

turn to health and happiness was so sudden
that he was usually put out again at once.

If an unhappy dog, anywhere near Guy's

own size, happened to be passing at a mo-

ment like this, he was sure to carry away
with him most of Guy's burden of woe, be-

cause Guy would go out and muss up the

street with him in the most distressing man-
ner. He had a way of doing it that was
calculated to produce the impression that

that was what he came outdoors for. An
opportunity of this character, which enabled

Guy to save his dignity and remove the sting

of a forcible ejectment from the kitchen,
would please him so much, and warm him up
so, that he was willing to stay otuside for

the rest of the day.
"One miserable subterfuge he made use of

to get a door open yielded such happy re-

sults, the first time he tried it, that it was his

favorite method for a long time, until he

discovered that we were all on to him. I was

seated by the fire, reading, one evening. I

was alone in the house, but it was n't time to

feel sorry for Guy, who was outside, be-

cause the folks had just left, and the sound

of their footsteps and chattering had barely
died away. Presently I heard a wild, bel-

ligerent roar of rage from Guy. The thump-

ing, clattering and scratching of his mad rush

down the front steps was followed by ter-

rific yelps, snarls and cries of pain. I heard

what I thought was a wail of terror and

despair.

"I threw down my book, rushed to the

front door and tore it open ! All was silent

Like Edgar Allen Poe :

Deep into that darkness peering, long I stood

there wondering, fearing,

"With a sickening presentiment of coming

evil, I went slowly down the steps, expect-

ing to find the mangled remains of our neigh-
bor's cat, or perhaps the prostrate corpse of

a luckless stranger. By the light of burning
matches I looked about me. The body of

Guy's victim was nowhere to be seen;
neither were there any signs of a struggle;
the front gate was closed and the board walk

leading thereto was bloodless and clean.

"Thoughtfully lighting a cigarette. I went
into the house, closing the door behind me.

I did n't think to look for Guy—lie was black

as night, and I could n't see him after dark,

anyway. He—he was inside all right

enough, stretched out on the rug by the fire-

place, trying to look innocent and calm.

"No, he did n't wink at me," said Mc-

Manus, as if answering a question. "He
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did n't dare. It was the first trick he bad

played on me, and he was n't quite sure that

my sense of humor was sufficiently developed
so that I would see all the fine points of the

situation.

"As time went along, and I became, better

acquainted with Guy, I noticed several

phases of character that were more than

human—some of them were feminine. He
was an argumentative cuss. The chances

that he used to take to get in the last word
would have appalled the moat obstinate

woman.
"I took Guy with me to another town, one

time. At the hotel where I stayed they
did n't allow dogs in the bedrooms, but the

night clerk had been having a lot of fun

making Guy do some of the stunts that Still-

well bad taught him, so he said that if I

would keep him quiet, he would n't be look-

iri <_r when (iuv and I went upstairs.

"Usually I go to sleep with delightful

ease, but that night I lay awake a long time.

I had to make good with the night clerk.

liny seemed to think that something was re-

quired of him, too. If be had kept still

about it, I would have appreciated his efforts

and gone to sleep without delay. He took

up a position on the floor near the head of

my bed. I knew he was there, because

every once in a while he put a paw on the

bed, just to see if I would push it off again,

I suppose. Once, when I was dozing off,

and did n't push his foot off quick enough
to suit him, he got both front feet up.

reached over and licked me on the end of

the nose. That was the only part of my
face he could reach without getting all four

feet on the bed. I must have been sounder

asleep than I thought, because at that mo-
ment I was having a most exciting dream to

the effect that I had fallen out of the top
window of a fifteen-story hotel. Of course,

I was seriously mashed, and they took me to

a hospital, and went through my clothes to

see if I could afford an operation for appen-
dicitis. They had me on an operating table;

a nurse was holding one of those gauze

I, soaked with chloroform, over my
nose; and I was sinking, sinking. As things

became darker and darker that nurse's face

grew more somber, until finally, in quite a

natural manner as is the way in dreams, she

turned into a most hideous looking beast,

whose hot breath I could feel on rav f»'-e.

One side of her face looked so much like

Guy that I woke up and pushed him off the

bed. I made such fearful threats as to what

would happen if he did that again that he

went over by the window and sat down.

"It may have been a minute or two after-

ward— it seemed a year and a half—wheu

Guy got a bite on his starboard side, about

amidship. I became aware of this painful

circumstance, by a thump-thump, which,

faint at first, grew louder and louder, until

I was afraid that the nervous old lady, whom
I had seen going into the room nest to mine,

would think that someone was trying to

get in.

"By the dim light coming in over the tran-

som I could see Guy furiously kicking his

"He Would Look 80 Unhappy and Sick."

hide with his off hind foot, each kick ending
in a thunderous bump on the floor. Every*

time that flea was obliged to dodge Guy's

foot, he bit him again, and Guy kicked

harder and harder, until I knew that the old

lady in the next room was about to call for

the police.

"'Guy,' I yelled. I didn't exactly yell.

because of the old lady. I whispered one of

those hissing, penetrating, intimidating whis-

pers you hear on the stage:
" 'Come here, you brute, and let me kill

"There was one good thing about Guy;
when he had a licking coming to him, he

used to walk up and take it.

"Hid I lick him; No. I thought of some-
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thing better. When he came up to the bed I

reached over and scratched his flea-bite until

he went to sleep.

"Did you ever notice a dog when he is

asleep? You might think that you could

steal the collar off him, but you can 't. You
can 't even stop breathing but what he will

notice it.

"Guy had a double-acting, microphone,

'auditory apparatus that enabled him to hear

a watch tick three miles away. It was work-

"He Waved Him Up and Down."

ing in fine shape that night, because he heard

Ah Ling, the cross-eyed Chinaman who at-

tended the free-lunch counter in the bar-

room, coming five minutes before I did. A
Chinaman, sneaking along in those felt-soled

shoes of his, does n't make any more noise

than a ghost, but Guy heard him when he

put his first foot on the stairs two flights
below.

"Away down deep Guy started a grumbling
growl

—not loud, but alarming.
"I did n't pay much attention to it at

first, as I was pretty near asleep. The
Chinaman must have been coming our way,
because Guy's growl grew louder and louder,
until it ended in an angry g-g-h-h-h-w-w-
woof !

" 'Shut up, you black imp of Satan,' I

hissed as I jumped out of bed, grabbed him

by the throat, and choked him into silence.

'Shut up, or I '11 kick you to death !'

"After the Chinaman had gone by I let go
Guy's throat and climbed back into bed. No
sooner was I comfortably settled than I

heard from that accursed dog again.
"'Woof!' he said.

"He made that remark partly to himself
and partly to let me know that he was just
as good as I was. It was up to me to get
out and kick a hole through him, but I

did n't. I contented myself with shaking
my fist violently and whispering fiercely:
"'Shut up!'
"'Woof!'
"I knew then that Guy was in an argu-

mentative mood, and that probably he would

spend the rest of the night indulging in his

habit of getting in the last word. I waited

for a while, hoping that he would forget it.

Finally I said in an offhand tone, expecting
that he would think I was talking to myself
and let it pass:

" 'Shut up !'

"It didn't work. He waited about as

long as I did, and then repeated his former
remark :

"'Woof!'
" 'SHUT UP ! !'

" 'WOOF ! ! !'

"I could see that I was n't making any
progress; and, besides, there was the old

lady. However, I did n't intend to be talked

down by a miserable dog. I waited, again,
a long time. After a half-hour or so I was
sure Guy was asleep. I whispered fa'ntly,

just loud enough so that it would count:

"'Shut up!'
"There was a profound silence, broken

only by the ticking of my watch. It ticked

about a million times; I was slowly, surely

sinking into a deep sleep. Morpheus stood

with arms outstretched, ready to bear me
away to dreamland. From out of the dark-

ness, beneath the bed, barely audible to my
slumber-laden consciousness, came Guy's
final and triumphant:
"'Woof!'"



GUY MANNEKINC.

"I would like to know what became of

that dog," said the Sheriff, as McManus
leaned back in his chair as though he had

finished his story. "Where is he nowf"
"i dont know," said McManus simply.
•

I Md you lose himf" the Sheriff inquired

earnestly.

N'i, 1 wish I had," answered McManus,

sadly. "If he bad gone away and left me
in.-tead I would n't have felt so mean. I

gave him away.
•You see, it was this way," McManus went

on. "Bullard—that 's the man I gave him

Bullard was in his sitting room reading. Guy
asleep on the floor, stretched out by Bullard's

chair. The collie was supposed to be at

home in bed, or taking a bath. Things out-

side were peaceful and calm. Bullard had

been reading a long time, when Guy slowly

got up from the lloor, yawned, stretched

If lazily, walked deliberately into the

hall, and stood sleepily by the front door.

It was some time before Bullard noticed

him. Observing that his attitude was rea-

sonable and peaceable, he concluded thai

Guy wanted to go out and get a little fresh

"Be Could Bee That the Old Familiar Furniture Woe Gone."

to—thought as much of Guy as I did. I

knew that he would irive him a good home;
and, another thing, too, next door to Bul-

lard's was a prize collie. He had won a

blue ribbon, a pink collar, or whatever it is

that those dude dogs get at a bench show.

The collie was fearfully stuck on himself

until Guy moved into the neighborhood. He
was so nice, and sweet, and clean that Guy
liked to get hold of him and taste him every
time he had a chance.

t to show you how Guy admired that

coll > and liked to be with him, one night

air. He went into the hall and opened the

door for him, but he did n't open it wide.

Guy could n't wait
;
he crowded through so

fast and violently that he almost tore the

door casing down. In the thirteenth part of

a second he was in the street and had that

handsome collie by the neck. He did n't eat

him up, but he waved him up and down,

stepped on him, dragged him through the

mud, and sat on him, and all the time the

collie wanted to go home. It was beautiful,

the way Guy was attached to that collie.

That was one of the times when Guy oe-
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denials, therefore, were negated by that pro-

fuseness of expression which accentuates the

truth it seeks to conceal.

"You know it," she answered them, and

opposed further argument with that soft

feminine obstinacy which wears out mascu-

line strength.

"But what else kin you do?" Glaves cried,

at last, in despair.

"Go to Winnipeg and take a place in an

office or store."

Though she affected brightness, she could

not altogether hide the dejection, homesick-

ness, that inhered in the thought. Now that

she was to leave it, that rude cabin with its

log walls, legal patchwork, home-made furni-

ture, glowed with the glamors of home. Even

Mrs. Glaves's gaunt ugliness became suddenly

dear in the light of an indefinite future

among strangers.

Detecting her underlying sadness, Flynn

exclaimed: "Pwhat? Wurrk in a sthrore?

Sell pins, naydles, an' such truck while I've

a roof over me head? Ye 'd die in thim

lonesome hotels. Ye '11 just come right home

wid me."

"Likely, aint it?" Glaves broke in, jealous

for his prerogative. "In the first place, she

aint a-going, if she goes, to stop at no hotel,

but with my own sister that keeps a board-

ing house on Main Street. An' if she stays

it '11 be right here, with me—eh, old woman?"

His wife's warm assent brought Helen to

tears without, however, affecting her resolu-

tion. For the settlement would be by the

ears, she said, just as long as she stayed in it.

"Humph!" Glaves growled. "It'll have

itself be the throat afore long. Yesterday
Poole an' Danvers ran their mowers into

Shinn's five-acre swamp, an' if that dont

bring the big Injin a-kiting from the tall

timber, I'm Dutch."

She was not, however, to be moved, and,

after an embarrassed pause, Flynn said, hesi-

tatingly, "Thim cities, now, is mighty ixpin-

sive. A lone girl without money—ye '11 let

me—"
Digging a shabby bill-book from the bot-

tom depths of his overalls, he precipitated a

second kindly quarrel. Glaring at it, Glaves

snorted, "When she knows she kin draw on

me for the vally of my last head of stock

down to the dog?"

Having means for some months, this storm

was more easily allayed than that which burst

when Flynn offered to drive her in to Lone

Tree.

"An' her living with me?" Glaves stormed.
" 'T is meself that knowed her longest,"

Flynn argued.

"Humph !" Glaves sneered. "Three days.

Thursday she stopped at your house coming
out from Lone Tree. Sunday I saw her at

meeting; went a-purpose, an' never tended

sence. No, she goes with me."

"Anyway, I knowed her longest," Flynn

persisted. "But 't is herself shall say. Which
shall it be, m'am ?"

"Both," she laughed, and so, with a griz-

zled champion on either hand, she rattled

southward the following day.

By one of those strange coincidences of

ironical fate, this, the day of her departure,
occurred on the third anniversary of her

first drive out with Carter, and all things,

season, sight, sound, conspired to vividly

recall that memorable occasion. Rank

growths in uncut sloughs bowed under warm
winds that freighted a distant metallic rattle

of many mowers; beyond the settlements the

"Park Lands" stretched to the Assinaboine

with only the chimneys of the burned Cree

village to break their spangled undulations.

As before they came suddenly upon the val-

ley, rugged, riven, with its bald buttressing

headlands, timbered ravines
;
the river, writh-

ing in giant convolutions along the level bot-

toms. As before, they dropped with jolts,

jerks, skidding of wheels, to the ford that

now turned its hoarse voice to a melancholy

dirge in harmony with her mood; and from

the door of the log mission Father Francis

bowed his silver head in courtly farewell.

After the valley came the "Dry Lands,"
the tawny plains, barren of trees, cabin or

farmstead; finally Lone Tree impinged in

that huge monochrome, its grain sheds re-

minding her, as before, of red Noah-arks on

a yellow carpet. To her the hour of de-

parture restored the fresh clear vision of the

stranger. The town appeared as on that first

occasion—its one scanty street of clap-board
hotels and stores with false fronts fencing
the railway tracks that came spinning out of

the western horizon to flash on over the east ;

the wise ox-teams, rolling along the street;

the squaws with ragged ponies hitched in

big-wheeled Red River carts; the cows pas-

turing amid tomato cans that strewed vacant

lots; the loafers, omnipresent riff-raff of the
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small frontier, holding down nail-kegs and

cracker-boxes under store verandas.

It was a trying drive. Every turn of the

trail brought its reminiscence—mud chim-

neys, the Indian graveyard, a lone coyote,

retailed the beginnings of her love, and nov
that she was leaving, she vividly realized how

she had grown to this land of white silences,

grave winds, vast sun-washed spaces. But

if she had ne*d of the heavy veil that she

pinned on that morning, that marvelous

feminine restraint enabled her to turn a com-

posed face to the doctor and Jenny, who

came to the station to see her off.

As she passed up street, the riff-raff ex-

changed nods and winks, but Lone Tree fur-

nished still other champions. The store-

keeper
—he who had loaded Carter's buck-

board with jams and jellies
—came hurrying

•cross the tracks with good wishes and

protestations.

"Shinn, McCloud, Cummings, the hull

gang go off my books," he swore to Glaves.

"Not another cent's credit to keep 'em from

starving."

"They can rot in their beds for me," the

doctor added. "I strike Silver Creek from

raetice." And though the train was

even then whistling for the station, Hooper,
the agent, stole time for friendly greetings.

If roughly expressed, their sympathy was

at least genuine ; it eased the parting so that

she was able to lean out and give them a last

smile as the train rolled by the water tank

with long easy clickings. Good enough as a

farewell, it was not, however, a success as a

smile, and the woe behind its wanness formed

the subject of an indignant caucus that con-

vened as soon as Jenny left the platform.
"I can't figure out jes* what Carter

means!" the storekeeper fretfully exclaimed.

"Granted that she throwed him that onct—
the charivari T That business at the revival T

If it had been my wife, I'd been smelling

around foi"—"

"—blood," the agent interjected, and

though he had intended "trouble," the store-

keeper accepted the amendment.

•What 's the man looking fort" the doctor

roared. "She has beauty, amiability, intelli-

gence, almost every quality that a man can

desire in a wife, yet he goes off in a pout be-

cause she falls short of the angels. He's a

damned fool. He ought to be—"

"Aisy, aisy wid ye," Flynn stemmed the

tide of wrath. " 'T is no throuble at all to

condimn whin a purty girl 's at t' other ind

of the argymint. She 's sweet, an' I'll break
the face av the man as says she is n't good.
But—give the man toime. Let be till we
know that he 's heard av the rhuctions. Thin
if he does nothing—"

"W.ll." the doctor interrupted, "he'll hear
all right

—from me this very night."

"Me, too," the storekeeper added.

"An' dont forget to give him partiikler
h— !" the agent called as they strolled away.
Nor did they. Dipping his pen in scorn,

the doctor opened his epistle with a timely
question as to the exact number and kinds
of fool that Carter considered himself, and
finished with a spirit that transcended even
Glaves's difficult requirements. Equity
thorough in his beginnings, a rush of busi-

ness prevented the storekeeper from making
an end that evening, but his default had its

advantages in that he was thus enabled to

deliver the remainder, vivd vocl, to Carter
himself when he stepped off the train next

morning. Served hot, with good frontier

adjectives sizzling among the nouns and
articles, his opinion gained the admiring at-

tention of Hooper, the agent, who stood

ready to offer advice and assistance.

For his part, Carter listened quietly until

the storekeeper paused for breath. Then he

turned to the agent. "If you 'd like five min-
utes with my character and attainment.-, donl
be bashful. I've got it coming. After that

please oblige with a little information on toil

charivari f I only heard yesterday morning
of that revival through Bender's coming into

camp."
As he listened, his natural sternness deep-

ened to dark austerity, then fluxed in sad

pity as the storekeeper told of Helen's de-

parture. Murmuring "Poor thing! poor lit-

tle thing!" he asked for her address.

His face fell when the storekeeper an-

swered. "You 11 have to go to Glaves for

that. The Doc' might have it, but him an'

Miss Jenny went north this morning to set-

tle up her father's affairs." Noting Car-

ter's disappointment, he kindly added. "Yon
kin drive my sorrels. They 're a third faster

than the livery teams. Only remember

they 're fresh off the grass."
"I'll try not to misuse them," Carter an-

swered, brightening, a remark that plenti-

fully illustrates bis impatient feeling.
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sloughs, muskegs, black morasses, peppered

with sandhills that rise suddenly like erup-

tive boils in the sparse beard of its dwarf

growths, it is a wicked country and was

held accursed by trappers and Jesuit fath-

ers who, of old, portaged or paddled upon

its borders. Yet in construction days men

poured into its dark environs; one may still

see Carter's camps, mossgrown, roofless,

rotting by the right of way; for his line

split a fifty-mile breadth from the western

verge of that mighty forest.

On the day after Carter's return from

Winnipeg, the westering sun gilded a long

scar, brown with the sere of felled trees,

that shore thirty miles of forest. Ten more

miles and this, his right of way, would de-

bouch on the Park Lands a day's drive

southward from Silver Creek; at its other

end fifty miles of prairie grading would

carry it down to the American border.

Northerly, the cut was masked in rolling

smoke of burning brush, but where, further

south, the spruce mantle had been torn from

the bosom of mother earth, it gaped yellow

as a gangrened wound. Over this earth-

sore men and teams swarmed with the buzz

and movement of flies, coming and going
about a steam-digg'r that bit hungry mouth-

fuls from the bowels of a sandhill and

spat them, with hoarse coughing, upon a

train of flat cars. Beyond them a pile-

driver sputtered nervously upon a lean tres-

tle; and, still further south, a track gang
laid and spiked rails with furious energy,

adding their quota of noise to the roar that

combined with heat and dust to produce a

miniature inferno.

Dipping still lower, the sun poked a gol-

den finger down a thin survey line that slit

the forest at the head of the right of way;
and touched into flame the yellow head of

a young man who sat on a log near Carter.

There slim poplar brake enclosed a mossy
dell, into which the frenzy of work and
noise came faintly as the hum of a passing
bee. It was, indeed, so cool and pleasant,
that the surveyor shrugged, unwillingly,
when the advancing shadows emphasized
Carter's remark that it was "time to be

moving."
"What a demon of unrest!" he laughed.

"Can 't keep still for five minutes."
His mock disgust drew Carter's smile.

"That 's all very well—for you. When your

transit is cased, you 're done. I have a few
hundred men to look after."

"Oh, confound them !" the other said. "I'll

never make a philosopher of you." And as,

shouldering his transit, he followed, he

commenced humorously on Carter's tiresome

energy, affirming that he was reminded of

a steam engine that had slipped its gov-
ernors. "Could n't be more grovellingly in-

dustrious if you were qualifying for a head-

line on a child's copybook. Early to bed,

early to rise, makes your boss healthy,

wealthy, and wise," he misquoted. And as,

a few minutes later, they came out upon
woodchoppers who were driving the right of

way into the forest, he grimaced, "More mis-

guided zeal."

For all his sarcasm, his eye betrayed his

appreciation, and as, pausing, they looked

on, his face lit up with professional pride.

Following the choppers, sawyers were cut-

ting sizable timber into logs, piling small

trees with the brush; behind them a stump-
ing outfit practiced rough dentistry upon
the roadbed. All were putting in the last

"licks" of a good day's work; the air

whistled of falling trees, hummed to tho

ringing saws; the woods echoed laughter,

shouts, cheery curses.

"Good boys," Carter murmured. "Regu-
lar whales. Just eat it up, dont they?"

"Peculiar idiosyncracy." The surveyor re-

sumed his chaffing. "They ought to have
eased up while you were away. Can 't ac-

count for it, unless—yes, it 's beans ! Beans,
sir! You feed them beans and they work,
or—die. Query: what effect would a bean
diet have on a philosopher? Ugh! I must
avoid them."

"No." Carter indicated a figure, gigantic
in the loom of the smoke. "It 's not beans—it's Bender. Without him we'd have

plenty converts to your theory."
"And now tired nature pities them."
In their coincidence, the last red ray

might have signaled Bender's shrill whistle

or vice versd. Anyway, sudden silence fell

like a mantle over the clearing. While chop-

pers and sawyers cached tools under brush

away from rusting dews, teamsters dropped
bows and yokes and all followed the patient
ox-teams down the right of way.
"Joking aside," the surveyor said as they

fell in behind, "what has life for these fel-

lows? Ill-fed, worse-clothed, only an occa-
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sional spree breaks the monotony of grind-

ing tea."

er's nod was non-committal. "They
work hard—yes, but then work is only ter-

rible to the young and shiftless; your grown
man loves it."

"If congenial."

lerally i> Von see there's always

something that a fellow thinks he can do a

bit better than anyone else- -Bill, there,

planes his stumps; Ole, that big Swede, is

chain lightning on a cant-hook; Michigan

Red rides a log down a rapid like a ballet

dancer and has Jehu beat out on the reins ;

Hans lifts more'n any other man in

camp. Summing it, from whip-cracking to

stable-cleaning, every job has its professor

who geU a heap of fun out of proving his

Looking a bit closer, these chape get

more sunshine, fresh air and sleep than your

city workers, and if the grub is rough they

aint bothered none with indigestion. Hans

tinds a flavor in his beans that your big finan-

cial tun does n't get out of his canvasback.

As for amusement : the regular lumberjack

does blow a year's salary on a week's bust, as

you say, but most of these are fanners, some

I neighbors of mine. If they 're rushed

in Summer, they have time to burn in Win-

ter, and what of socials, dances, picnics, they

strike a fair balance with pleasure."

•Hut what ie ahead of themT"

Carter shrugged. "Death, of course; in

the meantime, hard work, harder living, a

family and a mortgage to keep 'em from

oversleep. But they '11 breathe clean and

live clean, work in the sun and outlive two

generations of city people. Barring acci-

dents, they'll average four score years, and

so—when the last word is said, I dont know
but that happiness lies down instead of up
the ladder T"

The surveyor curiously studied his

thoughtful face. "You are climbing!"
But Carter was equal to the contradiction.

"We was talking of averages—"

"were," the other interrupted.

QrimNing, Carter repeated, "were talking

of averages. The exception gets his fun

climbing and dont find out how much of a

fool he is till he looks down from the top."

"does n't !" the other put in, and Carter

re-said the word.

The corrections sprang from a compact
that was now old as their acquaintance. A

graduate in engineering, the young fellow

was widely read and cultured far beyond the

needs of his profession, and as they talked,

smoking, in their office-tent of evenings, bis

allusions to and illustrations from the realms

of science, literature, art, had given Carter

glimpses of Helen's world, a universe in

which touch, taste, smell, sight and their

things, gave place to feeling, memory, per-

ception. And so he had been stimulated to

conscious attempts at improvement.
"I feel like a two-year-old!" he had ex-

claimed, one evening> early in their acquaint-
ance. "I'd like to know more of that.

D'you suppose I could get that book in

townt An' say, if you catch me straddling
the traces—manners, speech an' so forth. I

wish you 'd lam me one. Of course I'm

pretty set, but if I could just tone down a

bit on a few of the big things, the little ones

might slip by unnoticed."

In the nature of tilings a construction

camp is bound to suffer a chronic drouth

of news, and in default of other subjects.

Carter's marital troubles had received ex-

haustive and analytical treatment at the

hands of the Silver Creek men and others.

Filtering through many strata, enough of

the gossip had reached the surveyor to in-

form him of the motive under this rough

appeal, and he readily consented. So in

their talks thereafter, be had trimmed out

the wilder growths of Carter's speech, giv-

ing rule and reason, for, as he laughingly
assured him, his big pupil had an uncanny
appetite for underlying law.

iw t'ain't reasonable to suppose that

you have to learn all the individual cases,"

be would say when the surveyor tripped him
on some expression. "What 'a the law of

it?" And he would offer humorous opin-
ions on the eccentricities of the tongue.
"The darn language aeems to have grown
from wild seed, an' though Lindley Murray,
aint that his name? lopped a bit here an'

pruned a bit there, he could n't straighten

the gnarls and twists in the trunks,

dont know but that it's as well that way.
I>eave them grammarians alone, an' they 'd

clip an' trim the language till it was tame
as the cypress hedges that my old aunt uster

shape into crowing roosters, gillypots, an'

pilaster pillars, at home back East." In say-

ing which, he touched a profound etymologi-
cal truth that is altogether ignored by the
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scientific inventors of universal languages.

One who had not seen him for some

months, Helen, for instance, could not have

failed, this evening, to notice how his faith-

ful delving in that wild orchard had begun
to bring forth fruit in his speech. Evincing

fewer "aints," it had more "ings," and even

attained, on occasion, to correct usage in

"number" of verbs. Equally forcible, as

full of curt figures, its epigrammatic quality

had gained rather than lost by better ex-

pression.

The silence which had fallen between

them endured till they came in sight of the

camp, a string of tents and log cabins under

the eaves of the forest. Then the surveyor

pointed out a girl who was watching the

tired stream from the door of the nearest

tent.

"Why, there 's Dorothy ! She threatened

to make the chief bring her down, but I

did n't think she 'd make it. Come along and

I'll introduce you."

As, however, he mended his pace, Carter

fell behind, and the sadness which had be-

come habitual to his face, deepened. He
had heard the young fellow speak of this

girl, his fiancee; and though in color and

appearance she was the opposite of Helen,
the swish of her skirts as she came to meet

them, suggestion of perfume, the hundred

elusive delicacies that make up a well-bred

girl's personality, recalled his wife and op-

pressed him with a vivid sense of loss.

Her voice, rich and low in its tones as

Helen's, strengthened the impression. "Dad
said 'no,'

" she laughed, after the introduc-

tion. "But—"
"Wilful woman will have her way," a

voice declared from the interior of the tent;
then the Chief Engineer, a hale man of

fifty, appeared in the doorway. "Mosqui-
toes, alkali water, nothing would scare her."

He was going on with inquiries of the

health of a bridge that had developed rhu-

matic tendencies in its feet, when she laugh-
ingly interrupted.

"Come, Dad, no business till after sup-
per. I have already scraped acquaintance
with the cook and he says we are to come at

once. So run along, little boys, and get

ready."
"Wash our dirty faces, to put it plainly?"

the surveyor echoed her happy laugh. "Be
it known unto you, fair lady, that ablutions

are held to be effeminate, unnecessary, if not

immoral, on construction work. However, in

view of your hyper-sensitiveness we will do

violence to our inclinations. Come on Car-

ter—we for the tub."

But from a dozen yards she called him

back. "This is the man you wrote me of?

I knew him at once. What a splendid fel-

low !"

"Gorgeous!" he returned her whisper.
"His wife must be a queer sort."

"Not necessarily," she added with thought-
ful intuition. "The possibilities are so

many. Your friend is handsome and has a

good face, but we girls are more complex
than our mothers. While they were satis-

fied with good temper and good provision,
we demand sympathy of taste and habit; that

we touch without friction at a hundred points
of contact. Tall as Mr. Carter is, he may
fall short of such a standard."

Bending, her lover gazed admiringly into

her earnest eyes. "Such a little wisehead!

And did I pass in this difficult examina-

tion?"

Carter's back was turned, the cookhouse

door had just closed on the last teamster,
her father had gone back to his calculations,
so her answer was sweet as satisfactory.

When, half an hour later, the four en-

tered the cookhouse, two cookees were lay-

ing the table under one eagle eye of the cook,
the other being on a roast that he was lib-

erally basting. "H'ain't you got no nose?"
he answered Carter's question, but he smiled

as, sniffing its rich odor, Dorothy said, "It 's

venison. And I'm so hungry."
"Sure!" he corroborated. "Cree hunter

brought in a quarter of moose this after-

noon."

Pleased with her discernment, he seated

her at the head of a table which he himself

had scoured with sand to a snowy whiteness
while the cookees were grinding a Summer's
tarnish from iron knives and spoons. Her
tin plate reflected a smile that he would

willingly have paid for in turkey and truf-

fles, but lacking these, he served baked po-
tatoes with the venison, hot biscuit, cake a

hand's breadth thick, and with a flourish set

the crowning delicacy of camp life, a can
of condensed cream, beside her tin coffee

cup. Then he packed the cookees outside to

peel the morrow's potatoes that her appetite

might not suffer from their admiring glances,
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an act which they classified as tyranny and

ed to evil motives.

"She 's a right smart gal," he added, after

imparting a few privacies anent their birth

iiiid Imadilis, bran the doorstep. "None o"

your picking sort. Knows good cooking
when she sees it, she does." Then be left

them to digest a last piece of information

that the evolution of their ancestors had been

arrested in a low and bestial stage.

That supper figured as an epoch in Car-

ter's life because it marked a definite con-

scious change in ha ftiling toward his wife.

With all men thought is more or less chaotic.

Filtering ikrwry bran feeling under pressure
of experience, it remains fluid, turgid, until

;!ic act—it may be of a very or-

dinary nature—clean* and precipitates it into

the moulds of fixed opinion. So though
material of a sounder, more reasonable judg-
ment of lli'li-n bad l>een gathering in his

mind these months, injured pride had held it

in abeyance, in suspension, as it were, until

now that recent disappointment had left bim

peculiarly susceptible to impression, a re-

solvent was added, that occurred which pre-

cipitated his thought into an entirely new

point of view.

A- they began supper, Michigan Red en-

tered with. another teamster and sat down at

the table opposite. The task that delayed
them had sharpened appetite, and their at-

tack on the food the cook set before them

was positively wolfish. Csing fingers as

much or more than forks; they shoveled

greasy beans into their mouths with knives

as stokers feed a furnace ; and as tbey bolted

masses of pork, washed whole biscuits down
with gulps of coffee, Carter's glance wan-

dered between them and the delicate girl at

his side. Here, indeed, was one of the

''points of contact'* of her intuitive wisdom.

Once before he had seen, realized it. Hut

whereas he had thrust the thought away the

night that he watched Michigan Red eat in

the lumber camp, he now gave it free ad-

mittance, mentally writhed as he realized

how this and other gaucheries must have

ground on Helen's sensitive mental surface*,

i.'ited by their gluttony, be watched

until dulled eyes and heavy stertorous

breathing signalled repletion and the close

of their meal.

On her part, Dorothy was quietly observ-

ing him. (liven such knowledge as the Sil-

ver Creek teamsters had sown through the

camp, it would have been easy for her to

guess the rest—if his conduct had borne out

innisesf But he had learned so much
ami so quickly under the stings of injured

pride that observation failed to reveal any
wide departures from the conventional. She
had to give it up—for the present.
What a strange manf"
Her whisper dissipated his painful reflec-

tions, and looking up. he saw that after

lighting his pipe with a coal from the stove.

Michigan Red was surveying them with cool

effrontery through the tobacco smoke. Ha
fiery beard split in a sneer as Carter asked
if be had finished supper. Hut he did not

take the hint nor move when ordered to call

Bender.

"Mister Bender," he spat at the title, "is

down at the grndin' camp."
•1 said for you to call him." Carter's

tone, in its very gentleness, caused the girl
to look quickly, so she caught his queer ex-

pression. Compounded of curiosity, inter-

est, expectation, his glance seemed to flicker

above, below, around the red teamster, to

enfold, wrap him with its subtle questioning.

Impressed more than she could have been

by threat or command, she waited—she knew
not for what—oppressed by the loom of im-

minent danger.
But it was not in the teamster's book to

disobey
—

just then. Lingering to pick an-
other coal, he sauntered down the room un-
der flow of that curious flickering glance,
and closed the door behind him with a

startling bang. Sharp as the crack of a gun,
she half expected to see smoke curling up
to the massive roof logs. But though her
father and lover looked their surprise, Car-
ter resumed his eating and there was no com-
ment until he excused himself a few min-
utes later.

Tugging his grey beard, the chief engineer
then turned to the surveyor. "Why doesn't
he fire that fellowV

Shrugging, the young fellow paaaed the

o,ui Mion up to the cook. "You've known
them longestV
Thus tapped, the cook turned on a flow

of information, appending his own theory of

Carter's patience to a short and unflattering

history of Michigan Red. "You see Red

thought be was the better man from the be-

ginning, an' it was just up to the boss to
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give him fair chance to prove it. As for

him, he likes the excitement. You 've seen

a cat play with a mouse? Well—an' when

the cat does jump—"

«—
good-bye mouse," the surveyor fin-

ished.

The cook's significant nod filled Dorothy

with astonishment. From the social heights

upon which the accident of birth had placed

her, she had looked down upon the laboring

classes, deeming them rude, simple, unso-

phisticated. Yet here she found complex

moods, a vendetta conducted with Machiavel-

lian subtlety, a drastic code that compelled a

man to cherish his enemy till he had had

opportunity to strike.

The knowledge helped her to a conclusion

which she stated as they walked back to her

father's tent. "Such pride! I understand

why he left her. Just fancy his keeping on

that man!"
"Damned nonsense, I call it," her father

growled. "That fellow will make trouble for

him yet."

The prediction amounted to prophecy in

view of a conversation then proceeding in

the bunkhouse. As Michigan's table mate

had fully reported the scene at supper, the

teamsters were ready with a fire of chaff

when he stumbled over the dark threshold

after delivering Carter's message.
"Been dinin' in fash'nable sassiety, Red?"

a man questioned.

"Nope !" another laughed. "Voylent col-

ors aint considered tasty any more, so the

boss fired him out cause his hair turned the

chief's gal sick."

Hoarse chuckling accompanied the team-

ster's answering profanity, but when, after

roundly cursing themselves, Carter, the sur-

veyor, chief engineer, he began on Dorothy,

laughter ceased and Big Hans called a stop.

"That 's right," a voice seconded Han's

objection. "We ain't stuck on the boss any
more 'n you are, Red

; but this gal is n't no
kin of his'n. Leave her alone."

"Sure!" the first man chimed in. "An' if

he 's feeling his oats jes' now he '11 be hit

the harder when we spring our deadfall.

Did you sound the graders today? Will

they—"
"Shet up!" Michigan hissed. "That big

mouth o' yourn spits clean across the camp
to the office." And thereafter the conversa-
tion continued in sinister whispers that soon

merged in heavy snoring. Silence and dark-

ness wrapped the camp.

Awaking while it was still dark, the camp
rubbed sleepy eyes and looked out, shivering,
on smouldering smudges. Outside the air

whined of mosquitoes. At the long hay racks

horses snorted and pawed frantically under
the winged torture; patient oxen uttered

mained lowings. Growling and grumbling,
the camp distributed itself- -teamsters to

feed and rebuild smudges, choppers and saw-

yers to the grindstone and filing benches. It

was a cold dank world. Pessimism prevailed
to the extent that a man needed to walk

straightly minding his own business if he

would avoid quarrel. But optimism came
with dawn—teamsters hissed cheerfully over
their currying, saw-filers and grinders in-

dulged in snatches of song—reaching a cli-

max with the breakfast call. When, half an
hour later, Dorothy appeared in the cook-

house doorway, the camp had spilled its

freight of men and teams into the forest.

Warned by the shadow, the cook looked

up and saw her in Stetson hat, short skirt,

high-laeed shoes, a sunlit vision with the

freshness of the morning upon its cheeks.

"God bless you ! come right in," he ex-

claimed. "Your daddy an' Mr. Hart hev'

gone down line. Devil's Muskeg got busy
las' night an' swallered ten thous'and yards
of gradin'."

As yet she knew nothing of those treacher-

ous sinks that gulp grades, trestles and the

reputations of their builders as a frog swal-
lows flies, and he went on, answering her

puzzled look, "Morass, you know, swamp
with quicksand foundation that goes clean

down to China. Nope! 'taint Mr. Carter's

loss. He aint such a fool as to go an' load a

muskeg down with clay and rock. An' East-
erner had it on a sub-contract, an' though
Carter warned him, he reckoned he could
make it bear a grade on brush hurdles.

Crowed like a Shanghai rooster because it

carried trains for a week."

"Oh, I dont know," he commented upon
her pity for the luckless contractor. "You
kain 't do nothing with them Easterners.

He was warned. Besides," he vengefully

added, "he shed n't ha' come crowing over
us. More coffee, Miss?"

,

Leaving the cookhouse, a shadow fell be-

tween her and the sun, and Carter gave her

good morning. "Breaks the poor devil," he
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supplemented the cook's information, "and
blithers us. Cuts off our communication. We
shall hare to move the outfits back to prairie

(Trading till they are re-established. I'm go-

ing down there—now, if you 'd like a hand-

car ridef"

ild she! In five minutes she was

speeding along under urg«. of ten strong
over high trestles which gave her sud-

den livid gleams of water far below, through

yellow cuts, across hollow-sounding bridges,

always between serried ranks of somber

spruce. With feet almost touching the road-

bed, she got all there was of the motion be-

sides most of the wind that blew her hair

into a dark cloud and set wild roses bloom-

ing in her cheeks.

She gained, too, a new viewpoint of Car-

ter, who chatted gaily, pointing, explaining,

as though they were merely out for pleasure

and another had not been just added to the

heavy cares that burdened his broad shoul-

Bhe learned more of the life, its hard-

ship, comedy, tragedy, in half an hour's

conversation than she could have obtained

for herself in a year's experience.

These different elements sometimes mixed
—as when he indicated a blackened excava-

tion. "See thatt A man was sitting on

the stump that was blasted out of there.

Reckon he got sort of tired of the world,"

be replied to her horrified question, "and

wanted a good start for the next." Then,

easily philosophical, quietly discursive, he

wandered along touching the suicide's mo-

There had been different theories—
drink, religion, a girl, but he himself inclined

to aggravated unsociability. The somber for-

est with its immensity of sad environing

space had translated mere moroseness into

confirmed hypochondria. He had so bored

the stumping outfit—to which he belonged
—

with pessimistic remarks on things in gen-

eral that, in self-defense, they threw some-

thing at him whenever he opened his month;
and so, bottled up, his gloom accumulated

until, in an unusually dismal moment, he

placed a full box of dynamite under a stump
and sat down to await results.

"Why did n't someone pull him offf"

II - answer was short as pregnant. "Short

fuse." To which he added, "Anyway, the

boys did n't feel any call to mix in his ex-

periments—especially as he swore a blue

streak at them till the stump lifted."

•Horrible !" she breathed.

"Just what they said," he solemnly mis-

understood her. "They never heard such

language. 'T was dreadfully out of place
at a funeral."

"Oh— I did n't mean that \" Then, con-

sidering his serious gravity, "Was—was
there—"

Trettj clean." He relieved her of the

remainder of the question. "Mostly trans-

lated."

Incredulous, she glanced from him to his

men and received grisly confirmation; for

one thrust out a grimy finger to show a

horseshoe ring. "I picked it up on the

track, Miss, forty rod from the—obseq'ses.

Did n't allow he 'd want it again."

Shuddering, she turned back to Carter, but

before she could make further comment, the

car rolled from a cut out to the edge of the

Devil's Muskeg.
She thought him cold-blooded until, that

evening, she learned from her friend, the

cook, that he had been caught on the edge
of the blast as he rushed to save the man,
and had been thrown a hundred feet. A
little disappointed by his apparent callous-

ness, she joined ber father and lover, who.

with the contractor, stood looking out over

the Muskeg. Sterile, flat, white with alkali

save where black slime oozed over the sunken

grade, it stretched a long mile on either

side of the right of way. Around its edges
skeleton trees thrust blanched limbs upward
through the mud, and beyond this charnal

forest loomed the omnipresent spruce. In

Springtime its quaking depths would have

opened under a fox's light padding, but the

Summer's sun had dried the surface until it

carried a team, which fact had lured the con-

tractor to his financial doom. A fat gross

man, he stood mopping his brow, and wildly

gesticulating toward the half-mile of rails

that, with their ties, lay like the backbone of

some primeval lizard along the mud, calling

heaven and the chief engineer to witness that

this calamity was beyond the provision of

man.
"
'Jedgment of God,' it 's termed in gov-

ernment contrac's," he exclaimed to the chief,

who, however, shrugged at such blackening
of Providence.

"Well. Mr. Buckle," he answered as Car-

ter came up, "the judgment was del

against you, not us."
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"Yes! yes!" the man grovellingly as-

sented. "I know—mine's the loss, but you

gentlemen orter give me a chance to make

it up building round this cursed mudhole."

"Round what?"

He turned, scowlingly, upon Carter. "This

mudhole, I said." Then with a greasy sneer,

he added, "But mebbe you kin build

across it?"

"I can."

"What?" He screamed his angry sur-

prise. "Why, h— ! Wasn't you that toP

me it would n't carry a grade ?"

"I said it wouldn't carry yours."

His quiet assurance gave the contractor

pause as, for matter of fact, it did the oth-

ers. Engineer and surveyor looked their

surprise. The contractor grew hysterically

sarcastic. "Going to drive piles down to

China. You '11 need a permit from Li Hung
Chang. What do you know about grades,

anyway? I was building this railroad while

you was wearing long clothes."

"Likely." Carter's easy drawl set the oth-

ers a-grin and caused Dorothy to hide her

smile in her handkerchief. "But you aint

out of your's yet. A yearling baby would n't

try to stack rock on top of mud. But that

is n't the question. D' you allow to finish the

contract?"

"Think I'm a fool?" the man rasped.
" 'T aint always polite to state one's

thoughts. But—do you?" And when the

other tendered a surly negative, he turned to

the engineer. "You hear, sir? And now I

file my bid."

The chief, however, looked his doubt. As
yet engineering science offered no solution

for the muskeg problem and this was not

the first grade he had seen sacrificed to a

theory. "Are you serious?"

"As a Methodist sermon," Carter an-

swered his grave question. Then drawing
him aside, he pulled a paper from his pocket.
An estimate for the work, it was dated two
weeks back, prevision that caused the chief

to grimly remark, "Pretty much like meas-

uring a living man for his coffin, wasn't it?

But look here, Carter! I'd hate to see you-
go broke on this hole. I doubt—and your
figure is far too low. What 's your plan ?"

"I'm going to make a sawdust fill with
waste from the Portage Mills."

Whistling, the chief looked his admiration,
then grinned, the idea was so ludicrous in

its simplicity. For, all said, the problem
resolved itself into terms of specific grav-

ity
—iron sinks and wood floats in water, and

the muskeg which swallowed clay would eas-

ily carry a sawdust bank. Moreover, the

idea was thoroughly practicable. Situated

five miles from Winnipeg, the Portage Mills

were the largest in the province and their

owners would willingly part with the refuse

that cumbered their yards.
"You 've got it !" he cried, slapping his

thigh.

"That 's not all. If Old Brass Bowels—"

noticing that the contractor was looking their

way, he finished in a whisper the signifi-

cance of which caused the chief's grizzled
brows to rise till lost in the roots of his hair.

"You '11 break camp—" he questioned.
"Tomorrow. Build a spur into the mills,

then start prairie grading at the American
line and run north. Ought to make a junc-
tion about the time the sink is filled."

And this he did. The few miles of spur
track being quickly built, a yellow tide of

sawdust was soon flowing out to the Devil's

Muskeg, where Bender's wood gang directed

its flow. At first there was great argument
about this new material, some holding that

one might as well try to build roadbed with

feathers. But it proved itself. Tamping
hard as clay, it had greater resilience, and
soon the twisted track rose like a maimed

serpent from the slimy clutch of the Devil.

Yes, miles of flatcars—boarded up till they
loomed big as houses—moved between mill

and slough through that Summer, and no
one dreamed of their slow procession having
other significance up to the moment that

Helen heard newsboys crying a special in

the hot streets.

"Brass-Bowels refuses new line a crossing.
His section gangs tear up Carter's diamond."

CHAPTER sxvi.

Winnipeg.

\Y that time Helen had shaken

down to a life that was new
as strange

—
though not with-

out travail; shaking is al-

ways uncomfortable.

Coming in to the city, a

natural nervousness—that indefinite appre-
hension which assails the stoutest under the

frown of new adventures—had been accen-
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tuated by heartsickness from her late ex-

periences, and was justified by some to come.

She viewed its distant spires very much as

an outlaw might contemplate fur-off hostile

iterinjr from the west, as she did.

one sees taller buildings poke, one by one.

Cram under the flat horizon. For the city

sits by the Red River—smoothest, moat

treacherous of streams— in the midst of vast

alluvial plains, its back to the "Ragged
Ijinds." facing the setting sun. North, south,

east and west of it they stretch, those great
flat plains. Vividly emerald in Springtime,
June shoots their velvet with chameleon

florescences that glow and blaze with the

seasons, fix in universal gold, then fade to

purest white. Dark, dirty, the city stands

out on the soft snow curtain like a sable

blot on an ermine mantle. Withal it is a

clean city, for if the black muck of its un-

paved streets caked laboring wagons and Red
River cars to the hubs after Spring thaws,

the dirt was all underfoot. No manufac-

tures fouled the winds that swept in from

boreal seas with the garnered essences of an

empire of flowers.

Purely airricultural, then, in its functions,

the bulk of its burgesses were, as might be

expected, storekeepers, implement men, bank-

ers, lawyers, land agents, all who serve or

prey upon the farmer; for there, also, lurked

the usurers, the twenty-per-cent Shylocks,
fat spiders whose strangling webs enmeshed

every township from the Rockies to the Red.

Spring, Fall or Winter, grist failed not in

their dark mills which grind fine, but faster

than those of the gods. Scattering their

evil seed on the dark days, it was their habit

to reap in the sunshine, competing for the

last straw with their fellows, the business

men, in their single season of profit
—Har-

vest. For in Summer the city drowsed amid

green wheat seas that curved with the de-

grees over the western world; it slept, nod-

din-;, till the wheat, its life blood, came in

huge arterial gushes to gorge its deflated

veins.

Thus Helen found it
—

asleep under the

Midsummer snn. Walking to her destina-

tion, she met few people; after the hotel

bosses rattled by. the streets were deserted

save for an occasional buckboard or slow ox-

team chewing the peaceful cud at the wooden

sidewalk. When, later, she walked those hot

streets on that most wearisome of occupa-

tions, the search for an occupation, she be-

came familiar with the city's more intimate

topography—the huge concrete foundations,

vacant, gaping as though at the folly which

planned them and their superstructures, the

aerial castles that blew up with the boom;
the occasional brick blocks that raised hot red

heads proudly above surrounding buildings;

the river, with its treacherous peace; old

Fort Garry, which she repeopled with gov-

ernors, commissioners, factors and trappers
of the Hudson's Bay Company.

Also she grew sensitive to its varied life,

easily distinguishing between emigrants, who
were injected by daily spurts into the streets,

the city's veins, from the old-timers—remit-

tance men, in yellow cords and putties; trap-

pers from Keewatin, Athabasca, the Great

Slave Lake, in fringed mooseskins; plethoric
K n^lish farmers or gaunt Canadian settlers

from the rich valley roundabout; Indians of

many tribes, Cree, Sioux, Obijay; that

heterogenous mixture that yet lacked a drop
of the Yankee or continental blood which

would flow, ten years later, in a broad river

over the American border. But this was

after she had fallen into her place in the

household of Glaves's big sister among a

scattering of teachers, up for the Normal

course, a brace of lawyers, three storekeep-
ers and a Scotch surgeon.

Just what or where that place was would

be hard to say, seeing that it varied with the

viewpoint of each lodger, nor remained the

same in the opinion of any specific one.

Thus did she shine, for one whole week, the

particular star in the heaven of an English

teacher, a mercurial lad of twenty, then hav-

ing rejected his heart with a pecuniary at-

tachment of thirty-five dollars per mensem,
she fell like a shooting star and became a

mere receptacle for his succeeding passions
which averaged three a month. His fellow-

teachers swung on an opposite arc. Cana-

dians and mostly recruited from the country,
the soil still clung to their heavy boots. The

profession, its aims and objects formed their

staple of conversation. Deeply imbued with

the sense of the central importance of

|>edagogy in the scheme of things, they wore

an air of owlish wisdom that waa incompati-
ble with the contemplation of such sublunary

things as girls. Having wives, it was not

to be expected that the storekeepers could

notice a young person whose attractions so
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far exceeded her known acquaintance, and

though the surgeon
—a young man prodi-

giously bony as to the leg and neck—really

worshipped her from behind the far folds

of his breakfast newspaper, thought trans-

ference still lay in the womb of future hum-

buggery and she catalogued him as injuri-

ously cold.

From this conglomerate of humanity she

gained one friend—the young wife of a

lawyer who had lately come West. Prettily

dark as Helen was delicately fair, each made

a foil for the other, which necessary base for

feminine friendships being established, their

relations were further cemented by an equal

loneliness and made more interesting by the

expectation of an event. As it was not yet

fashionable to shoo the stork away from the

roof-tree, behold the pair fussing and sewing

certain small garments with much tucking,

trimming, insertioning, regulating said pro-

cesses by the needs of some future mystery
anent "shortening"

—all of which brought
Helen mixed feelings. The young husband's

part in said operations was particularly try-

ing. Supposedly immersed in his paper of

evenings, he would watch them over the tip

with a delighted sagacity akin to the know-

ing look which a bulldog bestows on a crawl-

ing kitten. At times, too, he would descend

upon the work and lay wee undervests out

on his big palm, tie ridiculously small caps
over his shut fist, ask absurd questions and

generally display the manly ignorance so

sweet to the wifely soul while Helen sat, a

silent spectator of happiness from which she

had cut herself away. It is a question
whether the acquaintance did not bring her

more pain than pleasure.

The tale of the boarders would not be com-

plete without mention of Jean Glaves, a

buxom woman, fair of hair, whose strong
broad face seemed to incarnate the very

spirit of motherhood. With her Helen's

place was never in doubt. Opening her big

heart, she took the lonely girl right in, and

proved a veritable fount of energy in her

disheartening search for work.

In this her experience conformed to that

usual with a working girl—she shivered un-

der icy stares; shrank from the rude rebuffs

of busy men and blushed under smiles of

idle ones; sustained the inevitable insult at

the hands of a rascally commission broker

at the end of one day's employment. His

quick appraising glance, following a first

refusal, would have warned a sophisticated
business woman, but the innocence which be-

trayed Helen later proved her best protec-
tion. The horror in her eyes, childlike look

of hurt surprise, set the dull reds of shame
in the fellow's cheek, but she was out in the

street with hat and jacket while he was still

muttering his apology. Yet his grossness
fell short of the vile circumspection of her

next employer. A smug pillar of society and

something in a church, caution would not

permit him to stake reputation against pos-
sible pleasure on a single throw, yet she

labored under no illusions as to the motive

behind her second discharge.

"Oh, I can 't bear it ! I just can 't try

again !" she cried, that night, to Jean Glaves.

"You wont have to, dearie," the big
woman comforted, and having tucked her

comfortably upon her own lounge with a

wet cloth upon her aching head, she went

straight to the Scotch surgeon's room.
Her choice of confidant may have been

due either to intuition or knowledge of what
was going on behind the ramparts of the

young man's breakfast paper. The event

proved it wise, for his giraffe neck length-
ened under his angry gulps, his bony hands
and nodding head emphasized and attested

Jean's scathing deliverance upon men in

general. "The scoundrel ! I'd flog him my-
sel' but for the scandal. But see you, he '11

no' go unpunished. He 's a bid in for the

hospital supplies and I'll be having a word
with the head doctor." And thus, later, was
the smug villain hit to the tune of some hun-
dreds in his tenderest place, the pocket.
Not content with future revenge, the

Scotchman's sympathy expressed itself in

practical suggestion. "If ye 'd think, Mis-
tress Glaves"—he always accorded Jean the

quaint title and it fell gracefully from his

stiff lips
—"now if ye 'd suppose the young

leddy would like to try her hand at nursing?
There 's a vacancy at the hospital?"
While he hesitated, Jean literally grabbed

opportunity by the collar. "You come along
with me."

Introduced, a few seconds thereafter, to

man and subject, Helen exclaimed that she

would love the work, nor were her thanks
less sincere for being couched in stereotyped
form. How could she thank him? Being
sincere to the point of pain, after the fash-
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ion of his nation, the young man had almost

answered that the obligation lay with him in

that his studies behind the newspaper would
be furthered and facilitated. He replied in-

stead that the pay would be small, the work
ban).

Not to be discouraged, she was thus

launched upon what, in her condition, was
the best of possible careers. For the mental

suffering, suffering which, lacking an outlet,

bums inwardly till naught is left of feeling
but slag and cinders, becomes the strongest
of motor forces when expended in service for

others. Throwing herself body and soul into

the new work, she forgot the suspicion,
scandal that had lately embittered her days,
and had such surcease of loneliness that in

one month the lines of pain disappeared
from around her eyes, her drooping mouth
drew again into the old firm tenderness.

Besides content, the month brought her

other satisfactions. Owing to lack of ac-

commodation at the hospital, she still slept

at the boarding-house, and dropping into

Jean Olaves's room for a chat one evening,
she found her conversing with a girl of her

own age. She would have retired but that

Jean called her back. "Dont go! We were

talking of you. This is Miss Dorothy Chester,
who used to board with me. Miss Chester—
Mrs. Morrill."

There was, of course, nothing in the names
to convey the significance of the introduc-

tion to either. After that period of secret

study which is covered by the feminine

amenities, each decided that she liked the

other. Helen gladly accepted Dorothy's in-

vitation to call, and in this ordinary fashion

began a momentous acquaintance that soon

developed through natural affinity into one

of those rare and softly beautiful friend-

ships which are occasionally seen between

women. And as friendship means associa-

tion in a city that has no theater and few

amusements, it soon happened that any even-

ing might see Dorothy in Helen's room, or

Helen on the way to her friend's hotel. Nat-

urally Helen quickly learned that her friend's

father and lover were head engineers on Car-

ter's road, and that she had visited them in

camp; and as Dorothy was as willing to talk

of her novel experience as Helen to listen,

imagine the pair in the former's bedroom, one

smiled up on a lounge, the other coiled in

some mysterious feminine fashion on pillows

at her side, fair girl hanging on dark girl's

lips as she prattled of Carter, or joining in

speculations as to what kind of a woman his

wife might be.

She positively jumped when Dorothy de-

clared one evening, "I'm sure he still loves

her. Ernest says that he scoured the city for

her; only gave up when he felt sure that she

had gone East to her friends. When the road

is finished he is going back to look for her."

Tie had searched for her! Still loved her!

It rhymed with her deft fingers rolling

bandages; tuned her feet as she bore medi-

cine trays from ward to ward; ousted the

dry anatomical terms of the daily lecture

from their proper place in her mind. The

thought illumined her face so that maimed
men twisted on their cots to watch her down
the ward; meeting her on the main stairs,

one day, Carruthers, the Scotch surgeon,
almost mistook her for the Virgin Mother
in the stained window above the landing.
He searched for me! Is going back East to

look for met The days spun by to that

magical refrain.

Why, in view of all this, did she not con-

fide in Dorothy T Though its roots grip deep
down in woman nature, the strange contra-

dictory inconsequential yet wise woman na-

ture, the reason lies close to the surface.

Physically akin to the impulse which urges
a shy doe to fly from its forest mate, her

feeling flowed, mentally, from injured wife-

hood. For all her natural sweetness and

joy over the thought of reunion, she was not

ready to purchase happiness with uncondi-

tional surrender; to make overtures directly,
or through Dorothy, that might be construed

as a bid for executive clemency. As he had

deserted her, so he must return, and that

prideful resolution was strengthened and

justified by the suffering which had immeas-

urably exceeded her fault. Tea, first be

must return, then—would she instantly for-

give him? Any lover can answer the ques-

tion; if not, let him consult his sweetheart.

"I'd make him suffer!" she will cry, gritting

pretty teeth. So Helen. Very un-Christian,

wicked, but natural.

No, she did not confide in Dorothy, went

quietly about ber business hugging her sweet

secret to her own soul until—but this sum-

mary of ber thought and feeling would not
be complete without mention of a last, per-

haps greatest satisfaction—her joy in read-
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ing newspaper accounts of Carter's progress.

Editorials, politics, reports, she read all, Jay

by day, glowing over red-hot denunciations

of the monopoly while she thought what

good men the editors must be, and how in-

telligent to so clearly discern her husband's

merits. She was mightily troubled by the

insatiate appetite of the Devil's Muskeg,

studying its rapacious dietary as though it

were a diabetes patient. She triumphed
when Carter successfully treated its in-

effable hunger with vegetarian diet of saw-

dust; shivered when he was refused a cross-

ing of the trunk line; thrilled over the battle

when Bender and the woodmen beat back the

monopoly's levies while the trackmen laid

the "diamond," and grew sick with fear, as

before mentioned, when she heard the news-

boys crying out Carter's final repulse as she

was walking home to her room about eight
o'clock one evening.

Though very tired, she immediately turned

in her agitation, and, undeterred by the con-

tinent of blue print uniform that spread be-

low her brown ulster, she hurried to Doro-

thy's hotel—an old caravansary that had sur-

vived two rebellions and the bursting of the

boom. Once chief of the city's hostelries,
the old house still attracted people who pre-
ferred its solid comfort to the gilt, lacquer,

garish splendors of more modern rivals. The

parlor in which she waited while her name
was taken up to Dorothy was panelled with
somber woods; her feet literally sank in a

pile carpet, thick, green and dark as for-

est moss. Walls were upholstered in ham-
mered leather; chairs, heavy table, massive

furnishings, all were of black oak. The por-
traits of governors, high commissioners and
chief factors of the Hudson's Bay Company,
soldiers and traders or both, seemed ready
to step down from their frames to engage
in wise council and issue fiats that would set

a hundred tribes in motion. Time stood still

in that solid atmosphere. Heavy odors of
leather and wood, the pervading feeling of

peaceful age combined to soothe her fretted

nerves, and she had just relaxed her tired

body within the embrace of a mighty chair,
when passing footsteps and a voice brought
her up, tense and rigid.

Returning, just then, the bellboy repeated
her question. "Gentlemen who just passed,
Miss? Mr. Greer and Mr. Smythe, people
that are financing the new line, and Mr. Car-

ter, their head contractor. They are dining

here with the general manager of the trunk

line. If you 'd like to see them," he added,

interpreting her interest as curiosity, "just

step this way. They 've all gone in and you
can peep through the glass doors. It 's that

dark in the passage no one will see you."
As she tiptoed after him down the dark

hallway he whispered, further, "Reminds me
of them old Romans, the general manager;
them fellows that used to invite a man to a

poisoned dinner. He 's got those chaps
shooed up into a comer, and now he 's go-

ing to kill their financial goose over the

cigars and wine. Sure, Miss, everybody
knows that Greer 's on his last legs. Bit off

more than he could chew when he went into

railroading, but old Brass-Bowels will treat

his indigestion. That 's him, stout gent with

his back this way. Greer and Smythe 's

either side of him. That 's Mr. Carter oppo-
site. T' other gentleman's Mr. Sparks, gen-
eral supe of the western division."

Slipping by the others her glance glued
—

the term is eschewed by purists who, iron-

ically, if the adhesive used was of the car-

penter variety, but it exactly describes her

steadfast gaze
—her glance glued to Carter's

face. From above an arc lamp streamed

white light down upon him, darkening the

hollows under his eyes, raising his strong
features in bold relief. This, be it remem-

bered, was the first she had seen of him
since he broke in upon the Ravell dinner

party, black, sooty, smelling evilly of sweat

and smoke. And now he sat with a waiter

behind his chair, at meat with the greatest
man in the North at a table that was spread
with plate, cut glass, linen, all of a costly

elegance that transcended her own experi-
ence. The champagne bucket at his elbow,
of solid silver, with gold crusted bottles

thrusting sloping shoulders out of cracked

ice, the last accessory of luxurious living,

took on wonderful significance in that it

accentuated to the last degree their changed

positions. For surely the gods had turned

,
the tables by bringing her in print hospital
uniform and shabby ulster to witness this

crowning of his development.
Be sure she felt the contrast. How could

she do otherwise? Yet her feeling lacked

the slightest touch of humiliation. Above
such snobbishness, she was filled by joy and

pride in his achievement joined with tremu-
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lous fear, for the bellboy's remarks bad

quickened her apprehension. That distin-

guished company, costly appointments, per-
fect service, impressed her as little as it did

Carter, which is saying a good deal, for the

pomp of civilization counts more with

women than men, and he was bearing him-

self with the ease of one who has con-

quered social circumstance. He chose the

right fork for his salad, knife for his but-

ter, broke his bread delicately, trifled with

green olives as if born to the taste—though
this edible presented itself as a new and
bitter experience

—small things and foolish

if made an end in themselves, yet important
in that, with improper usage, they become as

barbed thorns in the side of self-respect. Sig-
nificant things in Carter's case because they
showed that he had applied to his social rela-

tions the same shrewdness, common sense,
keen sight that was making him successful

in large undertakings.

Of course she noted his improvement.
That he no longer used knife for spoon,

squared elbows over his head, sopped bread

in gravy. On the contrary, she saw only his

face, dark and stern save when a smile

brought the old humor back to his mouth.

Her hungry eyes traced its every line mark-

ing the minutest changes wrought by

thought, care, sorrow, Tune's graving tools.

Hands pressing her breast, she struggled for

his voice with thick oak and heavy plate

glass, and so stood, wrapped up in him and

their past, till the bellboy spoke.

I Chester said you was to go right up.

Miss."

She jumped and her tremulous fear took

form in words. "You are sure the general

manager will—"

"—do things to 'emf he finished, as he

led upstairs. "They 're dead ones, Miss."

(To Be Continued.)

The Persistency ofWu LungWouey
Bv W. A. Scott

1TH a sigh of utter weariness

and with every intention of

forgetting, for a short time,

the exasperations and fatigue
of the day's march, Lieuten-

ant Gross rolled himself in

his blankets. The next instant he sat up

quickly, as an astonishing and unwonted

sound broke upon his ears; be arose and,

lifting the flap of his tent, peered inquiringly

out into the fast gathering gloom of the

tropical night.

A chorus of whoops and yells and

snatches of ribald songs floated up to his

ears through the gloom. The disturbance

seemed to have its point of concentration at

the lower edge of the encampment of dog-

tents which marked the site of Company E's

bivouac for the night. Their march that day
had been a long and hard one, and by all

rights it would seem that every man should

he tired enough to drop from utter exhaus-

tion; on the contrary, they were making the

welkin ring with an insane medley of

drunken howls.

With a muttered imprecation, the lieuten-

ant dropped the tent flap behind him and

strode swiftly to the scene of the disturb-

ance. The sight that met his eyes brought a

grim smile to his lips, in spite of his annoy-
ance at the flagrant breach of discipline

which was so plainly in evidence—half of

Company E was howling drunk; they were

galloping in a reeling, stumbling circle about

a diminutive yellow man, who sat on a ra-

tion-box in the center, an empty skin-bottle

across his lap, and wearing an eight-by-ten

smile on his saffron-colored features.

Just then Sergeant Malloby broke through
the ring of intoxicated soldiers and, seizing

the man by the neck, shook him until he re-

sembled nothing so much as sn animated,
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multi-armed and legged Chinese idol. The

shaking was accompanied hy a startling

series of howls for mercy, interspersed with

a motley conglomeration of Filipino curses

and prayers to Ids chosen deity, which

stopped as soon as Sergeant Malloby ceased

to shake him
;
and the same insinuating smile

came back when Lieutenant Gross inquired

sternly if he knew the penalty for selling

liquor to Uncle Sam's soldiers. "0 ! me no

slell 'em, mlee glive 'em slojer mlan, all slame

mlake 'em fleel dlamn glood," and he hopped
down from his perch on the box, which he

had reascended as soon as released by the big

sergeant, and proceeded to illustrate the idea

by an exaggerated skirt dance. Sergeant

Malloby straightway swooped down upon
him like a falcon, and so enraged was he at

the Filipino's insulting assurance that it

would have gone hard with the little rascal

if the lieutenant had not interfered and

ordered him to tie the culprit up and place
him in the guard tent until morning, when,
he said, he would decide what to do with him.

The morning light showed to the guard's

inquiring eyes nothing but a heap of severed

cords in the center of the tent—the bird had
flown.

The escape was at once reported to Lieu-

tenant Gross. "0, well ! let him go," he said,

for truth to tell he did not see his way clear

to do anything else under the circumstances.

Upon emerging from his tent, thirty min-
utes later, he was treated to a surprise by
seeing the cause of the previous night's dis-

turbance come trotting into camp with an-

other skinfull of the vile decoction which
had been the cause of one-half of Company
E trussing up the other half in order to pre-
serve the peace. He gasped in sheer aston-

ishment at the yellow man's audacity. "Well,
of all the gall I ever saw exhibited, that

fellow takes the cake. Here, you," he yelled,

"drop that stuff." The little man at this

peremptory command put down the skin

hastily and, making a servile kow-tow to the

exasperated officer, asked with all the inno-

cence imaginable:
"You launt dlink Augudlento? Nem dlam

good stuff. Mlake you fleel all the same
likee blutter fly."

"I'll good stuff you, you little runt,"
roared the lieutenant, wrathfully, at the

same time giving the bulging skin such a

tremendous kick that it burst wide open,

drenching his trousers completely with the

evil-smelling liquor. He made a second

vicious kick at the grinning half-breed, which

that worthy avoided by skipping nimbly to

one side. "Me flix nem plants all light," he

exclaimed. "Me clean nam all light, you
blechie high life," and he smiled placatingly
at the frowning lieutenant.

"What's your name, anaway?" Gross

asked, glaring at him wrathfully.
"Wu Lung Wouey," he answered, looking

mournfully at the collapsed bottle.

"Well, you look here, Wu; if I catch you
selling any more of that truck to those sol-

dier-men, I'll skin you alive and tack your
hide on some of these trees around here. You

savvy that? Now git!" he commanded,
starting toward him belligerently.
But again the yellow man skipped out of

harm's way, and turning, asked insinuatingly :

"Say, you launt me work flo you? Me work
dlamn hard—all slame like jackass

—me launt

to stlay with you," he pleaded.

"No, I dont want you," said the lieuten-

ant, smiling at his persistency in spite of

himself. Then, turning to the big sergeant,
he said : "Take him out of camp, sergeant,
and give him a lift on the road to Philo."

Evidently the order was obeyed to the letter,

judging from the series of protesting howls
which shattered the brooding quiet of the

forest.

Fifteen minutes later the lieutenant was

paralyzed, on entering his tent, to find Wu
industriously shining up a pair of shoes with

a dirty cloth. "Well, I'll be d—d!" he ex-

ploded, as he caught sight of the persistent

pigmy. "Say, you yellow imp, do you know
I've a good mind to cut your blamed head
off?"

"No! No! Not cut Wu's head off; him
workee like hellee," he answered, and fell to

rubbing the shoe he held with redoubled

energy.
Five times was Wu driven from camp, and

every time he bobbed up again serenely.

Finally the lieutenant gave up in despair,
and Wu was allowed to go as his body-ser-
vant. At first Gros6 tried to discourage him

by work; he dug up all kinds of things

totally unnecessary for Wu to do, and Wu
did them all cheerfully; he, indeed, did so

well that the lieutenant began to relent of

his harshness and so ceased to impose upon
him. Straightway Wu developed a new phase
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of his remarkable character. He began to

steal everything he could lay his nimble yel-

low fingers on, and when they were found in

his possession lied right and left and swore

by all the gods in Buddhism that he knew

nothing whatever about how they came to be

there.

Under reprimand he grew steadily worse

instead of better, until Gross felt that his

patience was totally exhausted and some-

thing must be done.

About this time the regiment was ordered

to one of the adjacent islands to quell the

insurrectos, who were making things hum in

the central portion of the island. Then

Gross saw his way clear to get rid of Wu.
He sent the little torment to Philo, forty

miles, as the crow flies, with a letter to mail

for him. By the time Wu got back the regi-

ment was half-a-dozen leagues from shore,

and Gross was shaking hands with himself

to think how easily he had gotten rid of the

little nuisance at last.

Two days' hard marching brought them

into the country where, according to their

calculations, they should have had some evi-

dence of the existence of the insurrectos;

yet there was not a sign to be seen; so the

next morning Gross took a detail of ten men
with two days' rations and sallied forth to

reconnoiter.

All day tbey scouted and toiled through
the tangled underbrush and steaming forest;

up hill and down dale they went, and never

a sign of the insurrectos, until at last the big

sergeant swore that he did n't believe there

was a d—d native on the island.

The sun had just touched the hills to the

westward and the purple shadows were gath-

ering swiftly from the strongholds of the

night, when they made camp in a tiny de-

pression which lay between four rugged,
brush-and-stone -clad hills.

Malloby was just in the act of touching a

match to a pile of dried sticks, when he

chanced to look up at the hillside directly

in front of him; with a yell of warning be

dropped the match and, grabbing his Krag
from the ground, he sent a steel-patched

missile whistling at a vindictive brown fig-

ure, which was but one of a hundred that

were tearing through the brush of the hill-

side toward them.

Gross and his ten picked veterans had be-

come too familiar with the little brown man

and his unexpected sorties, however, to be

flustered by the little surprise party thus

suddenly sprung upon them. In a twinkling

they had formed up, back to back, and were

hurling a deadly fire from their Krags among
the rushing, leaping Malays.
So fierce was the fire that for the time

they were driven back in disorder to the

sheltering rocks of the hillside. But it was

plainly evident to the ten, as they hastily
shoved fresh clips of cartridges into the

magazines of their rifles, that the next charge
would effect serious results to their fighting

force, for the insurrectos were being rein-

forced by hundreds of their fellows, who
were swarming over the hilltops like ants.

Gross looked around upon the grim, fear-

less faces of his men, and a fierce pride
swelled up in his heart at the dauntless spirit
which was stamped upon each bronzed vis-

age
—an expression which bespoke the deter-

mination to die fighting with the vindictive-

ness of wounded grizzlies.

For a time after Wu discovered the trick

which had been played upon him, he behaved
like a madman; he raved and threw rocks in

the direction taken by the transport; he

swore volubly in a confusing mixture of Eng-
lish, Chinese and Filipino, and wound up by
stealing aboard a Chinese lugger, which

finally landed him, two days later, about

forty miles east of where the regiment, with

his beloved lieutenant, had disembarked.

There he took to the woods, heading due west

across the island; he made for the place
where some subtle sense told him he would
find those he sought
About noon of the third day he came

upon an old Malay stronghold; all about it

were the signs of a sanguinary conflict,

waged in days gone by; here be picked up
an old and sadly battered infantry bugle,

upon which he could still make a very cred-

itable martial blare; this he slung over hi-

shoulder by a string and once more plunged
at a trot into the forest.

When the sun dropped below the edge of

the western horizon he had crossed the high-
lands of the island and was miles from the

divide, hurrying across the western slope.

He was toiling up the steep side of a high

hill when the sudden and rapid crackling of

rifle-fire, coming apparently from the other

side of the elevation, breaking upon his ears,
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brought him to a sudden halt; then, as the

firing grew fiercer, he sprang, like a deer, up
the precipitous steep, until he gained the

top of the hill, where he was just in time to

see the first repulse of the insurrectos before

the deadly fire poured into their faces by the

lieutenant and his handful of men.

Even at that distance he recognized his

chosen master at a glance, and his heart went

into his throat as he saw how they were out-

numbered—fifty to one. But Wu's mind was

as nimble as his fingers and in a second it

had evolved a scheme.

Unslinging the battered bugle from his

shoulder, he bounded back down the slope,

over the track he had just come, until a

couple of hundred yards lay between him
and the top of the hill

;
then he set the bugle

to his lips and blew a furious and emphatic
series of blasts from its brazen throat which

made the welkin ring; dropping the instru-

ment, he charged back up over the hill faster

than ever.

Now the insurrectos were just on the point
of a second grand charge upon the devoted

little band, a charge which would have over-

whelmed the Americans as a tidal wave, when
the blaring notes of a bugle broke upon their

startled ears; to them it could mean but one

thing
—reinforcements for the white men. So

they paused in indecision, and, even as they

hesitated, a ragged figure burst over the top
of the hill and, pausing an instant, pointed
back behind it, at the same time yelling some
outlandish words in the Malay tongue, in

tones fraught with unmistakable fear; then

it resumed its headlong flight down the hill-

side, across the little depression and over the

opposite hill as though the foul fiend himself

pursued, but he went not alone, for, as one

man, the insurrectos fled after.

In three minutes the hollow was empty,
save for Gross and his men, who lost no time

in decamping at the double-quick in the op-

posite direction from that taken by their late

antagonists. It goes without saying that

they recognized Wu, but it never occurred to

them that the sound of the distant bugle and

Wu's apparent panic and headlong flight

were caused by aught but reinforcements,
for there were two other detachments of

troops somewhere upon the island besides

their own.

Not until they had put a couple of miles

between themselves and the scene of their

late conflict, and still saw no signs of the

expected succor, did it slowly dawn upon
their minds that they had Wu, and Wu alone,

to thank for their miraculous escape from
utter destruction. Then Gross stopped sud-

denly, as the full significance of the yellow
man's action came home to him. For all he

knew to the contrary, Wu had sacrificed his

life for them. "By George ! boys," he ex-

claimed, "that little imp has saved us fel-

lows and gave up his own life to do it, too,

for just as sure as those brown devils find

out the trick he has played on them, they will

make short work of him."

The words had scarcely left his lips when
a diminutive form sprang out of the brush

behind them and a familiar voice lisped:
"Wu fool lem dlam Mlaylays all tlime plenty,
mlake nem lun all samee like hellee, you bet,"

and he cut a fantastic pigeon-wing around
the lieutenant.
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rado delegation, and part of the Oregon This same little band of Western leaders,

delegation, are still proclaiming that the who do not represent the sentiment of the

West "opposes," the West "protests," the West, was opposed to the repeal of those

West "views with alarm," etc. acts, though such repeal has long been de-

The trouble with "this young fellow manded by experience in their operation, as

Pinchot" is the same that affects the whole reported for years by administrative officials,

administration, namely, a pronounced ten- Why?
dency to "interfere"—with the interests that The same statesmen have fought moderate

are seeking to monopolize the timber, fuel, appropriations demanded in the interest of

grazing and water-power resources of the justice, and for the prevention of fraud.

West; and a pronounced tendency to "tin- Why?
can the big fellows that have been having it They are still striving, some of them with-

all their own way," as I heard an Arizona out much scruple as to correctness of state-

homesteader put it. ment in public speeches and private conver-

Wipe the forest reserves off the map? sation and in letters to constituents, to re-

Charming! With the timber-and-stone act verse public sentiment, and inflame it against

and the commutation clause of the homestead the Government's forest reserve policies.

act still unrepealed, and no appropriation Why?
allowed for the detection of fraud, what a I do not know. Doubtless these leaders

glorious opportunity for gobbling one hun- can look farther and think deeper into this

dred million acres of timber land, the Na- matter than most of us; and it may be that

tion's protection against timber monopoly they see "danger ahead for the country."

and the only salvation of many thousands of It is true that their sincerity has been ques-

homes dependent upon irrigation. Honed; it is true also that many powerful

the President in the ultimate plans and purposes. His leadership is a beneficient dis-

pensation to this Nation and our times, and to the times that immediately follow. It

is comfortable to lean upon his strength and sagacity. Sometimes I feel a good deal

like one man at the recent Denver convention. Like many of the delegates, bewil-

dered and oh* of his depth and drowning amidst eddying swirls of diverse interests, he

forgot that he was delegated there because he was 'agin' something
—whatever it might

be—and when I questioned him he rolled his eyes at me mutely appealing. 'I dont know,'
he said despairingly, 'I dont know; I guess I'm for whatever "Teddy" wants.' And
his face cleared as he grasped this rock of safety.

"I think most of us at heart are 'for whatever Teddy wants.' And if we were going
to have men of his courage and honesty always to protect and guide us, solutions would
be mighty simple. But happily or unhappily, this is an unlimited republic and the blithe-

ly spinning wheel of Time only brings to us the guardianship of Roosevelts and Lin-

colns and Clevelands at far removed intervals. The possibilities of graft and abuse

(under successors to Pinchot and Wilson), under the extensions of the Forest Reserve

principle now contemplated, far outweighs, it seems to me, the opportunities for fraud
that are now shocking the Nation and disgusting the Administration. I have most care-

fully read and reread all of the Congressional debates upon the public-land question,

dictating copious excerpts to my stenographer and afterward studying carefully the

transcripts thereof. These represent far more important data upon the subject than

anything produced at this land convention, outside of the President's letter. Then, like

yourself, I have talked with the leaders upon both sides, but I was only impressed with

the exceedingly narrowed horizon and self-interest manifested in every single case. So

far as real breadth of view is concerned, the honors at the convention were with the

President and his officials. It is the principle I object to and the precedent. But, be-

yond a doubt, in my opinion, they are overdoing the reservation idea and retarding the

opening up and development of this new Western country."
Others, like the writer of the following article, believe, on the contrary, that the

West's development in the interest of all its people, and its greatest future prosperity
is largely dependent upon the successful carrying out of the President's ideas.
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Senator Beveridge, of Indiana, a Champion of
the Forest Service.

political supporters, or intimate business

associates of most of these gentlemen have

been "tin-canned" until the racket thereof

has produced most irritating discord in the

ears of all those who in the past have been

in the habit of getting' what they wanted of

the public lands without interference from

Washington. Of course statesmen are

human, and perhaps are no less subject to

prejudice than are other men, and it would

be unfair to impugn the motives of all op-

ponents to the present Government's policies,

for there have been just complaints. How-
ever, so far as I can learn, no man with a

just complaint has failed to receive due con-

sideration from the administrative officials.

Some of Gifford Pinchot's opponents are

fond of referring to him as a visionary and
enthusiastic theorist. If this is a correct

estimate of him he must have rare hypnotic

powers upon hard-headed Congress. That

body has never been known to vote money
readily for great public purposes without

much debate, and careful scrutiny of the

object, yet Mr. Pinchot seems to have been

able to get all he wants for his department.
The Forest Service was thoroughly over-

hauled by a special commission a few months

ago, its salaries, business methods and general

operation closely examined, with the result

that a report was rendered to Congress so

flattering that the opposition was temporar-

ily speechless. No one can become ac-

quainted with the Forest Service without

acknowledging that its head must have re-

markable powers of leadership and an un-

usual personality to have so imbued his sub-

ordinates, from the lowest to the highest,

with the spirit of his own purpose.
Reference to the high character, exalted

motives and pleasing personality of Mr.

Pinchot excited the sneers of certain mem-
bers of the last Congress and Senator

Spooner once took occasion to reply to them
as follows:

"The Senator from Colorado spoke of Mr.
Pinchot as a person of 'miraculous excel-

lence'; I am sure he claims no perfection,
and I am sure he would not ask any man to

put him above his fellows, but he is remark-

able in his knowledge in a practical and a

theoretical way of forestry. He is remark-

able in another thing, that being a young
man, a man of brains, a man of wealth, and

a man of education, to whom larger oppor-

Senator Charles W. Fulton, of Oregon, Who Op-
posed the ''Undue Extension" of the

National Forests.
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tunitiis in politi>"< or business open them

elves, has chosen to devote himself, saeri-

fieially in some respects, to this great work

of forest conservation; of perpetuating for

the people yet to come who will inhabit the

valleys of the arid land and the semi arid

land of the West, the water supply without

which it is an irreclaimable desert. He does

it for the love of it, not for your little pit-

able salary. There have not been many men

within my knowledge who have been willing

to do that."

Mr. Pinchot is a rich man's son of French

11 ugiiciiii t descent. He is a bachelor of

forty-two. His grandfather was a farmer

at Milford, Pennsylvania, and his father a

successful manufacturer in New York. He

ia a graduate of Vale, efaM of 1888, and in

the literary, athletic, social, and religious

life of the college lie was a leader.

The idea of taking up forestry was first

suggested to him by his father, and be took

study courses that helped him to technical

knowledge in that direction. After gradua-

tion he went abroad, visited the foresters of

England, studied at a school of forestry in

France, and later traveled through Germany,
Switzerland and Austria, learning the theory

and practice of forest conservation, and the

Mm-i ellicient use of the trees. Sir Dietrich

Hrandis, Inspector-Genera! of Forestry in

« W. Pricr. Aa*i*tant Foretttr.

Senator Sponner. of Wi*con*in.
Mr. Hpooner Know* How Wasteful Lumbering
Ha* Damaged Hi* State, and Ha* Long B**n
a Powerful Friend of the Fnreit Service.

India, afforded him many facilities for study

and observation.

Returning to America he put in prac-

tice some of his knowledge upon a large

estate in North Carolina. In 1806 President

Cleveland. u|m>ii the advice of the National

Academy of Science's, appointed a public-

land commission to investigate the Western

public lands with a view of establishing re-

serves. Mr. Pinchot was among the five

men named, and it was upon the recommen-

dation of this commission that Cleveland in

1S97, just before his retirement, astonished

the country by suddenly withdrawing from

entry nearly twenty millions of acres for

There was quite an outcry because of the

regulations and the immature conditions,

and Congress suspended the order for a

year. But the necessity for forest conserva-

tion becoming more and more evident the

reserves were eventually )>ermitted to stand

and additions were named. At first the di-

vision of forestry' was a very small one, with

a dozen or so clerks under II. E. Fernow;

but soon after McKinley was inaugurated

the necessity for a larger bureau became
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Copt. James B. Adams, Chief of the Operation
Department, and Second Assistant Forester.

Mr. Wells, Head of the Legal Department, For-
est Service.

evident, and when Mr. Fernow resigned to

take the chair of the new College of Forestry
at Cornell, the first school of this sort in the

country, Mr. Pinchot was appointed in his

place. The division rapidly expanded as the

National Forest areas increased.

Under Mr. Pinchot, red-tape methods,

favoritism, and slavery to precedent, notori-

ous features of many Government depart-

ments, have never obtained. The service

now employs some fourteen hundred clerks,

rangers, supervisors, etc. The annual re-

ports have grown from five pages to fifty

pages in length. The hundred and fifty

million acres under its supervision are valued

at $1,600,000,000. Its revenue for the pres-
ent year will be at least $1,500,000, nearly
ten per cent of which goes to the states in

which the reserves are located; the balance

goes into the Treasury of the United States,

and at the present rate of increase it will

not be long before the revenue will exceed

all expenses of the reserves.

The whole forest question was initiated

about sixteen years ago because the forests

were being rapidly destroyed by fire and

reckless cutting. It is estimated that fully

ninety per cent of the forest growth on the

public domain in the arid and semi-arid re-

gion has been consumed by fire. This means
a loss aggregating hundreds of millions of

dollars. Congress realized that unless some-

thing was done to protect them, the timber

reserves of the West, and many industries

dependent upon the forests, would be for-

ever destroyed, and so the law of 1891 was

passed—one of the most beneficient laws

ever considered by Congress. Under it Presi-

dent Harrison created the first reserves.

There has always been much opposition,

partly justified at the start because Con-

gress had set aside lands and their resources

but had made no provision for their use or

their protection. "The timber was securely

locked up and left to burn." This mistake

was remedied by the act of 1897, which

made it possible to use all the resources and

give suitable protection. At first the In-

terior Department commenced with a few

men at fifty or sixty dollars a month for

each man with a horse. They were too

poorly paid, scattered over too wide an area,

and it was found that the fires got away
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ivy Stand of California Redwood An Extreme Example of the Kind nf Land Certain Lum-
l,rr Interests .!>< Anxious In Have Open for Homettead." but U'htrh It nhvinutlu More
Valuable for It* Timber Than for Agriculture, and Is Therefor- ! From Entry
Herein Lies the Rral Foundation for iturh of the. Complaint Aoaltitt the Fnrrtt Service
However, but Little of the Valuable Timber Land* of the Satlonal Forrttt Are Kitewhere
Than in Placet Too Mountainous and Inaccessible for Profitable Agriculture

from them. It was then derided to build

eabins and put in improvements so that

more men and better men could be em-

ployed; telephone lines, trails, bridges and
IMdi "ere established, and are still beine

established, all of whirh have enormously
aided in the prevention of damage by fire.

It was also early determined that the for-

est* must be saved in order to conserve the

water for agricultural lands.
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At first there was no provision for the

settlement of agricultural land in the forest

reserves. Regulations prohibited the cutting

of timber, so that settlers were obliged to vio-

late the law at times to get timber for their

own needs, and there was much complaint.

Originally the idea seems to have been

to keep settlers out of the reserves as

much as possible, and the so-called lieu-iand

law was passed to permit "settlers or own-

ers" within the reserves to exchange their

holdings there for areas "not greater in ex-

tent" outside the reserves. After the enact-

forested areas very well know how this

happened, and how profitable such action

was to a few.

Though there was much trouble and irreg-

ularity about the creation of the earlier re-

serves, later ones have been selected with the

greatest care, every section of land being ex-

amined, mapped, described and boundaries

of the contemplated reserves drawn to "ex-

clude as far as possible everything which

does not properly belong in a National for-

est," all cultivated land being located and

mapped ; as well as land suited to agricul-

Scene in the Blue Mountains, Oregon. Character of Land Open to Entry Under the Act of
June 11, 1906—Agricultural Settlement.

ment of this law and its interpretation by

Secretary Hitchcock, commenced a system of

graft. Large areas of worthless land were

included in new reserves upon the recom-

mendation of the Land Department; land—
much of which never had grown and never

would grow trees—reserved for the purpose
of providing "scrip" for railroad companies
and others who were given advance infor-

mation enabling them to secure millions of

acres of the finest timber land in the coun-

try outside the reserves. Some of these

same public men who are now complaining
that the forest reserves include such un-

ture, but which was not yet settled. Men
trained in Western conditions were employed
in the work, and there can be no doubt that

the "undue extension" complained of does

not properly apply to the more recent re-

serves which include only forested areas and

not agricultural lands, or "immense tracts

on which a tree never grew and never will

grow."
The non-forested areas are said to amount

to about thirty millions of acres, and while

they do not grow trees and are unfit for

agricultural purposes, are yet more or less

available for grazing, hence the objection by
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some of those who formerly enjoyed their

free use.

Some three hundred millioa acres of pub-

lic lands are still outside the reserves and

upon them no grazing law applies. It is

over portions of this outside public land,

which is of course mostly unfit for cultiva-

tion, that so many illegal fences have been

erected. These fences, the President says,

must OOBM down, or laws be enacted per-

mittinv the (lovernment to lease the public

range ami permitting the existence of

fences, but without interfering with o/;/»/r

(unities for bona fide settlers. Most stock-

men do not care to be violators of the law

and would prefer some leasing system which

would not compel them to remove all their

fences. Others have so long been in undis

pitted possession of big areas of public land

that they i - change compelling them

to pay anything for privileges hitherto had

for nothing beyond the expense of fencing:

. again the cry. "We want to be let

alone."

Ifnrdo MacKenzie. president of the Amer-

ican National Live Stock Association, re-

cently sent out ten thousand letters of in-

quiry to as many stockmen through the

. ninety per cent of whom replied ex-

pressing satisfaction with the range-control
idea. Farmers, cattlemen, horse ranchmen

Trail Iluildina. .- Cali-

fornia Thete 7"'" Ortm
Value in Cat* of Fnrett r'

Alpine Fir.
Washington.

In Krample of Orating Land in thr Xattnnal
Fort»ts. . .

Hon Mountain Mradntr With
Mount Rainier Formt Rmrrrr.

and sheepmen generally endorse the idea
;

and why not! li.inge regulation, as they all

know, menus range preservation, menus the

absolute protection of the little man against

the big, means the end of war botWMO cattle-

men and sheepmen, the end of the bloodshed

and injustice that have so fioqmntly 'h-

graced the remote regions of the Wesl.

It has been estimated by Mr. Pinehot that

three- fourths of the land included within the

National forests i.s more or less available

razing. The range goes with the tim-

ber and cannot be separated and the great

reserves of course ought to lie used. The

way they are used has a great deal to Aoj
with the growth of young timber and tlif

llow of water. "If wisely u-ed it does nf

harm forest growth nor water Mow. If o\i

grazed or de*tro\ed. young tree growtlf is

stamped down or eaten, the soil is left

and unprotected to be washed off the A»p«»
into the valleys, choking irrigation canals

and destroying the hope of reforestation."
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P. Potter, Chief of the Grazing Department,
Forest Service ; an Experienced Stockman

of Wide Knowledge of the West.

In answer to the charge that big stock in-

terests favor range control in order to mo-

nopolize the range, the President and his

representatives have repeatedly answered that

the rights of settlers are to be first consid-

ered everywhere; no system suggested by
the administration involves any loss of

opportunity to the home-builder. Repeated
efforts to misrepresent this attitude are con-

stantly being made by men who are anxious

Squatter's Claim, Ohimpic Reserve. WashingtonCooa Instance of Land Which Should Be Ex-
cluded From the National Forests.

to serve other interests than those of the

actual settler. But Mr. Pinchot replies thus:

All stockmen complain that the public
grazing land is being rapidly denuded, the

range being threatened with extinction for

decades to come. Stockmen are simply ''eat-

ing each other up." The unfortunate con-

dition of the range business is that the stock
owner has depended upon pasture land which
he does not own, over which he has no con-

trol; he is therefore attempting to get all

the free pasture land he can while it is go-

ing. The stockmen, as a whole, would be
better off with less stock on the range, but
the withdrawal of stock by one only makes
more room for his neighbors, and so the

work of destruction goes on. . . . Any
agreement by the local stockowners would
have no effect against the "transient"
herds. . . . Before there were any Na-
tional forests the small settler was at the

mercy of the big stockman, who even drove

his herds in from a distance and cleaned up
the settler's range to his very door. Now
the reserve homesteader has all of the near-

by range for his own use.

In allotting the forest range the small

local owners are considered first, then the

larger local owners who have regularly used

it; then owners who live at a distance; lastly,

if there is any room left after these have
been provided for, the owners of transient

stock.

This dees not sound like the "bureaucratic

system oppressive as any in the blood-be-

spattered domains of the Czar" that we were

told about at Denver.

The grazing department of the Forest

Service is under the immediate supervision
of Mr. A. P. Potter. Mr. Potter is a

Westerner of wide experience, who used to

own stock and "punch" cattle himself. Mr.

Pinchot found him down in Arizona, camped
with him in the mountains for a month, dis-

covered his abilities and character, and

finally got him to come to Washington and

take charge of the Grazing Department. Mr.
Potter determines what various fees shall

be charged for grazing on the various forest

lands, and the satisfaction voiced by most

stockiren and sheepmen is evidence of the

wisdom exercised in his selection.

In all of the National forests the period

during which grazing is allowed is fixed to

meet the local needs as far as possible, and
the division of the range between cattle and

sheep when necessary, is governed by past
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use and its adaptability t'<>r grazing the

amount of stuck to be alb-wed upon it.

The following table shows the number of

grown stock allowed to graze in the National

forests during the season of 1907 :
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Meadow Near Head of King's Creek, Plumas County, California. Character of Forest Reserve
Lands That the Government Desires to Release for Agricultural Settlement.

to pay something for the cost of restoring the

range and keeping it in good condition.

Since the Forest Service already has a

well organized grazing department, and has

become so familiar with all conditions, it

would seem a measure of wisdom to include

all public grazing lands under its super-

vision, should Congress "in its wisdom" de-

cide upon some system of range regulation.

A proposition of this sort, of course, meets

with tremendous opposition from the

"Want-to-be-let-alones."

The President no longer has power to

create reserves in Oregon, Washington,

Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and Colorado,
and a great effort will be made at the next

session of Congress to cut down the reserves

already made. However, the sentiment

against permitting the free and unrestricted

use of public-land resources has become so

strongly rooted in the National mind that

such use will probably not be allowed much

longer, and some scheme of general regula-
tion will be adopted eventually.

The President's action last Spring in with-

drawing fifteen-and-a-half million acres in

the face of Congressional opposition has re-

sulted, as he knew it would, in exciting the

still more bitter opposition of a powerful
combination of his enemies. A campaign
against his policies has been going on in the

West ever since, with the result, however,
that by the time the forces are ready for

the great assault next Winter those policies
will be more strongly backed up by public
sentiment than ever.

It should not be forgotten that many of

the reserves were created upon the petition
of people in their immediate vicinity, though
some Western Senators have tried to spread
the impression abroad that the Forest Serv-

ice has imposed its "fad" upon a reluctant

people.
The utter recklessness of misstatement on

this subject by certain public men whose

duty is to give the people only the whole

truth, is due to their eagerness to stir up sen-

timent against the administration.
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The forest reserves "rob the states of
revenue which wauld otherwise come to them

eventually in the sha/ic of It

That Itttwttnt. though refuted time and

again, still bohf u|> in "opposition"'

speeches. If these lands had passed to pri-

vate control, the state would temporarily de-

- from them until the timber

had been skinned off, then, as most of the

lands would be worthless, revenue would

cease. When the present able Assistant At

tornev < lencral \V<>< ilrtitT was in clun.

the law department of the fowl Service,

irred to him that a method could I"'

readily doraed whereby ooiintMM eonld be

L'ivcti part i>I the revenue from the National

forests within their boundaries, and sug-

gested the matter to Mr. Pinahot, who

promptly recommended a plan. As a re-

sult the counties now get ten per cent of

the revenue, which in the long run will

amount to an enormously greater sum than

ordinary taxes would have provided. Credit

for this proposition has been not quite justly

claimed for Senator Fulton, of Oregon.
Senator Fulton and others have stated

that the forest reserves play into the hands

of the timber magnates. Not to an alarming

extent; the timber miglHItflt are not being

helped by being prevented from gathering
in the remainder of the timber land, and

thongh it may be true that praomJ stumpage
are upheld, no one maintains that they

are too high; and the people in the long run

profit by having a permanent timber supply
to draw from open to all on even terms.

The near future is worth considering, how-
e\er much we may Hatter ourselves about

"poafltk pragma in the one of electricity,

etc., that will enable future generations to

do without timber and coal."

"I>.. yon reali/v.
"

exclaims a Senator,

"that one fourth of my Mate 1- withdrawn

I eruianently from contributing in any de-

gree to our growth, development, industrial

or commercial expansion?"
This would Ik- bail if it were true, which

it is not—not one word of it. In the first

place not one acre of the lands withdrawn
ever had mi contributed and a great portion
of them never would, being in the high-
mountain regions of rocks and cliffs—never

would except for mineral development,
which is even helped by the Service-built

roads and trails and the conservation of tim-

ber for the free use of the miner. Then.

Lochsa River; Fire \otlce on Cedar, Bitter Root Forest Reeerve, Idaho. Porett
Rangert Pott These Notieet in Contpieuout Placet Throughout the Porett:
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Lumbering in the Old Country. Scene in a German Forest.

does the conservation of the forest con-

tribute nothing to the development of the

Bull Pine Killed by Beetle, Priest River Forest
Reserve. A Curious Picture, Taken With

the Camera Pointed Directly Upward.

arid regions in every Western state? Does
the conservation of water-power retard in-

dustrial expansion? Does the fact that

every tract of agricultural land is open to

homestead entry prevent development?
Does the fact that timber and grazing re-

sources are open to all on equal and reason-

able terms mean stunting the growth of a

state? Does the fact that if nature has pro-
vided a medicinal spring, a natural cave of

wonders, or a natural playground of scien-

tific interest like the Yellowstone Park, and
the Government says these shall be open and
free to all alike—does this damage the com-
mercial expansion or social development of

a state? Few people now recollect how des-

perate a fight was once made by a few peo-

ple aided by some Congressmen to get con-

trol of the Yellowstone wonders in order to

profit by an admission charge. The man
who tried to "homestead" the land about the

entrance to the wonderful Crystal Caves in

South Dakota, in order to collect a dollar a

head from all visitors, is now quite bitter

against the Government because his entry
was cancelled. He was "interfered" with.

One of the flimsiest yet most commonlv
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Wasteful Lumbering 01 u Califnrnia h'orest ; Not Permitted in the National Forests.

used arguments against the reserves is this

statement, frequently made by two or three

ni Senators:

"The (ioiirmiu nt is too exacting in its

definition of agricultural land and the settler

ului finally ffttt located in a reserve will find

himself and family isolated forever from
neighbors, churches and schools—all the

blessings of community I

The Government places absolutely no ob-

stacle in the way of any lx>nn fide settler.

He em locate a homestead in the reserve as

well as outside—in either ease the land must
be "more valuable for agriculture than any
other purpose." Now, if he gets a "claim"

in a forest raaarra and there is no other

agricultural land about him he is no more
isolated than if the reserve were not there.

Nature alone makes the "isolation." not the

ranrre; the mountains were there before
the reserves. He will have as many neigh-

bors, schools, churches, etc., as though the

reserves never existed. It is not even true

that the near market for some of his prod-
ucts that a few saw mills would provide will

be lacking, far the Qovwuumri timber is

for sale, and will eventually be cut, and un-

der restrictions that will make the lumber-

ing industry permanent in.-tcad of temporary
and wasteful.

Tree-Sera" Planting. Han Gabriel F<
California.
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A Scene in the Rocky Mountain Region. Millions Upon Millions of Acres of Melan-
choly Wastes Like This Have Been Made by Forest Fires in the Past, Causing
a Loss to the Country of Hundreds of Millions of Dollars, Also Floods in Spring
and Droughts in Summer on the Low Lands. Prevention of Such Disasters Is
Part of the Business of the Forest Service.

Moreover the forest reserves, as already

stated, supply free and exclusive range, free

timber and free fire protection to the small

settler. If he grazes more than ten animals

on the reserve lands, he pays twenty-five
cents to forty-five cents per head for the

season for the additional stock, but he gets
exclusive range.

These advantages are fully known to peo-

ple about the reserves, and notwithstanding
all Senatorial sympathy wasted upon them,

they are shouting "God bless the reserves"

and listing agricultural land wherever they
can find it.

Here are a few other public statements

by some of these same public men, each

of which would be correct if the facts were
not absolutely to the contrary :

"A man cannot drive cattle along a coun-

ty road through the reserves without a per-
mit."

"You cannot hunt or fish without a per-
mit."

"You cannot prospect for minerals with-

out asking permission."

"You must have a permit to mine, to cut

wood for a campfire, or to forage your pack
mule."

"Counties cannot build roads through the

reserves."

"Public improvements are lost to the

county after the land has been included in

reserve."

It is amusing to consider some of the di-

verse expressions regarding Mr. Pinchot and
the Forest Service. Here are a few culled

from various public utterances :

Senator Proctor, of Vermont: "I do not
know of any man who has devoted himself
more unselfishly to public interests than Mr.
Pinchot. As is well known, he remains in

his present place because he has a pride in

his work."
Senator Fulton, of Oregon: "I think the

Forestry Bureau the worst organized depart-
ment of the Government; I think the man-
ner in which it is conducted is less credit-

able to those who have it in charge than any
other department."

Senator Flint, of California: "As far as

the State of California is concerned, we
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believe in forest reserves, and we believe in

the Forest Service as managed by Mr. Pin-

ehot. I btUw we have had an economical,

honest and efficient administration of the

affairs of that department."
Senator Piles, of Washington: "In the

State of Washington, and I presume else-

where, mistaken have lien made no doubt

with regard to for<-st reserves, but we have

found that that department has at all times

been ready and willing to correct any serious

mistake. We have found upon consideration and

-igation that this department is doing a

real ser\-ice to the people in this i-ountrv."

Senator Teller, of Colorado: "The officials

are disobeying the law. They are setting the

law at defiance. While they say thoy are for

the enforcement of the law, 1 will be better

pleased when I see it enforce. I. . . . We
do not want a landlord system. We will not

have it. We want a chance to build

school house and church nearby, we want a

chance for neighbors to come and build.

.... I think it would be even more bearable

for the tenant—the half-slave—to be a tenant

of a private owner than ef the Government."
.1. M. Wilson, of Wyoming, ehairmnn of

the Public-Lands Convention: "This whole

proposition of forest reserves in Wyoming
was conceived in insincerity. The interests

of Wyoming ranchmen are all opposed to the

forest reserves as they are administered.

The President may tell them how many chil-

dren they shall rear, but the Wyoming ranch

men do insist that their cows shall have the

right to graze on the public domain."

Representative Bonynge, of Colorado: "We
find I'nele Sam engaged in the lumber, coal,

hay, feed and grain business, and we wonder

whither are we drifting. The resources of the

lands are exploited not for the benefit of the

state, but for the benefit of the National Gov-

ernment. All these things make a radical

change in the traditional policy of the fnited

Inited States Marshal D. C. Bailey, of

Colorado: "My own experience is the best

criterion by which to judge. I have chased

many a herder from the Covcruiui'iit lands,

with his sheep scampering ahead of him, sim

ply because I thought 1 had a right to it be-

cause it was close to me. My neighbors grew
wealthy, and went so far U to t.-m-e in large

areas of the public domain where I had

allowed my cattle to roam. The big stockmen

have fenced in vast tra I up roads

for years used as a sort of common law path-

way through (loveriiment ground; and

refused to make gates for the passage of the

public, They made life so miserable for smhll

-toekiiien that many complaints have been

sent to Washington. Koosevelt is a W(

.:». V

Hoic They Have Learned to Handle Lumber Reeourcee Abroad.
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Senator Heyburn, of Idaho, a vriend of the
Reclamation Service, but an Opponent of the
Forest Service, Notwithstanding the Fact That
Eighty Per Cent of the People of His State
Favor It."

man, he ran a stock ranch in Dakota himself.

He saw how the small fellows were being de-

prived of their rights, and the present policies
are simply the result of his own study of

conditions, with recommendations from lead-

ing men of the West."
Pat Sullivan, a rich stockman of Wyoming:

"There is n't any show for the men up where
I live, and it looks to me as if the Govern-
ment officials were filling their money-belts
out of us poor people who risked our lives to

open up the wild country. I know of one man
who was relieved of twenty-five dollars by a
forest ranger because his cattle happened to

go over the imaginary line beyond which cat-

tle are forbidden to graze without a special
permit. There isn't any fence showing where
the dead line is, but he had to pay the money
just the same or go to jail."

Senator Beveridge, of Indiana: "The de-

partment hag come in conflict once or twice
here and there with the views of Senators
in one or two of the Western States. It

ought to be the highest commendation that

can be won by any public official that in

no instance has the policy of this depart-

ment, or of its chief, been swerved by the

influence of any man, but only by the con-

sideration of public good."
Senator Fulton, of Oregon: "The truth

is, this bureau is composed of dreamers and
theorists."

Senator Dollivar, of Iowa: "I find very
few intelligent men in any of the Western
States who do not speak in enthusiastic

terms of the Government's policy of reserv-

ing the great forests and areas which they

occupy. I think the criticism which has

been directed (in Congress) against the Bu-

reau of Forestry is especially to be de-

plored."
Senator Clark, of Wyoming: . . . "The

Bureau of Forestry is now the greatest

lumbering interest on the face of the

earth. Talk about your lumber barons,

your lumber monopolies! Where is the man,
save the Chief of this bureau, who has un-

der his absolute control 127,000,000 acres of

timber, much of it the finest on God's loot

stool? Where is the man who can use the

Government force and the whole power and
treasure of the Government in his lumbering
operations, selling to whom he pleases, in

what amounts he pleases, and »>« what prices
he pleases, and without respo«»iDility to the

Congress of the United States or any other

body of men or authority?
"

Senator Spooner, of Wisconsin: "I do not

believe the Government has at this time a

more accomplished, a more devoted, a better

servant than the head of the Forestry Bu-
reau. I think that what is at stake in the

Forestry Service concerns the entire people
of this country. I should regard it as a dire

misfortune if what remains of our forests

were left to the tender mercies of the states

or the settlers."

Senator Heyburn, of Idaho: "Who are

these foresters? I will not deal in names,
but I saw them last Sum> <?r—foresters on
the payroll of the Governn. t living at one
of the hotels in one of the big cities in our

country; a forester with a uniform peculiar
to his occupation. It was stated in the pa-

per that it was contemplated, and the rules

formulated for, uniforming t)x> foresters all

over the country with a palw-6 reen uniform,
like those you see in the foists of German}-,
with a hat pinned up at -ae side, with a

bugle as they have in Germany, that he might
wind it and call to himself other foresters

with the hounds and dogs. Is there any-

thing American about that kind of a system?
That is what it will come to. Mark my words,
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inside of the next five years they will uni-

form UtOM foresters, if C'ongrc t continue*

to forget itself, because I beard it discussed

among them, and I know what their idea was,
I think." (One is tempted to set a row of

exclamation points after the foregoing.)
Senat.T Burkett: "The Senator from

Idaho i Mr. Ileyburn) draws a pathetic pic-

ture and holds up his hands in horror for

fear that we will create a big giant who will

.-..lit n.l tlie public domain of the I'nitcd

States, who will be more powerful than any

king or potentate. Let me say that when
he is doing it this officer that we create is

our giant; he is acting for 80,000,000 people;
he is acting under tin- direction of the law;

hobby that, if ridden with judgment, might
accomplish some good, but I am satisfied Mr.
I'inchot is riding his hobby to a fall."

I'n -.dent Boo—Tell al-o contributed to tlie

dJaeord of opinion! by recently acknowledg-

ing his indebtedness to Mr. I'inchot for sug-

M and advice along the line of the

great policy of conservation of resource:-,

to which the administration is so definitely

committed.

Thus far I have heard just one unan-

swered and unswerable argument against the

Irs:

"Opportunities for graft are afforded a

sisal Rock]/ ifoun ,-nger't llradquartcr*.
Reserve, Colorado.

be is drawing a salary from the I'nited

States to control that country; and I would

rather have him the dictator over 400,000,000

acres of land than to have another man,

working for his own selfish interests,

prompted ly his own selfish motives, con-

trol the land and put a barbed wire fence

around it. as was done in my state, seventy-

five miles one way and thirty five miles an-

otlicr w:i-

Senator Patterson, of Colorado: "Mr.

President, there is too much Government,

too much paternalism, too much interference

with the affairs of the people in all that."

. . . "Mr. Pinchot is a verv good man,

not much Letter, however, than n good many
others. He is a man who rides a hobby—a

lot of suty-dollar-a-month rangers and some

low-salaried supervisors."

True, alas! It is also true that oppor-

tunities for graft are afforded $100,000 in-

surance company presidents, and $7,500 Sen-

ators. And it is emphatically true that the

absence of reserves would offer unlimited

opportunities to the land

I'iraft we have always with us. It is a

problem of men.

It would suit some politicians to throw the

reserve* under state control, for a barrel of

very juicy political pork could tben be

opened in every state. So, down with the

(iovemment bureaucrats! They are theorists,

and efficient ; dreamers, and honest.





The Forest Festivals of Bohemia

By Porter (.anutt

inlay. Jam 38, 1S78, »

hundred nan members of

the Bohemian Club of San

Franci-co, which was then

in its infancy—conducted in

the woods near Camp Taylor
I dsummer High .link-.. They were

provided with blankets to keep them warm
and a |IM'IIM supply of liquor for the

purpose. The camp was without many
comforts, but this lack was made up for by
abundance of Bohemian spirit, the factors

of which are wit, intellect, taste, conviviality,

self-indulgence and the joy of life.

From this small beginning has been

evolved, in the course of twenty-nine year-.

the imposing ceremony that now takes place
under the auspices of the club anions the

redwoods near (Juerneville. on the Russian

River. The Bohemians own their own grove
of two hundred and forty acre-, and hold

their encampments therein for a fortnight
in the late Summer or early Autumn of each

year, and the fame of these festivals has

spread to the utmost ends of the earth.

On the last Saturday ttigfal of the fort-

night the performance of the High .Jinks is

witnessed by over four hundred spectators,
all of whom, except a few invited guests, are

members of the club. The organization and

equipment of the festival has assumed co-

lossal proportion and involves an aXpUM
of many thousands of dollars and no end of

labor in the detail- of administration.

The grove itself is a beautiful spot and

singularly well adapted tat the purposes to

which it is dedicated. It lies at the meeting

point of two canons, and is surrounded on

all sides by abrupt hills covered with a dense

growth of shrubbery
—live-oak, laurel, fern,

and an abundance of such wild flowers as

oxalis, verba buena and mountain lilies.

From this mass of foliage rise the great

shafts of redwoods to a height of from two

to four hundred feet. Many of the largest

and tallest of these trees spring from the

level floor of the grove and have been so

arranged by Nature as to form a series of

circular -.'lades. In one of these are the din-

ing tables, disposed in concent ric circles, and

here on the night of the .links over four

hundred members sit down to a repast as

good in point of menu and service as they

enjoy in their city club-house.

In a clump of redwoods near the circle

is an open-air studio where the artists, who
volunteer their services for the encampment,

produce a variety of cartoons and posters
—

usually in distemper with which the camp
i- decorated. Many of these are caricature-

and are used by i niters as |>ersonal signs
and exposed at their lodgings.
The stage whereon is enacted the play.

the -rove's most distinctive and most im-

portant feature, is situated at the fool

wooded hillside and is framed by the

trunks of enormous trees that form a nat-

ural proscenium. In the auditorium are

placed rows of logs which serve for seats,

and just in front of the stage is the orches-

tra-pit, large enough to accommodate the

lifty musicians employed for the production.
The hill rises abruptly from the back of the

tegs, ami on it are a series of platforms,
masked by foliage, on which parts of the ac-

tion take place. A rugged trail ascends the

hill in a zig-zag course to a point over a

hundred feet in a straight line from the

stage and at an elevation above it of some

sixty feet. The hillside is a natural sound-

ing board, and the acoustics of the place are

so good that words spoken in an ordinary
i voice from the highest point of the

trail can be distinctly heard at the back of

the auditorium.

It is possible to compass on such a stage
effects that cannot be produced in any or-

dinary theater, and every effort is made to

take advantage of the opportunities for

spectacular effects which the place affords.

But whatever marvels are wrought on thi*

stage are made doubly marvelous by the
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spell of mystery that is felt in the forest at

night. Picture the scene ! It is nine o'clock.

In a grove of giant redwood trees over four

hundred clubmen are assembled. All is dark-

ness save for a group of shaded lights which

make the figures of the men and their sur-

roundings dimly visible. They are the lights

for the musicians in the orchestra-pit. Be-

yond them a stage, innocent of scenery ex-

cept that supplied by Nature. On either

side the two immense redwoods, foinring the

proscenium, stretch upward into the greater

ML d vrMmwSk.
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Nat Goodwin Addressing the Bohemians. The Camp Fire Is One of the Most Fascinating
Features of the Festivals. It Is Placed in the Center of a Group of Enormous Trees,
Where Seats Made of Great Logs Are Arranged. Here Also Are Conducted Impromptu
Concerts and Performances Before the Night of the Jinks.

muscles were seen to play, shone in the light

that followed him in his descent. Ignoring

the trail, he dashed down the declivity, crash-

ing through the underbrush and leaping, at

the risk of limb and life, over bramble and

brake, over stones, logs and gullies, until,

bleeding and breathless, he stood before the

chief and delivered his message.
This introduced the naked actor in the

Jinks. The next year in "Montezuma," an

historical Aztec Jinks, the "perfect youth,"
as he was led to the sacrificial stone, dashed

from him the garlands in which he had been

wreathed, shattered his lyre and, tearing his

tunic from his shoulders, stood naked before

the priests. Many of the chieftains of

Montezuma in this scene were likewise naked

save for necklaces and girdles of barbaric

design.

The awakening of the trees in "The Hama-

dryads" was perhaps as effective as anything
achieved in a Jinks. One by one the great

trees on the stage were seen to glow with a

pale green light while the orchestra played
the "Ilumination Music." Slowly there

was seen to issue from the bole of the largest

tree, first the hand and arm and gradually
the leaf-clad figure of a wood-spirit. An-
other and another was released. The light

grew brighter. Presently the whole hillside

was as brilliant as day, and the hamadryads
that seemed to spring from the earth came

leaping down the trails, their green garments,
slashed to resemble foliage, trembling with

their every movement.

A notable effect was also made at the end

of this Jinks. This was the appearance of

Apollo at the highest point on the hill. His

body was nude; from his shoulders hung a

chlamys of cloth-of-gold ;
on his head was a

crown of flaming rays, and in his hand a

golden bow. A hundred feet below, on the

stage. Meledon, the Spirit of Care, hurled

defiance at heaven. Apollo plucked from his
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shining quiver a dart; he twanged his bow

and a holt of light Bashed down the hillside,

felling Meledoii among the hamadryads freed

and joyful.

It whs "The Man in the Forest" that

marked an important step in the evolution of

I ohamisn Jinks. Prior to the year of

its production it was customary tor the

-u title conferred upon the member

having ehaigi of the festival—to devise

plan or framework upon which the .links

was built. His fellow-members were then in-

vited to assist, whieh they did by eontribut-

rightt] papen and singing aanga, ate.

Then inn woven together at parti oi a cere-

mony parfor I in OoatnOM and with the aid

of various s| taciilnr etTeels The <ivps\

Jinks, the Hmlilha Jinks ( for which a colossal

Dai llutsu, moilclicl after the original in Ja-

pan, was erected), and the Druid Jinks were

of this description. The Faust Jinks was

built upon the opera, and for the first time

a large orchestra was used.

The change that was made from this

method of construction consisted of the prep-

aration of "The Man m the Forest" by two

members of the club only, the one a writer

and the other a compiler. Since then the

libretto oi the Jinks has been written en-

tirely by one member- usually a poet
—and

original music has been composed for each

year by f DM musician memliers.

In the newer form of Jinks the music is

in the form of a prelude or overture, solos,

choruses, dances, interludes and a tinale. the

relation beiween the musical factor and the

spoken word being adjusted as in BO other

form of stags ait The Itoheinian Midsum-

mer 1 1 i <_r 1 1 Jinks is therefore not an open,
ii.u ;i drama, nor yet I music drama. It is

restricted m length a* well as by the Aris

totelian unities of action, time and place.

Ideally and traditionally the malign character

of Can is introduced in all Jinks. It stalks

through the plot, bringing woe in its train,

until vanquished and slain, at Inst, by the

avenging j>ower of Goodness and Kight,

which is variously pcrs.initied.

The Cremation of Care.



A Typical Tent. The Occupants of This One Are Porter Garnett, George Sterling and Jack
London.
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Upon the death of Care, a march is played
in the orchestra ; sprites appear on the hill-

side ami aoBM down the wiudim; trail bearing
torches ami a litter covered with a pull. The

march mergaa into the Baal ahoroa which is

m| while the whole face of the hillside is

illuminated with red and preen tire. The

liaaieia. apon loaching the stage, take up

raj a band strikes up Chopin's

"Mar, hr Vmtbrt* and all the participants

in the .links form into a procession which

i wends its way through

the grove. The spectators don howled gown
of red and black and join the cortege, and all

proceed to a little valley a few hundred yards

distant, where the ceremony of the Crema-

tion of Care takes place. Here the corpse

of tare is placed on the funeral pyre; the

High Priest of Bohemia ascends a rostrum

and delivers the exeipiial oration: he recalls

all the injuries that have been inflicted on

Bohemia doling the year by the foul and

pestilential demon, earking Care, and gives

thanks to the pods of Bohemia for her de-

liverance from his malign influence. Exult-

itiL'lv, (are is consigned to the llames; the

pyre i- . the hand strikes up a quick-

step; simultaneously the forest on all sides

is lighted with red and green tire; the coffin

ie belches pyrotechnics in a column of

flame, and the costumed choristers dance

wildly around it with shouts of joy. The re-

turn to camp is a rout of laughter and song,

while the band plays popular songs and med-

It is midnight when the throng sits

down to a hot supper.
On Sunday morning an orchestra concert

is given on the Jinks stage; the various musi-

cians of the club conducting their own com-

position:-, to which are added numbers of a

higher order, such as a movement from one

of the great symphonies, or an excerpt from

a Wagnerian niusic-drama.

The High .links of the Bohemian Club have

become historic, even classic. They have car-

ried the name of the club over seas and have

made it almost as familiar abroad as the

name of the city in which it bus its home.

The Midsummer ceremonies in the Califor-

uiau redwoods here growo so much in aoope
ami dignity that it is thought by many, and

with justice, that the name of Jinks, with

limitations, is no longer ap-

propriate, and some of the niemlier- insist

up. n Bailing the performance in the grove
But call them what you

will, the productions of the Bohemian Club

have an importance that is perhapa not fully

appreciated. Their highest claim to distinc

don, their gmatael significance, lies in the

fact that their makers are doing I thing that

occurs only at long intervals in the progress
of art; that is. they are creating a new art

form. It may in fact be said that this has

not been done since Itichard Wagner devel

o| ad the modern music-drama from the old

opera. It has been pointed out in this article

• ic-t I May" of the Bohemian

Club differs from all other form- of stage
art. It is not purely a drama, a maaqoe,

a

poem, an opera, nor a spectacle, and yet it

partakes of all of these, with something
added that is c—entially its own. and which

da largely upon the peculiar pi

conditions under which it ia pre-cntcd.

In this new art form, which is Ix-in:

ated, the ideal to be attained is largely a mat-

ter of conception. The over-emphasis of the

spectacular, the musical or the dramatic ele-

ment- has a tendency to rob the porfom-

ances of their distinction, beeaoao through
such emphasis, they become merely reflec-

tions of other art form-, which have their

place in the theater rather than in the forest.

As in the (ireek dramas so in the Bohemian
Jinks action has been minimized with the

boal results. It is by no means eliminated as

the foregoing deeeriptions set forth, but it

has been used to the best advantage only in

so far as it is necessary to interpret the

pc em. The ideal ToiOal I'lay" is in reality

a poem— poetic in conception as well aa in

treatment accompanied by music and inter-

preted discreetly by action and spectacle.

With these qualities it exerts, upon those who
sense its spirit, a spell that can be like

nothing so much as a mysterious. mar\elous

and nnforgetable dream.
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Francis J. Heney (From His Latest Photograph.)
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The Grand Jury That Did the Work. Foreman Oliver at the Extreme Right: Mr. Urnexi and
Mr. l.anodon at Extreme Lett: Klieor Bigov Directly Behind Mr. Heney.

The "Up-Lift" in San Francisco

By Arno Dosch

mob, was left

man can •

AN 1 KAN'CISCO has bad a

raging fever. First it was

in the condition of a happy
man, proud in his strength,

who. set upon by ruffians

and beaten by the hoodlum

for dead in the roadway. The

bleeding, with the heel marks

of his assailants upon liis face and body.
With life at I low ebb lintMM crept into his

bones, and all that kept him from phlOgiog
head first into the golf of eternity was his

stroit'.' nature. His body, long a battle-

ground between disease and strong medicine.

at last is knowing something of ease and

peace, growing strength and the bap]
of living.

When the fever leaves a patient he be-

comes notoriously rejuvenated, waxes fat,

and generally adds to the gaycty of life.

The kind of man to whom we can compare
San Francisco even snatches what fun there

is to be had from his ill-fortune and makes

hive to his nurses. He will not be downed,

and his doctors may shake their heads over

him all they like and his lawyer may he sent

tor to draw up his will, but he laughs them

.lMile. and. even if he turns his face to the

pillow for a moment to hide his anguish,

he looks with assurance upon the world and

takes his malted milk as if he liked it.

You eaimot kill that kind of a man. Un-

does not know when he is dead. He will not

even acknowledge that he is hurt. After it

is all over and he is on his feet again, he

savs he was never hit, hirea an automobile

and goes out to make merry with his friends.

San riapnitO is in that |«*ition today.

It has gone through a terrible illness. The

fever of tumid and political sculduggery
set in when it had been devastated by the

moat spectacular disaster in history. Its

own strength turned on itself and aided tba

disease. It has fought, and fought with a
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smile on its faee, against heavy odds, and

now it lifts its head proudly again with a

sense of victory.

The most certain indication of what San

Francisco has been through is the fact that

it has been the biggest source of news in

the world. It has been a poor day in San

Francisco when the city editor of a news-

paper could not claim the whole front page
with matter of tremendous local interest.

San Francisco has been making history and

has known little happiness in consequence.

Estey & Rogers, Photographers,

Ex-Mayor Schmitz, Under Five Years' Sentence
for Bribe-Taking.

The ashes of the great Are had not cooled

when the question of graft arose and it has

been a topic of absorbing interest ever since.

Later labor troubles demanded a portion .of

pressing interest. There was a time when
it was a question whether several hundred
million dollars' worth of insurance would be

paid, on account of the "earthquake clause"

in the insurance policies. Then there has

been the problem of rebuilding under the

most adverse conditions. All these things
that have made for news have left their

mark on the faces of men, and San Fran-

cisco has not suffered without having some

deep seams furrowed on its cheek.

Everything plays to the dramatic in San
Francisco. We have always had San Fran-

cisco compared to Paris on account of its

gayety. I would compare it to Paris, too,

but for a different reason. It is like Paris

an absolute entity. Everybody in San Fran-

cisco is interested in everything San Fran-

ciscan. Each person watches the drama un-

fold with personal interest. You cannot find

a fourteen-year-old girl who does not read

all about graft and cannot tell you how

many indictments the grand jury returned

against this boodling official or that bribe-

giving millionaire. Living in the midst of

all this "news" we are still able to get a per-

spective of it. And in the perspective San

Francisco, "the city," bears certain com-

parison with Paris, to which all the rest of

the world is the "provinces."
San Francisco needs a Balzac and a Vic-

tor Hugo to write its story. The story is

there, but the man has not yet come who
knows how to touch on its dramatic possi-

bilities and lift the life as it is lived to

drama.

Without stretching this analogy too far,

the peculiar entity of San Francisco is

shown by comparison with any other Amer-
ican city, New York, for instance. There,
as in other cities, things are cut and dried.

If you live in New York, you associate with

only a certain class of people. No one from

any other class ever breaks in on you or

your scheme of life. You are isolated with

a class. In San Francisco any catholic-

minded person can be on terms of at least

friendly interest with every grade of the

population. Persons of one condition are

interested in the doings of others of differ-

ent condition. The life of each has a bear-

ing on the life of all; no class of men lives

unto itself. It is one of the few American

cities which has escaped our least desirable

inheritance from the English, snobbery. And
like it is the Paris we know from Notre

Dame and the Human Comedy.
In thinking of San Francisco one's mind

always reverts to the picture of the city as

it was before the fire, and as we now know
it will be again. Back of the water front it

spread from where once stood old Fort
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Gunnybags to China Basin. Close behind

the wharves was the wholesale and ware-

house district which cared for the mighty
fleet lying snug among the piers. Beyond
in the heart of the city was the most hetero-

geneous collection of individuals that any
American city has known. Swarming over

Telegraph Hill and half-way up Russian

Hill farther westward were all the races of

the Mediterranean and its American coun-

terpart, the Carribean. On one side they

lay close under Nob Hill, where the bonanza

kings built their mansions and cast the

glamour of their wealth over the city. At
the very base of the foundations of these

magnificent and pretentious piles, in the

shadow of their walls even, the lost souls

of the Barbary Coast went madly to their

death.

Beginning with the corner of Dupont and

Bush Streets, the edge of Chinatown, stood

the Old Poodle Dog restaurant. From that

point, sweeping across the city to its cen-

ter, was the gay capital of the Pacific, the

place men longed for in the long Alaskan
Winters and traveled half-way round the

world to reach from the China coast.

In the good old days San Francisco went

gaily on, money coming easy and life rolling
at a merry pace. There was fever in the

Patrick Henry Calhoun,
Estey & Rogers, Photographers, S. P.

'the Storm Center" About Whom the Two Battles
Have Waged.
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air it breathed, but il did not know it. Its

strotvj
' the i;erms until it

was beaten l>y t lie hoodlum mob, then it

succumbed.

But before I go OB to Hike up the course

ness and make

a poilll of the u>< >l distinctive thin-,' about

10 obvious

that it il taker. ration

whieh immediately tnkes a per-
. -iiaraeter. It H BOt the United BaJI-

roada that had a ear strike, but Patrick

hoiui. the any. The

graft movement, but

an individual effort on the part of Rudolph
who at the solicitation of Francis

.1. Hone] baea in the i

mined

i" all tor in California and

annot flouriah whan-

tluit way in San 1
' linese

•

ajro were

tad by the old "sand loiter." Dennis

rse of tlie whole city's

by men. live, strong

fellows, who have rolled up their shirt sleeves

and gone (0 work. A principle as a banner

!it umler is as good to have in

rywhere, because a principle

with good fiu'hter is sure to win. That is

demo nst rated in the graft prosecution

Bid a principle without a

fighter in this city of men has no chance

ill.

n of fight of course. There

have been two fight ig the cii-

le, which in their incep-

tion and outcome interest us most. First is

the fight for civic decency, and oaoond the

le between capital and labor, or to

put it the way it si ( in San Fran

U-tween the capitalists ami the labor

leaders. With the first there is no <|iiestion

where the ri-jht lies, but that has made it

DO less bitter a struggle. With the

opinion depends entirely upon your sym
pathiea; but it is simply a battle of migfat.

Out of the atruggle at the '.-raft prosecu-
tion have arisen some dramatic situations.

The c nort. but intense, I

has BOW led it to dizzy heights, and only

the nerve of its directors has kept it from

plunging into the abyss.

The story of the graft lies crunch about

the personality Bnef, the "curly

boas." He "owned" everything. 1

known form of municipal eorrnptioo
undertaken by Bnef azeept the actual put-

if his hands in the pub! | and

taking out the gold by the handful. I

- the question of
"

K'nef.

lie who wished a concession, whether

legitimate or ill.- had to "see" Bnef.

Mayor Behmi mg figure and

be deceived the public into the belief that

he was a r< inlity. but even then he

was Ruef's whose advauta

just then to let his puppet think himself a

characteristic is his

inability to tell the truth and a brazen in-

difference to being caught in a lie. One
of the wot about

Sehmita is that his knees rub. 1 do not

understand how a city that trong
man could have elected Schinitz Mayor a

Ruef is likeable. He is a a

carries off his part tightly. When he

turned state's evidence it was not a weak-
neaa with him, but a pnrpoae, He had

played a dangerous game, and, when caught,
made the best of it. His imiifaaainii, made

melodramatically in open court with simu-

lated emotion, turned the tide of events in

San Francisco, and from that time the

moral regeneration of the city has dated. It

opened the way for the proaeeution of those

"higher up."
The graft prosecution has shaken

Francisco to its foundation, political!'

dally and financially. So many prominent
men and so many interests have been scruti-

nized by tin- .'rand jury and found punish
able frtr bribe-giving into the hani

Ituef that

and crying wit] m that it was eztor

tion and not bribery. It is a wail and sim-

ply bring* a smile to the lips of the prose-

cutors, who have laid on the lash no less

severely. The pas. telephone and street rail

way briberies are now all being vigorously
prosecuted. The conviction of Sehiui:

a victory for tin prosecution that will un-

doubtedly lead to the conviction of men so

far "higher up" that until now they have

never trembled. No other Wall Street man
lias ever been followed so cloaelv as
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rick Calhoun, indicted for bribery in secur-

ing the overhead trolley franchise.

Calhoun is a Southerner and not a Cali-

-fornian in any sense of the word, but he

has appeared as the strongest figure in the

graft defense and the labor troubles as well.

He has occupied the center of the stage, and

both the graft prosecution and the labor

unions have strained toward him eagerly

while he has gone coolly about his business,

whether right or wrong, and to all outward

appearances has not been affected in his

manner of life by the harassing forces about

him. Whether he retained Ruef as his law-

yer and gave him splendid fees or bought
him as a boss who "owned" the City Super-
visors is the part of a jury to decide. The

prosecution has brought him to the bar of

justice and there rests his fate. The other

force that has harassed him bears discus-

sion. He won his battle there, and by so

doing ended the sway of labor unions in

San Francisco.

Until no longer ago than yesterday it was

the proud boast of all union-labor men in

San Francisco that their city was the strong-

hold of union labor in this country. Just

before the car strike and the much more im-

portant metal-workers' strike a few months

ago, I talked with many union men of in-

telligence and none failed to make a point
of the contention that union labor was all-

powerful in San Francisco and that they

purposed making this condition conspicuous
before the country.

The moneyed interests were meanwhile as

keenly determined to end the rule of union

labor. San Francisco was moneyless and

pressed to the wall. It had cost so much to

buy lumber from Oregon, steel from Penn-

sylvania, and labor in San Francisco, to do
the remarkable rebuilding of the city, that

cash was scarce. There was also a constant

drain on the money market to meet New
York notes made in the payment of goods.
The merchants after the fire, finding their

credit excellent, purchased large stocks, with

the heaviest notes falling due at the end of
twelve months. They all fell due simul-

taneously and so much more ready money
was drawn from the banks. All these mat-
ters added to the constantly stiffening price
of labor made the financial situation grave.

Then came May with the renewal of

agreements between employers and employes

in almost every kind of work. The result

was twenty-two strikes in San Francisco,

mostly because the employers would not

agree to increased wages. There was no

attempt at real conciliation in the begin-

ning. It was obvious to everybody that a

struggle was on. The unions had the power
and the capitalists had the task of wrestling
with them for it. It was a struggle between

money and men, and money won because it

could cry : "Peace, we must not have blood-

shed." In other words the police came in

and broke up the match. The police in this

instance was represented by Governor Gil-

lett, who threatened to bring troops into San
Francisco at the slightest provocation. At
the same time the street cars began to ran
with nonunion motormen and conductors.

The unions centered their efforts on the

strikes of the carmen and the telephone

girls. To win there were two alternatives,
a boycott or sympathetic strikes. A boy-
cott was attempted in a small way for a day
or two on retailers who had been seen to

ride on cars, but was not carried further,

and was not even successful when at-

tempted. It was soon seen that such tactics

were tbo much like drawing a gun on a

crowd. It immediately appealed to the

fighting spirit of the people, and the signs

pasted up on the sides of buildings and on

telephone poles to warn purchasers from
certain neighboring stores merely served to

advertise the boycotted merchants among all

persons not belonging to the unions. The
"unfair" cry was absolutely ineffective. It

did not frighten any except those who were
threatened with tines by their unions. The
same proved true of the picketing done by
the striking carmen. Everybody but the

actual members of unions rode from the

first day, in spite of threatened danger.
So much for the vaunted power of the

unions. They were strong, as strong as

they could be. Every branch of labor that

could be organized was well in hand. But
the first serious battle which took place,

only now ending, left them routed, with

lines intact but completely overcome. San
Francisco is probably the best organized
union-labor city in America, and only a few
weeks ago the labor unions were supposed
to be all-powerful. But the forces on the

other side were underestimated.

In the strikes of the carmen and the tele-
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A be Rue/, the Debonnaire Boat.

phone jrirls by which the union leaders

hoped to gain attention, they got the at-

tention but gained no favor wlien these two

public utilities were put out of use; this

regardless of the merits of the case. The

other industrially much more important
strikes were not noticed by the public in

general. A conciliation committee of citi-

zens working quietly brought about )>eace in

all the oilier strike*. The iron workers at

first refuted to settle, but finally all ..

to peace except the machinists, who only re-

turned to work when the argument WU put
to tliPm that the more men who worked and

paid their fifty-cents-n week assessment, the

longer the carmen and the telephone frirls

would be able to hold out.

Why did not the labor traders call out tht

teamsters or other kindred organization- to

help the carmen winf It was expected, es-

pecially when it became obvious that the

carmen were point: to lose their fight But
iner labor leaders saw that it would

nit do with the city in its present half-built

condition. The city as a whole would have

paid the price of the union-labor victory in

ciilent opon such a move, and in the high
councils of labor the more conservative
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pointed this out in vehement discussion.

Civic pride as much as good judgment

counted in this conclave when the talk of

sympathetic strike and general walkout was

on the floor.

The cost of high-minded attitude was the

overthrow of union-labor sway in San Fran-

cisco. The union leaders themselves did not

realize it immediately. They made one last

attempt to put a boycott into effect. At a

general labor meeting a system of picketing

and espionage was decided upon to take

note of all persons riding on the street cars.

For one day the pickets were stationed at

prominent corners and transfer points, but

before night they found their task hope-

lessly beyond possibility of accomplishment.
All the city was riding. Moreover people
resented being spied upon and the pickets

found themselves shoved about and insulted.

The loyalty of union men to their cause

in this struggle was quixotic and in every

way admirable. They put their shoulder to

t lie wheel of their brother's eart without

thought of personal sacrifice. They walked,

rode on springless wagons at twenty-five
cents a fare, and dug still deeper down into

their pockets.
In this struggle for supremacy between

the labor leaders and the capitalists, the

whole fight took on an intense, personal
note. The unions cen'.ered all their forces

on vanquishing Calhoun, and the capitalists
rallied around the standard borne by the in-

dicted railway magnate.
All the time that these struggles have been

going on San Francisco has been rebuilding

rapidly and its merchants have seen to it

that the title of Mistress of the Pacific was
retained. Its commercial condition, al-

though greatly injured by the strikes and

municipal corruption, is now normal again.
Meanwhile San Francisco has been a very

entertaining place to live in. The unex-

pected is the rule and the impossible has

happened every day.

4 i Them White Faces"

By Frederick E. Scotford

EARS is various," said "Big

Sandy" Walker to me.

"Bears is various, and plenty
unreliable. Mostly they are

as shy and timid as a maid,

but now and again you run

acrost one that is as tricky as a Blackfoot

brave, as cranky as a dug-out, and as wise as

a padre.

"I, fer one, dont count it no disgrace to

be afraid of a ugly bear. Any man in his

compus mentis s certain' that. The disgrace

lays in lettin' the fear get the upper hand

of your nerve.

"I dont suppose you ever heard of the

three White Face Bears that run the Upper
Fraser region plenty promiscuous about fif-

teen years back, but when Pierre Beaupre
and me was trappin' that country there

was n't a trapper or hunter or settler for

three hundred miles that did n't know and
fear 'em.

"You know, the Blackfeet say that a bear

with white on the face or breast is a born

killer, an' I dunno but they 're right, for I

never seen no other white faces but these,

and they was sure aggressive and pugnacious
as a mean bull pup.

" 'Twant that they knowed more than oth-

ers. They were just naturally throwed to-

gether vv th fear left out, an' that made 'em

seem bolder and meaner than ordinary.
"It finally got so it took a mighty bold

man to face any one of 'em in the open,
and the fact that the three of 'em trained to-

gether made it a whole lot worse, for any
cussedness that one of 'em overlooked the

others was shore to remember.
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"1 Bgger I lint they *u cinnamons by risht,

with maybe a touch of silver tip and bald-

face throwcd in
|

measure, lint gat

eloM Dp to them as I ooea did, and you
would notice, it' you had time, that the whit*

on their faces was not the bald-face k nd, but

i- pan white hair and the streak run

ilear around the muzz!" and sort of leaked

down onto the throat, for all the world like

they had put their ugly faces into a tub of

white paint and it had dripped down onto

the |

"Pierre I billed h'ni Shorty mostly—was

my pardner. and we had a snug little log
cabin ju-t where the Horsefly enters Quesnel
Ijike.

"There was only Shorty and Dennis and
me in the family, and I tennis was far and

away the boss of the ranch. Th s here Den-
was n't nothin' more nor less than a pet

I ion, but he shore were a holy terror.

"Shorty he were the dummedest fool for

pets you ever see. There wa'nt scarcely a

week that he did n't brine? in somethin' or

other, and I was kept busy inventin' new
accidents for pet skunks, an' badgers an*

foxes an' such trash.

"I d rawed the line at young silver-tips and
mountain lions, but Shorty seemed so at-

I ed to that blamed little wolverine that

I give in.

"Say. that th : evin' little cuss was far an'

away the pizenest little varmint that wu
ever stuck on four legs. He 'd do more mis-

chief in five minutes than a dozen monkeys
could think of in a week.

re used to say: 'Santy, I have ze

r-eat affection for zis homely li'l beast.

!!•• in ! >ok so ver* moch lak' yon.'
"Hut if ever I looked like one of them

bead robbers I'd throw up my hands
for pood and all.

"Shorty lie was for keepin' the carcajou
in the house, but after Dennis wallered in

a risin' of dough an' then crept into the

bunk between me and Shorty, I kicked and
he lived in a burrow under the cabin. He
was worser nor a spoiled pup about sneakin'

into the house in cold weather, an' after he'd

been kicked out about a dozen times he

learnt to watch his chance an' slink in under
the bunk. Like as not when he was drove

out he 'd grab up mittens, or a fur cap or a

pelt and drag it into his burrow after him.

"Shorty was mostly pretty patient with

him, but even he got sorter pettish the day
Dennis run under the stove an' tipped the

whole ver onto the floor. I've

••ted that maybe the fact that Si

whiskers was set afire by flyin' hog fat on

that occasion predjod ced him against his

"<>ur line of traps run up the So
about eight mile, an' crost to the lake and

down to the junction again, makin' a total

of about twenty miles to be gone over twice

a week.

"One morning as I started out to walk

the line, I come across some big bear hraaki

goin' up the river, and I had n't gone two

miles when I come to one of our deadfalls

mashed beyond fixin' and near it was what

was left of a fine silver fox. It was as pie n

as the nose on your face what had turned the

trick, for everywhere thereabout the snow
was all trampled down with bear tracks.

"I was peevish clear to my toes. That

fox pelt would have fetched an even hun-

dred dollars up to the Fort. Now it wa'nt

worth strippin' from the carcass.

"If I had been fretful before, I was

plumb sore when I found the very next trap
but one smashed and a mauled fish otter

which in good condition would have brought
five dollars if it would a cent.

''Them bean follered straight out our
trail and not a trap that had made a catch

did the pesky brutes miss.

M of the deadfalls was all right

tad baited, but most of 'em

was simply ripped to pieces and was beyond

repair.
' a pelt did I take that day, an' at a

low figger them bears had robbed ns of at

i hundred and fifteen dollars. Silver

lint kelidied by the average trapper
twice in a lifetime, and I was shore hot un-

der the collar when I got back to eamp
'old Pierre what had happened.

" T would ha' done you good to ha' seen

that Frenchy dance. He went clean cra/\

an' called down more 'aacres' and 'diables'

in five minutes than me and you ould tajf

in a week.

"You know their <|ueer way of talkin'.

Well, he jest jumped up nn' down, a stomp
in' that club foot of his'n, cussin' first in

French and then in United States, until I

laughed my sides sore. 'Sac-c-c-cr-r-e, Mouje
'

may ze diable fly away wis zese bear. I
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will myself keel heeni. Sae-c-c-r-r-e Bleu, 1

can wis zese fingaire tear hout bees heye."

Shorty was a little three-r'nged circus with

clowns and calliope that night, an' he plum
wore himself out before he stopped blas-

phemin'.
"For the next two weeks we saw nothin'

of the bears an' made up our minds that they

had merely made us a visit when passin'

through our district to another part of the

range, until one morning when it fell my
turn to go out again.

"I had made new traps and was lookin'

for a fine catch, but them onspeakable bears

had been before me and every skin was

either gone or spoiled. As clost as I jcould

figger, a beaver, an otter, a marten and two

minks had been mauled or taken, and I fair-

ly foamed at the mouth when I saw all my
hard work gone for nothin'.

"I made up my mind that them bears must
be killed at any cost. It was a shore thing
that unless somethin' was done and done ex-

peditious, we would not have enough pelts to

take out in the Spring to pay for our grub.
'•

'Shorty,' says I, 'I'm gettin' desprit.
I'll either get them bears or they '11 get me.
1 aint never yet seen the bear that I'm scared

of. not for a holy minute. I'll slay 'em with
an axe if I caint do no better.'

"Things run along in this way for a while

longer, until it looked like them bears was
campin' on our line for the easy feed the

traps offered, so we dropped everything else

and set out to hunt 'em down.
"We made five or six smashin' big dead-

fall traps which we cal'lated would kill any
bear that ever growed, but we could n't fool

that aggregation, not none. They would
come up to about a rod of them deadfalls
and tromp a reg'lar path in front of 'em,
but when it come to gettin' the bait, they
would jest naturally wander around to the

rear and jerk the pen to pieces in about two

jerks of a lamb's tail.

"There did n't seem to be no other way
but to hunt 'em down afoot.

"We tried follerin' their trail for the first

five days, but you might jest as well try to

ketch a coyote by runnin', as to walk down
them there bears. They circled all over the

distr'ct, and if there was a bit of hard
trail»n' they passed up I miss my guess.
"We throwed up our hands on the sixth

day and made up our minds to hit the trail

lor the fort as soon as we could pack up.

That afternoon I killed a spike-horn buck

and we rustled him up to the camp and hung
him up outside to be used on the trip.

"Early the next mornin' I was woke

by a noise outside, an' run to the door just

in time to see a bruisin' big white-face bear

makin' off into the bush with my deer.

"We trailed him a little until we see by
the tracks that there was three of 'em, and

not 'til then did it dawn on us that we had

been huntin' trouble with the three white-

face bears that we had heard so much about.

"I figgered that I had n't lost no white-

faces, and was for hittin' the high places to

the fort
;

mmediate, but Pierre, he was a

plucky little devil, and he allowed we would

have another shy at 'em before he give up.

We both knowed better than to tackle 'em

les'n we could ketch 'em where the hair was

short, so we decided on strategy.

"Amongst our supplies was a can of

strained honey and some sorghum, and know-

in' that no bear ever lived that could resist

that smell, we took our pork bar'l and my
45-90 Winchester and made a bar'l trap,

which we baited with the sweets.

"We knowed that if ever a bear smelled

that honey he would stick his face in the

bar'l after it, and it would be all off with

Mr. Whiteface.

"The bar'l was spiked to a handy pine

about fifteen rod straight down the hill

from the cabin, and as the brush was mostly
cleared away, we could see it without leavin'

the house.

"The first two nights there was nothin'

doin', and I figured it was no use tryin' any

longer.
"

'I tail yo,' said Jean, 'ze bear he may
nevaire come around zis cabin once more.

We must to let zem know ze honey ees here.'

"
'All right,' sez I, 'you hunt 'em up.

Give 'em my compliments, and invite 'em

to make us a party call. I'm too busy to de-

liver the message myself.'

"Jean did not answer, but he took a square
of flannel which we kept for cleanin' guns,

heated the honey and soaked the cloth in it

until it would hold no more. Then he filled

the cloth with the same sticky mess that we

had put in the barrel and tied it about the

calf of his leg so that in travelin' through
the bush it would strike against the under-

growth, continuous, leavin' a trace of honey
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on whatever it touched. He tiggered that

in m:ik inir the big circle which we did that

afternoon WO iboald leave a trail winch the

bean would strike, and we knowed that if

them bears was prowlin' around anywhere
in the neighborhood they would .shore run

fool «'f the - and toller it until

they located the bar'!.

"We was bntli dog tired when we fetched

hack to the cabin, and mighty glad to crawl

into our bunks as soon as we could.

r bunk was made like a bed—about

a fool above the floor. It wasn't nothing
more than a rough box filled with larch

boughs, hut it felt mighty good to our tired

legs that night, and we was snorin' when
we batted our pillars.

•\\V did n't undress much in them days,

just took off our jackets and pants and moc-

casins, so when we was woke up by the bang
of the rifle along towards niornin' we just

jumped out and run to the door and looked

down the hill to the trap.

"The moon was bright as it ever gets, and

the snow made it almost as light as day. We
could see a big black blotch by the harM

which we knowed was the dead bear.

•••I'm goin' down to see my bear.' I

shouted, and. .slippin' on only my moccasins,

and without even a knife. I run down the

hill to size him up.
•'When I was within two rods, he sudden

scrambled to his feet and with a hair-raisin'

roar come humpin' after me.

"Von know a bear can travel uphill bet-

ter than down, while I shore prefer a down-
hill course for any sprintin' match l><-

me an' a eight-hundred-pound white-face; but

without waitin' to quarrel. I legged it up that

slope at a gait that would have made a jack-
rabbit ashamed of himself.

"I remember hearing Pierre shout eneoox-

agin'ly at the start. 'Go Bet, Sam v. You are

ze beautiful runnaire. W'v you dont poke
een ze tail of your shirt. Ze baire he will

get eet. You have ze fine way to bring zat

bear of yours home wis you. Hon, Santy,
ron : ah bet hon you."

: when he realizes that the affair is

becomin' serious, he stands his ground, game
as a bull terrier.

"I win out by about ten foot, and Shorty
slammed the door right in the bear's face.

ron I eoold ketch my breath there

was a crash and a splinterin' of broker

wood, the door fell inward and the bear

busted into the cabin

"I haint BO viv'd recollection of the next

, but 1 camt forget thet Shortv

beat me under the bunk and 1 felt -

and wronged because he had the position

next to the wall.

iflOWt over. He's a-comin'.' I yelled.

'Leinme get on top of you.'

ot up,' was the hoarsely whig]>ered

rejoinder, 'or you bring heem here. !•'.••

kip *till maylie he shall not find you.'

"Fairly paralyzed with fear, 1 lay, scarce-

ly daring to breathe and expectim: every

minute to feel a great paw exploring under

the hunk after

"Pierre's breathing as he shrunk kg
the logs sounded to my excited imagination

like a buzz saw in an oak knot, and my
heart's pitty pats could soon of been heard

twenty rod. Otherwise there wa'nt a -ound

"Hut I wa'nt fooled by the || illness, n>>i

on your life. I knowed that the first move-

ment would bring the bear down on me like

a landslide so I laid there minute after min

ute. until every bone in my carcass acled and

I was so cold I aint shore that they wasn't

frost patterns on my legs.

"My throat begun to tickle. I just

natch'elly had to cough or bust. I tried to

swaller it. but it wouldn't stay down. Fran

tically I jammed my mouth into the crook of

my elbow and let "er go.

"There wasn't a wiggle or a sound from

the bear, though Pierre's teeth rattled like

the bones in a minstrel show.

"We laid there a spell longer, gettin' colder

every minute, and then I whispers to Pierre.

'You crawl out and sneak oxer to the corner

and gat a gun, Shorty.'
•

< rip out you'self.' he replied. "You're

bigger zan ah.'

"That's just the point." 1 urged;

'you 're so cussed small that you can do it

without his takin' notion. Besides that, think

how brave the French are and try not to <\\-

grace your country.'
"
V.at it iss a' right, ze Frenchman slit-

have ze discretion wis ze valor,' said Pierre.

'Why dont you l'o and get zat bear of yoursT
WW heem tirs' anyway—me ah remem-

baire you have brag zat you get heem wis

an axe, an zat nothing of a bear can make

you afraid, not for one li'l small minute.

Hurry op, ah am freeze.'
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"I was ton bad scared to get mad, but it

hurt my feelin's to have him get facetious at

that stage of the game, an' him next the

wall out of harm's way, with me to act

as warmin' pan, at that, so I hunched

him wicked with my elbow to make him

shut up.
"
'G'wan, Shorty, you 're a coward,' I

said. 'I'd go in a minute, but I'm shore

froze stiff and solid, while you 're warm an'

limber. Anyway the bear sneaked out long

ago, and there aint no danger, fer if he

did n't go out he 's plumb dead. You 're a

bally coward. That 's what 's bitein' you.
'T aint two weeks since you was jumpin'
around like a locoed bronc and swear n'

you would pull out this bear's eyes with

your fingers, you murderin' little ape.'
"

'Plis ex'use me, Messieu Santy,' an-

swered he, 'bot he iss your bear. Did you
not coax heem into zis cabaine? Ah s'all

not int'fere wis your pet. Bot s'all ah

make one li'l small yell an' fin' out eef he

iss dead?'
"
'Dont,' I gasped, 'le's wait a little and

see.'

"Just then we heard a stealthy movement
in the room, and I aint ashamed to own up
that the two of us was fine specimens of sus-

pended animation right there and then.

"We could hear the slow kerplush of soft

feet, and from the snifflin' we judged that

his bearship was at last gettin' busy.
"I'm certain 1 shrunk a foot as the foot-

steps sounded nearer an' nearer, and when

the rattle of claws come within a few inches

of my head I give a yell of terror and the

way I wriggled out from under that bunk
and made a break for the open was shore

beautiful.

"Pierre was a good second, and I wa'nt a

bit surprised when he tried to pass me goin'

up a tree.

"You kin imagine our disgust an' dis-

pleasure when that infernal carcajou, drag-

gin' somethin' he had stole, as usual, fol-

lered us outside the door and we saw that

it was him tryin' to get under the bunk after

sneak'n' in through the broken door what
had fooled us.

"
'Git down, you blamed coyote,' I yelled

to Shorty. 'What in the name of blazes are

you doing up a tree?'
" 'Me ah was come aftaire look at ze

moonshine,' he said. 'Bot are you not op ze

same tree wis me?'

"We both scrambled down and cautiously
entered the house.

"There, in the shadow beyond the strip

of moonlight, in a huddled heap, laid the

bear, stone dead. He had used his last ounce

of strength in his charge after me, and

was probably dead by the time he hit the

floor.
"
'Let 's get on our clothes,' says I.

"
'Eemposs,ible,' answered Shorty. 'l)en-

nees he have ron een hees hole wis our

pants.'
"

£" -^1

\ fl
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Stage Affairs in New York
Justice and the Theatrical Syndicate

By William Winter

'IN incident of importance, af-

w; the welfare of the

stage, occurred in New York

on June 19, when Judge

Roaalaky, in the Court of

General Sessions, rendered a

in, dismissing the indictment that was
filed by the grand jury of that city, on Janu-

ary 91, against Marc Klaw and Abraham
Lincoln Krlnnger, who, together with four

other theatrical managers, were charged

with "conspiracy in restraint of trade."

The full text of the decision comprehends
about eight thousand words, but the gist of

it can be stated in a sentence. It announces
•lic business of owning, leasing, and

controlling theatres and producing plays
therein is not a trade," and, accordingly,

that the proceedings of the managers named
were not in violation of the law under which

odietment was found. That de.

will strike many minds as one of technical-

ity, deficient alike of a basis in reason and

of that equity which is the principal safe-

guard of individual rights and social wel-

fare.

The object of law is the accomplishment
of justice; but, unhappily, the makers of

laws—sometimes through inadvertence and

sometimes with subtle intention—have fre-

quently made laws so expressed as to afford

loopholes of escape from the practical en-

forcement of them. Judge RosaJsky, in this

ease, seems to tare pstotivad the loop-
bole. The sale of theatrical product, it ap-

pears—according to his authority
—is not

the sale of an article of "trade." but the

sale of "amusement"; and "amusement'' is

not a commodity, in the eye of the law. That

may be so—or may not
;
the point is not set-

tled; but. whether it be so or otherwise,

many persons familiar with the theatrical

business as conducted by the six managers
affiliated in the combination known as the

Theatrical Syndicate, believe, and consider

themselves warranted in believing, that the

methods of those managers are unjust,

tyrannical, injurious to others, and there-

"Their motive." says Judge

RosaJsky, "was to promote their own busi-

ness, and to refuse to do business with per-
sons who should produce attractions with

their rivals." An obvious injustice has sel-

dom been thus favored with extenuation.

Such reasoning as that, applied to another

form of business, would produce remark-

able results. For example, it would justify

the firm of R. II. Macy & Co. in refusing to

sell clothing to an applicant customer, be-

cause he had bought shoes of the rival house

of Simpson-Crawford. It has not been cus-

tomary, either, for a magistrate to vouch-
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safe expert opinion on "motive"—an im-

pulse of conduct as to which, in the absence

of evidence explicitly disclosing it, the judi-

cial mind could only wander in conjecture.

"There was no motive on the part of the

defendants," says Judge Rosalsky, "to in-

jure Shubert. Belasco, or any other person."

Has the learned Judge ever heard of the

persecution that followed Mrs. Fiske? Has
he ever heard that Mine. Bernhardt, travel-

ing under the direction of the Shuberts, was,
in some parts of our country, excluded from

all theatres and obliged to act in a tent
1

?

The motive of the Theatrical Syndicate, as

perceived by persons who have been brought
into actual contact with it, and who, during
a period of years, have closely observed its

proceedings, is that of rapacious monopoly.
At first the combination carried on business

in much the usual way; but the general
trend of business life in our country was

toward the formation of monopolies, and as

soon as the syndicate saw the opportunity
of making a monopoly it made one. The
observer can call it by whatever name he

pleases, but that is its character. The pur-

pose of the syndicate is to monopolize the

theatrical business of the nation; to control

all the good theatres, all the remunerative

current plays, and all the important actors;

to regulate the organization of dramatic

companies; to fix prices and salaries; and
to absorb all profits. That purpose it has

pursued, in a manner equally energetic, de-

termined, unscrupulous, and vindictive. The

question is not relative to the right of a the-

atrical manager to refuse to deal with per-
sons obnoxious to him. The question is

that, of the right of a combination of the-

atrical managers, fortified with abundant

capital, to impede the industry, restrain the

trade, and ruin the business of other man-

agers, who wish to conduct their business in

an independent and direct manner.

Many facts have been adduced, tending to

show that the syndicate has exercised, and
continues to exercise, oppression, compelling

managers, all over the country, either to

close their theatres or conduct them under

syndicate command. The grand jury that

indicted the six managers of that syndicate
did so upon evidence duly presented to it,

by which it was convinced that illegal meth-
ods had been pursued. The press of many
states has furnished examples of the unjust.

tyrannical, and therefore obnoxious meth-

ods used by that syndicate, in the furtherance

of its monopoly. There is not a reasonable

doubt that those methods are wrong, and

that they operate in restraint of trade and

against "the greatest good of the greatest

number." It is fatuous to say that traffic

in plays is not traffic within the meaning
of law; for a play that is bought and sold

is as much a commodity as a bushel of wheat

or a sack of potatoes. Judge Rosalsky re-

marks that "plays and entertainments are

not lawful commodities of common use,"

and adds that he has failed to find, and that

his attention has not been directed to, "any
decision classifying theatrical amusements
as 'trade' and 'commerce.' " A progressive

legal mind might naturally have been ex-

pected, in the absence of precedent, to pro-
vide a decision, and, furthermore, to provide
one accordant with the monition of justice.

A practical illustration of the methods of

the syndicate will not here come amiss.

There is, in one of the cities of Massachus-

etts, a handsome, well-appointed theatre.

which was presented to the city by one of

its respected inhabitants—now dead—to be

managed by trustees, under suitable condi-

tions, as a home for the drama, and with due

consideration of the public good. One of

those trustees some time ago apprised the

present writer of difficulties that had been

created by the syndicate, because a traveling

company, not under its control, had been al-

lowed to perform in that theatre. "We
cannot," the trustee said (in substance)

"now obtain any plays of a first-class order:

our management is embarrassed, and our

public is dissatisfied. Most of the contem-

porary attractions of interest are controlled

by the syndicate. Our agent has called on

its representative, and has been informed by
him that the only way in which we can se-

cure such attractions as we want is by mak-

ing a contract to take them from the syndi-
cate managers—and from nobody else. If

we take a single attraction from any other

source our theatre will be excluded from the

list of theatres that are to be permitted to

live. We must take nothing except from the

syndicate; we must take whatever it may
be pleased to send; and we must pay a per-

centage of our receipts for what may be

taken." In other words, a conscientious,

trustworthy, honest manager, mindful of his
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responsibility and desjrona of promoting at

once the welfare of his public and tlie pros-

fientv "I liis theatre, has found the business

of an excellent institution practically

blighted, because a N'ew Vork monopoly had

not been permitted to dictate a policy to the

"t I theatre in a distant provincial

city, and, in fact, to control its management.
There is no intention here to declare or to

imply, that the syndicate openly and ex

plicitly says to actors and managers, "If jron

do not do business exclusively with us. and.

of course, on our terms, we will prevent

you from doing business at all." On the

contrary, in the case above cited the repre-
sentative of the syndicate stated, in sub-

stance, to the representative of the previa-

cial theatre: "We dont want to interfere

with anybody; if you want to take your at-

tractions from other sources, al! right; but.

under those circumstances, we do not care to

furnish you with anything." It >s meant
that the methods of the syndicate managers,

despite their lofty declarations, are unfair,

unjust, tyrannical, and wrong —and there-

fore should he deemed unlawful-because,

practically, they operate to destroy rightful

and useful competition, and to embarrass or

ruin independent business. The syndicate

managers, by their combination, have ob-

tained eontro] of many theatres—so many
that it is difficult, or impossible, for an in-

dependent manager or actor to plan a route

without including the cities in which all tii-st

eJaaa theatres are under syndicate direction.

The principal actors of the country, in or-

der to follow their profession in a profit-

able manner, must act in those cities; if they
wish to act in any of the theatres governed

by the syndicate they must consent to net in

all of them, and also to allow the syndicate
to "book" them in whatever other cit •

theatres the syndicate pleases. Thus nearly
all the principal actors of the country are,

practically, under the management of the

syndicate: they cannot select their mutes of

travel, nor can they do business to their own
advantage directly with managers of any
theatres. On the other hand the syndicate.

having the control of most of the principal

actors, is able to say to managers of theatres

in small cities—generally known as "one

night stands"—if you wish us to book any
attractions for your theatre, yon must allow

all the •tractions for it. whal

attractions we please, and whenever we

please, keeping your theatre closed when we

see tit so to order, and not consulting you
or considering what kind of theatrical per

fornianees you are wishful to present or

what kind is best suited to the wisl i

your public. If you do not foal inclined

to accede to our terms, very well; but you
cannot otherwise have any of the principal

attractions such as Mr. Qoodwin, .Mr.

Willard. Mr. Skinner. Mr. (iillette. etc; and.

if either of those actors, independently and

without our consent, makes a contraci to

appear in your theatre, he cannot there-

after appear in any of the theatres that we

control. If that method of conducting busi

ness is, technically, legal, then the sooner it

is made illegal the better.

That the theatrical business should be so

conducted, and that such conduct of it should

be sanctioned, is. unhappily, not surpri-

for craft and indirection are dominant in

almost every department of American life

Sanaa it happens that the Chief Magistrate

of our Nation has, for some time, boa

erting his powers in opposition to •{-.

"syndicates." "monopolies," "pools,"' etc..

which he deems to be illegal. It would lie a

blessing if his practical energy could rectify

the conduct of the theatrical business in this

country: for, aside from the vast financial

ami commercial interests involved in that

business, the force of the theatre, moral or

immoral, is stupendous, reaching into .

home and affecting everybody.
The game of monopoly is not a difficult

one to play
—if the players possess suffi-

cient capital, combined with the attribute

described by Wilkie Collins as "a sublime

ird for the in- every one but

themselves." Form a business combination

to traffic in "amusement." Obtain, by
or indirect means, the control of all. or al-

most all, the theatres in the country. En-

gage, in advance, by payment of retaining

he new plays of the prominent drama-

tists. Apprise the popular stars that, for a

certain consideration, they can have certain

routes of travel and certain periods of time

at certain tboatiea Instruct provincial

managers that, for a percentage of the re-

ceipts, they can, at certain times, have

of those popnl . on condition that

they will accept, at other times, whatever

"attractions" are sent to them the alterna-
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tive being that they shall not have anything.

That scheme, obviously, would "corner the

market." and that is believed to be the

scheme of the syndicate. The peculiar

phraseology of Judge Rosalsky's decision

seems to warrant the inference that he would

hold such a process to be illegal, if pursued

witli reference to cotton, or flour, or pork,

or any other "lawful commodity of common

use"; but the method is vindicated, as clear-

ly legal, when used with reference to dra-

matic representations; yet those representa-

tions are of vital importance to society, af-

fecting the minds and lives of millions of per-

sons, involving vast properties, and provid-

ing employment for thousands of men and

women, not only actors, but artisans of all

classes and workers in almost every trade.

Judge Rosalsky's pronouncement may be

law, but, if so, the law stands in great need

of radical amendment. The theatre, in the

United States, whether for good or evil, ex-

ercises an influence that is second to that of

no other power affecting our civilization, and

the need is imperative that its ministry
should be conducted in a spirit of intelligent,

honorable liberality, allowing unfettered

competition and fair play to all concerned.

That ministry ought not to be restricted to

any clique, and least of all to a clique that

has chiefly distinguished itself by its single

eye to pecuniary profit and its open exulta-

tion in keeping a Department Store. Con-

siderations more important than those of

"trade" are involved in the welfare of the

theatre. Meanwhile its "trade" values—not-

withstanding adverse judicial opinion
—re-

main patent and considerable. Mr. David

Warfield, for instance, who closed his season

on June 29, had then acted in "The Music

Master" one thousand and seven times, in

the course of three years, his gross receipts

amounting to nearly one million dollars.

Plays may not be "lawful commodities of

common use," and traffic in them may not

be, legally, trade and commerce, but

only the blowing of soap-bubbles in the

air; that one, however, seems to have at-

tracted some attention and to have per-
suaded several persons that it possesses
substantial value even as an article of

barter and sale.

Old Letters

By Mary Ogden Vaughan

The slow, sad tears of age,

Fall on the yellowed page
Where youth had set, in words of fire,

The echo of a heart's desire.

The pen that writ is rust;

The hand has turned to dust;
And she, whose happy years have flown.

Sits brooding by the fire—alone.
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By Charles Enkme Scott Wood

//' you would not be betrayed put neither your life, liberty nor property into the

pouer of another.

Thi' country has been in a ferment over

1:iik1 frauds, Lands equal to kingdoms have

been granted to railroads on condition that

• teJd to actual tattler* at two dollars

half an acre ami they are still held

by the railroads after a lapse of thirty years,

and t; Ian. Is are worth forty dollars

an air r landI liavf Keen stolen right

and left by fraudulent entries and fictitious

entryiiM-n. The public domain has seemed a

great treasure house with the doors wide open
and for a generation or more thieves have

been carrying off nil the valuable lands. But
s cannot carry off forests and mines and

acres in their p
Ves they can. One

man can carry away half the forest lands in

Oregon in an inside pocket if he can get a

patent or a deed to these lands. An. I

! he has got the deed by fraud, if he

sells to another who has no knowledge of the

fraud, that ether will hold the title. That

there are railroad lobbies and corrupt or in-

different legislatures is not the cause of land

g, nor that there are land thieves and

corrupt or indifferent officers of the Land

Office, but the root of the trouble is that

title to lands can be given by a scrap of

paper.

Suppose the only title to land was by actual

possession and beneficial use. Who could steal

land? I do not mean that by a term 01

session actual paper title could eventually be

uj is now the ease in mining and

•ntries. I mean that the title at

moment must depend on continuous

-ion and use, ceasing when tie

the only right transferable to another being

the right of succession to actual use and oecu

pation. If this were the title to land

is the title to water), who could stcM land?

Congress eould not grant lands. It would be

useless to steal land one could not use and

occupy, and if one did use and occupy it

beneficially it would not be stealing it. It

would be the highest title. If this were the

title to land today practically all of the foreat

areas of Oregon would be free and open for

the actual user; most of the coal and iron

lnnds of the country would be open to miners.

But it may be said everyone would rush to

dm tie mis. Do they do so now as to

those still freef Why notf It doesn't pay.
The best and most available lands are se-

cured in advance by private ownership.
The use of free unoccupied lands would be

regulated by the final decision, will it pay!
-!s would be worked so fur as

the relation of demand to supply made work

ing them profitable. And the use of lands

ought not to stop short of that. These nat-

ural reSOOree* are intended to be not monopo
lies, but sources of supply so long as the de
mnnil of the generation makes the supply a

profitable business. But it may bo said that

if the land the user such bin. Is

as forest lands would be subject to great
waste. Th. .

long to nol ody till I

for actual immediate use. It is probable self-

int.Test would B uoinie

methods. But until then the Covcrnmctit
could regulate the general mode of use, leav-

ing the use open to all, which is a very dif

Cerent thing from holding title. Practically
the same effect would be arris. .1 at by the

adoption of the single tax. No one coOld

afford to steal land for which he would have
to pay full value every year.
The people have been so robbed and pillaged

that they turn with almost unreasoning joy
to the relief promised by the administration.
That relief is twofold: First, honest men;
second, a paternal guardianship of the public
domain. The policy of the administration has

I natural cvoluti in. No one ever think*
of attacking the supreme and hoary folly of

.at ancient idol still

being left ,,n its pedestal, the evil flowing
from it is plain. A few plutocrats are gob-
bling up all the valn.il le lands. Kutur.

ill be lorn landless. We will not
strike at tl no feudal fee simple title.

No, we will proteet ourselves and the future

by reserving the unstolen for

This reservation idea began with the intent
to preserve forests not as timber, but as the
storehouses of snow and water, the makers of
Summer streams. To preserve them at all

there must be a guard against fires and de
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struction. This guardianship soon necessi-

tated a control of the grazing in the reserve

limits. Then by the monopoly of timber areas

in private hands and the sudden rise in tim-

ber values the actual use of the forests as

producers of lumber as well as conservers of

water comes to the front. The result is the

control of the enormous tracts known as forest

reserves by a bureau of the Federal Govern-

ment located in Washington, D. C, and this

control is absolute, including grazing. The

ultimate result will surely be the control of

all grazing lands by a bureau in Washing-
ton. The very thing the great cattle mo-

nopolists have been urging for years in the

form of grazing leases. There seems to me
no question as to these things:

First—The great land steals and locking up
of future resources in private hands.

Second—The one thing which makes this

possible is the paper title to land.

Third—The promised relief is tremendously
popular.
Fourth—The promised relief is substantially

a system of Government ownership in a

bureau at the center of Federal Government.
It does not follow that because a reform is

a great relief and popular at the time that it

is above criticism; though as a rule the

people are very intolerant of any fault-finding
with their pet measures. The system of

public-land administration we are entering on
seems to me monarchical and bearing the

seeds of corruption within itself. It is prob-

ably better than to let wholesale robbery go
on; most things which are done are best at

the time when they- are done. There are two
axioms proven by history:

First—A bureaucratic government from a

center of power becomes a corrupt tyranny.
Second—Wherever there is power in a few

over the property rights of others there will

be corruption.
Indeed this second statement really includes

the first. It ought- not to be necessary to cite

proofs of these truths. They are today ac-

cepted as true in every age of history.
The struggle for the municipal plums in

every city in this country and the purchase
of councilmen in order to get the plums is a

sufficient example. No reform has ever
scratched the evil tendency, none ever will

till the power to give away valuable rights
be taken from city councils.

As to the public domain. There is not a
land law which has not been the instrument
of fraud-—even the homestead law, the desert-
land act, the swamp-land act, the timber-and-
stone act, the forest reserve scrip act—all de-
liberate steals and every one of them founded
on the fact that a man can get a title to a

piece of land by a scrap of paper, which title

he can hold forever or sell to the highest
bidder.

Congress can hardly plead not guilty to the

forest reserve scrip act. It enabled those

holders of great land grants whose odd sec-

tions in the mountains had happened to fall

on stony ground to give these worthless acres

back to the Government and select valuable

timber lands or other lands elsewhere. It did

not require the intelligence of a child to see

that the Government, that is to say the peo-

ple (?), would lose, for if an odd section

was worth keeping it would be kept. If worth-
less it would be surrendered in order to get a

better one. Nor did it take much honesty or

intelligence to see the graft in the timber-
and-stone act. This gives to every adult citi-

zen the right to take a quarter-section of lanf'

valuable chiefly for timber or stone. Now
what is the lady or gentleman who takes the
160 acres going to do with them? If timbered

they are not needed by the bona fide settler

for fuel, fences or buildings, because another
law gives all these to the settler from the pub-
lic domain. The lady or gentleman taking 160
acres of timber land does not as a rule take
it to cut and mill it. She or he does not build
a logging road to it. She or he takes the land
to sell it. That is plain on its face. And just

why the timber lands of the country should
be given to those few so situated that they
can go take them up for sale is a question,
but the real reason was so that timber barons
could thus through individuals buy up for
little vast timber holdings.
As the whole purpose of this act was to

divide the timber lands among the people in

small parcels for sale, as rt was legitimate
to sell after final certificate was procured, is

it very astonishing that both Land Office

officials and entrymen said, If it can be sold

after final certificate, why not before, and so

there came to be a loose administration of the
Land Office—the officials eager for fees, the

entrymen eager for land, the affidavits con-
sidered mere matters of form, and there you
are. I do not excuse perjury or land-stealing,
but I do say that the few miserable men con-
victed of land-frauds in Oregon had every
temptation held out to them by the United
States Government from the very passage of
the timber-and-stone act. The thievery has
been going on since the first day of that law.

many eminently "respectable" citizens laid

their fortunes years ago in the same perjuries
and purchases which today are hailed as new
and original monsters.

This lends force to the statement that
wherever there is a valuable property right
to be given away by a trustee for the people
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s ill find a swarm of hungry ones

-.eking to corrupt or deceive the trustee, and

ling,

lor years at every convention of cattle-

m.n the big barons have been urging the

passage of a law permitting the ranges to be

leased for grazing, and the small men have

opposing it as if their lives were at

as their livelihoods indeed were. It

not take great intelligence to perceive
th.it if once a system of leasing be inaug

: the financially strong man will win.

There is no government where money is such

a power as in this free republie. The >ffice-

holders are put in by the politicians, the poli-

ticians are put in by the voters, anil the voters

are secured by money, directly and indirectly,

are exceptions, there are exceptional
eras of reform, but thin is the rule.

Therefore I predict that in due course of

time the grazing privileges and the forest

privileges and every other privilege controlled

by a political bureau at the. center of the

Federal Government will be monopolized by
the plutocratic bar ms. They will control the

politicians; the politicians will control the

office holders. I predict that the small local

officials will fall a prey to petty graft in time.

I believe locating the power in Washington
is bad. True, we today are all in close touch

i road and telegraph, bnt I doubt if for

a long time to come the voting power of this

Coast, rhtrc the timber and grazing interests

lie, will be sufficiently great to enforce the

will of the local population. And on general

principle-, notwithstanding telegraph ami

railroad. I believe the more the control of a

i ' affairs is localized the better.

I am well aware of the folly of any attempt
\ the present movement. It is following

the line of least resistance, of natural evolu-

tion. It is only one more evidence how we
are tending toward socialism, the control of

transportation and natural sources of produc-
tion by a strong, central government.
Out of this growth will come in time, let us

hope, a better socialism.—a more equal oppor
tunity for all men—and out of this in the far

• real individual hi

doui, an enlightened anarchism.

I cannot close this criticism of the existing

plan without saying that I have the highest

respect for Secretary Garfield, Commissioner

Hallinger. Forester I'inchot and others in

charge of the work of administering the pub
lie domain. I believe them to be earnest.

self-sacrificing, honest gentlemen, but I be

lieve that eventually the natural forces of

humanity will control. 1 believe tin- power
of government should be limited to gen-
eral rules for the use of the public domain,

such as setting out fires, etc. I believe m
Government official should have any right to

say to any man what his actual rights are in

the use of the public domain. The Govern
nt ought to say to a man, take down your

fence, but it ought not, in my opinion, to say
to any man where his range shall be or for

how many head. It can say under what gen-
eral forestry rules a man may enter t lie So
main and cut logs, but under those rules the

' should be open to all men. The < I

an- even then that in the end the powerful
man would buy the privilege of disregarding
the rules which the weaker man would l<<

polled to res| t. I believe Government in

terference should be held rigidly to a mini-

mum. Today we are placing all things in

the bands of the General tiovernment. Keck

lessly and joyously we are increasing its

power. We shall pay for it. Power is always
misused, nlwa



At Last, a Coast Resort

By J. W. Winchester

HY "at last"? Do I mean
to insinuate that Montei-ey

Bay, Santa Barbara, Santa

Monica and Coronado are

not resorts?

Not at all; but there are a

thousand miles of wonderful shore line

northward from these widely advertised

and justly famed places. Isn't it time that

the country has heard something of the

Northwest coast? In New York, in Kala-

mazoo or Pikeville Four Corners if one hap-

pens to mention Pacific Summer resorts, the

response is: "Yes, indeed, the Southern Cali-

fornia coast is great," etc.

How many people outside of possibly two

states know that the Oregon coast presents

attractions as a place for Summer-pleasuring
that totally eclipse the charms of any other

stretch of either the Atlantic or the Pacific

seaboards. The tourist knows little or

nothing about this coast, because in the past

little or no effort has been made to attract

him hither. Several of the most delight-

ful places have been, since the first settle-

ment of Oregon, inaccessible, except to those

willing to undergo the fatigue of long stage

trips or tiresome voyages in small coasting
vessels. It is true that two or three places
are reached by rail, but the journey is long
and rather too expensive for regular week-

end enjoyment to many.
It must be confessed, also, that as yet the

Northwest has no Del Montes, no Del
Coronados to draw those who want modern
comforts—no special attractions for those

who do not care to "rough" it, and yet wish

for a greater variety of amusement than

clam-bakes, bonfires, surf-bathing and enjoy-
ment of the weather and the scenery.
But the Northwest is not to lack much

longer a modern resort of the highest class.

Before the end of next year a new railway
(the "Lytle" Road) will bring Tillamook

Bay—perhaps the most charming bit of Ore-

gon coast—within two and a half hours' ride

from Portland ;
Tillamook Bay and a

$250,000 sea beach hotel; Tillamook Bay, the

wild and inaccessible—think of it—with a

modern hotel, golf links, tennis ground, a

speedway, a pavilion, a skating rink, a mag-
nificent plunge bath, a theater, a "tent city"

and rows of picturesque cottages on roadways

planned with careful thought to artistic

landscape effects ! All these are already

projected, planned and platted as one big en-

terprise by a Portland realty concern with

abundant resources.

Picture a beautiful little stretch of salt

water seven miles long and three wide, prac-

tically land-locked, into which empty five

rivers and innumerable small streams; the

rivers navigable for miles into the very heart

of the ancient forest, mountains abounding
in game, and streams teeming with trout.

Tillamook (Gathering-of-the-Waters) is sep-
arated from the sea by a long, narrow and

beautifully wooded peninsula, which, in some

places, is not over 350 feet wide, though

reaching an elevation of over one hundred
feet above the tide. This is "Bayocean
Park," whereon will be made most of the

improvements projected by the Portland

capitalists.

For miles along the ocean side of the

peninsula is a beautiful white sandy beach,

perfect for surf-bathing. Then on the inner

side of the peninsula, and all along the

shores of the bay itself, less rugged pleasure-
seekers can enjoy calm salt water fifteen to

twenty degrees warmer than the ocean.

Nature has done all that it could to make
the place perfect for pleasure-seekers, and
now that capital has stepped in to add the

touch of art and provide the luxuries of

modern life along with easy access by rail,

we may hope to teach the world that there

is something for the Summer tourist along
the Northwest coast more delightful even
than Southern California.
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CAN you cast this aside,' when it applies to yourself,
and in YOUR HOME? Let us reason.

MAPLEINE
Is an extract from roots and herbs, and when used with seven
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ounce of the fluid, not only makes a gallon of syrup better

than any maple syrup you have ever used, but better than
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TO TELL YOU more about it we want to send you a booklet
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About Willapa Bay
By Glen Egbert

1LDWAY between the mouth
of the Columbia River and

Gray's Harbor lies Willapa
Harbor.

If geographical position
and natural resources count

for anything, the Willapa Harbor country
is destined to see wonderful growth during
the next decade. South Bend, the county
seat of Pacific County, Washington, is situ-

ated near the mouth of the Willapa River,

eighteen miles as the boat must go from the

ocean, while Raymond, a new and thriving
town which has only been in existence for

two years, is four miles from South Bend
and is located on the South Fork of the

Willapa River.

It is easy to make the assertion that any
particular section is destined to forge to the

front, but in the case of Willapa Harbor it

is also easy to prove why this district will

do so. Good harbors are not any too numer-
ous on the Pacific shore line. Look at the

map and see how many you can find on the

Oregon and Washington coast. The Colum-

bia, Yaquina Bay, Coos Bay, Tillamook,

Coquille, Siuslaw, Gray's Harbor, Puget

Sound, Willapa Harbor. This means that

as the industrial supremacy of the country
is transferred from the East to the shores

of the Pacific these harbors will become of

more and more importance. The railroads

will pour our surplus products from the in-

terior into these sea ports for shipment
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Fleet ol

to the Orient. The land where rail and

water meet will become valuable as sites for

wharfs and extensive warehouses. Factories,

realizing the economic importance of a loca-

tion where the raw material is available and
where the cost of transportation by rail is

eliminated, will be established at these nat-

ural distributing points.

Not a dollar has ever been spent for the

improvement of the bar, the river or the har-

bor, yet vessels drawing twenty-five feet can

come in over the bar and anchor at the dock

at South Bend. As the harbor is land-

locked, it affords a secure and convenient an-

chorage for large ships. From the Simpson
dock at South Bend to its mouth the nar

Lea & Pcrrins*
Sauce

A perfect relish for

many dishes and

an excellent

digestive.

Look for Lea & Pernns* signature

Soups, Kish,Roasts

of all kinds,Gravies,

Salads and Cheese

are rendered par-

ticularly enjoyable

by its use.

•t Son, Afrnu, New York

Do Dot forgot to mention Tno Tar.Ac Monthly when dealing with arivertlaere. It will bo appreciated.
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rowest channel in the river is 500 feet, while

the shallowest water at high tide is twenty-

six feet; from the mouth of the river to the

bar the narrowest width of the channel is

1,150 feet and the widest 7,450 feet, while the

shallowest water at high tide is thirty-five

feet and the deepest ninety feet. The aver-

age rise and fall of the tide on the bar is

seven feet and the shallowest water on the

bar at high tide is thirty feet. This means

that any of the ships which dock at Port-

land can with equal ease and safety dock at

South Bend. If South Bend and Raymond
had nothing to offer but their splendid har-

bor facilities the district would attract manu-

facturing concerns which wish to be located

at tide water, but Willapa Harbor has more,
much more to ensure her growth. Which-
ever way you look you may see in solid

phalanx, mile on mile, the forests of fir and

spruce, of cedar and hemlock.

Of Pacific County's 925 square miles of

area, 764 square miles consist of merchant-

able standing timber or, to put it in another

way, more than eighty per cent of the area

of the county is one virgin forest. When
the Weyerhaeuser Timber Company cruised

the county they reported more than fifteen

billion feet of standing merchantable timber.

When you see trees whose trunks range in

diameter from four or five feet up to nine

and ten feet, and occasionally to twelve to

fifteen feet in diameter, when you can walk

for fifty yard-long steps beside a fallen tree

between the butt and the first limb and then

walk in addition to the first 150 feet another

100 feet before you come to its thick-needled

crown, you begin to realize what a crop a

man may harvest from one acre of forest;

you can believe that the average stand per
acre is 116,300 feet.

You can choose either the Weyerhaeuser
estimate of fifteen billion feet or the very
conservative estimate of the United States

Geological Survey of about eight billion feet

of excellent, merchantable standing timber,

for either estimate gives the county an im-

mense forest wealth.

The Government's estimate is as follows:

5,493,224,000 feet of fir, 814,953,000 feet of

spruce, 713,238,000 feet of cedar and 786,-

625,000 feet of hemlock.

This immense body of timber tributary to

Willapa Harbor means sawmills, box fac-

tories, shingle mills, ship yards, implement
factories and all of the other industries which

depend upon timber.

I know of no better example of the rapid

upbuilding of a community—a phenomenon
not at all uncommon in the virile and vigor-

Shaping the Stern for One of the Vessels at the Shipyard, at Raymond, Wash.
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ous West, but unheard of in the slower and

more conservative East, where growth is a

process of time—than at Raymond, a brand-

new town on the South Fork of the Willapa
River. Four years ago the Siler Mill Com-

pany built a small sawmill within the pres-

ent boundaries of the city. During the next

two years there was no thought of a town, but

as the workmen increased at the mill and

here and there a new cottage was built the

plan of building a town suggested itself.

A. C. Little, L. V. Raymond and W. S.

Cram laid out a townsite and now the inter-

esting sight of a town in the making is to be

seen. Business blocks are springing up as

if by magic. Mingled with the sounds of the

vessels are loading for San Francisco or

San Pedro. The Siler Mill Company, the

Willapa Lumber Company, the Kalb-Glibert

Lumber Company and the Raymond Lum-
ber Company are all hives of industry turn-

ing out lumber for the coastwise and for-

eign trade. As free sites are given at Ray-
mond to manufacturing firms, fifteen acres

on the river are devoted to the ship-building
firm of John W. Dickie & Co. This firm

employs fifty hands and is building two

steam schooners for Sudden & Christensen

of San Francisco. These vessels will be 195

feet long, thirty-eight and one-half feet beam
and will each have a capacity of 800,000 feet

of lumber.

phonographs and the complaining fiddle

which are to be heard night and day in the

numerous dance halls and saloons is the

clamor of saw and hammer. New mills are

being erected, new storehouses put up and
new residences built. Everywhere new side-

walk stretches away in the distance; on all

sides you see partially completed dwelling-

houses, or, to be exact, you may see twelve

new business blocks and one hundred and

twenty-seven new houses being built and it

will require at least one hundred more to

accommodate the workmen now on the pay-
roll of the mills.

At the dock the barkentine Amazon is

loading for Sydney, Australia. The other

In addition to these mills the following
will soon be in operation : The Clerin-Hamil-

ton Lumber Company, the Creech Lumber

Company, the State Lumber & Box Com-

pany, the Raymond Shingle Company, the

Case Shingle Company, the Raymond Box

Company and the John W. Dickie Company.
When the mills are in full operation there

will be more than a thousand men on

the payrolls, and this for a city that had

no existence two years ago. With the

hundreds of loggers from the nearby camps
coming into Raymond after having cashed

their checks there is generally something

doing.
As the lands are logged off they are sold
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for from two dollars to ten dollars per acre,

and when cleared they make splendid dairy

farms, as the nearness to the ocean insures a

copious rainfall and this means a luxuriant

crop of grass. There are already three

creameries in the Willapa Valley
—one at

Menlo, one at Frances and one at Willapa.

Probably more people think of South Bend

in connection with its oyster industry than

from any other cause, as that industry has

been growing in importance for years.

The seed for the Toke Point oysters comes

from Long Island Sound and costs from

three-and-a-half to five dollars a barrel which,
when the freight is added, makes the cost

per barrel from six to ten dollars. They

There are about 3,000 acres of oyster farm

land, and the farm limits are marked by
stakes driven in the sand. At low tide oyster

gatherers, usually Chinamen, Japs or In-

dians, go over the tide flats and gather the

marketable oysters, those which are under

water being secured by oyster tongers oper-

ating from boats. The oyster industry aver-

ages to bring in not less than $200,000 a year
to Willapa Harbor.

When the eyes of the world were turned

on California in its palmy days succeeding
the discovery of gold it was found that the

miner who had just come in from the hills

with a buckskin pouch of gold-dust and nug-

jrets would scatter his wealth with a lavish

Fishermen Hauling in Their Lobster Traps.

are shipped in refrigerator cars and are kept
moist during the journey across the continent—and upon their arrival they are planted at

the Bay Center oyster farms at the half-tide

line and down to half-way between the half-

tide line and extreme low-tide line. The na-

tive seed oysters are gathered from their nat-

ural beds and breeding grounds near Stony

Point, from Nema Flats, from Oyster-
ville Flats, and from Polix Flats, by
the various firms on their own deeded tide

lands. The natural beds are owned by the

State of Washington, and the State Fish

Commission controls and patrols them and
sells the seed to the oyster companies at so

much per basket.

hand for whatever his appetite craved. It

occurred to Charles J. Russell, a resident

of Pacific City, a town whose site and name
are now alike forgotten, to try a shipment of

Shoalwater Bay oysters to San Francisco.

This was in 1851, and was the beginning of

the oyster industry of Willapa Harbor. That

same Fall a schooner load of oysters was
taken directly from the bay to San Fran-

cisco. So successful and profitable was the

industry that there soon sprang up several

small villages which depended entirely upon
the oyster for their existence. Bruceport,
Diamond City and Oysterville were the early

oyster-shipping points.

By 1855 there were twenty-eight boats,
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twenty-one scows, thirteen canoes and a

twenty-ton steamer engaged in the oyster

trade, and about 50,000 baskets of oysters a

year were shipped to San Francisco. When
this amount rose to nearly 200,000 baskets

per year in the early seventies it was seen

that there was danger of depletion in the

native oyster beds. Several of the larger

companies moved to San Francisco and be-

gan importing seed oysters from the At-

lantic Coast. Soon the trade in Eastern

oysters far outstripped the trade in natives.

The arrival of the schooner in the early

days was the signal for furious activity

among the oystermen as the vessel could only

purchase so many baskets, usually from

2,000 to 6,000 baskets, and the oysterman's

profit depended upon how many baskets he

could gather and deliver.

In the seventies and eighties the oyster

industry languished, as many of the larger
firms had transferred their operations to San
Francisco. The first carload of Eastern

oyster seed to be planted in the Willapa
oyster beds was in 1896. Next year three

carloads of seed were imported from the East
and ]-Janted at Tokeland.

Last year the following firms shipped in

and planted eighty-seven carloads of seed

oysters: West Coast Oyster Company, Toke

Point Oyster Company, Northern Oyster

Company, Morgan Oyster Company, Oyster-
ville Oyster Company, Occidental Oyster

Company, Bay Point Oyster Company, Bush
& Sons, Nahcotta Point Oyster Company
and Charles Nelson.

In all, some 200 carloads have been

planted since the first carload-shipment.
The seed oysters when brought from the

East are about the size of a ten-cent piece
and are about nine months old. They are

planted in April or May, and they take to

their new environment and make rapid
growth. The season of growth for an oyster
is in the Spring, Summer and early Fall, and
a year after planting the oyster has grown
from the size of one's finger-nail to be about
two inches long. When they are from three

to four years old they are ready for market.

The Eastern oyster is bi-sexual, but does

not propagate in Western waters, while the

native oyster is hermaphroditic. As the

Eastern oyster has several million ova or

spawn it can be seen that Nature must
be very prodigal to provide for the

heavy percentage of mortality in the

young oysters while in the swimming age,
for if the young oyster does not drop into a

favorable environment he does not survive.

The trade in oysters is constantly increasing

Logs on Their Way to the Swift Band Saws.
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The Industry Which Has Made Raymond's Prosperity.

and last year nearly half a million dollars'

worth of oysters were sold by the Willapa
Harbor oyster companies. With rich and
fertile soil, with an abundance of timber,

with a splendid natural location, with an

ever-increasing oystering industry, the future

looks bright for the country bordering

Willapa Harbor.
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iKe^eSFTonlc

This rich, wholesome lood, combining the nutritive and tonic

f
properties ol malt and hops in palatable and predigeited lorm,
s welcomed by the weakest stomach and quickly assimilated
by the system. It gives strength to the muscles, revitalizes
the blood, and furnishes nourishment In abundance for the
growing child, at the same time it calms the nerves, inducing
sweet, relreshing sleep lor mother and babe, thus assuring
strength, vigor and health to both.

PaDst Extract
iheiBcsrTonic

is a strengthening and palatable food for the convalescent.
Quickly restores the shattered nervous system and acts as a
tonic lor the weak, worn-out and overworked. It aids digestion
and is a quick relief tor dyspepsia.

For Sato at all LtaJina Druogittt
InMtit upon tht Original

Gu.raotood mmdwr th« Natioaa] Pur* Food Law,
U. S. &m*l No. 1921

Free Picture and Book
Send uj your um oa • ooptal for our iatoraotiag oooUot »ad "Baoy'i Firot A«V

MM." • Wr.ut.ful ••rtur. of kairjr M.. Both FREE. Addrt*

Do not forgot to mm t loo Ttw Pacific Monthlr when oVillnr with drartlaera. It will bo appreciated.
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AUTOLOADING RIFLE
RELOADED BY ITS RECOIL

No work to shoot this new Remington. Just pull the

trigger for each shot and the rifle shoots until the

magazine, holding 5 cartridges is empty.
It is reloaded in one second by pushing the contents of

a clip into the open breach.

The .35 Remington cartridge strikes a ton blow. The
bullet weighs 200 grains and has a velocity of about

2000 feet—second.

It is a take down, hammerless, accurate, safe rifle, and
"Big Enough fox- the Biggest Game"

WRITE DEPARTMENT 10 FOR NEW II,I,USTRATED CATALOGUE
REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY

Agency, 315 Broadway. New York City. Works, Ilion, New York.

We are the only ostrich farm in the
world which conducts its own complete
factory, thus insuring you superior
feathers at a great saving in cost.

Established 1886

THE PIONEER AMERICAN FARM

Plucking
OaWBton
Plumes

OSTRICH FEATHERS
FROM CALIFORNIA OUR TRADE MARK

protects you

d

We received the prize medals at Paris,

Buffalo, St. I/Duis, Omaha and Portland.

We have over 125,000 satisfied customers

and new ones may depend on our giving
them the best value possible.

Be sure to write today for our catalogue and price list.

Very interesting and instructive. Beautifully illustrated.

Tells complete history and methods employed in raising

ostriches, and how and why we grow and manufacture the

finest plumes, boas, stoles, fans, etc., in the world.

PAW3TON^^ OSTRICH FARM
Dept. 67, SOUTH PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



Irrigation and "Ketchup.
"

By Robert Matin'

ich I>1

iard to realize tlie tran-

sit ion which irred

within the past live

in liiiul values throughout
the Northwest. Wherever
the land lias felt the vivify-

water its value has doubled or

ttvhhil mo fan two or three y;\n.

irrigated land in the vicinity of Spokane,
which tinds ready sale at $250 an acre, could

have Im-cii purchased within the past decade

'.">u ;i.i ;i, ,,.. This is no idle state-

t is ca>ily su«ccptihle of proof;
anil ban i- one instance out of a score which

have emne to the writer's attention:

Ahout tour or live years ajjo the Spokane
Chamber of Comment benl every effort to-

ward btdnamg the Government to purchase
for Army-maneuver purposes a large

of land bring to the eastward of Spokane, at

a prio i 112 to $15 an acre. The

plan fell through, much to the diaappoint-
inent of the Chamber of Commeree. The

bud was considered of no value from an

agricultural standpoint, on account of being

•avelly. Meanwhile a company called

alley Improvement Company, hail pur-
chased at prices ranging from >:i to $6 an

acre, a body of land < prising more than

2,000 acres mar Pee! I-'al!». Idaho, tin

four mile- Spokane, and started in a

modest way to plaea water on the tract. It

was suggested that possibly a bug! amount

Of the apparently worthless snivel land east

• iihl Ik? u

Old timers, who knew the district was

only fit for grazing purpose- 1 the

suggestion of irrigating the land with laugh-

JVHLrO
ICE CREAM
"5 POWDER

IS A

( i'^9

** WONDER WORKER
Contains all the Ingredients necessary to make the finest Ice

cream, except milk.

NO EGGS,
NO SUGAR,

NO FLAVORING TO ADD
DIRECTIONS—Stir contents of one package into a quart

of mdk and freeze. NO HEATING OR COOKINU. Satisfaction

guaranteed.
2 pjtckuges, enough for a gtllon, 25c.

If your grocer hasn't It send us his name and 35c, and two
packages and our illustrated recipe book will be mailed to you.

Received Highest award at Portland Exposition.
Complies with all Pure Food Laws

THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO.. Le Roy. N.Y.

"
<P

<
Visit Mr Exhibit at th»

JMMESTOWM EXPOSITION
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LIQUID COURT PLASTER
immediately dries, forming' a tough, transparent, waterproof
coating. "New-Skin" heals Cuts, Abrasions, Hang-Nails,
Chapped and Split Lips or Fingers, Burns. Blisters, etc. In-

stantly relieves Chilblains, Frosted Ears, Stings of Insects,
Chafed or Blistered Feet, Callous Spots, etc., etc.
A coating on the sensitive parts wilt protect the feet from being

chafed or blistered by new or heavy shoes. MECHANICS,
SPORTSMEN, BICYCLISTS, GOLFERS, in fact all of us, are
liable to bruise, scratch or scrape our skin. "NEW-SKIN'* will
heal these injuries, will not wash off, and after it is applied the

injury is forgotten as "NEW-SKIN" makes a temporary new
skin until the broken skin is healed under it. "Paint It With
"New- Skin" and forget It" is literally true.
CAUTION i WE flVARANTEK our claims for "NEW-SKIN". No one

ffuara 'tees substitutes or imitations trading1 on our reputation, and
the guarantee of an imitator would be worthless any way.

ALWAYS INSIST ON GETTING "NEW-SKIN".
Sample size, 10c. Family size (like illustration), 25c. Two ounce

bottles (for surgeons and hospitals), 5©c
AT THE DRUGGISTS, or we will mail a package anywhere in the

United States on receipt of price. «._! «oq

DOUglaS Mfg. CO. Wt» Poplar Street. BROOKLYN, li V.

Qucfofun

For Outing
1

or General Wear
VjyRITE today for our Buckskin Catalogue. It giv<
* *

full descriptions of these ideal shoes for Mer
Women and Children.

No footwear more durable than Buckskins. None
lighter and cooler. All styles are made on anatomical
lasts, giving freedom and absolute comfort to the feet-

Shoe illustrated is the Men's, in either
Pearl or Tan Buckskin. All sizes to 11^
at $4.00. Size 12, or larger. $4. SO.

Women's Buckskins, ordinary height,
$4.00. Women's Oxfords, $3. SO.

We issue a general footwear catalog
also, tvhichwe will mall you on request,

WETHERBY-KAYSER, SHOE CO.
219 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

ter, and sarcastically remarked : "When you
can carry water in a sieve then you can irri-

gate these gravel lands. The water will sink

through the gravel so fast that you wont be

able to wet your ditch half a mile from your
intake."

Many of these old timers, who had secured

the lands for a few dollars an acre, were

glad to sell for from $15 to $30 an acre. To-

day, after the lapse of five years, they are

purchasing five-acre or ten-acre tracts of

what was once their land at from $250 to

$500 an acre, and raising wonderful crops
of melons and vegetables, of fruit and ber-

ries.

The discovery that irrigation was practic-
able on this land did more than increase the

value of the land. It has brought hundreds
of happy, prosperous and contented fami-

lies and new industries to the country.

When, for instance, it was found that toma-

toes yielded such wonderful crops on the

warm gravel lands, it was seen that here was
a fine point for a factory to make use of

this product. A company was formed, and
a factory built at Trent, a village in the

heart of the irrigated area a few miles east

of Spokane. At present there are 363 acres

under irrigation, but when the system is

completed it will water about 2,000 acres.

The factory, which is owned by Spokane
men, is incorporated under the name of the

"Spokane Relish & Catchup Co." In addi-

tion to the manufacture of catchup, the

company will "put up" pickles, preserves,

jams, jellies and apple butter.

The factory pays $32 a ton for small

cucumbers from two and a half to

three and a half inches long, and $15
a ton for large ones if picked be-

fore they ripen. From four to six tons

can be raised to the acre. In the manufac-
ture of chow-chow and piccalilli, onions,

cabbage and cauliflower are used, all of

which grow well on these fertile irrigated
lands.

From ten to fifteen tons of tomatoes can

readily be raised to the acre, and they bring
from $8 to $12 a ton at the factory.
The machinery for the plant has been pur-

chased in Chicago and this year's crop will

be cared for.

In the manufacture of catchup the toma-

toes are first placed in a scalder which loos-

ens the skins. They are then stored in bar-

rels from which they are taken as required

to the pulp machine. Here they lose their
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skins and seeds, and the refined pulp is

carried to the steam-jacketed kettles, where

it is cooked, and the spices and other ingre-

dients added. It is now "ketchup," and is

taken while hot, in nickel-lined pipes, to the

bottling department, where it is bottled, la-

beled and made ready for shipment.

An institution of this kind, honestly man-

aged and efficiently operated, will mean

much to the community, as the raw mate-

rial is abundant and can be used without

the shrinkage and damage consequent upon
a long trip by rail. The market for ita prod-

uct is unlimited.

The factory at Aberdeen where clams are

put up, cannot supply the demand. The

condensed milk factory at Cbehalis, though
it secures the product of 3,500 cows, is more

than 300 cars behind with its orders. It is

shipping condensed milk to Siberia, Hong
Kong, Manila, Alaska, and all over the

United States.

The West is destined to be the supply de-

pot of the Orient. We are already shipping
train load after train load of flour to China

and the far East. The time will soon come

when we will cease to depend upon the East

for our manufactured products, as we have

such an abundance of the raw material and

the necessary power sites of manufactories.

Spokane has passed through the era of

barter-with-the-Indians, and through the era

of stock raising; it is leaving the era of the

big farm for the intensively cultivated small

farm. It no longer depends upon mineral

output, great as it is, but the city is looking
forward to the time when it will be a manu-

facturing center, and when the permanence
of its prosperity will be assured beyond all

question by a large payroll
—for there are

few things which add more to a community's

prosperity than a big and hearty "dinner-

pail brigade."

SHIRT WAIST, 99c
Ton Embroider?
To advertise our shirt
waist pattern*,

we will

k seaa to any address
this handsome shirt
waist pattern,
stamped forshadow
embroidery, com-
plete with (loss for

working snd lesson

showing bow to do
the work, sll for We.

IMPORTANT-If you wish
your parcel sent by registered
mail, enclose 8c extra.

THE NEEDIfCRAfT SHOP J&T^StfJSS

CN.DTIR
0*n

TMK LATCa*

MTHM

ft*

1847 ROGERS BROS'.'

Proven by the test ol service

on the tables oi three genera-

tions, this lamous brand ol

silver plate has become the

acknowledged standard.

Spoons. Knives, Forks, etc., bearing

the mark
"
1847 ROGERS BROS." are

sold by leading dealers everywhire.

Send lor Catalogue
'

J-21
"
as an aid

in making your selection.

MiTANNIA CO,
Urn Co, aa iJLHasen.
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IverJohnson
MMffl

A revolver that can be discharged in

any other way than by pulling the trig-

ger is a mechanical absurdity as well as
a constant danger.
The things you can do to an Iver John-

son Safety Automatic Revolver without

discharging it would keep you busy all

day. The one thing you can't do to it

is— fire it in any other way whatever
than by pulling the trigger. ^i^BHI^iHIB
Handsome in appearance, made in

many styles
—like a rifle for accuracy—hard-hitting and speedy—but always safe, to handle.

Send for "Shots," a booklet about absolutely safe revolvers, and our illustrated catalogue of superior firearms

^t>"

Hammer theHammer

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver

3-in. barrel nickel-plated finish. 22 rim- &C
fire cartridge, 82-58 center-fire cartridge v"

Iver Johnson Safety Hammerless Revolver

8-in barrel, nickel-plated finish, 82-38 ^T
center-fire cartridge T'

For sale by Hardware and Sporting Goods dealers everywhere, or will be sent prepaid on receipt of price if your
dealer will not supply. Look for the owVe head on the grip and our name on the barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS, 192 River St., Fitchburg, Mass.
New Tobk: 99 Chambers Street. Hamburg. GerMANT: Pickhnben 4.

Pacific Coast: 134S Park St., Alameda. Oal. London, England: 17 Mincing Lane. E. O.

Makers of Iver Johnson Single Barrel Shotguns and Iver Johnson Truss Bridtre Bicycles

The Lighter Side
Written by Hugh Herdman unless otherwise designated

What He Deserved.
It was raining, and of course the asphalt

pavement was slippery. Around the corner

at a fast trot came a horse drawing a delivery

wagon. He started to slow down, but, receiv-

ing a blow from the driver, resumed his gait.

Quick as a flash his feet went from under

him, and down he went heavily on his side.

The fall must have stunned him, for he lay

perfectly still with head and legs out-

stretched. The driver jumped out of the

wagon and stood looking at him. A crowd
collected at once.

Presently everyone began offering advice
about how to get the horse up, but none un-

dertook to put the advice into practice. The

driver, a boy of twenty, seemed incapable of

action although he paid attention to what-
ever suggestions were offered. Finally a big,
bull-necked man, with a deep, raucous voice,

said, "Get your whip. He aint hurt none;
he 's just throwin' a bluff."

That was advice which the driver could

comprehend. He reached up and took a heavy

mule whip, commonly known as a "black-

snake," off the seat, and gave the horse two
or three cutting blows across the flank. But
the horse did not budge.
"Gimme the whip," said the big man.

"I'll git him up." And he took it out of the

boy's hand and began to slash the horse across

the ears. The poor brute merely shook his

head feebly with pain.
Then out of the crowd stepped a young fel-

low, who looked very much as if he belonged
to the genus dude. He wore a white flannel

Suit and a hat and shoes to match. His
trousers were turned up at the bottoms and
did not come nearer than four inches of the

ground. Altogether he looked very much out

of place in that crowd, with the rain drizzling
down upon his immaculateness.

"Hey," he said to the bulky one who was

wielding the "blacksnake," "cut that out."
' ' Go 'way, boy, I '11 git him up, dont you

worry.
' '

"Put up your dukes," said the young fel-

low in white. "I'm going to lick you."
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The astonished burly whirled around and

ran his nose into a right poke from the

Then came a left swing, followed so quickly
liv riy tit ami left appwcot*, - he and

hooks, that the big fellow must have thought
he had mixed it with n twin propeller. Ail

e was trying to close la and get a

hold un his OppODOn Finally 1 1,.- lad caught
him a straight arm jolt in tin- stomach that

put an end to th<> tight. The big fellow reeled,

gasped and broke and ran.

"Now," said tin- one ill white to thi

riri.-d driver, ••you unhook that horse, take
the harness off him, go get a bueket of water
and bathe his head."
He stooped and picked up the whip.

' '

Ami,
' '

'.tin 1, "if 1 ever tee ymi carrying an
other whip like this I'll jerk you out of your

i and whale the tar out of you with it.

Hustle, or I 'II do it now."
The driver lost no time in complying, while

the other walk. ly away cutting the
" Idackxnnki'" into small pieces with his

• i knit'.-.

« * »

Perfect Quiet.

vigor of his expressions is sometimes
interfered with by a eertain tendency toward

H propism. Be deals always in sit

i. ut tlo-s.- eometiatei appeal to his

auditors in a way different from that in

tended. For instance, r ntly be was relat-

n [incident which came under his per
soiial observation, and in which a horrible

nt stood out prominently. "And we
py g'dly," be suiil,

" translated to

run of us stirred. Ve saw
dat automobile, vich the shuffcr had losed
eontrol over, lieadin' shust right into d« mid
die of dat street car. Not a vun of us moved.
not a vun of us said a vurd. It vas so still,

py golly, dat you could pick up pin."
* • *

One Consolation.

"Well," asked the man who eottldol af-

ford to take a vacation, "how does your wife
like the Summer resort she is visiting!"
"Fine; tin' price* an- 'way up."

iturally you dont like it, thenf"
"Oh, I dont object. It simply means a lit-

tle longer leeaioa with the boys ami the
fur mc every night, that 's all."

• • •

Incomprehensible.
Ma— Well. Miram. what does Kit say in his

letterf How 's he gettin' along in college!
• Pa— DillBed if I know, but I'm afraid that
there boy'ie sgoin' plumb to the dogs. He
says here he thinks he 'II get through without
beta' conditioned. What in Sam Hill is ho

t'er, if not to get in condition! That 's

what I want to know.

/*

is a water-proofing
process, not a cloth

All you want to know in buy-

ing a Rain Coat is to be able

to know one tbat bas been

proofed by tbe

process

If eacb garment bas tbis

registered circular trademark

stamped on tbe back of tbe clotb,

and tbis

silk label sewed on tbe collar or

clsewbere you -will bave a Rain
Coat tbat is a

/'

i@«Z^fY^
Rain Coat and wbicb "rain

will neither wet nor spot.

A ItJniV/idfe Rain Coat never bints

of its true purpose when -worn on

otber than rainy days.

For sale by leading Clothing Stores. Haber-
dasheries and Department Stores through-
out the world.

Write to Department 2 for interesting

booklet.

B. PRIESTLEY fr CO.
100 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK

Manufacturer ot Dress Cm.! . Etc.
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no more a sign of authorship

the PAUL E.WIRT
FOUNTAIN PEN

does not leak or soil the fingers. Smooth writing,
free flowing. The original fountain pen, best by-

test of 25 years.

ALWAYS READY. ALWAYS WRITES.
Over 1 00 styles, among them your style. Sold

by best dealers. Take no substitute. Send
for fully illustrated catalogue and price list.

Box
G33, Bloomsburg, Pa.

AFTER THE BATH USE

ONDS
EXTRACTPA HOT WEATHER
NECESSITY

^^" because so soothing,
cooling and healing to
the skin.

A rub down with
POND'S EXTRACT
is most refreshing.

The Standard
for 60 Years

Get the genuine.

Sold only in sealed bottles—never in bulk.

I..1M0M, C (llil.ISS £ CO., IcnK,
78 Uaddon Street, New York.

S IS ''8MM

Let Us Show You
How to Own the Richest Land
on Earth, on Easy Terms

Famously rich sugar lands in State ofVera
Cruz, Mexico. We own 9 489 acres close to
Tampico, partly under cultivation, profits
will be coming in soon. Sugar plantations
in the tropics acknowledged the safest,
surest, money making form of agriculture

We Do AH the Work, Yon
Stay at Home and Live Off
the Profits j& jz> j& jz? jz> jz?

Our plan insures you against loss. We
deed the land absolutely to you, and
contract to care for it for 50 years, and
you can buy it on easy terms.

Writt today for BookUt and Complett Information.

Tampico Sugar Co.
Fifth Floor Union Trust Bldg.

Los Angeles, California

References :

Broadway Bank (St> Trust Co.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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replied

Proved.

"Great place for a hold up this, isn't itf"

remarked the portly naa in the smoking com-

partment of the l'ullmau car.

••Why. I shouldn't »ay so," replied 'hu

slender on.-. ••W.- an- just nearing I ettjr.

It strikes in.- that away out in the wilda i»

Ml [.lace for a holdup.
"

M in where you arc wrong,'

the portly man, '-entirely wrong."

••Well, I am open to conviction.'

MB I"
Lad i."

•XI.-, too."

man of flesh looked from one to the

other of the occupants aa they took aide*

I| him, but M seemed midair

M any of you ever undergone the ex-

p.-ri.-ii.-.-
of beta* li-'ld up!" he asked.

W« all admitted that we had i

•Well, I have. H once, but many times.

Consequently I know how it feels. In fact,

I have been made '
> shell out so often that

now I generally have a very distinct premoni-

tion of what is going to liapp.-n and where

and when. That is nothing remarkable, of

course, merely the psycologicul effect of sur-

roundings similar to those under which tho

former occurrences h:ip|>ened. Tli.-r,- really

it no cause for serious alarm during one of

these experiences. All that the stick up man

wants is your iii.>n«-y. and if jrOO shell out with

the alacrity whi.-li ii.' expects, he is more than

willing to make his getaway. Naturally,

however, if you do not comply with what tra

.lit ion has h-d hfao to believe is his just due

when he lias the upper hand, you fall under

his displeasure."
"It seems to me," remarked the slim one,

"that these remarks are aside from the ques-

tion at issue. We differed, I believe, on the

appropriateness of the present place for a

hol.l up, not on customs, rights or privileges

of the hold up artist."
» » •

Only Probable.

Mrs. Jones—How is your new cookf

Mrs. Smith Shi 's well, thank you.

Mrs. Jones—Do you think you will be able

to keep her longf
Mrs. Smith I think it probable, provided

1 do the cooking myself, serve her breakfast

to her in bed, raise her wages twice a week,

give her all the dresses that I have worn

more than once, allow her HTM afternoons

and evenings off every week, and permit her

t.< receive her callers in the drawing room.
« * •

The Cause.

Wandering Wallace—Say, Mike, wat makes

do weader so coldf It wasn't dis way yest'-

dav. Hut ever since we got on dis train I

near froze, and it 's August, too.

Moping Mike—Thinno. 'xactly. I reckon,

donfjh, dnt we must be ridin' on de Fairbanks

special.

FREE STYLE BOOK
Of new I-'all Fashion-,; llao a big bun. lie. .f

latest sha.U-s and novelties ill b'abrics—all

RJ3B. We furnish all materials, lin-

-,-
. and rjelivef t.i you by

prepaid express man-tailored, dressy gar-
ments made to your order at the foil.

:

SUITS - $7.50 to $30

SILK SUITS $12.50 to $25

SKIRTS - $3.50 to $14

CLOAKS - $5.50 to $25

RAIN*ndAUTOMOBILE CoAts $7.50 to $25

From «ampW of over lya newest matr rials you
may (elect goods most becoming and linings and
trimmings ofany shade.

MODELS TO
SUIT YOU

not order a

garment just as shown
in our moocli; jau
order the jacket -

mo. cl with llir si

another, or change
sleeves, collar, back or

of one jacket for
those of another; it,
have your gsrment made
just as you waul it. *1 he

guarantee has appeared

/ Gitattntee to Fit

And SAtisfv You or

PromptlyReturn Your

Money.
There Is comfort In a

garment cut and tailored
: order. It doesn't

draw in one pla. I

pull too loose in sn

our coats are built on
shrunken canvas re In-

with huir clolh.

lour skirts are cut full,

with a generous sweep.
Our garments are"l»ettrr

than the readv made." Ihey are more dressy,
fit better and therefore are more comfortable.

Let me send you oar valuable style b.*>k hi*
I .... i|«of latest material!. Ml.
salUfle,! rusu.mt-r Int-Terjr state of th.- 1 io..n

ao.t our Nlmplf- laat ructions for taking mras-
• rr. at bom.wllbou- Ihe aid of an-- prrteeeed
person-All seat FKJtB. WRIT* TODAY.

ALBERT M. HOFFHEIMER, Prss'i.

THE LADIES TAILORING CO.
328 <Powr 'Bldg., CincinnAti. 0.

J,*. H.— If roa prefer. I will makeup your own materials

RECAMIER CREAM
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^ A SHOW OF EYES
makes a well-fitting dress look slovenly.
Peel's Patent Invisible Eves don't show,
and give that graceful hang so desirable

in any garment.

FEET'S Jr. EYES
Indispensable for plackets—can be depend-

ed upon to hold. Will not rust.

Stronger than silk loops—better

than any eye you ever saw. It's

all In the Triangle. Sold only
. in envelopes by all dealers or

'by mail—any size, black or
white. 2 doz. Eyes 5c. with

Spring Hooks 10c.
' PEET BROS., Dept R. Philadelphia. Pa. J)

DEAFNESS
"The Morley 'Phone"

I
A miniature Tele-

phone for the Ear,
invisible, easily ad-

justed, and entirely

L^^-
comfortable. Makes low sounds

'|H|^f and whispers plainly heard. Over fifty

'BM* thousand r.old, giving instant relief

from deafness and head noises. There are but few
cases of deafness that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY COMPANY, Dept. 100
31 South 16th Street. Philadelphia

MEXICAN WATCH FOB
Handiwork of the Mexican Hair Weavers

famed for their unequalled skill.

UNIQUE, NOVEL, DRESSY
These fobs are all hand woven in the most
intricate and artistic designs, requiring con-
summate skill and endless patience. They
are certain to be the rage wherever intro-
duced. We send your money back if you don't
like them.

T._ Ci-»n/f FaK woven in white, black and
I ell MTdllQ I0D, and maroon, by tfi rn
mail prepaid, each - • - - y •

With hand engraved, pure coin silver
Swastika slide each - $2.50

The Curio Shop,Yuma, Arizona

PURE BRED
-

fKANQUErre
WALNUT

VRQOMAN STRAIN; TREt
HARDY, BRIGHT RESISmiG;
BEARS YOUNG: HUVYmNNUAl/
CROPPER. LARGEST AND

riN£ST FLAVORED T**

Ask for It!
our booklet Walnut Culture

If you intend planting any Walnut trees or are at ad-

interested in this subject, don't fail to see this book. All

dress, Oregon Nursery Co., Salem, Ore.

Did You Ever
Notice the pretty boy that always occupies

a seat in the front row at the theatre?

Observe him come somewhat early ami

turning round show his pretty face to the

incoming audience?
Watch him search the house over for some-

one to look into his lustrous eyes?
See how he would turn from the play to

look round for some girl who could not resist

his charms?
Mark how he would show his baby smile and

lily-white teeth to the audience?
Note him get up before the last act was

completed, take his time about collecting his
hat and coat, and then walk out for the bene-
fit of the ladies?

Find him standing outside the theatre as

you went out and trying to look like Apollo?
And want to sail in and punch his face for

him?
Most of us have experienced these sensa-

tions. * * *

Ye Gay Summer Tyme.
Yes,
This is

Ye tyme when
Ye Summer mayde
Disporteth herselfe

In ye sand and
Ye sun, clad in

Ye smock that is

Low from her neck
And high from her

Knees. All whiche she

Does much to ye shocke
Of ye olde maids, and
Ye fat dames and thin;
And ye blithe millionaire

Looks on with delight and

Forgets ye tyme when he must
Forsake ye paths of dalliance <and

Go back to ye shop and sell shoes
" At ten dollars per week and no more.

* * *

Too Good.
"Lost your cook again, eh?"
"Yes, she 's gone."
"What was the matter with her, no good?"
"Not that. She was too good."
"In what way?"
"She had too good a business head on her

to be occupying a position like that. I dis-

covered, accidentally of course, that she was
getting a commission of ten per cent from
the butcher, grocer and milkman on all sup-

plies bought of them."
"So you fired her?"

"No, I told her that I considered that it

would be criminal in me to keep a person of
such evident ability in the menial capacity
of cook, and that I would gladly recommend
her to either John D. Kockefeller or E. H.
Harriman. ' '
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MENN EN'S
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
"YOU'RE SAFE"
In the hun.li of the little

captain at tbe helm, the
"eomptailog speeisltst,"
whose reoul's are
whose fen* are small.

MliNNEN'S
Borated Talcum

TOILET POWDER
* and soothes, a euro

H ii ii b u t it
,

I'ii. ku ii. .,,. , tiafl na-

if i Don-red u-
able boxes the •• box
that lo»". for your protec-
tlon. If Mennen • face la on
tbe cover It a genuine and
a guarantee of purity.
Kelixhtful a'ter shaving.
OuraalWtl u-d. t Fo. -d * l>. u*.

f*.V,>* **• "**• fcrua> 0.1*0:oU ••»r/..r. ., or br mail. ttc
»l«l'll I III I

G. Minnsn Co., Newark, N.J.

Try Mr..,.'.
* I.In H.r.t.4
T.lr.ml'o.drr
It li*« la. tL-.ot of
fr«o cut l'a

V.ulcU.

California silk haa taken the
premium wherever exhibited

Producing'
Silk

IN

, SOUTHERN

CALIFORNIA

Where All the

CnditioiK

Are Ideal

Write for Illustrated souvenir rataloRTic and price
liatofthe aitk industry. Interesting, instructive
and full of matter of value to every American.
Sent free on request.

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
38 Inch Black Taffeta, pure dve ailk $2.00 yard.
Free delivery anywhere. Satisfaction ftuarai teed
or money refunded. Free with eve ry order a
akrin of pure California ailk in the natural golden
o.l.ir. iyampUi ojdmt nlki ttmt on rtqunt.

Curtis Silk Farms
Dept. A, Los Angeles, California

Every Prospective Mother
Something new—only aciemlfic-

garment of the kind ever Invented.
Combines aolld comfort and ease with 'fine

form" and elegant appearance in the home, on the
street and in society.—Always drapes evenly In
front and hack— no bulkineas—no draw-strings—no
lacing—no ripping or bastinn —Can be worn the year
round. Made in several styles, and at pncea lower than

yon c.i boy the material and have them made at home.
FDFP Send for our Fine I II nitrated Bunk-' I

rncc Form Maternity Skirt"—Its Fmf.k to every
woman writing for It. Telia all about these skirts, their

advantages, styles, material and coat. Civea opinions of

physicians, dressmakers and users. 1<> Hay » I

Trial. When yon get our book, if your dealer bas not

yet been supplied with Fine-Form Maternity 8kirt«,

makeyour selection of material sndstylr.and we will

make the garment to your order. When you get it,

wear It ten day a, and If you don't II ml It exactly
aa represented, send it bark and we will cheerfully .

refund every cent paid. Otlirr Skirts— Knot in

aeedcfa maternity akirt, remember our famous B«t
W dress and walking skirts will positively please
yon— same guarantee— Illustrated book free.

Which book shall we send? Write to-day to

l. Beyer * William. Co.. Dept.*, lluflalo.N.V.

Uv not forget to OMaUoa Tne Pause Mootnly whan dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The MAYFLOWER MINING

&DEVELOPMENTCO.U(l.

Promises to become tKe

next large producer in the

Coeur a Alene Mining
District of Idaho

THE PROPERTY
Consists of thirteen patented claims and a frac-

tion, all held under United States patent, located
two miles east of Wallace, on the divide between
Canyon Creek and the Coeur d'Alene river, in the
centre of the mineral-bearing zone. The^Alice"
is developing the east extension ofthe Mayflower
vein and is now a proven mine. The shares have
advanced from twenty cents to $1.00 within the

past six months. A recent crosscut has shown
the vein to be 420 feet in width,

DEVELOPMENT.
The surface blow-out exposes boulders of lead
carbonates carrying stratas of galenaj some of

which assay 60 pel cent lead and 40 oz. in silver.

A crosscut tutnel 1950 feet in length has just
tapped the vein 960 feet in depth and several
lenses of clean shipping ore have been encount-
ered, which will run 40 per cent lead, 25 oz. silver.

The surface work exposing shipping ore is verti-

cally above a point 250 feet west of this crosscut.

FUTURE EXPLORATION WORK.
Drifts will be run west on present ore stratas to

reach the pay shoot which outcrops.

TRANSPORTATION.
The portal of the tunnel is some 200 feet from the
N. P. railroad. The conditions for economical
mining are unsurpassed, requiring no expensive
hoisting machinery.

REMARKS.
The Mayflower group carries 6,ooo feet of this big
fissure. Investigate the history of the Coeur
d Alenes. The highest grade ore is found in

depth. A surface showing of this character has
never failed to make into large ore bodies of sul-

phide ore.

Only two surface showings in the district com-
pare with this, viz., that of the Alice and the Bun-
ker Hill and Sullivan. The present tunnel gives
more depth on the vein than the Hecla or Her-
cules have, and commercial ore encountered in

quantity will at once place this property among
the dividend-paying mines.
The company is capitalized for $1,250,000, of

which 125,000 shares are still in the treasury.
The directorate and management are exception-
ally strong. I am authorized to offer 50,000 of
the treasury shares at twenty cents, which the
management contends will supply a fund suffi-

cient to open up the ore shoots to the west. I
state postively that only 50,000 shares of the
treasury stock will be offered at twenty cents.
This is no promotion scheme. $30,000 was ex-

pended last year in the development work and
patenting ofthe claims.
Write now for latest map and information.
References, Traders' National Bank, Exchange

National Bank, Bank of Montreal, Spokane.

WILLIAM A. INICHOLLS
Stocks and Bonds

P. 0. Box 576. 105 Howard St. Spokane, Wash.

What to Eat.

After years of eating in a restaurant, a

well-known man about town has secured data
sufficient to warrant him in issuing a guide
to health. He is sure that it is infallible. He
has observed all kinds of eaters, of all shapes
and sizes, in all sorts and conditions of health,
order the food which their palates told them
was best adapted to their needs, and he has
seen them eat it with such evident relish that
there is no doubt in his mind what each kind
of person should have.

Following is a table containing a few ex-

tracts taken at random from his guide:
Fat persons—Plenty of water, beer, or milk;

pork and beef in abundance; butter and cheese

unlimited; sugar and cream on everything;
six glasses of water with each meal. Eat
often and much.
Thin persons—Light wines, salads, dry toast,

coffee, lean meats, smoked meats, stewed fruits.

Dyspeptic persons—Corned beef and cab-

bage, pork and beans, lobsters, shrimps, crabs,

crawfish, pie, cake, pudding, sausage, cham-

pagne, pickles.

Gouty persons—Game, fish, cocktails, bub-
ble water, French delicacies.

Eheumatic persons—Eed meat, whiskey,
gin, acrid fruits.

Old persons—Anything.
Young persons—Everything.
Eich persons—Plain foods.
Poor persons—Expensive foods.

Girls—Ice cream, candy and giggles.

Boys—Ice cream; more ice cream.

Everybody—What he blamed pleases.

Nobody—What he needs.

After the Vacation.
Jinks—Did you see the sea-serpent when

you were at the coast?

Binks—I surely did.

Jinks—Aw, come off!

Binks—I did. Not the regulation one that
is a mile long and lies off-shore or goes rip-

pling through the surf. The one I saw stayed
on shore all the time and basked in the sun.
It was a good deal of a pet, and had a cute

way about it that soon won its way to a fel-

low's heart.

Jinks—What? Become fond of a serpent?
Never.

Binks—Ah, yes, you would, too, if you saw
it. This one had flaxen hair, wore long, black

stockings and a short blue skirt, and had an
insatiable desire for ice cream sodas. Lend
me ten, will you?

* * *

Constant.

Clara—Horace is such a staid young man,
isn't he?
Maud—Well, I should say so! He stayed

last night till I thought he never would go.
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COME IN
WITH MINING MEN

Our engineers secured for us after months of careful investigation one of the best prop-
erties in the great Cieur d' Alenc district. We demanded a property of exceptional merit and

finally secured just what we want. It is

THE HECTOR
We are experienced practical mining men and believe in THE HECTOR. We want

you to conic in on the ground-rloor with us and enjoy the big profits which come to the early

investor.

This proposition offers exceptional opportunities for large prohts for you—we wa
to investigate it for we are confident that when you do »o you will be as enthusiastic over I II 1

HECTOR as we are. Better come in on the tir>.t offering pr<

5 CENTS PER SHARE
Neighboring properties in the great C<rur d' Alen | iflmirl produced marly #22,000,000

in 1906— a few years aj;o these great wealth-makers were far less promising than the II

Our miners are .hiving a tunnel which will cut the rich ore body at great depth— they are get-

ting closer to pay rock with every round of shots.

PARIS H. RENSHAW & COMPANY
WALLACE, IDAHO

10,000 CLIENTSJ^JE™
Client No. i is Tin-: American Mining & Trust

Co., a Wyoming corporation

Client No. 10,000 is the C. O. Burns Co. of 322 Fifth

Avenue, New York Ciiy

$200,000
We will collect Two Hundred Thousand Golden Dollars

this year from Bad Debts

We will collect some for you If you will turn in your claims

We recently collected $75.00 forB. H. Bennetts
of 740 Seventeenth Avenue, North Seattle, Wash-

(

iMm.''r
jKB

ington. He read our Ad. and wrote for terms. You
*

1 better do likewise. Red Streaks of Honesty exists

in everybody. We collect for everybody, everywhere

Merchant's Protective Association
SCIENTIFIC COLLECTORS OF HONE8T DEBTS

Rooms 77, 78, 93, 94, 97, 98, 99 and 100

Commercial National Bank Building, Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S. A.

FRANCIS O. LUKE, General Manager

"8ome People Don't Like Ut."

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertiser*. It will be appreciated.
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W;h©m
IhmI

it

OVS and eirls will

<it tad the drud-

gery lessJf as an inspir-

ation to well di-iriR they
are given a pen they
will be proud to write

with. A pen that pro-
tects clothes from ink

spots, because its simple,

common-seii se and work-

manlike construction keeps

the ink in sufficient amount
where it belongs, at the point of the

pen and not oozing out from joints

and crevices. There is only one such

pen and that is

The pen loth/ |f|f*^\| (the Clip-Cop

Fou rren
A pen that stays put in a boy's pocket
because of the Clip-Cap. A pen that
will teach boy or girl neat and orderly
habits. Sold by best dealers everywhere.

iroadwoy.N.Y,

fc

Opportunities
For Settlers

*%

Is the title of a booklet that has just
been published by the Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company.
There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the
rich farming and fruit lands along the
Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.
A market for every variety of farm

and garden product is readily found in

Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P.
lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
Its.

Reliable Information concerning tim-
ber lands. farrris, stock ranches, fruit
lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated adjacent to the O. W. P.
lines will be gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

W. P. KEADY, Land Agent

Portland RailwayLightG?Power

Company
First and Alder Streets, Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when

What Central Overheard July 5.

"Hello! Is that you, Mrs. Manvsons?"
"Yes."
"This is Mrs. Allgirls. How is Tommy's

hand?"

"Pretty badly burned. He may lose his

thumb and two fingers."

"Well, I'm glad of that. How is Sammy's
foot?"
"All the little bones are broken. The doc-

tor says, however, that he will not have to

operate.
' '

"Well, I'm glad of that. How is Sammy's
eye?"
"We can 't tell yet. It looks dreadful,

but the oculist says only time can tell about
it."

"How is Harry's face? Is it as bad as
the paper says?"
"It is in a fearful condition. Burned all

over. We have him in a dark room, with
white lead an inch thick on his face. Ho
will probably be marked for life."

"Oh, dear! I hope not. Did Lawrence
really have an ear blown off by that prema-
ture explosion of the giant cracker?"
"Not quite off. I think it will heal on

again."
"Well, I hope so. And was little Dick seri-

ously hurt by that skyrocket?"

"Oh, no, I guess not. It merely knocked
him senseless for a while, but he seems ra-

tional enough today.
' '

"Dear! Dear! What an awful time you
have had of it, haven't you?"
"Yes, but it might have been so much

worse, you know. ' '

"I dont see how. I'm sure I should have
been crazy long ago, if I had been you."
"Oh, you would be used to it by this time,

if you were I. You see, the boys are several

years old now, and they have been at it for
some time; so I am hardened."

"Oh, by the way, how is Mr. Manyboys?"
"He hasn't returned from that fishing trip

he started on day before yesterday.
' '

Too Torrid.

Keeper of Green (of Golf Club)—Well, by
George, I think I'll give up my job.
Steward—What 's the matter? Dont you

like the work?

Keeper of Green—Oh, I dont mind the work
itself, but I can 't get any results to show
for my work. Just look at that course, will

you? Look at all the dry, bare spots on it

where there should be a green, springy turf.

I'm sick of it.

Steward—What causes it?

Keeper of Green—Oh, the language these

players use. Hot? It would singe the wool
off a Jamaica nigger.

dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Design No iiC

Are You Going
to Build?

COMPLETE
plain, ipr

tioni, and details of this

5 -room bungalow, only
f vim if ordered this month. Thii

bungalow can be built including

plumbing, lathing and plastering,

complete, ready to occupy, (or

about $1200. Send SO cents in sil-

ver (or my book containing 75

house, cottage anil bungalow plana,

V. W. VOORHEES
arcurn

22-25 Eilrl Building. SrATTlt. WASH.

INVEST IN COPPER
It is a well known fact that copper stocks have proven to be the most attractive and

remunerative of all mining investments, and with the price of copper steadily

advancing, will bring even larger returns.

THE COMET GOLD A COPPER MIMING COMPANY
is located in the very heart of the copper belt of the famous CO Ml R <i

'

\l 1 M S,

and bids fair to make a mine within a short time. We are making a final offering of

a small block of Treasury Stock at TEN CENTS per share; can you afford to

miss this opportunity? For further information, address

JOSEPH F. WHELAN, p.o.Ba.3B4. Wallace, Idaho
Wkl IT. FOB I K I K M \l' 01 I UK DISTRICI

ORTUNES
IN FRUIT

OHKHHPI
FAMK asa fruit itetohM

spread to thf ends of the world, and
tin- cream of the product Is raised and

shipped from the famous llood I'inr
and Jloslcr districts where I lie annual
HIHIW from Hie apple orchards have
ranged from 8-100 to Kluiiu per acre.

WeWant toTellTon
about our Mood Klvcr-Mosler Fruit

Company, operating a farm of 800
acre-, which is Incorporated and ban a

paid-up capital of 81 «><><'. The stock
Is non-assessable, and weareonli on, r-

i ii ir lor sale a sufficient number of

shares to fully develop the property at

8100 per share. The officers of the
(' pany are successful OttM busi-

ness men. Full particulars ii free book.

Hood River-Mosier Fruit Go.
l'OUTI.AMi. ORBGOH

%»Ut*m— AJi.l ll.pa.iurr i lir-r«» Tr*.t k *••((« lUak, r.rllaa4. Off«.

\ A Handsome Home
A* a special advertising leader, we will lor the

Una, apecificationM and
complete detail* of thie attrtctlve bungalow, for

ited elsewhere for

$15.00. Average coat of building $3000.00.

A fCW SPECIAL rCATURCS:
Hrmctoaa veranda, onmfort-
abla llvlna; room with Ma
open flnplaea, ooavralcni

nine ro
flr« plar*
•MlBdlicrtsa

apstaira 1 1 aaatrod. alao, baa*.
mrr.1 with faraarakaa*. On*
of oar moat aopalar dr«i*n«
aad ra Ilabia for any locality.
Dm aMaaaaajg Em*,
forala Banaalow*.** mnuln*
eonree of almtlar 'l*-lan«.
with fl'-ir pl«n«, «-«rtin.*t«-».

. Voor
order f<>r plana and book
prnniptljr filled.

R.N.LAMBrRTH&CO.
hbft a

\A*m \ lie !•-. • ti .
' -

* *-

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adrertlaere. It will be ppreeUTec
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SECURITY
SAVINGS BANK

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Largest Savings Bank in Southern California

RESOURCES OVER $17,000,000.00

This institution is the largest Savings Bank in the entire

Southwest. Itnow has resources amounting to over $17,000,000.00,
and these will be increased to over $25,000,000.00 when the merger
of the Southern California Savings Bank with the Security
Savings Bank takes effect. It will then occupy the ground floor

and basement of the New Security Building.

SECURITY
BL'D'G

LOSANGELES
CAL-

'

Directors :

J. F. SARTORl, President.

M. S. HELLMAN, Vice-President.

JOHN E. PLATER, Vice President.

W. D. LONGYEAR, Cashier and Secretary

W. H. ALLEN, JR., President Title In-

surance & Trust Co.

W. H. HOLIDAY, President Merchants-

National Bank.

T. E. NEWLIN, Vice-President Farmers'

& Merchants' National Bank.

J. H. SHANKLAND, Attorney.

J. A. GRAVES, Vice-President Farmers'

& Merchants' Bank.

HENDERSON HAYWARD, Capitalist.

W. L. GRAVES, Vice-President Mer-

chants' National Bank.

H. W. O'MELVENY, Attorney.

We Pay 4% Interest on Term Deposits

BANKING
BY
MAIL

By our system of Banking by Mail, we offer "Security"
and profit for savings to all who wish to feel assured that

their money is safe and earning good interest. One dollar

will open an accouut. We solicit your request for further

information.

Do not forget to mention Ttie Pacific Monthly when deallnc with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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"A Bank that enjoys the confidence of itt

own home folks to such an extent as to make

these figures possible has clearly demon-

strated its right to the confidence of the

public throughout hoth state and nation."

In all American and European financial centers,

the Scandinavian American Bank of Seattle it

recognized not only as a Safe Bank, but as one of

the strongest banks in the Northwest, one of the

roost conservative in America.

With Resources exceeding $12,000,000.00 and a Reserve

exceeding $4,000,000.00, this bank affords to its depositors

the fullest measure of security; and the most liberal terms that

are possible, consistent with that security.

Banking JB O/ Compound
By 94ail Cw»/a Interest

Grovvt

Deposits
$ 19.25604

117,2105a

421.815.96

966.969.74

1.757.863 i

2.621.235.82

5.487.968.90

9.466.822 40

iluki HulMii.,

No matter where you live you may Send your Dtfiotit by

tot Mail and you will receive by return mail our bank pass book

with the amount credited therein. Savings accounts opened

from $1.00 up. Interest at 4% begins first of each month. Booklet mailed if desired.

The Scandinavian American Bank
Alaska Building, Seattle, Washington

THE WORLD'S STANDARD yCg>
The Most Durable Tin Ever Invented. Made of Two and y^^\y

Three Thicknesses of ANTI0AK Leather. <
Unharmed by Oil, Water, Light or Heat

Will not Rim-Cut even when deflated

More Resilient than rubber

No Friction at any speed
Cannot Blow Out
Non-Puncturable

Will not Skid

&
K

MORE service for
LkSS money

MOREsoeedit ^ *

Antioak

Auto Sun-

dries increase

the motorist's pleas-

ure ioo%. Novel,

durable, convenient and

inexpensive. Made of Antt-

oak leather. Once used, always

used. Mail Orders a specialty.

Send for FREE book "Cire of Tires'
'
and cata-

logue of auto supplies.

HfpresentAtives VHtnted throughout the U. S.

ANTIOAK MOTOR SUPPLY CO.
Main Offlc. .IMC- 1*7 Wil...« It,, . I.I in*. MM \s«.r.ii» .

< \iii"i:M\

Do«l focitl to mention Tb* i'.clno Monthly wb*n Je.llnj Willi «d»«nl»»r«. It will b» ippwIatKl.
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ITI5WDRTH
£HE PRICE

Because the

Krementz
Collar Button

costs more to manu-
facture than any
other gold-plated
collar button on the

market. The reason?

There' s more gold in it. Not a

mere wash or dip, but a layer of

gold rolled on the supporting metal. Wears

longer than any other button made. The

quality is stamped on back and guaranteed.
All first-class dealers keep them. ' '

Story
of Collar Button ' '

gives all styles and sizes.

FREE for asking.

KREMENTZ & CO.
97 Chestnut St. Newark, N. J.

The Fashion in Jewelry
Choicest quality only, clear, deep Green

Jade in pure gold mountings, 24 Karat fine,
made by very highly skilled Chinese gold-
smiths. Ornate, Oriental designs in rings,
scarf pins, brooches, beads, pendants,
necklaces, bracelets, vest sets, sleeve
buttons, etc.

Every design artistic and seldom two

pieces alike. Special designs executed to

your order. Buy Jade Jewelry at the Gateway
of Chinese Imports. Save money and have
genuineness guaranteed. Look up our rating
in Dun's and Bradstreet's. We ship selec-

tions, charges prepaid, For approval. Money
immediately refunded if not delighted.

If you wish to know all about this very
fashionable, rare, sacred Gem of Confucius,
write for our beautiful souvenir booklet,
"Jade," 5th Edition. It gives many illus-

trations in colors and will teach you how to

tell the best Jade. Large regular Diamond,
Watch, Jewelry and Silverware Cata-
log No. 5 also sent free on request.

BROCK & FEAGANS
Importers and Manufacturing Jewelers

BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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TheVarnishthat lasts longest

Made by Murphy Varnish Company.

u •f.^JÎ -

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLER!

Itear the script name t>( St
Hartshorn on label.

Get Improved," no Lacks required.

Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

y^cT&tf-'
u*r=.

J.LRsfM Jf^H
.f Stewart |m WW Dear the tcrlpt mmf of Stewart
bel. Hartshorn on latiel.

a* required. M ™a •* aV Get "Improved." no tacks required.

Wood flo/Vcrs 77/i Rollers

HARTSHORN
SHADE ROLLERS

INCORPORATE IN ARIZONA COSTS USS THAN riSfWMtRt
ADVANTAGES ARC WORTH THOUSANDS

Arizona. No st<- lion* required t>efnrc ihrorporntinjr. Any kind of stork in \\ !*•

lamedaad paid op In < Imxineea anywhere. Storknoldera exempt from o
liahiliti No l.,i„l!,oN- for public ii n IK INCOR-
PORATED IN ARIZONA. IT. -id. nt Stoddard waa for many yniM oil.

i-.re-id.-n. .-a«-.-nt f..r many thousand eompain.-. All blanks, la». Ii> lawsaad |virln ul.irs fr. . c. i. » ini or.

il reaaooabledepoaitooacM-ouiit ami Uiltayriaj -t.ding name, capital, ahareeaDdauthonzi-d debt.

STODDARD INCORPORATING COMPANY, PHOENIX, ARIZONA Keleraooa any bank

TRIAL CAN FREE

"flOOR-SH|||f

ENAMELS
For Floors. Furniture, Wood-
work: Oak. Cherry. Mahogany.

Walnut, Etc.

ENAMELS FOR OLD OR NEW WOODWORK
Wears like Cement—Dries over night with

Hrtlliant Gloss. Contains no Japan or
Shellac. Write at once for Free- Booklet,
Color Card an<l List of Dealers.

Transparent "Floor-Shine" (or Hardwood
Floors Linoleums and Furniture. Sample
can by mail free; send ioc (to pay postage);
enough for a table, chair or a kitchen cabi-

net.

Address FLOOR-SHINE CO., St. Louis, Ms

"If you art a Jtaltr writ* for tht agtncy

The Kind
That
Don't

Wear Oft

THEIR NAMES,
H \LNTS AND HABITS

B) Mar>- Elisabeth Parsons. 140 full

page illustrations by Margaret Wanvncr,
Htu-k, :>10 panes 1 .'mo. Printed on tine

paper and bound in cloth, price |

post pnid.
The final authority on the flora of th<

PadAc Coast. Invaluable to tin- student

of nature, an interesting study for the

casual reader. Write for descriptive
cinular today.

CUNNINCHAM, CURT1SS
<E, WELCH COMPANY

UtSiirinif St.. \am Aruretea

Don't fotavt to mention The PadAc Monthly wbeo dealing with adrertlaera. It will be appreciated.
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<r

To The Westerner
^

The name RAINIER is at

once familiar and j ustly popular,

signifying, as it does, a famous
mountain and a famous beverage—two monuments of Strength
and Purity, the water in the one

coming from the perpetual snow-

fields of the other.

\ But passing mention need be

made here of the pre-eminence
RAINIER has attained over

all other malt beverages on the

Coast. Wetakeapardonablepride
in the fact that the recognized
standard of Purity and Excel-

lence in beers is RAINIER.
\ In the further development
ofthe RAINIER product we
have found it necessary to fill a

demand for a Malt Tonic
combining the characteristic

qualities of RAINIER, with

the nourishing and upbuilding

properties of a malt extract.

Tf With this in view, skilled

Masters of the Art have labored

with every resource that the

finest materials and a most

modern plant afford.

\ The result is

We
invite

a trial

order.

V

Prepared by ^

Seattle Brewing &. Malting Co. ££
SEATTLE, U. S. A. Product.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.

J>
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Melllll's Food for the Baby

Ralph William Starker, • Mellia'a Food Boy.

Mothers, you will not dread the Summer months if you use Mellin's Food for your babies.

Mellin's Food perfectly modifies the milk and makes it easily digestible. You can even travel

during the summer if you want to and change milks as often as necessary.

Mellin's Food is not only the nearest perfect substitute to mothers milk, scientifically, that

has ever been devised, but it is the nearest practically as well.

Il would bo »Im lor roa to try Mrllin'o Kood lor roar hahy. and il rou will

•imply say lh» word, wo will oond >o> a Saaaplr liolllo FREE al chart*.

Mi'Min's Pood ('niiipiniy. Ititolon. Mils*.

Don't forget to mention Tb* Pacini- Monthly *b« dealing with adrertlMra. It will be eppr. -laied.
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A well known after din-

ner speaker in New York said

the other day "Choosing a

husband is like choosing mush-
rooms—if it is a mushroom you
live—if it is a toad stool you
die."

The same thing might be

said of choosing an advertising
medium. An advertisement
will have life, power and influ-

ence only when it appears in

a publication that has these

qualities.

There are publications that are

not only very much alive—but are very
much loved and respected and whose
influence extends over a long period of

time.

Scribner's Magazine is one such.

Advertising rate $250. 00 per page.

Charles Scribners Sons
Publishers

155-157 Fifth Avenue, New York

Western Office, 153 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.

J
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Fortunes in

Food Products
Industrial enterprises honertlyconductcil in the

nf the stockholders, by practical men,
have always paid fair, and many at them, Urge

dividends. Mure lar^e fortunes have been made

in the manufacture and sale of food products, and

every day neceuities, than in any other line

of trade.

I wiih every reader could uaderatand the immense peeeibllitfea

of the "Hygienic Health Pood Co." ai veil a* 1 do.

that lb* enterprue wa, ftubiected to toe moat •earching

u ever brougat to my attention, before Iboae sow con-

trolling the afain ol ike company agreed u> iaveet their money
and devote their ma* aad knowledge ID lie orgaaiaalioa aad

upbuilding ol the biulaeaa wtihoat eomeenmtton otber than tba

enhanced rain* ol tbeir holdings malting treat the incresaed aale

ol good*. Knowing tbl«. I bare ao heakancy 1° recoouaeadllK

the •hare* ol the "Hygienic Heakh Pood Co." aa a asfr ansae*

aw The arodacrlaaaulacnredis"CraM'>Hnleoi.
a hard cereal biaruit. very nutrition! aad actually "taatev rood."

It po.itl.ely eerea CONSTIPATION aad DYSPEPSIA, lust

think what rack a atatetaent earaiu. what an Immense laturc

there lor inch a product. The cracker b made (without

medication! ol cereal, aad bring, about the detirrd peraatnett

mult ia a natural and palaiee* manner.

I kaow that "Craal'i Hygienic Cracker" It a quick aad aare
'

'repeater'
' became Ike teatimoay of Caliloraia't beat [racers aad

the record! ol the colporalios prove it.

I know that a n»aleai iatradactorr campaign ha> been mapped

•vat. aad aaleaa all precedents tail, the company will be able to

pay more than bank Unmet the tret year.

I know that S100 aloae cannot earn much ol an income, but

1000 men and woeaea with $10 each can put

hand* ol practical, honorable, able co-worker* and make each

S100 earn a great dealol money.

I 1000

••Hygienic Health Food (

• laiaaUaaal wouU not

ach In

lewith

profit!

.k I treble

The best easaanaatar fee the aoaall inreator la Ia a rood Indaa-

.rue. who** there* can he bomi ht below pat. eaaaaied

by pranfrtl even of moderate mean*. Sech men are aaasaallr

arrive aad ambitiou* to become more widely known aa ettcccasfel

aaea. By co-operating with ruch men. the man or woman. In

moderate circamatancr. can Man on tlie right road to prosperity.

Moat of the rich men of today were once poor. They eared

their aaoaey aad iaveered in enterpritet controlled by the chats of

men I am talking above

The •bare, ol the "Hygienic Health Food Co." eater an

eacrprioaal opportunity to men aad woeaea of moderate meant

to main aa inteteet la a moat proealalad enterprise. Among
taoer already laaawateat are many of the heat known merchant*.

beaker* aad cereal men la the We*.

There ii a limited amooat of atork on aale at FIFTY CENTS
per akare (par vale* SI.O0) and reservation* will be made la

the order received until the allotment ha* been aold. alter which

ao more nock will be oeVred for aale. The capkaliaation b
•mall. Ike management b coaeervattrc. the prospect* very bright

and a apleadid eacceaa fteenu aatarfrf from the very wart.

$30 buys 1 00 shares $250 boys 500 shares

*1 00 barys 200 shares $500 bays 1 000 shares

Make all check*, draft* or money order* payable to the

California Hank of Oakland aad mail to thb oaVe or direct to the

bank. Thiiii a rare opportunity to become laureled In a product

laSajaa aaaaaathsw aad you will be la good company II yoa iota

with ut in developing aa eaterprbe destined to become one of the

largest cereal concern, la America. The aaore yoa inresttgate

the propoaWaa the better it will look to yoa.

For tree cample cracker and farther Information addreaa

M. de I. MADltY. Vk« Prasad*.*

HYGIENIC HEALTH FOOD COMPANY
OS Central Rank fttdg.. Oakland. Cat.

®'

Inlerist

Pa:./ Semi-Annually

These bonds are safe.

They pay SEVEN per cent in-^

Merest, ami are purchasable in amounts!

'from Jinn, upward.r
Tlie seven per cent is a clear, net earn-

ing; and the bonds are security upon
which you can borrow money.

Interest is payable semi-annually, and

bond owners liting at a distance are put to i

no inconvenience in securing it. We collect

interest and send it to you—keep the bonds
|

in our vaults, if you wish—all without charge.
W rita tor our special Bond Booklet, tell-

ing in detail just how these bonds are
|

I, and the security behind tlirm.

MERCHANTS TRUST COMPANY
|

pan svoo.on.es

Loi An(jalas. California

THE DALLES
WASCO COUNTY. OREGON

PPBRS to the homeseckcr oppor-
tunities for diversified farming
not excelled anvwhere on the Pa-

cific Coast. Wbeat, barley, rye,

alfalfa and every variety of fruit,

melons and vegetables are raVaSsM without

irrigation. We challenge the world on

cherries of any variety for quality and

yield, and our peaches take first place
wherever they are put on exhibiti. >n. The

dairying industry is being made

profitable and increasing rapidly.

SMALL TRACTS OF LAND ARE BEIN6

OFFERED AT REASONABLE PRICES

ADDRBM

The Dalles Business Men's Ass'n

THE DALLES, ORE.

Don't forget t( mention The Pacific Monthly when rleallog with atlvertlaers. It will be appreciated.
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GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

FREE
GENUINE SANFORD & BENNETT

14K GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

Fully Guaranteed

A High Grade Pen Equal in Appearance, Quality and Workman-

ship to Pens Usually Sold at from $2.00 to $3.00

We not only give you this pen absolutely FREE, but we stand

behind the guarantee and if the pen should prove unsatisfactory
in any particular you may return it to us and we will refund

your money or give you a new pen.

OUR OFFER: Send us $2.00 for one two year subscription,
or two one year subscriptions to THE PACIFIC MONTHLY
and we will send you one of these pens FREE.

Thousands In Use and Not a Complaint

You know that the universal trouble with fountain pens is

that they leak. The Sanford and Bennett pen Does Not Leak
and our guarantee covers this point.

A Splendid Pen for The Business Man, Teacher or Student

The cashier of The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., has
been using one of these pens daily for nearly a year and says
"Its as good as new and never leaks."

Can You Use a Good Dictionary?
On another page in this issue you will find a very attractive

subscription ofTer including a first-class dictionary.

Wben writing order be sure to give postoffice address in full.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BANK by

MAIL AT

mm
//m

RESOURCES
Amounting t

$10,500,000.00
iruarantee thesafi-ty of youmum.

if dapoalted with this Bank. Writ

today. Lat us tell
J
"ii just how to open

a savings MOMBt here, at four percent
f *™| '"Bd interest.

With the largest capital and surplus of

any savings bank in Southern California;
with more than .'o.ikhi depositors

—a term

deposit in this bank insures you a safe

v.Mment at four per cent. Accounts
in sums of $1.00 upward

Send postal for details.

German American
Saving.? Bank

^LOJ ANGELES
CAt

TO COOS FOR COAL
means you, Dade Sam, every railroad and
steamship line, and manufacturer. SEVERAL
HUNDRED TONS SOLO WITH EVERY
LOT on the mainland in the townsite of the

"City of Coos Bay," on the line of the Oregon
Western Railroad survey. Largest tract level

bench land on the hay. Mile ami half frontage
on channel for manufacturing sites. Prices low,

easy terms.

COOS BAY TOWNSITE COMPANY
MARSHriCLD. OREGON

icsoc. P
$1 >«, $i »5
anniili

•«». paid ,„

MEM'INDEX
7"4* A\ ktt ( jrW .Vvif/ne

Aim •

detk u.«. luted i.'.r»J» from
trsy are earned ia th« handy
penket cats, s to 4 week* at 4
Him. To-day » card alwayi at
th« (root. No leaves to turn.

I Help* you to

I'l.W \ Ol U \\ (IICKWORK 1OI K VI \S
AHKMl'l l-lt MOKI

To* aosd h. Foot ysats* tales
i»o» that mm all htjrinm

I
a»d pforewioaal roea aced it.

Wilaon Mcmindcx Co.
as Mill St., Rochester. S. V.

YOU CAN FORGET
All yon i>lra*e without fear of con-
aetiucuccaif you have the Mcmin<lt-x
habit. It is easy to acquire becauac
the ilemindcxia simple and practical
and fits into the cverday nerds ofthe
busymau.The fresh daitdcanl !-

youcachdayUaaTcathelptowii:
ing things systematic* II \ Jiikthelow
itarecardafortwoareiuorr weeks; a
card o\
tight until d«'iir. an iinh x Cot n
rauda to be retained and extra cards

-
1 tal snhjevts—(he whole in the

thick nesa ofa north -

YOU CAN REMEMHI k
At the right lime thing, that require aas attoa
attt.nrmr. Tbc Mrniadei will recatad yc*i

1 a outafonabk babrt.

A UKbAT MILHrOkm SN Ml>
['repaid oa retdpt of prtca.

raramaal chocks a«ef>t«d. tmaXl t^.
e. hard-oud tray and card*. fl.OO ft.la
plala oak tiay a»d cards, «.*• Hi
artcred oak tray and cards. LN S.T»
•ctcd qua*, oak tray sad cards. S.M a.SO

g^uy nay with covor sad cards, s.oo 6.0a

GOVERtD

iRfty
aiTft

LOOK

|UTM
Jia

OREGON
FARMS
I

1

Write for free il!

booklet civilly full inform-

ation and prices of Beaut i

ful Willamette Valley and Coast FARMS. Addna.

YEREX BROS. CO.
9OT GOODNOUGH BLDG. PORTLAND. OREGON!)

EARN YEARLY

t; *3.ooo.io^io.ooo.
in the REAL ESTATE BUSINESS

/ h JOiCC ntaotxr

Mr will leach trai br Mil ikr Real Etatr. Grorfal aiuaMate. aad laaaaaca Baaram. I

appoint yoq tnciAL KKntrsrxTMTirr. ol «* oldc* ua arpn co-oanari.r mil «aaaj i

brakmt* conssar la AaKrica. Ri pirn Malm are aukin* 11.000 to (10.000 a jwf » Hbo»i

•nr Innanartn of captaL laerlteM aaponaakka opea to YOU. By oar trawam caa auka

oney la a lew wecka wkbowl barrfrria* wfck yoaf »wa?at ntrafloa. Oar cooortartre de-J

BOOK

pamarM wilt ajwj vnu mot. chovr. MlaM* property a> anile thaa aar otker lawtactoa la laa world. A TH0K0UGH COMSimi.lAI.

OVUM rs.ff TO KACH Urumrf/mra. Write lor &2-aare book hat

THE CROSS COMPANY. SOS Reaper BlocK, Chicago. Ilia.
The oriiinal real estate co-opcratiTp compare—no eoatveetioo with say other conctra sf atrailsr aaar

Don't forget to mentloo The I'sclflc Mootblj when dealing with adrertlsera. It will be appreciated.
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CROOKED SPINES-STRAIGHTENED
Ct'HE TOUBSELP OR TOOE CHILD AT ROME, WITHOUT PAIN OR INTOXYENIENCE,

OF ASIC SPINAL DEFORMITY WITH THE WONDERFUL SHELDON APPLIANCE.

No matter how old you are, or how long you have suffered, or what kind of

spinal deformity you have, there is a cure for you by means of the wonderful
Sheldon Appliance. It is as firm as steel and yet elastic at the right places. It

gives mi even, perfect support to the weakened or deformed spine. It is as easy
to take off or put on as a coat, causes no inconvenience, and does not chafe or
irritate. No one can notice you are wearing it.

CURE, YOURSELF AT HOME
The Sheldon Applience is made to order to fit each individual perfectly
It weighs ounces, where other supports weigh pounds. The price is within
the reach of all. Hundreds of doctors recommend it.

We Guarantee Satisfaction and Let You Use it 30 Days
If you or your child are suffering from any spinal trouble, hunchback, or
crooked spine, write at once for new book with full information and refer-
ences. We have strong testimonials from every State in the Union.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO. 138 9th St*, Jamestown, N. Y

DR. WHITEHALL'S MEGRIMINE
RELIEVES ALL FORMS OF

HEADACHEandNEURALGIA
In twenty to thirty minutes. Send a postal today for trial box. We send it without cost.

Megrimlne has been used so extensively for painful nervous troubles by hospitals, sani-

tariums and the general public for twenty years that it now is a standard remedy in the

home. A trial is sufficient to recommend it to others. Ask any druggist or address

The DR. WHITEHALL MEGRIMINE COMPANY. 336 N. Main Street, South Bend, Ind.

HEALTH
WITHOUT
DRUGS
OR

SURGERY
In presenting the
new science

NEURO-OPHTHALMOLOGY

We are offering a POSITIVE CERTAINTY of
relief for the Chronic Invalid, and a PROFESSION
for the student FAR MORE REMUNERATIVE and
EFFECTIVE than Medicine or Osteopathy. Our
graduates can REMOVE THE CAUSE of Epilepsy,
Paralysis, Rheumatism, Typhoid and Scarlet Fevers,
Grippe, Small Pox, Eczema, Syphlllis, Pneumonia,
Asthma, Diphtheria, Appendicitis and ALL OTHER
ACUTE AND CHRONIC so-called disease. Our
work is done through the Cerebro-Spinal nervous
system. If sick, or in search of a PROFESSION,
write or call.

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF NEURO-
OPHTHALMOLOGY (Chartered)

865 South Hill 8t., Cor. 9th, Los Angeles, Cat.

Dr. F. L. WILLSON, Secretary

Consumption
Book

inaii
This valuable med-

ical book tells in

plain, simple lan-
guage how Consump-
tion can be cured in

your own home. If

you know of any one
suffering from Con-
sumption, Catarrh.
Bronchitis, Asthma

or any throat or lung
trouble, or are yourself

afflicted, this book will help you
to a cure. Even if you are In the

advanced stage of the disease and feel
there is no hope, this book will show you
how others have cured themselves after all

remedies they had tried failed, and they be-
lieved their case hopeless.
Write at once to the Ynnkerman Con-

sumption Remedy Co., J763 Water Sreet,
Kalamazoo, Mich., and they will gladly send
you the book by return mail free and also
a generous supply of the New Treatment,
absolutely free, for they want every suf-
ferer to have this wonderful cure before
it is too late. Don't wait—write today. It
may mean the saving of your life.

\tnnthlv when dealing with advertisers. It will hi* nnnrpcinted.
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CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS and CATARRH
"CURED — FREE"

4ircci imtmrui t'oinl..r
lllh II u ion,

ti 111 .it lit I Iuiik til >••

I • i ii fthoaldor Mail, i

"•'
I naajn, BpllUnR up matt*. .

roughs thai §tmj . d I flicnil
tn. ,il hltiic, linger ill,; colds,
ii< .hi noise*, ran throat, *tun-

•mI no,,-, foulhrt* Ht li
,
f . \ . i

or eh111*, iii^ik «< »t*.
kv ft I* I If l it I Mlllklll-io.ln.. ,.f

,*w vrt*l«;iil or Htrt'iiKih,

^*W_v etc . , and it dow curing vS out

rty 100 caar* trralrd In

t, Adz.. ItKlio, CaL.
j.n.1 *flM mtnwawafdtj fi Ml

Hy mcaiwol vapor from bnrn-

Inr a panllc the bealuif power.
ol in* di-rovery are draw n into

HH ' ' tatfl V 1 tasMflf i*""

lDd lMslnfrcl the
i Iccrated Tliiutn.
ThU inhalation method at once

I"**

"

denroyi anddean onttbeponoo
reran, open* waned cella, looaems and throws o4 the di«rcatia« mucin,

etMitldi d heau lant rariticn. and create, bodily nrenftb and

ri«oc. If yon are takinf medicine. STOP.
Write today, narinc what yon with to be cared of. and by re-

turn mall yon will receire complete trial treatment and lllnnrated

book, both abaolutriy free. Addrcta, without tump, or money

CONDOR CURE CO., 2S9 Condor Buildlnc. Lot Anfeiea. Cat

HAIR. tr
N
s
D GROWTH

Aeopyrlghted book — ntw. Particularly interesting
to every trnon troubled with dandruff, railing of the
hair or baldneaa. Hdition limited. Write lor free

copy today.

The Modern Vacuum Cap Company
573 Barclay Block Denver, Colorado

Free Hair Food

Tk. OHLT WAT to t.ll th. uih of fall lag bail' im a»a» I

It to atak. a htlCBOgCOMC gXAktIBATJOlt oftke kalr.

DMgASg I. gBOWB th. Ctrgg CAN Bg rUSOBIUB. •/J
4

'.
'*"

kalr. to Trot J. B. ga.tta.lho SO /oar.' B*«Mrtrtot^.t MdJ^lalUt
la Dli.aM. i

lill
gcalp and _
gaclao. I coat poatac. aad write M-day
PKOr. J. II. Al>ll> I

,..,•• IIWg„ Chicago, IB.

to Trot J. B. Aa.tla. th. JO roar.' Bact«rt.loa1.t aaa ap»eiiui..

..... of th. B.lr. Ikla and Scalp, aad MO.lv. A l^";' \K-iii a atwno.li of yoar «... a bookl.t on Car. of Balr .ad

Sat* boi of th. giwdy which ho wlU prvpan far yak.

BATHOF

BEAUTY

For Preserving, Purifying

and Beautifying the Skin,

Scalp, Hair, and Hands.
Cuttrura Boap combine* delicate mclk-inai emol-

csiej^o^r-s^ssgw^
SSTTe^Sao^'cSr^^:«S«lRuede U lilt. AuMralla. R. Towno d>Co
rv. India. H K Paul. Calcutta: tto_

Africa, fj-o-
ioi LtdUCfcpc Town, etc ; Hoatoo. I

Tin!. Potter Imar A Cnem. O.rp . Hole I

kV- Mailed Free. How to Prearrve. Purify, and
PaiTglfT UK Skin. Scalp. Hair, and Hand*.

Don't forget to mention Tlie Pacific Monthly when dealing with adverilaera. It will be appreciated.
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I
GNORANCE of the laws of

self and sex will not excuse

infraction of Nature's de-

cree. The knowledge vital to

A Happy
Marriage

has been collected from the experi-

ence of the ages, in

SEXOLOGY
(Illustrated)

By William H. Walling, A. M., M. D.

It contains in one volume :

Knowledge a Voung Man Should Have.

Kuowledge a Young Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Father Should Have.

Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.

Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.

Knowledge a Mother Should Have.

Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daugh-
ter.

Medical Knowledge a Wife Should Have.

"Sexology" is endorsed and is in the libraries oftheheads
of our government and the most eminent physicians,
preachers, professors and lawyers throughout the country.

Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00

Write for "Othci People's Opinions" and Table of Contents.

Puritan Pub. Co., Dept. !45,Phila., Pa.

FREE TRIAL
OF A GENUINE EDISON

Free trial In your own home—no c. o. d.—
not a cent In advance. $2.00 a month now
buys a genuine Edison outfit (if you de
cide to keep It after tree trial),

Write today for free catalog .

F»EDERICKBAr»0N^^7-->

Phon. Dlst. C/JncmaiOi Cdwcru'
Ballon Building. Dept. 140 X. Chicago

'Sbe Colorafco (Bern" WTO?.?*
A beautiful, Genuine Topaz, of purest
white color, finest Diamond cut, wonder-
ful brilliancy and great hardness. En-
dorsed by leading experts. Far superior
to the beat imitation Diamond ever pro-
duced. Remember, I Guarantee these
stones to be genuine. Special price,
$2.00 each, 3 for $5.00. Size, up to2 carats.
Free Booklet. Address with remittances
H. LINDEMANN, ExpertGem Cutter
1532 Champa Street Denver, Ool.

\\^^\AXl\,-,M\imi\^VA-V
CHEWING CUM BY MAIL

On receipt of 65c we will send to any address in the United States
a box containing twenty 5-cent packages of Gardner's Gum—a
western chewing gum that is becoming world famous because of
its goodness. You'll like it.

GARDNER CUM CO.,Seattle,Wash.

P

BLUMAUER INHALATORIUM, (Inc.)

Using Buttings Method of MUNICH for the treat-

ment of diseases of the air passages
—Catarrh,

Bronchitis, Asthma, Tuberculosis.
Only place of its kind west of New York. All who
suffer from the above diseases should visit the Inhala-

torium and learn of the successful treatment. The
medical profession is especially invited. Send for

free booklet, etc.

BLUMAUER INHALATORIUM
409 Pacific Electric Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

A $1200 Cottage
PLANS of this beautiful cottage only
$12.00. Full set of working drawings and

specifications prepaid. Send 50 cents for

portfolio of half-tones and floor plans of

low cost homes.

KNAPP & WEST, Architects
dept. p, Seattle, wash.

THE INCORPORATING COMPANY OF ARIZONA
makes a SPECIALTY of the LEGAL ORGANIZATION and REPRESENTATION of corporations under the
VERY LIBERAL and INEXPENSIVE general corporation laws of Arizona. Has the BEST legal advice to

carefully guard the interests of its clients. RED BOOK ON ARIZONA CORPORATION LAWS gives com-
plete forms, mode of procedure and a copy of the law revised to-date. Request a copy—it is free.

Box 277-F, PHOENIX, ARIZONA
REFERENCES: Thoenix National Bank; Home Savings Bank
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J. B. PILKINGTON, STEWS
Grower and Importer of Fine Nursery Stock

Bay Trees, Rhododendrons, Azaleas

Fine and Rare Conifers, Peonies

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs and Vines

Fruit Trees, Walnuts

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

VENETIAN SCENIC GLASS
For the traveler and tourist. Makes the view more beautiful.
Increases the power of vision. Takes up no room. Can be car-
ried in vest pocket. Price 50c, postpaid United States or Canada.

COUNCIL CREST 0B8ERVAT0RY, PORTLAND, OREGON

coos OREGON'S DEEP SEA HARBOR
400 square miles of coal land;

6(1.11(111,000,000 feet of stand-BAY
ing timber; ships can load right at the mine's mouth; 1,000,000 feet of lumber being cut per day; ship-

building plants, sash and dour factories, box factories, iron foundry, canneries, etc., in operation,
cannot know Oregon until you liave seen Coos Hay. If you cannot come MM
Walter Lyon, Sec'y Chamber of Commerce, Marshfield, Oregon.

MTEST AUTOMATIC SELF-PILLING PEN

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
not only
give you
this pen ab-

solutely FREE
but we guarantee
it and should it prove
unsatisfactory you may
return it and we will re-

fund your money or give you
a new pen.

cA GENUINE SANFORD & BENNETT
UK GOLD FOUNTAIN PEN

This pen represents all that is latest

and best in fountain pen construc-

tion, made of best selected ma-
terial by skilled workmen.

Our Offer ^en<1 "* *2,25, monc7
— order or draft, for two s«n

gle subscriptions or one two year subscription

to The Pacific SMonthly and we will mail you

postpaid one of these splendid pens. A splendid

pen for the business man. teacher or student.

Thoroughly Reliable.

Fully

Guaranteed.

Ihe Pacific monthly Tub. Co., Tortland, Oregon
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HELP WANTED
A GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR

LIVE PEOPLE

WE WANT a good live agent in every city and
town in the United States to take subscriptions for

The Pacific Monthly. The work is high-class.
There is no other magazine for which it is so easy to

secure subscriptions. Especially is this true through
the West. We have regular agents who are making

From $150 to $250 per Month
If you can devote your entire time to the work you can
do this also. You can begin right in your home town
and we will gradually extend your territory as occasion

demands. If you have only a few spare hours you can
work near home among your friends and acquaintances.
In this way you can earn many an extra dollar. Many
students are helping to pay their way through college

by this work. We pay liberal cash commissions.

This Is an Exceptional Opportunity

to connect yourself with a first-class Company. Write

today stating how much time you can devote to the
work and we will lay our proposition before you.
When writing please send us the names of four refer-

ences, former employers or well known business men.

Address, Agency Department,

Pacific Monthly Publishing Co.

Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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SAVE
THE

BOY
Don't let him carry
water. He's too val-

uable for other work
that is less irksome.

The Columbia Ram
heisholdin^willlifta

plentiful-supply.

NoHTnrt. NO worry.
Works day and ni^lit.

^ TRICYCLE COMPANY'S

\ Invalid Rolling Chairs

PATENTS"
PROTECT YOUR IDEA!

I • I I1IMIK I 1(1 I .

nVan h of Pel. Omee Records!

tWHUI. hi IS. »n»»ct«. I C.

RIFE AUTOMATIC
HYDRAULIC RAM
Pump* water by ater Power.—Runt conltnnoutly ami auto-

outkaUr.—Pnapiat capacity at <» 1.000.000 ciuoai per day -
No wrarini pant except tajica. Hlfoeat ewVieocy ol any enfine in

toeworla.—Pica 60 lo 90mem u>»e*one4 saner repeated testa.

OUR SPECIALTIES:
tv places with

te System Water u
Large I'taou fur Towns. Institutions
an.l Railroad Tauka.
Large Machines for Irrigationa.

OgsaaaaasaaBWlaasV
to Soft. fall, gtcraan

r t for each

loot of fall oaro*. up
toW0 feel

RIFE HYDRAULIC EN6INE CO.

21S6 Trinity Building NEW YORK CITY

Guaranteed by •
Responsible
Firm GRAY MOTORS^^^^^ S H. p. Compute Outfit /•» ft ajar K Q

^•aesw™^ |\ Sniuou he II le J4 fool > H P. l:> f i n . \ I I W "*

\J oonipMoir oanippod abaft, wensl. status boa. tD II I ^.snw
baHarWa, sou, rwiteb. aafl.r. wira—erarytlua,

T f I _ j

^Baanana^—^- **** **an aun plpian, X al MM

Immediate

Delivery

V-ft
SEND POP. CATALOG.

GRAY MOTOR CO. 38 Lalh St. D.trolt, Mich., U. S. A.

Let me sell Your Patent
My book bawl BPOB In yrnrs ex-

-iu a Patent SaJcaWamB
Dialled FREE. Patent Sal.

lively. If peaahavea PATEN I ft*

laic call on or write

WILLIAM E. HOYT
Patent Sales Specialist

257 Dun Bldg.. Broadway. N. Y.

PATENTS« SECURED OR FEE RETURNaiD
F»i opinion aa to patentability. Send for r.uide Book
and What To Invent. 6ne»t publication lor free distri-

bution. Patents secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS A. CO.
Mo. BOO F Strnot. N. W.. WashlriKton, D.C.
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This

Illustration

Is a reproduction of the cover of a handsome booklet we
have just issued. Its contents will reveal to you what The
Pacific Monthly as a medium of publicity has accomplished
for those who have persistently and judiciously used its col-

umns. There is a heaft-to-heart talk interspersed in its

pages that sets forth very clearly and logically the advertising
situation as it is in the West and its relation to your interests.

flit is important that you should keep in touch with the

West and her people. If you do not, the other fellow—
perhaps in the same line of business— will. His adver-

tisement is a silent, yet eloquent, salesman working for

him ceaselessly, untiringly, month in and month out,

among 300,000 readers of this magazine. Don't let

him secure this advantage over you. Keep pace with
him. Don't let him reap all of the golden grain.

fj Get this little booklet if you have not already received one.

It's one of the few things that has a bearing on your busi-

that is really worth while. A postal addressed toness

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co.

PORTLAND, OREGON will bring it.

Do not forget to mention The Paclfle Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The UNDSTROM SHIPBUILDING &TIMBER CO.
ESTABLISHED 1898 BY JOHN LINDSTKOM ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON

ELEVEN
coast going steam schooners completed ami successfully launched in past

two years. Every stock working at capacity since yard began operation. 1500
ton marine railway for hauling out and repairing ships. Best timber region in the world.

The Attention of

Irrigation Companies

throughout the entire West is especi-

ally called to the October issue of Thk
Pacific Monthly. This issue will be

known as the Homeseckcrs' and Irriga-

tion Number, and the title bespeaks the

contents of the issue. Many extra thou-

sands over our normal circulation of this

Number will be issued and widely circu-

lated among those who have their eyes
turned toward the golden harvest held

out in the reclamation of the arid lands

of the West.

It seems almost unnecessary for us to

remind you of the splendid results that

can be secured, even in the single inser-

tion of your advertisement in our Home-
seekers' and Irrigation Number.

In order to insure insertion, your ad-

vertisement should reach us not later than

the 5th of September.

Do not fnrfft to mention Th* \y «hfn d*altny with aaTerttem. It will he aporrfUttd.
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THE VALUE
OF

$4,020,000,000.00
OREGON TIMBER WAITING TO

BE CUT
This is a conservative estimate, by an expert, of the value of standing timber in Oregon. ,

The demand for

Oregon lumber is tremendous, from all parts of the world. The development of the lumber industry in

Oregon is only in its infancy. Operating companies are constantly being formed and there are excellent oppor-
tunities for investing small amounts, as well as large, where they will yield the largest possible dividends to
the investors. Timber is visible and profit-yielding security. For reliable information, address

FRED A. KRIBS, Chamber of Commerce Building, PORTLAND, OREGON

WECTPDXT HflMPCTPAnC THE opportunity op a life timeWCb 1 CK^ IlUiVlC^ 1 CALId COEUR D'ALENE INDIAN RESERVATION
NOW is th^ time to prepare to file on a claim at the time of the opening of the Coeur d' Alene Reservation, one of the richest sections of the
State of Washington. Join the Coeur cTAlene Reservation Information Bureau, an organization officered by responsible business men of Tekoa.
Washington, "The Gateway to the Reservation," who are thoroughly familiar with the entire reservation, conditions governing the opening, gov-
ernment requirments, etc. MEMBERSHIP ONLY $10.00, entitling members to all necessary information to secure a home. Such an oppor-
tunity will never again be offered. Public lands are nearly exhausted. WRITE TODAY FOR APPLICATION BLANKS, ETC.

COEUR D' ALENE RESERVATION INFORMATION BUREAU
Reference: Lombard & Co., Banker!, Tekoa, Washington TEKOA, WASHINGTON

I IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IH

'SOUTHERN OREGONROGUE
Riven
VALLEY

MEDFORD COMMERCIAL CLUB, Medford, Oregon

_write for 64-page book, .

illustrated, 'describing bountif' _

resources. No frost damage to fruit
in twenty-eight years. Address,Box 2.

profusely
tiful

W* «ho* iv

CUTMOTHEFHO

AGENTS SP&SS
Selling theao Wojiitfful Iciiiort,
V. C. Clabnar, Columbu*, O. old 22 palm
In 3 hours; mad* H8; w>u can do H;

P Thomas Mfg.Co. |6lB.$t. Dayton.O

Safe Investments
That Pay up to 240/

'/O

Exceptional Opportunities in Dividend Payers.

Your bank account, if earning interest, is not

bringing the profit on your money that you
ought to be making.

We have investigated several good dividend-

paying mining stocks, paying 12% to 24%, which
we can conscientiously recommend to conserva-
tive investors.

Whether you have $100 or $10,000, you can
take advantage of these exceptional opportuni-
ties if you act now. Quick action is necessary,
as these may not remain on the market very long.

Write at once for full and complete informa-
tion about these exceptional investment oppor-
tunities, prices, terms of payment, etc.

We buy, sell and exchange all kinds of stocks
and bonds.'

Call or write today for our free market letter

and Special Circular No. 93, giving full particu-
lars of a certain listed dividend-paying mining
stock that nets 2% per month on the investment
at present prices.

UNION SECURITY CO.,
662 CafT Bldg., CHICACO, ILL.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated

President 50*
;/^Suspenders

and

Suspenders were
all one old-fash-
ioned type before
comfort was con-
sidered—then came
PRESIDENT
SUSPENDERS.
Themind saw them,
lines were drawn,
PRESIDENTS were

produced.
"None so easy" said the inventor. "None so easy" say

all wearers-"So delightfully easy." PRESIDENTS rest so

lightly on the shoulders you can't feel them. Bend, lift,

reach—the braided cords pass smoothly through little tubes

and the back slides gracefully with every move; while the

trousers stay smooth.

No friction, no tension, no pulling, no tugging.
There being no strain anywhere there's nothing to

weaken them. That's why PRESIDENTS wear go

much longer than all other suspenders.

Light, Medium, and Heavy weights. For big men EXTRA
LONG. Special size for boys.
If your dealer has no PRESIDENTS buy of us by mail.

We'll send you a pair postpaid for 50 cents and return your
money for them if you're not satisfied after 3 days' wear.

THE C. A. F.DGART0N MFG. CO., 553 Main Street, Shirley, Mass.
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Just take an H ic R Gun in your hands. Kxamine it, familiari" I

self with its simplicity anil perfect halaiu r ami note its superior finish. All
the result of over tliiry-tivc years' experience in the manufacture of firearms.

Tto aeanraarlc ejector workt wapolhly ana ewecctrcly. throwing the abell dear ot the gun. per.

mittiag meat and accurate ire. The frame la Bade <X nrmlaetl. enac-hardened. Top eat*, rentet

hammer, rebounding, lock.

The barrel can be nnhtngrd or pax together la aa instant, a omtmr nra af our patent hinge or joint

pin locking or Ireeiat It. Choke bared for clone, hard •hooting. In •hootiai oaalibn will compare
fatrorably with any hlgb-pticcd fan.

Selected walnut etoek. with elegant hatd rubber butt plate. Wellat. iH to 6J» aiandi, accordlat
tu gau.e and length of battel.

Hit Automatic Ejecting single fjun. Model 1900. 12. 16 or 20 gauge. 2«. 10 or 12 li rh aterl

barrel. J7.M; iwitt battel. Jl SI

foat by all nrat'Clam dealers. Look lor oar name aad trade-mark. Rather than accept a •ubatkuar.

order from ua direct. %tm4f*r Wmmrtttd raiafag.

HARRINGTON &. RICHARDSON ARMS CO.

Manufacturers of Stnafe Gun* and Rrvohtr$

416 Park Avenue, Worcester, Mass.

*«*

\\m

TILLAMOOK
One of the Richest Counties in Ore-

gon for Undeveloped Resources

GRASS IS KING
NO CYCLONES NO EXCESSIVE HEAT

NO BLIZZARDS NO CROP FAILURE

NO INTENSE COLD PLENTY OF RAIN

THE

Tillamook County is destined to become the great

lumbering center of Oregon.

The Pacific Railway and Navigation Co. is build-

ing a railroad to connect with Portland.

Get in on the Ground Floor and Grow With Tillamook

All information furnished by the Tillamook Development League, Tillamook City, Oregon
W. X. KUTHBRFOKD, Sttrtlary

DAIRYMEN'S
PARADISE

TILLAMOOK
County,

in Western Oregon,
has a beautiful climate,

peculiarly adapted to

dairying on account of

Its even temperature,
and there is no county In

the whole state where

dairying is carried on so

successfully and profit-

ably as In Tillamook.
There are about 50 cheese
factories and the year
1"07 will be the banner

year, as the dairymen
have been receiving from
J.?c to J7c per pound for

their butter fat. Grass
keeps green nearly the
whole year and dairymen
raise all their own feed.

Don't forget to ractflc Monthly when dealing with adrertlacra. It will be appreciated.
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ARE YOU SA TISFIED?
*^^^() YOU want to learn of the opportunities there are in the West for a plain

Mtr every-day citizen, whose only capital is his horse sense and muscle? Do

you want to lay by a little, so that you will be independent in old age? Do

you want to hear all about the Government Irrigation and Reclamation projects?

Do you want accurate information about the opportunities to be found in such

industries as sheep raising, dairying, wheat raising, poultry raising, hop growing,

fruit growing, mining, salmon fishing, and other such industries? If you want

reliable, accurate and conservative information on these subjects, send $1.00 for a

year's subscription to The Pacific S^dontkly. The Pacific SvLonthly has red blood in

its veins. It is strictly Western, beautifully and profusely illustrated and ably edited.

Try it for a year. Remit $1.00 for a year's subscription to The Pacific JVlonihly.

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY, Portland, Oregon
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THE
FULL

^CAR

TO A GREAT MANY PEOPLE
throughout the world. the manufac-

tured product* of New Britain are

synonymous with hijh quality and

general excellence. Corbin Motor Can
arc built on line* to widen the influ-

ence of thi* well earned reputation:

they are manufactured by one of the

conttitucnt companies comprising the

Allied Corbin Industrie* and being

the product of a Corbin institution.

must necessarily be of the fame repre-
sentative quality.

They are backed by an organiza-
tion with ample capital, over fifty

year* of manufacturing and commer-
cial success, and a broad business pol-

icy which inspires confidence.

The things which are essential and

vital to the use and life of every car.

are embodied in the •Full-Jeweled"
Corbin and its successful record haa

firmly established it in the public re-

gard aa reliable, durable and efficient

in every respect.

24 H. P. Touring Cmr,

24 M. P. Runabout
$2500
$2400

CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE
CORPORATION

xitrion Lictmncd AaMSMBt
Mtnufaclanm

NEW BRITAIN. CONNECTICUT
188* Broadway. 62d St.. NewYork

Motor Mart. Boaton. Maa*.

OGUE
IVER

SOUTHERN OREGON

Grapes, Pears, Apples, Engliall Wal-
nuts and Fruit 1-and.s unexcelled.

Timber, Mining, Manufacturing and

Farming carried on extensively.

Abundance of water for Irrigation.

Ideal Climate, Hunting and Fishing.

Cheap Rates to Southern Oregon
during September and October.

Don't settle elsewhere before inves-

tigating.

ADDRESS US TOR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET

Gillette Realty Co.
GRANTS PASS, OREGON

AUTOMOBILES
BOUGHT, SOLD AND EXCHANGED

The largest dealer* and broker* In Ntw and Second-
hand Automobiles, in the world. Bend for complete
bargain aheet No. 140.

TIMES SQUARE AUTOMOBILE CO.
15991601 Broadway. Nr« York

Henrys Calcined Magnesia
I
s<iir H Bjaj :,prevents and reHsnra

constipation, and benefits every lorm ot stomach

trouble. A mild and pleasant remedy lor both <

adults. The eenume has been in use since 1771.

la sealed with the old-fashioned British'
'

I nlaad Re
while the wrapper is sealed by a white label

o( Schkflehu & Co. (aarents lor thr I

^1
this superior remedy. Asa your drucriff

AHOY
The Greatest Boon to

the Traveling Public

Sea Sickness, the dreaded Scourge
of the Sea, conquered at last

AHfiV a Guaranteed Preventative at^nUT
for j^a Sirkneu and Car Sirknc".

One Dollar per bottle. For further information

Addreu

AHOY MEDICAL CO.
Box 3:4 Glasgow, Montana

Don't for«tt to mention Tbe Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertlaerr. It will bt appreciated.



REAL ESTATE
OREGON

STOCK RANCH FOR SALE.
4500-acre stock ranch on John Day River,

Eastern Oregon; 320 acres pine timber, 200
acres in alfalfa; free water right; 4000 acres
grazing land, 7500 high-grade Merino sheep,
700 head of cattle; farm and range horses and
other farm stock; 9-room residence and ample
farm buildings; long distance phone. Land at
$10 per acre; stock at market price; 15 miles
of barbed-wire fencing.

PACIFIC COAST REALTY CO.,
Buchanan, Building, Portland, Oregon.

FARMERS: Come to Oregon, the farmer's
paradise. Drop us a postal for our new list of

grain, stock, fruit and dairy farms. Common-
wealth Trust Co., Commonwealth Bldg., Port-
land. Oregon.

WASHINGTON

BUYER WANTED for magnificent mountain
meadow ranch. Here is an opportunity for
stock or sheep raiser who wishes to operate on
large scale. The ranch consists of one section,
is partially improved, and well watered. Lo-
cated in Stevens Co., Wash., six miles from
good town. Sufficient sub-irrigated bottom
land, all cleared, to cut 500 tons of hay. Ideal
location. Controls unlimited, excellent bunch-
grass range. Great bargain, at only $10,000.
Gale Smith & Co., 210 Jamieson Block. Spo-
kane, Wash.

HOMESTEADS—The Coeur d'Alene Reserva-
tion will open soon; choice lands; mild cli-

mate; opportunity of a lifetime; news and au-
thentic map just out; price, $1, postpaid. Ques-
tion department answers inquiries; price 25c
for each question. Western Information
Agency, Lock Box 1101, Spokane, Wash.
FOR SALE, BY OWNER—SPLENDID 30-

acre bearing fruit ranch, 1V4 miles from live
city. Excellent location for nursery. C. B.
Coxe, Falk block, Boise, Idaho.

OALIFORNIA

RICH GRAPE, FRUIT AND ALFALFA
land, stock ranches and dairy farms. We can
put you onto the best and most productive lands
of Central or Southern California at prices and
terms that will please you, 5 acres to 5,000.
Whether you are a homeseeker or an investor,
our experience is of value to you. Worthing-
Sampson Inv. Co., 522 Chamber of Commerce,
Los Angeles; 36 S. Cal. St., Stockton, Cal.

REAL ESTATE
CAMFORINA

YOUR OPPORTUNITY, MR. INVESTOR.
to make large profits on a small investment
Is offered by the famous Gold Bar Dredging
Co. We o*vn rich gold claims seven miles
from Chico, Butte County, Cal. Dredge in op-
eration in 30 days. Small block of stock at
50c per share. Write for particulars. Gold
Bar Dredging Company, Grosse building, Los
Angeles.

FREE BULLETIN ON IRRIGATION IN
CALIFORNIA.

Report of National Irrigation Congress. Val-
uable for homeseekers; authentic information
on the great Sacramento Valley. Send stamp.
Chas. F. O'Brien, Dept. 245, 1109 Post St., San
Francisco, CaL

FOR SALE — SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
lands, cattle, grain, fruit, dairy and poultry
ranches, in the artesian belt. Abundance of

water. Address Wright Investment Co., A. W.
Wright, Mgr., Grant Bldg., Los Angeles.

NEW PLAN OF HOMESECURING—popu-
lation creates land value. Join the fifth Home-
seekers' Club. Write for large illustrated
booklet about this important subject. Cali-
fornia Home Extension Association, 175
Chamber of Commerce Bldg, Los Angeles, Cal.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
GENERAL STORE, doing practically cash

business of $20,000 per year; no losses, no dead
stock; at invoice, about $6,500, including build-

ings. Plumbing business in county seat town.
Rushed all the time; at invoice, $4,500. Drug
store doing $800 per month business; clean
stock; at invoice, including buildings, about
$6,500. The above are all located in live East-
ern Washington towns. Good reason for sell-

ing in each case. Each is a rare opportunity.
Gale Smith & Co., 210 Jamieson Blk., Spokane,
Wash.
COPPER! COPPER! COPPER! If interested

send 4c In stamps for Standard Copper News.
Complete engineers' reports, maps, assays, etc.,
of the Jerome Verde Copper Co., adjoining Sen-
ator Clark's great United Verde. The stock is

guaranteed. Address The General Securities Co.,
Suite 308 Pacific Electric Bldg., Los Angeles.

GENERAL HOTEL BROKERAGE—Hotels
from $3,000 to $25,000 bought, sold, leased or
exchanged. Hotel stocks for sale. Sanitariums,
country villa homes and cottages for sale in
all parts of the U. S. Write us for lists. Bab-
cock Investment Co., 510 Granger Bldg., San
Diego, Cal. '

PRINTING

1,000 NICELY PRINTED BUSINESS CARDS
$1.50 F. O. B. Los Angeles, in convenient boxes.
Other printing in proportion. Samples of cards,
etc., free on request. E. J. Elson Co., 121% So.

B'dway, Los Angeles.

RUBBER STAMPS, SEALS, ETC.

STEEL AND BRASS STAMPS, metal and
enameled signs, letters, door plates, house
numbers, stock brands, printing presses, rub-
ber stamping outfits; most complete stamping
plant on the Pacific Coast. Spokane Stamp
Works. Spokane. Wash. _^^__
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SITUATION WANTED
SITUATION WANTED l ludy

email salesman for
F. Kidder, 11«»

ll'lli.-r A\-

HELP WANTED
MAN A' iKR, 12

I

high-
fur HiiK->;

sslonal i BMC ll.ii-

good'a. 305-307 Broadway. N. T.

MEN AND BOYS TO learn PLUMBING,

immlaglon Common*
aunonwaaJtn HMk..

OFFICE SPECIALTIES

WAN HER
to a p

article ; quick, way
Wl II I

Bids'.. Los An-

~OR WOMEN
tal to take

ghted
otlu: very light
n. 501-J Byrn»

H WANTED in represent old estab-
iiuill order house; over one thousand

rapid selling specialties: from IS to $10 per
day easily mad.-: costly outfit free. GEORGE
A. PARKER, P- Chestnut si

,

adelphla. I'm

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
A FINE }500 PIANO: high grade: warranted

10 years; shipped direct from Factory, fur $17"..
A 1100 piano for tlSS. Write "Chautauqua."
' <

1 1 ); Si
.

!. i

'

..

THEATRICAL
LADIE8 AND HKN'TI.KMEN-CI.EVER

amateurs Interested In theatrlcol tours and
at liberty to travel, please call at onre and
register nam.- Bad address. More positions
than we can supply. No fee reuulri
writ.- t.leln. Qarrtck Institute, 11 and
1-. over ll-lasro ThanliT, Los Allgch s, ' .i'

ART DRAPERIES
SINTAN LEA 'I III

lea, etc. Suntan Art Skins are the best.
SO different shades', fl ::'. i< li -catalogue free.

ictory pri ille St

Drapery l'ii..:'»' S,, Spring SI . l.,w Anyi-lcn, California.

FOR THE HOUSEHOLD
ABSOLUTELY PURE CALIFORNIA HONEY

from producer, shipped, freight prepaid
part of the IT. S., In lots of not less thiio

lis.) at 10c per pound. I ship
white sage honey, as it Is consider.. I <l>«

Cash with order. Address
II J Mercer. 721 E Sd St.. Los Angeles, Cal

1st Xatl. Bank of 1-os Angeles.

SILKS
YARI> WIDE SILKS I Mre dyed blacks $1 to

$1.75. N.i better I.I . le than our
11.71 khiiI.- OnJ in the stai

, Works. 511 8. Rrondwnv. I.os Angeles,

MAILINC LISTS
END YOUR BUSINESS ACQUAINT-
to Montana and North Dakota. Good,

live, prosperous people II * li will pay
to know them. We can furnish you the

names and addresses of the taxpayers oi
tana and North Dakota counties. Our lists

w and reliable. Write us concerning a
rllten copy Northwestern DP-

Miles Mock, MIL'S ( ••
,,

'

PATENTS
PATENTS. "Trademarks Registered." Book

for Inventors sent on re.iucst: strictly profes-
sional sen lib. patent law-
;

-
- Baltic building. Washington. P. i'

THOUSANDS IN I SK tlirougliuut tin- world.

elegan pedal offer to high grade
agents
H. 33- I

•

:

'
- N ~i

INCORPORATIONS
INCORPORATE UNDER Al.

Most liberal. No tax. Expense am
bera exempt i-orate debts,
meetings and transact business any

sement page 11 of
for fu liars. Southwestern Securities
A. Investment Ca, Phoenix. Ariz.

ARIZONA CORPORATIONS. The corpora-
• f Arizona are the moat liberal, re-

and best In the world for men who
want to do a corporate business. For full in-

formation, blank forms, by-laws and
plete set of Incorporation lawa, write The
Akers Incorporating Trust Co.. Phoenix. Ariz.

nix.

ENCINES
MARIN! s AT BARGAIN PR

We are making special discounts In order to
introduce our engines on the West Coast.
High-grade, reliable engines. Prompt ship-
ments. Catalog free. Write Northwestern
Steal A Iron Works, Eau Claire, Wis.

RACINE BOATS Any kind of water craft you want.
Nutty. «t«-edy, seaworthy, writs mf our catalog or visit

•He Branch. HI Kir.t Ave. smith. Kacine Boat
Manufacturing fo- Bo» 3"V Muskegon, Mich.

SCENIC PHOTOS
I.HUM i IF PHOTOGRAPHIC

iver thirty Oregon views,
tqulsltely tinted in sepia. Most beautiful

only ::•• A-.....1-

worth. Box B Portlai

SOUVENIR POSTCARDS
POST CAItH BARGAINS WHOLESALE

sample sets at 10c, 2&c or 50c. Have main
fornia Missions. Marines, etc. In color. 'Frisco
booklet ("before and after") llthotone vi.wi free
with 25c orders nnd up. Cards made up from
your own photos. $5 (samples for stamp).
"Woods' "

(Inc.). Los Angeles, Cal.

everything in post carps Imported
nml domestic; largest stock and variety,
made to order: lowest prices: wholesale only.
International Post Card Co.. Portland, Or.

COLLECTION AGENCIES
NO I

lected. estates
gardlng marrli
or litigation o
tlon Co.. Sultt IK Grant 111.

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES
READY -MAI

aluminum, 60c; csrdb.
sign letters easily a

list. Agents wante.
and stickers. J M V
kiirn-. Wish

as,
• • r

FOR THE DEAF
THE ACOUS'

Instantly.
some apparatus
aters and
out th>' country
those yo.i know

•ON makes the deaf hear
ipat, unsightly or Dumber-

intents for the-
: In successful use through-
ookb-t. with Indorsi-u .

free. K. 8 Turner.
'o. 12''

x

MISCELLANEOUS
AUTO-MAS K FIGURE

I.Y.

regardless of agi bo drugging, dieting.
n or aweatlng: will prove it free; so

confident am I that mv with-
er aid. will speedily restore your figure
ithful symmetry, that I will mail It free

of all cost for to days' trial Write for Auto-
r booklet. Jfi Prof Bums), !3"0 Rroad-

way. New York City
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
FRUIT
LANDS

$65

per acre

You can grow more fruit in the Fraser Valley of B. C. with less toil and expense
than anywhere else on the Pacific slope. Rich productive soil, plenty of rain fall,

no irrigating, long seasons, mild winters, plenty of sunshine, abundant crops.
Fraser river steamboats and suburban electric car system direct to large and
growing markets. First class fruit lands 5 mi»es from New West-
minster market in 5 acre blocks at $65 per acre. Theselandsare

partly cleared, are on new suburban carline and are a No. 1 investment for the home-
seeker or the investor. Write for Kerr's Real Estate Review.

W. J. KERR, New Westminster,B.C.
(Reference, Canadian Bank of Commerce.)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING—Continued.
SPORTING GOODS
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JUST THINK!!
PROMT ^")o/ MODERN

IN £^M/0 WHALING

STOCK SELLING FAST
WILL DOUBLE SOON *> BUY NOW

Let us inform you ^^f Whales in one day
that one Steamer

caught § A Value of7
$8,400.00

Average Value of Pacific Coast Whales

Bow-head average
- - $20,000

Right Whale
"

10,000

Sperm - - 5.000

Other Varieties
" - 1.200

WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLET TODAY

AODMCM

The Whale Products Co.
Pier 2-Up-St.ir.. SEATTLE. WASH.

Don't (oratt to mention Tta* Pacific Moalbtr wbn dealing with adTcrUacre. It will be appreciated.
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IDAHO
THE GREAT TWIN FALLS CANAL SYSTEM

Waste Gates at the Great Dam of Twin mils Canals.

150,000 ACRES CAREY ACT LAND
OPEN FOR ENTRY, OCTOBER I, 1907, UNDER THE

Great Twin Falls Canal System, Southern Idaho
This project embraces 420,000 acres of land. 270,000 acres have been opened for entry
from time to time, and this 150,000 acres is your last opportunity to secure lands
under the great North Side Canal. Write for booklet and full information as to terms.

Opening and drawing will take place at JEROME, the new town now opened for the sale of lots

Seetlon of Main Canal throe miles from the Great nar

Come, Make Personal Investigation of the Great Twin Palls Canal System

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE OPENING
OF THE

150,000 Acres
To Entry Under the Carey Act

On the North Side or Snake River

UNDER THE

Great Twin Falls
Canal System

WILL TAKE PLACE AT

JEROME, IDAHO

Tuesday, Oct. 1, 07
Purcha* Tich.u to SHOSHONE or TWIN FALLS. IDAHO.

and Tail tkt Stag* from Eitktr Point to Jiromt.

If You Arc Interested in Irrigated Finu. Write tor Free 50 P.»e Illu.tr.ted Booklet

Twin Falls North Side Investment

Company, Ltd. * Milner, Idaho

l't forget to mention Tbe rerlftc Monthly when dralln* with xtTrrtlaerm. It will be apprrrlated.
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THE GREAT TWIN PALLS CANAL SYSTEM

Hnui rhn lanrk A contract for a water rightnow ne unas Water Company Entry of t

arc riled On State Land Board to whom
entry. A payment of $3.00 an acre on th

citizen of the United States may file on the

file. Entry may be made by power of att

on application. Any person can file on Car
homestead, desert, or other right to file on

may be filed on by one person.

The lands will be opened by
The Drawing Land Board of Idaho at th

Twin Falls North Side Inves

must first be secured from the Land and
he land is then made with the agent of the
is paid 25 cents an acre at the time of making

e water right is made at time of purchase. Any
se lands, except that a married woman cannot
orney, special forms of which will be furnished

ey Act lands even though he has used his

government lands. Not to exceed 160 acres

a drawing under the supervision of the State
e new town of Jerome, in the office of the
tment Co., Ltd.

At the extreme right of the map is seen the town of Milner. Here is situated the
million-dollar dam which diverts the waters of the Snake River to the 420,000 acres of irri-

gated land on both sides of the river. The shaded portions on the North Side indicate
the 180,000 acres of irrigable land open for entry in 1907.

These lands will be sold on the following terms: Thirty-five dollars and
Terms Of Sale fifty cents per acre, with a perpetual water right. First payment is $3.25

per acre, the $3.00 being for the water right, and the 25c being to the State
for the land. Balance of payments in nine annual installments, interest at 6%. Lands
within one mile of proposed electric line from Milner to Gooding are graded at an ad-
ditional price of $8.00 per acre for those lands adjoining the road, down to $2.00 per acre
for those lands three-fourths of a mile distant.

•i j n j
^'le so '' m t 'le Snake River Valley is very rich and productive. It contains

Soil and Product no alkali, and is particularly adapted to easy irrigation. It is the coming
fruit country of the Northwest. Its products cover a wide range and in-

clude all grains, grasses, vegetables, and fruits.

If Interested in Irrigated Lands write for Illustrated 50-page Book.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THE GREAT TWIN fALLS CANAL SYSTEM

Shoshone falls
''' ! Acr P'ant of l " e Great Shoshone and Twin Falls Water I

„ Company, capable of developing 20,000 horse power, is now completed at
Power Shoshone Pall*.

IDAHO'S NEW CITY, JEROME
The new City of Jerome will occupy the same relation to the North Side of the Twin

Falls Tract that the City of Twin Falls does to the South Side. Jerome is located two
miles west of a north and south line between the towns of Twin Falls ami Shoshone, in

Lincoln County, sixteen miles south of Shoshone. The location of the new town is most
favorable from every standpoint, and is in the very heart of the 150,000 acres to be open-
ed October 1st. There is no reason why Jerome should not be the equal of its favored
brother Twin Falls. The town lots are now on sale. Terms, one-fourth cash, and the
balance in one, two, three years, with interest at 6%. The Twin Falls North Side In-
vestment Co., Ltd., are planning a modern hotel of fifty rooms. A company building
50x80, two stories high, and a bank building have been erected. Electric light*, water
works, sewerage, will add to the attractiveness of Idaho's young city. Jerome is on the
Electric Railroad, now being built, between Milner and Gooding, thereby giving the new
city up-to-date freight and passenger service. Jerome is reached at present by stage
from Shoshone, Twin Falls, or Milner.

Milner is the Junction City
Because at this point the Oregon Short Line Railroad, the proposed electric line over the
North Side tract, and the Milner-Roaston Navigation Company, all have their junction
here. This town is the headquarters for the Navigation Company, which operates be-
tween Milner and Rosston, a distance of thirty-five miles of navigable river. Already two
bosta have been purchased and are doing business. Milner is the logical point for a sugar
beet factory and other manufactories, being located in the heart of a vast and rapidly de-

veloping agricultural country, with rail and water transportation joining hands here. The
electric railway will start from Milner and connect with the Oregon Short Line Railroad
at some point on the main line, at or near Gooding, in Lincoln County. Immediately to
the south of Milner, the Twin Falls South Side Land and Water Company contemplates
reclaiming 40,000 acres or over. Milner will be the distributing point for this great pro-
ject in all directions, and will develop into a solid, substantial business point and a beau-
tiful place in which to live. Take the Oregon Short Line Railroad to Minidoka and
change cars for Milner.

Lots are Sold on Easy Terms
One-fourth cash, and the balance in one, two, three years; interest at 6 per cent.

150,000 ACRES OPEN EOR ENTRY OCTOBER 1st, 1907.

Major Fred R. Reed, Land Commissioner.

TWIN FALLS NORTH SIDE INVESTMENT C0.»-

Sole Agents for the disposal of all water rights and town lots

For further information and illustrated book, write to R. M. IkCOLlUM, Secretary, MILNER, IDAHO

Each Settler His Own Agent in Selecting Lands.

Do Dot fnrrrt to mtntloo The Pacific Monthly when d»lln» with xtTrrtlatrx. It will be • pprcclatcd.
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RAISING OSTRICHES

If you've never looked into ostrich raising you can

have no idea of its possibilities.

The industry is probably the most profitable in the

world and the most free from competition.
Free from competition because it takes ostriches to

start farms and ostriches are not for sale.

Consider that every ostrich produces about J Y-i pounds
of plumage every eight months and that the company
will derive about $250 per pound.

Consider that each pair of birds produce an average
of nine chicks every twelve months.

Consider also that the chicks are plucked when nine

months old and they yield almost as much as the older

birds.

Then consider that ostriches live on an average 60

years and you'll say they are bread winners.

Another consideration—the show feature of ostrich

raising. Who ever heard of a tourist in an ostrich sec-

tion departing without seeing the ostriches?—and pay-
ing for the privilege. Tke same is true of ostrich farms

everywhere. The same will be true of Seattle's ostrich

farm.

This farm, now being improved by the American
Ostrich Co., is located six miles from the center of Seattle

with one electric line running to it and another to be ex-

tended. Tens of thousands of residents and tourists will

visit the farm each year.

Remember, too, that Seattle is to have the Alaska-Yu-
kon-Pacific exposition in 1909. The exhibition of ostriches

from this farm will yield heavy revenue.

Careful investigation shows Seattle to have an ideal climate for ostrich

raising.
The company will commence business with twenty birds.

The company estimates (very conservatively), a 20% dividend the first year
with rapid increases thereafter.

The capitalization is small—only $50,000, and the allotment for sale limited.
You can make your reservation now at $7.50 per share, pay 20% cash, bal-

ance in four equal monthly payments. Cut this out, mail to our address and our
booklet, "The American Ostrich," will be sent free.

NATIONAL SECURITIES CO.
EXCLUSIVE FISCAL AGENTS

1165-66 Empire Bldg., SEATTLE, U.S.A.
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Coolidge, Washington
THE NEW ERRJGATION DISTRICT ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED TO CONTROL THE EARLY MARKET

A SIGHTLY situation on the Columbia

River, in Benton County, 185 miles

above Portland.

814 days of sunshine yearly.

Productive soil, ample water supply,

exemption from frost, and a forward season.

Location less than 300 feet above sea level.

The Portland & Seattle Railway, now

completing its construction from Spokane to

Portland, passes through this tract, and

Coolidge Station will be upon its water front.

FOR DKTAILS, ADDRESS

THE DRUMHELLER DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
124 WALL STREET, SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly wben oVallnc with advrrtlarra. It will be appreciated.
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Tacoma Opportunities
If you would make money take advantage

.of some of these offerings now.

NORTH END WATER VIEW LOTS.
FIVE lots on North 29th street, 120x125 feet, on corner fronting south and east,

having unobstructed view of Cascade and Olympic Mountains and Puget Sound;
with cement walks, spring water and electric lights; two blocks from Point Defiance
cars and one block from Pacific Traction Company's new line. PRICE $4,000.

Property in this vicinity has increased 100 per cent, in past year.

QUARTER ACRE TRACTS.
Six blocks from Northern Pacific car shops, where three immense new buildings now
in process of construction will double number of employes. Also two blocks from
site purchased by Union Pacific for shops and terminal yards, and four blocks from
their South Tacoma depot. Five cent trolley fare to city. Good soil. PRICE $100
to $200, on easy terms. Limited time to secure these lots, which will double in
value very quickly.

A FARM BARGAIN.
120 acres, close to railroad, town, school and church; good market at hand for
farm products. Has fine residence, with barns, pig-sty, poultry yards; team of

horses, 14 young cows, sheep, pigs and chickens; new double buggy, wagons and.

harness; household furniture, including piano and steel range, and all necessary
farm implements. Orchard and meadow; soil rich and black. Cheap for cash, or
can make terms.

FINE ACREAGE TRACT.
Nearly forty acres adjacent to Northern Pacific car shops and proposed Union
Pacific freight yards (6,000 cars capacity). This property is mostly good bottom
land, watered by nine springs and two small trout streams. Can be divided into
acre tracts and sold on installment plan at fine profit. PRICE $175 per acre.

$45 PER MONTH INCOME.
Beautiful, well-built, practically new double house on Pine street, in West End.
each side having seven rooms and alcove, besides closets, bathroom, pantry and
all modern conveniences. PRICE $5,000. This will bring good returns on the
investment, and is in growing location.

SIXTH AVENUE CORNER.
Three fine lots, with shrubbery and six kinds of small fruit; new six-room house,
well built, with concrete foundation. PRICE $4,200. Terms, $1,700 cash, balance
any reasonable time at 6 per cent. Sixth avenue is the main artery of the West
End, is paved to this corner, has double track and best car service in city. This
is in the direct line of increased values and will pay good interest on the investment.

WANT SOMETHING CHEAP?
Four good lots on South 41st street, at $200 per pair. Will increase 50 per cent
in value in one year. Actually worth that increase now.

THESE ARE ONLY SAMPLES OF WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER, AND
THEY MAY BE SOLD BEFORE YOU CALL, BUT WE HAVE OTHER
PIECES OF CHOICE BUSINESS PROPERTY, BEAUTIFUL HOMES, RESI-
DENCE SITES WITH WATER AND MOUNTAIN VIEW, OR ACREAGE ON
WHICH YOU CAN QUICKLY DOUBLE YOUR MONEY. Write to:

Bankers Trust Bldg.

Wash.A. M. Richards & Co., Inc., ™5m
Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Will Soon
Be the

Greatest Railway Terminal on the Pacific Coast*

Seven additional railways are now building to Tacoma, where
their largest rail and ocean terminals have been secured.

Chauncey Thomaa. who ha* been writing up the Northwest fur the "Success"
Magazine, in an interview in the Oregon Dutly Journal of Portland, recently said:

••/ Mini that m time thi third city in Awurua will it Taeema.''

Tacorna's population in 1900 w« 37,714; in 1907, 100,000. The population of
Tacoma will double the next three yeara.

(For May, 1897, were } 1,038,917.33
TACOM.VS BANK CLKARINOB i For May, 1901. were 5.50(1,605*9

VIKW ON PACIFIC AVF.NCK. TACOMA.

Do not forgst to mention The Paclnc Monthly when dealing with adT*rtl»»r». It will be appreciated.
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%Investments in Portland
income bearing property
are yielding, net, all the

-way from 6% to 8%. We
handle nothing but thoroughly
sound and conservative proposi-
tions. Closest scrutiny invited.

Write for particulars. Highest Bank Keferences

CHAPIN & HERLOW
332 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTLAND, OREGON

Hood River Lands
HAVE abundant water, perfect drainage
PRODUCE finest apples and strawberries

in the world.

We also have lands for
sale in White Salmon
and Mosier districts

TWENTY YEARS RESIDENCE IN HOOD RIVER

"W. J. BAKER (Si CO.
Hood River, Ore.

The name Hollenbeck is one
ofthe best known in Southern
California. The Hollenbeck
Hotel and Hollenbeck Home
are land marks in Los An-

geles. Mr. Hollenbeck made
a fortune by running this boat

up and down the San Juan
River and buying crude rub-

ber gathered from native

rubber trees in this valley.

Steamer Hollenbeck on San Juan River.

RICHEST LAND ON EARTH AT $15 AN ACRE
One tenth cash, balance in 54 equal monthly payments. No interest, no taxes.

Twenty acres will forever support a large family in luxury, whether you live on
it or not. Several California companieshave land adjoining our property, one company
of which Mayor Harper of Los Angeles is a member, has beer operating here for five

years. This valley is being settled principally by people from Southern California.

WHY PEOPLE ARE GOING TO SAN JUAN VALLEY

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

4th.

5th.

6th.

Because it is the richest and best land on earth at the price.

Because it is a very healthy locality.

Because a man of small means can make a good living within four months from

his arrival.

Because you can raise three crops of grain and vegetables per year.
Because there is a good market and cheap water rates to all parts of the world.

Because, best of all, it is the best rubber land in Central America, and planted

groves will pay from $400 to $1,000 per acre per year. A grove is good for

over a hundred years.
This land is in Costa Rica, Central America. Send for birdseye view of the

valley, and pamphlet giving U. S. Government reports as to profits in rubber culture.

TROPICAL LAND COMPANY
508 Citizens National Bank Building., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

DTTCTTRUMrirc \ W. C. Patterson, Vice-President, First National Bank.
Kli*unlets

j R j WaterS) president, Citizens National Bank.

Pon't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Always
Open

We cordially invite you
to visit our mines, investi-

gate our methods, and ask

questions.

We believe in publicity
and the right of share-
holders to know what is

being done at the mines.

That's why we issue a

monthly Progress Report,
telling impartially of the

good and the bad, the encouraging and the discouraging.

It's the basis of our system of Square Deal Mining.

No Doors on Our Tunnels

Our business methods are just as open as our mines
and will stand the same close investigation.

We will treat you the same as a shareholder for the
next six months, sending you our Progress Report free,

if you'll write that you are interested in Square Deal

Mining.

Two excellent maps of the Cceur d'Alene Mining
District and our other publications sent free on request.

The C. E. Mitchell Company
SQUARE DEAL MINERS

300-323 CoV.ir bia Building, Spokane, Wash.

Branches: I.us Angeles, V. allaci-, [dab , Milwaukee, Binuli.impton and Philadelphia.

Don't forget to mi-ntlou Tbe r«clnc Monthly wnrn d>alln( with ••lTfri1n.ru. tt will be appreciated.
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THE BEST ADVICE— FREE

Invest in Southern California
THEN

FOLLOW YOUR INVESTMENT

JVERYBODY wants to come to Southern California. Truer state-

ment than this was never made. Hundreds of thousands have already

Tl^ made their homes here, to the enrichment of real estate investors.

^^t Hundreds of thousands more will come in the near future—as soon
as they can make arrangements. . ". YOU want to come of course.

Why not invest a few hundreds or a few thousands now, and then
follow your investment as soon as may be? . '. A good plan is to

invest where you are most likely to make your home. You can have
a lot or home ready for you when you come, or an investment easy of access
and readily investigated or disposed of. . '. You cannot find a better spot, for

a home, for investment, or both, than Long Beach, Los Angeles County. Twenty
miles from Los Angeles, on the Pacific Ocean, its population has grown from
2,000 seven years ago to 21,000 in 1907. . '. Long Beach has prospered and

grown strictly on its merits as an all-the-year-' round home city with an ideal

climate. Now it is experiencing an awakening as an industrial city. A great
harbor is being constructed, on the shore of which the million dollar Craig ship-

building plant will at once be established; and other large kindred industries will

follow. . '. FortuneshavebeenmadefromLongBeachrealestate. More fortunes,
and greater ones, will be made in the next few years. For safe investment, in-

creasing values and larger profits it cannot be excelled. . '. We have exceptionally

good facilities for securing for our customers the best bargains in business Jots,

harbor lots, residence Jots, ocean frontage and apartment house sites. Our Jists

include the cream of Long Beach £ro£erty. If you are interested in Southern
California in any way, do not fail to write us. . '. Those who do not wish to

handle entire pieces of property will find our debenture system, the new frJan of
making profitsfrom realestate, strong, substantial and attractive. It places the small

investor, in proportion to the amount of his investment, the equal of the capital-
ist. Send for literature. Ask any questions you like about Southern California.

UNITED SYNDICATES COMPANY, Ltd.
14 Pacific Avenue, LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

REFERENCES: National Bank of Long Beach, Cal.; Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when deallne with advertisers. It will be appreciated
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IS*

'

ome

IT'S
NOW possible for you to own a home within ten minutes walk of Hotel

del Monte—the most delightfully located hotel in all the world. Del Monte
is famous for its magnificent seventeen-mile drive over mountains and along

ocean shore, its forests of cypress, pine and oaks, its lake, gardens and lawns, its

race course, golf links and tennis courts, its swimming pavilion ind surf bathing in

the warm placid waters of Monterey Bay, its fine fishing and hunting; in fact, its

handled other features endowed by nature. All the charms that go to make
II

•
; drl Monte famous can now be enjoyed by you—all are at the very door of

the home you can own at

Del Monte Heights
Del Monte Heights surround Lake del Rey, a beautiful body of water that is

toon to be transformed into a second Naples or Venice with boats, gondolas, con-

cert pavilion and myriads of electric lights.

Broad streets—curbed, graded and oiled. Wide sidewalks lined with shade

trees. Parks and boulevards. Electric railway connecting Del Monte Heights
with Monterey and Pacific Grove.

Southern Pacific Railroad has a station at the Heights. New road now build-

ing from San Joaquin Valley to Monterey will have a depot at the Heights.
Lots now from $100 to $200, sold on easy monthly payments. Houses will be

erected to your plans
—

paymenu like paying rent.

Send for beautiful illustrated booklet.

PHELPS-LEWIS CO.
GENERAL AGENTS

French Bank Bldg., Room 602, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Don't foecat to mention Tne Pacific Monthly when deallnr with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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^An Opportunity for Cartful Investors

NEWPORT
HEIGHTS
ACREAGE

Cheapest. Land in Southern California

Newport Heights is a high plateau, all

most perfectly level, with the lowest point
over 70 feet above the sea. It extends
back from Newport Bay for several miles
and comprises 1300 acres of deep, rich,

slightly sandy loam soil, very fertile and
productive. It is subdivided into five-acre

tracts with artesian

water, of the finest

quality, in abund-
ance for all irriga-
tion purposes, piped
to each tract.

Deefi, Rich
Soil *M <Jt

Abundance

of VC^ater

We are the
owners of this

property and
are now plac-
ing these five-

acre subdivi-
sions on the
market at $1500

eick. One-fifth
to be paid in
cash and the
balance in six,

twelve,
eighteen
and twen-

ty -four
month in-

stallments.
Six per cent
interest on de-
ferred payments. Con-
sidering the soil, water,
location and transportation facilities this is
the cheapest acreage in Southern Califor-
nia. Pacific Electric cars run every hour
from Los Angeles. Write to us for printed
matter and more complete details regard-
ing this valuable property.

TOWNSEND- DAYMAN
INVESTMENT CO.

OFFICES S
*»9 Pacific Electric Bide., LOS ANGELES, ML

1 123 East First St, LOSS BEACH, CAL.

TEKOA
WASHINGTON

The HEART
of

The famous

Wheat Belt

A live, hustling town of 1600 popula-
tion and growing rapidly

Tine Schools, Public Buildings and Churches

City owns the water works and supplies best artesian
water in unlimited quantity. Modem electric light and
power plant.

A Railroad Center

Telcoa ia located on the main line of the Spokane
Div., O, R. A N. Ry. and both the C. M. A St. P. and
North Shore Line now building will pass through Tekoa.
Also the Tekoa A St Marie River Electric Line, making
liree steam and one electric line,

t

The finest Wheat Lands in the World

Large flouring mills located at Tekoa. Splendid
opportunities for diversified farming. All kinds of grains
and tubers, also fruits. The great Coeur d' Alene Indian
Res^ ^

will soon be thrown open for settlement and
Tekoa must become the central city and base of supply.

We want farmers. Merchants, Mechanics and Capitalists. For
complete information and booklet, address

THE COMMERCIAL CLUB
TEKOA, WASHINGTON

BUY A LOT IN

Sunny California
and double your money in a short time. Our Carleton Tract is a
suburb of Los Angeles. The Huntingtons electric line runs
through this tract, and the Salt Lake R. R. along side of it.

One good business street, balance residence streets. Improve-
ments to be made: Cement walks and curbs, graded and
oiled streets and watei piped to each lot. Lots range in price
from $90 to $600. Terms on lots up to $150, $5.00
down and $5.00 per month; above $150, $10.00 down
and $10.00 per month Send draft or money order today,

H. L MILLER & CO.
414 W. 7th Street, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

TEKOA
THE GATEWAY TO THE

COEUR D' ALENE RESERVATION
I have platted 160 acres in town lots,

one, five and ten-acre tracts, right In the
heart of the city. The C, M. & St. P.
R. R runs through the center. The con-
struction of their road is now started.
This is the best town on the Pacific Coast
for one with small means to invest in.

Opportunities for the business man, the
laborer, and the manufacturer.
For further particulars address

F. J. MAHONEY
Owner of Lombard's Addition

ITEKOA, WASHINGTON

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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rly delays and the

expense of renewal
arc saved by using

Reynolds
Timber Preservative
The economy of using the be«t preservative possible is evident.
A timber preservative is DO more lasting than its first yielding to
the elements. When once an insert has penetrated the coating.

Mire has an entrance and havoc is begun. Or, should a preservative have a

petrifying fleet upon the fibre of the wood, the weight of heivy trains, the beat-

ing of waves or the straining of winds will grind the wood substance to powder or

nap its brittle, hardened fibres, causing fatal calamity.

Vinson*1

The Reynolds Timber Preservative
is composed of several chemicals,
which combine to protect the wood
against ever)- form of decay, yet do not

change the natural character of the
fibre. It merely toughens and pro-
tects it— like a coat ofarmor without
a weak point. Water and air combine
with it and make it harder and stronger.

Even an excess of water does not dissolve or
injure

it.

The Reynolds Timber Preservative is applied as

easily as a paint, improves the appearance of build-

ings, fences and all structures, and saves more than

the cost of timber in time and labor otherwise neces-

sary for frequent renewal. It is not greasy; there-

fore holds nails securely; it is a powerful antiseptic—the best lining for a poultry house. It is odorless

when dry, and protects metals as well as wood.

Pme our claims for yourtrlf. Send TODAlt for liheral FREE SAMPIE.

THE REYNOLDS TIMBER PRESERVATIVE CO.,Dept. 7, WALLA WALLA, WASH.

$2,500 PER YEAR
ALL THK BEST OK YOUR LIKK

IN RETURN FOR $2,300 INVESTED NOW
IS THK OPPORTUNITY OFFERED IN THK

WENATCHEE VALLEY
Don't take OUT word f'or it. We will give you the testimony of

resident fruit-growers to prove that

\NYBODY CAN DO AS WELL
The majority have dune much better

INQUIRE NOW
When our land is sold there will he no more land in Wenatrhee

Valley to be put under irrigation.

EAST WENATCHEE LAND CO.
WENATCHEE, WASH.

iHio't forgrt to ii- iilr wh.-ii drilling with apprv<-l«.t«-4.
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Steamer ALLIANCE of Coos Bay. San Francisco and Portland

"YOU"
ARE

WANTED
At NORTH BEND, on COOS BAY, OREGON. Opportunity
is here awaiting the "Hour and the Man". Over one hundred
billion feet of uncut timber and eight hundred million tons of coal

await the ax and the pick.

North Bend-Its Payroll Talks
CfNORTH BEND'S present site was a tract of timber in 1902
" —today there are 2200 people. ^ $60,000 is the monthly pay-

roll, conceded to be the largest in the United States for a city of

this size. 9 $700,000 were expended for building and improve-
ments in the year 1906. SF Coos Bay is the next harbor for Trans-
Pacific traffic on the Pacific Coast of the United States. SF Congress
has ordered a survey of the Coos Bay Bar for the purpose of giving
it the same depth as Golden Gate—40 feet. *ff Puget Sound, Coos

Bay and Golden Gate stand in a class alone as Pacific sea ports.
T Lumber mills, ship yards, machine shops, and quarries are here
and generous inducements are held out for others. IF Come now and

Lover's Lane in Simpson Park
"Beat the Railroad."

WRITE THE

North Bend Chamber

of Commerce

NORTH BEND, COOS BAY,

OREGON

An organization of the citizens
for the upbuilding and develop-
ment of the Coos Bay country.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Brentwood Park
As beautiful as Golden Gate Pari, San Francisco.

Alore advantages than Lake Shore, Chicago
— IVtll have better transportation facilitiee

than any of the high-class residence districts of Los Angeles
—A magnificent club house

exclush<elyfor Brentwood residents.

Brentwood Park is dignified, commanding, irresistibly attractive. It stands alone as the

premier foothill community of America.

Standing in the midst of a wealth of floriculture at Brentwood, the eye commands a broad and
unbroken stretch of ocean view extending from above Santa Monica to Santa Catalina. Los

Angeles is plainly visible beyond this expanse of garden valley to the left. The magnificent
San Vincente Boulevard is at your feet. If the imaginations of the world's greatest artists were

combined, they could not create a fairer picture than the sweep of view from Brentwood Park.

Money has been spent freely at Brentwood Park—big sums for generous, extraordinary

improvements. Over $500,000 was appropriated by the promoton for beautifying the property
—

laying out the marvelous scheme of parking, planting 87,000 trees and shrubs, putting in a magnfi-
cent street lighting svstcin, building boulevards and fine driveways. This, with the great demand
for choice locations, is why PRICKS WILL ADVANCE.

It is the high character, the wealth of scenic beauty, the future of Brentwood that appeal to

even one desiring an ideal foothill home in the most nearly perfect location in the world.

A lavishly improved, practical reproduction of Golden Gate Park where hundreds of thousands

of dollars have been spent to bring it to perfection.

Lots Average 30,000 Square Feet in Area
Prices Range from $1500 Upwards

• FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS, ADDRK

Western Pacific Development Company
OWNERS

203-204 Germain Building LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Doa't foegtt to motion The PartOe Monthly wbn daallna witn adrtrttMra. It will be appreciated.
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J. W. NEWKIRK, .... Caahier

W. C. ALVORD, - - Aaslatant Cashier

B. F. STEVENS, - - 2nd AsaUtant Caihier

First National

Bank

OF PORTLAND, OREGON

Capital - - $ 500,000.00

Surplus - - 1,000.000.00

Deposits - 13.000,000.00

OLDEST NATIONAL BANK
ON THE PACIFIC COAST
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THE OPPORTUNITY

Good

Openings
for

Drug Stores

Shoe Stores

Grocery Stores

Hardware Stores

Dry Goods Stores

Stationery Stores

and Retail Stores of

All Other Descriptions

knocking at the door of the man with
small capital

—the opportunity of starting
I busmen and letting it grow and

prosper with a new manufacturing
town in

OF A LIPE-TIME

Southern California

the knd cf sunshine
and flowers and

prosperity
The name
of the new

town
is

Laborers

Carpenters

Bricklayers

Blacksmiths

Electricians

and All Other

Tradesmen should

Enjoy Happy Homes
in this Beautiful

Healthful District

CRESTMORE
BUSINESS RESIDENCE

$300 and Upward

Terms as low as

$20.00 Cash

and $10.00

Monthly

$200 to $400

Terms as low as

$10.00 Cash

and $10.00

Monthly

It is here

that the
$2, $00,000

Southern Califor-

nia Crmrnt Company
if building its enor-

mous plant, which is

nearing completion, and

which, alone, will provide em
ployment for about 800 men. The

townsite i.-. beautifully laid out; street

work, grading, and the erection of

large number of dwellings and businr\s

blocks are now under way.

CRKSTMORK is ideally located on high, dry
ground about three and one-half miles from the i in

of Riverside, to which it is now linked by electric

and steam railways. It affords residence sites attractive to

the wealthy manufacturer, as well as very moderately priced

ones which are sold on such easy terms as to enable even

laboring man to own his home.

Write Fo» Booklet "No. 12" Givwc PtfU Pahticvlam

WINTON & McLEOD CO.
330 SOUTH HILL STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Doo't ror(*t to mention Tbe PiciHc Montblj when o»Unc with adTertlMn. It will be ipprerUUd.
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A Typical Suburban Home
ALL EYES ARE TURNED "CALIFORNIA-WARDS."

AWAY
from the wind and fog, in the beautiful hills of Marin County and only forty

to fifty minutes by fast electric service from the great Western metropolis, San

Francisco, lies a stretch of many miles of beautiful residences, dotting the slopes
from Mt. Tamalpais to San Rafael, and all sheltered from fogs and inclement winds and
weather by that same old mountain, "Tamalpais," made famous by "crookedest railroad

in the world," and the view from its topmost peak.
No one ever traverses these sheltered valleys, or sees them from the top of Mt.

Tamalpais but desires a home in the midst of this beautiful country of homes. These
homes are all within a short hour's ride of the highest waged city in the world, a re-

generate San Francisco, where work abounds for all. Not the slightest evidence of the

boom condition," but a steady progress, and comparatively the fastest growing and most

progressive city in the world.

Read the reports of the California Promotion Committee in every daily paper you
pick up. These reports are authentic and reliable.

Our mission is building homes or helping you build your own here in California,
where you may take your place at toil or business without crowding.

Write today for photos and particulars of the plan by which you can pay for your
homes by the investment of a small capital or earn a handsome profit from investment of

#10 or multiples of $10.

Yours for home building

NORTHERN COUNTIES REALTY CO. (Inc.)
OP CALIFORNIA

711 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Seattle
(Population 232,000)

Offers to legitimate manufacturing and com-
mercial establishments many advantages about
which the Seattle Chamber or Commerce will

inform inquirers upon application.

Every city offers some distinct advantages to

tbe new comer. Seattle combines all for the

merchant and manufacturer. Among them are :

(1) The shortest route of travel and trans-

portation between eastern states and the countries

of tne Orient and Alaska, at a point where
four transcontinental railroads meet the ships of

the world in handling the rapidly expanding
commerce of the Pacific.

(2) Tne public ownership of a practically
inexhaustible supply of cheap water and elec-

trical power for manufacturing purposes.

(3) A climate which enables all classes of

industries to operate every day in the year.

(4) Good and rapidly growing markets,

cheap raw materials, cheap fuel and perfect
facilities for handling the products of her mills

and factories.

Apply for detailed and accurate information

regarding the opportunities existing for any par-
ticular industry to Department P

Seattle

Chamber or Commerce
Seattle, Washington

Don't forfet to mention To* Piriar MonthlT when d>alln« with «4Tertl*rn. It will b? ipprrrUtpd.
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SOUTH BEND, WASHINGTON
O THE BALTIMORE OF THE PACIFIC o

'TVHE center of the transplanted Eastern Oyster Indus-

try on the Pacific Coast. One Hundred Car Loads of

Eastern Seed Oysters transplanted last year at an es-

timated cost of $200,000.00. $500,000.00 of the Ma-
tured Eastern Oysters exported during the season.

5,000 acres of Native Oyster beds under cultivation.

<fWe have billions of feet of merchantable timber tribu-

tary, twenty miles of water front, deep water harbor,

showing 27 feet at the bar at low tide, the best water

north of San Francisco.

*£ Tokeland and Long Beach, summer resorts, entertain

annually 100,000 visitors, the longest stretch of un-

broken bathing beach on the Coast.

<$SOUTH BEND, the GATEWAY; Over one hun-

dred ocean going vessels sailed from her wharves last

year, over 200,000,000 feet of the best lumber that ever

met the fellman's ax were sent out in these ships, and

from her busy mills went by rail to markets in the East,
almost an equal amount of shingles and finished lumber.

% South Bend has eight church organizations, three large

public school buildings, two of the best equipped hos-

pitals on the Coast, and two banking institutions car-

rying a million of dollars of deposits.

^ South Bend has an excellent water system, electric

lights and miles of planked streets.

*ff South Bend is the extreme western terminal of the

Northern Pacific Railway. The port nearest the sea

on all the Pacific Coast and the point where rail and

ships meet at smallest cost.

SOUTH BEND, the County Seat of Pacific County, Washington, Offers

Inducements to Men with Energy, Brains and Money.

For Particulars Address Sec, ''PROSPERITY CLUB " South Bend, Wash.

Don't forget ti mention The Pacific Monthly when- dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THESE SIX BOOKLETS ARE FREE
TO ANYONE INTERESTED IN

CALIFORNIA
They contain authentic

reports
of the actual farm and fruit product* of Tulare County

the heart of California, and give general information about the market, social ami
educational conditions. They are worth a nt( time of happiness and prosperity to you if

they help you to decide to come to California and till our wonderful soil and enjoy our world-
renowned climate.

Write for Them To-day. Hind out the true condition in Tulare County and
the character of the Famous Paige-Mitchell Ranch land*. You can make more
money and have an easier time on a aoacre Paige-Mitchell farm than on the average 160-acre
eastern farm.

You can grow the same crops you are accustomed to in other jmrts of the t'nited Slates,
but some of our California crops will pay better. Start with a familiar crop, such as grain, vege-
tables, alfalfa, sugar beets, etc., which pays from £65 to $So per acre; then work into grapes
and other fruits that pay from $100 to $150 per acre. A 3-year old raisin grape vineyard is

worth $250 to I300 per acre. You can raise enough vegetables between the vines to pay for the
land while the vines are growing ami have the vineyard clear, worth f.v«> an acre, in three years.

The booklets tell about other profitable crops that may suit you better—writi for them
and read the authentic reports. You can get ten to forty acres close to the city of Tulare that
will grow any California

crop profusely and increase in value rapidly.

Advantageous term* made for small, large or "all cash" payments. ^~

California Farmland Co.
OWNERS

74 Grosse Building, Los Angeles, California
Don't forget to tneotloe. Tb« Hacloc Mootblr whro foiling wltta adfertlaera. It will be appreciated.
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More Enduring Than The Old Missions
Will be the buildings constructed of

"THE OLD MISSION BRAND"
OF PORTLAND CEMENT

Manufactured by the

SAN JUAN PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
At its 2000-barrel per day mill at San Juan, San Benito County, Cal.

The Mission of San Juan Bautista. Founded 1797.

THE CEMENT AGE IS HERE
TOTAL PRODUCTION OF PORTLAND CEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES

1890 335,500 Barrels

1895—990,000 Barrels

_900—8,400,000 Barrels

1905—35,000,000 Barrels

1907 (Estimated)—50, 000, 000 Barrels

CEMENT BONDS OFFER A SAFE, SOUND
AND PROFITABLE INVESTMENT

We offer, subject to prior sale, the six per cent

forty-year Gold Bonds of the

SAN JUAN PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
Write today for full information, prices and terms.

BROWN, WILSON & CO. WALKER. SIMMONS & CO.
Crocker Bldg, San Francisco, Cal. 601 Couch Bldg., Portland, Ore.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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rich soil heauh
i00d ojmate

TIMBER

'ATER POWER HAPPINESS

$$$$

That's what we all are looking for, the dollars, and when we find

a place where they come easy, along with good health and a fine

climate, there's little left to kick about. Such a place is

EUGENE, OREGON
The City of Opportunities

And it was these most excellent reasons that made

HonorePaimer, a CnicagojVlilHonare,
Select Eugene as the Place to Locate ana Invest

a Quarter f^lillion Dollars in Land ana limber

Opportunities for the Investor or Home-

seeker, the Parmer, Manufacturer

or Mechanic.

The richest soil in the State of Oregon, suitable

for Grain. Vegetables and Fruit Culture.

37 billion feet of standing timber and free water-

power for manufacturing purposes.

For Complete Authentic Information and Free Booklet Address

The Merchants Protective Association
An organisation of all thr trading butinrn men of f uffn» to furnish pi |f,FNF ("iRFfiON

authentic information about Cugenr and lana County. LUUU1L, V71A1-\J\7I^

Do doc forget to mention The Pacific Mootblr wbra orating with adrertlaare. It will b* appreciated.
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Beverly Hills
"Between the City and the Sea"

BeverlyHills comprises the most magnificent f< >othill tract in South-

ern California, and offers those who seek the ideal in suburban homes
the opportunity to locate in one of the most select and refined

neighborhoods overlooking Los Angeles, Hollywood and the ocean.

IMPROVEMENTS
Beverly Hills will have all the modern improvements including
a Complete Sewer System, Water, Gas, Electricity, Telephones,
Wide Curved Tamped-Oiled Boulevards, Cement Sidewalks and

Curbs, Fire Hydrants throughout, Four Public Parks, Large
Propagating Gardens containing thousands of plants, etc.

TERM* EASY
LOTS 80x100 UP PRICES $900 UP

Acreage Sites at reasonable prices.

PERCY H. CLARK COMPANY
311 H. W. Hellman Bldg., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

MONTANA IS
An Agricultural State

Farm Lands in the valley of the YELLOWSTONE are equal to any on earth. Great crops of Alfalfa

(3 crops), Timothy, Clover and all kinds of Grains and SUGAR BEETS. The newest, largest and
best Beet Sugar Factory in the United States at BILLINGS now completed and in operation, making
into Sugar the first crop of 70,000 tons. Land at $50.00 and up on your own terms. Write

BILLINGS LAND & IRRIGATION CO.. BILLINGS. MONTANA
Do not forget to menlion The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ALL-THE-YEAR-ROUND TOURS
LEAVE SEATTLE

FOR SAN FRANCISCO
Steamship* I'KHSIDKNT, I MATH. I,A Of CITY OF l't KIll.A every fifth dl) .

FOR SKAGWAY, JUNEAU, TREADWELL, HAINES, DOUGLAS, SITKA, tic.

Steamships COTTAGE CITY, CITY OH SEATTLE or HUMBOLDT, every thir..

FOR NOME AND ST. MICHAEL
Steamship SENATOR Sept. 6th, Oct 7th; Steamship I'RKSIDKNT. Sept. iSth.

LEAVE 8AN FRANCISCO
FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, San Diego

Steamships SANTA K () S.\ 0C CITY OF 1TKIU.A, Sunday* ami Tliurxla\ ,.

FOR EUREKA (Humboldt Bay) Bteaauhipa POMONA
or CITY OE to1'i;k.\, boot every ttcond i

FOR MEXICO AND LOWER CALIFORNIA:
I ns. n.itl.i. La Paz, Maiatlan, AlUta, Guaymas, Etc.

Steamship CURACAO; 7th of each month.

EXCELLENT SERVICE, LOW RATES, INCLUDING BERTH AI\D
MEALS. SPECIAL ROt ND I KIP RATES

For sailing dattt illustrateJ literature an.I full information, apply
to Company's Agents, or to

C. D. DUNANN, Gen. Pass. Agent. San Francisco
TOTEM POLE ROUTE"

LAND+WATER= $$
Inform vourself of the great industrial movement* La the KOJBTHWE81

the laud of OIM'OKTIMTM > « I. Ml WW.
The fcMiatoet of tliese movements is I KItHi.VTION.
Yak i 111.1 \ ftllej I • 1 lids are acknowledged the finest irrigated lands on earth.

Learn how to secure Health,Wealth, llappiiu'SH and lintnptimlwlltnj
:\ acres of irrigated laud. Net profits from $250.00 to (750.00 per acre.

Our fruits command the markets of the world.

James R. Garfield, Secretary of the Interior, on his recent visit to the Famim*
^ cWima Valleys said, "It's a revelation; you have a great country."

/ have lands of at' kindsfor homeseekers or investors. Write today for full information.

NATHANIEL W. VAN CLEVE, North Yakima, Wash.

iROSSERD
The trowing town in the fertile irrigated

valley ot the Yakima.

2000
POPULATION
( outifr fteat

11.-1, 1 mi I null) j
\\ .i.lihifton

The earliest fruits,

the most delightful climate, the largest profits

per acre. Buy now while the prices are low.

Every acre makes from $500 to $725 net each year.

Write NOW for our Mafj. Price Lit*

and BirJ'e-eye View of the VaUey

NORTH PROSSER LAND COMPANY, INC.

PR0SSER. WASHINGTON

— Coos
Realaa Estate

Bay
We furnish Correct Abstract* at
short notice. THakk I .

HUNTS FOR NON -TS.

5 IXJOK AFTF.R ASSKSNMKNTS
and Taxes, f For reliable in-

formation about COOS BAY,
aildrea*

Title Guarantee and Abstract Co.
II. M M.M At hi \. Manacer

Marshficld, Ore.

L-uoi focr*l la mrnllon Tlie fsel»e Monthly wmo itMllD* with •d»rllMra. It will b* apprvcUtM.
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1. It is growing faster in proportion to its population tkan any other city on the American continent.

2. Its population has more than doubled during the past five years, and now exceeds 235,000.

3. Its growth is not because of a boom, but is the result of natural development, and it will therefore

continue.

4. It is the metropolis of the richest of states in the Union in natural resources.

5. It is the geographical center of the wonderful Puget Sound country, a vast region of unequaled
natural and commercial resources.

6. It is on the shortest line of travel between New York and the Orient and is the gateway to our
new possessions in the Pacific.

7. It is located on the short route of travel and transportation between Eastern States and the

countries of the Orient and Alaska, and at the point where four transcontinental railroads meet the ships
of the world in handling the commerce of the Pacific.

8. It is the home of Jas. J. Hill's mammoth merchant ships, the largest in the world, and has

already several other well-established steamship lines to the Orient.
9. It has a magnificent harbor, protected from storms and accessible to the largest vessels afloat, at

all times, and at all stages of the tide.

10. It has large and commodious docks and -wharves for the accommodation of commerce, and no
burdensome port or wharfage charges. to

11. It is bounded on the EasJ by Lake Washington, whose surface is sixteen feet above the Sound level,

with sixty square miles of water area and more than fifty miles of shore line, which, when connected with
Puget Sound by the ship canal that will shortly be built by the people of King County, will furnish the

greatest fresh water harbor in the -world. ^^k
12. It is the center of the local and jobbing trade of the Pacific Northwest. ,^^H*S
13. It is the headquarters and base of supplies for the salmon and deep sea fisheries, .^^M'*'- **!

whose products exceed $15,000,000 per annum.
Ĵ ^Kt^^*P^W.

14. It is the center of the lumber trade of Western Washington, which approxi- ^^MKvS^ '^hy '%'<

mates $25,000,000 per annum.
J^^B^^?5jaiB

15. It is the chief manufacturing center of the Pacific Northwest, being jfl ^T I <-
^

second only to San Francisco in the Pacific Coast States. ^^Bfifa$x9r m I '*r

16. It is the leading shipbuilding point in the Pacific Northwest, one ^^ff
-

Nj4>i>^^^Jj I ;-* t^
of its several shipyards being acknowledged by experts to be the best

.^^BTv-v,' ''>'.' ^^14 mr « .J^fl
equipped and arranged in the country, and equal to any contract. ^^fl|

' B^^^^^^T V M -^^H!#r
"'$'^

This plant recently completed the building of the battleship .^^HV '^m M^M *m i H^R+v^ ^
-

"Nebraska," one of the largest war vessels ever constructed. ^^^fl
' '

flL ^^B m a j^M^SV'*''' t.*!^^^
17. It is the chief financial center of the Pacific ^^fl ' • Wf^^^ ^% 1^^Kk±F^*v*^^^

Northwest, its bank deposits having increased more ^^fl WTi B^^ l^BBw*W^i$^^^
than 1600 percent., and its clearances 1000 per _^^fl B^J ' 1 ^L^B V iv^?»«i^^^^
cent, during the past ten years. ^^^fl B^T 111 ^m B F ^B ^^^

18. Its rate of taxation is lower than ^^H U^P >^E^^^^ charges
other cities of its size in the Union. ^^A Wl^^L I ,^flfl ^^K^^ for domestic

19. It owns a complete gravity ^^^k ^Jm L ^^B ij^l ^B^^^r an<^ manufac-
water system -which delivers ^^B |

* wk ^^^hB ;•*.. ^^r turing purposes for

pure ice-cold water from ^^^ fm 1 (^^B ^^^ all time to come.
the mountains; and also ^^^k Wwm J kJ

*
. ^^r 20. It has several

a power and lighting ^^^k ^^r^^^^K^ V. l • UA ^^^ -wonderful water powers near

plant which in- ^^^ |
m ^JM J% ^^^B ^^^ at ^and, three of which already

sures reason- ^^^B J I ^^^H ^^^ have been converted into electricity
able ^^^B f M v! ^^H ^^^ and transmitted into the city, while others

.^^fl W^W mk M ^j^fl ^^r are no-w being developed by municipal and

^^fl ^^r\ ^R ft «^B ^^^ private enterprises, insuringcompetition in light-

XQ ^^r^^^^^g M I ft ^B ^^^ ln£ an0- Power ' and consequent low rates.

I W^^k 0tm Jm^k ^^^ ^' It has an excellent system of street railways,
I K^^B^B ^^^ "with universal transfers, rendering all portions of the city

H^H ^^T easily accessible, permitting the extension of urban population
M JH ^^r to its utmost limits and affording facilities to a large suburban

IJ^dfl ^^r population in the metropolitan district.

^Br 22. It has excellent public and private schools.

^B .^H ^^^ 23. It is the seat of the University of ^Vashington, where young people
^^^^^^^^^^^ of Doth sexes may acquire a thorough education without leaving their homes.

Do not forjret to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisera. It will be appreciated.
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24. It has an excellent publiclibrary nowhou»cdina$225.000 building. made pos-
sible through the munificence ofAndrewCarnegie.who '"ad mi res the pluck of Seattle."

25. It haa more than 120 churches and church societies and nearly
every known denomination of religion is represented.

26. It ia the baae of supplies for the Puget Sound NavyYard,which
haa the beat naval dock on the Pacific Coast and ia a naval center.

27. It haa a large Army Post within the city limits and ia

destined to become the center of military operations in the

Northwest.
28. It haa a large share of the goverment tran* '

port busineaa. and this gives promise of being in-

creased by reason of natural advantages, short-

ness of route and shipping facilitiea.

29. Its merchanta control the

trade of Alaska and t heYukon terri-

tory, which runs into millions,

and it increasing annually.
30. It is the center

of the coal mining <

trict of Washing-
ton, which
produces
more

[dia-

than
2.500.000

tons annually.
31. It is the

center of a richly de-

veloped agricultural sect ion

in which fortunes are made in

diversified farming, dairying and

gardening.
32. It is the center of the flour milling

^a«^fl industry of tbt Northwest.
33. It will soon be the center of a great iron

and steel industry, which it now being established.

34. It haa behind it the great mining resources which are

beingdcvelopedandareof wide range of wealth and utility.
It haa enough timber behind it to run the lumber and shingle

mills at their full capacity for more than a century.
36. It haa a foreign commerce which ia increasing at the rate of

40 per cent, per annum, and now amounts to about $50,000,000.
37. Ita "mosquito fleet reachea every inlet and bay of Puget Sound.

38. It has the prosperous citiea of Tacoma and Everett to draw t radc from. Ta-
^x sane^ coma ia already trolley annexed, and Everett will be within a few months.

39. I tlus a complete sewerage system; its sanitary condition is good.drainagc being facil it it cd

by thetopograpby.anditsdeathrateia lower than any other city of ita size in the United States.

40. It has well paved business streets, beautifully improved residence districts, large park
areaa and boulevards.

41. It will expend more than $7,000,000 in public improvements during 1907. and also reap the benefit

of an expenditure of aeveral million dollars ia terminal improvements and construction work following its

•election as the terminua of both the Chicago. Milwaukee and St. Paul and Union Pacific Railways.
42. Its climate it mild, healthful and equable, not subject to extremes of heat or cold and absolutely

free from malaria.

43. It haa the most delightful surroundings from a scenic standpoint, the beauties of mountains, lakea.

rivers and the Sound, aa seen from its many view points, being unexcelled in any part of the world.

44. It is surrounded by fields and forests which furnish abundant game for the sportsman, auch as elk.

deer. bear, pheasants, snipe, ducks and other water fowl.

45. It haa rivers, streams and lake* on every side which teem with trout, salmon and other game fish,

while the waters of the Sound abound in edible shell and other fish of almost innumerable variety.

46. It ha* a population, cosmopolitan in character, consisting of the moat aggressive and progressive

people on the American continent.

47. Ita busineaa men stand together and work together for the advancement of the material interests

of their city. The "Seattle Spirit" ia proverbial. "Everybody Helps" is its motto.

48. It teems with life and enterprise, and ita vim it reflected in ita leading commercial body, the

Chamber of Commerce, and in ita active Commercial Club.

49. It ia so situated that no city can be located farther west to draw away its trade.

It will, in 1909. be the Mecca for hundreds of thousands of sightseers who will visit the Alaaka-Yukon-
Pacific Exposition, through the medium of which advertising it will be able to acquaint the world with its

wonderful achievements, inexhaustible reaourcca and unequalled opportunities for investment.

The combination of facts herein act forth cannot he found in any other city in the world, and. there-

fore, the City of Seattle is the best place for investment

For further information concerning investments, address name* below.

John Davla * Co.
Crane Realty Co.

Ailnlph Rchrene.
I.evrls-I.lf tleli.1.1 Co.
David P. Eastman.
H. 8. Turner Intrstmrnt Co.
Reanrilssavlaa- American Rank.
Isexter Morton A Co., Ranker*.

I Realty Associate, of Hostile.
' Parry Investment < ...

B. W. Hill.

W. G. Ronald.
Paget Sound Realty Associates.
T. I.. Qula;ley Co.
Moore Investment Co.

Jo*. ¥.. Thomas A Co., Inc.

Calhoun, Denny * Kwlng.
Goodwin Real at.tat.

I McLaughlin Realty Co.
I Seaboard Security <

The Tmatee Company, of Seattle
Holme* A Marina;.

Don't forgvt to mention The Pacific Monthly when deallne will, advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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A Genuine Webster's Dictionary and

The Pacific Monthly
For $2.00

It Will Interest Every Member of the Family

Color Charts

and Maps
A general Map of the

United States; a general
Map of the World; Flags
of All Nations; Flags and
Pennants of the Interna-
tional Code; the Signal
Service Code; an Astro-
nomical Chart of the

Planetary System. All In
colors.

26% to 40% more than In

any other dictionary of sim-

ilar scope outside of the

genuine Webster series.

FULL MOROCCO LEATHER BINDING
FLEXIBLE COYER, PATENT THUMB INDEX

A dictionary of the English language, with copious etymologies accur-

ate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general

reference, derived from the Unabridged Dictionary of Noah Webster,
D. D-, IX. D., edited under the supervision of Noah Portel, D, D.,

LL. D., President of Yale College.

SpecialFeatures

andNew Words
Additional to Us depart-

ment ofdefinitions is an ap-
pendix containing a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, ab-
breviations in writing and
printing,arbitarysigns, etc.

Examples of new words:
Radium, Limousine. Ton-
neau. Chauffeur, Lingerie,
Coherer, Acetylene, Graft,
Etc.

Well made In every particu-

lar. Extra strong bindings,

re-entorced In the hinges.

Slze7^xBJix1>i Inches.

If you are not satisfied with the book we will refund your money.

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Ore.
ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Pub,, Co., Portland, Ore.

F.nelo«ed please find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me, all

charges paid, copy of the Webster Condensed Dictionary, full morocco leather binding in accordance with above offer.

Name..

Address-.

Town State-

Don t forget tc mention Tnt Pacific Montnly when dealing with advertisers It will be appreciated.
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L

ONE GGDD INVESTMENT
15 WORTH A LIFETIME

OF LABOR

noMtorrict
ALA5KA BUILDING

StATTLC

MR. INVESTOR with $100
OU ARE THE MAN with whom we wiah to talk;

you nave something to invest, you want to invest it

where it will" bring you the largest profits. You, how-
ever, know that $100 or «ven $5u0 is not sufficient cap-
ital to make you a fortune, it you depend on interest rates.

People don't get wealth hy hard work. PINCHING
AND SAVING IS NOT THE WAY. Yet it $100 to $1,000

placed in the safest of all investments—SEATTLE REAL ESTATE
—where values have a habit or doubling over night, there is a positive

assurance of its reaping tor you an immense percentage of profit. \A/e

have managed and placed small investments tor a great number or men
and women, and have made them from 100 to 1.000 per cent, profit in

the past three years, which have placed them upon the scale of practical

affluence.
GROIND H.ihiR BSATTUI RKAL KSTATK PROPOSITION.

A syndicate is now being formed to handle the beat pieces of unplatted Seattle Real Kstate
obtainable.

PROFIT WII.I. BB RlfOMIOl
To secure an Interest in This Ouirk Money Maker, Immediate Action l» Necessary.
Investment* may be msde in units of $100. »nd ill »um« ringing from $100 to $1,000.

menu ou same may be made in four equal monthly installments.

IT IS A STRICTLY ORI' K PROPOSITION.

Pay
illments.

K -»»

REFERENCES:
9radstrttt

R. G. Dunn & Co.

K.M.I II* 11 \— I I MM
Aliuka RulMlnc. Health-. Was*.

.1907.

: KraiPlraar entrr rar order ana ri wor J worth of i

'care Syndicate walca yoa are sow orraaixlne. Find enelonrd %
•I At.i payment. I andemand that Br money 'ill !"• rcraraed il I an not (ally

convinces that H it sa cssersriae of the aoaadctt character ana will scare fcNOR.
I V atoStable.

Opportunity for not
over I 00 investors.
Join us to-day.

Doa't forget lo nientl. n The Facile Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciate*.
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Make Note of This
The majority of business men who deal

in staple commodities are not speculators

by chance, no matter how alluring the

prospects. In seeking an outlay for their

surplus cash, they prefersome-

thing tangible, something that

possesses value which they

can see and understand.

For instance the business

men know there is nothing equals

Smelter Bonds for securities. We are

offering 6% first mortgage gold coupon
bonds of the Pacific Reduction Com-
pany, in denominations of 5100,
interest payable annually, principal

payable in twenty years.

These bonds are being sold for tht

purpose of erecting a custom smelter

in the center o. :he richest mineral

belt of Nevada and California. The
erection of this smelter will fill a long

felt want, as this whole region has

an unlimited amount of smelting ore

ready to be treated. Transportation

facilities are perfect.

During the next sixty days, to initial

investors of these bonds, the Pacific

Reduction Company will give as a

bonus, ten shares of its stock with

each bond. Par value of stock 510

per share.

Send at once for a copy of our

monthly magazine which tells the

whole story of this enterprise.

Address

FOSTER BROTHERS
51 6 Bumiller Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

r*j

(y
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*W? in ^3> iui (JSJ' iu wm^
Wild Bears

or

Yellowstone
Park

Seen every day near (be hotels.

Deer, Antelope, Elk and many
varieties of game birds are
often observed in their usual
haunts.

YELLOWSTONE PARK is the

greatest game preserve, the

finest vacation region and
affords the most delightful
Summer tour in America.

Make the trip this Summer
en route East or West

ALASKA-YUKON- PACiriC EXPOSITION, 1909

Northern Pacific

Railway
Tor booklets, rales and full information, write

A. I). CHARLTON
Asst. Cent. Pass. Agent

Portland, Ore.

«*an Diego's
Supremacy

^a HARBORS-CLIMATE
/^OPPORTUN »TY^^
INVESTMENT/^ PROFIT— /s 14/or

t/iy VoUf
/tornecjfate /nvesttgdtfon

fiOOD LUCK— is buying a good lot in

a growing city on a new electric car

line"beforeUie cars begin lorun"and making
the natural increase in land values.

I call that rapid transit good luck.

Every one of our famous big Tracts are in

line of just this kind of good luck in addition

to the general increase in values on account of

the new direct railroad east via Yuma.
Deal with the good, luck house. Fortunes

in lots at four cents a square foot in our fa-

mous seven Swastika Tracts. $5.00 dowi, $5.09
a month. Question* answered. City Map Free.

139Si*tli».. Sah Diego

COUNTERFEIT MONEY

CJVS not popular among honest

C> people. Counterfeit goods
are even worse, since they are

apt to prove harmful to the user.

When you wish to purchase
something that you have seen

advertised in The Pacific Monthly,

don't let the salesmen give you

something 'just as good." The

"just as good" things are coun-

terfeits, which should be shun-

ned as you shun counterfeit

money. Insist on getting what

you ask for.

The madefy advertised goods have a qual-

ity to maintain and a reputation to sustain.

GET THE GENUINE

Won't force t to mention The I'aciflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated
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SEVEN DEVILS

/ '/

I

'

¥

COPPER
hauled from the mines in Idaho, near the Oregon line,

hy team, a distance of 60 miles to Sumpter smelter,

standing exorbitant freight charges, netted enormous

profit to the owners last year. A railroad is now being
built to Lewiston, Idaho. It will be completed by
October 1. Ore delivered to the smelter then will net

even greater gain than heretofore. Herbert I.. Davit-.,

noted mining engineer, reporting on properties and ore of

THE FIDELITY COPPER CO.
states, It is not a small, high grade, uncertain proposi-

tion, but a very large lode of apparently uniform grade

that will take many, many years to work out and

that when opened will direct the eyes of the copper

mining world to the SEVEN DEVILS DISTRICT."

LAST CHANGE TO BUY THIS
STOCK AT IQo PER SHARE

THE FIDELITY CROUP
.onsists of 17 claims, 340 acres, bought and paid

for. It is five miles from Homestead and six miles

from Cuprum, Idaho. Good wagon roads; well pro-

tected from snow; 4,000 feet elevation; abundance of

water. Development work is well along. One runnel

24U feet long; 8 or 10 cuts, from 10 to 25 feet long,

all showing strong ore croppings; contract for 1500

feet of tunnel recently let No water encountered. Ex-

cellent smelter site, with a smelter only 9 miles distant.

Idaho produced 8,000,000 pounds of copper in

1906 and this district is the richest in the United

States. Idaho has more dividend paying mines than

any other state in the Union. Send for free prospectus.

COMMONWEALTH TRUST COMPANY
FISCAL AGKHT8

Commonwealth Building, PORTLAND, OREGON

•>\
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California's Mission Hotel

THE GLENWOOD
Riverside, California

The most novel

and attractive ho-

tel in California.

Located on all rail-

roads.

The Oourt and Campanile—The Qlenwood

In the Center of America's Most
Productive Orange Belt

In its unique in-

dividuality THEGLENWOOD
stands entirely
alone.

Under the Fergola—The Qlenwood

FRANK A. MILLER, Proprietor
MRS. F. W. RICHARDSON, Manager

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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fibrt

Plantfrtm
•which rvfif

anJ rarJagt
ii maJe

Millions Are Being Made By Growing

ROPE FIBRE
uM ^^ ^^ O / T^ W%^^p I ^p is the average derived from

| ^J ^J /q I V^ I the growing of Maguey or

Henequin Hemp for rope and twine. H . T. Edwards,
Fibre Expert, U. S. Bureau of Agriculture, reports as follows:

"The average price in San Francisco has been $140 gold
per ton (7c a pound . There has at all times been a ready
market for the fibre. The cost of production, including all

expenses, ready for shipment, leaves a net profit of over 1 00
per cent., making the cultivation of the Maguey plant one of
the most profitable industries of this Republic."

Annual imports of this fibre into the United States amount to

$20,000,000

A large fibre plantation is now being financed, and shares are offered

at a price which will net the above profit. Thousands of tons of cordage
are used every year, and the demand has always exceeded the supply.

This company will maintain a large plantation, and also sell land

and plants to settlers who prefer to own their properties.

\A/DITF ^or comP'cte information, "Facts and Figures about
•* "' ' Fibre in Mexico," United States Government Reports,

twenty pertinent facts, prospectus fully explaining the methods and objects

of this company, and sample of the fibre.

WEST COAST FIBRE COMPANY
732 H. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

Do not forget to mention Tot Psclflc Monthly when n>illnf wlrti •dTerttwn. It will bo apsrerlitcd.
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VACATION TRIPS
IN OREGON AND CALIEORNIA

Send for any of the following publications.

They tell all about the most beautiful and
attractive summer retreats in the west and
are a splendid aid in deciding where to go

. Oregon Outings

Restful Recreation Resorts

Shasta Resorts

Lake Tahoe and the High Sierras

Yosemite Valley and the Big Trees

Kings River Canyon and the Giant Forest

Big Trees of California

Hotel del Monte

Southern California

Sent free to any address on receipt of a

two-cent postage stamp for each publica-
tion. Write to

WM. McMURRY
General Passenger Agent, Southern Pacific Co. (Lines in Oregon)

PORTLAND, OREGON

CHARES S. FEE
Passenger Traffic Manager, Southern Pacific Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when feattng with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Grand Canyon ofArizona

A MILE DEEP

13 Miles Wide

21 7 Miles Long

and Painted

Like a Flower

President Roosevelt visited the

Grand Canyon May 6, 1903. In his

notable speech on that occasion, he

said: "It tills me with awe; it is be-

yond comparison, beyond description.

Keep it for your children, your child-

ren' s children, and all who come after

you, as the one great sight which every
American should see."

m
The great round world has

nothing like it. A railroad to

trie rim. Excellent hotels at El

Tovar, Bright Angel and Grand

View. Passengers returning east

via SANTA FE may stop over

at ^Vllliams tor side trip to the

Canyon. Round trip fare $6.50.

' for»et to mention The PaflSc Monthly when deallui with adTertlaera. It will be appreciated.
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On the Los Angeles Limited
Which runs daily over the Salt Lake Route,
Union Pacific, and Chicago & Northwestern,
through Salt Lake City and Omaha, in

Three Days, Los Angeles to Chicago
There's nothing finer in railway train equip-
ment, and there's beautiful scenery to view

along the way. You will surely be pleased
in every way if you travel

Via The Salt Lake Route
Any ticket agent can tell you about it, or we will.

F. A. WANN, General Traffic Manager 1 los ANGELES
T. C. PECK, General Passenger Agent j

CALIfORNIA

©
tu- r>„„:c vf~_.ui u j«« i:. .1, „,>.-.-, ..4 ;..-,,- ,-;ii k„ nr>
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LOW RATES
EAST

You Can Now Make Your Arrangement* lo Vivit the C=

Jamestown Exposition
Or any other point in the East, this Summer, and take

advantage of the very low ROUND-TRIP
rates that have been

fixed upon by

THE

Oregon Railroad
(Si Navigation Co.
TO
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THE NEW INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE CO.

WILL ENTER RICH HELD
FIRST OFFERING OF STOCK IN THE SOUTHERN

TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY.
The telephone has become one of the most impor-

tant factors in the business and social life Of the

entire world. This is especially true of the United

States. The telephone is constantly in demand by
the people, and although furnished at a very rea-

sonable rental, it has been found to be a very prof-

itable investment. Large percentages have been

made by those holding securities of telephone com-

panies.
The Southern Telephone-Electric Company was

organized principally to conduct a telephone business

in one of the richest sections of the United States.

viz., the State of Texas, constructing and operating
both long distance and local telephone systems.

Mr. E. L. Swaine, President, in speak.ng of the

plans of operation, states as follows: "The Com-

pany now owns the Fort Worth Long Distance Tele-

phone Company, and will soon acquire extensions

for the construction and operation of local exchanges
In a number of towns in the State of Texas.
"The Company will hold control of the long dis-

tance lines, which will enable us to protect the

business of local exchanges, besides bringing a good
revenue.
"When a local plant has been constructed and in

operation, a company will be formed among the

business men of the community. They will sub-

scribe for the stock, as it will pay a good interest

on the investment, and they will be the owners of

the property in their own town.
"The Southern Telephone-Electric Company will

receive for such plants from the new local com-

panies, part cash and part bonds, based on the

earning power of the companies, which cash and
bonds will give a very good profit on the work of

construction, and place us In a position to turn
over the funds again in another locality.
"The profits in the telephone business have proved

very satisfactory, paying good percentages on bonds
and stocks, besides enabling the companies to lay
aside a fair surplus. This refers to the operating
companies, from which class we expect to secure
a portion of our earnings, the greater part to come
from the profits on construction. It is the inten-

tion to set aside for sale only sufficient stock to

provide capital to carry on the work in band, which
will enable us to pay very satisfactory dividends on
the outstanding stock."

THE SOUTHERN TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COM-
PANY

Is a corporation duly organized and incorporated
under the laws of the Territory of Arizona. The
capital stock Is ten million dollars ($10,000,000).
divided into one hundred thousand (100,000) shares
of a par value of one hundred dollars ($100) per
share. The stock Is fully paid and forever non-
assessable. There is no preferred stock and no
bonded* Indebtedness. Each and every share of stock
is on an equal basis. The organization or charter
member price of this stock has been placed at a
low price. This price will be advanced at an early
date, for this first allotment is being subscribed
rapidly. Every share of stock Issued at the present
time has been paid for in full at that figure. Not
one single share of promotion stock has been issued.
The officers and directors of this corporation have
paid the same price for their own stock that they
offer It to their friends and acquaintances.
The affairs of the corporation will be under the

management of the following Board of Directors:
E. L. Swaine, General Manager of the Home Tel-

ephone and Telegraph Company of Los Angeles, Cal.
R. J. McHugh, Chief Installer and Pacific Coast

Sales Manager of the Kellogg Switch Board and
Supply Company.

N. F. Wilson, San Francisco, Cal.

Ernest A, Olds, Superintendent of Construction of
the Home Telephone and Telegraph Company of Los
Angeles, Cal.
H. L. Edwards. Superintendent of the Contract-

ing Department of the Home Telephone and Tele-

graph Company.
F. J. Norris, Cashier of the Occidental Trust and

Savings Bank of Los Angeles, Cal.. and former
auditor of the Home Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

J. N. (L Recti, Attorney, Los Angeles, Cal.

Edgar A. Sharp, Attorney, Los Angeles, Cal.
The officers of the Company are:
E. L. Swaine, President; N. F. Wilson, First

Vice-President: II. L. Edwards. Second Vice-Presi-
dent; E. A. Olds, Third Vice-President; J. N. O.
Itech, Secretary ; F. J. Norris, Treasurer ; R. J,
McHugh, Chief Engineer.
The men who will have charge of the field work

and operation of the affairs of the Southern Tele-
phone-Electric Company are all practical, successful
telephone men of unquestioned Integrity and special
ability in their particular branch of technical effort.
The territory in which this corporation will oper-

ate is no less than the cotton belt of Texas, a belt
containing a greater population than the three Pa-
cific States, California. Washington and Oregon,
combined. This is today, in the minds of these
men, the best and richest territory in the United
States for the operations of such a corporation.
So much work has already been done and so much

progress made that no other company, even should
it possess the same financial advantages and the
same able Board of Directors, could possibly be-
come a competitor. This is a big element in the
.success of this corporation.

The territory or field which has been selected by
tbJs Board of Directors is one of the richest in the
United States and at present almost overlooked,
except by the interest controlled by the Bell Tele-

phone.
NEW TELEPHONE COMPANY OFFERS SMALL

INVESTOR AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY.
The time Iirb come when the people ought to own

the public service corporations, and they are going
to own them, too. Here is an opportunity for a
small Investor to buy stock that should ultimately
make him financially independent. The conditions
that make possible the success of this corporation
are many times more promising than they were when
the Bell Telephone stock was first offered to the

public.
The money for carrying out the plans of this

enterprise is being raised by the sale of common
stock. Every man or woman that wants a share of
this stock in the Southern Telephone-Electric Com-
pany will be on an equal footing, first, last and
all the time. The full par value of the shares is

$100, fully paid and forever non-assessable; but,
like all large enterprises, the first stock sold must
be offered at a big sacrifice in order to quickly raise
sufficient capital to put the company on a good
dividend-earning basis. A portion of the $100
shares of the Southern Telephone -Electric Company
is. therefore, offered at a low price. The shares
that are Invested In at- this low price will, in a
few months, not only be worth their full par value,
but many times more. The shares of the Home
Telephone Company In Los Angeles could have been
bought three or four years ago for only 10 cents on
a dollar. These shares of common stock are now
earning dividends, after the company has paid out
thousands of dollars on a tremendous bond issue.

SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES CO.
200-231 Delbert Block, San Francisco.
515-516 Central Bank Bldg.. Oakland.
406 I. W. Hellman Bldg.. Los Angeles
1506 Stout St., Denver, Colo.
3 and 4 Mercantile Block. Salt Lake.
300-301 Tilford Bldg., Portland.
610-611 Eitei Bldg., Seattle.

INFORMATION COUPON.
Southwestern Securities Co., Fiscal Agents,

I am interested In your SOUTHERN TELE-
PHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY, and if my request
will not obligate me In any way I shall be glad
to receive further information.

Name

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



npHE house of Walter Baker &
A

Co. Ltd., established 1780, Dor-

chester, Mass., has grown to be

the largest of its kind in the world, and

it has achieved that result by always

maintaining the highest standard in the

v.^SoL, quality of its cocoa and chocolate

preparations and selling them at the lowest price

for which unadulterated articles of high grade

can be put upon the market. Statements in the

press and in the reports of the Pure Food Com-

missioners show that there are on the market at

this time many cocoas and chocolates which have

been treated with adulterants, more or less

injurious to health, for the purpose of cheapening

the cost and giving a fictitious appearance of

richness and strength. The safest course for

consumers, therefore, is to buy goods bearing the

name and trade-mark of a well-known and

reputable manufacturer, and to make sure by a

careful examination that they are getting what

they order.
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$1000
1 FROM

$4.00
Per Month, for 25 Months;
No Labor; No Speculation*

Oregon is the heaviest timbered state in the United States. Its

forests contain fir, spruce, larch, pine, cedar, hemlock, ash,

mahogany and many other valuable varieties. Nearly
$100,000,000.00 has been invested in Oregon timber lands

within the last five years—largely by millionaires who are buying—and holding for a still greater advance in prices. Oregon
timber is constantly increasing in value, because

the demand is increasing. Our co-operative

plan enables men with little capital to combine
their small amounts into one powerful fund thus

making it possible for everyone to share in the

large profits being realized from timber.

Vast profits are being made by quickly -'**"h^
transforming this timber into actual

lumber and selling it at present rising market

prices. Our mills, owned and operated by
our company, are sawing and shipping daily at

a heavy profit to our stockholders. Invest now in

$4.00 per month for 25 months, invested now in Oregon
Timber, will make you the owner of negotiable certificate for

100,000 feet, guaranteed. Will soon be worth $1,000 besides

paying 50% dividends.

Tor further particular: and booklet—WRITE TODAY

MfTI-CIAST CMPEMTIfE LIIIEI M.
MANUFACTURERS AMD EXPORTERS

SUITE 24-29 REALTY TRUST BUILDING PORTLAND, OREGON
WE OWN AND OPERATE OUR OWN MILLS—BEST BANK REFERENCES

The Jauks Printing Co.. Portland, Ohe.
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T does all that other soaps do and adds exhilaration. No other

toilet soap is like it in composition or in action. The vegetable oils

and fine flour or silex work wonders in

cleansing, enlivening and health-renew-

ing the skin in a manner that chemical

action could not approach. From baby s

delicate skin to the needs of the bath it

has no equal. Prove it for yourself.
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"The Business of This Place is to A'aise SaJartes."

Short Stories of Men
Who Have Won
High Salaries

Nothing ever written contains such dramatic history of success as the stories of the men who,
through the help of the International Correspondence Schools, have won higher places in the world.

The voluntary endorsement of these men proves beyond any question of doubt that training
dots pay

—and that the I. C. S. dots help poorly paid men succeed.

Prom Chainman to Civil Engineer, with an office of hia own, ia the happy experience of Mr. O.
A. Collina, of Sante Fc, New Mexico. Mr. Collina aaya : "My earnings have been increased nearly
1000 per cent. The 1. C. S. ia certainly a wonderful institution."

Another man, Mr. Joaeph Cain, once a mine foreman at $90.00 a month, ia now Mine Super in ten-
dent at Searlea, Ala., earning a salary of $22500 a month. I, C. S. training did it. Mr. Cam writes :

"
I know of no other method than the I . C . S. by which a man can advance so quickly and surely."

Now earning a aalary of $100 a week, where before he received but $3.00 a day, Mr. Chaa.B.
Norberg, of Los Angeles, Cal., aaya 1

" Previoua to thia, I had only a common achool education, but
the instruction given waa so plain, so easy to

follow, and so practical, that 1 have now become a
General Contractor, and my earninga range from
$75 to $ioo a week. The I. C. S. ia certainly a great
blcaaing to the wage earner."

And to it goes. Yet this is not all. These
men do not merely advance but a step or two.

They go on, on, on, earning more all the time.

The I. C. S. helps you In four spirt timt.

No need to leave home or your present position.

Lack of capital need not hinder you. It is im-

material where you live or what you do—the

I. C. S. can reach you if you want a better

position, more money, promotion.

During July 361 indents voluntarily re-

ported salary increases and better positions
because of I. C. S. training.

You can learn how it is done by sending
the attached coupon to the I. C. S. No charge
whatever for fhis informafi'on.

B« a Success. Mark the Coupon To-day.

International Correspondence Schools,
ll..i »T4 . WIHMllV, FA.

explain, without further obligation on say part,
w I can qualify for a larger aalary in uw ~ '

Uoo befora which t have marked X

B««k a **-*»*•$•
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Like a Whirlwind!!
The NEW Low Cost

PRUDENTIAL
Policy Has Rushed Into Public Favor

Every Rate, Value and Feature in the Policy ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

SEE WHAT OUR FIELD MANAGERS SAY. THEY KNOW. THEY MEET THE PUBLIC FACE
TO FACE, AND ARE EXPERTS IN THE STUDY AND SALE OF LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACTS
"Superior In Every Point to any Policy Issued." — C. B. Knight, Pittsburg, Pa.
" Policies Easy to Sell, People Want them." — C. M. Adams, Macon, Ga.
" There Has Never Been Offered to the Public a Policy that »o fully and

Perfectly meets the Rights and needs of the Insured." —Perry & Cummings, Newark, N.J.
" The Finest that Has Ever Been Offered the Public." —Z. T. Miller, New York, N. Y.
"
Policy Most Attractive Ever Issued by the Company." —If. A. Austin, Kansas City, Mo.

" Rates Are O. K. Selling Qualities Good." —F. M. Mathena, Portland, Ore.
"
Legitimate Life Insurance at Low Cost." —F. C. Mann, Boston, Mass.

" It Certainly is the Best on the Harket." — C. W. Noble, Terre Haute, Ind.
" Better than any Contract of Life Insurance Issued by Any Company

Doinga Life Insurance Business in this Country. The Intention of this
Company is to do the Very Best it Possibly Can for its Policyholders."— C. R. Showaltcr, Milwaukee, Wis.

"
Agents of Other Companies Congratulate Us." —H. R. Gould, Omaha, Neb.

"
Policy is a Winner—A Crackerjack." —O. O. Orr, Denver, Colo.

"Certainly the Best of Anything that Is on the Market today In Life
Insurance. There are no Competitors.

" —A. X. Schmiit, Chicago, III.

" New Policy Defies Competition. Liberal to the Insured, and Cheap." —Nelles Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

"Selling Qualities Good." —R. S. Boyns, San Francisco, Cal.

"New Low Rate Policy Appeals to Insurers, a model of Protection
and Investment." —C. M. Clapp, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"In Competition with Fraternal Insurance it will be Easier to Sell and
Easier to Hold." —

J. M. Mackintosh, Cleveland O.
" Outclasses any and All Kinds of Dividend Insurance." —J. E. Smith, Chicago, III.

O. E. Fell, Seattle, Wash.
"New Policy Just What the People Have Been Looking for, with its low

Rates and High Guarantees. Should Sell on Sight.

Hundreds of other Managers, without a dissenting voice, characterize this as

The Greatest Advance in Life Insurance in Recent Years

THIS IS THE LIFE INSUR-
ANCE POLICY YOU WANT.
Nothing like it offered before.
Send In your age, and we will
give you rates. Addnnia Dept. 23

rRUDENTiAL

^STRENGTH OF
?' GIBRALTAR V

The

^Prudential
Insurance Co. of America

Incorporated as a Stock Company by the

State of New Jersey.

JOHN F. DRYDEN,
President.

Home Office :

NEWARK, N. J.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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HOLLADAYS ADDITION
Tlie geographical CENTER of Portland
The most DESIRABLE and only exclusive resi-

dence district in the City.
A level plateau well drained, 150 feet above river.

Commands a fine view of the City, the river, Mt.
Hood, Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Adams and surrounding
country.

Is very accessible and within easy walking dis-

tance of the business district.

Has one hour more SUNLIGHT than over the
river.

Has improved streets, gas, electric lights, water
mains, trolley lines and sewers.

Lqts sold on advantageous terms to home-builders
#

Seeing is believing. Locate your home where it

will be a comfortand a joy and an investment that
is certain to enhance in value.

THE OREGON REAL ESTATE CO.,
8Sy2 THIRD STREET, Room 4. PORTLAND, OREGON

AROUND THE

WORLD BUT NEVER

OUT OF INK

YOU FEEL SAFE WHEN WRITING A. CHEQUE WITH
BLAIRS FOUNTAIN PENCIL FOR WRITING RULING
AND MANIFOLDING WITH A YEARS SUPPLY
CARTRIDGE OF CHEQUE PROTECTING INK FREE

THE SMOOTHEST
WRITING INSTRUMENT

IN THE WORLD

$7 Value for $1

Invaluable

for

Stenography

Saves Cost of Check Punch $5.00
Value of Year's Ink Supply 1 00
Cost of Pencil 1.00 } Total Value $7

Holder needs to be filled with water onlv, to produce the best ink. Writes fine inkorieinals and clean cut carbon copies. Point will last
for year*. Soonsav •» it*co«t. PRICES—Plain, $1.00; Chased. $1.35; Chased and Gold Mounted, $1.50. Insured mail 8 c»ntn more.
New Ink-Making Cartridges in green, blue, violet, or black copying or red ruling, lOc; by mail, 12c. Ordinary ink may also be used.
BLAIR'S FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY, 6 John Street. Suite 238, New York. - - Get Agency

PROFITABLE
EMPLOYMENT FOR STUDENTS

DURING VACATION MONTHS

WE HAVE an exceptionally attractive proposition
to offer to those young men and women who desire

employment during the vacation months. IF It is a

strictly high grade proposition, "ff We want live represen-
tatives in every section of the U. S. f The time to make
your contract is now, before the best territory is taken.
TT Our representatives make money; the lowest average
is $5.00 per day, the highest $12.50. IF "It's up to

you" as to what your mark will be. IF Write today,

stating territory you prefer, and give references. Address

Dllartmont Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Oregon

EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL

Edgeworlh Boarding and Day School
For Girls tmi .stm yea. b.gins skptbmbkii Mi i.or

Mrs. H. P. LEFEBVRE I Cri„^„o1 „
Miss U. D. HUNTU2Y j

Principals

122 and 124 W. Franklin Street, - - Baltimore. Md.

Massachusetts, Box J, West Newton.

Allen School
A school for wholesome boys. College preparation. Certlfl
cates given. Small Junior Department. Athletic Director.
Illustrated catalogue describes special features.

Learn a Profitable Profession
BECOME Jt FOOT SPECIALIST

GET Jt DIPLOMA
Ocr mail course in Chiropody consists of four

lectures, formulas, instructions and our method
of removing Corns, Bunions, Callouses, Ingrow-
ing and Clubbed Nails, Warts Moles and all ex-
crescences ofthe human f^ot.

D«. P. G P. Attias, President
Db. Wm. Eiskm. A. M.. M. D., Profe«sorof

Anatomy and Surgery
Db. Olives O. Fletoheb, Secretary
Write Secretary for fall information

IDESTERAT SCHOOL OF CHIROPODY
At isky Hldy,., Portland, Ore.

Learn Dancing in the
Privacy of Your
Own Home!

UTE GUARANTEE to teach you by mail
every kind of modern fancy and

stage duticing ; Waltz, Two-step, Three-
step ; Clog, Jig, Buck and Wing, Reel,
Hard and Soft Shoe, Ac; Character
Dancing, Highland Fling. Spanish,
Skirt, Serpentine, Butterfly, Ballet,
Grand Marches and Novelty Figures.
Our course of instruction takes you
easily, pleasantly, quickly and cheaply
to the highest attainment in the ter-

phsicorean art. Send us twenty-five
cents for illustrated trial lesson. All

correspondence confidential.

Address Prof. Wal. Wilson.

Standard Academy of Dancing

Alisky Building, Portland, Ore-
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EDUCATIONAL EDUCATIONAL

SIGNIFIES THK BEST IN

BUSINESS COLLEGES
BESTTRAINING: BEST positions

Knrollinvnt. [.
:i pupil*. (.ruluate* art-

all employe!. W« »UI I'
1 a< »* ><m into u position

when couij -

Semi for CaUlofruc. POBTLAND.OR] OON

LEARMAJL

THE ILLINOIS

Training School for Nurses
304 Honore St , CHICAGO.

Founded 1880.

I'misusl facilities at Cook County Hospital
of 1300 beds, Chicago Lying-in Hospital and

private institutions, in all departments of
il and cm-utive hospital work. Val-

uable Courses in Dietetics, Physical Culture
aticl MMMgr Six scholarships. Com-
modious, modern Nurses' Home.
Address the Superintendent.

demand for f,ract,tion,r, ,xc,.d, rA, nfifo

ne nadanL Oor Imtrookw 1. Iiwu.idual-No daam

"«,"••" -I-;,,.,:

Writ, to.Jay ,„ q)tf>t c mm
ftg^ tuhjrrt that intereits you.

Universal Business Institute

®i\kt\\^(^!x^
tin II STREKT- l:\ - I II I -I' ARK

Vat An*;ele». Ca lifornia. E.tuhliohell 1HKJ

P trineTELEGRAPH
ScbooL Coomrrcul. R R. ud Pw Work. Pcition.. Hit. MM
417 \\ I .111. sir. -.I. 1 ... Anit.lr.. California.

HILL MILITARY
ACADEMY

A Bcardinf and Day School for Boya. Manual Training.
Military Discipline. Collefe Preparation. Boy. of any ase a4-
mitTrd at any time. Write lor Illustrated Catalogue.

Dr. J. W. HILL, Proprietor and Priruipal
PORTLAND, OREGON

PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
STAN I J> I*« IRBK8T1N MM ( ATKIN

Thorough training' in college «uilu-». Six course* with elective*. Academy prepares for any college. Con*
aenratory of Music

gj
ve* instruction of high grade. Classes In Mechanical and Freehand Drawing Point-

ing, shorthand and Typewriting. All clean athletics encouraged. Skilled instructor in charge ofGymnasium
and field sport*. Handsome new Women's Hall, complete wth modern furnishing affords pleasant and safe
home for young women. Write for catalogue and illustrated literature.

CALIFORNIA MILITARY ACADEMY
8ANS.NTA MONICA, LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

prepares for nil Colleges and Scientific Schools, Hast and West.

Calvary Organization.
•nneT.

niing. fishing, riding, mountain climbing, etc.

Fall term op. ty. September 2 tl

For catalogue -.ddres* THE ACADEMY.

r»onTiL1 A.Tvr> .a. o a. i> e m y
The nineteenth year open. September 16, 1907.
The Academy proper fit* bov. and girl, for Kastrrn and Western college.

v and grammcr achool receirea boy* and girt* aa early a* the age of 6, and fit* them for the

A kvi
The.

m In charge of a akitled director. Track and field athelrtic*.
it has a boarding ball for a-irl*. well amxrinted and under excellent care and sun
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H. C. BOWERS
ManagerTHE PORTLAND

The Leading Hotel of the Pacific Coast

European Plan Only-Rooms $1.00 per Day and
Upwards—Handsome Restaurant—Music Every Evtn-

ing 8:30 to 12:00

Headquarters for Tourists and Commercial Travelers

PORTLAND, OREGON
When in BOSTON Stay at the

COPLEY SQUARE HOTEL
HUNTINGTON AVE., EXETER AND BLAGDEN STS.

A high-class, modern house, intelligent service, moderate prices, pleasant rooms, superior cuisine.

Ladies traveling alone are assured of courteous attention.

300 Rooms—200 with private baths. AMOS H. WHIPPLE, PROPRIETOR.

THE HOTEL HAMILTON
is a delightful place in the

Best Residence Section and away from the noise and smoke, yet within easy access.

Transient rates, $1.00 to $3.00 per day, European plan. SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK. Write for booklet, Address, W. F. WILLIAMSON, Manager.

ARE YOU GOING TO ST. LOUIS?

Hotel Metropole
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA

American

$3.00 Per Day and Upwards
Best Appointed Hotel in Oakland

HEADQUARTERS FOR TOURISTS
AND COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS

R. M. BRIARE. Proprior

THE

HOTEL LAWHIM
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

EUROPEAN

PUN

POPULAR

PRICES

EVERY ROOM AN OUTSIDE ONE

COOPER & DAVIS
LESSEES

CORNER SEVENTH STREET AND BROADWAY

Don't forget to mention Ti e Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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California's Mission Hotel

THE GLENWOOD
Riverside, California

The most novel
and attractive ho-

tel in California.

Located on all rail-

roads.

The Court and Campanile -The Olanwood

In the Center of America's Most
Productive Orange Belt

In its unique in-

dividuality THE
GLENWOOD
stands entirely
alone.

Under the Fargola—The Qlanwood

FRANK A. MILLER, Proprietor
MRS. F. W. RICHARDSON, Manager

'

Ijr when de-aUntc »iih Jutvcrtiiers. It will be appreciated.
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^Next ( TXcTfTcIJonthix

Fleming

JKM

E venture the assertion that not since the
best work of Brete Harte has a writer
produced a Western story equal in
delicate charm and literary power to
THE LAST CAMP OF THE

ARGONAUTS, by JOHN FLEMING
WILSON, which opens in our pages next
month. Unlike all other attempts to utilize
the San Francisco disaster in fiction, Mr. Wil-
son does not make that disater his climax (as
E. P. Roe used the Chicago fire in "Barriers
Burned Away'

'

). He gives us no hackneyed
repetition of description of the earthquake
and the subsequent trials of the refugees, but
applies his remarkable imaginative genius to
the story of a little group of Argonauts, fas-

cinating relics of '49, characters that cut a
figure in the romantic "early days" but who
had been submerged in forty years' obscurity,
until the temblor tumbled them out and set
them once more upon the stage for heroic
action. Here in the heart of the smoking
ruins they re-establish the camp of 1849, or-
ganize a community, deal rough justicerescue the he p^ess, and rejuvenated in years, hopes and ambi-

tions, they take their last stand, and play, for a few davs ater THE LAST camp OF the argo.
x£,dt 1 r"

lns
5lration:

.

There is in Ae tale no offense to
the shade of Brete Harte—in a sense it is a tribute to him—but
it stands upon its own foundation of artistic strength and interestand would be quite as notable a contribution to literature if
rirete Harte had never written a line.

t A £9.AL LAND PROBLEMS AND COALLAND TRANSGRESSORS IN THFROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION will be thelbfi
t

t
i
l

£T£e£«instaI,ment of THE WAY OF THELAND TRANSGRESSOR. How a great railroad
company made use of its power and opportunity to
evade or transgress laws, and how

certain public men of a num-
ber of states have lent them

selves to that interest,
to the cost of the

people will make
illuminating

;
;;a. ,

'

Ti I"

read in<r.
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Announcement

publish more
tern fiction.

In the November issue, HERMAN WHIT-
AKER*S powerful novel THE SETTLER is

brought to a brilliant close. In purchasing this story

many months ago we felt somewhat adventurous.

It was the Monthly's tirst offering of a serial, but the

question of its WCCCM has long since been solved.

,xr readers are constantly renewing subscriptions
or leaving orders at news stands with the remark:

"1 do not want to miss that Settler story." In the

III HM.W

mar future

Whitakcr's work, notably some shorter \\ e--

Anoiher of WILLIAM L. FINLEVS fascinating "Bird Articles" will

appear next month, accompanied by a series" of remarkable photographs by
Herman T. Bohlman. In this article Mr. I'inlev discusses i timatclv THE
SPARROW. THE ROBIN AND THE THRUSH. More of Mr.

Finley's work is assured us for future issues.

The news of RICHARD MANSFIELD'S death did not reach us until

after William Winter's October Drama article was on the press, too late to

make a slight correction. Mr. Winter, however, will have something to say
about this great actor next month.

The possibility of trouble sometime with Japan makes unusually timely
ARTHUR H. DUTTONTS article on OUR STRATEGIC POSITION
IN THE PACIFIC. Mr. Dutton who was formerly an __,

officer in the United States Navy is well equipped with

knowledge on his subject, and his article will have

tendency to reassure some nervous people as to our 'de

fenscless" condition on the world's greatest ocean.

AN INSIDE LIGHT ON KIPLING
by Marguerite
Stabler, will in-

tcrest all readers in-

terested in that fam-
ous author— and
their narr.t is legion.

Another thrilling

historical article on
Indian Warfare, by
FRED A. HUNT.
will be a feature of

the issue.
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You can

win This $500£2GasolineLaunch
and »375£2 Cash!

For 1,250 Subscriptions you can win (his $500.00 Launch and S375.00 cash

THE METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE is launching the greatest Subscription
Campaign ever inaugurated in the history of the publishing business. We are offer-

ing a wonderful series of valuable prizes and liberal commissions this season to

representatives who secure subscriptions for the Metropolitan Magazine.

Every Subscription Means a Prize and a Cash Commission
Pianos, Automobiles, Gasoline Launches, Boats, Cameras, Canoes, Kodaks,

Typewriters, Jewelry, Silverware, Bicycles, Trip to Japan, Trip to Europe, Three
Weeks' Vacation at ilie Greatest Pleasure Resort in the World. These are some of
the prizes to be given away this season.

WE WANT WIDE-AWAKE REPRESENTATIVES
.
Not only is this one of the greatest Subscription Campaigns ever launched,

but it also offers the richest harvest for Solicitors of Subscriptions, for the value
of the prizes and the amount of the commissions are to be in keeping with the

campaign we are waging.

THE PRIZES ARE NOT COMPETITIVE

THE METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE
Dept. P.-l 3 WEST 29th STREET

NEW YORK

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Open to

he Man
Who Knows

EVERY
high office is "open" to "The Man Who Knows." To such a man,

steady, rapid promotion is sure to come. One after another, he fills the

higher positions, till he finally reaches the highest. His rise is due, not to

superior natural gifts, but solely to study of his subject. And this is exactly the ser-

vice performed by

The New International

Encyclopaedia
for all aspiring men. It is the one peat, reliable, PRACTICAL Educator of the day— the moat ^?

/
modern reference work in existence

;
the only one thoroughly abreast with the tiroes. It imparts.

to the student of its pages the very information which all the fields of activity are calling
for to-day. The New International Encyclopaedia comprises
20 Volumes 16.328 Pajes 100.000 Subjects 7.000 Illuitrations

How to get the New International Encyclopaedia
Fill in the attached coupon, and w will tend you. ABSOLUTELY FKEE OF

CHARGE, our handsome 80-page pamphlet containinf illustrations, colored
plates, •ample paf«t of teat, lists and pictures of eminent contributors, speel
mens of bindings, etc—airing rou an eaact idea of the excellence of the
work and its great Talue to rou. ALSO, our famous

"
Question Book'*

of 770 erery-day questions you should be able to answer. Dot probably
cannot off-hand; and information retarding our eaay payment plan,
which enables you to secure the New International Encydopard I

Watch tor the next
Advertisement of

"THE *m WHO KHOWS

Tke origteal (« lute o< - The Mas
Who Knows." printed os eiirs beery
paiW.swHanlr for Cnusiaf.trill oases
tres sassy sililssasos eceasptsf sac

s/V
UP

mm -»»i.i wrv n'unj |..tw sw »« T »^MCTw *— ,.^w.,-. -. m . .

DODD, MEAD & CO., Publishers/^3T2 nrrM *vc, mw youk city

Dotj't forget ts mention Tae Paetfle Monthly when dentins with adrertlsers. It will be appreciated.
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HELP WANTED
A GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR

LIVE PEOPLE

WE WANT a good live agent in every city and
town in the United States to take subscriptions for

The Pacific Monthly. The work is high-class.
There is no other magazine for which it is so easy to

secure subscriptions. Especially is this true through
the West. We have regular agents who are making

From $150 to $250 per Month
If you can devote your entire time to the work you can
do this also. You can begin right in your home town
and we will gradually extend your territory as occasion
demands. If you have only a few spare hours you can
work near home among your friends and acquaintances.
In this way you can earn many an extra dollar. Many
students are helping to pay their way through college
by this work. We pay liberal cash commissions.

This Is an Exceptional Opportunity
to connect yourself with a first-class Company. Write
today stating how much time you can devote to the
work and we will lay our proposition befor you.
When writing please send us the names of four refer-

ences, former employers or well known business men.

Address, Agency Department,

Pacific Monthly Publishing Co.

Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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HAVE YOU CONFIDENCE IN THE
JUDGMENT OF THEM: MEN?
They are some of the men who have advanced the funds for experimental and shop ex-

and these are the men who Invite you to share In the millions In profits to be made
FROM THK

TE1AUT0PRINT
J. MaDukn, Spring Valley W.urOo.,

Ben Fraaclsooi Gbae. M. Ooodkll

National Hank,
IT. Ala-

in.'. Efi I. 1...

mu.ie.ton; T. &

• r. Min ...-.,

I Hartw.ll, Hanker.
"lfl. Oal : Hon. A. 0. Harper,

A MACHINE THAT'S ALMOST HUMAN
THE MOST WONDERFUL. ELECTRICAL INVENTION OP THE AGE. IT REVOLUTIONIZES

THE SENDING AND RECEIVING OF WIRE AND WIRELES8 MESSAGES.
This la certainly the greatest electrical Intention oftheage. It la almoat human, aa tt does work which hitherto

could only be performed byhumaa hands. This wonderfnl machine is called the I 1 I \l 1 1 il'l;l N r. and can be attach-
ed linnlW~I.ni I'nion. Foalal Telegraph, cable, lire or burglar alarm "ire or to the In. t rum. lit need by Marconi, or
any other wireless systems, and the message la received at the other eti'l ami recorded In typewriting at the aame time,
tii 'I. lining away with any per»on to act aa receiver. The message laaent by the operator, who t> pewrltee the message no
a typewriter. The Instant he strike* a letter oahia typewriter that aame letter iaalmck on the typewriter at the other
end of the line.

Furthermore It will he possible to act up the type In a new.psi.er office In Sin Franclaco by the operatora In T.oe
Aageles. The TaXAl'TOPKlNT can be eonaected with a liimt. i.o machine need by all n.w-|.n| The
suessaaa*, would be flashed over the wire and the newspspcr in Ban Kraiu-i.ro will instantly have the type all act up to
print right In the newspaper. Jual think of the time thla will aave, and think of the money It will aavel

Each (100 Invested In Bell Telephone ilwlt ha. earn.. 1 pr. fita of taii.lul for the Investor. Krery 11.000 put int.. W.-t.
era Union atox-k has brought the Investor IliiUXn In profits. Every ll.OUO put into the Hlager B-wlngMa. hm. -<•- k haa
earned net raturnsof lUUDO. Tremendous though these profits mar tie. the profits of the TELAUTOPK1ST will be
more than those from Bell, Western Union and Singer companies combined.

All the patents eirrerlng the TELAlTTOPRINT hare been acquired by the V. 8. Wireless Printing Telegraph Co..
who are now maaufacturiogthia wonderful Instrument in I-oe Angeles to supply the demand that has already been
nrjatsiln all parts of the world. The company has been organ Iled for MANiTfACTTTRIIvO PITRPOBES ONLY and will
LEASE the Instruments to licensed subsidiary companies about to be formed throughout Europe and America who will
ilnaneethemselTea. paying a cash and stock bonus to the parent onsapaar. A strong subsidiary company hsa Ju.t t-ecn

Incorporated fornjftiorri to take over Arlsona and Nevada, with 17.8. Senator Ueo. B. Dixon aad Hon. Bam I', liavla at
Its head. TheTaXAUTOPRINT will not be ~.l dun I. r any tirrumstanies.

Stock at $5 Per Share. Par Value. SIO
Everr dollar from the same of which will bcIMMMM M I V nae.1 for the manufacture of the TELAtTTOPRrKT.

Meat* of this la theory. Every feature of the TKLAI' I Ol'Kl.V] i reposition has been proved In practice.

Stock Advances to Par in a Short Time
It has a right to go to TKNTI Ml* 1' tit on thel.aai. of the dividends It will pay. In fact, the Held for the T1XACTO-
nDvTUeo wide that there is ABSOLUTELY S< > LI M IT to the market prl.e of the stock.

Rs»ma»mb«>r
That no one la asked to lake thl. atenhllnlly We .Imply urge jou to vl.lt Room III Paclas>sBssS-vk|B.II||g| T

Angel.- HI THK TH.UI.IIICiM IV I'llini. W '- gay llllll 1 1 I M -Wl-I. . 1-
WantS faOk JsWTT$0MXNT ANI> LET IT TELL ITS OWN STORY Ifyoocvnnotr.il..
II Inst rated booklet. Mall or wira your reservation of stona* at on—, aa the block will aorss bs> maf asbawrlbna. Slock
sold for cash or part payments.

UatroarronMgg: BuaoAsvD Baas. Baa Francisco; Cxi rroaxiA 8>rnoi Bass. Los Angeles, Oal.

U. S. W. PRINTING TELEGRAPH CO.
Manufacturers and Owners of the TeUirtoprinL.

311 PAdfrC nfORIC BUILDING. LOS ANGELES 60W-5 CHRONKlf BUILCHNG. SAN fRANOSCO

The Invention That Revolutionist's, the Sanding and Receiving of Messages.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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COUNTERFEIT MONEY

^fS not popular among honest

*D people. Counterfeit goods are

even worse, since they are apt
to prove harmful to the user.

When you wish to purchase some-

thing that you have seen adver-

tised in THE PACIFIC MONTHLY,
don't let the salesmen give you

something "just as good." The

"just as good" things are coun-

terfeits, which should be shunned

as you shun counterfeit money.
Insist on getting what you ask for

THE WIDELY ADVERTISED QOODS HAVE A QUAL-
ITY TO MAINTAINANDA REPUTA TION TO SUSTAIN

GET THE GENUINE
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BUY YOUR TICKET TO

BARER CITY
THE METROPOLIS OF EASTERN OREGON

And one of the coming great cities of the Pacific Coast

for Heaithfu/ness of Climate—For Productiveness of Soil—
for Grandeur of Scenery

— For Variety of Resources

Baker Count) d to BO other district of Uncic Sam's domain. \V< have a sure

and unfailing market at splendid prices for all our
product*,

^ Baker City and liaker

ty have good schools, good society and abundance of pure water. ^Our agricul-
tural products include timothy, alfalfa, clover, wheat, oats, barley and fruit > as well as

vegetables. ^Our forests are extensive and the timber is of good quality and there

is an excellent opportunity for tfaoM who will established saw mills here. Our
mines arc world-famous and development will prove the wonderful richness of this

district. Stock-raising is an important and profitable industry here on account of

the extensive summer range which reduces the cost of production. If you want a

good home and a good living in a progressive community,

Write to N. C. HASKELL, Sec. Citizens League, Baker City, Ore.

The Spokane Country
has the

summers
of Maine?
and the

winters of

Tennessee

Q Conservative estimates

place the output in 1 907
from 25% to 40% larger

than in 1 906

Offers exceptional opportunities in

almost every line of human endeavor
for ambitious people. Men and cap-
ital are needed to develop the re-

sources. ^J The district em-
braces 1 50,000 square miles of

territory, of which Spokane, de-

clared to be the best built city
on the continent, is the geo-

graphical, commercial, industrial and financial

center. ^ eChe products in 1906 Were: One and
a quarter billion feet of lumber; thirty-five mil-

lion dollars in minerals; forty-five million bush-
els of wheat; five million dollars in dairy pro-
ducts; fourteen million dollars in live stock,
and thirteen million dollars in other farm

products 'Population June 1907, 96,084

Spokane Souvenir Booklet, "A 'Uale of a SXCodem City, "sent free on application

Address Dept. F. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, SPOKANE. WASHINGTX&C

Doa't forfvt t» I»t1a» Tlit PaclOc Monthly •tin dealing with adrtrtlMra. It will b« appreciated.
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i-

THE DALLES
OREGON

ANNUAL OUTPUT
450,000 bbls. Flour.
3,000,000 lbs. Wool, Scoured.
30,000 cases Salmon.
40 cars Melons.
40 cars Prunes.
10,000 cases Cherries.
40,000 Cherry Trees planted

during last two years.
Two canneries in operation.
Choice Apples, Peaches, Ap-

ricots, Plums and Strawber-
ries shipped in car lots.

Early Vegetables of all kinds
put on the Portland market
one to two weeks ahead ofany
other Oregon points.

THE DALLES, OREGON TheCountySeat of Wasco County, is a thriv-=====^============== ing wide-awake city of 5,000 inhabitants, lo-

cated on the Columbia river with two through line railroads, one on either side of the river. The
city boasts of its fine streets and beautiful homes and is proud of its great variety of resources.

3,000 horse-power electric plant operating Flouring Mills, Planing Mills, Box Factories, Machine
Shops, etc., and endless supply of water power within easy reach. The finest climate in the world
for air seasoning and wood manufacturing.

The Columbia River Scenery and Eastern Oregon Climate is Unequaled in the World

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

THE DALLES BUSINESS MEM'S ASSOCIATION

FREE TRIAL
I

OF A GENUINE EDISON
Free trial in your own home—no c. o. d.—
Dot a cent In advance. $2.00 a month n<

buys > genuine Edison outfit (If you de-
cide to keep It after free trial)
Write today for free catalog.
KEDERICK BABSON^—ZZZZ >

Phon. Dlst. C/Jmma&Q. CdJ'cn?
£dUon Building. Dept. 140 X Chicago

Grow Mushrooms
For Big and Quick Profits

Small Capital to Start

A Sate Business
I am the largest grower

in America. Ten years' ex-

perience enables me to give

practical instruction in the

business worth many dol-

lars to yon. No matter
what your occupation is

or where you are located,
here is an opportunity to

acquire s thorough knowledge of this paying business.

Send for Free Book giving particulars and information,
how to start, cost, etc Address

JACKSON MUSHROOM FARM
Dept. i ge 3243 N. Western Ave.. Chicago, Illinois

"Gbe Colorado (Bern" T$£$fii,V
A beautiful, Genuine Topaz, of purest
white color, finest Diamond cut, wonder-
ful brilliancy and great hardness. En-
dorsed by leading experts. Far superior
to the best imitation Diamond ever pro-
duced. Remember, T Guarantee these
stones to be gentttne. Special price,
S2.00 each, 8 for $5.00, Size, up to 2 carats.
Free Booklet. Address with remittances
TT. LTNDEMANN, ExpertGem Cutter
1532 Champa Street Denver. Col.

GRANGER BASIN
Largest of chain of ancient lake-beds constituting the
world-famedYAKIMA VALLEY. Here have been made
most of the oft-quoted records of marvellous market
returns from Yakima Valley Fruit. Irrigated by great
Sunnyside Canal, oldest and largest in the Northwest,
operated by U. S. Government. Fruit lands, suburban
tracts and town lots for sale at and near the towns of

GRANGERandGRANDVIEW
Both are junction points of Northern Pacific and North
Coast Railways. For plats, prices and particulars write

GRANGER LAND CO.
958A EMPIRE BLDQ., SEATTLE, WASH.

FREE on request—Grand Birdseye Panoramic View of Granger Basin; also

illustrated pamphlet "Living for Pleasure and Profit in the Granger Basin-"

%Investments in Portland
income bearing property
are yielding, net, ail the

way from 6% to 8%. We
handle nothing but thoroughly
sound and conservative proposi-
tions. Closest scrutiny invited.
Write for particulars. Highest Bank Eeferenues

CHAPIN & HERLOW
332 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTLAND, OREGON

Don't forget to montion The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ONE GGDD INVESTMENT
5 WORTH A LIFETIME

OF LABOR

hOMtOfrict nn A[ IT from ones investment requires an
ALA5«

A^l0INC P K I III *!* to «e and energy to seize

I IIVI I I the passine OPPORTUNITY.

Are you tired of drudging along in the same old way,
day by day, month by month, the everlasting same old grind?
It so, do as the wist- ones in all the history of America have
done—put your investments in virgin fields.

The last great American territory where immense re-

turns are possible is the Pacific Northwest. Even this great
field is being rapidly taken up. Therefore Act Today.

Each one sending in this coupon secures a contract

certificate in one of the most profitable enterprises in the

world. Such an offer was never made before, and you can-
not afford to miss it. Every reader of this paper should
take advantage of it NOW.

CUT THIS OUT

S2.000 A YEAR FOR LIFE
Do you want iin im-orm 1 of from $100.00 to $*,

You take abanluti-ly no rt~k of .,tiv kind. Ifupooexi
I Hi. GHtATtSl OPPORTUNITItS of your I

ymi live. You lire under no ohligution to make any !>.

at on<t\

[>r life? If so. return this coupon promptly.
not thoroughly UUUIBIUM that till*

re a steady. pwiiflHIlt income, n« lone a*
laterer. so don't dcluy . hut scud in .-oupon

NOTK-WriM >•>. pi. inl> so an oi.uk. Willi,* in nllioa out osrtineate

<«..o — *«•<

Please reserre Share, for me at »1.00 per share, send me certificate, booklet. report* and
all information; if I un fully convinced that it in an enterprise of the soundest character and will prove
ISORMOl SI V profltabta, I will pay for mim at the r»te of 10c per ahare per month until fully oaid.

No more than 1 ,000 shares reserved foe any one person.

ROGERS-HESSELTINE CO., ALASKA BLDG, SEATTLE, WASH.
fUttrtncet: BraJitrttl anJ Dunn Agtnciei.

Doo't foravt to rorath-a The Pactac Monthly when oVsllnj with advertisers. It wlU be sppreelsts*.
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Tacoma Opportunities
If you would make money take advantage

of some of these offerings now.

CHOICE WHEAT FARM.
480 acres in Eastern Washington; every foot tillable; 180 acres now in crop, balance

summer fallow; all will be in crop next year; yields 35 to 40 bushels of wheat per

acre; fine young orchard; good 8-room house, 40x60-foot barn, granary and other

buildings; good well, windmill, 100-barrel reservoir, etc.; splendid location, close to

railroad junction; price under market value and can give easy terms on part; rented

to first-class tenant, but lease is subject to sale.

INTERURBAN.
A new interurban line is about to begin construction between Tacoma and Seattle—
the Scenic Line—near the shores of Puget Sound; we can sell you waterfront lots

along this line, or new townsite lots, or acreage tracts suitable for platHng or for

cultivation.

NOT A GOLD BRICK
But a vitrified brick proposition that is good as a gold mine. There is at present

only one place for Tacoma and other Puget Sound cities to get good paving brick,
and they are not the very best. We have a superior bed of clay, right on tide

water, which stands a very high test. Owner will take part stock with right parties
in company to develop same. Good market right at hand for entire product. We want
to hear from a practical brick man.

QUARTER-ACRE TRACTS.
Two-thirds of those offered last month are sold. Of those left, we can select for you
at $100 to $200. A few fractional lots at $70 to $85. They are all well located and

good soil. Some have already been resold at a profit. Send your money with order
and let us select. Quarter cash and $10 per month, or 5 per cent discount for all

cash. Close to carlrne and South Tacoma shops.

CHOICE CITY SCHOOL SECTION.
160x130 feet, corner Adams and 13th street $1050, cash

130x139 feet, North 21st and Washington $1575, % cash

WANT SOMETHING CHEAP?
Two good lots on North 9th st., near Union ave., $550; $200 cash, balance easy
terms, 7 per cent. North 9th st. is to form part of a new boulevard system. These
lots are worth more than price asked.

Splendid l^-story 5 room house and two lots on North Fife st., in fine location,
for $2500; easy terms; has all conveniences; street graded and cement sidewalks;
rented at $20 per month. -

i

CHOICE IRRIGATED FRUIT LAND
In the famous Wenatchee country, where apple and pear orchards produce from
$500 to $1200 per acre yearly; will plant and care for to maturity on small

monthly payments; or turn over to purchaser at end of any season.

Bankers Trust Bldg.

Wash.A. M. Richards & Co., Inc., tacoma

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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#
TACOMA

The Best Place on the Pacific Coast, to Live ®

TACC
TACO

TACOMA ha*

TAO I

minuftc-
tures more
lumber ana,

products of
wood work i tig
factories than any
other city in the

Nmorr flour than

;»oUs am! Kansas
City.
Reduces more ores than

any other city west of the

Rocky mountains.
Has the largest meat pack-

ing industry west of Denver.
Has the largest fisheries plant

in the United states.

Has the largest car and
locomotive coi-str
and repair plant In the
Pacific Northwest.
Has (he largest pri-

vate dry dock north
of San Francisco.

POPULATION ' ,87°- n 1906- "

rurul* ' ,u"
l 1880—1,098 1907—100,000

1910—200.000
-lste the most equable.

ICA'fl death rate low—8 per i.ooo.
MA'S scenic attractions unsurpassed,
more miles of newly paved street* than any

. on ih* Pacific Coast.
TACOMA has 1.4J0 acres ol public parks, and many

attractive pleasure resorts.
ItoMlslrsstol.il: -s and live in TACOMA

than in any city on the Pacific Coast.

Official fig-

ures show-

ing the num-
ber of cars ol

pay freight con-

signed to or origin-

ating in each of the
three leading cities of

the l-acific Northwest,
duritig thepastfour years:

INVESTIGATE

®
Industrial Center
Pacific Northwest

«
llll

iiiir-a
r

Tscoms, 397,744
leattle, . 272.995

Portland. • 265.867

TACOMA to the western head-
uarters and Pacific Cotf-'

minal ofthe Northern Pacific

"ailway. Headquarters
and western terminal ol

the Tacoma Eastern
Railroad.

CJ3

Traffic Center
Pacific Northwest

Railroads)

Building* to

Tscomsi

TACOMA employs
13.000 men in manu-
facturing industries.

Has gained more than
two new industries* month

""iil^XY^ .1 .. j "^B J*' Chicago. Milwaukee *8L Paul,TACOMA has unlimited sup- N^; /,. ... __ ,c
plies of cheap electric power J^H| SSSSfi»>*>^\

"^ P*clfic ' 8ouU,crn •'•cific,

from the harnessed glaciers ol / ^~~\_ ^™̂ ^ \ Portland 8t Seattle. Port Town-
Mt. Tacoma for manufacturing./ \ send Southern.Great Northern,

coaf
C
.°nd

A
»kV

b0n^n^0f/ """"**""" °' TAC°"A \ *°rth C°~- *""**« P.-
cotii and coke, produced j •—•*.. *• < \
within .5 miles, and cheap / iTaris^st^^iir^T^:*! \ dfic* Cnlc**° * North*

fuel from the waste of the / -WUUVD111/111111 \ western.
lumber mills # —- — % ^ . . ..

tbirgesfsh^r/ Center of the Ysr^iE
the leading natural / </*. • g% snvss . . X MA to the Orient,

producta of the / 1^ 5% «"M T1 i~ [^ f\f»T W\W sp» •».¥ \ Liverpool, Ham-
Pacific North- / * aviii^ nui uiwcai \.miwest -timber, I \ olulu.NewYork,
°*''

a™*"' /TACOMA has a splendid system of public schools, with \ san Pran-
Ahe finest new high school building in the United States, it \ cisco and

having 70 rooms and accommodations for 2,000 pupils. It cost \ Alaska.
lore than a half-million dollars.

TACOMA has st least ten institutions of secondary and higher
learning, a large museum and a new public library. X HjH

TACOMA has ninety churches representing all the leading denominations.

For further particulars and descriptive literature, address

r

Secretary Chamber ofCommerceand Board ofTrade,Tacoma,Wash^

and furs.

tattoo The Psclflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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You Men of fliListen to

The Call to Coos Bay !

1
<
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Invest In

4ui>«
TRKAI'WELL VINES

THE FREE MILLING GOLD MINES OF
THE JUNEAU, ALASKA, GOLD BELT

have produced over$J5,000,000 in gold and arc producing millionsof dollars

annually.

810,600,000
More than 910,500,000 (a dividends have been paid shareholders l>y ilie

mining companies operating in this district.

The Alaska Reliance Gold Mining Company
Owning a large group of c laitns located in the heart of this Real quart] mining

t, and out four miles distant from the famous Treadwe 1 1 gold mines,
offer as an investment a limited number of preferred shares, of the par value of

$1.00 each, at $15 per 100 shares, or $350 for 1000 shares, the snares being
fully paid and non-assessable

A Developed Property Not a Mere Prospect
An immense ore body of low graJe free millinggoi.l ore baa been opened upon

this property, as well as a large number of well defined veins and pay shoots of

free milling gold quartz assaying from $25 to $128 per ton in gold. But a small

amount Of development work remains to be completed, and the installation of a

stamp miilto make the Reliance M . \ 'aska's great producing gold mines.

EASY PAYMENT PLAN
800 to ".on alinrea, *::.- mat, and • ?.."»•• monthly.
600 to I, ooo <lmri.fi, «70 mail and •.'!.'. anoatMy.
l.oiio to '.'.OOO aharea, •10S raali and a»70 quarterly.

Pall Wonaanoa. anaiilaa d ore. paotutfaaaW d the Rrtiaivv Mian. »««»v analli ot anrl.

opaarat work, are lo be ami at oar nnVsr. ana lull ialonaatkoa (hn br lenrr lo latrndinr

larmoo. Pall ln< ntlrvkm larted. Sratl la roar tabarrtatloo iooa». a> oalp a Uauaal

aaialm of tbarea will be -old at lata ante ot oa a-na, of adema paracata.

DENNY BROS, Investment Brokers
311-312 MUTUAL LIFE BUILDING

SEATTLE, WASH.
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SeattL
(Population 232,000)

Offers to legitimate manufacturing and. com-
mercial establishments many advantages about
wbicb tbe Seattle Cbamber or Commerce will
inform inquirers upon application.

Every city offers some distinct advantages to

tbe new comer. Seattle combines all for tbe
mercbant and manufacturer. Among tbem are:

(1) The shortest route of travel and trans-

portation between eastern states and the countries

or the Orient and Alaska, at a point where
tour transcontinental railroads meet the ships of

the world in handling the rapidly expanding
commerce of the Pacific.

(2) The public ownership of a practically-
inexhaustible supply of cheap water and elec-

trical power for manufacturing purposes.

(3) A climate which enables all classes of

industries to operate every day in the year.

(4) Good and rapidly growing markets,

cheap raw materials, cheap fuel and perfect
facilities for handling the products of her mills

and factories.

Apply for detailed and accurate information

regarding tbe opportunities existing for any par-
ticular industry to Department P

Seattle

Cjnamber ox Commerce
Seattle, Washington .

Don't forget to mention The Taeiac Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Read Below Chamber of Commerce Report on Our Enterprise

rcnSt-msldng industrial enl larted OO til Inwsl in It Sale of

our .stock, will I MM he withdrawn trom the market.

NEW INDUSTRY FOR THE PACIFIC COAST
W« are in position to show interested parties a practical demonstration at Anacortes, Wash.

Two of the fifteen units of our plant are Installed. Five more will l«- ready
In short time and operated night and d av.

Puget Sound Wood Products Co.
226-227 PEOPLE'S SAVINGS BANK BLDG., SEATTLE, WASH.

Be niiKOD W. Hell, President. R N. Calkins, Vta l'ri-i nml Supi R. S. GuF.Rif, Sec.-Treaa. anil Gen. Mgr.

Chamber of Commerce, Seattle, U.S.A.
J

H
j

citinrii*' Bank of Anacortes, Wash.
Pugct Sound National Bank, Seattle, U.S.A. | (By pertuissidti) ) Bank ofCommerce of Anacortes, Wash.

WM WISH VOl TO IWtSTHiATK illOltOl (.Hl.Y

Ol IC AIM: I)i>iileiiils id '_>.'• to 100 per eenl annually on Investment; advanclnif our
stiK-k to pur or heller nithin t»o t ears. » b evpect lo pay iniestors

ili\ idcnils .iiiiiii. ill) equal to amount iuwst <1.

* a*- - Resin. Tar, Wood Napllvi Balsam. Disinfectant Wood lll^,!- tl/ /.»J

Turpentine Waste Wood
Mi produ -t U uk-

gist, fly .. 1> purposes.

Only 36,000 Shares Remain to be Sold at 50 Cents (Par Value $1 ) a Share
STOCK IS NON-A68E86ABLE. ALL STOCK SHARES ALIKE. NO PREFERRED STOCK. NO BONDS.

If you want to Invest In this gilt-edge manufacturing enterprl .,. \< I ol l( KI.Y. If you do
not get an Interest la this yon will loose u (illKAT Oli'OKTI'Ml 1 .

SEATTLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
IEMES:— SEATTLE. WASH.. March J7, MM.
As s rrpresentstlve of your body I went recently lo Victoria. I ,1 a trial nin

St the experimental plant there of the Puget Sound Wood 1'rodncls On,, mat* under my ihtmsisI »u|«r-
vision by Manager Calkins.

The test wss msde with a cord of ordinary 9r wood, and every phase sf tat run wss carefully
n.-t .-i

The first trestmeni consisted of passing superbestsd stestn tlinmch the chipped wind to obtsln tbs
basis for the turpentine. Tb.- chips, sfter this pnavn, were placed In a lire retort and mlm-cd to char-
r.»l. the other produeu pssslng off in the form of gss, which, being condensed, furnished the baala for
the tsr snd rreiawtlng msterlsls.

The two liquids thus ohtslned were distilled snd th.. following linsl products obtained ss a result
of the test with one cord of wood:

T.M gallons pore turpentine. 17.14 gallons second grsde turpentine, or wood spirits. 88 gsllnns
high trade tar. I : is ml gallon, of pyrollgneoua arid, kso aaajado, 5B bushels, chemically pure chsi

1 sni ataailntely convinced ..f the fairness of the test all the way through, snd that the pmducla
were ..I. lain.. I from Hie orlglnsl curd of wood, snd am also sore that li mentioned In the
foregoing statement were obtained wlthont the use of sny foreign agents

tfullv anbniltl.il,

DM). It. KITTINHKII. if,.r Committee on Mrs. * Mfg. Sites.)
a i i^ -~^-^= — —j=rs —
Commercial Clob of Anacortes gave us site (ij.jq acres) lo locate plant there. Anacortes, Wash., m aituated

near many islands which are covered with the moat resinous timber of the Northwest.

Fifty-Cord Plant, Costing $120,000, Will Soon Be Completed
Many Prominent Seattle and Anacortes Business Men Are Subscribers With Us.

Products from average cord of Native Pitch Fir Wood (Douglas Fir), worth $18.60; coat of manufacture and
put into commercial packages. Ju.oo. Profit on every cord, $16.60. Daily profit,

|8jo.oo Yearly profit, 300 working days, $ J40.000.00.

We cannot give all Information In this spare. Write or call for additional. We offer 110
gambie, Safe aa deposits In hanks anil profits are extraordinary.

Plan No. 1.

It full am. .ilnt of subscription Is paid when
subscribed s spscial cash discount of 10 per
cent will be allowed. No aobscrlptloos for leas
than 100 shares or more than 10.000 will be ac-

cepted.
Plan Wo. t.

fourth payment when subscribed: balance
In three equal monthly paymenta less 6 par
-*ent.

Plan Wo. I.

One-tenth payment when subscribed: balance
In nine equal monthly payments; 00 discount.

Paget Sound Wood Products Co..
ttt-Stl Psopls's Savings Bank Bids..

Sssttls. Washiagtoa.
Pleaap aend me samples, also additional Informs*

t:i.n as lo your New Mannfscturlng Industry and Easy
Payment Plana.

Name

Street

<ity

State.

FILL OUT THE ABOVE AND MAIL TODAY. Write plainly.
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IDAHO
CALDWELL
THE MAGIC CITY

WE HAVE
$11,000,000

in Works

The Government
Irrigation Project
covering 400,000
acres now open for

Settlement. 10.000 acre reservoir five
miles from Caldwell. Biggest project
in the State.

idences now building; $20,000 in ce-
ment sidewalks.

Climate

Favorable

Results From
Farm Crops

Seven tons Alfalfa,
six 'ons Clover, 50
bushels Wheat, 75
bushels Oats, twelve

bushels Alfalfa Seed, 15 bushels Clover
Seed, 20 tons Sugar Reets, Idaho Ap-
ples, Pears and Prunes, finest in the
world.

Elevation 2100 feet.

Climate very best
found in and reg-
ions. Freedom from

high winds, thermometer rarely reach-

ing zero. Unusual number of bright
sunny days during winter months.
Summer long and warm.

Location

Educational
Three Graded Pub-
lic Schools, the best
in the State. The

College of Idaho, the only school out-
side the State University, that offers a
college course.

Buildings
$ 1 o o , 00 o . 00 Court
House, $25,000 City
Hall, $35,000 Depot,

$75,000 Hotel, built the past year; $250,-
000 in business blocks aud private res-

Located on the Ore-

gon Short Line Ry.,
' third city in the

State. Population 5,000. Commercial
center of Southernldaho. $2,000,000.00
bank deposits.

Fraternal orders
well represented.
Seven churches.

Forty acres of new
grounds and build-

ings just completed
at a cost of $25,000,

Social

Canyon
County Fair

the finest in the State.

Electric lights andpower, fine water system owned by city, sewerage system,

two interurban electric railway s, headquartersfor the San Francisco, Idaho

& Montana Ry. {steam) now buildingfrom San Francisco to Butte, Mont.

NA/E WANT
Woolen Mills and Wool Scouring Plants, Canning Factories, Foun-

dries, Machine Shops, Starch Factory, Pressed Brick Plant, Whole-
sale Groceries, Hardware, Dry Goods, Furniture; Soap Factory, rich

men, poor men, white men, ranchers, anyone with rustle and push.

20,000 People
To Locate Here At Once
FOR RELIABLE AND DETAILED INFORMATION, ADDRESS:

SECRETARY, CALDWELL COMMERCIAL CLUB

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BUNGALOWS
TH K Winter iin mt lis arc passing. ^ Some of us are going to builJ a

In 'inc in the Spring. % Now is the time to study over plans.

^ To these iir wish to help, aid and advise. 5F He arc introducing

new ideas without neglecting
—

indeed, improving all of the old ones which

have been praised. * H'e have given years of thought, time and study to

the planning of homes. * We develop your ideas into a,perfect whole

with pleasing results, producing an artistic home because tut know kmu.

5 IVe do it right in forty-four statr.. ^ So problem too difficult. % Send

us your ideas. % Write us for any information you may desire.

3 Our greatest aim is to satisfy.

Ht'tlUtifuf H'jtllt'S " ,'le name "' a '•"£«» handsome volume con-
'

taining 100 photographs of floor plans and de-

ions of model, inexpensive homes which have been erected. A $1.00

book for i^V. 5 Send stamp for sketch offer. Others copy our work. IVhy'f

KNAPP & WEST
America 's Greatest Divellmg Architects

458-59-60 Arcade Annex M, Seattle.

Doo't forget to mention Tue I'nclBc Monthly wnen deallne Willi advertisers. It will be pprecleted.
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Mr. Advertiser:
We don't know what your newspaper advertising is

costing you, but we can place it in 92 splendid country
weeklies at the remarkably low rate of four cents per
inch per paper per week, and your advertisement will

be read by over 200,000 readers every week—the very

people you desire to tell about your goods.

Splendid Results

Country trade is invaluable because it is the kind that

sticks. Many are trying our country weeklies and are

well pleased with results. We want to tell you what
we can do for you and point you to the way wherein
results may be obtained. Address

Hall Advertising Agency
302 Lumber Exchange Bldg. PORTLAND, OREGON
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Never Such Book News as This

THE NEW AMERICANIZED
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA
CONDEMNED TO BANISHMENT from our Market
BIDS FAREWELL to the American People in the
MOST SENSATIONAL SALE OF OUR TIME

Publication must cease at once. Entire publisher's stock now
on hand to be cleared with the utmost rapidity at less than

ONE HALF THE PRICES AT WHICH OVER 250,000 SETS HAVE SOLD
A SALE TO MARK AN EPOCH IN BOOK HISTORY. AN EVENT WITHOUT EXAMPLE
$1.00 Sicurm Complete Sat
Sent Free for Examination

Question*
of international copyright have been -letMel against the American publishers. The greatest, moat

valuable and popular of all American book publications must end its marvelous and unparalleled career of success
mporary arrangement has been effected by which the publishers of the regular English edition who

have secured absolute control, permit the selling of all sets that are now bound and can be marketed at once. In this
great crisis the American publishers turned to us as the one house in America whose gigantic resources could grapple with
the situation We purchased the entire stock at our own figures and now offer them at prices absolutely without prece-

The seu in cloth liinding we offer at $37 oc: in half morocco at (46.00. When these are sold you CANNOT
[N HL'Y this popular Americanize*! edition AT AW PRICE. The new English edition, now being /I'M

prepared, will cost you $150 and $200. FOUR TIMES MORE than our clearance prices. f US*

MM
COOPf 1 CO.,

see Tort

BUY NOW WHEN YOU CAN SAVE SO MUCH
Mil ORI \ll>l Ol M I IM\(|nl'l|llU TaH njianiinjinrfa, ml h In 1 It

•od brilliant Mb
trrrr word aad line, added. coa*lea*ad ud tmrorvd ud brouthtCall lauloraaatloa up t.

Immm uBiterMtT. • colSeaw ed«K«boa, huga library. It coeera the caure rui* of Mdlu dbto
knowladg* M4 SfJltoTtMUL

MTTTFRKK KOR EX*MI>ATI()\. II yow wit, si— aad -nail -> - tVW > ,!
we will *r» t. whiW- they Utt. « complete art of thi% superb work to Mr •ddms In '

lor n*e dan' free eaaminattm. la yoar horn* Tnta does not involve one can* of coat or om partk ie oi
We pay all tiwaapottatioa charge*. If you do not wish to retain the book*, return iheoi u. us at our rape

i.M Im.i 1 MtsKimi 1 in HET. Should you decMe to pn.rhnii afcar eianria
you can then send ua f I a* the first payment and the b*laa*.r caa bt paid at the rata vi fz.OO per n».tn>
tha cloth. aad %i « per utoath lor the hail morocco.

DO IfOl I'M W ( nt ..lit nnd mull tin HM.11 t entity. If you wHh to secure
tha roost wonderful book barguJa e4 this feneration. The MM will tairlv melt inv at theae phenofii
eaal pek-e*. aad la order to aecur* one yon must act at once. You can never

'

opportunity. I*. It .,..*».

SIEGEL COOPER COMPANY
I. B. GREENHUT. Pres.

6th Ave.. 18th and 19th Sts. NEW YORK

THE CHANCE WILL NOT COME AGAIN

notify you prompt)*, and hold tl

suhfect to your 01

tier Company until bookt ar*

ires*

It the cloth adatfoa be deahrad
'halt aaurocco" aad "%£" per

write "cloth" hi 1

place of "p.*"

DaaVt far»et to ea+atloo Tha PtcUc MoaiUl* wbaaB aMUaf wit* k«T*rtlawrs. It wlU bt apprvcUtcd.
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MOSCOW
IDAHO

The City of Schools and Homes.

Located in the Heart of the Richest

Producing Section of the Pacific Slone.

Population, 5600.

The Home of the University of Idaho.

Two Railroads—Six passenger trains

daily.

The Spokane 6? Inland Electric Road

coming; grading almost completed; rails

laid within 16 miles.

Climate unsurpassed. Short Winters.

Sunny days.

Surrounding country offers unequalled

opportunities for the grain or fruit man,

the dairy or cattle man.

Crops have never failed.

No irrigation.
Address Secretary

Business Men's Ass'n. Moscow, Idaho.

p,
TFTy THOUSAND

r ACRES OF SUB-
IRRIGATED LANDS IN
FREMONT COUNTY,
IDAHO, WHERE THE
CROPS NEVER FAIL

For full information, address

Secretary Commercial Club, St. Anthony, Idaho.

Local Agents Wanted
IN EVERY CITY, TOWN AND VILLAGE

WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI

The Fall and Winter months are the reading months—
The harvest season for subscription work.

Unquestionably there are many in your town who
would subscribe for The Pacific Monthly if they were but
asked. Will You Ask Them? This is Your Opportunity.

If interested mail your application at once. To avoid

delay send names of three well-known business men as

references. Address Agency Dept. ,

PACIFIC MONTHLY PUBLISHING CO.
PORTLAND, OREGON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealin- with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Going to Build

An Apartment House or Hotel?

IF SO, by using the

Marshall & Stearns Company's

PATENTED WALL BED
you can increase your rentable area from 60 to 75 per cent and derive a larger
INCOME from each square foot of space.

The MARSHALL & STEARNS CO.'S PATENTED WALL BED is

the most SANITARY bed in existence. When not in use, it closes into the regular

VENTILATED closet of the room. IT IS NOT A FOLDING BED. A
B I ANDARD article. THOUSANDS in use.

"The House Ideal"

will tell you all about these STANDARD Wall Beds. Mailed FREE on application.

"Perspectives and Floor Plans"

il .i 96-page booklet containing the plans and elevations of some of the houses

which have been equipped with the Marshall & Stearns Co.'s Patented Wall Beds,
and will be sent on receipt of 15 cents to cover cost of mailing, etc.

Each and everyone of the Marshall & Stearns Co.'s
Fixtures is fully covered by patents, and any infringe-

ment, or atlempted infringement, upon these patents

by manufacturer, purchaser or user will be vigorously

prosecuted.

The MARSHALL & STEARNS COMPANY, (ino
Los Angeles, Cal.

444 South Broadway

Seattle, Wash.
N. B. Douglas, Agent

Bailey Block

San Francisco, Cal.

904 Eddy Street

Portland, Ore.
W. L. Morgan, Agent

: 1 \ Abington BIdg.

Don't forget to mention Tbe Pacific Monthly when dealing- with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.





A Bunch of Grapes From an Irrigated Vineyard. About Two-thirds Actual Site.
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Washington's Vale of Plenty
A Dream of a Tenderfoot That Came True

By C. J. Blanc-hard

Statistician U. S. Reclamation Service

OR hours we had been rush-

ing across a vast stretch of

yellow desert — its uncor-

rupted distances, its won-

derful colorings and its

J silence all provocative of

uiiiiess. An empire asleep was unfolding

before us and something of its mystery en-

veloped us.

Three passengers, a railroad engineer, a

it ami the writer, unmindful of the

dust, occupied the wide vestibule on the last

car of the North Coast Limited as it swept
down grade to Pasco and across the long

bridge over the noblest river in the West, the

Columbia.

I continuous string of "Ohs" and "Ahs"

boa the tourist had provoked no response
from the engineer. His taciturnity appar-

ently increased as his neighbor's ejaculations

grew more frequent and vociferous. Hi-

short pipe emitted jerky puffs of smoke

and his eyes were all unseeing.
We tlnslied through the garden of Kenue-

wick. an emerald oasis in a sea of brown and

he gave no sign. Even Prosser, thriving and

prosperous and already aanmrfng metropoli-

tan airs, excited no comment. Along the

bank of the swift-flowing Yakima we

rushed, through Union Gap, into a broad

valley surrounded on all side- by ridges of

high hills ami rimmed on the west by distant

and lofty mountains. The air was soft and

Spring-like and fragrant with the perfume
of apple and cherry blossoms. The en-

gineer grew restless. Rapping his pipe on

the hand-rail, he turned in his seat and

spoke abruptly :

"There was a time," he said, "when 1

could have bought the best part of this val-

ley for a month's salary." His tone was

reminiscent and regretful. "I happened to
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be in charge of the surveying party which

ran the preliminary lines through this val-

ley for the Northern Pacific, and land was

the cheapest thing out here then unless it

was air. Indians there were a-plenty,

ornery, treacherous and thieving. They kept
us always on the alert to protect our horses,

our outfit and our lives.

"In my party was a youngster fresh from

Harvard, who furnished considerable amuse-

ment for the rest of us. The desert had

him plum locoed. He had traveled a little

in Egypt and had seen what follows when

Was n't that a peach of a pipe? We laughed
at him all Summer, but it never feazed him
a bit. His old dad back East invested in

several sections of land and, I have heard

since, held on until that tenderfoot's dream
came true. I bought a little ranch out here

myself two years ago and paid $2.00 an

acre for it, so I know his dope was good."
While the old surveyor's story could be

told with truth of almost every irrigated

valley in our Inland Empire, Washington's
vale of plenty, potentially as great, with

soil as fertile and climate as favorable as

The Potential Desert of Sagebrush.

you mix water and desert sand. We called

him Visionary Jim, as he was always seeing
visions of the future of this sage-brush coun-

try. One day he stood on the bank of the

river over there near the rapids and he

spoke like a prophet, while we guyed him

unmercifully. 'Boys,' says he, 'there is go-

ing to be a big city here. This river will be

harnessed for power. They are going to dig
hundreds of miles of ditches in this valley
and every drop of water in this stream will

be turned into them. Then you fellows will

see this land in orchards and cultivated fields

and selling at a hundred dollars an acre.'

the richest agricultural region in the world,
deserves extended description.

Out of this desert, forbidding and vacant,

so long the haunt of the skulking coyote
and the jackrabbit, fair cities have risen. In

the midst of islands of emerald the smoke of

hundreds of industries ascend and dwelling
in peace and prosperity are a dozen com-

munities representative of the highest and

fairest type of home and citizenship.

The Valley of the Yakima.

In reality the Yakima Valley is a suc-

cession of valleys belonging for the most
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UNIVERSITY

jmrt in and bearing a general resemblance

to that topographic province known as the

Great Plains of the Columbia. This region

is bounded on the south by the Blue Moun-

tains of Oregon and Iiliiho. on the east by
the Hitter Koot and Coeur d'Alcne ranges in

Idaho, on the west by the Cascades and on

the north by tin- Okanogan highlands and

the Colville Mountains.

The several valleys of the Yakima Basin

have their origin away back in Miocene

times when successive Hoods of basaltic lava

inundated this region ami BOTWed it half a

ami formed permanent channels until

the present drainage system was made. The

canons eroded in the ridges are bold ami im-

pressive, that of the Tieton being one of the

-t remarkable in the West.

On through the marring cent uric-.

ture, never idle, busied herself preparing this

region for the coming of the twentieth cen-

tury fanner. During the quiet intervals of

the Kocene period she grew a splendid for-

est in the up|>er valley and then thought-

fully covered it deeply with sediment so that

a late civilization should have coal.

Yakima Projrct, Washington. 1K „ shaving the Propoted Clralum Lake

mile deep or more. After the surface of

the plain had been leveled by the floods,

longMM of molten rock came forth from the

mountains and stretched out across the level

plain, forming the ridges and dividing thr

plain into broad valleys tending east and

mt I^nter there came a period when the

whole area was covered deeply with water.

The streams washed down vast quantities of

material from adjoining slopes and the val-

ley floors were covered deeply with fine-

grained alluvial deposits.

As the ages passed the waters rushing
down from the mountains cut across the

As in all the intermountnin valleys, the

early history of the Yakima Valley is one of

small beginnings. The first settlers dug their

simple ditches and turned the water upon
their fields. Attracted by their prosperity,
others came and took up their homes. I

munities grew up, necessitating the construc-

tion of new and larger canal systems and the

extension of old ditches. There came a time

one day when the demands upon the river be-

came greater than the supply. Dissensions

inevitably arose, culminating in much bit-

ter feeling and finally resulting in appeals
to the courts. In a community where the
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Northern Pacific Officials Sampling Yakima Applet

welfare of the people depends almost wholly

upon the water supply it follows naturally
in years of shortage that late-comers in the

valley suffer loss of crops and temper. Con-

ditions had become acute when the Reclama-

tion Service entered the field and assumed the

work of adjusting conflicting water rights
and settling vexing legal problems. The

harmonizing of factions, the elimination of

suits at law and the bringing together of all

the varied and conflicting interests into one

comprehensive communal system seemed im-

possible. The engineers experienced many
hours of discouragement and more than once

were disposed to give up the task. That
success was achieved finally is attributable

mainly to the fact that the land-owners in

the valley as a class are above the average in

intelligence and all are imbued with a large
measure of civic pride. When it became
understood that the Reclamation Service pro-

posed to deal forth exact justice to every

citizen, that no legal rights to land or water
were to be interfered with and that the plans

provided for the complete utilization of all

the water supply, there was a revolution of

sentiment. Today the personal equation en-

ters but slightly in the work of reclaiming
the Yakima Valley. The people are almost

a unit in promoting the work, dissensions

over water rights have practically ceased,

the court dockets are freer from suits than

for years in the past and the rewards for

bountiful harvests now go to swell the farm-

er's bank account instead of into the pockets
of the lawyers.

The Miracle of Irrigation.

Have you ever considered how closely and

intimately Nature works with man in the arid

country? Nowhere else does she lend her

aid to him so generously and with such regu-

larity of recurrence as in this valley. He
is here able to work in greater harmony and
unison with her forces than elsewhere.

Throughout the Winter season the clouds

of heaven are swept hither and thither about

the uplifted mountains whose heads tower a
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mile above the plain. On their frowning

fronts and lofty summits the snows fall

heavily, covering deeply evaty l»«ak and

promontory and tilling every ehasm. Then the

warm rays of Spring and Bummer sun fall

softly upon th« white snow-hank.-, and tiny

streams and roaring eataraets burst forth

and journey downward to till to overflowing

numerous lakes, eaeh a sapphire gam in the

heart of the mountain. The heavy clouds

and towering peaks, the tailing snow and

gentle sunshine, the rush and whirl of de-

eiaaiiliiUJ waters, these are the leeurring evi

maternal eontribntiona to

the dweller in the Yakima Valley.

It remains but for man's industry and in-

tdligenet to make the most of the oppor-

tunities thus proffered. The transformation

man has wrought here is little less than mar-

velous. The once arid plain has become fer-

tile and fecund. The pray and ashen waste

has changed to waving fields and purpling
orchards prolific beyond comparison. Their

fniitniro today tickles the palates of the four

hundred of New York and ornaments the

•he denizens of gay Mayfair in

London, Gross a tiny thread of silver and

the desert has vani>hed as eompletely as if a

wizard bad waved his magic wand or Aladdin

had rubl»e.l his wonderful lamp. On "»<'

aide vegetation wagea a never-ending atrag-

gle for life: on the other Nature is in one of

her riotous moods and there is a luxuriance

of vegetation almost tropical.

The Government's Plans.

In February. 1!KJ.'>. the state legislature

passed an act giving the Government the

right to exercise the power of eminent do-

main in acquiring hinds, water and other

property, for rights of way and for reser-

voirs and other irrigation works and grant-

ing certain rights in state lands and in the

waters of the state. Under this law a with-

drawal of the waters of Yakima River and

its principal tributaries and a list of the

state lands' of which righta of way were re-

quired and lands susceptible of irrigation

Lake, Waxhington. Proposed Rr.rrvoir Site l<°°kino Sorth From the Lower End of

the Lake. Sorth Yaktma Project.
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Bees and Alfalfa Go Well Together.

under the Yakima project were filed with the

State Land Commissioner, May 10, 1905.

About the same time active investigations in

the field were begun. These investigations

indicated that the irrigable lands in the

Yakima Valley not yet irrigated, but lying
under the proposed canals, have an estimated

area of 340,000 acres. This does not include

more than 100,000 acres of the Yakima In-

dian Reservation, which is soon to be made
available for settlement, and which ulti-

mately will be made a part of the project.
After careful study of the situation on the

ground the Board of Consulting Engineers
decided that the development of a system of

irrigation in the Yakima Valley could best

be accomplished by the successive construc-

tion of several divisions of a general project

consisting of the following units, each in-

volving the reclamation of a specified acre-

age:

Estimated
Name of Unit. Acreage.

Tieton 24,000

Sunnyside 86,600

Wapato 100,000
Kittitas 60,000
Benton 170,000

Total 440,600

Tieton Project.

On December 12, 1905, the Secretary of

the Interior formally approved the Tieton

unit and made an allotment of $1,000,000
for its building. This allotment was subse-

quently increased by an additional $250,000.

Topographic surveys were begun in March
and on May 1, 1906, the mapping of eighty-

four square miles had been completed. The

location of surveys in Tieton Canon were

both tedious and arduous, owing to the rough

country. The engineering features of this

unit are difficult and expensive. For twelve

miles the main canal must be excavated along

the steep sides of the wonderful Tieton

Canon. More than two miles of tunnel will

be required and practically all of the open
canal must be concrete-lined. In order to

replace in the main Natches River and in the

Yakima River the waters of the Tieton

needed to supply prior appropriations the

Government will erect storage works at the

outlet of Bumping Lake on the Bumping
River, a tributary of Natches River, and

also at the outlets of the Upper Clealum

Lakes and Lakes Keeehelus and Kachess.

All these lakes, especially those at the head-

waters of the Yakima, offer excellent and

economical opportunities for the storage of

a large amount of water. Actual construc-

tion is now going forward under contract on

the main canal and by force account on

other parts of the work. Low dams are be-

ing built on Lakes Keeehelus and Clealum

and Bumping Lake, and the small dam on

Lake Kachess has been purchased. The esti-

mated storage supplied by these reservoirs

will be 800,000 acre feet.

'

The land of the Tieton project is very roll-

ing, rendering a distributory system expen-
sive, and water rights under the Government
ditch will cost about fifty-five dollars per
acre. This is not regarded as excessive by
the land-owners, as the irrigable area is di-

rectly tributary to North Yakima, a portion
of it lying within five miles of the heart of

the city. The lands to be watered are con-

A Yakima Rose Bush.



Tietun Canyon. PropoeeA Location of Canal. Kight Mile* S'orthicett of

Couiche, Washington.

Yitte Looking Vp the Clealum Kn-r From a Point Juet Helotc the Proposed Dam
Site at the Outlet of Clealum Lake.
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Blooded Draught Horses in Yakima Valley.

sidered as more favorable for fruit-raising

than those now under irrigation, which range
in value from $300 to $1,000 per acre.

Sunnyside Project.

Upon concluding a preliminary investiga-

tion of a large area of country extending
from Union Gap to Prosser on the east side

of the river, the Government secured an

option on the Sunnyside Canal, which is by-

far the largest in the valley, having an ap-

propriation of 1,052 second feet and controll-

ing about 40,000 acres. This canal with its

water appropriation was the key to the

Sunnyside project and without it no Na-

tional scheme of reclamation was possible.

The purchase was finally consummated upon
the payment by the Government of the sum
of $250,000. The canal system is now be-

ing operated and maintained by the Govern-

ment.

Before its acquisition the engineers of the

service, acting as intermediaries between the

canal-owners, succeeded in adjusting conflict-

ing claims and in postponing litigation then

pending in the courts. The confidence of

the people in the fairness and justice of

the Government was shown in the selection

of an engineer of the service to measure and

apportion the waters to the several canal

systems during the critical periods of low

water in the Summer. It is believed that

the agreements which have since been en-

tered into by the irrigators will entirely obvi-

ate the necessity of future litigation.

The work of extending and enlarging the

Sunnyside canal is now going forward rap-

idly. When completed the system will sup-

ply 46,000 acres of land now desert, in ad-

dition to the 40,000 acres at present irrigated

by the old canal. A new concrete diversion

dam with concrete headgate is being built in

the Yakima River.

The lands now under irrigation furnish

indubitable evidence of their high value for

agriculture and horticulture. Within the

Sunnyside project are the towns of Parker,

Zillah, Outlook, Sunnyside, Granger, Grand

View, Belma and Prosser. Sunnyside,

Granger and Grand View are on a new
branch railroad of the Northern Pacific.

Throughout this section of the valley in-

tensive cultivation is practiced generally.
The farms are all small, individual owner-

ship of more than forty acres being excep-
tional. As a result the lands are carefullv
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and thoroughly tilled and the crops are

diversified. There is none of the isolation

or loneliness of ranch life. The fanner's

tea neighbor! near at hand. (traded

schools arc located ai convenient points and

ttandaaee fi sntlicieutly large to Mean
first class teachers. In fact, life in the

Sunnyside district more nearly like that

of tin- mburbanita than that of the fanner.

The intelligence of the people is refloated

in the artistic homes in which they dwell.

Many of these are comparable architecturally

with those we find in Southern California in

the orange belt. The remarkahle returns

from the snail farms in the Yakima Val

ley are DO) exceeded by those of the Call

fomia ettrsa Im'Ii end land values are equally

Ugh. The Yakima Valley orchards are

known the country over as about the most

valuable fruit lands in America. In this

connection it might be well to cite a few

instances of crops which have come under

the writer's personal notice. The statements

which follow are vouched for personally.
E. I.. Stewart. Prosser, Washington, has

six acres in apples eleven years old, the

varieties being Spitzenberg and Red Cheek

Pippins, about 300 trees of each. In 1900

this orchard produced 7..'!(>1 bushels, for

which he received the gross price ol

22&90. lit— total expenses, including prun-

ing, irrigating, spraying and harvesting,

11.15, leaving a net profit for the

BS acres of $4,.'U:i.7.">. 01 1710 per acre. A
large part of this crop was shipped to Ham-

burg ami Liverpool.
Warren I,. Hill. Zillah. Washington, foe

merly a farmer in Nebraska, in 1001 bought
a yOOBg orchard of MO trees under the

Sunnyside canal, paying rll") par acre. Two

jreail later he refused $300 DOT acre. Dur-

ing the past three years the orchard has

yielded 02,000 to $2£00 annually. From

198 trees, occupying a trifle over two

in 1906, be sold l.'.M bona of Bret akae

apples, ninety per cent of which brought

tl.40 per box at the station, the balance sell-

ing at $1.25 per box. making a total a

746.25 grow tram 103 trees. His net profit

on the two acres was more than ILjOOO per

acre.

J. B. Iiamerman, a shrewd and indus-

trious Hi dander, furnishes evidence of what
a poor man can do in the Yakima Valley.
He came to

'

Zillah a few years ago and

rented a fruit and alfalfa farm under the

Sunnyside canal. Although totally unfamil-

iar with irrigation, he succeeded from the

Irrigable /.nml> on the Coirirhr tint. I.,.„ktng Toicard the Scab Lands of the .V<

Ridge, Washington
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start. In two years lie had saved $2,000.

He advanced this to purchase thirty-six

acres, the balance of $7,000 being a mort-

gage on the place. From twelve acres this

year he sold 6,000 boxes of apples, realizing

$5,540. He has been offered $800 per acre

for the thirty-six acres, only fourteen of

which are in orchard, but refuses to sell.

He has purchased two other farms from the

profits of the original one. Mr. Ramerman
had exactly seventy-four dollars when he

landed with his family in Zillah.

Apples are by no means the only crop
which yields enormous returns. Yakima

raising, drying and delivering the crop on
board cars was $1,062.50. His net profit,

therefore, was $8,0.17.50, or $943 per acre.

I give these specific cases, which are by no
means exceptional or isolated, as indicating
what the intelligent husbandman may do in

the Yakima Valley. The proof of their truth

will come to any one who cares to visit this

section.

The Wapato Project.

The irrigable lands under this project are

all embraced in the Yakima Indian Reserva-

tion, south of Atanum Creek and on the

The Winter Trials of the Engineer. Heavy Snows on the Mountains Mean Bountiful
Crops in the Valley. Scene : Keechelus Crib Dam, Government

Camp on the Upper Yakima River.

hops are of high grade and command top

prices the world over.

Let me cite the experience of a Hoosier

farmer, Arthur Gurley, a resident of

Granger, Washington, for the past eight

years and the owner of an eighty-acre ranch,
an experienced general farmer, who was

greatly impressed with the results of farming
in the Yakima Valley, and especially hop-
raising. From eight and one-half acres of

hops he sold seventeen tons, or two tons per

acre, for $9,080. The cost of production,

including every expense in connection with

right bank of the Yakima River. This part
of the reservation contains about 120,000
acres susceptible of irrigation, some 17,000
acres of which are now receiving water dur-

ing the season of high water. These lands

lie particularly well for easy control and in

respect to soil and transportation facilities

are equal to the best in the valley.

For the reclamation of these lands the

plans provide for the enlargement of the

old and new reservation canals which were

built with tribal funds, the utilization of all

of the waters of Toppenish and Sapus
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Governor Mead and Party Visiting Yakima Valley. The Governor Has a Fruit Ranch in the

Valley. He Stands Just Behind the Man in the Right Hand Chair.

30,000 acres along the south side of this

stream and above the Kennewick canal.

About 40,000 acres are tributary to and will

be supplied from the Columbia River by

pumping. This area was recently restored

to the public domain and its reclamation is

now being undertaken by a private corpora-
tion.

The preliminary plans involve the con-

struction of a dam above Prosser Falls and

thirty-two miles of main supply canal on the

north side. At the lower end of this canal a

power plant will be erected to utilize the

drop of sixty-two feet and the water will

be lifted to an elevation of 139 feet to sup-

ply an important lateral covering 33,000
acres. The gravity laterals will supply the

balance of the irrigable lands on that side.

The lands on the south side will be supplied

by a siphon carrying the water from the

main canal across the river to the south side

canal. In their entirety the plans involve

the expenditure of approximately $7,000,000,
more than $2,000,000 of which will be re-

quired for the main canal, from which but

little land is directly covered. The condition

of the reclamation fund will not warrant the

beginning of this work for some years to

come, but its ultimate construction is only
a question of time. The project is entirely

feasible, and owing to the superior character

i A k

irnfield.
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of tin- soil ami climate, it is highly regarded

by I he engineers.

The Future of the Yakima Valley.

Willi the conservation of the Hoods of the

Yakima Kivcr an. I it> tributaries in the

splendid reservoirs nature has provided,

with the regulation ami proper distribution

of tin' water supply through hundred- of

miles of modem canals and ditches, and with

the siilnlivision of the irritable areas into

small farms, each of which will support a

family, the Yakima Valley is destined to

become one of the show places of the Nu-

tion. Jadging from the present conditions.

the average fann will not exceed twenty
in the lower valley and forty acres

in the upper. This subdivision will give
about 23,500 farms supporting an agricul-

tural population of 120,(100. It will provide
in addition an urban population of 100,000

or a total of 220,000 people in the

whole valley.

With the full development of irrigation

the agricultural lands will have a taxable

value of not less than 060,000,000 and the

value of town property will ei|iial *"_'0,000.-

000. or a total of *7o,(>00.000.

The valley will be traversed its entire

length by two transcontinental railroads ami

will be '_'iidironed by electric lines connect int.'

each community with the principal towns.

There will be cheap power in abundance for

all lines of manufacturing and for the use

of the farmers. Manufacturing of many
kinds will be developed, givins: permanent

employment to thousands of people and fur-

nishing a home market for many of the prod-
ucts of the farmer-.

A splendid part of the life in the Yakima

Valley is that one can live out of doors 80

much of the year. The same share of clear

skies and dry air that makes Southern Cali-

fornia so attractive i> enjoyed in Washing'
valley, with the advantage tiiat Win-

ter brings a vigor, a glow and a tonic un-

known in the Summer lands of California.

Every intermontane valley boasts of its

climate, its soil and its crops. The Yakima
farmer generously accords to each section its

due measure of praise, and then adds con-

vincingly, "But Yakima is better."

Alfalfa Swell* thr Farmer's Bauk Account.



Ruins of an Old Adobe Homestead; a Relic of the Days Before the "Gringo- and Irrigation in
California.

Taking Water From the Irrigation Ditch and Spreading It Over the Desert, the Second Step inthe Transformation of the Desert Into Valuable. Farms and Happy Homes.



and Sunshine, Palms and Snotc-Capped Mountains.

What Irrigation in California Has
to Offer Immigrants

By Clarence Edwords
Of the California Promotion Committee

I

N" telling what California irri-

gation has to offer the immi-

grant, it is well, first to show

some of the results of irriga-

tion in the state. A few fig-

ures regarding what Califor-

nia is doing with irrigation may be inter-

est in
%'.

California is shipping $30,000,000 worth

of citrus fruits every year; she is shipping

$35,000,000 worth of deciduous fruits and

nuts every year; she is shipping $20,000,000

worth of wine every year; she is shipping

$60,000,000 worth of agricultural products

every year; she is sending from her gardens

$25,000,000 worth of products every year.

Of this vast total of value a great amount
is received from lands benefited by irriga-

tion.

What irrigation has done and can do in

the way of colonization has been practically

exemplified in the State of California in a

most satisfactory manner. Without the aid

of one dollar of public funds yet expended
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irrigation has been carried out of the ex-

perimental stage and placed on a most sub-

stantial footing. Much of California's land

is producing magnificent results without irri-

gation, but it is conceded that none of her

land is producing its limit, and in those parts

of the state where irrigation is not thought

necessary by the cultivators, practical irri-

gationists say the output would be in-

creased greatly were irrigation to be fol-

lowed.

California is the mother state of irriga-

tion. When primitive methods of the mis-

sionary fathers of nearly two centuries ago

brought life to the soil through irrigation

their efforts were- the forerunner of the con-

ditions which obtain now. Two million acres

of California land are under irrigation, and

not one dollar of Government money has

been expended as yet. Private enterprise

alone has established the fact that through

irrigation idle land is made valuable and

productive. It has also established the fact

that the immigrant may carve fortune and

a home out of what has been considered

sterile desert. One of California's notable

instances of this is the wonderfully fertile

Imperial Valley. Six years ago the inhabit-

ants of the Imperial Valley were jackrabbits
and horned toads. Not even an Indian

would cross the sterile and desolate waste if

he could avoid it. Five years ago a band

of surveyors laid the lines for the first irri-

gation canal. Today 10.000 people are there,

living off the products of 200,000 acres of

irrigated land. Thriving towns are there

with all the conveniences of modern civiliza-

tion, and the United States is supplied with

its earliest products of vine, tree and garden
from the fields which six years ago were

desolate and bare.

In Stanislaus County .is wonderful evi-

dence of the potency of irrigation as an em-

pire builder. With but 55,000 acres of its

750,000 acres of land under irrigation, that

county has doubled its assessment roll in

four years from the completion of the im-

mense dam which impounded the waters

which have changed its vast wheat fields into

hundreds of small homesteads, inhabited by

A Yard of Grapes, Modesto, California.
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A Climpte of a California Garden.

li;i|>l'\ and prosperous fanners. Tliese irri-

gation systems in that county cover 'J.'kS.OOO

acres, and when tliis vast area is under com-

plete developniciit. as it will be in a space
of time that will astonish the less progressive
countries, the results will he phenomenal both

as to enrichment of the county and the build-

ing of homes.

In California irrigated land is so produc-
ts e that the immigrant need but purchase
ten or twenty acres in order to become a

prosperous fanner. Small acreages arc be-

coming the rule, and with cheap land hold-

ing out its inviting arms, the poor farmers

starving on their hundreds of acres in less

favored static may here find the best there

is in life and achieve such results as could

never even 1k> dreamed of elsewhere. In-

stances there are by the hundreds in Cali-

fornia wlicie men have bought small tracts

of land, with small partial payment down,
ami in years so few as to appear incredible

they have not only cleared off all indebted-

tint have laid money bv in the banks.

The two million acres of land in Cali-

fornia now under irrigation are the garden

spots of the republic, and with water on all

available land the state could supply the con-

sumers of the world from its fields and or-

chards. There is room in California for all

those millions of people seeking more con-

genial climes, where they may make their

homes and end their days amid the most

favorable conditions. Fifty million of her

hundred million acres of land are ready for

the husbandman, and by grace of irrigation

many more millions will be reclaimed from

what is now called a desert.

In the vast interior valley of California

lie sixteen million acres of the most fertile

land ever kissed by the sun, and this land

lies fallow, waiting for the thrifty band of

man to stir it into highest state of pro-
ductiveness. In the great territory lying

south of the Tehachapi Mountains lie other

millions of acres, equally rich, ready to blos-

som and bloom under the nurturing care of

man aided by water from the vast snow l>eds
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ever sending down their streams from the

tops of the Sierras.

From all parts of the state come reports

of wonderful yields of fruit, grain and other

agricultural products from land that but a

few years ago was counted as almost value-

less except for grazing or grain-raising pur-

poses. With the coming of water to this

thirsty soil has come also such productive-

ness as to astonish the world. Where East-

ern lands are considered good when they give

a gross return of fifty dollars an acre, it is

no uncommon thing for California to re-

of necessity, be small. Hence it is that in-

tensive farming requires a small farm. With
intensive farming, irrigation and diversity

of crop go hand in hand, and the small

farmer of California so regulates his crops
and output that there is not a month in the

year without its special income. The small

farm, intensively cultivated with diversified

crops, is a boon to the farmer.

Expenses are light, and one is always cer-

tain of having the table well provided. Cali-

fornia is not a shiftless man's country, not-

withstanding the fact that many people have

One of California's Fair Valleys of Irrigated Orchards.

turn from $1,000 to $2,000 gross results of

cultivation for each acre.

This is what California irrigation has to

offer the immigrant; this offering is made
in a land where the climate is man's best

ally; it is made to every man who desires to

live where he can get the best of everything
and receive surest results from his toil.

There is no land on earth where intensive

fanning is more profitable than in Califor-

nia. The area that one man can care for

and supervise to its fullest advantage must,

done well even with lax methods of farming.
The best success of a small irrigated farm
comes to the man who applies his mind and
his hand, and it may be said without fear of

successful contradiction that the man in Cali-

fornia who applies the same methods and
same energy that is applied to farms in other

lands achieves many times the results so at-

tained elsewhere.

Many instances might be cited of success

in California on the small irrigated farm.
In fact there is scarcely a locality in the
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The Great La Grange Dam in California, Diverting Water From Tuolumne River
Into Canals. One on Each Side Feeding the Modesto Turlock Irrigation Dis-
trict, Comprising 280,000 Acres. Size of Dam 129 Feet High, 310 Feet Wide,
83 Feet Thick. Largest Overflow Dam in the World. Solid Masonry.
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state where they

are not to be

found, lliin.i

of fanners in Cal-

ifornia are well to

,1,, who came a

few years ago
with s <• a r e «• 1 y

enough money to

m k a the tirst

payment on their

land. These men

devoted tliem-

ahrfi to intensive

faming, dividing

their time with

najgUton in orfnt

to pet sufficient

ineome to support
tin-it- families un-

til their own land

lii-came produc-

tive, and now they

are numbered
among the ati

prat prosperous
cit/cus. One in-

.-.- of this kind

will be sufficient

to show what lias

heen done a D d

what may still be

done. A pros|

live farmer
bought 20 act-c-

ot' land at 9100
an acre, paying
one fourth cash

and the rest on

v payments
Hi- outlay at the,

start was a total

of 13,880, for
I a n d. improve-
ments, stock, farm

ini| lemcnts a n d

incidentals. I n

five years lie had

paid off his en-

tire indebtedness

and was receiving:

a net income of

|3 a year
from his place. Palm* in a California Detert.

It u t m a n y a

man would like to

M-ciiri- < u c h a

farm were he able

to come with that

amount of cash,

ll must be re-

membered that
ten, and even five,

acres of Califor-

nia land under

cultivation will
•jni- siiMcnanee to

a family and per-
mit a portion of

funds to be laid

by each year.

Many of the small

farms, intensively

cultivated, in Cali-

fornia bring re-

turns of from
-Jim i,, ISM net

an acre each year.
Much depends up-
on the man. In

every instance of

great success in

California there

has always been a

man at work who

let no opportu-

nity for better-

ment pass.

There is enor-

mous demand in

California for the

products of the

small fans. Thou
sands of carloads

of poultry prod-

ucts, dairy prod-

ucts, livestock and

meats are -hipped
into California

every year. These

raised on the

small diversified

farm in California

brine '" <|iiiek re-

turns for the la-

bor expended and
the farmer gets
cash for every-
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thing he raises. If the small farm he run

with intelligence there will be a cash in-

come each month that will have all the

regularity of a salary, with none of the dis-

agreeable conditions attending the occupation

of a man who works for another.

There is wonderful opportunity for the in-

tensive farmer in California. With the rich-

est soil in the world, and abundance of wa-

ter that can be impounded for irrigation

purposes, there is no limit to productivity.

The day will come when the great interior

valley, the combined Sacramento and San

Joaquin Valleys, will be given over to inten-

sive farming, and that vast area, fifty miles

wide and five hundred miles long, will be the

most productive place on the globe, peopled

by hundreds of thousands of prosperous in-

habitants. In the southern part of the state

and all along the coast opportunities for in-

tensive farming with irrigation are increas-

ing every year. Coincident with this increase

in the number of small farms comes the in-

creased demand for the products therefrom,
for with every increase in the farming popu-
lation of the state there is a corresponding
increase in the city population which de-

mands the products that come from the soil.

Good land for such intensive farming can

be bought in California for from fifty dol-

lars to one hundred dollars an acre. This

can be had for a small cash payment with

easy terms for the balance, if a man so de-

sire. A total cash outlay of $3,000 will place
a man independent for life, giving a good
living for the family amid the best surround-

ings, and permit of a comfortable bank bal-

ance every year.

Irrigation in California has the best there

is in life to offer the immigrant.

Irrigating Ditch Near Ceres—a Typical California Ditch.



Western Affairs at Washington
Reclamation Service—Men and Problems

By Ira E. Bennett

SHK Dated States Reclama-

tion Service is a monument

ment to the foresight, op-

timism, and tenucity of one

man—Frederick H. Newell,

its present head. He would

be the last man to claim the honor, since he

is notably modest, but the facts speak for

themselves. Prior to June 17. L902, when

the Ueclamation Act was approved, Mr.

Newell had served for many years as hy-

drographer in charge of water resource

the Geological Survey. He had supervision

over a few men engaged in gauging streams,

making maps of water courses and reservoir

sites, etc., the work being auxiliary to the

larger work of the Geological Survey and

not attracting popular attention either to

itself or to the men engaged in it.

Mr. Newell was an enthusiast on the sub-

ject of National irrigation. He believed that

the United States would eventually take up
the task of reclaiming the arid West, be-

cause of the immensity of the task and the

general public interest involved. Notwith-

standing the contemptuous and increasingly

t>itter opposition of Eastern legislators and

the press, he co-operated with Western men
who believed in National irrigation. Hia ad-

vice and counsel were invaluable, and the

information he was able to impart on prac-

tical matters was more than once the salva-

tion of Western champions in Congress
when attacked by the foes of irrigation.

The chief business of Mr. Newell in those

days, however, was to organize, quietly but

effectively, a nucleus of the Reclamation

Service that was to come. He made the ac-

quaintance of hydraulic engineers all over

the country, sifted the good from the bad,

ami "kept tab" on men who might ultimately

be useful in developing the Service. He
visited personally, time and again, the most

promising sites of National works, and

sketched out in his mind, years before ma-

terialization, the reservoirs, canals, dams,

Humes mid pipe lines that an- now trans-

form mil- (lie desert into gardens and orchards.

He directed the gathering of data concerning
the principal streams of the West, the sur-

of reservoir sites, the determination of

titles, and the character of soils. If Mr.

NVut'll had been possessed of the gift of

prophecy or clairvoyance he could not have

managed his quiet but thorough campaign
more aptly to the point. Everything he did

was apropos. Looking back over the record,

it is diflicult to discover any move made in

the incipiency of the National irrigation

campaign that should not have been made,
or which failed to accomplish the required

purpose at the proper time. All this work

was accomplished without publicity, and al-

most without the knowledge of other officials

of the Geological Survey. With the excep-
tion of Director Walcott, who appreciated
Mr. Xewell and who was far-seeing i-nougn

to give him carte blanche within his sphere,

few public men even knew Mr. Newell. He
did not hang about the committee rooms of

the Capitol, nor did he toast his shins at the

fire in the White House ante-room.

In the Spring of 1902 it was apparent
that the cause of National irrigation had

reached its crisis. It was either to triumph
or perish during that fast-closing session of

Congress. It had gathered strength ste-idily

in the West, and had worn down the enemies

of the East, but other things of great mo-
ment were pressing for attention. The Pan-

ama Canal was also undergoing the pangs of

birth, which, according to Lord Bacon, are

keener than the pangs of death. The minds

of the acknowledged leaders of Congress
were not on irrigation, but on canal matters.

Mark 1 lamia was developing his remark-

able strategy, and was driving that old Ro-

man, Morgan of Alabama, against the wall.

A deadlock was on in the Senate, and it wa*
not until Spooner of Wisconsin applied his

subtle and convincing arguments that a com-

promise was reached which resulted in the
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passage of the Spooner Act that called the

Panama Canal—yes, and a little later the

Panama Republic itself—into life. But this

was eleven days after the Reclamation Act

had been approved by Theodore Roosevelt.

When the Reclamation Act—then the New-
lands bill—was languishing, there were two

or three meetings at the White House. Presi-

dent Roosevelt was anxious to show his

friendship for the West. He was thorough-

ly in sympathy with the aims of the Re-

clamation Act because of his personal knowl-

edge of Western conditions. He made up
his mind that the Newlands bill would have

to "go through." It is unnecessary to recite

now the details of the compromises that were

offered on both sides. It is sufficient to re-

call that the Reclamation Act revived the

instant Mr. Roosevelt began to press it upon
Congress. He did not pay any attention to

the fact that its sponsor and reputed author

was a Democrat. He became sponsor for it

himself. He took counsel with Mr. Newell,
made certain that the practical working of

the act would be economical and effective,

outlined in his mind how -the work would be

begun, and vigorously pressed the bill upon
the attention of the leaders of both Houses.
Within two weeks the bill that was believed

to be dead had been passed and was signed

by the President. This was accomplished in

the thick of the Panama Canal debate. In

the West the passage of the Reclamation Act
was hailed as a mighty event, but in the East
it was hardly noticed. It is a question in

the minds of many men whether the act of
June 17 was not more important than the act

of June 28 of the year 1902. The latter

provided for the connecting of the two

oceans, and will stand for ages a spectacular
feat of engineering. The former brought
life out of death and fruit out of sterile

ground, giving homes to the homeless and

increasing permanently the wealth and hap-
piness of the Nation. Both of these accom-

plishments of June, 1002, are worthy of the

greatest of Congresses. But, if there must
be a comparison between the two acts, the

Reclamation Act will not be without it3

champions.

Coming with astonishing suddenness after
once Theodore Roosevelt had put his soul

into its enactment, the Reclamation Act was
a white elephant to all the officials of the

Government excepting Mr. Newell. Secre-

tary Hitchcock, who was getting crabbed

with advancing age, did not cordially wel-

come the enormous responsibilities imposed
upon him in this terse but comprehensive

phrase : "The Secretary of the Interior is

hereby authorized and directed to make ex-

aminations and surveys for and to locate and

construct irrigation works." A sum of

money running into tens of millions was
thrust into his hands by Congress with the

brief order: "Go out and change the desert

to a garden." Then Congress, turning
toward Panama, thrust $40,000,000 into the

hands of the President and said : "Buy what
there is of the Panama Canal and build the

rest of it." The swiftness of action and the

staggering size of the orders issued by Con-

gress were sufficient to daze younger men
than Secretary Hitchcock.

The work was placed in the hands of Mr.
Newell by the President's order—subject, of

course, to the supervision of Director Walcott
of the Geological Survey and of Secretary
Hitchcock. As Congress had not created a

Reclamation Service, but had merely directed

the Secretary of the Interior to do the work,
it was incumbent upon Mr. Newell not only
to plan the work, but to create the machine
that would do it, with the proper checks for

preventing fraud and extravagance.
Within a year after the passage of the

act it had been demonstrated that Mr. New-
ell's long course of preparation was of in-

calculable value to the Government. He was
able to save hundreds of thousands of dollars

that would have been thrown away if a serv-

ice had not already been framed by his fore-

sight. He seized upon the nucleus he had

formed, and with enlarged powers and un-
limited financial resources expanded the

Service to meet the demands of the great
work in view. It was fortunate for the West
that the Reclamation Service had at its head
in this formative period a man who grasped
in its entirety the hugeness of the plan. A
man of contracted or distorted vision might
have played havoc in the relations of the

Government to irrigation. Imagination, con-

servatism, vigilance, patience, precision, and
fairness were qualities in Mr. Newell which
he was called upon to exercise constantly.
He was forced to keep in view the fact that

his work was to extend over decades, and
not months. He was able to be patient when
the question of titles and the uproar of
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ignorant and interested enemies thwarted his

purposes for the time being-. If he had been

dishonest he could have turned millions into

his own and other private pockets. If he

had been less conservative he could have

plunged the Government into preposterous

schemes. If he had been less diplomatic he

could have had the Interior Department and

several other departments by the ears in a

wrangle over methods and accounting. If he

had been unfair or revengeful he could have

used his powers to pinch men who had tried

to block the Government's operations. For-

tunately, he was a level-headed, modest, hon-

Arthur P. Davis, Chief Engineer of the Recla-
mation Service, Who Acts as Director

in Mr. Newell's Absence.

est man, doing his duty well as he saw it,

and building better than he knew.

In due time the Reclamation Service as

organized and perfected by Mr. Newell be-

came a full-fledged bureau of the Interior

Department. When Director Walcott with-

drew from the Geological Survey to become
the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion, a Director of the Reclamation Service

was needed, and Chief Engineer Newell was

very properly advanced to that post.

Secretary Garfield is an enthusiastic sup-

porter of Director Newell in the work of re-

claiming the desert. He has complete con-

fidence in the Director of the Reclamation

Service and in the staff selected to assist

him. During this Summer Secretary Gar-

field has inspected most of the larger proj-
ects in company with Director Newell, and

has become acquainted with the supervising
and constructing engineers

—the men who are

shaping in concrete the plans which were

formed years ago in the busy brain of Di-

rector Newell.

Arthur P. Davis, who succeeded Mr. New-
ell as Chief Engineer of the Service, has

seen long service in the Government. He
was on duty as hydrographer in Nicaragua
and Panama with the Canal Commissions

which investigated the physical conditions

along the several routes. His standing as an

engineer is too well established and too well

known to require mention here. In the ab-

sence of Director Newell, Mr. Davis acts as

Director of the Service. During a part of

the Summer, while the higher officials were

inspecting field work, Chief Engineer Davis

turned over the acting directorship to Mr.

Morris Bien, in charge of land and legal mat-

ters in the Service. Mr. Bien is a Cali-

fornian, a graduate of the university of that

state, and has become an expert in irriga-

tion law.

This branch of jurisprudence has devel-

oped marvelously in the last twenty years,
and particularly fast in the last decade. It

has proved to be a profitable and honorable

specialty to many young lawyers in the West.

The body of law built up in the Western
States where irrigation problems arise is

so respectable as to be drawn upon by the

United States Supreme Court itself, in deal-

ing with the perplexing questions that reach

it from the lower courts. Sooner or later

that great tribunal must answer the question,
"Is the Reclamation Act constitutional?"

Upon the answer will depend in great meas-

ure the welfare of the West. Such young
and gifted men as Mr. Bien are at work

now, preparing the pros and cons for the

legal battle over the Reclamation Act.

The constitutionality of the Reclamation

Act was challenged some months ago by an

irrigation company owning a system in Ari-

zona. The Reclamation Service gave notice

that it intended to cross the private com-

pany's system, as it had a right to do under

the law. The company sought an injunction,
and denied the right of the Government to

build a system which it was alleged would
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cum]>ete with a private system. On the

ground that the Government had no right to

engage in private business, and on other

grounds, the constitutionality ot' the Recla-

mation Act was challenged. The Federal

Court in Arizona decided in favor of the

Government; and notice was given by the

company that an appeal would be taken to

the I'nited States Supreme Court. Mean-

while another action was begun in the Dis-

trict of Columbia to restrain the Secretary

of the Interior from issuing orders to carry

into effect the Government work in Arizona.

The Government brought up the question of

jurisdiction, and the court held that it had

no jurisdiction over the matter. The appeal
from the Arizona cour -ion, if it

M the Supreme Court, may afford an

opportunity for a test of the constitutional-

ity of the Reclamation Act. It should be

borne in mind, however, that the Supreme
Court s times appears to avoid giving a

judgment that fully and squarely determines

the points brought up by opposing counsel.

It is believed by many lawyers that the Su-

preme Court will not pass upon the const i-

tutionality of the Reclamation Act UBlata

the issue is so sharply drawn that it cannot

be avoided. The reason assigned for this

reluctance to settle far-reaching questions is

that the court regards these matters some-

times as political in their nature, or as mat-

ters of policy to be settled by the legislative

and executive, rather than by the judicial

authority. It may be thought by those great

justices that the Reclamation Act, so far-

reaching in its transformation, and so vital

in its effect upon a large section of the

country, is in its essence a political policy

put in execution hy Congress and the Execu-

tive under the authority of that portion of.

Section 3 of Article 4 of the Constitution

which provides: "The Congress shall have

power to dispose of and make all needful

rules and regulations respecting the territory

or other property belonging to the United

If such a view should be held, the Supreme
Court will, if it follows precedent, refrain

from narrowly construing the power of the

United States to deal with irrigation matters

within the borders of a state, so long as the

laws of the state are not overriden. Inas-

much as the Reclamation Act requires the

Secretary of the Interior to "proceed in con-

formity with such (state) laws." it is pos-

sible that the court may conclude that no

contlict brtmi National and state powers
is precipitated by the Reclamation A
The judgment and opinion of the Supreme

Court in the now famous case of Kansas vs.

Colorado, delivered on May L8, 1907, by Mr.

Justice Hrewer, has aroused the keenest in-

among all persons interested in the

Reclamation Service and in irrigation mat-

ters. The decision of the court is unques-

tionably a step forward in the great work

of irrigati since it tends to establish the

doctrine of appropriation and to daalfOJ the

E. Gruntky, Consulting Engineer of the
Reclamation Service.

common-law doctrine of riparian rights. But

the opinion of Justice Brewer has led to

fierce contention among lawyers as to the

probable attitude of the Supreme Court in

case the constitutionality of the Reclamation

Act is brought squarely before it. The pro-
found reasoning power of Justice Brewer is

universally acknowledged, as well as his wide

practical experience and broad learning, and

ragral has been expressed among lawyers not

directly concerned with the fate of the Re-

clamation Act that Justice Brewer did not

follow further the line of thought in that

portion of his opinion which bears upon the

power of the Government to reclaim arid
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lands. Those who champion the act are able

to declare that Justice Brewer did not go to

the extent of declaring the act unconstitu-

tional. Those who attack it derive comfort

from certain language in the opinion which

they believe is an indication that the court

would hold that Congress exceeded its power
when it tried to build irrigation systems
within the boundaries of states.

Justice Brewer's opinion, so far as it re-

lates to the Reclamation Act. was called

forth by the Government's petition of inter-

vention. This petition set forth that Kan-

sas claimed the right to have the waters of

the Arkansas River, which rises in Colo-

rado, flow uninterrupted and unimpeded into

Kansas; that Colorado claimed the owner-

ship of all waters within that state; and that

the United States Government contended

that neither Kansas nor Colorado was right,

and that neither contention accorded with the

doctrine prevailing in the arid region in re-

spect to the use of water; and that either

contention, if sustained, would defeat the ob-

ject and purpose of the Reclamation Act.

Justice Brewer says, in part :

It (the Government) rests its petition of

intervention upon its alleged duty of legis-

lating for the reclamation of arid lands;

alleges that in or near the Arkansas River,
as it runs through Kansas and Colorado, are

large tracts of these lands; that the National

Government is itself the owner of many thou-

sands of acres; that it has the right to make
such legislative provision as in its judgment
is needful for the reclamation of all these

arid lands, and for that purpose to appro-

priate the accessible waters. . .

In other words, the determination of the

rights of the two states inter sese in regard
to the flow of waters in the Arkansas River
is subordinate to a superior right on the part
of the National Government to control the

whole system of the reclamation of arid

lands. That involves the question whether
the reclamation of arid lands is one of the

powers granted to the General Government.
As heretofore stated, the constant declara-

tion of this court from the beginning is that

this Government is one of enumerated pow-
ers. . . Turning to the enumeration of the

powers granted to Congress by the eighth
section of the first article of the Constitution,
it is enough to say that no one of them by
any implication refers to the reclamation of

arid lands. . . We must look beyond Sec-

tion 8 for congressional authority over arid

lands, and it is said to be found in the sec-

ond paragraph of Section 3, of Article IV,

reading: "The Congress shall have power to

dispose of and make all needful rules and

regulations respecting the territory or other

property belonging to the United States," etc.

The full scope of this paragraph has never

been definitely settled. . . But clearly it

does not grant to Congress any legislative
control over the states, and must, so far as

they are concerned, be limited to authority
over the property belonging to the United
States within their limits. Appreciating the

force of this, counsel for the Government re-

lies upon "the doctrine of sovereign and in-

herent power," adding, "I am aware that in

advancing this doctrine I seem to challenge

great decisions of the court, and I speak with

deference." His argument runs substantial-

ly along this line: All legislative power must
be vested in either the state or the National

Government; no legislative powers belong
to a state government other than those which
affect solely the internal affairs of that state;

consequently all powers which are National

in their scope must be found vested in the

Congress of the United States.

But the proposition that there are legis-

lative powers affecting the nation as a whole
which belong to, although not expressed in

the grant of powers, is in direct conflict

with the doctrine that this is a government
of enumerated powers. That this is such a

government clearly appears from the Consti-

tution. . . This natural construction of the

original body of the Constitution is made

absolutely certain by the tenth amendment.
This amendment, which was seemingly adopt-
ed with prescience of just such contentions

as the present, disclosed the widespread fear

that the National Government might, under
the pressure of a supposed general welfare,

attempt to exercise powers which had not

been granted. . . The powers affecting the

internal affairs of the states not granted to
• the United States by the Constitution, nor

prohibited by it to the states, are reserved

to the states respectively, and all powers of

a National character which are not delegated
to the National Government by the Constitu-

tion are reserved to the people of the United
States. . .

This very matter of the reclamation of

arid lands illustrates this: At the time of

the adoption of the Constitution within the

known and conceded limits of the United

States, there were no large tracts of arid

land, and nothing which called for any fur-

ther action than that which might be taken

by the legislature of the state in which any
particular tract of such land was to be found,
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Juttice David J. Brewer, of the I'nited Stales Supreme Court, Who Wrote and

Handed Down the Opinion In the Kantat-Cnlorado Cote

and tlif < '(institution, therefore, makes no

provision for a National control of the arid

regions or their reclamation. But, as our

National territory has been enlarged, we
have within our borders extensive tracts of

arid lands which ought to be reclnimeil, and
it may wi-ll ba that no power is adequate for

their reclamation other than that of the Na-

tional government. Hut if no such power has

been grunted, none can be exercise.!.

Justice Brewer then points out that the

National Government is not left powerless,
since it lias a right to legislate in respect
to all arid lands within the limits of terri-

tories, and all arid lands it may itself own
within the states. But its legislation re-

garding arid lands within stales must not

over-ride state laws in respect to the general

subject of reclamation. Justice Brewer re-

marks that he does not understand that Con-

gress has acted in disregard of this limita-

tion, pointing out that the Reclamation Act

provides that nothing shall be done to inter-

fere with state laws relating to the use of

water for irrigation.

The inference to lie drawn from Ju-tin-

Brewer's opinion is that he does not believe

that Congress is. possesse d of power to legis-
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B. 'M. Hall, Consulting Engineer V. S. R. S.

late with respect to arid lands within the

states, unless such lands are actually owned

by the Government. Certainly he lays stress

upon the opinion that "the pressure of a

supposed general welfare" is not sufficient

authority for the exercise of power by Con-

gress, in the absence of an express grant

from the people.
Justice Brewer's opinion is tantalizing in

its failure to carry the discussion to its end.

Especially is this true because of the fact

that he spoke for the entire Supreme Court.

Mr. Justice Moody took no part in the de-

cision of the case, but there was no dissent-

ing opinion. As far as it goes, Justice Brew-

er's opinion is the judgment of the Supreme
Court on the validity of the Reclamation

Act. Why does it go no further? It is

necessary to go behind the record in order to

answer this question.

Tradition informs us that the chambers

of the United States Supreme Court are the

scene of occasional contentions among the

venerable jurists of that tribunal. Authentic

reports of these private disputes are not to

be obtained, of course, but rumor is not

drowsy or idle when the noise of conflict be-

trays the fact that the justices are engaged.

Many interesting stories are told by court

attaches concerning these high debates. It

is said that Mr. Justice Harlan, for exam-

ple, is extremely short-tempered in discuss-

ing the conclusions he has reached in any
case. If irreverent rumor is not at fault,

Justice Harlan has been known to throw up
his hands in disgust when his brothers were

too insistent, accompanying the gesture

with the remark that he would rather face

damnation than argue further.

Now, rumor has not overlooked the some-

what abrupt passages of thought in the

Kansas-Colorado opinion of Justice Brewer,

and a ready explanation has been given. It

is reported that Justice Brewer had written

an extremely pointed criticism of the legisla-

tive and executive departments for their

alleged assumption of powers belonging to

the states. It is further rumored that Jus-

tice Brewer declared the Reclamation Act

to be a sample of the centralization of

power at Washington, and that it was clearly

unconstitutional. These portions of his

opinion, according to rumor, caused such a

spirited debate among the justices that the

Supreme Court chambers resounded with the

clamor. The upshot of the contention was

the striking out of matter objected to by
several of the justices, and the reluctant ac-

Louls C. Hill, Supervising Engineer of the
Yuma Project.
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W. II. Sanders, Consulting Engineer for Colo-
rado, Nebraska, New Mexico, Utah,

Oklahoma and Arizona.

eaptanaa of other language not quite so

pomtad, but sufficiently clear to serve as a

warning to the other branches of the Govern-
ment.

Whether rumor is accurate or otherwise
in dealinu; with this tradition, the story is ac-

cepted anion:,' tome lawyers who have to

deal with the Reclamation Service. They
have reached the opinion that the Supreme
Court is averse to declaring the Reclamation
Act unconstitutional, and will not do so if

it can avoid the issue. They believe the

court regards the reclamation of arid lands
as such a colossal task, and so beneficial to

the people, that it is properly a National un-

dertaking, and t<> be fostered in the absence
of any direct and specific challenge of the

authority of Congress in the matter. Never-

theless, the fear exists among able lawyers
that if the Supreme ('nurt should be brought
face to face with the question, it would de-

clare the Reclamation Act unconstitutional
in so far as it deals with such arid lands
within the states as are not owned by the

Government, and with non-navigable waters

Bowing within the states.

The Kxeeutive proceeds meanwhile, of
»! the assumption that the Reclama-

tion Act is valid and vital in every word.
The scope of the operations under way and
in contemplation can be explained best by
those eonneeted with the physical features
of the work. Little can be conceived, how-

ever, of the true magnitude of the Govern-
ment's reclamation work without personal

-linn. The employment of millions of

dollars annually by enthusiastic and skillful

engineers and contractors means the accom-

plishment of a transformation so radical and

complete that it is nothing less than a re-

creation of the West. In the material aspect
of the work, as well as in the profound

oeiologioal changes involved in it, the re-

clamation of the arid West is perhaps the

most .striking' and important achievement of

mankind in this age.

.1 Knotty Matter.

The remarkable attitude of certain South-
ern Stati's toward the railroads has increased

the desire of the railroads to get under ex-

elusive Government control. Instead of ob-

structing the extension of Government con-

trol, the leading railroad men are now in

favor of the enactment of laws by Con-

gress which will transfer the supervision of
the interstate railroads from state to Na-
tional jurisdiction. Some of them are even

willing thai the Government should extend

pervision to the matter of stock and
bond issues, although it must be admitted
that the majority of railroad managers
are not yet so public-spirited as to be

willing to turn over to the Government the

/ It Quintan, fuprrvising Engineer for Colo-
rado and Utah, and Consulting En-

gineer for Nevada.
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7. W. McConnell, Engineer in Charge of the

Uncompaghre Project, Colorado.

means of manipulating the credit of their

roads.

While the acts of Governor Glenn of

North Carolina and Governor Comer of Ala-

bama were spectacular, there was nothing in

the action of either executive which blazed

a new trail in the wilderness of states'

rights. Governor Glenn insisted upon the

enforcement of a state railroad rate law in

spite of an injunction issued by a Federal

court, and the dispute was patched up by a

compromise whereby the railroad agreed to

obey the law after a certain date and Gov-

ernor' Glenn agreed that the question of

validity should be put to the Supreme Court

at the earliest opportunity. In Alabama the

controversy was settled, also, by a compro-

mise, by which the railroad company gave

up the protection afforded by a Federal in-

junction and agreed to put new passenger
and freight rates into effect pending judicial

settlement of its plea that such rates were

ruinous, whereupon the state authorities re-

voked the cancellation of the railroad com-

pany's license to do business in the state and

quashed indictments against it and its

officers.

These questions in all their phases will go
before the United States Supreme Court

during the present October term. As it has

been shown in another connection, it is by no

means certain that the Supreme Court will

pass upon all the questions involved. The

probability is that it will not. It can hardly

fail, however, to decide the crucial points in-

volved, and thus give to National and state

legislators a clearer idea of the demarcation

between Federal and state powers. It is a

wavering, shadowy line at best, and perhaps
even the Supreme Court is puzzled at times

to define it. But the opinion of judges and

seasoned law-makers is that there is no ex-

cuse at this late day for a serious clash be-

tween Federal and state judicial or execu-

tive authorities.

In both North Carolina and Alabama the

railroad companies' agreement to put rates

into effect at once was held by most of the

inhabitants to be a great victory for the state

as against the railroads and the Federal

courts. There is ground for disputing the

claim of complete victory. The constitu-

tionality of the rate laws in these states re-

mains to be established. The fact that Fed-

eral judges in each state granted temporary

injunctions on the application of the rail-

road company, on the ground that the rates

fixed by the legislature were in effect con-

fiscatory, affords reasonable grounds of

doubt that these laws will be sustained bv the

Theodore E. Burton, Chairman of the Inland
Waterways Commission.
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Supreme Court. If the Supreme Court

wdd Ml MW these laws, it must he ad-

mitted that the passing victory of the

over the railroads was dearly bought.

P.evond the question of the validity of the

rate laws is a more serious question

rijlit of ii state to deny to a person or cor-

poration the full use of the courts as a

means of protection and relief. In

Carolina this question is involved to some

extent, but may not come directly before the

Supreme Court. In Alabama the question

re prominent, and it may forc-e itself

upon the attention of the highest 'tribunal.

Alabama enacted a law requiring all outside

or "foreign" corporations to obtain a license

from the state authorizing them to do busi-

ness in Alabama, and providing that if, after

taking out sueh a license, any corporation

upon being sued should try to transfer its

ease from a state to a Federal court, its

license should be revoked; and that its offi-

cers and agents should be punished if they

should attempt to do business thereafter.

Is it in the power of a state to deny to

any citizen of the United States the right to

appeal to any or afl of the courts having

jurisdiction over the matters at issuet This

ion goes deeply into the subject of the

National judicial power. It is true that the

eleventh amendment of the Constitution pro-

vides that this power shall not be construed

to apply to actions between a state and a

citizen, such actions evidently coming under

the judicial power of the stltes; but the

Supreme Court must finally pass upon any

controversy involving such constitutional

rights, for example, as those which prohibit

the taking of property without due process
of law. And good lawyers contend that in-

ferior Federal courts having concurrent

jurisdiction over such issues as those men-

tioned in North Carolina and Alabama can-

not be closed to any citizen of the United

States by means of a state law. The fact is

conceded that suit may be begun in either a

state or a Federal court to restrain the execu-

tion of an alleged invalid law. Can a state.

for the purpose of enforcing its own will,

deprive a citizen of this choice of tribunals?

Is not such an act an attempt to annul the

power of Congress to ordain and establish

inferior Federal courts T

If it is beyond the power of Alabama to

deny to a foreign corporation the right to

HI to the Federal courts, the

triumph of that state over its principal rail-

road system is brief indeed; for there is no

real vitality in the power to cancel a 1

to operate a railroad if such cancellation

would bring disaster to the state. The
Southern Railroad may not be vitally im-

portant in the life of Alabama, but it is

virtually indispensable. Whether the

wishes to license the railroad or not, the situ-

ation is such that the people in their own
interest would demand that the road be

operated.
The relations of the public with the rail-

roads is a subject that is certain to r>

the attention of Congress at its approaching
session. Not only have the developments in

-nth made a National discussion of

these relations inevitable, but the President

is to bring the subject sharply before

gress in his annual message. If his speeches
are a guide, it may be predicted that he will

mend the enactment of legislation pro-

viding for taking the valuation of railroads

sd in interstate commerce, and placing
in the Government's hands the supervision

of stock and bond issues. He may also sug-

gest that traffic combinations between rail-

roads be permitted by law under certain <*on-

ditions, in order to facilitate commerce; at

any rate, he has intimated that he would ap-

prove such a law if passed.

This legislation would complete the Na-

tional control of interstate railroads, for all

practical purposes, although there is a pos-

sible conflict between the Nation and the

states as to the exercise of the rate-making

power which may have to be settled later.

If Mr. Roosevelt should succeed in his effort

to obtain legislation on the two subjects

mentioned, however, he will have accom-

plished enough in one session. The unwrit-

ten law of probabilities is against such an

achievement.

Concerning the Inland Waterways Com-
mission.

Early in October President Roosevelt will

go down the Mississippi River as far as

Memphis, accompanied by members of the In-

land Waterways Commission and officials of

the states interested in the proposed con-

struction of a ship waterway from the Great

Lakes to the Gulf. The Inland Waterways
Commission is a branch of the system being
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devised by the President and his counsellors

for the safeguarding and developing of the

National resources. The forests, the coal-

bearing lands, and the waters of the United

States belong, in his opinion, to the people,

and should be preserved for them. He has

created the Waterways Commission—a body

serving without pay—for the purpose of

studying the water systems of the country
and planning on a broad scale a system of

development that will take cognizance of the

uses of water for commerce, navigation, irri-

gation, domestic supply and power.
The chairman of this commission is the

Hon. Theodore E. Burton, of Ohio, at pres-

ent chairman of the Committee on Rivers

and Harbors of the House of Representa-
tives. Mr. Burton will resign from the

House committee chairmanship when Con-

gress convenes, and will devote much of his

time to the questions confronting the Water-

ways Commission. He is regarded as the

best informed man in public life on the sub-

ject of rivers and harbors. He has been

very successful in his management of the

bills appropriating money for the improve-
ment of the National waterways. In order

to make a success of the task of properly

distributing funds in such work he was
forced to neglect the interests of his con-

stituents and to refrain from participation
in other important legislation. Now he in-

tends to leave this work to others.

The election of John H. Bankhead to suc-

ceed the late Senator Morgan of Alabama
made a change in the Waterways Commis-

sion. At the time of his appointment to the

Commission Mr. Bankhead was a member of

the House. It was the President's plan to

have both the Senate and House represented
on the Commission. There, are now three

Senators on the Commission—Messrs. New-
lands of Nevada, Warner of Missouri and
Bankhead of Alabama—and only one Rep-
resentative—Mr. Burton. The appointment
of two additional members of the House to

the Commission will restore the balance.

Before the Commission goes down the

Mississippi with the President it will make
several short trips in the Middle West to

investigate portions of the proposed "Lakes

to Gulf ship waterway." A preliminary re-

port on the project will be made to the Presi-

dent, which he may decide to transmit to

Congress. The Commission will go to the

Pacific Coast in due time to consider water-

way questions. Although the Waterways
Commission is not clothed with any power,
its personnel and methods of work are ex-

pected to make its recommendations ex-

tremely influential in Congress. The mem-
bers of the Commission are : Representative
Theodore E. Burton of Ohio, chairman;
W. J. McGee, Smithsonian Institution, sec-

retary; General Alexander Mackenzie, Chief

of Engineers, U. S. A.
; Senators Newlands

of Nevada, Warner of Missouri and Bank-
head of Alabama; F. H. Newell, Director

of the Reclamation Service; Gifford Pinchot,

Forester, Forest Service, and Herbert Knox

Smith, Commissioner of Corporations, De-

partment of Commerce and Labor.



It Wat 8uc\ a Little Thing to Raine Her Eytt to Hit

I

O Te Quiero!
By Marguerite Stabler

1ABL0!" The senorita Ysa-

bel de la Querra di Nareigo

y Cordilla flung down her

cigaretto and held up a tiny

burn on a jeweled fuller.

Paxton laughed. "Oh let

me give you a light," he said, lazily watch-

ing, as, with a sudden swish of frills, flu

gleam of a shoe buckle—and a touch of

lace—she was about to strike a match on
the *oIe of her slipper.

The patio was screened with a riotous

Mexican moon-flower that cut off curious

eyea and attentive ears. Puff—puff
—

puff.

Paxton's cigar was burned down to a stump—for which he praised the saints—and the

senorita Ysabel's cigaretto was a very short

one, too. The little senorita's cheeks were

like the glowing rose of Castile that bent

above her and ber lips like their half-folded

bud, as, holding the cigaretto in her teeth,

it caught a tiny spark from the cigar.
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Then, it was such a little thing to raise

her eyes to his, her glowing Spanish eyes
to his blue-gray Gringo ones, and that first

tiny spark had been so easily kindled !

Whereupon both her cigaretto and his cigar

were saved from sudden extinction only by
a warning shuffle of feet on the flagstones.

The two figures drew closer into the shadow

and the threatened interruption remained

only a threat. The gay throng surged
around them unconscious of their presence.

The streaming decorations of the great

patio, the gold lace and bedizenment of the

men, the sparkling beauty of the women,
struck the Boston-bred eye of the Gringo
like a scene from Don Pasquale with all its

strong harmonies of color and tone. All the

riotous life of this West-world Spring-time
seemed epitomized in the gay scene before

him; the showers of confetti falling upon

spangled heads, the cologne-filled eggs

drenching the air, the crowding in of the

parti-colored uninvited in easy good-nature
made a Beacon Street function seem, by

comparison, a dismal ceremony of duty.
Ysabel's soft Spanish was an almost un-

intelligible tongue to Paxton, but Ysabel's

great velvet eyes went straight and true to

their mark and Paxton's keen glance with

the touch of cynicism in its gray depths
answered steadily thought for thought. And
as long as Paxton's ship stayed in the Mon-

terey harbor there was nothing for Paxton
to do but stay with it. Meanwhile Paxton's

Yankee blood rose up and beat in sympathy
with the light-hearted life around him.

The skies beamed weeks of unremitting

blueness, the sun poured down a shower of

molten gold, the roses and jessamine that

rioted over the low adobe walls drugged the

air with their heavy fragrance until Paxton

caught the spirit of the country and. learned

that mafiana is for duty and ahora is to live

and love.

The deep-hued Mexican saguro springs,
into full bloom, flings up its golden heart to

the sun, lives, out its gorgeous life and dies,

all in a day; so Ysabel, weeks there had

been, but days would have sufficed, for her

to spring with one great heart-throb from
her convent-bred girlhood to womanhood,
and with the reckless prodigality of untried

youth live out her gorgeous day.
The tiny burn on the bejewelled hand was

quickly soothed by a certain alchemy of bliss

that Paxton applied and the little seiioritn

was thinking this wonderful evening of

moonlight and gray eyes had just begun
when Maria, old, bent, wrinkled Maria, who
did n't know moonlight when she saw it,

was sent to take her off to bed.

This was but the beginning. Each glori-

ous day of blue and gold was followed by

another, after a wise ordering of things,

and the senorita Ysabel's earthly paradise
was bounded by two gray-blue eyes indiffer-

ently steady and one rose-embowered night
of blessed memory.
But the little senorita's experience of life

was limited to its beginning. When the old

Commandante Cordilla awoke to the fact that

all Monterey was agog over the fact of his

daughter's infatuation with a damned

Gringo, one wild parental cloudburst swept
all the sun forever from her skies.

When padre Serra was consulted by the

Commandante and told it was with this

despised Gringo his daughter had tried to

elope, and while the old father raged and

swore that before the honor of his house

should be besmirched his daughter should

die, the kind old padre had counseled pa-
tience.

"The child is very young," he had urged in

answer to the outraged parent's threats, "and
she has no mother. When she is older she

may see this differently."

But the old Commandante knew his race.

"She is a Cordilla," he answered. "She will

never change. The river does not flow back-

ward."

Still, "Wait a year," the padre plead into

unheeding ears. The good old Serra knew,

although the girl herself did not, why the

father's heart waxed hot with fear for his

daughter. The old father was too slightly

acquainted with the growing needs of this

budding woman who had burst from her

convent chrysallis only a few months before

to consider her case in any light than that

of an insubordinate. On the rare visits he

had made her in her convent school he had
seen a demure little girl in a slim little frock

and had been assured by the Mother Su-

perior that she was a good child and sang
well, and after each visit the father had
carried away the gratifying impression that

the child was growing like her mother. He
was too slightly acquainted with the child,

however, to guess at the volcanic nature that
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smouldered heneath her demure exterior. All

be mw was the blue-black hair ami proud
little head that recalled her Bother. W

upon his thoughts invariably Ben back to

the days of his gilded youth in sunny Spain,

ad sweet life with his gypsy singer.

whose voice had brought all Madrid to her

then the transition to the new world

with a little motherless daughter all that

was left to link him with his past.

the good old padre Serra knew all the

story ami he knew why the love of music

was the core of the child's life, why she ac-

cepted all the color, warmth and beauty of

rid as her own inalienable right, as

the great scarlet poppy aeeepts the sunshine

ami dew from heaven, and droops and dies

without them. And when the Superior came

to him with complaints that when the child

sang Mieereres in the chapel choir they ran

off into such trills of variation as brought
the displeasure of the whole sombre

hood upon her head, and when she sang the

Adeste Fideles she adapted a movement of

the cacuclia that might be danced to the slow

measure of the hymn, the wise old padre
had only counseled patience with the little

sinner. He knew the fires the music had

kindled in her blood; knew, too, why the

child had refused to say her prayers to the

Blessed Virgin and chose instead Santa

Veronica beause Santa Veronica was repre-

sented in a bright scarlet robe.

But now, at last, all the bright dreams of

life out in the wide world were coming true.

The blank habit and pale faces of the women
around her during her convent days had

given her chills of depression until she had

had to shut her eyes to keep the horrors of

a cloistered life out of her mind. To their

peaceful souls the sweet religious life was
a foretaste of heaven and they could no

more understood her riotous gypsy blood

than she could appreciate their joy in fast-

ing and prayer.
I> ut while the little sefiorita Ysabel flung

up her heart to the sun and threw her life-

intoxicated soul into the gaieties of her little

world, while the blue-gray Gringo eyes were

bringing all her dreams true, the old Com-
niandante father sent for her to come into

the garden, his rage too high to be confined

by walls.

Like a prisoner at the bar of her father's

wrath the girl stood before him. Steadily

and without tremor she looked the old ti-

dier in the eye and answered "Yes" to each

charge preferred against her.

Finally, "Do you know the future you are,

making for yourself?" her father asked in

tense, hard tones.

Once before she had seen that look and

heard those tones. It was when he had

ordered a deserter shot. Still, without flinch

ing, she had faced him. "I do not," she an-

swered with bloodless lips; "I do not know
and I do not care."

If she had wept or swooned or begged to

be forgiven, the dishevelled blue-black hair.

the streaming velvety eyes, all so like her

mother's, might have carried her point. Tem-

pestuous scenes had not been lacking during
the bitter-sweet year of his marriage and

the torrent of .cars released at will had usu-

ally brought about their end. But in this

first crisis of her life it was the soldier-

father, not the gypsy-mother, who spoke

through her white lips.

"I do not know and I do not care," was
the answer the young Pedro Nareigo y Cor-

dilla would have made forty years ago. For
once it was not the light-hearted gypsy
mother the father saw in the blue-black hair

and velvet eyes; it was the bold insurgent
that looked out from under their sweep of

dark lashes and defied him to do his worst.

If she had been a boy, this little wisp of

a woman standing at "attention" before him,

defying him without a tremor, the old gen-
eral would have made a soldier of him and

gloried in his grit. But this was only a girl,

therefore she must be conquered, her spirit

broken, and taught to obey the commands of

her father or husband.

In formal, measured tones the stroke of

doom fell. In the soft brooding twilight

n.ade for dreams and caresses, almost on the

spot she had plighted her troth to her

Gringo lover, under the breath of the roses

and honeysuckles, all the earth teeming with

life and palpitating with promise, he told

her she was to be torn away from it all, this

gay singer's child, and shut up in a convent

for a long life of lingering death—she who
had just begun to live!

The girl had too much of her soldier-

father in her to flinch even under her sen-

tence; all the buoyancy of her nature was
turned into a rigid defiance that might
break but never bend. Turning, she opened
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her lips to speak, but with a sudden flash of

resolution closed them again, and without a

word left the garden.
• Thereafter the sefiorita was a prisoner in

her father's house. There was no possibil-

ity of a meeting between her and Paxton.

A sentry was posted in the garden under

Ysabel's window to prevent any scaling of

the walls, but there had been one moment,
one last desperate moment, when, the

household wrapped in midnight slumber, and

the sentry strolled off to the outer end of

the wall, that the Gringo's whistle had

brought Ysabel trembling to the window and

he had managed to call in undertones, "Keep
up your courage, little one; it will be all

right yet." To which the ghost of the glow-

ing Ysabel had replied, "0 te quiero, te

quiero .'"

The swinging sanctuary lamp tossed the

shadows to and fro under the vaulted roof

of the little chapel till the saints seemed

evoked to life by the weird play of light

upon them. St. Joseph swayed forward and

the Blessed Virgin shook her head sadly, the

starting eyes of the prostrate figure at her

feet could almost believe.

The sweet breath of incense fell stale upon
the dead air within the damp adobe walls,

the atmosphere, palpitant a few hours before

with glad "Alleluias" now gave back only the

echo of the clicking beads as Aves and Pater

Nosters slipped from her rosary. All the

warmth and glow of the long bright day was
sunk into the chilling darkness of the night
and Sister Bautista, keeping her solitary

vigil before the Virgin's shrine, felt the chill

of her convent life clutching her heart and

turning the rich red gypsy blood, that had
danced so madly through her veins, into the

vinegar of crucifixion agony. ,

Chaplet after chaplet the kneeling sister

told upon her rosary, pleading "Oro pro
nobis" at the foot of the Blessed Virgin's

shrine, still in the light of the swaying shad-

ows the pale sweet countenance seemed
clouded with disapproval. Then to all the

saints she poured out her petition : "Con-

fitoer Deo Omnipotenti, beatae Mariae sem-

per Virgini, beato Michaeli Archangelo,
beato Joarmi Baptistae, Sanctis ApostoUs
Petro et Paulo, omnibus Sanctis," she prayed
all through the long watches of the night.
While the convent was wrapped in slumber
the turbulent soul of Sister Bautista beat

against the symbol of self-renunciation that

hung upon her breast, struggling for the

peace that all within those walls but herself

had found passing understanding. At last

with the first faint streak of dawn the tired

limbs sank lower upon the cold hard marble

altar steps, the heavy eyelids drooped over

the restless eyes. Then while all the sister-

hood lay folded in pius peace, white hands

folded over whiter breasts, the sweeping

lashes, shutting out the swaying shadows

and frowning saints, opened upon such a

phantasma of riotous life and rapturous love

as would have turned the pale sisterhood

aghast could they have known the life being
lived under their roof, though only in

dreams; for, half-way between the world of

waking thought and sleeping dream when
the rich red lips thought they were still

pleading "Oro pro nobis," they were mur-

muring "0 te quiero, te quiero" to the blue-

gray eyes of her vision. The last faint

wraith of incense-smoke that curled its way
into the shadows was now the blue haze of a

cigaretto and under their sweeping lashes the

restless fires burned with a passion all the

holy water in the font could never quench
and the chain that held the crucifix upon
her heart had slipped aside as she fell upon
the steps, so the throbbing pulses beat free

and high with no reminder of her great re-

nunciation. Wildly Bautista's thoughts

flung out to bridge the black chasm of these

intervening years. She did not know how

long it had been. The feasts of Christmas

and Easter and lesser festivals had recurred

three or four times, but she could not believe

it only a few years since she had last seen

the world outside, when the red wine of life

had sparkled at her lips, only to be dashed

to the ground at her first draught.

Prayers had served but to turn her heart

more hungrily back to the joy of living, a

night of quiet vigil brought only a day of

rebellion against this unnatural curbing of

her nature and when she sang on rare occas-

ions in the San Carlos Mission and all the

world flocked to hear her sing, it was this

voluptuous human love that burst the bonds
of black-robed reverence and holy vows and

brought the worshippers to their knees with

the ecstacy of emotion they mistook for love

of God, and even the soft-soled shoes and

slimsy robe of her nun's habit could not rob

her carriage of its springing step that be-
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trayed the gypsy blood dancing a tarantella

through her id
The old father during these years of soli-

tary living had grown more grim and stern

than ever. The old house was closed again.

A mould spread over the cornices of the

ballroom, the btrings snapped on the lute

and guitar, the chill of a death-damp gath-

ered over the east wing which had been given

over to Ysabel's apartments upon her com-

ing home 1 1
• -

. i >. y curtains shut out all the

light and sunshine from the living-rooms,

j the solitary old occupant to rust in

their gloom. The garden went back to its

original state of rank overgrowth, until, in

time, all trace was lost of the little gust of

uat had OBH animated it. The roae-

embowered patio was haunted by bats, lizards

crawled through the cracked basin of the

fountain, and ttt MTM cupids were lost

under a coating of lichens. The only voice

heard throughout all the silent garden was

the plaint of the dove calling vainly for

her lost mate.

Old padre Serra watched the wasting cheek

of this untamed Sister Bautista witli the

patience that comes with proven faith. He
knew the mockery of the stiff bandeau

above the eyes that flashed and burned till

the holy atmosphere of the pale sisterhood

seemed singed by their mundane fires. "My
daughter," he had said in gentler tones than

the white-souled nuns who preceded ber in

the confessional had heard, "have you sinned

against the grace of holy charity in not lov-

M above all other things T"

r Bautista was to have finished her

novitiate and taken the veil before this, but

different excuses had availed to delay her

tinal vows. Now, however, her time had

this was the preparatory confession

before receiving her second sacrament.

Dropping dutifully upon her knees, Sister

Bautista had begun ber Confiteor, then

topped.
"My daughter," the old padre repeated,

"have you sinned against the grace of holy

charity by not loving Ood above all things t"

Then. "I have." Bautista answered stoutly.

"Have you sinned by allowing wilful dis-

tractions to divert your prayers?" the voice

"I have." she answered steadily.

"Have you sinned by not preferring the

love of Ood to the love of all things

earthly*"

"I have."

"Ila\c you sinned by allowing a love of

idleness to divert you from your dutvf
"I have."

"Have you been zealous for God's honor,

for justice, virtue, truth and reproved such

as act otherwise?"

"I have not," the ini|>enitent tones an-

swered, taking her im patience of the con-

vent regime for a lack of zeal and virtue

"Have you sinned, my daughter," the in-

credulous tones still (|iicstioin'd, "by distrust-

ing the mercies of God or presuming upon
the everlasting mercy with no concern for

amendment I"

"I have."

"By a lack of respect to Qod in time of

prayer, by being present in holy places with-

out a becoming gravity of inindT"

"I have," she answered, wearily, remem-

bering the reveries upon the altar steps.

"By coveting mother*!, property?
1 the in-

quisitor continued.

The lives of those who had known the holy

joy of wifehood and motherhood arose in

contrast, and "I have." she answered.

"By disobeying your sii|>eriors or mur-

muring against their authority ?"

"I have."

"By telling falsehoods?"

Never before in all the history of that con-

vent had such a confession been made by a

member of the sisterhood. Deeper and deeper
in the meshes her admissions caught her, but

she answered, remembering the vigils when

she had dreamed. "I have."

"By taking what does not belong to you?"
Here her thoughts flew back to the times

she had been relied upon to pray for the

souls in Purgatory and instead bad prayed to

a gray-eyed vision all her own. so, as she

had claimed every sin so far, she answered

defiantly, "1 have."

"Have you due repentance tor your sins?"

the padre questioned when, at last, the list

was finished.

"I have not," she answered calmly.

"Do yon not heartily repent of your sins

and purpose never again to fall into them?"

Knowing her own heart, also knowing her

race and that the river does not flow back-

ward, "I do not," she answered.

Then the memory of the world of warmth
and life and love she was being torn away
from burst out in fierce rebellion in her
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hot young heart. "I hate it all!" she cried.

"I hate this damp, dark convent, and every-

thing about it. I hate these bleak old cor-

ridors and cells. I hate these coarse, ugly,

black clothes I have to wear. I hate these

long empty fasts. All this dead-level of mo-

notony is killing me ! I hate everything and

everybody about it !"

There was a long silence on the other side

of the wicket. The good padre could not say

"Absolvo te." At last, "My daughter, you

may go," he said sadly, "and may God have

mercy on you."
The old Commandant e sat in his dimly-

lighted library when the convent carriage

was driven to his door. Old Maria, more

bent and wrinkled and ghoulish-looking than

ever ushered the padre, the Superior and the

outcast into his presence.
The wasted cheeks and imprisoned locks

that had been her blue-black glory bore

slight resemblance to the sparkling, dashing
Ysabel of a few years before, but the eyes
beneath their sweeping lashes shot their

burning defiance through the shadows till

the old father turned away.
With punctillious courtesy the Com-

mandante received his guests, listened to

the good old padre's regrets and the Super-
ior's accusations, and, when the interview

was finished, bowed them out.

"My daughter has expiated her sin against
the Holy Church and the honor of her fam-

ily," the old Commandante confided soon

after this visit to padre Serra. "Can you

say 'Absolvo te' now? She is quite serene

and calm."

The good padre, his heart still heavy with

the gypsy child's grief, answered, "Gladly
will I absolve her if she has repented and

made a good confession. Where is she

now?"
But the old Commandante interrupted

him. Candles were the old padre's one weak-

ness, candles for the shrines of the blessed

saints brought a glow to his soul second

only to the joy of converting a "gentile"
Indian. "I have ordered a case of wax

tapers for the church," the old father fin-

ished, turning away abruptly before the

padre had further chance to question him

about the dancing gypsy child.

"They are now in Spain," the narrators

of Ysabel's story always finished, until with

the second and third generations the tense

changed and became, "Then they went to

Spain and no one has heard from them

since."

Young hearts, hearing Ysabel's story, al-

ways followed it with the hope that this

beautiful, high-hearted girl had met and
married her Gringo lover and lived happily
ever after, but older heads wagged wisely
and pointed to Ysabel as a warning to other

wilful daughters, until, at last, the story was

buried under the oblivion of newer sensa-

tions and almost forgotten until the old Cor-

dilla mansion with its traditions of pomp
and pageantry fell into Gringo hands.

An old man with dim blue-gray eyes, who
said he had known Monterey in his youth,

bought the old place and sat in the sunny
corner of the patio that was screened with

a riotous Mexican moon-flower. After the

occupancy and supremacy of the Gringo had

become an established fact a mighty
temblor like a sob of outraged nature, shook

the earth. Then the old Cordilla mansion

was thrown down, its adobe walls razed to

the flag-stones, and as the massive walls fell

to the ground the very stones cried out the

sequel of the senorita Ysabel's story. Under
the window, in a tiny niche all too small for

a fullgrown woman, crouched a grinning
skeleton. The dry bones rattled as a shower

of dust and stones fell around them; bare,

save for the cloud of blue-black hair that

rippled like a garment over them, excepting
the locks that in the last wild agonies had

been torn out, still clutched in the jeweled

fingers.

The blue-gray eyes saw dimly the ashes,

the dust, the blue-black glory, but above the

rattling bones and crumbling walls arose an

echo of the voice that had called across the

garden half a century ago "0 te quiero, te

quiero."
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In Exile

By Krnest Bross

Morn, but no breath of pines;

ii, but no river's flow;

Eve, but no sunset glory shines

On Hood's etemal snow.

Dawn, but no mountain's crest,

Halo-crowned on high;

Sunset, but never the ocean's breast

Aflame with the burning sky.

Sunrise, but not the hills.

Or their forests wild and free;

Twilight, but nil ! no white sail fills

With airs from the salt, blue sea!

Morn, but no waves at play.

Noon, but no flowing tide;

Night, but no breeze from down the bay
Where the fishers' squadrons ride.

Morning and noon and night.

Only in dreams for me
The glow of Hood in the sunset light,

The voire of the changeless MS.



The Importance of the Unimport
ant and Other Phenomena

By Porter Garnett

N the pursuit of my vocation

I am obliged to read, from

time to time, books so utterly

worthless that I do not feel

justified in giving them space

nor in occupying my readers'

time with a discussion or even a denunciation

of them. I say I am obliged to read such

books because there is always the possibility

of a hidden merit in the worst of them and

it is only fair to give them an opportunity

to disclose such charms as they chance to

possess. Contrary to the method that ob-

tains with a majority of book-reviewers, I

believe in reading a book through before

praising, condemning, or ignoring it. Just

what this means in the anguish of boredom

no one who is not employed to absorb the

output of literature in the West can pos-

sibly imagine. And yet it is possible to be

more or less cheerful through it all; to ex-

tract a modicum of pleasure from the task.

All that is necessary is to lay aside the char-

acter of literary scrutator and assume that

of investigator of phenomena.

Everything that is produced in literature,

from a popular novel up, is a phenomenon
of expression, and as such has an interest

and an importance entirely aside from its

artistic qualities. Some of the very books

that it seems necessary to ignore rather than

to condemn are important as phenomena.
The veriest trash is often significant. It

may indicate the influence of this or that

school or author; the tenacity of fashion, the

evolution of a type, the trend of taste, the

whisper of a new voice. In what a welter of

indifferent, bad, and good do we find testi-

mony of that most interesting of literary

phenomena the decadence in France! The
tide of battle in the endless warfare be-

tween classicism and romanticism cannot be

observed in a survey of the greater conflicts

only; every foray, every skirmish on the

outposts is significant. In the domain of

science no phenomenon is so trifling that it

escapes observation. It is important that

someone should study the diseases of sea-

weed, someone must weigh the moon, some-

one must tell of the variations in fungi on

rotten wood in Thibet, someone must write

monographs on hyper-space, and someone

must count the electrons in an atom of

hypofenyltrybrompropionic acid.

It is a simple matter to take a like view

of the phenomena of literature, and divert-

ing no end. By so doing one opens up an

inexhaustible field of research. A complete

readjustment of ratios is forced upon one.

Everyone knows or should know that it is

absurd to compare authors, to say that Dante

was greater than Milton or vice versa, but

if we cease to regard poets and authors as

artists and look upon their works merely as

so many related phenomena of expression a

basis of comparison is at once established.

We can then measure Ella Wheeler wilcox

with the Marquis de Sade, Rabelais with

Cardinal Newman, Nietzsche with James

Wbitcomb Riley, Havelock Ellis with Gelett

Burgess, and Alfred Austin with Mary Mc-

Lane. There can be no question whatever

but what Mary McLane is a far more inter-

esting phenomenon than the poet-laureate ;

the one is sui generis, the other a mere

variant.

Without taking this discussion into the

realms of art and music I may be permitted
to observe, in passing, that, estimated as

phenomena, Aubrey Beardesley was much
more significant than Gerome, and Wagner,
whom only fanatics consider the greatest of

all composers, was undoubtedly the greatest

of all musical phenomena.
In Kterature a writer's work may have

a potency as a phenomenon out of all pro-

portion to its worth as a work of art. It

may be phenomenally bad, a condition which
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is often highly interesting, particularly in

writers of verse. There is some verse of

such an astounding badness that it could

have been written only by someone with a

streak of genius. Phenomena of this sort

are among the most engaging varieties.

About a year ago there appeared in Scrib-

ner's a sonnet by Thomas Nelson Page so

egregiously bad that it deserves to stand with

Shelley's Ozymandias, Lang's The Odyssey,

ami Milton's On the Late Massacre in Pied-

mont, a pinnacle of unworth among peaks of

grandeur. Now Mr. Page is a writer of un-

doubted talent—in prose. Some of his short

stories are gems, but as a poeticule, as exem-

plified in the sonnet in question, the phe-

nomenon of his limitations is affording.

In the field of current literature and in

that particular corner whence springs the

literature of the West—a rank growth with

here a flower and there a weed—there are

observable phenomena of much interest.

For example, there is Mary Austin's beau-

tiful prose, interesting in its relation not

only to the rest of Californian literature,

but to the rest of English literature. There

is the amazing development of Jack London ;

there is the phenomenon of Amanda Math-

ews, whose distinguished work in short

has failed to make her name as well

known as the names of a score of her in-

feriors. There are also the phenomena of

the influence of public taste upon author,

editor, and publisher, the revival of the dime-

novel in the form of a dollar-and-a-half

book, the reduction to formula of the West-

ern story of adventure, the drawing of ma-

terial for fiction from the archives, the

sporadic evidences of imagination, the

banality of popular successes, the struggles
of idealism, the ineptitude of charlatans,

the persistence of the uninspired. All these

and mnny other "phenomena" offer a fascin-

ating study which relieves the tedium of the

critic's task immeasurably. It is to such

i-.. Moderations as these that I have recourse

when the books that I have to read are par-

ticularly unstimulating. The importance of

the unimportant is a never-failing relief from
Uh wearisome grind of esthetic appraise-
ment.

I have just read a group of books of no

literary importance. They are the residium

of several months of reading more or less

selective. But having taken my pick of the

season's output, I have been forced at last

to invade the bone-yard in one corner of my
book shelf and examine the only s)>ecimens
of Western literature that I have left.

The most interesting of these is one which

I can discuss only as a phenomenon in ex-

pression, as a work of art it is neither good
nor had, but merely commonplace. The name
of the book is McDonald of Oregon, by Eva

Kmery Dye (A. C. McClurg & Co.). Mrs.

Dye's book might, very properly, have come
under the head of my last critical article,

History, Fit-turn, and the Point of View, but

I inadvertently overlooked it in the seclusion

of the bone-yard and I must therefore make
the present article, in part at least, a post-

script to the preceding one. I cannot, how-

ever, repeat all that I said therein regarding
the manner of writing history, although it

bears directly upon the book I wish to con-

sider. The crux of the <|iiestion has long
been a matter of contention among historians

and critics. It is this: To what degree can
the writer of history indulge in the graces of

literary style without impairment of the his-

torical value of his workf The literary
manner of most historians is confined to the

setting forth of facts, unadorned by grace
of phrase or rhetorical embellishments, and
it is held, not without reason, that the re-

lator of events, zealous of truth and jealous
of his authority, should ever repel the temp-
tation to be brilliant, should hold his imag-
ination in leash, lest it betray him, if not into

untruth, at least into making truth appear
untrue. It will be urged that there are ex-

ceptions among the great historians, but. in

the last analysis, they will 1m> found to be

very few. Macaulay was perhaps the most
notable example of a literary historian, and
it mm be admitted, it is admitted, that Ma-

caulay's history ranks as history far below
the work of men less gifted as writers. The
literary instinct it composed of two major
factors, the desire to create—a function of
the imagination—and the feeling for lan-

guage. They go hand in hand, but the his-

torian who yields to the literary impulse
must exercise the latter factor—feeling for

language—only. Let him write exquisitely
if he can, but let him beware the whimsey
currents of the imagination which will lead
him far from the shores of Fact, from the
terra firma of Truth. When we find literary

quality associated with a high order of his-
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torical feeling, as we do in Gibbon, Momm-

sen, Renan, Fiske and others, the charm, the

excellence of their style does not impair the

historical value of their work because it is

almost wholly a matter of technique. With

them the other factor of the literary in-

stinct—the creative impulse
—does not find

expression any more than it does in the writ-

ings on scientific subjects by that great

stylist Huxley.
Interest has been excited only recently in

the historical method of Guglielmo Ferrero,

a translation of whose work The Greatness

and Decline of Borne has been lately

brought out. He says in his preface :

"To find a clue to the immediate, acci-

dental and transitory motives which have

pricked on the men of the past to their la-

bors; to describe vividly and whole-heartedly

their vicissitudes and anxieties, their struggles

and illusions as they pursued their work

. . . this should be, in my opinion, the

unfailing inspiration of the historian's task."

Acting upon the principles laid down

herein, Ferrero has produced a work in his-

tory of a revolutionary type. Whether he

will be accepted as an authority or merely
as a brilliant commentator the future alone

can tell. In the meantime as a phenomenon
his work is most interesting.

Of course the writer of historical novels

may be allowed more liberties than the his-

torian, but the historical element in most his-

torical novels should be ignored and the

stories with historical motifs should be

judged simply as contributions to the great

body of fictional writing. As a general thing
the historical novel is condemned as mislead-

ing, and, on this ground, it is perfectly

proper to condemn it; but if it be considered

merely as fiction and judged as fiction with-

out regard to the basis of history upon which
it is built, it is being measured by a universal

standard of value—the esthetic standard.

Salammbo is founded on history. Madame
Bovary is not

;
but what has the presence or

the absence of an historical basis to do with

the art value of Flaubert's two masterpieces?
If an author choose to build a frame-

work—a trellis, as it were—of historical

facts, and to train on this some of the sturdy
ivy of Truth mingled with the more delicate

and many-hued vines of the imagination on
which blossom the flowers of fancy; if the

structure as a whole have beauty and charm,

it is idle to examine the architecture of the

trellis, or to concern oneself with the leaves

of truth that appear here and there beneath

the masses of color. If we are looking for

ivy
—for truth, we will always find it on the

stone walls of history that have survived the

years.

McDonald of Oregon is not an historical

novel, but it is novel history. The author

evidently has ideas of her own regarding the

manner in which history should be written.

Like her brother historian Guglielmo
Ferrero she believes in describing "vividly
and whole-heartedly" the "vicissitudes and

anxieties," the "struggles and illusions"

of her people. Her method consists

of the continual intrusion of sentiment

and colloquialism and the result is a frag-
ment of history unlike anything that has ever

been produced in literature. As a literary

phenomenon it is worthy of attention. Some-

thing of the author's manner may be shown

by the following excerpts :

Chapter I—"The wail of an infant pierced
the silence." (Ranald McDonald was born.)

Chapter II— "
'Cumcumly McDonald,'

musingly repeated Edward Ermatinger, gaz-

ing at the small boy sporting the Glencoe

emblem, the tail-feather of a bluejay, in his

bonnet. 'That is a pretty name, and a new
one for a McDonald.'

" 'Me name is Ranald,' stoutly insisted the

child, kicking at Ermatinger's legs." (Note,
in italics, the subtle aids to verisimilitude.)

Chapter III—" 'Bye, bye, papa !'

"Little Ranald waved his feathered cap
one blustery March morning, etc." (This
allusion to the weather is safe and sane. It

aids the effect desired and does not detract

from the historical accuracy of the work.)
Thus is the story of McDonald relieved

by light touches. Almost every page is

sprinkled with persiflage generously mixed
with dialect, and I can easily imagine a book-
reviewer saying that the story brings the

scenes and persons so vividly before you that

you feel as though you were one of them.
Whether a scene or a person the book-re-

viewer would probably not divulge.
In a foreword Mrs. Dye may be seen ap-

proaching her task in the true spirit of the

historian. Therein she enumerates the

sources of her material and conducts her-

self as one might expect persons assuming
the grave responsibilities of the historian
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and biographer to conduct tb . that

is, with dignity and strict attention to the

matter in hand. For example she says:

"As Tacitus gives a glimpse of migrating
tuitions passing to the western verge of

Europe, the golden-haired women knitting as

their rude wains rolled over the virgin plains

Of Herman Gaul, so here I have endeavored

to picture the American movement, with

actual names of families whose snowy-
haired survivors have told me their stories,

revivified with the halo of youth."
Mrs. Dye, however, does not imitate the

style of Tacitus, a style which has given to

every lanu'iia^'e an expressive adjective. In

Hook II of McDonald of Oregon she is lav-

ish of circumstance and detail, as for, ex-

ample:
•
•Mother. \\e must hetter our condition.'

began Henry Sagar, one of the restless ones,

•e."

-.illy. I can 't seem to settle down no-

how.' With a piece of glass Captain Will-

iam Shaw, a homespun veteran of 1812, was

polishing a powder-horn."
"
'Slay in Missouri with sickness and

threatened death!' exclaimed one Mrs.

Waldo in 1843."

ather, I am going to Oregon!' Will-

iam M. Cnse, of Wayne County, Indiana,

looked up from the Lewis and Clark Jour-

nals he had been reading."
N m under all this color of fancy there is

doubtless much truth, truth gained at the cost

of painstaking research. Ideally, there is

something to be said for a method the pur-

pose of which is to make history more inter-

est in •_' and therefore more widely read—to

jrive instruction under the iruise of enter-

tainment, but I believe that kind of history
fails of its purpose because the deliberate

use of fancy discounts the facts. History
cast in the mold of fiction must be regarded
as fiction; there is no way of telling where

the truth ends and the half truth begins,
and one concludes by placing a lower valua-

tion upon the authenticity of the whole than,

in all likelihood, it deserves, which means
that a great deal of conscientious and pains-

taking work is set at naujrht. Unlike science,

history may be expected to be interesting:

per se, but if it be deemed necessary to en-

liven it for some people it is not necessary to

transform it into hodfpl-podge of "heart

interest" and "local color."

It may be perfectly true that Archibald

McDonald, the lather of Ranald, "often

cried, 'Tak' off your bonnet, nion, to the

inichty mountain.'
"

It may be true that

Joe Watt, on his trip across the continent,

wore "a walnut roundabout, fresh from his

mother's loom, and a red blanket overcoat

somewhat the worse or ." It may be

true that Commodore Perty always kept a

store of candy for the especial benefit of

Major Stevens's children, and that these same
children actually tumbled over the books on

Japan that were -tacked in the house in

Washington where I venses

lived. It may be truth that when l'erry had

his last interview with Daniel Webster re-

garding his projected voyage Mr. Webster

"whispered with the old kindle in his eyes"
and also that he half rose from his chair.

All of these things may be perfertly true

and, being so, good history. Mrs. |)ye may
have obtained these and other pieces of in-

formation from authentic sources, hut one

may be forgiven for doubting the absolute

truth of these statements. It might be found

upon investigation that Joe Watt's Manket
overcoat was blue or that Major Stevens did

not permit his children to eat candy, or that

when Daniel Webster was talking to Perry
he was sitting on a sofa. Now if it ibooid

prove that any one of these was the fact in-

stead of Mrs. Dye's version how are we to

i on her authority the statement lh.it

the first American settlement was formed at

the Falls of Turn water, that fifty ships en-

tered the Columbia in 1849 or any other

statement of an historical character thai

makes? Must not her readers be possessed
of some occult power in order to distinguish

between history. near-history and bnneo

Another book, which is not to be judged
as literature, but which, regarded as a phe-

nomenon, presents certain aspects of inter-

- Longford of the Three Bars, by Kate
and Virgil D. Boyles (A. ('. ICeChog ft

Co.). This story might have been written

by any one of a dozen third-class authors

who have written in similar vein. It is

utterly lacking in individuality. Behold the

phenomenon ! the Western story without in-

dividuality. It is becoming more numerous
even- month. It is rapidly becoming a type.
Another phenomenal aspect of Langford
of the Three Bars is the fact that with
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a number of others of its kind it repre-

sents .a peculiar condition, which has arisen

of late, to-wit, the sublimation of the dime

novel. The difference between these stories'

and the better class of dime novels of twenty

years ago is chiefly a difference of make-up
and price. Again we see in Langford the

phenomenon of form interestingly exempli-

fied. The hero is drawn after the well-known

model: Fine shoulders, clear eye, firm jaw,

great strength, gentle but uncouth, a heart

of gold, etc., etc., etc. The other characters

are also from familiar patterns. There is

the inevitable succession of episodes of vio-

lent action, each led up to by a gradually

increasing intensity. There is the triumph
of virtue and the happy ending, and, as is

quite the fashion, a sort of sub-hero of the

rough-diamond type is sacrificed in order

that the surrender to optimism may not be

too abject. Thus we see in Langford of the

Three Bars not a work of literature, but a

phenomenon in literature; a book without

individuality ;
a sublimated dime novel

;
a

stock story of the 1907 model, manufactured

and assembled at the factory of Kate and

Virgil Bowles and distributed to the trade by
A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.
Next!

The next specimen from my private bone-

yard is The Wooing of Tokala, by Franklin

Veils Calkins (Fleming H. Revell Com-

pany). This book presents still another phe-
nomenon and is therefore moderately inter-

esting. As a story it is not interesting in

the least; on the contrary, it is slow and
dull and shows no trace of literary art.

There are stories, such as Langford of the

Three Bars, for example, that, although in-

nocent of literary quality, are, at least, in-

teresting as stories; many of them, indeed,

pretend to no more than this. But when one
encounters a story that is not only without

literary value, but uninteresting in the bar-

gain, one's patience is sorely tried. It is my
business, however, to be patient, and so I

read the three hundred and forty pages of
The Wooing of Tokala, consoling myself
with the fact that as a phenomenon it was
not without certain qualities of interest. The
story belongs to a type not infrequently met
with. It reeks with "information." It is

more of a treatise on the manners and cus-

toms of the Indians than a story. The plot
is subordinated to the lore throughout, and
is made the very slender vehicle of descrip-
tions of Indian life. Mr. Calkin's informa-

tion may be authentic, but he lays it on en-

tirely too thick. The Wooing of Tokala pur-

ports to be a story and readers will take it

up in good faith as such. Many will put it

down with the feeling that they have been

bamboozled, but with their store of knowl-

edge concerning Indians appreciably in-

creased. Some months ago I referred in

these pages to a story of distinguished liter-

ary charm, which was also filled with "in-

formation." This was The Dragon Painter,
a Japanese story, by Mary McNeil Fenollosa.

But in The Dragon Painter the "informa-
tion" was so artfully applied

—
deftly em-

broidered, as it were, through the fabric of

the plot
—that it was impossible to do other

than admire and praise it.

The Wooing of Tokala is not of the for-

malists type. The author is independent in

his methods; he displays, in fact, a sort of
futile originality by setting aside all rules

for the conduct of a narrative. After taking
his readers through twenty-five chapters on
an almost dead level of uninterest, he con-

centrates all his literary energy in a spirited

description of a hand-to-hand conflict be-

tween two braves. It was in such episodes
as these that Rider Haggard was wont -to

revel, but how much better the author of
She understood the structure of the novel

than our author who writes twenty-five chap-
ters of introduction to the one accentual epi-
sode in his book !

The Ministry of David Baldwin, by Henry
Thomas Colestock (Thomas Y. Crowell &
Co.), is phenomenal in the fact that it is a

story of three hundred and sixty-nine pages
dealing with a church row and in all that

space it never wanders from the atmosphere
of the parsonage and the prayer meeting.

One of the books of the kind which I said

at the beginning of this article I did not feel

justified in giving space is Captain Courtesy,
by Edward Childs Carpenter (George W.
Jacobs & Co.). It is a phenomenon, a

miracle of ineptitude.



October
Bv John S. R«ed

Languorous with heavy haze

Sinks the scarlet sun. A drowsy hush

^s above the city ways
A/id stills their rush.

Smoky mist of forest fires

Greyly palls the distance. Pines long dead

Smolder deep like dead desires

Their gaunt arms spread.

liolilcn-Red the honeyed moon
Swarmed about with golden bees, hangs low

Climbing to her silver noon

With blood-like glow.

Weirdly floats the echo down
Tom-Toras faintly throbbing far away
Through the mist from Chinatown

Across the bay.



The Settler

By Herman Whitaker

The

CHAPTER XXVII.

Nature of the Cinch.

JHE bellboy was not alone in

his opinion. Through that

Summer twenty thousand

settler farmers had kept sus-

picious tab on the monopoly,

and now that it felt the

clutch reclosing on its throat, the entire

province had flamed up in wrath and fear.

l-ess, legislature and pulpit denounced the

refusal of a crossing that was without

shadow of a claim in equity, and was plainly

intended to kill competition by tedious and

costly litigation. In town, village, on trail,

at meeting, wherever two settlers were gath-

ered together, the general manager's action

was damned in no uncertain terms. Tndiga-

tion flowed like a tidal wave over the plains.

Skimming low with the north wind, an aero-

naut would have heard the hum of speech

rise from the face of the land, angry anl

continuous as the . buzz of swarming bees.

It had pealed out in clarion triumph, that

huge vox humana, when the "diamond" was

laid after desperate fighting; it swelled in

furious discordance when, the previous day,

Carter's men were forced back by sheer

weight of the levies that the general man-

ager had gathered and brought in from the

sections along three thousand miles of track.

It was one of those situations which re-

quire only a touch of demagogy to wreak

great harm. Insurrection hung thick in the

air. Secession and coalescence with the

United States were openly advocated by men
who later read with astonishment their own
words in the papers of that stormy time.

Thousands of armed settlers waited only for

the word to fall upon the monopoly's levies,

but in face of united public opinion backed

by an inflamed press, Carter and his people
remained quiescent

—
supinely quiescent, ac-

cording to certain editorials.

Copyright. 1907. I>:

A morning paper recalled its prediction

of months ago:

We warned Mr. Carter not to be deceived

by the monopoly's complaisance in bringing
his construction outfit and supplies out from

the East over its tracks. The concession was

merely bait for the trap, analagous to the

handing of a rope to a fool wherewith to

hang himself. We are loath to quote the old

proverb against Mr. Carter, yet were it not

for the fact that the monopoly snaps its

fingers in the face of this province through

him, we should be tempted to show satisfac-

tion at the plight to whfch his fatuous self-

confidence has brought him.

The article closed with a vivid word pic-

ture of the general manager, chuckling a la

Mephistopheles in the privacy of his luxuri-

ous office; which, perhaps, approximated the

reality more closely than that in the minds

of the laity. For a composite of the popular

impression would have shown the entire rail-

road pantheon, general manager, department
heads and their clerks, sub-heads, assistants

and deputy assistants, all very lofty of brow

and solemn of face, in session over the crisis.

The reality was much more prosaic. In-

different to the newsboys who were crying

his crimes on the streets, the General Man-

ager sat in the office of the division superin-

tendent that morning, chair tilted back, feet

on the table, thumbs comfortably bestowed

in the arm-holes of his vest. It has re-

mained for a practical business age to clothe

itself in the quintessence of ugliness. Imag-
ine Julius Caesar in a tuxedo. Hamlet wear-

ing a stove pipe hat ! His black coat, check

trousers, would have pleased a grocer's

fancy in Sunday wear, and it were difficult

to realize that their commonplace ugliness

clothed a power greater than Caesar's; the

ability to create and people provinces, to

annihilate and build up towns, to move cities

like checkers over the map; harder still to

listen to his curt speech issuing from blue

tobacco smoke and believe that an empire

larger than ancient Rome paid him tribute,

Harper & Brothers
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(hut the blood and sweat of a generation had

gone to grease his Juggernautal wheels. Yi-i

the speech itself certified to the power.
"We made a mistake. Sparks; hut who

could foresee this fellow Carter? Here's

the Northern 1'acific lusting for a chance to

cut in over the bonier. »Ji\e them that cross-

in- and old Jim Ball will place their bonds

for any amount in exchange for reciprocal

running arrangements. So we've got to

make a quick killing. Buy 'em out, lock,

stock and barrel while the fear of God 's in

their hearts. They must sell—look at this

Bradstreet report on old Greer's assets. Just

about at the end of bis string, so I want you
to write and invite them to dinner tonight

—
Greer, Smythe and Carter; though the order

ought to be reversed; he's the brains of the

business. l>raw it mild—conference with a

view to amicable arrangement of points of

issue, and so forth. But when we once get
them there—" His nod was brutal in its

significance.

Equally wide of popular conception was
the scene in the banking office of Greer and

Smythe when the invitation was delivered.

Carter, who swung an easy leg from his fav-

orite perch on the table, seemed to have

thrived on defeat; the most elastic imagina-
tion would have failed to invest him with the

weight of a people's cares. Indeed, he

laughed when the senior partner handed him
the General Manager's note.

•'Hum! 'Will you walk into my parlorf
said the spider to the fly!' What do I make
of it T That's easy. Has us going

—or

thinks be has—and is aching to deliver the

knockout. A million to a minute he wants
to buy us out!"

"Well! he never will!" Red and plethoric,
the senior partner sprang up. An elderly

man, his clear eyes, honest face framed in

white sidewhiskers of the Dundreary style,

all stamped him as belonging to the old-

fashioned school of finance which aimed

always to advance the civic interest while

turning an honest penny. "No, sir 1" he re-

iterated. "We'll break first, and goodness
knows that is not so far away. Yesterday
I approached Murray, of the North Amer-
ican Bank. But he answered me in his

broad Scotch, 'Hoots, mon ! Get your cross-

ing first. Get your crossing an' we '11 talk.'

And so with Butler, Smith- and others who
promised support."

Id feet, eht" Carter commented.

"They 'U warm them, presently, chasing
themselves for a chance to come in."

The old gentleman ran on in his indigna-

tion, "Yes, we are about at the end of our

financial string, but we would rather dangle
there than yield to these pirates. Am I

right, sirt"

Smythe, a younger man, lean, laconic, and
dark as the other was stout, talkative, florid,

nodded and his vigorous answer was un-

tainted by a suspicion of compromise. "Sure-

ly, sir! But if Mr. Carter's plan fails—"

bis shrug supplied the hiatus.

Carter answered the shrug. "It wont
fail." Then he held up the invitation. "But,

say ! Fancy—today, of all days !"

"« If course we wont go." Smythe frowned.
"Of course we will." Carter grinned.

"Think what it means f Besides blinding
them to the trap, we shall be there when it

springs and I would n't miss Brass-Bo
face for a thousand, cash. Let me see—the

bid Ls for eight-thirty. Western flyer is due
at Portage station nine-fifteen. He '11 hard-

ly broach business before the coffee, and
with any kind of luck we ought to serve him

up a beautiful case of indigestion."
"With luckT" the senior partner echoed.

"With or without. Everything is planned
beyond possibility of failure. Mr. Chester

goes with Mr. Hart on the construction train

while Bender keeps things humming at the

crossing. By the way, he's in the outer
:.ow witii Hart, waiting for last orders,

and if you dont mind, I'll have them in. I

would n't take a chance even on your clerks.'
-

In view of just such a contingency Bender
had invested his bulk with store clothes of

that indescribable pattern and cut which ful-

fils lumberman ideals. From his mighty
shoulders a quarter-acre of black coat fell

half-way down worsted pantaloons which
were displaying an unconquerable desire to

use the wrinkles of high boots as a steplad-
der to his knees. As collars did not come in

sizes for his red throat, be had compromised
on a 'kerchief of gorgeous silk, and a soft

hat, flat and black, completed a costume that

was at once his pride and penance. In the

luxurious office with its rich fittings in ma-

hogany and leather, he loomed larger than

ever; was foreign as a bear in a lady's
boudoir. Uncomfortably aware of the fact,

he took the chair, which the senior partner
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offered, with a sigh of relief, and was fairly

comfortable till the position discovered its

own disadvantages
—while his coat an-

nounced every movement with miniature

feu-de-joies from bursting seams, his trous-

ers ascended his boots as a fireman goes up

a hotel escape. To which sources of dis-

comfort was added the knowledge that his

face mapped in fair characters the fluctua-

tions of the recent combat. But he forgot

all—scars, raiment, unconventional bulk, as

soon as he began to talk.

"All ready," he replied to Carter's ques-

tion. "Buckle has been round the camp
some lately. Only this morning I caught

him talking to Michigan Red. It's a cinch

that he was spotting for the railroad, but

as I knew you 'd as lief he 'd tip us off as

not, I didn't bust his head. Jes' allowed I

didn't see him."

"Yes, let him talk," Carter replied rela-

tive to the broken contractor. "But—" he

addressed the surveyor, "there 's no whisper-

ing in your outfit?"

"Couldn't be," the young fellow laughed.

"Mr. Chester only told me an hour ago. The

men know nothing
—will know nothing up to

the moment we pull into Prairie."

"Good. Now you are to leave at dusk,

and dont forget to grab the operator before

he can rattle a key. But turn him loose as

soon as you are through and let him wire in

the news. And you, Bender, start in at

eight, keep 'em busy long as you can, then

load what's left of you in a flatcar and

steam round for Mr. Hart."

"What's left of me!" Bender growled as

he walked with the surveyor down the street

a few minutes later. "Hum! Give me the

Cougar and an even hundred of old-style

Michigan men, an' I'd drive the last of

Brass-Bowels's tarriers into the Red an' beat

you out laying the diamond. But, Lordy,
what 's the use o' talking. The old stock

petering' out an' the new 's jes' rotten with

education. They 'd sooner work than fight

an' loaf than either, for they aint exactly
what you 'd call pertic'ler h— on labor.

What 's left of me ! Well, there '11 be some

fragments, I guess. While I was hanging
round, I picked -up an odd score of Oregon
choppers that blew in here las' week. Brass-

Bowels's agent tried for 'em, but they 'd

lumbered with me in British Columbia. Come
out an' see 'em. They 're beauties." '

Perhaps they were, for standards of

beauty, morality, of any old thing are merely
relative and depend so much on local color.

To Hart, who reviewed the "beauties" in

Bender's camp, they seemed the most un-

mitigated ruffians in his railroad experience;

but as they strut on this small section of

the world stage for "positively one appear-
ance only," let them be judged by their rec-

ord in the rough work of that night; by the

way in which they bore themselves in the

roar, surge and tumble of a losing fight, the

echoes of which alarmed the dark city and

came with the soup to the General Manager's

dinner; and let him deliver their valedictory

to his guests at table.

Throwing a telegram
—which a waiter

brought in just after Helen went upstairs
—

across to Carter, the magnate remarked,
"That big foreman of yours has been at it

again. He has put two of our heaviest en-

gines into the ditch and ten men into hos-

pital. Not bad, but—he did n't lay your
diamond."

"Oh, well," Carter shrugged, "better luck

next time."

"Ah, yes
—the next time !" Repeating the

phrase' with dubious inflection, he went on

with his dinner and for an hour thereafter

no one heard the rattle of the skeleton behind

the feast. He acted the perfect host, easily

courteous, pleasant, anxious for preference
of his guests. As he ran on drawing from
the sources of a wide and unusual experi-
ence for his dinner chat, it was curious to

note the shadings in his manner. Address-

ing the partners, he seemed to exhale rather

than evidence a superiority which, on their

part, they countenanced by an equally subtle

homage. Integrity and deprecation of his

policy and methods were dominated by the

orthodox business sense which forced sub-

conscious recognition of his title as king of

their business world. With Carter, however,
he was frankly free, as though they two
had been section men eating their bite to-

gether on a pile of ties, and doubtless the

difference in his manner sprang from some
such feeling. For whereas the partners were
born to their station, he recognized Carter as

a product , unfinished but nevertheless a

product of the forces which had pro-
duced himself and a dozen other kings
and great contractors of the construc-
tive railroad era. Without invidious
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distinction or neglect of the others, he

yet made him the focus of attention.

•'We beard all about your sawdust

grades," he complimented with real cordial-

A mighty clever idea, sir; pity you
could n't patent it—though we are glad you

cannot, for we intend to apply it on all our

Kainy River muskegs."

AppMMfcfag Imsiness at the close of the

meal, be was equally suave. "You are to be

complimented upon your achievement, gen-

tlemen." he said, addressing the partners.

"W« feel that while applying a real need

of the Province, you have convicted us of

remissness. But now that we do see our

duty, it would be equally criminal for us to

leave you the burden of this heavy responsi-

bility. We know how it has taxed your re-

sources"—his grey eye stabbed the senior

partner—"and we are fully prepared to re-

lieve you." Pausing, he lit a ciL'ar, puffed

a moment, and finished: "We will take the

enterprise off your hands, bag and baggage,

on terms that will vield you a handsome

profit."

A pause followed. No man turns from

an easy road to a rocky climb without linger-

ing backward glances, and the partners
looked at one another while the general man-

ager leaned back and smoked with the air

of one who had faithfully performed a mag-
nanimous duty. Greer spoke first.

"Very kind offer, I am sure."

"Most handsome." Smythe. the laconic,

added. "But—"
he glanced at Carter, who

finished,
"—we are not on the market."

The manager raised his brows. Expect-

ing a first refusal, he was slightly staggered
and irritated by its bluntness, yet masked
both emotions. "Not on your own terms T"

"On no terms," Greer emphatically an-

swered; then, flushing, he added, "Our chief

motive in going into this enterprise, sir, was
to bring sorely necMed railroad competition
into this Province. It would not be sub-

served by our selling to you."
The manager flicked the ash from his

cigar. Then, while smoking, he regarded the

old gentleman from under bulging lids very
much as a curious collector might note the

wriggles of an impaled beetle. "Very laud-

able intention; does you credit, sir. But

you must pardon me if I doubt that you will

carry it to the length of financial hari-kari.

You have heard of that Japanese custom f

A man commits suicide, empties himself

upon a cold and unsympathetic world for the

benefit of his enemy, who is compelled by
custom to go and do likewise. In your case

the sacrifice would be foolish because we

should n't follow suit. Now when I spoke
of your resources"—during an ugly pause
his glance flickered between the partners

—
"I did m( ur exact knowledge of

their extent. You -are—practically
—broke.

In addition wc have bought up all of your

paper that we could find floating on the

market, and three months from now we shall

be in a positiuii to demand a receiver in

bankruptcy. StopP Frowning down
Greer's attempted interruption, he dropped
his suave mask and stood out. the financial

king, brutal, imperious, predatory. "I know
what you would say. Three months is a long
lime. But no one will make you a better

offer—any offer till you can cross our line.

You can force a crossing! Yes, but we'll

law you, badger you, carry the case from
court to court up to the Privy Council—two

years wont make an end. In the mean-

time—" He had thrown himself at them,

bearing down upon them with all the force

of his powerful will, of the furiously strong
: :ihty that bad crushed powerful finan-

cial opposition to plans and projects beside

which their enterprise was a grain of sand

'.o the ocean. Now, in a flash, he became

again the polished host. "Take your time,

gentlemen. We are in no hurry. Several

days if you choose. But—be advised."

But big, strong and powerful as the man-

ager was, every Goliath has his David, and

the first stone in the forehead came from

the sling of Smythe—Smythe who had hard

ly opened his mouth through the meal save

for the admittance of food or drink. Bang-
111- the table so that the glass rang and a

champagne bowl flew from its thin stem, he

sprang up, his dark face flushed and de-

fiant. "We '11 take neither your advice nor

your time! God knows that we are hard

shoved, but damn a man who sells his coun-

try! And since you have been so outspoken,
let me tell you that we '11 run trains across

your line, and that inside—"

"—this hour." In its quiet assurance Car-

ter's interpolation came with all the force

of an accomplished fact. The manager
started and the general superintendent upset
his wine. As their backs were to the door,
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neither saw a waiter take a telegram from a

messenger boy and sign for its delivery after

a glance at the clock, which indicated half-

past nine. Nor could either fact have the

significance for them that their combination

had for Carter.

The manager recovered his poise even as

the waiter handed the telegram to the gen-

eral superintendent, and, though puzzled, hid

the feeling behind a show of confident eon-

tempt. "I hardly gather your meaning, but

presume you mean—war."

Missing his colleague's sudden consterna-

tion, he was going on. "Very well. I had

hoped
—" when the former pulled his sleeve.

"What's this?"

He stared blankly at the words. "Con-

struction train with men and Catling guns
across our tracks at Prairie. Number ten,

Western mail, held up with three hundred

passengers."

During an astonished silence, the partners
watched the manager, who looked at Carter,

who lightly drummed on the table. "Your
train?" He went on, slowly, with words

that evidenced his flashing insight into the

situation. "Hum ! Sawdust, eh ? Came
down the spur you laid to the Portage Mills

at Prairie; grabbed our operator, then ex-

tended the mill switch across our tracks.

Know how to kill two birds with one stone,

dont you?" .

During a second silence he fenced glances
with Carter, nervously fingering the tele-

gram ; then suddenly asked, "What 's the

use? You can't hold it."

"With two Gatlings and five hundred

men—five thousand if I need them?"
"The law 's against you.''

"As it is against you at the crossing. Pos-

session is said to be nine points of the law,

anyway, so we have you just nine-tenths to

the bad." Slightly smiling, he quoted,
"We '11 law you, badger you, carry the case

from court to court up to the Privy Coun-
cil—two years wont make an end."

The manager raised heavy lids. "In three

months we'll break you."
Carter shrugged. "Who knows? In the

meantime—your traffic will be suspended."

Through all the superintendent had

fidgeted nervously; now he broke in,

"Pish, man ! We '11 build round your old

train in six hours."

"Will you?" Without even a glance in

his direction, Carter ran on, addressing the

manager, "You see land is that cheap since

the boom that we took options on a right of

way from Prairie clean up to the North

Pole and down to the American border. No,

you wont go around us, but we shall go
round you and come into this burg south of

your tracks."

"But you 're out of law," the superintend-
ent angrily persisted. "You have n't the

shadow of a right
—"

"Oh, shut up, Sparks," the manager im-

patiently interrupted. "What has right to

do with it? He's got us in the door and
it 's no use squealing. Now—" the glance
he turned on Carter was evenly compounded
of hostility and admiration,

"—terms?

You '11 release our train—"

"When you cede our legal crossing and

call off your dogs. We '11 hold Prairie till

every man Jack of your guards is shipped
out of the city."

"Could you have the papers drawn—" he

had intended "tonight," but he paused as

Greer drew them from an inner pocket and

his iron calm dissolved in comical disgust.
"Hum ! You 're not timid about grabbing
Time by the forelock. But let me see?"

Once more the arc lights could be heard

sputtering. In that tense moment their own
fortunes swung in the balance with the wel-

fare of a province, and while the manager
read they waited in silence. Trimming the

end of a cigar with careful precision, Carter

masked all feeling, but the partners could

not hide their nervousness—Smythe fidgeted,
Greer locked and unlocked clasped fingers.

Both held their breath till the manager's pen
made a rough scratch on the silence.

A good loser, he said, as Greer rose after

buttoning his coat over the precious docu-

ment. "Dont go, gentlemen—at least till we
have drunk the occasion. I see another bot-

tle there in the ice."

And his toast, "To our next merry meet-

ing," formed the premise of the deduction

which Carter returned to Greer's relieved

exclamation when they stood, at last, alone

in the street.

"Thank God! It is over!"

"On the contrary, it is just begun."

Passing under a street lamp, its white

light revealed the pale disturbance which
banished the senior partner's flushed content.

Stopping, he agitatedly seized Carter's arm.
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"Vuu dont suppose he will go back on

his—"
"—signature? No, he wont repeat. He's

done with the crossing."

an we can weather through," Greer

said, and Smythe echoed his sigh of relief.

'•But—" Carter quoted the buculic proverb
which recites the many ways in which a pi?

may he killed other than by a suit.

butter.

•ilut what can he dot" Greer persisted.

"Dont know," Carter slowly answered.

"Only a man dont have to look at that bull-

do.' jaw of his a second time to know that

he'll do it, and do it quick."
"I'd give a good deal to know," SmytV.'

frowned, then smoothed his knotted hrow as

he laughed at Carter's rejoinder:
"I'd give three cents myself."
Not feeling sleepy, Carter walked on after

he had dropped the partners at their re-

spective doors, aimlessly threading the dark
streets that gave back his hollow footfall:

and so passing, by chance, under Helen's

window, he brought a pause in the anxious
meditation which had kept her restlessly

tossing, and set her to momentary specula-
tions as to the owner of that firm and heavy
tread. She listened, listened till it grew
fainter and died as he turned the corner.

Keeping on in the cool silence, he presently
came to the Red River suspension bridge,
where he paused and leaned on the parapet
at the very spot from which she loved to

watch Indians and chattering squaws float

beneath in quaint birch canoes.

There was, of course, nothing to warn him
of the fact any more than she could have

guessed him as owner of the solitary foot-
fall. He thought of her, to be sure. Always
she stood in the background of his thought
ready to claim him whenever press of affairs

permitted reflection; and now she thrust in

between him and the twinkling lights of the

sleeping city. Where was she? And do-

ing
—what ? How much longer before he could

go in search of her? After long musing he

swept the weary intervening days away with
an impatient gesture while his longing took
form in muttered speech.
"How long? My God! How long?"
The thought brought him back to his work,

and the events of the evening. What would
be the manager's next move? He gazed
down into (lie dark river, intently, as though

he expected its hoarse voice to ^ive answer.

But though he canvassed, as he though!,

every possibility, the reality
—which pre-

sented itself a weeic or so after he resumed

operations in the Silver Creek forests—was

beyond the range of his thought

I'll.UTKII XXV11I.
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aforesaid, it was the unex-

pected that opposed Carter

with a visage of stony calm

when he came from Winni-

peg out to the Ragged
Lands a week or so later.

For whereas he had left the camp convulsed

in throes of constructive labor, the whistle

of his engine raised piercing echoes: no
other sounds disturbed the sleeping forest.

In the cut south of the camp he passed the

big digger, at rest from the roar, rattle and
clank of chains, hiss of escaping steam. The

pile-driver loomed idly on a distant trestle.

When engine and caboose stopped opposite
the cookhouse he saw that the camp which

ought to have been empty teemed with men.
He shrugged when Hart, who was with

liim, exclaimed in wonder. "Can 't prove it

i'.v me. But we '11 soon know. There 's

Bender—coming from the office."

•Strike."' the giant replied to their ques-

tioning. "Teamsters, graders, bridge and
trackmen all went out at noon. What for?

Sod knows, but I allow that Buckle could
tell. He wasn't hanging round the Winni-

peg camp for nothing. I'm sorry now—"

his bunched fists, big as mauls, fully ex-

plained his regret, and indicating a group
which was arranging its progress so as to

make the office door with Carter, he finished,

"But if you 're hankering for reasons, con-

sult them gentlemen. It 's a depytation—by
its scowl. An' it 's loaded to the muzzle
with statistics to fire at you."

following his finger, Carter noted that

Michigan Red was of the deputation, but

when it ranged up at the tent door in sheep-
ish yet defiant array, that worthy hung mod-

estly in the rear, permitting a big teamster

from the Silver Creek settlements to act as

spokesman. Blunt, honest, tenacious as a

bulldog in holding to an idea, the man was
an ideal tool for unscrupulous hands: hut

though h«> ins-tantly divined the reasons be-
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hind his leadership, Carter listened quietly

to his tale—the old tale, overwork, poor

food, underpay.
His answer was equally quiet. "You are

certainly to he pitied, Bill
;
breaks me all up

just to think of your wrongs. I've always

admired your thrift, and I sympathize with

your desire to raise the mortgage off your

farm. Took you five years to put it on,

didn't it, Bill? And you are calculating to

pay it off in the next two months. Well,

perhaps
—but you '11 have to screw it out of

someone else than me."

Shuffling uneasily, the teamster glanced

at his backers who, equally nonplussed,

gazed at one another. For whereas angry

or even a plain answer would have merely

incited them to dogged opposition, this quiet

ridicule sapped conceit in their cause besides

conveying an alarming suggestion of strength

in reserve.

"Then you dont allow to fall in with our

notions?" the spokesman returned after a

whispered conference.

"Meaning an hour less' and a dollar more?

You 're sure a psychic. Bill
; plumb wasted

on railroading. Open an office in town and

go to fortune-telling and you 'd pull that

plaster off your homestead inside a month."

Assured that there was no hurry; that he

could take a week to consider the matter, he

gravely added, "Obliged to you, Bill, but I

dont allow to require it. The world, you '11

remember, was made in six days, and this

is-n't near such a big job. No time like the

present and here 's my answer—same hours,

same grub, same pay. It 's fortune-telling

or present rates for yours, Bill."

Through all he entirely ignored the dele-

gation, and now he leaned in the door, idly

watching as it made its way across the camp
and was swallowed in the crowd of strikers

about the bunkhouse. But his face fell as

he stepped inside beyond eye and earshot.

"Serious?" he repeated Hart's question.

"Could n't be worse. Not one of those fel-

lows could make a quarter of the wages or

live half as well on the farm, but they 'd hog
it all if I died in the ditch. But there 's

more behind this than their spite and greed.
You see, we have just about pulled old Mur-

ray in for funds to make a clean finish, and

if he gets wind of this he '11 crawfish like a

one-legged crow. I must go back at once.

And you, Bender—you, also, Hart—see to it

that not even a dog crawls out of this camp
until I return."

"To keep these chaps guessing," he added

after a. moment's dark reflection, "I'd bet-

ter slip out after dusk. You go over, Hart,

and whisper to the engineer to back out and

wait for me at the other side of the cut.

Mystery is as good as aces up in any old

game, and we can 't fog them too much."

Pulling out at dark, he made the run back

to town, fifty miles, in less than an hour,

reckless running on unballasted road. Mur-

ray must be fully committed before the news

leaks out. We must get him, must get him,

must, must, must! The wheels clicked it, the

steam hissed it, the fire roared it; the wind

shrieked the imperative refrain. But though

Bender lived in the strict letter of his in-

structions so that a mosquito could scarce

have escaped from the camp; though a man

could not have made the distance in two days

on foot, or a wild goose have paced the

throbbing engine as it bounded along thai

raw track, newsboys were yet crying the

strike as he came out on Main Street.

Feeling certain that the office would be

closed at that hour, he intended to go

straight to Greer's house, but seeing a light

in the partners' room as he came opposite

the building, he went in and found Smythe
there, alone. With lean legs thrust out be-

fore him, hands deep in his pockets, shoul-

ders hunched to his ears, his attitude incar-

nated deep dejection; gloom resided in his

nod.

"Greer?" he said. "At home—sick. You
see we were to have closed the deal with

Murray this very evening and the disappoint-

ment just knocked the old man out. He 's

been running altogether on his nerve lately;

something had to give. Why couldn 't this

have happened a day later?"

Answering Carter's question, he went on,

"We heard it at noon. Papers got out an

extra. Presses must have been running it off

before you left."

"Noon?" Carter whistled. "Why, the

men did n't quit till two !" Then as the sig-

nificance flashed upon him, he exclaimed,

"Brass-Bowels for a million ! It was all cut,

dried and laid away for us, and they served

it hot to the minute. Dont—it—beat—h— !"

His comical disgust caused Smythe a

Wintry grin, but, sobering, he said, "I

would n't mind, so much, for myself. I'm
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young enough to do it again. But the old

gentleman with that nice family f Tou
know he was just about ready to retire;

only took up this business from a strong
sense of public duty. And. now, in bis ex-

tremity, every rat financier in this city runs

to his hole in fear of the cat. The poor
eU man!"

< arter nodded bis sympathy. On the oc-

casions that he visited their house, Greer's

wife, a silver-haired old lady, had vied with

her two daughters in pleasant attentions.

But it did not require that thought to stir

him to action.

"Oh, here!" he laughed. "We are not

dead yet. Tomorrow I'll go the round of

the employment offices and—"

Smythe threw up bis bands; a gesture elo-

quent of despair. "Went round myself
—

this afternoon. Harvest is on and men are

scarcer than diamonds. Besides Brass-Bow-

els has left an order with every agency in

town to ship every man they can get west

to the mountan
•i'm in!" Carter thought a while. "Then

we '11 have to play the last card."

'The last cardf" Smythe raised his eye-
l>ri'\vs.

"Yes, biggest trump in the pack. How
long before—"

"Oh, they can 't touch us for two months."

"Good! Now listen." Glancing around
as though distrustful of the very walls, he

whispered in Smythe's ear for a minute that

saw the tatter's dejection dissolve in new-
born hope. "You must go with me," he

finished, aloud. "While you pack your grip
I'll drop round and see Greer. He must be

here tomorrow to carry out the bluff. And
hurry—for we must make it down and back

before we are missed."

CHAPTER XXJX.

The Bluff.

|r was the fifth day of the

strike and still no sound of

labor disturbed the sleeping
forest. Quiet and calm, like

thai of the Sabbath, brooded

over the camp, but not its

peace, for, being well-rested, the strikers

chafed under inaction, moving restlessly

among the buildings. Michigan Red, to be

sure, was dealing interminable poker on •

blanket under a tree while the younger

skylarked or tried each other out in games,
but neither forms of amusement appealed to

the older and more thrifty Canadians. Se-

cret disquiet, moreover, underlay even the

nonchalance of the gamblers, for Bender's

mysterious looks and Carter's continued ab-

sence were rapidly disintegrating the strik-

ers' confidence.

"lie aint here," the giant had answered

when the committee had called for another

conference, and to further questioning he

had returned an irritating grin. "When will

he be back! That 's for us to know an' you
to find out." And so, shorn of its functions,

the committee had languished like a moult-

ing peacock. In addition, the cook's

ominous visage at meal times bade the strik-

ers beware that the curse of labor still clung
to the fruits of the earth; and the fact that

almost a month's back pay rested in Carter's

bands served as a text and lent force to the

unpreached sermon. What if he never came
back. The history of Western cunstnieiinn

abounded with cases of absconding Ml
tractors, and the hostility of the monopoly
lent substance to the doubt. Most of them

would have hailed Carter's advent, just then,

with real if secret pleasure, and the general
uneasiness manifested itself in a grumbling

remark, made as Michigan Red raked a fat

"jackpot" in to his winnings.
"You 're the only one that 's making any-

thing these days."
"That's right," another grumbler added.

"An* what 's more—if we 're out another five

days the raise wont pull us even by freeze-

up. Ten days lost at three-fifty is thirty-five

dollars. Take the extra dollar seven weeks to

make it up— if the frost holds off that l>>iiu'"

Apparently indifferent, Michigan went on

with his deal. "To* 're hell at figures.

Chalky. Where '<! you learnt Figuring in-

terest on your mortgage f How many cards.

Bill f
"

But Bill, spokesman of the committee, laid

down his hand. "Look here, Red ! Chalky 's

right. If we had n't struck we 'd have had

a pay day yesterday, an' if we 're standing
to lose that much we can 't call it off too

soon for me."
. "Nor me."

"Nor me." The voices, pitched in alterca-

tion, had brought the idlers crowding, and
the support came in from all round.
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Michigan's teeth gleamed white through
his red beard while his bleak eyes took stock

of the crowding faces as though calculating

just how far envy and avarice would take

them. "You dont stand to lose a cent, Bill.

They 've got to finish the contrac' before

freeze-up to reach the tie an' lumber camps.
Otherwise the road '11 be idle all Winter an'

what 's a few days' pay alongside the freight

on a hundred million feet of lumber. He 's

got to finish it. If he kain't—"
pausing, he

distributed a significant nod around the circle
"—there 's others as kin an' will."

"But what if he dont come back?"

To the question which expressed the most

pregnant doubt, he returned a second mean-

ing nod. "Same folks '11 make good."
"Back pay?" Bill pressed.
"Back pay."
"On whose say so?"

"Aint mine good enough." Ruffling, he

turned a stream of fierce profanity upon
Carrots Smith, his questioner. "Want Bible

and oath for yours, eh ? There 's some things

that kain't be told to idiots—"

"Yes, yes, Red!" Bill soothed. "We
know—that 's all right, Red. Dont mind him,
he 's on'y a suckling kid."

"Sure, Red ! You know what you 're talk-

ing about. Go on !" others chorussed, and

having gained his point by the show of

anger, real or false, the teamster allowed

himself to be placated.

"If 't was necessary," he continued, "we
could tie up the road with a laborer's lien.

But 't wont be—I have somebody's word for

it. If Carter goes under, we jes' go right on."

"With the raise?"

"With the raise."

"But if he comes back?" Chalky raised

another doubt. "What about lost time?

Freeze-up is freeze-up an' we kain't make it

up if we 're docked for the lay-off."

"That's easy. Who's to blame for it?"

He threw it at the circle.

"Him ! He would n't give the raise."

"Then let him pay for his fun. We've
got him coming or going an' we draw time,
at the new rate, for every idle day before
we touch a tool. Aint that right?"

It was not, yet his crooked logic exactly
matched their envious cupidity. Confidence

once more restored, the younger men re-

turned to their sports; Bill picked up his

hand and the game proceeded until inter-

rupted, a half-hour later, by a sudden shout

and shrill neighing from the horse lines.

"The stallion 's loose !"

Shouting, the roustabout tore across the

clearing and just escaped the rush of the

vicious brute by nimbly climbing the pro-

jecting logs at the cookhouse corners. At
his cry a youth dropped the shot he had

poised for a throw, the gamblers their cards
;

and, balking in the take-off for a broad

jump, Carrots Smith led the rush for cover.

A minute saw them all on top of cook or

bunkhouses, and thus defrauded of his pref-

erence, the stallion ran amuck among the

horses which were tied in lines at long hay
racks, kicking, rearing, biting. Though built

massively of logs, the racks gave way with

splintering crashes under the combined pull
of a hundred frightened beasts; and bunch-

ing, the string tore round the clearing,

squealing their fear.

To give the beast ease with his oats, Michi-

gan had removed the iron muzzle according
to his custom and now, a free wild thing,
he bounded along in hot pursuit, curveting,

caracoling, satanic in his jet-black beauty.

Tossing his wild mane, he would call the

mares with stridulous cachinnations, yet for

all his exultant passion left them to chase

a belated teamster, nose lowered, ears wick-

edly pricked, thrice around the cookhouse.

Balked again, he reared, kicked and was

plunging again after the string when a

whistle outshrilled his neigh and an engine
with caboose attached rolled out of the cut

south of the camp.
But for the pounding hoofs, the collective

whisper, "It 's the boss !" would have carried

to Carter who, with Smythe, stood looking
out at the door of the caboose, and his first

remark, "Regular circus, isn't it?" was emi-

nently applicable to the situation. Uphold-
ing the sky's blue roof, black spruce cones

formed bulky pillars for the natural amphi-
theatre in which the horses circled and re-

circled, a kicking, squealing stream, before
the audience on the roofs.

"Where are you going?" Smythe ex-

claimed as Carter leaped to the ground.
"To rope that beast before he runs a sea-

son's flesh off the teams. There 's a riata in

the office."

"Better shoot him," Smythe counseled.

"Here! come back!" But he was already
half-way across the clearing.
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Cm >osing his time, be passed from the

smithy to the bunkhouse, thence to the cook-

house, and so working from building to

building under the eyes of his men, he gained

lea at last and shot in, barely escap-

iir,' the mad cavalcade. As he emerged, coil-

ing the riata. Smythe's gaze drew to a second

Mter in thus woodland drama.

When the poker players broke for cover,

.Muhi^an lied bad paused long enough to

junket the stakes along with his winnings:
then picking up the blanket he walked over

to the cookhouse and had watched all from

the angle funned by the jutting corner logs.

"A bit closer would have suited better," he

had grumbled as Carter's last rush carried

him ban under the hoofs. Now he com-

mented. "Going to rope him, are youf Not

if I know it." Knowledge of his fellows'

liability to lapses of hero-worship inhered

in his conclusion, "It' there's to be gran'
stan' plays I'll make 'em myself."

nisi" he snarled as the beat of feet

warned him that the strikers on the roof

were watching Carter, who had taken posi-
tion behind the next corner. He heard, also,

the swish of the circling noose, its quickened
whirr as the horses swooped around on the

next lap; then, just as the band passed, he

sprang out uttering a sudden harsh com-

mand, directly in the path of the stallion.

A desperate play,. it drew gambler's luck.

A frontier superstition has it that the equine

eye magnifies objects, and whether or no the

red teamster with his pale green face loomed
in the stallion's sight as some huge and pas-
sionate fiend, he reared back on strum;

haunches, plowing tbe sod in a desperate
effort to stop; and while he hung in mid-air,

.Michigan stepped and threw bis blanket,

matador-fashion, over the ugly head. As the

brute settled on all fours and stood, shiver-

ing. Michigan turned, grinning, to reap the

fniit of his daring.
But his grin quickly faded, for, flashing

on to his purpose, Carter bad swung and

roped the rat-tailed mare, the stallion's mate,
as the band flew by. Worse! Michigan
choked. Almost every man in camp had a

grudge against the mare, some vicious lunge
or graze from her snapping teeth, so a dozen

strikers had jumped and were helping Carter

to choke her down while the others cheered

them on with approving laughter.

Furious, he yelled. "What's the matter

with you chaps up theret Taken to roottiag

like chickens. I'd like a picture of the

bunch, it 'ud pass anywhere for a Methodist

convention. An' you fellows quit yanking
that mare. 'Taint tug-o'-war you're play-

ing." But be made small headway against

the uproarious tide of yells and laughter,

and, remeniberini; his snub, Carrots Smith

shouted back. "She 's dobr most of the pull-

ing, an' if she wants to hang, why let her.''

Worst of all, it was Carter who finally in-

terfered on behalf of the struggling brute,

and Michigan chafed at the ready obedience

accorded his orders.

"Thought you fellows was on strike." he

growled at Brady, the Irish teamster, as he

retied the stallion in the horse lines.

Hut wrathfully indicating a bloody bruise

on his own horse, the Irishman hotly re-

torted, "Faith, thin, an' that 's no sign that

we'll be lettin' them murthering brutes av

yourn chew the necks av our teams. If they

was mine I'd make wolf meat av the pair be-

fore supper."

Michigan sneered. "Did n't I ketch him

myselft An' then you fellows had to go

running your legs off to suit him. Keep it

up an' it 's you an' your strike that '11 be

made into hash for his supper."
While Michigan thus tried incipient

sympathy with rough sarcasm, Carter car-

ried with him to the office the comfortable

assurance that fortune had turned down to

him this accidental trick in a difficult game.

Shrugging deprecation of Hart's admiring
comments on his skill with the riata, he re-

turned a reminiscence of his eowpunching

days to Smythe's eludings, asserting that the

stallion was not a circumstance to a long
horn steer on an open prairie. While talk-

ing, he helped to arrange the contents of

Smythe's grip on the rough table, piling

greenbacks by denominations between flank-

ing columns of silver, an imposing array.

"No hurry," he said, when Hart asked

if he should call the men, and, lighting a

cigar, he drawled a story which, at one time,

explained his reason and illumined his plan.

"I remember a kid who won three sizes out

of his class by a little judicious waiting. His

dad had set him a spading stint in the back

lot, and when this other boy brings to on the

sidewalk and begins to heave belligerencies

over the fence, he answers, that calm and de-

liberate that you 'd never think he was bury-
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ing his heart under every spadeful, 'Jes' you

wait till I finish my patch.' And he goes on

digging so cheerfully that the other kid is

a mite staggered. As I say, he was about

three sizes to the good, but as you '11 remem-

ber. Napoleon's Old Guard could put it all

over a young ladies' seminary for hysteria

if it was kept too long waiting. Watching
that slow spade, this lad's imagination went

to working so hard that he fought that fight

thirteen times in as many minutes and felt

that used up he just ran like a March hare

when the other kid stuck his spade in the

trench. The wise kid!" He twinkled on

Hart. "I was that glad I played hookey
from school an' won a licking from the old

man five sizes larger than I'd have got from

the boy. But it was worth it. I learned

that it always pays to give it time to soak

in."

Outside the strikers furnished a vivid illus-

tration of that lesson during the next three

hours he kept them waiting. Grouping, they

made loud mouths at first, over supposititious

wrongs or affected indifference that was be-

lied by uneasy glances officeward. Less lo-

quacious at the end of the first hour, the

second left them sullen and silent; the third,

eaten by suspense. They started, as at a

sudden explosion, when Bender finally came

out; stared blankly when he announced that

the boss was waiting to pay off the camp.

Affording no time for recovery, Hart
called the first name on the pay-roll and

Bender's stentorian bass sent it rolling into

the woods. "Anderson ! Anderson ! Hurry
up, Anderson !"

The name chanced to be the property of

Bill, the spokesman, but though used as little

as his Sunday clothes, there was more than

unfamiliarity behind his slowness. More
tenacious of idea, as aforesaid, than quick
of wit, Bill now found himself without plan,

precedent or time for counsel in these unex-

pected premises, nor could he draw inspira-
tion from the blank looks of his fellows.

"Hurry up, Anderson !" Bender crossly re-

peated, and starting as though touched in

some secret spring, Bill lurched forward and

in, and so found himself facing Carter, Hart
and Smythe behind an awesome financial

array.
Never before had Bill seen so much money

at once—even in dreams; it totalled more
than the hard earnings of his forty odd

years; would have paid his mortgage ten

times over. The substance of modern power,
its glitter challenged the loud-mouthed asser-

tions of he and his fellows that, given the

same luck, they could have done as well as

Carter. By the light of its golden glow, Bill

saw himself very weak and small and fool-

ish. At home he seldom saw a dollar; had

trouble in scraping up currency enough to

pay his taxes and effected his barterings at

the store in truck and trade. With his

doubts settled as to the solvency of the firm,

Bill was suddenly afflicted with a suspicion

that he had made the biggest kind of a fool

of himself.

Correctly interpreting his glance at the

table, Carter gave him a genial smile. "Yes.

Bill, but you dont get it by laying off.

Here 's your bit. Touch the pen and— Five

dollars short? Board and feed for five days.

Bill
;
man earns his bread by the sweat of

his brow, you know. Pass on, and dont for-

get to remember me to your wife when you

gain home."

As with Bill—so the others. Filing in,

they testified one by deeper sullenness, oth-

ers by attempts at a swagger, to the influ-

ences which had wrought on him. Few at-

tained the easy insolence of Michigan Red,
who demanded an itemized account of his

store bill and insisted on signing the roll

with his own hand. Touching the pen, rail-

road fashion, they passed out while Hart

signed for them, to add their doubtings to

the general mystification.

What was forward? Had Carter obtained

new crews, or would the company close down
work? As the line still fell thirty miles

short of the northern settlements, the latter

thought filled the minds of the Silver Creek

men—who saw themselves left marketless by
their own act—with sick misery; brought

pause to their envious cupidity despite Mich-

igan's assurance that it was all a bluff.
" 'T aint," Bill Anderson contradicted him.

"I was just over to the cookhouse for a

drink, an' the cook has orders to serve no

meals after breakfast tomorrow morning."
"That so?" a dozen voices questioned.
"Ask for yourselves. He 's at the door

now, calling to supper."
And the cook confirmed the report, add-

ing, moreover, his mite to their discomfiture

by malignantly animadverting upon the

menages to which they were about to return.
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"My cooking dont suit, eh?" demanded the

offended artist. "It 's pertatoes an' sowbelly

for yours after this. In a month you wont

be able to tell your ribs from a rail corral."

And tmth so flavored his railings that they

saw, in fancy, themselves looking back from

their prairie farms DpOB the-e rude but plenti-

ful tteshpots
—at which ripe moment the door

opened to admit Carter, Smythe and Bender.

Pausing at the end of the center table.

Carter glanced over the rows of faces which

turned curiously up to him as on the occasion

that marked the beginnings of his tight for

mastery in the cookhouse at the Winter

camp. Very fittingly, setting au^l personae
for this last act of a long struggle, were al-

most the same as the first. Hines and the

Cougar, to be sure, were gone over the Great

I»ivide. Strangers sat in place of Shinn

and the handful that returned to their farms

after the log drive. But here were the tables,

a-bristle with tinware; dim lanterns depend
ent from the low pole roof; the faces, peer-

r-oin Rembrandt shadows, fiercely ani-

mal, pregnant with possibilities such as have

reddened the snows of many a forest camp.
Overlooking them, now, at the climax of a

year-long play, he could not but thrill to the

thought that whereas they had opposed him
at every turn, those iron impresaario- . the

Kates, had left choice of endings with him,
author of the drama. It was his to crush

or spare—to crush and gain the cringing

respect which they accorded to frost, drouth,

pestilence, stem henchmen of the Illimitable;

to spare and attain next place to a fair po-
tato crop in their esteem; to manage tbem
for their and his own good.
To the latter end, he bent his words, ad-

dressing them, half-jocularly. in their own
argot. "Well, boys, we 've played our game
to a finish, but before we throw away the

deck, let 's count tricks and see what we 've

got. I dont blame you for striking. You
have a right to sell your labor in the dearest

market as I have to buy mine in the cheap-
est. You simply asked more than I felt able

to pay, so while you rested I took a jaunt
down to the States to see how you stood on

the market. What did I find! First, let us

take a look at your hand.

"What do you bold* Harvest is half over
and the wheat farmers from the Portage to

Brandon and down to the Pipe Stone have
hired their help at two dollars a day. No

betterment there. You can 't break prairie

in the Fall, so there 's nothing at home ex-

cept eating, and the lumber camps dont open

up before the snows. On the other hand,

your stake in this line is as big as mine. Un-

finished, you are without the markets you
have been shouting for these years; finished,

it lets in American competition and trebles

your values in land." Pausing, he shook

his head and smiling went on. "IxKtks as if

some one had dealt you a miserable hand.

and I wonder if it would n't pay you to

shuffle, cut and try another deal. Now be-

fore I bring in new crews—"

m crews 1 Where kin you get themf"
All through tbe men had given close atten-

tion, and after a single impatient glance at

Michigan Red, the faces turned hack to Car-

ter, who ignored the interruption. Leaning

eagerly forward, they took the words from
his mouth as he ran on roughly outlining his

own plans, prospecting the coming years.
Few of them, perhaps none, were given to

looking beyond the present, and tbe vista to

which be turned their dull eyes glimmered
like sunshine on the prairies. This was to

be no casual job! The Province, ay, and the

whole Northwest required branch roads;
would be gridironed with them before the

finish! So what of construction in Sum
mer, logging in Winter, they could look for

profitable employment the round of the sea-

sons!

"So talk it over among yourselves," he fin-

ished, "and those who feel that a fresh deal

is in order can call round at the office after

supper.'*

Long before that nods and approving mur-
murs had testified to his victory, and as tbe

burr of hot tongues followed them out

through the open windows, Bender exclaimed,

"Whipped to a finish! But what about them
new crews T" Then catching Carter's grin,
he burst out in uproarious laughter. "What
a bluff!"

"But will they believe itt" Smythe asked.

"Believe itt" Bender took it upon him-

self to answer it. "A frightened man will

nin from his shadow an' they 're that badly
scared 't wont take them five minutes to

locate them crews."

He gave them, indeed, too much time, for.

as he said, fear destroys perspective and they
were almost ready to believe that Carter

could conjure men from the trackless forest.
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Carrots Smith led the panic with a theory

even as he had headed the run from Michi-

gan's horse. "Said he 'd been prospectin'

down in the States! Minneapolis, I'll bet

you, an' the place jes' rotten with whaleback

Swedes!"

"Sawyer's gang is through with the

N. P.'s Devil's Lake extension," another

added. "I read it in the paper Sunday. Old

Sawyer 'ud on'y be too glad for a chance to

finish out the Fall."

Other theories were not wanting, nor could

I Michigan Red stem the rout. Just twenty
minutes thereafter a sheepish delegation pre-

sented itself at the office door and delivered

itself through the mouth of Bill of the An-

derson ilk.

"We've concluded," said BUI, "as

't would n't hardly be right to leave you
ditched."

Albeit Carter's eye returned Hart's

twinkle, he replied in kind, "I'm real tickled

to think that you wont desert me."

And so, with this bit of diplomatic com-

edy, ended not only the strike, but also the

bitter fight which he, like every village

Hampden, had had to wage against the en-

vious ignorance of his fellows. For a while,

to be sure, their stiff necks would balk at

the homage secret consciousness dictated as

the meed of his quality. They would refuse

it, indeed, till the world outside sealed his

success, whereafter every man of them would

proclaim himself as the particular prophet
who had discerned greatness in his humble

beginnings. But in the meantime they
would refrain from further hostilities.

"What about that Red man?" Smythe said

as the delegation made its jubilant way back

to its fellows, "you '11 surely discharge him f"

"Michigan Red?" Carter said. "Not if he

wants to stay. His team is worth any two

in camp, and his teeth are drawn for good.
But he wont stay."

"That's a cinch," Bender echoed. "He's
due in Winnipeg to report his failure some

time in the next three days."

(To Be Concluded.)

The Harvest

By Charles Elmer Jenney

These golden days Pomona and her train

Forth gliding on her bounties, silent, fleet—
The airy wild oats rustling at her feet—

Her cornucopia pours upon the plain.

Brown figs a-failing like great drops of rain;

Raisins a-wrinkling on the trays replete;

Peaches a-blush, peering from their retreat;

And melons swelling to a size most vain.

Sweet, subtle incenses salute the skies;

The old Earth's veins seem vivified with wine.

The pomegranate 's bursting cheeks surprise
One with an unsuspected ruby mine;
And the imperial grape from every vine

Its royal purple flaunts before the eyes.
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The Drama Season in New York

Theatrical Conditions and Prospects

By William Winter

|N a previous article of this

- it was said that the

condition of our Theatre is

likely to grow worse before

it grows better. Kvents and

intimations, at the opening

of the new dramatic season, confirm that

of the subject. The grasp of the shop-

ng speculator is fixed on almost even*

constituent of the stage; and wherever spec-

nlatiim prevails the arts are degraded. At

i] New York theatres the season began
in August. Other theatres opened in Sep-

tember. With the arrival of October an in-

crease of activity is perceptible. In only

a few places, however, can the observer, at

this time, discern indication of any dra-

matic movement that is prompted by a mo-

tive higher and better than the acquisitive

purpose of Trade. More and more the shop-

keeper predominates. Affirmation of that

truth may be deemed "destructive criticism."

So be it. The truth, nevertheless, remains.

The condition of our Theatre—allowing for

a few exceptional players and a few

auspicious features—is barren and common-

place; and it will not grow better until con-

strained by the force of a more intellectual

public opinion than is prevalent now.

One peculiar tendency of the contemporary
stage—sympathetic with the same tendency
in n potential part of contemporary society

—

h toward the sedulous consideration of ob-

noxious subjects
—the vices and the crimes

that are sequent upon sensuality and incon-

tinence. A reflex of that tendency is like-

wise apparent in the press. "Interview-"

with actors and screeds by writers are pub- .

lished in abundance, some of them tending to

a record of instances of moral obliquity and

others tending to a deliverance of views and

opinions as to the origin, the peculiarities.

and the meaning of human degeneracy and

degradation; and the notion appears to be a

favorite one that the introduction of such

matters into novels and plays denotes growth
in mental vigor, advancement toward intel-

lectual freedom, and a praiseworthy original-

ity of thought. There could not be a more

radical error. Pope's well known lines.

"Vice is a monster," etc., contain the final,

decisive truth on that point. The pub-
lic portrayal of obnoxious themes is not

a moral corrective. The analysis of de-

pravity is not a deterrent from it. The

more you exhibit "the seamy side" of human
nature—the attributes, manifestations, and

consequences of depravity
—the more you

offend or sully the moral sense of your spec-

tators. Such a play as "Salom£" (and sev-

eral plays of its kind were presented last

season) only serves to saturate the public

mind with filth: yet that play
—

singularly

foul, alike in topic and suggestion
—found
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admirers in the audience and advocates in

the press. One New York daily newspaper,

of large circulation and influence, reprinted

it. One actress—not a specially important

one, yet the leading woman in a dramatic

company that gave two hundred and fifty

consecutive performances at a popular New
York theatre last season—published the

afflicting statement that she was "troubled

not a little" by the "suppression" of it, a

proceeding which, she added, "seemed like

an attack on the freedom of the art spirit."

(The dirty stuff was not, in fact, "sup-

pressed," for though excluded from the

Metropolitan Opera House, where the stench

of it proved offensive to the directors,

it was promptly revived elsewhere, in the

German language, by the former manager
of that theatre, Mr. H. Conreid; and it is

still leading a sporadic life. Miss Loie

Fuller, a dancer, is to appear in it at Nice

and later at Paris.) Approbation emanated

from that well-spring of error and crotchet,

the fecund English journalist Mr. William

Archer, who made and proclaimed the in-

teresting discovery that its author, the un-

speakable Oscar Wilde, "had more brains in

his head (not an unusual location for

brains) than all the playwrights of the

eighteenth century put together"
—

which, in-

cidentally, disposes of Sheridan, Cumber-

land, Holcroft, Southern, Foote, and the

Colmans. Other plays, kindred with

"Salome," likewise found favor. The vul-

gar, illogical "Great Divide"—grossly im-

probable in plot and radically false in ethics,

but meritorious in occasional situation and

theatrically effective—was much followed.

The Ibsen movement, momentarily stimulated

by Richard Mansfield's disastrous ^incursion
into that vortex of mental disease, pessimism,
and platitudinous rudimentary precept, be-

came almost epidemic; and, finally, the lead-

ing dramatic organ of the country, the Dra-
matic Mirror, premising that "much of

Ibsen's dramatic motivity is aberrant," for-

mulated the proposition upon which not only
the Ibsen fabric, but the whole structure of

pernicious contemporary drama reposes
—

the proposition, namely, that "Aberrancy is,

unhappily, a strong characteristic of human-

ity itself, under the artificial standards that

have sought to control impulse." That de-

liverance is a little euphuistic, as might
have been expected—for the apostles of Fad

are prone to darken counsel with words; but

the implication is clear. The meaning is

that the laws of rectitude, which ought to

control human conduct, are artificial re-

straints, cramping and confining it, and that

the rightful governing force is "impulse,"

which, being one of Miss Rives' "sacred

primitive instincts," is heaven-born and

should prevail. The gist of the matter is

contained in that doctrine. At the basis of

all these queer current movements, which are

styled "free," "liberal," "progressive," "in-

dependent," "virile," etc., the observer will

find the same motive—carnal propensity; the

revolt of the passions against the control of

the intellect, combined with an eager desire

and purpose to extenuate if not to justify

"aberrancy." That is the "true inwardness"

of the solicitude of unbalanced minds as to

"the freedom of the art sph-it"
—a freedom

that never, in our time, has been curtailed

and that does not stand in even the slightest

peril ; for the function of art is the ministry

of beauty, and that is a ministry with which

not even a Rosalsky decision could interfere.

Conduct should be regulated, not by impulse,

but by principle; not by passion, but by rea-

son; and man's progress consists, not in a

surrender to his animal propensities, but in

his emancipation from the "primitive in-

stincts," which are animal and not sacred,

and his consequent triumph in the spirit.

That progress the Theatre, when rightly ad-

ministered, can promote
—not by teaching or

preaching; not by showing a tissue of fright-

ful examples and tagging it with a "moral

lesson," but by the competent acting of

clean, bright, healthful plays. There is much

good in human nature, and there are many
beautiful things in the world. Such drama-

tists as Henry Arthur Jones and Arthur W.

Pinero, of recent years so intent on showing
the evil, proved, in former years, that they

could effectually and sometimes delightfully

show the good. The present period does not

lack either able dramatists or an appreciative
audience

;
but the able dramatists, mostly, are

following after fals,e gods, while the ap-

preciative audience has been more or less

alienated from the Theatre.

Such, in general, are the conditions under

which the new dramatic season has opened.
The controlling managers are mostly of the

shop-keeping class. The popular play-

wrights are chiefly (though there are a few
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shining exceptions) of the catch-penny kind,

intent on money-making and subservient to

any and even' caprice of popular taste that

happens to disclose itself. The phi

-i^ht are either medleys of music and prat-

tle, trumpery farces, or dramas of p
inns reformatory . pretension, which—like

•The Hypocrites]" "The Krent/.er Sonata,"

"The Straight Road," "The Reckoning."
"Widowers' Houses." and "tin. Warren's

Profession"—amount to nothing more than

a public washing of dirty linen. Most of

the star actors, apparently bewildered by the

perplexing conditions of their existence, are

wildly seeking for singularities— like Trin-

••ulo's double-headed fish—with which to

amaze and capture the many-headed multi-

tude. And, finally, the intellectual public is

somewhat tired of the Theatre, and, except
on extraordinary occasions, is indifferent to

it. Mr. Manstield, whose indomitable energy
has, of late years, been its most animating
spirit, is in broken health, and it is not likely
that he will act again until next year. Ada
Rehan and Helena Modjeska. great actors.

U 'iind whom so many bright memories
cluster, have retired from the stage. The fig-

ures that loom large upon the dramatic
horizon are those of Robert Mantell, Mrs.

Fiske and Julia Marlowe. Earnest endeavor

will be made by Henrietta Crosman to invest

the personality of John Bunyan's Christian

with dramatic power and charm. Ellen Terry

may be expected to revisit America, in the

course of the season. The Italian actor,

Signor Novelli, has signified his purpose
again to traverse this country, presenting sev-

eral new plays and reviving the tragedy of

"Odelipus," which has not been conspicuously

presented here since the time of Mounet-

Sully. There the word of promise ceases,

and so, for a time, the record is complete.

Although, as a rule, it is not judicious to

credit the "sensation" stories that find their

way into newspapers, the Story that was cir-

culated through the press about the middle of

July, alleging that a gigantic theatrical trust

had been formed, or was about to be formed,

with the purpose of controlling many the-

atres in Europe as well as in America, merit-

attention, if not credence. The persons who
have "cornered the theatrical market" in

America would, undoubtedly, like to "corner

the theatrical market" in Europe, and there

are persons in Europe, of kindred mental

calibre, who would eagerly co-operate with

them in such an enterprise. The rumor of

such an enterprise is a sign of the times.

Security

By Elisabeth Lambert Wood

Why should I fear though a storm be ragingt
The wind and trees hold high revel tonight.

Asleep by my side loved ones lie dreaming;
Babes and their father—dark hair against bright.

On the pane I hear the strong rain beating,
The sea rushes bjgfa in the storm's vast hold.

Content I listen: dear ones' soft breathing
Encircles me close—my own precious wold !

For stron-cr by far than wind and the rain,

Sweeter than youth, and wiser than story;
Greater than all is the love that is pain—

Life measures death !>ereft of this glory.



The Stake

By Charles B. Clark, Jr.

The day was slowly growing old

Behind the black pines on the hill;

The west was gay with rose and gold;

The wooded gulches cool and still,

While Jim and I, beside the door,

Watched night steal up the canon floor

And, talking, lived our lives again
—

The way of lonely men.

"I'm goin' to make my stake," said Jim.

"The luck has turned my way at last.

Ten years I've drilled this rocky rim

And tamped my hopes in every blast.

I'm pretty old for workin', too,

But now my work is almost through;

My ore will prove it, thread and flake ;

I'm goin' to make my stake.

"One time I made a mighty raise,

'Way back when I was young like you ;

'T was easy come and go those days,

The days when all the West was new.

I lent and spent and lost, and then

Went back to rocks and work again,

The sun and rain, the weary tramp.
The burro and the camp.

"Another time my game looked strong;

I thought I had the world at call.

But times were bad; my pard went wrong;
Wife died that year

—I lost, that 's all.

But those old days, are past and done;
I've played the game clean through, and won.

And now, my son, the bank may break,

But I shall make my stake."

Thus old Jim told of gain and cost,

The careful plans, the futile guards,
The bitter stakes flung down and lost

As Fate had slowly dealt the cards.

How youth and strength, in dusk and dawn

Through all his toilsome years, had gone
To while that grim old game away—
The game we all must play.

Far down the glooming canon wall

A lone owl hailed the coming night;

The shadows in the spruces tall

Spread slowly upward toward the height;

But Jim saw only, o'er the crest,

The fairy gold within the west,

The dream no weight of years could break.

The winning of the stake.
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Burnin' lips were pleadin' 'Backward!" "Gold!" I heard the silence cry;

Slapped the burro, started forward for an all-night journey, dry.
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Out there in the land o' sagebrush, in the brown horn-toad's domain.

Where the clouds float 'round moth-eaten in the hind of stingy rain:

Where the birds are only Mgahaaa, where the grtj coyote slinks:

Where each little drop <>' water is a shiiiin' pearl that stinks:

Where the fruitless, silent desert like a windin' sheet has grown—
Alkali made even whiter; redhot sunshine enunbles bone!

Where you swing a pick in anguish, probe the bowels of a hill.

P'raps ymi 'II hear the nuggets callin'—then it's time to scrawl your will.

Out there in the land of gamble, where the chance is swift and steep,

Where each man drives in his little so that some may take a heap:
When' the life rips off the eovan, -tamps his breed upon each lad—
Where a man is clean and quiet, or is rotten, shout in* bad:

Where the fightin' ground is ready for the man who cannot wait,

Where lie .sheds his e.xtry linen, has his battle out with Fate:

Where a man may win a fortune, where he'll lose all but his name,

I have cut the deck lor dealer, tried to play a white man's game.

I recall when I first saw it, saw this hidin' ground of gold;

It 's not hard to recollect it
—these gray hairs dont mean I'm old.

Stood above a new rag village on a bit of risin' ground—
You could hear the clink of glasses, roulette wheels a-clickin' round.

Mut my thoughts were on the desert, sliimmerin' in devil's breath.

On the bare hills that meandered to the valley they call Death.

Any man can be a hero, gladly go to eat his dirt.

When he's got a proper purpose buttoned in his flannel shirt

Mushy Pete made me an offer—Peter Mush had been his name :

I followed him at sunset, packed my blankets to his claim;

To a stakedout patch o* hillside where, he had n't any doubt,

When he \1 dm.' in all his savings he should dig a fortune out.

Coaxed my muscles with the hammer, swum: the pick with growin' might,
Came to know the faintest colors, how to fuse the dynamite:
learned the things that might be useful—how to tunnel, slope and shelf-

In that wondrous time when I could go prospectin' for myself.

Learned a mite of human nature from the men who came and went,

Men of fifty occupations on one occupation bent.

Learned that overalls and whiskers do not make a sameness when

They are part of ev'ry fellar: dogs are dogs, and men are men.

Had my share of sour moments: it will sometimes turn your bead.

This hard life among the raw things, too much flesh, too little bread.

But I carried with me somethin' that could banish ache and pain—
•lust a mein'ry of a someone wavin' good-bye to a train.

i All llirht. RMfrrtd.)
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Bushy Pete was not a liar; when his stake could stand alone

Peter handed me a nugget, sent me forth to find my own.

Then I purchased Bill, the burro—you could shove him in a sack—
And I strapped an outfit weighin' more than him upon his back.

Found out all that men could tell me 'bout the desert, always strange;

Mostly 'bout the pools of water: struck out to'rds the Fun'ral Range,
Little knowin' as I punched Bill out o' sight across the hill

That the truest friend I'd ever find was this same burro, Bill.

Morning stillness in the desert, seems to pierce your very ear:

Only crnnchin' of your bootheels saves you from the deaf man fear.

Not a livin' creature stirrin' : oh, if rock or bush would move !

Unseen sand imps blot your footprints, leave you no retreatin' groove.
White-hot noontime in the desert

;
shadows flee as if afraid :

Now you reach the broadest yucca, sink and pant in its thin shade.

Hours, ages ;
then it 's ev'ning : you and faithful burro roll

With your last strength down a hillside, sprawl beside the waterhole.

Ev'ry day gnawed at my courage, ev'ry day the luck was strained.

Could I always make the water when the canteen had been drained?

Learned that sand and desolation try to smite you with their curse :

Learned that where there are no panthers somethin' trails you that is worse.

Came to know this desert dragon, tried to dodge it ev'ry way:
Fell down on my face in terror when the Thing brought me to bay.
Out there in the quiet judgment, where a man is just a mole,
Where there 's not a leaf to hide you, you have got to face your soul.

Cinched my belt and punched the burro—was it anything so strange?
Gold was waitin' at the grass-roots over in the Fun'ral Range!
When the night had shut the sun out Bill and me would qool our tongues,
Almost burst our sides a-breathen' air that did not scorch our lungs.
Have a scanty bite o' supper, eat together, man and mule,
Rub our noses just for comp'ny, throw ourselves down by the pool.
Soon we two would be a-dreamin', one asleep upon his side,

With the other seein' visions, dreamin' with eyes open wide.

Pond'rous animals a-stalkin', all in sheaths like coats-o'-mail :

Man whose claws reached out to tear things while he sat back on his tail :

Big fish crawlin' from the water; snakes that stood up, birds in fur:

They all hissed the man in passin'
—course no such freaks there ever were.

Came another, sweeter vision, in a twilight, in a shade—
Bread an' butter to the starvin', courage to a man afraid.

Though I had n't seen Her dress so, though She turned Her face away,
Still I saw Her, felt Her, knew Her—hear the burro's mornin' bray !

Came a day just like the others, saw a far-off ugly hill,

Guessed that in its side was water, in a pocket, glassy still.

Carried just enough to last us till we reached the new supply—
Makes your legs a bit more willin' when you 've got to move or die.

Staggered to the pool at sunset, knelt and waited to see Bill

Plunge his nose in to the eyelids, from the bottom drink his fill.

Saw the burro sniff and leave it. It was like a body blow.

Knew this was the poison water. Bill could read the warning : Go !
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Turned from danger and temptation, headed Bill out on the plain:

Shut my teeth to stop the curses, heat my legs to ease the pain.

Marched a mile and fell exhausted, realized it with a start.

That I had been stepping, stepping to the poundin' of my heart.

Tried to weigh the situation: way back there was water, true;

Two days on the Fun'rals beckoned, with a chance of water, too.

Burnin' lips were pleadin' "Backward!" "Gold!" I heard the silence cry:

Slapped the burro, started forward for an all night journey
—

dry !

Giant ships run by machinery churn the oceans till they boil.

All because the shaft and socket have a little drop of oil.

Just a little sip of water would have gone straight to the point.-.

Kept the heart and lungs from grindin', bones from raspin' in their joint-.

Came the awful freaks of night-time, came the things that never were.

Came the mammoth walkin' serpents, came the ostriches in fur:

Lined up front and back and sideways, had no feelin' for our pain :

Made poor Bill and me go marchin' to their stride that shook the plain.

Lookin' over I could see the hairy man a-swingin' long;

Felt I'd give some of those nuggets just to be a half as strong.

By and by I saw him heavin', his mouth, too, was full of Are :

Poor old thing, he was n't human ; not a trained slave of Desire.

Saw him stoop and gather pebbles, roll them far back on his tongue,
Saw his jaws a-munchin', munchin' ; saw him brace up as if stung.

Cunningly I snatched up pebbles, placed them, forced the jaws to go,
Tasted blessed crazy water, felt redbot saliva flow.

Marchin', grindin' all to nothin', ages strung out just like gum :

Stumbled, staggered, kept on fallin', struck the sand and lay there dumb.

Slept, oh sweetness; but the silence woke me up, pried open eyes.
All the freaks were stopped and waitin,' watchin' to see if I'd rise.

Pressed my palms to raise my shoulders, lifted, heard the muscles crack:

Realized one of the biggest things was perched upon my back.

Then She came and brushed it from me, set me on my feet a man :

Turned to touch Her, She had vanished: clutched Bill's ear and ran and ran.

Far behind an enemy was softly climbin' up a hill :

From the summit saw me, 'way off; saw me draggin', almost still.

Sent an arrow at my hat brim like a bullet from a gun;
Struck me, whirled me round to face him—oh, the grinnin' mornin' sun !

Cruel blow, but it revived me, from the darkness set me free.

Though it meant prepare for battle, you can fight when you can see.

Give a man free limbs and daylight, he will tell you it is well.

Even with the canteen empty just about a mile from hell.

Strained my eyes in all directions; waterholes were scarce as grass—
Only sand, and sand n-bakin'. charmed, or it would turn to glass.

Bill eould tell it without lookin', only looked 'round at his pack,
So I tusseled with the cinches, threw off all but pick and sack.

Marked a bee-line for the Fun'rals, punched Bill almost to a lope,
Had n't gone a mile till it was just like walkin' on a rope;
With a thousand teasin' devils poundin' anvils in my ears;

With my tongue creepin', creepin', reachin', beggin', but no tears.

f \
I UNIVERSITY JV
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Buried in the Band a shirtsleeve, saw it eaten up by ants:

By and by came on the pieces of a garment men call pants :

Little further found a canteen, just an achin' empty hull :

Held my breath and went a-huntin' till I found it—found a skull.

Told the poor thing I was sorry, heard it laugh just like a clown.

Hastened onward, almost smothered, peeled my shirt and threw it down.

Joy, oh joy ! to lose the burden, wanted to burst into song :

Stopped, all frightened, crawled back to it, bound it on me with a thong.

Thought of hairy man and pebbles, grabbed one; I would get a swig;

Tried to place it, but it tumbled; couldn't do it, tongue too big.

Got down in a shadeless hollow, went a-hoppin' like a frog.

Clawed a well to hunt for water, not as man would, that was dog.

Come on, Bill, let 's make the Fun'rals ! Straight ahead I saw the sun

With his one big eye a-squintin' down the barrel of his gun.

Bill came close, together huddled, so the sun could pot his own.

Jesus, pity little babies when the breasts are bleachin' bone !

Put my arms around the burro, begged him to work out a plan ;

Bill must henceforth be the leader, this was not the land of man.

Begged him just to do one favor, promised him a palace, strawed ;

Begged him just to lead to water, begged him by the livin' Gawd !

But he would n't understand me, and he would n't seem to see
;

Bill had strength and instinct left him and he would n't share with me.

He could spare the moisture diamonds on his hangin' tongue at least :

Out there in the treasure desert dying man robbed dying beast.

Water, water, water, water. On my burnin' face a flood.

Reached down in the dark before me, fingers clutched the juicy mud.

Found my tongue was in the water, lappin', lappin' as I could.

Knew salvation had come some way : knew that Gawd was mighty good.

Heard old Bill a-snorin' by me; went on sleepin' while I wept:
Woke up, forced another swaller, rolled into the pool and slept.

How we ever found the water, how he led a wild man through.

Only Bill knew, Bill was silent : burros dont boast what they do.

Lay two days beside the water, even then 't was hard to go,

But the Fun'rals were a-smilin' and the grub was gettin low.

Sagebrush nodded as we passed it, even cactus seemed to bend :

Slim brown lizard came a-seootin' like he 'd just lief be our friend.

P'raps it 's what a little suff'rin' brings to ev'ry man some time—
And I even thought about Her without feelin' 't was a crime.

So we reached the barren Fun'rals, found a spring where rocks rose bold :

Spent a sleepless night before we 'd set out searchin' for Her gold.

Somehow things look bright and easy 'way off in a soft'ning light :

Gold was waitin' at the grass-roots, but the grass was not in sight !

Ev'ry day I went prospectin'; in the rocks the pick would ring.

Tried out all the likely places, came at night back to the spring.

Ev'ry day a bigger circle; little fears soon grew so thick

That I'd dig on in the darkness till the points wore off the pick.
I could see Her waitin', trustin' : She had b'lieved my golden tales :

I would get it if I had to dig it with my fingernails!
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Found an old ravine that wound up through the hills and on and on;

Torrents had rushed down it sometime, now the smallest drop was gone.

Yelled to timl a trace of color, knew that I was on the track.

Worked on through the hottest hours—blisters cannot break your back.

Yard and rod and mile I furrowed up the narrow steep ravine.

Grudgin' time it took to go back with the burro and canteen:

Grudgin' each dip in the grubsack, grudgin' time it took to nap;

Orudgin' anything that kept me from that wearin' tap, tap, tap.

Colon, traces: Where the nuggets T Surely we must be most there!

Turned from each new empty pickhole, swung to lay the next yar.l \>.t<

Any stroke might end the tension, any stroke might make Her rich !

Qawd l>e in the nerves and muscles, help 'em just to keep the pitch.

Six miles back of us is water—old canteen is scorchin' tin:

ts first, and then we'll go back; yes, we'll go back; not till then!

Prayed and shouted as I sweated; burro shivered, not with cold.

Patience. Bill, a little longer: we will drink and eat the gold!
• •••••••••

Bushy Pete had gone prospectin' to forget his gamblin' loss.

Pete went around the desert as the shortest way across:

Wandered in the Fun'ral Mountains, down an old ravine he rolled:

Found a madman with his fingers, mouth and bootlegs stuffed with gold !

Water—water by the spoonful
—saved his reason, brought him through :

He had found a pocket that would be a lifetime stake for two.

Peter fed him. nursed him, lead him, childlike, back to town again,

Where he'd put old Bill on barley, shave his beard, and then—and then!

Wandered weak out to the sand-edge just to tell the thing good-bye:

I was grinnin' glad to leave it, but somehow it made me cry.

Cursed the roast in' devil's kingdom, knelt to kiss the thing so dear:

And the desert shrieked with laughter
—bein' deaf I could n't hear.

Wrung the rough true hand of Peter, had a private talk with Bill.

Took the train a-flyin' eastward—wish I was as happy still !

Wish I never could have found Her : wish I'd never had to know :

Qawd, aint women EVER faithful T Gawd, what made me work so ilowf

Hello Bill. Why. hello, Peter. Yes, it s me you see back here.

P'raps I'll keep on stayin' with you, kind o' like the atmosphere.

Bill, I think we'll go prospectin', though we've got enough o' wealth:

Guess we '11 drill around the desert for a while just for our health.

Wonder will it seem like Heaven when we stagger to a poolT
Wonder will the freaks come night-times just to giggle at a foolt

Wonder will another vision—Pshaw! I guess that's at an end.

He mi the little lizard callin'! tome on, Bill: ol' friend, oP friend !





r/Mfream Face of Canal Headgatet of the Remarkable Minidoka Dam, Idaho.

Reclaiming an Empire
By F. H. Newell

Director of the Reclamation Service

iHE arid empire of America

is awakening from a long

sleep. National irrigation

has focused the attention of

millions of people upon this

region so long regarded as

worthless. Private enterprise and the mil-

lions from the National treasury together are

waging successful battle with the desolate

and trackless wastes. The transcontinental

traveler notes the widening stretches of

srreen, the rapid growth of new and prosper-
>us I'oinmunities in sections he was wont to

view with feelings of horror.

Ki\e years ago National sentiment crystal-

ized into an appeal to Congress to make the

effort to subjugate the vast region which had

so long stood as a barrier between the fertile

valley of the Mississippi and the Pacific

Coast.

On June 17, 1902, President Roosevelt of

the United States affixed his signature to the

Reclamation Act, a law initiatin- one of tlie

frreatest works of internal expansion ever

iinilcrtaken by any government.
The law provides that all moneys accruing

from the sales of public lands in the sixteen

arid states and territories, except five per
cent which had previously been appropriated
for public school purposes, shall be set apart
as the reclamation fund to be expended un-

der the direction of the Secretary of the In-

terior for the reclamation of lands in those

states and territories. It seems especially

fittinc that the moneys received from the

sales of public lands should be expended in

tli is way, because nearly all Government land

in the humid regions has been sold, and the

.'renter part of all that now remains in Gov-

ernment ownership is arid.

The money thus provided is not a gift to

the arid region, but a loan that must be paid

by the settlers in not more than ten annual

installments, without interest. The Govern-
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Cement-Lined Main Canal, Klamath Project, Oregon.

ment is thus reimbursed for the actual ex-

penditures for the construction of irrigation

systems, and loses in the end only the ineo-

retical interest on the money so used. At
the end of the period of payment the farmer
is sole owner of the water rights, which be-

come appurtenant to his property. The

ownership of the irrigation works remains

in the United States, but the water-users

manage and operate them at their own ex-

pense under such rules and regulations as

may be acceptable to the Secretary of the

Interior.

Two-fifths of the area covered by the

United States is arid. This means that upon
that proportion of its possessions, exclusive

of Alaska and the insular territory, sufficient

rain does not fall to make agriculture prof-
itable. Some of this area is in the semi-

arid belt, where there may be for a season

rain enough to provide for the growth and

maturity of a crop, but where, perchance, the

season or successive seasons following will

bring insufficient moisture. Some of it is

desert extending for miles upon miles, bear-

ing not the semblance of a living thing.
Some of it is wind-swept plain with its

growth of sagebrush, mesquite bushes or

cacti. There is upland and mountain, canon

and mesa, and much is devoid of useful vege-
tation as the paved streets of any metropolis.

This barren principality is greater than

the empire of ancient Rome, ten times as

large as the United Kingdom and equal to

twenty-four countries the size of England.
Some of this region will always remain in

its present condition on account of the lack

of available water supply, but there are

enormous tracts throughout the length and

breadth of the arid belt which will be made
habitable and upon which communities are

even now developing which presently will re-

turn to the Government assessable property
of a thousandfold more value than the

money expended in reclamation.

This region extends from about the mid-

dle of the continent westerly to the Pacific

Ocean. There are no sharply marked lines of

division between the humid and the arid

areas, but there is a broad intermediate belt

called the sub-humid or semi-arid region.

Years ago the density of population in the

humid region began pushing the pioneers

over the borders of the arid region, where

they built their homes along the banks of

rivers or around springs or other sources of

water supply. With shovel and scraper they

went to work, leading the waters over the

thirsty soil until they had invaded the most

remote sections of the great West. Through
thousands of miles of ditches they carried the

precious waters over their farms, until more
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than 9,000,000 acres were reclaimed. Hut

there came a time when private and cor-

porate capital could do DO more, and then

the Government came to their assistance.

On the passage of the Reclamation Act

0M Reclamation Service was organized by
the Secretary of the Interior from the hy-

drographic branch of the United States Geo-

: Survey, a bureau which had spent

more than two decades investigating the land

ami water resources of the arid region, and

had readily available much valuable data on

the subject.

In the live years during which the law has

been in force, the little band of less than a

dOMfl men, which formed the nucleus of

the present organization known as the Rec-

lamation Service, has gathered unto itsel!

practical men from all parts of the United

States, until it now numbers over 800 en

ginecrs and assistants, and includes many
of the ablest constructing and consulting en-

gineers in the country.
The operations of the Reclamation Service

began with a IWHWIIIIli—IMW of the entire

arid and semi-arid region. By a wise pro-

vision of the law any public lands which are

likely to come within the limits of a Govern -

emment irrigation project are temporarily
withdrawn from entry, thus preventing spec-

ulative tilings on them, pending their exam-

ination. Data already acquired in regard to

the flow of streams, their fluctuation, the op-

portunities for storage and diversion, maps
prepared by the topographic branch of the

Geological Survey, geologic tacts bearing

upon the occurrence of water, and in fact

every available branch of scientific research

relating to the subject were taken into con-

sideration before recommendations for with-

drawal were made.

Following the temporary segregation of

land a careful reennnoissance of the region
is then made, and it' the project seems espe-

cially noteworthy the district engineer pre-

pares facts ami tigures concerning it and

preliminary plans are presented to a board

of consulting engineers. After carefully go-

ing over all the facts connected with the

matter on the ground, additional information

is sometimes requested by the consulting

hoard; sometimes the conclusions are modi-

rnrmt,i„ihi/- Yallev /•-•».'. CotoniO Ihr 1mm .in./ ir.17.1n
Oive an M<"o nf Ihr Rrintirr Site of thr Canal.
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Government Ditch on the Level Plains of Kan-
sas, Garden City Project, March 2, 1907.

fied, but when an agreement is reached the

results are transmitted to the Secretary of

the Interior with definite recommendations.

If the Secretary deems the scheme inadvis-

able or impracticable the withdrawn lands

are restored to the public domain. If, how-

ever, the project is approved by him, he

may cause contracts to be let either as a

whole or for such a portion as may consti-

tute a complete unit.

The regions investigated are generally far

removed from settlements, embracing vast

areas of sagebrush desert and rough moun-
tain country, but so thorough lias been the

exploration that one or more project* in

each arid state and territory have been up-

proved by the Secretary of the Interior, and
actual construction has been begun on

twenty-five projects. The expenditures to

-m '¥ rm



Date Tree in Sail Rivrr Vallru. Sear J/rin, 8ho%cing the Enormous Crop of Dale* on One Tree.
The Dale I* One of the Motl Profitable Fruit* Orown.
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Formal Opening of the Newly Completed Diversion Dam on the Truckee River, Truckee-Carson
Project, Nevada.

:

such an extent that there is little doubt of its

feasibility, an association of water-users is

formed. A provision in the articles of the

water-users associations makes all assess-

Site of the Shoshone Dam, Wyoming.

ments on water rights, including the charges

by the Government, a lien on the land of the

shareholder. These charges are a lien on the

land only to the extent of a particular assess-

ment, and in case of a delinquency the entire

charge for water right does not become due

and chargeable against the land as in the

case of an ordinary mortgage, when default

is made on a part payment.
While the water-users themselves through

the association eventually operate and main-

tain the irrigation system, a supervisory con-

trol will always be exercised by the Govern-

ment, in this manner affording an ample as-

surance to each individual that the rights
which he has acquired from the United States

shall always be protected.

According to the terms of the law it is

necessary for the farmer to take up the irri-

gated lands under the Homestead Act; that

is, no single farm unit can consist of more
than one hundred and sixty acres, and, to

secure title, the farmer must be an actual

resident upon the property, preparing the

tract for irrigation, tilling the soil, and pay-

ing his annual stipend of one-tenth of the

cost per acre for ten years before title

passes from the Government.
This prevents enormous speculative oper-
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at ions by which pompini— OV individuals

with large capit.il may acquire large tracts

of land, and thereby receive the benefits of

OoWIUMBl irrigation to the exclusion of

the individual provided with less initial capi-

tal. In other words, the terms of the statute

were designed to provide for homes in the

arid states rather than to increase the values

of land for speculative purposes.
While the maximum number ot' acres in

an irrigated farm may consist of 100 acres,

.-eretary of the Interior is required to

limit the area to that amount which is suffi-

cient for the support ot a family, but not

lees than ten acres. In most of the projects

so far undertaken the farms consist of forty

or eighty acres, the larger unit being in loca-

tions remote from towns or in sections where,

on account of climatic ot other eonditiono,

Inirh priced products cannot be raised. By
limiting the amount of water that can be

supplied to any individual owner a perfect

guarantee of density of population is

afforded.

Compact farming communities insure al-

ideal social conditions, bring educa-

tional advantages never before heard of to

the farmer's family, forever do awny with

An Artesian Well in Rotwell, New Mexico.

the isolation of ranching in the desert, and

promote intelligent, progressive citizenship.

Looking Down Main Canal. Huntley. Montana. Yellovsttone River (n Flood on Left. Toumtite
»f Hunt leu in Middle Pittance, Irrigable Land* ot the Huntley Protect.
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Reclamation Work on Bill's Hill, Loiver Yell Project, Montana.

On many of the projects the engineers are

laying- out town sites a few miles apart, so

that later on the farmer if he desires may re-

side in town, going out each morning to his

land, or, residing on the farm, may be within

a few minutes' drive from town. The great

dams and frequent drops in canals will fur-

nish power for domestic purposes and for

electric lights, trolley lines, etc.. and the

telephone and rural free delivery will aid in

robbing the farm of loneliness and confer

upon rural occupation itself a contentment

and happiness not generally associated with

life on a farm. It is believed that every val-

ley in the West eventually will contain com-

munities comparable with those which have

been developed through irrigation in South-

ern California, probably the most ideal agri-

cultural communities in the world.

The inauguration of Government irrigation

works has been followed by a heavy influx of

settlers. Xew railroads have been con-

structed and others are projected, and new
towns are springing up, furnishing markets

for the products of the reclaimed areas.

Lands held in private ownership under these

projects double and quadruple in value long
before the works are completed. The new-

comers attracted by the opening of new

agricultural sections are, as a rule, the best

types of our farming class. Most of them

have sold their farms in the Mississippi and

Ohio Valleys and bring with them ample
means to establish comfortable homes. There

are many comments on the permanent and

modern character of the improvements made
on the new farms.

It is only five years since the passage of

the Reclamation Act, yet the topography of

our arid region has undergone a great

change. Rivers have been lifted from their

beds and carried into other drainage basins.

Great dams have been built, and seas set

down in desert places. Tunnels have been

bored through mountains, roads carved in

granite canon walls, and hundreds of miles

of ditches stretch out in every direction. The
work has reached a stage where water will

be supplied to about 400,000 acres of land

during 1907. This means the addition of

5,000 homes to the West, and the return of

nearly $1,000,000 per annum to the reclama-

tion fund.

The engineering features of the work have

attracted world-wide interest, by reason of

the permanent character of the structures,
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the unusual and dvfag solution of dillieult

problems, ami the rapidity and economy of

the work [wftjiuml On these irrigation

works excry item of expense must be consid-

trad Imm the viewpoint of the farmer who

eventually pays for the work.

The first of the irreat works to be under-

taken by the Government is in Nevada, in

the bed of an ancient lake, embracing what

w:i> long known as Forty-mile l»esert, tho

most desolate and arid s|>ot on the continent

except Death Valley. This project, known

as the Truckee-Carson, involves some rather

novel engineering features. A dam was built

on Truckec River and its waters diverted

into a canal which carries them over into a

"ir in the valley of Carson River,

whence they are diverted into laterals and

distributed over the desert. This first unit

of the first project to be undertaken under

Government supervision was opened to the

public on June 17, 1905, the third anniver-

sary of the passage of the Reclamation Act.

In its entirety the project will involve the

expenditure of $9,000,000 and the ultimate

intensive cultivation of more than 400,000

acres of land.

A network of canals will unite the four

principal drainage basins of the state. Half

a score of lakes in the foothills of the Sierra

Nevada Mountains a hundred miles away
will l>e utilized later to store the flood and

excess waters which flow down the moun-

tain >ide>. lakes will be drained and their

bcd> urinated, and thousands of miles of

laterals and ditches will distribute water over

the land. The long lines of canals, many
of them large enough to carry rivers, are

cement-lined in places, and obstacles in the

route, mob as hills, are tunneled and the tun-

nels are cement-lined.

Down in the warm and sunny valley of

Salt River, Arizona, in the extreme south-

western part of the United States, one of

the great engineering works of the world is

now well under way. Many miles above the

valley, in a deep canon through which the

river flows, just below its junction with

Building the Rootevelt Dam, Bait River Project. Arizona. One of the Oreateet Engineering
Work* of the World.
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Tonto Creek, an army of men are at work

erecting the Roosevelt dam, which is to be

one of the highest in the world, exceeded in

height by only one other, and that also a

structure of the United States Reclamation

Service. The Roosevelt dam will be of un-

coursed rubble masonry (sandstone and ce-

ment), with arch upstream. It will be 800

feet long on top, 235 feet at river bed, and

its contents will be 300,000 cubic yards. It

will rise 284 feet above the lowest founda-

tions, and the height of the water against

the dam will be 230 feet. A power canal 29

miles long, with a drop of 220 feet, is now

being utilized to furnish 4,000 horsepower
in constructing the works. The reservoii

cost of cement delivered on the ground pro-
hibitive. The materials for the manufacture
of Portland cement being available within a

few miles, the engineers erected a $100,000
cement mill, which has been in operation
over a year, turning out first-class cement
at a cost which will save the settlers more
than a million dollars on the price offered

by manufacturers.

The question of supplies was an important

one, and to meet the conditions a wagon road

sixty miles long was constructed. Over

forty miles of this road is in a wild canon
and for much of the distance is literally

carved from the solid rock of the canon
walls. For the purpose of furnishing tim-

Twenty-Two Horse Freighters Hauling Cement From Caspar, Wyoming, Forty-
Five Miles to the Dam Site of the North Platte Project.

created by the dam will be one of the largest

artificial lakes in the world. Its capacity
will be ten times greater than the great
Croton reservoir in New York, and it will

contain one and a half times as much water

as is stored by the Assouan dam in Egypt.
The lake will be twenty-five miles long and

will contain 1.300,000 acre-feet.

When the reservoir is completed the water

will flow in the river channel for forty-four

miles, and then be diverted by means of

canals to the irrigable lands. In the con-

struction of the dam 240,000 barrels of ce-

ment are required. The isolation of the dam
site, sixty miles from a railroad, made the

ber for structures a sawmill was erected on

the Government reserves and thirty miles of

canon road were built to connect it with the

dam site. About 200,000 acres of fertile

soil will be supplied with water by this

system.

Seventy-five miles east of the Yellowstone

National Park in Wyoming the highest dam
in the world is being constructed. Its pur-

pose is to back up the waters of the Sho-

shone River and hold them until needed for

the irrigation of lands below. The reser-

voir thus formed has an area of ten square
miles and a capacity of 530,000 acre-feet.

The dam will be a solid block of masonry
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310 feet li. Mt Ions at base, and only

200 feet bog on top. For the most part its

thickness will be greater than its length, and

it will be about three times as high as it is

thick. The drills went down more than

eighty feet below the river bed before find-

ing solid rock for a foundation. Like the

Roosevelt dam, this structure is also in an

almost inaccessible location, and it was nec-

essary to construct a road in the canon for

miles in order to haul in machinery' and sup-

plies. The Shoshone project with its great

dam, tunnels, and hundreds of miles of

canals and ditches, will cost about $2,250.-

000. and will irrigate 100,000 acres of land.

The Gunnison has cut one of the wildest,

deepest canons in the country, and flows so

far below the surface of the ground that it

is useless for irrigation. The idea of tun-

neling t lie Vernal Mesa and bringing the

Gunnison to the aid of the settlers in Un-

compah^re Valley is an old one. Engineers
viewed the terrible canon and the mountain

of rock, and gave it up. No man had ever

passed through the canon and lived to tell

the story. Great logs lashed together and

launched at the head of the canon came out

at the lower end smashed to splinters, but

the lieclauiation Service was young, its rep-

utation at stake, and so an engineer and an

t'pper Fare of the Celebrated I'athfinilrr l>nm. Worth I'lnr ming

.lust Im'voikI the Boekjf Mountains in West-

ern Colorado, the engineers are engaged

upon one of the most spectacular works ever

attempted in the West. Here the Uncom-

pahgn River flows through a broad, fertile

valley, one of the garden spots of the West.

which furnishes apples of most delicious

flavor to Kastcni cities and to Kurope. The

flow of this river is insufficient for the

lands in the valley, and to supplement the

supply a tunnel six miles in length and with

a cross-section of ten and one-half by eleven

and one-half feet is being driven through a

mountain of solid rock to carry the waters

of the (Junnison Uiver into the I'neom-

pahgre Valley.

Mutant fastened their food and surveying
instruments on an inflated rubber mattress

and set forth. No boat could stand the trip.

The two men for days had no rest and no

respite from danger. They were hurled

through rapids, drenched and half 1:

they dang to slippery rocks and made ob-

-civations. Much of the time they were out

of si'.'ht of the rescue party which followed

lu-lple»ly along the brink of the chasm. But

every foot of their progress was n

every turn of rock scanned for a feasible

tunnel site. On the twelfth day they were

shipwrecked in earnest. The mattress, pro
visions and instruments went downstream,
hut the survey was complete and the notes
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safely encased in waterproof oilskins. Two Owing to these characteristics the Colorado

days later they were dragged half starved River has been called the Nile of America.

and exhausted out of the gorge. Today a The growing season in this portion of its

fourteen-mile road makes the 2,000-foot de- valley lasts 365 days in the year, and here

scent into the canon, a power-house at its foot such tropical fruits as the date, olive and

has been built, and the tunnel is two-thirds pineapple, oranges and pomelos nourish.

completed. The tunnel is being cement-lined With irrigation the valley with its steady

throughout, and in June, 1908, it is expected heat and inexhaustible soil will be a perma-
that the system will be so far completed that nent forcing bed.

water will be furnished for irrigation. In order to stop the inundations, miles and
miles of dikes are

being constructed

on both sides of

the Colorado and

its tributary, the

Gila River. These

dikes are con-

structed on a three

to one slope, their

width at base be-

ing six or seven

times their height.

They are consid-

ered the most per-
fect levees ever

constructed. The
diversion dam
across the Colo-

rado is of the

East India weir

type, which has

been so success-

fully used in In-

dia and Egypt, a

great mass of ma-

sonry resting up-
on sand. This

style was made

necessary owing
to the fact that no

bed rock could be

found at any

point where a dam

Another engi-
neering work of

more than usual

interest and im-

portance is the

Laguna dam, a

structure weighing

600,000 tons,
which is being
built on a founda-

tion of sand in the

extreme s o u t fa-

western part of

the United States.

The Colorado
River is the big-

gest, most reckless

and inconsistent

stream which the

Reclamation Serv-

ice engineers have

yet undertaken to

control. It drains

225,000 square
miles of territory,

tears its way
through the Grand
Canon more than

a mile beneath the

surface of the

earth, and then

rides majestically

on top of a dike

which it has built nauling Supplies for the Reclamation Service on the W&S feasible. The

for itself in its Mesa & Roosevelt Road. Arizona.
Laguna dam will

lower valley.

This valley with its Summer temperature
of 120 degrees is the hottest spot in the

country, and with its annual rainfall of only
two and one-half inches, one of the dryest

places on earth. When the floods come in

the early Summer the river spills over its

banks inundating the valley for miles and

covering it with a layer of rich silt. During
the rest of the year the land is parched.

have an extreme

length of 4,780 feet, nearly a mile. Its

height will be only nineteen feet, but its

width up and down stream will be 346 feet.

The diversion headworks will be on both

sides of the river connecting with two canal

systems. The headgates are so arranged as

to draw off only the top foot of water, thus

avoiding silt. The silt deposited will be

sluiced out by gates which discharge back
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into the river below the dam. The problem
of silt which confronted the engineers can

be better understood when it is known that

doing food the Colorado River in twenty-

four hours carries past the dam site l.-">>»<».

000 tons of silt.

In Smith Dakota, iii the northeastern por-

tion of the arid region, the largest earth em-

bankment in the country is beinj.' constructed

that 90,000 acres of fine land may be irri-

gated. This will be one of the gTeat earth

dams of the world. Its extreme height will

be 115 feet, its maximum width up and down
stream over MM feet and its lenirth on top a

mile and a quarter.
Smith of this project on the level prairies

of the great plains a ditch the size of a ship

canal and 140 miles long will carry the

waters of the North l'latte River to lands

to be irrigated, and lateral systems will

distribute it over tat farms.

h: Western Kansas, on the eastern border

of the ariil region, a pnmping plant is be-

ilm' installed to raise water from under-

ground gravel bsfl to water lands when'

sugar beets will he the staple nop, and in

(forth Dakota pumps will lift water from
'lie Missouri River directly to the land to

he irrigated. The latter system is unique in

that the pumps will be placed on floating

barges and the water conveyed through pipes
with flexible joints, the barges accommodat-

ing themselves to ehanges in the river chan-

nel ami in the water level. Fuel will be sup-

plied from lignite beds in the vicinity.

On the Pacific Coast in Northern Cali-

fornia the engineers are remodeling about

400 square miles of sagebrush and title

lands. Lakes will he drained and the waters

which would otherwise feed them used to

irrigate their beds and the surrounding

country.
These are only a few of the notable en-

gineering features of the work of the Rec-

lamation Service now in progress. The
work will go on until every acre for which

there is available water shall be irrigated.

It will provide homes for 600.000 families.

A summation of the work of the Recla-

mation Service to January 1 shows that it

has dug 1,427 miles of canals, or nearly the

distance from Washington to Omaha. Some
of these canals carry whole rivers, like the

Truckee River in Nevada and the North

Platte in Wyoming. The tunnels excavated

are forty-seven in number and have an

aggregate length of eleven miles. The Serv-

ice has erected ninety-four large structures,

including the great dams in Nevada and the

Minidoka dam in Idaho eighty feet high and

650 feet long. It has completed C70 head-

works, flumes, etc. It has built 376 miles of

wagon road in mountainous country and into

heretofore inaccessible regions. It has

erected and in operation 727 miles of tele-

phones. Its own cement mill has manufac-
tured 70,000 barrels of cement, and the pur-
chased amount is 312.000 barrels. Its own
sawmills have cut 3,036,000 feet B. M. of

lumber, and 6,540.000 feet have been pur-
chased. The surveying parties of the Serv-

ice have completed topographic surveys cov-

aring 10,970 square miles, an area greatei
than the combined areas of Massachusetts

and Rhode Island. The transit lines had a

length of 1S.900 linear miles, while the level

lines run amount to 24.21 S miles, or near-

ly sufficient to go around the earth.

The diamond drillings for dam sites and
canals amount to 47*616 feet, or more than

nine miles. Today the Service owns and has

si work 1.1'it horses and mules. It operates
nine locomotives. 223 cars and twenty-three
miles of railroad, thirty-nine stationary en-

gines and twenty-seven steam engines. It

has const rui'ted and is operating five electric

light plants. This work has been carried on

with the following force: CI: rvice,

380, including Washington office: laborers

employed directly by the Government. 3,500;
laborers employed by contractors, 6,100, or a

total of all forces of 10.000. The cxpendi
tures now total nearly $1,000,000 per month.

As a result of the operations of the Reclama-

tion Service eight new towns have been estab-

lished, 100 miles of branch railroads have

been constructed, and 10,000 people have
taken up their residence in the desert.



Ethan Allen Hitchcock, Former Secretary of the Interior, Upon Whose Venerable Shoulders
Fell the Burden of Checking the Corruption in Public-Land Affairs. Unfortunately,
Though He Was a Vigorous Prosecutor of Land Transgressors, His Too Liberal Policy in
Administering the Lieu-Land Law Encouraged the Very Same Evils That He Labored to
Suppress.
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Barren Land That Was Included in a /•'

tiers or Owners" With Basis for
Best Timber Land That Could Be P
Wttt

The Way of the Land Transgressor

By Lute Pease

III. Ethan Allen Hitchcock and the Lieu-Land Operators

ZJJHjHAT ili.' Q .v eminent of

rW/\ I nihil States has been, i

JSC. I trktiy legal sense, defrnu

Ugl \ of millions upon milli

of the

in a

defrauded

ipon millions

of acres of the public lands,

I everybody knows. That the

Nation, in the course of half-a-dozen wars,

was also deprived of title to millions upon
millions more, without just or adequate com-

pensation, yet strictly under the law, may
not be quite so generally realized. I refer

to the licu-laml law—that monumental
blunder whereby the already over-reworded

land-grant railroads and those hnMfalg un-

der them were further enormously enriched

at the expense of the people. Congress has

been justly criticised for enacting such a

law, in the first place, and for debr/ing its

modification or repeal, in the second place.

Former Secretary Hitchcock, a conserva-

tive nscientioiis man, famous for his

nipped honesty and for his energetic prose-

cution of land tram . has also been

criticised for his interpretation and admin-

istration of the lieu-land law. The charge

is made that no matter what interests dic-

tated the enactment of that law, its phrase-

ology was such that the Secretary might
have prevented the land-grnhl>ers from prof-
it in st by it. But criticism is always easy
in the light of after-knowledge.
What is. or rather was, the lieu-land law?

Ostensibly intended for the henelit of the

settler, it was chiefly used as a vehicle of

fraud, and as a means of enabling railroads

to exchange comparatively valueless grant
lands for quick title to valuable timber lands.

When Congress passed the forest reserve

acts some sixteen years agi had

the right to exchange all their "school lands"

(two sections, or l.'iMI acres jn each town-

ship) that were included within the boundar-

ies of a National reservation, for public land

of equal area outside the reservation. It
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neglected, however, at first to extend a simi-

lar privilege to private holders. Then, from

the complaints of some settlers in the new

reserves and from the realization by the

railroad companies that they could not so

advantageously dispose of some of their

grant lands if in forest reserves, was born a

brilliant scheme—the means of deriving ad-

vantage from disadvantage, profit from loss;

to-wit: The lieu-land law.

After a great deal of talk about the poor

settler "shut up in forest reserves," and very

little said about poor railroad companies:
and after several too "raw" forms had been

rejected, the following was slipped through

as an item in a general appropriation bill

of 1897 :

That in cases in which a tract covered by
an unperfected bona fide claim, or by a pat-

ent, is included within the limits of a forest

reservation, the settler or owner thereof may,
if he desires to do so, relinquish the tract to

the Government, and may select in lieu there-

of a tract of vacant land open to settlement

not exceeding in area the tract covered by his

claim or patent.

This was the lieu-land law.

Truly, a harmless-seeming paragraph, but

for the little word: "owner"; and even this,

it is contended by many, gave railroad com-

panies no privileges under a conservative

interpretation of the law.

It will be observed that the land to be ex-

changed was referred to as a "tract" and

not as a series of tracts, but a single tract

and covered by a "bona fide claim or patent."

And the person entitled to the right to ex-

change was the "settler or owner" of such

individual tract. Then again a literal inter-

pretation makes the exercise of the option

(by the phraseology of the law) apply to a

person, the "settler or owner." In speaking
of relinquishment it says, "if he desires to

do so," that is, to relinquish the tract upon
which he is settled, "he may select in lieu

thereof, etc." The expression "not exceed-

ing in area" would seem to leave it to the

discretion of the administrative official as to

whether the land exchanged need be equal
in area to the land relinquished. Thus, if a

settler or owner relinquished a comparatively
worthless tract, the law did not strictly en-

title him to a tract of highly valuable tim-

ber land of equal area, although it would
have seemed more explicit had the law men-
tioned "value" rather than "area." It would

seem that a good deal was left to the judg-
ment of the Secretary of the Interior.

Cornelius N. Bliss was Secretary of the

Interior Department at the time of the

passage of this law, and in his annual report
dated November 2, 1898, he refers to the

lieu-land law as follows :

It is my opinion that this provision was
intended to apply only to those individuals

who are settlers or owners of agricultural

lands, who feel that in the inclusion of their

holdings within the limits of a forest reserve

they are deprived of the natural settling up
of the country, and the association of neigh-
bors which lead to farming communities, the

building of roads and the establishment of

schools and churches, and, in consequence,
would naturally wish to exchange their lands

for tracts outside the forest reserves.

To further relieve the law from any am-

biguity, Secretary Bliss recommended an

amendment by adding a proviso as follows:

Provided that the tract is agricultural land

and that its natural state has not been

changed except to such an extent as may
have been necessary for actual cultivation.

Secretary Bliss' opinion that the law

could only be invoked by actual settlers was

positive and unequivocal, and it seems clear

that he recognized his own power to protei

the Government against predatory assau

by land-grant railroads. But when the year

following Mr. Hitchcock came into office,

he reversed this construction and policy in

the administration of the lieu-land statute.

In the beginning Mr. Hitchcock evident-

ly considered the lieu-land law as of

distinct advantage to the Government for-

est-reserve policy, rather than a mere meas-

ure of relief to settlers, for he held that the

"thing which was objectionable was the

presence within the limits of the forest res-

ervation of land held and controlled by in-

dividual claimants or owners." Imbued
with this idea, that the important thing was
to get rid of everybody within the reserves,
whether settlers, railroad companies or oth-

ers, he considered that the advantages of
the law (literally interpreted) were for all

alike. As a further concession he pointed
out that the lieu-land statute does not say

anything about the relative values of ex-

changed land :

Where under the timber-purchase act, or

indeed under any other statute, one has ac-

quired land having valuable timber thereon,

ill
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Yatt Forests Like This Were OoftMsd { p by Speculntnrs, Ratlr.,...
Through the Simple Process of Acquiring Title to a hot of Worthiest Land In Mountain*
or Deserts and Exchanging It, Acre for Acre, Under the Scandalously Benevolent Lieu-Land
Statute.

rthlFi

and lias removed the timber . . the re-

moval of the timber does not affect his own-

ership of the land, and if it be included with-
in the limits of a public forest reservation
does not deprive him or the Government from

in); the benefit incident to the relin-

quishment of that land, and the selection of
other land outside the limits of the forest

reservation in lieu thereof.

In other words, it mattered not how de-

radtd or worthless the land relinquished,
the Nation must stand ready to make good
witli an equal area of the best land that the

"-crip" holder could find elsewhere.

1'ndrr this unfortunate const ruction of

the lieu-land law the way was opened wide
and free for all the land-grant railroads,
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Sample of Some of the Lands in the Mount Rainier Forest Reserve, Washington, Which the
Northern Pacific Railroad Company Exchanged for the Best Timber Land Available Else-

where, Under Provisions of Law Which Dispossessed Mann Squatters, and Which Were
More Liberal Than Any Ever Accorded Actual Settlers. Though the Company Gave Up
Good Sections as Well as Bad, It Profited by Getting in Exchange Hundreds of Thousands
of Acres in Compact Bodies Elsewhere Averaging of Greater Value.

speculators and unscrupulous lumber com-

panies in the country to juggle the Govern-

ment out of its valuable timber land, in ex-

change for worthless holdings within forest

reserves. . A stupendous raid upon the Gov-

ernment's resources was now under way, in

the presence of which the Credit Mobilier.

the whiskey-ring conspiracies, and kindred

scandals of the last generation fall into in-

significance. This plundering of the public
timber under the forms of law continued up
to the time the law was repealed in 190.5.

Secretary Hitchcock perhaps felt that he

was construing the law as Congress intended

it, and in all of his reports he complained
of the great injustice being done to the Gov-
ernment in the exchange of valuable timber

land for worthless lands in reserves. He
constantly asked for changes in the law, and

lustily denounced transgressing corpora-
tions and land-grabbers in general, institut-

ing vigorous prosecutions against as many
of them as he could get indicted.

But a regular stampede was on in the

West—a contest to determine who could

grab most of the public domain in the brief-

est period. Quick to see the advantage

given them, the land-grant railroads became

aggressive advocates of the forest-reserve

policy. (They are quite luke-warm now
since the grab game has been stopped.)
Reserve after reserve was created on the

recommendations of corrupted officials

who were standing in with speculators who
used the lieu-land law to make fortunes. In

brief, the system was as follows :

The land grafters having bribed an official

in the Land Office to provide advance infor-

mation of all reserves contemplated, or hav-

ing provided through conspiracy with land

officials for the location of forest reserves

where best suited to their purposes, would

then proceed to obtain relinquishments from
actual settlers, or more generally to hire a

lot of "dummies" to locate on the vacant

land. Then when the reserve was pro-
claimed and its boundaries defined by the

Government, the relinqishments became sub-
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ject to the right «>f exchange, or "scrip,"

such rights being assigned to the manipu-
lator so that lie eoold sell at a handsome

profit in hnnbatlMll or others, or himself

place the "ill ifli,*"
acre for acre, anywhere

else in the West where lie coul.l tind a fine

body of vacant timber land (except school-

larnl ".-crip," which had to !>« plaotd in the

same state where secured). One set of

grafters alone— the BanaOD and I !><!• gang
seemed by fraud "seri|>" based mi hundreds

Of tlioii-and- of MTM of the vacant school

land In Oregon and California. They went

so far M to do away with actual entrymen,
hut and large numbers of fictitious and

forged names instead. They even posed as

public benefactors, advocates of the benefi-

cent forest-reserve policy, and in some cases

had their own maps made of the re-,

they wanted to have created.

It may he asked, why was it necessary to

secure "-crip" .' Why not locate the dum-
mies upon the good vacant land in the tirst

placet Simply because under the henevo

lent interpretation of the benevolent lieu-

land law, the holder of "scrip" was able to

place it u|H>n any kind of vacant land any-
where and secure patent promptly without

compliance with any of the regulation.- pro

fitted for by all other land laws. He did

not have to make any improvement.-, reside

on the land for a term of years, or pay any
sum per aere for it. It was the most

dazzling proposition ever offered to stir the

avariciousness and promote the land In .g-

gishness of mankind.

The use of dummy locators and other

fraud devices on vacant lands outside the

forest reserves went on just the same, but

the lieu-land "scrip" method of acquisition

was the cheapest and slickest method and

offered equal enticements to grafters great

and small—bunco artists like Filter or Ben-

son, or hig railroad or lumber companies.
The smaller chaps rough-sledded frequently

ju-t outside the law; the bigger 0001 had

sample of Worthiest, Burned-Over Land in Arizona. Which the Santa h'r Railroad and a Few
Lumber Companies Exchanged for Some of the Finest Forests in the West,

Vnder the Provisions of the Liev-Land Slal
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sufficient influence and prestige to keep
within it and yet to get what they wanted.

The Northern Pacific Railroad Company
first saw a chance to turn a neat trick; it

was strong enough and big enough to have

a law made to suit itself instead of being

obliged to break existing laws to accomplish
its wishes. It managed to have passed

Bogus Homestec
Enable the
Speculator) to Get the Right to Exchange It for Valuable
Land Elsewhere.

ctea
'Settler or Owner" {in the

through Congress (Act of March 2, 1899)
a bill authorizing it to relinquish its lands

within the Mount Rainier National Park

(created by that act) and within the old

Pacific Forest Reserve, of which the park
was a portion, and select public lands else-

where in states where it had mileage, and in

advance of survey, the latter being a pre-

rogative never allowed individuals by the

Government. This bill, it is said, was not

first sent to be reported upon (as is usual

in such cases) by the Railroad Division of

the General Land Office, but it was slipped

swiftly and softly through Congress at the

tail end of a session. The expression "where

it has mileage" is pretty fair evidence of

the parentage of the act from

the subsequent prompt action

of the railroad company.
The Northern Pacific owns

but a few miles of track in

Oregon, but with apparent

foreknowledge of the passage
of this remarkable bill, and

certainly before the citizens

of Oregon knew anything
about it, the company's tim-

ber cruisers had been very
active in Oregon. At the

proper moment its "scrip"

derived from the relinqish-

ment of more or less inferior

timber land in alternate sec-

tions in the mountains of

Washington, was placed upon
about four hundred thousand

acres of timber land, im-

mensely more valuable, and

in compact bodies in Oregon.
The railroad company with

its extraordinary in-advance-

of-survey privilege is said to

have ousted hundreds of

squatters who were located

upon these lands with the ob-

ject of acquiring homes as

soon as the survey should

have been made. Attention

was called to this matter in

the legislature of Oregon
some years ago, a resolution

being introduced setting forth

that:

Whereas, said Northern Pa-

cific Railroad Company has

but forty miles of track in this state,

and has secured by stealth and inequit-

able laws lands to the reasonable value of

forty million dollars; and whereas great in-

justice has been done to the commonwealth

thereby; and whereas there is danger that as

fast as Government lands in this state become

subject to settlement by the relinquishment
of reserves now created, and by the ousting

nd in a Reserve, to
Interest of a Land
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ienl—"the Trustee for the People"— <:<»• ';> Foal Tracts of Timber Like This for

Equal Area* of Barren or Denuded Lands In Reserve:

of illegal timber speculators and fraudulent
homesteaders and timber claimants, the

Northern Pacific Railroad will step in and
take them, to the exclusion of bona fide home-

seekers; and whereas this non-resident cor-

poration having little if any interests in

Oregon excepting in the lands thus wrong-
fully acquired, will own and control an area

of land greater in extent and of more value

in potential wealth than many principalities,

therefore, be it resolved—
in short—that the matter be investigated.

Nothing, however, ever resulted.

Possibly this extraordinary privilege ac-

corded one railroad company by a special

act caused Secretary Hitchcock to consider

(Continued on Page M!«.)



Emiorants on Their Westward Ti <b t/ie I-.

The Homeseeker in the West
By Fred Lockley

AN you not see hiin as he

sits on a eraekerbox by the

tobacco-spattered stove in

the general merchandise store

of his native village, back

East? In the group about

him are the typical you 've-got-to-show-me-

and-then-I-wont-believe-it New Englanders,

hard-headed and practical, shrewd, thin-

lipped, master hands at driving a bargain

and able to make a dime go further than you
can see it. Their gray hair, seamed faces

and work-hardened hands bespeak their life-

long toil on scanty ancestral acres. Their

one-time neighbor is speaking enthusiasti-

cally of the West.

"Out West a man can make more with less

work in five years than he can in a lifetime

of hard work here. Everything is on a

bigger scale. I've seen trees in Oregon and

Washington ten feet in diameter and whose

trunks were clear of limbs for a hundred and

fifty feet."

An indulgent smile passes around the cir-

cle of listeners, and the "Squire," with a

ponderous wink at the others, breaks the

silence :

"Talking of tall trees reminds me of a

crop of potatoes we raised on our hillside

farm in Maine when I was a little tad no

bigger than a pint of hard cider. We

Building a Flume to Carry a Mountain Stream
to Arid Lands in the Northwest.
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planted 'em on a stony hillside and along

toward Fall, whan 1 opMMd op a hill of

them, pretty well toward the bottom of the

slope, seventeen bushels of potatoes ran out

before I could got the hole plugged up and

it wasn't a very good JtU lor potatoes,

either."

A little later, when the returned trawler

nounanil in- eomporare, ha laya: "How
much did you say. a ton and a half of tim-

othy to the acre? Why, in the Yellowstone

Valley and along the Hitter Root in Montana

the alfalfa is cut three times each season

and it yields from six to nine tons (>er acre

a year." One requires no glasses then to see

the disbelief written in large character

the weather-beaten faces of the little group.
"Skim Milk" Johnson coughs apologeti-

cally. "Talking of hay puts me in mind of

a niiiley cow my folks had when we first

moved down to Scpieedunk Corners, State of

New Jersey. The meadow hay was so rich

there that every time I milked that muley
cow in a low place in the pasture I had to

swim out. I never did know how many
gallons of milk that hay went to the acre."

A Thrrr-Y,
Cashmere in Washington.

Vale of

Km- Mime time the rot units! traveler keeps
l ily silent, but finally the Squire draws

him out. "There's no finer country lies out

of doors: it's a land of opportunity and of

matchless undeveloped resources, when-

even- man has a chance to make good. It '
a land where a man has breathing-space
and elbow-room. You can look at the moun-
tains a hundred miles away and the air is so

Picking Strawberries on a Wenatchee Valley Irrigated Ranch.
the Young Tree* Are Qrowing.

A Very Profitable Crop While
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clear and pure they dont look to be ten miles

away."
"Do tell," exclaimed the storekeeper.

"Well, that explains a story a Westerner

told me a while ago. He said he was riding

along when he came to an Englishman un-

dressing by the bank of a shallow little

stream. He watched him undress and tie

his clothes into a bundle and then, his curi-

osity getting the better of him, he said :

'"Stranger, if I might ask, what do you

reckon you're figuring on doingV The Eng-

liave walked for two days and they dont

look a bit nearer now than when I started.

I aint going to take any chances just because

this stream looks as if you could toss a

pebble across it.'

"I guess your streams have all turned into

rivers by the time you get East and go to

telling about them," adds the storekeeper.

Like the Queen of Sheba these hard-head-

ed New Englanders must see for themselves

before they will credit the facts.

In the following article I am going to

f^Ws

Moses Coulee Land Before Being Reclaimed. This Soil Is Well Adapted to Orchards.

lishman looked critically at the water and

said :

"
'I am a pretty strong swimmer. I

thought I would try to swim across.'
" 'That creek aint ankle deep and it aint

more than twenty yards across,' the West-

erner told him. The Englishman pointed to

a range of mountains not far away.
" 'Do you see those mountains ? They

dont look over six or seven miles distant,

do they? That was what I thought when I

started to walk to them two days ago. I

tell as tersely as possible what possibilities

and opportunities the States of Oregon,

Washington, Idaho and Montana have for

the homeseeker. If I lean either way it will

be toward the side of conservatism, so that

the Easterner who comes West to see for

himself will be able to say, "The half was

not told me."

Sometimes we think of the pioneers and

of what chances the new-comers had to get

ahead. It is true they have become well-to-

do, yet they themselves will tell you that
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there never was a time when the opportunity
to get ahead was better than now. The West

is just beginning to be developed
—mark that

word beginning, for it is now in the transi-

tion period
—the vast ranges and pastures

are being subdivided and the "cattle coun-

try" will soon be but a memory, and in its

place we shall see a country of small farms

whose fertile acres will furnish thousands of

industrious settlers homes and a goo<l tiring.

It is easy to see why the West welcomes the

new-comer so eagerly, for immigration means

1'tobably no one factor has done more in

recent years toward the upbuilding of the

than the wholesale inauguration of

irrigation.

The Government has set the pace and

scores of private irrigation companies are

fulling into line, and in a few years the ex-

pression: "the semi-arid West," will take its

place with the expression: "the Great Amer-

ican Uesort."

To show the magnitude of reclamation

work in the West it will not be amiss to

Whmt Field* Near Motet Coulee. Watkington. Now Being Planted With Fruit Tree*.

settlement and consequent development of

the country. It means an increase of value

in real estate by which every land-holder will

benefit. It means increased business to the

merchants and an increased demand for farm

products. It means better railroad service

and better schools. In fact, immigration
means so much to the West and is of such

vital importance to her welfare that it is not

hard to understand why she stands with open
arms and bids the hotneseeker welcome to

the "land of opportunity."

mention some of the principal reclamation

enterprises now under way in the Northwest

and their cost per acre.

The Government is actively engaged upon
the following projects in Oregon, Washing-
ton, Idaho and Montana :

At Minidoka, Idaho, 60,000 acres are being
reclaimed at a cost of twenty-two dollars

an acre; at Payette, Idaho, 60,000 acres at

a cost of thirty dollars an acre, with a possi-

bility of eventually reclaiming 320,000 acres;

at Yakima, Washington, 40,000 acres at a
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see the other Picture for Chan3e

The Same Land Since Water Has Been Applied. This Land Is Now Worth $1,000 Per Acre.

Taken a Little Over Two Years Later.
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COBt of fortv li\ «• dollars an acre; at TietOII,

;.immi tern si of fifty

dollars an acre; at Okanogan, Washington,

i),(M)0 acres at I fifty-five dollars an

sga brad) plains of

('matilla County an bring eonverted tram

which raised nothing more

valuable than jackrabbits. homed toads and

cage brush to a veritable garden spot, the

20,000 iniied at a cost of

sixty dollars an acre: at Klamath, Oregon.

twenty-fire dollars

!n Montana four projects are un-

der way: The Milk River projeet, aoiiriating

of 175,000 acres. <• stitr_' tWI loUwi

an acre: the Sun River project. 16,000

li liars an acre; the Low-

er Yellowstone in Montana and North Dl

kota, :in,i)00 acres, easting thirty-three dol-

lar! an acre, and the Huntley project near

Billini i oonl

of thirty dolhn This last project

formally > June '2li of this

year. It has been divided into 833 fanns

of forty acres each. Each applicant is re-

quired to reside for live years upon the land.

thus preventing it being seized by land-

grabbers or speenlatora and also inraring

-tahlishnent of homes and the set-

t of tie country. When it is

d that these eleven projects will re-

claim over 500,000 aerea al > •• -' >f nearly

0,000 the imi ii to

the N'orthwe*.' can readily he seen.

The Easterner or Middle Western fanner

looks to tl i of low-priced

fanning land and he is apt to be a little dis

I by the price per acre of in

land. "Have j.m no free land left!" he

asks. Tea, he cm get a homestead in any
-e four states and ajl it will cost

him is the fiLng fees. Yet there is this to

eonsi.: - apt to have a long haul to

hit products; then. too. church and

>l to lie wanting and
• Yet if he has the stuff in

him of which pioneers an- made, he can take

up a homestead with the probability that

within meat will -row-

out to and around him. < >r if he wants

land there are thousands of acres of

: off lands to lie had for from three

dollars to siv dollars an acre near Aberdeen,

South Mend and Raymond, in Washington.

bunkering ia carried on offensively. If he

does not like the idea of clearing the logged-

off land he can buy pasture land from some

of the large livestock companies at from five

dollars to eight dollars an acre. Where live-

stock companies have holdings

and, on account of dnijlll—ud Summer range,

have had to dispose of a large part of their

sheep or cattle they arc throwing their land

on the market.

Hut to come down to the basic fact, land

is only worth what it will produce in rev-

n do.. her districts where

Thia Threr
of A. J. Unville at WtnatchM Mr lAnville
Ihul /,*«» Than Thirty Dollar* Whtn He

Wenatchcr Ham lit- la Worth Thirty
Thousand Uollarit. Fruit hid It.

enue; if the cheap land brings in a small re-

turn then it is only worth a low prist. On
the other hand, if irrigated land will produce
a revenue of from $300 to $600 a year then

the fanner can well afford h 00 an

acre for it.

Try to put yourself in the shoes of the

intending home buyer. He wants good 9t.il,

an assurance of water when needed, a good

climate, a certain market, wholesome moral

siirroundinirs, good schools and churches, a

pleasant and healthful locality and con
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neighbors. The selection of a home means

a great deal—the right choice means success

and happiness. Among the hundreds of pri-

vate irrigation companies there are some

which are foredoomed to failure. Men who

are more expert in selling real estate than

in doing practical work along irrigation

lines are in charge of the enterprises. Be-

fore investing, thoroughly investigate the

project and the character of the men at the

head of it; consult some good authority on

the character of the company's water rights.

In other words, there are so many strictly

legitimate and meritorious enterprises that

done in two or three of the districts and

which may be done in most of them.

In Wenatchee recently I drove over the

district and talked with the farmers, so that

while the figures they quote seem almost un-

believable they are absolutely correct, and

can be verified by addressing the men men-

tioned. One of the first places I visited was

the farm of B. B. Holcomb. As I walked

through the splendidly kept orchard and saw

the trees bending almost to the ground be-

neath their weight of fruit I mentally de-

cided that the crop might run as high as

$500 an acre. I hunted up Pearl Holcomb

Testing Tokay Grapes in Southern Oregon.

one can easily avoid the few questionable

companies.

Having satisfied yourself as to the fact

that the company owns the land and can

deliver a valid title, and having found that

it has a secure and ample water right, the

next thing is to find what you can fairly

expect. Some districts are adapted to one

thing, some to another, and you must choose

a sure and profitable crop. I have investi-

gated most of the enterprises in the states

named and as it would require a volume to

take them up in detail, I will have to confine

myself to a few instances of what is being

and asked him to tell me something of the

value of the crop.

"My father came here fifteen years ago
and drove a dray. He bought a twenty-acre
farm on time, setting out fifteen acres of it

the next year to orchard. It came into bear-

ing about eight years ago. My father quit

his dray. Last year we sold over $8,000
worth of fruit from the fifteen-acre orchard.

It costs on an average about $100 a month

to run the farm."

"Is n't your place exceptionalV I asked.

"Ours is very good, but there are many
others which beat our record ; for instance,
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Ju*t Arrived.
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) rar iMler.

Two Year* Later.
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A. V. Huff, a neighbor of ours, averaged

twenty boxes to the tree on his Ben Davis

trees. He set them out 110 trees to the acre.

From that one acre of Ben Davis trees he

picked a trifle over 2,200 boxes of apples.

He got one dollar and fifty cents a box.

Picking, packing and boxes cost him about

fifty cents a box, so he did not net over a

doliar a box or $2,200 an acre."

I shook my head incredulously.

"Come into my office and I will show you

something." said Mr. Holcomb. "Here is

my shipping receipt and invoice of a car of

apples which I sent on May 25, 1907, to

J. B. Powles & Co., of Seattle. There were

only 900 boxes. They were picked from less

than an acre. He sent me an advance check

on account for $1,000 and here is his check

for the balance after deducting all expenses.

You see it is for $S06.75. or a net amount of

$1,806.75 for that carload of apples. Look

over the invoice and you will see that the

carload was not what is termed high-class

apples, such as Spitzenbergs; in fact, there

were only sixty-three boxes of Spitzenbergs.

The rest were Rome Beauty, None Such,

Winesaps, York Imperial, Arkansas Black

and Ben Davis."

I could go on multiplying instances; how

A. J. Linville averaged five dollars and thir-

ty-five cents per tree on his apricots, or over

$500 an acre; how William MeMullen picked

over 1,000 boxes of peaches from ninety-five

four-year-old peach trees; how Charles B.

Reed received a net price of eighty-five cents

per box for his pears in 1904, of seventy-

five cents per box in 1905, and of ninety-

five cents per box in 190G. As his pear trees

are set one rod apart and as they averaged

during these three years more than ten boxes

to the tree he received $1,320 per acre.

Even if he only averaged $500 per acre a

year, that is ten per cent on a valuation of

$5,000 per acre, which explains why raw

sage-brush land with water is selling for

$250 an acre and why good orchards in

Wenatchee Valley bring from $600 to $2,400
an acre.

What can be done under favorable cir-

cumstances and with the best of care is

shown by the experience of E. V. Martin.

He rented some land from Philip Miller,

paying at the rate of three dollars per acre

rental. He raised in his hothouse a large
number of tomato plants. On April 14 he

set them out, planting a full acre to toma-

toes. He put them in rows three feet apart
and eighteen inches between the plants. The
first 300 boxes Tie marketed netted him one

dollar a box, the last shipment only netted

him twenty-five cents a box. He shipped in

all 2,S00 boxes, twenty pounds to the box,

and after the freight and express and all

expenses had been paid, he made a net profit

from the acre of tomatoes of over $700.

From his two and one-half acres of Yellow

Danver onions he sold 300 sacks at an aver-

age price of one dollar and twenty-five
cents per hundred-pound sack, or $375 from
the tract.

That is what one man did and what many
others are doing with irrigated lands. A
lazy or a shiftless man can 't do it, but an

intelligent man not afraid to take care of his

place can do it. Philip Miller, on whose

land Mr. Martin raised this splendid crop
of tomatoes, recently subdivided his large
farm near Wenatchee and has sold over 200

acres of it at $500 an acre. Mr. Miller is a

plain, unpretentious German and since he

took up his farm it has risen in value from
a few dollars an acre to $500 an acre, so

that Mr. Miller does not have to work very
hard nowadays.

In 1892 Tom Groves took up a homestead
on the banks of the Columbia River directly
across from the town of Wenatchee. After

proving up on it and holding it for several

years he found a purchaser for it at two
dollars and a half an acre. Then the ditch

came and last year he repurchased ten acres

of his 160-acre farm, paying $250 an acre

for it. Such instances as this lead one to

believe that water, not land, is the essential

thing.

If I had space I would tell of the build-

ing of the Wenatchee canal, but that is a

story by itself, one which shows the possi-
bilities of the West. It is a story which tells

of dark days, of discouragement, of diffi-

culties overcome; it is a story which has to

do with love, with tragedy, with the supreme
faith and indomitable pluck of a man—a

typical Westerner—W. T. Clark. Ten

years ago he was wearing overalls and won-

dering where he would get the money to buy
another pair when the ones he had should

wear out. Today he can write his check for

half a million.

The story of the Wenatchee canal is really
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the ttory of two mm V7. T. Clark and

Marvin Chase, the engineer in charge of the

work. It Ls one of the most OxpOBJtva pri-

ition enterprises in the West when

dered. In its course

the water miles 01

pi|>o, which clings precariously to tin-

hillside-;; it makes dariiiL n>-s deep
one place the trestle work beini;

Mt high. Where it crosses the Wen-
Biver the diameter of the pipe is

four inches. The water has a head of

268 feet and a pressure of 129 pounds to

be 10, Hie canal from the

intake to the bridgi I lunibia is

twenty-three nilei iii lent-'tii ami tevontoon

mflw more of canal will be built on the

m.I<- of the Columbia.

It is not hard to see that irrigation has

i profitable to the builders of the i

but how about the actual farmer who pays
or more per acre?

In W I fell in: -at ion with

a man. The day was warm and the sleeves

of bis pongee silk shirt were rolled up, show-

ing his silk underwear; I noticed, too, that

Cashmere.

the square inch. In places, tunnels hundreds

of feet in length have been cut through the

solid rock to prevent long detours of the

line.

So successful was the first project that

ins been secured across the Columbia

Hivcr and a bridge costing $200,000 is being

built, the only wagon bridge across the Co-

lumbia, by the way. in its entire length.

The bridge will have a total length of 2400
'- longest span being 520 feet and its

height above the water 112 feet. The

wooden pipe line crossing the Columbia will

be had on an expensive Panama. He invited

me to take a ride in his automobile and look

at the country. Later I inquired whom he

was and found he was the owner of irrigated

orchard land. I also found thrifty and well-

kept farms, beautiful homes and an air of

prosperity everywhere apparent, so I came

to the conclusion that I need waste no sym-

pathy on the farmer who paid f26Q an acre

for his land.

Wcnatchee is but one of a large number
of splendid irrigated districts such as Ken-

newick, North Yakima, Prosser. Topenish.
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Irrigating the Cabbages. A Fine Truck Garden in a Vigorous Young Orchard.

Beulah Land, Valleyford, Okanogan, Wen-
atehee Heights, Bitter Root Valley, the

Snake River district, the vicinity of Spo-

kane, and in the Yellowstone Valley. In

the latter valley a private canal sixty miles

long has reclaimed 25,000 acres, upon which

alfalfa and sugar beets are being grown.
Near Billings there is a farm known as

the Hesper place. Last year 120 acres

were planted to sugar beets. Over 2,000
tons of beets were sold from this 120 acres,

or over sixteen tons to the acre. The beets

sold for five dollars a ton, which would

make over eighty dollars per acre, from
which must be deducted the expense of rais-

ing them—$42.50 per acre—so that the crop
netted over forty dollars an acre.

The Easterner is apt to say, "We will

acknowledge that in the mild climate of the

Willamette, the Rogue River and the Hood
River Valleys, and along the Snake and Co-
lumbia Rivers, fruit will do well and pos-

sibly one can make a good living, but how
about Montana? Isn't that state too cold to

grow anything but the hardiest of crops?"
Come out and see.

I have just spent a week at Missoula and
in the Missoula and Bitter Root Valleys.
For miles around Missoula is a continuous

garden spot, hundreds of small farms and
orchards have transformed the country into

a land of beauty. The workman or pro-
fessional man may shake his head and say.

''That 's all very well for a man thoroughly

versed in irrigation, but I know nothing

about it."

As an answer to that I am going to quote

a few facts from the first three farmers I

visited in the Bitter Root Valley. From
Hamilton we drove through tree-bordered

lanes, past fields of wheat and oats shoulder

high, past scores of small farms with roses

abloom on the lawns, while the houses nestled

among the treees, orchards and gardens

alternated, while here and there the cherries

gleamed redly amidst their setting of green
leaves. We drew up in front of a roomy
and comfortable farm house. No one was in

the house, but I discovered the lady of the

house in the raspberry patch. When I had

introduced myself she led the way to the

house.

"You want to know if a person can make
a living on a small farm here in the Bitter

Root Valley," she inquired. "I am sorry

my husband is not here; he has just gone
to town with a load of vegetables. What did

he take in? Well, he had thirty-five gallons
of peas, several cases of raspberries, some

cherries, cauliflower, cabbage, young turnips

and beets and fifteen dozen bunches of

onions—and some eggs. My husband's

name is S. A. Crab; he was a baker in Ply-

mouth, England. We could n't get ahead

there, so we came out to Canada about

twenty years ago. Fourteen years ago we
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..a. Mv husband worked on

the railroad till we saved $150 and then we

bought tins Miiall place for $500, paying our

|150 down. Hi- went back to the railroad,

but we could n't save tough to keep our

payment* up. .; OB the place.

J n't know anything about (arming ot

, so we made lots of mistakes,

but the first year v. iO on the place

and spent $200 for :
I pot in a ditch,

i.ut out "iir orchard, tinished

i the place and had $500 in the

bank. can do
j

I on a lit-

tle pit li.-.; we put up this house at

a cost 0; we have a couple of thou-

sand out at iir '00 to

ive take a trip somewhere. A
we went on a visit to Eng-

land (that cost us over $1,500), and we have

a good living
—

eggs and fruit and vegetables

and cream and honey, and my two little

:irinj; in lots of tish. Yesterday after-

noon my boys went to the creek a quarter

of a mile away and atugnt over titty nice

tmut. They make a nice change from

chicken or bacon and eggs.

"We ship a good deal of our produce
to Butte, and the Ha\elli Hotel m Hamilton,

four miles from here, averages to take more

than $100 a month the year around."

The next place 1 visited I found the

owner, Oliver Blood, in the orchard gather-

ing cherries. In answer to my query, Mr.

. said: "Help yourself to the straw

berries there; it's the second crop. 1 will

liuish picking this pail of cherries and

then I'll tell you anything you want to

know."

When he had tilled his pail with cherries

he sat down in the strawberry patch and

told me about his plant "1 am a miner.

About twelve years ago 1 was prospecting

through this part of the country; I had just

Cheerful Workers in an Oregon Strawberry Patch.
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Packing Apples, Sunnyside Valley.

come down from the Coeur d'Alenes. I

liked the looks of the valley, so I stopped
here to work and get grubstake to go on

prospecting. I worked for Marcus Daly. I

saw the wonderful fertility of this land when
it was irrigated, so I came to the conclusion

I had struck pay dirt and I decided to stay

right here. I bought a small place on time;
I got a lot of bees; they gave me a start. In

a year or two, with my bees and my spuds
and other things, I paid for my place. Then
I sold' it for $3,000 and bought this place of
110 acres for $6,000, paying $3,000 cash

and the rest on time. Well, to make a long

story short, I have 300 acres now. You see

what a splendid orchard I have. I was
offered $300 an acre for that eighty-acre

tract; $24,000 isn't so bad to save in ten

years. Then I have 220 acres more which
isn't worth so much. My 300 acres would
sell for between $50,000 and $60,000. It's

choice land and well watered and near town.

My bees—I have eighty stands—net me over

$500 a year; my cherry trees make me not

less than four dollars and a half per tree a

year. My potatoes run about 200 to 250

sacks to the acre and sell for one dollar a

sack. My Transcendent crabapples are one

of my most valuable crops. I cut 170 tons

of timothy and clover hay last year, which

brought me $1,700; I will have more this

year. You can see that I usually have from

$2,500 to $3,000 a year to put in the bank.

It is safer and more sure than mining."
From Mr. Blood's place we drove to Henry

Grover's farm. Mr. Grover is a slow-

spoken, easy-going man, an old-time cow-

boy. "Along in '83 I took a notion to quit

lioss-wranglin' and cow-punching, so I pre-

empted this place," he said. "I sold eighty

acres and have eighty acres left; twenty-five

acres are in orchard—mostly apples. I

bought my trees of an agent and I thought
I was getting Mcintosh Red, Wealthy, Alex-

anders and Rome Beauties. Those are the

principal and best varieties for the Bitter

Root Valley. Instead of that, when they

came to bear I found I had seventy-six

varieties of apples. It 's lucky for that

agent I never have met up with bim since.

I had better luck with my pears ;
I have 200

trees—Flemish Beauty and Bartletts. Two

years ago I sold $2,500 worth of fruit. You
see my pear trees are loaded so heavily I

have had to prop up the limbs I thinned

about two-thirds of the fruit off, too. They
look as if they would average ten boxes to

the tree; last crop they only averaged seven

boxes to the tree. Pears went to two dollars

a box, but I sold my 1,400 boxes at one dol-
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lar and sixty oasis pat box; the boxes cost

ten SI . the filling, boxing, picking
and pasting 0OSt twenty

'

liw n's a box, the

- a box, so I

-; a dollar a box. or $1,400 for

the MO trees. That 's a little more than
•

All this has bam done by private irriira

tion from the small moiintaii

dy. with his beautiful '2S.()0()-aere

raneh, showed what could be done in the

Bitter dley, and now a company is

putting in a canal seventy miles long
claim the uplands hitherto valueless on ac-

count of lack of water. Time steam shovels

ne eating away towtrd each other. i-;iko

t'iiiiui, or as the Indians call it, "White

source of water supply.
Tins lake is within the Hitter Root forest re-

iml is 4ti4 feet above the valley. The
watershed tributary to the lake embraces an

area of fifty-five square miles.

One remarkable feature of the Bitter Root

Valley is that there are absolutely no fruit

I could multiply instances of profitable

farming, as I visited scores of farmers in

Hood River and Rogue River, Oregon;
I^wiston. Idaho; around Spokane, Wash-

ington ; Twin Falls and near Boise, Idaho,
and elsewhere. The story is the same—raw

sage-brush land, then the water; soon a

country dotted with rough board shacks; a

few years and finally a land fertile and pros-

perous, gran as an emerald, with scores of

well-kept and beautiful homes.

Are there opportunities in the 91

Why, the West is the laud of opportunity.
In Butte, Montana, the lowest wage paid is

tour dollars and a half per day of eight

. plumb." d Han per day ;

\ dollars and seven dollars. A
man who is not afraid of work has no excuse

for DOl ling in the W.-t The natural

raea are so great and so diverse—tim-

ber, coal. Ashing, mining. toekraising'

fanning, horticulture, and a other

Who are the Waatemeral The best b

of the East. Would they return to their

irn homes? Some of them do- but they

come back; tbey miss the sea, the murmuring
pines, the smell of the sage-brush, the snow-

capped mountains, the largeness, the free-

dom, the out-of-doorness and the li'

opportunities of the West. •

Thousands of Westerners have become

wealthy merely from the increase in value

of their land. Thousands more who own
land will become so as the West settles up.
To the man who owns land there eon

feeling of independence not known b\

who work for wages and who are apt to be

set aside at any time by accident, atriki

age or the merciless competition of this age.
The West with its matchless climate, its fer-

tile valleys and its promise of success in-

vites you. Do you not hear its calif

I l.nrgt Contract In Eastern Oregon Irrigation-Land Melon.



Impressions

By Charles Erskine Scott Wood

Every Privilege Has Been Regarded by the Privileged Class as a Right—Every Reform
Has at Some Time Been Regarded as an Outrage.

Win' strikes? Are the demands of the la-

borers or the expectations of capital unrea-

sonable t As I write the Telegraphers' strike

is on. Their demands seem reasonable.

Wages which will have the same purchasing

power as former wages (for in these piping
times of prosperity the price of everything
but labor has gone up) and hours which do

not overtax at a stretch brain and body. To
these the Portland (Oregon) union adds a

demand for ventilation and cleanliness in

operating and toilet rooms—a demand which
is a credit to those making it and a disgrace
to the company which forces it to be made.
There is one clear duty due from the great,

wealthy corporations to their armies of em-

ployes. That is to teach them the safety
and morality of cleanliness, the self-respect-

ing quality of decency, the ethics and aesthet-

ics of life. The office and surroundings of

the plutocratic corporation ought not to be
below the level of the home of the drudging
employe. It ought, rather, to set an example
of beauty and cleanliness. Why strikes?

Clearly an effort to better the condition of

the laborer—certainly we all want to see

that done. It is a desirable end. Possibly
the daughter of the railway or telegraph
magnate is striving for the same end—
through a free soup kitchen or free reading
room, or free soap. Why strikes? Why are

not the just demands of the laborer antici-

pated, and why is he not made a partaker in

the unrivaled prosperity of his corporation?
The corporation fails to better the condition
of its employed either because the prosperity
of the corporation really does not justify any
betterment, or because the policy of the cor-

poration is to give grudgingly, making a

fight for all it can get, yielding only what it

must. Because it regards its employes not
as its partners, but as its natural foes.

Still, why strikes? If the profits on the act-

ual, bona fide investment, or, better,, if the

profits on the actual market value of the

plant are not sufficient to justify higher
wages the employed can be easily made to see
that. A frank, simple statement made hon-

estly without bookkeeping—juggling or stock-

watering or inflated expenses, would soon

be understood by the employed, would be ac-

cepted as a sufficient answer—and there

would be no strike. No man expects to be

paid to the loss of his employer; most men are

reasonable. But the great corporations would
consider it insolence to be asked to exhibit

their true balance sheets to their hirelings,

and folly to do it. It might also prevent

stock-jobbing. They persist in the folly that

they privately own the great public corpora-
tions. Whom the gods would destroy they
first make mad. There would never have
been any revolutions if the upper classes had
foreseen justice and wisely administered it

in advance. The great corporations do not

see that the slow and stupid creature called

the Public will one day ask "Why should 1

wait while these people fight out their

troubles? Have I no rights? Shall I, who
have created this public corporation to serve

me, be servant to my own creature?" So

the public, tired of waiting for its telegrams
and cars and branch line railways; tired of

fattening multimillionaires with the dollars

which should build new lines, improve old

ones, increase wages, or reduce rates, will

oust these private owners and take posses-
sion. The government ownership predicted

by Mr. Bryan is sure to come. Much as 1

disbelieve in it in principle, much as I fear

the vast army of government employes in an

elective republic, I cannot blind myself to the

fact that no single problem has been re-

solved on the side of individual freedom.

Every solution has been a socialistic one,
and in socialistic solutions the state or local

government is being ousted by the great
central federal government. Its bureaus are

controlling our forests and our grazing land,
our fisheries and fish culture, our livestock

shipments and slaughtering, our microbes and

bacteria, our food and drugs, our bugs and

pests, our rivers, railways, banks, and, under
the whiphand of our dominant president, our

senators, representatives and judges. This is

to be expected. By natural processes only
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similar forms can lie evolved from existing

Proa idea* of government can eome

only various forms of government.
My own tl i posed to the govern-

mental ownership of railways and telegraph
I. lit by the laws of evolution that is

: Iv possible next step, and the persistent

fully of railroad and telegraph managements
in refusing ire trustees for

the people will hasten the step as the obstin-

ate folly of the privilege,! ones in all periods
has hastened their overthrow. If the profits

of a corporation do not justify the demands
of the strikers, ordimrv wisdom, policy or

business slir.-wdness would impel the corpora
tions to take the public into their confidence

and enlist public sympathy on their side.

That they do not do so strongly implies
that their profits are abundant and the de-

mands of the strikers just. Kither this, or

that they consider it none of the public's
business. In this last the corporations are

mistaken, and it will be so proved to them.
The conscious attitude of the corporations

is probably that they are paying the market
value of labnr such as they are using. This

in every instance is a deceitful proposition.
In the first place, labor is the only element

in the production of wealth in which tin-re

is absolute free trade. Labor is absolutely

unprotected. So long aa babies are born there

will be the competition to live, and this

means a competition in labor, a competition

pressing harder and harder as population in-

creases. This gloomy outlook. for the masses

of men is what inspires and justifies both

socialism and anarchism, both seeking the

same end: the abolishing of monopoly or

privilege. The first seeking to abolish com
> among laborers and the privileges of

capital by having the government the one

great capitalist, the trustee for all— all for

one and one for all; the government the sole

benevolent monopolist, controlling the sources

of production and the means of distribution.

The second seeking to abolish monopoly and all

privilege ly abolishing the powers of gov-
erumctit over the economic affairs of men.

Kvery privilege is the creature of law, and
laws are made by government, and govern-
ment always has been and now is adminis-

tered in the interest of the predatory few.

Anarchism does not seek to abolish peace and

order, or control of the vicious who forcibly
interfere with others, nor courts or some
boards of award to settle disputes. It does

not set up a eut-and dried plan; it simply

says "laws give every privilege and monopo-
ly; these are the claws of government; let

us cut these claws," leaving the rest to nat-

ural evolution as society shall have the abil

ity to meet its needs as they arise. And it

suggests that when no power can give any
man any privilege over another, self in-

will dictate a voluntary co operation more
effective than that of socialism.

Personally. I believe anarchism the ideal,

because it permits individual freedom in an

equal environment; but, as socialism uses

government to correct the ills of government.
it is nearest to existing conditions; it uses

existing conditions. modified, to B

lag ills. Therefore it seems to me natural

that all our evolution should be toward so

cialisni. It is, in my opinion, preparing the

way for anarchism. But the corporations do
not recognize that they are fattening on priv-

ilege and monopoly; that the fight between
them and labor is not an equal one. They
do not see that when they say

' ' we believe in

the open shop and individual freedom," they
are setting every laborer free to compete
with every other laborer, while they them
selves are the creatures of special privilege
ami protected monopoly. The fight is un-

equal. This inequality has produced the

union—an effort to combine labor, so that

it will not cut its own throat by hungry com

petition. It is the protection given by law
to the privileged corporations, or to capital

generally, for it is all supported by legal

privileges of various sorts, which necessi-

tates unions. The union is full of tyranny of

its own— full of ignorance; but so long aa

capital is protected as it is and enable. i to

farm labor and take an undue share of the

product -of labor, so long labor must, in self-

defense, form its unions. The whole thing
is wrong. Out of one stupid injustice comes
another. Gradually the government will

absorb first the functions of the privileged

public service corporations; later those of

other employments of labor, for there is no

relief so long as capital is protected and there
• trade in labor and so long as babies

are born. And finally, by natural evolution,
anient as a maker of privileges will be

abolished and then the field will be o|

individual effort and individual reward, al-

ways modest, for there never yet was great
individual reward except by the channel of

a legally protected monopoly.



The Upper Snake River Valley

By J. W. Winchester

JLMOST midway between Den-

ver and Portland, from the

east to the west, and mid-

way between Butte and Salt

Lake City, from the north

southward, lies the prosper-
ous little city of Idaho Falls. Old-time

freighters and emigrants of the early days,
who came by way of the old .Taylor, bridge,
will best remember it as Eagle Rock, for

so it was called at first. But between the

pioneer town of Eagle Rock and the present

prosperous city of Idaho Falls there is little

in common. It is now the commercial center

of the wonderfully fertile Upper Snake
River country, which is located in the south-

eastern part of the State of Idaho. This

stretch of country is approximately 150
miles long by thirty to forty miles wide. It

is a semi-arid country, dependent upon irri-

gation. As the value of an arid country is

in exact proportion to its resources and fa-

cilities for irrigation this country is particu-

larly favored in having the inexhaustible

store of the glacier-formed and snow-fed

Snake River to draw upon.
The soil is a volcanic-ash loam from three

feet to twenty feet deep, underlaid by a lava

formation.

The extent of the irrigable body of land

is so large that land values are as yet com-

paratively low, ranging from twenty-five

dollars to sixty dollars per acre with water

right.

Few of the virgin lands of the West re-

spond more quickly or surely to man's labor

than here in the valley of the Snake River.

The altitude of 4.500 feet above the sea-

level insures days bright and sunny and cool

nights. As the years go by, the land will be

held at higher and higher values, and those

who now own tracts will be rich without

realizing just how it came about.

Sugar beets, alfalfa, fruit and vegetables

all thrive amazingly in this valley. Settlers

are coming in in a steady stream and Idaho

Falls is already dreaming of becoming, in a

few years, at least a second Denver.
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that people living on the

nent or in sk

OOB degenera' can

m>t live apart from land.

Ahj. j
a only found

in gn- whan the population is bad-

died like worms in a knot. The highest aver-

age of intelligence, happiness and pr
found in villages where each family

owns its own home. The ownership
acre of land gives a sense of security which

I bestows. An acre with

vegetables, fniit>. Oowera, cow and some
chickens places a family beyond the reach of

famine, even if not of avarice. Moreover) thi>

;iiTo means sound sleep. good digestion, and

resultant good thoughts, all from digging in

the dirt and mixing with the elcnn

In few communities have the people taken

this advice more to heart than about Spo-
kane. Han in all directions you will BBS

small tracts of one acre to ftve mm brought
to a high state of cultivation. Many of theaa
small farms are the property of businc-- .

— ional and laboring men who spend
the day in Spokane and live on these

suburban tracts within a lew minutes' ride

by the electric road from their work.

One of the newest of these little suburban

communities is Valleyford, which, is on the

line of the electric railway, sixteen mile.-

southeast of Spokane. It is a tract of LS©0
acres and it is being sold in acre and live

acre tracts. Not only do the people hen'

have water piped into their houses and over

their tracts, hut they have electric fiulits.

telephones, an eighty-acre pleasure park, a

dancing pavilion and other pleasures and
conveniences of the city; yet the community

hq Whrat Fields Into Irrigated Tracts at Valleyford, Sear
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is only six months old. Splendid roads have

been built all through the tract, and water

is being taken over the entire 1,800 acres.

Someone has said that the ownership of a

plot of ground steadies life, lends ballast to

one's existence and is a bond given to society

for good behavior. This is true, and the

ownership of a five-acre farm no longer

means isolation from the city and its pleas-

ures and advantages, since the small farmer

has, along with a good income, the freedom

of country life, and also has at his very
door (by means of the electric car) quick
access to the advantages of the city. Won-
derful as has been the growth of Spokane,
no less wonderful has been the growth of

her snburban communities. And the growth
of each insures prosperity to the other.

Beulah Land, the Land of Promise

By Glen Egbert

RECENTLY a mining man
handed me a heavy piece of

quartz. Through it ran a

bright vein of gold; point-

ing to it he said :

"There is where the value

lies. That vein is virgin gold and the mine

is inconceivably rich."

When I visited an irrigation district

shortly thereafter the remark recurred to

me: "There is where the value lies." The

ditch of water is the golden vein which gives
value to otherwise worthless land—land that

has found no takers at one dollar and a quar-

From the Country Where the Dollars Grow
on Trees.

ter per acre is now selling at two hundred

end fifty dollars an acre since the promise
of abundant and unfailing water.

In Moses Coulee, in the State of Wash-

ington, there is a little tract named Beulah

Land and it is well named, for in the shadow
of the protecting cliffs are raised wonderful

crops of apples. It is not far from We-
natchee and is destined to become famous.

Everyone knows of the famed Wenatchee

Valley, "the home of the big red apple," but

few stop to think of the world-wide market
for this world-popular fruit. Once in a

while you hear someone make the statement

that with all the new fruit districts coming
into bearing, the apple market will be glutted.
A moment's consideration only is necessary
to disprove this statement.

To begin with, nearly all cultivated fruits

rank as luxuries, while the apple is classed

by the United States Department of Agri-
culture as a "food product and one of the

leading staple products of the farm." No
other fruit can be used in so many ways and
no other product of the soil can be sold in

so many grades without waste and with a

commercial value to its by-products.
The value of the apples raised in the State

of Washington in 1905 was one-fifth of

the total gold production of Alaska, and the
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thai prevailed in 1906 and 1906 were

tb» highMl in the history of the apple, re-

gardless of the fact that the amount pro-

in these years waf far in excess of

any previous >ear.

There are apples
—and apples, and while

rue that there in a vast area capable

of successful irrigation and cultivation, it

is iil-i. true that only about ten per cent of

this land will produce the highest grade

applf.

Of the vast quantity of apples raised in

the Wenatchee section, more than eigh:

cut are sold east of the Mississippi River,

with the London market making the price;

in fact, Kngland is the apple market today.

Of the eighty million people in the I

States, only a few can afford to eat the best

apples, because when sou go to the fruit

stands apples sell for a higher price than

m of the same size. The price of

Wenatchee apples in New York City is equal,

per box, to the price of the New York and

Pennsylvania apple per barrel.

The apple crop of the United States has

been rapidly increasing every year for the

past fifty years, but we find the price of

apples during the last five years, or perhaps

ten, higher than ever before. One would

think the increasing supply would have taken

care of the demand, or at least that the de-

mand last year, for instance, would have

been less. There is a reason for this :

increased population ; second, recognizing

the apple as a food; third, increased wealth,

which is putting the apple closer to the

h of all the people who crave them.

No matter how much of an article is pro-

duced, there is always a market for the best

of that article, and particularly when that

Remarkable Branch of Ckerriei Oroirn in

Beulnh I

article is not n luxury. In comparing the

apple to any other product, a world market

must be taken into consideration.

Hood River apples are known the world

over, so in time will the product of Beulah

I<and, if the fanners there take equal care

to send out only perfect fruit. The market

cannot he glutted with good apples.



The Klamath Country

jHE Klamath country is new.

The large cattle-ranch hold-

ings are rapidly breaking up
and Klamath Basin is just

becoming the land of the

I

small farmer.

The soil, a light sandy loam on the up-

lands, is of great depth and will produce

large crops- where water is available. The

lowland soil is black and deep, consisting of

sediment from the hills and decayed tules,

ding for the future trade of Eastern Oregon.
The fishing, hunting and scenery are un-

surpassed. Crater Lake, Odessa, Spring

Creek, Pelican Bay, and the many other re-

sorts will always prove a delight to the

tourist and sportsman.
Klamath Falls, the county seat, controls

the trade not only of Klamath County, but

also of Lake County. Formerly only an old-

fashioned trading post, it is now rapidly

growing. Machine shops, mills and power

A Glimpse of Upper Klamath Lake, Oregon, Neighborhood of the Klamath Project.

and, like the rich bottom lands of the lower

Sacramento Valley of California, will pro-
duce immense crops of celery, asparagus,

rhubarb, onions and cabbage.
The first nine miles of the irrigation proj-

ect are now complete, furnishing water to

the farmers. In the next five years 200,000
acres will be drained and under irrigation.
The Southern Pacific is pushing its rail-

road to the Falls and should be there by
June of 1908. Klamath Falls will then be

a division point and, as soon as the road can
be completed to Eugene, will be the central

division point between San Francisco and
Portland. Railroads are being platted in all

directions from the Falls, not only by the

Southern Pacific but by all roads now bid-

plants have added to its importance as a

commercial center, and the development of

the irrigable lands, and the building of the

railroad with its shops and yards, which will

reduce the freight rates and give the farm-

ers of the valley a market for their prod-

ucts, all indicate bright prospects for the

town. Cement sidewalks are being laid and

brick buildings are displacing wooden struc-

tures. Fine school buildings have been com-

pleted and plans are now being made to erect

a first-class hotel alongside of Hot Mineral

Springs, where tourists can enjoy the waters.

The crying need of Klamath Falls is for

farmers. No region offers them cheaper
lands or more advantages. The time to en-

ter the Valley is NOW.



Sowed Corn Star Mountain Home.

Found
By S. G. Yerkes

AD been making a tour,

sometimes by stage and

\j^K>J I
sometimes by boat, of all the

\fl^ I Government and private irri-

^T I gation projects in the North-
V west, in search of one on a

real railroad—not a projected line or an

electric road—where water, soil nnd the

proper altitude could be found. I bad had

enough of the "hurricane deck" of a cayuse;
the jolting of stage coaches and the tedious

trips on little old-fashioned river steamers.

I was now traveling along the lines of least

resistance in a luxuriously appointed Pull-

man attached to an overland Union Pacific

train, and, having heard so much about

Mountain Home, which is located on the

main line of the railway system above re-

ferred to, determined to investigate that sec-

tion of country before attempting to visit

other places easy to reach only on the map.
I met Mr. Commodore Jackson, of Moun-

tain Home, and found in him a fountain of

information. It is always interesting to talk

with old-lintel's, as the romance of pioneer
times surrounds their early history. Jack-

son told me he started for California in 1860

during the "second excitement," but when
the trail divided in Wyoming, one going to

'Frisco and the other to the great North-

west, he chose the latter. He stopped at

Rocky Bar, which was at that time one of

the richest placer mines being worked in the

entire Pacific Northwest. Idaho City and

many other famous placer diggings were

then in their prime; the camps were turn-

ing out millions of dollars, and people from
all over the world flocked to the new Eldo-

rado. They were great placers, too. as many
old-timers now living will testify. These

camps arc now deserted save for a few fam-
ilies. But such was Southern Idaho in 1861.

At that time there was practically no farm-

ing, as people would not turn their atten-

tion to any pursuit short of the mad hunt
for gold. Mr. Jackson told me he followed

up several of these camps; sometimes mak-

ing money and many times going broke. In

1869 he located desert, homestead and pre-

emption claims, his desert claim being what
is now the townsite of Mountain Home, a

prosperous and thriving little town of about
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Stacks of Wheat

1,800 people. It was, in early days, one of

the principal stage stops on the old Holi-

day stage line, ten miles from its present

site, bnt twenty-five years ago the steam

cars came thundering on and the old land-

mark was no more, the postoffice being

moved southwest to a point on the railroad—
now the new Mountain Home. The post-

office was moved without authority or im-

pressive ceremony, and Mr. Jackson is sure

that the postal authorities are still ignorant

of the change.
The old-timer's friends laughingly relate

how he was postmaster in the early days
of Idaho and how he, on being advised by
the department that his accounts were one

cent short, was so enraged that he packed
the whole postoffice paraphernalia in a

gunny-sack and shipped it to Washington,
with the advice that they were too particular

and he did n't want the job anyway.
The country surrounding Mountain Home,

like all Southern Idaho, is a desert in the

fullest meaning of the word. The soil is a

volcanic ash formation, rich in phosphates
and containing a large percentage of lime

and magnesia. It has an average depth of

twelve feet or more and in some places this

rich volcanic sedimentary loam goes down to

a depth of 200 feet.

It has been estimated that 195,000 acres

can be reclaimed in the vicinity of Mountain

Home by distributing canals. The water

supply for this section, however, limits the

number of acres that can actually be brought
under cultivation to a far less amount.

Storage Water Better Than Rain.

The water with which to irrigate the lands

near Mountain Home comes entirely from

large storage reservoirs, and as it must be

carried miles and miles in canals before

emptying into the reservoirs, it naturally fol-

lows that it has become rich in plant food;

being held for weeks in the storage reservoirs

it not only continues to gather plant food,

but under the hot rays of the sun reaches the

same temperature as the air.

In writing on this subject an eminent

authority* says:
The experience of centuries in various

countries shows that irrigation water is often

superior to rain water, in that it carries

greater quantities of plant food. Pond and
stream waters in humid regions are often rich

in nitrates, which are the most costly and

stimulating fertilizers. The surface waters
of the arid region are also notably rich in

potash and other valuable ingredients. No
doubt in many instances irrigation water is

worth in manurial content as much as it costs

to secure it.

The first dam was built two miles north

Mountain Borne School.
•Professor B. J. Wickson, Unlrerslty of California.
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untain HflBM fifteen years ago. It is

sixty feet high, and the reservoir covers 700

acres of land and contains 10,400 acre feet

of water. Seven years ago the second reser-

voir was begun and the dam is now com-

pleted to a height of sixty feet. This sec-

ond storage basin is twenty-two miles from

Mountain Home in what is known as the

Long Tom Canon. This practically ex-

hausted the storage capacity for lands in

the vicinity of Mountain Home, unless the

diversion of additional outside territory was

considered. Beyond the mountains is a vast

territory tributary to and draining into the

South Boise River. It is a country ranging
in altitude from 5,000 to 12,000 feet and is

more or less timbered, and is a land of

almost perpetual snow. To go through and

beyond these mountains and obtain water

for the irrigation of lands in the vicinity of

Mountain Home was the dream of many en-

terprising promoters. In 1900 surveys were

made and it was found that by an expendi-
ture of about $800,000 the immense quanti-
ties of water tributary to the Little Camas
Prairie could be reached and that a com-

paratively inexpensive dam could be built

and water for thousands of acres of land

stored. Gauging stations were conducted to

ascertain the exact amount of flood water

possible to be stored. Surveys were com-

pleted and estimates of the cost were made

by competent engineers, among them being

A. J. Wiley, a civil engineer of Boise and

now chief consulting engineer of the Gov-

ernment Reclamation Service in the State of

Idaho. Work was begun on this Camas
Prairie project in 1902 and will be com-

pleted by the first of October, 1907, at a

'.' about half a million dollars, and will

provide irrigation for more than 20,000
acres of land. Next year the canal will be

extended from Camas Prairie some sixteen

miles to Lime Creek. This creek drains 190

square miles of rough mountainous interior

country and has an estimated run-off of

200,000 acre feet annually, the creek having
an average discharge of over 300 second feet

for May, June, July and August. When this

is completed Mountain Home will have water
for more than 50,000 acres of land.

Idaho today offers the same opportunities
as those presented by the State of Washing-
ton ten years ago.
The town of Mountain Home is located in

the center of a vast body of the richest and
most desirable agricultural land in the West

;

it enjoys superior railroad facilities and cli-

matic conditions equal to any, and superior
to many, parts of the United States, and it

is destined to become one of the most pros-

perous and prominent small cities in Idaho, a

state that is just at the beginning of its de-

velopment.
• •••••

My search is ended.

I

Oaf. 100 Buthe It to the Acre; Near Mountain Horn*. Idaho.



Man's Debt to Nature

By Rollins C. Ayres

T has been said, "Had Chris-

topher Columbus landed on

the Island of Catalina or on

the Farallones, California

today would be thickly pop-

ulated, land everywhere
would be at a premium, while

the Eastern States would be the Siberia of

America." Nature lent the opportunity, but

destiny willed otherwise. Nature has been

most prodigal in her gifts of scenery and cli-

mate along California's coast. She has done

her part. Man now has his inning. And he is

coming to a realization of the debt he owes

her as is evidenced by the many improve-
ments being made in the establishment of

villages.

Almost everywhere along these eight hun-

dred miles where land and water meet is

suitable for a town. The only requisite is

the concerted aetion on the part of a few
individuals to agree to live together in this,

that or the other locality. That's the way
towns start. The initial movement is the

selection of the location and the beginning of

improvements. The law of suggestion does
the rest. And presently we have a number
of people all agreed on one purpose to make
their individual improvements in the erec-

tion of homes and business structures.

Such has been the history of towns, and

particularly small towns whose geographical

locations at first did not seem promising.

In this busy world we must seek diversion

from business and gratify our desires for

pleasure. Most of us look to Nature as a

field for our entertainment. The result has

been the creation of the Summer resort.

In California the southern part of the

state has made the most progress in estab-

lishing pleasure resorts. The rapidity with

which the public has responded to the idea

has given the movement a great impetus.
The pioneers of Southern California real-

ized that the people of the Eastern States

were turning their footsteps toward their

state, so they set about making resort cities

in locations where Nature had been lavish

with endowments. Success has crowned their

efforts.

If the idea was readily accepted in the

southern part of the state, why should it not

meet with approval in Central California?

Believing that it would, a band of pioneers
made the initial move and chose Monterey as

the scene for their activities.

Here were rocky crags and cliffs where

mighty waves dashed, roared and receded in

ceaseless turmoil; here were forests of pine,

cypress and oak; here were mountains run-

ning right down to the water's edge; here

was a bay with long sandy beaches where
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surf-bathing was possible almost tbe year

round; here was a lake that could be trans-

formed into a miniature Venice; here was

Hotel del Monte, conceded by many to be

the most delightfully located hotel in all the

world ; here indeed was the place for an ideal

pleasure city with every charm of Nature

beckoning welcome to the seeker for health

and recreation.

Here was born Del Monte Heights, and
it may be of interest to the render to know
what is to be done to make this Central Cali-

fornia's greatest resort both for Summer and

Winter.

Lake Del Rev is to be the setting for the

many interesting scenes. Substantial land-

ings are to be made, giving easy access to

the gondolas and row boats. A large con-

cert pavilion is to be erected, while along the

shore and over the lake will be strung

myriads of electric lights. Surrounding the

lake will be parks with trees and lawns. Add
to this the happy crowds, the music, the bril-

liant illuminations, and yon have a picture
of this pleasure city that is to be. On the

l>eaeh will be the bathing pavilion with its

hundreds of little dressing rooms, while the

side facing the sea will have an immense

piazza, where the "timid" may sit and watch

their more venturesome friends disport in

the rolling breakers, and frolic along the

broad beach with its fine-grained sand almost

as white as snow.

Monterey Bay is credited with having 652

different kinds of fish, and most of them are

catchable with hook and line. Lake del Key
iked with fish also, thus giving the

angler his favorite sport within a few min-

walk of his home.

As for the climate—that all essential

thing upon which so much of the success of

a pleasure city depends—Monterey has a cli-

mate distinctively its own. due principally to

the mountain range coming down so close to

the water. The sea breezes come in during
the afternoon and blow steadily until a little

after sunset. In the morning the land breeze

comes from the mountains and returns a dry
delicate air. This daily exchange tempers
the climate so that it is never cold and foggy
nor hot and oppressive. Travelers coming
to Hotel del Monte seem to be as much im-

pressed by the climate as by the many beau-

tiful attractions.

With all these natural surroundings and

with the improvements that are to be made
Del Monte Heights is destined to be a thriv

tag town of Summer homes.

TT—

V

I



A Trip to Moses Coulee

E stood on the east bank of

the Columbia River, fifteen

miles south of Wenatchee,

and looked straight up to-

ward the continuous line of

hills which make the eastern

side of the valley. We saw a road winding

back and forth on the face of the hill. Fol-

lowing this road for a mile and a half took

us to an elevation of 300 feet above the

river. Here we stood looking up and down

the valley of the mighty Columbia for miles,

and far away to the round-topped hills

across, and quoted to ourselves: "Where
rolls the Oregon, and hears no sound save

its own dashing."

Turning away from the river, we faced the

mouth of Moses Coulee, whither our road

now led us. With hardly a perceptible

grade it follows along between high walls

of igneous rock. The Coulee gives evidence

of being the bed of an old lake, into which

has washed a deep deposit of volcanic ash

from the surrounding hills.

For miles, twenty-five at least, we drove

up the valley. At no place is it more than

three-fourths of a mile nor less than one-

half of a mile wide. The walls are perpen-

dicular, and rise to a height of 600 to 1,000

feet. Worn by the mighty forces of Nature

into jagged rocks and bold promontories,

they suggest to our dreamy minds feudal

castles or the highland fastnesses of Rob

Roy.

Up the Coulee, about fifteen miles, the

great west wall is broken; torn asunder

with a giant force—this is the mouth of

Douglas, or Moses, Creek. Up the canon

of this creek winds a wagon road to Water-
ville. This beautiful stream rises in the

Badger Mountains, rushes down the great

canon, over high precipices; clear, pure and

never-failing, working wonders in Moses
Coulee.

The floor of the Coulee is level, or nearly

so, made of the wash from the hills, spread
out by action of water. There is no richer

soil than mountain wash, and here we find

it to a depth of more than fifty feet.

We climbed to the summit of the wall

and there we stood on a great rolling table-

land and looked across the Coulee to the

opposite side, and as far as we could see

was the same rolling country. The great

prairies are what are known as the Big Bend

wheat country, where live prosperous ranch-

ers who raise millions of bushels of wheat.

The Coulee is an ideal fruit country
—

rich soil, mild climate, rocky wall, affording

protection from winds and storms; altitude

about 600 feet above the sea. With water it

is the garden spot of Eastern Washington,

wonderfully adapted to culture of all kinds

of fruits and vegetables.

Heretofore this rich valley has been the

quiet home of a few farmers who were fortu-

nate enough to find this favored spot and

homesteaded or bought it from the Northern

Pacific. Here they made their homes for

twenty years; planted orchards, raised stock

and what food they needed for the families

and stock.

The valley is being developed by a com-

pany composed largely of Seattle people,

known as the Wenatchee Fruit Land Com-

pany. They are running a sixty-foot avenue

through the center of this valley plant-

ing on either side cherry and English

walnut trees; dividing the property into five

and ten-acre tracts, facing them upon the

avenue, and running them back to the cliffs

on either side, planting these tracts to

apples and peaches, making commercial or-

chards of them which will be income produc-
ers for the purchasers.
The old-fashioned methods of tilling hun-

dreds of acres to produce a living will not

be given a thought. With a few acres a

scientific rancher under the ideal conditions

of this location can with a comparatively
small expenditure of labor make five acres

bring him a substantial income, one that

increases with the years as the trees grow

stronger. With a dozen acres he can lay

the substantial foundation of a comfortable

fortune besides providing his family with

a living which may include the luxuries of

education and travel.



The Yucaipa Valley

BEBEVEB a newspaper is

printed and read, where men
and women discuss seriously

a better and easier future

with finer prospects for their

^ children, there is the thought
of California. That state is so wide in it.»

opportunity that its deep valleys, extending

up to the snow line, seem made for the

peaceful homes of a prosperous community
where, under even more attractive surround-

ings than on the low levels of the coast, agri-

culture and horticulture may be followed

along lines but slightly divergent from those

which obtain in the harsher climes. Indeed

the cereals and fruits of the North Temper-
ate Zone are never so well developed as in

the foothills and* high valleys of Southern

California.

Long overlooked, hut at last coining into

its own, the Yucaipa Valley, near the City
of Redlands, is attracting more attention

than any other section of the rich South-
land. Ten thousand acres, held in large
tracts under alien ownership in most part,
could not be cut up for the small homestead
until now. On the edges of this principality
small holders have developed fruit and
table properties, showing the range capacity
of the soiL So great are the apparent vir-

tues of the lands that the future of the

Yucaipa Valley Colony, which is now
being formed and developed, is absolutely
assured.

The center of the business activity of the

valley will be Yucaipa City, a model town,
located on the broad mesa in the actual cen-

ter of the valley, a gently sloping plain, with

just enough fall to make it self-draining.
The initial subdivision has been made on a
section of land which is free from any dis-

figuring washes or gullies. This mile square
has been divided into ten and twenty-acre
plota, with sixty-foot streets at right angles,
the whole being surrounded by country

roads, one sixty feet wide and oiled its length

through to Redlands. Additional subdi-

visions will be added as the Winter pro-

The distance from Redlands is eight miles,

making a pleasant twenty-five-minute run by

electric cars, the line being now under con-

struction and every indication being that it

will be completed by the first of the year,

its operation being guaranteed to its ter-

minus, eight miles into the heart of the

mountain pass, at a Summer resort one mile

hitrh. by July 1, 1908. The line has the

equipment both as to passenger and freight

service and will furnish ideal transportation
for fruit and garden produce. The line di-

vides the valley, no farm being more than a

couple of miles from the stations.

The chief asset of this wonderful valley is

its rainfall. Since 1868 the average has

been twenty-two and one-half inches, and

during the two years just passed over thirty

inches, all distributed through the Winter
months so that there is no discomfort. The

elevation, extreme 3,000 feet, gives to the

weather just that zest and snap which

makes life most agreeable without adding
the discomfort of either low or high tern

peratures in Winter or Summer. From thirty

up to ninety degrees the temperature ranges,
and between these extremes there is the high-

est comfort of life and the greatest develop-
ment of vegetation.

The soil is a sandy loam, which is light

and fine, but deep and rich. Thirty feet

is shown in the washing of the banks of the

stream. The fine particles of sand make

possible the holding of the natural moisture

through the Summer, as is shown where a

small tract was cultivated according to the

Campbell system, the moisture being retained

within six inches from the surface of the

soil during the entire past Summer.

Being at the base of the mountains the

climate is half mountain air with a moderate

range, dry and light, where moisture in the

air is at the minimum, where there is no

fever or ague, where the healthfulness of the

country is most pronounced, the natural

drainage, brought about by a four per cent

grade through the whole valley, all com-

bine to make the district the most perfect

that can be imagined.



Progress of Irrigon

gRRIGON, OREGON, a most

prosperous little town situ-

ated on the banks of the Co-

lumbia River in the County

of Morrow, is the center of

one of the richest fruit belts

on the Pacific Coast.

Born in the year 1904, when the sur-

rounding country was productive only in

sagebrush, bunchgrass, cactus and large

bands of cattle and flocks of sheep, Irrigon

has grown to be a town of more than 350

people, and the surrounding country is dotted

with small orchards of five, ten and twenty

acres, all made highly productive by the

magic touch of water.

The water supply for the Irrigon project

is delivered by gravity through a main canal

of ten miles in length. The dam is built of

timber, supported by a twelve-inch concrete

base and bolted down to solid rock. The

head works are built of concrete and deliver

the water through a cut of several hundred

feet in the solid rock, having a capacity of

diverting 150 cubic feet of water per second

of time to a well-constructed flume and from
thence to the main canal.

The final distribution is effected by means
of pipe lines, largely of cement. Miles upon
miles of these pipe lines have been laid dur-

ing the past two seasons and many more are

under contemplation, it being the purpose to

eventually deliver all water through cement
or vitrified pipes, avoiding all loss by seep-

age and evaporation, and reducing the cost

of delivery to a minimum. At the present
time more than thirty miles of pipe lines

and ditches are embraced in the Irrigon

system.

During the season of 1905 more than 100,-
000 shade and fruit trees were planted, the

peach, apricot and almond being favorites.

There were also planted large quantities of

grapes and other small fruits and berries,
and during this time a town was being built.

Irrigon now has a church, one of the best

school buildings in the state, having ten

grades and three teachers. There are three

stores, a drug store, livery barn, public hall,

a good hotel and everything that is needed

toward the making of a happy and prosper-

ous community.
Wonderful stories are told of the pro-

ductiveness of the land under the Irrigon

irrigation canal, and of the remarkable sea-

sons that start early and last till long after

the frost has visited less favored sections.

Potatoes and watermelons thrive and have

been sold in quantities when the former were

bringing four cents and the latter five cents

per pound in Spokane and other markets.

The young orchards are just beginning to

bear and during the season of 1907 peaches

are being shipped and sold at the rate of

$625 per acre from three-year-old orchards.

Grapes show a yield of eight to ten tons to

the acre and alfalfa from ten to twelve tons

from four cuttings, truly a remarkable show-

ing for so young a community. The seasons

are all sweet. The Winter is short and mild

and the Fall harvest has scarcely closed be-

fore Spring is upon us, trees are budding

and the soil is ready for cultivation after a

three-months rest. Without exceeding the

limits of this plain announcement it can be

said the variety of the soil's capacity mani-

festly augments the annual production and

enables five acres to do the duty of many
times that area differently situated.

Irrigated lands in the Columbia River irri-

gated districts are destined to become the

most valuable of all the farming lands in

the world. It has been demonstrated time

and again that this favored section will give

net results of from $500 to $800 per acre.

Improved orchard lands have sold for as

high as $2,000 per acre, and even now en-

thusiasts are talking of orchards as being

worth as much as $5,000 and even $10,000

per acre, basing the value on an earning ca-

pacity of eight per cent interest.

A great opportunity is open here to the

man of some means, and to the laborer and

clerk who can save and put away a few

dollars each month for the purchase of an

irrigated tract.
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Gentlemen take no risk of doubtful

mixtures when they use

POND'S EXTRACT
AFTER SHAVING

Soothing, healing and delightfully refreshing,

Try it and enjoy an after-shaving luxury.

Ask your druggist for Pond's Extract.

The Standard for 60 Years.

A
**:'xj

So/d only in Original Sealed Bottles; never in bulk

I \MONT, CORLISS & CO., Sole Agents, No. 78 Hodm Street, Nr« YorkJ
Don't forget to mention Tba Pnctfle Monthly when dtallo* with o'TtrUMr*. It will bo appreciated.
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IT'S EASY
To Make a Syrup
Better than Maple

1

.57 Dissolve 7-Ibs. granulated sugar in 4 pints

Br boiling water—add 1 oz. MAPLEINE
'
strain thru a damp cloth.

'

This makes 1 gal. of Syrup
|

cost you 59)4 cents; made
in 5 minutes time.

IT'S AN EVERY
DAY DELIGHT
to use it in your Cakes, Pud-

dings, Frostings, Ices, Bon-Bons

Ice Cream, etc The delicious,

wholesome,appetizing flavor

is incomparable with any
other extract.

Ask your grocer for it,

or send us 35c in

. stamps for a 2-oz.

bottle.

Booklet free.a *W 2-oz. bottle makes 2 gals. ofSyrup.^
Sample 2c.

CRESCENT MFG. CO.
Seattle, Wash.

An Inventive Irrigationist

E landless man has come to

the manless land here in

Idaho. In all directions new
orchards and gardens, the

advance guard of prosperity,
reach out into the encircling

sagebrush. Rolling hills are leveled and con-

verted into clover pastures or alfalfa fields.

Here and there a little tract of land is

found to be higher than the surrounding
land and it has to be graded down. To the

eye it may seem level, yet the water "seeking
its level" fails to cover it.

After building several ditches which, when
the water was turned into them, proved to be

uphill, it occurred to a farmer (once a citi-

zen of Norway, but now a resident of Moun-
tain Home, Idaho) that there should be some
cheap, effective and simple method of find-

ing the lay of the land and of running lines
for laterals and ditches. The surveyor's
level was too complicated and too expensive

for the average farmer, while the spirit level

was too slow to be of practical use.

"Why dont someone invent a self-leveling

The Self-Leveling Instrument.
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instrument for such work," thought Andrew
A. Brothen. The more he thought "t' it the

more he became enthused over the wide use

to which such an instrument could be put.

To study was to experiment. Finally he

hit on the right idea. The next thing was
to turn out an instrument whicli would be

simple in construction, absolutely accurate

and of moderate cost. He ran levels and

grades on his farm and checking them found

they were accurate. He turned the water

into his ditches and the water made no pro-
test as to the grade.
The second problem to l>e solved was the

financing of his invention, but this proved

easy of solution. Ten thousand dollars were

raised, ten substantial business men of

Mountain Home furnishing the capital. The
invention was patented and its manufacture

I'oinmenced. The next question was, would

the public take kindly to it. The following
extract from the patent office encouraged
the company a good deal:

Tbo instrument described is of very small

coat and may be used by all persons, whether
or not they are skilled in the art of survey

ing. It is especially adapted for use by per-
sons unskilled in the art of surveying and
was particularly adapted for use by fanners

and others in the irrigated sections of the

country. It will enable them, in the first in-

stance, and without experiment, to aerur

ately run their ditches and laterals so that

they will carry water, and by its use the

farmer can readily determine where his

ground is improperly level and unfit for irri-

gation and this without waiting, as has been

customary, for a year or two, in order to see

where water will flow and where it will not

flow.

A little later one of the officials of the

Reclamation Department wrote:

This is a step in the right direction and its

use by farmers throughout the irrigated sec-

tions of the country should become general.

Indeed, it ought to be found on every ranch,

big or little, as, by its application, irrigation
can be made perfect without unnecessary ex-

periments.

This means that Elmore County, famous

as it is for its agricultural and horticultural

products, will add manufacturing to its list

of industries.

S«« THAT
Ua a PcmtiM*-

S'ONATUAC
It ON WWAPPCA
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CAinc; STEWS and3VUr3 HASHES
arc given just that

"finishing touch" which makes a dish perfect, by using

Lea& Perrins' Sauce
THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

It is a perfect seasoning for all kinds of Fish, Meats,

Game, Salads, Cheese, and Charing-Dish Cooking.
It gives appetising relish to an otherwise insipid dish.

John Durccjn > Sons, AgtnM, New York

%

^
Punt forget to mention The PactSe Month!/ when dealing with adTtrtlaera. It will be pprecUteo'.



Wonder Worker in Southern Idaho

By Francis Arthur Shaw

J5*EADEE, did you ever live in

a country where the farmer

made it rain in just the right

quantities at his pleasure?

That is the situation over a

large portion of Southern

Idaho today and soon to be the condition at

the new town of Sunnyside, Elmore County,

Idaho, and on the famous tract of over

25,000 acres of irrigable land contiguous.

For years past tourists, homeseekers and

residents of Idaho, passing through on the

trains of the Oregon Short Line Railroad

Company, and noting the level land and gen-
eral contour of country, would involuntarily

exclaim, "Too bad! If they only had water

for that beautiful valley." But the long
looked for metamorphosis is now actually

occurring to this district in the Snake River

Valley.
The system consists of the reservoirs of

the Long Tom and Little Camas, together
with the reservoir immediately adjoining the

town of Mountain Home, and the projected
High Prairie reservoir. Ear up in the

mountains above Sunnyside the great reser-

voirs of Long Tom and Little Camas con-
serve the waters from melting snows and of
mountain streams. That conditions are ideal

for a successful irrigating system is appar-
ent to the novice, for not only are the flood
waters of streams in early Spring conserved,
but the continuous flow of streams from
the very fountainhead of water supply is

held in the reservoirs and distributed in

proper quantities at the right time to the
husbandman in the valley below. Here, too,

precipitation is greatest and evaporation is

reduced to the minimum.
Big things are accomplished in "Irrigated

Idaho." Almost in a single season substan-
tial towns are built and homes established in

a veritable checkerboard of green. Near

Sunnyside a progressive Easterner has come
to stay and is planting an orchard of one

thousand acres.

"What causes this transformation?" The
new arrival asks, and the Idahoan answers

in a single word, "Water!" With water's

resurrecting power kissing the sandy, vol-

canic ash loam—a sedimentary deposit un-

derlying all of Southern Idaho at varying

depths
—

production of every product of

garden, orchard or field is assured.

The location of the town of Sunnyside
came as a natural sequence; there must be a

station on the main line of the popularly
called "Short Line" Railroad

; schools for the

settlers' children, a centralized district in

town for the entire tract, and a market place
for exchange of commodities. So Sunnyside
sprang up in the midst of the great sage-
brush plain. The townsite company is drill-

ing an artesian well which is to afford a sup-
ply of pure water for the town.

Scarcely two years ago there were no
dwellers on the tract. Today the smoke rises

at eventide from the house of the settler like

incense from the altar; happy children play
about the door and the air is vocal with the

song of labor, for why sit idly by waiting
for completion of the ditch and water on

April first next when houses must be built

and barns erected and the forest of sage
"grubbed"?
The "old timer" and "tenderfoot" both

have seen what has been accomplished under
less favorable circumstances, and know that

with the advent of water the soil will bring
forth its abundance.

Here in the pleasant southland of Idaho
the old settler and the "newcomer" meet in

common under the new dispensation which is

making a garden of the desert.
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THE CROWNING ACHIEVEMENTS

THE 20^Ei\TVa\^
IN PIANO CO&STQVCTION

Invented and Exclusively
Used by

KRANICH
&5ACI1

SUPREME
in the class a/'

^_ nion
GRADE

KRANICH & BACH PIANOS
THE ISOTONIC PEDAL.—From thii date all Kranich & Bach Grand Pianos will be equipped with

this marvelous invention by which a tone can be diminished gradually to the softest pianissimo, yet preserve the nat-

ural tone of the three string* and withoutany lost motion, change in the touch, the dip of keys, or in repetition.

THE NATURAL BEARING.— From this date all Kranich & Bach Upright Pianos will be equipped
with our improved metal frame that eliminates the old and universally used "pressure bar" and substitutes a natural

bearing as simple and as unlikely to be improved upon as the bridge of a violin. The advantages arc ease in tun-

ing and the demontratcd test that the strings remain much longer in correct tunc than those over the old form frame.

HOW TO JtDOE A GOOD PIANO-PROM AN UNPREJUDICED STANDPOINT:

TV buyer <* • plaao amUr aepewd. ate* tbe opl.iou of a anaial Mra4 of a ralewaaa. You can know tar yourself and
avoM cptn.lv. mistake*. We ka»a reprijue* u impartial article Iroa a racer* lata, ol a aaoaaN aqilm , wrttjca by one ol the

bm piano expert, in America.

Tbl. article tell, plainly, .imply and aatboffcamety bow to laarr any ptano mad* uti wbelber it i. bifh fraae ee Inferior-., rbort

whether It will aftne a .atufactory uittatinenl aa a musical laatr—it. We will rewi k ateaaia to all resoer. of "Tbe PadSc Monb>" who
write lor our new cualocua. Tbe book will arorc il.illr to any pa n) retire p4.no purchaser

—ao auacr wbat piaao our be la rural.

Sola by all of oar Ifarsts apoo raoat coweaieat partial parmeat | by all oaf dealer..

KRANICH & BACH, 233 245 East 23rd St., New York

Don't forget to mention The I'arloc Monthly when Jenlinj with udrerUsers. It will be appreel.ted.



Irrigation in Southern California

JJEARS ago the fertile valley

now known as the Chino

Ranch was a barren waste.

Water has made it a pros-

perous and wealthy com-

\ munity. Among the early

pioneers was Don Antonio Maria Lugo, who

came north from Sinaloa and who had the

good sense to select the Chino Valley as the

private estate which he would like to have

carved out of the public property for his

benefit. It was granted to him in 1841 under

the name of the Santa Ana del Chino

Rancho and vaguely described as "five and

three leagues of land." Subsequently it be-

came the property of Lugo's son-in-law,

bearing the good old English name of Isaac

Williams. The great estate was conducted

in the wasteful manner that characterized

the Spaniards and their descendants in those

days when a single family owned land cap-
able of supporting thousands of families.

It was the scene of a spirited engagement
during the Mexican War in which the Amer-
icans were beaten. But the Americans were

destined to take the place, eventually. They
are taking it now in ten-acre tracts.

Some years ago a large sugar factory was
built at Chino and a considerable acreage

planted to sugar beets, but the real day of

development did not come until the better

methods of colonization were put into effect

by the Chino Land & Water Company of
Los Angeles. This company, having large
resources at its command, is making exten-

sive improvements by enlarging the irriga-

EXTRA
Ever-Ready

fn

10-50

The Greatest Safety Razor
Blade of them all—"Ever-Ready"
You can strop them—exchange them or renew
them—it all costs so little. Each Ever-Ready blade
now wrapped in clever, patented protection and
separately guaranteed. New price, 10 for 50 cents.
Read the Ever-Ready Safety Razor offer on op-

posite page. Buy extra Ever-Ready blades for

your Ever -Ready Safety Razor and to use in

''Yankee," "Star" and "Gem" frames. A finer
blade is impossible—cost halfthat other blades do.
We exchange 10 new Ever-Ready blades for 10
dull' ones and 35 cents. Ask any dealer or send
direct to the makers

AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR CO., Inc., Dept. R, 320 Broadway, New York

The first Safety Corn Knife of its kind in the world. Cuts the corn and not the foot—really a treat for the feet. Sells

for 50 cents—but worth many times its price. Enough blades in one set for Father, Mother. Husband, Wife, Sister and
Brother. The complete Outfit of sanitary safety blade holder—four blades, sanitary white handle and neat case—all

for 50 cents. Blades changeable instantly. Every store in the universe will be selling them—if your dealer hasn't

them yet, we'll prepay yours

upen receipt of 50 cents.

AMERICAN SAFETY
RAZOR CO., Inc.

Dept. R, 320 Broadway
New York

Makers of the famous
"Ever Ready"
Safety Razor

eeqdORN '

^KNIFE L,
4BLADES

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



IRRIGATION IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA. 5iHf

tion system, building reservoirs, making; new
roada ami giving averj inducement to new
settler*. There are upwards of live miles

of pipe for irrigating ptvpoaM already laid

on the property and the great abundance of

good water has made the wonderful develop-
ment «'i' Chino Ranch a pnaaihilirT
The Dorthera portion of the ranch, which

seem!' particularly adapted to orangl
the reddiafa aofl which chat other

districts famous tor citrus culture. The
southern portion is a black sandy loa TOT

tying a ipeeiea of marl. This is especially
tavorahle for vegetables, including the eager

beet, walnuts and deciduous I mils. On this

>oi| alfalfa is grown to its highest perfec-
tion and is an exceedingly profitable crop.
The cities of Pomona anil Ontario furnish

local markets for all produce raised and the

agar factory at Chino givea employment to

a large number of people. The land is set-

tling rapidly with an except ionally line class

of people, who are making their homes and

improving their land.

*Ever-Ready'
Wiinr?

Safety «

Razor $
We know and (utrantM that the raior isn't

made at any price that contains the equal of the

Ever-Ready Made—and there-are 1 » ofthem in each

dollar »et. Each Kver-Ready Safety Rasor at Ii.oo.

besides the u blade*. conUina handsomely silver-

nickled aafety frame, handle and blade stropper. all in

compact caie. ( Read blade ad. oppoaite—important J|A luxuriously eaay •have-impoaaible to cut the face, strongest
i. Buy and try—a million in use to<lay.

part turn! ilnrri, Jewelers and druggists throughout
rid Mailorders prepaid upon receipt of 51 oo.

AMERICAN SAfCrY RAZOR CO., Inc., DepL R, 320 Broadway, N. Y.

Don't forret to mention Tlw I'aclne Mnntbly wbeo deallna Willi sdvertlsers. It will be sppreclated.



A Hotel of the Convention City

]LL cities gather unto them-

selves those things to which

their own environment is

most inviting. A city fash-

ioned after the mode of

frivolous idleness will at-

tract those whose lives center in the spend-

ing of money for the edification of them-

selves and friends. A city of deep philo-

sophic disquisitions will harbor men and

women of studious propensity; but the city

that greets all men as brothers and looks to

their comfort is the natural rendezvous for

those gatherings which we have been pleased

to call conventions. Such a city is Los

Angeles. These is perhaps no city in our

broad land where the hand of hospitality so

warmly greets the stranger, for, once within

her gates, he feels that all else is oenierol

in the brotherhood of man and the cm res uf

the hour may be forgotten in the very heart

of natural beauty.
Los Angeles has been specially favored in

her privilege to be the meeting place of some

of the greatest conventions in the world.

Perhaps no city ever enjoyed the visit of so

large a body of representative men from all

parts of the United States as came to that

city during the Shrine convention of the

early Spring. Across the desert came the

caravans from every temple, not as their

fathers came of old, on the backs of the

all too slow camel, but in the finest trains

of Pullman cars ever drawn over roads of

steel.

The convention of the Dunkards attracted

favorable comment from residents and

strangers. Their quaint dress reminded one
of Quaker simplicity, and the earnestness

of their purpose commanded a deep respect
from all beholders. The third great con-

vention of the year was that of the National
Educational Association, which brought the

trained pedagogues from hundreds of schools

and colleges. Their meetings were con-
ducted in the great Auditorium and that

The hankershim.

massive concrete building was filled at every

public opportunity.
But where to house these thousands that

are constantly gathering? Los Angeles has

solved the problem and no city in the coun-

try can boast a larger number of first-class

hotels. The Hotel Lankershim is one of the

newest and most modern type. This great

structure, with its three hundred and fifty

rooms, has been the temporary home of thou-

sands of convention delegates. Situated at the

corner of Seventh and Broadway, it is direct-

ly in the center of the new shopping district

and easy of access from all parts of the city.

Surface cars to many points of interest may
be had at its doors. It offers exceptional
facilities for entertainment of its patrons,

and the spirit of welcome is everywhere

throughout its broad expanse.
It rivals in construction and adornment

the great hostelries of the Eastern States and

compares favorably with them in every re-

spect. It is to Los Angeles what the Wal-
dorf-Astoria is to New York.
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What the Storm of Sept.27 • 1906
Did to some Roofs in Mobile.Ala.

REX
FLINTKOTE

ROOFING
"Stayed Put"— as We Can Prove
On September 27, 1906, Mobile, Alabama, was visited by a terrific storm that

literally "raised the roof" from many buildings.

In the photographs above we show what happened to the tar and gravel roof on

the United Fruit Co. 's Pier and to the tin roof on the Old Southern Railway Depot.

Rex Flintkotc Roofs, without exception, "stayed put" during the storm and

were undamaged—we can furnish you with names and locations of the buildings.

It is a significant fact, furthermore, that the new terminal depot in Mobile is to be

covered with Rex Flintkote Roofing.

Not only does Rex Flintkote Roofing successfully resist the strongest wind, but

it gives protection against flying sparks and fire brands, is absolutely water-proof,

.lurahle and the most easily laid of any roof.

Rex Flintkote Roofing complies with every roofing requirement, giving more

kinds of protection at less cost than any other roofing material.

SEND FOR SAMPLES
and also a book showing all kinds of lmil. lings which, under all

torts of weather conditions, are proving the superiority of Rex

Flintkote. Under no circumstances accept a substitute built of

inf<-ri'nr materials and acting about half as much to make, yet sell-

ing at almost the Rex Flintkote price. Write for samples to-day.

J. A. It W. Bird & Co.. 114 India St., Boston, Mass.
W. P FulVrr a Co.. In

Anjclr.. Sin Dieto. PortlaW. Sank. Tacoawu Spokuc.

IMBJM to mention Tha Paclflc Monthly wh«n d>alln» with id»ertla*n. It will b* appreciated.



The New Five-Acre Plant of the Pioneer Roll Paper Company, Los Angeles.

A Manufacturing Success

'JT the present rate of rapid

development, Los Angeles
will soon be numbered among
the natural trade centers of

America. It is the leading

manufacturing, the vast min-

ing territory and the great agricultural dis-

trict of the Southwest. Trade from Ne-

vada, New Mexico, Arizona, Central and

Southern California and the adjoining dis-

tricts in Mexico will naturally flow into Los

Angeles. The nearby harbors and the rapid
extension of railroad facilities will add to

the buying territory.

With a constant and increasing demand
for nearly every commodity to fill the needs
of a rapidly increasing population, the need
of producing plants is continually in evi-

dence. Although the percentage of increase

in building is greater here than in any other

locality in America it is an actual fact that

until very recently nearly all building ma-
terial used was shipped in from distant

points, mostly from east of the Rockies.

Gradually these conditions are undergoing
a change. Many manufacturing industries
have grown rapidly from "one man" affairs
to great corporations. One of the most
prominent manufacturing successes of the

Southwest is the Pioneer Roll Paper Com-
pany, of Los Angeles. The business was
established nearly a quarter of a century a>;o

by Mr. W. G. Hunt, now president of the

company. The first location, a store on Main

Street, would barely fill the present executive

offices of the company. The erection of new
factories has just been completed on Ala-

meda Street, near Vernon; the plant covers

a ground space of five acres. The equipment

throughout is the latest in machinery and

appliances. The city offices and salesrooms

of the company occupy a four-story block

in the heart of the wholesale district. Con-

veniently located on the Santa Fe tracks is

their shipping warehouse No. 3.

The selling territory of this company has

grown rapidly from a purely local retail

trade to an international industry. Agencies
for the sale of "Pioneer" roofings, building

and insulating papers can be found in nearly

every city throughout the West. New states

are being added as fast as the factory can

take care of the increase. Their "rubber

sanded" roofing is now a favorite as far east

as Texas and Idaho, in competition with

brands of Eastern manufacture. Frequent

shipments are made to foreign countries,

especially south into Mexico, South Amer-
ica and to Asiatic ports.

The sale of flume linings is an importenl
branch of the business and "Pioneer" goods
bear an excellent reputation wherever they
are used. At present the entire plant is

working to the limit of its capacity.
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You see here a remnant of steel ribbon, from which "GILLETTE"
blades have been stamped.

Overfourand a half miles in length of this ribbon

passes through my pivsses each day in order to sup-

ply thedemand for the Gillette Razor. This
makes more than one hundred anil fifty

thousand (150,000) blades, each having
two >harp edges, which represent near-

ly seven miles of razor edge
turned out by my fac-

tories daily.

Do Dot for««t to matton Tbo PiclOc Monthl? wb*o online with idTtrtbwra. It will bo >ppr*cl«t«l.
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THE PLEASURE DOUBLED
THE COST REDUCED

THE NEW

Z O N
-O-
PHONE
Talking Machines

Exhibit the highest standard of mechanical perfection, yet cost less than similar models.
The $75 Royal Grand Zon-O-Phone is the superior of any machine made. The Zon-O-Phone
with Tapering Arm for $20 has no equivalent on the market, its resonance and rich full-

ness of tone cannot be equalled excepting at much greater cost. CATALOGUE FREE.
7ON rt DUAMV DVrADItC Are the most pleasing, play longest, last longest; musi-
**\JV%m\Jmm\jriMb IVSrVsV/n I/J ca |iy superior, free from scratching or harsh tones. The
finest disk records made, embracing every form of auricular entertainment:—Complete Operas, Standard Se-

lections, the Latest Hits, Exclusive Novelties.

Ynrr Ho tKo Iiifto-O Go hear Zon-O-Phone Records. 10 inch 60c, 12 inch $1. Catalogues and listUU MWC lllc JUUgC of NEW RECORDS FOR OCTOBER sent free, or obtainable at the dealers.

See for yourtelf; or, rather, HEAR for yourjeif Get the Catahzue. Write today,

THE UNIVERSAL TALKING MACHINE MFG. CO., 373 Mulberry St., Newark, N. J.

Profit in Fibre

R. H. T. EDWARDS, Fibre

Expert of the United States

Bureau of Agriculture, is

authority for the statement

that the fibre plantations of

Mexico yield a net profit of

100 per cent to their owners. The unfortu-

nate part of the fibre business is the un-

suitability of most lands for this product.
In Yucatan the industry is very general,
the total exports amounting to approximate-
ly $15,000,000 per year. Part of the State

of Sinaloa is also adapted to the needs of
the fibre plant, known as Maguey or Sisal.

Experiments have been tried throughout
Southern California, Arizona and Northern

Mexico, but no suitable land has been dis-

covered. The plants will thrive, but do not

develop the right quality nor the tensile

strength of fibre.

Mr. R. P. Probasco, who for many years

has been a close student of conditions in

Mexico, and during that period has been

active in the development of the various re-

sources of Mexico, has taken the initiative

in establishing a large plantation in Sinaloa,

backed by American capital. Land was

found in Sinaloa upon which is growing

large quantities of the wild fibre plants,

which proves conclusively that the soil is

adapted to the industry. Thousands of two-

year-old plants are to be transplanted, thus

bringing the plantation into bearing in a

remarkably short time. Over 5.000 acres are
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O FLMOoFi^
nnoor Mattn hai 1>< en /

i

r)
t> -t ihat human reason demands.

The theory behind it is right
— that the best

mattress must be built, not >tuffed — free

from animal hair or anything else unclean

and unsanitary.

It has ttood the t( -t of time—fur over

we been making Ostermoor

mattresses to sati>fy a constantly increasing

md.

// has a multitude of witnesses to its excel-

Manv thousands have < if their own
accord sent us Utters of gratitude and con-

gratulation over this mattress that induces

deep anil ministers to health. The name
MOOT \< t..-day a household word, due

not sk>M to Ottt convincing advertisements,

but to the good report of it that neighbor
n*de to neighbor.

rt»dr Milk
r.i e.s.PM.or.

// has been measured by the laws that rule

the business world. Nothing of inferior

quality can be sold to the public year after

year in increasing quantity. Imitations of

the Ostermoor by the score have come and

gone. Imitations arc now in the field.

They too will live only as they have real

worth. Their borrowed glory can fast but

a little day. To protect you we trade mark

the genuine with the square label shown

below so that you cannot be misled.

WRITE FOR OUR FREE 144-PAGE
BOOK AND SAMPLES OF TICKING

SO NIGHTS' FREE TRIAL. You may sleep on an Ostermoor for a month and. if not thoroughly satisfied, hare your money
back without qurttton. Full particulars in our beautiiully illustrated 144 page book- sent tree.

WE SELL BY MAIL OR THROUGH
2,500 OSTERMOOR DEALERS

Exchufvr Ostrrmatr agrmcui rt*rymktr&—\Yi%\ » our aim; the

highest grade merchant in every place. The Ostermoor dealer
in vour vicinity

— be sure in ask mi who he is—will show you a
Mftftsal with the '

{ hterm+er" MW and tr+mU mmrk trttm

-«• *n the end. Mattress shipped. express paid by us, same day
check is received, it you order of us by mail.

OSTERMOOR & CO.. 21J Elizabeth St.. New York
Canadian Agency. Tl « Al*.*,a r -»,«- a»d f>.w« Co., Ltd.. Montreal

MATTRESSES COST
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President SO*
Suspenders

NONE
, so
EASY!4 w President Suspen-

^/y ders live long,

fit right, and feel easy.

Men who wear them are

unwilling to take others.

That's why so many stores

find it necessary to supply Presidents*

There are men all around you who
wear President Suspenders. A good

many have worn no other kind for years. They
will tell you that Presidents are the easiest and

strongest of all suspenders.

Being on sale in nearly every city, town and vil-

lage is evidence of their popularity.

For comfort and long service Presidents wi.l

please you immensely. They're delightfully easy.

Bend low or reach high and the back slides freely

and gracefully
—no tugging or pulling or severe

stretching.

Presidents wear so much longer than other kinds

because there's no strain to weaken them.

Braided cord ends are used because they
are stronger and last much longer than
leather ends. Leather runs thick and thin
and one or more leather button holes are
bound to be weaker than the others. When
one leather buttonhole breaks the sus-

penders are useless.

President Suspenders are guaranteed to give

complete satisfaction. An agreement to make

right anything that goes wrong is attached to each

pair
—read it.

There are Light, Medium, and Heavy weight
Presidents to suit all needs—EXTRA LONG
Presidents for tall men and Presidents to fit youths
and boys.

You probably have tried to buy Presidents
and allowed a salesman to talk you out of
them in favor of some kind with a or 3 cents
more profit. Take our word, you won't buy
another kind once you wear Presidents.

If you can't get Presidents at your home stores,
we'll supply you at 50 cents a pair postpaid. We
will return your money if you are not satisfied after

3 days wear.

THE C. A. EDQARTON MFO. CO.

553 Main St., Shirley, Mass.

in this tract, 3,000 of which will be held by
the West, Coast Fibre Company, of Los An-
geles, as its own property. The balance will

be sold to investors.

The plans of the company include the

settling or colonization of part of its lands,
which are located on the railroad being built

through Sinaloa by the Southern Pacific

Company.
The uses of fibre are manifold. Up to the

The Fibre Plant.

present time the entire Mexican crop has
been used for binding twine. It is hoped
that the crop will be increased sufficiently to

supply material for ropes, cordage, ham-
mocks, etc.

The fleshy portion of the leaf, which
is stripped from the fibre, is valuable
feed for cattle and hogs. It has been re-

ported that a syndicate of American 'capital-
ists recently purchased a large fibre planta-
tion in Yucatan for which they paid $2,000
per acre. This is undoubtedly a very, high
price, because a fibre plantation is legally
inventoried at $500 an acre. There are,

however, very few owners who can be in-

duced to part with their holdings at that

price. In fact, the statement is made by Mr.
Probasco that he did not know of a sinele

plantation in Mexico that is for sale at any
price.

Developments along this line promise to
'be very great in the near future. The
promise of large profits and the ease with
which the crop is handled are very tempting.
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other railroad companies entitled to similar

prirQi
As early as the latter part of 1901, Sec-

retary Hitchcock was thoroughly alarmed at

the extent of the land-grabbing in progress
and suggested in his report for that year
that "no more forest reservations shall be

created until Congress shall have repealed
the law for lieu-land selection for holding
within the reserves"—certainly a wise and

timely suggestion. Now in this same report
occurs a statement which is rather startling

in the li^'ht of the Secretary's action a few
months later on the same matter he refers

to. He says:

I should recommend that in all cases only
the vacant unappropriated public timber
lands constitute a reserve, retaining the pres-
ent liberal regulations as to mining and as
to appraisal and sale of such matured timber
as can be cut and removed at appropriate
times and places without impairment of the

growing forests. The success of this alterna-

tive in creating a forest reserve is already
in evidence in the San Francisco Mountain
Forest Reserve, in Arizona, which contains
within its bounds 1,975,360 acres. There it

was shown that every alternate section was
within a railroad grant. That the timber on

large tracts had been cut and removed for

milling purposes, leaving extensive areas de-

nuded of their once valuable timber. That
other portions contained but a covering of
bushes and small tree growth, the land itself,

by reason of the aridity of that particular re-

gion, being of little if any value except for
limited grazing. While extensive bodies of
this reserve owned by the railroad corpora-
tions and mill companies are exceedingly val-

uable to the owners for the magnificent timber
the land contains, yet it was found that to

allow lieu-land selections elsewhere for so

large a grant, with so much that has been
denuded of the timber, and with other por-
tions in their natural condition of practically
little value, would prove an indefensible
transaction. The urgent, earnest, and just
demand of the agriculturists of the Great
Salt River Valley, in Southern Arizona, that

the sources of the streams which sustain life

ami prosperity to the country should be pro-
tected against fire, timber depredation, and
excessive grazing, made it the imperative
duty of the department to act in behalf of

these public interests, and accordingly the

San Francisco reserve was created upon the

Pabst Extract

m\

For Old Age
In the evening ol tile, when one Is lull of 1

beauty, precaution should be taken to keep!
the lorcesol life at their best. Without the I

vigor and active recuperative powers)
ot youth, we must ward ol those little ail-

ments that with impaired age are olten
forerunners ol serious sickness. Nature to I

an extent should be aided and the system I

lortilied by a nourishment that will
ei»-|

rich the blood, strengthen the nerves and
|

revitalize the entire body. These properties
are all iound In

Mst Extract
1n£"BeST

! Tonlt

Glowing and sparkling with vitality, it is

the staunch vigor ol barley malt and hops,
rich In the tissue building qualities ol the lor-

mer and the splendid tonic properties ol the
latter. This highly nutritious liquid lood. in

its palatable and predigested lorm, is wel-
comed and retained by the weakest stomach,
being easily assimilated by the blood, and
carries in It those properties that revitalize
and rebuild the muscles and nerve tissues.

pabst Extract
If* JjKSr'Tonic

strengthens the weak, builds up the run
down, cheers the depressed. It will nourish
your nerves, enrich your blood and invigor-
ate your muscles. It gives sleep to the

sleepless, relieves the dyspeptic and is a
boon to nursing mothers.

Ptr M>r «r mtl Ltdinm SfWHU
Inittt n>eii tAe Ortftnmt

Guaranteed under tk« National Pure Food Law
U S. Serial No. 1931

Free) Picture and Booh
Send u> your nam* on a mortal for our intereetitul

booklet and "Raby'e Ftrrt Adeeahtn," a beautiful

picture of baby life Bote) FREE. Addreea

Paint I \trart Irrpl. I* »llwn«»r«. WU.
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$400.00 a year
Income from
Each $1,000 invested in food product corpor-
ations may seem incredible to those not familiar

with the profits being made in the business.

We are manufacturing and introducing a food

product specialty that appeals to 90 % of the

people. It has no known competitor in the
world and is fully protected by trade marks, etc.

Our trade is increasing, but with more money
we can progress much more rapidly, and for

the purpose of providing additional funds a

limited amount of stock is offered to the general
public. As an illustration of the profits in the
business we cite :

On an original investment of less than $50,000
one concern has, during the past fifteen years,
made over Ten Million Dollars.

Another company, starting with but $15,000
capital seventeen years ago, now pays over

$500,000 per year.

I wish every reader could understand the immense possibilities
of the "Hygienic Health Food Co." as well as I do. The
product manufactured is "Grant's Hygienic Cracker." a hard
cereal biscuit, very nutritious, and actually "tastes good."
It positively cures CONSTIPATION and DYSPEPSIA. Just
hink what Buch a statement means—what an immense future
here is for such a product. The cracker is made (without med-
cation) of cereals, at d brings about the desired permanent result
n a natural and painless manner.

1 know that "Grant's Hygienic Cracker" is a quick and sure
'

'repeater'
' because the testimony of California's best grocers and

the records of the corporation prove it.

I know that if 1,000 men and women would invest $S0 each in

the stock of the "Hygienic Health Food Co." and co-operate with

he directors, the investment would not only yield large profits

but would cause the stock to double and trrhle in value.

The best opportunity for the small investor is in a good indus-

irial enterprise, whose shares can be bought below par, managed
by practical men of moderate mea ns. Such men are unusually
active and ambitious to become more widely known as successful

men. By co-operating with such men, the man o: *oman, in
moderate circumstances can start on the right road to prosperity.
Most of the rich men of today were once poor. They saved
their money and lnv.sted in enterprises controlled by the class of
men 1 am talking about

The shares of the "Hygienic Health Food Co." offer an
exceptional opportunity to men and women of moderate means
to acquire an inteiest in a most promising enterprise. Among
those already interested are many of the best known merchants,
bankers and cereal men in the West.

There is a limited amount of stock on sale at FIFTY CENTS
per share (par value $1.00) and reservations will be made in
the order received untilthe allotment has been sold, after which
no more stock will be offered for sale. The capitalization is

small, the management is conservative, the prospects very bright
and a splendid success seems assured from the very start.

$50 buys 1 00 shares $250 buys 500 shares
$1 00 buys 200 shares $500 buys 1 000 shares

Easy terms to those desiring to purchase
on the installment plan.

Make all checks, drafts or money orders payable to the
Calilornia Bank of Oakland and mail to this office or direct to the
bank. This is a rare opportunity to become interested in a product
without a competitor and you will be in good company if you join
with us in developing an enterprise destined to become one of the
largest cereal concerns in America. The more you investigate
the proposition the better it will look to you.

For free sample cracker and further information address

M. de L. HADLEY, Vice President

HYGIENIC HEALTH FOOD COMPANY
407 Central Bank Bldg.. Oakland. CaL

recommendation of this office, but the pre-
caution was taken to designate the vacant
lands within the even-numbered sections only
as those which should embrace the reserve.

Yet within six months after penning or

dictating the foregoing, Mr. Hitchcock was

persuaded to recommend to the President

the inclusion of all the odd-numbered sections

in the San Francisco Mountain Forest Re-
serve in Arizona, as a part of that reserva-

tion, and the issue of the privilege to the

Santa Fe Railway Company and its

grantees of nearly a million acres of lieu-

land rights on the basis of the worthless and
denuded tracts which he referred to in his

annual report made the preceding Autumn,
and more remarkable still (yet in accordance
with his interpretation of the lieu-land

law) in arranging for the inclusion of these

stated odd-numbered sections in that re-

serve, he extended to the railroad and lum-
ber companies the privilege of removing the

timber from the land.

Some features of the Arizona transaction,

however, indicate that this was one of the

occasions when the peppery old Secretary
was buncoed. From a study of the cor-

respondence and official reports it appears
that the contract was carried through with

extraordinary expedition. It is all con-

tained in only three or four letters from
the Arizona land-holders to the Department,
in which letters the terms stated in the first

are mis-stated in the later letters. This

peculiarity, which appears to have been

strangely overlooked at first by the Land

Office, is now, I am told, being investigated,
with a view to some action being taken by
the Government.

Originally the district now known as

the San Francisco Forest Reserve was
in checkerboard shape, that is, the even-

numbered sections being Government land,
and the odd-numbered sections railroad

grant-lands. This arrangement, of course,
rendered difficult the administration of
the reserve land or as was represented to

the Secretary necessitated either a fence
around every even-numbered section, or an

army of rangers to guard the boundaries.
Also the danger of fire damage from the

badly lumbered and badly managed private

holdings was very great. Stock could not
be confined to the odd sections, and forest

officers were compelled by law to allow all

the adverse owners and their permitees free

passage over the reserve land to and from
the adversely owned land, for the purpose of

lumbering, grazing, etc.
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OUT - OF - THE - OKIJINAHY

Japanese Art Goods
The best of what the Japanese make best we sell,

not at fancy prices, but at what the articles are in-

trinsically worth. We have five houses in America
and three in Japan. The custom house records show
that we are the largest importers in the Pacific

Northwest; therefore, can buy and sell at a better

price than others.

Christmas Suggestions
JAPANESE TEA SETS i

The kind the Japanese use in tktir Koine*. Five tiny cup*, a tiny tea pot and

water pitcher. 75c to $10.00. Elegant one*, though, at $2 and $3. in all color*.

JAPANESE KIMONOS i

Hand embroidered silk, .ilk lined, at $12.50 and $17.50.

SATSUMA:
Some ox the finest work of the Japanese artist*, made up in plate* $3.00 to

$30.00. Cup* and uucer* $3.50 to $15.00. Tea pot* $2.75 to $27.50. Bowl*

$4.00 to $35.00. Hat pin* $1.25 to $2.00. Watch fob* $4.00 to $4.50. Belt

buckle* $2.25 to $6.00. Vik. $1.25 to $75.00.

CLOISONNE :

Made up into va*e*. all *hape> and »iie». 75c to $90.00. Belt buckle* $2.50 to

$5.00. Hat pin* 75c to $2.50.

BRASS

HALL LAMPS i

Bra** and bronxc. $3.50 to $25.00.

Finger bowl*, smoking *ets. tea pot*, vises, etc. Serving tray*—all kind*. 50c

to $12.50. Jardiniere*—all sizes. $2.00 to $65.00.

CIOKURA TEA i

The very best, put up in 1-4 and 1-2 pound Japanned boxes at 55c. 75c $1.00

and $2.00.

Pillow tops, lunch cloth*, handkerchief*, purses, doilies, umbrella stands. $3.00

to $50.00. Carved teak chairs. $65 to $100. Japanese doll*. 10c to $5.00.

The*e good* are tki btst of what the JapaneM nuke best. We use the bc*t

judgment of our expert* in filling your order. Guaranteed a* represented. Return at our

expense if not entirely satisfactory. All mail order* or inquiries given prompt attention.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

M. FURUYA COMPANY
OF JAPAN AND AMERICA

Importers and Exporters. 806 SECOND AVE- SEATTLE. WASH.

>i

Don't forget to mention Tl.f I'arlnr Monti. 1; when dealing with advertiser*. It will be appreciated.
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Artistic

Interiors
The above illustration

showshow FAB-RI-KO-NA
Woven Wall Coverings assist

in making artistic interiors.

These fabrics are made in such
a variety of beautiful shades, all

fast colors, that they blend per-

fectly with the color scheme of

any apartment.

FAB-RI-KO-NA
(Trade Mark Bwittered in U. S. Pot. Off. and in

Pat. Off, in Great Britain.)

WOVEN WALL COVERINGS
cost no more than the best wall papers,
are as easily hung and are far more
artistic and durable.

That FAB-RI-KO-NA prevents
walls from cracking has been proved
in San Francisco. In homes that

stood through the disaster, walls
covered with FAB-RI-KO-NA
were not even cracked, while walls
in other rooms of these same
houses required new plastering.

If you are interested our experts will
devise a color scheme for your entire home,
showing actual lamplti of FAB-RI-KO-NA
contrasted with a representation of wood-
work in actual colon. Look for Trade
Mark

"
FAB-RI-KO-NA" on back

of goods.

*'.\ H. B. WIGGINS SONS CO.
JfA 46 Arch Street,
,Vk\ Bloomfield. N.J.

fAB-RI-KO-NA Woven
Wall Coverings are
known and sold by
all first . class

Decorators.

lt?%

km]

MljU
•Bill'

It appears that this question first came

up in Secretary Bliss' administration. Ap-
prehending that by a forced construction of

the law, the railroads might acquire the

right of selecting lieu lands if the odd-num-
bered sections were included in the reser-

vation, Mr. Hitchcock's predecessor, Secre-

tary Bliss, deliberately confined the limits

of the forest reserve to the even-numbered
,

sections, and also excluded all land in pri-
vate ownership within even-numbered sec-

tions. He seems to have given no considera-

tion to the difficulties of administration un-

der such conditions, but declined to be re-

sponsible for providing opportunity to pri-
vate owners to exchange their denuded or

worthless land for valuable lands in other

states. Perhaps he trusted that time would

brin.ir some modification of the lieu-land law

by which the San Francisco Reserve diffi-

culty could be adjusted. But Secretary
Hitchcock had already reversed Bliss' lieu-

land policy, and though fully informed as
to the worthless character of the Arizona
lands offered in exchange for lieu-lard

"scrip," consented to the deal whereby the

Government got rid of adverse holdings in

the big Arizona reserve and acquired nearly
a million acres of more or less worthless

lands, giving up in exchange a similar area
of valuable timber lands or agricultural
lands elsewhere. The transaction was based

upon the rather flimsy pretext that the
Government had made a good bargain in

that it had induced the railroad company
and its assigns to agree to take about twen-
ty-five per cent of the lieu lands south of
the thirty-seventh standard parallel in Ari-
zona. Under this contract the Aztec Land
and Cattle Company (Limited) surrendered
of this denuded land 132,000 acres, agreeing
to take in lieu thereof 28,600 acres south of
the thirty-seventh standard parallel and all

the remainder under the act of June 4,

1897, that is, the lieu-land act and amend-
ments thereto, without any restrictions
whatever.

The Saginaw and Manistee Lumber Com-
pany surrendered 40,720 acres subject to
the proviso that they be permitted to cut
the timber off 31,960 acres thereof, described
in a certain list. They in turn were to take
lieu-lands for the whole 40,720 acres without
any restrictions whatever.

William F. Baker, who had 79,296 acres
of odd-numbered sections, agreed to take
17,600 acres of lieu-lands south of the thir-
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The Edison

Phonograph
HAVE

you a Phonograph ?

How long has it been

since you have critically

listened to one? Do you know
how good The Edison Phonograph
is today, how pure the tone, how

satisfying the reproduction? If you
have one you know. If you have

not one, you ought to know—and

it's easy to know. Somewhere near

you there is an Edison Store. Go
there and hear. Learn how in-

expensive it is for a complete out-

fit, including records—and how
favorable the terms. Then think

of the pleasure you can give your-
self, your family and your friends with the world's best

music, its most catchy songs and the monologues and dia-

logues of its funniest comedians. And after doing all this

you'll buy one, because you simply can't help it.

October Records
Twenty-four new Edison Records every month. Those for

October will be in every Edison store September 2~th. On that

date we will send you The Phonogram, which lists

them all and explains them too. We will also send

our Complete Catalogue and Supplemental
Catalogue. You will like "Won't You Be My
Teddy Bear?" It was sung by Anna Held in "The
Parisian Model" and made a great hit. Recordsfor ^^"Z^^.

"»

all peoplecanbehadin all languages. Write today to <^0fUw»»Cl £**•*.

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH <<)., 74 Lakeside Am, Oiangi . N. J.

Poo't forf»l to mention Tta* Ptrlflc Monthly wtwa dMllac with ijmtlwii. It will to apaneut**.

7th. Un th:

Q
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ty-seventh standard parallel and the remain-

der of his lieu-lands without any restric-

tions whatever.

Robert and E. B. Perrin, known as the

Perrin Brothers, one of whom has lately

been convicted of land fraud in California,

surrendered 134,000 acres, reserving the

right to themselves, their assigns or lessees

to cut the timber off 48,500 acres thereof.

In return these gentlemen agreed to take

32.120 acres south of the thirty-seventh
standard parallel and the remainder of the

134,000 acres without any restrictions.

The Santa Fe Railroad Company surren-

dered 507,358 acres of odd-numbered sec-

tions, reserving unto itself, its successors, as-

signs or lessees, the right to cut the timber
off 45,000 acres and in turn this company
generously agreed to take 101,680 acres of
their lieu lands south of the thirty-seventh
standard parallel and the remainder of its

lieu lands to be selected without any restric-
tions whatever.

Through this transaction the Government
of the United States agreed to exchange
893,374 acres of the best timber land these

companies and individuals could find in the

United States for the denuded and value-

less lands in the odd-numbered sections sur-

rendered by them. Their only restriction

was as to some 200,000 acres to be selected

south of the thirty-seventh standard parallel,
and in view of the great irrigation projects
on which the Government was at the time

spending huge sums of money this restric-

tion does not seem to have been any great

hardship. As to an area of nearly 700,000
acres they were unrestricted, and the records

show that they took in lieu of their denuded
and valueless tracts, the White Pine forests

of Northern Idaho and superb timber lands

in adjoining states. The privilege accruing
to the corporations and individuals could

not be fairly figured on a basis of value of

less than fifty dollars per acre for White
Pine lands in Idaho, and equally valuable

timber land in Washington and Oregon.
This means a profit to the companies and in-

dividuals in the deal aggregating from

thirty-five to fifty millions of dollars.

Admitting that the Secretary was correct

in overruling his predecessor, what, if any-
thing, could he have done to prevent the un-

conscionable steals which were constantly

Under the ideal climatic
conditions of California, Caw-
ston Ostriches

have grown
to be the largest
in the world,
producing' the
finest feathers.

f Buy Direct at Producers Prices |

Cawston
Ostrich
Feathers
The Best in the World

Every Cawston plume, tip, boa, stole and fan from
the Cawston Ostrich Farm at South Pasadena, California,
bears our trade mark, which certifies that the article upon
which it is placed is the best of its kind in the world. You
* TC

, safe when you buy ostrich feathers from Cawston.
satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Refunded.
Cawston Feathers were awarded the prize medals at Paris,
St. Louis, Buffalo, Omaha, Portland.

CAWSTON PRINCESS PLUMES
Our prices include black, white or any solid color; shaded colors SO cents

additional for each plume. Made from the best male feathers. The heads are
heavy and look full and of extra size. The flues are lone, wide, full of
life and lustre; will retain their curl and brilliancy and wear for years.

No. 311, 13-n. CawslM Priioss. $3.00 No. 511. 15-ii. Cmtoi PriKtss. $4.00
". 711, 17-ii. Cawston Priicess, $6.00

OSTRICH FEATHER. TIPS
UUUItSSt, Bladi Only. Very stylish, made from natural black

feathers from male birds only, 9 inches long-, full drooping
beads; superior stock, strong and brilliant White and solid
colors 50 cents additional per hunch of three, tf O /Sf\Send for No. 350, wonderful value for •P&*\J\J

Catalogue Free WE_Do -»ll kinds of repair work

Delivered

Any-
where

Fine
Birds

Grow
Fine

Feathers

An interesting history of
the feather industry and the
raising of ostriches in Cali-
fornia, Beautifully illus-
trated. Complete price list
of Cawston feather goods.

~ ~ " «* "*-*• KINDS OF REPAIR WORK

PAW3TON^> OSTRICH FARM
1 Box 67. South Pasadena, Cal.P. O.

Don't target to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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IS OWNED CONTROLLED. OPERATED
AND MANAGED BY THE SAME INTERESTS
TODAY. AS DURING THE PAST 30 YEARS.

PURITY-QUALITY & FLAVOR
Watched more Carefully than Ever

ofh>>t k:
unequalledCOCOA

WASMU/fC/fSUPPffi
(pinkwbappeh)

YANILLA CHOCOLATE

M-DRMM&COOKM

BAKiiielwfaMifE
'KM C0CW6&BAKM

CANDIES-
TA3 CVCR UNCXCCLLCO

Tryoar
Chocolate
D/pped

Caramels

Unequalled-

of great
interest to

Every Prospective Mother
Something new—only Ktrouhr

garment of the kind ever invent'

Combines aolld comfort and ease with 'una
form" and elegant appearance in the home, on the

street and in society.-Always drapes evenly In

front and back-no bulkineas—no draw-atnrgs-no
lacing—no ripping or basting —Can be worn the- yrnr
round. Made in several styles, snd at prices lower th n

you can bay the material and hare them made at home.

rorm Send for our Fine. Illustrated Bunk-' i

rKCC Form Maternity Hklrt"— It's rant to

womsn writing for it. Tells sll shout these skirt*,

sdvantsges, styles, material and o *t. Give

physicians, dressmakers and users. 1<> I>a>s Kree
Trial. When you get our book, if yoor dealer h.

yet been supplied with Fine-Form Maternity r

mskeyour selection of mslcrial sndst\lr.snd u

make the garment to your order. When you i

wear It ten days, and If you doa't find It evart ly
as represented, send it back snd we will cheerfully
r. fund every cent paid. Oi '-—Ifnotin
need of a maternity skirt, remember our famous B ft

W dress and walking skirts will positively please
you— same guarantee— Illustrated book free.

Which book shall we send? Write to^lsy to
. rat Williams* o.Dtpt.R.Uunalo.N * I
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Always Tight
Always Right
Equally adapted for back,

front, neck, sleeves,waistband or'

placket—never in sight—hold the edges
close and smooth under all circumstances.
It's all In the Triangle.

Poot'e PATENT
I CCI S INVISIBLE
Different from common eyes—better than
silk loops—will not rust—sold by all deal-
ers or by mail—any size—black or white—
2 doz. Eyes 5c, with Spring Hooks ioc.
Sold only in envelopes.
PEET BROS., Dept. R Philadelphia. Pa.

Eyes

DEAFNESS

t

"The Morley 'Phone"
A miniature Tele-

phone for theEar,
invisible, easily ad-

justed, and entirely
comfortable. Makes low sounds

and whispers plainly heard. Over fifty

thousand sold, giving instant relief

from deafness and head noises. There are but few
cases of deafness that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonials

THE MORLEY COMPANY, Dept. 100
31 South 16th Street. Philadelphia

MEXICAN WATCH FOB
Handiwork of the Mexican Hair Weavers

famed for their unequalled skill.

UNIQUE, NOVEL, DRESSY
These fobs are all hand woven in the most
intricate and artistic designs, requiring con-
summate skill and endless patience. They
are certnin to be the rage wherever intro-
duced. We eend your money back if you don't
like them.

Tan Crrand" Fnh woven in white, black and
ICI1 JUdnO lOD, and maroon, by f -t rn
mall prepaid, each

*

With hnnd engraved, pure coin silver
Swastika slide each .... $2.60

The Curio Shop,Yuma, Arizona

PURE BRED
-

WALNUT
VRQQMAN STRAIN; TREE
HAROY, BtlCHT KSISTHIG;
BEARS YOUNG; HEAVY ANNUAL
CROPPER.' LARGEST AND

n^ST fLAVORED r**

Ask for It!
our booklet Wa | nut culture

Ifyou intend planting any Walnut trees or are interested
in this subject, d^n't fail to Sf e this book.

Address, Oregon Nursery Co., Salem, Ore.

taking place through the agency of the lieu-

land law? The answer at first thought seems

a very simple one. The law permitted him

to include valuable timber land in forest re-

serves as well as denuded lands. Since he ob-

served, as he said he did, that the corpora-
tions were exchanging valueless land in for-

est reserves for very valuable timber land

outside of them, why in the name of goodness
did he not first require these valuable timber

lands to be included in a forest reserve and

take in denuded lands later? The land-grant
railroads could not select lieu-lands in a for-

est reserve and it was in the power of Mr.

Hitchcock the very day he first found the

law defective, as he said he found it, to have

embraced all the valuable timber lands in

the country in a series of forest reserves,

thereby effectually and absolutely protecting
them from loss through the lieu-land scheme.

At a later date the President of the United

States withdrew millions upon millions of

acres of coal land in all the public-land
states to keep them from being gobbled up
by coal monopolists. By the same power he

would, on tn . request of his Secretary of the

Interior, have withdrawn all the public tim-

ber land from entry or appropriation in

any manner.

Mr. Hitchcock would doubtless reply to

all this that he administered the law as he

found it; that it was not his duty to seek

ways to evade its provisions; that he recog-
nized its evil features and did his best to

have Congress remove them; that the prac-
tice of creating forest reserves and leaving

good timber unreserved was a matter of

honest administrative policy due to the pro-
nounced hostility of Senators to the in-

clusion of valuable timber; that had he at

that time reserved all valuable timber such

an uproar would have resulted that Con-

gress would have reversed his action and

perhaps even have put an end for good to

the struggling forest-reserve idea.

It should also be remembered that rail-

road attorneys are quite as sharp as Govern-
ment officials. Being given the lieu-land priv-

ilege, if then excluded from access to valu-
able timber land, the railroad companies
might have applied their "scrip" to desert
lands under the contemplated reclamation

projects, whereby the Government would
have been little better off. Secretary Hitch-
cock was beset with considerations for the
two great policies

—
Forestry and Reclama-

tion. It would have been easy to have ruined

either, and it is probably true that the only
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The Only Razor and Automatic Strapper

Combined in One Piece

The

Shaving

Wonder

Simple

and

Unique

A New Sharp Edge Every Shave

Blade Not Removed for Stropping or Cleaning

At Up-to-Date Dealers on 30 Days' Trial

AutoStrop Safety Razor Co.

345 Fifth Ave., New York

Write for Booklet—Give* Common Sense Reasons Why

Don't for»«t to BMOtioo To* P.cISc Monthly wbm dwlln* with ndrartfawra. It wUl b* aspncUttd.
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"A Bank that enjoys the confidence of its

ownhome folks to such an extent as to make

these figuresjossillehas clearlydemon-

strated its right to the confidence of the

public throughout both state and nation."

In all American and European financial

centers, the Scandinavian American Bank of

Seattle is recognized not only as a Safe Bank,

but as one of the strongest banks in the North-

west, one of the most conservative in America.

With Resources exceeding $12,000,000.00 and a

Reserve approximating $4,000,000.00, this bank affords to

its depositors the fullest measure of security; and the most

liberal terms that are possible, consistent with that security.

Banking
By Mail 4% Compound

Interest

Alaska Building. Seattle, Home of Scandi-
navian American Bank.

Our Booklet

Banking by MaiV
tent upon requttt

No matter where you live you may Send your Deposit

by 'Mail and you will receive by return mail our bank pass book

with the amount credited therein. Savings accounts opened

from $1.00 up. Interest at 4% begins first of each month.

Tto SCANDINAVIANAMERICANBANK
Alaska Building, Seattle, Washington

^jP***>jiW

3.
AUTOLOADING RIFLE

RELOADED BY ITS RECOIL
No work to shoot this new Remington. Just pull the

trigger for each shot and the rifle shoots until the

magazine holding 5 cartridges is empty.
It is reloaded in one second by pushing the contents of
a clip into the open breach.

The .35 Remington cartridge strikes a ton blow. The
bullet weighs 200 grains and has a velocity of about
2000 feet—second.

It is a take down, hammerless, accurate, safe rifle, and
'Big Enough for the Biggest Game"

WRITK DEPARTMENT 10 FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
REMINGT<V« ARMS COMPANY

Agency, 31S Broadway, New York City. Works, Ilion, New York.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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safe plan open to him was to decline to rec-

ommend the creation of more forest reserves

until the lieu-land law was repealed.

Moreover, it was Congress' business—and

it bad ample opportunity
—to relieve the

lieu-land law of all ambiguity and to limit

its application to proper eases. If the Sec-

retary blundered it does not excuse Congress
for its long delay in repealing or modifying
the lieu-land law. Those who are now loud-

est in their denunciation of Mr. Hitchcock

were among those who long prevented the

repeal of the lieu-land law just as they are

the ones who have yet prevented the repeal
of the iniquitious timber and stone act and
the perjurer-making commutation clause of

the homestead act. The lieu-land law was

only repealed after Mr. Hitchcock declined

to recommend the creation of any more for-

est reserves and had made life miserable

for all lieu-land operators whom he could

reach legally. So now that practically all

good public timber land not gobbled up has

been gathered into reserves, the remaining
bad land laws are less useful for the purpose
of "operators." and it is expected that they,

too, will be BOOD repealed.

There appears to be an unfortunate ten-

dency in some quarters to disparage the offi-

cial record of Mr. Hitchcock. It is for-

gotten that his worst mistakes were doe

largely to the urgent recommendations and

advice from subordinates in whom be had

every confidence; while the outcry from the

powerful ones whom he prosecuted or oth-

ers who feared prosecution, have caused

some to believe that his pursuit of the

grafters waa too energetic
—"the Government

has been embarrassed," it is said. Mr. Hitch-

cock was not a politician or a diplomatist,

and it has been well said of him that a crook

in his eyes was no less a crook if also a

United States Senator. A man of irascible

temper, intensely unreasonable when his sus-

picions were aroused, be offended some hon-

est men who would gladly have aided him.

Having been deceived by many whom be

trusted implicitly, thwarted and covertly ob-

structed by subordinates, becoming more

and more disgusted and astounded the far-

ther he got into the operations of the land

transgressors, Mr. Hitchcock eventually be-

came almost unapproachable, and with his

infirmities of temper sometimes displayed

^ llic Ma« ;

I
*

(J) . s^*
u\\c or

UBifoAm
£<l>ri[ikl«l with a few drops of

'
F^jBijoArri.thc dainty.witch-

ing dentifrice, ilicbru.sli be
comes <i (<

;

iin u.ind.bcsiouiiHj

sparkling beauty upon the

I
teeth and perfuming ih<* breath

with the fragrance of the rose

25 CENTS

AT DRUGGISTS

r/ree ja/np/e. o/7ddre.sj. £. W//o> r < i

Don't form t<> mention Too Pacific Monthlj- wln-n dralinf with •drartlwn. It will b* ipprrclitrd.
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THOUSANDS Of ACRES TO BE

THROWN OPEN IN

CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles, Aug. 31.—Under the new
arrangement just announced, governing
the sixth opening in California lands, actual

residence upon the land is not necessary,
but it niu8t be improved with buildings,
orchards or irrigation ditches during the
first year, which insures population, active

and rapid growth. Applications may now
be filed for land in the new settlement up
to December first.

We will send you the New Plan Book of
Instructions to Home seekers for ten cents

(stamps or coin)and include a three months'

subscription to the Western Empire, a
valuable California magazine about the
wonderful industrial development of Cali-

fornia rural life, sports, adventure, etc.

Also sample copies of the Pacific Fruit
World and the Livestock Tribune, the two
leading farm and poultry papers of Cali-

fornia all for ten cents, which may result

in a long life and modest fortune for you.
Address Home Extension Committee,

No. 209 Chamber of Commerce, Los
Angeles, California.

For Outing*
or General Wear

\XfRITE ,0<i;>y ,or our Buckskin Catalogue. It give,
' * full descriptions of these ideal Bhoes for Men.
Women and Children.

No footwear more durable than Buckskins. None
lighter and cooler. All styles are made on anatomical
lasts, giving freedom and absolute comfort to the feet.

Shoe illustrated is the Men's, in either

Pearl or Tan Buckskin. All sizes to 11J4
at *4.00. Size 12. or larger, U. 50.

Women's Buckskins, ordinary height,
*4.00. Women's Oxfords, S3. 50.

We Imsue a general footwear catalog
alio, whlchwewlll mall you on request.

WETHERBY-KAYSER. SHOE CO.
219 South Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal. j

SHIRTWAIST, 99c

THE NfEOLECRAFT SHOP

You Embroider?
To advertise our shirt
waist patterns, we will
send to any address
this handsome shirt
waist pattern,
stampedforshadow
embroidery, com-
plete with floss for

working and lesson

showing how to do
the work, all for 99c.

IMPORTANT— Ifyou wish
yourparcelsentby registered
mail, enclose 8c extra.

382 Washington Street
PORTLAND, OREGON

fc

Opportunities
For Settlers

^

Is the title of a booklet that has just
been published by the Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company.

There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the
rich farming and fruit lands along the

Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.

A market for every variety of farm
and garden product is readily found in

Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P.

lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
Its.

Reliable Information concerning tim-
ber lands, farms, stock ranches, fruit
lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated adjacent to the O. W. P.
lines will be gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

W. P. KEADY, Land Agent

Portland Rail-wayLight&Power

Company
First and Alder Streets, Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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bad judgment. Nevertheless be did his best

under most tryinix conditions; lie pioneered

fearlessly in land-culprit pronation, and it

will be a UatU*g monument to his name that

cutions first really awoke public sentiment

the energy of those- same impartial prose-

against hmoVgnftiog.
This article would be incomplete without

pointing out another feature of the act of

June I. 1807. The same act that gave the

extraordinary privileges which have been

discussed, contained another item which sus-

|m'iii1imI for one year the effect of Grover

Cleveland's proclamation creating over

twenty million acres of the public domain

as forest reserves. The obvious intent

of this was to give the land-grabbers a

whole year tor opportunity to "initiate"

claims which would become available for

;," as soon as the suspension was re-

moved from the o|ieration of the twenty-mil-
lion acre proclamations. This is perhaps

merely further evidence of sinister de-

sign back of this extraordinary law. Since

the law itself gave the privilege of exchange
there was no excuse for the one year "sus-

pension" clause.

The Lighter Side

A Tear Later.

"By gad, this thing of working from six-

thirty in tbe morning till five-thirty at night
for forty-five doll.-irs a month is not what it 't

cracked ap to be."
• • •

One of the Two.
Gotroek*—What '• your hurry! Panic in

Wall street f

Quickrich—No, in a hurry to catch the

steamer. Going abroad for my health.

Gotrncks—Doetor or District Attorney f

• • •

Gratitude.

"Ladies," said the condemned murderer

through the grating of his rose-embowered

cell, "your flowers and your smiles has

touched me heart. If I'd only have knowed

youse before she cast her bad influence over

me—But anyway I HI git things ready for

youse in de next world. So long!"
• • •

Good Memory.
Binks—Great memory that fellow Jones

has, you know.
Jinks—How 's thatf

Binkg—Remembers trifles longer than any-
one I ever knew. I borrowed twenty dollars

from him n year ago, and he hasn't forgot-
>on it vet.

Style Book
or new Fall Fashions:

also a bid bundle of

latest shades and nov-

elties in Fabrics—all

sent Free.
We furnish all materials, linings, finding*, etc.,

and deliver to you by prepaid ri press man-tail-
ored, dressy garment* made to your order at Ihe
following prices:

Suits »7.5<> to *\.10 Silk Halt* CtlS.SO to OSS
Skirts S.SOto 14 Cloak* a.60 to SB
Bain and Automobile Coats *7.oO to •*»
From samples of over jjo newest material* you

may select goods most becoming and linings and
trimmings of any shade.

Models to Suit You

Yon need not order a
garment just as shown
in our catalog. You may
order the jacket of one
model with the skirt of
another, or change
sleeves, collar, back or
front of one jacket for
those of another: i. /.,

have your garment mad*
just as yciu wsnt it. Tbe
following n ever-broken

guarantee has appeared
In our advertisement!
in high-grade magaxiaea
for the past u seasons:

I Guaraatee to Fit and
Satisfy Yoa or Prompt-
ly Return Ye

than the ready-made."
fit better and therefore are more comfortable.

There Is comfort la a
garment cut and tailored
to your order. 1 1 doesn't
draw in one place, nor
feel too loose in another.

Our coat* are built on
shrunken canva* re-in-
forced with hair cloth.
Our akirts are cut full,
with a generous sweep.
Our garment* are "better
They are more dressy.

la* as* **« jo* oar valaabt* strl*
IsUat nalsrtsU. tsstlsMSlsIa

for'tak'lu aMassurssst
r Maw of'the Usloa aaa °«

'pTSoa^IlT'ssat

ALBERT M. HOFFHEIMER. Prut.

THE LADIES TAILORING CO.
336 <Powr <

BUg.. GndnniU. 0.
ft. B.—If jou prater. X will auks ap roar owi matrrUI-.

RECAMIER CREAM
For the Complexion

fl cure a bad
•kin and pre-
serve a good
one.

Used by cele-
brated beauties
fornearacentury

For tale Everywhere.

Two slioa

SOo and C I .OO

m SL M. Y. Gty
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Big

Money
in Fruit

Send

$100
Today

Many
Netting

$500 to

$1,000
the

Acre

OUR. YAKIMA FRUIT LANDS
Are best—they' re personally selected. None "just as good," though

they may look it. Specially choice tracts, cultivated, irrigated, planted
and cared for—terms for a short time are $20. 00 down and $6.00 a

month per acre. Tracts 5 to 15 acres, price $500 per acre. No
interest, no taxes, no water rent, no charge for care for five years.

Remit today, tell us how many acres you desire, and we will reserve a

tract for you.

Established 1881 CALHOUN, DENNY (Sb EWING, Inc. Department 10
SEATTLE, U. S. A.

North Yakiinn Representatives. Inland Real Estate Co., 18 YakimaAvt.

A New Distillate Engine
SVER since the introduction of

the low grade kind of gaso-
line known as "distillate,"

inventors and manufacturers

have been bending their ef-

forts to the perfection of an

engine which will most effectively use this

cheap and readily obtainable fuel.

The Alamo engine seems to meet all re-

quirements, and since its introduction in the

West some years ago has attained wide pop-
ularity. It has been the aim of the manu-
facturers of this engine to incorporate in it

all the various points that practice have
shown to be desirable, and the result repre-
sents the most modern development of en-
The manufacturers give the following de-

scription of the Alamo:
The simplicity and compactness of its de-

sign are apparent and the many strong points
readily understood. The governor is of the

three-ball type, which is universally recog-
nized as the most accurate of governing de-

vices and which locks all the mechanism

from the shaft back in regulating the speed,
thus saving the constant, useless wear and
tear on the valves and rods and the finely
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THE COEUR D'ALENC MINING DISTRia

or IDAHO

will this year produce close to

THIRTY MILLION DOLLARS
Mining men report two important strikes in

the district thismonth. One is on the No. 9 leva
of the Hecla, where it is said sixteen feet of

clean shipping ore has been encountered. Ex-
cepting the Bunker Hill & Sullivan, this is the

largest bodv of shipping ore found at like depth
in the camp. Before this' strike was made, the
Hecla had an ore reserve which at the present
rate of output could not be exhausted in nine

years, and the mine's dividend distribution has
reached a total of $1,320,000.00. The other strike
is reported on the 2200 foot level of the Tiger
Poorman, which is of the greatest importance,
as the mine has been a producer for over twenty
years and was lately reported worked out.

The Coeur d'Alenes have never been a fertile

field for wildcat mining, but one in which mines
are being developed for the product.

No lead camp of importance has been discov-
ered in the past ten years. The United States
not onlv consumes all her home product, but
last year paid duty on 164,000,000 pounds of

refined lead. This fact insures a good market
for the product for years to come and has great-
Iv stimulated lead mining. The Coeur d'Alene
district is today the world's greatest silver-

lead producer.
THE MAYFLOWER MINING & DEVELOP-

MENT COMPANY, LIMITED, promises to be-
come the next large producer of this camp.
The company owns by United States' patent
thirteen claims and one fraction. This group is

located in the center of the mineral bearing
zone, and carries over 6,000 feet of a vein, which
has been proven to carry commercial ore at

depth.
This is not a promotion scheme. .

During the last year over $30,000.00 were ex-

pended in patenting the claims and driving a
long cross-cut tunnel, which was lately com-
pleted, tapping the ledge at a depth of 960 feet.

Notwithstanding the fact that this tunnel en-
counters the ledge 250 feet west of the point
where shipping ore is exposed in the surface
workings, several lenses of high grade ore were
encountered. This is very gratifying to the
management as it demonstrates that ore lives

at this depth. Preparations are now being
made to drift west on these ore stratas until
the ore shoot which outcrops is encountered.
The present tunnel gives such great depth that
when an ore body of commercial importance is

encountered, the property will take rank with
the greatest producers of the district. The de-
velopment work is heing supervised by James
F. McCarthy, of the Hecla. who is probably the
most conservative mine-manager in the district.

The property has every advantage with re-

spect to accessibility and transportation, the
portal of the long tunnel being less than 300 feet
from the railroad. This will mean a great sav-
ing in the expense of handling ore.

I am offering only 50,000 shares of Treasury
Stock at Twenty Cents per share. Map and
full particulars sent on application.

WILLIAM A. NICHOLLS
Stocks and Bonds

105 Howard Street, Spokane, Wash.
P. O. Box 576

References:

Traders National Bank, Spokane, Wash.
Exchange National Bank, Spokane, Wash.
Bank of Montreal, Spokane, Wash.

adjusted parts necessary to a faultless igni-

tion system.

A glance at the igniter shows a long step

toward simplicity and convenience. The

working parts have been reduced to a mini-

mum and those that remain are constructed

in such a way as to eliminate ignitor trou-

bles, which have heretofore gone hand in

hand with the gas engine.

Instead of placing weights at the rim of

the fly-wheels, the counterbalance weights
are attached to the crank itself in such a

manner as to make them virtually a part of

it. The effect of this is to meet the force of

the explosions at the crank where they are

most effective, instead of at the rim of the

wheels where a great part of the efficiency is

lost in the twisting strain which such an ar-

rangement causes to pass through the whole

driving mechanism. Another point is found
in splitting the hub of the fly-wheels, thus

allowing them to cool without the internal

strain which is a necessary result of solid

wheel construction.

Every part of the engine is made to mi-

crometer measurements and all parts are

absolutely interchangeable.

The cylinder and piston, in place of being

plain gray iron are twelve per cent railroad

steel, which quadruples their wearing power;
this being the only engine built in which the

life of the wearing parts is given supreme
consideration.

But for service on the Western coast and
in the mining districts these points of ad-

vantage are wholly eclipsed by the Alamo
Distillate Carburetor. Many attempts have

been made to handle Western distillate In

some such way as to give it the same effi-

ciency as the Eastern gasoline, but hitherto

these attempts have been unsuccessful. The
Alamo Distillate Carburetor solves the prob-
lem completely; instead of taking the fuel

into the mixing chamber through a single

opening, as is done in practically all other

mixers, it is drawn in through from twenty
to thirty (depending on the size of the en-

gine) and is thoroughly broken up and vapor-
ized before it enters the ignition chamber.
The result is an economy in consumption
which is not approached by any other engine.
As a matter of fact, in every economy test

in which this engine has been entered and in

which it has been in competition with the

recognized standard makes, it has received

'the first award.

Perhaps the most universally appreciated

point about this engine is the ease with
which it can be started. Owing to the ar-

rangement of valves and ignitor, the engine
can be started with so little effort on the

part of the operator (the largest sizes being
started as easily as the smallest) as to be a

revelation to the onlooker.
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IT WILL PAY YOU
rPO investigate a ptopotttidta with an outliMik fur good,
*

big profits. In fact, everyl>ody is looking for just
sueh an opportunity, and Mnee we have that \ery

thing, it's up to you to drop us a line and learn of

THE HECTOR MINE
Remember, we re mining men in the best and safest mining
district in the United States for good investments,and have

picked out the Hector as a winner. It's to your inter

know something of the opportunity which is lure tor you.
The stock is only FIN B CENTS a share, and vou better

write to us at once. DO IT. IT WILL PAY YOU.

PARIS H. RENSHAW & COMPANY
WALLACE, IDAHO

nUHCM <:. I IKK

10,000 CLIENTS Scattered from
AFRICA to ALASKA

Client No. i is Thk American Mining & Trust
Co., a Wyoming corporation

Client No. 10,000 isthe C. O. Burns Co of 322 Fifth

Avenue, New York City

$200,000
We will collect Two Hundred Thousand Golden Dollars

this year from Bad Debts

We will collect some for yon If yoa will turn In your claims

We recently collected $75.00 for B. H. Bbnnrtts
of 740 Seventeenth Avenue, North Seattle, Wash-
ington. He read our Ad. and wrote for terms. You
better do likewise. Red Streaks of Honesty e

in everybody. We collect for everybody, everywhere

Merchant's Protective Association
SCIENTIFIC COLLECTORS OF HONEST DEBTS

Rooms 77. 78. 93. 94. 97, 98, 99 and 100

Commercial National Bank Building, Salt Lake City, Utah, U. S. A.

FRANCIS O. LUKE, Oraaral Manager

"Soma People Don't Like Ut."

Do not forgxt to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adwrtiaera. It will be
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HAVE YOU HEARD OF

HOOD RIVER, ORE.
The greatest apple growing valley

in the world ? Where fruit pays

from $500 to $1,500 per acre and

is marketed for you at the high-

est prices paid anywhere in the

world, while still on the tree.

Forty thousand acres finest apple

land still undeveloped. One hun-

dred thousand horsepower going

to waste in its streams. Let us tell

you about it. Address Publicity

Committee, Hood River Commercial

Club, Dept. A, Hood River. Ore.

DO IT NOW-TO-DAY

BUY FROM THE PRODUCER "

Pure California
A SKEIN OF BEAUTIFUL
GOLDEN SILK, just as it is

reeled from the
| /Z g-±

Silk
cocoons, sent oostpaid for

BEAUTIFUL
SILK
BOOK

Illustrated.

i. Tells all
r

j
about the
silk indus-

try and
how to

buy good
silks.

Sentfree
on request.

Samples of Dress Silks (various

colors) sent free. Write today.

Curtis Silk Farms
Dept. A, Los Angeles, California

1

* The STAR SAFETY RAZOR
"Yesterday, today and tomorrow" the best mechani-

cally perfect device for shaving with safety, dispatch, ease
and comfort that has ever been placed before the public.
Fitted with a keen forged and concaved blade that cuts the

beard and will not pull. No burning after effect and will not

irritate the skin as is often the case if thin metal blades or

poor cutting razors are used. Read the following letter

and consider carefully before being induced to buy any other make of

(so termed) Safety Razor. No razor, even if protected by a guard
can be considered a Safety Razor unless it shaves clean and in other ways
carries out what we say for our Star Safety Razor.

A TESTIMONIAL FROM A CUSTOMER
No. 424 Robert St.. Baltimore, Aug. 6th, 1907.

Kampfe Bros.. New York. N. Y.

Gentlemen:—The continued and solid satisfaction that I am obtaining from your Safety-
Razor impels me to give you this testimonial.

I did not discontinue the use of ordinary razors because 1 could rot use them but because after

a trial some eight years ago of your razor, the Star Safety, I found that the ease, rapidity and
comfort with which shaving could be accomplished with it was so marked that I have rarely, if

ever, used an ordinary razor since. In this day of widely advertised Safeties with non-sharpening paper-like blades, would say
riglit here that none that I have seen will produce anything like the results of the Star, to which 1 still cling.
The blades of the non-sharprning razors are apparently too thin to pro-

duce the best and pleasant results, and the way that the lather is gathered up
with the Star is an added advantage. My Star, with two blades, is still in

first class condition, after eight years of service. Respectfully yours,
(Signed) Clauds L. Woolley.

Star Safety Razors, sets $1.50 and up. Star Safety Razor with one blade,

strop and automatic stropping machine, $4.50. Illustrated catalog on request.

The SUr Safety Con Ri«r, $1.00. Simple, safe and sure. On sale by all dealers, or sent you on receipt of $1.00*

Star Safety Razors on sale by dealers all over the world, or sent on receipt of price,

KAMPFE BROS., 8 Reade St., NEW YORK
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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TRADEMARK

1

For those of our friends who do not
know that Shawknit socks are made In
over 100 styles,M have hud j.repared at
a KTeat expense, u most inten
attractive catalog showing many of our
style* In realistic color effects.

By possessing one of these catalogs,
you may keep in touch with the :

styles and may order direct, should
your local dealer be unable t

vide them.
We will gladly send you one of these

catalogs, if you will write for it. It

is, we think, the handsomest stock-

ing catalog ever issued. No expense
has been spared to make it so.
We show below a special assort*
ment of plain colors, stripes, em-
broideries and White Interior
cotton socks put up in .

package consisting of one-half
dosen, styles as follows :

M •.;--.

par pair or

•II palra la

a hue. 1*.in*

box (or II J*.

Tr«i|.i-r,

lion rh»rrc«

prepaid toaa*

part ol lh« V. ».

If Jcm oaawot

prorata Shaw,

knit aocka from

your local dealer,

w* aboald W plaaard 1

to tU aowr trial ordar.1

0^

ftW

aw

o
i

*

ID?s*

V5 •
''̂

V

Style 3S8. Rich «ary Rlor
., I0S9. Abaci.Irl> fan, S\0»-

UCI
„ D«>. Ban Illar Orea.d alia

Wbllc Hair Lla* Strip**.
Style 191*20. I SOW SLACK, cm.

hr.i.lcrrd vita etaall

blur c» In cardlaal ellk.

Style 3«r 10. Huh s«,, Hiar. taw
broldrrrd la aaiall

lifarcc ailh wbltr ajlth.

Style SPI. Rick. Dark I

•alitor* aotaida,
aanltar* pact

wait* la.

%'%
SHAW STOCKING COMPANY, 27 Smith St., Lowell, Mass.

Don't forpat to mention Ttie I'arlflc Monthly when d*«llnr *rtth adTt-rtlMra. It will b« ipprc-. laid.
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Where the Government Makes Homes
The United States Government is spending more than 41, 000,000 to put under irrigation the Valley at Hermiston,

Oregon. There is a reason for it.

President Roosevelt Says : "With an adequate supply of water a farm of five acres in some parts of the arid

West, or 40 acres elsewhere, is as large as can be successfully tilled by one family."

Government Reports Show that : The irrigator gets a larger return from his land e^ch year than the farmer

depending on natural rainfall, gets any year.

Government Irrigation Here Means : That the land has been tested by the Government and proven to be of

highest grade; that water all year 'round is assured by the Government; that the settler is protected by the

Government.

Do You Want to Know: What the Government is doing at Hermiston; why these lands are under National

Irrigation: what profits are to be made; how to get a home? Lands from 475.00 to 4125.00 per acre; easy

.erms. We will gladly tell you and give you literature, maps, etc. Just write us. We like to answer questions.

HERMISTON REALTY CO., Box "B," HERMISTON, ORE.

INVEST IN COPPER
It is a well known fact that copper stocks have proven to be the most attractive and

remunerative of all mining investments, and with the price of copper steadily

advancing, will bring even larger returns.

THE COMET GOLD & OOPPER MINING COMPANY
is located in the very heart of the copper belt of the famous COEUR d' ALENES,
and bids fair to make a mine within a short time. We are making a final offering of

a small block of Treasury Stock at TEN CENTS per share ;
can you afford to

miss this opportunity? For further information, address

JOSEPH F. WHELAM, p.o.boxsb*, Wallace, Idaho
WRITE FOR FREE MAP OF THE DISTRICT

Agents Wanted
for the largest profit-

making land proposition
on the market today

^^=_^_^___ We want energetic agencies
for our proposition

—We
own 9,489 acres of the richest cane sugar
lands in State of Vera Cruz, Mexico. We
sell the land, give perfect title, and then con-
tract for 50 years to plant, cultivate and

harvest; make the sugar and pay the land

buyer the profit, which is the surest and
richest in all the world of agriculture.

Complete booklets, literature and in-

formation by writing us at once.
Don't let the other fellow beat you to it, but
write today.

Tampico SugarCo.
Fifth Floor Union Trust Kids.

Los Angeles, California

References:
Broad-way Bank CSX, Trust Co.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Every One True to Name
L. = - i ... - I —^-1

Well Developed, with Strong Healthy Roots.

FRUITORNAMENTAL
The Largest and Finest Stock on the Coast

ALL SORTS ORDER NOW

BURBANK'S NEW CREATIONS

Santa Rmsa Plum Rutland. Plumcot
Gavlota Plum Formosa Plum

Vesuvius, the beautiful foliage plum
Royal and Paradox Walnuts

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

Valuable Illustrated General Nursery Catalogue Sent Free.

PAID UP CAPITAL S200.000.00

FANCHER CREEK NURSERIES. Inc.
GEO. C. ROEDING, Pres. and Mgr-

Box 27, Fresno, California

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Zfxe

A\OST
BEAUTIFUL ADDITION
toPORTLAND. OREGON.

ROSE
CITY PARK is right in the midst of Portland*,

marvellously increasing residence section. This property
was withheld from the market for many years by jealous

owners. Free now, through the efforts of a syndicate of Portland's
wealthiest citizens, it has developed into the most popular home
location in this city of over 200,000 people. Since March, over

1,500 lots have been sold. There still remain many desirable *

locations which will be sold upon favorable terms.

CRose
City Park is 2^ miles from down town, crossed by the very best of street car service

and is highly improved. Every street is graded; cement sidewalks and curbs have been laid;
city water has been piped throughout; building restrictions and lines have been rigidly enforced;
telephone and electric light service have been established; scores of homes have been erected during
the past summer and many families have already taken up their abode in this beautiful home spot.

CA large percentage of Portland people have already invested in Rose City Park, while several
of them have resold their lots for advances varying from 25ft to 100ft. It is an exceptionally

attractive residence proposition and one of the best investment opportunities ever offered by Portland.

M Impressed with a desire to settle the property rapidly, we have placed the lots upon the market

^i, at extremely reasonable prices. They vary from $450 to •1000. We have sold upon terms of

10ft cash in advance and monthly payments of 3 ft of the purchase price.
We issue a contract for tale

in which we guarantee the improvements and deed the property in fee simple to the heirs of any
person who dies after paying one-half the purchase price. Abstract it furnished free.

CWe
have inaugurated a selling plan that will interest people outside of Portland that we will be

pleased to explain. If j ^u would participate in the tremendous prosperity that is now prevalent
over the magnificent Northwest, write for further details. The demand for lots has exceeded our

greatest expectations
and prompt action will be necessary to secure a choice location. Of one thing,

anybody who knows will assure you; that is that Portland real estate will never go backward,
another thing, you can assure yourself by investigation, that real estate values are increasing more rapidly
in Portland than in any city of the United States. Questions about this investment faithfully answered.

Booklet mailed FREE on request

Hartman & Thompson
Room 1 '-J. Chamber of Commerce PORTLAND, OREGON

Do not rorc*t to mmtton Th« PsrIBc Monthly when dtillH with artnrthwn. It will he tpprerlatoo.
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IRRIGATION
IN

SUNNY IDAHO
Perpetual vvater

Rights, $30 fter Acre

In searching tor irrigated lands look

for those possessing the following

essentials :

1. Absence or alkali.

2. Perfect drainage.

3. Adequate water supply.

4. Heavy growth or sage hrush.

If you find these you can he assured

lhat the soil will produce anything

g-own in the temperate zone.

SUCH ARE THE LANDS NEAR

MOUNTAIN HOME
Elmore County, Idaho

On mam line of the Oregon Short Line Ry. (Union Pacific System)

For complete information and descriptive pamphlets, address

J. A. SIFFERT, Secretary Mountain Home Commercial Cluh, or

The Great \Vestern Beet Sugar Co.
Home Office:

9rfoun.ta.in Home, Idaho

Branch Office:

303-4-5-6 Boston Block, Seattle, Wash.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Largest in Entire Southwest,
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HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS
Wood Rollers Tin Rollers

Bear the script name of Stewart
Hartshorn on label.

Get "Improved," no tacks required.

WESTERN HOMESTEADS COEUR D'ALENE INDIAN RESERVATION
NOW is the time to prepare to file on a claim at the time of the opening of the Coeur d* Alene Reservation, one of the richest sections of the

State of Washington. Join the Coeur d*Alene Reservation Information Bureau, an organization officered by responsible business men of Tckoa,
Washington, "The Gateway to the Reservation," who are thoroughly familiar with the entire reservation, conditions governing the opening, gov-
ernment requirments, etc MEMBERSHIP ONLY $10.00, entitling members to all necessary information to secure a home. Such an oppor-

tunity will never again be offered. Public lands are nearly exhausted. WRITE TODAY FOR APPLICATION BLANKS, ETC.

COEUR D' ALENE RESERVATION INFORMATION BUREAU
Reference: Lombard & Co., Bankers, Tekoa, Washington TEKOA, WASHINGTON

INCORPORATE IN ARIZONA COSTS LESS THAN ELSEWHERE
ADVANTAGES ARE WORTH THOUSANDS

No franchise tax in Arizona. No stock subscriptions required before incorporating-. Any kind of stock may be
issued and paid up in cash, services or property. Transact business anywhere. Stockholders exempt from company
liability. No public statement required and no books need be kept for public inspection anywhere, IF INCOR-
PORATED IN ARIZONA. President Stoddard was for many years officially in charge of incorporating business and
is residence agent for many thousand companies. All blanks, law, by-laws and particulars free. Companies incor-
porated on receipt ofreasonable deposit on account and telegram stating- name, capital, shares and authorized debt.

STODDARD INCORPORATING COMPANY, PHOENIX, ARIZONA Reference any bank in Arizona.

ARMY AUCTION BARGAINS
Old Pistols - • - $ .50 up
Offlcera' Swords, new- $1.75
Cavalry Sabres,

<* » 1,60

Army Pur Cap,
" • 2.00

T Shot Carbine,
" - 3.50

Tents - $1.90 up
Rifles- - 1.95 "

Army Saddles - - 3.00 "
' Bridles- - - 1.00 «
" Wgine, pr. * .15 "

1»07 MII.ITUtV BWCYCLOPEDICCATA.
I,(U;i F, ($1.00 book), 260 large pageH, thousands beauti-
ful illustrations—wholesale, retail prices of 15 acres GOVT.
AUCTION SALE goods, mailed 15 cents (stampsj.

FRANCIS ltWVKKMAV. 501 Broadway, New York

OREGON
P" I f% ft Write for free illustratedF n K Rfl ^ booklet giving full inform- 1

I lr\ II IYI %# ation and prices of Beauti-B
ful Willamette Valley and Coast FARMS. AddressI
1 YEREX BROS. CO.J^ 909 GO0DNOUGH BLDG. PORTLAND, OREGON kw

The Wild Man of Borneo

KILLS
DANDRUFF

BORNOL
THE MAGIC

HAIR GROWER

Crows Luxuriant
Eyebrows

Stops Hair From
Falling Out

One SOc Jar Positively Does It

Send 10c In stamps for trial
tube. Write for pamphlet and
testimonials.

BORNEOOILCO.
118 California St. San Francisco, Cal.

FOR SALE

AT COS!U.S. GOVT. PUBLICATIONS
These publications are official and are authorities on the sub-
jects treated. Many of them are magnificently illustrated.
They relate to all branches of knowledge, including Agricul-
ture, Live Stock,Manufacturing, Commerce, Mining and Fish-
eries, Military, Naval and Diplomatic Affairs, Laws of the U.
S., American History, Engineering, Mechanics, Medicine,
Hygiene. All branches of Science, Astronomy, Anthropology,
Zoology, Chemistry. Geology. Forestry, and Fish Culture, etc.
Send for FREE CATALOGS and price lists of subjects in
which yon are interested. Address Superintendent of
Documents, Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D. C.

MOUNTAIN HOME, IDAHO
REAL ESTATE

Irrigated land in the Snake River valley that will

produce in great abundance all kinds of fruit, grain
and vegetables.

Delightful climate, good well water at a depth of
eight to twenty feet, noalkali.

Deeded land with water rights ranging in value
from $40.00 to $2co.oo per acre.

Investments pay from 15 to 30 per cent.

An Ideal Home for the Homeseeker
For further information address

HOGAN GAINES
Mountain Home* Idaho

Reference 1

Citizen's State Bank

.<-

§
3oooVio,ooo

1 A Year in the

REAL ESTATE
BUSINESS.

We will teach yon by mail the REAL ESTATE, GENERAL
BROKERAGEandlftStJRANCEBUSINESSand appoint you

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operative real estate and broker-
age company in America. Representatives are making $3,000
to $10,000 a year without any investment of capital. Excel-
lent opportunities open to YOU. By oar system you can make
money in a few weeks without interfering with your present
occupation. Our co-operative department will give you more
choice, salable property to handle than any other institution
in the world. A Thorough Commercial Law Course free
to each representative. Write for 62-page book. free.
THE CROSS COMPANY, 881 Reaper Rlock, Chicago
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MENNENS
BORATED TALCUM

TOILET POWDER
Si

mi .>4FTER
2* REJECTION

_t

WHITE-
GLYCERINE' <5oae»

Inspect, reflect and use your judg-
ment—then TOO will always insist on

baring No. 4711 White Rose Glycer-
hie S
This is true because it has a de-

lightfully soft ami soothing effect,
and because of its exquisitely delicate
and refund aroma.

Ft kl>. ,[ I HI VS. C.Ur«»/»,<kn—y.

Baaak
utftMUJU x KKoprr,

)••• Ur-.ew.,. Raw Vera,. N.T.

Send Urte, tn rtempe for • foil A

aiaeejunpla c

it la new poeltieelT known th»t mi
rerm, honoe la e recular rerm dleeeee. fiau'a Hair JUnvwtr
promptly elope faJllnaj hair beceueo It daelroya the nraiwhich produce thie trouble. It elao deelroye the dendruff
forma, end reatoree the eoelp to e heelthy coudltion.

Tormula: Olroeria. Capairaaa, Bejr Baas. Seli'bar. Tee.

"The new kind" doe. not change toeanloraf the keir.
sruui«x.u.,>.s

"

IT 15 WnRTH
lXHE price

Berause the

Krementz
Collar Button

costs more to manu-
facture than any
other gold- plated
collar button on the

t. Then
v gold in it. Not

mere wash or dip, but a layer of

gold rolled on the supporting metal. W
r than any other button made. The

quality is stamped on back and guarair
All first-class dealers keep them.

of Collar Button" gives all itylcs and

FREE for atkfng.

hKIMIM/ A CO.
>! i I.. - 1 1 mi St. Newark. V A

ISjo't torcet to nientloo Tbe ferine Mommy when dee line with adrertlaere. It will be appreciated
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Make Note of This
The majority of business men who deal

in staple commodities are not speculators

by chance, no matter how alluring the

prospects. In seeking an outlay for their

surplus cash.they prefersome-

thing tangible, something that

possesses value which they

can see and understand.

For instance the business

men know there is nothing equals

Smelter Bonds for securities. We are

offering 6% first mortgage gold coupon
bonds of the Pacific Reduction Com-

pany, in denominations of #1100,

interest payable annually, principal

payable in twenty years.

These bonds are being sold for the

purpose of erecting a custom smelter

in the center o. the richest mineral

belt of Nevada and California. The
erection of this smelter will fill a long
felt want, as this whole region has

an unlimited amount of smelting ore

ready to be treated. Transportation

facilities are perfect.

During the next sixty days, to initial

investors of these bonds, the Pacific

Reduction Company will give as a

bonus, ten shares of its stock with

each bond. Par value of stock #10

per share.

Send at once for a copy of our

monthly magazine which tells the

whole story of this enterprise.

Address

POSTER BROTHERS
516 Bumiller Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIPORNIA
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TheFame of the Log Cabin Can

YOU
will always find uniform purity and flavor in the

Log Cabin Can. That is what Towle has insisted

upon ui the making of Towle's Log Cabin Maple

Syrup. The Log Cabin Can is known from one end of the

country to the other as the pledge of uniform quality, absolute

purity and full measurement in syrups.

The Towle Maple Syrup Company is the oldest and

the largest maker of pure maple syrups anywhere in the world.

The Towle reputation is something that money cannot buy—
but it is back of every Log Cabin Can. It protects you against

adulteration and insures your having the purest and best syrup*.

Towle'sLogCabinMaple Syrup
Towle's Log Cabin

c
â
e

pTe
nd

Syrup
Towle's Log Cabin Pen-o-che Syrup
are all put up in Log Cabin cans as illustrated above. Whether you buy a can once a week,

once a month or once a year, you will find the flavor and the quality always the same.

This uniform quality is due to the purity of the materials and to the superior process by

which the famous Log Cabin Syrups are made. When you buy syrups, insist upon getting

the Log Cabin Can— for then you know the syrup is pure, wholesome, delicious, and of a

flavor exquisite.

To every reader of ttm advertisement who will tend us 10 cents in coin or

•tamp*, we will forward at once poatpaid a kandiomt tiltrr plated trxpooa ai

illustrated below. The picture it three-fourth* actual me of ipooo you will receive.

There u a lag on every Log Cabin Can which may be lued to secure aa many

spoon* a* you want.

Send for the little book,
"
From Camp to Table," also for

"
Pen-o-che Secrets

"
Both

contain many splendid recipes for candy making and dinner desserts, besides other valuable

information for the housewife. Both books are free for the asking.

The Towle Maple Syrup Company, 44 Custer St., St. Paul, Minn.

^ —#
Don't torftt to mention Ttaa Pacific Montblv whan naallnf with advarttaara. It will b* appreciated.
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DR. WHITEHALL'S MEGRIMINE
RELIEVES ALL FORMS OF

HEADACHEandNEURALGIA
Iii twenty to thirty minutes. Send a postal today for trial box. We send it without cost.

Megrimlne has been used so extensively for painful nervous troubles by hospitals, sani-
tariums and the general public for twenty years that it now is a standard remedy in the
home. A trial is sufficient to recommend it to others. Ask any druggist or address

Ihe DR. WHITEHALL MEGRIMINE COMPANY. 336 N. Main Street, South Bend, Ind.

For More than a Century
various disorders of the stomach and bowels,
such as indigestion, sour stomach, heartburn,
biliousness, both in adults and children, have
been relieved by

HENRY'S
Calcined Magnesia
a mild and pleasant remedy. Corrects acidity, assists diges-
tion and relieves constipation. Take the genuine only—it

requires a smaller dose than imitations and is doubly effica-
cious without harshness. In use since 1772. Bottle sealed
with old-styte British "Inland Revenue" stamp bearing name
THOs. A WILLm. HENRY .?£

ld
.
in the United States

MiMrHPSTPD Wltn tne name °f SchieffehnmAPiwnts 1 tK & Co. on label, which secures
wrapper. Refuse inferior substitutes. Ask your druggist.

Consumption
Book

This valuable med
leal book tells In
plain, simple lan-
guage howConsump-
tion can be cured In
your own home. If
you know of any one
suffering from Con-
sumption. Catairh.
Bronchitis. Asthma

or any throat or lung
trouble, or are yourself

afflicted, this book will help you
**„»„„«* toacure. Even If you are in the
advanced stage of the disease and feel
there is no hope, this book will show youhow others have cured themselves after all
remedies they had tried failed, and they be-
lieved their case hopeless.
Write at once to the Vonkerman Con-sumption Remedy Co. |0S3 Water Sreet

Kalamazoo, Mich., and tttey will glad I v senrf
you the book by return mall fref and alsoa generous supply of the New Treatment,
absolutely free, for they want every suil

,?
r
.

e
.
r
,£ ?t

Te
X'

8
.^onderful cure before

It is too late. Don't wait—write today itmay mean the saving of your life

Crooked Spines Made Straight

Try The Sheldon Appliance

30 Days at MY Risk
onlT^r"^', risk a penny- N° matter bow seri-ous your case Is, no matter what other methods
you We tried I know the Sheldon Appliance will
bring you relief. I want you to know It, and 1 wil
gladly give you a 30 days' trial to prove it at my™k -

,

Wr
.',

t
fl

eatonc
.
e torm7 book ^d learn aboutmy scientlnc method, and how to try the Appli-ance without risk or obligation on your part.

.^"h'n
6

.'

Splnal we»kneM or Curvature destroy
SnJ a™p,? neMkor r" ,n your CD,ld '

8 llfe - The Shel-&f f ha9 co
'7ected thousands of cases Inboth old and young. You can do away with bunts! v

ufKht
CS?^n1 6upp°n8 - The Sheldon Appnane'e

L„ 5?,'
d °°o1 ""OKlves a feeling of strength and

activity as soon as you put It on
H

Tou need not suffer a day longer the Inefflclencvthat comes from a weak or deformed back-JoJ
shaned \IZ W* C

?'!,
d gJ

ow up weak and
7
™-

hiiapcd. bend to me today for my book and learnhow to get the style of Appliance you? particular

Y
S

,?ow„
ed
4\an<1 how I glve y°a a 30 days' tria"

vZ-ZSiw \°
y°u

,
ree,f °r K> «°e afflicted one In

do"pr?sident.
m<> n°W- Addre88 Mr' Shel"

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.,138 10th Street, Jamestown, N.Y.

HAIR. ?t? GROWTH
Acopyrighted book — new. Particularly interesting
to every person troubled with dandruff, falling ofthehair or baldness. Edition limited. Write for free
copy today.

The Modern Vacuum Cap Company
573 Barclay Block Denvr-, Colorado

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers It will be appreciated.
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CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS and CATARRH
CURED — FREE"

I Trl.

I
I •run
I

lpo...i
I

rial Trent im-nt iii liaeJaa bamf aal |iaan ai lb ij

loccthcr wits an eleraatlir Uluatraard book tellin» aU about it. will be

to anroor afflicted with t neaaaapll iia. bioaraitia. aataraa. catarrh.

ujr noec. ikro« or teat usable la offer w rnn that tbe cure cu
porJlrrelr be rude ia tbe peucat'aowa roora. without chance ol chauur.
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Taia new direct treatment. Condor
Inhalation.
time pain in either luar or be*

ihowldvr l>lad<— , heui-
nmrrhago, n|>ttt ini; tt]i nuUter.
rougha that atay, tlirttrult

breathing, lingering inlil»,
ln-nil iHiUi-a, m\v tlinuit, .tuft-

ed ayaaaa, foulliri'Htli . frMT
or chilli,, night areata.

l general wrakuraa.lorr of

weight or atrength.
r t c - , and b Bow curiae 9$ oat

of every 100 carer treated ia

I'biienii. Art*., ledlo. CaL.
and other coaroarptiie cemrn.

By mraaaof rapor from bum-

ini apaJtllrtbebealincpower,
ol the dircorery are drawn into

aorc or lunra and iaetaatly pen
etrate and IHelnfert. tbe

I Li- rated Tlaeuea.
Thh) Inhalation metbod at oace

dewroya andcleara oat tarpotaon

gersaa. open* warred celrr, looaraa aad throw, of the dutfreelag moras,

ebailda tiseeea, heal, lung ca.hira. aad createa bodily auenrth and

rigor. II roe arc taking aaedkiac 5 T O P.

Write today, amir* wbal yoa wlah to be eared ol. and by re-

turn mail you will recei.e complete tnal trearjaeat aad Uloatrated

book, both abaolutelr free. Addreaa. without rrarnp. or raoaey

CONDOR CURE CO., 2*9 Coador ftalldiar. Loa Aageka. CaL

A Happy

Marriage
Depend* largely on a knowl-

edge of the whole truth about

aeir and an and their relation

to life and health. ThU knowl-

edge doea not come intelligently of Itaelf. nor cor

rectly from ordinary ereryday aourcea.

SEXOLOGY
i Illustrated)

By H'itltam H. Hailing, A. A/., V. D.

It conuin* in one volume :

Knowledge a Young Man Should Hare
Knowledge a Young Huahnnd Should Hare.

Knowledge a Father Should Hare.

ledge a ratberShould Impart to Ilia Son.

Medical Knowledge a Iloaband Should Hare.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Hare.

Knowledge a Young Wife Should Bare.

Knowledge a Mother should Hare.

Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Bar Daugn

Medlral Knowledge a Wife Should HaT*. ,

"Sejoloarj" ra en.lor.c.1 aad !« In the llbrarleaofthe heads
Of oar ao»ernu»'nt and thi meat eminent phralrinne.

aiaailian laiMwaane and laajers thrnagtinal the country.

Rich Cloth Blnulna. Full Bold Stamp. Illustrated. 12.00

Write for "Othei Peoplel Opinions" aad Tabic ot Cuna. all,

Puritan Pub. Co., Dept. .45,Phila.,Pa.

ComfortYour

SkinTortured

BABIES

CUTICURA
A warm bath with Cuti-

cura Soap and a single

anointing with Cuticura

Ointment, the great Skin

Cure, will afford instant re-

lief, permit rest and sleep,

and point to a speedy cure

ofthemost distressingforms

of eczemas, tetters, rashes,

itchings, irritations andcha-

fings when all else fails.

Ouaranteed absolutely pom. and may be used

Depot* : London. 77' aauteraouar So : Pane. S
Baa da la Pal* ; fiHaai Drag dt Cwnm. Carp- Soli
Pmpa. aarRat tjea7ca»Jcura Book on the Skav

Don't forget to mention Tbe Pacific Monthly when dealing wltb adrertlaer*. It will be appreciated.
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£ffiN£SEJAa£
Direct from the

Orient

FINEST
deep green Chinese Jade with

pure gold (24 karat fine) mountings.
Made by Chinese workmen under our

personal supervision. We do not handle
imitation or cheap grades of Chinese Jewelry.
Our Chinese hand made solid gold jewelry is

Extremely Fashionable

Intrinsically Valuable
Rings, Brooches, Pendants, Necklaces,
Bracelets, Scarf Pins, etc. Every design
artistic and seldom two patterns alike.
We ship selection packages, express
prepaid, for approval. Learn how to

buy the best Chinese Jade. BEAUTI-
FUL SOUVENIR BOOKLET No. 5

"JADE'Treeon request. Large regular
Diamond, Watch, Jewelry and Silver-
ware Catalog No. 5 also sent on request.

BROCK & FEAGANS
IMPORTING JEWELERS

437-439-441 BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES. CAL.

"Always Round" Extension Tables

The Celebrated Nash Patent

No other article of furniture lends the same air of
distinction

;
refinement and beauty to the home as a

round dining table, one that is NOT oval when
extended, but always round. Top of the Nash
Extension Table is solid, no unsightly crack through
the center. Extended to any desired size by adding
circular leaves around edge. As strong when
extended as a solid top, bears any weight. Found
absolutely practical after two years use in hundreds
of homes. Send for booklet giving full information.

Carl Enos Nash Co.
948 East Second St., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

California's Model Colony Now Open

THE FAMOUS

Yucaipa Valley
60 miles from Log Angeles, adjoining Redlands the
Gem Home City of Southern California. 14,000
acres of California's richest soil, all in cultivation,
an elevation of 1.800 to 3,000 feet, a climate un-
excelled, flowing wells, never failing springs, soil
30 feet deep, ideal for alfalfa, vegetables, corn, hay,
grain, oranges, grapes, peaches, cherries, apples,
apricots, figs and olives. Crop failures unknown.

Maps, booklets and rebate certificates upon application,

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA COLONIZATION BUREAU
207 C, West Third St., Los Angeles, Cal.

TRIAL CAN FREE

ENAMELS
For Floors, Furniture, Wood-
work: Oak, Cherry, Mahogany,

Walnut, Etc.

ENAMELS FOR OLD OR NEW WOODWORK
Wears like Cement—Dries over night with

Brilliant Gloss. Contains no Japan or
Shellac. Write at once for Free Booklet,
Color Card and List of Dealers.

Transparent "Floor-Shine" for Hardwood
Floors, Linoleums and Furniture. Sample
can by mail free; send ioc (to pay postage);
enough for a table, chair or a kitchen cabi-
net.

Address FLOOR-SHINE CO., St. Louis, Mo.

"If you are a dealer write for the agency'*

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Fibre

Plantfrom
which npt
and arJagt
it made

Millions Are Being Made By Growing

ROPE FIBRE
a*| ^^ ^^ O/ DD^\C I TP is the average derived from

| ^J ^J /q Wm V»/ I the growing of Maguey or

Hcnequin Hemp for rope and twine. H.T. Edwards,
Fibre Expert, U. S. Bureau of Agriculture, reports as follows:

"The average price in San Francisco has been $140 gold
per ton (7c a pound . There has at all times been a ready
market for the fibre. The cost of production, including all

expenses, ready for shipment, leaves a net profit of over 1 00
per cent., making the cultivation of the Maguey plant one of
the most profitable industries of this Republic."

Annual imports of this fibre into the United States amount to

520,000,000
A large fibre plantation is now being financed, and shares are offered

at a price which will net the above profit. Thousands of tons of cordage
arc used every year, and the demand has always exceeded the supply.

This company will maintain a large plantation, and also sell land

and plants to settlers who prefer to own their properties.

\*fp ITTF 'or complete information, "Facts and Figures about
wwlml I t Fibre in Mexico," United States Government Reports,

twenty pertinent facts, prospectus fully explaining the methods and objects

of this company, and sample of the fibre.

WEST COAST EIBRE COMPANY
D.pi. A

732 H. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

Do Dot forget to mention Tbe Pacific Monthly wnra <Wllnc wits adrrrtlm. It will bt appreciated.
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1867 1907

40 Years Test

ELECTRO
SILICON

Is Unequalled for

Cleaning and Polishing
SILVERWARE.

Send address for a FREE SAMPLE,
or 15 cents in stamps for a full box,

Electro-Silicon Soap has equal merits.
Thb Electro Silicon Co., 30 Cliff Street. Mew York.

Grocers and Druggists sell It.

See that tfie^ ^
bigred"\"iaoathe

.,
label of (he bottle. If it

m i«o't, then you are not gettioff ,

>< ,'
n One." And if you don't get

3 in One" you don't get the best oil 1

and the only oil for lubricating, cleaning,
}

j
polishing and preventing rust. Try ten
cents worth for oiling sewing machine,

I typewriter, fire srms, clocks, loclts, or
I polishing piano, table, chairs, preventing j

^tarnish
on nickel bathroom fixtures, j

^
FREE generous sample bottle and j
a valuable boolt. Write to-day.
G. W, COLE COMPANY.

39 Broadway
.New York City.

Ahhm

*A LIMITED OPFERl
Ifyou want the plans of this attractive six room,
modern Bungalow, act quickly. The design will
not appear again and the regular price will be re-
sumed after this issue. Planscann- tbe duplicated
elsewhere for less than $25. Cost ofbuilding, $2000.

Some of Its Special Features
Spacious veranda, large living room with old-fash-
ioned fi replace. Bookcases
and ceats. Also heavy col-
umned arches, built-in buf-
fet, beam ceilings and pan-
eled wainscoting. Modern
conveniences, best materials.
Basement if desired and two
bedrooms with bath upstairs.
A very attractive and popular
design. Our handsome book,
"California Bungalows" con-
tains scores of similar de-
signs, with floor plans, esti-

mates, etc. Price only 53c.

E. W. STILLWEU & CO.
6T7COESSOB8 TO

R.N.LAMBERTH&CO.
D Cpt.X. Los Angeles, Cal.

PurityBooks
'Ignorance is Vice,"—Socrates.

SYLVANUS STALL, D. D.

The Self™*
Sex Series
is endorsed by
hundreds of emi-

nent persons like:

Dr.Joseph Cook,
Rev, Chas. M, Sheldon,
Kev. F. B. Meyer,
Dr. Theo. L.'Cnyler,
Dr, Francis E. Clark,

Bishop Vincent,
Wilbur Chapman, D.D.

"Pansy,"
Frances E. Willard,

Lady H. Somerset,

Eminent Physicians and

Hundreds of Others.

4 BOOKS TO MEN. Bj srinau Bun. D. s.

What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
What a Young Man Ought to Know.

What a Young Husband Ought to Know.
What a Man of 45 Ought to Know.

4 BOOKS TO WOMEN. Bj Mrs. Msrr Wood-Allen, M.U., and
.Mrs. £mm. F. A. Dnke, M. 1>.

What a Young Girl Ought to Know.
What a Young Woman Ought to Know.

What a Young Wife Ought to Know.
What a Woman of 45 Ought to Know.

Price, $1.00 per copy, post free. Send for table of contents.

Vir Publishing Co., ^VMhiST*
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The Varnish

that lasts longest

Made by Murphy Varnish Company.

Bay Trees
Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Fine and Rare Conifers

Hollies, Peonies, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs

and Vines, Fruit Trees, Walnuts

J. B. PILKINGTON, PORTLAND, OREGON
NURSERYMAN Importer and Qrower

BENSDORPS
ROYAL DUTCH

COC

IT'S COCOA TIME NOW.
BENSDORPS u the Coco* of

PURITY, QUALITY and ECONOMY
Its Double Strength M/N your cocoa. Of highest

will save you V^^y quality, yet most economical

is the Cocoa in the Yellow Wrapper.
Jt trial can. making IS cupt, «#nf for IO contt.

Stephen L. Bartlett Co., Importers, Dept. 35, Boston, Mass.
Milk Chocolate ? Yes. Benadorp makes it. A»k for it.

Do not forgot to meet too TU Pacific Monthly who* d>«lln» with adTorlUen. It will bo inprorUtod.

bfjsw

COCO:
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SAVE
THE

BOY
Don't let him carry
water. He's too val-

uable for other work
that is less irksome.

The Columbia Ram
he is holding willlifta

p" ntiful supply. ,

No effort. No worry. \
Works day and night.

r
-

f' 1

iTE^COMPANY j

GrayMoiors
1 H.P. Complete Outfit

mm not bare—and guaran-

2
teed to develop more
thi

" $65han31-2H.P.—in fact,
it is as powerful as most
4 H.P. enaines.
We built and equipped a new fac-

tory last winter—the most modern
and up-to-date plant in the world de-

voted exclusively to making
[

marine engines. Wo are now
moving Into another new and
larger plant—5 stories (3 times as

large). Thi& shows the enormous demand for
Gray Motors. Write today for the story of the 200
mile long distance race on Luke Erie, also catalog.

Engines 2% to 40 H.P. GRAY MOTOR CO., 38Lelb St., Detroit, Mich.

^^ TRICYCLE COMPANYS
\ Invalid Rolling Chairs

(Ui4 •,

AND TWCYCLE CHAIRS
'O *~? , 4 ff\. j

for the disabled are the acme of perfection

/ 2018 Market St.,San Francisco, California

iV^
* / 837 South Spring St., Lo* Angeles

PATENTS
•-PROTECT YOUR IDEA!
eS-Paire GUIDE BOOK FREE.
Free Search of Pat. Office Records!
t E. WOMAN, Bon (5. Washington, D. C

RIFE AUTOMATIC
HYDRAULIC RAM
Pumpa water by Water Power.—Runs continuously and auto-
matically.

—
Pumping capacity up to 1,000,0^0 gallons per day.—

No wearing pans except valves. Highest efficiency of any engine in
toe world. —From 60 to 90 per cent developed under repeated tests.

OUR SPECIALTIES:
Equipping Co ;ntry Places with
Complete System Water Works.
Large Plants forTowns.Institutions
and Railroad Tanks.
Large Machines for Irrigations.

Ope ratesunder 13 in.

, to 50ft. fall. Elevatea
'* waterJOfeetforeach
foot of fall used, up
to 500 feet elevation.

Catalogues and Esti-

mates free.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO.
21 55 Trinity Building NEW YORK CITY

Let me sellYour Patent
My book based upon 16 years ex-

perience as a Patent Salesman
mailed FREE. Patent Sales exclu-
sively. If you have a PATENT for
sale call on or write

WILLIAM E. HOYT
Patent Sales Specialist

257 Dun Bids.. Broadway, N. Y.

PATENTS
SECURED OR FEE RETURNED

Free opinion as to patentability. Send for Guide Book
and What To Invent, finest publication tor free distri-

bution. Patents secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS A. CO.
No. SCO F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C.

Mcintosh automatic sand-
cement BRICK MACHINE

Turn Your Sand Banks Into Cash It Has No Equal

Daily capacity 20,000 to 30,000 perfect brick.

Six men will operate entire plant.
No skilled labor required.
No expensive buildings necessary.

Any kind ofmotive power may be used.

Brick put under a pressure of 360,000 lbs.

Pressed brick made for the price ofcommon brick.

The only power sand-cement brick machine of like

capacity in successful operation.

Equally good for sand-lime brick.

Write for Particulars.

M. VAN AtSTINE, Pacific Coast Agent

222 Failing Bldg., PORTLAND, OREGON
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meALAMO
Distillate Gasoline a"

d Gas Engines

i

The 13. 15, 18, 30 >nd 35 H. P. Modal of the
MODERN DISTILLATE ENGINE

Most efficient and
economical for

Irrigating and Mining' Work
•WHY YOU SHOULD
BUY THE ALANOi

Has obtained first award In every economy teat.
Manufactured In sizes from 3 to 80 horse power.
All parte are absolutely Interchangeable.
It Is the only practical self-starting engine
There Is no repair account.
Carbureter trouble Is Impossible.
All agents carry all sizes
This Is the broadest line manufactured by the largest

exclusive gas engine builders In the United States.

See Others- But Don't Bur Until You See the "ALAMO'
WE8TERN DISTRIBUTORS

Norto* KxoiKit A Powrh Co.. \jn» Anpln, CsL WsiriKirniAL-GBUM" Macron «v Co Portland. Ore.
Cami-bki i. Bkos Seattle. Wain. Nokthwsst 1

mi» Et.sc. Wil, Ban Fraadaco
>D ft Co.. Tscotna. Waah.
iiiNF.KV Co.. Spokane. Waah.

IKm't forget t.j m-utlon The I'arlde Monthly when dealing with adrertlarra. It will he appreciated.
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CrfLI-FOR.N//r

<SOUTHV/£$f\
Send $1.15 and we will

mail you Jesse S. Hildrup's
famous book "The Missions

of California and the Old
[Southwest." Size 11x8 inches,
cloth bound, 82 photographic I

illustrations, 100 pages.
Tells eloquently of the found-

ing of the missions, the glorious
work of the Fathers, and the
habits and customs of the Indian
heathen. Read this book and learn
how the missions cleared the way for

the invasion of Eastern Civilization.

Send for it today.

TCW^Jgjgyfc. _

CUNNINGHAM, CURTISS & WELCH COMPANY
252 Spring St., Los Angeles 565 Market St., Sao Francisco

FRESH OLIVE OIL
FROM CALIFORNIA

25c BOTTLE
ifyou
send ioc

postage
FREE

If you want natural oil of
olives in an absolutely fresh

condition, without the stale

or rancid taste common to
oil that has stood in bottles.
send 10c and I will send
you a regular 25c bottle to

try. If you like it you can
get

$3. WORTH

DELIVERED

PREPAID FOR

$1.50

2
This oil passes through the last refining process

the day before it is sent out and is an entirely
different and very superior article. If you once
get a taste of my fresh olive oil you will use no
other on your table, for cooking or for medicinal
purposes. It is absolutely pure.
My oil can be kept for months after you get it

because it is just from the vats and is in an
opaque retainer that keeps out the light. Order
a can direct. Send postal or express money order
for $2.50 and I will send you a full measure half
gallon can equal to 3 quart-size bottles that sell

for a $1.00 a bottle or you can send $4.00 for a full

gallon equal to 6 bottles, worth $6.00, express pre-
paid.

C. M. Gifford Olive Oil Works
San Diego, California

THE WORLD'S STANDARD yCfr
The Most Durable Tire Ever Invented. Made of Tivo and s^jf^^

Three Thicknesses of ANTIOAK Leather. <
Unharmed by Oil, Water, Light or Heat
Will not Rim-Cut even when deflated ^
More Resilient than rubber sir f^r?
No Friction at any speed s^jt^^
Cannot Blow Out
Non-Puncturable

Will not Skid K
MORE service for
LESS money
MORE speed &t
LESS cost

Antioak

Auto Sun-

dries increase

the motorist's pleas-

ure ioo%. Novel,

durable, convenient and

inexpensive. Made of Anti-

oak leather. Once used, always
used. Mail Orders a specialty.

Send for FREE book "Care of Tires" and cata-

logue of auto supplies.

'Representatives tvanted throughout the. U. S.

ANTIOAK MOTOR SUPPLY CO.
Main Offices: 380-387 Wilcox Building, L.OS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Guaranteed
under the

Food and

Drugs Act.

June 30th,

1906.

Serial No.

;

9772.

TO VISIT THE SICK

To impart the

strength of the

barley and the

soothing qual-

ities of the hops.

Toinducesound,

refreshing sleep.

This is the mis-

sion of

I

Prepared lay

Seattle Brewing' & Malting' Co.
Seattle, U. S. A.

J
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BestforEVeryRcof
"RUBBER SANDED" will render better

service than any other roofing on the
market. It lasts longest. Never leaks.

THE LIFE OF

"RUBBER SANDED"
OCR special \vnUr-i>roofing cotn-

jx hi ml is based on California Rock
Asphalt—unequaled as a roof pro-
tection. It is rich in natural per-
manent oils—which cannot dry out
add the hottest sun or in the dry-
est climate.
"KrmiKK Sanded*' is always

absolutely water-proof and pliable.
It —«* crack.
That wear-proof surface of hard

flint sand not only adds years and
years of good service—it eliminates
all need of paint or patent coating
and cuts out the repair bill, a usual

big expense with most ready roof-

ings.
''Rvbbrr SANDED"never bulges,

stretches or cracks. When once
laid it's there to stay and requires
no caretaking.
Any man can lay it. All the

necessary supplies in every roll.

Made in several weights.
Ask your dealer.

' 1
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jF you have fioo or

more you can make
it earn seven percent interest

by investing in these bonds.

The state law guarantees their

safety, protecting owners absolutely
Doth in principal and interest.

Further, the security behind the bonds

averages from seven to twelve times

their face value.

WritetodayforBooklet"B"—learn the

details of this safe, profitable investment.

Bond Department
MERCHANTS TR.UST COMPANY

Paid Up Capital $500,000.00
Los Angeles, California

How to Judge
Investments
Before you invest a dollar in anything, send for

my book "How to Judge Investments."
This book tells you about everything you should

know before making any kind of an investment,
either for a large or small amount.

It tells how you may safely start on the road to
wealth.

It explains the growth of capital and how small
investments have brought wealth and fortune to
others.

It tells how others have grown rich.
It tells how to select a 5 or 6% security.
Itexplainshow an investment in a development

enterprise may pay profits equal to 100%, 200%oreven 500% on the money originally invested.
Stocks and bonds, both listed and unlisted, real

estate, investments ofdifferent kinds and financial
matters are fully described in simple language.

Phis book gives good, sound advice and will help
you to invest your surplus earnings (if only a few
dollars a month) in securities that promise the best
possible returns.
A financial critic says of this book, "It is the

best guide to successful investing I ever read
"

The regular price is $1.00 but to introduce rav
magazine, the "INVESTOR'S REVIEW," I will
send the book postpaid on receipt of a two-cent
stamp and in addition will send you the Review
for three months free.

aldS.Hl'^lf^V is of interest to all persons whoaesire to invest their money safely and profitably.
Address Editor,

INVESTOR'S REVIEW, 662 Gaff BIdg , Chicago, III.

Revolutionizing Invention
A MODERN leveling instrument to en-* * able you to level your land, build your

ditches, dams and canals.

Mechanics Use It ) 1 Time
Engineers Use It

[
and Save \ Money

Farmers Use It ) j and Labor

Any one can level their land easily, quickly
and perfectly.

ItisendorsedbymembersoftheUnitedStates
Reclamation Service, by mechanics, engineers,
and those in charge of irrigation projects!
This is a big money maker for agents,

Write at once with references for territory.An energetic man can clear from SI 0.00 to
£20.00 a day.

Ibe Price is $12.50. Remit by Draft, Money Order or Check

Drop us a card and we will gladly send a
bookletwith full description of the instrument.

Address BROWN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
MOUNTAIN HOME, IDAHO
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/ is wise to plan to make yourfuture home where you will ha

Mild Winters, Good Health, Prosperity, Happiness

THEREFORE, PLEASE OWES! IK

Fruit Tracts for Homes Close to Thriving City

Lewiston-Clarkston
which haj all the requisite condition! of climate, soil and extraordinarily rich and varied

natural resources. Located at the head of all-year navigation of the Columbia-Snake

river system, with four railroads building to it and two others projected, it is practically

certain to become a great city ; 25.000 square miles of rich tributary territory. Surrounded by
a rich agricultural, mining and lumbering country its immediate suburbs offer the best in-

ducements for investors and homeseekers in the wonderfully fertile lands of I

Orchards and Clarkston Heights, which are watered bv the most notable and perfect irriga-

tion and domestic water service on the Pacific (.'oast, mountain water being pi|>ed to every

tract and home the year around. Profits of $200 to >400 per acre are the regular thing,

and 550(1 to $1,500 not unusual.

Just Write for Pamphlet So. 11

DEVELOPMENT LEAGUE
LtwnrroN, Idaho, or Claricston, Wash.

WmT'SeitJ Tivtuty-Fti't CentsJora One Dollar Panoramic Photogravure, SxS6 Inches, Poitpaid in Tuhe'^IX

TILLAMOOK
One of the Richest Counties in Ore-

gon for Undeveloped Resources

GRASS IS KING
NO CYCLONES NO EXCESSIVE HEAT

NO BLIZZARDS NO CROP FAILURE
NO INTENSE COLD PLENTY OF RAIN

Tillamook County is destined to become the great

lumbering center of Oregon.

The Pacific Railway and Navigation Co. is build-

ing a railroad to connect with Portland.

THEDAIRYMEN'SPARADISE

TILLAMOOK
County,

in Western Oregon,
has a beautiful climate,

peculiarly adapted to

dairying on account of

Its even temperature,
and there Is no county In

the whole state where

dairying Is carried on so

successfully and profit-

ably as in Tillamook.
There are about SOcheese

factories and the year
1"07 will be the banner

year, as the dairymen
have been receiving from

33c to 37c per pound for

their butter fat. Grass

keeps green nearly the

whole year and dairymen
raise all their own feed.

Get in oi\ the Ground Floor and Grow With Tillamook

All informationfurnished by the Tillamook Development League, Tillamook City, Oregon
W. K. KUTHEKFORD, Secretary

Dun't forget to nwutluo The I'arinc M-.i tlilj wbra Of.liog wlib •dirrtlwr.. It will be apprteUttd.
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$1000
FROM

Per Month, for25
Month*; no labor;
no speculation.

Oregon is the heaviest
timbered state in the
United States. Its for-
ests contain fir, spruce,
larch, pine, cedar, hem-
lock, ash, mahogany
and many other valua-
ble varieties. Nearly
$100,000,000.00 has been
invested in Oregon tim-
ber lands within the last
five years—largely by
millionaires tEo are
buyiDg— and holding
for a still greater atP
vance in prices. Oregon
timber is constantly in-

creasing in value, be
cause the demand is

increasing. Our co-op-

erative plan enables
men with little capital
to combine their small
amounts intoonepower-
ful fund thus making it

possible for everyone to
share in the large profits
being realized from timber. Vast profits are being made by
quickly transforming this timber into actual lumber and selling
it at present rising market prices. Our mills, owned and
operated by onr company, are sawing and shipping daily at a
heavy profit to our stockholders. Invest now in

Oregon Timber
$4.00 per month for 25 months, invented now in Oregon Timber,
will make you the owner of negotiable certificate for 100,000 ft.,

Suaranteed.
Will soon be worth $1,000 besides paying 50%

ividends.

T r further particulars and hooiltt—WRITE TODAT

North Coast Co-operative Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS

SUITE 24-29 REALTY TRUST BUILDING PORTLAND, OREGON
We own and operate our own mills—Best Bank References

TEKOA
THE GATEWAY TO THE

COEUR D' ALENE RESERVATION
I have platted 160 acres In town lots,

one, five and ten-acre tracts, right in the
heart of the city. The C, M. & St. P.
R. R runs through the center. The con-
struction of their road is now started.
This is the best town on the Pacific Coast
for one with small means to invest In.
Opportunities for the business man, the
laborer, and the manufacturer.
For further particulars address

F. J. MAHONEY
Owner of Lombard's Addition

TEKOA, WASHINGTON

TO COOS FOR COAL
means you, Uncle Sam, every railroad and
steamship line, and manufacturer. SEVERAL
HUNDRED TONS SOLD WITH EVERY
LOT on the mainland in the townsite of the
"City of Coos Bay," on the line of the Oregon
Western Railroad survey. Largest tract level
bench land on the bay. Mile and half frontage
on channel for manufacturing sites. Prices low,
easy terms.

COOS BAY TOWNSITE COMPANY
MARSHFIELD, OREGON

ciiffi
\Va s h i n g t o n

A BRAND NEW
MODERN TOWN

Railroad Terminals with Shops. Roundhouse. Yards, etc.

Many men employed. Million bushels of wheat and much
stock and fruit tributary. Bank, newspaper, flour mill,

projected water power developed, and many business houses
under way; thirty cottages contracted for and thirty more
needed for railroad men. Sidewalks and water mains being
laid. Expect to incorporate when four months old. A lovely
home on the bank of the Columbia river, with boats passing
back and forth.

A Word to the W:ise

Get in on the ground floor and grow with the town. Send
for Plats. Fine irrigated lands adjoining the town. Wheat.
Stock and Fruit farms in Oregon and Washington close by.

The J. J. Reid Co.
266 Stark Street, Portland, Ore., or

Cliffs, Washington.

Don't forget tr mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Fortunes in Fiber
LEARN HOW AN INVESTMENT OF

$2.00 ^r

mak°e

n

v
t

o
h

u $445.00

View of Maguey I'lanli Growing on Hcrmoa. Plantation.

THIS
plant is of the Cac'i family, grows without irrijration and little cultivation after

the second year and producei 'he sital fiber used for the manufacture of binding twine,

rope, ticks, hammocks, matting;, etc.

Government statistic! show that the United Sates imports about 520,000,000 worth of

this fiber annually. The demand is always in excess of the supply.
This Company is incorporated for $100,000 under California laws. There are no shares

of stock for sale. Its capital is all paid up. We are dividing 1000 acres of this plantation into

small tracts of from one acre up, and selling same on a novel monthly instalment plan.

Provide NOW an income for yourself in old age or for a college education for your
children. We absolutely guarantee you your income. We do not sell you shares of stock,
but sell you land with perfect title.

Write at once for our free illustrated booklet, "Fortunes in Fiber," and sample of the fiber.

PACIFIC COAST FIBER CO., (inc.)
Suite 516-517, I. W. Hcllman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

REFERENCES
HoxI.orisKAisKa.Amer.CansulatMaxattan.Mex. Di'x's McKCAnTiLK AORXCV, Lo. Angeles, Cat.

Jt-i.i in Mai.daxado. Secretary to Governor Culia- V»»»i»i * Mkbcbants National Bam
can, Stale of Sinatoa, Mexico. Angele*. Cal.

Do not forget to mention Tb* PaciDc Monthly when ilealln* with advtrtlwrs. It will b. appreciated.
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THE BEST ADVICE—FREE

Invest in Southern California
THEN

POLLOW YOUR INVESTMENT

VERYBODY wants to come to Southern California. Truer state-

ment than this was never made. Hundreds of thousands have already
made their homes here, to the enrichment of real estate investors.

Hundreds of thousands more will come in the near future—as soon
as they can "

ike arrangements. . '. YOU want to come of course.

Why not in -it a few hundreds or a few thousands now, and then

follow your investment as soon as may be? . *. A good plan is to

invest where you are most likely to make your home. You can have

a lot or home ready for you when you come, or an investment easy of access

and readily investigated or disposed of. . '. You cannot find a better spot, for

a home, for investment, or both, than Long Beach, Los Angeles County. Twenty
miles from Los Angeles, on the Pacific Ocean, its population has grown from

2,000 seven years ago to 21,000 in 1907. . '. Long Beach has prospered and

grown strictly on its merits as an all-the-year-' round home city with an ideal

climate. Now it is experiencing an awakening as an industrial city. A great
harbor is being constructed, on the shore of which the million dollar Craig ship-

building plant will at once be established; and other large kindred industries will

follow. . ". FortuneshavebeenmadefromLongBeachrealestate. More fortunes,
and greater ones, will be made in the next few years. For safe investment, in-

creasing values and larger profits it cannot be excelled. . '. We have exceptionally

good facilities for securing for our customers the lest bargains in business lots,

harbor lots, residence lots, ocean frontage and apartment house sites. Our lists

include the cream of Long Beach property. If you are interested in Southern
California in any way, do not fail to write us. . '. Those who do not wish to

handle entire pieces of property will find our debenture system, the new plan of
malting profitsfrom realestate, strong, substantial and attractive. It places the small

investor, in proportion to the amount of his investment, the equal of the capital-
ist. Send for literature. Ask any questions you like about Southern California.

UNITED SYNDICATES COMPANY, Ltd.
14 Pacific Avenue, LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

REFERENCES : National Bank of Long Beach, Cal.; Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

\
Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when aeallne with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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OREGON I

IRRIGON ONTHE COLUMBIA
In the Greatest. Fruit, Belt- on the Pacific Coast,.

Is on the O. R. & N. Co's. main line; is on the Great Northern's
North Bank Road; has unrivalled transportation facilities in all

directions ; is only six hours from Portland and eight hours from

Spokane ; it has a delightful climate and no where in the North-
west is the season so early. Peaches, grapes, apricots and al-

monds grow in abundance, and fruits and vegetables ripen from
ten days to two weeks earlier than in other Northwest districts.

TSi Markets of the World Are AC Its Doors.

IRRIGON ONTHE COLUMBIA
Has an abundance of pure water for irrigation and other purposes,
distributed through more than 30 miles of canal and pipe system.

Its water supply is unlimited, unassailable and perpetual.
Three year old pearh trees are producing at the rate of $4325.00

per acre ; grapes, strawberries and other small fruits show won-
derful results. Most people intend to save, sometime. If you
would heed nature's teaching, buy an irrigated tract in a safe and
certain district, buy a home farm in

IRRIGON ONTHE COLUMBIA
Where water and crops never fail, where the drainage is perfect
and health abounds. We will care for it for a term of years ; our

experts will do the cultivating and market the cro|>s, and in a few

years you will have a home in the famous Columbia River dis-

trict where improved irrigated tracts are selling at from $1,000.00
to $2,000.00 j>er acre, and where 5 acres will net from $2,000.00
to $3,500.00 per year.

Pricesfrom $100.00 to $200.00 pa- acrt.

Now is the time to get, in on the ground floor.

// 'rite us for easy terms and prices for unimproved and improved tracts. Address

OREGON
IRRIGON,

LAND &
DEPARTMENT "

WATER CO
OREGON
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GET A START AT

SUNNYSIDE
Location

What is Back
of Sunnyside?

Soil

Contour of

Country

Artesian
Water

Government
Land

We Want
Factories

Come to

Sunnyside and
the Land of

Opportunities

This new town, platted by the Sunnyside Improvement Company,
Ltd., is located on Main Line of Oregon Short Line Railroad; 30 miles

Southeast of Boise, Capital ofIdaho; 15 miles north of Snake River;
18 miles west of Mountain Home, County Seat of Elmore County,
and within 37 miles of Nampa Beet Sugar Factory.

NO BETTER LAND IN IDAHO ! Over 25,000
acres of irrigable land are now entered by per-
manent settlers.

By actual test of leading beet sugar factory, soil was pronounced best

in all Idaho for culture of Sugar Beets; you know this means any pro-
duct grown in the temperate clime may be profitably raised on the Sun-

nyside Tract. The soil is a sandy, volcanic ash loam of great depth;

positively no alkali or hardpan.

The entire tract is comparatively level with just enough grade
to insure proper drainage and discharge of ditches and lat-

erals.

Active drilling is being pushed by Townsite Company at Sunnyside
and an artesian flow is procurable at not more than 700 feet; well at

this writing is drilled to over 300 feet.

A limited area contiguous to Sunnyside is subject to entry under the

Desert Land Act and Homestead Land Law. We make no charge

for locating settlers.

A perpetual ivater right to perpetually and continuously irrigate the

lands under the irrigation laws of Idaho is sold by the Great West-
ern Beet Sugar Company, of Mountain Home, Idaho, at $25 per
acre; one-fourth cash, balance in three other annual installments at

6% on deferred payments—liberal discount for cash. Sunnyside res-

idence LOTS AND ACREAGES CARRY A PERPETUAL WATER RIGHT which
is FURNISHED PURCHASERS OF PROPERTY GRATIS.

And will donate splendid sites on right-of-way or in good locations

on townsite to those establishing manufactories which will utilize

home-grown products, particularly wool, of which the output in El-

more County this season was over 2,000,000 pounds
—

clipped right
at our door.

Write the undersigned for chances to invest in lots and acreages and
how to obtain Government land and water rights. We want all kinds
of business established and there is an opening for every line.

G. B. THOMAS, President Sunnyside Townsite Co. , Ltd.

EXCLUSIVE SALES AGENT

Suite 455-7, Idaho Trust Building, Boise, Idaho

Don't forget to mention The I'acltic Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Mahogany
Rosewood

Lignum Vitae
Absolute Ownership, Unsurpassed Transportation

Facilities

ONE THOUSAND MILLION FEET of the

worlds most valuable hardwoods, embracing those named
above, are owned by this Company. In this dense

forest of gigantic tree* are also found many costly soft-

woods. This limber can be shipped direct from our

land by water to New York or Europe. It is less than

one thousand miles distant from the Gulf ports of the

United Stale*—Galveston, Mobile, Pensacola. etc. It is

necessary to construct only about two miles of railroad

for us to begin shipping operations. According to care-

ful estimates profits aggregating several hundred per cent.

will be realized from the sale of this timber. • Mabocanjr Tri-e 17 ft. In circumference T ft. abort baa*

BANANAS and RUBBER
The land covered by this great forest, amounting lo 91,610 acres, is situated in the Department of

Palenque, Stale of Chiapas. Mexico. It is OWNED ABSOLUTELY by this Company and is FREE
of MORTGAGE or BONDED INDEBTEDNESS. The products of the soil will eventually be the

source of greatest income, for they are everlasting.

10.000 ACRES are ideal for the GROWTH OF BANANAS. The success of banana culture is

'well established. The cost of production is small and profits are very large.

70.000 ACRES are as well suited in every way for the CULTIVATION OF RUBBER as any
land in ihe world.

Many thousands of wild rubber trees are now growing on this land. Several successful and pros-

perous plantations are adjoining.

Aa evidence of the great possibilities of our holdings, note the following from the pen of a world-wide
traveler and famous anthropologist:

• • • "thai wonderful fertile plain of Mac!/ alluvial toil which malfes the eastern end of Chiapas
and part of Tabaico. Here is the home of the mahogany and other famous timbers and of wild rubber.

Here is the paradise of tropical agriculture. Here in this little stretch of precious black; dirt are already
located a full dozen American rubber companies. A few years will see the last foot of available land

cleared and replanted with this most promising of orchards."—Frederick Starr, Ph. D., Professor of Anthro-

pology in the University of Chicago in a report to a rubber company whose plantation was carved from the

same tract as ours.

As additional funds are needed for operating and development purposes a limited number of shares are

offered for sale at ihe par value of $100.00 each.

For full information send us your name and address for illustrated booklet. Il is well worth reading,
whether you inlend lo invest or not.

Chacamax
Land

Development

Company
1204-5-6 American Bank

Building,

SEATTLE, WASH.

JOHN DE LAND. Pre*.

C V. COOPER. Sec.

JOHN C. McCRARY. Treat.
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COME TO THE LAND OF
OPPORTUNITY

Mountain Home, Idaho
lies in the heart of the rich Snake River Valley, where climate, soil and products

are unsurpassed. SF Do you want a 5, 10 or 20 acre tract in one of the richest and

most productive sections of the West ? I have 900 acres of land which I am dividing

into small tracts at from $65.00 to $125.00 per acre, according to location. This

land is from three-quarters of a mile to two and one-half miles from Mountain

Home, Idaho. A perpetual water right, with warranty deed and abstract convey-

ing perfect title will be given with each tract. State land directly adjacent sold at

the sale of State land last year for $75.00 an acre without a water right. TThis
land not only has a water right, but is ditched and lateraled and water flows over it

every day. It is a splendid bargain and can be had on reasonable terms. If

interested in high grade irrigated land at a low price, write for full particulars to

O. E. CANNON
Cashier Citizens' State Bank MOUNTAIN HOME, IDAHO

YaKimaValleyIrrigated Lands
Orchards produce from $300.00 to $800.00 per acre net each year. Improved and
unimproved tracts for sale near Prosser, the county seat of Benton County.
Wheat land in the famous "Horse Heaven" country $10.00 to $40.00 an acre.
If you wish to share the immense fortunes that are being made in IRRIGATED
LANDS IN THE YAKIMA VALLEY write to either of the parties below
today. '.'. Y. Maps and circulars sent free on request.

F. A. KENNETT—prosser, -WASHINGTON—A. J. BUSSEN

"-"" .<7*WK '

-^m r

:CES&' g&K

»a3tafww«s

*'*%W

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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WILL ASTONISH THE WORLD
The vait richnew of our propcrtica, confuting of over 4,000 acre* of virgin gold Wir-

ing placer*, all located, title* and water right* secured, will *tartle the mining world by the

enormous output of gold. We will gladly take you to the properties and prove our aaaertiou.
Thousand* of mining men are turning their attention to the new gold country of

southeastern and southern Utah, known a* the COLD BASIN of the W«t, Ea*t of this

country lie* the famou* San Juan mine*, which have produced over fifty million* during the

last eight year*. To the northward lie *omc of the richest mine* of Utah; westward lie*

the Colorado of the wot and the GOLD FIELDS OF NEVADA.
The assay value* of the gravel bar* show that from 30 cent* to St.98 per yard may be

saved by amalgamation. Assay valuea of the sandstone deposit* run from 45 cent* to $5.35

per ton. Figuring on the lowest valuation in all ease*, the gravel bar* are worth at 30 cents

per yard S'ifa. 136.000 and at the least will leave $17,424,000 net prof it. The sandstone deposit
will be 45 cents per ton minus 25 cent* for treatment, aggregating a net profit of

$348,480,000. These figure* result from the lowest assays, while it may be shown that test*

in many case* greatly exceed these value*, the former are assured fact* proven by careful

experiment.
For the one purpose of installing a dredging plant of 3.000 yards daily capacity to*

gcthcr with all the necessary apparatus for the saving of the gold and silver values, this

company is now allowing a number of shares to be taken at 10 cents per share. Though
these share* have been on *alc but a short time, hundreds of c< nservativc mining investor*

have already purchased large blocks of the stock. These men possessed the foresight to

recognize "opportunity.
'

and the determination to graap it while it was within their

reacb will make them ricb. Address Department C for full particular*.

THE GOLD DREDGING CO. OF AMERICA
ROOMS 26-28, 142 '

J SECOND STREET, PORTLAND, OREGON

Every Bolt Holds

in timbers protected with the

Reynolds
Timber Preservative
It is not creasy in character, therefore bolts and nails

hold as securely as in untreated wood—a point to be re-

garded in protecting timber exposed to any kind of strain

which could cause nails or screws to work loose, as from

winds, the jarring of trai is, the beating of waves, etc.

The painting or dipping of wood ex-

posed to atmospheric changes, to

water, dampness, or extremes of wet

KjK. and dry, is no longer a question
— it is

"^CSk a recognized necessity
—a mere matter

of pood investment. The use of an
ineffective coating, however, is worse
than none at all. There must l<c pro-
tei lion from every form of decay—the

kind not looked for may he the first to

appear. The Reynolds Timber Pre-

servative is composed of several chem

icals which unite to resist every attack of the ele-

ments. Water and air combine with the Reynolds
Timber Preservative to give it greater strength.
Even an excess of water does not dissolve or harm
it. Timbers, posts, boards, paving blocks, shi

railroad ties, and all wood exposed to decay or

weather, above or below ground, when coated with

the Reynolds Timber Preservative, are enveloped
as in an armor of rock, without any diminish

the natural elasticity and resilience of the wood
fibre. It is non-volatile, odorless, acid proof,
and protects metal as well as wood.

SEND TODAYfor lihtral FREE SAMPLE anJ rtfamas giving rtcorJ oflong srriict

THE REYNOLDS TIMBER PRESERVATIVE C0.,Dept. 7, WALLA WALLA, WASH.

fttVNot**

^TlMBf* .

VsiRVAl 1*

Do not forget to mention Tbe Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertiser*. It will I* appreciated.
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Here's a Good Thing
A Gold Dollar's Worth for 25 Cents

FOR A LIMITED TIME WE OFFER A BLOCK
OF 100,000 SHARES OF STOCK IN THE

Margarita Gold Mining & Milling Co.
worth $1,00 per share, at a special price of 25
cents per share. This Company is incorporated for

$750,000 and controls this famous mine situated near

Scotty's Death Valley holdings. Assays run as

high as $5,000 per ton. For full information address

H. L MILLER & CO.
414 W. 7th Street, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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THE NEW INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE CO.
WILL ENTER RICH FIELD

FIRST OFFERINO OF STOCK IN THE SOUTHERN
1XLXPHOMZ-ELECTHIC COMPANY.

The telephone baa become one of the aaaa* Itupor-
lant factors In Ibe business aDil soeisl life of Ibe

entire world. This la especially true of Hip lalted
Ststes. The telephone la conatantly In demand t.y

tbe people, and although furnished al a very rea-

aonable rental. It baa been found to tie a very prof-
itable Inireatiuent. Large percentages baft Men
made by tboae holding securities of telephone com-
panies.
The Southern Telephone-Electric Company waa

organised principally to condoct n

In one of the richest sarflsaa of the I a tcl stutc».
• lie Stale ..r Teiaa. .-.instructing ami operating

l.,n, lung distance and local telephone a) >

Mr. K. I. s«
plana of operatlou. atatea aa follow*:

psny now owna the I'ort Worth I g Dial

phone Company, and will auon
for toe construction and operation of hicsl rictiangea
In a number of towna In the State of Teiaa.
"The Company will bold control ,.f the long dls-

tause* line*, which will enable ua to protect UM
beelness of local exchange*, bealdea brlniclnic a food

"When a local plant haa been constructed and In

operatloD, a company will be formed among the
.* men of tin- * mutilty. Tliey will eub-

•rllie for the atock. aa II will pay a good Intereat
on the Investment, and tbey will be the owner* of

::..pcriy In ttattr own town.
'•'1'he Southern Telephone-Electric Company will
e for auch planta from the new local coni-

panlea. part caah and part bonds. bMaw on the
ng power of the comiiao.ea. which caab and

beads will give a very good profit on the work of
construction, and place ua In a position to turn
over the funds again In another locality.

••The profits In the telephone buatneaa bare proved
very aatlafactory. paying* good percentagca on bond*
and atocka. bealdea enabling the r..in|>anlra to lay
aalde a fair aurplua. Thla refers to the operating
companies, from which class we expect to secure
a portion of our earning", the greater part to come
from the profit* on construction. It la the Inten-
tion to set aalde for aale only sufficient atock to

de capital to carry un the work In band, which
will enable aa to psy very satisfactory dlvidenda on
the outstanding atock."

THI SOUTHERN TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COM-
PAsTT

Is a corporation duly organised and Incorporated
under the lawa of the Territory of Arizona. The
cspltal stock Is ten million dollars 1*10.000.00(11.
divided Into one hundred thousand ( 100.0001 share'
of a par value of one hundred dollars (glOOi |<er
shsre. The atock la fully paid and forever non-
assessable. There la no preferred atock and no
hooded Indebtedness. Each and every share of atock
la on an equal best*. The organisation or charter
member price of thla stock hat lieen placed at a
low price. Thla price will be advanced at an early
date, for thla first allotment la being subscribed
rapidly. Kvery share of atock laaued at the present
time haa been paid for In full at that figure.
easy alngle sbsre of promotion stock has been Issued.

officers snd directors of this corporation have
paid the aame price for their own stock that tbey
offer It to (heir friends and acquaintances.
The affairs of the corporation will be under the

management of the following Board of Ptrectora:
RTL. Swalne. t.enersl Manager of the Home Tel-

epl e and Telegraph Company of Uie Angeles. Csl.
I! I Ml!.' Chief Installer and Pacific Coaet

ger of the Kellogg Switch Board and

WlHon. San Francisco. Cal.

Li. Superintendent of Construction of
theilotne Telephone and Telegraph Company of lew

ll. L. Edwerda. Superintendent of the Contract-
ing Department of the Home Telephooe and Tele-

graph Company.
T. 1. MorTss, (ashler of the Occidental Truat and

Savlnge Bank or Los Angeles Cal.. and former
auditor of the Home Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

Attorney. Los Angeles, Cat
Attorney. U>e Angeles, Cal.

J. N. O. Reeh.
Edgar A. Sharp. .,..„

Toe oflV-ers of the Company are:
-sine. President : N. P. Wilson. First

Vice-President: II. I,. Kdwai Vh-e Presi-
dent; K. A. (lids. Third Vice President; J. V 0.
Kecb. Secretary; K. J. Norria. Treasurer; K. J.
M.-Hugb. Chief Engineer
The men who will nave charge of the field work

and operation of the affairs of the Southern Tele-
phone Electric Company are all practical, successful
telephone n of unquestioned Integrity and special
ability In their particular branch of technical effort.
The territory In which thla corporalloa will oper-

ate la no leaa than the cotton belt of Teiaa.
contain.ng a greater population than the three Pa-
cific States. California. Washington and Oregoa.

Lined. Tlila la today. In the mlnda of these
men. the beat ai • rrll.Ty In

Statea for tbe operations of such a cor|iora t ion .

So much work haa already been done and no much

rirogress
made that no other company, even should

t possess tbe same financial advantage* sad the
ssuie able Board of Hire. tors, could possibly be-
come a competitor. This Is s big element In the
success of thla corporation.
The territory or field which baa been selected by

ttls Board of Directors Is one of the richest la tbe
t'nlted Ststes snd st present sinusal overlooked,
except by tbe Interest controlled by the Bell Tele-
phone.
MEW TELEPHONE COMPANY OFFERS SMALL

LNYEST0K AM UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY.
The time has come when tbe people ought to own

the public service corporstluns. snd they are going
to own tbem. too. Here Is sn opportunity fi.r s
small Investor to bay stock that should ultimately
make him financially Independent. Tbe conditions
that make possible the success of this corporation
are many times mora promising tbsn they were when
the Bell Telephone stock wss first offered to the
public.
Tbe money for carrying oat tbe plana of tbla

enterprlae la being raised by tbe sale of common
atock. Kvery man or woman that wsnts s shsre of
this atock In the Southern Telephone-Electric Com-
pany will be on an equal footing, first, last and
all the time. Tbe full par value of tbe shares Is

fin", fully paid and forever nonassessable; bat,
like all large enterprises, tbe first stork sold moat
1-e offered at a big aacrlflce In order to qnlckly raise
sufficient cspltal to pat tbe company on a good
dividend earning basis. A portion of tbe $100
shares of tbe Southern Telephone-Electric Company
Is. therefore, offered st s low price. The sbsres
thst are Invested In sv this low price will. In a
few months, not only be worth their full par value.
but many times more. The shsre* of the Home
Telephone Compsny In Los Angeles could bare bean
liought three or four years sgo for only 10 cents on
s dollsr. These shsres of common stock sre now
earning dividends, after tbe company has paid oat
thousands of dollar* oa a tremeodoos bond

"

SECURITIES CO.
SOO-asi Pelbert Block. Saa Francisco.
MS-.Mo Central Bank Illdg .. Oakland.
Ovl 1. W. Hellman Bldg.. Los Angeles
IDOS Stout St., Denver. Colo.
S and 4 Mercantile Block. Salt Lake.
SOO-IWI Tllford Bldg.. Portland.
010-611 Eltel Bldg.. Seattle.

INFORMATION COUPON.
Southwastsrn Securities Co.. Fiscal Agents.

I am Interested In your SOI I IllltS TELE-
PHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY, and If tor ransjsat
will not obligate me In any way I shall be glad
to receive farther Information.

Name

Address

Do not forget to mention Tbe Pscific Monthly when dealing wltb advertiser*. It will he spot-eclated.
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IDAHO
THE GREAT TWIN FALLS CANAL SYSTEM

Waste Gates at the Great Dam of Twin Falls Canals.

150,000 ACRES CAREY ACT LAND
OPEN FOR ENTRY, OCTOBER I, 1907, UNDER THE

Great Twin Falls Canal System, Southern Idaho
This project embraces 420,000 acres of land. 270,000 acres have been opened for entry
from time to time, and this 150,000 acres is your last opportunity to secure lands

under the great North Side Canal. Write for booklet and full information as to terms.

Opening and drawing will take place at JEROME, the new town now opened for the sale of lots

Section of Main Canal three miles from the Great Dam,

Come, Make Personal Investigation of the Great Twin Falls Canal System

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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REPUTATION

IRRIGATION
IS KING

=t> Cf

OTIS ORCHARD'S
irrigated lands, within 12 miles of Spokane,
have the reputation of growing the LARG-
EST CROPS; have the best water supply;
the only HORTICULTURE INSTRUCTOR;
FINEST of soil and excellent drainage.
These, with many other reasons, give the

Spokane Canal Co.
the reputation ofgivingthe purchasermore for

hismoneythan he can get in anyother district.

E. G. TAYLOR, General Sales Agent
509 to 516 Ferawell, SPOKANE, WASH.

OGUE
IVER

SOUTHERN OREGON

Grapes, Pears, Apples, English Wal-
nuts and Fruit Lands unexcelled.

Timber, Mining, Manufacturing and

Farming carried on extensively.

Abundance of water for Irrigation.

Ideal Climate, Hunting and Fishing.

Cheap Rates to Southern Oregon
during September and October.

Don't settle elsewhere before inves-

tigating.

ADDRESS US fOR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET

Gillette Realty Co.
GRANTS PASS, OREGON

OrAN DlCOO'S
JBUPREMACY

^> HARBOR ^CLIMATE
AOPPORTUN ITY/^
INVESTMENT/" pR0F,T— /s M/ortfiy You/*

i

/tomccficite. /nvestigathn

SOOD LUCK—is buying a good lot in

a growing city on a new electric car

Iine"before the cars begin toruiTand making
the natural increase in land values.

I call that rapid transit good luck.

Every one of our famous big Tracts are in

line of just this kind of good luck in addition

to the general increase in values on account of

the new direct railroad east via Yuma.
Deal with the good luck house. Fortunes

in lots at four cents a square foot in our fa-

mous seven Swastika Tracts. $5.00 down, $5.00
I sooth. Questions answered. City Map Free.

HOMELANDS^-;
333_«*i St, Sam Dieoo-

TEKOA
WASHINGTON

The HEART
of

The Famous

Wheat Belt

A live, hustling town of 1600 popula-
tion and growing rapidly.

fine Schools, Public Buildings and Churches

City owns the water works and supplies best artesian

water in unlimited quantity. Modern electric light and
power plant.

A Railroad Center

Tekoa is located on the main line of the Spokane
Div., O. R. A N. Ry. and both the C. M. A St. P. and
North Shore Line now building will pass through Tekoa.
Also the Tekoa A St. Marie River Electric Line, making
three steam and one electric line.

The Finest Wheat Lands in the World

Large flouring mills located at Tekoa. Splendid
opportunities for diversified farming. All kinds of grains
and tubers, also fruits. The great Coeur d' Alene Indian
Reservation will soon be thrown open for settlement and
Tekoa must become the central city and base of supply.

We want Farmers, Merchants, Mechanics and Capitalists. For
complete information and booklet, address

THE COMMERCIAL CLUB
TEKOA, WASHINGTON

Don't forget to mention The I'ucine Monthly when dealing with advertiserp. It will be appreciated.
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BOISE
THE

HAVEYOU CAPITAL™ INVEST?

f We are prepared to demonstrate that a

wholesale paper and printers' supplv house
in P.oise can do a business of $100,000.00

annually.

f Southern Idaho consumes ? ,000,000

pounds of butter in a year and manufac-
tures less than 2,000,000 pounds. We ship
in the difference from Kansas and Ne-

braska, yet an acre of ground here will sup-

port three cows while in Nebraska it will

support only one.

<| In 1906 Mr. John H. Wait, postoffice ad-

dress, R. F. D. 2, Boise, received a total

gross income of $1,196.76 from one and
-fourth acres of strawberries. Land

identical with Mr. Wait's can be had for

$150.00 with perpetual water right.

1 Boise has sixty miles of suburban and city

electric railways in operation today.

*l T.v the lumber industry alone its pay-roll
exceeds $25,000.00 per month.

1" A postal inquiry will bring you descriptive
matter with some beautiful views of the city
and surrounding country.

A.IJrtu Information Bureau

BOISE COMMERCIAL CLUB
BOISE, IDAHO

J

Don't forget to mention Ttw i'arlOc Monthly when dealing frith adrertlaere. It will be appreciated.
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SEVEN DEVILS DISTRICT
Of All the Mining Districts of the Whole World, the Seven Devils District is without a Peer— Magnificent

in its Promise of Great Returns, Astounding Even in its Present Stage of Development,
There is Nothing in Copper Mining Investments to Equal the

Fidelity Copper Mining Company
AS DOUBLE SECURITY to those who wish to invest in the stock

/\ of the FIDELITY COPPER MINING COMPANY, it is fit-

ting to announce for the first time the acquisition of the claims of

the LIME PEAK PROPERTY. This consists of eight new claims,

making a total of 500 acres of the finest copper country in all the world.

We now have over 9,000 feet on the principal contact in the entire

SEVEN DEVILS COUNTRY. We have over 600 feet of tunnel

and are about to let contracts for hundreds of feet more, driving through
Lime Peak hill. Many of the mines of this region are now shipping or

are holding until the railroad, now building, is completed, thousands

upon thousands of tons of high-grade shipping ore. On this same contact

are the Iron Dyke, McDougall, Peacock, South Peacock, St. Patrick

and Tussle group properties all well known and rich in copper showing.

STOCK ADVANCES 50% NOVEMBER FIRST
Stock can now be pur-
chased at 10c A SHARE.
This price will be raised

to 15c a share on the
first day of next month.

COMMONWEALTH TRUST COMPANY
FISCAL AGENTS

Commonwealth Bldg. PORTLAND, OREGON

If you do not care to in-

vest until you are more
familiar with the prop-

erty, write for further

information. Sent free.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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An Offer

or Prosperity

VALLEYFORD
FRUIT LANDS NEAR SPOKANE

f Are you putting more into life than you are getting out of it? Come
to \Vasnington where a five or ten acre fruit orchard will make you
an easy living. Few things pay so large returns for the money ana

labor invested, f Valleyford, situated only 16 miles southeast of

Spokane, the highest priced cash market in the Northwest, is some of the

finest fruit lands in the State. You can make from $200 to $1,000 an

acre a year from this land and do it season after season. No experience is

necessary: the company provides an expert to direct you without charge.

w Vallefordis owned hy interests connected with the Spokane & Inland

Electric Road, which operates over 200 miles of electric lines, and the

land is being sold largely for the benefit of the roads traffic Dunnes*.

» Valleyford has every advantage of a city— water works, graded

streets, schools, churches, stores, shops, park, trolley line, electric lights

and telephones. We offer this land in five and ten acre tracts

at low prices and easy payments. AVrtte today for free literature.

ARTHUR. D. JONES & CO.
Corner Riverside Ave. and Lincoln St., Spokane, Wash.

Do not forgot to mention Tb* PtrloV Monthlr wh*n d>il!nc with •dToxtlom. It will b» • pproriotod.
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Coolidge, Washington
THE NEW IRRIGATION DISTRICT ESPECIALLY

ADAPTED TO CONTROL THE EARLY MARKET

A SIGHTLY situation on the Columbia

River, in Benton County, 185 miles

above Portland.

314 days of sunshine yearly.

Productive soil, ample water supply,

exemption from frost, and a forward season.

Location less than 300 feet above sea level.

The Portland & Seattle Railway, now

completing its construction from Spokane to

Portland, passes through this tract, and

Coolidge Station will be upon its water front.

FOR DETAILS, ADDRESS

THE DRUMHELLER DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
124 WALL STREET, SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Be Wise in Your Selection

Always look for the H. & R. trade-mark, for

a good revolver is your friend for life and on which

your life may depend at some crucial time.

The man who knows will select an H. & R.

for obvious reasons. There could be nothing better

than the best.

The H. & R. Revolver has no superior in point of con-

struction, simplicity of action, or in finish. It costs a trifle less

than some other revolvers, but -that is a point in your favor, one

of the many reasons why the H. & R. is the most popular fire-

arm made to-day.

They »re made in many styles and sizes u described in our beautifully illus-

trated catalog, among which we would
especially

recommend our H. & R.

AUTOMATIC DOUBLE ACT ION. 32 caiibre. 6-sbot, or 38 calibre.

5-shot. 3r -inch barrel, finest nickel finish. $6.00; the H. & R. HAMMER-
LESS. $7.00.

Sold by all first-da* dealers. Rather than accept a >*-**. order boas

Look lor our name on bam! and the Utile tarsrt rrade-mark on the handle.

Jenaf for Iltujtraitd Catalog

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO.

418 PARK AVK.

WORCESTER, MA88

U.MC
BIG GAME CARTRIDGES

The Palma Trop
was recently won by »he American Rifle

Team in competition with (Jrcat Brit-

ain, Canada and Australia. U. M. C.

Cartridges were chosen to defend our

national honor after competitive testa

with government and other makes. The
rinnine world's record score was

largely due to the superiority of U. M.
C. Cartridges. Take them with you.

l*okforth* V. M. C. rtdball—thtitamp ofmerit

THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE COMPANY
Bridgeport. Conn.

AGENCY. SH BROADWAY. SEW YORK CITY

Don't Corset to men tin., TtM Pacific Monthly wt*a with aqverthiara. It srUI he appreciate*.
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$4,020,000,000.00
OREGON TIMBERTHE VALUE

OF
This is a conservative estimate, by an expert, of the value of standing timber in Oregon.

Oregon lumber is tremendous, from all parts of the world,

WAITING TO
BE CUT

The demand for

The development of the lumber industry in

Oregon is only in its infancy. Operating companies are constantly being formed and there are excellent oppor-
tunities for investing small amounts, as well as large, where they will yield the largest possible dividends to

the investors. Timber is visible and profit-yielding security. For reliable information, address

FR ED Am KRIBS, Ohamber of Commerce Building, PORTLAND, OREGON

7% BONDS
Lemons ™

a necessity
profitable
sure
scare

Are NOT as good as 25% to 40% annual

dividends from a lemon grove which
GUARANTEES you 7% from the start.

Ventura lemons are famous the world
over as the heaviest producers and
the best keepers grown. Why not
become interested in the LARGEST
GROVE IN THE WORLD?

For particulars, address CALIFORNIA COAST LEMON COMPANY
References: The Mercantile Agencies. LOS ANGELES

THE INCORPORATING COMPANY OF ARIZONA
makes a SPECIALTY of the LEGAL ORGANIZATION and REPRESENTATION of corporations under the
VERY LIBERAL and INEXPENSIVE general corporation laws of Arizona. Has the BEST legal advice to
carefully guard the interests of its clients. RED BOOK ON ARIZONA CORPORATION LAWS gives com-
plete forms mode of p r'ced'<t . and a copy of the law revised tondate. Request a copy—it is free.

Box 27? -F, PHOENIX. ARIZONA
REFERENCES: Phoenix National Bank; Home Savings Bank

ARIZONA CORPORATIONLAWS are the most liberal in the United
States. No franchise tax. Stock

holders exempt from all corporate debts. No public statements required. Capitalization does not effect cost,
Fee very small. Charters cannot be repealed by subsequent legislation. Hold stockholders and directors
meetings, keep books and transact business anywhere. Any kind of stock can be issued and paid up in cash,
services or property and made uon-assessable. Territorial officials prohibited from serving companies. Book
of forms for corporate instruments and procedure, by-laws, minutes, proxies, notices, etc., gratis with each
incorporation. Write or wire for free copy of laws, blanks or full particulars.

SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES & INVESTMENT COMPANY
P. O. Box 8 3BB Phoenix, Arizona

WILLAMETTE VALLEY
We can sell choice fruit land in the Willamette Valley, ready for planting, that is better
than any other on the Pacific Coast, for the following reasons: Land is fully equal in
quality, irrigation unnecessary, quality of fruit superior, variety greater, climate better,
expense less, market facilities better, and last, but not least, we can sell this land, with
all these advantages at one tenth the price that is asked for land in other bet-
ter advertised fruit districts, though lacking many of the above advantages.When the Willamette Valley is better known these lands will sell for $.100 per acre too,
and more, for reasons above specified and itis going tobe known very soon through organ-
ization, now being effected. Write for our booklet which contains full particulars.

YEREX BROS. COMPANY, KffiHSroBrSSi.
Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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PisselJ
Carpet

Sweepers
Confine all the dust, thus

protecting the health of

the entire household,
besides reduce the labor
of sweeping 95 %, dealer
and preserve your carpets
and rugs, accomplish ilu-

work in % of the time
the cum broom requires,
and make sweeping an
rreeablc task instead of

HHitive drudgery. Don't
think the corn broom is

more economical, as this

, w.iuld be agreat mistake. One
BISSELL sweeper will last longer

than fifty com brooms. Once you
use the Bissell, you will regret the comfort and
cleanliness you have long sacrificed in using the

le, inefficient, unsanitary corn broom.
The Kissell is sold by all the best trade. Prior

$2.50 to SS.50.
Buy a Bisscil "Cjrco" Bearing Sweeper now ..

your dealer, send us the purchase slip withi-
one week, and we will send you FKEK a neat
useful present.

Send for free booklet.

kit IN
lisirl Cirstt imttftt Csapst

laHMftsMi
(Larfcat and Only Ei-
cliui.e C

The Walker Crude Oil Burner for Steam Boilers

»TMIK simplest of all burners. No strainers. Cannot
•*• clog up. I-jsytc put on; noiseless. Will send a flame

c« to -8 feet. Kasily adjusted. Shows an evapor-
ation of 14 6 lb. water from and at >i 2 degrees per pound
of Santa Maria Oil. Well-known engineer aay»: "I have
used a great number of burners, but the Walker Burner
la the moat perfect atomiser of oil I have ever handled,
and prefer it to any other." Will work with only two
pounds pressure.

fawimnU a, «aj urt ef <UH/~*U. jUdmm
R. J. WALKER, Betteravla, California

AGreat Help for BusyMen
I II I H YEAR

HI I 1 1 k THAN EVER

IV -i)i index
The Pocket Card Kyatem

Archl-

luLrn. •

rsalajillMuulutu

i. Pub-
_ etc.. all

oyer the world.

NO OTHER DEVICE
ANSWERS ITS PURPOSE

A fraeh dated eard coma to th* froat
sack day la tar hand) leather pooket-
naaa, Garde fur the rear mnk.- a valu-
able and ooajvaalaat •erd-lndci for

s ~J$i.leak nee. Full Infraction, with each
outfit. Tow deride who b .!«.• aad
price will .ult jow-we do the me*.

Kipreaa prepaid on receipt of pries, k . . I ..,-.

Cowhide Seal Uatkrr Cue, banlwood tray aad rank. 12 00 12.75
Am. Kaaua Leather Cant, plain oak iray and carda. 2 60 3.25
Cewulac Morocco Cant, qmartcml oak tray and cards, 3.00 3.75
tienaiae Scalakio Cane, nrlecied quar. oak tray and carda, 3.50 4.60
surer Trimmed Cane, raaaoran' "»' witkco.er and carda. 6.00 6.00

Sandtyr run. He. 50c. ^^^tJfJJ
«w rtWl-0U\

future Year", tarda, •mall naJH BaW uUVtlttl)
SI. 00; Urre. S1.2S.

C'arrla for the Rest 01

07 rilKK, with I II li ^b IfW k
• mi 1 lit for ltrOH. ^HH ^lUIA

Your outfit .hipped th* earn. K^_W ' *"11
day we eel your oheck. HL ^^L.

OKIIKK NOW
If theae rat. do not ehow roe,
that the Memladei I. in In
pleaveal you cannot afford to
f>e without, our new booklet 1

will ahow you a few as the
hiin'tr.-l- <>f wa.M la which
It la valuable. Yoar name on
apoatal will hrlnalt.

lelayt

» INon >l 1 mill. I. \ Co.
25 Mill St.. Hochtiltr. I. T.

Taxidermy
Book

roonti

C/UDCnit

Bay.

danaf yowr aper
1 111.

Mount
Birds and Animals

,, V.

1 BBBjl
rT.n-

newly n. learned ri«bt I. »•*»' own bow*.
Bo aaad fe> fle>

.
W. Tench Br Mad how a, aawlr

tarda, aalaanla. caaaa kaaaa. ksa aklea. aaake
nayanad aeaiat all ampkaaa. a SilUnwrnlew
wancinanednw ay aaal lnfaiiifaadoaSernaaa
and 111

,_
nuaily and w»rl Itlaareed.

I depawdhar on a lob.

J».
ScHeol ol Ta

by Ik null of liksklii rrad-
alf able to aacor. bar III win. aa

at Bee* PUCKI Oar baaeutul. II-

II w to Uara to H -ant Sard, and
"aaaiimi taaiawaay kVara-
rrea to aD who wr.to fakaa

- Write"

C IOW/-XI JOIVipOC Exhausted or Debilitated^^^ ! ^v *
Nerve Force from Any Cause.N~ -

^ (Dr. J. F. Churchill's Formula) and ttl\l II 11 I I ri M'KCIKIC PILL
They contain no Mercury. Iron, Cantharidea, Morphia. Strychnia, Opium, Alcohol, etc.

The Speeioc Pill 1. parety .crrtahlr. baa been tewed and prrarribed by pkyttriaaa. and ha. pro. ea to be Ibe hew. aalt-w and mow ewecthe II 1 ilwiat
known to aiedicsl ariencr lor mtorinr akaliry. ao matter bow orlrla.II> impaired, sa H rearer, tkt root ot tbe aUaaeat Our rcaaeaUea am the baa,
of their kind, aad contain) only the brat and parent unrredknu that money can bay aad rcn-wce prodacri UWrdoee we cannot onto lire n ail l i.

i^abyseKdM*.!. No Humbug, CO. D., or Treatment Scheme
PFR<\flNAI nPINinN<a' fear Sin: I bare nerd a bottle of your Hn a>n nn,bhre of Maatanre. lot Urerand kUary tnnaylalaatla

aayoacanbyciprcai prepaid lor Unit amount, until we can ret Itthmofhlbe rerunircbanneU. I am conndewt H I. Wat wbal I bare been la anrrkef
tor many year.. I am prc^ribiur your H.noehoapkitri of Maw aad Soda, aad am .leaned with tbe prrparaoon. Yonr. rincerely. Dr. T. ). WgST.

I know of ao remedy in tbe whole Materia Meaka canal to your Saccate Mil lor Nrrrowa Dctilky.—A0OLPH MHML M. D.. Pri Uawr

of Orfaaic Cbemlwry and Pkyrlolofy. New York.

^•»* Winchester& Co., Chemists, 905 Beekman Bldg., New York. E**^
1*-*
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The Most Healthful

Climate, the Best Mar-

ket, and the Most

MagnificentScenery in

the West. I
Get the Greatest

Value for the

Least Money

The Choicest Part of
the Most Productive

Valley located in one
of the RichestCounties
in theGreat Northwest.

SUNNYSLOPE
THE GARDEN SPOT OF THE GREAT INLAND EMPIRE

The Finest Ap-

ple, Pear, Berry,

Vegetable and

High-Class
Farming Land
under the most

complete irrig-

ation system in

the Northwest.

Baker Irrigation Co., Baker City, Oregon

WHY PAY $400 TO
$500 AN ACRE WHEN
WE WILL SELL YOU
CHOICE FRUIT LAND
FOR ONE-FOURTH
THE PRICE ON SIX
ANNUAL PAYMENTS

Address

Our SUNNYSLOPE
tracts are located only
TWO MILES FROM
BAKER CITY the

Metropolis of Eastern

Oregon and one of the

coming great cities of
the Pacific Coast. Pre-
sent prices are far

below actual values.
Our policy is to make
periodical advances.
Write for descriptive
literature. All inqui-
ries will be fully and
cheerfully answered.

no
It Will Give You a Start in Life

You have thrown away hundreds or opportunities that -would

have put you on velvet. No successful man or woman ever

turns down a proposition without due consideration.

T14IQ IQ YrtI ID f*I4 A Nf*lT FOR ONLY $2oo--payable
1 niO 1<3 I V/V^IV V<n/ill^L $10DOWN, $10 PER MONTH

pays for five acres finest level land with water in California. 208
5-acre tracts sold in the past 30 days. Only 40 remain unsold.

HOME ACRES
san joaquin Valley : •. i

For maps and particulars write

D. L. PETERS, Owner
214 H. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

RICHEST IN THE WORLD

Refebenckr: Marco H. Hellman Vice-President
Merchants National Bank, Los Angeles, Cal.;
Central National Bank, Lob Angeles, Cal. Intend-
ing purchasers are referred to the Central Nat-
ional Bank of Los Angeles as to my standing, and
can aend money direct to me or to the Central
National Bank of Los Angeles.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



REAL ESTATE
OKIQOH

>S \.\\ Oregon - .1. .p-sea harbor. In now
: ihIiik f<>r laborers as well uh homescek-
<ih1 investors. Tin.
miiI wiiii Its billions of feet of standing

limber, hundreds of wquurt- miles of ooej area,
Itna rrult mill dairy lands. It certainly offers
the choloMt of opportunities In all tin* great

For full particulars, write the

REAL ESTATE
WUTOmM

of the Chamber of Commerce.

Be for book of photogravure*, views
of Astocla. the moat beautiful city at the

of the most beautiful river on earth.
.'•1! by John Jacob Astor In Ml, and

mad* famous In Washington lrvlng's "An-
Address Chamber of Commerce, room

401. Astoria. Oregon ,

STOCK RANCH FOR 8A I.E.

4500-scre stock ranch on John l>ay River.
Eastern Oregon; 3J0 acres pine tlmli.

In alfalfa; free water right: 4000 acres
grailng land. 7600 high-grade Merino sheep,
.in h.-ail of cattle; farm and range horses and
other farm stock: 'j-room residence and ample
farm buildings: long distance phone I.ami •<

re; stock at market prloe; 16 miles
of barbed-wire fencing.

PACIFIC COAST REAL-TT CO..
Buchanan. Building. Portland. Oregon.

FARMERS: Come to Oregon, the farmer's
paradise. Drop us a postal for our new list of

grain, stock, fruit and dairy farms. Common-
wealth Truat Co., Commonwealth Bldg.. Port-
land. Oregon.

lt>HTI.ANI> REAL ESTATE, all kind", buiincw mid
residence properties, bought and sold. C. R. DeBurgh,
no Ahiugton Bldg.. Portland. Oregon.

$1,500 A VEAR la not an unusual Income
from Ave acres of rubber. Wo are engaged
In the scientific cultivation of rubber, and ex-

rect
to pay our shareholders a dividend of

S60 per ahare, per year, for life. Just aa Boon
ns "ur Immense rubber orchard arrive* at ma-
turity. No large cash payment down l«

necessary to enable you to Join with us In de-

ng this highly profitable Industry
share represents an undivided Interest In

12.000 acres of very choice rubber land. 5,000
acres of which Is being planted to rubber.

for our booklet. "Money-Making Oppor-
tunities of Mexico." Write for It today. Bank
refere. nervatlve Rubber Pro.!

1110 Monadnock building. San Francisco.

HOMESTEADS—The Coeur d'Alene Reserva-
tion will open soon; choice lands: mild cli-

mate: opportunity of a lifetime: newa and au-

thentic map Just out; price. $1. postpaid. Ques-
tion department answers Inquiries: price J8c

each question. Western Information
Agency, Lock Box 1101, Bpokane, Wash.

Near l.os Angeles In center of thriving
buy ucre or more Knglisli w louts, yielding
about 1200 iinuunlly : subdivide Into building
lots and double your money In a year For
particulars, write owner. <;. W Viiiisyckl'
I'lllon TTUat. I .QS Angeles. Cal.

CALIFORNIA IRRIGATED LAND. Vulu-
able Information for homtseessrs; bulletin Is-

sued by National Irrigation 1 'otigress. on the
great Sacramento Valley, mailed free. I »i . (»

postal to Chus f O'Brien. Dipt MS, IMl
Post St., San Francisco, Cul.

RICH ORAPE, FRUIT AND ALIA I . I \

land. stock ranches and dulry farms. \\ •

put you on! and most productive lands
of Central or Southern California at prices and
terms that will ;

Whether you are a bOH
Qlir expert' no- Is • < n:i

Sampson In.
Iai* Angel. s .

::<; B, Cal

5 acres to 6.000.
kef or an Investor,
to you. Worthlng-
mber of Comnx

Ion. Cal.

FOR SALE — SOUTHBRN CAUFORNIA
lands, cattle, grain, fruit, dairy and isiultrv
ranches. In the artesian l"'lt. Abundance of

Addr.ss Wright Investment Co.. .\ w
Wright. Mgr . Ornnt Hldg.. I»s Angeles.

IKKK LANDS In the FAMOl'S
OHJBI.l'V PISTHKT "f Colorado where the

biggest crops In the world are raised. Would
you like to know more about them? Write
for Illustrated booklet. "Agriculture In Colo-
rado." The Putted States Ijtnd & Investment
Co.. 608 McPhee building. Denver. Colo.

waamwQToa
BPYER WANTED for magnificent mountain

meadow ranch. Here Is an opportunity for

stock or sheep raiser who wlahes to operate on
large scale. The ranch consists of one section.

Is partially Improved, and well watered. lo-
cated In Stevena Co.. Wash., alx miles from
good town. Sufficient sub-Irrigated bottom
land, all cleared, to cut 500 tons of hay. Ideal
location. Controls unlimited, excellent bunch-
grass range. Oreat bargain, at only $10,000.
Gale Smith A Co.. 210 Jnmleson Block. 8p»
kane. Wash. .^_^____

INCORPORATIONS
INCORPORATE CNI'F.R ARIZONA LAWS

Moat liberal. No tax. Expense small. Mem-
bers exempt from corporate debts Hold
meetings and transact business anywhere.
See advertisement page II of advertising notion

for full particulars. Southwestern Securities
.< Invest ment Co. Phoenix Ariz.

PATENTS
PATENTS. 'Trademarks Registered." Book

for Inventors sent on request: strictly profes-
sional service. Beeler A Robb. patent law-

yers. 73-75 Baltic building. Washington, D. C.
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ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES
READY-MADE SKINS for banks ami stores.

aluminum. 50c: cardbourd. Me; cold and paper
sign letters easily applied: send for sample

Agents wanted. Novelties, calendars
.mil stickers. J. M. Moore. Jumleson Hlk., 8po-

FOR THE DEAF
THIS ACOITSTK'ON m deaf hear

1 1 1 s t ;i 1 1 1 1 y : no trumpet, unslahtly .it cumber-MM apparatus; special Instruments for the-
aters and churches; In successful use through-
out the country; booklet, with Indorsement of
those you know. free. K. 8. Turner. Pres"t
' Script il \ •. l-'i7 nnmdwav. N V

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
J. P. El N LEY A S(

COR MADISON
most modern aj

parlors on Coa>'

JEWELRY

1 AND 1!«3 3D ST..
IBB., have the

ly arranged funeral
idani :•..!

SENT FREE
Our new catalc
lngs, 100,000 Ite
silverware, do.
etc. Lowest p

I ten
day for the big
of Its kind In

{TENDING BUYERS—
I pages, 30,000 engruv-
»lry, diamonds, watches,

I musical goods,
i record. Fine pianos,
>nly I1SM*. Write to-
f the foremost concern
Id. S. F. MYERS CO..
sk Y. New York

OSTRICH PLUMES
THE BENTLEY OSTRK

original ostrich farm ot ABM
1883. High grade ostri
up. Mall orders a specialty
free. Addreaa Heiul.
Diego. fa I

FARM The

- from li.co
mulled

Farm, San

SPORTING COODS

lve stones of California, moonstones,
>*, hyacinth, turquoise, agates. Jaspers.
t from miners and cutters to you.
Jem Co., 725 So. Broadway, Los An-

KIIAK1 AND I'cilllirilOV 8UIT8 TO MKAB-
I UK FOR MEN AND WOMEN, auto suits,
tents, cots, hammocks, camp bedding, sleeping
bags, laced boots, storm clothing, standard guns
and ammunition, fishing tackle, dog supplies,
marine goods, fishing net; 10 111. catalogs free.
The Win. II. Hoegee Co. Inc. Los Angeles.

BOATMKN8 81TPPLIE8—BOWBOAT8. CA-
noes. fittings, row locks, lanterns, life pre-
servers, bells, gongs whistles, anything you
want for your boat or launch. If you's "broke
down." see our repair department, and get fixed
up. Belerson Machinery Co . lsj-l-s Morrison
street, Portland. Or.

RUBBER STAMPS, SEALS, ETC.

STEEL AND BRASS STAMPS, metal and
enameled signs, letters, door plates, house
numbers, stock brands, printing presses, rub-
ber stamping outfits: most complete stamping
plant on the Pacific Coast. Spokane Stamp
Works, Spokane, Wash.

Have You Anything to Sell to 300,000 Western Readers
Rate for 4 line* (smallest accepted), 75, cents per line, $3.00 per issue. Bach additional line up to la lines (Urges

accepted ) . so cents per 1 1 1

Taos a 6vr line advertisement will cost fj 50 per Issue six lines fc.oo per issue, twelve lines (Ingest accepted)
17.00 per issue.

Teq per cent discount for six consecutive insertions.
Bills payable monthly in advance on receipt of invoice.
Alwajrs allow not more than elsht mml. lo the line and all of the In. I line for name nod address.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
FRUIT

LANDS

$65

per acre
bTsbbbbbbmI

Von can jrrow more fruit in the Fraser Valley of B. C. with less toll and expense
than anywhere else on the Pacific slope. Kich productive soil, plenty of rain fall,
no irrijrntiiuf. lonfr seasons, mild winters, plenty of sunshine, abundant crops,

r river steamboats and suburban electric car system direct to large, and
K-rowiiiir markets. Ki r-l elaVM (Villi lands *> mllea from New West-
minster market in 8 acre block, at «;."» per acre. These lands are

partly cleared, arc on new suburban carline and are a No. 1 Investment forthe honje-
scekeror the investor. Write for Kerr's Ileal Katutc Beview.

W. J. KERR, New Westminster, B. C.
{ K«* f>Truce, Canadian Bank nf Cncnmcrr*-.)

I-
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The Fruit, Truck

and Berry Lands
"Garden lands that can be made to pay

$1,000 per acre per year"

Small Ranches
Located on The L. A. & Redondo Electric

Railway

2% to 20 Acres. Prices $300 Per Acre and Up

Easy Terms, Fine Soil, Abundance of Water

A. L rOSTER & CO., Inc.

614 Pacific Electric Building

„, (Ex. 6559
Phones

\ Main 3877 Los Angeles, Cal.

(Be sure to send for our book, free for the asking)

"Ranching Under Southern California's Sunny Skies"

-THE-

Upper Snake River Valley

THE BEST
ON EARTH

^THE valley of health and wealth, of restful nights
Ms and sunny days, of pure water and pure air. No
blizzards; no cyclones. Crops never fail in Idaho;
we irrigate. This is the coming country of the West
for agriculture, stock raising, mining and manufac-
turing. The watershed of half a continent is at its
command for manufacture and irrigation. \V"e have
gold, silver, copper, lead, coal, massive rock quarries,
extensive forests. Hot springs, fish nnd game. The
present development of Southern Idaho is sufficient
to sustain comfortably and profitably 250,000 people on
agriculturealone. It is the grain bin ot the Rockies
and the natural home of the sugar beet. The field for
the secure and profitable employment of capital and
labor is unlimited. Rexburgisthe metropolis. Spec-
ial educational facilities, sectarian churches, twen-
tieth century business houses. The Snake River valley
has affluence for many. Competence for all. Now is
the time to get in on the ground floor.

All inquiries cheerfully and honestly answered.

IMPROVED FARMS FOR SALE from $10 to $60 per acre

HYRUM RICKS & CO., Rexburg, Idaho

Investigate This

Investment
This is an investment that is different from the

usual gold-mining "get-rich-quick" proposition. A
company has been incorporated under the laws of
Arizona and have established in the White Moun-
tains of Northern Arizona a

HEALTH RESORT
for the treatment of all pulmonary afflictions. The
U. S. Government send their sick soldiers to this

region to regain their health. That's proof positive
of the curative qualities of the climatic conditions
found here.
As no tuberculosis exclusion act can be enforced in

a territory, any number of patients can be treated
here ancf not crowd or inconvenience each other.
More than

30,000 HEALTH -SEEKERS
enter Southern states and territories each year. An
initial outla> of a great amount of capital is not

necessary as we already own 222 acres of the very
best section of Arizona adjoining the Government
forest reserve, together with water rights, etc., and
including a large house with suitable out-buildings.
Investors, therefore, become at once owners of abso-
lute assets. In order to raise funds to enlarge our
present quarters, a small block of stock is now
offered for public subscription at

A SPECIAL PRICE
This offer may be withdrawn at any time. Act Now.
For full particulars and booklet, address

WHITE MOUNTAIN
Health Resort of Northern Arizona

435 I. W. Hellman Bldg. LOS ANGELES, CAL.

$9 750 total—$1,000 DOWN
^^—3 balance in small monthly payments will, in^^* seven years, make you owner of a ten-acre apple orchard

near Medford, Oregon. If your profit is not $1,000 on crop eighth
year, we will pay you all money invested with 7 per cent, interest.

Rogue River Orchard Investment Co.
Dept. 8B MEDFORD, OREGON

ARE YOU SATISFIED
To make a bare living in the Kast when yon can
make more with less labor in the Grande Ronde Val-

ley in Oregon? If you want to buy a five or ten acre
fruit farm, sugar beet lands or a stock ranch in this
fertile and productive valley at from $35 to $60 an
acre, write us for information. Our winter apples bear
prolificallv and find a ready market at a good price.
A delightful climate and a beautiful valleywhere fruit

raising, dairying, hay raising and other industries

yield a good income.
Buy your ticket with stop over privileges. Stop off

at I^a G rande, Ore.
,
and let us show you the valley.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

F. S. BRAMWEU, President, Real Estate & Commission Co., LA GRANDE, ORE.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Greatest Summer and Winterresortin the world.

Information for 5c postage. Address Dept. C.

CHAMBER Of COMMERCE, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

MTU AUn U/DUril who suffer from Ner-
lTIE.ll HlUI nUmr.ll vousness.are tortured

by Sleeplessness, Fa-
tigue, BralD Fag, Pains and Aches, obtain re-
markable results, rell»f and vigorous
health from VITALIA, ajustly famous three-
fold treatment for Internal and local use.
Write today for important free informa-
tion and price of full month treatment.
M. CURTISS MFG. CO., 828 19th St., Denver, Colo.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated,
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xHome of the Big Red Apple

_f\ wb«re the Dollars grow oo trees

Best orchards in
tin* Wenatchee Valley
pay 10 net per year on a
valuation of 95000 per acre.

Garden lands produce from
$100 to #500 |rt acre j>er year
net. Damaging frosts are un-
known in the Wenatchee \ al-

ley. The first fruit orchard

grown in the Wenatchee Valley
has been bearing heavily for 28

years, without a failure. An av-

erage of 800 boxes of apples to the

^BfflB^ acre and a net profit to the owner
of $250 i>er year is common. The Wenatchee

Valley is the most successful irrigated section in

the West. The city of Wenatchee has doubled
in population in four years; has three banks with

deposits of .$1,000,000; beautiful homes and splendid schools.

Wenatchee is the distributing point for an immense rich ter-

ritory in which is included the Big Bend wheat country and the

mining districts of Okanogan and Upper Chelan.
In the Cascade Mountains and hills that surround the valley

is found the best trout-fishing in America. Deer, bear, grouse
and prairie chickens are abundant. Just a few hours by steamer

up the Columbia River is Lake Chelan, noted from coast to

coast for its scenic beauty and splendid fishing, appropriately
called "THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA."

w
\

POB HANDSOMKl.Y ILLUSTRATED MTKHATIRK AND fURTHER
INFORMATION APPLY TO THE FOLLOWING:

The Red Apple Real Estate Company
I:, i. Martin
L. /'. Ifell,

First National Bank
R. F. Holm

Walker isf Widney
Grant W Cox
Wenatchee Realty W Investment Ct.

Graves l£ McGohan
If 'enatchee Commercial Club

Don't forget to mention Tlie l'«ilnc M..nM,l, when dealing- with adeertlaera. It will be appreciated.
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This

Illustration

Is a reproduction of the cover of a handsome booklet we
have just issued. Its contents will reveal to you what The
Pacific Monthly as a medium of publicity has accomplished
for those who have persistently and judiciously used its col-

umns. There is a heart-to-heart talk, interspersed in its

pages that sets forth very clearly and logically the advertising
situation as it is in the West and its relation to your interests.

<JIt is important that you should keep in touch with the

West and her people. If you do not, the other fellow—
perhaps in the same line of business— will. His adver-

tisement is a silent, yet eloquent, salesman working for

him ceaselessly, untiringly, month in and month out,

among 300,000 readers of this magazine. Don't let

him secure this advantage over you. Keep pace with
him. Don't let him reap all of the golden grain.

<J Get this little booklet if you have not already received one.

It's one of the few things that has a bearing on your busi-

ness that is really worth while. A postal addressed to

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co.

PORTLAND, OREGON w[\\ bring it.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Brentwood Park
Statistics show that a large percentage of the people who visit Southern California,

!ill>- Los Angeles, are purchasing property for future use, or for an Investment.

The rapid growth of the city and Its surroundings are Increasing very rapidly. Choice
obi whirh command all the essential points are getting harder to purchase every
This Is especially so In Brentwood Park, the Ideal home place.

Klghty thousand trees and shrubs, eight hundred varieties, are now being plain- .1 In

Itn-ntwood Park. Graceful, winding walks, drives and boulevards are all through the

I irk. A mammoth garden, covered with a wreath of foreign trees and shrubs—there Is

nothing like It in Southern California. Brentwood Park Is the only reproduction of the

n Gate Park, at San Francisco. Sixty miles of an ocean sweep, one and a quarter
miles from the ocean, still Just far enough back to escape any harsh winds; entirely

f restless; no fogs; the beat of soil; the best of water and In abundance.
Great activity Is now taking place In this location. You can't possibly make a

mistake If you buy a lot In Brentwood Park. Do It now. Dont put It off. Tou may not

want to use It Just now, but you will be glad In the future. Aa an Investment, nothing
as a homes! te, the very bent. I .urge villa lota for sale at fifteen hundred dollars

and up. according to the location and the else of the lots. Easy terms. The best trana-

1.111. The Let Angeles. Pacific main line passes Brentwood Park, on the beautiful

Vicente Boulevard.

Investigate and Investigate at once. We refer you to all of Las Angeles Write us

today for plats, maps and prices, which will be sent cheerfully to all. Address

Western Pacific Development* Company
OWNERS

203-204 Germain Building

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Doot forget to mention Tbe Piciflc Monthly when dealing wllli afeartkata. It will he •ppnclsted.
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DflB't forget to mention Ttt P»etflc Monthly when de«llng with edTertleerm. It will be appreciated.
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HOTEL WAKEFIELD. RAYMOND, WASHINGTON

Raymond, Washington
The Coming Manufacturing City

uiy>T u/r MivF tn show for practically two ye' V steadygrowth: Seren big Saw-Mills,W"
fJacH? 80.00$ to*^oTooO?eS?eaoh/dally;Vn. .m»Uer ^w-MilUoapaoity 46.000 feet

dafiy- oi«.Urge Ship-Yard with three Steam Bohooners under oonstruonon; four Shing le

Mills with total capacity of 700,000 .hingles daily; numerous .mailer Factories, Store..

MeroantileE.?ablf.
P
hment..eto.; Pay Roll #76.000 monthly and growing rapidly.

WHAT WE WANT -More Manufactories, More Dwelling House..

WHAT WE OFFER-FREE FACTORY SITES surrounded by Washington', best timberW"*T
W

i wTth thebesi"ofdeep water and railroad shipping facilities.

For further information address

Secretary Raymond Commercial Club,
Rtymond Land CD, Investment Comp.njr,

L. V. Raymond, Mayor of Raymond,
RAYMOND, Pacific County, WASHINGTON

80UTH WIU.APA RIVER AT RAYMOND
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J. W. NEWXIRK, - C*«hier

W. C. ALVORD, - Assistant Cashier

B. F. STEVENS, - - 2nd Assistant Cashier

First National

Bank

OF PORTLAND, OREGON

Capital - - $ 500,000.00

Surplus- - 1,000,000.00

Deposits - 14,000,000.00

•

OLDEST NATIONAL BANK
ON THE PACIFIC COAST
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SOUTH BEND, WASHINGTON

1
=0 THE BALTIMORE OF THE PACIFIC CT

'"PHE center of the transplanted Eastern Oyster Indus-

try on the Pacific Coast. One Hundred Car Loads of

Eastern Seed Oysters transplanted last year at an es-

timated cost of $200,000.00. $500,000.00 of the Ma-
tured Eastern Oysters exported during the season.

5,000 acres of Native Oyster beds under cultivation.

*f We have billions of feet of merchantable timber tribu-

tary, twenty miles of water front, deep water harbor,

showing 27 feet at the bar at low tide, the best water

north of San Francisco.

<f Tokeland and Long Beach, summer resorts, entertain

annually 100,000 visitors, the longest stretch of un-

broken bathing beach on the Coast.

<$SOUTH BEND, the GATEWAY; Over one hun-

dred ocean going vessels sailed from her wharves last

year, over 200,000,000 feet of the best lumber that ever

met the fellman's ax were sent out in these ships, and

from her busy mills went by rail to markets in the East,
almost an equal amount of shingles and finished lumber.

Pf South Bend has eight church organizations, three large

public school buildings, two of the best equipped hos-

pitals on the Coast, and two banking institutions car-

rying a million of dollars of deposits.

*| South Bend has an excellent water system, electric

lights and miles of planked streets.

9f South Bend is the extreme western terminal of the

Northern Pacific Railway. The port nearest the sea

on all the Pacific Coast and the point where rail and

ships meet at smallest cost.

SOUTH BEND, the County Seat of Pacific County, Washington, Offers

Inducements to Men with Energy, Brains and Money.

For Particulars Address Sec, "PROSPERITY CLUB " South Lend, Wash.

V ^
Doo't tnrttt 11 mlln Tit PartBc Mmthlj wb«a <l«a'ln* with a<tm-tta*ra. I, will b* appreciated.
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PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED
The Pacific Monthly is always anxious to secure good

photographs, and is glad to pay from seventy-five cents to five

dollars each for the exclusive right to reproduce available photo-

graphs. Generally speaking, they should not be less than 5x8
inches in size, very clear and distinct, with lights and shadows
well matched. Do not send any blurred, dull or damaged plate

photographs. Keep all lettering off the face of the photograph,
but write a full and interesting description on the back.

Solio or glossy prints reproduce much better than velox.

Platinum prints are available.

Do not send them in a roll; it is much better to receive them
flat between pieces of cardboard. Always enclose stamps for the

return of rejected prints. Invariably write the full name and
address on the back of each print, as otherwise there is sure to

be more or less trouble and loss.

KIND OF PICTURES WANTED
Western scenery and Western life. By this we mean any-

thing from Mexico to Alaska, and westward to the Philippines.
Send us unusual pictures,

—
striking scenes of ranch life,

mountaineering, mining, hunting and fishing, boating on lakes,

rivers, and along the Pacific coast. "Human interest" scenes,

Indians, Chinese, Japanese, Mexicans, etc., at their daily tasks
and pleasures.

For instance: A bit of grand mountain scenery is usually
acceptable, a gentle Western pastoral scene is likewise available,
as would also be a Western tramp sitting by a Western roadside

eating a stolen orange; or a beautiful child gathering grapes in
a Western vineyard; in short, anything that is beautiful, merely,
or novel and interesting, but the picture must be technically
good, and Western.

Our usual price is one dollar per print, the higher prices are
for unusually interesting or valuable pictures, and may be con-
sidered in the nature of small prizes.

In addition to this price the magazine offers an additional

prize of $25.00 for the best series of eight photographs on any
Western subject, or variety of Western subjects, received at this
office by or before January 1, 1908; a second prize of $10.00, and
a third prize of $5.00 are also offered contestants.

As said above, these prizes are in addition to the regular
price of one dollar for photographs.

Don't forget to mention Tile Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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32,000 Acres of Irrigated Lands
100,000 Horse=Power

are the levers that are combining to create thousands of

homes and a great center of population and prosperity

upon the

Hanford
Irrigated Lands

in the Priest Rapids District, Central Washington, in

the very center of the district which produces the most

certain" yield and highest priced APPLES, PEARS,
PEACHES, CHERRIES, GRAPES and other fruits,

all of which here arrive at their very greatest perfection.

Health, comfort, progress, wealth all center here.

This great irrigation undertaking is an empire in size and

The New Town of Hanford
offers exceptional opportunities for homes, investment

and business. We offer Fruit, Alfalfa and Berry Lands
in tracts of from 10 to 1,000 acres. Prices are less than

one-fifth those of the more developed, older-settled, sur-

rounding irrigated districts.

Terms: Only 1-5 Cash and Balance in 4 Equal Yearly Payments

On the banks of the great Columbia River for over 25

miles. Steamer "Mountain Gem" affords quick transit

three times a week.

WRITE OR CALL ON

Hanford Irrigation & Power Co.
Seattle National Bank Building

Columbia Street Entrance

Seattle,Washington

Don't for»«t to nwotloo Tb« Pirlftc Monthly «bn d»«lln« with idTcrtlam. It will h» •ppm-latrt.
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"YOU"
ARE

Steamer ALLIANCE of Coos Bay, San Francisco and Portland WANTED
At NORTH BEND, on COOS BAY, OREGON. Opportunity
is here awaiting the "Hour and the Man". Over one hundred
billion feet of uncut timber and eight hundred million tons of coal

await the ax and the pick.

North Bend-Its Payroll Talks
OfNORTH BEND'S present site was a tract of timber in 1902
If—today there are 2200 people. 1 $60,000 is the monthly pay-
roll, conceded to be the largest in the United States for a city of
this size. <ff $700,000 were expended for building and improve-
ments in the year 1906. TF Coos Bay is the next harbor for Trans-
pacific traffic on the Pacific Coast of the United States. TF Congress
has ordered a survey of the Coos Bay Bar for the purpose of giving
it the same depth as Golden Gate—40 feet. ^ Puget Sound, Coos
Bay and Golden Gate stand in a class alone as Pacific sea ports.
*ff Lumber mills, ship yards, machine shops, and quarries are here
and generous inducements are held out for others. IF Come now and
"Beat the Railroad."

Lover's Lane in Simpson Park

WRITE THE

North Bend Chamber

of Commerce

NORTH BEND, COOS BAY,

OREGON

An organization of the citizens
for the upbuilding: and develop-
ment of the Coos Bay country.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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RICH SOIL HEALTH
GOOD OJMATE

TIMBER

WATER POWER HAPPINESS

$$$$

That's what we aU are looking for, tlu dollars, and when we find

a place where they come easy, along with good health and a fine

climate, there's little left to kick about. Such a place is

EUGENE, OREGON
The City of Opportunities

And it was these most excellent reasons that made

HonorePaimer, a Chicago NLillionare,

Select Eugene as the Place to Locate ana Invest

a Quarter Million Dollars in Land and Timber

Opportunities for the Investor or Home-

seeker, the Parmer, Manufacturer

or Mechanic.

The richest soil in the State of Oregon, suitable

for Grain, Vegetables and Fruit Culture.

37 billion feet of standing timber and free water-

power for manufacturing purposes.

For Complete Authentic Information and Free Booklet Address

The Merchants Protective Association
An organisation of all the leading biMineu men of f uimr lo furniUi PI \t~ F V F ORFflON

authentic information abool tugene and Lane County. LUVJi-IlL, VJHI-VJVJI'*

Do oot forget lo mention Tin- I'xIDc Mootblr when dealing with • ilrertleem. It will be aporertattd.
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A Typical Suburban Home
ALL EYES ARE TURNED "CALIFORNIA-WARDS."

AWAY
from the wind and fog, in the beautiful hills of Marin County and only forty

to fifty minutes by fast electric service from the great Western metropolis, San

Francisco, lies a stretch of many miles of beautiful residences, dotting the slopes

from Mt. Tamalpais to San Rafael, and all sheltered from fogs and inclement winds and

weather by that same old mountain, "Tamalpais," made famous by "crookedest railroad

in the world,
' '

and the view from its topmost peak.
No one ever traverses these sheltered valleys, or sees them from the top of Mt.

Tamalpais but desires a home in the midst of this beautiful country of homes. These
homes are all within a short hour's ride of the highest waged city in the world, a re-

generated San Francisco, where work abounds for all. Not the slightest evidence of the

boom condition," but a steady progress, and comparatively the fastest growing and most

progressive city in the world.

Read the reports of the California Promotion Committee in every daily paper you
pick up. These reports are authentic and reliable.

Our mission is building homes or helping you build your own here in California,
where you may take your place at toil or business without crowding.

Write today for photos and particulars of the plan by which you can pay for your
homes by the investment of a small capital or earn a handsome profit from investment of

$10 or multiples of $10.

Yours for home building

NORTHERN COUNTIES REALTY CO. (Inc.)
OF CALIFORNIA

71 1 Sansome Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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OU^PLATFOI^I
EVERy PLANK
A SOUND ON

PUBL/Sn THErACTS
Wf/cmCR GOOD, BAD, OR /rtDlrTE-REKT.

/7//VF. THE 7M/ME1.

WE STAND SQUARELY
ON THIS PLATFORM
\1/E report every month to every shareholder, the exact status of every

mine. Our reports are clear and comprehensive, concealing nothing.

Permit us to treat you as a shareholder, by sending you our Progress Report

and other publications free for six months. This (re will do if you write

us that you are interested in Square Deal Mining.

We have two good maps of the Coeur d' Alene, Idaho, district and a

fine map of Nevada. Tell us you want to know all about our platform

and method and the maps arc yours free.

THE C.E. MITCH ELL COMPANY
MINERS

300-323 COLUMBIA BLDG.. SPOKANE, WASH.
Branthti: Las Angeles, Wallace, Idaho, Mihvauhe, Bimghamlon, and Philadelphia

Don't forftt to mention To* Parlnv Monthly wbrn d>aUnc with ndTcrtlnrra. It will h* apnrrclatrd.
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THESE SIX BOOKLETS ARE FREE
TO ANYONE INTERESTED IN

CALIFORNIA
They contain authentic reports of the actual farm and fruit products of Tulare County,

the heart of California, and give general information about the market, social and
educational conditions. They are worth a lifetime of happiness and prosperity to you if

they help you to decide to come to California and till our wonderful soil and enjoy our world-
renowned climate.

Write for Them To-day. Find out the true condition in Tulare County and
the character of the Famous Paige-Mitchell Ranch lands. You can make more
money and have an easier time on a 20-acre Paige-Mitchell farm than on the average 160-acre
eastern farm.

You can grow the same crops you are accustomed to in other parts of the United States,
but some of our California crops will pay better. Start with a familiar crop, such as grain, vege-
tables, alfalfa, sugar beets, etc., which pays from $65 to $80 per acre; then work into grapes
and other fruits that pay from $100 to $150 per acre. A 3-year old raisin grape vineyard is

worth I250 to I300 per acre. You can raise enough vegetables between the vines to pay for the
land while the vines are growing and have the vineyard clear, worth {300 an acre, in three years.

The booklets tell about other profitable crops that may suit you better—write for them
and read the authentic reports. You can get ten to forty acres close to the city of Tulare that
will grow any California crop profusely and increase in value rapidly.

Advantageous terms made for small, large or "all cash" payments. ^^

California Farmland Co,
OWNERS

74 Grosse Building, Los Angeles, California
Don't forget to mention The Pnolnr Monthly when donllns with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Beverly Hills
"Between the City and the Sea"

Beverly Hills comprisesthe m«>st magnifieenl foothill tract in South-

fin California, and offers those who seek the ideal in suburban homes
the Opportunity to locate in one of the most select and refined

neighborhoods overlooking Los Angeles, Hollywood and the ocean.

IMPROVEMENTS
Beverly Hills will have all the modern improvements including
a Complete Sewer System, Water, (Jus, l-'.leet licit \ . Telephones,
Wide Curved Tani|>ed-( )iled Boulevards. Cement Sidewalks and

Curbs, Fire Hydrants throughout, Four Public Parks, Large

Propagating Gardens containing thousands of plants, etc.

TERM* EASY
LOTS 80x160 UP PRICES $900 UP

Aerobe Site* at reasonable price*.

PERCY H. CLARK COMPANY
311 H. W. tollman Bldg., LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

LAND +WATER= $$
Inform yourself of the great industrial movements in the NORTHWEST,

the land of OI'l'OKTlMTII'.Sanl ( I.I M \li:.

The greatest of these movements is 1 RKIGATlON.
V tiki in a \ all< -

> Landg are acknowledged the finest irrigated lands on earth.

Learn how to secure Health,Wealth, Happiness and lii<l<-pi-ml<'nce
on ten acres of irrigated land. Net profits from $250.00 to f750.00 per acre.

Our fruits command the markets of the world.

James K. Carfield, Secretary of the Interior, on his recent visit to the Famous
Yakima Valleys said, "It's a revelation; you have a great country."

/ have lands 0/ all kindsfor hotneseekeri or investors. Write today forfull information.

NATHANIEL W. VAN CLEVE, North Yakima, Wash.

ROSSER
2000

POPULATION
< ty Seat

lb iitoii 1 Deal r

pThe growing town in the fertile irrigated

alley of the Yakima. The earliest fruits,

the most delightful climate, the largest profits

per acre. Buy now while the prices are low.

Every acre makes from $500 to #72 5 net each year.

WrittNOW for our Ma£i. Pritt LitM

and Bird't-ru* View of tkt VaJUy

NORTH PROSSER LAND COMPANY, INC.

PROSSER. WASHINGTON

Coos Bay
Real»Estate

We furnish Correct Abstract* at

short notice IMakh Invi

msnts for no> tv
% Ixx)k after Assessments
and Taxes. % For reliable in-

formation about COOS BAY,
address

Title Guarantee and Abstract Co.
H. StNGSTACKrN. Manager

Man.hl.rld, Ore.

Don't forget to mention The PseuV mouthlj wb»o doling with .dr.rtl.er.. It will r« .nprecHUd.
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A Genuine Webster's Dictionary and

The Pacific Monthly
For $2.00

It Will Interest Every Member of the Family

Color Charts

and Maps
A general Map of the

United States; a general
Map of the World; Flags
of All Nations; Flags and
Pennants of the Interna*
tional Code; the Signal
Service Code; an Astro-
nomical Chart of the

Planetary System. All in
colors.

25% to 40% more than In

an; other dictionary ol sim-

ilar scope outside of the

genuine Webster series.

SpecialFeatures

andNemo Words
Additional to Its depart-

ment ofdefinitions is an ap-
pendix containing a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, ab-
breviations in writing and
printing,arbitarysigns, etc.

Examples of new words:
Radium, Limousine, Ton-
neau, Chauffeur, Lingerie ,

Coherer, Acetylene, Graft,
Etc.

Well made in every particu-

lar. Extra strong bindings,

re-enforced In the hinges.

Size 73* x 5& x Wi Inches.

FULL MOROCCO LEATHER BINDING
FLEXIBLE COVER, PATENT THUMB INDEX

A dictionary of the English language, with copious etymologies accur-
ate definitions, pronunciations, spelling, and appendixes of general
reference, derived from the Unabridged Dictionary of Noah Webster,
D. D., LL. D., edited under the supervision of Noah Porter, D, D.,
LL. 1)., President of Yale College.

If you are not satisfied with the book we will refund your money.

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Ore,
„ __ ORDER COUPON

The Pacific Monthly Pnb., Co., Portland, Ore.
Enclosed please find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me all

charges paid, copy of the Webster Condensed Dictionary, full morocco leather binding in accordance with above offer.

Name

Address..

Town State..

Don t forget tc mention Tnt Pacific Monthly wtien aealing with advertisers It will be appreciated.
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A NEW TOWN FOR
WHERE TH1 ( 'MiMm \ RIVER M KITS Ml I CHIC H
MILWAUKEE -v BT. PAUL RAILROAD THERE I n ^

WEST BEVERLY
nd now offered

for Hale for the first time.
Location W.st Beverly, Kitti-

tas County, ix on the Columbia

irrigated dlstr
'he iowa

this ring on four
counties. It la aouth of Wenat-

flve mlleM north ol I

Ither Rapids, wher
IrrlKiitlon Co. are spending thou-
sands of dollars In impt

Ilea from .1 oil

lectric line betwec:
ville and Kennewlck.
However. Ita strongest claim

for permanent prosperity Ih in tk>
that It la on the Columbia

River where the C, M. «.• St I-

Ry. crosses, and at til* point
where thla railroad la now build-
ing; a 12.000.000 bridge.
Description w. -st Beverly la a

townalte fhoai n because It ia at
th>- head of navigation, and be-
cauae It is on the C, M. & Si r
Ry. It consists of 16 blocka, di-
vided Into city lota, ranging; in

from J 7.',00 to 1:100.00, the
latter being waterfront property.
The terms of sale are one-fourth

tlu* balance In email month-
ly payments. It haa 60 - foot
streets, an abundance of pur,'
water, water power, railroad. •

trie road, and. In fact, everything
that nature and develonwtenl
provide m to build up a
good, aubatantlal Inland
Backing—Another glance at the

map will ahow you the counties
bordering on West Heverly—Klttl-

helan. Douglas, and Ynklrn.i.
Tin-ae counties are world-famed
for their thousands and thousands
of acres of rich farming and

fruit-raining soil. Irrigated sections. ImmenKe timber areas, coal fields, and, though
not generally known, gold, silver and copper mines, awaiting transporatlon facilities,

which the C. M. & St. P. now assures.

Few counties of like areas In the world possess such varied, wonderful
and llmltleas natural advantages as He within the borders of Kittitas County.
So rich are Its resources and so rapid has been Its consequent growth that

this district and the aurrounding country have outgrown the present public
utilities.

For further Information regarding these resources, any public library will furnish

you with a copy of the Governments Review of the Resources and Induatrlea or the
State of Washington.

VEST BEVERLY IS NOT A BOOM CITY
But Is a good place to Invest it few hundred dollara. either purely as an Investment

or with the intention of locating and establishing a permanent business, or branch busi-

ness. A list of business opportunities will he furnished by us on request.
W.st Beverly Is part of the natural development of the West Where the Great

Northern crossed the Columbia there arose Wenatchee to distribute the products of the

country surrounding It Where the Canadian Paclnc crossed the Red River there arose

Winnipeg to distribute the produce or the country adjacent. Throughout the world this

condition of distribution exists in fertile dlsrlctK
' and rlvr meet. It is merely

And history is but repeating- Itself at West Beverly. Don '. wait for

others to buy nrst. Write today for farther and more detailed Information.

Address all communications to

I. C. HAYES, P THE KITTITAS LAND I INVESTMENT CO., SiffiSS.

Don't forret to mention The P«clBc Mootblr when dealing with advertisers. It will t» appreciated
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BANK CLEARINGS, Jan. 1st, '07,

to August 1st, '07, $285,541,130.52

If you are desirous of establishing

a manufacturing business; opening a

branch house; entering the retail

neld, or constructing a hotel, Sea#le

has ana offers advantages which

your own best interests demand

that you familiarize yourself with.

Any of the prominent firms on either of these fcages will furnish parti-

culars. They are always glad to answer questions.

John Davis & Co.
Crane Realty Co.
Adolph Behrens.
Lewis-Littlefleld Co.
David P. Kastman
H. S. Turner Investment Co.
Scandinnvian-AmerLcan Bank.
Dexter Uorton & Co., Bankers.

r Realty Associates of Seattle.

1 Parry Investment Co.
R. W. Hill.
YV . G. Ronald.
Puget Sound Realty Associates.
T. L, Qulgley Co.
Moore Investment Co.

.1 us. £. Thomas & Co., Inc.

Calhoun, Denny & Ewing.
Goodwin Real Estate Co.
t McLaughlin Realty Co.
' Seaboard Security Co.
The TrugteeCompany, ofSeattle
Holmes & Haring.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BUILDING PERMITS {Value) Jan.

1st, '07, to August 1st, '07, $7,928,186.00

If you are seeking a field in which

to make a profitable ana safe invest-

ment you cannot afford to ignore

Seattle. Again, it you are tired or

the extremes or neat ana cola or

the Central West and East, Seattle

has climatic advantages that make

living comfortable the whole year.

Z]

Ask any of the prominent firms on either of these pages for full parti-

culars. They are always glad to answer questions.

John IlarU * <

Crane K«-nlt\ < ...

Ailnlph l".«lir.n«

I.ewla-I.ltlleneld Co.
David r. r .-Imsn.
H "*. Turnrr I nv««<*liii»*Mt «'»».

Krandlnavlan * mrricMii Hunk.
I>. vl»-r Morton £ Co.. tlankrni.

I Kealty Aatorlata* of Seattle.
' Parry Inireatment Co.

B. W. Hill.

w. o. itoiiaiii.

1'nert Sound Kealty AmihUIh.
T. I.. Qulgley Co.
Moorr In*f*l'ii- nl ' ••-

.><•«. K. Thomw It Co., Inc.

Calhoun. l»«-nii.v Jb Kwlnf.
Goodwin Real Eatat«- < ".

j
McLaughlin RealK

' Seaboard Security Co.
ThiTrailrr Company, of Seattle

Holme* A Muring.

Doo't forrat to mention Tb» Paclnr Moalhly waan dealing with adTertlaera. It wlU bt •nnrerl'tcn'.
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(GENERATES^^
more electricity

for commercial pur-

poses than any place

in the world other

than Niagara.

NOW IRRIGATING

thirty thousand acres

of land adjoining the

city limits.

Building an electric railroad to

Butte, Montana; traversing unde-

veloped mining and timber dis-

tricts.

HELENA
MONTANA

5s ^

RAST HELENA^ Plant of the
American Smelting
& Refining Company
treating gold, silver,

lead and copper ores.

. The Broadwater
Hotel and Natator-

ium. The largest

enclosed swimming
pool in the world.

Home of the large United States mili-

tary post, Fort William Henry Harrison.

Plenty of opportunity for solid in-

vestments.

FOR INFORMATION WRITE TO

HELENA COMMERCIAL CLUB
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE TO

A. W. Ide, Real Estate.

Winchester Dickerson, Mining Engineer.
National Bank of Montana.
Montana Daily Record
Helena Power Transmission Co.
The Collins Land Co. , Real Estate.

Piatt & Heath Co.
,
Real Estate.

Matheson, Brackett & Schroeder, Real Estate.

Lewis Penwell, Sheep and Cattle.

Porter-Davidson Co., Real Estate.

Lockey Investment Co.
,
Real Estate.

American Smelting & Refining Co.

L $1 500 A YEAR FOR LIFE
Five shares in the great commercial rubber orchard of the Conservative Rubber

Production Company should, at maturity, yield you a sure and certain income of $1500
a year. No large cash payment down is required to secure them as they can be paid
for as follows: $25.00 a month for the first year; $20.00 a month for the second year;

~15.00 a month for the four succeeding years; then $20.00 a month the last year
making $1500 in seven years which covers the entire cost.

One or more shares are sold at a proportiona rate.
The Income derived from trees during the seven-year, development period should

average 25% on the money invested ; then $1500 a year for life. This most conservative
estimate is based upon government reports of the United 8tates and Great Britain,
the most reliable sources of information in the world.

On our splendid estate of 12,000 acres in Tropical Mexico, we are changing the production of
crude rubber from the primitive and destructive methods hitherto employed by tnenatives toT*- __ ______

S____B^__
I i _ji {/ / There Is nothing speculative about crude rubber. It can be sold every day in the year in

r ket in the world at a price that has been steadily increasing for years. For a quarterI / t of a century the world's supply has been Bpoken for months before it reached the civilized
I *- .> market. The price has doubled in a decade, and the question of future supply is of vast mo-

I ment and can only be solved by the scientific cultivation of the rubber tree.

We are now engaged in this new and immensely profitable industry on a large scale, and the

^^^^ I WM\ tmusnal opportunity isopen to you to secure shares in our plantation. Each share represents
^^^ai ' an undivided interest in all our land- 6000 acres of which is being planted to rubber, and what

J^^^ has already been accomp) ished assures the success of the enterprise.

_^___|_B^^^ Every possible safeguard surrounds the investor. These safeguards are embodied in the con-
H tracts which provide that you are to pay no taxes, nosalarieB, no lines or assessments, and pay-
I ments will be suspended for three months without prejudice and may be made up at any time

^B during the seven years.

Our literature gives conclusive facts, logical figures, and definite reference as to our integ-
rity and responsibility, and proves that our proposition is bona -fide, safe and enormously pro-
fitable. Such an investment insures the absolute safety of your future and comfort in old ago.
Our booklet, "Money Makiner Opportunities of Mexico," proves that our statements are

absolutely oorrect. The Company is divided into only 6,000 shares which are being rapidly taken—over 900 people having
already become associated with us.

Write to as and we will furnish you with facts that will put you in close touch with every detail of our plan.

Our literature is Sent Free, and every request for it will receive immediate attention. Write for it today.

Conservative Rubber Production Company,
610 Monadnock Building, San Francisco, California.

One of oar fifteen-
months old trees.

i>oa't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Own a Home Near Hotel del Monte
Send for our beautifully illustrated booklet which tells in picture and

about all the attractions that have nude Hotel del Monte famous the world over.

The booklet tells of the ocean with its towering cliffs, the beautiful sap-

phire-hued bay, the forests of pine, cypress and oak, the mountains that run

right down to the water's edge, the lakes, the drives, the walks, the gardens,
the race course, the tennis courts, the golf links, the bathing pavilion and the

beaches of pure white sand where surf bathing is possible almost the year round.

The booklet further tells you about Del Monte Heights and what is being
done to make it one of California's greatest pleasure towns. It tells of the
beautiful Lake del Rey that is being transformed into a second Venice with

boats, gondolas, artistic bridges, concrete landings and a large concert pavilion.
The booklet tells of all the other improvements now under way to make

Del Monte Heights an ideal place for residences.

It tells of the splendid railroad and steamship facilities and other large de-

velopments that are going to make Monterey the largest city between San
Francisco and Los Angeles.

The booklet shows that this is your opportunity for investment. It tells

why you can double your money in a short time. Write for the booklet to-

day. Address, the Phelps-Lewis Company, 110 Sutter St., San Francisco.

If only to keep abreast of the times you should know more about

DEL MONTE HEIGHTS

Don't forget to mention The I'aeltk Monthly wn«n dealing with adirrttaen. It will h* anprr-lated.
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THE OPPORTUNITY
OF A LIEE-TIME

is knocking at the door of the man with
small capital

—the opportunity of starting
a business and letting it grow and

prosper with a new manufacturing
town in

Good

Openings
for

Drug Stores

Shoe Stores

Grocery Stores

Hardware Stores

Dry Goods Stores

Stationery Stores

and Retail Stores of

all Other Descriptions

Southern California

the land of sunshine
and flowers and

prosperity.
The name
of the new

town
is

Laborers

Carpenters

Bricklayers

Blacksmiths

Electricians

and All Other

Tradesmen should

Enjoy Happy Homes
in this Beautiful

Healthful Distrfct

CRESTMORE
BUSINESS

$300 and Upward

Terms as low as

$20.00 Cash

and $10.00

RESIDENCE

Monthly

$200 to $400

Terms as low as

$10.00 Cash

and $10.00

Monthly

It is here
that the

$2,500,000
Southern Caiifor

nia Cement Company
is building its enor

mous plant, which
nearing completion, and

which, alone, will provide em
ployment for about 800 men. The

townsite is beautifully laid out; street

work, grading, and the erection of

large number of dwellings and business
blocks are now under way.

CRESTMORE is ideally located on high, dry
ground about three and one-half miles from the city

of Riverside, to which it is now linked by electric
and steam railways. It affords residence sites attractive to

the wealthy manufacturer, as well as very moderately priced
ones which are sold on such easy terms as to enable even th

laboring man to own his home.

Write For Booklet "No. 12" Giving Full Particulars

WINTON & McLEOD CO.
330 SOUTH HILL STREET LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CttiNO RANCH
^.i

/ &
IRRIGATED FARMS= IN -

i SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
35 Miles East of Los Angeles

$85 to $175 Per Acre
4 Cash, Balance 1 ,2, 3 and 4 years, 6 per cent

CHINO
RANCH is a section of unparalleled re-

sources—a prosperous valley where water is inex-

haustible. Chino ranchers have never suffered from a

dry season.

The wonderfully prolific soil, favorable climate

and abundant water make it possible to grow a wide

diversity of crops, such as Walnuts, Oranges, Lemons,
Deciduous Fruits, Berries, Sugar Beets, Onions and

Potatoes.

Quick transportation, all modern improvements,
excellent local markets. Two canneries, sugar fac-

tory and many other industries. Electric line

building into the valley.

Call or write for full inform-

ation and illustrated

booklets. ^B

kl
'It

*£.•

CHINO LAND & WATER CO.
516 WILCOX BUILDING

Main 76 « LOS ANGELES, CAL. HomeAjSaj
Do not forget to mrntloo Tbc PsrUk MooUOj wKo oMiidk .lib td<«tM«. It will bt ipprtrUUd.
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ALL-THE-YEAR-ROUND TOURS
LEAVE SEATTLE

FOR SAN FRANCISCO
Steamships PRESIDENT, UMATILLA or CITY OF PUEBLA every fifth day.

FOR SKAGWAY, JUNEAU, TREADWELL, HAINES, DOUGLAS, SITKA, etc.

Steamships COTTAGE CITY, CITY OF SEATTLE or HUMBOLDT, every third day.

FOR NOME AND ST. MICHAEL
steamship SENATOR Sept. 6th, Oct. 7th; Steamship PRESIDENT, Sept. 28th.

LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO
FOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, San Diego

Steamships SANTA ROSA or CITY OF PUEBLA, Sundays and Thursdays.

FOR EURFKA (Humboldt Bay) steamships pomona
or CITY OF TOPEKA, about every second day.

FOR MEXICO AND LOWER CALIFORNIA:
Ensenada, La Paz, Mazatlan, Altata, Guaymas, Etc.

Steamship CURACAO. 7th of each month.

EXCELLENT SERVICE, LOW RATES, INCLUDING BERTH AND
MEALS. SPECIAL ROUND TRIP RATES

For sailing dates illustrated literature and full information, apply
to Company V Agents, or to

C. D. DUNANN, Gen. Pass. Agent, San Francisco
"TOTEM POLE ROUTE"

$2,500 PER YEAR
ALL THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

IN RETURN FOR $2,500 INVESTED NOW
IS THE OPPORTUNITY OFFERED IN THE

WENATCHEE VALLEY
Don't take our word for it. We will give you the testimony of

resident fruit-growers to prove that

ANYBODY CAN DO AS WELL
The majority have done much better

INQUIRE NOW
When our land is sold there will be no more land in Wenatchee

Valley to be put under irrigation

EAST WENATCHEE LAND CO.
WENATCHEE, WASH.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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$250
1850 cash will start you on the road to an income for life.

Income for life is what (almost) everyone is desirous of having,
so we know you will be interested in our proposition.

We have one of the choicest spots in the coming great State of the Union,
viz.: the State of Washington. There are favored fruit local-
ities even in a fruit country, and we have one of them. We have a valley
five miles long, lined on either side with beautiful precipitous hills (equal to

the Grand Canon of the Colorado). The valley is level; the soil fifty ( •"•'
1

1

feet deep, of the richest volcanic ash that will grow anything when watered,
and we have a gravity irrigation system with abundance of never-failing
clear, pure water.

We have a sixty foot avenue the full length of our property: have
divided the property into three to five acre tracts, facing them on this avenue.
and are plauting them to the best varieties of fruit. We are aiming at

COMMERCIAL ORCHARDS ONLY

Income for ourselves and income for our customers is what we are

striving for.

We prepare the ground, plant the orchards, prune, spray and cultivate,

charge no interest or taxes; care for the property until you wish to take

possession, and we are selling the land at $500 per acre, which is one-fourth
what similar land in bearing orchards are selling for in this vicinity; our
terms are $50 per acre down and $5 per acre a month; no interest, no taxes,
no assessments. Talk about life insurance or bonds or stocks, ours is a
sure thing, and we will furnish hundreds of references and affidavits to prove
that orchards here are netting from 1500 to $1,000 per acre annually.

If this sounds good to you, write us for further particulars and an
illustrated prospectus.

We know that we have a good thing and that you will agree with us
when you see the property and the surroundings. We have sold to hundreds
of our best citizens in Seattle; bankers, merchants, doctors, lawyers and real

estate men ; and will be glad to furnish you their names for references, and also

refer you to any bank or business house in Seattle for our reliability.

Our property is located in Moses Coulee, Eastern Washington. No
alkali, no droughts, no blizzards, no cyclones, no failure of crops.

Peace, Plenty, Prosperity, our motto. Write today.

WENATCHEE ERUIT LAND COMPANY
GEORGE A. VIRTUC, President

303-6 BOSTON BLOCK, SEATTLE, WASH.

Don't force t
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VACATION TRIPS
IN OREGON AND CALIFORNIA

Send for any of the following publications.

They tel! all about the most beautiful and
attractive summer retreats in the west and
are a splendid aid in deciding where to go

Oregon Outings

Restful Recreation Resorts

Shasta Resorts

Lake Tahoe and the High Sierras

Yosemite Valley and the Big Trees

Kings River Canyon and the Giant Forest

Big Trees of California

Hotel del Monte

Southern California

Sent free to any address on receipt of a

two-cent postage stamp for each publica-
tion. Write to

WM. McMURRAY
General Passenger Agent, Southern Pacific Co. (Lines in Oregon)

PORTLAND, OREGON

CHARLES S. FEE
Passenger Traffic Manager, Southern Pacific Co.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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SantaFe

r*M

THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED is an ALL-THE-YEAR-'ROUND

daily train, running between CALIFORNIA and CHICAGO
T Newest Pullman equipment, consisting it observation, drawing-room and

compartment sleepers, buffet-smoking car and dining car. "Santa Fe All the

ArV ay. Safeguarded by block signals. Harvey meals. The only train between

California and Oucago, via any line, exclusively for first-class travel.

f En route visit Grand Canyon Of Arizona and stop at El Tovar. the new

$250,000 hotel, under Harvey management. Pullman service to and from Grand

Canyon.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when (Valine; with advertiser*. It will be appreciated.
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An Opportunity for Careful Investors

NEWPORT
HEIGHTS
ACREAGE

Cheapest Land in Southern California

Newport Heights is a high plateau, all

most perfectly level, with the lowest point

over 70 feet above the sea. It extends

back from Newport Bay for several miles

and comprises 1300 acres of deep, rich,

slightly sandy loam soil, very fertile and

productive. It is subdivided into five-acre

tracts with artesian

water, of the finest

quality, in abund-
ance for all irriga-

tion purposes, piped
to each tract.

Dee£, Rich
Soil <M <M

A hundance

of vvater

We are the

owners of this

property and
are now plac-

ing these five-

acre subdivi-

sions on the
market at $150*

each. One-fifth
to be paid in

cash and the
balance in six,

t wel ve,
eighteen
and twen-
ty-f our
month in-

stallments.

Six per cent
interest on de-

ferred payments. Con-

sidering the soil, water,
location and transportation facilities this is

the cheapest acreage in Southern Califor-

nia. Pacific Electric cars run every hour
from Los Angeles. Write to us for printed
matter and more complete details regard-

ing this valuable property.

TOWNSEND -DAYMAN
INVESTMENT CO.

„™„,™ (499 Pacific Electric Bldg., LOS ANGELES, ML.
1

1 12S East First St., LOSS BEACH, CAL.

^ J

ENROUTE EAST
Travelers on the

Through Trains

of the

Northern Pacific

Railway
can spend hours of enjoyment

watching the continually

changing scenery. The jour-

ney free from monotony.

Every convenience is pro-

vided for the comfort and

pleasure of patrons. From

smoker and day coach to ob-

servation car, everythingnew

and modern.

The representatives of the Company are glad to answer

all inquiries regarding rates, trains, etc., and to arrange

berth reservations.

A. D. CHARLTON
Assistant General Passenger Agent

Portland, Oregon

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Salt River Valley

ARIZONA
The Land of Sunshine, Health and

Prosperity. No Snow, Ice

or Cyclones.

THIS
Valley offcis the greatest inducements to the capitalist, the homezee«er, the

laborer and the tourist. The milii winter elimntr brings great relief to those who
are tired (if cold winds, snow and ice. The fertile lands of this famous valley will

grow to perfectsM wheat, barley, oats, alfalfa, cantaloupes, watermelons, fi|rs, grapes,
strawberries, orannes, grapefruit, olives, dates, sugar beets, and all kinds of vegetables.
The lands have doubled in value during the past six months, owing to the (freat progress
lieintf made by tin- 17. S. government in building the great Tonto dam and reservoir which
will supply these lands.

K>K 111 ISTRATKI) BOOKLET SIM) Mil a CBKT8 TOANY oKTHKKH.um :

Commissioner of Immigration, Board of Trade, Chamber of Commerce,
Phoenix, Arizona Phoenix, Arizona Mesa, Arizona

An Agricultural State
Farm Land, in the valley of the YELLOWSTONE »re equal to any on earth. Great crop, of Alfalfa

(3 crop. I. Timothy. Clover and all kind, of Grain, and SUGAR BEETS. Th« newevt. largest and

beat Beet Sugar Factory in the United State* at BILLINGS now completed sad in operation, making
into Sugar the fir«t crop of 70.000 ton*. Land at $50.00 and up on your own urmt. Write

BILLINGS LAND & IRRIGATION CO.. BILLINGS. MONTANA

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.

4
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On the Los Angeles Limited
Which runs daily over the Salt Lake Route,
Union Pacific, and Chicago & Northwestern,
through Salt Lake City and Omaha, in

Three Days, Los Angeles to Chicago
There's nothing finer in railway train equip-
ment, and there's beautiful scenery to view
along the way. You will surely be pleased

in every way if you travel

Via The Salt Lake Route
Any ticket agent can tell you about it, or we will.

F. A. WANN, General Traffic Manager ) los ANGELES
T. C. PECK, General Passenger Agent } CALIFORNIA

JHd!r!V'--r-

~A
Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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LOW RATES
EAST

=a You Can Now Make Your Arran«fmrnli to Visit the c=

Jamestown Exposition
Or any other point in the East, this Summer, and take

advantage of the very low ROUND-TRIP
rates that have been

fixed upon by

THE

Oregon Railroad
(Si Navigation Co.
TO
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THE-YOUTH5
COMPANION
THE BEST PAPER FOR FAMILY READING.

New Subscribers who send $ 1 .75 at once for The Companion for 1 908
will receive eight issues Free (see offer below).

The Contents of the 52

issues for 1908 will include:

250 Good Stories
— Serial Stories, Stories of

Character, Adventure

and Heroism.

350 Articles
Sketches and Reminis-

cences by Distinguished
Men and Women.

1000 Notes
on Current Events, and

Discoveries and Inven-

tions in Nature and

Science.

2000 One -Minute Stories

Bits of Humor and Miscellany, the Weekly Health

Article, Timely Editorials, the Children's Page, Etc.

EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER
Who cuts out and sends this slip (or mentions this publication) at

once with $1.75 for The Companion for 1908 will receive

FREE
The eight issues of The Companion for Nov. and Dec. 1907.
The Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's Holiday Numbers.
The Companion's 4- Leaf Hanging Calendar for 1908 in full color.

Then The Companion for the 52 weeks of 1908—a Library of

the Best Reading for Every Member of the Family.

Send for Free Sample Copies and Illustrated Announcement for 1908.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION BOSTON, MASS.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when denllng with advertisers. It will be appreciated.



TME house of Walter Baker &
Co. Ltd., established 1780, Dor-

chester, Mass., has grown to be

the largest of its kind in the world, and

it has achieved that result by always

maintaining the highest standard in the

c.fcfwftt&ee quality of its cocoa and chocolate

preparations and selling them at the lowest price

for which unadulterated articles of high grade

can be put upon the market. Statements in the

press and in the reports of the Pure Food Com-

missioners show that there are on the market at

this time many cocoas and chocolates which have

been treated with adulterants, more or less

injurious to health, for the purpose of cheapening

the cost and giving a fictitious appearance of

richness and strength. The safest course for

consumers, therefore, is to buy goods bearing the

name and trade-mark of a well-known and

reputable manufacturer, and to make sure by a

careful examination that they are getting what

they order.



Crystal

SUGAR

Wgtm

Crystal

tyomtho
„.„.„„ SUOAR

VAU. ST..NE

.A

Sold Only in 5 l

l> Sealed Boxes!

Imagination could not conceive of a handierand

is presented in*CRYSTAL DOMINOMR. Neither could the most
particular

people ask for more
perfect purity,

oreconomical
people for less waste.

BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!



>vember 190/ Price 10 Cents

MIPIFICnwrmiY

RSITY
Th

t Stand
of the

Argonauts
By

Jo^n Fleming Wilson

PACIFIC M0NTHCT PUBLISHING ca



Seattle
(Population 242,000) \

Offers to legitimate manufacturing and com-

mercial establishments many advantages about

which tbe Seattle Cbamber of Commerce will

inform inquirers upon application.

Every city offers some distinct advantages to

the new comer. Seattle combines all for the

merchant and manufacturer. Among them are:

(1) The shortest route of travel and trans-

portation between eastern states and the countries

of the Orient and Alaska, at a point where

four transcontinental railroads meet tbe ships of

tbe world in handling tbe rapidly expanding

commerce of tbe Pacific.

(2) Tbe public ownership of a practically

inexhaustible supply of cheap -water and elec-

trical power for manufacturing purposes.

(3) A climate -which enables all classes of

industries to operate every day in the year.

(4) Good and rapidly growing markets,

cheap raw materials, cheap fuel and perfect

facilities for handling the products of her mills

and factories.

Apply for detailed and accurate information

regarding the opportunities existing for any par-
icular industry to Department P

Seattle

Chamber of Commerce
Seattle, Washington
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Let us Raise

^/-Salary

The difference between $7.50 and $35.00; fS.oo and (30.00; $10.00 and $40.00; and
so on up the line is the proven difference between the salaries of men before and after

receiving I. C. S. training.
It's a fact. The International Correspondence Schools have thousands of unsolicited

letters telling of exactly such increases in salary as a direct result of this training.

B very month there is an average of 300 men who voluntarily report success attained through
I. C. S. training.

Wouldn't you like your salary raised ? Wouldn't you like a more congenial position ?

Wouldn't you like to be successful ? Then mark the coupon to-day.
Kvervthing now-a-days is on the rise. Clothing costs more ; the butcher charges

more; groceries are away up. And the end is not yet. In fact, everything is going up
except the salaries of untrained men.

There's always a good paying position for the
trained man. You know that.

Then why not let the I. C. S. help you? It

doesn't matter where you live, what you do for a

living, or how little schooling you may have bad.
If you can re. id and write, the I. C. S. has a way to

hup you to success—in your own home—in yonr
sparetime—without requiring you to give up your
present i.iMtion. Mark the coupon to-dav.

The I. C. S. method will quickly enable you to

earn a much higher salary at the occupation of
your choice—just as it has already enabled thou-
sands of other poorly-paid but ambitious men
to succeed.

During August 394 students voluntarily re-

ported increase in salary and position through the

help of the I. C. a
Mail the coupon to-day—the I. C. S. will

gladly explain it all without charging you a penny.

Remember: The Business of thin Place fa

to Raiao Salaries.

IITU1«TI0«AI CO««E$WNDtNCI SCHOOL!
B.m »;4, Iwrulaa, Pa.

Ptaaaa etpj.lu . wlthoal further aallaall.a .. a, part,
ao» I c»aaaaHij !— lupfMton)»lto| iil lln > rf»l
vktaa 1 km aartea X

*te.»frrapher
aa*>et*«ae.l »rtl,f

«..» <ard Writer
\» I.Jo- Tri»«r
('MiarrHil Law
Maairatar
4 1,11 ... , lee
lkra.1.1
leitlle Mill • .»(.
I Iceiriel..
Wee. J »,l»eer

Trlttlia. I .,'rrr
Klee.l.lglOl.a
Meek... I n,l.ee
*.r» rymr
M*ll«»rj gaalan f
< I. II r aalaeer
11.11 I X I —lr.ri.
i.rfcli.r'l |w»»»
Areklleel
Mraetaral faalai H
llri<ce r .(i.eer
Wining Ixflur,,

Don't fiM-jet Is nieiitli.il Tin. I'.rlfle Mntithlj when ileallna Willi kiltertlaera. II will be appre-lated.
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"POLICY GIVES FULL VALUE."
"Supplies Demand from Professional and Business Men."

"A Splendid Contract for Large Investors."

"Legitimate Life Insurance at Low Cost."

This is what Prudential Field Managers say of the

NEW LOW COST POLICY
of

The Prudential
Rates Lowest

Consistent with Liberality and Safety, Offered by
Any Company of Corresponding Size, Importance
and Responsibility Throughout the World.

A Common Sense Policy
Meeting the Demand for Cheaper and Plainer
Life Insurance.

DEFINITE COST— DEFINITE BENEFITS— DEFINITE RETURNS
Every Feature Absolutely Guaranteed

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE MONEY? Splendid
Opportunities in 5elling this Popular New
Ordinary Policy. Write Direct to Us Today.

Address Dept. 23

RUDENTIAL e^SJ

STRENGTH OF
GIBRALTAR

\\
>

The Prudential
Insurance Co. of America

Incorporated as a Stock Company by the

State of New Jersey.

JOHN F. DRYDEN, Home Office :

President. NEWARK, N. J.

Send us your age nearest birthday, and see what $1 a week will buy in Life Insurance for you.

Doo't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The entire mkoii of this Maculae are »i«rt t.y the pan I eonyrlclit. and ankle, n.u-i

nut be reprinted without t|wlil penulaaloa.

Contents for November, 1907

John Fleming Wilson

COLONEL BiaOEBS ESTABLISHING THE CAMP U l'rus«

THE LAST STAND Or THE ARGONAUTS (Si rial)
i to vi.)

' THE WAT OI* THE LAND TBANSORESSOR l.ute IVane
i IV. Boom Qmst Operations In the. Hocky

Mountain
Illust nisei fiom Photograph*.

POETICS. BIERCE AMD STERLING IWter Harnett

Cover Deals*
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ge sterlingIllustrated from Photograph by Geo
THE HELMSMAN

Illustrated by A. Burr.

AH INSIDE LIGHT OH KIPLING
THE SETTLE* (Serial)

_
THE GUERDON (Verse)

CAPTAIN TUBBLE'S DEBUT (Story)
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Illustrated from Photographs.

STAND STILL i\. is.)
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Illustrated from Photographs.
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Pulse the Beautiful
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An Itaplre In the Making
Where Mud Is Minted ....
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J. II. Walsh

Marguerite Stabler

Herman Whl taker
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HOLLADAYS ADDITION
The geograpKlcal CENTER of Portland.

Tkc most DESIRABLE and only exclusive resi-

dence district in the City.

A level plateau well drained, 150 feet atove river.

Commands a fine view of the City, the river, Mt.

Hood, Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Adams and surrounding

country.
Is very accessible and within easy -walking dis-

tance of the business district.

Has one hour more SUNLIGHT than over the
river.

Has improved streets, gas, electric lights, water
mains, trolley lines and sewers.

Lots sold on advantageous terms to home-builders

Seeing is believing. Locate your home where it

will be a comfort and a joy and an investment that
is certain to enhance in value.

THE OREGON REAL ESTATE CO.,
88^ THIRD STREET, Room 4. PORTLAND, OREGON

HIGH GRADE HELP WANTED
YVe have good openings tor several experienced men to act as District Circulation

JWanagers, men who can show clean records and demonstrate their ability. This is an
excellent opportunity to become connected with a live company and the fastest growing
publication in the ^West, the magazine that the entire country is talking about.

Address, giving names or at least three former employers or prominent business men
as references.

A^cy Dept., PACIFIC MONTHLY PUBLISHING CO. p°*i-*o»-

EDUCATIONAL

¥ ¥¥¥ ¥ MILITARY
Till A a ACADEMY
A Boarding and Day School for Boys. Accred-
ited to all Leading colleges and universities. Boys
of any age admitted at any time. Write for Illus-

trated Catalogue.

DR. J. W. HILL, Proprietor and Principal

PORTLAND, OREGON

PORTLAND ACADEMY
The Academy proper fits boys and girls for Eastern and Western
college. A primary and grammar school receives boys and girls as

early as the age of (. A gymnasium in charge of a skilled director.

Track and field athletics. A well appointed boarding hall for

girls. For catalogue address

PORTLAND ACADEMY, Portland, Oregon

FIFTB-STKEET-BY-THE-PAEK
Lob Angeles, California Established 1882

PACIFICTELEGRAPH
School. Commercial, R. R. and Press Work. Positions. 8th year.
417 W . Fifth Street, Los Angeles, California.

"HUMBUG MEMORY SCHOOLS EXPOSED"
ANO ADDRESS ON DEVELOPMENT OF THE

To introduce a series ofvaluable }

educational works, the above
will be sent to all applicants

JAMES P. DOWNS,
Room 607. 14 Park Place, New York.

FREE

PACIFIC UNIVERSITY
FOREST GROVE, OREGONSTANDS FOR BEST IN" EDUCATION

Thorough training in college studies. Six courses with electives. Academy prepares for any college. Con-
servatory of Music

gives instruction of high grade. Classes in Mechanical and Freehand Drawing, Paint-
ing, Shorthand and Typewriting. All clean athletics encouraged. Skilled instructor in charge ofGymnasiumand field sports. Handsome new Women's Hall, complete with modern furnishing affords pleasant and safe
home for young women. Write for catalogue and illustrated literature.

CALIFORNIA MILITARY ACADEMY
8ANTA MONICA, LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Prepares for all Colleges and Scientific Schools, East and West.
Calvary Organization.
Boys received for the summer.
Unexcelled facilities for swimming, fishing, riding, mountain climbing, etc
Fall .erm opens Wednesday. September 2.sth, 1907.
For catalogue and terms, address THE ACADEMY.
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EDUCATIONAL

BUSINESS COLLEGE

BEHNKE-WALKER STUDENTS SUCCEED. WHY?

They are trained for business in • business-like way.

Placed 35 1 pupil* into lucrative positions during last

year.

Why not enroll in a reputable school that places all

of its graduate*?

1 1 W. BEHNKE. Pre*. I. M. WALKER, Prin.

Send for Catalogue

LEAR^MAIl
BE A

Oniio

Ntg»li $200.amontR
with a Camera
(.Huodrrdtcfc
nnuil llul amMMH 'li

„!„.,!« ;

SSJ :*i BM
edwitaisg lUtMtniliaot; poll
caftk. bane poriratfi, group*,
ticwvtu. Send forA rt Plot*
pedut, cirtcriLuB out Home
Sfudy Courts sad Hobday
ntrs. Il a tret if you atalc
wtinh^r bf-gnnrf '», anulrul or

ptof«4io<i*I imtruct*oo iadttaed.

250-p*g«,owoey -«via(Poole
Supply Ctulog, 10c potfjge.

"ifEJJiCM SCHOOL OF UT MO FHOTOCIUm :

and earn
$2,500 to $10,000

a year.

^5* <»"V frofumm m wkiei the
demand for firactit.oner, exceed, the tufipy.—

•!»»••• Iks C. r. A. twualasrlns aa4 mb
111-"-" ' -

tkt ...rwlK-rt.

1 Dull

..." I...
-ful tiiilsaai |

.uinlrvas
» tnj>,7ln« fin* Ibsobms.Www

fc^,y
,, ©^ Ci mtHtimint

tuhjee-t that interest! you.

Universal Business Institute, loo,
27-29 Cast 22d Street,

New York.

-ft—**
T

CCM5
^
%>***Action—

yre/ fo//owsDe/ay.

Leam the Plumbing, Plastering
or Bricklaying Trades

And make from $7 to $9 per day
All instruction is practical and individual

No books—Tools take their place

You can enter at any time. No previous knowledge required.

Night and day sessions all year 'round. Our acholar* are from 15

to 50 years old. Positions easily secured.

Be a mechanic in San Francisco and you will have a

gold mine of your own.

W'rilt for fro* rolo/ofM.

COYNE TRADE SCHOOL
232-242 EIGHTH STREET SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
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^3oooVio,ooo
f A Year in the

/ REAL ESTATE

We will teach yon by mail the REAL ESTATE GENERAL BROKER-

AGE and INSURANCE RITSlNira and »m^pt jfonSPECIAL HKPRKSENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-'i>enilive real estate and bn.+ersKe

company in America. Representatives are niaking $3,0(>0 to tlO.000

a year without any investment of capital. Excellent opportunities

open to YOU. By our system you can make money in a few weeks

witu->«'* interfering with your present occupation. Our co-opora-

tiTc aepartment will give you more choice, salable^property
to

handle than any other institution in the world. A Tnoroiiffll
Commercial Law Course free to each representative.
Write for B2-pua N*-'k fiee. -

TH CROSS COMPANY. 929 Reaper Block, Chlcnpo

BEA MIIMADMAN
Firemen and Brakemen
Earn from $100 to $185
a month. Graduates of
this school in great de-
mand Actual railway
officials teach you by

l

-
;

mail during your spare time,
at small cost. Free catalog, etc.

The Wenthe Railway Corres. School,

Box 846, Freeport, iur^s

WHITNEY-the
helper of tounc men'

Young man, become free and independent I

for lifel I start ambitious men in tin.; Col- |

lection Atrency business for thenisclv
without capital. A hustler can easily make I

several thousand dollars a year in his own I

locality. Write for free booklet about the |

plan that has made me wonderfully suc-
cessful. Don't wait until Bomeone else gets I

your territory. Write nie today.

L. M. WHITNEY
PEE. WHITNEY LAW CORPORATION

96 William St., New Bedford, Mass.
|

%Investments in Portland
income bearing property
are yielding, net, all the

way from 6% to 8%. We
handle nothing but thoroughly
sound and conservative proposi-
tions. Closest scrutiny invited.

Writefarparticulars. HighestBankBeforeneM

CHAPIN & HERLOW
332 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTLAND, OREGON

ARE YOU GOING TO ST. LOUIS?
THE HOTEL HAMILTON
is a delightful place in the

Best Residence Section and away from the noise and smoke, yet within easy access.

Transient rates, $1.00 to $3.00 per day, European plan. SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK. Write for booklet, Address, W. F. WILLIAMSON, Manager.

THE

PORTLAND
H. C. BOWERS, Manager

The Leading Hotel
ofthePacificCoast

EUROPEAN PLAN ONLY
Rooms $1.00 Per Day and Upwards

HANDSOME RESTAURANT
Music Every Evening 8:30 to 12:00

Headquarters for Tourists

and Commercial Travelers

Portland :: Oregon

1!!
THC

HOTEL lANKERSLUM
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

EUROPEAN

PUN

POPULAR

PRICES

EVERY ROOM AN OUTSIDE ONE

COOPER & DAVIS
LESSEES

CORNER SEVENTH STREET AND BROADWAY

Don'! forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It nil) \W appreciated.
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ONE GGDD INVESTMENT
5 WORTN A LIFETIME

OF LABOR

I\ |> i\ f IT from ones investment requires an
MttiUBUUD.*: V U

)
H eye to see and energy* seize

I IIVI I I the passing OPPORTUNITY.

Are you tired of
drudging along in the same old way,

day by day, month by month, the everlasting same old grind?
If so, do as the wise ones in all the history of America have
done—put your investments in virgin fields.

The last great American territory where immense re-

turns are possible is the Pacific Northwest. Even this great
field is being rapidly taken

up.
Therefore Act Today.

Each one sending in this coupon secures a contract
certificate in one of the most profitable enterprises in the

world. Such an offer was never made before, and you can-
not afford to miss it. Every reader of this paper should
take advantage of it NOW.

CUT THIS OUT

$5,000 A YEAR FOR LIFE
Do you want an income of $5,000.00 a year for life > If so, return this coupon promptly. You take

futefy bo riak of any kind. If upon examination you are not thoroughly convinced tna

GREATEST OPPORTUNITIES of your life to secure a steady,
If_upon examination you are not thoroughly convinced tKal this is one of the

•• lont a* you live. You
any payment* whatever, ao don t delay . but a—d m coupon at one*.

A/*
1 plainly so no Mistake will ** - la ail.acmrt*

CM Stale

Pleax- reserve .Shares for me at St.00 per share, aend me certiocate, booklet, repotta and all

information; if I am fully convinced that it is an enterprise of the soundest character and will prove ENOR-
MOUSLY profitable. I will pay for same at the rate of 10c per share par month until fully paid. No more than
10,000 shares reserved for any one person.

ROGERS-HESSELTINE CO., Alaska Bldg., SEATTLE,WASH.
Rmfarancam: Bradatrmmt and Dunn Agmncia»

Doo't for*et to mention Tb- Paelfk Monthly when deellBf with advertiser.. It will be ai



acific Monthly
Mindful of the time- honored magazine custom, which seems to make

Christmas a peculiarly appropriate season for the presentation of good

stories, The Pacific Monthly will offer next month a collection that will

delight every reader; brilliant

fiction, bright cheery articles and

beautiful illustrations, will make

the December issue a distinct

triumph in point of literary and

artistic excellence.

The typical Christmas story

has been somewhat overdone,

but literary masterpieces are rare.

The Gift, a story by JAMES
HOPPER, we believe may be

classed among masterpieces of

short fiction. It would be appro-

priate at any season, but it is so

charged with Christmas senti-

ment that we give it the leading

place next month. The tale is

of entirely different order from

anything Mr. Hopper has here-

tofore attempted, and indicates

the versatility of this youngWest-

ern author, who has so recently

become famous. It is the keen

heart appeal of this story, togeth-

er with its exquisite style, that

should make it a classic.

CHARLES WARREN
STODDARD, the distinguished

writer and lecturer, and dean of literary men of the West, contributes a

most valuable and interesting chat, In Old Bohemia, to The Pacific Monthly

for December. It will be accompanied by a lot of interesting old photo-

graphs of notable literary and dramatic persons. Mr. Stoddard, who has

Charles Warren Sto



v^

December Announcement
been the life-long friend of noted ones, like Brete Harte, Mark Twain,

Stevenson and others whose light first shone in the old days of the Pacific

Coast, is engaged in the pleasant work of writing a series of reminiscences,

which will undoubtedly prove a most popular and noteworthy contribution

to the literature of the country. His next article. The Overland and the Over-

landers, will appear in a later issue

of this magazine.

No Western writer has

achieved fame more rapidly or

more deservedly thanHERMAN
WHITAKER, whose striking

tale, The Claim Jumpers, will be

published next month. It in-

volves a number of interesting

Western characters, notably a

pair of rascals who, after many
deviltries, prove to be not entire-

ly devoid of chivalry.

'/ am quite in favor of these

Beauty Contests," writes

JOAQUIN MILLER, with

characteristic nonchalance, "in

fact I should entirely approve of in-

troducing some sort of inspiredLuther

Burbanli into our garden of girls with

the possible chance of some sort of

improvement in at least some quarters

of the Tvorld.
"
Where are the most /ow/n MM*

beautiful girls to be found ? he asks, and then proceeds to tell us in a char-

acteristic article, which is bound to raise a storm in some quarters, and a

deal of gratification in others. Can you guess to which state this gray-

bearded Paris awards the apple ? The answer may be found in the Christ-

mas Pacific Monthly.

In addition to his regular instalment on the Drama, WILLIAM
WINTER contributes a beautiful bit of verse. Jit Nightfall : A Reverie,"

%
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The Pacific Monthly
which will be appropriately-

illustrated by Eloise J. Roorbach.

As a poet Mr. Winter's appeal

to the reader is quite as lofty as

is his work as a dramatic critic.

PORTER GARNETT has

had a great deal to say that is

interesting and informing about

poetry. He is well qualified in

this direction, if achievement in

an art may be said to give one

authority to preach about it. We
venture the assertion that Mr.

Garnett's poem. The House oj

Dreams, will abundantly uphold

his position as an authority. It

is a beautiful poem and will be

illustrated by Xavier Martinez,

the well-known painter.

The Last Stand of the Argonauts, by JOHN FLEMING WILSON, is a

most entrancing tale. We urgently recommend to our readers not to miss

the next chapters. Those delightful characters, Colonel Biggers, Judge

Hawkins and Busted Smith, we venture to predict will grow in the hearts of

all readers, and will take their places eventually among the beloved of fiction.

Among other good stories of this number are The End of Change, by

ADELAIDE WILSON,"a new writer, whose work is marked by extra-

ordinary delicacy and originality; and That Which Was Lost, by H. AUSTIN

ADAMS, whose tale, The Man Who Was Not Quite Sure, published in this

magazine a few months ago, made a hit. Mr. Adams is a new Western

writer whose future is full of promise.

Do not forget IRA E. BENNETT'S next article, Western Affairs at

Washington, which will be of unusual interest: CHARLES ERSKINE

SCOTT WOOD'S Impressions, and The Way of the Land Transgressor, by

LUTE PEASE



December Announcement
A decided Californian complexion is given to the Christmas number,

not only by the work of the contributors, nearly all of whom are Califor-

nians, but also by a very interesting article on The Mid-Winter Playgroun

of America, handsomely illustrated from photographs. Then, too,

there are EIGHT PAGES OF CALIFORNIA SCENES IN COLOR, all of

which are of unusual beauty and worthy of framed space on an

artist's walls.

A little over a year ago we published In Arizony, the first poem of

CHARLES B. CLARK, JR. whose remarkable lyrical verse has made

this young Westerner famous already throughout the West No poet or

versifier, that we know of, has ever given quite so cleverly and intimately

the spirit of the plains, particularly of cattleland, as Mr. Clark. His work,

absolutely free from affectation, has that indefinable touch of genius, tli.it

unstudied simplicity and singular appeal, which is to be found both in

Kipling and James Whitcomb Riley, however far may be the cry from the

one to the other of those two. Mr. Clark's latest poem will be a feature

next month.

The cover design, A PACIFIC

COAST CHRISTMAS,
from a painting by McM. Pease,

is reproduced in three colors,

and shows a scene of dreamy

beauty,
—a girl playing a mando

lin in the shade of a palm tree,

from which one looks across a

sunny California valley to the

snowy mountains beyond.

Next Year
For 1908. the editors of this

magazine have very ambitious

plans. Not only will the Monthly

outdo its own past, but no effort

will be spared to make it the
CharltM R I lali. Jr.

best magazine in the country.

.*^«g9fc&4&£ Mi
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A Christmas Suggestion to Our Many
Western Friends

Have you solved the great annual problem—"WHAT SHALL WE SEND THEM ALL
FOR CHRISTMAS?"

The season is at hand when that interesting, but ever-puzzling question, must be met

by everyone that loves to give—and who does not?

Let ug help you by repeating a suggestion which we made last year about this time,
and which met with such hearty response and general approval that we have felt gratified
ever since.

_ , , Haven't you a lot of friends back East that are anxious to know allA Boost for the about the West? Can you ever get time to write as much about it as
Monthly is a

appears in any one issue of THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to say nothingBoost for You
of twelve jssueg ? Haven't you a lot of friends in the West who love

a good magazine, especially one that pictures the beauties of the West, tells the stories of

the West, and discusses independently and frankly all of the great problems that interest

the West?
Of course you have—a score at least—whom you would gratify with such a gift.

Send us a list of twenty names of your friends and relatives, and we will ask you for

only sixteen dollars, giving you four subscriptions free. In other words, we will give you
the magazine, free for one year, for every five subscriptions you send us. Thus: should

you feel able to send the gift'of THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to only FOUR of your friends,
send us their names with yours and four dollars, and you get your own subscription free.

Not a bad idea, is it?

BUT PLEASE SEND THE LIST AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE.
There is sure to be a deluge of orders this year; to make your gift most acceptable it

should reach the recipient on time. Early orders, therefore, will prevent any disappoint-
ment, for we intend to include a copy of the CHRISTMAS NUMBER GRATIS with each

subscription, as long as the issue lasts.

Just think how they will enjoy reading of the West—Western stories—Western history
and beautiful Western pictures. A year with THE PACIFIC MONTHLY and they will
learn much of your chosen country.

Affff ^ ot ^ike tne or(linary gift which is soon forgotten, THE PACIFIC

h W t"
1 MONTHLY is a constant reminder of the giver, each month bringing

St ^ ™-rr i new tidings and pictures of the great West. It is a suitable present for
That. Different ^ m a

*
d you/? alike

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY will prove in its stories, its articles and its illustrations

that the West can produce from month to month literature and art, all its own, of the high-
est standard. Its pages will breathe the spirit of the West; wholesomeness, cheerfulness,

reliability of statement the predominant notes; all mawkish sentiment, morbidness of

thought, or sensationalism of treatment will find no place in its scheme. THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY, stands for the true type of Western manhood and womanhood.

In twenty years every county in the West will have doubled and trebled in population
because THE PACIFIC MONTHLY tells the people of the East about the Pacific Coast,
and they come. In twenty years there will be tens of thousands of good citizens here
who will look upon this magazine as the hand that led them into the land of plenty; as
their guide, their friend, their entertainer, the voice that cheered them and inspired
them. It is for these THE PACIFIC MONTHLY is laboring. It is with these that it

will grow—with the men and women whom it brought here, who will love it and be loyal
ami steadfast to it. And they shall never be ashamed, for this magazine, then as now,
will stand for the West—their West, our West, God's Country.

Tn„,.„ w.
In sending THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to Eastern friends you are doinglogeiner vre
three things.Can Do Much &• 4. \r i- 1 • ,,-,„

for the West iirst: You are presenting a pleasant surprise, something different.
Second: You become a "booster" for the West, because no one can

read THE PACIFIC MONTHLY for a year without becoming enthused with the West-
ward-Ho Spirit.

Third: You are demonstrating your pride in, and loyalty to, a Western enterprise
which has by sheer pluck and perseverance won success. You are helping us—and do we
not deserve your patronage?

Let us tell you just a little about THE PACIFIC MONTHLY and its making.
Its growth long since outstripped its equipment for printing and binding, so much so

that we have had difficulty in getting out enough magazines to supply our readers. The
best we could do has not enabled many of them to get their magazines on time for-
months past.
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Hut at last we have completed and moved into our new plant, the largest and beat

eotiippeu anvwhere in the \\ •

KK,\T> THE l.ri'TI.K CHAT ABOUT IT IN' Till: BA< K OF THE KIUTOKI.U.
lluN OF Tills NUMBER, and jroa will see how we have provided for the nr.it

futur. of t ii.- MONTHLY.
Do you realize what a problem haa had to be solved in the rapid growth of this

magazine?
Heart* 1,800 mail sacks WfM required to handle our laat iaaue.

Bxnetrjr 1l"\444 pounds of paper, or fo »r full carload*, were required to print it.

Had the lane all boon mailed In one day, it would have taken thirty large, two bora*
drays to bave haule<l it to the station.

We have now ample capacity for an output of £00,000 magazinea a month.
Nut bad for a new Wanton publication—is itf

A Christmas
Card With Your
Compliment*

Do not forgot that as long as the Christmas issue lasts we will begin all

Gift mil srript ions (unless otherwise i) with this issue.
We have prepared u attractive little Chriatmaa card to be enclosed in
the Chriatmaa Issue, bearing the giver's name and nplimeir

prefer to use your own card you may do so; kindly send same to us with your on!

FILL IN ORDER BELOW, TEAR OUT PAGE AND SEND TO US
Instructions :

—Fill in below, names of parties to whom you wish to send
The Pacific Monthly. (Be careful to write names legibly and give post office

address.) Place an X before each name, in the column showing period for
which we shall send the magazine. SINGLE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION $1.00,
SIX MONTHS 50 CENTS. Copies of the big Christmas issue mailed by us
to any address, enclosing special Christmas card bearing sender's name,
15 cents each. Special Christmas Offer Good until January lot One
subscription in every five free.

THIS MEANS FIVE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS. $4.00 s TEN. 18.00. ETC

ITf.
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25c pep copy $3.00 per year

O UpKi N G
A"GAWE

THE ESSENTIAL MAGAZINE FOR HOPEFUL AMERICANS

IT HAS NO SPECIAL NUMBERS but the November number is of

special interest to motorists. It contains a wide range of articles related to the

AUTOMOBILE :-

"AN INTIMATE EXCURSION ALONG THE ROADS OF NORMANDY"
"THE SPANISH BANDIT AND THE MOTOR CAR"
"THE GROWTH OF THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IN AMERICA"
"GOOD ROADS FOR THE PEOPLE"
"MOTORING TO THE JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION"

THE OUTING MAGAZINE in its literature and its art covers every

field of outdoor endeavor in which human men and women live, whether it be

play or work. FJVE GREAT FEATURES FOR 1908
The Ship Builders of Old Salem, by Ralph D. Paine. A romance of old ships' logs, stories of

the Sea and Coast, of courageous men—the very spirit of old New England seafaring days, a unique and vivid

contribution to American historical literature.

Vivid Pictures of Every Day Life. The story of wheat. A wonderful tale. How harvest problems
are met and conquered on farms as large as European kingdoms. There will be a series of these big farming
stories, including corn, potatoes, sugar, cotton. Written to interest you, whether you are a city dweller or

tiller of the soil.

Unconventional Travel Articles, by Robert Dunn, an explorer and mountain climber who has
been chasing volcanoes. You will be interested in his story of the Aleutians, where he stands upon a new-
born volcanic island, the youngest land in the World, and photographs it for us ". smoking hot."

The Tent Dwellers, by Albert Bigelow Paine. In the same charming way in which Mr. Paine
told about "The Van Dwellers "

in cities he now pictures certain civilized sojourners in the wilderness.

Life Stories of American Cities, crowded with romance and adventure of the past, and pictured by
word and photograph m the very spirit as they are to-day

This is only a suggestion. The twelve numbers of Uic magazine during the year will be full of such, and
better things.

THE OUTING PUBLISHING COMPANY
35 and 37 West 31st Street, New York

Pon't forgot to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will ho appreciated.
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FALL ANNOUNCEMENT OF NEW PUBLICATIONS

THE WAY OF A MAN t,y e™™ ho«„..

The scene of this novel is laid

mostly in the West during the

time of the great westward it.

ment previous to the Civil War,

although the story opens in Vir-

ginia ami end* there. It is full of

strange adventure, of fights with

the Indians, of close McapM from

[>erils on land and water, of love

and treachery, of life in the wil-

derness under such conditions as

confronted the first Man and Ins

Mate. A tale of stirring incident

on every page. The characters

arc marvelously drawn, and the

period m which the

pia>cd is reflected with wooder-
ful spirit

—full of power, passion-
ate life and human feeling.

Cloth, decorative
Price $1.50

A Great and
Wondertul Novel by tbe

Author ol
"The Mississippi Bubble"

Illustrated by
G. WRIGHT

AT THE FOOT OF
THE RAINBOW
by «.. ii. sir. ill, .11 -Port, i

The scene of this charming, idyllic

love story is laid in Indiana; the

action is mostly out of doors. The
story is one of devoted friendship and

tender, self . sacrificing love. It it

brimful of tht mott btjuliful word

pui'i/iag of nuturt. Pour illustrations

in color by Oliver Kemp, and decora-

tions throughout by Ralph Fletcher

Seymour.
Cloth, decorative. Price $1.50

J. ARCHIBALD
McKACKNEY

(Collector ol Whisker*)

By Ralph D. Paine

A startling and original book of

humor. A gentlemen of wealth and
leisure discovers a curious analogy
between the human whisker and
yEolian harp. The "

music " and
mirth that is created is of an entirely

new variety—pun and unadulttrattd

fun. The illustrations by Wallace

Morgan are in keeping with the text.

Decorative boards. Price $1.25

BIG GAME AT SEA
by

Charles Frederick Holder
A new volume by this well-

known sportsman and naturalist.

Here will be found thrilliitf ac-

count* of battles with the Giant
Tuna, Devil Fish. Shark and other
mammoth denizens of the deep
sea. Sumptuously illustrated with
balf-tones from photographs. To
be published early in November.

Cloth, decorative.

Price S2.00 net.

THE TRAGEDY OF
RUSSIA IN PACIFIC
ASIA
By Frederick McCormlck
This is fry f.sr tht molt important

book on tht lalt war that will be pub-
lished for some time. Mr. llcCormick
was the Associated Press representa-
tive with the Russian Army, and went
through the war from beginning to
end. Illustrate! by numerous sketches
made on the field by the author, half-
tones from photographs, ma] 4, etc. To
be published early in November.

Cloth, in bog.

2 Vols. Price M.00 net.

THE ROMANCE OF
AN OLD-TIME SHIP-
MASTER

Edited by Ralph D. Paine

This is a collection of letters and
journals written by an American sea

captain at the beginning of the last

century. It reveals a most charming
and lovable personality, a sort of Lord
Chesterfield of the quarter-deck, and
throwt a curiout light on lift at fa at

tht ttmt.

Illustrated. Cloth, decorative.

CAMP AND TRAIL by Stewart Edward While
i will prove to be another delight for Mr. White's Urge circle of readers. It is a practical

The author tells just what is necessary, and what is unnecessary for comfort and

I

convenience in the camp and on the trail; and interspersed are pertinent anec- f
dotes, related in Mr White's inimitable style: ht hat uwaun nothmt mort tu/ao-
bU than thit mott jnttrtttint volnmt. Cloth, decorative. Plica «tJa net

|

experience iKM>k,

THE OUTING PUBLISHING COMPANY
35 and 17 W. 31st Street, NEW YORK

Don't form to mention Tbe Psrlnr Monthly when nesting with sdrertlsers. It will be sppreclsted.
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You Can
Win THIS *20=22KODAK
AND »15:22 CASH!

There are twenty series of unpre-
cedented

METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE

premium offers. Each series con-

sists of several prizes of which
you can take your choice

Your Cash Commissions and the

value of your Prizes are in pro-

portion to the number of Sub-

scriptions obtained
For 50 Subscriptions you can win this

$20.00 Kodak and $15.00 Cash

Pianos, Automobiles, Gasoline Launclies, Boats, Cameras, Canoes, Kodaks,
Typewriters, Jewelry, Silverware, Bicycles, Trip to Japan, Trip to Europe, Three
Weeks' Vacation at the Greatest Pleasure Resort in the World. These are some of
the prizes to be given away this season.

WE WANT WIDE-AWAKE REPRESENTATIVES
Not only is this one of the greatest Subscription Campaigns, but it also offers

the richest harvest for Solicitors of Subscriptions, for the value of the prizes and
the amount of the commissions are to be in keeping with the campaign we are

waging.

Every Subscription Means a Prize and a Cash Commission
THE METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE is launching the greatest Subscription

Campaign ever inaugurated in the history of the publishing business. We are offer-

ing a wonderful series of valuable prizes and liberal commissions this season to

representatives who secure subscriptions for the Metropolitan Magazine.

Absolutely No Competitive Prizes Offered

IS

the
Add ss METROPOLITAN MAGAZINE

Dept. P.I. 3 WEST 29th STREET
NEW YORK

Don't forgot to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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TlWManWnwMnows.
The preliminary interview that the employer hu with every applicant for a position

lOStlj of questions which the applicant is required to answer. This is fa

true with the private batmen boate or corporation as it is in the civil service. The
man who can answer these questions clearly, correctly and decisively is the man who
gets the place. {'• ippositions and imagining! won't do—only facts have a cash
value—and the position the man who /knows. The man who knows, and knows
that he knows, get his information from

The New International

Encyclopaedia
SO Volumes 1G.000 Partes 100.0OO Subjects 7.000 Illustrations

/
The New International is authoritative, accurate anil authentic. Hundreds of thousands jS^ jXd^

of dollars were expended upon this great work to make it au al** Jutely reliable, complete C .. ^ririr
sod modern encyclopedia. xy c^ s y^«V'

No "tli<r reference work contains such up-t<wlate, practical information on so o ^o^vi* V*'^
many subjects of general cvery-day interest Its moderate price and our easy 4f-Sj&%&

t plan place this work within your reach. «*». yi£>'&
K.lit..rs.ii,.( hi. f of The New International Encyclopaedia t DANIEt ^y,"W,<

Corr Giiman. M.D., Marry Thurston Pice, l'h.n., I-H.I)., and A~»aK»S*
Frank Mooaa CntBV, M.A., assisted l>y 400 of the foremost scholars

and experts in the country.
For Easy Payment Plan, Descriptive Pamphlet, ase-aa-SPa* o *"

Etc., Read, Fill Out and Mail This COUPON
DODD. MEAD & CO., Publishers

372 Fifth Avenue

The original picture of "The Man Who
printed in colors on extra heavy paper,
for traming, scat to any addreas oo receipt of 20c.

iptive Pamphlet, aakjlfJC* o *.•»•e^Vi*
This COUPON SaW v//j^
Publishers &<&&2& ••''

W" *"" C"y ttfiF /
?\^:y tyj&F ,-V""///iiDiofioc.X . ^^jfir IT if IT

Watch for th« Mil •tfnrtfiMMit of '"Pit Mm Who Inowi."
?'j&$£r y -^ *' -^////•

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adverlUera. It wilt be appreciated.
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NEARING COMPLETION

The Birds of Washington
William Leon Dawson, of Seattle

JLuthor o/"The Birds of Ohio"

Assisted by

J. H. Bowles, of Tacoma
A Magnificent Work, Complete in Two Volumes, 900 Pages, 400 Illustratio s

Qet Acquainted With the Birds
There are 365 species of them in Washington, all accurately, sympathetically

and beautifully described in this work

Scientific

Popular

Reliable

Readable

Convenient

Compendious

Original

Scholarly

Instructive

Entertaining

Artistic

Sumptuous

Copyright 1907 by w. L. Dawson

The Awkward Squad—-Murres Returning to Ledge, West Colony, Carroll Islet

Specimen illustration from "The Birds of Washington"

A BOOK FOR EVERYBODY—the bird-lover, the book-lover, the lover of God's Out-of-Doors, the shut-in,
the student, the person who is too busy to read much, the school teacher, the children.

The publication of this work will mark an epoch in the annals of nature study in the Northwest. Nothing like

it has ever before been attempted. It is based upon years of patient observation, wide experience of the field, and
unique opportunities of study.

SOLD ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION. No copies will be printed except as ordered in advance of publication
Mr. Dawson's success with "The Birds of Ohio" is sufficient guarantee of ability to carry thru in a worthy

manner this larger enterprise.

Five Editions and Eight Bindings—Something to Suit Every Taste.

ORDER NOW. Particulars and Prices upon application. Please mention whether you are likely to be
interested in the inexpensive editions or "something better."

ADDRESS

The Occidental Publishing Company
University Station :: Seattle, Washington

Don't forget to mention The Paciflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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"TO TRAVEL IS TO POSSESS THE WORLD"
E. Burton Holmes

r

About One-^^
Fourth Actual S

A Tour of the World for a Few Cents a Day in the

Burton Holmes
Travelogues

NOTHING approaching this work was ever attempted before. In

a series of splendid journeys Mr. Holmes unfolds before your

eyes the beauties of travel in Foreign Lands, with such narrative

skill, with so many strange experiences, incidents and humorous

episodes and so admirably illustrated by over 4,000 photographs
taken on the spot by Mr. Holmes himself, as to carry you in spirit,

over 22,000 miles of travel, through thirty of the most inter-

esting countries and cities of the world.

YOU
know, of course, who E. BURTON HOLMES is. The

phenomenal success oi his lectures has gained for him a
world-wide reputation. His lectures in book form are not

condensed, but on the contrary give a more complete descrip-
tion and are more profusely illustrated than would be

possible in the lectures from the platform.

YOU
would like to take these fascinating journeys.

You can do so in theTRAVELOGUES. The
coupon entitles you to a beautifully illus

trated, descriptive booklet and full information

without expense to you if you write to-day

• Don't delay. nlm and tend
to ui the coupon

McClure's Tourists' Agency"
Fireside Travel

44 to 60 Part 23d Street

NEW YORK CITY

Duo't forget to mention The t'arlnc Monthly when dealing with adrertlaers. It will be appreciated.
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IIII
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AGreat Help for BusyMen
FIFTH YEAR

BETTER THAN EVER

fflemindex
The Pocket Card System

UBed and recommended byMerehimts,
Manufacturers, Bankers, Brokers,
Lawyers, Doctors, Educators, Archi-
tects, Engineers, Contractors, Rail-
way Officials, Insurance Men, Pub-
lishers, Ad. Men, Salesmen, etc., all

over the world.

NO OTHER DEVICE
ANSWERS ITS PURPOSE

A fresh dated card comes to the front
each day in the handy leather pocket-
case. Cards for the year mako a valu-
able and convenient card-index for
desk use. Full instructions with each
outfit. You decide which size and
price will suit you—we do the rest.

Express prepaid on receipt of price. SmalJ I.jirg

Cowhide Seal Leather Case, hardwood tray and cards.

Am. Russia Leather Case, plain oak tray and cards,

(Jcnuine Morocco Case, quartered oak tray and cards, 3.HU 3.76

Genuine Sealskin Case, selected quar. oak tray and cards, 3.50 4.60
Silver Trimmed Case, mahogany tray with cover and cards, 5.00 6.00

Sundays extra, 35c 50c. -Tw^TX- mi/r.pr.rt
Future Year's Cards, small ^^^^H^^^. OUVcKCLI

Sl.OO; larse. S1.25. P?^ TKft Y
Cards for the Rest of
'07 FIJKK, with each

outfit for 1908.
Your outfit shipped the same
day we get your check.

OBDEB NOW
If these cuts do not show you
that the Memindex is an im-
plement you cannot afford to
be without, our new booklet'
will show you a few of the
hundreds of ways in which
it is valuable. Your name on
a postal will bringit.
Why delay?

Wilson Memindex Co.

25 Mill St., Rochester, N.Y.

Small Lnrpe
$2 00 $2.75
2 50 3.26

LOCK
'EXTRA

$1.00

POCKET

CARD CASE

Where Senator Clark
Made His Millions—

and the life story of
the man (Capt. Wm.
McDermott) , who
made the fabulous
Clark fortune, is an

l interesting book every
\ enterprising person
(should read. It also

J
tells about an invest-

I merit in the tihenom-
'

enal resources of one
of the wealthiest
sections of the U. S.

An opportunity no
one but Senator
Clark could have of-
fered you until now.
It gives facts and
figures not usually
published for general

distribution. How to use your judgment
and foresight in selecting for investment,
enterprises that can show satisfactory
profit. How to use other people's knowl-
edge to make money like Senator Clark did.
"We have arranged to distribute a limited
edition of this book free. To be well in-
formed on a subject of so vital interest,
you should write for a copy today and read
it thoroughly. This means more to you
than you can realize until you receive it.

A postal request will bring it to you pre-
paid.

O. B. STANTON & SON
1547 Real Estate Trust Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

Capt. Wm. McDermott

Publisher
Fails—Forced Sail?!

This is your Gaiiv L\

FREE
COUPON

PPORTUNITY KNOCKS AT YOUR DOOR NOW. We are compelled to

convert these books into money at once. To protect our interests as finance agents, we have
assumed control and offer without reserve the remaining sets of the Publisher's latest and most

important publication—"Library of Universal History," fifteen sumptuous volumes, over 5,000

pages, 100 specially engraved maps, 700 beautiful illustrations, copious marginal notes*and chrono-

logical index. This is a new publication from cover to cover, prepared by a staff of the/ most
famous historians of the world.^ Cost to produce nearly $250,000.00. Positively the first

edition printed from these new plates, made from type cast expressly for this work. Each volume
is 2 inches thick, 7 inches wide and 10 inches high.

Read Our Offer i Beginning with the dawn of recorded thought and tracing the

progress of mankind, these Sixty Centuries of Progress leads us step by step through Ancient, Mediaeval

and Modern Times. In this great panorama we see the birth, growth and development, the decay and
death of races and nations. The pure, simple and enchanting language used in depicting these great events

makes this story of human progress more fascinating than fiction. Young folks will use this work and
read it with delight, charmed by its splendid pictures and vivid style,

r
.

§? m *r- 4?

American Under*
writers Corporation,
240 Wabuh Av., Chicago.

Please ship to me, prepaid,

complete set of the Library of Uni-
versal History, 15 volumes, 3-4 Red
Morocco binding, for five days' free

examination, as per terms stated by you in.

The Pacific Monthly.

Change tnntttnc v> cloth If desired'

These 15 massive volumes shipped free'

flttf* flflVap! ^e sen<* tfle b°°'cs
' complete set, 15 volumes, prepaid, to you at once forVUr Ullcl I

five jays" free examination. If found satisfactory, send us 50 cents within

five days and $2 monthly for 10 months for Silk Cloth binding. (This is $20.50 for, the 15

volumes, while the publisher's price was $45.00.) For 3-4 Red Morocco binding, send us
50 cents within five days and $2.75 monthly for 10 months or a total of $28. Publisher's

price was $60. If the library is not perfectly satisfactory after five days' examina-
tion in your own home, notify us and we will have it returned at our expense.
You run no risk whatever, but act promptly as the sets are going fast Cut

out and mail the coupon herewith, or a copy of it now.

American Underwriters Corporation.
Finance?Agents 240 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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WE MANUfAO VTY WEi

Lots $200.00 to $500.00 Size 40x100 to 40x280

Reasons
1 - It will Always have an abundant supply of good, fresh water.

2. It will always be a good location for lumber and shingle mills, because of the fact

that logs and shingle bolts can be floated to the mills or can be brought in over the

Columbia At Puget Sound Railway.

3. The Seattle-Tacoma Power Company's light and power line crosses the property

and furnishes an abundant supply of cheap electric light and power.

4. It has unusual transportation facilities, being on the line of the Columbia At Puget

Sound Railway, the Chicago, Milwaukee At St. Paul Railway and within a few hundred

feet »>f the Northern Pacific Railway, the Puget Sound Electric Railway and the .Seattle,

Renton At Southern Railway.

5. Because Urge manufacturing sites are obtainable for factories at more moderate

prices than they can be obtained elsewhere within convenient reach of the City of Seattle.

6. Because cheap fuel can be obtained, the large coal mines of Renton being leas

than one mile from the property.

7. Because it is practically the only place within easy reach of the City of Seattle

whrre employes can own their own homes within sight of their place of business, and

where the employe will not be compelled to give up a large part of his earnings and

waste a great portion of his time in going to or returning from his work.

Big Industry Locates at Earlington
Cascade Steel At Foundry Co. is constructing a plant to coat about $200,000, which

will be in operation in a few months.

Land suitable for manufacturing sites in and adjacent to Seattle is v-ry limited,

hence creatine high values. THEREFORE, an investment in this class of property is

the beat to be had in the West.

Special Offer to Out-of-Town People
$50.00 cash and $10.00 per month places Earlington lots within the reach of small

salaried people that are eager to get a start in the world.

An Earlington investment will give you a chance to become independent.

Look Us Up
If our claim, for Earlington are true, and you want to improve your financial con-

dition, (which, of courae. you do) you will buy K-arlington property. Write to the

following people about us—ask them if we misrepresent things :

National Bank of Commerce. Seattle.

Puget Sound National Bank. Seattle.

Bank of Park River. Park River. North Dakota.
American Trust Co.. Boston. Mass.

Then
Write to us for blue prints of the property: also photographs and a large, hand-

some bird's eye view of Earlington and the surrounding country.

Remember
.Some aeoo/s cannot resist /Ac jsjsn/cfen thai opportunilu i> trying to •til /4cm a golJ eric*.

Be progressive and write to

Jones-Thompson Investment Co.
114 Seneca Street Seattle. Washington

Don't forget tn mention Tn. firlnc Monthly when dealing with advertiser.. It will be apprcelat«L
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BOISE
THE

HAVE YOU CAPITAL T0,NVEST?

fl We are prepared to demonstrate that a

wholesale paper and printers' supply

house in Boise can do a business of

$100,000.00 annually.

<J Southern Idaho consumes 7,000,000

pounds of butter in a year and manufac-

tures less than 2,000,000 pounds. We
ship in the difference from Kansas and

Nebraska, yet an acre of ground here

will support three cows while in Nebraska

it will support only one.

q In 1906, Mr. John H. Wait, postoffice

address, R. F. D. 2, Boise, received a

total gross income of $1,196.75 from one

and one-fourth acres of strawberries.

Land identical with Mr. Wait's can

be had for $150.00 with perpetual water

right.

fl Boise has sixty miles of suburban and

city electric railways in operation today.

fl In the lumber industry alone its pay-roll

exceeds $25,000.00 per month.

^ A postal inquiry will bring you descrip-

tive matter with some beautiful views of

the city and surrounding country.

Address Information Bureau

BOISE
COMMERCIAL CLUB

BOISE : IDAHO

Revolutionizing Invention
A MODERN leveling instrument to en-*» able you to level your land, build your

ditches, dams and canals.

Mechanics Use It i
(
Time

Engineers Use It
[
and Save

\ MoneyFarmers Use It) (and Labor
Any one can level their land easily, quick-

ly and perfectly.
It is endorsed by members of the United

States Reclamation Service, by mechanics,
engineers, and those in charge of irrigation
projects.
This is a big money-maker for agents.

Write at once with references for territory.An energetic man can clear from $10.00 to
$20.00 a day.

The Price i. $12.50. Remit by Draft, Money Order or Check

Drop us a card and we will gladly send a booklet
with full description of the instrument.

Address Brothen Manufacturing Company
MOUNTAIN HOME, IDAHO

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated
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wHen the ROGUE RIVER VALLEY
everybody -it- up and takes notice, since the report* of the Pear Sales in New York City this

were published. The last car of Cornice Pears shipped

BROKE ALL FORMER RECORDS FOR THE SEASON
Selling for no less than $6.40 per box, equivalent to about IJ cents each for the pears. All varieties of Pears shipped
frum this valley this season succeeded in breaking the world's records for price, for each variety. It is now apparent
that our famous Seutown f'tppin* and SpiUenbertf Apples will eclipse all former records made in Oregon the present
season
It re*

II Many yields arc reported upwards of one thousand dollars per acre. •! This is the pod lemaikaLlr when it

ailed that tins Valley always manages to have a huge crop when the rest of the world is short of fancy (roil

times in the last ten years has this condition existed, owing to the regularity of crop production in this valley €J 'I his
at climate appeal most strongly to the Homeaeeker. Think of it ;

the two d"
Anjou Pear trees near

Medford. which this season packed no less than 67 boxes of fancy pears, which sold in New York for $5.60 per box.
netting $455 per box f. o. b. Medford. or $304.85 from the one crop from two trees, have the further distinction of never

having failed to bring a full crop for thirty \sean. »1 No wonder land values are advancing here \X Kile it ts more hazard-
ous to invest now than when values were low, success still depends on being placed right. The Rogue River Land
Company have never failed to place their customers on the best holdings the Valley affords, and they have at present
some vny hne properties on their lists. Consult your interests by writing them at once and they will fill your requirements
ROGUE RIVER LAND COMPANY EXHIBIT BUILDING MEDFORD. OREGON

INCORPORATE IN ARIZONA COSTS LESS THAN ELSEWHERE
ADVANTAGIS ARE WORTH THOUSANDS

No fmin-his*.
MMd and It t

liability. No
II I » 1

N

riittion* rviniireil liefore i _-. Ai
sr property. Transact busineaa imyw I

.nil nn book* Med I-- kept f..r i . li.- iiuipectioa
my year* official]) in. h u

All hi. inks, l.iw.by-lttwflaml particular* free.

kiml of ybo

trunitT* oa receipt ofreasonable deposit oo account and telegram atat ituc name, capital, aliarea and authorized, debt.

STODDARD IM ORI'ORATING COMPANY, PHOENIX, ARIZONA Reference any ojjjt In Arizona.

The Incorporating Company of Arizona
ciahy ol the LEGAL INCORPORATION and REPRESENTATION of Corporation, under if- /ERY
.rid INEXpF-NSIVE Corporation laws of Arizona. Attend, to every detail, (urn

lor organtrtng and prevent* FREE
on CORPORATEMANAGEMENT ...ued.

LIBERAL ajwi INEXPENSIVE Corporation laws of Arizona. Attend, to every detail', furnishes By-Law. and
Instrut tionr'lor organising and prevent* FREE to each company a copy ol the moat complete and authentic work

Get a copy ol RED BOOK ol complete information and laws before incorporating. It*, free.

Reference* : Phoenix National Bank and Home Saving* Bank. Box 277-F, Phoenix, Arizona

k M K HJI 1m booklet civin^ full Inform

I *e« I I \tr at ion and price of Beauti-

ful Willamette Valley and Cottt FARMS. Address

YEREX BROS. CO.
1 909 GO0DN0UGH BLDO. PORTLAND. OREGON

OSEBURG-n
The Commercial Metropolis

of Southern Oregon
Th. fartll. Kill. salaaeat dnal.ui.lani'M isaastrtss

of Doucls* ttMiutv, .oibrorlns an seas of **urj soeara nn>~,
auk* II ..»• of Hi. •>-» fanavd .scUoa* of lb* anllr* Korla-
•nl Una. »«U orUpbd to (ran groatag, avuca nUai.
alfalfa .0.1 .taall frail* a I... h caa k* had .1 fnaa te> to tTt
aa Kt« n--ild n«l fro** •»» to ***0 aa sees la Ik* awir*

wld>lf sdrcrtuwd distort. Iltroaraoal Ik. Vai A. * city of
osm. and church*., having .pU«4M ssaeauoaal sdt.iit.tr.
and ezorptn'oal oaportnaHIn* for lh* p«"< nana, aowlwi rg
1... 11— r...ir falkwl lamntiratioa For fartaar lafu.ni. l in.
nadnaa ailhnr of la. faUoatag sosals.sl I'm:

W. L C*U Raal tatati Ca. TW F.rawr. Real Erfast Ca.
Fraak E. AUrr. Abstracter sasl Uasl Atterasy

sf It.iisifg . Orsgaa

SEND YOUR NAME
for free illustrated booklet

ABOUT CALIFORNIA

which is worth $4000 to any home-

seeker. Address Home Extension

Committee, 1 75 Chamber of Com-

merce Bldg., Los Angeles,California

Farms and Acreage
We have the largest list of substan-

tial properties of any dealers in the

state. Q We refer intending pur-

chasers to any Bank in the city as to

our standing and business methods.

"Hie Shaw-Fear Company
Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The PielOe Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ASHLAND : OREGON
Midway Between San Francisco and Portland

Sectional view of Ashland, Oregon. Ashland Butte, source of Ashl atcr supply, in the background

Largest town in the famous Rogue River Valley and the Climatic Capital of the Pacific West. A Home Town—
A School Town. Surrounding country prized as best horticultural region in the West. Natural habitat of Spitzen-

berg and Newton Pippin Apples and of the choicest Pears and Cherries. Ashland Peaches take first rank in the

world's markets and have won Three World'» Fair Medals. The ideal spot for homeseekers in the West.
Ashland has : 5,000 population ; last school census, 1 , 100 ; $30,000 high school building ; $25,000 grade school

building; nine churches ; Southern Oregon Chautauqua ; Southern Oregon State Normal School ; purest mountain
water and finest water system in the West, with 28 miles of water mains. For particulars, write to the

Secretary Ashland Commercial Club

ROGUE
UALLEY

IVER V THE ITALY
ofAMERICA

SOUTHERN OREGON

Fruit and Grape Lands Unexcelled.—
Timber, Mining and Manufacturing—Climate.

Address us for Illustrated Pamphlet

Gillette Realty Co.
GRANTS PASS
OREGON

ARI70NA TORPOR ATinN I AWS Are the most liberal in the United States. No fran-

/^rVl^Wi^/^ V,WI\.r V^IVtt. 1 lUn l_/\W .3 chise ,„. Stockholders exempt from all
corporate

debts. No public statements required. Capitalization does not effect cost. Fee very small. Charters cannot be re-

pealed by subsequent legislation. Hold stockholders and directors meetings, keep books and transact business any-
where. Any kind of stock can be issued and paid up in cash, services or property and made non-assessable. Terri-
torial officials prohibited from serving companies. Book of forms for corporate instruments and procedure, by-laws,
minutes, proxies, notices, etc. .gratis with each incorporation. Write or wire for free copy of laws, blanks or full particulars

SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES & INVESTMENT COMPANY
P. O. Box S 385 Phoenix, Arizona

INVEST IN COPPER
It is a well known fact that copper stocks have proven to be the most attractive and

remunerative of all mining investments, and with the price of copper steadily

advancing, will bring even larger returns.

THE COMET GOLD & COPPER MINING COMPANY
is located in the very heart of the copper belt of the famous COEUR d'ALENES,
and bids fair to make a mine within a short time. We are making a final offering of

a small block of Treasury Stock at TEN CENTS per share ; can you afford to

miss this opportunity? For further information, address

JOSEPH F. WHELAN, p.o.boxss* Wallace, Idaho
WRITE FOR FREE MAP OF THE DISTRICT

l>on't forget to mention. The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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32,000 Acres of Irrigated Lands
100,000 Horse=Power

are the levers that are combining to create thousands of
homes and a great center of population and prosperity
upon the

Hanford
Irrigated Lands

in the Priest Rapids District, Central Washington, in
the very center of the district which produces the most
certain yield and highest priced APPLES, PEARS,
PEACHES, CHERRIES, GRAPES and other fruits,
all of which here arrive at their very greatest perfection.
Health, comfort, progress, wealth all center here.
This great irrigation undertaking is an empire in size and

The New Town of Hanford
offers exceptional opportunities for homes, investment
and business. We offer Fruit, Alfalfa and Berry Lands
in tracts of from 10 to 1,000 acres. Prices are less than
one-fifth those of the more developed, older-settled, sur-

rounding irrigated districts.

Terms: Only 1-5 Cash and Balance in 4 Equal Yearly Payments

On the banks of the great Columbia River for over 25
miles. Steamer "Mountain Gem" affords quick transit

three times a week.

WRITE OR CALL ON

Hanford Irrigation & Power Co.
Seattle National Bank Building

Columbia Street Entrance

Seattle.Washington
Don't f,,r«rt tn mention Thr ParlSr Monthly when u>illng with difrt larra. It will !-• »p|H
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This

Illustration

Is a reproduction of the cover of a handsome booklet we
have just issued. Its contents will reveal to you what The
Pacific Monthly as a medium of publicity has accomplished
for those who have persistently and judiciously used its col-

umns. There is a heart-to-heart talk interspersed in its

pages that sets forth very clearly and logically the advertising
situation as it is in the West and its relation to your interests.

flit is important that you should keep in touch with the
West and her people. If you do not, the other fellow—

perhaps in the same line of business— will. His adver-
tisement is a silent, yet eloquent, salesman working for

him ceaselessly, untiringly, month in and month out,

among' 500,000 readers of this magazine. Don't let

him secure this advantage over you. Keep pace with
him. Don't let him reap all of the golden grain.

1$ Get this little booklet if you have not already received one.
It's one of the few things that has a bearing on your busi-

ness that is really worth while. A postal addressed to

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co.
PORTLAND, OREGON will bring it.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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IDAHO
The Great Twin Falls North Side Land

Opening Occurred October 1st

75,000 Acres Were Filed On
In Three Days

60,000Acres StillOpen toEntry

Following is what a recent buyer, who attended the

Opening October 1st, and secured land after the

drawing, says of the project, and the remaining
unsold acres :

"I have located on 160 acres of the land under your canal

system, and, though my number came out among the laat, and I

thought my chance* were poor to secure a good location, I went

with one of your driver* and made my filing two day* after thr

drawing was over. There ia plenty of fine land left and I would

not sell my location today for $5,000.00. Your land is splendid,

your climate all that could be asked for, and your water supply

unlimited. I am more than satisfied, and as soon a* I am notified

that the water is ready 1 am coming here to make my home.

Yours truly,

(Signed) C S. FREEBURGER,
South Bend. Wash."

The Company sends people out over the land free of charge

Write for circulars to the

Twin Falls North Side Investment Company, Ltd.

Sol* Agent* for the dupotal of all water right* and town lot*

R. M. McCOLLUM, Secretary. JEROME, IDAHO, via SHOSHONE

FRED R. REED, Land* Commissioner

EACH SETTLER HIS OWN AGENT IN SELECTING LAND

Don't forid to mention The Pirlftr Monthly wnrn <k>alln< with »<]»»nl»rr». It will I* *$*f*mtt*t*A
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IDAHO
CALDWELL
THE MAGIC CITY

WE HAVI
$11 000.000

in Works

The Government
Irrigation Project
covering 400,000— acres now open for

settlement. 10,000 acre reservoir five
miles from Caldwell. Biggest project
in the State.

idences now building; $20,000 in ce-
ment sidewalks.

Climate

Favorable

Results From
Farm Crops

Seven tons Alfalfa,
six tons Clover, 50
bushels Wheat, 75
bushels Oats,twelve

bushels Alfalfa Seed, 15 bushels Clover
Seed, 20 tons Sugar Beets, Idaho Ap-
ples, Pears and Prunes, finest in the
world.

Elevation 2100 feet.

Climate very best
found in and reg-
ions. Freedom from

high winds, thermometer rarely reach-
ing zero. Unusual number of bright
sunny days during winter months.
Summer long and warm.

Location

Educational
Three Graded Pub-
lic Schools, the best
in the State. The

College of Idaho, the only school out-
side the State University, that offers a
college course.

Buildings

Located on the Ore-
gon Short Line Ry. ,—' third city in the

State. Population 5,000. Commercial
center of Southernldaho. $2,000,000.00
bank deposits.

Fraternal orders
well represented.
Seven churches.

Forty acres of new
grounds and build-

ings just completed
at a cost of $25,ooc,

Social

Canyon
County Fair

-1 $100,000.00 Court
House, $25,000 City

"*
Hall, $35,000 Depot,

$75,000 Hotel, built the past year; $250,-
000 in business blocks and private res-

Eleetric lights andpower, fine water system owned by city, sewerage system,
two interurban electric railways, headquartersfor the San Francisco, Idaho
& Montana Ry. (steam) now buildingfrom San Francisco to Butte, Mont.

the finest in the State.

WE WANT
Woolen Mills and Wool Scouring Plants, Canning Factories, Foun-
dries, Machine Shops, Starch Factory, Pressed Brick. Plant,Whole-
sale Groceries, Hardware, Dry Goods, Furniture; Soap Factory, rich

men, poor men, white men, ranchers, anyone with rustle and push.

20,000 People
To Locate Here At Once
FOR RELIABLE AND DETAILED INFORMATION, ADDRESS:
SECRETARY, CALDWELL COMMERCIAL CLUB

ta!t forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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1,000,000 ACRES
OF IRRIGATED LAND

IN THE UPPER SNAKE RIVER VALLEY

No other section of the great Northwest possesses greater
resources (or the future development than the Great Upper
Snake River Valley, of which Idaho Falls is the metropolis. We
have the best watered valley in the whole United States and the

cheapest irrigated land, and the cheapest and greatest abundance
of water for irrigation to be found anywhere. Has the first and
oldest water rights on the Great Snake River, while all of the

canals are the property of the farmers who own the canals.

No Alkali in the Soil

Finest Potato Land on the Continent

Three Large Sugar Factories already in the Valley

While this fine land can be had for $35.00 to $50.00 per acre, it

is well worth $100.00 to $150.00 per acre. Any man with little

capital can secure a home and be independent on land in the

Upper Snake River Valley, and many cases are on record where
farmers have paid for their land with a single crop.

An Unsurpassed Climate Sure Crops
No Blizzards No Destructive Storms

Afl Ideal Farmers are getting rich from their orchards.

17 • \f tl The Upper Snake River Valley will soon surpass
fruit Valley all other sections of the West in the culture of

fruit. There are none of the pests found in other fruit sections

and our fruit take* first rank on all the markets.

THE GREAT IRRIGATED EMPIRE OF THE WEST, and fitting,

out point for the Birch Creek, Lost River, Salmon City and Carriboo

Mining districts.

The Next Big City
—Idaho Falls, Idaho

It is already the largest shipping point and is destined to become the largest city in Idaho. Is

midway between Denver and Portland and Salt Lake Gty and Butte. It is the gateway to the

Yellowstone National Park. Has the greatest water power in the West. Has 20,000 horse-

power already harnessed. Population 6,000— within five years will have 25,000 souls. Real

estate values are without question lower in Idaho Falls than in any other city in the West having
half the population. It has opportunities for you.

Write for our llluitrattd Pamphlet

IDAHO FALLS DEVELOPMENT CO.
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO

Don't forget to mention The Psrlflc U.olhlj wbra dseUs* wlta advertisers. It will be sppreclsteo.
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COOS BAY
Oregon

9
s Deep Sea Harbor

Never So Prosperous As Now

Vieto of the C. A. Smith mill in course of construction on Coos Bay, and which, when completed, with its auxiliary

manufacturing plants, will gioe employment to 2000 men

WANTED ! Men to work in the mines ; men for the sawmills and

logging camps ; men for the factories ; men for city work and

mechanics for building. One hundred and fifty new residences

needed right away for Marshfield and North Bend.

Sixty billion feet of timber. 400 square miles, underlaid with coal.

Rich fruit. Garden and dairy country. A deep sea harbor, with 20 feet

at low tide and having no rock bottom—can be increased to any

desired depth. Population of towns multiplying rapidly. Most favor-

able site for manufacturing plants, best opportunities for investments

and for the energetic business man or laboring man in the Northwest.

Come or write the Secretary of either of the Chambers of Commerce

WALTER LYON
Marshfield, Oregon

A. WHISNANT
North Bend, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The Only Navigable Outlet of our Country's Inland

West to the Pacific Ocean is the Mighty
Columbia River, and

PORTLAND
IS THE

Social, Financial,

Manufacturing,

Trading and Shipping

Metropolis of the

Entire Valley

Portland is down hill from valley territory

larger than the thirteen original states.

As if through a huge funnel the commerce
of this vast region pours down grade, by
rail and water, to this Imperial City.

For further information address the following prominent firms :

THE SPANTON CO.
Portland Real Estate

270 Stark Street

C K. HENRY & SON
High-Class Business and Residence Property

122 Third Street

D. E. KEASEY & CO.
Real Estate and Investments

7 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

GEO. D. SCHALK
High Class Real Estate

264 Stark Street

POTTER-CHAPIN REALTY COMPANY
Owners Bay-Ocean Park

402 Couch Building

MORGAN. SWEET 8c CHAPMAN
Cry Real Estate

213 Abington Building

or COMMERCIAL CLUB. Portland. Oregon

HERE IS AN EMPIRE IN THE BUILDING

DM* I forget to mention Tue Paclflc Monthly when dealing wltii art »«*rtl •*•«. It will be appreciated!.
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COUNTERFEIT MONEY

*MS not popular among honest

*D people. Counterfeit goods are

even worse, since they are apt
to prove harmful to the user.

When you wish to purchase some-

thing that you have seen adver-

tised in THE PACIFIC MONTHL Y,

don't let the salesmen give you

something "just as good." The

"just as good" things are coun-

terfeits, which should be shunned

as you shun counterfeit money.
Insist on getting what you ask for

THE WIDELY ADVERTISED gOODS HAVE A QUAL-
ITY TO MAINTAINANDA REPUTATION TO SUSTAIN

GET THE GENUINE
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.





In the Stillness That Followed the Report the Ruffian Sank Forward. The Judge's Bullet Had
Found Its Way Through His Heart.

(See page 546.)
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The Last Stand of the Argonauts
By John Fleming Wilson

i IIMTKIt I.

The Pessimist Awakes.

|X tlif heart of Hie desolation

that had ben San Phummo
;i solitary human being stared

fivm a gutter at the sky

intoning in the dawn. He
^ lay easily upon his hack, his

head pillowed on pQe of broken plattnr

and the soiitul of his querulous voire rose

amid the ruins, an enunnous complaint where

DOM board. With the facility characteristic

of an old California!!, Colonel Biirgere as-

siuncil the daepotiani that Qod had aban-

doned with earthquake and lire and was now

engaged in his |>roclainati<in of sovereignty.

•| aPaya said this eamp would play out,"

he announced. "1 al'ays said that these up-
starts would get hold of short fuse and climb

op without vinga, But they didn't pay
attention to Bigger*. Sow see what's hap-

pened. The camp's played '"it. Not a man
of them left. Hut I'm here. Colonel Biggers

B8T0r layi down his hand. Von Ik'I. Colonel

•re is right here!"

Than was no response; but the colonel

was not abashed. For thirty years he had

boasted to inattentive ears that he never laid

down his hand; he had reaped the exact re-

ward of those who fail to recognize the wis-

dom of surrendering an ante, sometimes, in a

stiff game and the discretion of yielding to

society's prejudices for sobriety and peace.

During tl. it is to be feared that

Colonel Bigger* had lost what few cards he

originally held, and that his ante had long

ago heen swept from the table. But the

other players were gone. At last he hud the

game to himself. With the final triumphant

pessimism that follows on continual failure,

he now announced his survival and his con-

tempt. "This camp is played out." he re-

I. "And Colonel Biggere is right
here !"

His tone conveyed the impression that he

Bed the hand of a malign destiny in

the fixing of his victory upon an ash heap.
This added energy to his immediate defiance:

"Von bet ! Colonel Biggen is right hen-!"

With this peroration he gradually assumed

I sitting posture and contemplated the scene

through bleared eyes.

At the end of the street Telegraph Hill

r«1>yrl«btnl. A" Kl*bt» fUtrrrni
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rose seared and black; traversed diagonally

upon its face by a yellow furrow plowed

by the plowshare of ruin. At the crest a

single building was limned against the smoky

sky, a single memorial of the world that had

dwelt a season on that height and then de-

parted.
On either hand jagged walls jutted out

of the debris that three days before had
roared down into the cellars, brimmed over

the pavements and flooded the thoroughfare
with bricks and mortar, plaster and marble,
steel and brass. Here and there a spiral of

smoke marked a pool left by the tide of

flame as it passed over the city. A block

away the asphalt, bearing a twisted street

car rail, was upended for some fifty feet,

thrust there by a deep explosion. Immedi-

ately at Colonel Biggers's feet a stone lintel,

tumbled from its place of honor in a build-

ing, offered to the blinded sky the legend

1849 A. D.

This inscription caught the colonel's eye
and he contemplated it for some time, comb-
ing his tangled beard with one grimy hand
as he tried to connect this odd message with
the new order of things. His mental effort

was apparently successful, for at last he
nodded his head and announced, in gloomy
certitude, "You bet, 1849 it was; this camp
is played out. Biggers is still here."

It is a question hard to determine how
Biggers was there. Stronger men and better

men had been driven out of the city he now
inhabited alone by a power against which

any human might was helpless. Rich and

poor, young and old, full of life, of hope,
flushed with pleasure and eager for the fu-

ture, stubborn in despair, defiant in death,
grasping furiously for existence, amid de-

struction, destiny had swept them irresistibly

away, with the fortresses they had built and
the bulwarks they had raised against the acts
of God. And in the silence that had been
made Colonel Biggers, waif and weakling,
survived and lifted up his voice.

It is doubtful if these philosophical reflec-

tions occurred to the colonel's mind at this

moment. He simply accepted his unique po-
sition with pessimistic serenity and reiter-

ated his uncontradicted dogma that the camp
was "played out." To be brief and unargu-
mentative: San Francisco was gone; Colonel

Biggers remained.

Pessimism is a chief fruit of sentiment.

And the emotions of the colonel, albeit

somewhat vague and mouldy, had not been

destroyed. This glorious proof of the muta-

bility of human affairs, working back through

pessimism, reached the heart and awakened

feelings that were powerfully stirred by the

abbreviations on the broken door-lintel upon
which the colonel's eyes finally rested. It

was in the year of our Lord 1849 that he had
first arrived under the azure skies of Cali-

fornia; from that historic date began that

career which, reaching its climax long before
San Francisco achieved years of discretion,
had passed into oblivion leaving Biggers
marked (none knew why) indelibly as "colo-
nel."

So this blazon on this eventful dawn
awakened long dormant desires and fanned
into smoky flame fires long since apparently
extinguished in his bosom. With the mag-
nificence of the spendthrift the colonel oblit-

erated the thirty years gone and rose to his

feet. This time his voice rose manfully
among the ruins and proclaimed him master
of Destiny : "San Francisco 's played out.

But Colonel Biggers never lays down his
hand."

He reared his tall form above the ash

heaps that had been his couch and swung
his lank arms to and fro till the blood circu-

lated freely. Then, without a glance at his

rags of clothing, he yawned in the eye of the
blood-red sun just rising above the low-lying
banks of smoke and erected the tumbled
lintel upon a pile of brick so that it dis-

played duly the defiant legend

1849 A. D.

This done carefully, he withdrew a few
feet and gazed at it. It settled slightly,
tilting towards him. He restored its balance
and then said, "You stay there." Negligently,
he picked up a piece of charred wood. He
stared at the lintel again. Presently he took
the charcoal and wrote in painful characters
beneath the figures

COLONEL BIGGERS PROP.

He surveyed his handiwork complacently
and flung the charred stick into the ruins
behind him with a gesture demonstrative of
his irrevocable purpose. "Colonel Biggers
never lays down his hand," he muttered. "He
plays the game to a finish." He paused,
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Colonel Bigger:

slightly distrait, before completing his

meaning: "Colond BSggOn makes his last

.stand ridit h

CHAPTER II.

Judge HmUm Htmtmtt Office.

STm^hbTQ I ^'K ' '• "' water and sough

r K|j/| of forest trees in the wind

I I &i I IMUWUlied through the re-

"' W 4 cesses of Mill Valley while

Judge Hawkins made his

way ali 111; the road that

winds down to the station. It was a warm
morning and the judge found his tight Iniots

a trifle disco neerting when a root caught
him hy the ankle or a pebble slipped from
under his heel ami clinked over the little

bluff. At intervals he stopped and wiped bis

glowing face with a huge handkerchief from
whicli an odor of

|
ert'ume escaped. Hut he

was in baste, and these pauses were not suf-

tieient t<> cool him off. merely affording breath

fur distinguished and fluent profanity.
Ifecniise Judge Hawkins was in haste, it

must not be inferred that he was in a hurry.
Such a precisian as the judge never hur-

ried. The primn M in his buttonhole, his

specklcss linen, the unspotted ^ray of his

wide trousers
|
roclaimcd him a man abhor

ml of anything maculate. So, though in

li.iMo, he retrained from any excess of mo-
tion that might impair his toilet. \\'h>

he was Mm] elled to stop, he devoted a few
moments to flicking the dust from his boots

and settling the natty tie that encircled bis

high collar. These details did not interfere
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with the steady stream of objurgation that

flowed from his lips.

It may give a false impression to assert

that Judge Hawkins swore continually. He
was not angry. His face displayed none of

the signs of irritation. The lips from which

the oaths fell were not set in wrathful lines;

instead they quivered, worked strangely, like

those of a man stricken by an overpowering
sorrow.

The language he used, as well, indicated

that his feelings were overwrought by a per-
sonal loss. It bore none of the emphases of

indignation. Instead it rose and sank trem-

ulously, at times approaching a sob. But
no one seeing that hawklike beak, the mili-

tary goatee on that wavering chin, the care-

fully waxed mustachios curling to the rubi-

cund nostrils would have guessed that Judge
Hawkins's gushing blasphemy was a requiem
for a whole period in history; that the

source of his grief was a city lying in ashes

across the bay from the peaceful vale that

he traversed with meticulous propriety.
The judge had been enticed from his cozy

nook in the rear of the Bank cafe some few

days before this morning to accept the hos-

pitality of a nephew who enjoyed a retired

life up Mill Valley. It was the judge's first

error in thirty years
—since that morning

when he had crossed Sausalito to settle

a small difference with Major Tom Gillespie

by means of pistols, a day that the major
never saw the evening of—thirty years of
decorous daily resort to Duncan Nichols's,
Ottersen's and Jimmy Gibbs' and consump-
tion of straight rye over their much fre-

quented bars.

When he had left San Francisco on the

ferry boat four days ago it had been with a

strong feeling of desertion. His sojourn in

Marin County had been marked with accesses

of homesickness. Just when he was prepar-
ing to take the morning train to Sausalito a

huge smudge in the sky, a few murmured
words of terror, a child's wail, had an-
nounced to him that, in his absence, his city
had perished. For three days he had been

kept by force from rushing back to San
Francisco, three days in which the judge ex-
hausted every artifice to elude his kindly
guardians and every phrase of imprecation
or expletive to discharge his own bosom of
his emotion.

So it happened that on this fine Sunday

morning Judge Hawkins was covering the

miles that lay between him and the station

with haste and floods of profanity, having

finally eluded his nephew and his family.
He was bound back to the city, to his place
of thirty years.

In due time he arrived in Sausalito and
hastened down the walk to the ferry slip
where the Sausalito ground at her moorings.
He would have hnslened through the gate
and on board, but a soldier crossed the en-

trance with his rifle and said, "Where 's

your pass, sir'/'

It took some moments for the judge to

comprehend that a military order forbade
him to cross to San Francisco. The tide

of his profanity rose and enveloped ibe

sentry. This individual recognized a masn-i
mind and softened the refusal. "Better sef-

the mayor," he suggested. "He '11 know you
all right and give you a pass. I can 't do a

thing, sir. Must obey orders, sir."

"But I live in San Francisco!" stormed
the judge. "Do you mean to say, by G— !

that I can 't cross this blanked ferry and
land in my own city without a pass from a
blanked military man or a doubly blanked

mayor of a blanked village?"
"That 's the orders," was the response, and

the soldier pointed to a placard posted on
the wall. Judge Hawkins transferred his
attention to this, fixing his gold-rimmed eye-
glasses upon his nose with an air that plain-
ly expressed a whole volume. He read the
curt notice twice and turned a quivering
face to the uneasy sentry. The judge would
have spoken, it seemed. But no words came
and the sentry, after a polite wait, turned his

back and stared out into the bay. Presently
he faced about and saw the judge still try-
ing (o give utterance to his feelings.
"You dont need a pass to get out of

jFrisco,
you bet," the sentry vouchsafed.

"Now why do you want to go where you'll
be glad to get out as soon as you get there?"
With this perfectly clear sentence the sol-

dier paused and stared at the judge as much
as to demand how much it took to get an
idea into his head. "You 'd be more com-
fortable right here," he concluded.

"Comfortable !" yelled the judge, recover-

ing his power of articulation. "You blank-

ety-blank-blank, I'd rather die in San Fran-
cisco than live a million years in this blank

village. I live in San Francisco!"
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"Taste-; differ." was the respectful re-

ipomn, and the sentry locked the gate and

walked away as the Snu*alitn, after a taint

toot of her whistle, slowly trundled out of

her slip.

When Thomas Hawkins had been elected

justice ..!' the pence for the precinct of Fry

ingpan. Trinity County, some forty years

. Hill Cola, the brightest orator of his

region, hail crowned liis ei mium U|K>n the

abilities of his candidate by stating "Judge
Hawkins can drive the drill of perspicacity

into the rock of difficulty, tamp therein the

charge of legal acumen and blow the whole

thing into the clear crystals of the

quartz of justice."

Without further reference to this bright

period it may be asserted that the judge
mi'ut acknowledged himself beaten. In this

instance he did not seek the mayor, nor any
other functionary. Instead, lie devoted hini-

ssjf to an examination of the beach with the

result that an hour later an Italian fisher-

man put out from a small cove in his fish-

ing boat ami Iwire Judge Hawkins across the

untrammelled waters towards Shelter I

where he landed, his primrose still in his

buttonhole and tbo polish of his boots un-

tarnished.

Onea landed in San Francisco, Judge
Hawkins started up Powell Street. He con-

fessed, with a groan, that the thoroughfare
had lost its identity, lint he was undaunted
and presently, alter he'ng rebuffed at sev-

eral points by MBli'iea, found a place where

;lil enter the ruins. A marine sta-

tioned at Washington Square saw an old

man. very well dressed and with a button-

hole flower, nriisaing Onion Street at noon.

He shrugged his shouldeis and did not re-

I
on tn his superior officer that Judge
Hawkins had come home.

In the solitude of what had been the Latin

(Quarter the judge found nothing to arouse

his curiosity. Be erooaed ilieeta without

knowing what they wen', his eyes fixed upon
the red wnlls of the Appraiser's Building.

familiar through many years. Among all

the ruins it mse solid. itnperturbably set

upon its foundations, as if to say that cities

passed, but the central government re-

mained emblem of the endurance of routine

beyond life. Symbol that when love and pleas

lire and joy and sorrow and pain were stilled

there still survived the Appraiser, sans court,

or claimant or defendant appraising the

solitude.

Towards this Judge Hawkins did not ap-

proach nearer than the Bank cafe. The

Montgomery Block still stood, though smoked,

aaorebed anil dilapidated. Oral the former

resort of the Argonauts the faces of the old

pioneers still peered down from their

cornices, ashes drifted upon their iron fea-

tures, the red marks of flame across their

dark faces. And through a broken shutter

the judge saw that they kept vigil over an

empty place. II is place was gone.
For a moment he stood looking in upon

the desolation. Then with a wave of his

hand in farewell to the past, he trudged on.

careless now of his immaculate linen, of his

shiny boots, of his spotless trousers. And
as he plunged up Montgomery Street 0TM
tin- piles of debris, among the monuments of

his past fallen into sudden and awful decay,
bis li|

s moved no longer in imprecation, but

in audible self Qtilllomut He had da*

his city on the eve of her disaster. I'nder

the tottering wall that marked the old Bom
House he came to a full stop. He stared

up and down the thoroughfare that for so

many years bad resounded to the noise of

traffic, that had rung witli the midnight
tumult of gay hoheinians. that had re-echoed

to his own accustomed footsteps when the

up| as city llepl that had held within its

gray walls all the stream of his life. Then

he lifted up his face to the hot and reddened

sky, to the clouds sailing darkly over the

ashes of the city, and his vast imprecation
flowed from his white lips in one final and

all-embracing oath. That delivered he sat

down, drawing his coat tails up around him,

and settled himself among the ruins of San

Francisco, as it were, indeed, taking his last

place with nil that ho had loved.

The sun fonook the jagged walls above his

head, the wind blew shrewdly down the

street, swirling the dust a hundred feet into

the nir; a wall fell with n crash and from

its fall a huge volume of ashes rose into a

column thnt wnvorod. bn ke and streamed

away before the wind. The judge paid no

attention to these things, staring stonily into

the void. At dusk a strong tremor shook

the ruins once more and there was the

thunder of foundations crumbling, of pillars

falling prostrate, the last rumble of settling

walls. The judge stared over the portent un-
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moved, his eagle nose thrust forward upon
the scent of the past, his head crouched be-

tween his shoulders. He did not even stir

when a slow step echoed upon a bit of

asphalt that shone white in the middle of the

street and he paid no attention to a shadow
that slowly moved towards him.

Then a man fell over a pile of brick and

caught himself almost at the judge's feet.

This newcomer vented an exclamation and
then a shout. "Judge Hawkins!" he cried.

"There are two of us."

The judg3 looked up and frowned. "I am
busy," he said.

"Not so busy as you were in the old days,
judge," was the response. "But this camp is

played out. There 's only me and you left.

But we dont throw down our hands. No
sir. Judge Hawkins and Colonel Biggers
are still here."

"Biggers?" said the judge. "I thought
you were dead."

"Not dead, but under the weather, judge.
Under the weather for thirty years! But
come to camp."
Judge Hawkins stood up and turned his

old face to Colonel Biggers. "Thank you," he
said simply. "I'll be obliged for your hos-

pitality. I'm rather tired. . . . The young
fellows have quit."

They walked up Pine Street a block and
then down Kearney to Bush. Down Bush

they clambered slowly till Biggers halted.

"This is it," he announced, pointing to a Are

glowing in an improvised oven underneath
a long slab of stone propped up on a stack

of bricks.

Judge Hawkins peered at the fire and
then at the stone above it, in the strong light.

He pulled out his glasses and set them firmly
on his nose.

1849 A. D.

COLONEL BIGGERS PROP,
he read slowly.

"That's me," said Colonel Biggers. "The

big camp 's played out. But Colonel Biggers
al'ays stays."

"I was a '49er myself," said the judge. "I
knew you in Marysville in '52."

"I ran the hotel then," said the colonel.

"Then 1 was under the weather for thirty

years or more. I'm glad to meet you, judge.
This camp needs a real live J. P. and you 're

the man I"

Judge Hawkins pulled out his handker-
chief and flicked the ashes from his boots.

Then he settled his necktie and blew his nose

loudly. "I infer, sir, from what you say,
that you have never Tiad confidence in this

place. Let me say that such an impression
is a mistaken one. San Francisco has made
great mistakes. She has met with misfor-
tune. But this camp is not played out. I

have great confidence that this will be the

greatest city in the world. I stake my repu-
tation on that statement, sir."

Colonel Biggers stiffened. "Such warmth
is needless," he affirmed with dignity. "Suf-
fice it to say that Colonel Biggers is here.

And the colonel never quits the game, byG— ! Camp 1849 goes!"
"She does," assented the judge, removing

his coat and folding it for use as a pillow.
"Tomorrow we shall duly organize this com-

munity. Colonel, I beg to say good night."
"Good night, judge," said the colonel, im-

mediately mollified, and turning a beaming
countenance upon his guest. "I shall use

my influence tomorrow to have you appointed
justice of the peace for this district. I sug-
gest myself as sheriff, boldly taking the
stand that as I discovered the camp it is only
due me that my place in it be one of recog-
nized authority. Meantime I shall go for

water, which I have found about a block
from here where a hydrant broke and filled

a cellar. Good night, judge!"
"Good night, colonel !" was the response.
As the colonel stamped off, the last justice

of old San Francisco composed himself to

repose, first detaching the primrose from his

buttonhole and smelling it, as though he in-

haled the perfume of a future bright and
prosperous. As his sonorous snore rose into
the night, the moon peeped over the ruins of
the Lick House and lit up the legend above
his head so that the stars could read that
this was the last camp of the Argonauts.

CHAPTER III.

Colonel Biggers's Dream.

HEN he was come to the pool
whence he got the water
which was to supply the new

camp, Colonel Biggers, yield-

ing to an impulse of a kind
he had rarely felt in later

years, sat down on the broken cement of the
sidewalk and raised his eyes to the stars.
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• lid not shine brightly. A soft veil of

mist blurred their rays and made them seem

infinitely distant. Farm Telegraph Hill a

solitary cloud—mere thickening of the uni-

versal vapor—hung gloomily.

The colonel, like many another man, had

often viewed the tirmaiuent and paused to

consider it as an incident in the scenery.
Hut on this night it occurred to him that it

was really a personal possession. It was

almost an heirloom. Of all the thousands

OB thousands on thousands of San Fran-

ciscans, he alone was left to watch the slow

procession of the
|
lancis and enjoy the dim

heains of worlds untouched !>y devastation.

With a jealousy bom of the moment he

listened to hear if any other shared with him

tfcaaa -tars and this sky.

Fi r the lirst time the unspeakable silence,

the void where life had been clamorous and

insistent, opened around him. To his intent

ear no sound cane. Not a whisper of a

breath, not a needle point of noise of any
sort pricked through the desolation. The

colonel took off his hat with a ridiculous,

hesitating vesture and raieed his lined and

homely face to the miraculous emptiness that

enveloped him. He mn put one palm back

of his ear to .•alcli some taint wave of sound

that would assure him that somewhere some-

thing moved or had life. The appalling
silence was unbroken. Life, if there still

were life in California, had departed to the

invisible hills. F.xcepl for the judge asleep

by the em) ers of a dying fire, tbere was none

left in Colonel I'.iggcrs's world. His head

dropped upon his breast.

Strange spot for sweet dreams! And yet

Colonel Biggers, bowed over his pitiful little

rusty can of water, straightway forgo! that

he was alone where thousands had a while

before laughed and cried; forgot the dim

stars and the profound silence; forgot that

after thirty years of being "under the

weather" he had suddenly come u|>on the

final disaster of a misspent existence. With

grimy hands on his knees, he went a-visioii

ine into the unrealized future (long past!).
He was once im re amid the bustling

throng of ild San Frane '-co. I'nion Street

climbed the hill like a yellow furrow drawn

through the brush. A Hag floated above the

I'alaee Hotel on Ihipont Street. An auc-

tioneer was shouting frOH the doorway of

the bank and express otlicc just above Flood

and O'Hrien's saloon. A stage swung off

up .Montgomery with clank of bridle and

groan of leather straps. Colonel Higgers
took a drink and then strolled through the

busy tumult to smoke a peaceful pipe on
the hill whither the click of chips and the

call of the dancehall crier resounded pleas-

antly to the ear. As he passed under a

balcony he heard the sound of •jeutle laugh-
ter. Then, bread of him. a door opened
and a woman came out.

Possibly it may help to explain the long

peril,) during which Colonel Riggers bad

been "under the weather" if it be stated at

once that this was an old dream anil that it

had never got farther than this woman's ap
pearanee in the doorway. That threshold

she never left, standing there in all her

beauty, her freshness, her brilliancy. For a

great dee] more than thirty years the colonel

had always seen that apparition with a thrill

and MruL-jled forward to Ik> amid the happy
circle lit by her '.dance—and in all those

the glance had never fallen upon him.

the little feet had never made the next step,

the hand that held up the filmy skirt had
never Imh-ii withdrawn to let it swiftly and

modestly fall. To tell the truth. (

Biggers had not lived beyond that moment,
moment of entrance . . . beauty, fresh.

ness, brilliancy . . . imperishable!
Ami tonight, in the ruined wall before

him. that door opened and she appeared
again! Into the aflanee, the daaolatioii, the

ashes of a world, she ap| eared, through a

sunny |>ortal, her skirt held daintily in her

hand, her eyes looking out innocently; ap
|
eared to the begrimed ami filthy idd man

dozing over his rusty can of tepid water.

Cohmel Biggers forgot that it was fifty

years ago that this door had opened. Be
forgot the twenty years when be had

dreamed magnificently, the thirty he had

dreamed and slunk, ashamed, bark to the

sipialor and wretchedness ef waking, feeling

unworthy if the vision. Though the chill of

the night sank into his meager frame he In-

cline young again in the face of that lovely

sight. He felt again against his the shoul-

ders of the men he knew, caught the echoes

of courtly phrases, tbe curt words of rough

admiration—and pressed forward.

Then, at last and after thirty years, the

delicate face slowly turned. The lovely eyes
searched the throng surging gallantly to the
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steps. They seemed modestly to be looking

for someone. Colonel Biggers straightened

his shoulders and swept his hat off. And as

the cool air struck his forehead the noise

oeasedi The assembly dissolved, silently.

There was only the young woman, poised as

if for flight from that threshold, her eyes

alight as for a meeting—and Colonel

Biggers.
Then the wall swayed. A huge rumbling

swelled from the city. The pavement heaved

under his feet. The balcony above him

sagged down. Hatless. unafraid, triumph-

ant, Colonel Biggers darted towards the

crumbling doorway. As these timid eyes

met his, as that gentle cheek flushed

beautifully, Colonel Biggers held out his

arms. "Madam," he cried gently, "Colonel

Biggers is still here !"

The city settled down into silence once

more, after the shock of a midnight temblor.

Colonel Biggers, waking to find himself en-

veloped in a cloud of dust that rose against
the dim stars from the wall newly prostrate
at his feet, scrambled up, his can of water

clutched in one hand, and retreated. His

senses, but half roused, seemed still to echo

a woman's cry; response, after fifty years,
to his listening. With a croak at once

despairing and victorious he articulated, in

the hush, "Colonel Biggers is still here."

To his amazement that husky whisper was
answered (again) by a low scream. Again
the colonel threw out his arms, careless of

the tumbling can of precious water, and
darted forward. As he plunged into the

cloud of ashes that rose from the debris, the

scream, faint and choked, was repeated to

his ear. Then, with a wild rush, the dim

light of the stars disappeared and a flood

of rain swirled down.

In the darkness the colonel stumbled on,
his feet making precarious hold upon blocks

of masonry, sinking deep into piles of ashes,

slipping over smooth surfaces of cement.

At times he fell headlong. But he was in-

stantly up and on his way.

Suddenly his outstretched hands fell on

either side of a doorway in some wall. He
stopped. In the downpour he listened, peer-

ing into the murk at his feet. A piece of

brick, dislodged by the rising wind, falling

grazed his temple, blinding him by a sud-

den flash of light. In that imaginary gleam
he thought he discerned a figure standing

in a tottering doorway and with a cry he

lurched forward. The next instant his arms

closed around a form that relaxed against
his breast. A strand of hair floated across

his lips.

Through the wind and rain the colonel

staggered from under the perilous wall and
out into equally dangerous streets. He car-

ried his burden with infinite gentleness, spite
of the intricacy of his path. Once clear of
the rocking ruins, he paused, resting the

woman's weight upon one knee. He did not
know what to do—after fifty years!

Haggard face turned to the black sky, his

earnest eyes peering out into the welter, the
old man pondered, slowly and painfully. In
all the gloom he knew of no fit place to de-

posit his burden, no resort for his own
misery and her trust in him. With his feel-

ing that this was the culmination of his

glorious dream was mingled a sense that the

delicate creature in his arms would expect
and should obtain better shelter than a dying
fire among heaps of ddbris and better hos-

pitality than a rusty can of tepid water and

nothing to eat. He also had a profound sen-

timent that it would be a breach of gallantry
to expose her to the company and possible
criticism of Judge Hawkins. The colonel

still dreamed!
But before long the decisiveness and

promptitude of action that had given Biggers
his brevet asserted themselves, and he lifted

the woman closer to his breast and made
his difficult way towards the slender glow
that, spite of the storm, marked the camp he
had located the day before.

As he stumbled into the dim radiance, re-

flected on the stone lintel that displayed the

legend of his proprietorship, lie saw that

the judge was sitting up, feeding the dying
fire with bits of charred wood. He hesi-

tated, watching the play of the flickering
flames upon the eagle visage and white mus-
tache of his guest. When the judge's eyes
rose and seemed to pierce the deep shadow
in which he stood, he stopped. His foot,

resting an instant on an unstable piece of

stone, slipped. At the noise of it Judge
Hawkins rose and called out, "Colonel, is

that you?"
Colonel Biggers caught himself and

started forward. "It 's me," he said, husk-

iiy.

When the colonel reached the firelit circle,
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his burden high in his arms, the judfre

stared, ntootfa agape. "Bv <! -!" l:e said,

hoarsely, "By—"
'•Shul ii|>!" thundered tlie colonel.

"There V a lady hen- 1"

Willi thai presence nf mind which never

ted him, ilie judge hastily stooped and

picked up his coat, which he had been Ming
as a pillow. He put it on and reached for

his hat. NYt finding it ready to his hand
(the wind had rolled it away) he b >wed and

Bpologjaad. -I b«g pardon, colonel." be said.

"I was astonished, sir. I was not aware that

a lady MM pro-cm. My language was inex-

cusable. Hut 1 trust the lady will accept my
apol
As the jodg« bowed to the woman at this

point the 00* nel though it expedient to set

bar down. She had made no sound since she
had fallen into his anus, and therefore he
was at a loss to know whether she was con-
scious or not. Hut he made the venture,

letting her slip eeott> down upon her feet.

Sin- aaaaatd to understand, and while the colo-

nel supported her gallantry she raised an
arm and brushed the hair out of her eyes.
Then, with a jerk, she f-eed herself and
stood up.

The firelight, the rain OMaittg suddenly,
took n new start and illuminated the new-
comer with painful brilliancy. It lit up her

filthy and ragged skirt, her shapeless form,
her bare and scrawny arras, her meager neck.
her Milieu and dissipated face, her bleared
and bloodshot ,

In the long silence that ensued the two
men turned their eyes aside; they did not

look at each other. The colonel had not

been submerged for thirty years without ac-

quiring an unholy knowledge of the denizens
of the slums, and the judge, discerning the

indelible marks of sin upon that ill-omened

visage, could not mistake the character of the

new member of their little camp. But as the

noise of the rain died away and a bright
star twinkled into the obscurity above them,
the jodga found his voice.

"Madam," he said politely. "I was
startled into language that I rejn-et to have

used in a lady's presence. I trust that you
will excuse it. 1 did not observe that the

colonel was escort ins: a lady into our camp.
Will you accept my -eat by the firef"

As Judge Hawkins ceased speaking, Colo-

nel Biggers started forward, oflferinjt his

ann. "The lady is still weak," he said dear-

Allow me to as>ist you, ma'am."

The woman raised her clawlike hand- to

her li|>s, apparently to stifle a feeble gigjrle.

Her purblind eyes roved over the scene. She
saw the deferent figure of the jodge, the

deprecatory and bashful posture of the colo-

nel. With one swift glance she turned and

surveyed the wet ruins that glimmered
on the edge of the Untight Then she turned
towards the two men and. with a half-de-

fiant cackle, put bar withered hand on the

colonel's ann.

When she was scaled the judge and the

colonel sic (I awkwardly by the fire.

a moment they cleared their throats simul-

taneously. The judge spc kc. ••.Madam, we
shall retire and leave you to yourself a while.

Should you be in need of assistance, a word
will bring Colonel Biggers and myself to

your side. We shall be near. Good night !"

As the two eld men went into the dark-

ness the woman craned her neck after them.

Suddenly the c. hmel reappeared within tho

circle of firelight. ".IiKlviO Hawkins is anx-

ious that you accept of his coat." he said,

bashfully. "It will be more comfortable

than a brick for a pillow." With this he

disappeared again.

She took the coat and folded it. The

primrose which the jud^e had cherished

cau.'ht her eye. She picked it up and
snuffed its faint

|
erfume. Then, amid the

ruins of the city that had buried her youth,
she suddenly fell to Bobbing.

That feeble and doleful sound reached the

ears of the two men, sitting silently beyond
the utmost edge of the fitful gleam of the

lire. Apparently neither of them observed

it. They sat side by side, shivering in the

cold morning wind, gazing into the obscur-

ity. When the' senile sobs ceased, the judge
swore softly and fluently for several minutes.

When be had finished, like a muttered
••Amen" there came from Colonel Biggers's
throat a hoarse, muffled, "H--I! It's h—1

on a lady
'"

Later they crept softly back to the fire.

The woman slept, her marred face covered

by her unconsciously merciful hand. As-
sured that her rest was undisturbed, the

two partners stole back to their dismal post
of vipl.

Had some heavenly visitant looked down
he would have observed that both were
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dreaming, wide-eyed, immobile and silent.

Of such dreams was their San Francisco

created when they were young.

CHAPTER IV.

Busted Smith and Annie Domino.

hHE sun, inexorable dispeller

of dreams, did not fail to rise

as usual over the desolated

city. It was Monday morn-

ing, and the damp ruins ex-

haled, after the night's rain,

a forlorn and unwholesome odor. Judge
Hawkins and Colonel Biggers, dozing uneas-

ily on their rough seat, stirred, stretched

their cramped limbs with groans and mut-

tered expletives. Once awake, they stared at

each other, at the blue sky, at the endless

and silent memorials of their unspeakable
disaster. With tentative and melancholy
articulation the judge swore a little. As

though dissatisfied with the effort he shook

his head and refused to say anything at all.

Colonel Biggers essayed a laugh, choked on

it, shook his fist at nothing in particular,

stood up and kicked viciously at a tin can

and subsided with a fixed expression of dis-

gust on his lined face. "This camp is played

out," he muttered. "And poor old Biggers
is here."

The judge found his voice. "Lucky for

you. too."

The colonel eyed his companion gravely.
"No personal meaning, I hope?" he inquired

formally.
"None whatever," was the sarcastic re-

sponse.

Colonel Biggers appeared to distrust the

ingenuousness of this answer and so ex-

pressed himself.

Judge Hawkins's glare seemed to announce
the instant explosion of a wordy bomb when
the attention of the two chilled old men was
attracted by a most peculiar phenomenon.

Sharply across the heaps of debris there

sounded a rapid succession of strokes on a

huge gong. An interval of silence was fol-

lowed by another ringing tattoo on metal.

With one accord both started towards the

camp, the direction from which this amazing
noise issued.

They found nothing out of the ordinary.
The woman knelt by the embers of the fire,

trying to light at them bits of charred wood

raked from the ashes. She seemed not to

hear the racket, which now roared through
the ruins. At the approach of the judge and

the colonel she looked up and smiled wanly.

Then, for the first time realizing the portent
of this horrible din, she started to her feet,

screaming.
The judge waved his hand, reassuring her.

"Dont be alarmed, madam," he shouted.

"We are coming!"
A fresh thunder of ringing metal roared

forth and the colonel found himself sud-

denly clasped by the woman's arms, her

weight sinking to the ground. By a violent

effort he disengaged himself and set his fair

burden on a pile of brick. From this

vantage point she screamed again, toppled

over, and lay in a dead faint.

"Scared to death !" the colonel managed
to ejaculate, panting for breath.

The judge shook his head. He pointed to

the emaciated face, the bloodless lips, the

shriveled form. Careless of (he prodigious

clatter, now furiously renewed, he raised his

fist and shook it under the astonished colo-

nel's nose. "Scared h—1 !" he breathed sav-

agely. "She 's starved !"

The last word struck into a sullen silence

and was echoed back upon the pair like a

judgment. Colonel Biggers stared at the

limp figure at his feet. A sudden shining

light came into his eyes. He faced the judge.
"She aint going to starve any more," he said

with dignify. "She 's come to the right

camp. Colonel Biggers is still here!"

This announcement was emphasized (:i|>-

parently) by another wild salvo I nun l in'

mysterious gong. The judge, ffirovrTiiis

himself, attempted a pleasantry "I liika

it," he said with trembling lips, "that thai i*

the dinner bell now." With this flash <>f

humor the judge cr.llapsed by the woman's
side.

Colonel Biggers found himself stand-

ing alone. Fighting down the weakness that

threatened to master him, as well, he

straightened his shoulders to this new bur-

den. As he did so a joy unknown for more

than thirty years welled up in his heart.

"I've got it all to do," he muttered. "And by—
! Colonel Biggers is all here!"

The colonel, as a matter of fact, had not

tasted focd for many days, but his spirit re-

sponded to overcome what had overborne the

doughty and gallant judge. His whole be-
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ing answered to the silent call of these who

depended for mere existence on his unaided

efforts.

His first act was to procure some water

from the overflow a block away. With this

he sprinkled the faces of the woman and the

judge, desisting only when they showed un-

mistakable signs of reviving and the judge

uttered a feeble expletive. He then pre-

pared to go in search of food. As he looked

round the desolate camp his eye lit once

more on his sign. With a grim chuckle he

picked up a piece of charcoal and added a

single word, so that it now read cheerily,

1849 A. D.

COLONEL BIGGERS PROP.

MEALS.

He had hardly finished the inscription

when the amazing clang of the hidden gong
was resumed, its thunder rolling through the

gaunt skeleton of the city like a call to its

dead. The colonel listened intently, ponder-
ing the miracle. His meditation at last be-

came a soliloquy. "It 's not far away. It

means trouble. Plenty of trouble round this

camp." He sighed. "But I guess I better

let 'em know that I'm here." He waved a

defiance towards the diabolic din. Then,

without a particle of hesitation, he proceeded

to the quarter indicated by his ears as the

center of the disturbance.

Progress was slow. Several times Colonel

Biggers had to hoist himself painfully over

walls heaped twenty feet high and once, in

letting himself down on the other side, he

slipped, landing at the bottom with such

force as to preclude further effort some

minutes. After a quarter of an hour of this,

he suddenly found that the din, now but

feebly renewed at longer intervals, was be-

hind him. Mounting a pinnacle of wall that

gave a fair view of the inside of the block

he had just come round, he peered into the

smoky haze of the interior to what had been

a large building.
Perched on this comparative height Colo-

nel Biggers waited, for the repetition of the

phenomenon. He nearly projected himself

from his scanty foothold when it rose from
under his very feet. Steadying himself, he

scanned the tangled mass below him. With
some difficulty he managed to pick out, amid
the raffle of ruin, a huge copper cornice

sticking up from the depths and apparently

sounding a shrill alarm. By clinging tightly

to his perch and reaching out he touched it.

It vibrated. A puff of acrid smoke driven

by a wandering breeze filled his lungs and

drove him back, coughing.
The din ceased abruptly, but the colonel

still choked and sputtered. Getting his

breath at last, he swore. His words echoed

from the smoky depths. Then a stifled "Hey
there !" assured him that a living human

being sought his help.

With an agility not to have been expected
the colonel slid from his coign of vantage
and plunged hardily down into the smoke.

A tumble upon the yielding stuff surround-

ing the cornice was greeted by a muffled

warning from below to step more carefully.

Balancing himself on what solid blocks he

could find, Biggers demanded to know where
the invisible one was. The sole response to

this was the projection of what looked to be

the end of a pole, tipped with rubber. From
the depths came the query, "See that?"

"I do !" yelled the colonel, fanning the

smoke from his eyes.

The pole was instantly withdrawn and

Biggers took the hint and enlarged the open-

ing carefully. Then he stuck his head into

it just in time to be soundly thumped on the

nose. He withdrew that organ and rubbed

its abraded surface with an expression

(verbal) of extreme indignation. But be-

fore he could formulate a protest to shout

down the hole that orifice was suddenly closed

by what appeared to be a bundle of rags.

As Colonel Biggers delayed, doubtful as to

the next thing to do, this bundle was violently

agitated. A muffled cry followed this, a

cry that Colonel Biggers would have sworn

came from the midst of the rags. He
grabbed it and pulled it to him.

The successful effort cost him his balance

and he rolled back to a sitting posture with

the bundle on his lap. It squirmed, a small

leg was thrust out and the colonel was

paralyzed to view a small and very grimy

baby across his knee. It put two small fists

in its eyes and sent up a lugubrious howl.

Almost the same instant the wooden pole

was thrust out of the opening again and the

question ascended, "Got the kid?"

Colonel Biggers sat still, ignoring this im-

pertinent demand. Impatience below suddenly
renewed the obligato on the cornice with such
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effect tluit the oolooal erawled over, circum-

spcctly put his lipg to the orifice and bel-

lowed a foreJhfc j
i r> »t i-~t -

The thunder ceased and the voice from be-

low floated up. "Can von hold onto my
leg.'"

Before the colonel could reply in the af-

firmative the end of the wooden pole was

again thrust up and waggled under his nose.

Viewing this as a preface to the projection
of a nether limb he did not reply, but

waited. For several seconds the pole jerked
back and forth very oddly and then was

swiftly withdrawn. The person below

seemed aggrieved. '•Can't yen catch onto

my legf" he demanded.
"Stiek it out!" ordered the eotoML
The end of the pole reappeared. This

time the enh.n.'I. dropping the child, which

had depended under one arm, took hold of

the pole and pulled. To his surprise the

man at the other end did not let go, but

shouted loudly. "Pull!"

Wrathfully the colonel pulled. Still it did

not yield. Crasping it more firmly he yanked
it with all his strength. The edge of the hole

crumbled and in a second more a hand was
thrust out. Colonel Biggers, still clinging to

the pole, grabbed at this and there ensued

a tug of war in which the invisible man
seemed bent on dragging his rescuer down.

But the (• lonel was indomitable. He was in

no honor to let either pole or hand loose.

His effort! were finally rewarded by the sight

of a head. At his final pull a man emerged,
like a cork from a bottle. The colonel, let-

ting go, tumbled backward.

He sat up promptly, rubbing his head,

and found the newcomer sitting opposite,

brushing the dust from his hair and beard.

"That was a tough pull." this unconcerned

individual remarked, spitting ashes from his

mouth. "It has been a long time since I had

such a climb. I'm not so young as I used

to be."

Colonel I mitiI. first at the man
and then at the child, now weeping feebly in

the dust. Then he sad weakly. "Is that your
ki.l .»"

"I should say not!" was the warm reply.

"Whose is it T" demanded the colonel.

"I dont know," the other responded, still

busy with his toilet. "I found it."

The colonel pointed to the hole. "Down
there T"

"No. Do you suppose I'd look in a cellar

for other people's children T"

This, to the colonel's mind, required no re-

sponse, and he turned to the subject of their

conversation. He poked it delicately with

his linger. It responded with a gurgle and
then smiled. The colonel reached out his

arms and to. k it up. Though it may be
affirmed that the colonel had not lately a

child in his anus, and was no authority on

treatment of babies, he now defied the other

with a glance to say anything about it. This

glance, however, faded into a stare of in-

interest. The man was carefully clean-

ing a wooden leg, preparatory to strapping
it on. Colonel Biggers touched it with a

grimy linger. "Was that it T"

"That was it !" was the tart response.
"What did you think it was!"
The colonel admitted that he did not know.

"This leg saved my life," the man went

on, patting it. "Found that kid way mi
by North Beach Saturday night, in the grass

by the road. Too bad to leave a kid to die.

So brought it along. Last night in the dark
I fell into that basement. Took off my leg
and dug partly out. Then banged on that

cornice with it. You came. Too high to

reach with my hands. Put the kid on it

and poked it through. Then stuck it through

again and climbed up my own leg. Much

obliged to you, I'm sure!" He strap] ed his

leg on, hopped up on it. waxed one hand

cheerfully at the baby and introduced him-

self. ''My name's Smith. Yours f Didn't

catch it. Biggers, you sayf Colonel Big

gers. Glad to know you. Breakfast ready,

colonel T"

"Breakfast?" echoed the astonished colo-

nel.

Mr. Smith laughed, a little dolefully. "Odd

word, isn't it T But I knew y.m in Sacra-

mento. You had a hotel there in WH. That

was a good cook you had those times, colo-

nel."

Colonel Biggers got to his feet, still hold

ing the child. "Huh!" he said, scornfully,

you 've turned up again. You re

Busted Smith, that 's who yon are. Ton owe

me BMSMQ
•\ .iy likely." was the undaunted response.

"But tell me, how was a man with a wooden

leg to make a million f Of course 1 M*t

money, and every other man in California

who had a spark of manhood and who I saw.
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If it had n't been for this earthquake I'd ha'

been worth a cold million today. Today 's

Monday, isn't it? Yes, sir, this very morn-

ing l*d ha' gone down Leidesdorff Street and

cashed in for a cold million. Think of it!

My luck !"

The colonel gazed up at a broken column

rising towards the blue sky and sniffed.

"You 're Busted Smith, all right," he said.

"I recollect that leg and that talk of yours.

I reckon you 've had a good many earth-

quakes spoil a million-dollar Monday morn-

ing since '58, have n't you ?"

"That 's all right," Smith growled. "Talk

all you like, you fellows that made your pile.

I used to see you driving along the road to

Stockton with your snapping team. But
Smith aint dead yet ! Come on with your
old earthquakes, you millionaires ! Smith '11

land his pile yet !" Stamping with his wood-
en leg till he was almost enveloped in a cloud

of ashes, he shook his fist at the colonel.

"Talk all you like," he roared. "Tell every-

body Busted Smith owes you a dollar for

meals! But I'll make my stake yet and
then I'll pay everything I owe. Mark my
words, I'll be an honest man before I die."

The colonel lifted the child, now whimper-
ing, closer to his breast. "All right," he

said mildly. "When you get ready to pay,
Colonel Biggers will still be here."

They climbed out of the deep ruins to the
less obstructed street. Once on the pave-
ment, Smith held out his hands for the child.

"Thought I'd let you pack it awhile," he
said. "Fell into a hole with it once. Pretty
weak last night."

"I'll carry it," announced the colonel.

Smith stopped, pawing at his gray mus-
tache. "Now look here," he complained,
"that 's my kid. I found it."

"I guess I found the both of you," was
the uncompromising response. "I dont care
a rap what becomes of you. But I'm going
to look after the kid."

"Where are you going to take it?" was
the demand.
"To camp."
Busted Smith instantly recovered his

vivacity. "I thought I smelled breakfast,
colonel. This is luck!"

The colonel's spirits as instantly fell to

zero. In the excitement he had forgotten his

errand. Back in camp two people were

starving. Instead of food he was bringing

two other mouths to feed. He stopped,

irresolute.

Smith had the keen perception of hunger.

"Nothing to eat in camp?" he asked.

The colonel nodded.

"Let me have a dollar," said Smith,

promptly. "I'm broke just now. I'll pay

you back later. I'll go and get something
for all of us."

This extraordinary proposal so stupefied

the colonel that he unconsciously felt in his

trousers' pockets. His fingers found a soli-

tary coin that proved, on inspection, to be

two-bits. "That 'II do," said Smith.

"But," Colonel Biggers protested, waking
to the fact that his quarter had changed

hands, "Where 's a store to buy at?"

"What difference does that make?" Busted

demanded, doggedly. "If I get the grub,
aint it worth a quarter?"

This was irrefutable and the colonel

lapsed into silence, resuming his course

towards camp. "My place is right over

there," he explained as Smith followed him.

"Behind that white wall?"

The colonel told him the exact location as

well as he could. Smith nodded his head.

"Find it easily. Be there soon with plenty
of grub." With a wave of the hand he

plunged into the ruins before him, leaving
the other to pursue his way back to camp.
When he arrived he found the judge lean-

ing back against the lintel that bore his

hospitable sign. The woman, beside him,
was offering him a drink from a tin can.

Judge Hawkins looked up. "Here comes

our breakfast, madam," he said, weakly.
Colonel Biggers did not meet their eyes.

He paused the other side of the fire and

shifted his burden from one arm to the

other. A feeble wail met the ears of the

judge and the woman. "Breakfast is com-

ing," the colonel said with every appearance
of acute mental disquietude.
The judge stared a long time. Then the

situation dawned on him and he motioned
with his head towards the woman. Colonel

Biggers obeyed that significant command.
He stepped across the coals and held out the

child.

The woman gazed at it through her bleared

eyes, but made no offer to take it. She even

timidly withdrew her soiled hands under

the folds of her filthy skirt, as if she were
indeed unworthy to touch a child. The colo-
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nel, with confidence in the judge's discretion,

sini[)ly bent down and put the habe in her

lap. Then, with an air of jocosity, he helped
the judge to his feet. "We better not in-

trude, judge," he said with a forced titter.

"The secrets of the nursery! We're hash-

ed! Te I,

Al the two old men stumbled away, their

Mksd VOMM -till raised in polite hilarity,

the woman took the child into her withered

arms.

Not long afterward the colonel reappeared,

coughing lliodoitlj tO warn her of his ap-

proaeh. lie Ik re two tattered tins of water.

TbOM he hastily set down about twenty feet

away and
| recipitately retired.

When a ilecent interval had elapsed both

judge and colonel re-

t timed, heralding

their progress I"

ward the fire by vari-

ODBghe and loud

clearings of the

throat. They found

the child asleep, it-

dark curls pillowed

on the judge's coat.

After its ablutions

its pale face shone

like a vision amid

the blackened and

ruined environs. The

woman was bendim:

(ver it with nothing
muttering*.

That speech that

had rarely failed the r/
judge at critical tno- Butted

ments now deserted

him. To hide his emotions he otoppod
Midi liehind a broken mass of masonry
and from its shelter swore a profund
oath. Then he emerged, calmed, and in-

formed the awed colonel that a child so beau-

tiful was rare.

"I ilont know anything about kids," the

colonel confessed, awkwardly. "But I'd ad-

mire to see a better looking angel of two
weeks than that."

"Two weeks!" cried the judge. "Two
yi-ars, if a day. colonel!"

Colonel BL'gers rubbed his lips with a

trembling hand and retired from a discus-

sion in which he was so obviously unfitted to

have a part.

Upon this scene came Mr. Busted Smith,

stumping gallantly over the bricks and mor
tar with his wooden leg. In his arms he

bore a black and unpromising paeklge. This

he threw down by the tire. "There 's your
grub!" he panted.

Without introducing the new-comer the

01 lonel came forward and examined what he

had brought. After unwrapping various

layers of charred canvass he drew out a with

end h nking side of bacon.

"G 1 stuff." Mr. Smith volunteered, pok-

ing the lire with his wooden leg. "Found it

in the basement of a grocery store. More
stuff there. Kid asleep, ma'am f" This last

addressed to the woman.
She nodded her head, but said nothing.

Smith turned his at-

tention to Judge
Hawkins. "Judge
Hawkins!" he ex-

claimed. "Known you
for years. Glad to

see you again."
The judge stared

amnzedly and the

OoloBOl came to the
^ n Smith, nod

\ to be in Trinity

County, judge." he

explained. "Busted
Smith."

J ud ge Hawkins
I.., wed. "Pleased,
I'm sure." he said

formally. "I have a

faint recollection of
Mr. Smith."

•Hi- probably
owes you Mime money," the colonel pursued.

calmly. "He owed everybody n rth of the

Tehachnpi in the old days."
llr sliced off some bacon with his pocket

knife and put it on a piece of sheet iron

over the coals.

Mr. Smith seemed to resent this intro-

duction. He drew himself tip. unstrapped
his wooden limb and was evidently meditat-

ing an assault on the colonel. At this

moment he caught a glance of the woman's

eyes. As if he had been guilty of a gross
breach of etiquette in thus denuding him-

self of a leg. he buckled it on again with a

muttered apology which finally ended in a

clear affirmation that in due time he would

Smith
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be "square with the world" and "an honest

man."
After this conversation lagged till Smith,

industriously investigating the camp, came

upon the stone lintel which bore in addi-

tion to its ancient legend the colonel's mark
of pre-emption. By what connection he ar-

rived at his immediate question cannot be

established. But he turned and plumped out

this query, "Is it a boy or a girl?"
The colonel nearly overturned his im-

promptu frying pan and the judge fumbled

at his mustache in embarrassment. The

woman, whose it was to answer this question,
bowed her miserable head. But embarrass-

ment never stood in the way of the judge/s

perception of what was fitting. He took

Smith's words and modestly changed them.

"We are desirous of knowing, madam," he

said gallantlv, "what name you propose for

the child?"

The woman looked up defiantly. "Annie,"
she said.

Busted Smith applauded this vigorously.
"The lady 's given her her first name, as is

only right and proper. Now I vote that

this camp give her her second name."
This proposal met with some opposition

from the colonel, who contended that one

name was enough for so little a baby. When
reminded that it was not the child's fault

that it was bereft of a full set of names and
warned that he was partly responsible for

the fulfilling of the camp's duty to its young-
est member, he gave way handsomely. "Call

her Annie Hawkins," he suggested.
To this the judge objected strenuously.

"Far better," he contended, "call her Annie

Biggers."

The colonel flushed furiously, beneath his

grime, and absolutely refused to stand god-
father in this fashion. "She might n't like

it," he opined modestly.
Mr. Smith at this juncture called atten-

tion to the felicitous coincidence apparent
to all present. "This camp is 1849 Annie

Domino," he said, pointing to the legend.
"The lady has already picked out one of

those names. Why not give her the others?"

Judge Hawkins approved of this sug-
gestion in part. He affirmed, however, that

too great length, specially figures, would be

improper. He amended the motion to read
that the little girl be called simply Annie
Domino."

At this point Colonel Biggers seized the

occasion to put an end both to this discus-

sion and to a most embarrassing situation, a

situation which, from natural delicacy, he
felt could not be discussed. He addressed
the woman as Mrs. Domino.

Having thus, by a word, given new direc-

tion to the fortunes of two souls, the colonel

turned the bacon on the fire while Annie
Domino, lying on the lap of her newly
adopted mother, gazed with unwinking
placidity into the clear sky.

CHAPTER v.

Oratory, Toil and Sleep.

UDGE HAWKINS, an epi-

cure, was not disappointed
in the meal that Colonel Big-
gers offered from his im-

provised frying-pan. Hold-

ing his second slice of bacon
in one hand and gesticulating with the other,
the judge beamingly announced that he did

not recollect ever having tasted more ex-

quisitely prepared viands. "The very smell
is reviving, colonel. Madam, allow me to
offer you some more. Mr. Smith, pass the
bacon. Colonel, you are an artist!"

Mrs. Domino completed the festivity of
the occasion by opining that Annie was old

enough to share in this treat; and when that

youthful personage signified her approval of
the menu by a smile, the colonel's heart over-
flowed and he solemnly shook hands all

round, averring that spite of transient dif-

ferences with his guests he rejoiced that he
was still here.

When they had licked their fingers, and

sighed, when the colonel had wiped off the

frying pan and put the bacon away under a

piece of cement, when Mrs. Domino had

slipped away with little Annie asleep on her

arm, Colonel Biggers called a council.

"We 're here," he announced, "in a new

camp. There 's nobody but us left. We
started the first camp by the Golden Gate
and it 's gone and with it the youngsters that

took it out of our hands. But we 're still

here. We have our duties to perform.
While I myself have been under the weather
for thirty years I feel that this new camp
will beat the world."

This somewhat mixed peroration affected

Mr. Smith and the judge differently. Busted

propounded a series of invectives against
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those who had "skinned the claim." and

"vamoosed with the goods" when it was dis-

tinctly their place to "see the thing through";
he was in favor of passing resolutions for-

tnAAmg theaa temlai'faet from at any time in

the future interfering wit li or claiming any
share in the progress of the new Sati Fran-

cisco. The judge, on the other hand, con

tended that la.x as the new generation had

been, the earthquake could not be charged
to their account. "I share with the colonel

the conviction that this will once more be
the metropolis of the Pacific." he said. "I

agree with Mr. Smith that it is our duty !•

••ee this thing through and prepare the way
for the coming back of the prosperity tem-

porarily withdrawn. Hut as a man of lags]

training, though my practice at the bar has

been intermitted for some years, I assure

you that there is only one path open to us:
We must organize an orderly community and
assume with due regard to the constitution

and charter of our glorious State of Cali-

fornia that sovereignty which has lapsed
from feebler hands. In a word, gentlemen,
we must constitute ourselves the new San

•
isco as we were once that of the titles.

Colonel Bjggen has already pointed the way
by pre-empting this site end proclaiming to

the world that its founders have returned to

their heritage determined to assert their

right! and rebuild on the foundation of

1849."

This address was received with unqualified

applause. With that promptness character-

istic of pioneer communities, Colonel Big-

gers was chosen immediately as mayor.
• I adgl Hawkins was formally inducted into

the office of justice of the peace and Busted

Smith, in the role of vox populi, was ap-

pointed to cast the deciding vote in matters

in dispute between the two new officials.

This privilege he straightway sought to ex-

eivi-c when the mayor and the justice of the

peace disagreed as to the first measure to he

taken for the promotion of progress. The
colonel thought that the precincts of the

camp should be enlarged and defined so as

to preclude any "squatter" from coining in

and claiming valuable concessions. The

judge was for first establishing themsehes
in more permanent quarters. Busted, not

waiting to hear arguments, broke in and

sided with the colonel. "I've been done -ml

of my rightful dues too many times," he

proclaimed. "Look at that time 1 owned

50,000 shares in Golden Kagle and Tim
Donahue cut off the new \cin and broke the

company and me with it. This time I'm go-

ing to protool my rights. I'm in on the

ground floor. I'd ha' been a millionaire ten

times if I'd ha' I een—"

"You shut up." said the mayor gruffly.

"Keep that leg of yours tied on. I guess the

judge's got the longest head. Anyway.
we\e got some women folks to look after.

You better go to work. Busted."

"Quite ri-.'ht. colonel." agreed the judge.
Thus vox populi was hushed by main tone.

To Smith's ends' he it said that his ensuing

complaints had no personal bitterness. He

simply contended for Ins rights as the com-
mon people. But as the colonel and the

judge, hurrying him away to work, also lient

their own backs in unaccustomed toil, his

eulogy of Justice ami philippic gams] Yio
lenee trailed off into a mere mutter.

It was a warm California sun that beat

down upon the isolate.! little community and

heated the three laborers as they struggled
with impromptn Ux N to ekex a way into

one story building still in a state of
|

ration that warranted safe i -ceupancy. But
when the stifling ashes and acrid smoke
stirred up by their efforts threatened to drive

them back, the trade wind sprang up and
iied them with its breath of the wide

sea. And with its coming ri H abo the sound
of conversation. Boated Smith, swallowing
his resentment and yielding to his natural

exuberant humor, started the song of other

dara, of youth renewed, of strong men and

mighty deade. To this the judge and the

colonel were chorus, and Mrs. Domino, pot-

tering over seme occult nursery mystery
raised her disheveled head to listen with a

new expression on her sullen visage. I«ater.

she sought the spot where the colonel had

cached the victuals, bull up (he tin-, put
on the sheet iron. Prescn'ly there was borne

to the three men a refreshing perfume of

sizzling bacon.

Sniffing this, the judge dropped the last

brick back into the pile in the doorway be

was clearing; the colonel paused in his effort

to elevate the atone lintel that bore his sign

upon it to a conspicuous place; Smith, tap-

ping cheerfully with his wooden leg, flung

the sweat from his brow and bellowed

"Dinner-
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Across the intervening heaps of rubbish

a cracked voice answered his cry with a

shrill, timid "Dinner's ready!"
Once more seated about the fire, the colo-

nel beamed on his companions. "No such

luck in Trinity County in the old days," ho

affirmed. "We had n't a lady in the camp !"

Judge Hawkins took the remark up gal-

lantly. "Mrs. Domino, I have rarely tasted

a better meal. In this scene of desola^on

you offer us the solace of the society of the

gentle sex and the comfort of skilled cook-

ery. Colonel, pass Mrs. Domino another

slice. Mr. Smith, have the goodness to hand
over the water tin. Madam, I drink your
good health!"

An inspection of the pantry after this

meal drew from the colonel the opinion that

provisions were needed more imperatively
lhan a permanent dwelling. "Smith had
better go foraging again," he suggested.

That gentleman, busily ransacking his

pockets for enough scraps of tobacco to

fill his battered pipe, scorned the hint. "Let

somebody else go," he growled. "I'm going
to rest awhile."

"You 'II rest when I say so," replied the

colonel with asperity. "You climb out of
these diggings and fetch grub."
"That 's the way with you fellows," said

Busted, much aggrieved. "You always want
the poor cripple to do the hustling."

This point seemed to touch Colonel Big-

gers's sense of justice and he argued that,

as a matter of fact, the search for food was
less exhausting than the heavy labor neces-

sary to clear out the building chosen for the

permanent establishment of the camp. As

Judge Hawkins took a similar view, Smith

laid down his ultimatum, "No pay, no grub."
This was received by the judge first with

incredulity and then with a flood of profan-

ity that caused Mrs. Domino, though far off,

to withdraw silently out of hearing. The

judge then stated unequivocally that Mr.
Smith was beyond all endurance. But in

order to preserve the health of the depend-
ent woman, he concluded with dignity, "I

agree to give you a dollar. I advise you,
for the sake of your health, to earn it."

Busted resumed his wooden leg (which he

always laid aside in repose) and stumped
away, with many growls. The judge then

confided to the colonel that he thought it

possible that stringent measures would be

needful to convince this third member of

their community of the enormity of his eon-

duct. "A shame and a disgrace !" the judge

ejaculated. "I should be overwhelmed if his

conduct should come to the knowledge of

the lady."
The colonel, probably from a closer ac-

quaintance with Mr. Smith, advanced the

theory that Busted, through forty years of

impecuniosity, had acquired a habit that it

might be well to overlook. "I venture to

say," he finished with generous warmth, "that

apart from this little peculiarity he has as

good a heart as any. Remember that he

brought us Annie."

"True," answered the judge, mollified.

"And it is really a very harmless idiosyn-

crasy, though I anticipate a certain em-

barrassment in satisfying his demands, as I

neglected to draw out any funds from the

bank before it closed. Possibly he would

accept my note of hand, say, at sixty days."
"He'll take it or I'll shoot him on the

spot," the colonel reassured him. "While I

believe in humoring the weak, I dont intend

to stand any guff from Busted Sraitfi."

"I shall take the notes up immediately

upon their coming due," the judge continued

hastily. "Quite embarrassing, colonel !"

"I dont see what we could do with money,

anyway," the colonel said, meditatively.

"And, anyway, Smith owes me money since

'58. I'll take your notes from him in pay-
ment of the bill."

This settled, they resumed their toil with

such success that by late afternoon- they

sought Mrs. Domino and told her that she

might move into the new quarters.
It was conceded not to be commodious.

A bare room, enclosed by walls stripped of

plaster, unroofed from the sky, offered little

shelter except from wind and blowing ashes.

But the colonel, by a deft adjustment of a

piece of zinc across one corner, had made a

room quite private and warm. "Mrs. Domino
and Annie shall have that for theirs," he an-

nounced. "The rest of us will shake down
on the floor."

Presently Busted Smith returned laden

with trophies of his expedition
—a ham

partly charred, a few tins of meat much
rusted and battered, a half can of pickles

and some crumbs of cheese. From this un-

promising store Mrs. Domino, with unex-

pected ingenuity, quickly got up a meal to
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wliic-li they sat down with 7.ot an.l

tllallkfulllCS.s.

Alter i! ii inpper the colonel bit

off a chew from his hit of pluir. Um

judge accepted some "f Smith's to

baeeo ami Mrs. Domino mapped
little Annie in tin- judge*! coat for

the (light ami laid bar down by tin'

tiif. Ban she Milked peacefully
at the erening sky and smiled oeea

tonally, as if her clear eyes saw

then \iM">ns invisible to the others.

The darkness came swiftly and

tie wind gMW chillier. Conversa-

tion tagged. Smith, unetrapping
his wooden leg, iMted his chin on

it and K*aed gloomily into the flick-

ering fire. The colonel, now and

av'ain expectorating thoughtfully,

lock in with his rovini: glance the

little party, apparently debating in-

wardly some weighty problem in

which they were factors. The

judge, deeply ruminatim.', sat a lit-

tle apart, his eaj;lc face lined and

earned with marks of care. Far-

ther yet in the shallow, Mrs. Domi

no, biding her scarred countenance

behind a crooked hand, brooded,

probably over the events of a life

lo— ly prolonged.
The hours slipped by. Annie

Domino slumbered easily. The col-

onel's irriin face softened. K\en

I Smith, leaning; on his arti-

ficial limh as on a staff, lost his

attitude of Ingubrioaa resentment

ami v:'s seen to gloat silently over

two coins which he surreptitiously

extracted from a pocket in his shirt.

The judjre. still preserving a dijrni-

lied judicial |M>sture. dozed serenely.

And still wakeful, her eyes OM
ally glittering in the shadow, the

i crouched pitifully as if an

outcast even from this miserable

palliation of the universal ruin.

With a sudden "Hei-jlidio!" the

ci lone) broke the stillness. "I

reek a it 'e time to gg| into our

blankets." he said with an attempt
at jest. He picked up the Bleeping
child and strode off towards the

building, followed bv the woman.
The jndga, trctoinng himself.

Thr *•*• Tken
^gggj"fffiggELSF

Mr "'""* '"''
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naught the sheen of the coins in the palm

of the self-engrossed Smith. He peered

over with contemptuous curiosity. Busted

was mumbling to himself. Judge Hawkins's

ear caught a few words. "I'll make my
stake yet," that disappointed soul was mut-

tering. "And I'll take the money and pay
these d—d bills and be an honest man."

It cannot be stated, with any certainty,

why these words should have strongly affected

the judge, but that legal luminary withdrew

silently into the ruins, where for some time

he poured out his pent-up emotion in an

oath so complicated that only his great tal-

ents could have fittingly and logically

brought to a conclusion. Refreshed and

calmed, he then betook himself to the dark

shelter whither the others had already re-

paired. Stumbling over what he found, by

feeling, to be Smith's discarded leg, Judge
Hawkins stopped, sat down and, after taking
off his boots, went to sleep beside that em-

bodiment of grasping avarice.

An hour later the moon, stealing in through
the open roof, lit up the scene for a brief

period. By its radiance Colonel Biggers,

wide-eyed, observed the disposition of his

companions from the glimpse of the child

asleep and pillowed on the arm of the doubt-

ful mother destiny had provided her to the

warrior-like visage of Judge Hawkins snoring

by the side of Busted Smith—dreamers all!

And before that ray was withdrawn Colo-

nel Biggers dreamed also, standing before an

open door, a door that ^ever was t.o close

again until he passed through, bearing Her
in his arms—after fiftv vears!

CHAPTER VI.

"And the Morning and the Evening—"

UDGE HAWKINS was the

first to awaken. When his

eyes opened upon the rifted

roof through which the pale

sky appeared in strips much
like torn ceiling paper, his

mind immediately fell upon an extremely
practical subject. This matter had nothing
to do with the sprawled form of Colonel Big-
gers nor with the ridiculous intensity with
which Busted Smith snored a defiance (pre-

sumably at his creditors) backed up by an
occasional twitch of the wooden leg in his

hand. It was not even suggested by the

glimpse of Annie Domino cuddled between

the bare and unbeautiful arms of her adopted

mother, nor by that doubtful character's atti-

tude of being suddenly overcome by a ma-
ternal impulse while reaching for a bottle

on the shelf.

So strongly did the judge feel about it

that he quickly rose and slipped out into the

open. Here he adjusted his clothing with

some care and made a rude toilet by the

assistance of a pocket comb and a wet hand-

kerchief. This done he studied his environs

with a meditative eye. After a lengthy in-

spection he shook his head and returned to

the building wherein the others still reposed.

It was with some difficulty that be roused

Mr. Smith by taking his leg away from him

and poking his ribs with it. Once waked up.

the judge informed him by gestures that

silence and speed were imperative. Busted,

carefully assuring himself first of the safety
of the contents of his pocket, allowed the

judge to drag him outside, where he strapped
on his leg, erected himself with agility and

demanded to know what was up.

"Coffee," said the judge succintly.

Busted sniffed appreciatively. "Right!" he

replied. "Where is it? I dont smell it."

"You do not," Judge Hawkins admitted

curtly. "But we must have some. I could

drink ten cups of it this minute. In my ex-

perience I have found coffee indispensable

in a camp like this. At this very moment I

could kill you."

Judge Hawkins accompanied this san-

guinary statement with a gesture so em-

phatic that Mr. Smith instantly prepared to

unfasten his limb and was only reassured

by the judge's explanation that he had used

these words simply to illustrate his appetite
for coffee. "If we dont have coffee," he

concluded, "we shall all be quarreling before

sunset."

Busted agreed with him and took the

opportunity to enlarge upon the disastrous

effects lack of the stimulating beverage had

had upon his own fortunes. "A million

right in my hand in Yolo," he said, "and I

could n't get a cup of coffee for a week.

Lost my nerve. Thought it was n't worth

while. Pulled up stakes and hit for another

county. One pound of Mocha would have

made old Smith a rich man !"

Passing by this unnecessary argument, the
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judge brought his auditor back to the pres-

ent. "We must get some this morning."

"Where?"

Judge Hawkins waved his hands to the

ruins that encircled them. "There must be

coffee in there," he affirmed. "You have

gotten us provisions already. You are the

man to get us coffee !"

Long brooding on a single subject had

made Busted the most suspicious of mortals.

"You want to git me out of the way agin,"
he grumbled. "I've been there before. I've

lost fortunes by bein' easy and trompin' off

on any old errand for any old person. But
I'm wise. Just put it down that Smith is

wise. I'm in on the deal this time. I stay

right here. If you want coffee, git it!"

Busted Smith's voice rose hoarsely into
the morning silence and its echo broke the
back of the judge's patience. "You 're a

nice fellow !" he thundered, with a prefatory
expletive. "You're going to get that cof-
fee! And without any words, either!"

Colonel Biggers, wakened by the rising
tones, emerged just in time to see Judge
Hawkins, derringer in hand, confronting
Smith, who had jerked off his wooden leg
and was flourishing it savagely. He rubbed
his eyes at the sight and rushed between
them.

"Smith, back down ! Judge, put up your
gun!" he remonstrated. Pushing the en-

raged cripple one way and pawing the muz-
zle of the judge's weapon downward with
the other hand, he threatened them both
with instant and painful annihilation un-
less there was peace with honor. His argu-
ments gradually weakened the two bellig-
ents and successful at last in his pacifica-

tion, he demanded to know the burden of
their dispute.
"He wants to git me out of the way while

he takes the fattest out of this camp,"
Smith roared.

"Nothing of the sort," the judge said, re-

pressing his wrath. "I wanted him to go
and get some coffee."

"A pretty excuse!" Smith sneered.

Colonel Biggers rubbed his stubbly cheek
and his eye brightened. "I guess coffee

would be just the ticket," he remarked,

quietly. "And 1 reckon you two would
make a good pair to find it and fetch it. So
if you'll just hand over your pistol, judge,
I'll trust Smith with you. I can 't afford

to lose Smith, ye know. He owes me too

much money."
The last words seemed to stir Smith to

renewal of the battle, but the innuendo he

could not withstand and grumblingly sub-

mitted. The judge, breathing ^deeply a mo-

ment, handed his pistol to the colonel and

stepped forward. "I was wrong," he

acknowledged. "I think—I think, Mr.

Smith—a little coffee—would do us all

good."
"This pistol will come in handy in camp,"

said the colonel, inspecting it. "I was wish-

ing we had a gun."
"I never use one," Judge Hawkins ex-

plained with dignity. "But I carry one at

times when I am journeying."
The weapon safely stowed in the colo-

nel's belt, Judge Hawkins and Smith shook

hands awkwardly and prepared to start out.

But at this moment Mrs. Domino appeared,

carrying the bacon to the fire. In view of

the prospect of a speedy breakfast, the ex-

cursion was put off and within fifteen min-

utes all were seated about the fire making a

hearty meal.

When the judge and his companion had

departed on their quest, with injunctions
not to overlook any other supplies they

might find, Colonel Biggers retired to a se-

questered spot, there to ruminate on the fu-

ture and its plans. Mrs. Domino and Annie

were left to keep camp.
After cutting: the remnant of his plug

into two pieces and regretfully calculating

how long it would be before he was desti-

tute of the weed, Colonel Biggers settled

himself on a bit of rock in view of the

camp and allowed his mind to deal with the

problems he must solve.

Finding difficulty in stating these with

sufficient clearness without articulate speech,

he addressed an iron shutter leaning drunk-

enly out from a shattered window casing.

It may appear that Colonel Biggers in thus

taking himself and his plight seriously was

giving a futile importance to what really

mattered nothing. He had already accepted

the situation and made the best of it. He
had set up his sign anew, staked a new claim

in the ruins—what more was there to plan?
to think of? to purpose?

The colonel epitomized it thus : "There 's

me and the woman and the kid and the

judge and Smith. There aint anybody else.
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Those that dont seem to have died are gone.
The camp 's played out. But Colonel Big-

gers aint laying down his hand."

But this was only an exordium. The
course of this battered argonaut's reasoning
struck fortli from this. He first analyzed
his company. He told the shutter that

Busted Smith was a "bad one." He illus-

trated thii and further opined that Mr.

Smith would, if pressed, "steal from his

grandma." Having thus, by a gratuitous

assumption of an aged relative, done justice

to Boated*! \ ices, he admitted that he was a

"worker" ami "rustler." On the other stile

he put it down as a fact that the judge
would never "hitch" with Smith.

Abandoning the impecunious one. he went

over the character of .Judge Hawkins and
determined that while he was "the real stuff"

he had "petered ,,ut in the vein." a refer-

ence to the judge's debility and qnerulous-
nc>s.

"And there's the—the lady," he pursued.
"She's been up against it and she'd ought
to be looked after. I reckon she 's a rieht

good woman if she had a chance. And little

Annie, she's got to have a show, too." Here
the colonel tugged at his whiskers and
seemed vastly disturbed. "Little Annie,"
he repeated, presently, and then, half to

himself, he remarked once more that Colo-

nel Biggers was not only present, but in-

tended to play his hand.

Thus the colonel came at the meat of the

matter: Himself. With a clear understand-

ing of his "thirty years under the weather,"
with no illusions as to his own wasted past,

he found himself face to face with Destiny.

After all. the future of these people, of his

camp, of San Francisco, of California,

Mated upon his weak shoulders. He had

wakened in the gutter to find the world

waiting. To the credit of the colonel be it

said that he bowed his head in his grimy
hands and groaned.
No words were needed to place that prob-

lem baton him. It was written in black

letters upon his memory, that book that held

but one illuminated page! With painful

breathings through his fingers he retraced

that volume to its first splendid, lonely

record.

Probably every man has one shining page
of recollection that keeps him a little better

than the mire into which he descends. A

close inspection of the career of the dog
dead in the dirt seems invariably to dis-

cover one auspicious hour in an existence

ending in naught. Over the corpse we are

permitted to hope that this solitary hour

find at least one other felicitous period in

the hereafter. And Colonel Biggers was not

dead. Putting aside the decades of his

M|BaJor he found renewed youth in contem-

plation of his glorious moment ; confessing

hominy of thirty years he yet pointed
himself back to the light from a dinir

way and confronted Ruin and Fate unap-
palled with a single "Colonel Biggers is

still here."

It was noon when he reached this con-

clusion and came to camp to take up bis

revived existence and to shape a new city
out of chaos with the aid of two old men, a

tattered woman and a little child. Colonel

Biggers's simplicity has its humorous side.

But a candid mind will observe in his frank

assuming of the burden of the universe a

replica of those sturdy virtues that marked
the colonel's stronger brethren, the

nauts. Weakest of them all. he still found

it in his heart to resume the task they had

begun and insist on organized society in

the desert.

He found the judge and Smith seated by
the fire. An aroma of coffee met his nostrils

and announced the success of the expedition.
Pounded on a stone (by the aid of Busted's

invaluable nether limb) Mrs. Domino had

duly made the stimulant in a tin can and

peace was settled over the camp. The aft-

ernoon sun found no one responsive to its

call to work. The judge pulled his silk hat

over his eyes and slept; Smith, one tis!

doubled over his pocket hoard, snored ster

torously, and the colonel, after seeing little

Annie fall asleep on Mrs. Domino's lap and

that person dozing, yielded himself to the

drowsy influence and slumbered, his back

against an upturned slab.

The sun declined to the west, the shadows

of the ruins grew longer and ominous. The

wind, losing its weight, allowed the ashes

it had swept skyward to fall again from

the lurid, low-hanging cloud that eddied over

the hilltops. And still they slept, ignorant

of the march of destiny leading back to San

Francisco her people; heedless of the dis-

tant roar of the multitude returning home.

But God did not smile in derision upon
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these weak and simple creatures. With all

their faults, their frailties and their sins,

those last pioneers, thrust up from oblivion

by disaster, these brave and afflicted souls

were to accomplish their desire and make

good t ho vaunt that met the eyes of three

prowling wretches who peered over a breast-

work of fallen bricks and read, gripping

smutty fingers into avid palms, the legend

1849 A. D.

COLONEL BIGGERS PROP.

MEALS.

It was Judge Hawkins, opening; his eyes
in the dusk, who caught sight of them first.

With a silent, swift motion he possessed
himself of the derringer in Colonel Biggers's

belt, sat up, covered the newcomers with

it as they stepped forward and said, quietly,

"Hands up!"
Three pairs of hands went up in obedi-

ence to the judge's command and three men
stiffened themselves as Colonel Biggers and
Busted Smith leaped to their feet in alarm.

But the situation was plain, and while the

judge assumed a more comfortable posture,
his companions, grasping what weapons
were handiest, forced the sullen and dis-

concerted trio into seats by the ashes of the

fire, palms still upheld.
Colonel Biggers broke the silence that

followed by the query: "I wonder what
these fellows want."

"No good, I'll warrant," the judge said,

very quietly. "Smith, take the knife out of

that fellow's hand. Drop it, you skunk !"

The heaviest of the three men let a knife

fall from between the fingers of his right
hand. As it clinked against a stone Smith

deftly flipped it to him by a jerk of his

wooden leg. Picking it up, he snorted in

disgust. "Blood on it," he said.

"That looks bad," was the judge's grim
comment.

At this point Mrs. Domino, who had just

wakened, peered over and stared at the trio.

At sight of her one of the prisoners laughed
harshly. "Three old codgers and an old

hag," he sneered, following his remark by
an expression so vile that Judge Hawkins,

either in a sudden spasm of indignation or

from nervousness, discharged his weapon.
In the stillness that followed the report

the ruffian sank forward, rolled over a

little, and then lay still. The judge's bullet

had found its way through his heart. Judge
Hawkins, his eagle nose seeming to curve

more belligerently, quietly reached over and

pulled from the dead man's pocket a re-

volver. Cocking it, he aimed it without a

tremor at the cowering twain, the sole

message from his lips being a husky "One!"
Colonel Biggers and Smith found little

difficulty in making a search of the sur-

vivors. As a result they laid two other re-

volvers and a pile of cartridges and trinkets

at the judge's feet. Then, with due speed,
the captives were bound hand and foot with

strips of their own clothing. Seeing them
secure the judge dropped his revolver and
offered an explanation of his action. "He
insulted Mrs. Domino," he said, firmly.

"He got his deserts, I guess," the colonel

admitted, pocketing the revolvers. "But a

little more ceremony might have been bet-

ter, specially before a lady."
The judge glanced over to Mrs. Domino,

who was rocking back and forth trying to

soothe Annie sobbing in her arms. "I was

hasty," said Judge Hawkins, fumbling at

his mustache. "Madam, I apologize humbly,
very humbly, madam !"

At this point Busted Smith, who had

been for some minutes trying to repress

himself, exploded. "Gimme a gun !" he

panted. "Gimme a gun, quick !"

"What for?" demanded the colonel, sharp-

ly, first assuring himself that the prisoners
were not escaping.

"I found something in that second feller's

pockets," Smith stormed. 'Gimme a gun!
Lemme kill him !"

His hand, outstretched for a revolver, was

grasped by the colonel and the judge joined
him in restraining the now utterly dis-

traught cripple. They struggled with him

till he fell exhausted to the ground. There

he lay, staring up at his companions with a

fixed and awful gaze. Then, with a sob, he

cried, "Old pards
—old pards!

—Look here!"

(To Be Continued.)



A Thirtv-Tico-Foot Outcrop of Wiiomlna Coal

The Way of the Land Transgressor

By Lute Pease

IV. Some Queer Operations in the Rocky Mountain States

INK 'lav last Spring a scene

of extraordinary significance

was enacted in the second -

floor front room of the De-

partment of .Justice building
at WwhingtoOi First Yice-

'•nt Cornish, of the Union Pacific Rail-

way Company, ami I,. K. I'eyson, attorney
for the same company, there met Secretary
of the Interior (iartield and Mr. Lewis of

the Department of Justice.

The railroad gentlemen were a trifle em-

barrassed. They had heard that a bill in

equity was about to be filed against their

company for the recovery of about 3,000

MM of valuable coal lands in Wyoming.
Assistant Attorney-General Burch. in the

course of certain investigations in the Rocky
Mountain region, had accidentally learned of

this particular tract and the circumstances

surrounding its acquirement.

m, it is perfectly absurd," said the

railroad gentlemen, "the Union Pacific is not

and never has been engaged in fraudulently

acquiring coal land, and all we want is a

little lime to show that this is all a mistake."

The Government oflicials thereupon S3

pressed a willingness to i_-rant. and did grant.

a reasonable length of time for the Union

Pacific to prove its right to the land in i|iie*

Boo. The railroad (UMlHoillOJ departed ap-

parently well satisfied, but returned again at

tl nd of the period granted.
"Now. it is perfectly absurd." again pro-

tected the railroad gentlemen, "to assert that

that land is not ours; we have every legal

right to it. but it seems that we must be put

to the trouble and expense of defending
that right in court. As we do not care

enough about it
—the bother and the

publicity
—we are willing to relinquish what

rightfully bclontrs to us." Whereupon they

generously handed over a deed to the Gov-

ernment for approximately 3,000 acres of

coal land, and that particular incident was
closed.

However, as there has been a deal of dust

raised of late throughout the several rail-

p ad companies' preserves in Wyoming,
Colorado and Utah, it is not improbable
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that similar incidents will occur from time

to time.

About three years ago the Department of

Justice got a letter from a newspaper man
of Salt Lake, calling attention to wholesale

fraud in connection with Utah's disposal of

Government-grant alleged agricultural lands

to certain coal companies that were merely
side companies fcr the Union Pacific and

the Rio Grande Western, the one a Harri-

man-Rockefeller system, the other now part
of the Gould-Rockefeller interests in the

Rocky Mountain region.

Judge Burch, of the Department of Jus-

tice, who went to Salt Lake in re-

sponse to the newspaper man's letter,

made an investigation uncovering all the

facts and, in connection with informa-

tion gathered by special agents of the In-

terior Department, traced coal-land frauds

into Wyoming and Colorado, where the

dummy-coal-land-applicant system was in

full swing. He found that officials of the

several coal companies were openly engaged
in a practice hard to distinguish from sub-

ornation of perjury and that the loss to the

Government was running to an almost in-

calculable amount. The facts developed
were startling, and he at once began to bom-

bard Secretary Hitchcock and the Attorney-
General with reports setting forth the re-

sults of his investigations, and urging the

prompt withdrawal from entry of all coal

lands until new regulations for their dis-

posal could be devised, or better still, until

a leasing system could be decided upon by

Congress, as otherwise the remaining coal

lands of any value would soon be gobbled up.

He called attention to the absurd rulings

regarding location by discovery on each forty
acres of a claim and also the absurdity of the

practice of selling coal lands at the flat rate

of ten dollars to twenty dollars per acre,

pointing out that the law only makes those

the minimum prices, really leaving to the

Secretary of the Interior the power to exer-

cise his own discretion as to sales above

those prices.

The coal-land law is exceedingly faulty,
and all the law on the subject in the statute

books might be written in legible hand on
the back of a postal card. Even more than

the timber-and-stone act it bears evidences

of slight thought as to the far-reaching con-

sequences of its operation. It provides that

any citizen, or one who has declared inten-

tion to become a citizen, may enter 100 acres

of coal land for himself, or by association

with one or more other persons, 320 acres,

upon which having made $5,000 improve-

ment, the company might acquire 320 more,

or 640 acres total. It contains no "perjury

clause," compelling an entryman to swear

that the land is for his own use and benefit

and that lie has entered into no contract or

agreement for its disposal to another upon

patent. Though it is true that a ruling of

the Land Department requires such affidavit.

a convenient decision of the courts holds

that a charge of perjury cannot apply ex-

cept where the law itself requires an affi-

davit. Thus an entryman may go before

any official and swear "on a stack of Bibles,"

or with his right hand raised and his voice

calling the Diety to witness, declare that the

land is for his exclusive use, etc., yet he has

not perjured himself in the view of the Su-

preme Court of the United States.

Thus are the prosecuting officials of the

Government handicapped in their efforts to

punish the land-grabbers. The big West-

ern (railroad) coal companies may snap
their corporate fingers and laugh, "Of course

we have hired tramps and loafers and clerks

and laborers and others to locate coal lands

for us, and swear to their respective con-

trary intentions, but what are you going to

do about it ? You can 't touch us for sub-

ornation of perjury and there is nothing else

for you to base a charge upon."
The Government contends, however, with

a logic that seems unassailable, that if two or

more persons enter into collusion to secure

more than 320 acres of coal land without

making the stipulated $5,000 worth of im-

provements, the act amounts to a conspiracy
to violate the United States statute. This

offers leverage whereby some of the coal

magnates may be pried loose from fraud-got

possessions, unless another timely court de-

cision should help them out.

The question has already come up before

Federal Judge Marshall in Salt Lake City,

who seemed to find it such a knotty one that

he could not make prompt decision, and so

has taken a trip to Europe, probably for

the purpose of taking plenty of time to think

the matter over. Upon his decision, or per-

haps the final decision of the United States

Supreme Court, depends the administra-
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- success in punishing the very brazen

Dpwiton
The Department of Justice already is

busy with various equity suits that promise
ri-c..M-i\ ko the Government of millions of

dollars' worth of coal lands.

Reports of the Geological Survey show
that practically one-third of the total coal

deposits in the eonntry
—or 92,600,000 acres

is in die states »root of the Missouri River

i-ii.ooit.OOO acres in the so-called Rocky
Mountain region, which includes North and

South Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Utah,

Colorado, New Mexico and Idaho). Dur-

ing the thirty-three years which have

elapsed since t h e

coal land law was

enacted the Interior

|)e|>artment lias sold

only about 406.000

MHS, though t h e

same reports indi-

cate that the puhlie

end lands which have

passed into private

ownership by other

means than the eoal-

land law amount to

more than 5,250,000

Mm. These have

been lo>( to the Gov-
ernment in various

ways—railroad land-

g rant s, state lieu-

land selections, and

by plain fraud, fre-

quently with the ap-

parent connivance of

the General Land

Office, especially during the respective

regimes of Binger Hermann ami W. A.

Richards.

The administration's activities eventually

resulted, in 1900, in a series of hearings by
the Interstate Commerce Commission at

Omaha. Denver and Salt Lake City, under

authority of the Tillman-Gillespie Senate

resolution calling far investigation of the re-

lations existing between the railroads and
coal and oil companies. The Commission's

object w:i^ t . Meertafal if the railroad com-

panies of the Rocky Mountain region were

endeavoring to obtain a monopoly of the

coal resources. At these bearing! the Com-
missioners examined publicly the witnesses

that had been previously discovered or se-

Judge it. C. Bureh, Special Assistant to the
United States Attorney-General.

cured by the Department of the Interior and

the Department of Justice, and the testi-

mony heard developed facts that were the

sensation of the year.

It was quite clearly established that the

various big coal companies of the Rocky
Mountain region were simply side companies
of the railroads, and wi ically and

most brazenly engaged in securing the cream

of the coal lands of the public domain; that

they were openly and brazenly intent upon
securing and maintaining a monopoly of Hie

coal resources, and were in no way particu-

lar as to manner and method. State oil i

United States Senators and Representatives
worked smoothly in

collusion with them,

and coal-land patents

lipped softly and

swiftly through the

well oiled Ijind Of-

fice. Bribery, polit-

ical influence, and
e v e n intimidation

were resorted to

without hesitation by

wealthy and power
fa] but unscrupu-
lous and avaricious

capitalists.

"Power is always
abuse d." Feeling
that they had a

"cinch" all round

everything, owning
or subsidizing most

of the newspapers
and the other SfS

nues of publicity of

the region, being employers of a large pro-

portion of the inhabitants, largely controll-

in-_r public opinion, and persuading them-

selves that their "enterprise in developing
the country" .justified them in law-brenk-

bg, it is not surprising that the operations
of so many of these railroad coal companies
were SO flagrant, open and general.

Neither is it surprising that such evil

power and influence caused the government
of a sovereign state to be false to its

trusteeship.

Consider the case of Utah and the two big
coal corporations, the Utah Fuel Company
and the Pleasant Valley Coal Company,
creatures of the Union Pacific and Rio

Grande Western. By the act admitting Utah
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into the Union, the Federal Government

granted to the new state the right to select,

under the direction of the Secretary of the

Interior, a million acres of the public land

within its boundaries, to be used for the

establishment and maintenance of schools,

asylums and other state purposes, but the

act allowed the selection of non-mineral

lands only. The Utah Legislature of 1S96

created a State Board of Land Commission-

ers which was to

have the manage-
ment and control of

the state's million

acres.

Now one Robert

Forester, agent of

the Utah Fuel Com-

pany and also of the

Pleasant Valley
Coal Company, and

a well-known geolo-

gist and coal expert,

was aware of the

presence of im-

mensely valuable

and extensive coal

deposits in the pub-
lic lands in Utah.

In due time the of-

ficers of these com-

panies found a way
to secure millions of

dollars' worth of the

Government's coal
lands very cheaply
and expeditiously—
and fraudulently.

Having entered into

a nice little private
deal with the State

Land Board they

procured men and

women, many of

whom were employes

apply to the State of Utah for land. The

state had fixed the price of this land at one

dollar and fifty cents, which is just eight

dollars and fifty cents less than the Govern-
ment's price for coal lands further than fif-

teen miles from a railroad, or eighteen dollars

and fifty cents cheaper than coal lands nearer
than fifteen miles therefrom.

Upon application being made by these

men and women for land, it became the duty
of the State Land Board to ascertain whether

Interstate Commerce Commissioner Prouty, Who
Heard Some Remarkable Testimony About
the Utah-Wyoming-Colorado Coal Land Oper-
ations.

of the companies, to

the lands were of the character contemplated

by the act of Congress, namely, whether

they were unappropriated, unreserved and

non-mineral lands. If it appeared that they
were not under these classifications, it was

the Board's bounden duty to reject the ap-

plications. The State Board did not make

any examination or investigation as to the

character of the land; in fact, it appears
that the Board had previously contracted

with Mr. Robert

Forester for the sale

of the very lands

which the men and

women had made

application to ac-

quire.

The State Land
Board had ap-
pointed its presi-

dent and secretary

as its agents to ex-

amine and investi-

gate the character of

the lands. These

gentlemen, instead of

conscientiously per-

forming their duty
and satisfying them-

selves through their

own knowledge as to

the character of the

land, in turn ap-

pointed the coal

companies' dun m y

applicants as their

agents to ascertain

and report the char-

acter of the land,

thus playing into

the hands of the

cons pirators
— or

perhaps carrying out

their part of a con-

The dummy applicants, of course,

that they had investigated the

which they were applying and

to be non-mineral and chieflv

spiracy.

reported
tracts for

found them

valuable for agricultural purposes.
In states known as mineral-land states,

of which Utah is one, no entry or selection

under the laws of the United States can he

made without filing at the Land Office an

affidavit to the effect that the applicant (in

this case the president and secretary of the

State Land Board had personally examined
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the land and found it to be non-mineral.

These very cautious and honest state offi-

cials did file an affidavit apparently of the

form and tenor of that required, but in truth

an evasicin. Instead of saying that they had

personally examined the lands and knew

them to 1m> non-mineral, they alleged that

they had caused the land to be examined by
agents anil eni| loyees of the state (who wore,
as stated, the coal companies' dummies l

and that there was nut. to the knowled

'-iilent and secretary, any deposits of

coal n other mineral on tl:e lands. This is

one way of tolling the truth, and also one

way of tolling a plain lie. Certainly there

were no such deposits to the knowledge of

the prplidout and secretary, inasmuch as

they had BO pononol knowledge of the lands

at all. Hut as a matter of fact the lands

applied for and selected were quite gener-

ally known to he omomlillglj valuahlt al

lands.

As to the men and women applicants (in

tin-, ease dummies for the fraudulent work
of both the coal companies and the State

Board i. of course they had never examined
the land, but had filed upon them at the

behest of the expert agent of the coal com-

panies.

It will be understood that as soon as the

men and women secured their titles they
transferred the same to the coal companies;
the companies, of course, had put up the

purchase price for the land and paid all

noeofsary expenses, and also paid the dum-
mies a bonus for the use of their names.

The fact that these selections were made

by a sovereign state appears to have had

the effect of impressing the land officers at

Washington with their bona fide character,

though it is true that the General Land
Olliee WOO Mrangely gullible (or perhaps
nodding sleepily) about this time.

However, the titles thus passing from the

Federal (iuvernment were fraudulent—in

fact void; hence the present embarrassment

of the coal-company gentlemen and the

State-Land-Board gentlemen at the dust now

being kicked up by the Department of

tice in I'tah. The lands secured by the two

companies in the one state are valued at

about two million dollar

To say nothing of the otherwise question-
able character of the transaction, it is in-

terest ing to reflect upon the public spec-
tacle of a state's officials so readily lending

themselves to the flinging into the lap of

monopolists one of the great resources of

the people. In practically the same manner

the Territory of Arizona has flung into the

lap of a big private company. 6 r a song
a large portion of its very limited lumber

resources.

Aside from the moral effect to the in-

habitants of a region being used as the tools

of crporatioiis to rob themselves and their

children, perhaps the most despicable policy

of the powerful railroad companies has been

to prevent the development of smaller in-

lent enterprises, both by iretlnds of

intimidation and by denial of fair freight

rota, in M DM eases the refusal of track

privileges, or cars, and this during the period

when every indication pointed to the pres-

ent demand for fuel at reasonable prices, or

at practically any price, throughout the

Wot.
As has been suggested by certain terse

comments of the Interstate Comment Com-
tni.-sion: Had the railroad companies, in the

not, been as energetic in adding to their

equipment and in promoting the develop-

ment of OOOl mines under fair conditions to

all, as they have been in the effort to gobble

everything in sight including one another—
the West would not have had to endure a

coal famine last Winter, or be facing an-

other this coining Winter. Coal-land trans-

"tis in Wyoming and Colorado involve

incidents and personalities of even greater

importance than those of Utah, and will be

di>cussed in another installment.
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Poetics, Bierce and Sterling

By Porter Garnett

m&
^K

|T has been my desire for some

months to linn my ntlon-

lien from Western products
in proM to WeBtern prod
net* in poetry; particularly.

Bred to lake ii]> llio work

of Mr. Oi ' ling, whom, readers of

essays will remember, I have several

times tingled out for praise, not only as a

peel of achievement, hut also as a poet of

groat potential importance. I did not think

that 1 shoi:ld be called upon to discuss his

work at a time when ho was the victim of a

nation wide notoriety, which has bean

brought ii| on him by the MeJ of a mis-

guided friend. I refer to the unpleasant

publicity that has come to Mr. Stetliir,'

throutrh the publication of his poem A Wine

•if Wiznrdrii, together with an appreciation

by Mr. Ambrose Bierce. in which that nou-

miuous critic implies, if he does~not actually

My in so many words, that this pi em is the

Bl tliat has bean produced in America

in the pTOMBl L-encration. A statement such

as this, which is at the HUM time a ehal-

has naturally evoked widespread com-

ment, although, at writing, only a tew days

elapsed since the publication of the

poem. Before this article c:m Bp] aaf, much
will be said for ami against .1 Wine of

Wizardry. For my part T am anion'.' 'hose

who take exception to the dicta of Mr.

Bierce concerning Mr. Sterling's poem. .1

Wine (if Wizardry is not only not the -.-real-

Brian poem of Meant years, but it is

cu the best that Mr. Sterling has pro-
duced. I am entirely at one with Mr. Bierce

in his scorn of the modern manner in

expression insofar as the modern manner
stands for "human interest." I agree with

him that poetry has, and should have, n.-tli-

to do with the "practical," the "help-
ful." But I assert that A Wine of Wizardry
fails of irreatness and even of uncommon

worth, not because it is deticient in the

•'human" quality, but because it is bad art,

and utterly unworthy of a man of Mr
Sterling's pifts.

Mr. Bierce, pi : is n pan
•Tnpher. is lacking in both the catholicity
and scholarship that are necessary to the

making of a literary arbiter. In the matter

try. he is something of a bigot, He
is a nl—illint, who, throngfe constant contem-

plation of his ideals, has narrowed his out-

look until he measures all poetry by certain

f nnrpiMtii ned power ami beanty, by
which he found already

ad for him by lwsetti. lie has with

drawn behind his barricade of elas-

where he has erected an idol that is half

Oreck and half Sax. n before which he

itnvda himself and I eats his breast and
"Behold the Qod of Absolute Poetry!
ye. and how d iwn before him !"'

N. m riaarieiam ia m itrong a bulwark that

he who is entrenched behind it is perfectly
from the battering ram of Kipling and

luirt-gnn of .lames Whitcomb Riley
But he should it that art, that poetry
progresses through the ages; that it

greases even through perioda of cl

lion. He should n- that while we
fall below the Oreeks in some things, in

others, thanks to the great mentor Kxperi-

enee, we have outstripped them,

us are stimulated by the classic spirit bj

the quest and worship of Beauty; but the

classic "spirit" and the classic "manner"
are two different tl; f us. wn.>

revere the one. resent the other. Although
stimulated, as I ray, by the classic spirit,

sonic of ns chafe at the trammels of classic

formalism. The English language has had

tie classic prosody addled upon it for con

mid lie more ridicu-

lous than BliliJMlillg one language to tin-

arbitrary restriction of laws that were made
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for another. There are a few, but the num-

ber is ('(instantly increasing:, who have eman-

cipated themselves from the classic formal-

ism, not in the violent manner of Walt Whit-

man, but in a manner more consistent with

the slow and gradual processes of evolution,

as active in art as it is in life. This evolu-

tion has not been the work of one man, but

of many men, until, today, poetry is finally

freed from the shackles of classic rhythms
and metres, and a new era of creation may
be said to have begun. This condition has

been reached by development. It is not one

of those revolts that have sprung up in all

departments of art, and which are as short-

lived as they are spontaneous; it is not mere-

ly the expression of modernity, the modern-

ity of "human interest" to -which the mob re-

acts. It is founded in classicism; it is

classic in spirit, but without the rigor of

classic form. It is the new voice. It is the

voice that has been struggling for expres-

sion, or, rather, which has cried to deaf ears

for the greater part of a century. It is to-

day a force in literature to be reckoned with,

a force, the development of which has been

the work of a few truly creative minds and

a multitude of imitators. I say "truly cre-

ative minds" because the truly creative mind

will create its form as well as its substance;

it will not be content to follow prescription

blindly when prescription is fettered with

irrational laws.

This progressive movement, which has

done so much to advance expression, has

been nurtured more in France than else-

where. A succession of strongly individual-

istic writers such as Beaudelaire, Verlaine,

De Rcgnier, Malarmee, Rictus, Sully-Prud-
homme have, with their imitators, contrib-

uted, through half a century, to the new ex-

pression ;
have sung with the new voice. Such

poets in England as Ernest Dowson and Ar-

thur Symons have felt the French influence

and have imported it into their poetry, while

in America, Trumbull Stickney, who, though

hardly known, was one of the truest poets
tlmt this country has produced, is a worthy
representative of the neo-classicism. But
Mr. Bierce does not take cognizance of the

neo-classicism, the new voice, the ampler art.

He uses the lines from Keats and Coleridge
as clubs with which to enforce his narrow

opinions and now, in his old age, and in an
uncritical mood, he does Mr. Sterling a

sorry service by circumstantially proclaiming

A Wine of Wizardry to be a literary

achievement of the highest importance, an

opinion that will not only injure his

own fame in the eyes of many of his

most devout admirers, but the fame also

of the innocent victim of his immoderate

eulogy.
In his article on Mr. Sterling's poem, Mr.

Bierce says:

I am not of those who deem it a service to

letters to "encourage" mediocrity—that is

one of the many ways to starve genius.
From the amiable judgment of the ' '

friendly
critic" with his heart in his head, otherwise

unoccupied, and the laudator literarum who
finds every month, or every week—according
to his employment by magazine or newspa-

per—more great books than I have had the

luck to find in a half-century, I dissent.

All of which is perfectly true and accord-

ing to my way of thinking
—and my way of

writing in The Pacific Monthly during
the last year. But, in turn, I should like

to say that I am not of those who deem it a

service to letters to commend a writer for

work that is not up to the standard of his

best. Let us take an analogy to illustrate

my point. In passing upon pictures sub-

mitted for exhibition, I hold that the jury
should have less hesitancy about rejecting

the poor work of a good artist than the aver-

age work of a poor one. The former de-

serves a rebuke, the latter should have all

the consideration to which the quality of his

work entitles him—which, I will admit, in

many cases, is none at all.

It was as recently as 1903 that George

Sterling first aroused us with his book of

poems The Testimony of the Suns, and Other

Poems. At the time of its appearance 1

wrote of it at some length, hailing its author

as a poet of great distinction; distinguished

among the poets of his own time and lan-

guage, and distinguished by reason of his

youth
—not in years, but as a writer. 1

have had no reason for changing my opinion
of Mr. Sterling's first work since writing of

it four years ago, and after rereading it

many times. But I am still waiting for him

to produce something that will equal the best

of his first volume.

The Testimony of the Suns itself is an

impressive poem, but it is not great poetry,
because it is not great art. Its author has
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surpassed it in ttic tnie quality of |>oetry

many lii mdably in certain stanzas of the

ition and particularly in The Sjnrit of
llrtiHli/. This poem is (if such rare charm
that I shall quote it in full:

THE sriiUT OF BBAUTT.

In sleep I nw her, the immutable,
Who came in haunting on the farther dreams
Of nil the poets. As a mist she lad
Before mine eyes enchanted; and her face
Was like a lily hidden in holy dusks—
Kv.-n such as gaze, in vision far from Time,
From out the skies of dreamland, being moons
In slumber's realm of shadow. And her eyes
Were great with griefs unsearchable, and

gleamed,
Sorrow beyond them, like the larger dew
Of Aidenn, having each Love's perfect star
Mirrored therein. And with her came the

hush

That follows music dying, or is peace
About all dead things beautiful. Low light.
Softer that shadow midmost of the rose,
A raiment from tho footfall to the brow,
llel.l her, and clung about her trembling hair.

Ami she spake words I knew not, but I knew
That this was she whom every poet's soul
Had found for once in vision, and had felt

Thenceforth lier presence alway, that, W
Still I roke upon his sleep, and was bj day
A hunger and a haunting and a grace
Cnutterable. For that chord the heart

Molds vibrant unto wonder, at her words,
Sang suddenly; and her untroubled voice,
Tho' glad, yet held an echoing of harps
To which dead singers had saddened, hearing

there

The sorrow in world voices and the tidea

Of Time in travail. And the radiance
That clasped her limbs was as the m- mory
And afterglow of all transmuting I ght
That from old moons of Arcady fell wan
Thro' pearly blossom, or about the isles

Of ocean, long forsaken of their gods.
Chained from tho foam at twilight. And the

hush
That drank her voice so like to falling rills,

I^ay sweeter than all harmony: therein

Slept Music and her dreams, ami there w.:s

set

The silence that enfolds the ineffable.

And I had spoken, but a wonder held

My lips, that I, unworthy, should behold

What others had in guerdon for the pains
Of Poesy (tho' seen but once, :nd seen

l'ti" for a sorrow); and in words half mad
Had striven to stay her flight. Hut swift the

mind

Turned with its dawn-light on that vale of

dream:
8be smiled, then passed forever to her day.

The Testimony of the Suns, as an early
p'K'm, was a notable achievement: in fart.

it was phenomenal. It shows Sterling in

his moat exalted mood, and marks both his

manner as a poet and his mannerisms aa
well. The salient characteristic of his man-
ner as shown in The Testimony of thr 8mm
and other of his early poems is an inclina-

tion toward the ponderous in word and

epithet. This tendency, instead of being
cured by the years, is still mora pronounced
in A \Vii»' of Wizardry. A poet who. as
Mr. Hieive says, "takes the sun.' for his

characters, the deejm of space for liis stage,
and eternity for his 'historic period,'

"
may

be expected to employ a sumptuous vocabu-

lary, but he should not, by reiteration, risk

the gnndkwe. I quota two stanzas froaa

The Testimony of the Suns for the purpov
of illustratiiv.' what I have said and also Im>

cause they foreshadow the manner -

Wine of Wizardry:

Splendors of elemental strife;
Smit suns that startle back the gloom;
N«W light whose tale of stellar doom

Fares to uncomprehending life :

Profounds of fire whose maelstroms froth

To gathered armies of offense;
Cohorts unweariible, immense,

And bulks where .-.ith the Dark is wroth;

Such ponderous lines as these give the

effect of hugeness to much of Sterling's
work. I use the word hugeness advisedly
because it expresses bulk and Hi

l>|>JHWJIHI And. just here, I wish to call

attention to the quality of certain word*, as

by no other means can I so well express what

1 wish to in the character of Mr. Starling*!

idiom. The word huge, for example, ha* not

the amplitude of such a word as large, nor

the nobility of such a word as ce.lossal.

Huge connotes striving) large eoOBOBM free-

dom—the flight of song. In poetry, in art

generally, it is always better to gain an

effect by ii and through simple

means than by a more direct ami brutal man-

ner. Bierce's own quotation from Keai-

illt'st rates this admirably:

magic casements, opening on tho

foam
Of perilous seas in faery lands forlorn—
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Or take the lines of Oscar Wilde:

. had 1 not been made of common

clay
I had climbed the higher heights unclimbed

yet, seen the fuller air, the larger day.

Here the effect of immensity is given, with-

out the least torturing of words.

The mind sensitive to Beauty, the mind

ready to react to the rhythmical expression

of Beauty, is disturbed, one might almost

say affronted, by such a succession of pon-

derous figures and images as appear again

;md again and again in The Testimony of

the Suns. The limits of the language are

pressed upon to express the huge and the

bodeful. Sometimes it is a single word or

epithet, again a line or couplet, and again
a whole stanza or sequence of stanzas that

set the reader's tongue in a fine frenzy roll-

ing. In consequence the tone of the poem
is one of strenuosity, of over-emphasis. The

Testimony of the Suns has "power upon the

imagination," to use Mr. Bierce's phrase; it

spurs the imagination, but it spurs it too

violently with rowells that are "huge" and
cruel. Unlike Kublah Khan, for example
(quoted by Mr. Bierce), and Mr. Sterling's
own poem, The Spirit of Beauty, quoted
above, The Testimony of the Suns lacks one
of the essential qualities of poetry; it does

not induce revery; it does not charm. It ex-

presses Power rather than Beauty; it is an

interpretation of the cosmic cycle by means
of an idiom of which Power rather than

Beauty is the key.

All of the qualities detectable in The Tes-

timony of the Suns are present in an inten-

sified form in A Wine of Wizardry. Therein
Mr. Sterling has again given more thought
to imagination than to Beauty. My first

impression of A Wine of Wizardry, when
I read it in its earliest form some three years
ago, was one of concentrated imagery. The
lines seemed packed

—
literally stuffed—with

poetic verbiage. It acted upon my mind as

saccharine, which is so intensely sweet that

it burns, acts upon the tongue. A Wine of

Wizardry scintillates with color; it is like a

cascade of jewels, but their beauty is lost in

their multiplicity. A Wine of Wizardry is

full, it is plethoric of poetry; it is rammed
and crammed with poetry until some of it is

crushed into an unrecognizable mass. It is

over-charged, over-emphasized, inartistic.

To be over-emphatic is to be inartistic.

Over-emphasis of all kinds is inimical to

art. Over-emphasis spells melodrama; it

affronts the soul. A Wine of Wizardry is

over-emphatic from its beginning to its end.

There is no relief, no breathing space. If it

were five times its present length it would be

a better work of art. In other words, if

every over-charged line were diluted into

five lines; if the stresses of the imagination,

the accents of fancy, were more widely dis-

tributed, the poem, as a whole, would be far

better. One line of A Wine of Wizardry
has enough of the protein of poetry, enough
calories of imagination, for five good, un-

compressed lines. The reading of it is like

eating food-tabloids by the handful, or

drinking variegated pousse cafes out of

goblets.

Poe, in his essay The Poetic Principle,

maintains that there is no such thing as a

"long poem." He says:

I need scarcely observe that a poem de-

serves its title only inasmuch as it excites, by
elevating the soul. The value of the poem
is in the ratio of this elevating excitement.

But all excitements are, through a psych al

necessity, transient. That degree of excite-

ment which would entitle a poem to be so

called at all, cannot be sustained throughout
a composition of any great length. After the

lapse of half an hour, at the very utmost, it

flags—fails—a revulsion ensues—and then the

poem is, in effect, and in fact, no longer such.

If this be true of such a poem as Paradise

Lost, it is doubly true of A Wine of Wiz-

ardry. The revulsion comes much sooner be-

cause the poetry is in such an intensified

form. The sensation derived from reading
it is not unlike the sensation that nought be

caused by listening to the hammering of a

tattoo on a sweet-toned bell. The sensorium

is set in vibration, but it cannot vibrate

truly. The impact of epithet upon epithet,

of image upon image, produces a series of

"forced" vibrations that mingle and cross

one another until the initial rhythm of the

sensorium is lost. The poet challenges the

mind of his reader with visualization after

visualization, until he is bewildered, not to

say fatigued, by the endless phantasmagoria.
The poem is so full of color that it is like

a cataract of flashing jewels. The epithets
burn and glow with an intense light and a

seemingly endless variety of color. But they
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eom H tlii.-k ami fast that "the eye of

iniiiil," the receptive imagination, cannot take

tin-in in without an effort which it is not the

function of poetry to excite. Isolate the

epithets and images as Mr. Bierce has done

in his critique and they have distinct power,

ami, in some cases, beauty; but taken »
masse they do not make a great poem any
more than a handful of gems makes a

diadem.

Tlie-e considerations are quite apart from

another quality of Mr. Sterling's manner

which militates materially against the ar-

tistic worth of A Wine of Wizardry. I

refer to those peculiarities of idiom to which

I have called attention in criticising Tin-

many of lh> 8mm\ The ponderous and

ho.lct'ul quality of that poem is re employed
in the later one. These mannerisms seem

now to have fastened themselves upon Mr.

Sterling's style to the irrcat detriment of his

poetry.

By way of illustration, a succession of

line- fretted with sonorous sounds leads us

to this passage:

to a grotto rosy-spam •!,

Where wattled monsters redly gape, that

guard
A cowled magician peering on the damned
Tliro' vials wherein a splendid poison burns.

Mr. Bierce calls attention to the last two

lines above quoted as among "the most

iphic and memorable" in the poem. There

is no denying the power of these and many
other lines, but what 1 wish to consider is

the tone of the poem as a whole. From the

beginning by means of sonorous sound-, con-

densed imagery, imposing epithets and ad-

,jccti\es. obviously selected for their potency,

a tone of the mysterious, the miraculous, ami

the terrible is imparted to the poem and to

the mind of the render. It may l>e granted

that this is the effect dr-ircd by the poet,

but the effect would Ik; heightened if more

suggestion were employed, fewer throes of

diction, less ponderous verbiage.

The line:

Where wattled monsters redly gape, that

guaril

is the tirst in the poem to really press un-

pleasantly upon the sense. Here the read-

er's imagination, which the |H>et has taken in

leash, loses its stride as it were, and the

leading string becomes momentarily taut.

Hut the reader has been prepared by what

gone before to expect a turgid idiom,

and overlooks it on account of the poetic

content, or, to be more precise, on account

of the metrical expression of imagination,
which is far from l>eing a good definition of

poetry (Poe's "metrical creation of Beautv"
is much nearer to it).

The reader next cons the "cowled ma
m" couplet admiringly, only to liml il

followed by this:

Sifting Satanic gules athwart bis brow

The halting string snaps with a sh.-u
]

port and the reader sniffs the next line sus-

piciously.

Such a line as:

With rayed auroral guidons of the North

would do very well in a ten line stanza,

which for the rest showed verbal reserve. In

point of fact this line is followed in .1 Wine

of Wizardry by several that are compara-
tively moderate. Otic of them at least is

Iwuutiftil:

Alight with timid sapphires of the snow,

How welcome. t«M», an adjective that is

neither ponderous nor bodeful! lint the

respite of this touch of calm is brief. [(

followed immediately by:

Hut she would dream of warmer gems and so

Kre long her eyes .

which, although Mr. Bierce says A Wine of

Wizardry contains no prosaic lines, I wish

to submit as an example of the absolutely

prosaic. The poem continues with renewed

flights of the imagination nullified as art by
the verbosity of style in which they are ex-

pressed:

Kre long her eyes in fastnesses look forth

O'er blue profounds mysterious whence glow
The roals of Tartarus on tho moonless air,

As Titans plan to storm Olympus' throne.

'Mi>t pulse of dungeoned down the stunned,

Vndominated Armament, and glare
Of Tvclnpean furnaces unsunned.

The tone of .4 Wine of Wizardry as indi-

cated in these excerpts is maintained

throughout the poem, which is probably what

the author intended to do; but in making

Imagination paramount to Beauty b
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of one being the co-efficient of the other, he

has flouted Art. Let us hope that Mr. Ster-

ling will give us another and more mature

poem in the manner of The Spirit of Beauty

or his sonnet Reincarnation, which is

charming, not because of the human note

it contains, but in spite of it:

Once by the sea her lips, laid hushed on mine,

Stirred faintly, saying, "I love thee!"

Here, how still!

Nor in her eyes is that unchanging thrill

As of the starlight, solemn and divine,

Death being possessed of them, for if they

shine,
'T is by a sea that other shadows fill,

Where foileth ever her pursuing will

The unapproachable horizon line.

Alas! if irretrievably we part
The spirit boweth with her weight of fears.

Ah! met again within the farther years,
Shall T not know thee for the ghost thou art?

Or will there be no wonder at the heart

And sudden starlight in remembering tears?

The Helmsman
By J. H. Walsh

ROM the weather rail the eye

saw the oceans of the world

bearing down on the schoon-

er in an ever-approaching,

ever-arriving procession of

white-capped waves. Afar
ou iney were now-seen, now-hidden strokes

of white. Close aboard there spoke from

them angry, passionate, hissing voices, which

were lost in a dull, swashing blow of water

against side. These ten thousand thousand

water drops flew high into the cold sunshine

to draw the circle of a rainbow, which even

as it came departed. The wind peppered the

rigging with shot-like globules of ice, and

carried off on its breath white fog wraithes

of frozen spray, eddying in strange vortices,

whirling, racing, a mad, evanescent whine of

the elements.

Three muffled figures of men moved heav-

ily about decks, their faces red from ex-

posure and crusted with salt spume, their

bodies inclined to grotesque angles, leaning
into the wind, braced upright from the hill-

side of an inclined deck and swaying with

the crooning seaman's motion of equilibrium

ever-lost, ever-regained. Wind shrieked

through cordage and boomed ominously

along canvas. The sun long warmed the west

•ith trailing crimson banners of light; but

these also blotted out and showed clear

and almost cloudless her bright gardens of

stars. Starlight glinted with the cold. Seas

and wind grew with the night. Spray and

water in augmented mass swept weather

decks. The helmsman's touch balanced the

ship between seas and wind, outwitted

watery avalanches, carried the schooner

through ever-deeper chasms and poised her

ever higher on threatening waves.

The muffled figures shortened sail and

crept below to warmth and stertorous slum-

ber. A lone, guttering, swinging lamp ghast-

ily illumed them. Deep-chested they were as

they lay, arms awry, heads thrown back,

bodies in the heavy stupor of fatigue and

swinging pendulous with the ship.

On deck the helmsman with stout heart

wedged his ship through the ever oncoming
seas. Insidious cold wind crept into the

vitals of him. White seas, spectral in the

starlight, descended threateningly to him, de-

siring to engulf and devour him. He set his

face against them all and more carefully

turned his wheel. But not yet was there suf-

ficient of trial to read his heart's resolution.

There was borne down to him a long hoarse

shout, faint through the clamor of the wind,

faint as the light of dimmest star. He dis-

cerned the black hull of a small boat on a

wave-top, a lantern gleamed, gesticulated

nml was lost. The spokes pattered through
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his hands; his wild, sonorous, startled voice

pealed into the warm below of berths and

light. Muffled, flying figures arrived on

deck. The Ions: body of the schooner swung
to her helm; there was a thunder of canvass,

a high, bursting wave, and three muffled

figures were swept in the deluge out to

eternity.

But the schooner righted, shook herself

jauntily, and, as the helmsman trembled

fearsome and alone, she dashed off before

the wind like a wild horse stung by the salt

lashes of the sea. No lantern now lighted

the eye, no cry assaulted the ear. Low-lying

scud, speeding, racing, blotted out the stars.

Snow in straight white lines drove south-

ward. Great seas pursued the flying ship.

They broke in impotent wrath close under

her stern. The stern heaved high into the

air. Infinite pits opened at the bows. She

righted again, yawed, wallowed, and sped on.

The helmsman, stiff with cold, leaned heav-

ily against his wheel. Powdery snow eddied

round his set face. His limbs glowed with

a false warmth and he ceased to heed the in-

cubus of pursuing sea. Stiff and stark he

gazed fixedly into the stormy night. The

ship, now unguided, still raced south. A
huge wave in an agony of disturbance burst

high above her stern; she flooded, and sank

there, the staring figure steering still—steer-

ing to the great hereafter.

An Inside Light on Rudyard Kipling
By Marguerite Stabler

,HEN Kipling, through the

mouth of the incorrigible

small boy in his Captains

Courageous says: "Oh, I'm

all right. I only feel as if

my insides are too big for

my outsides," he confides a large and per-
sonal truth to the reading public.

Kipling, as we know him in his American

Notes, says many things, thinks many
thoughts at our expense, and allows himself

to be swayed by many whimsical whims. But

Rudyard Kipling, as known by one American

woman, at least shows an inside of apprecia-
tion and esteem somewhere larger than the

public-known outside.

This American woman, the wife of an

officer in the English army stationed in

India, holds the distinction of having been

"guide, philosopher and friend" to young
Kipling during his early war-correspondent
days.

It was in answer to the laconic cable

"Kipling will do," from the War Depart-
ment in India, that young Kipling, sick of
his experiences in England, went back to

India to do. And it was on the steamer en

route that the friendship with the English
officer and his American wife began and

formed what he afterward refers to as "The

Trio of Tramps."
At this time Kipling's one claim to dis-

tinction, if claim it could be called, was a

thin, apologetic little volume entitled Verses

l>y Two Persons, done chiefly sis a school-

boy, the other person representing Kipling
mater. No one knows that volume now, few

of Kipling's lovers have ever heard of it,

the edition having been exceedingly modest;
still less was it known then. It was, there-

fore, solely because of his boyish frankness

and enthusiasm that the young chap inter-

ested the "English-American Honeymooners,"
as he called them.

Arrived in Poona, the hospitable officer's

home became the new war-correspondent's

headquarters, where everything about the

house, the grounds, even the gowns of his

hostess soon bore the stamp of their guest's

enthusiasms. Photographs representing the

Tndia home, show a charming little bamboo

balcony jutting out with neither rhyme nor
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reference to the architectural scheme of the

house—"Rudyard did that" the hostess ex-

plains "he wanted a place where he c hi

put his feet up when he was writing, so drew

the design and had it put there himself."

The walls on the inside bore the same im-

<>f the man of fame to he. Pen-and-ink

sketches of the Man and the 'Kickshaw, cari-

catures of the people who lived around them.

<|iiite regardless of the possibility of detec-

tion, a sketch with a skit scratched around

tlie fulfill of '"Lieutenant -General Hangs,
that most immoral man," and studies of

"Venus Anno Domini" coveted the walls.

And later, when things began to come his

-ketches for eovar designs began a line

front dpor to door. The first cover '

for his Sohlifrs Three was done by Kipling
senior. But, "Mulvaney was straigbter than

that," Kudvard objected, "Mulvaney doesn't

slouch"; so the artist was kept at it until he

evolved a Mulvaney with a "soldierly bearing
and informal manner."

1 1 was here, with his feet on the hand

railing, the manuscript of his Baa-Baa
Mack She), was written Bad read aloud for

encouragement and criticism. This being in

I lie main the story of his own experiences at

the English scl I to which he had been put
accounts fur his early impressions of Eng-
lish life and his grappling the natives of
India to his soul as "Mine Own People."
Often the Boor was strewn with loose sheets

in disgust at his singed muse, as the work on
this first ambitious story progressed, but al-

ia often gathered up by the American
friend. wao^MBnred him he could do good
things if he tried, and Kudvard was set to

work again and told "you ought to be
ashamed of yourself to get discouraged SO

easily."

And it was with these good "Knglish
American Hooajfiuoouara" the young author

rejoiced nproariooaly when his manuscript
waa accepted by an English puhlisher for

the munificent sum. as he put it, that would

buy his clothes a whole year.

To these same kindest critics and severest

friend uie the appeal "Do you think

my work is aoaxsol So-an-So says it is."

And the sensitive young war correspondent
would then go over and over his work, argu-

ing: "How could my men have had a gentler
treatment T They are not gentlemen. I'm not

trying to set up any code of morals or im-

-. I'm simply trying to give them life

as they know it and I know it to be."

This inside light that illumines the pages
of many of his letters when his work called

him off to the hill districts shows this sensi

tiveness of refinement on the part of the

writer struggling with the love of portray-
ing things for "the God of Things as they

are," and it is only those who knew bath

sides who appreciate how much too big for

his outside respect of nice paranoia
bis inside struggle far the truth for truth's

sake, whether lovely at unlovely.
Hut it is because of this very delicacy

—the

•e consideration of Kudvard Kipling
for the reading public that bis verses en-

titled "It" have never, so far. been published,

although now in its rough form of pencil

jotting on yellow block paper it is one of

the keenest and cleverest skits be has done.

"It." to the sea sick steamer passenger, needs

no explanation nor apology, and in the origi-

nal manuscript, dashed off on deck under the

inspiration of the moment, all the pathetic

humor and humorous pathos of the romance

of the sea-sick lovers, introduced by the Bad

den and common need of '"It" remains un-

published, even at BO much per when he

needed the money, and the delicate-minded

public, in consequence thereof remains un-

shocked.

It is after his early India career, however,

that Kipling in this collection of letters in

the hands of "Miladi," as his American
friend is called, takes his first "ink slings"

at American institutions and the American

people.

A letter written on the well known k

head "Palace Hotel. San Francisco, Cali-

fornia," runs as follows:

I might an well tell you that my head is

getting swelled from the treatment i have re-

ceived in Tllase. In the last day it has
swelled to such an extent an to almost Imry
my left eye. It is a bad tooth! This morn

ing by the aid of the other eye T managed to

my way through the crowded streets

into a firm of dentists, where one villain,

after looking me over, passed mc over to an-

other, who, after aa hour's work, hewed off

the end of my toof. I 'qucalcd and 'quealeil
like anything and flung me down maimed and
exhausted on a chair. Tbey told me that if I

would come back tomorrow tbey would put a

crown on it, but' I feel as if I already deserve
a martyr's crown of suffering and go not back.
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You remember my mention of the Bohemian
Club with the sign of the Owlf They have

made me a Sahib in their midst and the verses

I enclose are on the Club and the Owl as you
will see.

A pen-scratch here runs across the page
with this sudden interruption: "Have you

'gotten used, ever, to the use of the term

Mister? I got a chit today from a young

lady
—first family too—addressing me Mr.

Rudyard Kipling. Ugh !"

Firm of Dentists and Young Lady, who-

ever you are, arise and exclaim "It is I !"

You may be called villains and you may be

said "Ugh" at, but it is because of these same
distinctions that you fasten your town in

the memory of the callow young tourist.

The next page of the letter, in its fine,

somewhat cramped hand, continues in the

same bubbling, boyish vein, full of touch-

and-go impressions of this wonderful West-
ern world and references to the good old

Poona days. But the second letter, dated

the week later, strikes still more deeply at

the San Francisco heart:

There is no other place like it. Reckless
and roaring like, nothing you ever saw. The
men make money and "break up" with a
rush that goes to your head. Everything is

done on a large scale, even the coins are not

small, two-bits is the smallest piece worthy
the notice of a self-respecting citizen. But
next to the ocean winds it is the reporter
man that most takes you off your feet. Your
soul is not your own, neither your secrets,

your plans, your private ambitions, when they
grapple you. It is knowing their Bohemian
Club that makes you know San Francisco.

High jinks and low jinks presided over by the
Owl makes this body of mei to hum. There
was a "blow-out" (know you the meaning of
thatt) given for a great Sahib who had stuck
by his ship—he was a fighting Sahib, by the
way—when there was a cyclone or something
of unusual size. There were speeches and
wittles and drink, twenty I should say, then

more of both. Then the Man of the Cyclone
rose up and said a few modest and harmless
little words, whereupon we howls off the roof
of the house. The man next me soothes me
suddenly by saying,

' ' When we get on our
hind legs we do like this. Seef" I saw and
if I could have induced wealth to rhyme with
raiment my turn at a verse might have gone
better, but I had to be satisfied with collars,

dollars.

The letter ends with much anent the good-

looking, expensively-clad women en the

streets with the accent "that would be cheap
at fifty cents a word," who seem to have filled

the Kipling eye during his few days of im-

pression-gathering on the Pacific Coast,
with passing remarks on the Chinamen, ne-

groes, cable-cars and police force, ending
with "I wrote you Beatrice is going to be

married, I think."

Many early unpublished efforts, corrected

proofs, piles of letters, cartoons, first edi-

tions with marginal notes, dinner-cards of

absurd jingles touching up each guest's pecu-

liarities, tea plates painted with rhymes
about apples and plums no better than you
or I could do, throw a vari-colored inside

light on the man behind the strenuous pen.
And on the back of a bill of a little inn

among the hills of India the youthful Kip-
ling once scrawled this commentary on the

depth of his heart and the shallowness of his

pocket:

A coming May
To hills of green and shadows cool

We haste away.

A torrid June m
With dance and mirth the circling days
Pass all too soon.

A gay July
A broken heart, a fond adieu, a little bill

And then we fly.



The Settler
By Herman Whitaker

CHATTU X\X.

'AWN saw the sinkers going
about their clinics with I

cheerful alacrity that was as

L-all to Michigan Red, who

dieaod the hitler cud of un-

successful leadership as he

^at drumming his heels on a block by the

i khouse (lnor. He had BOOM to the end of

his rope, rather dandled there, an object of

contemptuous pity in the eyes of his fellows.

Had lie doubted ihe tact, it was to be easily

read in their studied avoidance; but he knew
that he bad failed—in whatf He could

hardly have answered the (|uestion himself;

tor whether or no be had plotted in the mo-

nopoly's interest, the strike was merely inci

dental to the persistent war he had

against Carter, to the dogged opposition
which bad root in the turbulent anarchism

of his nature. Sullicient that though his

weird face held its usual bleak calm, be

writhed, mentally, under defeat, while the

few who ventured within ratine of his toagM
sensed the hot la\a lieneath the cold crust.

"Not with the crowd. 1 draw the color

line," be rasped when Anderson inquired if

he were not going to work, while Carrots

Smith drew a curse along with the informa-

tion, "It 's me for a letter job. I'm tired

of herding sheep." So now he was left

strictly alone, though s|>eeuhitivc glances

traveled often his way.
"He's waiting for the boss," a teamster

remarked to his neighbor. "Say, I'd like to

see 'em at grip*."

"Rather him nor me," the other said, ex-

pressing general opinion. "The boss is a

touu'li proposition. He beat Shinn up so

badly that he'll never be niore'n half a

man again. Hed aint no slouch. Bet you
I'd like to see it." However, as tools had

to lie reissued and a hundred details .lis

patched, the men were all at work before

Carter could come to breakfast. M only

Sinythe and the cook witnessed that in—Hug
It was a lieautiful day. Alivady the heat

fulfilled the prediction of a ^*rrid sunrise

and, like an egg in a pad", the camp died

within the encircling spruce which, on the r

part, seemed to lift over surrounding lurch

and poplar as though tiptoeing for cooler

air. The same errand bail brought the < k

out from the bowels of bis own particular

blferao, and a- certain phases of the en

counter could not be set forth in choicer

terms than those in which he delivered him-

self to an interested audience that evening.
now let him speak:

"I was sitting in (he doorway that el

Bed I could have pulled his ear. when Ihe

boss kctn' along. Stopping opposite, he

looked down on Red with eyes dark ami

eteady aa night. They're bine, you know, by
rights, but they seemed t<> darken to pure
black an' I never felt him so tall before.

Well, Redf be says, quiet, like that:

but Red's eyes stayed down though his lip

lifted clear of his corner teeth like you've
n a trapped coyote, and so the pair of

'em remained for a full three minutes."

Imagine them—the greenish face of t In-

one reflecting murderous passion, troubled

as waves on shaken acid; the other darkly

silent, yet. for all his quiet, oppressing both

Sinythe and the cook with the loom of immi-

nent death. So was fought out the silent

duel of personalities
—one minute, two, at

the third sweat broke profusely upon the

teamster's face and the cook breathed once

more. Burning with Cain's lust, his glance
traveled but once above the other's knee, to

fall as quickly again.

"What's the matter. Red?" Smythe actu-

ally started as Carter's voice broke on the

quiet of the camp. "Quitting? What fort"

"No. it isn't iiiuihi my business," he

cheerfully answered the teamster's growl.

"If you will, you will." Turning back after

entering, he added, "Heading for Win-
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nipeg, I suppose? Then give my compli-

ments to Friend Buckle and tell him to

please hand them higher up."

When he came out Michigan was still

there, but Carter passed without a glance

and led Smythe down the right of way into

the forest. Even then Michigan sat on. It

was, indeed, almost noon before he loafed

over to the horse lines, after refusing the

cook's invitation to wait for dinner; without

returning a word of thanks for the grub sack

which the latter sent over by the cookee,

he hitched "flNtJjis wagon and drove slowly

away.
A week's rest had freshened the blacks so

much that, if given their heads, they would

have covered half the distance to Winnipeg
that day. But he took a vicious pleasure

in balking their inclination. Jerking the

bits, which hinged on a cruel curb, he pulled

them down to a nervous, teetering walk.

For a while the trail paralleled the right

of way, then swung on a wide arc around

a morass and for an hour thereafter ran

alternately among sloughs, sandhills, mus-

kegs, through a country indescribably deso-

late and which teemed with savage life.

Myriad frogs set his ears singing with dis-

mal persistent croaking; a pole cat scuttled

across the trail, poisoning the dank air.

From brazen skies a hawk shrieked a male-

diction upon his head; his horses threw up
their heads, snorting, as a lynx screamed a

long way off. Here, too, dark woods shut

off every errant breeze and he fell a prey
to a curse of sandflies that stung and en-

venomed his flesh. There was no escape.

They settled, by hundreds, on the hands that

wiped them off his face; stung his face as

he slapped his hands.

Coming back, mad with pain and rage,
from this detour, his eyes drew to a trestle—
longest, highest, most expensive of Carter's

works—and, reining in, he allowed his glance
to wander lustfully over the stout timbers

which his fancy wrapped in flame. A single
match—but reason urged that the embers
would undoubtedly furnish red lights for
his hanging, and he drove on, hotter, madder,
for the restraint. He was ripe for any
mischief that offered a running chance of

escape when, midway of the afternoon, he
came on wheel tracks that swung at right

angles from the trail into a chain of sloughs.
"Red River cart," he muttered, noticing

the wide gauge; then, furiously slapping his

thigh, "Carter's Cree, by G— !"

He meant the Cree who had brought in the

venison which formed the tidbit at Dorothy
Chester's first meal in camp. All through
the Summer he had come in with deer meat

twice or thrice a week, but though Michigan
and other teamsters had searched Tor his

tepee during the idle days of the strike, no

one had penetrated to the woodland lake

where his squaw—a young girl, handsome as

Indian women go
—was free from rude

glances, safe from insult or worse. Now the

trail lay, plain as a pike road, under Michi-

gan's nose; and, leaping down, he tied his

team to a tree and followed it along the

sloughs.

Through a gully, patch of woodland, the

tracks led into a second long slough and

presently debouched on the strand of a small

lake, one of the thousands that gem that

black wilderness. Bird-haunted in Spring,
lonesomeness now lay thick upon it. Utter-

ing its weird cry, a loon rose on swift wing,

angling in its flight over the tepee whose
bull's hide, raw, smoke-blacked, harmonized

with that savage setting.

Just then Michigan was in fettle to exact

a vicarious revenge. "Early in Summer Car-

ter had nipped a disposition on the part of

his men to joke and make free with the In-

dian, giving strict orders that he was to be

unmolested coming or going. This girl who
lived in his protecting shadow would have
fared ill at Michigan's hands. But the tepee

flaps were thrown wide, and though he

strained his eyes from a covert of tall reeds,

he saw no sign of her, within or without.

Save the lipping of waters, sough of a ris-

ing wind, no sound broke the solitude that

guarded this, the lair of primitive man.

Only those who have experienced its fright-
ful loneliness can know how terrible a north-

ern solitude can be; how awesome, oppres-
sive. Some note of it caused the teamster
to speak aloud, heartening himself with the

sound of his voice.

"They '11 be back tonight, sure, for the

ashes is banked over the embers."

Gaining back to his team, he drove on a

scant quarter-mile, then turned into a slough
parallel to those he had just left and which
had its end in 'a wooded dell. Here high
banks would have effectually screened a fire,

yet he endured mosquitoes till dusk smoth-
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ered his smudge. Then tyinfr his team in the

thick of its reek, ha cut across the interven-

ing hush end followed, as before, along (lie

loogh chain till he saw a dim cloud quiver-

ing on the blackness aba

iili tins, smoke from the Cree's fire

trad a rich incandescence, and

after wanting the ! on the I

his belly. Michigan [>eered from thick sedge

out at the Cree woman, who sat arid suckled

her child hy tic fire that enriched the bronze

of her bosom with a blush from its glow. A
free wild thing, her dec-) caressed

her child, nirain searched the (ire's red mys-
iving hack its flame as forest pools re-

flect a hunter's flare; somber and silent,

aeons of savagery flickered in her glance.

From her the watcher's evil face turned to

the Tree, who was skinning a doer that hung

by the bams from a poplar enteli. The
. clammy odor of fresh blood hoog

thick in the air, filled his ri.strils as he lay,

like primitive man by the mouth of his

enemy's cave, watching the knife slip aromid
the carcass. Baraga could not have been

more wicked of intent. Again and again his

hand gripped his own knife, always to fall

gain at sight of the rifle that leaned against

the Red River cart, close to the Indian's

hand. And thus he waited, baleful glance

flickering between man and woman, till the

deaf was dressed and loaded on the enrt.

That modified without changing his pur-

pose. "Going to camp first thing in the

morning," he thought as he crawled away.

"Always goes aim:

k once more with his team, he kicked

the wet grass from the anradge and, after

eating nnenously of the cook's pr \

hy its flame, he spread his blankets and lay

down, head propped on his hand, hack to

hit team. He did not -

iply stared

into the fire, or listened to the varied voices

of the night. Now there would be a sigh

ing, breathing of wind among the trees,

••reaking of branches, soft rustlings. Then
the night would t.'lk li udly on a hush as

of death a loon laughed at the owl's milnm
tioningi a fox harked among the sand-

hills; the boom of a bittern came in

dark lake; he heard the lynx scream

again, loudly, shrilly, as a tortured child.

Then the wind again, or a greater hush in

which he heard only the crackling of his fire

as be replenished its dying I!

On these occasions, a long trail of sparks
would fly upward, and one of these, a tiny

ember, at last wrought a strange thing. Pass-

ing over and behind him, it nested in the

trail of i. w at the knot of the stallion's

: halter: where it smoked and plowed.

growing larger, brighter. Lowering his ugly

the beast sniffed at the strangi

flower, then backed away as it hunt into a

bouqret of flame under his coaxing breath.

"Stan' still!" Michigan growled without,

r. looking around.

The stallion stornl—till the end of the

burned rope dropped to the ground.
'i then some time elapsed before he

realized that he was free, but when he did—
he turned white wicked eyes on the resting
man. Was that short worm the fiend that

had ruled himt He stepped.
"Stan" still!" Michigan growled again.
The familiar voice gave the stallion pause—a moment. For, out of the tail of hi-

Michigan presently saw and became cog-
nizant of a most curious thing

—of a shadow,

huge, black, upreared above himself.

I'ttering a hoarse cry, he tried to rise—
too late.

So, in the midst of his turbulence, passed

Michigan Red, but the evil that he had done

mightily all the days of his life followed him
into death, for the pounding hoofs spread
embers of his fire over a leafy carpet, whero
the night wind found them. leaping under
its breath, small flames writhed tortuously

I the glade to the thing that had been

a man, felt of its clothing, tasted with deli-

cate lickings, then flashed up and sprang
from the smouldering cinder into thick scrub

and so ran with incredible swiftness through
the forest. Crouched, like a runner, at first

to the ground, it suddenly straightened

and hounded high over a patch of dry poplar
burned by a former fire, cowered again to

crawl through thick green spruce and so

stole softly on as though to catch the

in his sleep.

A* well try to singe a weasel. Already the

was urging his ragged pony with squaw
and papoose toward Carter's camp, and,

balked there, the fire swung with the veering
wind into poplar woods and flamed on. a

r< aring ebullient tide, overtopping the tallest

Trees. Under its effulgence, black lakes and
sullen tarns flashed out of thick night with
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seared deer, belly-deep in the water. Huge
owls went napping through the smoke lead-

ing the duck*, geese, vagrant flocks of the

night, leaving hawks and other day birds to

circle, shrieking, e'er they whizzed down to a

fiery death. Gaining strength from its own

draught and the freshening wind, it flowed,

at an angle, over the railroad and poured

down both sides, licking up bridges, trestles,

culverts, leaving the hot rails squirming

like scorched snakes in empty space. And

so, about midnight, roared on to the great

trestle at which Michigan had paused that

afternoon, and where Carter had lined up
hie men to give it battle.

Roused by the Cree from a dream of

Helen to a nightmare of flaming skies, Car-

ter first sent out a gang under command of

Smythe and the cook to backfire around the

camp, then loaded the remaining crews on

flat cars and raced the fire down to the

trestle. Bender, who was with him in the

engine cab, leaned to his ear as the train

pulled out of the cut.

"Michigan Red!"
"Looks it." Nodding, Carter turned to

watch the rails which gleamed under the

sky-glow running like scarlet lines on black

silk ribbon between dark serried ranks of

spruce. "Lucky it is coming at an angle,"
he said as the engine thundered over the

first bridge.

Bender raised nis big shoulders. "If the

wind dont shift. But it generally does about
this time o' night. If she slips to the east—
P-s-s-t ! a puff of steam, a crackle, an' we 're

gone up like flies in a baker's oven."

Carter returned his shrug. "As good a

way as any." He added, grimly smiling.
"And very fit. Give us a chance to get accli-

mated. But with luck we ought to be able

to wet her down and pull out south. With-
out it we can lie down in the creek."

"I like mine wet," Bender grinned.

"Drowning aint exactly comfortable, but if

there 's to be any preference I'll take it for
mine." And in the face of danger and dis-

aster Carter smiled again.

Starting out, it had seemed a toss-up be-

tween them and the fire, but the train rolled

over the trestle and drew up in a cut on the

southerly side, a quarter-hour to the' good.
The creek ran under the northerly end with
a short approach to the bank and the bulk'

of the trestle leading over a quarter-mile of

morass to firm ground; so Carter, with

Bender, Carrots Smith and other half-

dozen, dropped buckets from the bridge to

the stream thirty feet below and passed them

to the men who were strung along the plates.

Dipping, drawing, dashing, they worked furi-

ously under the glare of Ike conflagration.

While still half a mile away, its heat set the

trestle steaming. At a quarter of a mile

the furious draught rained embers large as

a man's hand upon the men, who turned

their faces away from the Mistering heat.

Casting uneasy glances over humped shoul-

ders, they began to increase their distances,

edging along the south approach toward the

train; but as they still maintained communi-

cations, neither Carter ncr Bender took no-

tice until they suddenly broke and ran in

wild panic.

"Here! Come back!" Bender's angry

roar drowned Carter's shout and was lost, in

turn, in a shrill whistling, for the engineer

had seen what had been hid from them.

"My God!" Canots Smith cried, and

Brady broke out in whimpering prayer to

the saints.

They stood, staring.

As aforesaid, the fire was running south

and westerly at an acute angle to, in fact

almost paralleling the railroad, with its ex-

treme point furthest away, but already be-

yond the trestle. And now, veering swiftly

southeast as Bender had feared, it swung
at right angles and came broadside on, a

fiery tide high over the forest. To the en-

gineer it seemed that the wind lifted a mass

of flame and threw it bodily into a tangle of

poplar brake, red willow, tall reeds and

sedge at the trestle's south end. Dry, ex-

plosively inflammable from a Summer's heat,

it touched off like a magazine, whirling sky-

ward, a twisting waterspout of flame, and
as he jerked wildly on his whistle, he saw,
as under the calcium of lurid melodrama,
men running like wingless flies along the wet-

Hack trestle. Careening, the column fell

across them.

Only the few who were drawing with Car-

ter escaped that first explosive flame, and

they gained only time to jump as the main

fire came hurdling over the trees. Falling,

Carter saw the stream, blood-red; jagged
rocks rising swiftly to met him. A flash

blinded his eyes then—
He rubbed them—that is, he winked, for
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he wa«i far too weak for such robust exer-

. in- winked it. Was it could that

'*' II Ml ?

I'HAIThlt X\XI.

Whtinn the Fates Substitute a Change of
Bill.

ARTEK winked again. The

face, however, did not move.

On the contrary, it lit 'up
with sudden delight and a

smile helped his limping con-

sciousness forward to the

idea of a dream. Yes, lie was dreaming, un-

doubtedly dreaming! No! Here memory
took hold and gave him bark the flaming

forest; wet rocks, rising swiftly from red

water far below; carried him back to and
I'l't him at the precise moment that he struck

I projecting timber. lie was falling! In-

voluntarily he stiffened, ex| ecting the shock

. . . but—ah! a clue! He was dead—of

the fall, and thist Must be heaven, or why
Helen? If t'other placet 'T was not so

bad as long as she was there ! Here his eye.

through removal of the face, touched the

white-washed ceiling then wandered to blank
walls, a stand with medicine, covered glasses
and spoons, a linen press, two chairs—he
arrived at truth, a hospital! And, tired out

by these strenuous mental exercises, his eyes
closed ones more to the ineffable relief of the

anxious watcher, and sleep, natural sleep, re-

placed the coma that had held him these two

days.

F< r a while Helen listened to his breath-

ing; then, once sure that he was really

asleep, she tiptoed out to the corridor anil,

under urge of relief, ran. fairly flew with

Ml news to the head doctor's office.

For these had been days of haggard waiting,
r the matter of that, had the Inst two

weeks—Bender's battles. Curler's triumph,
tire had all been packed

into ten short d

inning at the morning after she saw
Carter at dinner with the general manager,
her joyful prayer had gone with the jubilant
roar of press and people at the ceding of

t lie .rossing, and for several following days
her ears drank thirstily of the plaudits which

were universal in the hospital, on the street,

at her boarding house. When, indeed, the

topic cropped up at her first operation, her

fingers trembled so over a bandage that Car
ruthers excused her, thinking the sight oi

blood had turned her sick. At Jean Glaves'

table she had to veil the eager exultance of

lier eyes. The merchants who were discuss-

ing coin
|
«'t it i<>n j n freight rates on the

street would have stared could they have
heard the heart-cry of the pretty nurse then

passing.

"He did it! Yes, he is very clever—all

that you say! Hut you can not have him.
for he is mine! I'll lend him to you for a

while! But I must have him back! II.- -

mine! mine! mine!"

From breathing the rare atmosphere of
these exalted heights—she was precipitated

by the strike into bottom depths of d>

and while agonizing therein over additional

rumors of Greer and Smythe's impending
failure, a morning paper came to her break-
last table with six-inch fire scare heads and

long tale of burns, bruises, breakages, that

would have been longer but for the soft

morass. Carter, Bender, Brady, Carrots

Smith, all who were on the trestle, had been
more or less injured; and six bridges, five

trestles, dozens of culverts had gone up in

smoke, a magnificent memorial to Michigan
Red, before the conflagration back fired itself

cut among the lahyrinthian lakes. But she

paused not at the tale. The injured were
on the way to the hospital, and with that

piece of news clutched to her bosom, she ran
all the way and broke, at one time, a rule

that was as the law of the Medes and Per-

sians and the privacy of the head doctor's

study.

It will be easily seen that, under such cir-

cumstances, her hysterical gasping* were not

exactly informing, but a man does not attain

to headship of a hospital without ability to

evti-.iet truth from obscure premises—what
else is diagnosis?—and when, indicating the

heading that told of Carter's injuries, she

i. "My husband!" the Head grasped

every detail of the situation.

"I must nurse him!" she plead. "Must!
.Vint/"

A man prodigiously dignified and very sol-

emn behind imposing glasses, tbe Head
offered a stereo. yped objection, but it speaks
tor the feeling beneath his dessicated ex-

terior that he eventually set rules and regula-

at defiance and outraged the discipline

and morale maintained by tbe Scotch head
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nurse, by appointing her, a novitiate, to a

rapital case.

"But remember," he said, "only if you can

forgot, for the present, that he is your hus-

band."

He did not believe she could and was

astonished by her quiet, almost mechanical

performance of duty during those two har-

rowing days. For he did not see her leaning

over the inanimate form when alone in the

ward ;
her strained watching, desperate lis-

tenings for the first flutter of the returning

spirit. But now he did see her flushed de-

light, and muttered to himself as Carruthers,

the under surgeon, hastened with her to

Carter's bedside, "I suppose I ought to tell

him! . . . What's the use, he'll hear

soon enough."
So her secret was kept, and being unin-

formed of the matrimonial complications in

the case, the surgeon set her delighted fiut-

terings over the sleeping man to professional
interest and he joined her felicitations.
" 'T was touch and go," he whispered. "Few
could stand such a crack on the head; must
have made an omelette of his brains and his

fever was hot enough to fry it. But he '11

pull through, Mistress Morrill, and it is good
that he will, for he 's a gran' character, fine

and useful to the Province."

To indulge a pleasant conceit, that re-

freshing sleep may be regarded as an intima-

tion of the fates that comedy was about to

be substituted for impending tragedy upon
the boards; and the opening of Carter's eyes
may very well be considered as the rise of
the curtain on the first, and what would also

have been the last act had he been in the

enjoyment of his usual health and strength.

Lacking these, he could only take things as

he found them; chief over all, a demure
nurse, who administered bitter draughts or
took his pulse without sign of recognition,
compunction or emotion.

As her shapely back always hid the pencil
when she noted her observations on the chart,
he could not see it tremble; and how was he
to know that the pulse-taking was a sham!
That she could feel only her own heart

thudding five thousand thuds to the minute?
That she had to guess the pulse by his tem-

perature, which cardinal crime of the nurse's
calendar was partly condoned because if she
licil set down its vibrations at the moments

she held his hand every doctor in the hos-

pital would have come running as to a lost

cause.

Ignorant of all this, he could only lie and

watch her moving about the ward, tantaliz-

ingly trim and pretty in her nurse's dress;

wait till some softening of her coldness

would justify the clean confession he ached

to make. Always the desire was with him

and it waxed with the days. But whether

or Yio she discerned it lurking behind his sur-

reptitious glances, she afforded no oppor-

tunity, and what can a man do against a fate

that nips every approach to the tender with

nasty medicine or chill phrase, "You are not

to talk."

"I believe you like to give me that stuff,"

he growled one day.
"Doctor's orders," she severely replied,

and her stony face effectually repressed him

while indicating that she was not to be drawn
from her vantage ground by that or a sud-

den remark. "It seems strange to see you
in that uniform."

"Does n't feel so to me," she coldly an-

swered, adding with a spice of malice, "If it

did I should get used to it, for I expect to

wear it for the next three years."
He winced, and he did not see her smile

as he gave her his angry back—that or her

droop'ings over his sleep an hour thereafter.

Alone in the quiet ward, bent so low that

her breath moved the hair on his temples, the

occasion vividly recalled the night, long ago,
when she had watched the moon etch with

line and shadow the promise of the future

upon his face. It lay there now, under her

soft breath, the fulfillment. For two years
stress and struggle had tooled away every

roughness and left the accomplished prom-
ise, a man wrought by circumstance to a

great fineness.

She also had changed—from a well-inten-

lioned if careless girl to a thoughtful woman.
Contact with life in the rough had rubbed

the scales from her eyes and now she saw

clearly
—many things, but all centering on

one. Outside people were declaiming

against the vindictive fate that had joined
with the monopoly against this, their cham-

pion. That morning's papers had it that

Greer and Smythe were surely ruined. Yet

she was glad, overjoyed. Wealthy and hon-

ored, it would have been difficult to the verge
of impossibility for her to go back to him.
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Always she would have felt that lie might
doubt her motives. Hut now—

"It's tBM to take \.nir medicine!" She

sprang up as he opened his eyes, wondering
if he had felt her light kiss. ,

Had ho. it would have heen "curiam" then'

and then, hut ns lie did not. the play went

on and iis seaaeaec proves that, however hon-

orable lier intentions, ihfl had by no means

relinquished Ih inalienable right to

tliinps about in its own illogical, tantal

mag, arming way. Drooping
over his sleep, hoping that he would wake

and catch her, she took care that he should

ii< > t ; named a statuesque ecldneaa at the

Bret quiver of his eyelds. 1'ndouhtedly and
with I habitual unfairness, she scan-

dalously abused her position, e\eivising a

tyranny that was sweet to herself as irri-

tating to him.

"Too must not do that must do this—
go to sleep." She lui'^jred her power

in place of him, and when he achieve.! a

successful rovi It against her ban of silence

by ap|oal!M\r to the Head for permission
to talk with Smythe. she revenged herself

by injecting n 1 interest into her

doaHnga with Carrotbers. It was madness
f( r him to see their beadl :nther over
h's shaft; the shining eyes she brought hark

from whis| end conferences in the hall. To
le sure, it was all altout pills and plasters,

but how u know that? It was in

for this shamelessly injurious con-

duet that he arranged the scene which opens
the second net.

On the morning that he is promoted from

spoon-fed to the dignity of a tray, behold

him! head bent, elbows square with his ears,

knife and fork grabbed at their points, prov-

ing his indifference to her opinion by the

worst l>ehavinr that recant better practice

permits. Alas! he was oast all tbroogb for

a losing part. Displaying, iK'i'oro his face.

the irritating cariosity which a child bestows

<n a feeding lion, she privately | eo; eil from

behind the door screen: gloated over the old

familiar spectacle. She raaght hitn eoming
ami going. Also she turned a delighted ear

sd into the homely
speech; listom-il for t!>o old locutions; but

called bis bluff when he overdid the part by

running amuck of the grammar in a manner

frightful to behold.

"I really dont so.- why you talk like thatt"

slie remarked, patronizingly. Too -

quite well, a/ni' ly. to Doctor Ham
mond and Mr. Smythe.
Ta»t" he retorted, "l didn't aotimi

Meblie you 'II correct me if I sidestep it

again."

Hut the last case of that man was worse

than the tirst. Thank you." she coldly an

IWarad, "I have given up teaching school"

lie sniffed sarcastically. "Hum! Shouldn't

have known it. 1 always heard that the

Spanking habit stuck through life. Hut dont

•_'ive up. Remember the copybook lifts, -It

at first you dont succeed, try, try BgS n."
"

But she was going onl of the doer at tie

time and took care that he should think she

hail net heard. "You I
'

she

inquired, eoming bade. Am!
woidd not bear repetition.

He fared just as illy when, next morning,
Hender hobbled into the ward with t

of a crutch and cane. Having been l

by the lady protagonist, the giant was fully

i.ltion and so achieved a

sly wink behind his chief's sarcastic intro-

duction, "Mr. Mender-Mrs. Morrillf"

Ahn her quiet answer was disconcerting.

"We have met before. Have yon heard

from Jenny lately, Mr. HcnderT" •

Now Bender had. A letter, small note,

simple and direct as Jenny herself, Wl
then hunting his pocket, and, blushing l:ke I

schoolboy Bengal in the theft of apples, he

produced and read it. If he insisted WW
icrfectly certain that he couldn't get

without her—Jenny would!
••

'1'i.inl I look a mean advantage." he

confessed. "lN".''lar o Id decked her. x"otl

see a busted .".nkle aint much to spread on.

so I hinted at complications. She sure thinks

I'm dyin' an' when she conies she'll find DM

bopping around."

"Oh. well," Carter glanced stealthily al

Helen, "she has oceans of time to pay you
With any old luck you . ,-hty

five and it di«s n't take a loving wife that

length of time I en." For which in

H lanes he paid instantly and doubly
—first

by a nasty dose, secondly by loss of Bender.

who was summarily ejected under pretext of

its being the patient's hour for sleep.
So the war ran, and it did seem as though

circumstance ne\er tired of impressing allies

for Helen's cause. Take Dorothy Chester,

who called with Hart next day. She. like
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Cnrruthers, could only take the situation at

face value, and so enthused over his luck in

nurses; to all of which—in Helen's absence—
(inter subscribed till Dorothy reached her

climax.

"And Doctor Carruthers thinks so, too.

Would n't it be nice if they made a match

of iff"

She was astounded by the heat of his

reply. "No! A Scotch dromedary, suckled

on predestination and damnation of infants

bo ell long? Pretty husband he 'd make."
But she solved his vehemence for Hart's

benefit on the way home, "He 's in love with

her himself."

"Between patient and doctor! What a mix-

up !" Hart laughed. "Odds are on the doctor

if he's up to his job. I'd hate to be Carter
on chance of an overdose." For which

Hippancy his ears were well pulled.
As he said, things were undoubtedly a

little tangled, and if, at first glance, it would
appear that' Dorothy had not assisted in the

unraveling, closer scrutiny shows that her
remark helped to bring affairs to a head.
For the remainder of the day Carter was
very thoughtful, so preoccupied that he for-

got to misbehave over his supper tray while,
time jnd again, Helen caught him surveying
herself with a dark uneasiness. Puzzled,
she came back to the ward before leaving
and stood at the foot of his bed

; but as yet
his fever was confined to his mind, and he

replied that he was feeling quite well to her

question.

The "good-night" she wished him was

not, however, for him. Always darkness

magnifies trouble, and through its dark lens

he saw suspicions as facts. Tossing rest-

lessly, he heard the city clock chime the quar-
ters, halves, hours, until, at twelve, the night
nurse's lantern revealed him wide-eyed, star-

ing, and knowing the efficacy of a change of

thought in producing sleep, she stayed for

a chat.

Correct enough in theory, the treatment

proved about as successful as would the ap-
plication of a blister upon a sore; for he

bent the conversation to his own uses, steer-

ing it by a circuitous route through the girl's

own experience to Helen.

She was liked in the hospital
1

?

Indeed she was! The night nurse was em-

phatic on that and went on to say that beauty
such as Helen's was not generally conducive

of harmony with her fellows. No, it was n't

jealousy! The nurse tossed her head at his

question. Pretty girls did n't have to be

nice, so usually left amiability to be as-

sumed with a double chin
;
and being a frank

as well as a merry creature, she confessed

to an accession of that desirable quality

every time she saw her own nose in a glass.

But Helen Morrill
1

? She was sweet as she

was pretty!
Doctor Carruthers thought so, too?

Well—the nurse would smile ! And every-

body in the hospital was glad of it! They
would make such a perfect couple, an ideal

match !

It was as good as settled, then?

Well—not given out yet, but everyone
knew! Her lantern being on the floor, she

could not see his face, and he lay so quiet she

thought he had fallen asleep and was tiptoe-

ing away when he spoke again.

But—Mrs. Morrill? She had been mar-

ried before ! Her husband—dead ?

If he was n't he ought to be, the nurse

was sure of that. There was only one place
for a man who could not live with such a

nice girl. If he were not—divorce was about

as good in ridding one of the beast ! With
which she picked up her lantern and left

him in darkness and despair. When she

came next on her rounds she thought him

asleep, but he resumed his restless tossing
as soon as her back was turned. Dawn,
however, betrayed him, and sent her flying
to the Head with his pulse and temperature.
"He was all right last night!" the latter

exclaimed. "Bring his chart down to the

office." Studying it while she mixed seda-

tives a little later, he said, "Awake at mid-

night—hum! Talked, did he? What
about? Mrs. Morrill?" He snatched truth

out of her as thought it had been her ap-

pendix. "Spoke of her and Doctor Car-

ruthers, ah, ha! Well, give him this and
send Mrs. Morrill to me when she comes in."

In short, the interview did not lack ex-

citement when, a couple of hours later, Helen

opposed the freshness of the morning to his

angry glare. Her delicate colors, the eyes
cleared by sleep and full of light, were

enough to have softened the heart of a

Gorgon, but served only to irritate him, who
looked upon them as so much material gone
to waste.

"What have you done?" he roared. "Look
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at that!" Anil went on as her .!. -.tressed

BUM back fma the chart, "V< u have

done nothing- -that V tbe trouble. Why did

I appoint von to this caset BeeanM of your
vast experiencet No, because 1 thought you
could administer something outside of medi-

cal practice. And now he's dying
—of jeal-

ousy. You have done it; you must cure him.

with me." And taking her hy the

arm as though she were a medicine tray, he

marched her to Carter's ward, gave her a

shake at the door like a bottle that is to he

''well shaken before taken," and thrust her

in with the parting admonition, "Now, do

your duty."
Here was an embarrassing position! Sure-

ly never before had nurse such orders—to

administer love, like a dose that, forsooth,
to a patient who had already turned his

I road back on her charms. Now did she pay
toll of blushes for the perversity that had
checked his every overture. How should -

how could she begin T

Pleating and unpleating her apron, she

at the foot of his bed, the prettiest pic
ture of perplexity ever vouchsafed to gaunt,
unshaven man. A week's stubble did not

improve his appearance any more than his

unnaturnl color, fixed glazed eyes. Hut soon
as a timid glance gave her these, she was
on her knees beside him.

•I. that you, HelenT" Before she could

speak he burst out in a sudden eruption of

speech. "I'm so glad; there's something I

want to tell you." Then it came, in a flood

that washed away his natural reserve, the

confession -his remorse for his obstinacy,
the sorrow that tamed his anger, his yearning
through weary months fur an overture from

her; his ignorance of the settlers' |>ersecu-

lion, scorn of scandalous rumors; his at-

tempts to communicate with and Bad her;

all. down to his observation of her liking for

Carruthers. finishing, "Through all my every'

thought has been of you. Hut now— I see.

It was a mistake, our marriage. It was wrong
i pie roughness with refinement. So it

you wish—" her face was now buried in her

pirns and he gently touched her hair e'er he

went on "—last night I made up my mind to

bring no more misery into your life. But
now . . . that 1 see you ... it is dif-

ficult . . . Out ... if you wish—"

He got no further, for speech is impos-
sible when a soft hand stoppers "tic's mouth.

And while he was fatal effect ually gagged,
she to< k a mean advantage; told him just

what she thought of him. Such a stupid! A

big man, so very strong, but oh, so silly!

Kid he really think that she. any girl, would

have waited upon him in such circumstances

unless— Here she had to release his mouth
to wipe away tbe streaming tears and his

question came out like an explosion.
"What?"

told him, or, rather, conveyed the in

formation in the orthodox way. This takes

time, and becoming suddenly alive to the

fact that he was sitting up in bed, she re-

sumed her authority to make him lie down.
In view of his condition she was certainly

justified in using force to compel obedience;

but was it right, was it proper for her. a

nurse duly accredited to the case, to leave

her amis about him? Well, she did. and
scandalous predicament!—her golden
was lying beside his on the pillow when
the door opened for the matron.

rattan and the Head Doctor on their morn
ing rounds.

•Well—I declare! Fine goings on!"

Helen's faint cry of dismay was drowned

by the matron's horrified exclamation, but

Carter rose to the situation. "Miss Craig,
Doctor—my wife." He could not include

Carruthers, who retired precipitously, and
was then just outside the door, swallowing
hugely in vain attempts to get what looked

like a monstrous pill, but was really his

heart, back to its proper place.

"Your what?" Having the general objec-
tions to matrimony which come with prim
old maidhood, the matron almost screamed :

"Good gracious, man! Could n't you have

waited till you were sure you would n't !

a minister to bury you?" And she tossed a

high head at his answer.

"No, ma'am. We were that impatient we

got married two years ago."

There she slid one in on him with a sniff

of disdain. "Two years? Umph! One

would never lwe thought it. And just look

at this ward. Doctor's rounds anil ward un-

swept, bed unmade. I doubt whether you 've

had your medicine. I'll send up another

nurse at once. As for you Mrs.—Carter—"

she paused flouncing out of the door, "you
are—

She intended "discharged," but the Head

tatarposad twinkling glasses between Helen
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and destruction, "She was merely giving

treatment according to orders."

How the matron stared. "Treatment?

Orders? Whose orders, pray?"
"Mine."

Her response as she bustled away, "Has

everyone gone mad!" set them all smiling,

and Carter's remark, "A bit too long in the

oven," eloquently described her crustiness.

But if long study of people from interior

views had left her purblind as to outward

signs, sympathies and emotions, she was not

so short-sighted but that she came to a full

stop at the sight of Carruthers, who stood,

hands clenched, like a naughty boy, face to

the wall.

"You poor man !" But though her tone

was gentle as her touch on his shoulder, he

threw her hand fiercely away and strode off,

uttering an unmistakable "damn."

"Another lunatic !" she tartly commented,
and was confirmed in that unflattering opin-
ion when its subject fell in love again and
married a sweet girl the following Summer.

Left thus alone in the case, the Head
nodded his satisfaction at the patient's do

cided improvement, while his further in-

structions were short as pleasant. "Same
treatment, continued at intervals, till further

orders."

These orders, be sure, were faithfully ob-

served. Indeed, he had scarcely passed out

than—but the next hour is their's, intrusion

would be impertinent. Sufficient that its

confidences left each possessed of the other's

every thought and feeling throughout their

separation.
Pier eyes dancing, she broke a happy

silence to say, "You were dreadfully trans-

parent. Did you really think I could n't see

through your misbehavior?" Then she told

of how Dorothy had confided to her his ap-

peal to Hart and efforts at self-improvement.

"But," she added with a sigh that was almost

plaintive, "I would n't have cared."

Also she told him of her proud espionage
upon him at the general manager's dinner;
in return for which she learned how he had
waited at the forks of his own trail that

Winter's night, waited while his ponies shiv-

ered in the bitter wind, until he picked her's

and Elinor Leslie's voices from the groan of

passing runners. .

She remembered. "Oh, was that you?
Why did n't you come in?"

"I would—at least, I think I would have,"

he corrected, "if you 'd been alone. By the

way—I saw her in Minneapolis the other

day. She was taking an order from a fat

Frenchman in a restaurant where Smythe
and I had turned in for dinner. Luckily her

back was turned, so we got out without her

seeing me. But I caught her profile and sho

looked dreadfully weak and thin."

"A waitress!" Helen cried. "Oh! the poor
thing ! Could n't you have—"

pausing she

confirmed his wisdom, "No, it was better she

did not see you."
Silence fell between them, he thinking of

the temptation in the warm gloaming, she

busy with her own memories. Helen's watch
beat like a pulse in the quiet; a housefly
rivalled the full boom of a bee as it bat-

tered its head against the window pane, a

futile illustration of Elinor Leslie's folly.
Just so had she beaten at the invisible bar-
riers that held her back from free passion.
Now she lay, poor soul, bruised and beaten
like a dying moth, wings singed by a single
touch of the unholy fire.

But sadness could not hold them. Smil-

ing, Helen suddenly relieved herself of the

astonishing remark, "I am so glad you are
ruined. Yes, I am." She nodded, firmly,

misreading his comical surprise. "Now we
can go back to the farm—just you and I—
be ever so happy."

"Why?" He listened with huge enjoy-
ment to her explanation, then said, with
mock concern, "It would be fine, and I'm
that sorry to disappoint you, but—who said

I was ruined?"

"Oh, everybody—the papers said this

morning that—what is that funny name?—
yes, Mr. Brass-Bowels—that he had bought
up enough of your liabilities to bury you
forever."

"They did, did they? Well—they have
another guess coming."
"Are n't you ruined ?" she asked.

But though he laughed at her evident dis-

appointment, he refused to say more, laugh-

ingly assuring her that she would not be long
in suspense.

Nor had she long to wait. For as she was

giving him his medicine the following after-

noon, he bobbed up under her hand as

though set on wire springs to the detriment

of the snowy quilt which absorbed the dose.
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"Listen!"

A whistle, deep toned, fully (WO BrtMTM
below (In' shrill liiM.t ill' the monopoly's 1 • «• » -

motives, thrilled in the distance. Drawing

gtmr, its vibrant bass gave the entire city

I
ause—clerks Wilted, ) ana poiead for a

stroke; lawyers dropped llieir brii

kii'l ir>, laborer*, mechanics, llie very Indians

ill the ramps by llie river, stood on {faze;

motion eeeeed as at the voice "f a siren of

<lil; a hush fell in tl •
. a silence

eooi] h'te as thai of some enchanted city.

Il carried slernation into the offices of

the monopoly. Sparks, the division su|ierin-

Iruilent, dropped his pen and stared at his

chief, who was giving last orders for the de-

molition of (ireer and Smylhe before he

wnit back Hast. The laller's iron nerve,

however, vouchsafed only a breathing space
to surprise, then he continued in the same
dry times, "Previous instructions are hereby
cancelled. That's an American whistle.

Sparks Jem Hall for a thousand. They've
won out, it's all over but the shouting."
And as eager tumult broke loose in the

-tieet. he added, "And there it goes."
The shouting? They poured into the

stivrts doctors, lawyers, clerks, laborers;

carpenters jumped from new buildinirs,

phunbOfl left their braziers burning while

they swelled the stream that poured out to

BM the first train, an engine with Pullman
and palace ear, pull in over the new line.

Shoutt They did—and more. Your can.iy
Canadian is the deil at celebrating when his

backsliding carry him that way, and next

morning many a worthy citizen sweated in

thinking back to the cause of his headache.

Ay, good church members lugged flask- of

rhl Scotch from blameless appearing pock
els; the carpenter exchanged news and drains

with the millionaire. The K. P. had bought
the new road! No, only leased it! No! no!

they were merely to finance the enterprise,
market its bonds in return for reciprocal
traffic arrangements!

'

There were other

theories, all spun round a genu of truth,

but thence to the source.

A- the siren sounded the second time.

Carter looked at Bender, who sat opposite
Helen, havim.; dropped in for a chat, and his

remark carries back to the strike, "Now do

you know why we went to Minneapolis?
What does it all mean?" His lace lit up

tamed to Helen. "It means care, loco-

motives, rilling stock; the use of N P.

e
|iii| incut till we can install our own. It

means that the Bed Hirer Valley will send

its wheat south to Duluth this Fall. It

means—victory for us, competition for the

Province.
- '

That was his hour, but Helen shared it—
fin when (ireer and Smythe ushered in the

American railway kinir. Twin to the gen-
eral manager in massive build and strength
i f feature, he had come from a softer mould.

ves, mouth were gentler, more pleasant.
In him the high sloping forehead- -mark --f

the dreamer—was qualified by the Btnog
)•«, wide apt 1 eyes of the man of prac
tical affairs. A glance fold that here imag-
ination and constructive power went hand in

hand. Fun rippled and ran over innumer-

able fine facial lines and he laughed out loud

when Helen made to withdraw, assuring her

that their conversation would not tax her

sex's supposed weakness in the matter of

secrets, as they would not talk business.

"We think too much of this man to bother

him with details," he said. "These gentlemen
have attended to everything and all we re-

quire is his signature to a few papers. (Vic

bratioiis wont l>e in order till he '-

enough to run down to Si. Paul. Then—
well, you'd letter not let him come alone."

So, talking and laughing for a pleasant half-

hour, he gave off Ins superabundant energy
until the ward was fthargld, then went away,
leaving behind him the patient stimulated to

the verge of open mutiny.
"I'm as well as you." He defied the Band

Doctor to his face that evening. "Send up
my clothes."

"In two weeks if you an- u* I." the Head

calmly answered.

•Tuo weeks? I'll lie out of here in one.'

And. .-illicit a trifle chalky as to complexion
and wobbly of ki he was. On the last

day—
Put first the record of that week, and as

P.onder's bulk overshadows all else, behold

him, midweek, hobbling into the ward with

.Jenny trailing behind like a kitten in the

wake of the family bou.se dog.
"Mrs. Bender, it you please," he corn

Carter, chuckling; and for once he permitted
meone else to do the blushing. Wherein

he showed great taste, as she did it right

prettily, exhibiting, moreover, a much su-

I
crior article.
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Next day
—Dorothy, becomingly mortified

because the good news had come to her

through her father out of Smythe. "To hear

of it in such a roundabout way!" she de-

clared. "You little traitor! and when I think

of your speculations about his wife! Posi-

tively I had resolved never to forgive you,

but—"
Kisses, of course.

Thereafter Brady, Big Hans, Carrots

Smith—all more or less singed and nursing
various breakages—ostensibly to see the

boss, really to take a look at his pretty wife

who, they decided, shamed the specifications.

Then—to everybody's astonishment
;

in-

deed, the Head shadowed the man along the

corridor as though he were an anarchist with

a bomb in his pocket
—the general manager!

brisk, steel-like, yet twinkling. "Trounced

us, did n't you T" he laughed. "Well—one

never can tell when one has made an end.

Competition ? Perhaps, for a while, but wait

till Jem Ball and I get a bellyful of fighting.

However, by that time you '11 be well cured

of your desires for the public weal and be

ready to listen to reason. Oh, yes, you will !

We all take 'em like chickenpox or measles,
but they are not fatal—unless you get 'em

late in life. I feel so sure of your eventual

recovery that I just dropped in to bury the

hatchet. Fifty years wont see the finish of
our plans, and whenever you feel a yearning
for fresh enterprises, just look me up."

Therewith the grey cynic hurried away to

scheme and plan, upbuild, tear down without
slack or satiety of enormous constructive

appetite; to live in travail greater than the

labor of woman and give birth ceaselessly
to innumerable works; to inundate the plains
with seas of wheat and carry bread to Eu-

rope's teeming millions; to sow towns, vil-

lages, cities broadcast over the north, make
farms for countless thousands; to join Oc-

cident and Orient with gleaming rails, clip-

per ships; to do evil mightily all his days
in order to do uncommon good, crushing the

individual for the weal of the race, and ear-

in- nothing for either; to live hated, die re-

s] ected, leaving the world bigger and better
than he found it.

Lastly, the cook just down from the camp
with news of Michigan Red. Flying in front
of the fire, the black stallion had come in

with the rat-tailed mare, to be shot as a
murderer after the Cree had tracked down
the Thing that had been his master; and so,

if there be aught in Cree mythology, the

soul of the fierce brute would fight it out

once more with the fiercer man in the place
( f the teamsters.

While beguiling the tedium, these tales

and conversations failed to exclude from
Carter's ear a distant hammering that at-

tended the building of his station and freight

sheds. Also he could hear the hoarse cough-

ing of locomotives going up and down his

line. And as the materia medica contains

no tonics like happiness and success, small

wonder that, as aforesaid, he demanded his

clothes at the end of the week.

"Once you get hold of a fellow you are

never satisfied till you have gone all through
his clockwork," he replied to the Head's ob-

jections. "But though I sympathize with

your industry, you '11 have to wait for an-

other go at mine. They are needed in my
business."

First—Helen with him, of course—he di-

rected his steps, or rather the wheels of a

hack, to the new station, where the ring of

saws, hammering, noise and bustle of work
acted upon him like a draught of the elixir

of life, bringing color to his cheeks, strength
to his knees, sparkle to his eyes. Thence

they drove for a conference to Greer and

Smythe's ;
whereafter nothing would suit him

but a long drive out to the prairies. It was
a strenuous beginning, but fresh air. sun-

shine are ever potent. He gained color and

strength under her anxious eyes; seemed

fresher when he dropped her at Jean Glaves'

that evening than when he was going out

in the morning.

Throughout the happy day they had lived

in the present. But though he had made no

plan for the future, she had trusted and her

face lit up with flashing intuition when he

said good-night.

"Remember, Mistress Morrill, you are to

take the morning train to Lone Tree."

CHAPTER XXXII.

The Trail Again.

Helen's bedroom, and see her

up and singing small snatches

that presently

Jean Glaves, herself

the earliest of birds, from bed to assist at

the toilette. Should she wear this, that, or
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tlie utlierT There was the DKUl doubt which

beset a youn;; lady who wishes to look her

best, hut the result ? A vision of healthy

heauty that drew tentative smiles from a

braee of drummers, attraeteil the stealthy

U nf the entire station when she finally

broke, like a buret of sunlight, on the plat-

form. Continuing the figure, the smile, its

crowning asset, faded like the afterglow
when her an\ious eyes refused her the tall

familiar figure; and when the train pulled

out without him, her disconsolate expression

Wed the aforesaid drummers with manly

loaginga to console her.

I'npunclnal ! <>n such an occasion! Ami
how silly she would look at Lone Tree!

Slightly offended at lirst, she then grew
alarmeil. I'erhaps he had suffered a relapse,

was ill! dying! Be sure that her terrors

issed the possible and impossible dur-

ing an hour's journey, and not until she saw
a man come dashing across the tracks to the

Lom Tree platform, did she realize the ful-

ness of his inspiration. He had taken the

freight out the night before! If thinner,

paler, he was very like the young man who
had conic to meet her three years ago. There,

also, was the lone poplar that had christened

I he station; the ramshackle town with its

clapboard hotels, false-fronted stores, grain

sheds, sitting in the midst of the plains that,

llat ami infinitely yellow, ran with the tracks

over a boundless borijon. Lastly, there was
Ncls and his bleached grin, holding Death

and the Devil, sleek, fat and sinful as of

yore.

Carter's whispered greeting helped to keep
her in the past. "Is this Miss MorrillT"

"Mr. Carter. I Is'Iicve?" She had just

time for the roguish answer, then their little

comedy had to be laid aside till they were

alone on trail. For the doctor came waning
from his office, the storekeeper plunu'cd mad-

ly across tracks; Hooper, the agent, yelled,

"Well, I swan!" and jumped to shake hands

while, from a grain shed, emerged Jimmy
< Haves, who had taken a lift in with Nels.

Wasn't she glad to see themt Yet a

deeper happiness enveloped her when, look-

ing back, she again saw Lone Tree, shrunken
in the distance, its grain sheds looking like

red N'oah's arks on a yellow carpet; when
ml only the pole and harness jigging

a merry accompaniment to the beat of quick
feet, whirring song of fast wheels.

It was very liko that first uonaiiofl

Though stiff night frost- ring timely

of Winter's chill approach, the clerk

of the weather had made special arrange-

I for a south wind; so it was warm as

on that far day. Birds, animals, scenery,

too, all helped to bring the happy past for-

ward to the happy present, while Death and
the Devil, those wicked ones, fostered the illu-

sion by frequent boltings. Surely she re-

membered the ridge where her first coyote
had caused her to cling to Carter; and earned

a kiss by repetition of that shameful per
fonnanee and faithful mimicry of his ac-

cent, "He shore looks hungry." Inimedi

iately thereafter they plunged out from
anion- sintered fanns into the Dry Lead*,
but its yellow miles, generally a penance.
Bowed unnoticed under the buckhoard. They
were both astonished when, suddenly as be-

fore, they rattled through a bluff and

dropped over the edge of the valley upon
Father Francis at the Mission door.

Nothing would suit but that they must
dine with him, while I/iuis, the half-breed

stableman, fed and watered the ponies. Biu
t the good priest's twinkle expressed knowl-

edge that another of his day's work WH
come to fruitage, his quiet converse brougl t

no jarring note into their communings.
Undisturbed, they began again at the ford

ind continued while the Park Lands rolled

in great billows under the wheels. The Cree

chimneys, Indian graveyards, other well-re-

mcnibered objects passed in pleasant pi

sion e'er, coming to Flynn's, he looked at

her. A shake of the head confirmed his pur-
Another time! So they swept on

through vast sun-washed spaces where cattTc

wandered freely as the whispering winds un-

der Bitting cloud shadows and so, about sun

down, came to their own place with but a

single interruption.

Passing Danvcrs at their own forks, he

grained his delight as he turned out to let

them by and shouted after, "Say! 1 heard

from Leslie! ll.'s making oofs of cash

on the Rand! Sends regards lo both of

yo„!"
While that bit ol u'«od news was still ring-

ing in her care, the house flashed out under

the eaves of the forest, warm and bright

under the Betting sun. All was unchanged—
the lake, stained just now a ruby red, the

golden stubble fenced in by dark environing
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woods. Within all was neat and clean as

Nels' racial passion for soap and water

could make it. So while he stabled the tired

ponies, she donned one of her old aprons,

rolled sleeves above dimpled elbows, and

cooked supper; rather a superfluous per-

formance aside from (he grave pleasure he

took in looking on.

Afterward they sat on the doorstep, she

between his knees, and looked at the copper
moon that hung in the trees across the lake.

Watched it brighten to silver, listened to the

harmonies of the night, the loon's weird alto,

the bittern's bass, cry of a pivoting mallard,

owl's solemn choral, a wilder, freer move-

ment than was ever chained in a stave. Once

a snuffle, soft-lapping, drifted in and he

replied to her start, "Bear—drinking."

Otherwise they were silent up to the moment
she arose, shivering.

"It is getting colder. I think I'll go in."

He stayed a little longer, stretched luxuri-

ously out on the grass; was still there when,
having made their bed, she came to the door.

A vivid memory gave her pause. Just so

had he looked—that night
—

dark, still, as the

marble effigy of some old Crusader, with the

moonlight quivering like an emanation about
him.

"Are you coming, dear?" Perhaps the

memory tinged her tone. Anyway, he sprang
up, arms extended; and as she came running,
lie lifted her clear of the ground, then car-

ried her in and closed the door.

Her shiver had warrant. Within the hour
the north wind began to herd luminous

clouds across the moon. At midnight the

cabin loomed darkly through a bridal veil

of while.

(The End.)

The Guerdon

By Porter Garnett

For you I suffered, for I knew you not,

Still less I knew myself that yestertime

When, impotently, I deplored my lot,

And called the happiness of others crime.

For you I walked the ways of woe, nor dared
To raise my. head, ah yes, 't was then I knew

The pangs of Care, my love, because I cared

For you.

For you have I the gyves of Stupor rent,
And girded me with strength to wring from life

Its prizes and the largess of content,
The richest, rarest recompense of strife.

For you I'll win the mastery of fate,
Yet will I ever, undisheartened, sue

For what I crave, asp
:

re to, await—
For you.
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Captain Tubble's Debut
By Van Van Olinda

:.\I'T.\IN rDBBLE i.ushe.1

r€1 the rest of his mail to one

ff-A
si'!'' ami tipped back in his

J/nI seat by the ml cloth cov-

?M en-.l nloOB table of the

I win oner Flit Iletime*. His
rubicund countenance, tunieil to the sky-

light above, was illumined by a look of 88

DM, "Hicks!" he bawled.

"Mr. llii;

There was the sound of heavy boots on

lira\y feet overhead and the lean face of
the mate appeared above. "Yessir!" he

•i. as it' it rat t'allioms instead of

inches that separated him from his superior.
sue down a moment," ordered the cap-

tain.

The mate clumped away and almost in-

stantly reap) cared at the head of the cabin

steps. He came doWl and landed with a

irrnnt of inquiry in his seat at the foot of
the table.

"Mi. II irks." said Captain Tubble, grave-

ly, "1 ha\e had very important news. Very
important, \iu\-

Hicks niKlded. but made no reply. He
even diverted his eyes meditatively toward
the compass twinging on the beam.

"My aunt is dead," pursued the dripper.
"She has left me the sum of ten thousand

dollars." He stopped and fixed the mate

sternly with his eye. "Ten thousand dol-

he repeated.
Mr. Hicks dropped his gaze to the captain

and in ildi'd airain, without opening his lips.

"This makes a great change in my plans,"

pursued Captain Tubble.

"Going to buy the schooner T" inquired the

mate calmly.

"No. After following the sen for twenty

years in order to make money do you think

I'm such a dolt as to put it, when it conies,

right back wheic I got itf" said the skipper

wratlifully.

"1 understood you to say your aunt left it

to you," responded Mr. Hicks.

"She did." said the Captain. "Ten thou

sand dollars."

The mate appeared to ponder over the

of the rebuke which his sup'

manner pave him reason to believe had just

been administered. He evidently gave it up.

"Well," he said presently, "what are you go-

ing to dot"

"What does any man do who comes into a

fortune?" the captain demanded with an-

other access of heat. "Have you never bttB
educated ?"

"My eilinutii'ti never took in ten thousand
i! liars all at once," retorted Mr. Hicks.

"That 's so," said the captain, mollified.

"I had n't oughter asked you. It was n't a

fair question."

The mate again looked upward and re-

ive any sign of further curiosity.

Captain Tubble felt that he had gOM too far.

"I have made up my mind to do the right

thing," he suggested, more amiably. "Now
you and me have been shipma'es for going
on ten years. So I thought it only fair to

tell you."
Mr. Hicks nodded again, very calmly.
"It's only just to our long association,"

the captain continued with rising voice. "Ami
I ask you, man to man, have n't I always
treated you fairly and above board. Haven't
It"

"Ton have," returned the mate.

"Well," Captain Tubble bellowed, "after

all these yean of kindness to you, is this

my only reward? Am I to be paid by in-

gratitude on tie part of the very man I be-

friended T Is this the interest you take in

my affairst"

Mr. Hicks' sallow face colored somewhat.

"Look here," he said, with repressed indigna-

tion, "what are you going to do with that

new ten thousand dollars? Now there's a

fair and square question for you. Answer

it."

"I will," said Captain Tubble. "Not that

I think for one minute that you'll appreei-
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ale my sense of responsibility. But because

you come and ask me, man to man. for our

old acquaintance sake. I'll tell you."

Captain Tubble paused. It was effective.

Tbe mate looked first one way and then the

other. He opened his mouth twice before the

words came. "What is it?" he asked,

finally.

"I'm going to take my position in society,"

said Captain Tubble very slowly.

Mr. Hick's mouth opened in good earnest

this time. He stared at his superior until a

belated blush overspread the latter's feature?

and he half rose from his chair. "What are

yen staring at?' he bawled. "I trust you
aren't presuming on my old friendship for

vou? What makes you look so like an

idiot ?"

The mate seemed transiently abashed. He
closed his lips firmly and shook his head. "I

did n't mean to look like an idiot," he com-

plained. "But I was took aback."

Captain Tubble melted instantly. "Of
course you were," he assented heartily. "You
weren't educated to it. I was. And now
I'm going to take my position in society.
The position," he continued, with a darken-

ing brow, "that has long been denied me by
men no better than they ought to be."

"You refer to your aunt ?" asked the mate.

"Was she overdue in passing away?"
"I refer to them I refer to," was the sin-

ister reply, "But Thomas Tubble will show
'em. He '11 show 'em !" And with a san-

guinary ejaculation, the skipper picked up
the letter again.

Mr. Hicks evinced the liveliest unrest. He
got up and sat down. He drummed on the

table aud then stopped to stare at the pat-
tern of the table cover. His nervousness was
not lost on the captain.
"What 's the matter with you, Mr. Hicks?"

he asked, very formally. "You appear ill

at ease."

"I'm perfectly well," Mr. Hicks retorted

with asperity.

The captain sighed. "I said, 'ill at ease,'
"

he repeated, gently. "That means disturbed
in your mind—Mr. Hicks."

"I am disturbed in my mind—over you,"
Mr. Hicks blurted out.

"Over me!" echoed the skipper. "And
why should you be? Why should you be?
Aint 1 able to take care of myself? Aint I?"

"I aint denying it," was the response.

"But when you get your ten thousand dollars

and take your position in society, what are

you going to do with the money?"
Captain Tubble assumed an air of resigna-

tion. "If you had ever had the benefit of an

education," he explained, "you 'd know that

a man takes his position in society with his

money."
"But how are you going to get along after

that?" demanded the mate. "How are you
going to make your living?"

"How does any man who has taken his po-
sition get along?" said the skipper, wrath-

fully. "We live on our income, of course."

Mr. Hicks looked very doubtful. His face

showed signs of internal perplexity. He
glanced at the captain and thought better of

further questioning. "An education is a very

good thing," he remarked quietly, rising.
"Now if I had ten thousand dollars, like as

not I'd put it in a schooner and have to work
all the rest of my life."

Captain Tubble nodded sagaciously. "So

you would. Ten thousand dollars would be

wasted on you."
Mr. Hicks refrained from any reply to

this and betook himself to the deck, whence
he adjured a hand to save his soul by the

exorcise of discretion in making a grummet
for the sideladder bridle. Later he came
down to supper and sat silent throughout the

meal. When the pudding was served be ad-

dressed Captain Tubble. "What's the first

thing to do when you take your place in so-

ciety?" he inquired.
"Let people know you have money," re-

plied the captain.

"What then?"

"Then," said the skipper, "everybody that

is somebody comes and says: 'Captain, come
and be one of us. Let us enjoy life and its

pleasures to the full.'
"

The mate pondered over this and its unctu-

ous tone for some time. He seemed quite
at a loss to make a suitable remark, glanced

wildly round the little cabin and fled to the

deck. Captain Tubble finished his pudding,
lit a cigar, reread the letter and then retired

to his room.

It was nearly 8 o'clock when Mr. Hicks,
who was smoking on the wharf, saw his cap-
tain emerge from the companionway, in full

shore rig, and laboriously climb up the steps
to the rail. "Going ashore, sir?" the mate

asked, taking his pipe from his mouth.
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"Yes," was the response. "I shant be back

till late. I »ont let any of those loafers get
to the galley. This wharf is full of them. I

never saw a city like San Francisco for

wharf r;r

Mr. Hicks remained in meditation over his

pipe until it was dark. Wlien Alcatraz light

flashed in his eyes, he got up, unbent his

limbs and went on board the Flit Itetimes.

But, contrary to his custom when in port,
he did not immediately retire. Instead he

took his scat on the after-bitts and prepared
for a lcn-tliy rigQ. Never a man of many
words, except in cases of ship's discipline,

he was so taciturn this night that the sec-

ond mate and the carpenter after trying in

vain to pet more than monosyllables out of

him, pave it up and went forward, where

they opined to each other that "the mate's
had another row with the old man."

But Mr. Hicks bore BO ill-will to his cap
tain. Years of toil on many seas had firm-

ly knit his affections to the clumsy, red-faced

man who called him, after the style of the

Pacific, "Mister," and disputed everything
he ever said with the authority of a dic-

tator. "The old man's gone crazy," he

thought to himself. "He's gone and been

left ten thousand dollars by an aunt and then

decides to give up the sea. He 'II take his

position in society and then, like as not, he'll

pet married. And him a good seaman and a

just man." Mr. Hicks said this over with

many variations. Then he made a silent

resolution.

It was not far from midnight when Cap-
tain Tubble returned. He did not observe

the mate still on watch, but went stertorously
down into the saloon, where he partook

heartily of the cold meat laid out by the

steward. As he ate, a small package rested

by his plate. Mr. Hicks, through the sky-

light, made full observations.

The next day Captain Tubble did not take

his usual interest in the discharge of the

cargo. Indeed, his appearances on deck were

so infrequent and hurried as to excite the

remark of the carpenter, who, being of a

melancholy disposition, renderd trebly in-

tense by having to run the donkey engine,

suggested several times that the constant

change of climate enjoyed by those that fare

in ships had entirely upset the captain's un-

usually sturdy constitution. But his sugges-
mct with no response from the mate,

who went about his work with an air of bav-

in-,' nothing on his mind but the proper

checking out of assorted packages of mer-

chandise.

But Mr. Hicks was not oblivious to his

superior's odd actions. And when Captain

Tubble, at supper time, announced his in

tention of gnin-r into the city "to dine," the

mate said: "Very well, sir." and only waited

till the skipper was out of sight to knock off

work. Half an hour later he made an excuse

to go into the captain's r i. Hi

therefrom in live minutes with a |>erturbed

air.

This air did not leave him daring hi>

tary supper. But over his after-dinner pipe

he lost it and gradually assumed one of in-

dctcrmination. He called the s< id

mate. "Look after the schooner tonight," ha

said, curtly. "I'm going ashore. I'll be hack

before midnight."
Mr. Hick's toilet was so elaborate that

when he went down the gang-plank he felt

he excited comment. But in spite of a retir-

ing disposition and an abhorrence of display.

he justified himself by the importance of his

errand.

After riding many blocks on the -

car—straight into the heart of the Mission

Mr. I licks disembarked and went up a

till he came to a BOOM IP] nached by a (light

of very high steps. He went up these slowly

and rang the door bell. After a decent in-

terval a woman came to the door. "I

evening," said the mate, very loudly. "Can

I speak to Mrs. SnookV
It chanced that Mrs. Snook was in. She

came to the steps herself, where the em
barrassed Hicks had been abandoned by the

\\i man who opened the d< or. "Well, I de-

clare!" she said heartily. "It's Mr. lli.ks.

1 thought it was somebody else."

Mr. Hicks took off his hat and went in

His aspect of mystery was so very apparent
Mrs. book blushed. "Yes, I really

thought it was somebod

mebody else aint coming," replied Mi.

Hicks, sitting down on a very straight

backed chrir. "That 's what I came about."

"Well, I'm sure I dont care," said Mrs.

Snook, very rapidly. "But I'm at a loss to

know how you came to think you know
whom I was exj toting."

The effect of this rebuke upon Mr. Hicks

was astonishing. He dropped his hat to Ihe
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Iloor and it rolled away into a corner. His

face expressed the emotions of a man who

lias heen told that he has done exactly the

wrong thing at a critical time. He seemed

unable to say a word. Mrs. Snook, viewing

this result of natural petulance
—what she

would even have admitted to herself was co-

quetry
—made haste to reassure the perspir-

ing mate. "I'm glad it 's you, anyway," she

said, with great amiability. "I have n't seen

you since two months ago, when you came

here with Captain Tubble."

"I remember very well," said Mr. Hicks,

recovering himself. "That was why I

passed the remark. I thought it was Captain
Tubble you were expecting."

There was an embarrassed silence. Mr.

Hicks broke it. "It was about Captain Tub-

ble that I made free to call on you," he said,

with some difficulty.

"Well, I'm sure," said Mrs. Snook, brid-

ling, "that I take very little interest in Cap-
tain Tubble's affairs."

The mate was evidently seized with de-

spair. "I'm sorry to have intruded," he

stammered.

"No intrusion at all," replied Mrs. Snook.

"Not but that I thought you would be in-

terested," pursued the mate with determina-

tion to have his errand out. "I thought that

you might be able to save him." He stopped,
as if he had finally concluded his mission.

"Save him?" repeated Mrs. Snook, betray-

ing symptoms of extraordinary interest.

"Yes, save him," Mr. Hicks reiterated dog-

gedly.
Mrs. Snook gasped. "From what? Is he

dying? Has he been hurt?"

"He 's crar;y," Mr. Hicks announced, un-

aware of the weight of his words. Then, see-

ing the look on Mrs. Snook's face he hastened

to add : "His aunt left him ten thousand

dollars."

Mingled emotions left Mrs. Snook speech-
less. She finally managed to state in a shrill

voice that good news always came sideways,
that she had n't been prepared for such

treatment at the hands of Captain Tubble

and that she did n't for the life of her see

why Captain Tubble had not brought the

news himself.

"I tell you he 's crazy," said Mr. Hicks

firmly.

"Is he violent?" Mrs. Snook demanded.

"Very," said Mr. flicks, shaking his head.

"He came to me and says, 'Mr. Ilicks.' -'ys

he in these words, 'I'm worth ten' thousand

dollars and I'm going to take it and take my
position in society.'

"

There was a long silence, while the mate

recovered his hat and placed it convenient to

his hand on the floor. Mrs. Snook gazed out

of the window which the dusk was rapidly

turning into a blue void with the reflection

of a street lamp in the centor. She appeared
to Mr. Hicks to be abnormally calm. When
she finally turned her face to him he gasped.
He detected a smile on her lips. "Captain
Tubble was always a bashful man," she mur-

mured, "but I'd have thought, begging j/oar

pardon, Mr. Hicks, that he might have at

least writ a note. He did n't give you a note,

did he? And he aint outside waiting to hear

what answer I return?" Mrs. Snook leaned

forward with a bewitching smile.

The mate stared at her. "Outside !" he

said with violence. "No !"

"Well, then, where is he? Didn't he say
where he 'd wait ?" Mrs. Snook demanded,
her buxom form expanding, as it seemed, be-

fore the mate's bewildered gaze.

"He did n't say he 'd wait," said Mr. Hicks

wildly. "I came to tell you he 'd gone crazy
and was going to take his position in so-

ciety."

"And he did n't tell you lo come and tell

me this," said the lady frigidly.

"Certainly not !" roared Mr. Hicks. "I

came on my own hook, knowing you were a

friend of his."

To the mate's horror his fair hostess in-

stantly burst into tears. Almost as in-

stantly the woman who had let him in at the

door appeared with a lamp in her hands. "I

thought you 'd be needing a light," she said

gaily. "The idea of you two people setting

in here in the dark!" She set the lamp down
and then, for the first time, noticed that

someone was sobbing violently. "Well, Mrs.

Snook !" she ejaculated. "Whatever 's the

matter?"

Mr. Hicks would have fled had not his

exit been blocked. Mrs. Snook's sobs re-

doubled. He felt that an intensely hostile

gaze was fixed upon him by this second

woman and he squirmed in his chair. The

strain became too much for him and he

blurted out: "Captain Tubble's gone

crazy !"

These words, instead of stilling the clamor
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and explaining tin- whole diaagreaable lmsi-

ness t<« everybody's satisfaction, he was

paralyzed to find increased Mr*. Snook's aob8

in vehemence, aided ami abattad by loud

sniffles from her friend.

He bM to stem 1 lie flood of emotion by
various eonu'lis and odd noises in his throat.

Mnt nothing em f these nmlwiiHOi "Ohl
isn't it awful!" .Mrs. Snook Managed to say
between paroxv-ms. "Isn't it awful, lln

Spiddles?"
"Poor e;irl!" aobbad Mrs. Spiddles. Then,

stating that it was her duty to bt strong and

offer what support sli< uld, aha
|

Bnooh on the bark, used caressing terms

which left Mr. Ilieks more anxious than ever

to hide his embarrassment in the street, and

then .startled him out of his remaining com

posure by indignantly demanding what he

meant by such treatment of a poor lady
whose affections were involved.

Mr. Hicks had only a silent reply, lie

polled from his capacious jacket pocket a

small hook which he hastily thrust into Mr-.

Spiddles's hand. He then tried to make his

n. She foiled him with a splendid

sweep of her skirts and he subsided again

upon his chair.

Both Mrs. Spiddles and Mrs. Snook It v-

ereil enough to evince a lively curiosity about

the book. Mrs. Spiddlcs volunteered to take

it to the lamp on the small table in the center

of the room, "(iuide to Society : Manual of

Etiquette and Manners," she read out slowly.
She then fixed Mr. Hicks with an expression
which he vainly tried to ignore. Failing this

his fighting temper came to the surfaeo.

"That 's the book he went and bought when
he L'ot word his aunt had left him ten thou-

sand dollars," he said, sullenly. "Captain
Tubble geta t lie letter and then he tells me

going to take his position in society,

lie sneaks off and buys this book, just as I

told Mrs. Snook lieie." Mr. Ilieks glanced

virtuously at Mrs. Spiddles as much as to

say that the book was not one for a lady to

handle.

"This is a book of manners," said that

lady. "Very proper of the captain, I*m

sure. And what should make you come with

such awful stories and frighten poor, dear

Mrs. Snook right out of her aauaai is more 'n

I can understand." she concluded.

Explanation*, rebukes ami much ladylike

of Mr. Hicks finally simmered down

to a complete recital by him of the inci-

dents that bad brought aliout his visit. When
it was finished Mrs. Snook herself admitted

that it looked bad.

"That book was opened right hen-,"

Mr. Hicks, rapidly turning to a paga when-

the corner was folded down. He pointed to

the incriminating title,

THE FIRST ENTRANCE INTO SOCIETY:

THE DEBUT.

"There!" he said wrathfully. "I.'cad that.

Mrs. Snook, and tell me that a mid.l

captain of a well-found schooner is n't

crar.y."

With Mrs. Spiddles's help Km, B k

pondered the pa^e. Her brow darkened. "It

looks scandalous," she said. "This is all

about them younsj society buds < in;; out."

"Coming out!" echoed Mr. Hicks. "What
do you meant"

"I mean that it tells aliout ^irls aomblg
out of their frocks without sh.\.

bosoms." she said primly. "It 'a -eandalous

loading for a man of Captain Tnbbhri pari

Hon."

••Well." arid Mr. Hicks. "I suppose if he's

gring to take his position in society and

travel with this sort of people, he oii'.'ht to

read up on them. I dont say that he 's crazy

because he's getting his charts in hand !«•

fore snilinir OB this new voyage. 1 say he 's

crazy because he leaves a good schooner and

takes ten thousand dollars and goaa in for

women in these to^s."

This remark elicited an unanimous verdict

from the two ladies that Mr. Hicks was ouile

right and that Captain Tubble had evidently

lost his mind.

Mr. Hicks was much relieved.
• 'You see

just how I felt about it," be remaiked with

some self satisfaction. "And I says to my-
self. 'I think Mrs. Snook Onght to know

about it, bring so g°od a friend anil so kind

to Captain Tubble.' And I also said to my
self that she could save him."

Mrs. Snook repeated thnt her sense of obli-

gation to Mr. Ilieks was very deep. "It

seems a shame that great wealth should so

upset some folks's notions of right and

wrong," she said. "Foot Captain- Tubble!"

As the good woman showed signs of naaping
afresh. Mr. Hicks hastened to intcr|Mwa.

"Hut what should you say would cure

him?" he demanded.
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Mrs. Spiddles immediately offered several

suggestions. None of them appealed either

to Mr. Hicks or to Mrs. Snook. • Indeed, the

last asserted that she had a deeper interest

than anybody else could possibly have in the

restoration of the captain to his right senses.

She stated that a long and intimate friend-

ship gave her alone the privilege of minister-

ing to his afflicted mind. Mr. Hicks thought

that her sentiments bore a slight impress of

chagrin at the interpretation of the captain's

significant words failing to tally with that

which her own fond heart had instantly and

mistakenly set upon them. But he said

nothing, being content that his skipper should

be preserved from the great error of leaving

the sea and entering into a world for which

the mate felt he was not only unfitted, but

much too good, being a skilful mariner

capable of earning his own livelihood. So he

gladly acquiesced in her suggestion that he

leave the matter to her feminine intuitions to

find a remedy for.

"I'll just take the book along back with

me," he said as he rose to go.

Mrs. Spiddles surrendered it with evident

reluctance, her eyes for the past ten min-

utes having been fastened on an interesting

chapter on gowns and hats for all occasions.

Mr. Hicks went down the high steps and

departed, feeling that he had discharged a

duty to himself and to his captain with some
credit.

In the course of the ride back to the wharf
his mind rested with gentle curiosity on the

means by which Mrs. Snook was to save

Captain Tubble from taking his position in

society. He T'ell upon no expedient which
seemed sufficient, and landed at the schooner

before he was aware that he was nearing the

waterfront.

As he went down into the cabin he was re-

lieved to see that the captain's plate of cold

beef was still untouched. It was a sign that

he had not yet returned and he could replace
the compromising volume without defection.

He opened the skipper's door softly.
To his consternation Captain Tubble

greeted him ferociously. The book in the
mate's hand seemed to rouse his wrath be-

yond all bounds. "What d' ye mean by steal-

ing my books?" bawled the skipper, getting
up from his seat on the edge of the bunk.
Mr. Hicks was usually a straightforward

man. This time he failed to tell the truth.

"I saw it in here when I came in to wind

the chronometer," he said hastily. "Hearing

you talk this afternoon about society, I

thought I'd like to know somewhat about it.

So I made free to borrow the book."

"But you 've been away all evening,"

roared the irate captain. "And you took it

along with you."
Committed to one falsehood, Mr. Hicks

fell to still another. "I got sort of inter-

ested, so I went up into the city to sort of see

how the land lay as compared with the

book," he said.

Captain Tubble gazed at him severely, but

no longer menacingly. "Mr. Hicks," he said

gravely, "I hope you wont allow the glittei

of a sham world to blind your eyes. Only
those brought up to society can avoid it-

perils. Having been educated for the posi-

tion I am at last enabled to take, I am capa-
ble of seeing the bad in it, the wickedness

of the wealthy classes." Captain Tubble

stopped impressively. He took the book

from Mr. Hicks's unresisting hand and

locked it away, as if to put it forever be-

yond the mate's power to singe his wings at

that flame.

For the next few days Captain Tubble

continued to neglect the work of the

schooner. His mate, by occasional glimpses
on various pretexts, discovered him en-

grossed in several books, of which one was

the volume he had himself found the fate-

ful night of his call upon Mrs. Snook. So,

in the evenings, he sat upon the afterbitts

and wondered why Mrs. Snook had not yet

matured and unfolded a scheme to him.

After a week's waiting he determined that

her ingenuity had been at fault and that she

had given up the accomplishment of the

cure.

Having reached this conclusion after a

hearty meal, in which Captain Tubble did

not share, being absent since morning, Mr.

Hicks dressed himself rapidly, turned the

schooner over to the second mate and made
his way once more to the aBode of Mrs.

Snook. So preoccupied was he by plans for

the salvation of the captain that he did

not observe until after he had rung the bell

that the house was lit up from cellar to roof.

While he was pondering on this, the door

opened and Mrs. Spiddles stood before him.

"Good evening," said Mr. Hicks, firmly.

"I should like to see Mrs. Snook."
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Mr-. Sjiidillcs nodded slightly in raej

to his greeting and closed the door until it

was quite iinp(mi!>ln for the mate to enter,

as Ik- had started to ill.. "| will see if she is

at liimu'." she IMlOnnwd primly.
WUk she was gom Mr. Hick- contein-

! the rioted door I Icinnly. It struck

liim that when it had O] oned he had caught
the sound id' familiar !•

"Mia. Sniii.k says she can spare yen a lini-

ment," -aid lira. Bpiddhn when tin- door

opened agora, "wipe roar f<

The mate gazed nt her in astcuiishment.

"Wipe rour feet," Mi-. Spiddles rep
sharply.

Mr. Hicks entered a] wly, binding liis lint

in one hand with the air of a man who has

involuntarily Stepped OB a cat's tail. When
he found himself in a bright light, looking
into a i in crowded with men and women.
he stopped, glanced behind him and eaughl
the door, as Mrs. Spiddles was closing it,

with n linn hand. "I'll come in some other

lime," he said huskily.

••'inn wont lind her here another time,"

Mr-. Spiddles remarked curtly.
"Is she going to move?" Mr. Hicks asked.

"She's going to pet married," was the re-

iponee. "Come this way."
lie followed his guide meekly through the

hall, past a group of men conversing with

their hands under their coattails, out into a

i' u which he recognized as unmistakahly a

kitchen.

"Mrs. Snook will be here in a minute," said

Mrs. Spiddles and disapi eared.

As he wailed Mr. Hicks took out a hand-

kerchief and mopped his face. Then he set-

tled hi- cat collar, wiped one foot against

er, hemmed in a loud manner and gen-

erally betrayed his agitation. He was still

further disturbed by the sudden arrival of

a large and buxom woman, clad in a volumin-

ous gown of pale pink. This woman put on

eyeglasses, surveyed him a moment and then

said, "What can I do for yonT"
"Mrs. Snook!" tie mate ejaculated.
"Mr. Hicks," was the cold rejoinder, "what

can I do for yout"
tain Tubble," Mr. Hicks began wildly.

"I thought
—I supposed—you said—"

"Mr. Hicks." said Mrs. Snook severely.

"Von are drunk again."

"I >i unk!" echoed the mate. "Again! You

oust be cra/\

A scream was the only answer vouchsafed

and Mr. Hick- liecanie instantly aware • ''»>

net of Captain Tubble. "Mr. Hicks!"
lie roared.

"Tee, Mr." said Hicks feebly.
"What are you a tilling heref"

At this moment Mrs. Snook gradually sank

back into the captain's arms, the weight of

tinting form (for Mr. Hicks rownpiited
with agony the well-known symptoms de-

picted in Lathi (larihrl. or The False Heir)

eliciting from Captain Tubble n stentorian

"My love!"

"lie is drunk!" said Mrs. Snook, r cor-

ing slightly.

"I am not !" Mr. Hicks asserted, hoarsely.
"What are you l-doing here?" the skipper

demanded again, thrusting his fair burden

into an upright position.

"I came to see you," said the mate,

crumpling his best hat in a shapeless mass.

"Is the ship afire T" his su|>erior asked with

anxiety.

"No, sir; I came ti Mr-. Snook." arid

Mr. Hicks.

"He -ml you were crazy," Mrs. Snook

managed to articulte, with vast heavinga of

her capacious bosom.

"My love!"

"He -aid / was crazy!"
The captain pushed Mrs. Snook aside and

pulled up his sleeves. "I'll fix him," he an-

nounced truculently. Hut Mrs. Snook imme

diately cast herself upon his breast and im-

plored him to be calm. "He is unworthy of

your notice," she cried.

Mr. Hicks glanced about him, but found

no avenue of escape. Several strangers

crowded the doorway and he saw Mrs. Spid-
dles behind them. He turned to his superior.

"I was trying to save you," he said in a

whisper, and with a meaning glance that did

not escape Mrs. Snook.

"He 's been here before," she sobbed. "He

came with a dreadful story that you had

gone crazy, and told me awful stories."

Captain Tubble swelled under his tight

coat and transfixed the unhappy mate with

his eye. "Mr. Hicks." he said solemnly.

"I did it for your own good," said the

mate, squaring away.
"He said he wanted your money," Mrs.

Snixik interjected with a relapse into sobs.

"I did imt." Mr. Hicks answered hotly.

"I said I hated to see you made game of,
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simply because you 'd come into a fortune.

That 's what I said."

"Fortune!' echoed Mrs. Snook. "What

fortune t Have you been deceiving an inno

cent widow woman, Captain Tubble?"

The skipper of the Flit Betimes faltered.

On one hand he saw the buxom form of Mrs.

Snook, ready to indict him for deception ;
on

the other the irate face of his long-time ship-

mate, whom he had never known to be aught

but faithful. He turned to Mrs. Snook.

•'There isn't any fortune," he said hastily.

"That was a joke between me and Mr.

Hicks. There aint any."
"A joke !" Mrs. Snook exclaimed, hysteric-

ally.

"A joke," said Captain Tubble, firmly.

"But you said your aunt had left you ten

thousand dollars," Mr. Hicks protested.

"It was a joke," the skipper reiterated.

"Simply a joke between old friends. You 'd

ought to have known that, Hicks."

"But you said you were going to quit the

sea and take your place in society," the mate

went on doggedly. "You said you were

going to take the place that rightfully be-

longed to you."
"Just a joke," said Captain Tubble, more

feebly. "Can 't you take a joke?"
Mrs. Snook broke in at this point. "You

are a deceiving wretch, Captain Tubble—to

be playing your jokes on a poor widow

woman."
"But I never said I had a fortune," the

captain protested. "I never told you so,

did I?"

Mrs. Snook sobbed. "You let it be known

you were going into society," she asserted.

"You said you were going to live the life

of a gentleman."
"Yon have n't promised to marry her ?"

Mr. Hicks inquired suddenly.

"Certainly not!" roared the captain.

A look of relief came over the mate's coun-

tenance. "Then you can back out," he said

triumphantly. "I was afraid of a breach

of promise suit."

Mrs. Spiddles thrust her way through the

interested crowd in the doorway at this mo-
ment and took the sobbing Mrs. Snook in

her arms. "The deceitful wretches," she

said shrilly.

Mr. Hicks viewed this performance with

great alarm. "If you say a word, you 're

lost," he admonished the captain.

"But I never—"
"Hush !" ordered Mr. Hicks sternly. "A

word and you 're a gone man."

"Let me go!" thundered Captain Tubble.

"I insist on an explanation. I never said—"

"I knew it !" cried Mrs. Snook, releasing

herself from Mrs. Spiddles's embrace. "I

knew it all along." She flung herself upon
the captain's breast and encircled his neck

with her arms.

Mr. Hicks choked. He viewed the cap-
tain's reddening face for a moment and then

turned on his heel. "I've done all I can do,"

he said gloomily, and the crowd gave before

him as he strode away.
"Mr. Hicl*!" called the captain after him,

struggling to free himself from the widow's

clinging arms. "Mr. Hicks!"

But the mate bad reached the front door.

It slammed behind him. As the noise

echoed through the house Mrs. Snook smiled

through her tears. "I knew you 'd never said

a word," she remarked, straightening up and

uestowing a look of proprietorship upon
Captain Tubble. "He wanted your money.
I believe he 'd have robbed you with a gas-

pipe after dark."

"But Hicks aint that sort—"
the captain

began.
"You never can tell what a person will

do for ten thousand dollars," Mrs. Snook as-

sured him. "To think that he should try to

spoil your deebew."

At midnight Mr. Hicks was disturbed in

his slumbers by Captain Tubble, who

stamped down into the cabin and slammed

a book against the bulkhead. Mr. Hicks

came to his door and viewed the scene with

resignation. "I hardly thought you 'd be

back to the sKip at all," he remarked coldly.

"Whyf" roared the skipper.

"Because you 'd taken your place in so-

ciety," said Mr. Hicks calmly. "When are

you going to be married?"

"Never!" bellowed Captain Tubble.

"It affects some people that way," Mr.

Hicks went on, scratching a bare leg reflect-

ively. "But the money ought to make it

easier. Maybe you could buy her off?"

Captain Tubble groaned. "I have n't got

it. But she thinks I have. She says she

loves me."

Mr. Hicks scratched the other leg. "You
told me your aunt left you ten thousand dol-

lars."
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"It was a joke," said Captain Tubble.

"Only a joke."

"In that case," said Mr. links twisting

around for a final dab at his back, "your
deebcw will come out of your own pocket,
not mit of your dead am
"Da ynu tppoM .Mrs. Snook would be-

I had n't any money if I proved it to

berf" Catptain Tubble demanded, as Mr.

Hicks sought his hunk again.
The mate turned hack. "She'll only be-

lieve it if it aint so," lie said judgmaticully.
"I mi'.'ht irivc the money to you," the Oap-

tain su'_"_rcsted.

.Mr. Hicks waved ;iside the offer. "Tlien

he'd he after me." he said drily. "Keep
your money."
"Hut what shall I do with it?" the skipper

demanded hoarsely. "What em I dot"

"Buy a half inlerest in the Flit Uptimes,"
Mr. Hieks said, slowly. "That way you
could have your deebew and still keep the

ehan

"I'll do it tomorrow," the captain asserted

eagerly.
"But she'll sue for breach of promise,"

Mr. Hieks eontinued. "Vou'd batter WVI
something to pay that with."

"It wasn't me that broke it off, was itT"

demanded the captain. "It was you."

"It was in a way of speaking," the mate

admitted.

"Then she'll sue you," Captain Tubble

said (irmly.

"But I didn't promise to marry her," Mr.

Hieks protested.

"Too broke my promise, though," was the

conclusive response. "I did n't break any

promise. You broke it."

"Sue me!" exclaimed Mr. Hicks, pawing
at the neck of his nightshirt. "/ have n't any

money."

Captain Tubble settled himself down ha

the plate of cold meat on the cabin table.

"Lai this be a lesson to ynq not to mix up
in society," he said solemnly.

"That's what / gal for trying to be a

friend to you." the mate burst out angrily.
"Von save your neck and I get sued tor

earing you." Mr. Hicks flung this

into the cabin and then vanished, his shirt

tails floating behind him. A moment later

he stuck his head through the door again.
"Are all your aunts deadt" he da
manded. "For if they are n't I'm going
to leave!"

Captain Tubble chuckled. "All dead." he

answered as well as a mouth full of meat
would allow. "We'll sail tomorrow on the

morning tide."





Our Strategic Position in the Pacific

By Arthur H. Dutton
Late Lieutenant. U. S. Navy

|r is a comfort for Americans

to know that the United

States at this time possesses

several points of the highest

strategic value in the Pacific

i, which, according to a

distinguished state-man, now dead, is des-

tined to he< | the theatre of the worhl's

Mating great hattles and international de-

velopments. It is less than a decade since

this country tmtyti the role of a world-

power, yet within that time the Stars and

Stripes flies over seaports and coaling sta-

not only along our own Western sea-

hoard, but in the Orient, in the Aleutian

croup and in the islands of the Pacific.

There is less comfort in the discovery

that, with two exceptions, these points of

rendezvous, refuge and rally are either poor-

ly defended or not defended at all. One not

ile tended at all is easy prey to an enemy,
unless the latter be k -

pt away by a mobile

naval force; a strongly defended one may
be relied upon to repel an attack from sea-

ward by any probable enemy. One poorly,

or moderately defended, may yet be strong

enough to hold a raiding squadron at bay
until the navy arrives to defeat or capture

the latter.

01 examining the American strategic

points in the Pacific it must be well under-

stood that coaling and repair stations, con-

venient anchorages and supply depots are of

vital importance in over-sea operations, and

i'mt sea oj^rations are the imperative ones

for a maritime nation, for it is a recog-

nized military principle that offense is the

best defense; it is best to "carry the war into

the enemy's country." Under the prevailing

rules of warfare coal is contraband of war

and a neutral cannot furnish a belligerent

war-vessel with more of it than just enough

to take her to her nearest home port, and

then not more than once. A belligerent can-

not make any save the most urgent necessary

repairs in a neutral port ;
cannot make use

of a neutral port for refuge for more than

twenty-four hours without becoming liable

to disarmament and internment for the bal-

ance of the war. In a word, neutral ports
can be used by l>elligercnt war-vessels for

only the briefest periods and the scantiest

benefits. Effectively to carry on warfare, a

belligerent nation must have its own ports.

Prior to the war with Spain the United

had not a single coaling or other sta-

tion in the Pacific outside of the Pacific

Coast States of the Union. Now this coun-

try has not only these, in increased number,
but outlying stations at Hawaii, Guam,

Olongapo i Luzon) and on an islet well to

the westward in the Aleutian chain, close to

the great circle course between the United

States and Japan.
Granting that all of these may be held in

time of war, and not wrested away \<y I

hold dash, this country is in a position to

< iinand the North Pacific Ocean against

any other nation save Great Britain, the coal-

ing and re| air stations of which dot the en-

tire world. On our own mainland we have

the Bremerton naval station, at Port Or-

chard. Washington, which is well equipped
with large docks and within easy reach of

men and munitions, and well defended by
a chain of modern, well armed batteries

along Puget Sound for miles. Bremerton

may be regarded as impregnable, not only
on account of these powerful batteries, but

on account of being well in the interior and

accessible only through a long narrow

passage which may be effectively mined at

many places. San Francisco is the next

l>ort and, with the exception of New York

and its approaches, the most strongly de-

feuded port in the United States. Its bat-

teries carry the heaviest guns and its mag
nificeni harbor nay be thoroughly mined at

short nonce. S.in Francisco, like Bremer-

ton, may bo regarded as safe fiom success-
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ful attack by sea. A siege by both land and

sea is all that could reduce these two.

Unfortunately, with these two the list of

well fortified American Pacific seaports ends.

Monterey Bay and San Pedro are too open

to be tenable. San Diego is the last of the

mainland ports. It has some modern bat-

teries, well placed, but not formidable.

There are coaling stations at Sitka, St.

Michael, Unalaska and other Alaskan ports,

but they are defenseless. Honolulu and

Pearl Harbor, nearby, are located admirably
for strategic purposes. They are in Hawaii,

which has been just-

ly termed "the key to

the Pacific." If Ha-
waii should fall into

the hands of an en-

emy it would be a

serious matter for

the United States,

for Hawaii is the

natural base of oper-
ations against the Pa-

cific Coast. There are

fortifications near
Honolulu, but, like

those of San Diego,

they are not strong
and could be taken

with comparative
ease.

The same thing

may be said of

Guam, which has but

a few light naval

guns mounted on
shore.

Olongapo, at "the

entrance to Manila

Bay, is an excellent

harbor, with coaling station, huge drydock
and facilities for admirable defenses. But it

lias not. shore defenses worthy of the name.
The batteries now mounted on shore around
Manila Bay and those that may be mounted
within the next few months—say a year

—
would not be sufficient to repel or even to

hold long at a distance the guns of a fleet

such as Germany or Japan might hurl at

Olongapo with the vessels they have already
in the Orient, let alone those that they
might mobilize within a short time for the

purpose of depriving us of our Oriental
foothold.

ia0r^

On Puget Sound. Looking Seaward From Fort
Lawton, Near Seattle. It Would Be Very
Difficult for a Hostile Fleet to Enter Puget
Sound.

In a few words, our highly important out-

lying coaling and repair stations in the Pa-
cific Ocean are well located strategically and
would give us great advantages over any
maritime nation save Great Britain in case

of war. Their possession and their loca-

tions, as a glance at the map will at once

reveal, would be an immense advantage for

this country over Japan in ease of war—all

on the assumption that we could hold them.

As at present defended by land fortifica-

tions not one of them could be held for any
length of time against a strong naval force

thrown against them.

They all need great

strengthening. Olon-

gapo and Honolulu
are especially liable

to seizure and yet of

the utmost impor-
tance to our Navy in

time of war. At
first sight it might be

thought that, at least

in a war with Japan.

Olongapo would al-

most surely be cap-
tured with the first

effort of Japan to

attack the Philip-

pines, on the ground
that even if well for-

tified against attack

by sea, it could be

invested by land and
would experience the

same fate as Port

Arthur. There is

much truth in this,

and the conditions are

quite similar save

that by giving to Olongapo adequate forti-

fications, against both land and sea attack,

it might be enabled to hold out until the su-

perior American fleet could arrive in Philip-

pine waters and relieve it.

The Hawaiian Islands are of even more

strategic importance than the Philippines.
Without underestimating the value of

Olongapo and other Philippine ports for use

as bases of attack against Oriental nations

in their home land, it is none the less true

that Hawaii must be the point to be held

at all hazards, not only as a base against
trans-Pacific nations which might be at war
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with us, but as a base from which to re|>el

attacks mi our own Pacific 1 'oast ports. In

providing for the dafonaa of our outlying

coaling and repair stations, Hawaii is the

t i i— t one |o he cared tor, for the retentiun-oi

that mill Pacific post is a matter of vital

military importance, not only for our own
line against toes, but ill order to prevent
those same foes from Bring it against us.

Tba value of outlying seaports in time of

war for DM as coaling and repair station* i-

obvious. Than are yet other uses, one of

the chief of which is the opportunity given
hv -iich a port to alter the enemy's (dans
of campaign by maintaining what is tech-

Manchuria. Without ports in which to ren-

dezvous, a Bit in-being can operate only
close to its own country's >h.

With Olongapo, Honolulu or an out of

the-way Alaskan borbi r or bases, n

relatively small squadron of American ve-

•lil could prevent any but the most fool-

hardy enemy from undertaking.' large l\
Bra

lions in the 1'acitic and would probably thus

at least delay large operations until I

rival of reinforcements of battleships from
the Atlantic, when the United States would

surely at once take the offensive.

It will thus he seen that in case of war
with tin- theatre of operation! in the Pacific

lulled Slate* Xaxxil Vewteli on the Lower Columbia Ritrr. Whirh Hat Modern Fortification*
at Its Mouth.

ideally termed a Meet -in -heini;. A fleet-in-

being is a naval force of sufficient strength

to annoy even a much superior force and to

make it hazardous if not foolish for the su-

perior Meet to detach any of its vessels or for

an expeditionary force of transports and

supply veaaala to rroeaod. Orvera's fleet -iu-

being daring the early days of the Spanish-
American war kept the more |>owerful Amer-
ican North Atlantic fleet on the anxious

bench and delayed the departure of Shatter's

army from Tampa. The Russian fleets-in-

beJBg at Port Arthur and Yladr

caused TogO endless anxiety and added many
difficulties to the Japanese campaign in

Ocean, the I'nited Stall's is admirably pro
viiled. nooding only fortifications for the out

lying porta already possessed. It would not

lie neiosary for an American war-vessel to

make hasty vi>its Ui entral ports, getting
coal in driblets and r.

,

. is in scanty extent.

With graal drydoeka and unlimiled coal and

supply stations at home, at Itremerton and

San Fl BIHIMMMI ,
a great drydoak and plenty

of coal in the Philippines: coaling stations

in the Aleutian Islands, Alaska proper. San
. Honolulu, Guam and even in leased

American territory at Pichilini|iic ati

and at A neon in the Panama (anal /.one. the

problem of getting coal and other necessi-
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ties whenever wanted, without stirring up

delicate international questions regarding the

neutrality laws, is easy of solution. Within

our own domain we can help ourselves to

anything in the way of war material and

assistance that we want. Scanty dependence

only can be placed upon neutral ports.

It is evident that all that is needed now

M give the United States a commanding po-

sition on the Pacific Ocean is the fortifying

of certain of our outlying naval depots. This

done and we can view with confidence any

attempt by a foreign nation, no matter how

warlike and well equipped, to attack us from

the westward.

And even with several of these depots

poorly fortified or not fortified at all, it

must always be borne in mind that shore

fortifications, unless of the most powerful

kind, are but means of delaying capture or

destruction by an enemy until the arrival of

reinforcements. As stated at the outset,

offense is the best defense, and the best

offense is that prosecuted by a strong fleet,

which can drive the enemy's fleet into its own

refuge harbors, thus securing the command

of the sea, which is the key to success in

maritime war.

This command of the sea will be secured

in the Pacific Ocean by the United States as

soon as the great battleship fleet arrives from

the Atlantic. It is expected that this fleet,

comprising sixteen first-class battleships, in

conjunction with eight armored cruisers and

a host of auxiliary craft, will arrive in the

North Pacific Ocean within a very few

months, and then, with the several naval

bases described already, the military posi-

tion of the United States in the Pacific

Ocean will be unquestionably stronger than

that of any other nation.

With these facts laid plainly before the

public there is little ground for fear of war.

No nation is going to enter into a conflict

with this country when we have such a pre-

ponderance of strength. To invoke war with

the United States in the Pacific Ocean would

be to invite disaster.

San Diego Harbor From Point Loma. Where Uncle Sam Has Some Powerful Defenses.
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Mah-o-mie, or The Ice, Sioux Head Warrior and Scout for General Miles.



The Fight on the Little Muddy
By Fred A. Hunt

("Mom Acua BUI")

UK Mai of White Hull

( Mtih-oh-mie), or The lee, a

chieftain of the once |>owcr-
•

fill tribe of the Cheyennes,
has been quite frequently
beard of late, particularly in

connection with Montana. Many years ago
this chief also occupied widespread atten-

tion, individually and as one of the partici-

pants in the massacre of George A. Custer.

Lieutenant-Colonel of the Seventh United

States Cavalry, with all the officers and men
of his immedinte command. Those of us

with "frosty prows" remember the event as

happening on June '_'"'. L870, and its site as

the Little Big Horn River, Montana Terri-

tory. Subsequently White Bull made a good
<le;il of trouble by his activity in other en-

gagements, notably in that with the troops
miller Colonel and Battalion-Major-General
Nelson A. Miles. Fifth Infantry, the officer

who is imw the retired Lieutenant-General of

the Army. This engagement—wherein Crazy
Sent ( i/»-«-»o Mah-son-e) was the Indian

lield marshal—occurred on January 8, 1877,

at Hanging Woman's fork, and near the

headwaters of Tongue River, in the Wolf

Mountains.

In February, 1877, consequent upon the

untiring pursuit and harassment of them by
Colonel Miles, the Indians in the vicinity of

ntonment on Tongue River—a roughly
constructed encampment near the site of the

t Fort Keogh (named after Captain
Mvlcs W. Keogh, Seventh Cavalry, killed

with Custer)—came to that military make-

shift and surrendered. Among them were

White Bull, Hump, Little Chief. Two Moons,
Iron Shield, Horse Road and Wolf Voice,

chiefs and head-warriors, and some three

hundred fighting men. These were enrolled

by name and, as was pertinently remarked

by First Lieutenant and Adjutant George
W. Baird, Fifth Infantry (now Brigadier-

(jeneral, retired), many of their name* re-

quired disinfection before being committed
to writing. These savages were placed in

camp near the mouth of Tongue River, and
this camp became the nucleus of a large

assemblage of surrendered hostiles, whose
administration was intrusted to Captain
Ezra P. Kvers. Their ponies were sold or

traded and implements of agriculture, etc..

procured, wherewith soldiers, especially de-

tailed for the purpose, gave them instruction
in tilling the soil and rearing domestic eropa,
in lieu of the hndes they had hitherto assidu-

ously cultivated. This treatment, alike hu-
mane and unexpected and to which they were

entirely unaccustomed, lad White Bull to ask

Colonel Miles wherein he could be parties
larly useful to him. He was infori 1 and.
after some demur, accepted, finie—qiiaail

upon which the command left the Canton-
ment for an expedition with White Hull and
a number of the surrendered Cheyennes, two
of the latter being especially good trailers.

Stinking Hear (Afajkh-av ftnt leu parte)
and Wakes-jn-Morning ( Tse-e-an-okes).
The route of this command was up Tanya*.

River some sixty miles and then westward
to the Rosebud, the wagons and infantry bc-

ing left at the point of leaving the breaks of

Tongue River, to follow as rapidly as pos-
sible, while the cavalry, the scouts and the

detachment of mounted infantry (the pre-
cursor of the Fifth Infantry, mounted) un-

der the gallant Edward W. Casey, Twenty-
second Infantry, pushed forward, the Indian

scouts here being utilized. The integral por-
tions of the force under General Miles—ex-

clusive of the mounted infantry
—were under

the command of Captain Edward Ball,

Second Cavalry, and Captain Charles J.

Dickey, Twenty-second Infantry, the latter

battalion being that which, afterward, was
so effective in subjugating the Chicago riot-

ers. The battalion was ordered from Mon-
tana to Chicago, where their outre field cos-

tume excited much comment from the rioters
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and their sympathizers, who lined either side

of the streets whereon the Twenty-second

marched from the depot to their quarters.

During the comment on their bizarre cos-

tumes the query arose as to "whether they

would shoot." One temerous man heaved a

brick at the moving soldiers, and the missile

struck one of them who was a notoriously

good shot. The thrower turned and ran, and

this identified him to the smarting soldier,

who raised, leveled and fired his rifle. With
the dropping of the man who had heaved

the brick all question

as to the shooting

capabilities of the

regulars was settled,

as was any doubt as

to the accuracy of

their aim
;
and these

two proven facts ex-

ercised a more dom-

inating and repres-

sive influence upon
the rioters than any

quelling force util-

ized.

The trailers and

scouts at last sighted

the camp and the

command was de-

bouched into a thick-

ly-wooded canon and

all jingling material

muffled or cached,

as were cached all

the supplies, etc.,

not absolutely neces-

sary for immediate

use. On the night of

May 6, 1877, the

command advanced

as close as expedient
to the camp of the

hostiles snugly en-

sconced on the Little Muddy—since known as

Lame Deer Creek—whose euphonious Indian

name was Arickreenah-Wachpahlah. The
scene was one not easily erased from one's

memory when, after an ascent to a hilly

pass—a frontier gazeebo
—the camp was per-

ceived spread along the banks of the tortuous

and wooded creek, the Indians pursuing their

"at home" vocations, serenely unconscious of

the propinquity of their disagreeable visitors

who would so briefly make such a strenuous

Lieutenant Hobart K. Bailey, Fifth
fantri/. Aide-de-Camp to Commanding General
District of the Yellowstone. (Now in Com-
mand of Porto Rico Provisional Infantry and
District at Porto Rico as Colonel.)

and unwelcome call upon them. The sky was

clear and the stars luminous, the air resinous

and balsamic (as it always seemed to be in

those unsophisticated days) and the low

murmurs from the camp, subdued by a light,

gray mist, made a bucolic scene fit for the

Ceorgics. But the apparent placidity did

not delude anyone into sticking his head far

above the screening rocks.

Early, very early, in the morning, when

the blue-black hue of night was still preva-

lent, the command attacked the slumbering

camp. Lieutenant

Casey, with his
scouts and the mount-

ed infantry, corralled

and held the pony
herd, and the occu-

pants of the camp—
after a very brief

combat — apparent-

ly dispersed into the

thickets and hills

contiguous to the
Little Muddy, an af-

fluent of the Rose-

bud.

General Miles, with

two s t a ff officers

White Bull and two

or three orderlies,

was some distance

ahead of the cavalry
column that was ad-

vancing through the

camp. At about the

center of the camp
two Indians — pan-

oplied in all the

bravery of war-bon-

nets, paint and gew-

gaws—came up and

commenced shaking

hands, which token

of. amity was naturally construed as a desire

to surrender and a preliminary to capitula-
tion. These two Indians were Lame Deer, the

chief, and Iron Star, the head-warrior of the

band of Minneconjoux Sioux that had ap-

parently been so summarily subjugated.
Pursuant to Miles' instructions, White Bull

entered into conversation with the visitors,

who had ere this dropped their Winchesters,
and quite an animated conversation ensued

for a few moments, when, like a flash, Iron
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Cnlonrl \tt.vnn A. Milea, Fifth Infantry.

Stiii- run to his Winchester, picked it np and

Brad tl White Hull, whom he missed. He
thru (trad three limes ut (ieneral Miles, who
*M distant hut n few paces from him, and

Idea x'lihui hud a clnser call than at that

time. Hut l:e looked Iron Star in the eyes
and as the latter would throw out the old

shell iiiul present the 1:1111 Miles would dodge.
The lirst shot tired killed one of Miles

-

,„•

clerli.-s just in rear of him; the other two
were simply close. Meanwhile Lame Deer
had started for his gun and while picking it

up one of the General's coterie tired at and
wounded him. The whole drama took but

I few moment.s to enact, and then l^ame Deer

and Iron Star dashed into a copse, and, fol-

knred by a number of bullets, attempted to

eeeepe up a hill on the riirlit.

The Indians then simultaneously appeared
fnin all sides, which would lend color to the

theory that the friendly demonstration of the

chief ami head-warrior had been but the in-

augural movement to the pre-arranged at-

tempt on the life of General Miles, which, if

successful, would have made the spontaneous
attack by the hidden savages and their con-

quest of the troops a comparatively easy
matter. Then ensued quite a spirited battle

at close quarters and during it Lame Deer
and Iron Star were killed, but not until they

had been literally filled with lead. On the

of the
acclivity they fought, assisting
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Colonel Edmund Rice, Nineteenth V. S. Infantry. Lieutenant Oscar F. Long, Fifth U. S. Infantry.

each other, despite their numerous and pain-

ful wounds, and now and again shouting

their savage, strident Sioux war-cry, an-

swered by White Bull and his companion

Cheyennes with "Shiv-e-i-e-yo-tsit Tah-nah-

ho" (charge on—kill them). The war-cry,

uttered amid such intensity of pain and the

surety of speedy death, typified the inherent

hate that will always burst forth, when oc-

casion offers, from the uncivilized against

the civilized peoples. Then a shout burst

from the soldiers, for Lame Deer had fallen
;

but not yet had he received his coup-de-grace,

for Iron Star helps him to his feet. It is

seen that his leg is badly hurt for he hob-

bles along with his gun as an improvised

crutch, his companion still helping him as

well as he can despite his own mutilation

and agony. It is only for a brief space, for

shortly Lame Deer and Iron Star both bite

the dust, to the last hurling defiance and

hate at their conquerors.
If the scene of the camp befitted a

Georgic, the stand made by these two Min-

neconjoux would not disgrace the Iliad.

And, as a memento of his courage, "Ante-

lope" Charley, a scout, scalped Lame Deer,

taking all the hair of the scalp with both
ears attached

thereto,
an unwonted trophy,

as the scalp usually is only the little scalp-

lock, about two and a half inches in diam-

eter, at the apex of the head.

While the leading spirits of the conflict

were thus translated to Se-ain (the happy
hunting grounds), General Miles and the

cavalry had been charging the Indians up
the breaks and chasing them far away from
the camp. The latter would make little

isolated stands and then there would be more

desperate encounters, during one of which

an Indian concealed behind a log took de-

liberate and careful aim and shot the hat

off one of the scouts, and the scout did n't

delay to retrieve his headgear. A fraction

of an inch and the gentlemanly scout would

have been a coadjutor of Lame Deer. As
a result of this dispersion of the Indians

the entire pony herd was captured, as was

the camp with its wealth of Indian bravery
and trophies. The Indians being set afoot,

had to travel to the nearest agency or to the

Cantonment and surrender. The tepees,

poles, meat supplies, etc., were burned, as

were all the garniture and finery not carried

away by the soldiers and scouts. Toward

evening Captain Dickey and the infantry
came up and a picket-line was formed

around the camp that maintained a steady
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Wolf Robe, Sant Arc Sioux Warrior. With Sittinp Bull.
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Tall Bear, Minneconjoux Sioux Medicine Man i.mi-yun-e-ve-tan').

Prom Copyrighted Photograph by L. A. Huffman.

fusillade during the night, keeping the In-

dians from creeping up on the pony herd

and stampeding it.

At the time the fight was in progress one

of the soldiers, leading a pack-mule loaded

with ammunition, was surrounded by In-

dians and thus cut off from the main com-

mand, which he had been at some little dis-

tance from originally. Realizing the desper-

ation of his position, he shot his horse, of

which he made a breastwork, and thence de-

fended himself until he was shot to death.

His body was found the ensuing day along-

side the dead horse, and the empty cartridge

shells eloquently testified to his brave defense.

Doubtless he could have escaped when h^

first perceived the Indians, had he abandoned

the pack-mule and ammunition; the Indians
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like scalps, but they were after the ammu-

nition, and securing that would very prob-

ably have preferred to make sure of its re-

tention and not bothered with the soldier.

But he stayed at his post, and this unknown
soldier sleeps in the valley of the Little

Muddy and the soldier of Hereulaneum is

hymned in song and lauded in story. "A

prophet is not with-

out honor, save in

his own country."
The next day the

command started on

its return trip with

quantities of the

$poKm opima of the

camp, and without

serious misadventure

readied t!;e Canton-

ment, notwithstaud

ing the desultory fir-

ing indulged in by
the Indians hovering

around the Hanks of

the command.

uiishai

ciirrcd to an in fan

try soldier. "Moss-

Agate Bill" was
llMltiug a captured
Indian pony ( with a

captured saddle and
bridle on her) and
t his soldier sug-

I that he should

ride the pony. Bill

assented, cautioning
him nl«uit -retting on
on the offside nnd also

advising him to keep
his legs swinging and

striking the flanks of

the mare, Indian fashion. The-walk-a-heap
(Indian name for infantry man) assented

and promised compliance.
The command was proceeding quietly

along, when from the rear arose quite
a racket and as it neared with it came
an Indian pony, thoroughly demoralized,
lariat trailing and whipping the air;

saddle between her legs, which, every few

jumps, she tried to kick into smithereens.

Smut Jackton, llalf-Brerd Indian, Who Killed
"Lame Deer," Renegade Blour Indian Chief,
at the Hnttle of Lame Deer Creek, Montana.
Kay, 1877.

It was "Toes," the Indian pony, and after

she had been recaptured and her negligee ad-

justed, Bill rode back with her to where the

infantry man was, and he presented a still

sorrier sight. In some manner he had excited

the disgust of the pony for, as told by his

narrative, she had first thrown him, then

kicked him, "and thifl, !«' .Jahcrs, she opined
h e r mouth and
tried to ate me up!"
Which incident may
corroborate the state-

ment relative to the

inherent Indian an-

tagonism to civilized

persons; its conta-

gion had spread to

the pony, and its

sporadic outbreak

made the pony a

woidd he dcmolisher

of a soldier. In jus-
tice to the pony, how-
ever, it must be con-

ceded that the soldier

could not ride any-

thing more animate

than a saw-buck, and
an Indian pony could

no more conceive of

a man or woman in

capable f riding
than it could deem
itself a Pegasus.

For many years
fter Mali -oh

mie was a trusted

and valuable scout

and trailer. He was

also one of the In-

dians who went over

the Custer battlefield

with General Miles ami Mrs. Colonel Samuel
I». Sturgis, when the latter was trying to

identify the remains of her boy, Second

Lieutenant James 0. Sturgis, Seventh Cav-

alry, killed with Custer, and the former was

receiving from some of the Indian partici-

pants in that slaughter an exact account of

the whole affair, from the initial foolhardy
attack of General Custer until his last stand

at the end of the historic "hog back."
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A Pair of Cousins

By William L. Finley

Photograph* from Lifr by Herman T. Bohlman

KNOW of no other two birds

so near akin that are so op-

posite in character and dis-

position as the robin and the

russet-harked thrush. As
scientists distinguish birds,

there is not much difference because both

are thrushes, except that the robin Ls attired

with in ik-Ii mure show, while the thrush lias

a modest brown dress. But this is the small-

est difference. In other ways they are dis-

tinctive types. F«>r spunk and audacity the

robin has it over most birds. The thrush

has none of this boldness. He flits around

in the bath trees and on the ground as if

he were trying to keep hid. He sings from
a thick clump, the robin from a tree-top.

The life of the thrush is pitched in a low

key. His best song is a vesper hymn with

a strain of sadness through it all. The
robin has a payer disposition; he is at his

best in a roDkking song of the morning.
Moth birds nest about my home, the robin

in the orchard, the thrush in the fir thicket

beyond. When I looked into the nest of the

robin, it made the owners tearing mad. They
dashed at me. "Help! Murder! Get out of

here or we'll knock our head off!" they

yelled. When I crawled into the thicket

where the thrush had her home she was more
offended than frightened. She held her dig-

nity and looked at me with an air that said,

"This is my home; you are intruding."
Of the eight hundred species of North

American birds, the robin is the most widely
known. No matter how limited a boy or

girl's knowledge is about birds, he knows the

robin when it arrives in the Spring and

begins to hunt worms on the lawn.

Perhaps no bird is so closely associated

with our every-day life as the robin. He
takes his chances with the cat about the door-

yard. He is a rural-life bird, but be doesn't

like the primitive forest. He can get better

nest -building material and better food wher-

ever man is and he stays near some house.

He likes a lawn in the Springtime, fur it

always holds a good supply of worms. Give

a robin plenty of lawn in the Spring and a

good cherry orchard in the Summer and he

tor nothing more, and you can 't get
rid of him. And he makes a picture in the

field. How his ruddy breast shows against
the green! He bops along for a few steps
and suddenly stands erect and still as if

thinking. Then his head turns to one side

in a pert way as he examines the ground and
listens. Down into the ground goes his bill

and he sits back and jerks a long worm
from its hole.

As the robin is widely known because of

his distinctive size, dress and habits, so the

thrush is known for his singing. "If we
take the quality of melody as a test," says
John Burroughs, "tha VOOd thrush, the her-

mit thrush and the veery thrush stand at

the head of our list of songsters."

Kvery bird lover has his favorite songster,
and it is often dillicult to say whether the

song of one bird surpasses that of another,

because bird aonaa are largely matters of

association and suggestion. At specific times

and places or under certain mental ft-olings

or emotions, I have felt bird music sink into

my memory to remain a lasting pleasure. I

can ne\ir foigal tin- nog of I Winter wren

I heard in the very heart of the forest. I

had tramped the whole day along the lonely
trail and the heavy woods seemed so de-

serted of birds. I had heard the call notes

of only two or three rare species. I dropped
down to rest a few moments, and was greeted

by a sprightly but plaintive little song that

seemed almost lost in the primeval solitude

of the woods. It was the Winter wren.

Few songs have thrilled me more than the

carolling of the robin at sunrise on a crisp

Spring morning as I have set out for a walk

in the woods. Yet this is not my favorite

MOf. The russet-backed thrush has a richer,

fuller melody. His song is one that "ranges
the whole scale of pure emotion." And it
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Two Young Robins on Edge of Nest. Robins Eat Lots of Cherries, but in Turn They Destroy
Many Cut Worms, Caterpillars and Insects.

comes best about dusk from the shaded

canons or the dark tree-covered lawns.

The nest in the fir thicket beyond the or-

chard was a typical thrush home. When I

crawled in under the thick, low-hanging
branches of the fir saplings, I almost put my
hand on the nest. The mother Ad not flush

till I shook the limb, and then she slipped

through the branches and gave a low whistle

that brought her mate. The nest was made
of moss and lined with leaves. I have never

found a thrush's nest that was not built

largely of moss. Moss is as essential to

the russet-backed thrush as mud to the robin

and lichens to the humming-bird.
Whenever I visited the thrush's nest I met

both the father and mother. They flitted

about the trees, watching me in silence. They
were always shy, and to me the shyness was
the truest indication of the fine natures they

possessed. They did not. relieve their feel-

ings by a great show and fuss as the robins

did. The robins were always unnecessarily

fussy and noisy. They are of plebeian stock
;

the thrushes are real patricians. Each time

the thrush mother came with food for her

young I saw her linger at the nest edge.

Many bird mothers are away as soon as they
have fed their young, but the thrush never

failed to examine her nestlings, and I often

saw her sit for several minutes at a time

looking at her babies and caressing them
with a real mother's love.

There are many tragedies in bird and ani-

mal life, but we rarely come upon them.

How often do we see a bird sick or dying?
The end is generally tragic and not from
natural causes. The weak fall as prey to

the strong, the sick bird dies from a cat or

some other animal. One day I was watching
a pair of yellow warblers in the orchard,

that were flitting about the vine-covered

fence. I think they were building a nest or

just about to build in the vicinity. The first

thing I noticed, the male paused on the

fence, fluttering his wings. His mate flew

down beside him. He tried to fly to the

limb of a nearby tree, but fell short and
wavered to the ground. The wife was right

beside him and chirping all the time. I went

nearer for a closer view. He lay flat on his

back, writhing in pain. I stooped to pick
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him up for he was dying. Ilia wife wag

on the fence scarcely ;i yard from my hand,

Bdgeting and calling to him. He died in

my liund. I laid him back on the ground;
his mate was by his side in an instant and

now as speechless as I. She didn't cry;

Sy birds can 't civ. but it was sadder

tor all that. It was dumb grind She stayed
about all day. waiting for her mate. 1 buried

him by the fence where he tell, stricken by
I know not what.

Birds sometimes meet with accidental

death. I once si» a swallow llv against a

telephone wire with such force that the bird

was killed instantly. Later in tl

after the thrushes were grown, I found the

body of a thrush hanging to the barb of a

wire fence down l»elow the orchard. The

wire ran straight across the top of a Eigne;
fence and the bird, in full Bight, had just

skimmed the top of the rail to go full force

into the wire before it was seen. The hurt*

had caught in the neck and the force had

swung the bird's body over the wire fr

below, looking it in a death grip.

I,ast Summer when I went out through the

orchard to examine the trees and see how

many bird homes I could find, I found many
of the same tenant- back, but for some rea-

son not as many robin families as usual. I

found only seven robin nests, while than)

cherry trees generally feed about a dozen

broods as well as furnishing stamping

ground for all the neighboring robin

half a mile around.

Two years ago an old robin built in an

apple tree two tOWI OTW from the cherries.

This year he planted his nest right in the

main crotch of the Im'sI Royal Ann tree.

The minute I swung up into the blanche- io

get some fruit I was pounced u|miii by two

angry robins. In two minutes they raised

such a cry of "Thief! Thief!" that all the

birds in the orchard were scolding me. It

looked as if I were shoot to loss my head

for taking my own chen

In a plum tree a short distance away I

found a nest that had been vacated a few

days before by a brood of four young robins.

Out of this I picked twenty seven seeds. On

aanVLaS
StU and Egf of tht Ituitl Backri Tknua.
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Fully Fledged Young Robin Resting on the Limb of a Choke-Cherry Tree. A Robin is Bold and
Grows Very Tame About the Dooryard. For This Reason Many Fall Prey to Cats.

the ground below the nest were a whole

handful of pits. But no one can begrudge
a few cherries in payment for the horde of

insects and worms destroyed by the birds.

I was standing in the backyard watching a

robin that came for string to build her nest.

I had wrapped a piece several times about a

limb to see whether the bird would use any
intelligence in unwinding it. I have always

been skeptical of some of the stories that

have been told of birds reasoning. For ex-

ample, one writer tells of an oriole that took

a piece of cloth and hung it on a thorn so

the thread could be pulled out. When the

cloth came loose, he said the bird refastened

it. Again, he has the bird tying knots in the

string to keep the ends from fraying in the

wind, or tying the sticks together to make
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Young R«*,rt-Backrd Thru.h In Wild Raspberry Bn^h
ThruMhe.Kpt

anmeRerrtr.and Fruit.

but Live Moetly on Worm*. Ineectt or Bug*. That They Find Under the leaves.

support f'>r the nest. But these are not

bird actions; they were evolved out of the

fertile brain of the writer.

Al soon as the robin spied the strinp she

thought it good for her nest. She lit M
the branch arid took it in her bill, and find-

ini: it oauirht. she pave it a hard tup. Twice

she started to fly away with it. but she pulled

up with a sharp jerk. She could see and

reason no further than the end of the twine.

Had she unfolded one or two wraps about

the limb the whole would have come loose.

A'.Miin and apain she t«»k a try at that strinp

with the same success, until she pot it tangled

about the leaves. Then I loosened

it and she carried it away. Birds do not

know how to use strinp, for it is new to

them. We often see cases where they gel

landed and hanp themsel\e«.

i;..bins often allow very great difference
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Russet-Backed Thrush at Home in Fir Tree. "I Almost Put My Hand in the Nest. The
Mother Did Not Flush Till 1 Shook the Limb."

in the matter of selecting a site for a nest.

I saw one nest built on an old rail fence a

foot from the ground, another in the side of

an old stump, another under a porch, while

the great majority of robins will select a tree

near a house and place the nest in a strong
crotch. The nest is generally built with

coarse sticks and strings on the outside and
a good cup of mud with an inner lining of

finer grasses. Yet I have sometimes found
robin nests with hardly a bit of mud.

Birds have a good deal of intelligence

when it comes to knowing their friends and

enemies. One of our neighbors had a robin

nesting in the orchard and it became very
fearless. Whenever the eat went near the

nest the robin darted at it and clipped it on

the back of the head and ears. And the

animal would beat a hasty retreat, for it

had often been whipped and taught not to

catch birds.

In another yard, where the blackbirds

nested in the cypress trees, they grew so

bold as to be almost vicious, for they had
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ni'Mi'il (here so long they thought they owned
the place and could exclude all intruders. If

inge person went near the nests while

they contained young, the old blackbirds be-

gan to scold and swoop from the upper
. giving the intruder a sharp rap on the

head. It furnished us lots of fun to see a

ttnage dag nosing around. In an instant

he got a clip on the ear and then another.

The birds struck and were away before he
> Id rrtiiliaic He would retreat and the

minute he turned his hack the birds were

after him. nipping his ears. The faster he

ran the better the chance for them to strike,

till they hustled him out of the yard and

down the street in a hurry.

In the Spring and Fall the robins often

assemble in a large grove every evening and

roost together. I discovered one of these

robin roosts at Berkeley, California. The
robins assembled each evening in a large

eucalyptus grova and spread out over the

country to forage during the day. This was
the last of February and the first of March.

Then the bints began to go north. loafer in

the Spring I have seen them do the same

thing when they reach their breeding
grounds in Oregon. They like a communitv

life.

One waning I went down to the eucalyptus

grOTC i" i-initit the robins. I went at live-

thirty, but was not early enough, for the

grove was then well populated with robins.

They were coming in singly and in small

flocks. In ten minutes I counted over three

hundred coming from the west. Then I

counted from the south and over six hun-

dred arrived in ten minutes. They kept eom-

iag continually from all directions until a

ipiarter after six, when most of the birds

were back. The grove was alive with them

just iH'fore six o'clock. They kept up a con-

tinual clatter, Hying from tree to tree, as if

talking with their neighbors over the events

of the day. In the center of the grove the

chirping and fluttering was so loud as to

shut off all sounds from the outside.

Many of the robins came from a long db
tancc, for they flew high. Sometimes as I

watched I saw them drop out of the sky.

They often were right above the grove be-

fore they seemed to sec it. I saw the t

speck in the blue and it would grow rapidly

larger until the robin drop) ad into the grove.
Sometimes I saw the birds fly clear past the

grove before they seemed to recognize the

place, then they would turn, fold their wings
and drop headlong. One day when it was

very windy they flew low, just over the

house-tops. Many would come in beating
their wings and making slow headway against
the wind, as if all tired out.

For several evenings I tried to count the

number of robins that came into the grove.
I estimated over six thousand were sleeping
there every' night.

I thought there would lie a grand chorus

in the morning when all these birds awoke,
so I went over before daybreak one morn-

ing. The n bins began to wake at the first

indication of dawn, and tbey began leaving
the trees immediately. There were no songs,

only a few robin calls as the birds departed
in singles ami in small flocks, as they had

come the evening before. And by five-thirty

the grove was vacant again.

The Struggle

By Sinclair Lewis

I long for love; yea, though it prison me—
Yet, oh the days of sea and endless skies!

I would be ever, infinitely free—
Vet. oh her lips, and oh her brooding eyes!



Western Affairs at Washington
Ey Ira E. Bennett

.THOUGH men will continue

to look at the next President

as through a glass darkly

until the night of Novem-

ber 3, 1908, when they will

recognize him clearly, events

bearing upon the outcome of that day are

of frequent occurrence and unfailing inter-

est. Some of them must be shadows of the

hereafter, and it is the habit of the acute

American mind to scrutinize the disguises

under which these events appear, in the hope
of piercing through them and thereby gain-

ing knowledge of what is to come.

Theodore Roosevelt has done more than

any other President, in times of peace, to in-

crease the importance of the Presidential

office. During a state of war the executive

gains power at the expense of the legisla-

tive branch, as Hamilton perceived; but none

of the expounders of the Constitution fore-

saw the developments of communication

which have made Americans able to under-

stand and instantly to express opinions upon
National questions as easily as if they were
seated around a table. These developments
have made such a democracy that the public
can concentrate its gaze upon one man and
demand of him immediate action in desired

reforms. He is able to ascertain public

opinion, and. having ascertained, it is forti-

fied when he executes its mandates. The
other powers are intimidated by the expres-
sion of public opinion, and are becoming un-
able to withstand the pressure of the execu-
tive will when it is backed by public opin-
ion. The Presidency is greater, more power-
ful, more potent for good and evil than it

has ever been before. The causes that have
made it greater will prevent it from losing

increased power. The selection of aits

President is, therefore, a more important act
than it used to be, and public interest in the

personalities and policies of candidates is

much greater.
A thoughtful observer of the workings of

government in Washington could not fail

to be impressed by the profound change

wrought by the increased prestige and power
of the Presidency. The people provided that

their will should be expressed through rep-
resentatives from every part of the country,
and the purse was given to these representa-
tives with which to make their will operative.

The sword of the executive and the scales of

justice were supposed to be idle until called

into action by the will of the people ex-

pressed by Congress, and supported by the

public purse. The current of initiative was
meant to flow from the people to Congress,
and from Congress to the Executive, the

Supreme Court being empowered to com-

pare the acts of Congress with the expressed
will of the people in order to determine

whether Congress had properly expressed
the people's will.

Now, however, the current has been re-

versed, and the initiative impulse reaches the

President and is impressed upon Congress.
Men who have been sent to Washington to

execute the popular will are terrified and
made powerless by the enormous concen-

trated power of the President. He ignores
the plea of Representatives and Senators

that they bear a command from some of the

people, and substitutes another command
from all the people, which they must heed.

The celerity with which the President may
communicate with all the people, the readi-

ness with which he may voice any passing
whim or caprice, the penetrating power of

public opinion concentrated in one man as

against 476 men, the fact that this man was

chosen by all the people, while the others

represent fractions of the population
—all

these influences combine to overturn the orig-

inal intention of the Constitution and

aggrandize the Presidency at the expense of

Congress.

Mr. Roosevelt has not hesitated to follow

up the advantage thus given for the sake

of accomplishing reforms deemed to be bene-
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Ooprrtcbt PboCocrapli bj Cllmdlmt.

Bmator-Slect Jotrph M. Dixon, of Montana.

laW by most of the people. His enemies

assert that he has enlarged the new channel

of power. His friends point to the good he

has done.

No one is more advanced than Mr.

Roosevelt in advocating an increase of the

National power. No one is more outspoken
than he in advocating reforms, to he accom-

plished either by exercising alleged latent

jiowers or by amending the Constitution.

This extract from his speech at Province-

town has not been matched by any other Re-

publican or Democrat who has been men-

tioned as a possible successor to Roosevelt:

The utterly changed conditions of our Na-

tional life necessitate changes in certain of

our laws, of our governmental methods. Our

federal system of government is based upon
the theory of leaving to each community, to

each state, the control over those things
which affect only its own members and which
the people of the locality themselves can best

grapple with, while providing for National

regulation in those matters which necessar-

ily affect the Nation as a whole. It seems to

me that such questions as National sover

eignty and state's rights need to be treated

not empirically or academically, but trom the

standpoint of the interests of the people aa a

whole. National sovereignty is to be upheld
Insofar as it means the sovereignty of the

people used for the real and ultimate good
of the people; and state's rights are I

upheld insofar as they mean the people's
rights.

When the Constitution was created none of

the conditions of modern business existed.
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Senator-Elect Harry H. Richardson,
of Delaware.

Senator-Elect Frank O. Briggs, of
New Jersey.

They are wholly new and we must create

new agencies to deal effectively with them.

. I believe in a National incorpora-

tion law for corporations engaged in inter-

state commerce. I believe, furthermore, that

the need for action is most pressing as re-

gards those corporations which, because they
are common carriers, exercise a quasi-public

function; and which can be completely con-

trolled, in all respects by the Federal Gov-

ernment, by the exercise of the power con-

ferred under the interstate-commerce clause,

and, if necessary, under the post-road clause,

of the Constitution.

I also hope that there will be legislation in-

creasing the power of the National Govern-

ment to deal with certain matters concerning
the health of our people everywhere.

I have spoken of but one or two laws which,
in my judgment, it is advisable to enact as

part of the general scheme for making the

interference of the National Government
more effective in securing justice and fair

dealing as between man and man here in the

United States.

A fair inference from these words is that

the President is in favor of amendment to

the Constitution in order that the National

Government may gain increased powers, and

that, if necessary to control the railroads,
the post-road clause of the Constitution
should be construed to confer full power
upon the Government to exercise such con-

trol. The public, which strives always to

condense matters into a single phrase, might
sum up Mr. Roosevelt's position thus: "Let

us bend or mend the Constitution to reach

the end we seek."

If this is a correct statement of Mr. Roose-

velt's purpose, and if the people ignore his

election-night declaration against a third-

term candidacy and place the augmented

powers of the Presidency in his hands, his

influence will be so vast that far-reaching

changes in the very structure of the Govern-

ment may be expected. He will have been

given greater powers than any President has

ever received in times of peace. The greater
the confidence, the greater the honor. The re-

election of Mr. Roosevelt would be a more

conspicuous honor to him than election to

the Presidency would be to any other man.

Little has occurred to throw light upon
the intentions of the people in respect to

Mr. Roosevelt. His own attitude is well

known, and has not changed since 1904. He
is not a candidate, and will not accept the

renomination if it is in his power to decline

it. It was reported early in September that

his son-in-law, Representative Longworth,
had made this remark in departing after a

visit to Honolulu :

"President Roosevelt will not become a

candidate for renomination unless the en-

tire country demands it. He has firmly made

up his mind to stick to this course."
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I'liulognuh tijr lUrrU * Clint.

Senator-Elect Jeff. Davit, of Arkania*.

From all surface indications a! Washing-
ton ami in the more important storm-cen-

!.i>, u ippwi diat Mr. Roosevelt intensely

M the election of William II. Tail, and

is doing all he can, in a discreet way, to far-

ther Taft's candidacy. The situation in

Cleveland, Ohio, assumes National impor-
tance early next month, when the voters will

he called upon to choose between Theodore

K. Burton and Tom Johnson for Mayor.
Barton was extremal} reluctant to enter into

the fight. He declared to Washington
friends less than ten days before his nom-
ination that nothing could induce him to en-

ter the municipal contest. It is universally
believed among politicians that Mr. Burton
was induced to enter the campaign against
his will. President Roosevelt, it is be-

lieved, commandeered the services of Burton
for the sake of aiding Taft in Ohio, on the

theory that with Tom Johnson eliminated,
Taft would make short work of the enemies
in his own party.

Whether correct in their estimate or not,

Republicans in the National arena are prac-

tically unanimous in the conviction that it

was a blunder to nominate Burton for Mayor
of Cleveland. They believe he will be in-

irloriously defeated by the rotund Democrat
who has heretofore swept everything before

him. If Burton should be defeated, it is

reasoned that his defeat will diminish the

President's prestige in Ohio, and perhaps

l'hc>lnicr>|ili by llarri. 4 Swing.

Benator-Hlf t Thomas II. l'aynter, of Kentucky.

lie a fatal blow to Taft. If this is not good
reasoning;, then the euUVMBB of the propo-
sition is not gonial ; that is, that the election

of Burton will immensely enhance the

chances of Taft, and open a way for Bur-

ton's elevation to the Governorship and

thence to the Senatorship as successor to

Foraker or Dick.

The West has had an opportunity recently
to meet and study 1'aft and Fair

hanks. Both were cordially received, as any
man will be in the West if he is of Presiden-

tial size. From all gossip that Hows hack

from the West, the inhabitants there seem
to lean toward the Secretary of War as the

proper successor to Boooovolt. Secretary
Taft's tour of the world will be watched

with keen interest by politicians, who are

already comparing his projrress with that of

Mr. Bryan. If these globe-t rotters should

become rivals for the Presidency, as now
seems probable, it will he a picturesque cam-

paign. One of its results may he a craze for

world touring by ambitious would-be Presi-

dents.

Astonishment is frequently expressed in

the East when it is shown that the West

is not only quite familiar with the qualities

of Governor Hughes, of New York, but is

attracted by him to a remarkable degree.
The extent of the WT

eat's willingness to sup-

port Hughes for President is not determin-

able, of course, at this time, but the evi-
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Where the Steamer May "Turn Around." Laird's Landing, Looking^ North Over Lower Lake,
Oregon. Sixty Thousand Acres of Tule Lands.

dence is strong that his popularity is great
and increasing. He is the second choice of

innumerable Republicans, East and West.

If he should be made first choice at the Na-
tional convention, Republicans everywhere,
unless appearances are deceitful, would sup-

port him with enthusiasm.

Thirteen newly elected United States Sen-

ators are yet to take the oath of office. Five

of them are from the West—William E.

Borah, of Idaho; Jonathan Bourne, Jr., of

Oregon; Norris Brown, of Nebraska; Joseph
M. Dixon, of Montana, and Simon Guggen-
heim, of Colorado. The remaining eight are

John H. Bankhead and Joseph F. Johnston,
of Alabama; Frank 0. Briggs, of New Jer-

sey; Jefferson Davis, of Arkansas; Thomas
H. Paynter, of Kentucky; Harry H. Rich-

ardson, of Delaware; Isaac Stephenson, of

Wisconsin, and Robert L. Taylor, of Ten-

nessee. Some of these have achieved great-

ness, and some have had greatness thrust

upon them—if by "greatness" is meant a

seat in the Senate, whether the incumbent
fills it or not.

Three of the Westerners who are coming
to the Senate are young men of pith and

achievement. They are Borah, Dixon, and

Brown. It is only fair to Senator Borah to

remark that while he is under indictment for

alleged complicity in land frauds in Idaho,
he is entitled to a suspension of judgment
until his trial is concluded. Especially is

this true if the indictment was procured for

the purpose of destroying him, as has been

asserted. A significant feature of Borah's

case is that public men here who are squeam-

ishly careful to refrain from touching pitch
for fear of defilement have not hesitated to

give full faith and credit to Borah, believ-

ing him innocent. They did not conduct

themselves thus toward Senator Mitchell or

Senator Burton of Kansas, or even Senator

Depew when he was temporarily under a

cloud.

Mr. Borah's career was highly creditable,

from every point of view, up to the hour of

his indictment. He had worked his way
upward from poverty and obscurity and was
about to enter upon an enlarged field of

endeavor, at an age when youth had not lost

its vigor nor failed to lose its cocksureness.

He faced the prospect of a long and con-

spicuous public career. His acknowledged

ability ought to have been too politic to per-

mit him to sacrifice his life's ambition for

the sake of a few tricky dollars. Public

men who have met Borah and discerned in

him the makings of a leader are loath to be-

lieve that their judgment is at fault. They

cling to the belief that he was at least too

shrewd to trade his future for quick money.

So, because they respect both his hard-earned

reputation and his mental strength, they are

not inclined to accept the indictment of Mr.

Borah as proof that he is guilty of crime.

Joseph M. Dixon, of Missoula, who suc-

ceeds "the richest man in the world" as Sen-
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atot from rfrnton*, ro|ni<iili the new era

in tliat state. It is the era of agriculture,
i~ distinguished from the old mining age.
The agricultural population of .Montana now
Bmdi the mining |>o|nilation, and is rap-

idly drawing ahead. Mr. Dixon, whether

designedly or not, became the spokesman of

the irrigation and agricultural interests long
a:.'". Hi' is well known in Washington. I

course, where he has served in several BM
Voaa i.i Congress as Representat!

His —idllilj in stinking irrigation
and land questions made him valuable to the

leaders ot ('.ingress and the President, lie

was never mixed in any deals. He made a

great impression upon President Roosevelt

in the tight for the preservation of the rights

uf the Indians.

"Joe," said Mr. Roosevelt, "I want to con-

stitute you my conscience in all Northwest-

ern Indian affairs. See that the rights of

the Indians are protected."
lit is given to Mr. Dixon, more than

tu any other man. for the two reclamation

I injects that are to work such beuetits to

Montana—the Huntley and Sun River proj-

About *!UWO,000 will be expended

by the Reclamation Service on these works.

Dixon was indefatigable in pursuing the

executive officials until he had obtained the

assurance that these projects would be taken

up and completed.

This new Senator is forty years of age.

He was born in North Carolina, of Quaker
stock the lineage and birthplace of Speaker

Cannon. The Speaker has kept a fatherly

eye ii|m.ii his young friend from Montana,

irieatly to the young statesman's advantage.
The prospect before Senator Dixon is singu

larly bright, and he will go contrary to a life

of honest and successful endeavor if he does

not make a useful Senator.

Another new and fresh face among the

reverend seigniors of the Senate is that of

Norris Brown, of Nebraska. lie is forty
four years of age, but does not look it. His

hair and eyes art' dark, his form siilliciently

rotund to hint of optimism, and his addn-ss

is easy and attractive. Hi is a native of

Iowa, and went to Nebraska in L888, Milling
at Kearney. He worked along as a lawyer.

finally reaching the office of Attorney
eral of the state, when he DOgU to attract

wide attention by his vigi rona light to Com
the big railroads to pay their taxes. It was
this fight which elected him United States

Senator. He won the fight in the lower

courts, and when the railroads appealed to

ihe United States Supreme Court he came to

Washington and continued the fight. Mean-
while he was abated Senator to succeed Jo-

seph II. Millard. Senator Brown is de-

scribed sometimes as "another Burkett."

which is a compliment to him and his col-

league, Senator Burkett. With these ener-

getic young Senators, Nebraska will occupy
a more important place in the Senate than

she has held for many years past.

None of the newly-elected Western Sen

ators has attracted as much attention as

Adami' Tule Cut, From Lower Klamath Ixikr to White iMke, honking Sortheatt. Thr Channel
of a Bcrrtc Propeller Which Navigate* the Tule [sikrt Snt an Irrigation Hitrh,

but a Region Where, After Drainage, Irrigation Will He Carritd On,
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Jonathan Bourne, Jr., of Oregon, who has

been a fighter from the day he sailed from

New Bedford in his father's whaling ships

as a common sailor. He was wrecked off

the Island of Formosa, and fought his way
ashore. He landed in Oregon in 1878,

fought for a living and a legal education,

and has been more or less embroiled in pleas-

ant tumults ever since. Action and excite-

ment are the breath of life to this descendant

of the Cape Cod Croesus, old Jonathan

Bourne. Young Jonathan is a bigger chip

than the old block. He is credited with a

bigger fortune, more pugnacity, and a better

developed gift of scenting trouble.

told Secretary Loeb that a fund of $5,000,-

000 was being subscribed by rich men

throughout the country with which to defeat

Roosevelt for re-election and to destroy his

policies. The source of the story was uni-

versally believed to be the White House.

Senator Bourne, at any rate, was not

charged with making it public, and Senator

Penrose has made no claim to its authorship.
From this incident arose the phrase, "rich

men's conspiracy," which is likely to be

heard during the ensuing campaign.
Senator Bourne's second successful repre-

sentation of Ajax defying the limelight was
when he began his unique series of inler-

Looking West From a Point Five Miles South of Merrill, Oregon, Showing a Portion of the
Lower Klamath Lake, a Lake Proposed to Be Drained and Reclaimed.

Sagebrush Lands Surround It.

Although Senator Bourne has not begun
to play his part in the National theater, he
has drawn the limelight by two diverting

preludes. The first was the now famous din-

ner he gave at the Shoreham Hotel in Wash-
ington, at which Senator Boies Penrose, of

Pennsylvania, and Secretary Loeb, among
others, were present. Newspaper cor-

respondents who frequent the White House
astonished their readers a few months ago
by publishing, simultaneously and identi-

cally, a. story to the effect that Senator
Bourne's voluptuous wine had unlocked the

tongue of Senator Penrose, and that he had

views with himself in which he declares that

President Roosevelt cannot and dare not re-

fuse to accept another Presidential term if

the people shall call upon him to serve. "A
second elective term" is the discriminating

language of Senator Bourne, who waves
aside the miserable technicality of a third

term. Why should not Theodore Roosevelt
be elected twice to the Presidency? asks

Jonathan Bourne. Echo has replied only
with tantalizing questions.
Simon Guggenheim, who succeeds Thomas

M. Patterson as Senator from Colorado, was
born in Philadelphia, December 29, 1867. He
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is the youngest man in the Senate, and per-

haps the richest. Efa is the next to the

youngest KB of M _t-riheini.
-

immigrant, who came over in the steerage in

having us fellow-voyager Barhara

. wlifi married him in 1853.

vere born to them, and three daughters,
the sons being [aaae, Daniel, Ifurry, Bolo-

.'iH.ii. Benjamin, Simon and William. The

enuntry is fairly well aei|iiainteil with the

rise of il leims; how Meyer ped-
dled shoe polish, learned how it was manu-
factured. Iiegan tuakitiLT it, and prospered;
bow he .sold embroidery, then manufactured
and imported it, and prospered more; how

<:is began to join him in the embroidery
business; how he took hold of a Colorado

silver mine in order to save an investment,

tubed mining, went into smelt inir ores, and
started his boys in tlie mining business; and
how the Amerieu Bmelting and Seflning

Company— the Smelting Trust—the
"

geiiheims" -grew into a mighty concern,

with its grip reaching through the West.

'. and into Africa.

Sin enheim is slight of build,

qniek of manner, and decisive of speech.

purely a business man. The change
was made that he bought the Senatorship
and paid what he thought it was worth to

him. as a business transaction. He denies

the charge, and says that his position in

Colorado brought him the honor; and that

he has cast from him any business connee-

that would conflict with his data

a Senator. Guggenheim will not set the

Potomac on fire with statesmanship or elo-

quence. He has too much sense to try such

x|K'riment. He may prove to lie an

effective legialator, for all that, and his ambi-

tion to make a name for himself and his race

pride may go far to ameliorate the harsh

prejudgment of the public. The Senate is

not, however, a oougauiaJ place for him, and
cannot lie. Alter the novelty of it has worn

off, it is probable that Mr. Guggenheim will

turn to business affairs with more zest than

ever, as being the proper Held for his energy
and constructive ability.

genheim nd to be worth up-
wards of a hundred millions. language be-

- dissolute when it deals with the for-

tunes of Americans, and especially .'

who are members of the Senatorial

Millionaires' Club. The reader is free to fix

the amount of Guggenheim's fortune at

whatever he pleases. The Smelting Trust ia

said to l>e able to .scratch up ?.">00,000,000

at a pinch, and Simon is one of the seven

who are the Trust. The
looker-on in Washington is not left in doubt

of the fact that some Senators are \cry

rich, hut there is no such lavish display as

in New York or at the Summer lion .

the triple gilded rich. Since William A.

Clark, of Montana, has left the Senate it is

probable that Mr. Guggenheim will be re-

garded as the richest man in that body. Sen-

ator Klkins is supposed to be worth $20,000.-

000; Senator Aldrich, Senator Nixon of Ne-

vada and Senator Kean, $10,000,000 apiece;
Senator I'r .tor $7,000,000, and a dozen

other Senators are believed to lie worth more

than $3,000,000 each. Senator Nixon was

Credited with being worth a million last Sum-

mer; this Fall he is believed to be able to

turn his mining and other pl'Opartiee into

$10,000,000 cash. So much for the sunny
side of mining, where Simon Guggenheim.
has basked since he was twenty-one.

"I am not going to rent Tom Walsh's

or make any other great display while

1 am in Washington." said Mr. Guggenheim
recently in an interview. "1 simply intend

to perform my duties as a Senator to the

best of my ability."

The motto of the elder Gnggenncim waa:

"Make money, but dont trample on the

graves of your fellow-men to do it."

Jeff Da ikansas, nephew of the

Confederate President, will lie sworn in as

a United States Senator with Simon Gug-
genheim, of Colorado. Jeff l>a\i-

the Senate, as he has said himself, "to make
a row." "When I get to the Senate there

will be something doing," he said. "No man
made a million dollars honestly. To

accumulate that vast sum he must trample

upon the heads ami hearts of his fellow

creatures. There are too many millionaires

in the That lx>dy needs a shaking-

up, and when I get there 1 will help to do

the sliaki'

It may be just as well, therefore, to •

-ion of millionaire Senators until after

Jeff Ha vis has dealt with them.

Jeff Davis is venomously hated by his

political opponents. They describe bin

demagogue of the most dangerous type. He
sniffs at them. He ia a genius in finding and
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participating in trouble, while Jonathan
Bourne is merely talented in that direction.

Jeff Davis has been in gun plays and physi-
cal encounters without number. He refused

to eat at the same table with President

Roosevelt, openly advocated the lynching of

negroes, and otherwise drew attention to

himself while he was Governor of Arkansas.
He is a warm friend of "Fiddling Bob" Tay-
lor, of Tennessee, who will also take his seat

in the Senate next month. Taylor's oppon-
ent was Edward W. Carmaek, who sought
re-election. In January, 1906, Jeff Davis

challenged Carmaek to fi^lit with any kind

of weapons, at any distance, not because he

had anything against Carmaek, but because

he wanted to do a friendly turn for Bob
Taylor. In order to induce Carmaek to

enter the arena, Jeff Davis provoked him by
such references as this: "I am willing to

take on any man's fight if I can assist the

man who champions the cause of the com-
lin.n people against the would-be aristocrat

who represents the high-collared roosters,
and is himself the red-combed cock of the

barnyard." Carmack's auburn locks may
have shaken with anger when he learned

what Davis had said, but there was no duel.

"Fiddling Bob" Taylor is known every-

where, of course. His campaign against his

brother Alf for the Governorship of Ten-

nessee made them both renowned. Alf was
an eloquent speaker, while Bob could coax

more rhapsody from catgut than any other

minstrel south of Hudson's Bay. Alf was

not a good "mixer" with the poor whites,

while Bob never failed to bring down the

house with "Turkey in the Rye-Straw."
When a mob hooted Alf, Bob faced the

leader and shouted : "Leave that man alone,

you scoundrel ! He is my brother, and if

you touch him you 've got to fight me !" Bob
was elected, of course, and re-elected. He
wanted to come to the Senate, but was beaten

five times. Finally he defeated Carmaek in

the primaries, and he comes to Washington
with his fiddle in December.

The other new Senators are not expected

to attract much attention. Isaac Stephen-

son, who will succeed John C. Spooner, of

Wisconsin, is seventy-eight years old and

worth $10,000,000, which he made in lum-

ber. He is the wealthiest man in Wiscon-

sin. He will serve only a short time, and is

not to be re-elected, according to the present

programme. Thomas H. Paynter, of Ken-

tucky, successor to Joe Blackburn, is a born

Kentuckian, a good lawyer, a former mem-
ber of Congress, and recently Chief Justice

of the Kentucky Court of Appeals. He is

a rotund, pleasant-faced, affable gentleman.

Joseph F. Johnson, of Birmingham, Ala-

bama, succeeds the lamented and venerable
Senator Pettus. Mr. Johnson served four

years as Governor of Alabama. He is an
ex-Confederate soldier. After practicing
law and becoming a banker, he engaged in

steel manufacturing, and is accounted one of

the solid citizens of the rapidly growing
Southern state.

Frank O. Briggs was Treasurer of New
Jersey and chairman of the Republican state

committee when he was picked out to defeat

Senator Dryden. He accomplished the feat

after a memorable struggle. He is connected
with the Roebling Company, at Trenton. He
is a graduate of West Point Military Acad-

emy, and served in the Army for several

years, resigning as a Lieutenant in 1877.

Another business man who will come to the

Senate is Harry A. Richardson, of Dela-

ware, who succeeds J. Frank Allee. Mr.
Richardson was born in 1853 in Dover, and
has lived there ever since. His father

founded a canning company, the Richard-
son & Robbins Company, which does a large
business in canning meats and vegetables.
The new Senator is a partner in the busi-

ness. He is also interested in gas, insurance,

telephones and banking.

Swamp-Land Bedamatian.

Public attention is being directed with

quiet but steadily increasing insistence to

the plan for the reclamation of swamp lands

by the Government. A bill introduced by
Senator Flint, of California, at the last ses-

sion of Congress will be offered again this

Winter, and around, it will be centered the

efforts of the advocates of swamp-land rec-

lamation. This bill is framed to some ex-

tent on the lines of the Arid Land Reclama-

tion Act. It provides^ that a fund shall be

raised from the sales of public lands in cer-

tain states—excluding arid-land states, of

course—for the purpose of reclaiming swamp
lands. The fund is to be a revolving one,

the owners of lands to repay the Government

in installments, as is done under the Recla-

mation Act. The bill also appropriates $2,-
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000,000 outright for the purpose of expedit-

ing the work pending the accumulation of a

fund from land .-alee.

There is a distinct difference between the

swamp-laud and the arid-land problems
from a legal point of view. The Govern-

ment itself owns most of the arid lands

whether these lands are in territories or

states, and is empowered to deal with them

as it sees fit. Hut it ceded the swamp land*

to the states in which they are situated, and

no longer controls them, either physically or

li-'.'i-lativrlv. Opposition to the Flint drain-

age bill has been manifested on the ground
that the Government cannot go into the

states and drain private or state lands. This

objection is answered by the statement that

the Government is now dealing with indi-

viduals and organizations in the arid-land

country, and could do so in the swamp-land

country just as legally. Still, the fact that

the Government owns no swamp lands itself

is believed to be a handicap upon the propa-

ganda.
The practical benefit to be derived from

the drainage of the swamp lands cannot l.«>

overlooked. There are about 50,000,000
acres of swamp lands affected by the Flint

bill, and if these lands were drained they
would become very valuable. It is asserted

that the wealth of the country would be in-

creased several billions of dollars, while

homes would be provided for T2,000,000 per-
sons.

ral arguments are advanced in favor

of Federal control of swamp-land reclama-

tion, aside from the overshadowing argu-
ment that the United States Treasury has

money enough to do the work. It is sug-

gested that drainage questions often involve

two or more states. The swamj>s of M -

souri cannot be drained, for example, with-

out flooding Arkansas, unless works are con-

structed having reference to the situation in

iMith states. Again, it is said that the navi-

gability of rivers and the control of floods

are affected by drainage. Swamps being nat-

ural reservoirs of flood waters, there would

be sudden overflows at flood season if the

swamps were prevented from acting as

sponges. Thus, the levees in the Yazoo delta

might be overtopped and swept away if the

swamps above were no longer permitted to

absorb the floods of the Mississippi. Rut if

the Government were to assume control of

the swamps and convert some of them into

reservoirs, say in Upper Minnesota, the Mis-

sissippi might be kepi navigable even dur-

ing low-water season by having the excess

turned in from the swamp-reset
This invades the tield occupied by the In-

land Waterways Commission, and is held to

be, therefore, strictly a Federal question.
The Klamath Lake country presents an

interesting combination of irrigation and

drainage. miation Service is drain-

ing a tule lake or marsh of its standing
. and will then conduct water thirty

miles and place it upon the lake bed, the

process being merely putting just enough
where too much had been. The change will

convert a shallow lake into one of the most
fertile regions in the United States. There
are other places where Irrigation and drain-

age are closely allied. Senator Flint has

provided in his bill that drainage work shall

Ih- done by the Heclai 3) rviee, anc

there is wisdom in the plan. By reversing
its professes, the Reclamation Service can
draw water off of lands instead of putting
water upon them. It Ls much cheaper, of

course, to cut drainage ditches than to build

irrigation canals; and once drained, the work

is finished. Many of the inchoate drainage
districts could be drained and the lauds set-

tled upon and crops raised within two years.
The swamp and overflowed lands in I

forma are susceptible of immense returns if

drained and cultivated. The lower reaches

of the Sacramento ami aquin are

reckoned among the richest lands of the

world. Over $17,000,000 has ben eM >cnded

by the state, counties and individuals in as-

sociations in the sttempt to control the fhxid

waters of the two rivers and reclaim the

lands. The money has been practically

thrown away on account of the lack of any

comprehensive plan of action. Ijcvees have

been built at enormous cost snd labor only
to be washed out because other localities have

not |terfonucd their duty. Vast stretches of

land are now covered with tulea which might
have been producing long ago. The settle-

of the country is retarded because of

the inability of the state and local authori-

ties to grasp the problem and master it.

The California swamp and overflowed land

situation is used as an illustration of the

failure of states to accomplish internal im-

provement* on a great scale. Politics and
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partisanship thwart the efforts of really best method of fighting the new scheme. If
earnest men, and changing administrations the irrigation law could be knocked out there

bring changing plane. would be no hope for a drainage law. The
While the bulk of the swamp lands are in West will, of course, keep its eye on the

the East and South, the West cannot afford advocates of the drainage bill to make sure

to ignore the drainage question on account of that they will make no attempt to divert

its intimate relation to irrigation. The the Reclamation Fund to the drainage of

subtle assaults that have been made upon the swamps, as was attempted in North Da-

constitutionality of the Reclamation Act kota.

might be powerfully supplemented by the A National Drainage Congress will be
enemies of the drainage plan, if they should held at Baltimore, November twenty-fifth to

reach the conclusion that this would be the twenty-seventh, inclusive.

Note.—Since Mr. Bennett's article was written Senator Borah has been acquitted in
the United States Court at Boise, Idaho.

The Song of the Saddle

By Charles B. Clark, Jr.

When my trail stretches out to the edge of the sky,

Through the desert so empty and bright;
And I'm countin' the miles, as they go crawlin' by,

And a-hopin' I'll get there by night;
Then my hawse never speaks through the long, sunny day

But the saddle, he sings in his creaky old way—
Easy—easy

—
easy
—

For a temperit gait aint a crime.

Let your mount hit it steady, but give him his ease,
For the sun hammers hard and there 's never a breeze.

We kin get there in plenty of time.

When I'm after some critter that 's hit the high lope
And a-spurrin' my hawse till he flies;

While I'm watchin' the chances for throwin' my rope
And a-winkin' the sweat from my eyes,

Then the leathers, they squea with the lunge and the swing,
And I work to the livelier tune that they sing

—
Reach 'im! Reach 'im! Reach 'im!

If you lather your hawse to the heel.

There 's a time to be slow and a time to be quick
—

Never mind if its rough and the bushes is thick.

Pull your hat down and fling in the steel !

When I've rustled all day till I'm achin' for lest

And I'm ordered the night-guard to ride,

With the tired little moon sinkin' low in the west
And my sleepiness fightin' my pride;

Then I nod and I blink at the dark herd below
And the saddle, he sings, as the hawse paces slow—

Sleepy
—

sleepy
—

sleepy
—

We was ordered a close watch to keep,
But I'll sing yon a song in a drowsy old key;
All the world is a-snoozin', so why should n't we?

Go to sleep, pardner mine, go to sleep.
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The Dramatic Season in New York

Novelties and Prospects

By William Winter

BE dramatic season in New
York lias opened earlier than

usual this war. Daring
August ami September the

metropolis was overrun with

travelers, some of them vi>-

the country, others birds of

passage returning from Kuroi>e. The great

city has become a Summer resort and the

presence in it of a Urge ll>at injr population
is naturally propitious, to theatrical busi-

ness. Furthermore there is a large amount

of money invented in New York theatrical

enterprise
—that insubstantial pursuit which,

according to a Meant sapient judicial de-

cision, is neither trade nor commerce—and

theatres are so numerous and so expensive
that it would be financially disastrous to

allow tliem to remain closed for any con-

siderable lenirth of time. The tendency BOW
is toward the policy of beeping "the shop"

open all the year round, and. in some eases,

to tbe "continuous performance." One the-

atre, the Savoy, has not been closed at all-

Mr. (icor'.-e Hroadhurst's strong, inter

and significant play called "The Man of the

Hour," produced on 1> vnber 10. 1006, hav-

ing held the stage without interruption BUMS
that time.

All the theatres in the city are now open,

and entertainment of many kinds is abun-

dantly provided. Revivals have been effected

of several dramas that were popular and re-

munerative last year, among them being
at Divide" and Mr.

Belasco's "The Bom of the Kancho." Mine.

Alia Xa/imo\a has repeated her success in

the indelicate comedy of "Cantata

<|tiette," a flimsy fabric of bad taste, sensuous

feeling, and millinery, afid has supple,
that indelicate and ill-bred exhibition with

Ibsen"- n of conversation, called

"The Master BnOder." Man Ekanor Hob-

son, an actress who is emerging from tin

dition of crude talent, has reappeared in the

I'.ret llartc story of "Salon

Grace much cheered by her •

success in London, has made her re-entrance

in an adaptation of Bardotfa "l>

and reproductions have ueeiUTsd of various

hybrid farces—partly prattle and partly
warble- su.h as "The Orekid," "The Lit

tie Cherub," "The Ham Tree," and "Mile.
• •." Among the new or revamped

pieces of the moment are "The Time, the

and the Cirl," "The Alaskan." A
Hired Girl's Millions." "The Ladv From

•The Follies £ 1007," '••-'

Knights Wat l!..ld." -The Bonnd rp.""The
Other Honsn," -Mv Wife." "Anna K

nina," "The Dairy Maid-." "The Ran
"Tbe M "The Man on the Case,"
"Classmates" and "The Thief." Some of

those pieces are likely to make their way
into the VTest ; others will be snuffed out.

The conspicuous players of the moment are
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Mr. Henry Miller, Mr. John Drew, Mr.

Francis "Wilson, Mr. J. L. Finney, Mr.
1 Justin Farnum, Mr. Robert Edeson, Mr.

Kyrle Bellew. Miss Virginia Harned, Miss

Margaret Illington, Miss Frances Starr, Miss

Grace George, Miss Elsie Leslie, Miss Doro-

thy Donnelly, Miss Eleanor Robson, Mine.

Alia Nazimova, and Miss Margaret Anglin.
It would be a waste of time to expend

much thought or many words upon any of

the immediately current new plays. Mr. Au-

gustus Thomas stands foremost, at this

time, among American dramatists, but his

drama of "The Banger" is a "tailor-made"

composition, designed to tit the professional

ability and requirements of Mr. Dustin

Farnum, an actor who first made himself

known in "The Virginian" and whose vein is

that of the picturesque cowboy or prairie

scout. In "The Ranger," which somewhat

resembles "The Rose of the Rancho," Mr.

Farnum has impersonated a captain of

Texas Rangers, who discomfits a rascal, the

superintendent of a gold mine in Mexico,
and twice saves the imperilled life of a hand-

some heroine—showing himself to be a man-

ly, kindly, expeditious, charming young man,

worthy of the woman's love, which eventually
he wins. The piece contains a pretty love

scene and an episode" of beleaguer; its inci-

dents are numerous, and its investiture of

Mexican scenery is agreeable. The drama
of "Anna Karenina" is based on Mr. Tol-

stoi's novel of that name, of which it is a

sort of paraphrase. The theme is unpleas-

ant; the spirit feverish; the effect depress-

ing
—as readers of the novel readily under-

stand—and no good is imparted by it. Anna
Karenina, unhappily married to John Lason,
becomes infatuated with a blackguard named

Cronsky, and, after an experience of much
misery, she committs suicide by leaping in

front of a railroad train. Pills of that kind
should be kept for private consumption. No
salutary effect can ensue from ringing

changes upon the endless, hackneyed, tedious

theme of unhappiness in the married state.

Miss Virginia Harned has had ample ex-

perience on the stage, without at any time

rising above the level of respectable medioc-

rity. In "Classmates" two young men, who
have been fellow-students in boyhood, are

opposed, in manhood, as lovers of one and
the same girl, and eventually the nobler, and
therefore the more magnanimous, of the

rivals, under desperate circumstances, in an

arid region, saves his opponent's life and so

eventually he prospers in the course of true

love. The paragon in that case has been pre-
sented by Mr. Robert Edeson, an actor who
first attracted attention by a bit of sincere

acting in a play called "The Climbers," and

who, since then, has been occupied in presen-
tation of stalwart, rugged, prompt and gen-
erous youth. Mr. Francis Wilson has made
a hit in a farce called "When Knights Were

Bold," which seems to have been prompted
by "The Road to Yesterday," of which, sub-

stantially, it is an imitation. The reader

of Thackeray will remember the clever skit

on "Ivanhoe," written by that great novelist

and satirist. The spirit of Mr. Charles Mar-
low's farce is remotely kindred with the

mood of that travesty. Sir Guy de Vere, im-

personated by Mr. Wilson, has a dream, and,
in the backward abyss of seven centuries,
he becomes a knight, in armor which he can-

not manage, and, discarding which, he de-

feats his iron-clad enemy by a deft use of his

fists. That piece of foolery has gained im-

mediate favor, and it bids fair to endure

throughout the season. The musical comedy
of "The Lady From Lane's" is a recon-

structed version, by Mr. George Broadhurst,
of an earlier farce of his, entitled "The

Wrong Mr. Wright." A revival has been
effected of the touching short play, in its

musical form, of "Mine. Butterfly." The
more important coming events of the new
season are the opening of Mr. Belasco's new
theatre, called The Stuyvesant, with Mr.
David Warlield in a new drama, called "A
Grand Army Man," and the production, by
Miss Henrietta Crosman, of a new play on

the subject of "The Pilgrim's Progress."
Mr. James O'Neil, so long associated with

the character of the Count of Monte Cristo,
has reverted to the field of dramatic art in

which he originally gained a valuable

prestige, and has successfully revived the

noble tragedy of Virginius, and has given a

powerful and pathetic performance of the

Roman Father—a magnificent part, associ-

ated with vivid memories of Macready, tor-

rest, Brooke, Davenport, and McCullough.

Bichard Mansfield.

The most important event of the year
—

and its most calamitous event as affecting the

welfare of the American stage
—is the death
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of Richard Manstield. In writing an earlier

paper far this magazine I had it in mind to

say that he would oarer .; for, sit-

ting by his bedside, in New fork, on May
lo, tin- day before be boarded the m. .unship
to sail for England, I felt, instinctively,

that the hand of death was upon him; and
when I took leave of him, outwardly •

fill but inwardly grieved, 1 had a present i-

ment that we should meet no more. It is,

however, both wise and natural to ho|>e for
the U-st, and there!...'. 1 [H ilBB lllll myself
to believe, and BO intimated, that his retire-

ment was not tinal. Hi.•haul Manstield died

at his seaside home in New London, Conn.,
on Friday morning, August SO, in the fifty-

third year of his age, and oo September 2
his remains were laid in the grave, in a

private eemetery, near to his former dwell-

ing. His death u deeply dej lored by his

intimate friemls (they were few in number
ami they dearly loved him), ami I

public likewise seems sensible of a serious

loss. That loss will be more deeply felt as

time glides away/
1 and as the abeam

Richard Mansfield's inspiring influence upon
our stage becomes more and more obvious.

There are a few pood actors hit. but there

is no one, whether man or woman, now on

our stage, who manifests the bold initiative,

the incessant intellectual activity, the in-

trepid spirit, the originality, and the in-

domitable endurance and force of will that

have animated and signalized Richard Mans-
ticl.l's remarkable career. He was a great
actor. He possessed intellect, imagination,

feeling, humor, the faculty of imi>crsonation.
and the power of expression, and his forces

were under absolute artistic control. His

.mlages were a certain occasional

phlegmatic inertia and a lack of imp
stature. On the other hand, he had a keen
instinct as to character, a quick sen

dramatic effect, a comprehensive and re-

tentive memory, intense ardor, and a copious
and splendid voice—which he knew how to

use. He had been well educated; he was skil-

ful as a painter, a musical composer, a

pianist, a playwright, and a miscellaneous

writer; his experience had made him ae-

cpiainted equally with poverty ami riches; he

knew- the world; and alike by ability and

training he was fitted to play a great part
in the wide and various scene of busy life

from which he has been so cruelly taken.

There are actors who live and labor only
for self-gloritication, and there are actors

who strive to accomplish tine things because

they are tine and because they are beautiful
and helpful to society. Richard Manstield

was, by nature, an actor of the latter class.

He had a profound and intense love ..t

beauty. If ever he de\ iate.1 from his nat-

ur.il standard it was because of the intensely
artitieial civilization that surrounded him, re

acting upon his nature, and more or less em-

bittering it. He began with the wish to

please; he ended with the determination to

compel and con, pier. At the tirst he believed
in everybody : at the last he Iwd become eon-

1 that the only way in which you can
control things in this world is to obtain

wealth, and he obtained it—and then peo-

ple who had sneered at him before were

glad to follow him and defer to him. Orig-

inally his temperament was sweet, gentle.
ami affectionate, and. to the last, he was

exquisitely sensitive. He ltccaine, under the

stress of hardship, ill-treatment, and fre-

quently cruel injustice, resolute, su|>er-

licially hard, ami somct.mes cynical. He had

ascertained what it is of which people in

general are made, and he had learned that

gentleness is taken for weakness and humil-

ity for incoui|>etcnce. He therefore eon-

fronted the world and played the game of

life to win success—and he won it! Some
of the tributes that have been brought to

his grave-stone are grotesquely comical, con-

sidering ti • bom whom they have

emanated. He would have smiled grimly
.aer the names of some of his mourners.

Fine achievement in art. promoting civili-

zation by educating that is to say,

by leading forth the better attributes of

human nature and making them potent and

triumphant— is not practicable except at

fraej cost. The art
:

st must give himself,

and it sometimes happens that he must pay
with his life—as Richard Manstield has

done—for a splendid result of artist;

OO, illuminative, beneficent, and therein

superb. Throughout his career, which ex-

tended over a |>criod of about thirty years.

Richard Manstield, in everything relative to

ini-lry ..f the dramatic art, was ani-

mated and governed by noble ptirp'-. II -

repertory was not a very large one; it com-

prised only about forty parts; but it was

remarkably various, and the studious ob-
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server of it perceives that it involved the ex-

ercise of exceptionally versatile faculty, and

that it marks a continuous progress in the

tasteful choice and competent treatment of

large subjects. His Shakespearean charac-

ters were Shylock, Henry V, Brutus and

Richard III, and in the interpretation of

those great characters he revealed a genius
as luminous as that of any tragic actor who
has appeared within the last fifty years. In

the terrible Dream scene of Richard III and

in the Penitential scene of Ivan the Ter-

rible—now abject and now ferocious—he

towered to the height of greatness, and he

wrought an effect of awe and terror such

as has not been caused, in pure tragedy,
since the best days of Edwin Booth. To

every new play that he produced—and it is

especially notable that he produced many—
he was a positive dramatic inspiration.

Dimmesdale, Chevrial, Courvoisier, Jekyl,

Hyde. Prince Karl, Don Carlos, and Alceste

have died with him. He even vitalized the

vaporous and diffusive symbolical character

of Peer Gynt.
It was not only on the stage, moreover,

that his fine genius exerted its charm. The
fascinated auditors who listened to him

when, in his earlier days, he diversified his

charming personation of Prince Karl with
his exceedingly clever satirical and comical

operatic burlesque, had but a faint idea of

his extraordinary faculty to cause laughter
and diffuse enjoyment by such ebullitions of

playful humor. I have been with him when,

by sudden impulse, noticing an open piano,
he has seated himself before the instrument

(on which he played with admirable skill),

improvised and sung ballads; imitated opera
singers; mimicked different musical instru-

ments; invented stories, and simultaneously

composed music to accompany them; bur-

lesqued performers and parodied the inci-

dental music of their productions; and then,
at last, in his fine, sweet, rich baritone voice,

anil with deep feeling, sang for me, in suc-

cession, two songs of my own—one called

"Asleep," the other called "The Broken

Harp"—to which he had written music

kindred with the lovely melodies of

Stephenson or Tom Moore. It was always
a luxury to hear him sing. Pew effects of

pathos have, been caused, in our time, com-
mensurate with that which was produced
when, in Beau BrummelPs last scene, the

actor introduced—as occasionally he did—
the old song beginning "She wore a wreath

of roses." Whether as picture or action

the device was perfeet
—and it was all his

own. He sat crouched in a chair; his hat

was pulled low on his forehead; his fingers

aimlessly plucked at the frayed tips of his

gloves; his eyes were fixed, in a stare, as

though at the light of other days; and, at

first in a quavering whisper and then in a

low, weak voice, thin and sweet—the voice

of a broken and dying man—he sang the

plaintive words, well .expressive of love and

happiness forever lost. Often his act-

ing was adorned with delicate beauties of

that description. All his life was adorned

with good deeds. He had faults, as all men

have, and he made errors, as all men do;
but he was a man of many virtues, a man
of rare genius, and his name will long sur-

vive, alike in the memory of love and the

chronicle of fame.

They that reviled him may mourn to recover

him—
Knowing how gentle he was and how

brave!

Nothing he '11 reck, where the wind blowing
over him

Hippies the grasses that dream on his

grave!*****
Stars will watch over him, silence lament for

him,

Soft woodland whispers re-echo his

knell—
Bird-note and leaf-murmur tenderly blent

for him—
Comrade and brother and friend, fare thee

well!



Impressions

By Charles Erskine Scott Wood

ng power in most men as well as in other animals is instind and impulse,
not reason.

Mr. Bryan and

Railroads

Mr. Bryan's utterance* on Government

llip of railroads on his return from

Kuropc were dear i-nougb and are of record;

then-fun- it muirt be

that deliberate worn
of truth, when it is

against the paper 'a

policy, which euri

kit of the morals of the modern

press, which leads anti-Bryan newspapers to

mii.it at Mr. Bryan's present attitude as a

politician's cowardly recantation of his orig-

inal \ :

Mr. Bryan toilay says in effect he considers

Government ownership a prcmntur.* issue;

that v> ly at the beginning of nn ex-

periment in Government regulation of rail-

roads and not till that has been fairly tried

and found wanting can any more radical

theory be put before the people for considera-

tion, but that in liis personal Ix-liof Govern-
ment regulation will be found unsatisfactory
and will evolve into Government ownership.
Now. if the report! of bis speeches on his

return from Kuropc be read, they will be

found to be in affect precisely what is just

stated. He at that time said that he

had 1 n convinced for some time that Gov-

ernment regulation would prove inadequate
and that Government ownership was the true

remedy, and that his experience and observa-

tion in Europe hail removed many of the

fears he had entertained and confirmed him

Sgrv in his belief in Government

ownership, but iii saying this be wns not

attempting to speak for the Democratic

party nor for anyone but himself, anil that

It the public was entitled to know his

inal views on all public question*. The

day has gone by for accusing Mr. Bryan of

insincerity or cowardice. If ever a man wore

his heart upon his political sleeve it is he.

If Mr. Bryan endeavored to now make and

force the issue of Government ownership he

would be assailed as dictator and self con

I tyrant. When he stands consistently
with his former attitude and simply repeats
his personal view without evasion and says
the time is not yet to make it a popular

issue, then he is accused of political shifting
an. I cowardice.

The dishonesty of such an accusation Is

manifest as against a man who scorns to hide
his personal views on anything and who
stands in the open daylight to lie Ink-

bag to his fitness and I

lief*. When, before his second nomination.
be sent word to the convention that if the
convention saw fit to repudiate the platform
on which he had formerly run. then th<

vention must seek another candidate, be was
barked at by the same hostile press as an

nroDrn dictator.

Judge Parker. bsforS be was nomi'
had his attention called to the fact t!

a coinprom n\ cut ion had insert i-d no

money plank, bttt the platform was silent on
the question of the gold standard, but he re-

mained silent also, and the corps of newspa-
per men at Esopui reported that when
to express himself, ns it would be of the

- to the pul lie, he smiled and
looked over the Hudson and said, "Thank
you, gentlemen, for giving me the opportunity
to comment." That was all. However, after
he was nominated and the convention finally
committed, he wil

through W. P, Slieehan, "I regard tin- gold
standard as firmly ami irrevocably
lisbed and shall act accordingly if the action
of the convention today shall be ratifi-

the people." He thus singly did what the
convention refused to do and wrote in-

platform a gold plank, and was everywhere
acclaimed as a man of moral courage.

This is amient history. It is only cited to

emphasize the fact that the real political war
-ween the masses of the plain \

and the Plutocratic Powers of Privilege. Mr.

Bryan stands for the people and for equal

opportunity for all; therefore, whatever be

does, whichever way be turns, be finds only

misrepresentation and hostile critici«m from
the press, for the daily press, taken f

ally, is Plutocratic, be it called Dessoaratte
or Republican, and whoever is for standing

pat and leaving Privilege alone finds only

praise no matter who he is or what be does.
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The sole strength of President Eoosevelt Is

his democracy. No man is more cordially
hated in his own party. But his democracy
has made him so strong before the people
that the leaders and managers dare not openly
attack him. And as between him and Bryan
certainly they prefer a man who at least be-

longs to the Republican party, the party of

privilege, and who cannot wholly break with
it and its traditions and its leaders.

With this preliminary view of the situa-

tion I return to Mr. Bryan's Government
ownership, premising, as I always must, that
I believe in the Government's or the peo-
ple's equitable ownership of railroads in the
form of an inherent right to turn out bad
trustees for the people and install fit trustees
for the people, but I do not believe in Gov-
ernment management. I do believe, how-

ever, that as a political forecast practical
ownership is the inevitable evolution.

The difficulties between the public and its

trustees, the railroad managers, are chiefly
questions of Rates, Sufficiency of Equipment,
Discrimination, Failure to Extend Lines,
Poor and Irregular Service.

The Government has already laid the hand
of the owner, that is to say, is dictating con-
ditions on the first three heads, and it will
soon arrive at a regulation of the last two.
For example, Eastern and Central Oregon
are clamoring to be put in touch with the
world. Mr. Harriman says the population is

too sparse, the promise of traffic too slight.
This will be so till there is a railroad open-
ing the country. The railroad must be the

preliminary. The great interior continent of
the United States would still be Indian and

cowboy land if the transcontinental railroads

had not been built. The essential to com-
merce is a highway, and the railroad is the

only modern highway. Therefore Central

Oregon, until it gets a railway, will be

sparsely settled, and it will graze cattle in-

stead of raising wheat, barley, oats, sugar
beets, alfalfa and all fruits. I brought from
the Harney Valley this Fall a sack of clear,

heavy, hard Utah Winter white wheat raised,
"without a drop of irrigation, on the high
ridge of the rolling foothills, twenty-five
bushels to the acre. On lower ground the

yield was fifty bushels to the acre. Barley
ran as high as eighty bushels and the aver-

age was forty-five bushels to the acre. There
are millions—literally millions—of such acres,
but the local consumption is already over-

supplied and these acres cannot be used for

anything but cattle grazing till there is a
railroad to take the crops to market. "What
is the remedy? Mr. Harriman and his as-

sociates will honestly tell you it is their own

business and they will build when they get
ready. But is it? They have taken from
Oregon millions on millions of dollars net

profits, many times more than enough to de-

velop this imprisoned country. Do they not
owe a duty to their tribute-paying territory
to develop it with sufficient rails as well as
to supply sufficient cars? They will tell you,
If you want a road build one yourselves; the

country is free. But is it? The Harriman
lines surround it as water surrounds an
island—east, west, north and south. They
are trunk lines with transcontinental connec-
tions to the two oceans. Whoever invades
this territory, unless with a trunk line at his

back, simply builds for Mr. Harriman. He
knows it. Investors know it. The result is,
he holds a country as large as New England
waste and empty until his more pressing prob-
lems in competitive territory shall have been
solved.

Now, we all feel that the development
of a great empire ought not to rest in the
hands of one man or a small group of men.
The Government is lavishing millions to give
the people a chance at homes on land bur-
dened with reclamation liens of nearly forty
dollars per acre. Why should it be kept
powerless to open up an empire of millions
of acres requiring no irrigation?

Central Oregon is the greatest territory in

the United States without a railway but
there are similar lesser cases everywhere. The
railroads have agreed not to compete, not
to invade the others' territory, etc., etc.

Now, what are you going to do about it?

The only remedy is either for the state or
the United States to build the necessary
railroads or to direct the owners of railroads
to build on pain of forfeiting their charters.
Either solution means in effect ownership.
When you fix a rate for a railroad it is an act
of ownership; when you order it to supply
more cars it is an act of ownership, and nec-

essarily dictates to the corporation that it

shall spend its money and how it shall spend
it. Every power of the Interstate Commerce
Commission or of a state commission implies
ownership. And the equitable ownership is

really existent. The courts have declared the
fundamental truth that the railways are quasi
public corporations. Their managers and
owners are trustees for the people. It there-

fore remains only to decide by evolutionary
processes how far the people will assert
their ownership. There is no difference in

principle in saying you must increase your
lines to territory which has a demonstrated

ability for homes, farms and towns than in

saying you must increase your car equipment.
Again to take as an example the Harriman

lines. The trains are beyond any schedule.
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It is not a case of accident. Nearly every
behind time along the

UH j» ml tin' 0. B, \ V It |j annoy
passengers ami shippers by express to

it a depot nt dole hour
ami wait there from four Ul nine hours. V

is tin- r. ir must have power
tn ilni.it.- trains sad Maadules oa behalf of

the people, There is now no remedy what-
•h> power anywhere. A man im.

up all night waiting for a train anil yet have

rsOSaJ action for damages sufficient to

>n at law. When you eonsider

i.e pulilie is really tin beneficiary for

whose lienelit the railrnails exist; that high-
are essentially fur the pulilie rather

than to furnish profit to individuals; that

the present iilea is that they are privato

property to give the greatest possible divi-

dends to owners, you can see how great is

the couth. -t. And when you further consider

that the pulilie demands full ser\ me.

service, regular service, cheap earvien and an
ion of the highway to all points

capable of supporting a population you caa
• re can I.e no st..p in Government con-

trol short of complete dictation. This will

mean Government ownership, even should

management he left in the hatnls of indi-

viduals on terms ami conditions laid down

by the Government.

Mr. Hryan, in my opinion, is a correct fore-

af the political future when he says
Inther we like it or not the evolution

will lie to eomplete Government ownership
in fact whether it lie so in form or not. Con-

si.hr the evils—seek the remedy and come
r own conclusion.

It is amusing to thoughtful people to read

from the ail wise moulders of pulilie opinion
that the conservative element in the Demo-
crat ie party is willing to let lirynn run again.

knowing that he will be defeated and that

this third defeat will settle him forever. Do
ami sane gentlemen really lx'lievo

that thought will die with Mr. I'.rvan and
that he alone is the promoter of discontent.

Truly it would seem as if a child might know
that the perpetual revolt of the masses

against a privilege.) aristocracy is again up
ami will not down. They talk of eliminating
the radical element from the party. They
may eliminate the radicals from both parties

into a new party of their own and the con-

servatives of both parties into a party of

their own. The contest which is now confased

rty lines would then be simplified. It

would Ie the abolition of monopoly and priv-

ilege against the retention of monopoly and

privilege, but the chances are that the pinto-

rats: will go to the Republican ]

where they have voted whenever they did not

I
their own choosing, and

the Republi ic into the

ratie party, which with all its faults Is

in the mass the party of the plain people .

the party of opposition and reform.

And this question is going to press upon
every man more and more, Where il.i I really

belongf l'ut a- -, put aside m
torn and habr to 1 belongf

Conventions are paekisl it is true, but

there comes a time when the people will

be heard. To me it seems they will be heard

now and I do not know how the nomination
can be forced away from Mr. Hryan, the man
to whom the masses owe so much in the past
twelve educational years. His edueational

among the
| pie made Roosevelt 's suc-

cesses possible.
I will not attempt to quote him, but the

impression he left with me in conversation
when he was last in Cortland was, that he

of all men owed it to the I mm rty to

ask nothing and to give all; that in twice

Hearing the Presidential chair it had lost

much of its gl: ur, and he felt a man might
never be I'resi.leut and . wn to his-

tory as one who had served his follow

and the cause of progress; that he would
work earnestly for whomsoever seemed the

most fit man, and as for himself, he would

rather be as he was, known of all men in his

every thought, r..mealing nothing and living
his life in intellectual freedom than t.. be

• •nt by the sacrifice of his prim

Bryan has stood in the limelight for twelve

years. It is a great test. Who is the dark

horse who csn take his placet

It seems the fashion to scoff at Washing-
ton and Jefferson and advocate a tkird term.

For myself, I believe if ever our snl\

hangs on only one
man we are air.

The Third Term "'""•• ' i"'"* >t

of incalculable value

that the unwritten

constitution puts an end to the ambition of

a President to sne< I himself. And much
as President Roosevelt has done to forward

democracy, I A ieve the movement
could have been delayed. If he had not

done as he has, Democracy would have swept
the country this coming election beyond any

parallel in the past. The only thing which

has lent strength to the Republican party is

Roosevelt's return to Democratic principles

(against the wishes of a powerful element in

the party). If \\r had not dmie so where

would be that strength which he now ell

hasf
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But the no-third-term principle is bet-

ter than any man however good. The man
is temporal, the principle eternal. Moreover,
President Roosevelt is the very man to illus-

trate the dangers of a perpetual succession.

He is in a sense lawless and impatient of

restraint. When Federal judges do not de-

cide as he thinks they should he visits upon
them the Executive's indignation. He, the

appointer of judges, has made judges feel they
must please him or be punished. He has in-

terfered in local matters in New York, Cali-

fornia, Idaho and other places and now in

Ohio. This last shows how his mind is really

biased by partisan feelings, for he encour-

ages Congressman Burton to attempt to de-

feat Tom L. Johnson in Cleveland—Johnson,
who has no machine, who works with Demo-
crats and Republicans alike, if they will

stand for the people's rights, whose only am-
bition has been to free Cleveland from graft-
ers and give the city municipal ownership
and three-cent street-car fares. Johnson
stands for all the President is supposed to

stand for—the people's rights.
If Mr. Hughes is needed for his work in

New York and cannot be spared for the

Presidential race, so is Johnson needed in

Cleveland and ought not to be interrupted till

his work is finished. The real cause for the

assault on Johnson is that Cleveland may be

made Republican for the coming Presidential

contest.

President Roosevelt has done a great work.

He has in many cases defied machine politics,

cleansed the departments, made honesty once
more known in the land. He is fearless and
himself honest beyond suspicion. He has

given the people hope once more. They found

democracy where they least expected it, and

they found it through him. But if he had
only these great virtues and none of the
faults of impulsiveness and a personal long-

ing to have a hand in every fight, and always
to have matters his own way, still I would

say the no-third-term principle is more valu-

able than he.

The time will come perhaps when we will

have a President with all President Roose-

velt 's strength and impassioned earnestness

and wilfulness and none of his virtues, whose

power will be used against the people, not
for them. We ought not to open the door to

the intrigues of such a character. It would
be a pity to wreck the bulwark we have been
a hundred years in building. A President
now knows that his office ends definitely with
his second term as sure as death. It would
be a pity to awaken a perpetually restless

ambition.

Autumn
In Eastern Washington

By L. M. Mac Arthur

An Indian girl, with dreamy, languorous gaze,
A blue veil wrapt about her form of filmy, misty haze;
Her shadowy robe of richest browns, with 'broideries, strange and rare,
Of Autumn leaves and ripening fruit, which long months wrought with care;
And here and there, her trailing robe is draped by frost gems, cold;
Her totem is the golden rod, her wealth the harvest's gold.



Boise the Beautiful

By Fred Lockley

*ID you ever see a farmer

who had tried irri^ati<m

farming go back to the old-

style haphazard and uncer-

tain method of dej>ending on

the rainfall T" said an Idaho

inner to me the other day, and then he

red his own question by adding:

.ir, you never did. When a man lias once

had an opportunity of regulating the rain

supply to suit himself he isn't going U>

voluntarily throw himself on the merry of

the elements, and become the plaything of

ehanee. He may get a good crop without

on, but with irrigation he knows he

will in other words irrigation is crop in-

surance. The irrigation farmer does n't

worry about the heat—for the hotter it is

the more his crop will drink—and he simply

turns on the water. Sunshine, oil and

water, these are his stock in trade. All he

does is to mix them in the right proportion."
Southern Idaho used to l>e in the

heart of I: 'Its
heat and band and sagebrush w.

upon as necessary evils to l>e endured. FVK

three- rs the prairie schooner has

been making its slow and toilsome way
Malm's vast stretches of desert, its

owner bound for the land of promise by the

of the Pacific. Idaho's arid lands

were considered absolutely worthless and

non-productive. Idaho stood at the foot of
the class among the states, but now she is

fulfilling the old prophecy that the last shall

be first, and is working toward] the hand of

the class. Irrigation is transforming the

desert into a garden. By the alchen.

water the dust is bafalg transmuted into gold-

rough the medium of grass and grain
and stock. The palace cars have been hurry-

ing the manufacturer nnd investor through;

Idaho to Oregon and Washington, but BOW
at last they have discovered Idaho, ami are

beginning to appreciate iU wonderful pos-
sibilities, and are investing millions of dol-

lar! in Boiaa and vicinity.

Take Boise as an example of the progress
and growth which has taken place in Idaho.

In 1000 it had a population of li.OOO; today
its population is at least Jii.immi. The
ernment's Pa\,-tti- Boiai Kt-dnmatiou Proj-
ect will bring :UM>,000 acres of rich land in

the Boise and 1 a state of

high cultivation. This means that on land

valueless 7,500 families ntlj have
a forty-ncre farm each.

If you want to appreciate what this

means to Boise, just take a trip on the new
Intenirbnn Klcetrie Line from
Caldwell. It is through one continuous

stretch of verdure. For thirty miles alfalfa

fields alternate with thrifty orchard

of recently built bungalows and farm
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A Business Thoroughfare in Boise.

houses show the profit that is being made
on these small intensively farmed irrigation

tracts.

When one considers the diversity of

Idaho's resources it is not hard to realize

the cause of Boise's growth. Livestock, hor-

ticulture, timber, poultry, sugar beets, hogs,

bees, dairying
—all add to her wealth. Take

the latter industry, dairying, and note the

vast possibilities for its extension. In the

Middle West a farmer is considered an ex-

cellent manager who can support one cow

on one acre the year round. Here in Idaho,

with its wonderful crops of alfalfa, by the

use of the soiling system, it is not at all

difficult to support three cows to the acre.

Not only can three times the number of stock

to the acre be maintained, but the price for

butter fat is much higher than throughout
the Middle West. The average price for

butter fat paid, by the Commercial Cream

Company in Boise last year was thirty-two
cents per pound. Of the 7,000,000 pounds
of butter consumed each year in Idaho, less

than 2,000,000 pounds are produced in this

state. Of this amount at least a mil-

lion pounds is creamery butter and the

rest ranch butter. Without exporting a

pound of butter a local market can be had
for three times the amount now produced.

An Apple Orchard Near Boise.
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It is more, however, than a good business

point; it i* a city of homos, of ehnrebi

schools, of shaded streets and verdant It

Tba do nut touch elbows, as

though breathing room was at a premium.
untied b\

lawns ami beantifnj grounds, Ti

wind from tli. Ue houses.

Poplars and a and elms marc'i

in stately prOOSSSJon along the residence

M.iii\ ol .

of the business blocks, are healed by natural

hut water, piped from artesian wells ti\e

h'.uidred foot in depth, and which famish
than a million gallons of water daily.

This water, which is at a temperature of

171) •' used in Boise's famous nata-

toriii! rl popular alike with tourists

and l

There an- -cventocn creameries in the

twu lit' which are in Boise. One of them,

the Commercial Cream Company, has branch

factorial in Lewhtton, Payette and Idaho

Kails.

H and Payette Valleys are destined to

be wunderful dairy sections. COWS produce
from ti\c to ten dollars per month in butter

fat, and the by-product of skimmed milk is

worth at least two dollars a month per cow

ad hogs. The in Boise makes
about a thousand pounds a day, but has a

capacity lor ten thousand pounds, *'ue

peculiar feature ut the dairying business is

that instead of additional dairymen making

Competition, the more who en>:ane in the

business the higher J gSi for then

butler fat. as the larger the amount handled

by the creamery the cheaper is the cost psj

pound for the production of the butter, and

oosMqnentrj a- the cost of production i-

ed a higher price is paid for the bu'.-

lcr fat.

Dairying is only one instance t the pos-
sibilities that await the homesecker in Idaho.

a good business point, as it is the

commercial center of a rich and extensive

district. Then- is an air of stability about

its bit strict that impresses the vis-

itor, while the new buildimrs in course of

construction attest Boise's expanding cotu-

t tern and sti-.ulv growth,
Unix- the I'.cautiful. Idaho's capital city,

by reason of her iooati.ui at.d environment,

is destined to 1m- one of the most prosperous
and important cities in the growbag North-

west.

The Growth of Caldwell, Idaho

By Frederick Kelley

51»J^~«£jyHHK United States Govern-

p E^fTiH meiit Ls spending over $7,-

| %£. o in the l'ayclte I'-

ll I Reclamation Project There

will bo added to the 70, I

- now being irrigated in

i,l Payette \ alleys nearly .100,000

desert land, which now lies

at canals.

Five miles south of the prosperous and

growing town of Caldwell in Idaho there is a

natural n-i-rmr site. Here a dam a milo

and a half in length and fifty feet Ugh is

beinir made. Thirty miles above Caldwell a

substantial dam of masonry is being built

for the purpose of divertinp the waters ol

Boise Kiver to this reservoir. From this

tlain a diversion canal twenty-lour miles long

carries* the water to Indian Creek, wliere,

after DSing the channel of (his stream for

eight miles, it is apain taken out and by

means of a canal twelve miles bog it is

led to the Deer Flat Reservoir, where it

will form a lake, having a shore line of

twenty-sown miles and a depth of

twenty to sixty feet, and a capacity ol

tKH) a. f water. The land beinu re-

Claimed lies from 2.100 to 2.H00 feet als.vr

1. The volranic oriifin. and

with water has proven wonderfully fertile.
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Caldwell Receives $600,000 Revenue From the Sheep Industry.

Roosevelt, in his recent message to the

Irrigation Congress at Sacramento, said:

"There is no movement more emphatically

for the benefit of the small farmer and the

small ranchman, there is no other way to

assist the actual settler and home-maker who

owns and tills his own land, so powerfully as

through the movement for the wise use and

preservation of the waters and forests."

This Boise-Payette project is among the

most important of the Government's recla-

mation projects. It is hard to estimate what

the carrying out of this project means to

Idaho, and to Caldwell—which is the nearest

city to a large part of this vast tract being

reclaimed. It cannot fail, however, to result

in a wonderful industrial development to the

whole region. Instead of being surrounded

by an encircling sea of sandy sagebrush-

covered desert, Caldwell will be the commer-

cial center of a rich region and will be the

market place and shipping point of hun-

Clover, Sevi the Acre, Near Caldwell.
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On«<><i Short Line Dcpol at CalJuxO.

While tlie development
nt' power will undoubtedly do much Cor this

eetion, ytt the hi t--_-«
— t Castor in its growth

will 1m- in the raising of trail and I

The inihl climate, the fertile

tlit- abundant Wal

the sunny days and

the h'ULr season el

growth will make
Idaho's apples, apri-

paan
and other frail

important Cantor in

the i if the

world.

Alfalfa, timothy
and s ti g B r

thrive wonder-

fully hero and have

proved exceedingly

profitable crops.
The ImildiiiL' of an electric line from Boise

Idwell has done much to stimulate the

growth of Caldwell. The citizens of Cald-

well recently raised $60,000 and a stand.nd-

gaaga steam line was built between the city

and the Government dam.

Brjort the Comfef a/lht M'ofrr

CoU-li; $103,000 C«.rt4o«.«

Caldwell is located on the main line of the

i Short Line and though tilth in size

among the cities of Idaho, it is third in com-

d importanne Though the city aeoina

to 1m' growing fast, it Is not evperiencini;

any boom, and iU

rowth cannot fail to

be continuous and

substantial, being lo-

cated .in the very

heart of the irrigated

lands. Caldwell has

much to offer the

homeaeeker and in-

vestor. With her

fertile farm lands,

her excellent market

and transportation
facilities, with her

live and energetic

people who pull to-

gether for the interest of their city she can

not fail to grow and pro|>er. While

Idaho, the "ficm State," is witnessing a won-

derful development, "Caldwell, the V

City," is keeping her place at the head of

the procession.

M I*



To Our Friends, the Readers of this Magazine
Some Remarks by the Publishers

"We are a little late with this issue. We warmly sympathize
jlre me Slow? with you who have patiently waited for your Pacific, for it is

always irritating not to receive a favorite magazine on the ex-

pected date. We plead guilty to being a few days late with the last two or

three issues. Are we getting slow ? Permit us to tell you something about this

magazine of yours which will convince you that its publishers so far from

being careless of their obligations to you, have been exceedingly mindful

thereof, and are not undeserving of your good wishes and even praise and
future hearty support.

For more than a year past we have realized that the rapid
Quick Work growth of the Monthly would presently make inadequate the

publishing facilities afforded by any plant on the Pacific Coast.

After a thorough study of the situation, and a further study of the largest
and best equipped publishing plants in the East, plans were completed a few
months ago, contracts let and orders placed by the printing company for the
latest and best machinery to be had. A large lot was secured in the center of

Portland, and a fine, modern, four-story brick building, with two elevators

and every convenience of up-to-date construction, is now the home of The
Pacific Monthly.

Just eighty-nine days from the day when ground was broken for the
new building the first of the new presses started printing the first November
form of the magazine. We feel like pausing here to devote a page or two

gathering flowers of rhertoric to fling at all connected with this enterprise,
but we resist the temptation, and submit a plain statement in proof of the fact

that the publishers of your magazine are not without some of the spirit that

makes the West "go."

It has long since become evident to you that the chief pur-
°

o /

evenue
pose of this magazine is not so much the rolling up of dividends

upon the investment, as to be a factor in the upbuilding of the

West and in the well-being of its people.
"It is inspiring," writes a great Eastern editor, "to realize that at last

the West has a mouthpiece of its own, a periodical devoted to no interest

but the best interests of all the people of the West, through which the West
can make itself heard and its influence felt throughout the country more
than ever before. The Pacific Monthly is the greatest achievement among
the periodicals of the West, and with the start it has, and its strong, clear-

cut purpose, its support is sure to be increased, its growth almost limitless;

and with the development of the West it bids fair to become one of the great-

est achievements among all monthly periodicals."
This sort of tribute sends quite a pleasurable glow to the innermost

cockles of our hearts.

Ah th N Permit us to enlarge a little further upon details: This mini-

°"pia t

C
^er °^ ^ne *>acmc Monthly was printed, bound and handled en-

tirely from the new plant; printed on Miehle magazine presses
built specially for The Pacific Monthly; with Dexter quadruple magazine
folders also built specially for The Pacific Monthly; and the forms were

gathered and covered by the latest and most approved machinery. It is the

largest and most modern magazine plant west of the Mississippi Piver; in fact,

it is equal to any magazine plant in the United States in respect to com-

pleteness of equipment. Its capacity is 200,000 magazines per month.



TO OUR FRIENDS, THE READERS. 63o

A visit to the borne of vmir magazine we are sure will l»'

' m
not only interesting but instruct iw, and ire eordially invite yon
to some ;m<l mo us make 1 1» «* magazine. When you have in-

spected the great battery <>f
i wyond the phtte-glaas front of the

lower floor, take one of the elevators to the composing nwnns and mailing
rooms above. Ton will note the great stacks of Tinted states mail saeka

it would require thirty two hois.- drays to take one entire issue to the

tion— you will appreciate the intricate, and at the same time enormous labor

of getting out 125,000 magazines on ti each month and they will be on

time hereafter; you will aee a lot of men and women working in the various

,
I

i

m ,*»'•-'*' P' W »' Off *' V '

New Horn, of the Pacific Monlhhj. B7JB-9I Pork St. Portland, Or.»on

divisions under cheerful, light and healthful conditions; hut before you have

completed tour of the building you will not fail to visit the general offices

on the top tloor, where you may rest as long as you like in the cosy reception

room, or inspect the framed Originate of your favorite covers, or illustrations

that hare been published, which hang about the walls and along the corridor.

Within a year the magazine has more than doubled in circu-

OurPngnu lation: in fact, almost trebled the length of its subscription list.

The responses from advertisers has I d quite as gratifying. In

October, 190C, the magazine had fifty-four pages of paid advertising; in

tober, 1907, one hundred and thirty on.- pagH of paid advertising at in-

creased rates, representing an increase in eash value of over four hundred

per sent Improvement has l n our watchword constantly, and we do not

ever e\p.it to reach that beatific state when we shall he satisfied with any

.-. but we shall be sufficiently encouraged at all times to feel that we have

given our best for the time being if that best has your continued approbation.



Railroad Bridge Under Construction Across the Columbia at West lievi

Opportunity in Kittitas County
By Con Pollant

LABORED platitudes about

"the transformation of sage-

brush wastes into valleys of

splendid verdure," etc., are

being somewhat overdone in

Western literature now-a-

days. Not that the truth is violated by such

sunflowers of language, but everybody knows

by this time what water and the desert mean
in combination in the West. So the disposi-
tion of the reader is to remark tersely :

"Cut out the verbiage
—

give us the plain
business information."

Here is a plain statement about the Kitti-

tas, one of the richest agricultural valleys of

the West.

The Bureau of Statistics of Washington
has this to say:

The Kittitas Valley contains 250,000 acres

of land, between 60,000 and 70,000 of which
are under artificial irrigation. The climate

is dry, the annual precipitation, including
loth rain and melted snow, averaging less

than ten inches. Rain and snow fall on an

average of one day per week throughout the

year. Bright, sunny weather is invariably

the rule throughout harvest time and the dan-

ger of damage to crops by wet weather is re-

duced to a minimum. The mean average tern

perature at Ellensburg is forty-eight degrees.

The salubrity of the climate is shown by the

fact that the death rate in 1904 was only a

fraction above seven to the thousand. The dry
ness of the atmosphere may be wondered at

when one remembers that the region just

across the Cascades, and distant but seventy
miles from Ellensburg, is noted for its heavy
rainfalls. The contact of the moisture-laden

breezes from off the Pacific with the cold

summits of the lofty Cascades results in the

condensation of the vapors and their fall in

the shape of rain or snow. The air currents

then continue on eastward, as thoroughly dry
as they had been wet. Hence the necessity
for artificial irrigation in the Kittitas Valley
and in the lands further east. The valley
lands are moistened by water taken from the

channel of the Yakima River through a num-
ber of canals of considerable size and from
the many creeks and brooks tributary to the

river, through a multitude of small ditches.

Most of the valley land is in meadow and
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OF ALL SCENTED SOAPS PEARS' OTTO OF ROSE IS THE BEST.
" All rit ktt uartd."

I't forfet to mention Tbt Pacific M.-otblj wbn oratlnc with idTrrttam. It will be apf**rlsird.
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Mapleine Makes Fudge
and Other Things

WE BELIEVE

That a man gets what he goes after.

That one order today for Mapleine is

worth two orders tomorrow, and that

no man or woman has a right to go

down and out until they have tried the most pleasing and useful

flavor now known to the civilized world. 35c postage, money order

or coin, will bring a two ounce bottle of Mapleine, which is sufficient

for two gallons of syrup better than maple.

Why Don't You Try?

CRESCENT MANUFACTURING CO., SEATTLE, WASH.

Kittitas hay is famous all over the Pacific

slope, the islands of the ocean and the Orient.

Dairying is extensively carried on and Ellens-

burg butter is regarded as standard. The

conditions of climate, water, pasture and feed

are ideal for the business and many of the

farmers have become wealthy in its prosecu-
tion.

Fruits of all kinds grow to good size and

are of fine color and flavor. Especially is

this so of Winter apples and they are, in ad-

dition, splendid keepers. The trees are uni-

form and healthy. The codlin moth has never

invaded the valley and wormy apples are a

rarity. Vegetables of all kinds, including po-

tatoes, are grown successfully, the latter on a

commercial scale. Sheep and cattle are ex-

tensively raised and both branches of the

livestock industry have made no inconsider-

able fortunes for those who have engaged in

them with intelligence and perseverance.
Good roads cross the valley in all directions

and nearly every farmhouse has its mail de-

livered daily at the door. Telephone systems
cover a large part of the valley, connecting
with the central station and long distance

• wires at Ellensburg. Large and commodious
farmhouses abound, fitted up with all modern

conveniences, including electric lights.

All in all, life in rural Kittitas is delight-
ful. Independent of the rain of heaven, the
farmer sleeps, nor dpes he scan with anxious

eye the horizon for the shower-heralding
clouds. Having sown, he is bound to reap.
Assured of a competence and surrounded with

every comfort, his is surely a happy life.

Prosperous and beautiful as this region now
is, it is but a foreshadowing of what the near
future is bound to bring. Already projects
are on foot to irrigate the land lying outside
the present sources of water supply, and it is

confidently expected that these will material-
ize at no distant date. When this is done
there will be room in Kittitas for thousands
more of happy homes.

This influx of settlers and prosperity nat-

urally brought up the question of increased

transportation facilities for the ever-increas-

ing produce. Fruit, grain, hay, coal, cattle,

stock of all kinds had to be distributed,
and it is history that the Northern Pacific

and Great Northern roads are unable to

properly meet this condition. It is here that

the Chicago & Milwaukee Railroad, seeing the

immense opening, considered extending their

road westward. In a short time surveyors
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DOt, right of-way purchased, run tracts

nada and everything ready to extend (Ida

line through us quickly as poesihle. Tha
mute selected tonabad tha aontbaro part of

Kittitas County, eroaaiag tha Columbia

Bhw a few miles above the Haaford Irri-

gatkn Tract, eat of the largest irrigation

yateoM i" the Want li ii .'i th

on the Colombia Rinse (hat one man with

a little Don foresight Una othen saw his

opportunity, and founded W rly.

Tlii.s man !> John < '. Hayea.
A tier a few yean of highly successful en-

deavor foe ottwra, Hayes decided to z» into

buaineaa for himself, and was fatally able to

purchase from the Northern Paeifle lfail-

road ilie tuwn-ite dt' West Berarly, situated

on the Columbia Bhrer, live miles north of

the Hanford Irrigation Company and thirty-

two miles from Elkoabnrg. Beaidaa being

on the line of the Chicago A Milwaukee, tha

eleetrie line hetween Walerville ami Kenne-

wiek runs through this site.

The aaeompanying pictures illustrate some

tit' the every-d; of activity in ami

around West Beverly. The Chicago & Mil-

waukee is now building a two-millioii-dollar

bridge at this point. The strategic value of

By be seen by glancing

at a map of Washington Navigation

ceases at the l'm-i Binr Bapida, about

aighl miles baloV the town site, ami b

north at Vulcan, which town is a few

below Wenatebee. It is easy to

suppose then that the produce of the rich

valley, which is adjacent to the Columbia

ltivcr, will be shipped down stream on

steamers and scows to West Heverly, and

from than by rail to even- point in the

United B(

lli.-|..i\ tells us that where rail and water

then arises a city. Where the Cana-

dian Pacific crossed the Red Kivcr there

arose Winnipeg. At one time it was simply
a town site with a few frame btuldingl eeea>

]
ieil by employes of the Hudson May Com-

pany. Then the development of the West

brought thousands of settlers into the sur-

rounding prairies. In time these |
i tdoeed

cattle, horses and grains, and Winnipeg

FlSh, more than any other dish needs careful sea-

soning. It is rendered more appetizing by

Lea & Perrins' Sauce
THE ORIGINAL WORCESTERSHIRE

It is a delightful seasoning for Scalloped Oysters, Broiled

Lobster, Cod Fish Balls and Steaks, Deviled

BEWARE OF
IMITATIONS.

Clams, Fish Salads, etc. John Duncan's Sons,

Agent*. N •» York.

Don't fonret to mention TW PactSe Monthly when dratlnc with adwIlaiTa. It will be appreclatrd.
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Haying in Kittitas County.

came into its own as a great distributing and

manufacturing city, and now city property
is almost priceless. This story could quote

many similar instances. The lumber of the

Pacific Coast had to be distributed from a

certain point where rail and water met, and

quickly to meet this condition arose such

cities as •

Seattle, Everett, Bellingham and

Tacoma. Where the Northern Pacific crossed

the Yakima River there arose Ellensburg,

and where the Great Northern touches the

Columbia there we have Wenatchee, and

where the Chicago & Milwaukee crosses the

Columbia—there we have West Beverly.

The Post-Intelligencer of Friday, July 26,

has an article on the unusual activity and

development of Kittitas County :

Yew counties of like areas in the world

possess such varied, wonderful and limitless

natural advantages as Kittitas, and compara-

Farm Scene, Kittitas County.
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Good Things for Christmas"~
IDANIEL LOW & CO.

::-"» I« Spoon
with all th«
•mblcmt o f

Hue. US
I107S

Box. Zk in. lone,
•Mrlinc tilTcr 1.65

Don't fc»r<-t to mrailra TW P.rlftr M^ihlj wWn oVatlnf with advartbm. II will b* •ppracteud.
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EAME

CARUS

<T?

49*
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Why do Melba, Caruso^

Sembrich, Scotti, Eames,

Schumann-Heink, Plancon, Gadski and

other grand-opera
stars sing exclusively

for the Victor?

Because these famous artists realize that the

Victor is the only instrument that does full justice

to their magnificent voices.

They want every part of every selection to

be as sweet and natural when they sing in your

home as when they sing on the grand-opera

stage
—and this can be accomplished only on

the Victor.

The foremost musical artists and critics

recognize the Victor as the one instrument which

exactly reproduces the living human voice with

all its individual quality.
Their judgment es-

tablishes the Victor more firmly every day as the

greatest of all musical instruments.

Every month promptly on the 28th—the same date everywhere throughout the United States—
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X
The Victor besides bringing

to you the actual voices of the

leading operatic singers, entertain.-

you with the best music and tun of every kind

by the world's best talent.

Sousa and his band; Arthur Pryor's band,

and many famous instrumental soloists make re-

cords only for the Victor.

May Irwin, with her delightful humor;

the celebrated Haydn Quartet; and those ever-

popular favorites Clarice Vance, Vesta Victoria,

Alice Lloyd and Harry Macdonough are among
the- artists who make records exclusively

the Victor.

No matter what kind of entertainment

ant, vou get the best and hear it at its bestw

only on the Victor

Go to the nearest talking-machine dealer and

hear the Victor and you will understand why this great

array of talent makes records only for the / ictor.

Write today for catalogues

Victor Talking Machine Co.

Camden, N. J., I . S. A.

e» Gramophone Company, of Montreal

Canadian Distributors

the new Victor rccor.ls for the following month are placed on aale. Th« latest music and the best.
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tively few cities and counties have thrust

upon them the advantages of two transconti-

nental lines—but that is the condition here.

The main line of

the road passes

through the coun-

ty, h a vi n g a

Northern Pacific

Railway mileage

equal to the dis-

tance across the

county from east

to west. Ellens-

Vurg is a division

point on this great
trunk line. Ellens-

turg has outgrown
the road's present
facilities for han

dling the business

at this point, de-

manding constant

additions to yard-

age, buildings and
force of men at

work.

The immensity
of the Milwau-
kee's undertaking
can scarcely be

conceived and the benefits to accrue to the

territory reached by the new line are incal-

culable. Besides these two great transconti-

^viM^*«.*i-*«*

jjdtt*

The Kind of Crops Kittitas County Produces.

s>tffl©IP®IU(i[l®[Pi

Christmas Combination Boxes

Ban
Bearing
Garten

With a beautifully decorated
cover in colors, a Christmas
Combination Box, containing
a pair of President

Suspenders and a

pair of Ball Bearing
Garters makes a

present fit for any
man.

President Suspenders
and Ball Bearing Gar-
ters are the kind worn
by most men. They
are recognized as the

right kinds. So when
giving them you can
rest satisfied that you
have selected the easi-

est, most comfortable
ana most durable sus-

penders and garters.

You will find nothing else so satisfactory, so

prettily boxed, for so little money.

If vour home stores have no Christmas
COMBINATION BOXES buy of us by mail

will send this Christmas Combination Box or

suspenders and garters postpaid, for 75 cents.

If you want President Suspenders alone (no garters)

the price is 50 cents.

THE C. A. EDGARTON MFG. CO.,553 Main St., Shirley, Mass.

i a Christmas box

1908 Calendar
and three

PHILIP BOILEAl
Panel Pictures

for 25 cents

The President Calendar for 1508 mail
our best—its distinguishing feature beuj
three delightfully modish America
women—painted by Philip Boileau.

Each of the three subjetJ
is in the most fetching stjj
of that most charming of ai

Sets, illustrative of Amei
can femininity, in its mo
attractive form.
The natural floral decon
tion on each is the quee
Rose, so unalterably asn
ciated with affection— or
with the rich, red A met
can Beauty, another th

pink, delicate Bridesmai<
and the third the glorioi
yellow de Dijon. The who!
Calendar is a work of art, fn
grant with suggestion, yl

marking the lapse of Timj
There are four parts. S
printing on the picture
The 1908 Calendar in full

j

on a separate sheet. A
four, the three pictures an
the Calendar, are done 1

twelve colors on heav]
highly finished plate car*

(>% x 1 5 inches, making very attractnl

panels for framing, or they may be groupe
and arranged artistically without framei
To be sure of a President Calendad
order early. The entire set— 4 parts-
mailed postpaid for 25c. Now Reach

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Which Booklet Will
—* You

Have?
No. 21
Farm Buildings

No. 62
Manufacturing Plants

There are many kinds

Of nxilin^s— theft

kind tint is made and

si >ld on honor and backed

by manufacturer- . >f JO

-landing.

i^— y^W FLINTKOTEREX ROOFING
BOOKLET ti lis why Rex Flintkote Roofing is the roofing for the farmci to

No. 21 use, and shows photographs of all kinds of farm building

factonly roofed and sided with it. No other roofing is so well adapted for poultry

bom s, barns, sib «s. etc. Rex Roofing keeps out heat and cold, as well as water and

dampness. It is a fire resistant. Rex Flintkote Roofing is easily laid by any farm-

hand, and everything needed but the hammer comes in the roll.

BOOKLET ibowi the particular adaptability of Rex Flintkote Roofing to manufac-

No. 62 turing plants, grain elevators, railroad stations, foundries, lumber ihedl

and other industrial buildings. Illustrated with many photographs of such buildings,

including the great Atlanta Terminal Depot, which is covered with 250,000 square feet

of Rex. This R<xjfing gives protection against water, fire, fumes and gases.

- Look for the Roy
" on Evrry Roll.

Write for the Book That Interests You and
Samples of Rex Flintkote Roofing.

Eitlx r "r 1-ith 1...k<. with samples erf Rex Flintk<<e

Rooting will be nailed free of cuet u|»<n request.

J. A. &W. BIRD & CO., 1 14 India 8t., Boston, Mass.
w. f ntllar » Co , *•» PraMtaw, hmMto, OtlteW. MmMm. U* UwIm. fc. »•». rwiU^I. haM., I«™~. !V*

Don't fur»«t to mention Tue I'iclttc MoulLlj wn with aJrertUrrm. It will be pprccUted.
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Time is of great value to the

average man.

With the Gillette Safety

Razor 3 to 5 minutes of your

time is all that is required for a

comfortable, clean, economu.il,

You will

be lucky to

the barber in

than a half

hour, all told—
and the old-fash-
ioned razor is worse
still with its tuts, scratches,

pulling, scraping, honing and
stropping.

The time saved shaving with the
"l ilLLETTE" would soon pay for my razor, to

say nothing of the convenience which it affords.

Be independent. Shave yourself the best

way—the "GILLETTE" way.
The double-edged, flexible blades are so in-

expensive that when they become dull, you
throw them away as you would an old pen.

The Gillette Safety Ramor contlilM of a triple
tilrrr plated holder, 13 double-edged blades—
34 keen edges, packed In a velvet lined leather case
and the price Is 33.00 at all the leading Jewelry.
Drug, Cutlery, Hardware and Sportinx Good*
dealers.

Combination Sett from 96.SO to SSO.OO.

Aakyon rthe"GILLETTE" today
and sha If with case, comfort and
economy, the real <>f your life.

If substitutes arc offered refuse them, and
write us at once for our Booklet and free
trial offer.

GILLETTE SALES COMPANY
204 Times Building;. NEW YORK CITY

NO STROPPING NO HONING WMI
Don't font! to mention Th« P»rt«c MoatMr «kn dwllo* wit* taretitem. It will b*



An Empire in the Making
By Fred Lockley

HAT is making Baker City?"
I inquired of one of the busi-

ness men on a recent visit to

that city.

"Walk down the street

with me and I think I can

show you," he responded.
It was Saturday afternoon and the streets

were crowded. As we passed a group of

roughly-clad men I caught a fragment of

their talk. "It 's a free-milling proposition
and paydirt from the grass roots. All it

early days when placer mining and freight-

ing were the two chief industries and when

gold dust was legal tender. If the old

fashion of bestowing heraldic emblems were

revived most of our local capitalists would

have for their coats-of-arms a crossed pick
and shovel with a rocker in the background
or a pair of six-shooters against a goldpan.
As the prospectors swarmed through the

hills and gorges of the Blue Mountains they
discovered rich quartz ledges, and it is these

gold-bearing quartz ledges that have helped
to make Baker City what it is today. Such

districts as the Greenhorn, the Baisley-Elk-

horn, the Cornucopia, the Cracker Creek, the

Sparta, Pine Creek, the Cable Cove, Iron

Dyke, the North Pole, the Granite and the

Red Boy beside other districts equally prom-
ising have made Baker County famous for

its mineral wealth. The United States Mint

reports give Oregon a total production of

$121,000,000 in gold and silver, and in the

twenty-second annual report of the United

Putting up Hay in the Powder Rloer Valley, Baker City

needs is development to make it a big pro-
ducer."

"There is a part of your answer," said my
friend. "Those are miners from up Sumpter
way. We have tributary to our city be-

tween four hundred and five hundred mines

in operation or in process of development.
Tn the old days Baker City was the head-

quarters and outfitting point for the Eastern

Oregon placer mines. A great many of our

well-to-do men got their start here in the

States Geological Survey the statement is

made that fully three-fourths of the total

mineral production of this state is from the

Blue Mountain goldfields in Eastern Oregon.

Our recently discovered 'Red Belt' is so

extensive and the copper ore is such high

grade that it is attracting universal atten-

tion among mining men."

"How about that ? Is that another of your
resources?" I asked as I pointed to a cow-

boy, who, with his broad-brimmed hat and
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Hair mattresses costing $50
or more are being discarded

every day for the hygienic

npHK Ostermoor isn't the

kind of a bed that

makes one glad to get up—
;b the hard, lumpy, bumpy
hair mattress does. The soft,

yielding resiliency of the

moor gives sleep a new

meaning and a new value; it

means complete, delicious

rest and relaxation—restora-

tion of body, mind and

nerves. No wonder that

everyone wants their full nine

boon on the

OSTERMOOR
Mattress $15.

The Ostermoor is built of layer upon layer of springy Ostermoor sheets.
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his bearskin "chaps," rode his horse with

the grace and ease of long practice.

"Yes, that cowboy represents one of the

most important of our industries—stock-

raising. Our bunchgrass-covered hills have

made the Eastern Oregon horse widely

sought, especially wherever toughness and

endurance are required. It was our extensive

cattle and sheep interests that led to the

term (once well-nigh universal) of 'Bunch-

grasser.' Any man hailing from 'east of the

mountains' was known as a 'Bunchgrasser,' .

but now the bunchgrass is making way for

alfalfa, timothy and clover. The soil seems

to give the same richness and nutritive value

to our timothy as it gave to the bunchgrass
and the Government buys extensively our hay
for shipment to Alaska and the Philippines

Baker County Markets its Bunch Crass in the Form of Beef

for Army service. Our wool and mutton, our

cattle and horses have added hundreds of

thousands of dollars to Baker County's
wealth."

"Who are those fellows across the street?"

I asked. "They look like lumber jacks."

"They are," he responded. "They are in

from their camp on the Sumpter Valley Rail-

way to get a load of supplies. Southwest

from here there is a lumber district 150 miles

long and about thirty miles broad, while to

the northeast the timber stretches clear to

the Idaho line. Look up and down the street

.and count the farmers' wagons. They mean
that more and more of our sagebrush and

bunchgrass land is being converted into

ranches or small farms. We have a private

irrigation company that is reclaiming nearly
10,000 acres of land adjacent to Baker City.

That means that within a year or so there

will be several hundred prosperous families

on small irrigated tracts. The point 1 am
trying to make and what I have tried to

show you is that Baker City is prosperous
because of the diversity of her resources.

Mining, lumbering, stock-raising, fruit-rais-

ing, dairying and farming all contribute to

our prosperity. As fine apples can be raised

in Eagle Valley, Pine Valley and Lower
Powder River Valley as are raised at Ash-

land, Medford or Hood River. What we
have you know; what we want are thrifty
and intelligent settlers—men who are not
afraid to take hold of things in the rough
and convert them to profit. We can give
them a splendid climate, abundant and ex-

cellent water, splendid educational advan-

tages and a large diversity of natural ad-

vantages and resources. If they like to en-

joy life as they go along, our mountain scen-

ery—tourists tell us—is equal to that of tha
old world, and our fishing and hunting are
hard to beat. Look around a day or two and
if you write an article tell the facts. The
more you look around our city and county
the more enthusiastic you will become. Make
your article conservative, for we have to

discount the facts when we are writing to

our Eastern friends, if we want to be be-

lieved."

As I left my guide handed me a little

leaflet. "Read it," he said. "You can bank
on what it says." I pass it on to the readers
of The Pacific Monthly:

Here is a most favored region of the great
Northwest. It is a region where Nature has
stored away with great profusion her untold
mineral treasures; a region of beautiful val-

leys with matchless soil; magnificent moun-
tains, 111118, trees and rivers; a region with
a stimulating, vigorous, health-giving cli-

mate. Hither are coming the awakening
multitudes of the Eastern States—the hard-

toiling farmer, the city man, wearied of the

daily grind of soul-less occupation; the

scholar, the mechanic, the laborer, lured by
the irresistible call of "the West," to the

land where there is a joy in living, and where
men forget to grow old.
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Where Mud is Minted

By William R. Stewart

TEW discovery has given to

th<! phrase "mother earth" a

literal application, and to the

Pacific Coast new fame. The

find is of a vast deposit of

medicinal earth in 'Ventura

County, California, and no "mother" could

nurse more tenderly than this earth is said

to heal the inflammatory ills of humans.

The efficacy of various preparations of

"muds" in the treatment of certain ailments

long has been recognized. But until the Cali-

fornia discovery all these earths had to be

subjected to laboratory treatment of an ex-

haustive nature. The earth which comes

from this Ventura County deposit is itself a

perfect natural product
—a mud plaster

which needs only to be properly applied to

produce, according to physicians, efficacious

healing results.

The discovery of the medicinal earth came
about by accident, and was made by pros-

pectors searching for borax. A family of

Indians, making a temporary camping

ground in Northern Ventura, were observed

to cover themselves with the peculiar mud of

the district. Inquiry elicted the information

that they did this to cure inflammatory trou-

bles and because of the healing qualities of

the mud in general. Test3 and chemical

analyses have thoroughly established the

great therapeutic value of the earth, and the

owners of the property believe that they pos-
sess one of the most important of recent

finds. The earth is free from alkali, and the

percentage of aluminum is high, running in

value to $133 a ton.

The earth is of the same group of natural

earths as "Antiphlogistine." The chief func-

tion of such earths, used as a plaster on the

body, is to assist the blood to maintain a free

circulation. Wherever inflammation exists

the circulation is defective. In eases of pneu-
monia and similar affections, as well as in

rheumatism and other inflammatory ailments,
the congestion and pain are said to be great-

ly relieved by this plaster. •

A peculiarity of this deposit, from a

working viewpoint, is that it requires no min-

ing and no treatment. The mud is in leads on
the surface of the ground, and requires only

shoveling up and canning to be ready for

market. The owners have acquired title to

between 600 and 700 acres of land, surround-

ing the leads, which can be traced over

twenty acres and extending downward to

an undetermined depth, so that the deposit is

said to be practically inexhaustible.

A chemical description of the earth is that

it is anhydrous, antiseptic and hygroscopic.
In color the earth-bed is whitish-gray, and

it is without organic life of any kind. It is

adapted for use also in the making of vari-

ous by-products, such as soap, potash -and

bleaching powder.
Ventura County, alliteratively known as

the "county of beans, beets and borax." is

one of the most richly endowed by nature of

any section of the country. New discoveries

of rare minerals and precious metals have

given it fame for its mineral deposits. In

addition to the mining of borax, which is

now carried on extensively, and the working
of the deposits of asbestos and "Anticon-

gestol," ancient and forgotten mines of gold

and silver also have been rediscovered.
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The Lighter Side

Written by Hugh Herdman unless otherwise designated

A Notable Result.

Scene: Le Hate Meeting of the Confer-

ence for the Abolition of War.
Time: Today.
President Hitemagainsky—Gentlemen of

the Conference for the Abolifion of War:
It becomes my pleasure and duty to call you
to order today for the purpose of conferring
on a subject of vast importance" to the peo-

ple of the nations represented here. It is a

grave subject and calls for your most seri-

ous attention. You have all considered it,

I am sure, in the privacy of your studies, in

the council chambers of your rulers, and in

the halls of your assemblies. I will call first

on Baron Beerundskittles to present the po-
sition of Germany on this point, the ad-

visability of complete disarmament of all na-
tions.

Baron Beerundskittles.—Mr. President and

Gentlemen: It is true that Germany has con-
sidered this subject. Germany considers all

subjects. There is nothing under the smiling
sun that Germany doesn't know something
about. Consequently, when Germany is

called upon to present to this distinguished
company the results of her thought on this

subject, Germany is ready. Complete dis-

armament! That is a far step, gentlemen
of the convention, to take. But Germany,
always in the lead in matters pertaining to
the good of humanity, comes forward and
says, "I am ready to disarm, if the rest of

you will do so first." That is Germany's po-
sition. You will pardon my pride when I

praise the magnanimity of my Emperor who
entrusted me with that measure. Great-
minded man that he is, leader of men,
pioneer in the realm of thought, unwavering
in his devotion to the welfare of human-
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kind, he bade me deliver myself in the man-
m.t I have. By this course he has much to

lose and nothing to gain. Hut for your takes

he will disarm his fpress, dismantle his

leviathans, spike his guns, and devote his

:ind undoubted military genius to the

affairs of
|

•

President llitemngainsky—Count Klip de

Trnla will announce to you the reactions of

France on thin question.
Count Flip de Trala—France also has

thought on this subject, not once, like some

nations, but mnuy times, a million times.

The genius of the French people is great,

very great. We can think a hundred times

while the other nations think once, and we

always think right, is it not! The billion

times we have thought of this subject we
have always thought right, we have always

jumped at the same conclusion—I say

jumped, because the genius of. the French

people is to be quick, to get there all at once,

and jumping is ipiirk. Will we agree to

disarm! « '.rtainment! That is, if Germany
and F.ngland and the others will do it first.

We meet all the nations more than half way.
You do it first and we will follow. Is that

not fairf France is always fair. Vive la

France!

I'r. si. lent Hitemagainsky — Sir Tommy
Fearnothing, the representative of F.ngland,

will enlighten us as regards hi* nation's de-

cision.

Sir Tommy Fearnothing—England has

thought much, but has little to say. Our
conclusion may. well be couched in those

memorable words of Nelson, "After you!"
President Hitemagainsky—General Bomb-

nndldoodsky will present the dictum of his

majesty, the Czar of all the Russia*.

Count Hombandbloodsky—My sov-

lord and master, Crar Nicholas, commanded
me to say to the nations assembled in this

conclave that, in holding another peace con-

ference, they are doing honor to the memory
of his sainted father, who was the first ruler

to initiate these gatherings which hav.

trihuted so much to the peace of the world,

lie would come in person, if he had tho

the time, I mean. Rut since he can-

not attend, he commanded me to say that it

is the part of wisdom, humanity and justice
for all the nations of the world to lay aside

that last relic of barbarism and join with
Russia on that high plane of social, political

and intellectual freedom which he has

brought about by humane methods in his own
realm. After you have laid aside yonr arms
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and given up all intentions of war, he will

do likewise, and joy and peace will reign
forever on earth. So says Czar Nicholas.

President Hitemagainsky—The Honorable
Bob Bounder, the emissary of the United
States of America, will kindly take the floor.

Hon. Bob Bounder—Mr. President and
Gentlemen of the Conference: I want to say
at the outset that I am not the representa-
tive of the people of the United States. I

am the representative of President Roose-

velt, but since he is the whole show, It, so

to speak, over there, I suppose it amounts to

the same thing. Well, he didn't tell me
what to- say, although he gave me his ideas
and left me to present them. So here goes:
He tilings that all this talk about disarma-
ment is tommyrot, that you are all talking
through your skypieces, that your belfry is

full of bats. Excuse me while I read this

cable message I just received. (Reads)—
What I just said is all wrong. He doesn't
think that at all. Tins massage is from him,
and he says that disarmament is the great
and only original hot stuff. All strenuous
nations should disarm and fight with Na-
ture's weapons, bare fists-. All weaker na-
tions should be sent to a school where they
play foot— Excuse me; here is another mes-

sage. (Reads)—He says in this one that the

telegrapher that sent his last message is an
addle-brained oaf, that he didn't mean to

wjfite what he did. Hence, I go back to my
original position, that disarmament is mere

twaddle, the moth-eaten cogitation of some
old university fossil who doesn't know the

difference between the breech of a thirteen-

inch gun and the business end of a bumble-
bee. Excuse me; another message. (Reads)—
I wish, gentlemen, to retract what I just
said. He cables me here that his fitst mes-

sage was O. K., and that he is unalterably

aligned on the side of disarmament. He
says, moreover, that anyone who disagrees
with him is a feather-brained nincompoop,
an asinated goat, and an invertebrate tom-
cat. I am sure that we all agree with him.
When a great man like him comes to a

positive and fixed opinion it behooves such
common trash as you and I to get aboard his

automobile. Hello, another message. (Reads)—Gentlemen, it gives me great pleasure
- to

inform you that I have had a great honor

thrust upon me. By the faithful perform-
ance of my duties here I have earned the

proud distinction of being dubbed by the

President an unmitigated falsifier, not to use

a harsher but more exact term. This. I am
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MB*, is only an earnest of greater honors
I am confident that before this I

->• 1 shall have bfttlOmf an un

i,
a life member of th.t Ana-

nias Club, and a shameless nature fakir. Say,
en yon and dm now, man to man

. war may bo hell, but peace un.ler

such circumstances as these ia heller. Be-

fore proceeding I will await further instruc-

l'r. sident Hitemagainsky—Will Baron K»
mima speak for Japanf

Baron Komona—I will. Japan will not dis-

arm. Japan, the land of the rising sun, loves

war. Patriotism is our religion. We lore

our country, we must fight for her, and we
are most happy when we are fighting. And
we can fight. Hussia knows that, and the

reat of you will know it, too.

Baron Bt-erundskittlea—Listen at the little

rooster! He crows too soon. It is not day-
light yet already. He is one Spring chicken,
nicht warf Haw haw!

Preaddaari Hitemagainsky—Baron Komona
is out of order. This is a peace conference,
not a Japanese melodrama.

I'.aroti Komona—Poof. You go and ex-

plo.le. you old Bnaaian bombl
( ount Flip do Trala—Ah, that is one in-

sult. I will he your second. <V n 'est past

Hitemagainsky Order, a

irder. 1 refuse to i insult from
a heathen. (Baron Kobmhm starts •

at, but .s ouuny
thing. Winn two <itn« r

li.iii.l

Where is the sergeant at-armsf Will he

kindly eject the disorderly spectators! Or
are they rapreseatati

Count lian.-iiiapeel (from Nicaragua)—But
that pup of a pig from Panama sa.v

country is greater than mine. II,- is a liar.

Count Hadahat (from Panama)— I did.

It is. You, too, are a liar. Hintry
is a swamp.

i 'mint Bananapeel—And your* is a ditch.

Count Hadahat—I will meet you at six to-

morrow morning.
< ount Hananapeel—At six.

President Hitemagainsky—The gent:
must keep quiet and let our deliberation! on
the subject of peace continue. Or was it

war we were talking about?
Duke Dagored—Mr. President and (ientle-

men: I have a grievance to present. The
Sultan of Turkey own my government a big
debt, and he will not pay. He bought one
k.ont—
Bob Bounder—Well, we 're all in the same

1 oat. Spaghetti; so don't worry.
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Duke Dagored—But he will not pay, we
need the money, and England says we must
not fight him. What will we do!
Bob Bounder—Ask Teddy; he knows.
Duke Dagored—But why will he not pay?
Bob Bounder—On the quiet, Dago, it 's

because he 's broke—too many millinery
bills.

Count Komona—And I have a grievance.
Bob Bounder—Say, little brown brother, I

thought you were dead.

Count Komona—Yes, I have a grievance.
It is against the United States. They will

not let Japanese into their country. They
are pigs.
Bob Bounder—Well, what do you noble

sons of the rising sun want to associate with

pigs for?

Count Komona—You are a fool.

Bob Bounder—Waifr till I get my next
cable. I'll be worse than that.

Count Komona—And you kill Japanese in

San Francisco, you burn their houses and
stores, you will not let them go to school.

Bob Bounder—Say, young fellow, haven't

you ever been in 'Friseo?

Count Komona—No, I have not.

Bob Bounder—Too bad! You 've missed
half your life. Why, say, they have Fourth
•f July there all the time.

Count Komona—And I have another pro-
test. England signed an alliance with Ja-

pan, and now she will not let us imitate her
forts and war vessels. Pig!
Count Bullbythetail (from Spain)—I will

sell you some warships, cheap. We have no
further use for them. We believe in uni-

versal peace and amity.
President Hitemagainsky—i entlemen, af-

ter this long and fruitful discussion of the

question of disarmament, you must all be

ready to vote on it. Of course we cannot
bind our respective nations by our votes,
but we can show the sentiment of this august
assemblage. That sentiment will, no doubt,
be the determining element in the future set-

tlements of disputes. Weigh the matter well
and then prepare your ballots. fThe tellers

collect the ballots and proceed to tally the

votes.) Gentlemen, I regret to say that the
ballots are all blank.

* « *

Eaisuli, the Bandit.
A comic opera in three acts. Libretto by

Roaring Pete. Music by Rag Time Bob.

ACT I.

Streets of Morocco. Midnight. All is

quiet. The night is pitch dark. Impossible
to see your hand before your face. A man
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enters through a narrow doorway. He U
alsd i» n long grooa Cloak, red shirt, white

red tiirh:in. In one baud ho

carries a dagger, ni the other :i rope, and in

Ins mouth a carbine. It is still dark, and

you ran 't aee any of thin, but it is all true.

Mr walks stealthily about tin; stage, peering
In tv an. I tin re, and careful to make no noise.

.r twice lie whispen something, but in

such a low tone that it is not understood.

Suddenly he stops, the lights are turned on,

and walking to the front of the stage ho

sings n threatening ballad entitled,
"

~
iikI Qrowi Cool, Lizzie Dear." As an

en, ore lo l.ellows, "Drink to Me Only From
rd.

"

Then the lights are extinguished again,
and he goes creeping about looking for that

loat cigarette snipe. While he is in the

of his search a great hubbub breaks
out and a crowd rushes on the stage. The

lights are again turned on, and we see a

party of Cook's tourists, clad in bathing
suits. They sing a song entitled "When Nel-

lie Hit Her Tongue." Kaisuli sneaks away,
upper left. The Cook's guide turnb his

mouth loose, and the crowd pairs off by twos.

U comes back with a villainous looking

companion. They creep up behind one of

THOUSANDS OF ACRES TO BE

THROWN OPEN IN

CALIFORNIA

I'nder the new ar-

rangement juM aim. mil- rnlng the

sixth opening iii California lands, .-.

land is not necessary, but it

must be improved with building*, orchards
or irrigation ditches during the first

which insures population, active and rapid

growth. Applications may now be fih

land in the new t up to ] I

We will send you I in Hook I

htructions to Homeseekers for ten

(stamps or coin) and include a three-months'

subscription to the Western Empire, a valu-

able California magazine about the wonder-
ful industrial development of California

life, sports, adventure, etc. Also sample
copies of the Pacific Fruit World and the

Live Stock Tribune, the two leading farm and

poultry papers of California, all for

which may result in a long life and modest
fortune for vou.

Address BOm BXTENIUOM COMMIT
TEE, No. 209 Chamber of Commerce.
Angeles, California.

BEN
0SDORPJ

iCOCOA

Known the world over as the Cocoa of
r Double Strength and Highest Quality. The perfect

drink for the growing child and nourishing to all. Do not fori

YOU SAVE YOUR COCOA

by using the Cocoa in the Yellow Wrapper.
A TRIAL CAN. MAKING IS CUPS. SENT FOR K> CENTS.

Stephen L. Bartlett Co., Importers, Dept. 35, Boston, Mass.
Jisk for Bensdorp'i Dutch Milk Chocolate.

Don't forgvt to ntentloo, Th» firlflo Moattalr wb*» iemllat wit* sdwlswu . It will »• •piirortexit.
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WAfS MUFFLER
ror Men, Women and Children

On or cff in a jiffy. Doesn't go on over the

head, merely snaps together at back of neck,
but covers lungs and hugs throat completely.
Over 3,000,000 sold last winter. Put it in

pocket or purse as you enter hot room. Snap
on in a jiffy as you go out in cold again.
Knit of finest cashmere wool in many unfad-
able colors. Made with or without ear or

ear and face coverings. Lasts a lifetime.

Looks becoming. You cannot realize its

warming comfort in frigid weather till you
wear it. Besides, health is priceless and
should be protected. The lungs and throat
are the vital points of danger. Every man,
woman or child who goes out of doors in

cold weather needs

WAY'S MUFFLER
needs it absolutely, no matter whether the time
of exposure to cold be 30 minutes or all day.
Sold everywhere by haberdashers, dry-goods
stores, clothiers, druggists

—
50c to $3.00. If

your favorite store doesn't keep WAY'S
MUFFLER, write us, and we will see that you get
one immediately. Our new book,

"
Cold Air,

Nature's Great Tonic," gives intensely interest-

ing information on nature's simple method of

preventing and curing coughs, colds, and all

throat and lung diseases. Mention this maga-
zine on a post card, and we'll send you a free

copy by return mail. "Do it now." You'll

be glad you did.

THE WAY MUFFLER CO.
Dept.P. 23rd and Arch St»., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

the party, seize and gag her and carry her

away.
The crowd discovers .them, rushes to the

wings, makes a great outcry, and then comes
back and joins in singing, "They 've

Pinched Our Chaperone.
"

Enter a detective. He gets busy at once,
writes ten telegrams, sends for ten camel-
drivers and dispatches them with the tele

grains to the leading chiefs of the interior.

He then sings "A Plain Clothes Man Is the
Life for Me." Afterwards he orders coffee

for tKe crowd.
In rush the deputies from the district at-

torney's office and arrest the whole part v.

They demand the reason for the indignity
and are told that his eminence, the district

attorney, had put the lid on, that thereafter

anybody who puts sugar in his coffee would
be arrested, imprisoned for life, or, if he
had put in more than one lump, beheaded.
They protest, but to no avail. Then they
unite in singing a tearful ballad called
"What Happened to Hattie When She Went
Slumming."

(Curtain.)

ACT II.

The desert. The following morning at

daybreak. Eaisuli, his companion and their

captive mounted on camels. She is fright-
ened and weary. As day breaks she looks

around, sees only the desert, and bursts into

tears and song simultaneously, warbling,
"I'd Bather Be a Camel Than His Eider."

This offends the camel she is riding, and he
lies down. Eaisuli tries to rouse him, but
fails. They decide to camp. Eaisuli un-

binds the captive, removes her veil, and falls

in a faint. After he recovers, he sings,

plaintively, "I've Plucked a Lemon From a

Cherry Tree." She replies with "I'm the
Tartar Sauce on a Fillet of Sole." The third

member of the party breaks in with "She 's

a Bird, but She 's Moulting." This annoys
Eaisuli, who thinks it is a reflection on his

ability to pick a captive. He draws his

scimiter, rushes upon Brot to Bey, as he is

called, and is on the point of cutting him
down when the captive screams and falls in

a faint. Eaisuli hastens back to her. She

revives, stares vacantly about, and then says,
"Did you see that horrid spider?"
"Spider?" asks Eaisuli, disgusted.

"There, I told you so!*' exclaimed Brot to

Bey angrily. "I told you they spied her."
Eaisuli kills him on the spot.
The captive's gratitude knows no bounds.

She rises, comes down the stage and sings,

soulfully, "I've Swallowed a Moth Ball, but

My Love Ts True."
Raisuli's heart is touched. He gazes at
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her a moment, uneertain how to act, and then

Hhi-atliea bis sword.

It herself, leaning up against <>ne

of the camels. The camel protests. Raisuli

offers himself as a substitute. She a-

his offer, ami then with her head resting on

his shoulder she tells him about life in H <•

hoken. The beauty ami romance of it ap-

peals to his hitherto unwarned heart. He
has made up his mind to propose to li.-r.

when |n> suddenly remembers that she was
the ebaparoM of Um erowd. Hursting into

s.in^', he asks, "Is Vm:r Husband Living, and
II. Any Dought"

8ho replies with
"

Vi-s, Hi- Has a Million,

1 nt He -

s Eighty Years Old."

ltaisuli jumps to his feet, kicks up the

camels, swings the captive up on ono of

them, ami starts back to Morocco. Ah they
the stage they sing, gazing rapturously

int.. each other -Wait Till the Old

Man l>i-s, My l.-.\

(t'urtain.)

ACT III.

Kvcning of the same day. Streets of

roi-r.i. < iti/.ens standing about discussing the

kidnapping of the chaperone and the arrest

i-t' the funk's party.

Knter liaisnli ami the lady mounted on

cam-Is. Amazement among citizens. They
come down stage and sing, "We 're Hack
on the Back of the Humpback."

Kaisiili descends from the camel. He is

explaining the reason for his return. Knter

live. He sees Raisuli and the lady,

sends a messenger to the jail to inform the

party, and then from a distance informs

Kaisuli that he is under arrest for contribut-

ing to the delinquency of a minor. Raisuli

rc|.lie* in the song, "You Are Flat on That
Minor." The lady, from her perch on the

••amel, follows with "I'm No Minor.

Though in a Minor Part."

Knter the district attorney. Raisuli scire*

him. ami under threats of death makes
l> in sjga the release of the imprisoned trav-

The district attorney warbles, "I'm
Sitting on the Lid, but It 's (jetting Awful
Est" The detective boasts of rescuing the

lady from the hands of the bandit, un-1 of

-ing the prisoners. He sings "I'm It,

It. It. With a Great Hi* L"
The rescued tourists enter, angry and dis-

heveled, I. nt do -i-r up on seeing their erst-

while cha|ierone. They all join in the grand
finale. "When the Handit's Band Is Banded,
There '« a Band That Beats the Bam' "

(Curtain.)

Decorative Wall

Coverings

Nothing lends

more charm to an in-

terior than an artistic color

scheme, in which wall cov-

erings, furnishings and wood-
work all blend in perfect

harmony.

FABRI KONA
(TlU* Mart »i«Uif4 l»r «.riLOf.

>u4 la P-t HI. la Oi. BrttaUi

WOVEN WALL COVERINGS
meet all requirements. They are

strong and durable, beaut it ul.

cleanly and sanitary, colors are

varied and very permanent.

FAB-RI-KO-NAWoven\V»ll
Covering* preserve plastering.

In San Franciico, after the dis-

aster, many houses in which
KAIi K I K( ) N A had been used

were inspected. Walls covered

with these woven wall fabrics

were in splendid condition, while

the walls in other rooms in the

same houses required replastering.

Our beaufifu/ Portfolio, "New
Ideas for Home Decoration," with

fen designs In color, by John

TiYlor tnd lohn Ednit. stnl post-

paid for ttn cents.

W. will ilUlr kira mm titwm tarsal*
nlaKktM hjtrow kaaw.sfcowlnf So*

mamm) ..-,ln «i fAltlluSA ..II

look wkrm (WMH wits vaolwatk la

• itu.il (SUM. tank k* Tra4> Mut
" FAB SI SO N A" < back d (oast.

7»ij if tut ii itttfl*nJ faluablt.

II utr to Jut /or lull im/otmaliom.

H. B. WIGGIVS SONS CO,
44 Ar eta si„ Bloosaf I* 14, N. J.

A

Ma-flKO-SA sT*>n Vast

Ctttriuut art sows —4
nU *r •" '<>>'- (tass

D*CO*»t9lt.
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The Eyes Win
Favor with all who desire comfort and

style.
No worry, trouble, or wrinkles,

when the garments are fastened with

lijljl O Invisible L I EO
An aid to perfect fitting—an improvement

over silk loops or other metal eyes.
It's all In the Triangle. Will

not rust. Sold at all stores

k
or by mall—all sizes—black
or white—in envelopes—2
doz. Eyes 5c., with Spring
Hooks loc.

PEET BROS.. I)ri>l. K . PhttV. Pa.

DEAFNESS

t

"The Morley 'Phone"
A miniature Tele-

phone for the Ear,
invisible, easily ad-

justed, and entirely
comfortable. Makes low sounds

and whispers plainly heard. Over fifty

thousand sold, giving instant relief

from deafness and head noises. There are but few
<as«s of deafness that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonial*

THE MORLEY COMPANY, Dept. 100
31 South 16th Street. Philadelphia

MEXICAN WATCH FOB
Handiwork of the Mexican Hair Weuvoni

fumed tor their umxjualJ'id wkill.

UNIQUE, NOVEL, DRESSY
Thcwi fob* are all hand woven In the moat
Intricate an<l artixtlo rli'*lirn«, rwjuiriiiK ">"-
aummate nklll and «nd](-*« patience. They
are certain to be the rage wherever lutrn-
dnoed. We eend yonr money back if yon don't
like them.

Ten Strand Fob, :M£iV ,"*"d

mall prepaid, each $1.50
With hnnd f-naraved, pur© coin silver

. . . ximBwaHtlka ullde eac

The Curio Shop,Yuma, Arizona

rflANQUErre
WALNUT

VROOMAN strain; Ti-

HAROY, BLIGHT RtSI5T»W0:

BEARS YOUNG: I iNUAL

CROPPER . LARGEST AND

''"EST TLAVORED •*""

Ask for It!
our booklet Wa |nut culture

Ifyou Intend plantingany Walnut trees or are Interested

in this subject, don't fail to see this book.
Address, Oregon Nursery Co.. Salem, Ore.

Exposed.

She was looking over- some necktie
men. There was something about her that

ed to him to be very familiar, so when
she looked up and asked the price of a eer
tain tie, he asked her in reply, "Haven't I

seen you somewhere before."
"I don't know," she replied, looking

down. "Perhaps you have seen me in

I 'Mine in frequently."
"No," he said, positively. "It wasn't

here. It was away from here somewhere."
"I think I will take these two," she said

somewhat abruptly. "My husband prefer!
blacks and grays. Please charge and deliver
them to Mr. John Smith, 101 First Avenue."
And she turned and walked away.
He looked closely after her. "By Jove, f

have it!" he exclaimed. "Oh, fool, tod
that I wasl Why didn't I keep my
bloomin' month shut? It 's her as s,

Bhootin'. Maybe if I hadn't said anything
she wouldn't have noticed. Oh, yes, she
would. She knew all the time. I 'II b<

came in here just to lei me down kind M
easy like! 'My husband,' ehf 80 yoi
the little Miss Susie Trott, who wan .ill aloof
in the world, down at the beach, are jronl
You little villain, you! And you were ma!
ricd all the time. Say, but she did pull my
leg! And r was a millionaire 'a son! I'.y

Jove, but there are lots of liars in this world,
now aro'nt theyf"

The Mean Old Thing.

Mrs. Curtly—lie is a cruel husband
Mrs. Sweetly—How do yon know?
Mrs. Curtly—I know from what liin wife

says.
Mrs. Sweetly—Well, if my husband were

cruel to me I would cut my tongue out. be
fore I would te|| it.

Mrs. Curtly Oh, she didn't, tell it, or

moan to tell it. I just inferred it.

Mr*. Sweetly Perhaps, then, you were

wrong. What did she sayf
Mrs. Curtly She said that her husband

nevor would argue with her. So there, now.

* • •

Grateful.

Jinks- -There goes a grateful man.
I'.inkH What, makes you think so?
Jinks—I borrowed ten dollar! of him one©,

never paid it back, and ho is grateful that I

don't corno back for more.
* * •

Gets Better Results.

Wilkins—Why doesn't ex-J'residenI Cltvi
land take mure of B hand la polities, do you
Hup pose?

I'.ilkins Fishing 's too good.
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WARNING!
Many Rain Coats are sold a*

"Croesnsrtea" which ara not—therefore
hear in tr td when purchasing

It is NOT a

unless this circular registered

trade mark is stamped on t

this silk label

and

is at the collar or elsewhere.

Unf Look for both and insist

upon •eeirui them.

comeina large variety of cloths for wear

by men. women and children, and are tor

sale by the hading Clothing. Haberdasher/,

Dry Goods and Department Stores through-

out the civihxed world.

"Cr»»vt»r>ctto" K..m <.\*»t» wvn IggJ

of their true purpose when worn on other

than rainy days.

\\ i ite to Department 2 for intern sting

Ms—tsilemi el "uimkw" Oatna,

Wi!. Maeair*. Drw* Cu e., ee*.

100 Film A»... Car. ISta St.. N.w Yarn

A Gift of Fine Jewelry
M .11 touch the heart. Artistic de-

signs and rmchraiv e patterns add
much to the value the

j
ewelry

conveys. Our name on the box
means quality and style. Write for

New Catalogue No. S

96 pagee of OtsastssanV, rViatcAea,

Jsesssry nnefosRSsrsnere. It M tree

upon request. Goods are shipped
on approval, charge* prepaid.

2000 Gift Suggestions
la ear fere* Oakfw Na. S

vWkvJ
Wr*fmfrm Catenae* Ma. * nJb>

BROCK & FEAGANS
•/eare/ers

437-439-441 BROADWAY
Brack* Feeaaea' tM..L.A^U.CU.USJL

LISTEN! I

It till men, who have been an-

noyed by their auspusiui ibcfaag
trocu ioottlocn» woveo try a

COMMON-SENSE

sthr* esjgT ejMsV an> ewW

D* not jAAt from tht

la* Vase sal Seat (art*.

•oM •»»«-»•"•'• or

"•retsrewe

IVxi'i rorcrt to ewattaa TV I'r.-i*.- M«atktt efcea eraaag ntta eevenlsers. It will W iriwuw^l
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Old Mexico
In Mexico, on the banks of the beautiful

Usumacinta River, Is situated one of the

garden spots of the world. Blessed with
all the verdure and luxuriance of the

tropics, and yet far enough removed from
the swamp lands to Insure against that
bugbear of the tropics, fever, it truly is a
Land of Gold.

There are no floods, no droughts, no
sterile lands. Everywhere the earth is

fairly teeming with its growth of vegeta-
tion.

Growing amongst this tropical grass and
vinery are the mighty mahoganies, the

fragrant rosewood, and the precious log-
wood, as well as many equally valuable
tropical woods. Think of It, within less

than 1,800 miles of Chicago, and only 850
miles from Mobile, Ala., stand these vir-

gin tropical forests.

On the property of Chacamax Land De-
velopment Company it Is estimated that
there Is at least one billion (1,000,000,000)
feet of these hardwoods, and that this

timber can be logged and marketed at a
profit of $50.00 per thousand, this means
$50,000,000 profit In hardwood on 91,610
acres of land.

This is the security offered you when
you buy stock in Chacamax Land Develop-
ment Company. They own this land out-

right. They are going to log it in the
most modern manner ; but this is not all.

After it has been logged it will be planted
in bananas and rubber—4,000,000 banana
suckers and 14,000,000 rubber trees will
be planted.
Now bananas are staple articles of com-

merce. They have been raised and mar-
keted for years. The general contract
price delivered on the banks of a navi-

gable stream is 30 cents a bunch. The
cost of cultivating, harvesting and mar-
keting is 10 cents; profit, 20 cents per
bunch.

Every "matt" has one bunch the first

year, and from four to five every nine
months thereafter.

Our capitalization Is $4,500,000. Take
your pencil and figure our possible divi-

dends, and then write for our literature,
including the earning capacity of that 14,-

000,000 tree rubber plantation that you
will have an interest in if you buy stock.
Write at once. Few Investments with
such possibilities exist, and fewer still are
those that are backed with securities

equal at least to the total capitalization of
the company.

Chacamax
Land Development

Company
1 204 American Bank Bldg. Seattle, Wash.

Necessity.

The professional jokester sat at his desk

in his bare room. The room was cold, his

clothes were thin and worn, he was faint

with hunger, and his pockets were empty.
At last he rose and, putting the manu-

script in his pocket, set out for the publish-
ers' offices. He almost fell over with sur-

prise when the first editor not only deigned
to look at his "stuff," but said:

"Say, old man, this is good. You must
have been in a rare mood when you wrote
this. There is nothing like being in the mood
to write, is there? This indigestion joke
is a corker. You must have actually had an
attack when you wrote that. A hot bird and
a cold bottle, eh? I'll take them all. Here 's

your cheek."
The humorist went out, ate a square meal,

bought some coal, and did not write another

good joke for a week.
* * #

Not in His Family.

"Yes, sah," said the colonel, as he leaned

comfortably against the bar and sipped a

mint julep, "there is one stigma that has
never been attached to my family name,
sah."

"I have no doubt there are many, colonel,"
replied the major, "but what, sah, is this

pa'tie'lah one?"
"There have been many deaths in our fam-

ily, sah, and from many causes; but I am
happy to say, sah, that not one of us has
evah come to his end, sah, from having
watah on the brain."

* * *

Too Serious.

Jinks—Why did Solemly give up the min-

istry? He seemed very much in earnest.

Binks—Oh, he was in earnest, all right.
In fact, he was too much in earnest. That 'a

what the trouble was.

Jinks—How? 1 didn't know that a man
can be too earnest in his profession.
Binks—Well, he can. Solemly took him-

self and his calling so seriously that he even
tried to practice all that he preached. The
result was that he had nervous prostration
and had to give up his work.

* * *

Lucky Man.

He—By George, here 's that letter you
gave me to mail two days ago. I swear I

completely forgot to do it.

She—Oh, I am so glad. Give it here

quick.

He—What 's the matter? Don't you want
it mailed?

She—Yes, but I forgot to add a postscript,

and it has worried me ever since.
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THE INCOMPARABLE
WHITE

THE CAR FOR SERVICE

A SEASON OF WHITE VICTORIES
White Bulletin No. 14, which has just been i**ued, gives a re*ume of the victories of the White in the

important contest* of the year. The various chapter* of the Bulletin bear the following headings :

The White in World-Wide U»e
The President at the Wheel
Continued Government Favor
First Place in London Town Carriage Contest
Perfect Score in Harrisburg Endurance Run
Fastest Time in Wilkes-Barre Hill-Climh

Fastest Time in Cleveland Hill-Climb

Fastest Time in California Hill-Climb

Perfect Scores in Sealed Bonnet Contest

Officially Observed Non-Stop Run of 1871 Miles

Only Perfect Score in Quaker City Regularity Run
Fastest Time of the Season on the Track
Perfect Score in California Endurance Run
Officially Declared Most Efficient Car
Wins Third "Desirability Contest"

The Glidden Tour—A Clean Sweep for the White
Writ* for a copy of thia intonating publication

THE WHITE COMPANY
17S0 Market Street, San Francisco CLEVELAND, OHIO

Doa't forget to nx-nthm Ths r*rlSe Moathlr wtwa oVslInc srlih sdirriUrra. It will In apofvelatsd.
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SAILING IN
SAFETY

Mill"""

Stewarts
DUPLEX
SAFETY PINS

EXCEL AND OUTSELL ALL OTHERS
Because *of their uniform high quality. Duplex Safety

Pint have absolutely guarded spring, preventing: tearing
of fabric. They fasten from either side, but cannot slip
through. Made of stiffer wire than any other pin.The fine finish and superior point make them pass
through cloth easily. Send 4 cents for sample, worth
double the money. See that every card bears the name of

Consolidated Safety Pin Co. .

165 F.rr.nd Street BI.OOMFIELD, N. J.

Says Uncle Rastus.

Hag yo' ebah took notice dat de man dat

aint got no sense makes «de loudes' noise

wiv his mouf? Dat 's caze his hade am
empty.
Whuffo' er man wanter spen' all night

gittin' er hadeache, an' den spen' all de

nex' day gittin' rid ob hit? Dat 's what
Ah wanter know.
De man dat kin be great on er small

sal'ry deserbes ter te.

No, sah, Ah nebbah looks er gif hoss in

de mouf. Ah jes' hooks him up wiv er mule
an' fin's out what he kin do.

When Gen'ral Incomp'tence an' Gen'ral
Cussedness gits deir hades togeder, dey am
boun' ter gib trouble ter somebody, dat 's

suah.
* * *

Even Till the End.

i Andy and John D. chanced to meet one

day in Elysium. Each was surprised to see

the other, and marveled how he gained ad-

mittance.

|

"How did you get in, Andy?" John D.

finally asked.

"I promised Saint Peter that I would

,erect the finest library in the universe for

.them. How did you make it?"
"Promised them the most richly endowed

'university."
"You old fox, you!"
"The same to you, Andy."

* * *

Told the Trutn.

Irate Farmer—Hey, you! When you sold

me that horse, you said he was as sound as
he was the day he was foaled.

Dealer—What 's the matter with him?
Irate Farmer—Why, dad gast it, he 's

blind in one eye and has got the heaves.

Dealer—Oh, he was that way when he was
foaled.

* * *

What 's the Use?

"Young men and young women," said the

orator on graduation day, "my advice to

you all is to make the most possible of your-
selves. And my experience has been that

the best way to do that is to take good aim
at some definite object. Take good aim."

"Aw, what 's he givin' us?" said the Fat

Boy. "What 's the use of takin' aim all the

time if you don't never shoot?"
* * *

Says Uncle Rastus.

Hit 'pears ter me dat de safes' side ob er

law suit to be on am de same as de safes'

side ob er b'ar, de outside.

Hit am er pow'ful cur 'us thing dat when

er man am broke, he am mighty suah ter

think ob inendin' his ways.
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This latest creation by Kaber, by far the most

exquisite art calendar of the season, is a

beautifully colored panel of more than usual

interest, portraying the birthstones and their

significance for every month of the year. It is

7 x 36 inches in size, reproduced in seven-

teen rich colors, and being free from advertis-

ing, makes a most desirable decoration for

home or office. This calendar is sent on re-

quest to every reader as a reminder that

pabst Extract
1te2)esTTonic

is exceptionally effective in maintaining perfect

health for every member of the family and is

a remarkable aid in regaining lost health. It

is a liquid food in predigested form, contain-

ing all the bracing, soothing, toning effects

of choicest hops, so combined with the vital,

tissue building and digestive elements of pure,

rich barley malt, as to form a preparation that

nourishes the whole body, restores wasted

tissues, invigorates the blood, refreshes the

brain and aids digestion.

For Salt at alt <Druofiit* — Insist Ujtn tkt Orioinol

This Calendar Is Free
Simply send us your name and address, en-

closing 10 cents in stamps or silver to pay

wrapping and mailing charges. Address

Pabst Extract Dept. 9 MilwauKee. Wis.

( *£

IfcwTt forrrel to mratloo TU« I'trlOr Monthly wbrm dnllBC wttk Mfttlw i*. It "111 bt •ppr.-rutiij.
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CAN YOU SEW A
STRAIGHT SEAM?

If so, you can make ynar own

or SUIT ami SAVE HALF
We furnish I*'ree with orders for four or
more yards of an y of Priest ley's medium
ami heavy weight Cravene<Ues,SiI It,
Auto or Rubberized Cloth, any pat-
tern of cither Pictorial Ravlew or May Man-
ton's. We sell Priestley's cravencttes by llu
yard from $1.90 up, cut to measure garments
from $8.50 up, and the completed garment for

$11.00 up. Write today for 65
free samples and 40 illustra-

itions of New York's best crea-
ltions in Rain, Auto and Travel-

ling coats and suits. We prepay
expressape anywhere in the
United States.

CRUCIAL TEST RAIN CLOTH CO.
914 Summit Ave., New York Dept. 46

^ HAND
EMBROIDERED

LINGERIE
Is appreciated by
all women of refinement.

Make it yourself at

little cost.

Nightgown like cut, stamped on extra quality
French cambric, complete with cotton lor

embroidery, SPECIAL
All embroidery clearly started.

Give Bust Measure. SAND TODA Y.

miE NEEDLECRAFT SHOP !•'•«»"•"»
PORTLAND, OREGON

RECAMIER CREAM
r>

a l-J

"W5, >
•

V-CRE.AM

For the Complexion
TTn^ > *. WM cure a bad

)

k skin and pre-
serve a good
one.

' Used by cele-
brated beauties

fornearacentury

jg For Sale Everywhere.

Two sizos—
50c and $1 .00

Recamier Hanf'g. Co., No. 127 W. 31st Si, N. Y. City
Send for free sample and interesting illustrated boo let

Industrials Investigated
You Should Secure A conndential > con -

— servative report on
your prospective or present investments in the
Pacific Northwest. Our technical and commercial
experts investigate Industrials, Manufacturing, Min-
ing, Irrigation, Transportation, Lumber, Fisheries,
Electrical and like propositions and report in full

detail. The Mercantile Agencies, The Seattle
National Bank and Scandinavian-American Bank
vouch for our reliability and integrity. Consultation
Department,

PACIFIC ENGINEERING COMPANY
Seattle, Washington

A Sure Shot.

Would-Be Sport—Can you tell me a sure

way to beat the races?

Sport—I can. I have a system that will

win nine times out of ten.

Would-Be Sport—That looks good to me.

What is it?

Sport—You just camp on my trail,

whenever I make a bet, you bet that

lose. It 's a lead pipe.

and
will

Dr. Samuel Johnson,
a habit of touching
came to as he went

Characteristic.

Author—These great geniuses have queer
traits, don't they?

Critic—Have they?
Author—Yes. Take

for instance. He had

every tile or post he
down the street.

Critic—Oh, that way. Yes. But I'vo
known many writers who have had that habit
of touching.

* * *

Probably.

First Reporter—What 's the matter with
the King of Spain I wonder? He hasn't

figured in any of the dispatches lately.
Second Reporter—Oh, he 's too busy walk-

ing the floor at night and trying to make up
sleep in the daytime to do any notoriety
stunt.

* * *

Just Medium.

Tinker—That fellow, Smoother, is a man
of mediocre parts, I tell you.

Blinker—I agree with you entirely. He
parts both his name and his hair in the
middle.

* * *

So Sweet of Her to Say It.

Mrs. Gadby—How do you like Madame La
Mode as a dressmaker?

Mrs. Gosome—Excellently. But my hus-

band objects to her prices.
Mrs. Gadby (eyeing her critically)—Yes,

her prices do run into figures, don't they?
* * *

An Inveterate Habit, Punning.

Johns—Say, I just heard about our old

friend Bill's death. He was caught in a

blizzard and frozen stiff.

James—Well, it 's too bad. But Bill al-

ways did have lots of grit, and I always said

he would die hard.
* * *

Not Always.

Tom—The man who laughs last laughs
best.

Dick—Not when it is because he has a

slow sense of humor.
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LOST
All use for old-fashioned Cod
Liver Oil and Ivmulsions because
VINOL is much better.

Vinol is a delicious modrmCod Liver prep-
aration without oil, made by scientific!

extractive and concentrating process (rom
f-esh Cod'a Liver*, combining with pepton-
atc of iron all the medicinal, healing, body-
building elements ofCod Liver Oil but no oil.

Vinol is much superior Co old-fashioned cod
iivcr oil and emulsions because while it

contains all the medicinal value they do,
inlike them Vinol is dcticiously palatable
and agreeable to the weakest stomach.
An old and valuable remedy improved by
modern science. To build' up strength for
old people, delicate children, weak, run-down

persons, after sickness, and for all pulmonary
troubles Vinol Is unexcelled.

K I.I AMINO DRUGSTORE
Mmtusivo Agency Given to One Drwggist in m PUce

If there is no Vinol agenev where you live, send ueyosjr
druggist's name and we will gitc him the agency.

TRIAL SAMPLE FREE
CHESTER KKHT ft CO. Ho. m. Boston, Mass.

LIQUID COURT PLASTER
oossiaa;. "Hen-Skia" hells Cuts, abrasions. Hang. Neils.

Chipped and Split Lips or Fingers, Burns. Blisters, etc. In.

stanilj reli-.es Chilblains, Frosted Ears. Slings o! Insects,
Chafed or Blistered Feet. Callous Spots, etc.. etc.
A coating; on the sensitive parts will protect the fret from being-

chafed or blistered by new or heavy shoe*. MECHANIC*.
SPORTSMEN. BICYCLISTS. GOLFERS, in bet .11 of u., m
liable 10 bruise, scratch or scrape our skis. "NEw-Sk
heal these injuries. wM net stash sf . and after it is applies! the
iniuryi.forr.tten as "NEW-SKIN" makes a temporary aew

S£ "-S-U" bT>ken *ki" '* braW md" *• ""*•* •*»
•Nest-Skla- and Israel N" is literally true.

I .1 tins , K| ,.i tatttri oor rl.l»» fur "lTST-aStir-. JSDOSSf
ejusiaateea eabatliutra or I mlutuo. tnsdinc on our rspsitalsna.aisil
Ihe guarantee of an Imltatur would be worthless9 guarantee of an unitacr sroaM be i

always insist on qcttino
llstms.iatse.lae. Family atse (like

.urg-
AT TSTO Ml iisllSTS, or we

Called suttee on,

rjeejptof price.

Douglas Mfg. Co. «

aiir »a>.

NEW-SKIN".
*•'"•- T- if."-

1»
6«6 rssitr Street, BtOOtLTN. NY

Made in calibres .30-30 Remington, .32 Remington or .35 Remington,
which last is big enough for the biggest game. Rapidity of action, power
and safety all combined in a self-loading, hammerless repeater. Compare the

Remington with any other big game rifle and write for booklet of testimonials.

5 smashing, knock-down blows

Remington Arms Company
Ilion, N. Y.

Atnncy: 315 Brt>aJmmr. Nrnrn York City

t_
*

Don't forsat to mention Ths> PacuV Monthly srbea with adTertVsera. It srOl be appreciated.
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Our Holiday Suggestion

ROGERS
BROS."

c,
is that you present your-
self as well as your friends

with a sensible, ser-

viceable gift—spoons,
forks (or the fancy

f
pieces that match),r

bearing the old aud
well-known trade mark

1847 ROGERS BROS!*

Cheap and unreliable

goods in all lines abound
—a discredit to maker (if

known), giver or user.

Buy somethingknown to
be lasting—-"SUper Tate
that Wears*'— of leading
dealers. Send for our
catalogue **Iy-2i," beauti-

fully illustrated.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO
(lotOT&atioul Silw Co., Buccuwor),

£ Mcriden, Conn.
MEW YORK. CHICAGO.
HAMILTON, CANADA.

Sold

By
Leading

Dealers.

Opportunities
For Settlers

Is the title of a booklet that has just
been published by the Portland Railway,
Light & Power Company.

There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the
rich farming and fruit lands along the

Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.

A market for every variety of farm
and garden product is readily found in

Portland, and low rates over the O. W. P.

lines, coupled with quick transportation,
enable the farmer to realize large prof-
Its.

Reliable information concerning tim-
ber lands, farrns, stock ranches, fruit

lands and all kinds of suburban prop-
erty situated adjacent to the O. W. P.
lines will be gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

W. P. KEADY, Land Agent

PortlandRailwayLignt&Power

Company
First and Alder Streets, Portland, Oregon

A Wee Droppie.

George—Hear about the death of Boomer,
the aeronaut?

Harry—No, how did it happen? Kngine of

his flying machine blow up?
George—No, he took a drop too much and

that resulted in a drop too many,
* * *

No Need of More.

Auto Dealer—Why don't you invest in an
automobile?

Timmins—Say, do you know who I am?
I'm the weather forecaster, and you bet I

have troubles enough already.
* # *

Refuted.

"That old proverb," remarked the spend-
thrift," about sowing the wind and raising a

whirlwind, or words something like '-.hat, is

all a fake. Why, I can 't even raise a gentle

zephyr."
* * #

No, Indeed.

"How would 'Eequiescat in pace' do?"
asked the stone dealer.

"And me pay for a standing reflection on

myself like that!" exclaimed the widow.
"Never."

* * #

Busy.

Smythe—That fellow always seems to be

busy.
Smith—He is busy, busy making other peo-

ple think he is busy.

* * *

Supreme Joy.

Fond Father—Well, Johnnie, did you have
a good time at school today?
Johnnie—You bet! Caught the teacher in

a mistake.
* # *

The Finish.

Jones—Twenty years ago that man over

there was considered a coming lawyer.
Johns—What happened? Drink?

Jones—No, he went into politics.

* * *

More Certain.

Barker—So, old man Skinnem is dead, is

he? What was the matter, heart failure?

Parker—No, bank failure.

* * *

Knew From Experience.

First Bridge Player—Don't you think our

host's wife winsome?

Second Bridge Player (ruefully)—Wins

some? She wins all.
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m\ iRfcl^ECTION MENNENS
(L

Inspect, reflect and use your judg-
ment—tlicn vuii will always iiiMst on

having No. 4711 White Roae Glycer-

aj>.
This is true because it has a de-

lightfully soft and soothing effect,

and because of its exquisitely delicate

and refined annua.

, FERD. MULHTNS. Mff/V.Oamuj.
U. 8- Branch

Mi°l.Ur.M* A KHoprr.
(•SB BMinf, Haw V ark . M.T.

Baod 15 eta. Is atampa for a fan d

piac

TOILELPOWDER
"Aim Straight" "*>

n -*-- *—
ir -tin i

•

>'iiiin in in i ) i ii iinifcii iti >ii A
" 'miniwgimiii t\ r»ip>«< b» kjaa uu -a»da. ay
seas Bor.led Tslcum Toilet Powder '

M wattM aaala I II Mad daily It hasp* iKe afcia daaa
lata. Pal laaaplaa it 1 *a«l -r

MWflull Mrno at a-aan'a. Atari hatV
laa *ad aha* aaa.la* K la .!la. wl arur

ata.aafHIjd
a»/_ raaa U.--W maar aratiiTata II an
fa> lac* la oa the coaw ay a iiaa l ai aad a
*> raaraalaa ol parity. C maaaij aadar tfcaIW Pood aad Uraaa Art. Jaaa aw., lata, atrial

Tj*W». Uti. sJd aw .aaaia. ac to aaaU J>

'»a>

'

UUUU IDln nv. haa4 ». J.

AgBV Tr, Maaara'a Vloiat laWaardj Talcaat
i'aW TaUat IWdar

It baa taa a.cal U baaavol raraaa VI

111 I

"A Bank that enjoys the confidence of its

own homefolks to such an extent as to make

, these figuresfassihlehas clearlydemon-

strated its right to the confidence of the

public throughout both state and nation."

In all American and European financial

centers, the Scandinavian American Bank oi

Seattle is recognised not only as a Safe Bank,

but as one of the strongest banks in the North-

west, one of the most conservative in America,

With Resources exceeding $12,000,000.00 and a

Reserve approximating $4,000,000.00, this bank affords to

its depositors the fullest measure of security |
and the most

liberal terms that are possible, consistent with that security.

Growth
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DESIGN No. 14-B

AreYou Going to Build?
nr-HIS Home
* can be built .U-Jj^^.^i

for about $4,500 t^^^^
complete. Plans, P '*,"'"

D
'~^.^"

J

specifications and —^
details for this^

month only $20.

V.W.VOORHEES
ARCHITECT

22-25 Eilel Building

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Send for
Catalogue "P Look Into My Houses"

BEFORE YOU BUILD
Everybody says the Ducker Patent Ready-Made and Port-

able Houses are the Best Houses Built for the money.

COTTAGES, BUNGALOWS
All kinds of houses erected at once. Any size, any
style, any price, anywhere. Manufactured from best
seasoned lumber and best workmanship by

H. J. BRAINERD
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

432-3 Chamber of Commerce Bldg. Phone Home 4740

An American Palace
This handsome five-room modern bungalow selected from
our list of choice designs, is a model home in every respect
and extremely popular. Cost of plans, specifications and
complete details only $10. Approximate cost of building,
$2250.00.

POINTS WORTH NOTING: .

Compact and well armnged. Has
large veranda connected with an
open terrace. Cozy nooks and
seats greatly add to the charm and
comfort of tha principal rooms.
Also columned arches, paneled
wainscoting, beam ceilings, large
pantry and built-in buffet. Ample
closet room. Basement if desired.
Our handsome book, "California
Bungalows," contains scores of
similar designs, with floor plans,
estimates, etc. Price only 53c.
Your order for plans and book
promptly filled.

E. W. STILLWELL & CO.
Successors to

R. N. LAMBERTH & CO.
Dept. D

Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE PRODUCER

Good
Serviceable

Silks
Write for beautiful illustrated catalogue

and price list. Interesting and instructive.

Gives good points on buying silk. Sent

free on request. Order our 36 inch Taffeta

at $2.00 per yard. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded.

FREE WITH EVERY ORDER
A skein of pure California Silk, in the

natural golden color, sent free with each

order for silk or mailed by itself on receipt

of 15c postage. Samples of dress silks, cari-

ous colors, sent on request.

Dept. A Los Angeles, California

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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SAFETY AUTOMATIC
REVOLVER

You Must Pull the Trigger
or there will be no discharge. This b the one revolver

that cannot go off by accident. We make the kind that dis-

charges when you want to shoot and not before. One million

six hundred thousand have been sold and not an accidental shot yet
As handsome a revolver as is made—in a numln-r of styles and several

As safe as a spiked cannon, but as full of business as a hornet's nest
Send for our booklet " Shots" and our illustrated and descriptive catalogue

of the best revolvers, shotguns and bicycles you can get anywhere.

Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Revolver '

Iver Johnon Safety Hamraerleu Revolver
ila. barrel. Blrkrlpl.ted Bnlab,3rlm- (C III. bunl, nlrk.-l.pl.tad Dale*. KM* • 7
tra caru.dre, s-«h ceaiar-ara eartrldes #0 I mw4n esruid** #1

.7or eale by Hardware and Hpnrtlns Oooda dealers —libit or will be ami prepaid oo receipt or prtoe It roar dealer
artll aot aapplr. Look (or the owl'a Jkesd oa the arlp aad oar name oa the barrel.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS A CYCLE WORKS, 192 River Street, Fltchburg, Mass.
New Yobe: »j rh,m'*r. fttreet p»wBrBO. (Iraw.mr n< khnt-en t,

I'arino OBasai uta I'.rk hi.. Alameda. Cat. LosuoB. ijuuaii: 11 fcl.n, '.at tana, K. 0.

Makars of Iver Johnson Single Bnrrel Shotguns and Iver Johnson Truss Bridge Bicycles

FORTUNES IN CALIFORNIA OIL
Share in the profita being made in California oil — safest

investment of today. Oil now at the highwater mark— $1X10

per barrel and still advancing- California railroads and manu-

factories require upwards of 40,000.000 barrels annually; the

surplus is exhausted—new wells mutt be developed. Secure

some of the profits of an industry valued at over $140,000,000.

THIS ALLOTMENT LIMITED—BUY NOW
Acme Oil is incorporated for $2,000.000—stock fully paid and non-assessable. We own 5.000

acres of most promising oil lands adjoining the great Costings. Sunset and McKiltrick fields and

declared by experts even richer in oil. Our lends show oil of high specific gravity snd surround

those of another company whose well is down 1600 feet—whose stock cannot be bought today.

When this well, now showing high-grade oil. cuts the big oil ssnd at 1700 to 1800 feet, our stock

goes to psr. Don't delay.

BUY ACME OIL AT 20 CENTS PER SHARE
Only a small block of treasury stock offered, for development purposes, at this price. The

officers have pledged themselves to meet all other expenses the first yeer. The company is

backed by men of known integrity and highest commerciel and social standing. Three wells

will be sunk immediately. Buy before the price advances.

IN<vTAM MFNT PI AN No block of stock leaa than 250 eharee wiD be, eoldtow iavestor. Yow can set
imiALLrrit.nl rLAPJ 2» aharaa. oar value «». by parts* $M cash or SI0 oowa aa4 slOa i»oe»£

for

your reeervaooo feats), or write (or preepactsa aaat Iwither 1

ACME OIL & DEVELOPMENT CO, ZIO Security Bid*., Lo, Angel", Cal.

Don't rortet to swstloa Ths Parlor Woathlr wles dealing atta advertisers. It will be apureelales
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EXTRACT
For a full back

Invaluable for
bruises and sprains.
After violent exercise,"

a rub-down with POND'S
EXTRACT is most re- _
freshing and gives new energy to
tired muscles.
Get the genuine, sold only in orig-

inal sealed bottles—never in bulk.
Lunont, Col-lias A C(i.,Apeuts, 7K Hudson St., Now York.

Every platoJ KREMENTZ Col-
lar Button is incased in a layer of

gold, which is the reason it outwears

any other button, and always looks

well. Other buttons are made up
with awash ofgold whichsoonwears
off. We roll the gold on the compo-
sition backingbeforeshapingthe but-

ton, giving a heavy gold surface, and
the highest quality button. Made in

many sizes, rolled plate and gold.

Insist on the KREMENTZ.

Every button insured. Sold every-
where.

Booklet tells the story—FREE.
KREMENTZ & CO.

97 Chestnut St. Newark, N. J.

>i

Heretofore a 2-letter mono-
gram would have cost you $1.50.
The following offer saves that

expense.

BEAUTIFULLY
MONOGRAMMED
STATIONERY

For 60c we will send, post paid, a box of 24
sheets "Cactus Lawn" note paper and 25 en-
velopes (white or blue), the note paper die
stamped with any combination of two letters, in
gold, silver, blue, red, green or black.

$1.75 buys, post paid, 96 sheets of "Cactus
Lawn . note paper and 50 envelopes, the note

f»aper
embossed with any combination of two

I

etters. An ideal holiday gift
— order now.

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE SAMPLES :

Cunningham, Curtiss

& Welch Company
252 South Spring St.

LosAngeles, California

TRIAL CAN FREE

ENAMELS
For Floor*. Furniture, Woodwork:

Oak, Cherry, Mahogany,

Walnut, Etc.

ENAMELS FOR OLD OR NEW WOODWORK
Wears like cement—Dries over night with

Brilliant Gloss. Contains no Japan or Shellac.

Write at once for free Booklet, Color Card,
and List of Dealers.

Transparent
' '

Floor-Shine
"

for Hardwood
Floors, Linoleums and Furniture. Sample
can by mail free ; send 10c. (to pay postage);
enough for a table, chair or a kitchen cabi-

net.

Address FLOOR-SHINE CO., St. Louis, Mo.

"If you are a dealer write for the agency"

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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RECT FROM WORKSHOP;

BairdNor
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND.
Any Article will be sent Port Paid upon receipt ot the Llrt Price.
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Address, Baird-North Co., 967 Broad St, Providence, R. I.

Don't forget to mention Tl.e PciOr Mont: It wllb adiettleere. tt will be apon-ruttd.
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i SIR WALTER RALEIGH
FURNITURE
Simple Turned Furniture of the

1 7th Century, adapted to 20th

Century requirements, yet retaining
the spirit and feeling of the old

masters.

Sir Walter Raleigh Furniture is

the hand work of a few skilled

artisans, each piece signed by the

man who made it.

This method of production allows for careful thought and
attention to detail which is not possible in Factory Furniture ;

the mouldings and turnings being minutely studied and accu-

rately executed. Made in all woods, and finished in any
Color desired. Beautifully illustrated brnchuro, just off the press.

Write for "Booklet B.
"

It's Free.

CARL ENOS NASH COMPANY
948 East Second St., Los Angeles, California

HARTSHORN SHADE ROLLERS
Wood Rollers

Bear the script name of Stewart
Hartshorn on label.

Get "Improved*" no tacks required.
Tin Rollers

THE BUTTERFLIES OF THE WEST COAST
A new book, with 940 photographic life-sizo colored figures, and descriptive text of every Coast

butterfly. The only book covering this field. A book for today, tomorrow, and for all time. Indis-

pensable to every student and every tourist.

For Libraries ; Beginners ; Experts
Roval octavo; fine paper; best plates; best binding. Price $10. For sale only by the author.

W.G.WRIGHT, 445 F Street, San Bernardino, California
Fuller information on application

ANOLDWOMAN-ATIREDSEWINGMACHINE
The never ceasing, PUMP, PUMP, PUMP, causea by cheap

oil clogg" lg the action points and wheels, kills a woman—kills a

sewing machine, too. The bearings wear loose and the machine
wears out—Twice as soon as it should.

"3-IN-ONE" SEWING MACHINE OIL
is a clean, free-flowing, pleasant odored oil that wont gum or
collect dust or dirt on any machine under any conditions.

Lubricates every part
—bobbin, hand wheel, thumb screws,

treadle— just right to run lightly and smoothly. It cleans and
polishes the wooden case and keeps rust and tarnish oft all the
metal parts.

You can get more "3-in-One" for less cost, and it will last

longer than any other Sewing Machine Oil on earth. Try it

once. Write G. W. COLE COMPANY, 39 Broadway, New York City for generous, free

sample and "dictionary"—both free.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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U Chill Fall Nights
Before the fires are lighted, when the evenings are chilly
and damp, the room in which you sit should be warm
and dry for your health's sake as well as comfort.

PERFECTION Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless device)

is just the thing for this time of year. Touch a

match to the wick—turn it up as far as it will
go.

You can't turn it too high, the Smokeless Device

prevents. Heats a large room in a few minutes
and can be carried easily from one room to another.

Handsomely finished in Nickel or Japan. Burns 9
hours with one filling. Every heater warranted.

RarfO Lamp
^mi^r poses. Gives

The j?AT^l om« "the best lamp for all-

round household pur-

poses, tjives a clear, steady light.

Made of brass throughout and nickel plated. Equipped with the

latest improved central draft burner. Handsome—simple
—sat-

isfactory. Ever>' lamp guaranteed.
If you cannot get heater and lamp at your dealer's, write to

our nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
( Incorporated <

Poo't forget lo »e»tla« Tlw Pari He Monthly wben dm-lln* with wfeertfaera. It will be appreciated.
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NERVOUSNESS
Cured

(Dr. J.

Exhausted or Debilitated

Nerve Force from any Cause
by WINCHESTER'S HYPOPHOSPHITES OF LIME AND SODA
F. CHURCHILL'S Formula'* and WINCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL

They contain no Mercury, Iron, Cantharides, Morphia, Strychnia, Opium, Alcohol, etc.

The Specific Pill is purely vegetable, has been tested and prescribed by physicians, and has proven to be the best, safest
and most effective treatment known to medical science for restoring Vitality, no matter how originally impaired, as it reaches
the root of the ailment. Our remedies are the best of their kind, and contain only the best and purest ingredients that
money can buy and science produce ; therefore we cannot offer free samples.

Price
^s^tttfaiir

Box No Humbug, C. O. D., or Treatment Scheme
PFRSflNAI OPINIONS • Dear Sir3: ' havo U3e<i a kittle of your Hypophosphites of Manganese for liver and kidney complaints in my own
1 LilWVllrUj VI miUHJ. person and received much benefit, so I will enclose five dollars and will ask you to send me as much as you car
by express prepaid for that amount, until we can get it through the regular channels. I am confident it is just what I have been in search of for many
years. I am prescribing your Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda, and am pleased with the preparation. Yours sincerely, Dr. T. J. WEST.

I know of no remedy in the whole Materia Medica equal to your Specific Pill for Nervous Debility.— ADOLPH BEHRE, M. D-, Professor of
Organic Chemistry and Physiology, New York.

""Z^gZSS?" Winchester & Co., Chemists, 905 Beekman Bldg., N. Y. Established
1858

OVER 70 YEARS
SUCCESS

Dr. Marshall's Catarrh Snuff
CONTAINS NO COCAINE

Morphine or Other Injurious Drugs—Most Other Remedies Do.

It is the pufC old femedy for Catarrh—Cold in the Head rI—Headache—LaGrippe
—Hayfever—Ringing in the Ears— '

I Deafness (due to Catarrh), and Lost Sense of Smell, bring-

ling relief and comfort at once, aiding nature to heal and ef-

|

feet a permanent cure. Made from the same formula since

J

1835—fifty years before Cocaine was discovered—guaran-
teed pure, and registered by the Government under the Pure

I

Food and Drugs Act oi June 30th, 1906. Serial number 243.
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR DR. MARSHALL'S CATARRH SNUFF.

As neither sprays, ointments nor medicine talen internally will cure
Catarrh in tne head. Sold by all druggists at 25C per bottle or mailed direct.

F. C KEITH, Mfg. and Prop* 563 Society for Savings Bldg., CLEVELAND, 0.

WE CAN DIG UP
ALL WE WANT
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ANTICONGESTOL
WE
ALL

CAN SELL
WE DIG UP

Anticongestol is a medicinal earth of the Antiphlogistine group. In its

natural state it forms a plaster of marvelous healing properties, peculiarly effica-

cious in all cases of inflammation and congestion. It is found in inexhaustible

quantities in Ventura County, California, where the Consolidated Mineral &
Chemical Company owns 720 acres of land, including this entire deposit.

We do not have to mine this earth. Jill there is to do is to shovel the mud into wagons,
pack H in cans and ship it to the drugstores of the morld. So Vast are our deposits that

we can supply; the world's pharmacies for years to come.

The company has opened laboratories in Los Angeles at the comer of Alameda
and Industrial streets. Large quantities of the earth have been shipped from
our deposits to our packing-room. Anticongestol is so perfect a plaster in
its natural state as to require no expensive laboratory treatment. Pulverized and
moistened, it is ready for shipment. It is not only just as good as Antiphlogis-
tine, but it can be produced for a fraction of the cost of that product. It requires
only publicity to assure enormous sales, which must yield prodigious profits.

The present price of non-assessable treasury stock in the Consolidated Mineral &
Chemical Company is $5.00 a share. Will go to $7.50 on November 15. Will go
to $/ 0. 00 a share, probably, by the first of next year. Here is a brief, fleeting oppor-

tunity to subscribe at $5.00 a share. Write us at once, reserving shares, pending
your inuestigation.

Consolidated Mineral & Chemical Co.
J. C.THOMPSON, Secretary

Suite 355 Pacific Electric Bldg. LOS ANGELES
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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MtVla. Cupali tltll.

Hunt. H.iii.riur.'I . i.

..ml. W*-

C*VrhoI

I til At »l »•»« tti>t

ebaug* li*» color of tin-
hair.

// is now positively

known that falling
hair is caused by a

germ, hence it a

Tegular germ disease.

HaWsHair Renewer,
as now made from the

"revised formula,"
stops falling hair he-

cause it destroys the germs which produce this trouble. It

also destroys the dandruffgerms, and restores the scalp
to a healthy condition. R. P. Hall * Co., Nathya V M.

PurityBooks

IGNORANCE of the laws
* of self and k> will no'

excuse infraction of Na-

ture's decree. The knowl-

edge vital to

A Happy
Marriage

has been collected from the experi-

ence of the ages, in

SEXOLOGY
(illustrated)

By William H. Walling. A. M..M. D.

It contains in on: volume :

faislllp • Tins SUa Rasas! Bars
SVwl-lc • Ta »« Hu.hee4 Rsjpslel lata.

Jo- .'-Ir. • Falser Sh-.ala H...

KanwUag* s r*ih*r saneM import v. Hi* gam,

Mint IuMdn s liisaaaa MwaM H...

KamrMs* s 1 ».»« *—« fk—ui Ha~.
gaialirsjs s »••« Wife «knM Hera.

Sa-wl-1.. • Xvasev MweU bK
U^Mn s otaw *»-•.* lassrt ta Her Ba—M.r.

Matteal Ka»U*f» i Wil M»«M H...

"essaSsey
"

to «aS«niil udUlilh Uteetlee af IV. s~4.
.< oar sum , era.at e».l Is. »—« Miaae* »*,•"•••.
aiaaifcsr,, wn*ww aa4 lawyer, tareagawet las eaasar*.

Rath Casta Kaassj. Fal Gels Sasssy, leeetraiea. UM
Writs 1-t "Otear r«oaS>'» Oa.ei.au" an4 TsSIs of OasjSjeSe.

Puritan Pub. Co.. Dept. 145, Phila.. Pa.

The Self *«*

Sex Series
h endorsed by
I undreds of emi-

nent persons like:

Dt Joseph Cook,

Rev. Chas. II . EkeKoa,
Rot. F. B. Meyer,
Dr Thso. L.'lnylrr,

Dr. Francis K. Clark,

Bithop Vincent,

WUbir Chapman, D.D.

"Pansy,"
Franoes E. Willsrd,

Lsdy H. Somerset,

fiyskssas sal

at
CTLVAMtl* SI ALL, U. U.

t Hooks TO aOOss arsjiirass a»n,a.».

What a Young Boy Ought to Know.
What a Young- Man Ought to Know.

What a Young Husband Ought to Know.
What a Man of 43 Ought to Know.

m nnn .r u .»•«» U'.va.'V Sj Xra SUr, W«*AS»a. M.D, aal

What a Young Girl Ought to Know.
What a Young Woman Ought to Know.

Whst a Young Wife Ought to Know.
What a Woman of 45 Ought to Know.

Priee.tljOOtrTdity.podJne. Send /or labU af eontrmU.

Vlr Publishinjr; Co., ""ZLSSgf?*

1
of*

tli
interest to

Every Prospective Mother
something new—only scientific

garment ol the kind ever invented

Combines solid comfort and ease with ana
form" and elegant appearance in the home, on the

street and in society.
— Always drapee evenly fas

front and bach—no bulkineee—no draw strings—no

lacing—no ripping or basiing.—Can he worn tha year
1 nasi if Made in several styles, and at prices lower than

you cats buy Use material and have them made at home.

COLT Send for our Fin. Hlu.tr.trH look- M
Fsaa-

rKtfc Form Maternity Skirt"- Its rFIX to tvsry we-
man writing for lor it. T< lis all about these skin*, their

advantages, styles, material and cost. Give, opinions of

physscsstta. draaamaker. and users. 10 Days rrea

Trial. When row get our hook, if your dealer has not

yet bean supplied with FineForm Maternity Skirts.
'

1 and style, and w
you get it,

it exactly_»si't find ..

j and we will cheerfully
Other skirts—If not in

etnember our famous B
...t. will positively pleaae

a.w — Illustrated book free.

Which book shall we send > Writa today to

Beyer 4 Williams Co.. Dtat R. Buffalo. NY.

Don't forget to meutloa The I'arlgc Muotbljr when desliag wltb sdrerllsers. rill tie spi.rrrlsti it.
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(Established 1879)

"Cures While You Sleep"

Whooping-Cough, Croup,
Bronchitis, Coughs,
Diphtheria, Catarrh

Confidence can be placed in a remedy which for

a quarter of a century has earned unqualified

praise. Restful nights are assured at once.

Cresolene is a Boon to
Asthmatics

ALL DRUGGISTS
Send Postal for Descriptive

Booklet

Cresolene Antiseptic
Throat Tablets for the

irritated throat, of

your druggist or from
us, 10c in stamps.

The Vapo- Cresolene Co.
180 Fulton St., N. Y.

Leeming-Milcs Bldg., Montreal,
Canada

CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS AND CATARRH

"CURED ^— FREE""
Trial Treatment of California's latest and greatest discovery,

together with an elegantly illustrated book telling all about it, will be

sent to anyone afflicted with consumption, bronchitis, asthma, catarrh,

or any nose, throat or lung trouble in order to prove that the cure can

positively be made in the patient's own room, without change of climate,

without detention from business and without stomach dosing.
This new direct treatment. Condor

Inhalation,cures m wonderfullyquick
time pain in either lung or be-
tween shoulder blades* hem-
morrhage, spitting up matter,
coughs that stay, difficult
breathing, lingering colds,
head noises, raw throat, stuff-

ed nose, foulbreath, fever
or chills, night sweats,
general weakness, loss of

weight or strength,
etc., and is now curing 95 out

of every 100 cases treated in

Phoenix, Ariz., Indio, CaL,
and other consumptive centers.

By means of vapor from burn-

ing a pastlle the healing powers
of the discovery are drawn Into

nose or lungs and instantly pen-
etrate and IMsinfect the

Ulcerated Tissues.
This inhalation method at once

destroys andclears outthepoison

germs, opens wasted cells, loosens and throws off the distressing mucus,

ebuilds tissues, heals lung cavities, and creates bodily Btrength and

vigor. If you are taking medicine, STOP.
Write today, stating what you wish to be cured of, and by re-

turn mail you will receive complete trial treatment and illustrated

book, both absolutely free. Address, without stamps or money

CONDOR CURE C0.,28-LCondor Building. Los Angeles. CaL

Crooked Spines Made Straight

Try The Sheldon Appliance

30 Days at MY Risk
You need not risk a penny. No matter how seri-

ous your case is, no matter what other methods
you have tried, I know the Sheldon Appliance will
bring you relief. I want you to know It, and I will
gladly give you a SO days' trial to prove it at my
risk. Write at once for my book and learn about
my scientific method, and how to try the Appli-ance without risk or obligation on your part.
Don't let Spinal Weakness or Curvature destroy

your happiness or ruin your child's life. The Shel-
don Appliance has corrected thousands of cases in
both old and young. You can do away with bungly,
heavy casts and supports. The Sheldon Appliance
is light and cool and gives a feeling of strength and
activity as soon as you put it on.
You need not suffer a day longer the inefficiency

that comes from a weak or deformed back—youneed not see your child grow up weak and ill-

shaped. Send to me today for my book and learn
how to get the style of Appliance your particular
case needs, and how I give you a SO days' trial
You owe it to yourself or to the afflicted one In
your family to write me now. Address Mr. Shel-
don, President.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.,
138 11th Street Jamestown, N.Y.

HAIR^GROWTH
A copyrighted ;book—new. Particularly interesting to
every person troubled with dandruff, falling of the hair
or baldness. Edition limited. Write for free copy
today.

The Modern Vacuum Cap Company
573 Barclay Block Denver, Colorado

Henry'sCalcined Magnesia
prevents and relieves sour stomach, assists digestion, overcomes
constipation, and benefits every form of stomach and bowel
trouble. A mild and pleasant remedy for both children and
adults. The genuine has been in use since 1772, and the bottle
is sealed with the old-fashioned British"] n land Revenue"stamp,
while the wrapper is sealed by a white label in which the name
of Schieffelin & Co. (agents for the U. S.) guarantees the efficacy
of this superior remedy. Ask your druggist for the genuine. *

ASTHMA
CURED TO STAY CURED
Ho relapse. No return uf I

choking spells or other asth- 1

matio symptoms. Whetzel I

system of treatment ap- 1

(proved

by beet U. 8. medical authorities as the only system
known to permanent- CDCC TCCT TDCATUCIIT
ly cure the disease, Mitt I Ld I I KtA I lYItll I

Including medicines, prepared for anyone giving full descrip-
tion of the ca*e_and_sendingnameRo^two_asthmatic sufferers,-FRANK "WHETZ

Dept. V, American Exprew* Jtu ltd I ni>

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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I Make$3000 a Month Profit

From One Penny Arcade
I WANT every man looking for a permanent

s in which he can invest

f, *i, to l^u.OOO to consider, for one

:,t, tin- immense profits of the Penny

There is an ever prea-

£<-nt

and ever increasing

public denxaad for just
What tin- IVnny Arcaile

provides. It haa passed
tin- experimental stage
it ml lias In', ume a per-
manent institution, aa

important aa the thea-

tn-. tin- opera and eir-

cus. In my fifteen

yearn' experience I have
never known an arcade
which wa» given cv.-n

h a. »us. rr-d-. the moat indifferent

management to fail and
tin- eiitirpriae la a high grade one,

worthy the attention of any substantial busi-

newt mini.

I have been with the Penny Arcade move
in. -nt through all its growth and have made
automatic umufWiU aiashlnes of every de-

aeriptioo, 1 am devoting my factory, occu-

pying all of an eight story building—one-

hiilf block square with its six hundred em-

-. to the making of machines most suit-

in. I must profitable for automatic vaude-

ville, or IVnny Ar.-adea.

I know the profits that Penny Arcades earn.

At _:- StrMt, Chicago, in which one

of my Arcades ia located, I pay $1,000 a

montli rent for the small room, but my net

profits ex. I 18,000 a month. This I

in. -nt represent over 120,000, but over all it

earns 140 per cent. Just in pennies. Kv.ry
who knows anything about the business

- that the Mills Novelty Machines are

big money makers. They are so profitable
that I do not have any other machines in

any of my Ana. lis. I operated Penny Ar
amusement parks in various

cities last year, and at the close of the sum-

mer placed the Arcades in the cities, where

they are all paying big profits.

If the machines I make were not exceed

inglv profitable for my customers, I would
not "have l..en able to build up my manufac-

turing business to its present million-dollars

ir output.
If you want to invest your money to bring

big returns while engage. I in pleasant work,
write me fully the amount of capital yon have
to invest, your location and all the facts, and
I will give you the benefit of my •

knowli
You probably will want to confirm my state-

ments. Bradstreet and Dun give me a rat-

ing of $300,000. I started without capital;
it has all come in pennies. Address me per-
sonallv. II. S. Mills. President Mills Novelty

Company, l'ri\ s Building,
n Boulevard and Qreea icago.

ECZEMA
And other torturing, dis-

figuring humours, inflam-

mations, itchings, and
chafings of infants, children,

and adults instantlyrelieved,
in the majority of cases, by
warm baths with Cuticura

Soap and gentle applications
of Cuticura Ointment, the

great Skin Cure. This pure,

sweet, and gentle treatment

permits rest and sleep, and

points to a speedy cure in

the most distressing cases,

when all else fails.

Guaranteed absolutely pure and

may be used from the hour of birth.

Urn' I forcrt to di'wi TW lunar Month); whn Online with adrertlam. It will to spcrM-Wl**.
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HELP WANTED
A GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR

LIVE PEOPLE

WE WANT a good live agent in every city and
town in the United States to take subscriptions for

The Pacific Monthly. The work is high-class.
There is no other magazine for which it is so easy to

secure subscriptions. Especially is this true through
the West. We have regular agents who are making

From $150 to $250 per Month
If you can devote your entire time to the work you can
do this also. You can begin right in your home town
and we will gradually extend your territory as occasion

demands. If you have only a few spare hours you can
work near home among your friends and acquaintances.
In this way you can earn many an extra dollar. Many
students are helping to pay their way through college

by this work. We pay liberal cash commissions.

This Is an Exceptional Opportunity

to connect yourself with a first-class Company. Write

today stating how much time you can devote to the
work and we will lay our proposition before you.
When writing please send us the names of four refer-

ences, former employers or well known business men.

Address, Agency Department,

Pacific Monthly Publishing Co.

Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly whej dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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RIFE AUTOMATIC
HYDRAULIC RAM
Pump, ran by Wucf Power.—lui rnwto.ii.ilj aad u»
nutu-alljr. -Pumpin« capacity op u> 1.000.0*0 rallosi per dar —
No wcartai parts esceptiilrci. Hiibcsterfeiracy «urntu«h
tacworl*,—From 60WW percot drrdeped uader rcpcsaa* a***,

OLR SPECIALTIES:
Equipping Co ntry Plum with
Complete System w'atrr U
Lay Plant* for Town*.Iiistmuiuna

Large Machines for Irrigation*.

Oseraretunacr Ilia.

[><> Suli.liii. Klcraan
water lOfect tar eaca
loot of fall Me*, ap
loSUUIrrleteratioa.
i aaa pwaawiaMi
mates Iree.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO.
2155 Trinity Building NEW YORK CITY

The Walker Crude Oil Burner for Steam Boilers

THK simplest of all burners. No strainers. Cannot
clow up. Kasy tc put on; noiseless. Will send a flame

is inches to 18 feet. Kasily adjusted. Shows an erapor.
! U .6 lbs. water from and at 2 1 j degrees per pound

of Santa Maria Oil. Well-known engineer anys: "I have
used a great numlier of burner*, but the Walker Burner
is the most perfect atomiter of oil I have ever handled,
and prefer it to any other." Will work with only two
pounds pressure.

Aayero »w*wVu mo pan tf Cajyw ! jU6m
R. J. WALKER, Bettoravla, California

PATENTS??!
PROTECT YOUR IDEA!

Put.- «.t mi; hook i i i i

Seareh of Pat. OSaa Record.!
I. L walla*. In IS. iiliHii. It C

Let me sell Your Patent

My book baaed upon 16 years ex.
r aa a Patent Salesman

mailed FREE. Patent ».le. exclu-
sively If you have a PATENT for

sale call on or write.

WILLIAM E, HOYT
Patent SaUs Specialist

290 (Z) Broadway. N. Y.

PATENTS
SECURED OR FEE RETURNED

Fkbb opinion a* to patentability. Send for Cuide Book
and What To Invent, fioeat publication for free dlstri

bution. Patents secured by us sdvertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS 4. CO.
Ho. OOO F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C.

Whether tor racing
commercial craft or family launch, the depend-
able Scrippt 4-cycle Engine will give you more
down-right hard work and satisfaction than any
other engine in the world— none excepted. In

the racing craft, it gives exceptional speed (note
cut above) with scarcely any vibration; in the

family launch, it consumes much less fuel than a

a>awaw*jsxw* 2-cycle engine. Long life>

a^a*-a_>* Waal it will outlast yourB boat. Send to-day for

saawttp, Daatoa. Afd*. BaaY BsaV.n
1 win swarawa s syisaau nppniia.ui
I IfUtoj fsilki write fur war psusustltea

SCRIPPS MOTOR CO.
607 Trumbull Av*.

V
X.»l.. » Mill. P.
4 «-»!.. DETROIT. MICH.

Scripps Rotors

_ not I

L Sail -•

I! I
-

« 1! i .

1 H.P. Complete Outfit

la
Inori'

a racist$65

iaraer r-1

laraw). TaW iknws
Orar Motor*. Writs toaaj
nils low atataao* new oa

Easjiwaa 2'4 to 40 RP. wUT MTN

Mcintosh automatic sand-
cement BRICK MACHINE

Tata Year tan. Banks Into Calk It Hal N* Eqail

Dally capacity » 000 to yi.000 perfect brick.

Sis men will operate entire plant.
lired.

No expensive buildings |—
id ofmotive power may be ward.

. -atnnderajaisasrr c/*t»v«»lb*.
P i. ssxd brick made for the price ofcommon brick.

flat ear* power sand-cement brick machine of like

capacity in sxKxeaaf'tl operation.

BcjMuygood for sand-Ume brick.

Warn ro» pajtrtcrtAaa.

M. VAN AlSnUf. Padfic C»>«sl Afe«t

222 Failing Bldg.. PORTLAND, 0RE60N
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ALL-THE-YEAR-ROUND TOURS
LEAVE SEATTLE

FOR SAN FRANCISCO
Steamships PRESIDENT, UMATILLA or CITY OF PUEBLA every fifth day.

FOR SKAGWAY, JUNEAU, TREADWELL, HAINES, DOUGLAS, SITKA, etc

Steamships COTTAGE CITY, CITY OF SEATTLE or HUMBOLDT, every third day.

EOR NOME AND ST. MICHAEL
oteamship SENATOR Sept. 6th, Oct. 7th; Steamship PRESIDENT Sept. 28th.

LEAVE SAN FRANCISCO
TOR SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, San Diego

Steamships SANTA ROSA or CITY OF PUEBLA, Sundays and Thursdays.

EOR EUREKA (Humboldt Bay) Steamships pomona
or CITY OF TOPEKA, about every second day.

EOR MEXICO AND LOWER CALIFORNIA:
Cnsenada, La Paz, Mazatlan, Altata, Guaymas, Etc.

Steamship CURACAO. 7th of each month.

EXCELLENT SERVICE, LOW RATES, INCLUDING BERTH AND
MEALS. SPECIAL ROUND TRIP RATES

vor sailing dates illustrated literature and full i?tformalion, apply
to Company's Agents, or to

C. D. DUNANN, Gen. Pass. Agent. San Francisco
**TOTEM POLE ROUTE"

ALAMO ENGINES

All th-t 13 modern in Gas Engine construction
is represented in theALAMO

Write for catalogue when you want a Gas Engine
Address any of the following:

Norton Engine & Power Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Reierson Machinery Co., Portland, Ore.
Campbell Bros., Seattle, Wash.
Weidenth'd-Gosliner Elec. Wks., San Francisco

Bulen, Wood & Co., Tacoma, Wash.
Northwest Machinery Co., Spokane, Wash.

liMUMMH
SAVE

THE

BOY
Don't let him carry

water. He's too val-

uable for other work

that is less irksome.

The Columbia Ram,
he is holding will lift a 1

plentiful supply.

No effort. No worry.
Works day and night.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing will advertiser*. It will 1m1 appreciated.
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Bonds FOR SALE Bonds

First Mortgage 6% Bonds
OF THE

Antioak Leather Company
$250 $500 $1000

q The ANTIOAK LEATHER COMPANY U a California corporation, manufacturing U-ail.rr

WITHOUT THE USE OF BARK.
q ANTIOAK Leather it made at ten corf, in less time and U of a SUPERIOR QUALITY to

the best white oak tannage.

q ANTIOAK Leather is in great demand for Harness, Belting. Shoes. AutomoLile Tires, el.

q ANTIOAK Harness is used by the U. S. GOVERNMENT.
q The ANTIOAK LEATHER COMPANY owns a fully equipped 5-acre plant just cui.ulr il,r

city limits of Los Angeles.

q The Million Dollars derived from the sale of the Bonds to be used to increase the manul

ing facilities to meet the tremendous demand for ANTIOAK products.

q EXTRAORDINARY PROFITS. Constant increase in demand and price. Estimated annual

profits. $1,225,000.
Wr'.tm for particular* and l.tcratur* — FREE

E. C. Mason & Company
Bonds 386-387 Wilcox Building Loa Anirln, California Bonds

STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING

CORPORATION
BOSTON - SEATTLE

CONSTRUCTING ENGINEERS

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS

RAILWAYS, WATER-POWER DEVELOPMENTS,

BUILDINGS. LIGHTING AND POWER PUNTS,
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THE
( FULL ^
/JEWELED

TO A GREAT MANY PEOPLE through-
out the world, the manufactured
products of New Britain are synon-
ymous with highqualityand general
excellence; Corbin Motor Cars are
built on lines to widen the influence
of this well earned reputation; they
are manufactured by one of the
constituent companies comprising
the allied Corbin industries and
being the product of a Corbin insti-

tution, must necessarily be of the
same representative quality.
They are backed by an organiza-

tion with ample capital, over fifty
years of manufacturing and com-
mercial success, and a broad busi-
ness policy which inspires confi-
dence.
The things which are essential and

vital to the use and life of every
car are embodied in the "Full-Jew-
eled" Corbin and its successful
record has firmly established it in
the public regard as reliable, dur-
able and efficient in every respect.

24 H. P. Touring Car, $2500
24 H. P. Runabout, $2400

CORBIN MOTOR VEHICLE
? CORPORATION
Member AuocUtion Lkeuatd Automobile Mumifacturera

NEW BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT
1888 BroxW. 62d St., New York

Motor Mart, Boston, Mass,

4
50c OENUINE DRAWNWDRK »£- (\f\

Handkerchiefs *1:!2!
$2.00 Value for $1.00.

These beautiful handkerchiefs are
genuine hand drawnwork on fine
linen lawn ; 11 inches square. As-
sorted designs as illustrated. No. A.
40c ; B. very sheer. 50c ; C and D, 30c
each. Our special introductory offer,
all four handkerchiefs illustrated,
sent postpaid for only $1.00. War-
ranted genuine handwork.

GENUINE CORAL
NECKLACE

Special Half Pries Sale.

These 2 NECKLACES for $1.

20c

Warranted genuine,
best imported rich color
coral. For limited time

the following sizes at half regular prices: 16-in. Necklace,
twig coral, like inside illustration, with clasp, regular 40c. for
20c ; 55-in. Pan Chain. 42c t 16-in. Necklace of genuine round
coral beads, like cut. regular $1.75, for 85c ; both necklaces
as illustrated for $1.00.

Genuine $2.00 Turquoise $1.00
BIRTH STONE FOR DECEMBER

©The

world's finest turquoise is mined in New
Mexico ; hence we can sell it at half jewelers'
prices. A beautiful azure turquoise with ex-

quisite matrix vein markings, like cut. weight
about 1 carat, regular price $2.00. special offer,
to introduce, each $1.00. Warranted to keep
color; otherwise cheerfully exchanged. Each
g;m under our warranty. Our art catalog of

Native Gems, such as Fire Opals. Amethysts,
Arizona Rubies, Topaz, etc.. in colors, free on request.

THE SWASTIKA—This emblem has been used by the
Navajo Indians for ages as an amulet of good luck, and
from this originated the present Swastika fad. We sell only
the original hand-made Swastika, in solid silver and gold-
no cheap imitations, which are unworthy of this beautiful
historic emblem. Our circular giving the history and
meaning of the Swastika sent free on request. We make
the following special offers; illustrations are actual size :

SOLID SILVER.
TURQUOISE-SET SWASTIKA
This brooch is the original hand-made Indian
Swastika, solid silver, hand-hammered with
Indian characters, and mounted with genuine
sky blue turquoise ; ft inch wide, as illustrat-

ed. Good 75c value ; our special price. 50c.

Waist set of four for $1.75. Same brooch
without turquoise. 35c ; 4 for $1.25. Same
thing in H in, scarf pin, turquoise set, 35c;
unset. 25c.

GOLD FILIGREE
TURQUOISE-SET SWASTIKA

This Swastika brooch is solid 16k gold, ex-

quisitely hand-made in gold filigree by our
expert Mexican workers ; a work of art, very
dainty, yet strong. Set with genuine fine

blue turquoise (birth stone for December),
showing prettily against the gold. lA inch
wide, like cut. Worth $3.75. Our special

price, each $3.00. Waist set of four for

$11. Same thing without turquoise, $2.50; 4for$9. Same
thing in iVinch scarf pin. turquoise set. $2.50; unset,$2.35.

Money refunded if not satisfactory*

Genuine Hand-WovenEHtCftK *

Indian Basket rlVEE™-^,?,
100-page Art Catalog of Mexican Drawnwork.
Indian Rugs, Baskets, Pottery, 6 cents.

The FRANCIS E. LESTER CO., Dept. DM11, Mesllla Park, Nil.

Largest Retailert Indian-Mexican Handicraft in the World

50c

$3-oo

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing wilh advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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;ecu
INGS

The above Resources and Deposits mhitied vtatwict of tbt-

SECURITY SAVINGS BANK KJ 1 1 IERN CAI IFORN1

BANK These banfcs will be consolidated and on or about August I. 1907. wiliw

the ground Boot and basement ol the new Security Bul'linn at Nth at

The Safe Deposit Department will be the L. ami bett equipped in tin-

-

Doo't tortrt to until* Tkc lNwIBc Sicotbljr w»*» J»«Ung with •dwttam. It will W *ppr*ctat«d.
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Safe Investments
That Pay up to 24%

Exceptional Opportunities in Dividend Payers

Your bank account, if earning interest, is not

bringing the profit on your money that you ought
to be making.

We have investigated several good dividend-

paying mining stocks, paying 12 • which
we can conscientiously recommend to conserva-

tive investors.

Whether you have $100 or $10,000, you can take

advantage of these exceptional opportunities if

you act now. Quick action is necessary, aa these

may not remain on the market very long.

Write at once for full and complete information

about these exceptional investment opportunities,

prices, terms of payment, etc.

We buy. sell and exchange all kinds of slocks

and bonds.

Call or write today for our free market letter

and Special Circular No. 9). giving full particu-
lars or a certain listed dividend -paying mining
stock that nets 2% per month on the investment

at present prices.

UNION SECURITY CO.,
662 Gaff Bldg„ CHICAGO, ILL.

Don't forget to mention The Psclfle llnatblr when

V

7% BONDS
Average

Denomination
$100

THESE
Bonds pay seven per cent net

income. They are safe — protected

by State Law, with security behind them

averaging seven to twelve times their

face value.

You can purchase them in amounts

from $100 up.

Interest is payable semi-annually. We
collect it for you, keep the bonds in our

fire-proof vaults, if you wish both with-

out charge.

For foil ioformation mrilo
omr floasf Dmmmrimmnl for

BookUt "A"

MERCHANTS TRUST CO.
Paid Up Copilot
$500,000.00

Loo Angeles, California

advertisers. It will to sp*r*elst»a.
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The ONLY MACHINE
The only machine ever invented which will add, multiply and di-

vide by automatic, instantly responsive keys. No lever to operate.

The only machine which can prove its claims for being the most

rapid adding. or calculating machine.

The only machine which can show a record (16 yrs. 8 mo. 13 das.)

for durability to exceed 8 years without a single repair.

The only machine which has been used on all additions, multiplica-

tions and divisions found in bookkeeping, bill-extending, cost-keeping

and pay-roll departments of practically every line of business and proven

successful in every place.

The only machine ever invented which will add all the columns at one

time by the simple touching of keys and nothing more. Write for pamphlet

and special trial offer. Comptometer sent, express prepaid, on trial to responsible

parties in the U. S. or Canada.

Felt & Tarrant Mfg. Co., 830 N. Paulina St., Chicago, 111.

Salem
Souvenir Spoons

Made from Sterling Silver. Illustration actual size. This spoon makes a useful and inexpensive gift for the holidays.

It has in the bowl our own original design of the flying witch with cat and broom. On the handle is the Massachusetts State

Seal and the word Massachusetts. The price is $1 .50. Send for our illustrated catalogue of Jewelry and Silverware.

G. WILLIS WHIPPLE & CO.. Jewelers and Silversmiths No. 184 Essex Street, SALEM, MASS.

UMPHREY
SECTIONAL BOOKCASES
The Humphrey is the only sectional bookcase with STEEL RE-
INFORCED shelves which positively do not sag no matter how
long in use. It has the original and only perfect non-binding
Door Guide, all doors operate on roller bearings, and it is the

one and only Sectional bookcase having Section dust-proof. No
unsightly metal bands. Eight differ-

ent Finishes.

Send for Catalogue illustrating the

complete line and Humphrey
special construction in detail.

Sold by dealers in principal cities.

Shipped direct, freight prepaid
where we have no dealer. Money
back if not satisfactory.

Humphrey Bookcase Co., Detroit, U.S.A.

I

*
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BAY TREES
Rhododendrons, Azaleas, Fine and Rare

Conifers, Hollies, Peonies, Ornamental Trees,

Shrubs and Vines, Fruit Trees, Walnuts

J. B. Pilkington :: Portland, Oregon
Nurseryman Importer and Grower

Where the Government Makes Homes
than $1,000,000 to pal under in iaatioo tho Valley at

in MMpunoflBruU

The United State* Government is •pending mat
Hermistoa. Oregon. There is a reason tor it,

President Roosevelt says: "With an adequate supply of water a (arm of tea
Wee), or 40 acres elsewhere, is as lane as can ha amiafulle tulad by <

Government Reports Show that: The irrigator gets a larger return from his land each year than the I

depending on natural rsinfsll. gets any year.

Government Irrigation Hero Means: That the land has been leafed by the Government and proven to be
of highest grade: that water all the year 'round is assured by the Government; that the sealer i* prutac
ted by the Government.

Do You Want to Know: What the Government is doing at Hermiston: why these lands are under National

Irrigation: what prohts are to be made-, how to get a home > Lands from $75.00 to $I2S 00 per acre;

easy term. We will gladly tell you and give yoa literature, maps, etc. Just write us. We like to an-

swer questions.

HERMISTON REALTY CO., Box "B," HERMISTON, OREGON

An Income

for Life
Let

U.Tell
You

How To
Get It

«,°/3/o
Per Year

From Cane Sugar Plantations

in tropical Mexico—9489 acre*

finest land in the world—Sell

you land outright and guaran-
tee to plant, cultivate and mar-

ket crop, pay you 90'*\, of pro-
ceeds. This is no stock or

bond selling scheme.

Prices ol land will soon ad-

vance again. Acreage bought
today will insure 33)

fit
—no guess work about it.

One planting good for IS

years—Have some land goon
in bearing—Pay you to find

out about this.

Big

Money
For Good

Live

Agents

write ro> on BOOKLITS

TampicoSugarCo.
Fifth Floor Union Trust Building

Los Angeles. CaL
akesasss: Irvtnt »».» * Tr—t t>> . Us Aaavav, ral.

Every One Time to Name
Well Developed, with Strong Healthy Koota.

FRUITORNAMENTAL
Tht largtit anJ Until Stock on tht Coast

ALL SORTS OBOam MOW

BURBANK'S NEW CREATIONS

Santa Rosa Plum Rutland Plumcmt
Gaviota Plum* Formosa Plum

Vatuvtum. tho beautiful foliate plum
Royal and Paradojc Walnuti

mmHlt FOR ILLt STRaTT* BOOKLBT

Vsl-bk- Uhwomes Oesersl Ksn.

PAID DT CAPITAL aJSO.0SS.SS

FANCHER CREEK NURSERIES. Inc.

CEO. C. ROgOIKO. Pies, sag Mgf.
Bojr »7, FroBno. California

Don't forget to mention Ths I'arlOr Uuaihly itn dealing w.ia admlsmis. It will be sppreristed.
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California Grown
Flowering Plants—Seeds—Berry Plants

and Choicest Imported Bulbs

GreatestBargains
Ever Offered by a Reliable House. Orders
Will Be Filled at These Special Prices

Until January 20th, Not a Day Longer.

Every large firm has its own way of advertising to secure new customers. Our way is to give extra-

ordinary bargains at certain times, as we know that those who give our superior goods a trial will

become our regular patrons. Now is the time to plant the goods offered on this page. You must plant
at the right time to get the best results. Remember : the goods we advertise are the very best that

money, experience and the absolutely perfect soil and climatic conditions of California can produce.
We cannot afford to send you anything but thtf choicest. If we did we certainly couldn't expect to win
your permanent patronage—and that is the sole object of these very wonderful special bargains. We
pay transportation charges on all goods advertised.

We Lose Money on Many of These Goods, but We Expect to Make Hundreds of New Customers

Flowering Plants
Violets— '•Princess of Wales,"

*
'Call fornla," "Marie Louise'

' and
"Swanly White," the four largest
and most beautiful varieties in ex-

istence; 12 plants for 25c, or 100 for

$1.50.
Verbenas—Mammoth flowering, as-

sorted colors ; 12 plants for 25c, or
100 for $1.50.
Pelargoniums or "Lndy Washington

Goran iums"—12 plants for 75c.
Geraniums—Single or double ve-

rities, assorted colors; 12 plants for
75c.

Cinerarias—Assorted colors; will
srive a profusion of bloom In the
surly spring; 12 plants for 50c.

Carnations—Large plants ; 12 of
the choicest sorts for 75c.

Flowering Begonias — A bargain
among bargains; the 12 choicest sorts
for 75c.
Dwarf Begonias — For bedding;

scarlet flowers; 12 plants for 50c.

Tall Begonias—For bedding; dark
pink flowers; 12 plants for 50c.
Fuchias — Choicest varieties; 12

plants (6 double and 6 single), for
50c.

Ivy Geraniums — Double flowers;
light pink or scarlet; 12 plants for
50c.

Coleus—Richly colored, ornamental
leaves; 12 choice plants for 50c, or
100 for $3.50.

Coreopsis, "California Sunbeam'*—
Mammoth canary flowers; 12 plants
for 50c.

Clematis Vines—"Mad. Eduard An-
dre" (near approach to red), "Jack-
manic" (blue), "Henry II" (white),
the 3 varieties for 75c,
Shasta Daisies—Large plants; 12

for 50c.

Pansy Plants
The finest in the world; all true

giant flowering varieties; 12 for 20c,
or 100 for $1.00.

Flower Seeds
Pansies—Chas. C. Navlet Co.'s In-

comp i ruble mixture of giant flower-

ing varieties; per packet, 10c.

Pansies—Extra choice mixture; all

large flowering; per packet, 5c.

Sweet Peas—The 25 choicest vari-
eties in one mammoth packet, 10c.

Sweet Peas—Any variety you wish;
eaeh color in separate packet, 10

packets for 25c, or 3c per single
packet.
Poppies—The 7 choicest varieties

In one large packet; endless variety
of colors, 5c.

Vegetable Seeds
lO LARGE PACKETS lOc

One Each of

EarlyCarrots WinterLettuce
Early Celery Early Onion

Winter Spinach
Early Cabbage Early Turnip

Winter Table Beet

Parsley Early Radish
These are the kinds to plant now

for early vegetables, fl The packets
are all of large size and every seed
is from this year's crop.

Chas. C. Navlet Co.'s Seedless

Blackberry Is superior In every way
to any other Blackberry In the

world; 50c each; $5.00 per 12.

Flowering Bulbs
Cannas—Assorted: 12 of the choic-

est varieties for 75c.

Calla Lilies—12 for 50c.

Tulips—Single or double varieties;
extra choice mixed; 12 for 25c.

Parrot Tulips—Extra fine; 12 for
25c.

Hyacinths—Assorted colors; extra
choice; 12 for 75c.

Japanese Lillies—"Lllhim Album,"
"Lilinm Rubrum" and "Lilium
Auratum," 10c each, or 12 for 75c,

St. Joseph Lilies — Extra choice
mammoth bulbs; each will produce
from 1 to :t stems of flowers ;

15c

each, or 12 for $1.50.

China Lilies—Extra choice, for
house culture; 15c each.

Gladiolas—Assorted, choicest varie-

ties; 12 for 35c.

Pink Amaryllis—Large bulbs; 10c
each.

Daffodils—-Extra fine; 12 for 35c.

EXTRA SPECIAL—25 choice spring

Flowering Bulbs for 25o—assorted

kinds.

Berry Plants
Strawberries—"Molinda," "Brnndy-

wlne" or "Lonpworth." 12 plants
for 25c, or 100 for $1.50.

Loganberries—Two-year-old tips, 15e

each, or 100 for $10.00.

Mammoth Blackberries—Two-year-
old tips, 20c each, or 100 for $15.00.

Red Cherry Currant—Most popular;
20c each, or 12 for $1.50.

With Each $5.00 OrderWeWill Give FreeOne ofOurSeedless Blackberry Plants

Chas. C. Navlet Company, inc.

Growers : Importers : Wholesalers : Retailers

San Jose, California
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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True\to its aim—True to itsname
When you purchase an H & R

Revolver, you possess a firearm that has reached the highest

stage of perfection
— the result of over 35 years"

manufacturing experience.

They are made in many styles and sizes a* described

in our beautifully illustrated catalog, among which we would

especially recommend our H fit R AUTOMATIC DOUBLE
ACTION 32 caliber. 6 shot, or 38 caliber. 5 shot. 3 i inch barrel.

nickel finish. $6.00. THE H & R HAMMERLESS. $7.00.
H 6t R Revolver* cost a trifle let* than •one other nuke, but
have no superior in point of construction, ampacity of action or in

firmh. Sold by all nrtt-claat dealers. Rather than accept a
substitute, order from us direct. Look for our in - oa
barrel and the little target trade-mark on the handle.

SenJ ter lllustrattd Caitiff.

HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON ARMS CO..
418 PARK AVENUE. WORCESTER. MASS.

of tested quality

and superior finish,

shoot true, work
smoothlv.

California's Model Colony Now Open

IMI FAMOUS

Yucaipa Valley
60 assr* frest Lot Aafrlra. aelelaisf Rasswst rs*
Oral Hoasc City of liilsna CaJdorsJs. 14.001
arret of CsBsorats't ricseat soft, alt In cmuvauoa,
•a ctrraooa of 1.M0 to LOOP tow, a I II I 1 1 1 aa-
rnlM. »<~<t vrtla. sever tsUlaf asriafs, ssB
10 leei see*, laral tor aaslta. mMatili s, ears, ar.

asrfasu, ift ul sllvei. Cms

Mats, booklett as* resale urtuVsm asss astlli alliia.

SOUTHFRN CALIFORNIA COLONIZATION BURIAL!

536 C South Sprint St. Los Aaeeles, Cal.

The Secret of
Success

Prospect of large gains and the certainty

of not losing

$10
What It Will Do

It will give you a chance to make aeveral

thousand dollars. $300. Payable $10 down.
$10 per month. Pays for five acres of the

finest level farming land on earth. Worth
more than it coat you. Developed for oil

(free of cost to you). If proven, you have

made thousands. If not, you haven't lost

anything.

For particulars write

D. L. PETERS
214 H. W. Hellman Building

Los Angeles, Cal.

Doo't fonjet lo Dsntloa The Paelftc atoathlv when orsHaf w:ta advertisers. It will a* sppreelsted.
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Guests of the Milne Tours Company at Daibutsu, at Kamakura, Japan.

JOIN OUR TOURS AROUND THE WORLD
We visit England, France, Switzerland, Italy, Egypt, Ceylon, Philippines, China,
Japan, and Honolulu. These tours leave Los Angeles Dec. 30, 1907, and
March 2, 1 908. All expenses of high-class travel, including first-class steam-
ship and hotel accommodations, guides, interpreters and fees.

Mediterranean Tours, including London, Paris, Venice, Rome, Naples,
Egypt, the Nile and the Holy Land. Leave Los Angeles Feb. 1 and Aug. 3 1 , '08.

Japan Tours in Springtime, including China, Honolulu, and the Philip-
pines. Leave Los Angeles Feb. 24, March 23, and April 1 1.

Summer Tours to Europe, including England, France, Belgium, Ger-
many, and the Rhine ; Switzerland, Italy, and Gibraltar. Leave Los Angeles
May 9, July 11, and Sept. 5.

SanJ for itineraries. All parties limited to 12 members.
For further information, including illustrated booklets, prices, etc., address

The Milne Tours Company
606 South Spring Street, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Tb» Wild Baa at Bom.

KILLS
DANDRUFF

BORNOL
The Magic Hair Grower

Grows Luxuriant
Eyebrows

Stops Hair From
Falling Out

One 50c J «r Politicly Doei li

Send 10c in riunpt (or trial

tub*- Write lot pamphlet
and tealimonuu..

BORNEO OIL CO.
lMCaafaraisSt. au Fraaciacs. Cat.

'Cbc Colorato ©cm" nS$£$2,V
A U-autiful, OvvrnrK Tumi at parr*

lor. flncl DLmoad cot. woadfr-
fol brilliancy and (Teat aardaaaa, Ka-
dor-~ll.ylr.dln.np.ru. Far operlor
to the l»«t Imltatloa Ui.mond arar yt>
fesed. Remember. I OMUittH Ibea.
Monro to ba omrors Bpe«-l«'
tt.00 each, t for «.«<>. Blsa. aptotear»t».
Free Booklet. Adder*, ollh retnltt.n.e.

II I IM>I W \>V I

15SS Champa Street Denror. Ool.

See "Cliffs"
Division Terminal on Portland & Seattle Railway

Population September /. I90T— O
Population S.pr.mcWr I. 1908 — 2,000

The Town ol Opportunity. Send for Plata, ate

The J. J. Reid Co., Cliffs,Wash.
Temporary Addrraa, Rufua, Oregon

NORTHERN GROWN

SEEDS
Are tested and proved best
for the West—all other sorts
being discarded. Why experi-
ment, why take chances?
You can absolutely depend on

JUsS seeds. Our catalogue
for 1908. consisting of 112
pages. 16 colored pages made
from actual photographs,
with full cultural directions.
Is yours for the asking You'll
also find that fUJB seeds are

SOLD BT DEALERS
The Chaa. H. Lilly Co.

Seattle. Portland. San Francisco.

"--r*Bl«RS MOSAK SEIF HLIING PATl) suction or this acacaa. BE CAREFUL
when buying Fountain Pens or you will get old muzzle loaders I (The kind you open and squirt ink

in to fill. Get the Pen that fills bv suction of the Pen Cap without opening.
THERE IS ONLY ONE. BLAIR'S NOSAK SELFFILUNG^Ker. h™ daca-ia. RafabarSacks or inaid*
mrchatium Blair'* Nosak holds 76 drops of ink- Others hold only 15 to 2V The Ink Safe -Guard pnvwtlta ink la-skina;
on thr finger part. The split fe«*d insures m steady flow of ink. The Adjustable Cap Clip pervenU rolling or loas of the p*-«
The inconvenient and leaky screw pen-section and (lass and rubber •alter rolisaarf Prices with No. I Cold Pas. $2.00.
2. $2.50. 3. $3.00. 4. $4.00. 5. $5.00. Insured marl 8 cts more.

Muzzle-loaders a* half-price to close oast.

BLAIR'S FOUNTAIN PEN CO.. 6 Jobs, St.. N. Y.. Sort. 2M. Gat Afsucy. Estebliahed 1605.

HaL J
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To Visit the Sick

To impart the

strength of the

barley and the

soothing quali-

ties of the hops.

To induce sound,

refreshing sleep.

This is the mis-

sion of

Nk

L

Prepared by

Seattle Brewing & Malting Co.
Seattle, U. S. A.

Don't forget t. mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.

J
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TheMan and TheCan
When you see the Log Cabin Can you know that Towle made the syrup

in it. There is no package on the grocVs shelves today which contains a
purer, better or more favorably known product than this little Log Cabin

Can of Maple Syrup. The Log Cabin Can
is known in practically every home in

America and is a pledge of uniform quality,
of purity and of full measure in syrups.

The Towle Maple Syrup Co., is the

pioneer in the production of uniformly
perfect table syrups, and you are ah
safe in buying any product contained in

the little Log Cabin Can, whether it be

Towle'sLog Cabin Maple Syrup
Towle's Log Cabin

c

S£
d

Syrup
Towle's Log Cabin Pen-o-che Syrup
Back of every Log Cabin Can is the Towle

reputation—a reputation that money cannot

buy. It is your protection against adultera-

tion, your guarantee of quality, purity and
full measure.

The quality of the syrup in Towle's Log
Cabin Cans is always identical— the exquisite
flavor is the same in the can you bought
today as it was in the can you bought last

year, or will buy next year.

This uniform quality is due to the purity
of the materials and the superior process by
which the famous Towle Log Cabin Syrups
are made.

Look for the Log Cabin Can and the name
"Towle"—then vou can always get tin-

the purest and the moat wholesome syrupa

Always insist upon having the Log Cabin
Can when you buy syrupa, for then you take
no chances—you know you get the beat.
To every reader of this advertisement who

will send us 10 cents in coin or stamps, we
wilt forward at once postpaid a Kindionw
silver-plated teaspoon aH illustrated tielow.

The picture is three-quarters actual size of
the spoon you will receive.
There is a tag on every Log Cabin Can

which can be used by you to secure more
spoons.

Imnnrtant ' Wc **• •n,iou« to Improve Mid h the number of
important, j.dp^, contained in our Booklet "Fran Camp to Table."

You may not know the many waya that Maple Syrup oaa be need 1 A»k
aome of your fnetxia for their recipte and mail to oa. one or more. Each
recipe wiU participate in the con teat far cash prixea which will be
awarded April let. ISO-, aa follow.:

*2S for the beet Recipe. $ 1 5 for the 2ad beet Recipe, f 10 for the
3rd be.t Recipe. 125 •• prise* of fS each for the flee neat beet

^ Recipe*. $35 in prieee of $1.00 each for the 25 nest beat

The ledaws will be Impartial aad bare no

Send for the little books "Free. Camp la Table" ami "Pfa-w-cW
Secrrti.

"
Teey art beta Tamable aad will fera.se yea a treat (ami

of dessert ami caady making aleasere eersaf t'

The Towle Maple Syrup Company, 44 Custer St, St Paul, Minn.

ntloo The r.rlftr Monthly wtaea deallne with admUaeta. II will be appreciated.

Jf
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THE NEW INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE
CO. WILL ENTER RICH FIELD

FIRST OFFERING OF STOCK IN THE SOUTHERN
TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY.

The telephone has become one of the most import-
ant factors in the business and social life of fhe
entire world. This is especially true of the United
suites. The telephone is constantly in demand by
the people, and although furnished at a very rea-
sonable rental, it has been found to be a very profit-
able investment. Larre percentages have been m .da

by those holding securities of telephone companies.
The Southern Telephone-Electric Company was

organized principally to conduct a telephone business
in one of the richest sections of the United States,
viz., the State of Texas, constructing and operating
botli long distance and local telephone systems.
Mr. R. L. Swalne, President, in speaking of the

plans of operation, states as follows: "The Com-
pany now owns the Fort Worth Long Distance Tele-
phone Company, and will soon acquire extensions
for the construction and operation of local exchanges
In a number of towns in tiie State of Texas.
"The Company will hold control of the long dis-

tance lines, which will enable us to protect the
business of local exchanges, besides bringing a good
revenue.
"When a local plant has been constructed and in

operation, a company will be formed among the
business men of the community. They will sub-
scribe for the stock, as it will pay a good interest
on the investment, and they will be the owners of
the property in their own town.
"The Southern Telephone-Electric Company will

receive for such plants from the new local com-
panies, part cash and part bonds, based on the
earning power of the companies, which cash and
bonds will give a very good profit on the work of
construction, and place ih Id a position to turn
over the funds again in another locality.
"The profits in tire telephone business have proved

very satisfactory, paying good percentages on bonds
and stocks, besides enabling the companies to lay
aside a fair surplus. This refers to the operating
companies, from which class we expect to secure
a portion of our earnings, the greater part to come
from the profits on construction. It is the Inten-
tion to set aside for sale only sufficient stock to
provide capital to carry on the work in hand, which
will enable us to pay very satisfactory dividends on
the outstanding stock."

THE SOUTHERN TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COM-
PANY

Is a corporation duly organized and incorporated
under the laws of the Territory of Arizona. The
capital stock is ten million dollars ($10,000,000),
divided Into one hundred thousand (100.000) shares
of a par value of one hundred dollars ($100) per
share. The stock is fully paid and forever non-
assessable. There is no preferred stock, and no
bonded indebtedness. Each and every share of stock
Is on an equal basis. The organization or charter
member price of this stock has been placed at a
low price. This price will be advanced at an early
date, for this first allotment is being subscribed
rapidly. Every share of stock Issued at the present
time has been paid for In full at that figure. Not
one single share of promotion stock has been issued.
The officers and directors of this corporation have
paid the same price for their own stock that they
offer it to their friends and acquaintances.
The affairs of the corporation will be under the

management of the following Board of Directors:
E. L. Swalne. General Manager of the Home Tel-

ephone and Telegraph Company of Los Angeles, Cal.
R. J. McHugh, Chief Installer and Pacific Coast

Sales Manager of the
. Kellogg Switch Board and

Supply Company.
N. F. Wilson. San Francisco, Cal.
Ernest A. Olds, Superintendent of Construction of

the Home Telephone and Telegraph Company of Los
Angeles, Cal.
H. L. Edwards. Superintendent of the Contract-

ing Department of the Home Telephone and Tele-
graph Company.

F. J. Norrls, Cashier of the Occidental Trust and
Savings Bank of Los Angeles, Cal., aud former
auditor of the Home Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

,T. N. O. Rech, Attorney, Los Angeles, Cal.
Ldgar A. Sharp. Attorney, Los Angeles, Cal.The officers of the Company are:

v,
B -

r.
L -

.

i

?
Wa

.
lne

;T
Pr«i<l™t; N. F. Wilson. First

Vice-President; H. L. Edwards, Second Vice-Presi-
dent; E. A. Olds, Third Vice-President; J. N O.
Rech, Secretary; F. J. Norrls, Treasurer; R. J.
McHugh, Chief Engineer.
The men who will have charge of the field work

and operation of the affairs of the Southern Tele-
phone-Electrlc Company are all practical, successful
telephone men of unquestioned Integrity and special
ability In their particular branch of technical effort

ihe territory in which tills corporation will oper-ate is no less than the cotton belt of Texas a belt
containing a greater population than the three Pac-
eific states, California. Washington and Oregon,
combined. This is today. In the minds of these
men. the best and richest territory in the UnitedMates for the operations of such a corporation.
So much work lias already been done and so much

progress made that no other company, even should
it possess the same financial advantages, and the
same able Board of Directors, could possibly be-
come a competitor. This is a big element In the
success of this corporation.
The territory or field which has been selected by

this Board of Directors is one of the richest In the
United States and at present almost overlooked,
except by the interest controlled by the Bell Tele-
phone.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANY OFFERS SMALL
INVESTOR AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY.

The time has come when the people ought to own
the pnblic service corporations, and they are going
to own them, too. Here is an opportunity for a
small investor to tiny stock that should ultimately
make him financially Independent. The conditions
that make possible the success of th's corporation
are many times more promising than they were when
the Bell Telephone stock was first offered to the
public.
The money for carrying out the plans of this

enterprise Is being raised by the sale of common
stock. Every man or woman that wants a share of
tills stock in the Southern Telephone-Electric Com-
pany will be on an equal footing, first, last and
all the time. The full par value of the shares is

$100, fully paid and forever non-assessable: but,
like all large enterprises, the first stock sold must
be offered at a big sacrifice in order to quickly raise
sufficient capital to put the company on a good
dividend-earning basis. A portion of the $100
shares of the Southern Telephone-Electric Company
is. therefore, offered at a low price. The shares
that are Invested in at this low1

price will. In a
few months, not only be worth their full par value,
hut many times more. The shares of the Home
Telephone Company In Los Angeles could have been
bought three or four years ago for onlv 10 cents on
a dollar. These shares of common stock are now
earning dividends, after the company has paid out
thousands of dollars on a tremendous bond issue.

SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES CO.
200-231 Delbert Block, San Francisco.
515-516 Central Bank Bldg., Oakland.
40(1 I. W. Hellman Bldg.. Los Angeles.
1506 Stout St., Denver, Colo.
3 and 4 Mercantile Block, Salt Lake.
300-301 Tilford Bldg.. Portland.
010-011 Eitel Bldg.. Seattle.

INFORMATION COUPON.
Southwestern Securities Co., Fiscal Agents,

I am Interested in yonr SOUTHERN TELE-
PHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY, and If my request
will not obligate me in any way, I shall he glad to
receive further information.

Name

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will C.i appreciated.
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OUR PLAN FOR YOU TO
MAKE MONEY EASILY IN

PORTLAND REAL ESTATE
PORTLAND is developing steadily and rapidly. Never a dollar

invoiced in real estate in this city has gone wrong. Population in-

creasing 20% a year; real estate valuations in proportion; busine-s

overcrowded on all streets, no wonder "The Rose City" is known
asthe "Place of Opportunity." Street car companies having difficul-

ty handling increasing traffic; impossible to find homes for rent ; onVe
room difficult to obtain; store rooms snapped up before vacated. 1

erything on the move and men and women getting rich in Portland.

ROSE CITY PARK is Portland's most beautiful, new, residence sec-

section. Platted and placed on market less than seven months ago,
it is nearly half sold, although comprising over 5000 lots. All lots

5".\100 feet. Twenty homes are now being built there. Everycity

convenience; water, electric lights, telephone, graded streets, cement

sidewalks, best street car service in the city, magnificent scenic en-

vironment, including view of 200 miles of the Cascade Range,
Mounts St. Helens, Adams, Hood and Jefferson. Building re-

strictions. Adjoins beautiful grounds of Portland Country Club.

A NOVEL PLAN. Rose City Park has normally increased over 12%
since opening day. Our plan enables you to invest a part of the cost

of the lot and sell out before the balance of the payments is due,

making a clear profit on the total amount. If the same increase in

the demand for this property is maintained, you will not have to wait

long to make a good, healthy profit. We will be pleased to sub-

mit our plan in detail and explain our eminently fair method of

imJung a selection for you. $50 MAY MAKE YOU $100.

We will welcome the opportunity of faithfully answering any

questions vou may wish to ask about this city.

HanJiome Hoctlit MailtJ »« Refurit.

HARTMAN & THOMPSON
BANKERS

Real Estate Dept. Room 12, Chamber of Commerce, PORTLAND, OREGON

Vaft tarxrl to mi-ntUm Tb« Paclftc M.mthljr wli*n drallnc wllb »dTW1tort». It will br ipfnrtaMd.
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IRRIGATION
IN

SUNNY IDAHO

v -1

Perpetual vvater

Rights, $30 f>er Acre

In searching tor irrigated lands look

tor those possessing the following

essentials :

1. Absence or alkali.

2. Perfect drainage.

3. Adequate water supply.

4. Heavy growth or sage brush.

If you find these you can be assured

that the soil will produce anything

grown in the temperate zone.

SUCH ARE THE LANDS NEAR

MOUNTAIN HOME
Elmore County, Idaho

On main line of trie Oregon Short Line Ry. (Union Pacific System)

For complete information and descriptive pamphlets, address

J. A. SIFFERT, Secretary Mountain Home Commercial Club, or

The GreatWestern Beet Sugar Co.
Home Office:

^fountain Home, Idaho

Branch Office:

303-4-5-6 Soston Block, Seattle. Wash.

Don't .'orget to mention The Purine Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will he appreciated.
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A. O. LEONARD
1 161 Broodwor. Suilo 64 NEW YORK CITY

The Spokane Country Has Wealth
And Elbow Room For Millions

Spokane—
City of Activity, Enterprise and
Happy Homes.
Invites industries to Share in it's

Prosperity.

Has Raw Materials not equalled
anywhere for Variety, Quality
and Abundance at it's Doors.

Immense Water Power and
other undeveloped Resources.

Superior Railway facilities and
Reasonable Taxation.

Population is nearing the

100,000 mark. AH year climate.

The Country—
One Hundred and Fifty Thousand

Square Mile* in Eastern Washington,
Northern Idaho, Northeastern Oregon,
Western Montana and Southeastern

British Columbia.

Has Timber, Mineral, Agricultural and

Crazing Resources.

Invites Farmers. Orchardists. Live-

stock Growers, Dairymen and Poultry

Raisers to investigate it's Possibilities.

Everything that can be grown finds a

ready cash market in the Northwest

and export trade is growing.

Climatic conditions without parallel on

the Continen"

For detailed information and "A Tale of a Modern City," addrett

Department C, Chamber of Commerce, Spokane, Washington

IkHi't forget to nrenil.>n Ttio I'arlAr Monthly whoa 4ralln« with rill bo psjrsesxta
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REAL ESTATE
ORKOON

PORTLAND REAL ESTATE, all kinds, busi-
ness and residence properties, bought and
sold. C. R. DeBurgh, 220 Abington Hid., Port-
land, Or. 30 years' residence. Information
furnished.

COOS BAY, Oregon's deep-sea harbor, is now
advertising for laborers as well as homeseek-
ers and investors. Times are prosperous
there, and with its billions of feet of standing
timber, hundreds of square miles of coal area,
fine fruit and dairy lands, it certainly offers
the choicest of opportunities in all the great
Northwest. For full particulars, write the
secretary of the Chamber of Commerce,
Marshfield, Or.

SEND 25c for book of photogravures, views
of Astoria, the most beautiful city at the
month of the most beautiful river on earth,
founded by John Jacob Astor, in 1811, and
made famous in Washington Irving's "As-,
toria." Address Chamber of Commerce, room
401, Astoria, Or.

STOCK RANCH FOR SALE
4500-acre stock ranch on John Day River,

Eastern Oregon; 320 acres pine timber, 200
acres in alfalfa; free water right; 4000 acres
grazing land, 7500 high-grade Merino sheep,
iOO head of cattle; farm and range horses, and
other farm stock; 9-room residence and amplefarm buildings; long-distance phone. Land at
$10 per acre; stock at market price; 15 miles
of barbed-wire fencing.

PACIFIC COAST REALTY CO ,

Buchanan Building, Portland. Oregon.
FARMERS: Come to Oregon, the farmer's

paradise. Drop us a postal for our new list of
grain, stock, fruit and dairy farms. Common-
wealth Trust Co., Commonwealth Bldg Port-
land, Oregon.
TELL US YOITR WANTS and we will send

you our list of property and farms, rangingfrom $100 to $100,000. Standard Investment
Co., 225 Fifth St., Portland, Or.
NO BETTER INVESTMENT POSSIBLE

than we can offer in Oregon and Washington
Fruit Farms. We have some fine tracts, best
locations; can cut up to suit. Choice PORT-LAND Business and Residence Property. Write
for particulars.

LABBE-THOMAS REALTY CO (Inc )
34 and 35 Labbe Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

FOR THE HOUSEHOLD

REAL ESTATE.!
CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA HONEY, direct from pro-
ducer, guaranteed pure, 7%c lb. I ship water
white sage honey, as it is considered the best
honey produced. Cash with order. Address
H. J. Mercer, 721 E. Third St., Los Angeles
Cal. Reference, First Nat. Bank, Los Angeles'

SUNNYVALE, IN THE SANTA CLARA
VALLEY, 38 miles from San Francisco. A
manufacturing center among the fertile fields.
Home of Joshua Hendy Iron Works, Libby,
McNeill and Libby cannery and many other
manufactories. Residence, business, 5 and 10-
acre lots in the artesian belt. Best soil in
state for berries, vegetables, alfalfa, apples,
pears and prunes. Price, $150 to $200 per
acre; one-quarter down, balance on or before 5
years. Write for catalogs. Sunnyvale Land
Co., 32 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Cal.

SUNNY SAN DIEGO, the most rapidly devel-
oping city on the Coast, presents the invest-
ment opportunity of a lifetime. For $5 a month
we offer a limited number of beautiful ma-
rine-view lots in close-in suburbs. A square,
safe proposition from thoroughly reliable
people. Southern California's finest climate.
Illustrated booklet free. Act promptly. J.
Frank Cullen & Co.. Dan Diego. Cal.

FOR SALE— SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
lands, cattle, grain, fruit, dairy and poultry
ranches, in the artesian belt. Abundance of
water. Address Wright Investment Co., A. W.
Wright. Mgr., Grant Bldg., Los Angeles.

RICH GRAPE, FRUIT AND ALFALFA
land, stock ranches and dairy farms. We can
put you onto the best and most productive
lands of Central or Southern California at
prices and terms that will please you; 5 acres
to 5,00u. Whether you are a homeseeker or an
investor, our experience is of value to you.
Worthing-Sampson Inv. Co., 522 Chamber of
Commerce, Los Angeles; 36 S. Cal St., Stock-
ton, Cal.

INCORPORATIONS
INCORPORATE UNDER ARIZONA LAWS.

Most liberal. No tax. Expense small. Mem-
bers exempt from corporate debts. Hold
meetings and transact business anywhere See
advertisement page 24 of front advertising
section for full particulars. Southwestern Se-
curities & Investment Co., Phoeni x, Ariz.

SILKS
YARD WIDE SILKS. Direct from loom to

you. All colors, plain and fancy; new weaves
for fall and winter. Send 10c for samples. L. A
Silk Wks„ 511 S. Rroadway, Los Angeles , Cal!~~~

OSTRICH PLUMES
THE BENTLEY OSTRICH FARM—The

original ostrich farm of America. Established
1SS3. High-grade ostrich plumes from $1.00
up. Mail orders a specialty. Price list mailed
free. Address Bentley Ostrich Farm, San
Diego, Cal.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA

FRUIT

LANDS

10-ACRE

BLOCKS

You can grow more fruit in the Fraser Valley of B. C. with less toil and expense than anywhere else
on the Pacific slope. Plenty of summer rainfall, no irrigating, long seasons, mild winters, rich pro-
ductive soil that will grow apples, pears, plums, peaches, prunes and cherries in abund ince, and is

especially suited for strawberries, small fruits and vegetables. No trees to cut or stumps to clear.

Only a few miles to Westminster market by good road or river steamboat. Good prices, unlimited
markets.

10-ACRE BLOCKS ALL CLEARED AND READY FOR THE SETTLER
PRICE $1,200. TERMS H CASH, BALANCE 6, 12 and 18 months.

Write for Kerr's Real Estate Review

W. J. KERR, Westminster, B. C.
(Reference, Canadian Bank of Commerce.)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING—Continued
TOILET ARTICLES
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LAND+WATER= $$
Inform yourself of the gTeat industrial movements in the NOKTII W KST,

the land of Ol'l'OltTlM TIES sad CLIMATE.
The greatest of these movements is 1 It It I (1ATION.
Yakima Valley Lauds are acknowledged the finest irrigated lands on earth.

Learn how to secure Health,Wt'a I lli, ButlMM lad I ml < pendente
on ten acres of irrigated land. Net pro6ts from £250.00 to $750.00 per acre.
Our fruits command the markets of the world.

James R. Garfield, Secretary of the Interior, on hit recent visit to the Famous
Yakima Valleys said, "It's a revelation; you have a great country."

I have lands of all kindsfor homeseckert or investors. Write today forfull information.

NATHANIEL W. VAN CLEVE, North Yakima, Wash.

ROSSER
2000

POPULATION
< ...inir *™t

li*-ntott 1 omit?
W tuhltifftouP

;jj
The trowing town in the fertile irrigated

I 'J valley of the Yakima. The earliest fruits,

fcj
the most delightful climate, the largest profits

per acre. Buy now while the prices are low.

Every acre makes from $5 00 to $72 5 net each year.

Writ* NOW for our Maf,,. Price Lilt*

and Bird'
'

r~<ye View of the VaJuy

NORTH PROSSER LAND COMPANY, inc.

PROSSER. WASHINGTON

Wt An
Htidquirttrs
lor All Kinds ol

We furnish Correct Abstracts at

short notice TMaki; Invi_st-
MK.NTS FOR NOW-RESIDKNTS.
5 IXX>K AFTER ASSF.SSMP.NTS
and Taxes. * For reliable in-

formation about COOS BAY,
address

Title Guarantee and Abstract Co.
II. SeNGSTACKCN. Manager

Morshf irld, Ore

COME! to the great valley of California. TO
OUR IRRIGATED LANDS situated in

Glenn and Colusa counties, one hundred
miles north of San Francisco, where
flowers bloom all the year round,—
where oranges, apples,and every known

fruit and vegetable grow side by side,— where midsummer and winter are as lovely as spring,—where children bloom like the flowers, and where physicians cannot make a living.

COME TO THIS EARTHLY PARADISE. Why remain where you are frozen up for

six or seven months in the year, and nearly killed with the heat in the summer time?

COME!
Where 10 acres of land will give you an income of $2000 a year, and support your

family in happiness and comfort, and 20 acres will make you wealthy. ^A/here the land yield
is enormous, and the demand always exceeds the supply. AVhere alfalfa yields 10 tons to

the acre. Where the farmers, whose season never ends, eat home grown vegetables and
fruits in January and bask in the sunshine. Where the climate is so mild that you save

practically all your fuel bill, and half the cost of clothing. Where
public

schools and churches
are plentiful and peace and good-will prevail. The land is rich, dark loam,—deep and fertile,

and ready for planting, with abundant water for irrigation at a very low rate per acre. Water
and rail transportation to San Francisco. It will cost you from $25 to $100 an acre, payable one

quarter in cash and the balance, which your crops will pay for, in five yearly payments.

Write u» at once, for the price of this land may be advanced at any time without

notice, for booklets witb p/tumographk view* anJ full information.

GOLDEN STATE IRRIGATED FARMS CO.
C B. HUBBARD. Sale. Manager

310 Clay Street, San Francisco, California

Braach Offic. : D. M. Dormaa. M.n.,.r. 243 Wlaatea Str..l. La* AipU, California

. | fba) Sattaaal Baas. Vm aasataa

*no't forret to mention Tbt PactSe Monthly when deanac with advertisers. It will be apprrrUted.
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r
THE BEST ADVICE— FREE

Invest in Southern California
THEN

FOLLOW YOUR INVESTMENT

VERYBODY wants to come to Southern California. Truer state-

ment than this was never made. Hundreds of thousands have already

Ip" made their homes here, to the enrichment of real estate investors.

>*^f Hundreds of thousands more will come in the near future—as soon
as they can make arrangements. . '. YOU want to come of course.

Why not invest a few hundreds or a few thousands now, and then
follow your investment as soon as may be? . '. A good plan is to

invest where you are most likely to make your home. You can have
a lot or home ready for you when you come, or an investment easy of access

and readily investigated or disposed of. . '. You cannot find a better spot, for

a home, for investment, or both, than Long Beach, Los Angeles County. Twenty
miles from Los Angeles, on the Pacific Ocean, its population has grown from

2,000 seven years ago to 21,000 in 1907. . ". Long Beach has prospered and

grown strictly on its merits as an all-the-year-' round home city with an ideal

climate. Now it is experiencing an awakening as an industrial city. A great
harbor is being constructed, on the shore of which the million dollar Craig ship-

building plant will at once be established ; and other large kindred industries will

follow. . '. Fortunes have beenmade from LongBeach real estate. More fortunes,
and greater ones, will be made in the next few years. For safe investment, in-

creasing values and larger profits it cannot be excelled. . '. V7e have exceptionally

good facilities for securing for our customers the hest hargains in business lots,

harbor lots, residence lots, ocean frontage ana apartment house sites. Our lists

include the cream of Long Beach property. If you are interested in Southern
California in any way, do not fail to write us. . '. Those who do not wish to

handle entire pieces of property will find our debenture system, the new £lan of
making profitsfrom realestate, strong, substantial and attractive. It places the small

investor, in proportion to the amount of his investment, the equal of the capital-

ist. Send for literature. Ask any questions you like about Southern California.

UNITED SYNDICATES COMPANY, Ltd.
14 Pacific Avenue, LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA

REFERENCES : National Bank of Long Beach, Cal. ; Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co., Los Angeles, Cat.

Do not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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There Are

Opportunities
At

West Beverly
CHELAN CO

Where the Chicago, Milwaukee

and St. Paul Meets the

Columbia River

Few cities at their birth have so

bright and prosperous a future as
is assured to West Beverly. It is

built upon the solid foundation of

financial and commercial necessity
for a city at this particular place.
The surrounding country, the

great transcontinental railway, the
Columbia itself, all focusing at

this point, compel the building of

a city to supply their nrrds and
to give an outlet to their product.

Logically and inevitably a city
must and will come into being
here, and an important city at

that. Back of it are thousands of

acres of wonderfully rich farming
lands, where crops are made cer-

tain by vast irrigation systems,
immense timber areas turning
out millions of feet of lumber,
coal fields of great extent, gold,
silver and copper mines of great
wealth, and a dozen other sources
of revenue that will pour a golden
stream of dollars into this, "The
Pocketbook of the Irrigated Lands
of Washington."
A few dollars put into West

Beverly city lots today will come
back to you four-fold or more in

a short time. A business established in West Beverly now cannot help but grow and prosper.

The need is here, the money is here, the place is here.

On the East side of Wc> Beverly flow, the mishly Columbia—here will be cnrnmiisinn bouse*. whoUsals hnmn.
warehouses, dock*, canneries and manufacturing plants.

On the South and West sides of Wast Beverly the railroad will traverse — bete will be hotels, lodsins houses,

blacksmiths, saloons, restaurants, barber shops, stable*, etc. SBC
On the North and South side* and center of Wast Beverly on slightly elevated land will be M aid IS C I I. store*, ear.

The cky has only 16 block*. The number of lots ere limaed. h is a strictly (round toor proooastion.

The price of lots are from $75.00 to fttOO.OO.
A $2 000,000 bridge is now in I mil all or eifttetesi Ifrtt

An electric railroad through the city from KennewK k to Waterville in course of maSTIssliia*.

Investigate, write for full particulars, study the situation on the map. refer to th* daily papers to th* rsmsrkshls

growth, fertility and development of Kittitas County aad ne ighboring communities and from your owa c us rlassSaw,

and judgment decide that thi* is a sound and cons si rutin investment. Ifrial to

J. C. Hayes, Agent forThe Kittitas Land& Investment Co.
203-45 EPLER BLOCK .: SEATTLE. WASHINGTON

Don't forget to mention Th* Pacific Monthly when desllnc "1th sdvertleer*. It will be appreelsteu.
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Tacoma Opportunities
Here's a Corking Good List

Try It Now

TACOMA HOMES
8-room house and 2 lots on No. 27th Street . . $4200.00

5-room house and 2 lots on No. Fife Street ......... 2500.00

6-room house and 2 lots on No. Fife Street ........ 3300.00

7-room house and 2 lots on No. Steele Street . . 3500.00

1 1 -room house and 5 lots on No. 26th Street ........ 6000.00

8-room house and -whole block in School Section 36 ...... « 3500.00

5-room house and 2 lots above McKinley Park ....... 2500.00

Fine double house (7 rooms each) in West End ........ 5000.00

One acre and 7-room house in fine location ........ 4000*00

All above are bargains at prices offered.

Favorable terms of payment.

We have residence lots at $100, $150, $200, $250, $300, $500 and up to $1,000 per lot in choice

locations and where good advances will quickly show in values; and some good acreage tracts.

CHOICE WHEAT FARM
480 acres in Eastern Washington; every foot tillable; 180 acres now in crop, balance summer

fallow; all will be in crop next year; yields 35 to 40 bushels of wheat per acre; fine young

orchard; good 8-room house, 40x60-foot barn, granary and other buildings; good well, wind-

mill, 100-barrel reservoir, etc.; splendid location, close to railroad junction; price under market

value and can give easy terms on part; rented to first-class tenant, but lease is subject to sale.

INTERURBAN
A new interurban line is about to begin construction between Tacoma and Seattle— the Scenic

Line— near the shores of Puget Sound; we can sell you waterfront lots along this line, or new

townsite lots, or acreage tracts suitable for platting or for cultivation.

CHOICE IRRIGATED FRUIT LAND
In the famous Wenatchee country, where apple and pear orchards produce from $500 to $1200

per acre yearly ; will plant and care for to maturity on small monthly payments ;
or turn over to

purchaser at end of any season.

SKAGIT QUEEN CONSOLIDATED
A mining proposition that will

" make you go straight up
"
when you see it. Will certainly stand

very closest inspection. Although development is being actively pushed, with machinery being

erected, and supplies in camp for all winter's work, it is still a ground floor proposition, and

we'll tell you about it if you ask.

AKil n* 1 1 Oi~* I Bankers Trust B'dg.

. M. Kichards &. Co., Inc. tacoma,wash.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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TACOMA Traffic Center

Pacific Northwest

Tacoma tide fiat*, thouin, water frontage, where Northern Pacific. Union Pacific and Chicago. M.lnaukee 6 SL Paul
railroadi own hundred* of acre* and an wending million* of dollan on terminal*

Tacoma Terminals

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad
Among Largest in United States

"Tin- plans <>r tin- Chi. .iK". Milwaukee St St. I'.ml ufOrlda tor greater development In

Taooma than the paopla bare any Idea of. It la berc that the business of the road will
ba dona. Tin- headquarters of the oompany*a iKi';m steamship business will l»- in Tai
anil thin dty will have the road's largest western terminals."

Tills statement Is made l>y Willi.n ,. v for the Chicago. Milwaukee
Paul Railroad, who adds: "Achat- • wide l« t. depth

to Hi .at the largest ocean steamers. The mammoth warehouses which will he
handle tie company's ocean steamship business will be located on the east side of th s

The Northern Pacific and Tacoma Eastern railroads, which own extenslv
already spent millions, and the former In completing plana for a '

The Chicago. Milwaukee * St. Paul anil Union Pac he railroad" haled hun
ti the heart of T.H-oma for terminal?* which are being Improved. Theae roads

.Ins running Into Tacoma by 1909. Th I and S<
1

• rn. North Coast. Canadian Pacific and Chicago m
west' omph tine so.

le Sunday Tim. « of February 10. 1907. aaya theae seven additional railroads
an- making "Because

'

to the Orient: the gateway t.> Alaska: the outlet for the million* ..f I

raised In the Inland Empire—the greatest granary in th< tlet f.ir il

manufactured from the trees of I

mense deposits of rteh minerals taken from the mountains rising on all aides: and. not
least, because of Its sple
having the flu

terminals and manufactttl

ship II

San Francisco, Honolulu and N- w Y.-rk

To Manufacturer!. Inteatar*. Jobber*. Merchant*. Skilled Mechanic*
Tacoena Offare Unrivalled Optrortunttte*

n>« nmnrrn Dnjaaaunsa »<t> nifnuriBLrmuTuai, aaeaaaa

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade,Tacoma, Wash.

r hirli.r In the world and unl railroad
snufacturtng sit-

the beat rail and ocean terminal facilities on the Pacific Coast, with steam -

nt and Liverpool, and Clasgow by way of tl nal and M
imhuric by v. ly r Mexican. Central and South American porta; to Alaska,

Don't forget to mention The Pariflr Mnotbly wbeo dr«Un« wtth adwtlsefs. It will be appreciated.
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FORTUNES IN FIBER
LEiRN HOW AN INVESTMENT OF

$2.00 Per Month Will Make You $445.00

VIEW OF MAGUEY PLANTS GROWING ON HERMOSA PLANTATION

THIS
PLANT is of the Cacti family and produces the sisal fiber used for the manufacture of binding twine, rope,

sacks, hammocks, matting, etc. Q Government statistics show that the United States imports about $20,000,000
worth of this fiber annually. GJ This Company is incorporated for $100,000 under California laws and has no

stock for sale. We are dividing 1000 acres of this plantation into small tracts of from one acre up, and selling same
on a novel monthly installment plan. <9 Write at once for our free, illustrated booklet, "Fortunes in Fiber," and sample of the fiber.

Pacific Coast Fiber Co., Inc. Suite 516-517, 1. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

L $1500 A YEAR POR LIFE
Five shares in the great commercial rubber orchard of the Conservative Rubber

•Production Company should, at maturity, yield you a sure and certain income of $1500a year. No large cash payment down is required to secure them as they can be paid
for as follows: $25.00 a month for the first year; $20.00 a month for the second year;

$15.00 a month for the four succeeding years; then $20.00 a month the last year—making $1500 in seven years which covers the entire cost

One or more shares are sold at a proportion** rate.
The income derived from trees daring the seven-year, development period should

average 25 4 on the money invested j then $1500 a year for life. This most conservative
estimate is ba.«ed upon government reports of the United States and Great Britain,
the most reliable sources of information in the world.

On our Bplendid estate of 12,000 acres In Tropical Mexico, we are changing the production of
crude rubber from the primitive and destructive methodshitherto employed by the natives to
the most scientific and successful plan known to modern forestry, and under Anglo-Saxon sup-
ervision.

There is nothing speculative about crude rubber. It can be sold every day in the year in
any market in the world at a price that has been steadily increasing for years. For a quarter
of a century the world's supply has been Bpoken for months before it reached the civilized
market. The price has doubled in a decade, and the question of future supply 1b of vast mo-
ment ana can only be solved by the scientific cultivation of the rubber tree.

We are now engaged in this new and immensely profitable industry on a large scale, and the
unusual opportunity is open to you to secure shares in our plantation. Each share represents
an undivided interest in all our land—6000 acres of which is being planted to rubber, and what
haa already been accomplished assures the success of the enterprise.

Every possible safeguard surrounds the investor. These safeguards are embodied in the con-
tracts which provide that you are to pay no taxes, no salaries, no fines or assessm< nts, and pay-
ments will be suspended for three months without prejudice and may be made up at any time
during the seven years.

Our literature gives conclusive facts, logical figures, and definite reference as to our integ.
our «# rity and responsibility, and proves that our proposition is bona fide, safe and enormous!) pro-

mf,nti,anu +w>M Stable, Suchan investment insures the absolute safety of your future and comfort in oidage.montns oiu irees. 0ur D00k]et "Money Making: Opportunities of Mexico," proves that our statements are
absolutely correct. The Company is divided into only 6,000 shares which are being rapidly taken—over 900 people having
already become associated with us.

Write to us and we will furnish you with facts that will put you in close touch with every detail of our plan.

Our literature is Sent Free, and every request for it will receive immediate attention. Write for it today.

Conservative Rubber Production Company,
610 Monadnock Building, San Francisco, California.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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CttJNO RANCH
*! >

?.

Alfalfa, Walnut, Orange, Sugar Beet, Vege-
table and Berry Lands in

10-Acre Tracts
Abundance of pure artesian water. Deep fertile toil

$85 to $175 Per Acre

Y\ Cash, Balance, 1,2.3 and 4 years at 6 per cent

Land With Water Delivered

$200 to $250 Per Acre
36 milet Eail of Loi Aa|rk<

Quick and cheap transportation, three railroads.

Highest prices paid for produce at local mar-
kets of Pomona and Ontario.

Excellent school and church advantages.

Farmers are paying for the land from first

years crop.

Call or write for booklets on growing Sugar
Beets, Potatoes, Onions,

Walnuts and
Alfalfa.

Itv

CHINO LAND AND WATER CO.
516 WILCOX BUILDING

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
Doot forget to mention The PacISe Monthly when d».lln« with ndTertUrr*. II will h» apnrerlatet.

HOME PHONE
A-7S27

SUNSET PHONE
7*1
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HAVE YOU CONFIDENCE IN THE JUDGMENT
OF THESE MEN ?

They are some ofthe men who have

advanced the funds for experimen-

talandshop expenses, andthese are

the men who invite you to share in

the millions in profits to bemade from the

TELAUTOPRINT
J. M. Duke, Spring Valley Water Co. ,

San Francisco; Chas. M.

Goodall, President Seaboard Bank, San Francisco; Chas. Sutro.

Sutro & Co., Bankers, San Francisco; M. B. Kellogg, Spring

Valley Water Company, San Francisco; Edwin Goeller, Brad-

street's, San Francisco; Frank M. Wilson, First National Bank,

Berkeley, Cal.; Hon. E. K. Taylor, Alameda, Cal.; A. F.

McClaine, Banker, Tacoma and Seattle; Hon. Franklin K.

Lane, Interstate Commerce Commission; T. O. Abbott, Seattle,

Wash.; John Lopixich, Interstate Savings Bank, Los Angeles;
Dr. Julius Viole, Los Angeles; H. W. Chase, Capitalist, Los

Angeles; Martin Marsh, Contractor, Los Angeles; Hon. M. P.

Snyder, Banker, Los Angeles; C. E. DeCamp, Capitalist, Los

Angeles; K. A. Todd, Attorney, Los Angeles; A. M. Edelman,
Architect, Los Angeles; S. J. Kecsg, Manager Westinghouse
Elec. & Mfg. Company, Los Angeles; W. H. S. Welch, Capital-

ist, Los Angeles; M. J. Newmark, Capitalist, Los Angeles; J. B.

Neville, Vice President I<os Angeles Stock Exchange; Dr. E. W.

Edelman, Los Angeles Theodore Summerland, Railroad Com-
missioner, Los Angeles; Dr. B. Sassella,

International Savings Bank, Los

Angeles; L. C. Brand, Manager Title

Insurance & Trust Co., Los Angeles;

Geo. W. Hoover, Banker, Hollywood,
Cal. ; C. L. Hartwcll, Banker, Long
Beach, Cal. ;

Hon. A. C. Harper, Mayor
of Los Angeles.

A MACHINE THAT'S ALMOST HUMAN
THE MOST WONDERFUL ELECTRICAL INVENTION OF THE AGE. IT REVOLUTIONIZES THE

SENDING AND RECEIVING OF WIRE AND WIRELESS MESSAGES.
This is certainly the greatest electrical invention of the age. It is almost human, as it does work which hitherto

could only be performed by human hands. This wonderful machine is called the TELAUTOPRINT. and can be
attached to any Western Union.PostalTelegraph.cable.fire or burglar alarmwire or to the instrument used byMarconi,
or any other wireless systems, and the message is received at the other end and recorded in typewriting at the same
time, thus doing away with any person to act as receiver. The message is sent by the operator, who typewrites the
message on a typewriter. The instant he strikes a letter on his typewriter that same letter is struck on the typewriter
at the other end or the line.

Furtn?nnor^J' Tli'
>
«i
P
pT-nM?ii?i-

Kt
"",

t',e type in a newspaper office in San Francisco by the operators in
">* Angeles. 1 he 1 LLAU IOPRINT can be connected with a linotype machine used by all newspapers to set
type. The message would be flashed over the wire and the newspaper in San Francisco will instantly have the type
a" 8

=!.
UP to

J?™"-'
ngnt ln 'he newspaper. Just think of the time this would save, and think of the money it will savel

,
The P™?'8

.
fA ^S?,h. t

c£mpam.

e8 as Western Union, Bell Telephone, etc., have been tremendous, but those
from the 1 LLAU 1 UPK1N 1 promise to be more than these companies combined.

All the patents covering the TELAUTOPRINT have been acquired by the U. S. Wireless Printing Telegraph
Co.,- who are now manufacturing this wonderful instrument in Los Angeles to supply the demand that has already

rvSi
1 vre* j 'nffl 1 •

world -

T*"; company has been organized for MANUFACTURING PURPOSES
j a

a
i Ti r

instruments to licensed subsidiary companies about to be formed throughout Europe
a
,o

t
!K?P

le
^!:a, ,

° wlJ'nnance themselves, paying a cash and stock bonus to the parent company. The TELAUTO-
PR1N 1 will not be sold under any circumstances.

Stock at $5 Per Share. Par Value SJIO
ddimt^ollar

,n-om
the same of which will be IMMEDIATELY used for the manufacture of the TELAUTO-

PRIN 1 . None of this is theory. Every feature of the TELAUTOPRINT proposition has been proved in practice.
Stock Advances to Par in a Short Time

T-rAVrV^Srlilr?.? ' TEN TIMES PAR °" «"« °<>8'» of the dividends it will pay. In fact, the fielc for the
TELAUTOPRINT is so wide that there is ABSOLUTELY NO LIMIT to the market price of the stock.

If you cannot call, write at once for free illustrated booklet. Mail or wire your reservation of stock at once, as
the block will soon be over-subscribed. Stock sold for cash or part payments.

Depositories : Seaboard Bank, San Francisco; California Savings Bank, Los Angeles, Cai.

U. S. W. PRINTING TELEGRAPH COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS AND OWNERS OF THE TELAUTOPRINT

311 Pacific Electric Building, Lo» Angeles 603-4-5 Chronicle Building, San Francisco
Home Phone F6967 Sunset Broadway 1167

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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— $4,020,000,000.00
THE

oT
UE OREGON TIMBER "7^7°

This is a conservative estimate, by an expert, of the value of standing timber in Oregon. The demand for

Oregon lumber is tremendous, from all parts of the world. The development of the lumber industry in

Oregon is only in its infancy. Operating companies are constantly being formed and there arc excellent oppor-
tunities for investing small amounts, as well as large, where thcy_will yield the largest possible dividends to

the investors. Timber is visible and profit-yielding security. F
FRED A. KRIBS, Chamber of OtMnmorco Building, PORTIAMO, OREGON

>r reliable information, address

7% BONDS
Lemons

/ a necessity
I profitable

I

sure
scarce

Are not as good as 25% to 40% annual
dividends from a lemon grove which
GUARANTEES you 7% from the start.

Ventura lemons are famous the world

over as the heaviest producers and
the best keepers grown. Why not

become interested in the LARGEST
GROVE IN THE WORLD?

ForpcrUculars.aJJr^ CALIFORNIA COAST LEMON COMPANY
Reference.: The Mercantile Agencies. LOS ANGELES

An Agricultural State
f.rm Land, in the valUy of th. YELLOWSTONE M eou.l to any on earth-Great crop, of Alfslf.

(3 crop.,. Timothy. Clover and .11 kind, of Grain, .nd SUGAR BEETS. Th. news*. Ur««t .nd

bat BeetSug.r F.ctory in th. United State, .t BILLINGS now completed and in operation, i

into Sugsr the first crop of 70.000 ton* Land at tSOOO and ufi on ymr own terms. WrrU

BILLINGS LAND fr IRRIGATION CO.. BILLINGS, MONTANA
Dont forget to menu.* The PactSc Monthly wan outing with advertisers. It will bs spprwaatsw.
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Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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HOTEL WAKEFIELD. RAYMOND. WA8H1NQTON

Raymond, Washing'ton
The Coming Manufacturing City

WHAT WE HAVE to show for praotieally two ye« *»* steadygTowth: Beren big Saw-Mill*,
capacity 80.000 tn 130,000 feet each, daily; one smaller Saw-Mill, capacity 46,00"
dally: one larite Ship-Yard with three Steam Schooners nnder construction; four Shingle
MUU with total capacity of 700^00 shingles daily; numerous smaller Factories, btores.
Mercantile Establishments, etc; Pay Roll f76,000 monthly and growing rapidly.

WHAT WE WANT-More Manufactories, More Dwelling Houses.

WHAT WE OFFER-FREE FACTORY SITES surrounded by Washington's best timber
b*t and wTt h the bsitol dssp water and railroad shipping facilities.

For further information address)

Secretary Raymond Coramerclsl Club,
Raymond Lind <Xk Investment Company,

L. V. Raymond. Mayor of Raymond,
RAYMOND. Pacific County. WASHINGTON

SOUTH WIU.APA RIVER AT RAYMOND
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BRENTWOODPARK
30 Minutes from Los Angeles

Via Surface Electric Cars

IS Minutes via the Sub-way, in Course of Construction

Brentwood Par\
—Reveals Beautiful Schemes

Ideal Suburban Homes with Every City Convenience

Villa Plats (smallest contain 30,000 square feet), 100 feet frontage and more, extending back
from 1 75 to 450 feet—the space of every home.

Imagine the wonderful beauty of eight hundred varieties of trees and flowering shrubs— trees
from Sicily, trees from Holland, trees from Australia and Japan

—rarest collection of Southern
California. $250,000 spent in parkings and improvements.

Petrolithic roadways throughout the Park—noiseless—dustless.

The location, the character of the improvements, the type of its home-builders, all combine
to make Brentwood Park the ideal home place of Southern California.

If you contemplate coming here at any future time or,
If you have been correctly informed of the remarkable growth of Los Angeles ana its

suburbs and wish to take advantage of present prices, complete and accurate information will
be sent upon request.

Villa Plats from $2,000 to $9,000
Satisfactory terms arranged with persons of good standing

ADDRESS

Western Pacific Development Company
203-204 Germain Building :: Los Angeles, California

Officers and Director*
W. L. Brent, President Merchants Trust Co., Los Angeles ; T. H. Dudley, Mayor of Santa Monica and President

Ocean Park Bank ; W. S. Vawter, Vice President Merchants National Bank, Santa Monica ; G. R. Bentel,

Capitalist, Los Angeles ; E. M. Hills, President; Wm. S. Vawter, Vice President ; J. M. LeRoy, Sccntart.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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How Much

Proof Do You Want

That The

Northern Counties Realty Company

Will Pay You

20%
Per Annum Profit

Land subdivisions pay! Invest $10.00 per share—par

and watch it grow. 20%—yes and more. Within a short

space of a few months you will, no doubt, double your

money.

Assets : Land, selling quality, and selling ability.

Liabilities : Only a small issue of $ 1 0.00 per share stock

for promotion purposes. No salaries, rent or other office

expenses.

Capitalization : $2,000,000.00.

Will you wait or risk $ 1 0.00 now ? Parting with $ 1 0.00

will not cripple you and it will come back with large

profits to you.

Choice literature on application to

Northern Counties Realty Company
711 Sansome St. :: San Francisco, Cal.

Don't forjtl la nwntloo Tb« I'scUtc Monthly wb*n dnlli| with drertlKn. It will be •pprrcUt<4.
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THE DALLES
OREGON

ANNUAL OUTPUT

450,000 bbls. Hour.
3,000,000 lbs. Wool, Scoured.
30,000 cases Salmon.
40 cars Melons.
40 cars Prunes.
10,000 cases Cherries.

40,000 Cherry Trees planted
during last two years.
Two canneries in operation.
Choice Apples, Peaches, Ap-

ricots, Plums and Strawberries

shipped in car lots.

Early Vegetables of all kinds
put on the Portland market one
to two weeks ahead of any other

Oregon points.

THE DALLES, OREGON The County Seat of Wasco County, is a thriving
wide-awake city of 5,000 inhabitants, located on

the Columbia river with two through line railroads, one on either side of the river. The city-

boasts of its fine streets and beautiful homes and is proud of its great variety of resources. 3,000

horse-power electric plant operating Flouring Mills, Planing Mills, Box Factories, Machine Shops,
etc., and endless supply of water power within easy reach. The finest climate in the world for air

seasoning and wood manufacturing.

The Columbia River Scenery and Eastern Oregon Climate is Unequaled in the World

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

THE DALLES BUSINESS MEN'S ASSOCIATION

$2,500 PER YEAR
ALL THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

IN RETURN FOR $2,500 INVESTED NOW
IS THE OPPORTUNITY OFFERED IN THE

WENATCHEE VALLEY
Don't take our word for it. We will give you the testimony of

resident fruit-growers to prove that

ANYBODY CAN DO AS WELL
The majority have done much better

INQUIRE NOW
When our land is sold there will be no more land in Wenatchee

Valley to be put under irrigation

EAST WENATCHEE LAND CO.
WENATCHEE, WASH.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THESE SIX BOOKLETS ARE FREE
TO ANYONE INTERESTED IN

CALIFORNIA
They contain authentic

reports
of the actual farm and fruit products of Tulare County,

the heart of California, ami give general information about the market, social ami
educational conditions. They are worth a lifetime of happiness and prosperity to you if

they help you to decide to come to California and till our wonderful soil and enjoy our world-
renowned climate.

Write for Them To-day. Find out the true condition in Tulare County and
the character of the Famous Paige-MitcHell Ranch lands. You can make more
money and have an easier time on a 20-acre Paige-Mitchell farm than on the average 160-acre

eastern farm.
You can grow the same crops you are accustomed lo in other parts of the United States,

but some of our California crops will pay better. Start with a familiar crop, such as grain, vege-
tables, alfalfa, sugar beets, etc., which pays from $65 to |So per acre; then work into grapes
and other fruits that pay from J100 to $ 150 per acre. A 3-year old raisin grape vineyard is

worth $350 to J300 per acre. You can raise enough vegetables between the vines to pay for the
land while the vines are growing and have the vineyarn clear, worth $yx> an acre, in three years.

The bwkfata tell about other profitable crops that may suit you better—write for them
and read the authentic reports. You can get ten to forty acres dose to tl»e city of Tulare that

will grow any California crop profusely and increase in value rapidly.

Advantageous terms made for small, large or "all cash" payments.
—*

California Farmland Co,
OWNERS

74 Grosse Building, Los Angeles, California
Don't forf*t to mention Tb* r«i-1f!r Month)? worn oVitlng with (dTrrttorrs. It will b* ippiwUtrd.
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BANK CLEARINGS, Jan. 1st, '07,

to August 1st, '07, $285,541,130.52

If you are desirous ox establishing

a manufacturing business; opening a

branch bouse; entering tbe retail

field., or constructing a hotel, Seattle

has and offers advantages which

your own best interests demand

that you familiarize yourself with.

Any of the prominent firms on either of these faages will furnish parti-

culars. They are always glad to answer questions.

.John Davis & Co.
Crane Realty Co.
Adolph Behrens.
Levi is- Lit I lefield CO.
David P. Eastman
11. s. Turner Investment Co.
Scandinavian-American Bank.
Dexter Horton & Co., Bankers.

J Realty Associates of Seattle.

(Parry Investment Co.
K. W. Hill.
W. G. Ronald.
Puget Sound Realty Associates.
T. L. Quigley Co.
Moore Investment Co.

Jos. E. Thomas & Co., Inc.

Calhoun, Denny & Ewing.
Goodwin Real Estate Co.
( McLaughlin Realty Co.
( Seaboard Security Co.
The TrusteeCompany, ofSeattla
Holmes & Haring.

V>» not forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BUILDING PERMITS (Value) Jan.

1st, '07, to August 1st, '07, $7,928,186.00

If you are seeking a held in which

to make a profitable and safe invest-

ment you cannot afford to ignore

Seattle. Again, if you are tired or

tlie extremes or neat and cold or

tne Central West and East, Seattle

nas climatic advantages that make

living comfortable the whole year.

Ash any of the prominent firms on either of these fragts for full parti-

culars. They are always glad to answer questions.

John D»tU tt Co.
Crane Realty Co.
Ariolph ItehrelM.
LawU-Mttlefleld Co
Hariri I'. Kailmin.

I Realty Aworlate* of«Mlll..
I l"nrrjr Investment Co.
l:. W. mil.
W. O. Ronald.

Jim. K. Tkonu * Co., Ine.

Calhoun. Denny £ Kwlnj.
floodwin Krai Batata Co.

MoLanahlln Realty Co.
n.Ti.l I- »"»"•«"• Pur.t «„„„d Realty A«~tata*. » -—board «*e.r,

Hcanriln.»l.n- American Bank. I. I.. Qnlal.y Co. TkaTraata* Company, of

Uritrr Morton * Co., Banker*. Moor* InTMtamat Co. Holme* * Haling.

Doot for»*t to mention Tb» Paetfe Monthly wban dMltag with tdrtrthwrs. It will k aparerUwd.
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BEVERLY HILLS
"BETWEEN THE CITY AND THE SEA"

This magnificent, park-like tract, of all large lots, located on the

picturesque Santa Monica foothills, overlooking Los Angeles, Holly-

wood and the ocean, is close to the ideal.

IMPROVEMENTS
Unlike other suburban places, Beverly Hills is being pro-

vided with every city improvement, including a complete Sewer

System, Water, Gas, Electricity, beautifully curved, tamped, oiled

Boulevards, cement Sidewalks and Curbs, four Public Parks, etc.

Lots 80x160 up Prices $900 up
VILLA SITES AT REASONABLE PRICES

PERCY H. CLARK COMPANY
Write for full information 311 H. W. Hellman Building, Los Angeles, California

Salt River Valley

ARIZONA
The Land of Sunshine, Health and

Prosperity. No Snow, Ice

or Cyclones.

THIS
Valley offers the greatest inducements to the capitalist, the homeseeKer, the

laborer and the tourist. The mild winter climate brings great relief to those who
are tired of cold winds, snow and ice. The fertile lands of this famous valley will

grow to perfection wheat, barley, oats, alfalfa, cantaloupes, watermelons, figs, grapes,
strawberries, oranges, grapefruit, olives, dates, sugar beets, and all kinds of vegetables.
The lands have doubled in value during the past six months, owing to the great progress
being made by the U. S. government in building the great Tonto dam and reservoir which
will supply these lands.

FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET SEND FOUR CENTS TO ANY OF THE FOLLOWING:

Commissioner of Immigration, Board of Trade, Chamber of Commerce,
Phoenix, Arizona PJioenix, Arizona Mesa, Arizona

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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FRUIT TRACTS FOR HOMES
CLOSE TO THRIVING CITY

Make Money with Ease and Comfort in Suburbs of Delightful

Lewiston=Clarkston
IJn ho Washington

Mild Winters. Long Summers. Clear mountain water piped under prest-

Mountain Sunshine. Lou) Altitude— ure to every tract by $2,000,000 irri-

Head of river navigation in Columbia- gation works, one of finest in world.

Snake valley; 25.000 square miles of No blizzards; no severe storms; no mala-

rich tributary territory. For over a ria; no asthma; no consumption. Finest

generation its fancy fruits have been educational facilities. All of our claims

bringing highest prices and paying guaranteed. Investigate this long-

$200 to $1000 net per acre. Pure established fruit colony before buying

Juil write for Pamphlet No. 12, or Mod 15c for nuoranuc plratafrarare, 8 1 36 in. postpaid ia taW.

DEVELOPMENT LEAGUE, Lewiston, Idaho, or Clarkston. Washington

YAKIMA, The Land of Plenty
"Where ten acre* in fruit make* a man independent for life"

Sanntad in the cantor of the uuatiet oriented dutrict in the Pacific Northwe*. North Yakima it the control-

las point for the btiainani of ovnr J0/M0 people, whoaa income aanoonta to —Hin .i of dolnr* each roar and i.

Jari.ad from I7S.000 acre, of irriantod orchard, and othat lando, Naar thio

Metropolis of Central Washington
,. beina buik the treat Tieton Canal by the U. S. reclamation Service, at a cod of » 1. 500.000. Thi. canal will

irriaate 30.000Km of land, which can now ba boueht at low farnre. by inna . ii or h unm i la i ra. Eatiaiiini of

private and corporation canal, alao afford areat opanMaaaiaa for aKtiara.

Further information can be Mcnrad by addreamaa the

Publicity Committee Yakima Commercial Club
North Yakima, Wathington

Don't fon*t to mention Tho PaelSe atnothlr whan deallne with ndrorUorfm. It will be appreciated.
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' \
FARM LANDS IN MEXICO
On the West Coast of Mexico, in the state of Sinaloa,

is an exceedingly fertile country that is just now being
opened up by the building of the Southern Pacific railroad.

The climate is good.

The average rainfall is thirty inches.

The market is excellent and the demand is increas-

ing faster than the supply. Corn is worth $ 1 .00 per
bushel and the land produces large crops. Other pro-
ducts are proportionately profitable.

We have the benefit of years of experience in the
state and can sell the choicest lands in large or small
tracts at very low prices, either for immediate farming
operations or for large or small investors. Titles perfect.

Write us fully your requirements and we will gladly
advise you.

A good farmer can make a fortune in a few years.

We have some lands for rent to the right people.
Ask us for our bank references.

TOWNSEND-DAYMAN INVESTMENT CO.
123 East First Street, Long Beach, California

499 Pacific Electric Bldg., Los Angeles

Calamities are avoided by using the

Reynolds Timber;
Preservative

It does not change the natural elasticity and
resilience of the wood fibre. It merely
protects the wood—like a coat of armor—
leaving in the fibre all the 'give" necessary to

resist the strain of twisting winds, the weight of

heavy trains, as on railroad ties and bridges, and the

pounding of waters, as in light-house structures, wharves,
etc. Excess of water does not soften or harm it in any way.
harden and strengthen this Preservative.

All wood exposed to earth, air, water
and animal or vegetable organisms,
should be coated with the Reynolds
Timber Preservative (by painting or

dipping). It not only resists dampness,
but protects the fibre from destructive

effects of wet and dry extremes (as on

shingles) ; also, being a powerful anti-

septic, it is proof against all vermin,
insects and micro-organisms which

Xevnoid5

k TIMBER .

'Reserva^

SiSnSSSgS

Water and air merely

start the decay carried on by dampness. It also

protects metal from action of water, air and acids.

The complete protection afforded by The Reynolds
Timber Preservative is due to its being composed of

several ingredients, perfectly proportioned, instead of

some one or two substances which could only protect
from a few of the many forms of decay which threaten

exposed wood surfaces. The Reynolds Preservative

is not greasy, therefore holds nails securely. It does
not evaporate, and has no odor when dry.

// insures the longest possible life to your timber. Let us sendyou afree samplefor trial TODAY.
THE REYNOLDS TIMBER PRESERVATIVE CO., Dept. 7, WALLA WALLA, WASH.

Pon't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated
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THE NEW INDUSTRIAL TOWN
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Location

Crestmore is located

AYi miles northwest

of Riverside, near the

famous fruit-growing

towns of Blooming-

ton and Rialto

Industry
Crestmore is the home

of one of the largest

factories now almost

completed, with a

capital of $2,500,000

c
R
E
S

CRESTMORE
M
O
R
E

Sunshine Every Day
in the Year

Crestmore has an ele-

vation of 1028 feet

High above the damp-
ness and fogs, where

oranges, olives, lem-

ons, etc., grow in

abundance

Employment
Several hundred men
will be employed at

the big factory
—car-

penters, machinists,

mill - wrights and
laborers,wit h a month-

ly pay-roll of $60,000

WATER is King. Crestmore has an abundance of pure WATER

^Tj *^ ^"V ^~V Bur* • beautiful reaidenco lot JO* I SO in Iowa ; or oaa acre of land, with

^D *J \-/ \J water, adjoining ike town. You can **cur* true on eaay payment*

$10 CASH—BALANCE $10 PER MONTH
For full particular: map* and booklet «, write today

WINTON& McLEOD COMPANY
330 South Hill Street GENERAL AGENTS

Rtftrma: Merchant* Tram Co.. Loa Angiitis CaiibatoK

Los Angeles, Cat.

. Lo* Angele*

Don't forgot to ntratlna To* Purine M-nlhlj when online with ndTeCllaer*. It will be Bnreelat*4.
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HE GREATEST GOLD DREDGING
ENTERPRISE IN THE WORLD ^

A
THE YUKON BASIN GOLD DREDGING COMPANY is an international company organized underthe territorial laws of the

United States, registered and sanctioned by the strict laws of the Dominion of Canada. Its properties are 105 miles river
frontage, or more than 10,000 acres on the famous Stewart River, the richest gold bearing placer field in the world. Title
absolute from the Canadian Government through William Ogilvie, former governor of Yukon Territory and now president
and actual field manager of the Yukon Basin Gold Dredging Company.

THE GOLD DREDGE A WONDERFUL MODERN INVENTION l^i?^aLVll^ToP
6
o°J\l

lnst»ll twelve as rapidly as it is possible to make the arrangements. The ground is fully tested and immensely valuable.
This is the biggest gold dredging proposition in America. Careful tests covering 30 miles of our leaseholds averaged more

than ti.i'G per yitrii. Fabulous fortunesare being made dredging in California on ground averaging only i5c per yard.

<£|Q OO e-ucdv fil OO INVESTED. We consider this stock intrinsically worth par, and that in a reasonable^ w«W EVERY «#*"WW length of time it will be paying large dividends on that amount. A limited amount
of full paid, non-assessable stock will be sold for development purposes at 10 CENTS per share; soon to be advanced to 25
cents. Par value S 1 .00. Stock may be had on ten monthly installment payments.

Write for prospectus containing minutest details. W rite and ask questions. Address

YUKON BASIN GOLD DREDGING CO.,
188 SCARRITT BLDG.,

KANSAS CITY. M0.

"~«t pKJS» * PR°FIT miM Cter,

™
<rt$Sv

,SSUEDBY *%^*.
VJj\vA

NORTH-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT CO. 4?P
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

North-American Development Co.
508 Citizens National Bank Building, Los Angeles, California

BANKING REFERENCES : F. L. HOSSACK, President
W. C PATTERSON, Vice-Pres. Firsl National Bank F. L. SMITH, Secretary
R. J. WATERS, President Citizens National Bank C. S. HOGAN, Vice-President

BUY YOUR. TICKET TO

BARER CITY
THE METROPOLIS OF EASTERN OREGON

And one of the coming great cities of the Pacific Coast

for Healthfulness of Climate—For Productiveness of Soil-—
for Grandeur of Scenery

—For Variety of Resources

Baker County is second to no other district of Uncle Sam's domain. We have a sure

and unfailing market at splendid prices for all our products. 1 Baker City and Baker

County have good schools, good society and abundance of pure water. lOur agricul-
tural products include timothy, alfalfa, clover, wheat, oats, barley and fruits as well as

vegetables. lOur forests are extensive and the timber is of good quality and there

is an excellent opportunity for those who will established saw mills here. Our
mines are world-famous and development will prove the wonderful richness of this

district. Stock-raising is an important and profitable industry here on account of

the extensive summer range which reduces the cost of production. If you want a

good home and a good living in a progressive community,

Write to N. C. HASKELL, Sec. Citizens League, Baker City, Ore.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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OU^PLATFOPM
EVEI^Y PLANK
A SOUND ON

PUBL /5/i 77i£ rACTS
W//^77fCR GOOD, BAD. Ofi //WIFrtREHT

/y//v^ the nine:.

A/OW
'tpt?—y^gr*

WE STAND SQUARELY
ON THIS PLATFORM
Y\/E report every month to every shareholder, the exact status of every

mine. Our reports are clear and comprehensive, concealing nothing.

Permit us to treat you as a shareholder, by sending you our Progress Report

and other publications free for six months. This we will do if you write

us that you arc interested in Square Deal Mining.

We have two good maps of the Cocur d' Alene, Idaho, district and a

fine map of Nevada. Tell us you want to know all about our platform

and method and the maps are yours free.

THE C.E. MITCHELL COMPANY
MINERS

300-323 COLUMBIA BLDG., SPOKANE, WASH.
Branchtti Lot AmgiUi, Watlact, Uakt, MiMuatOtt, Bimgkamtm, mud PkxUMl^dm

Don't forget to meallon. Toe l'«clOc Monthly wbta drallac wttk «d»«rtt»H», It will b. appncUt**.
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$1000
FROM

lve p
men with little capital
to combine their small
amounts intoone power-
ful fund thus making it

possible foreveryone to
share in the large profits
being realized rrom timber. Vast profits are being made by
quickly transforming this timber into actual lumber and selling-
it at present rising market prices. Our mills, owned and
operated by our company, are sawing and shipping daily at a

heavy profit to our stockholders. Invest now in

Oregon Timber
$4.00 per month for 25 months, invested now in Oregon Timber,
will make you the ownerof negotiable certificate for 100,000 ft.,

guaranteed. Will soon be worth $1,000 besides paying 50%
dividends.

For further particulars and booklet—WRITE TODAT

North Coast Co-Operative Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND EIPORTER8

SUITE 24-29 REALTY TRUST BUILDING PORTLAND, OREGON
We own and operate our own mills—Best Bank Keferences

Hood River Lands
HAVE abundant water, perfect drainagePRODUCE finest apples and strawberries

in the world.

We also have lands for
sale in White Salmon
and Mosier. districts

TWENTY YEARS RESIDENCE IN HOOD RIVER

W. J. BAKER <a CO.
Hood River, Ore.

Here's a Good Thing
A Gold Dollar's Worth for 25 Cents
FOR A LIMITED TIME WE OFFER A BLOCK

OF 100,000 SHARES OF STOCK IN THE

Margarita Gold Mining & Milling Co.
worth $1.00 per share, at a special price of 25
cents per share. This Company is incorporated for
$750,000 and controls this famous mine situated near
Scotty's Death Valley holdings. Assays run as
high as $5,000 per ton. For full information address

H. L. MILLER & CO.
414 W. 7th Street, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

ciiffi
\Vashington

A BRAND NEW
MODERN TOWN

Railroad Terminals with Shops, Roundhouse, Yards, etc.

Many men employed. . Million bushels of wheat and much
stock and fruit tributary. Bank, newspaper, flour mill,

projected water power developed, and many business houses

under way; thirty cottages contracted for and thirty more
needed for railroad men. Sidewalks and water mains being
laid. Expect to incorporate when four months old. A lovely

home on the bank of the Columbia river, with boats passing

back and forth.

A Word to tte Wise
Get in on the ground floor and grow with the town. Send
for Plats. Fine irrigated lands adjoining the town. Wheat.
Stock and Fruit farms in Oregon and Washington close by.

Trie J. J. Reid Co.
266 Stark Street, Portland, Ore., or

Cliffs, ^Vashington.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Read Below Chamber of Commerce Report on Our Enterprise

Greatest profit-making industrial enterprise ever started on this Coast Invest in it. Sale of

our stock will soon be withdrawn from the market.

NEW INDUSTRY EOR THE PACIFIC COAST
We are in position to show interested parties a practical demonstration at Anacortes, Wash.

Two of the fifteen units of our plant are installed. Five more will be ready
in short time and operated night and day.

Pugct Sound Wood Products Co.
226-227 PfOPLC'S SAVINGS BANK BIDG.. SCATTIE, WASH.

Bcsiisod W. Beli, President. R. N. Calxiks, Vice Pre*, and Supt. E. 8. Ceas*. Sec.-Treu.and Gen. Mgr.

Chamber of Commerce, Seattle, U.8.A. J
Raraaawcas I Citisene' Bank or Aiuoortea, Wash.

Pugct Sound National Bank, Scattlc,U.S_A. | (By permission) | Bank ofCommerce of Anacortes, Wash.

WE WISH YOU TO IXVESTltiATB THOROUtiHLY

OUR AIM: Dividends iftt to 100 per cent annually on InTestment; advancing onr
stock to par or better within two year*. » e expect to pay Investors

dividends annually equal to amuuut looted.

Turpentine Waste Wood
Out of the pr.KltiJt* taken fron. wood we will make and place with drug-

gist* fifty article* to be u*ed for lucdicina I purpoara.

Only 36,000 Shares Remain to be Sold at 50 Cents (Par Yalue $1 ) a Share
STOCK 18 NON-A88E88ABLE. ALL STOCK 8HARE8 ALIKE. NO PREFERRED STOCK. NO BONOS.

If you want to Invest In thi* gilt-edge manufacturing enterprise A< I <>< I'KI.Y. Ifyoudo
not set an interr.t I n this yott will loo— a CBJCAT OPPOBTUN1T t.

SEATTLE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
GENTLEMEN:— BXATTLK, WASH., March H, MOT.

As a repreaenUtlre of roar body I went recently to Victoria. B. C, where 1 witnessed a trial ran
at the experimental plant there of the Paget Sound Wood Products Co., Bade aader say personal soper-
Tlalun by Manager Calkins.

The test waa made with a cord of ordinary Or wood, sod every phase of the ran was carefully
noted.

The Brat treatment conalatrd of paaalng superheated ateam through the chipped weed to obtain the
bails for the turpentine. The chips, after this process, were placed In a Ire retort sad redact d to char-

coal, the other products paaalng off la the form of gaa, which, being cpaniasia, feralsard the basts for
the tar and creoaotlng material*.

The two liquids thoa obtained were distilled and the following anal products obtained as a remit
of the test with on* cord of wood:

T.8S gallons pore turpentine. 17.14 gallon* second grade turpentine, or wood spirits. SS gsllon*

high grade tar. Ilx.sfi gallons of pyrollgneoua arid. *AO poaad*. 65 bushels chemically pare charroaL
I am absolutely conrlnced of the fairness of the teat all the way through, and that the products

were obtslned from the original cord of wood, anl am also sure that the products msattnasn la the

foregoing statement were obtained without the use of any foreign agent*.
Respectfully submitted.

CEO. B. KITTIKOBK. (For Cosssiltlse oa Ufa. A Mfg. Wtsa.)

""tadCommercial Club of Anacortes ghee as site (ij *> acres) to locate plant there. Anacortes. '

near many island* which *re covered with the most resinous timber of the Northwest.

fifty-Cord Plant, Costing $120,000, Will Soon Be Completed
Many Prominent Seattle end Anacortss Business Man Are Subscribers With Us.

Ptoducts from average cord of Native Pitch Fir Wood (Douglas Fir), worth | riMo: coat of msirasactaie and
put into commercial package*, t'loa. Profit on every cord, f 10.60. Daily profit,

fSjaoe. Yearly profit, yso working days, 1140,00040.

W« cannot give all Information la this space. Writ* or rail for additional. Ws> oaT.r no
gamble. Safe as deposits In bank* and profit* ax*)

—

Plan Vs. 1.

If full amount of subscription la paid whoa
subscribed s special cash diaeouat of 10 per
cent will be allowed. No subscriptions for lass

than 100 shares or more than 10.000 will be ac-

cepted.
Plaa Vs. i.

One fourth payment when subscribed: balance

la three equal monthly payments lass S par
sjat

Plaa We. I.

One-tenth payment woe
In nine equal monthly paj meats; no dhseoawL

FILL OUT THE ABOVE AND MAIL TODAY.

Bask Blag..
Seattle. Waaalagtee.
Shu additional Informs-

Write plainly.
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Foster's Magazine
Volume X October 1907 No. 2

Would you like to share in the Enormous Profits of

the 200 Ton Smelter of the

Pacific Reduction Company?
If so, buy some of the 20 year 6% First Mortgage

Gold Coupon Bonds, with -which we offer, for a

limited time only, A BONUS OF 100% OF
THE STOCK OF THE COMPA-NY.
If you realize the enormous dividends paid by smelters

you will write at once for our magazine which tells all

about this offer. Write today. :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::

The same careful attention given to the investments of

$1 00.00 as to the investment of larger sums. :: :: ::

FOSTER BROTHERS
Suite 516 Bumiller Bldg., Los Angeles, California

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly .when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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100 DOLLARS
Will GiveYou An Annual Income

FOR LIFE

In one day a man washes 2 cubic yards and loses a part of the gold

In one day a Gold Dredge will handle 2,000 cubic yards and save all the gold

Will You Invest $100 or More
In a Developed Mine

If we can prove to you beyond the shadow of a doubt its immense value.

If we can prove to you that the shares we are selling now at ten cents each,

will in a year's time be worth $5.00 each ; and if we can prove to you that

just the minute sufficient shares are sold to insure the installing of a Gold

Dredge, the sale of stock will immediately cease.

All this and more, we can prove. Write us at once.

Address Department C for Handsome Prospectus

The Gold Dredging Company of America
ROOMS 26-28, 142' J SECOND STREET :: PORTLAND, OREGON

Doo't forget to mention Th* rarlflc Month!? when dealing with idrrrtiam. It will be appreciated.
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/ N
A Genuine Webster's Dictionary and

The Pacific Monthly
For $2.00

It Will Interest Every Member of the Family

Color Charts

and Maps
A general Map of the

United States ; a general
Map of the World ; Flags
of All Nations: Flags and
Pennants of the International
Code; the Signal Service
Code; an Astronomical
Chart of the Planetary Sys-
tem. All in colors.

ZS% to 40% more than in

any other dictionary of sim-

ilar scope outside of the

genuine Webster series.

FULL MOROCCO LEATHER BINDING
FLEXIBLE COVER, PATENT THUMB INDEX

A dictionary of tho English language, with copious etymologies, accurate
definitions, pronunciations, spelling and appendixes of general refer-
ence, derived from the Unabridged Dictionary of Noah Webster, D. P.
LL. D., edited under the supervision of Noah Porter, D. D., LL. D.,
President of Yale College.

Special Features

and New Words

Additional to its depart-
ment definitions is an ap-
pendix containing a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, ab-
breviations in writing and
printing, arbitary signs, etc.

Examples of new words:
Radium, Limousine, Ton-
neau. Chauffeur, Lingerie,
Coherer, Acetylene, Graft,
Etc.

Well made in every particu-

lar. Extra strong bindings,
re-inforced in the hinges.

Size T}i*S%x\y± inches.

If you are not satisfied with tho book we will refund your money.

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Oregon
ORDER COUPON - —.

The Pacific Monthly Pub., Co., Portland, Ore.
Enclosed please find $2.00 for which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me, all

charges paid, copy of the Webster Condensed Dictionary, full morocco leather binding in accordance with above ofler.
Add 50c for postage to all Canadian points, and $1 .00 to Foreign Countries.

Name

V.

Address.

Town State.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. Jt will be appreciated.
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THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED is an ALL -THE -YEAR -'ROUND

daily train, running between CALIFORNIA and CHICAGO

4J Newest Pullman equipment, consisting of observation, drawing-room
and compartment sleepers, buffet-smoking car and dining car. "Santa Fe
All the Way." Safeguarded by block signals. Harvey meals. The only train

between California and Chicago, via any line, exclusively for first-class travel.

•I En route visit Grand Canyon of Arizona and stop at EI Tovar, the

new $250,000 hotel, under Harvey management Pullman service to and
from Grand Canyon.

Do not forget to mention The Ptcific Monthly when deilinj with »dTertl»er». It will be apprecUtod.
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Trips to California
OVER

The Road of a Thousand Wonders
FROM

Portland, Oregon, to Los Angeles

through San Francisco

An artistic book, with 1 14 beautiful colored pictures, has been published by the Southern Pacific

Company, illustrating and describing the attractions of this wonderful road and the country

through which it passes. It can be obtained by sending 15 cents to Chas. S. Fee, Passenger

Traffic Manager, Room 997, Flood Building, San Francisco, California, or the undersigned.

Other publications, telling about the attractions of California, are named in the following list

California Map
Sacramento Valley

San Joaquin Valley
California's Coast Country

Hotel del Monte, Santa Cruz
Paso Robles Hot Springs

Santa Barbara
Los Angeles Southern California

Redlands
Riverside, San Diego

Big Trees of California

Yosemite Valley
King's River Canyon

Lake Tahoe
The New Nevada

Sent free to any address on receipt of a two-cent postage stamp for each publication. Write to

Wm. McMurray
General Passenger Agent Southern Pacific Co.— Lines in Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated:
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Los Angeles
LI

m

'77s Truly

A Palatial Train

for Particular People
AND RUNS IN

Three Days,Los Angeles to Chicago
Leaves Los Angeles every day via Salt Lake

route, thence to Salt Lake City and over the

Union Pacific and Chicago & North Western.

There's nothing finer in railway service, and

your next trip East -will surely be a delightful

one, if you go on the Los Angeles Limited.

Full particulars at all
ticket office* or from

FRED A.WANN.
Gen' I Traffic Manager, uot Jlngtlei.

T. C. PECK.
Gen 7 Pauenger Agent.

fij
Da't fortct to mratloa The ParlSc Mnaiblr wtan •trmllnc with adTrrtlarn. II will be appnrUtrt.
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The Best Paper for Family Reading

..•

77>e fifty-two issues for 1 908 will contain as much reading as twenty

400-page books offiction, history, etc., ordinarily costing $ 1 .50 each.

250 Capital Stories; 350 Articles and Sketches,

2000 One-Minute Stories; The Children's Page;
The Editorial Page; 1 000 Notes on Science;

The Weekly Medical Article, etc.

EVERY NEW SUBSCRIBER
Who cuts out and sends this slip (or mentions this publication) at once with $1.75 for

B42 The Companion for 1908 will receive

r* All the issues of The Companion for the remaining weeks of 1907.

W* 1^*^^^^ The Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's Holiday Numbers.

P « X^^^ The Companion's 4-Leaf Hanging Calendar for 1908 in Full Color.

Then The Companion for the fifty-two weeks of 1908—a complete library in itself.

Sendfor Free Sample Copies and Illustrated Announcement for 1908._
T _._ . ..

£j8E YOUTH'S COMPANION, BOSTON, MAS

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.





From tHe pages of "The "World's Great Writer"
Supplied by dealers or sent upon application

EVERYBODY WRITES, and almost everybody should use a fountain pen. The day of

fountain pen jibes and jokes has passed. •][ Now-a-days one is losl without a fountain pen.

It combines pen and ink so perfectly at all times, and there are so many places where it is in-

dispensable, that it is no longer a luxury, but a necessity.
"
fj Probably there is no article that

serves more varied requirements, and the needs of the individual users differ greatly. AlmosT;

everybody writes differently. Each has some preference in the selection of a pen."

1

.V
,

m

Plain
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The LittM Fairy Girl

is simply a symbol of TOe^purJ^oY-FAIRY SOAP.
FAIRY SOAP is made only from edible products; it

contains no filler, coloring matter or adulterant of any
kind. p

Pay 25c or 50c for soap if you will, but you will

get no more soap merit and purity than are found in

FAIRY SOAP at 5c a cake—and, in nine cases out of

ten, not so much.

FAIRY SOAP—the pure, white, floating, oval cake—is sold at all good grocery and drug stores.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, CHICAGO

Fairy Soap was granted highest possible awards at both St. Louis and
Portland Expositions.

"Have You a Little 'Fairy' in Your Home?"
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I Need A
TRAINED

Man

"
Yes, I'm sorry, too. thaf you cannot fill the position, but what I need Is a trained man—

a man who thoroughly understands the work."

"Ho, there's no other position open—we've hundreds of applicants now on the list waiting

for the little jobs. This position calls for a trained man. Good day."

That's it There's a big call for the trained man—the man who can haniiie

the big things
—the man who is an expert.

You can easily receive the training that will put you in the class of well paid

men. You can't begin to understand how quickly the little coupon below will bring

you success. Already it has helped thousands of men to better paying positions and

more congenial work. It will cost you only a two cent stamp to learn how it is

all done. Just mark the coupon as directed and mail it to-day. The International

Correspondence Schools have a way to help you.

The sole object of the I. C. S. is to help poorly paid but ambitious men and

others who wish to better their positions. It is the largest and most wonderful in-

stitution of its kind the world has ever known. Mark the coupon and learn how the

I. C. S. can help yotu

Daring September 303 students reported
better positions and higher salaries secured

through I. C. S. training.

Place of residence, occupation, or lack of

capital need not prevent you from becoming an

expert. The I. C. S. makes everything easy.
You don't have to leave home or your present

position. You can qualify in your spare time.
'

Mail the coupon and learn all about it.

Don't fill a little job all your life when you
can so easily move up in the world.

The Business of This Place
la to Ralue Salaries.

NOW is the time to mark the coupon.

IHTEIHAT10HAL CORItSNKOtKCf tCHOHS
Hob 1*7 1, Hcraataa, I'a.

Wra— eiplalo . wltaoat farta** Mlgillni oa mj »yt,
aoa t eaa qoaii'r for a lorauf ealarj In too paatlloa hoot*
Vttofc 1 boto *B»rked X

HooLlrrorr
l*t«- n ograparr
Ae*er*Jeee,ret Writer

Skew < or. I Writer
VVIado. Trirararr
< orooor rrl.1 Law
llluetreter
I I. II -rrtloo)
< err. I. I

TetUle Will »<-
K.lrrtrtriaa
Klrw. Kiiflnrrr

K.rhoo'1 UrrJUraea
Teleoaeee * -«Wr
1 I..- I.l«lill...» u ,.l.

Mrrhii. I ngTee-er

< I. II tealaear
lloll.l . f— ira
Arraltor1

! Uraftea

Hankie.
all »ln( KoflBM-r

u

Doo't forfct to mention Th* P.etfle Monthly when deilta* with .dTerUsti*. It wOl be appreciated.
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THESE LOW RATES
Backed by the Strength of

The Prudential
Have Made the New Low Cost Policy

the Greatest Success in Life Insurance.

Public Pleased—Agents Enthusiastic.

The Prudential Rates
Are Lowest

Consistent with Liberality
and Safety, Offered by Any
Company of Corresponding
Size, Importance and Re-

sponsibility Throughout
the World.

Send us YOUR age, nearest birthday, tor further
particulars. Address Dept. 23

Read



&f)e Pacific Monthly
The enure contents of tLU Maaailne are cotered by th* general copyright, and article* most

not be reprinted wlthoat .pedal permission.

A PACIFIC COAST CHRISTMAS . MaiM. Peaae Cover Design
COLONEL BIOOERS, PESSIMIST, DREAMS Fronts;
THE ROVER s TOAST ( \ . i sv . Chaa. B. Clark. Jr. t 637

IH OLD BOHEMIA Charles Warn n Stoddard (39
111' com Photographa.

BONO OF THE BOAS ( Verae) . . Charlton Lawrence Edholm sr.u

Illustrated by Elolae J. Roorbui li.

THE QtTI James Hoppav 663
Illustrated hy X -. iicz.

THE LAST STAltD OP THE ARGONAUTS John Fleming Wilson III

itiTH vi-vm.
WESTERN APFAXRS AT WASHDTOTOH . Ira K. Bennett «66

Illustrated from Photographa.
A REVERIE (Tam) William Winter CS1

llluatrated by Klolso J. Roorbach.
THE CLAIM JUMPERS Herman Whltaker 68»

llluatrated by 11. W. Armstrong.
THE NEW YORK THEATER . William Winter 668

THE END OP CHANGE -:.iret Adelaide Wllaon 6>J

THE BATTLE OP THE BIO HOLE, MONTANA Fred A. Hunt TOO

llluatrated from Photographa.
THE HOUSE OP DREAMS (Verae) Porter Oarnett 709

Ilhistrut.il by Martlneg.

THE MIDWINTER PLAYGROUND OP
AMERICA An Exiled CaJlfornlan 711

Illustrated from Photographa.
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OIRLS ON EARTH Joaquin Miller

llluatrated from Photograph by Major Lee Moorhouae.

THE WAT OP THE LAND TRANSORESSOR I.uto Peaae
V The Coat-I-and Gang.
Illustrated from Photographa.

THE PASSING STRANGER | Verae) . . Edith Campbell Babbitt

PRAISE WITH PAINT DAMNS . . Porter Garnett "3»

IMPRESSIONS Charlea Krsklne Scott Wood 741

TO OUR READERS (Editorial) ...
THE LIGHTER SIDE

"
'•

•The Triumph of Ah Joy." by J. D. Haaafurther.

Paragraphs, by Hugh Herdman.

TKHMS II no a year In adeenre: loe a copy. O .na.llan rota/rind""*. H~M per rear In

adianre. ratsaga, $2.no a year In adranre. Kubwrlljere •will remit to tu In P. (>. or

r\pre«a money ordera, or In bank eberka. drafta or registered lettera.

ObsANOH "F IIIIH—ll When a change of addreaa la ordered, both the new and the old

aildreas moat be gleea. and notice e*at three weeks before the chance la dealred.

If the magaalne Is not rsrelTed erery month, yoc will confer a faenr by >o adrlelng aa.

i .diltKsrosnENCE sbonld always be addressed to The Pacific Monthly. Lafayette Building.

Portland. Oregon.

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Company
CHAS. II JOrTML r.en

-

! Manager.
I'KASE. Bdltor.

Pacific Monthly Building

PORTLAND. OREGON

Copyright. 1807. by The Pacific Mnnthty Pnbllahlna Company. Entered at the Postofflc* at

Portland, Oregon, ss second-clsss natter.
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HOLLADAYS ADDITION
The geographical CENTER of Portland. J Has one hour more SUNLIGHT than over the

The most DESIRABLE and only exclusive resi-
J
river,

dence district in the City. _ Has improved streets, gas, electric lights, -water

A level plateau well drained, 150 feet above river.

Commands a fine view of the City, the river, Mt.

Hood, Mt. St. Helens, Mt. Adams and surrounding

country.
Is very accessible and within easy walking dis-

tance of the business district.

mains, trolley lines and sewers.

Lots sold on advantageous terms to home-builders
t

Seeing is believing. Locate your home -where it

will be a comfort anda joy and an investment that

is certain to enhance in value.

THE OREGON REAL ESTATE CO.,
88^ THIRD STREET. Room 4. - PORTLAND, OREGON

HIGH GRADE HELP WANTED
W/ e nave good op niiigs for several experienced men to act as District Circulation

Jvlanagers, men .vho can sn w clean records and demonstrate tneir ability. This is an

excellent opport '.nity to become connected with a live company and the fastest growing

publication in the West, the 3 lagazine that the entire country is talking about.

Address, giving rames of at least three former employers or prominent business men
as references.

A^^Dept- PACIFIC MONTHLY PUBLISHING CO. P^t^Orc.

EDUCATIONAL

DO YOU LIKE TO DRAW?
That's all we want to know. Now we will

not give you any grand prize or a lot of
free Htuff if you answer this ad. Nor do
we claim to make you rich in a week.
But if you are anxious to develop your talent
with a successful cartoonist, so you can
make money, send a copy of this pic-
ture with 6c in stamps for portfolio of
cartoons and Bawple lesson plate
and let us explain.

The W. L. Evans School 01 Cartooning
420 Garfield Building Cleveland, Ohio

PORTLAND ACADEMY
The Academy proper fits boys and girls for Eastern and Western

college. A primary and grammar school receives boys and girls as

early as the age of r-. A gymnasium in charge of a skilled director.

Track and field athletic*. A well appointed boarding hall for

girls. For catalogue address

PORTLAND ACADEMY, Portland, Oregon

¥ ¥¥¥ ¥ MILITARY
rUL^M^tACADEMY
A Boarding and Day School for Boys. Accred-
ited to all leading colleges fend universities. Boys
of any age admitted at any time. Write for Illus-

trated Catalogue.

DR. J. W. HILL, Proprietor and Principal

PORTLAND, OREGON

FIFTH-STREET-BY-THE-PAKK
Lou Angeles, California Established 1883

PACIFICTELEGRAPH
School Commercial. R. R. and Press Work. Positions. 8th year.
417 W. Fifth Street, I.os Angeles, California.

THE LEADING BUSINESS COLLEGE
ELKS BUILDING, PORTLAND. OREGON

THE BEST IS NONE TOO GOOD FOR YOU
Ours is one of the ten largest business colleges in

the United States. I

Enrollment, past year. 842 pupils, Equipment,

$16,000. Graduates are all employed. Placed 351

pupils into lucrative positions during past year. We
will place you when competent.

H. W. BEHNKE, Pres. I. M. WALKER, Prin.

Send for Catalogue

'he Illinois Training
School For Nurses
304 Honore St. , Chicago. The oldest and largest in theWest

FOUNDED IN I860

Connected will] Cook County Hospital and Lying-in Hospital

QFFERS to young women a three years' course of unex-
yf celled, practical and theoretical training in Cook County
Hospital, of 1,300 beds, including large children's and con-
tagious departments. Special obstetrics in Lying-in
Hospital. Private duty in private institutions. Practical
course in Dietetics. Separate home, remodeled and greatly

tu 51 ; "T"? rejTd »u™">dings. Entrance prefer-

ad&e?.
JanUaty '' F°r de,ailed inflation

MISS HELEN SCOTT HAY,Snpt. ( 304 Honore St., Chicago
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15 WORTH A LIFETIME

OF LABOR

f\ n A [ IT from °nes investment requires an
«U»ka BUH0.NC p II

(
IH eye to see and enenry to seize

I 111/ I I I the passing- OPPORTUNITY.

Are you tired of drudging along in the same old way,
day by day, month by month, the everlasting same old grind ?

If so, do as the wise ones in all the history of America have
done—put your investments in virgin fields.

The last great American territory where immense re-

turns are possible is the Pacific Northwest. Even this great
field is being rapidly taken up. Therefore Act Today.

Each one sending in this coupon secures a contract
certificate in one of the most profitable enterprises in the

world. Such an offer was never made before, and you can-
not afford to miss it. Every reader of this paper should
take advantage of it NOW.

CUT THIS OUT

$5,000 A YEAR FOR LIFE
Do you want an income of $5,000.00 a year for life > If so, return this coupon promptly. You take abao*

lutehr no risk of any kind. If upon examination you are not thoroughly convinced that thia ia one of the
GREATEST OPPORTUNITIES of your life to aecure a steady, permanent income, aa long as you live. You
are under no obligation to make any payments whatever, so don t delay, but send in coupon at once.

w—.



The

H. C. BOWERS, Manager

The Leading Hotel
ofthe PacificCoast

EUROPEAN PLAN ONLY
Rooms $1.00 Per Day and Upwards

HANDSOME RESTAURANT
Mosic Every Evening 8:30 to 12:00

Headquarters for Tourists
and Commercial Travelers

Portland :: Oregon

FREMONT HOTEL
Corner 4th and Olive Streets : Los Angeles

AN elegantly furnished Family and

J-^ Tourist Hotel, situated two
blocks from Broadway, on an em-

inence commanding a charming vista
of the city. Appointments perfect.
Rates reasonable. American plan.

Thos. Pascoe, Proprietor
SEND FOR BOOKLET, FREE, ON CAUFORNIA

^lLankershim
Los Angeles, California

Every Room An Outside One

Cooper& Davis
LESSEES

Corner Seventh Street and Broadway

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The Pacific Monthly
and Hammond's Modern

Atlas of the World

For $2.00
A Needed Book on Every Library Table

New Throughout

New Drawings

New Plates

New Methods

New Facts

Thousands of New
Places all

over the World

Thousands of Miles

of New Railroads

Thousands of Miles

of New Cables

HAMMONDS
MODLRN ATLAS

OF

THEWORLD

Clearest Maps

Latest Statistics

Complete Detail

Absolutely Exact

Easy to Handle

Many New Counties

in the United States

Many Changes in

Political Boundaries

Many Changes in

Names of Places

In heavy board binding, covered with lultan red,

spsfial bind ing cloth, tamped in black and told.

See 10'. i 1 3', in

1-7-.J m w Separate map* of the State* and Territories of the United State*.

/M IvJOCtdrtl Separate maps of the Principal Cities of the United States.

Separate maps of each of our Island Possessions.

A f //"» c > A/"i## le Separate maps of the Arctic and the Anarctic Regions.AllIUi iJHUUJ9 One hundred and five separate Political Divisions of the Earth.

If roe ara aot ifatiS wHa t*e W-* we win reran* fear woaey.

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Oregon
ORDER COUPON -

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Oregon.
Enclosed please find 12 00 for which enter my subscription to Thm Pacific Monthly for one year, and send

me, all charges paid, copy of Hammond's Modern Atlas ol the World, in accordance with above ofay.

N.

Aaslm

Town S...r .

Don't forget to mention Tb« Pacific It will be appreciated.
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The Pacific Monthly for 1 9 8

The New Year finds The Pacific Monthly stretching into bigger and

stronger stride. To maintain its success no legitimate effort or expense will

be spared to make this publication more than ever the entertaining friend of

the Western people. With strict independence and careful fairness it will

deal with all important subjects of interest to its readers, and its pages will

outline the progress of the West in art, politics and material enterprises.

Independent Studies of Political Affairs
Ira E. Bennett, a very keen student of national affairs, and a writer hav-

ing exceptional facilities for studying situations and conditions at Wash-

ington, will continue regularly to give to the readers of The Pacific Monthly
fair, carefully considered and independent accounts of all matters affecting

the people of the West, as such matters are developed at the national capital.

It will be particularly interesting to note the progress made during the present
session of Congress toward the solution of the great problems of the con-

servation of the Nation's resources, so strongly advocated by Theodore Roose-

velt. All thoughtful citizens are anxious to be kept in touch with the facts

in the discussion of these great questions, facts unclouded by the sophistries

of self-seeking politicians, and to have full understanding of the acts of all

officials who are paid to serve them.

Strong Articles on Western Development
The West is now developing at a rate that few people fully realize.

Never in all its history has it presented so many or such important opportuni-
ties as today. Prom Alaska to Mexico, from Seattle to the South Seas and
the Orient, the story is the same. The time is full of the romance of splendid
endeavor. We feel that it is the duty of this magazine—in fact, the chief

reason for its very existence—that it maintain a foremost position as an au-

thority on Western affairs and a monthly storehouse of information about

the West.

The greatest enterprises of the West are the railroads. The history of

the promotion, construction and development of each of the great lines is

instructive and full of stirring interest. We have already published the

story of two of the important systems, and we have made arrangements for

the publication during 1908 of the following : The Story of the NORTHERN
PACIFIC, Story of the UNION PACIFIC, Story of the GREAT NORTHERN,
Story of the OREGON SHORT LINE, Story of the DENVER & RIO
GRANDE, Story of the SANTA FE, Story of the CENTRAL PACIFIC, Story
of the SOUTHERN PACIFIC, Story of the PACIFIC COAST STEAMSHIP
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The Pacific Monthly for 1908
COMPANY, and th,> Story «.f the SAN PEDRO LINE. These articles will

be appropriately illustrated ami will be authoritative. The author. \V. K.

Bailey, is a recognized student of railroad atl'airs. and the articles collectively

will be a most important contribution to the history of transportation.

Among other articles already imaged for are 'DIGGING COAL UNDER
THE SEA" (the mines at Nanaimo. B. C.)i "THE PACIFIC WHALING
INDUSTRY." "DRY FARMING IN THE WEST," "WHAT EACH WEST-
ERN STATE HAS TO OFFER THE EMIGRANT," NEW IRRIGATION
ENTERPRISES, OPPORTUNITIES IN LUMBER, MINING, FISHING,
STOCK-RAISING, ALFALFA GROWING, ud various branches of farming;
where ami how money can be mad.- quickest in FRUIT-GROWING, and

many other subjects of interest t' n and women who want to come West

and "grow with the country." These will not be "1>< i" articles, but will

I" critical and authoritative state nts of facts and conditions by writ' is

best qualified for the work.

On the Warpath
Tli«' day >>f the red man in feather! and war paint is pad forever, but

in passing the Indian has left a long crimson streak through the annals of

the frontier. No reading is more interesting than the tales of Indian fights,

FRED A. HUNT, who has won reputation as an historical writer on such sub-

jects, will continue to contribute thrilling accounts of Army exploits in the

days of .Miles and Crook, many of which have heretofore been buried in tin-

pages of old newspapers, or in the matter-of-fact reports of the War De-

partment.

Tales of Western Frontiersmen and Desperadoes
Like the painted Indian, the Western "bad man" with bis belts, his

"six-guns," his bravado and his buckets of blood, is hitting tin- back trail

to obscurity. But tales of his deeds and his character will never cease to

have a peculiar fascination to all classes of readers. He was one of the

features of the old West: like the ghost ami the ruined castle, no live Western

town was once complete without him. Today any old-tinier can draw a crowd

by recounting the time he "saw the marshal get all shot up by Alkali Ike."

Essentially few or none of these "bad men" were heroes, however much

the small boy may so esteem them from information gathered in the "Nickel

Library." Contemporaneous with the desperado were striking and her

characters like Kit Carson. Ben Clark and others, the tale of whose exploits
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The Pacific Monthly for 1 9 8

is in fine contrast to the stories of the cut-throats. "We have arranged for the

publication of a series of graphic and truthful studies of these frontier char-

acters, by men who knew them and understood them. The first of these—
"GUN-FIGHTERS OF THE EARLY DAYS," by JOAQUIN MILLER-
tells the story of Black Bart, Evans and Sontag, and various others. Mr.

Miller has had, in years past, thrilling personal experiences with some of the

most famous (or infamous) of the gun-fighters, and though he scarcely touches

upon his own experiences, he gives a very fascinating account of the "bad
men" he has met.

Fiction for 1908
It is our plan to give a more prominent place than ever before to power-

ful Western fiction. Big stories, stirring stories, red-blooded stories that

fasten to the memory and leave one better for having read them
4 are the

kind deemed most worthy of publication.

The Pacific Monthly publishers have arranged for a series of short stories

by JOHN FLEMING WILSON. The fascinating literary style, quaint humor,
and unusual imaginative genius of this rapidly rising Western author, are

well known to the readers of The Pacific Monthly, as also to readers of

leading Eastern magazines. We have already received and read three of

these latest stories by Mr. Wilson, and have no hesitation in pronouncing
them to be among the strongest ever published by a Western magazine.

Mr. Wilson's serial, "THE LAST STAND OF THE ARGONAUTS," will

be concluded in the February issue. The singular charm of this tale and its

striking originality have made it already tremendously popular. "It is

something different," we hear people say; "no stereotyped hero and heroine,
no hackneyed situations, but distinctly a new story." The same comment
is applicable to "A MISSIONARY TO KINGS," a tale of the South Seas,
with which Mr. Wilson follows "The Last Stand of the Argonauts."

JOHN BURT, a new writer of great promise, has uncovered a rich "pay
streak" of romance along the coast of Oregon, Several stories by this

author have been secured by The Pacific Monthly for 1908, and they are

all tales that "grip and hold."

JAMES HOPPUB, JA<GK LONDON, HERMAN WHITAKER, and other

famous story-tellers of the West whose work has appeared in The Pacific

Monthly in the past, besides many new writers of merit, will undoubtedly
have prominent places in our table of contents for 1908.
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The Pacific Monthly for 1 9 8

Prominent Writers in Other Fields

WILLIAM WINTER is a household name to all of our readers. His

brilliant and wholesome dramatic reviews will continue to be a feature of

The Monthly.

CHARLES WARREN STODDARD, the distinguished essayist, lecturer

and poet) will girt us more of his delightful memories of "OLD BOHEMIA."

PETER ROBERTSON, the v. teran Western dramatic critic, is engaged

Upon a series <>f live or six unique and very interesting studies, or "recol-

lections," of famous stage characters of the past, many of whom won their

first fame in the old California Theater in San Francisco, and all of whom
have li.cn favorites of Western theatergoers. .Mr. Bobertaon'l articles will

be illustrated from rare and valuable photographs of these actors and

actresses.

CHARLES ERSKDXE SCOTT WOOD'S keen and thoughtful comments

on current ail'airs will be continued regularly.

Nature Studies

That perennial fountain of interest to all readers will be featured in

The Pacific Monthly for the coming year by the work of PROFESSOR WTL-
LIAM LEON DAWSON and WILLIAM L. FINLEY, both of whom are al-

ready well known to our readers. Mr. Finley will tell of the habits of the

water fowl that sportsmen seek. "HOW BIRDS FISH" is the title of another

of his articles. Pro*WO* Dawson tells the story of "THE GULLS." "AN
ORNITHOLOGIST'S PARADISE," by PROFESSOR DAWSON, describes one

of the most profitable expeditions ever undertaken by a naturalist on the Pa-

cific Coast; and "SAVTNG THE KTLDEER'S NEST," by the same writer, is a

thrilling and intimate little story of bird life. Both Professor Dawson's

and Mr. Finley's articles will be illustrated by many unusual and valuable

photographs from life. These articles we brieve to be the best of their kind

that the magazine has published, and constitute a very valuable addition to the

the magazin- has published, and constitute a very valuable addition to the

literature ot Ornithology.

Western Poetry
You can not forget the delightful verse oi CHARLES B. CLARK, JR.

We shall try to have one of his songs of the plains in every issue, as well as

plenty of other clear, strong, red-blooded poems, by various poets of the West.
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A Christmas Suggestion to Our Many
Western Friends

Have you solved the great annual problem—
"WHAT SHALL WE SEND THEM ALL

FOE CHRISTMAS?"
The season is at hand when that interesting, but ever-puzzling question, must be met

by everyone that loves to give—and who does not?
Let U8 help you by repeating a suggestion which we made last year about this time,

and which met with such hearty response and general approval that we have felt gratified
ever since.

AR t( »H
Haven't you a lot of friends back East that are anxious to know allA Boost or e
about |ne West? Can you ever get time to write as much about it as

Monthly is a
appears in any one issue of THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to say nothingBoos or ou
Q£ twelve issues? Haven't you a lot of friends in the West who love

a good magazine, especially one that pictures the beauties of the West, tells the stories of

the West, and discusses independently and frankly all of the great problems that interest

the West?
Of course you have—a score at least—whom you would gratify with such a gift.
Send us a list of twenty names of your friends and relatives, and we will ask you for

only sixteen dollars, giving you four subscriptions free. In other words, we will give you
the magazine, free for one year, for every five subscriptions you send us. Thus: should

you feel able to send the gift of THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to only FOUR of your friends,
send us their names with yours and four dollars, and you get your own subscription free.

Not a bad idea, is it?

BUT PLEASE SEND THE LIST AS EAELY AS POSSIBLE.
There is sure to be a deluge of orders this year; to make your gift most acceptable it

should reach the recipient on time. Early orders, therefore, will prevent any disappoint-
ment, for we intend to include a copy of the CHRISTMAS NUMBER GRATIS with each
subscription, as long as the issue lasts.

Just think how they will enjoy reading of the West—Western stories—Western history
and beautiful Western pictures. A year with THE PACIFIC MONTHLY and they will
learn much of your chosen country.

A G'ft f
^ *' ^e tne ori^naly g^t which is soon forgotten, THE PACIFIC

th W t™
1 MONTHLY is a constant reminder of the giver, each month bringingLe

^,

e
Jt-a . l new tidings and pictures of the great West. It is a suitable present forThat. Different

all; old a
*
d youn̂ alike

THE PACIFIC MONTHLY will prove in its stories, its articles and its illustrations

that the West can produce from month to month literature and art, all its own, of the high-
est standard. Its pages will breathe the spirit of the West; wholesomeness, cheerfulness,
reliability of statement the predominant notes; all mawkish sentiment, morbidness of

thought, or sensationalism of treatment will find no place in its scheme. THE PACIFIC
MONTHLY stands for the true type of Western manhood and womanhood.

In twenty years every county in the West will have doubled and trebled in population
because THE PACIFIC MONTHLY tells the people of .the East about the Pacific Coast,
and they come. In twenty years there will be tens of thousands of good citizens here
who will look upon this magazine as the hand that led them into the land of plenty; as
their guide, their friend, their entertainer, the voice that cheered them and inspired
them. It is for these THE PACIFIC MONTHLY is laboring. It is with these that it

will grow—with the men and women whom it brought here, who will love it and be loyal
and steadfast to it. And they shall never be ashamed, for this magazine, then as now,
will stand for the West—their West, our West, God's Country.

Together We In sending THE PACIFIC MONTHLY to Eastern friends you are doing
r- n \t l three things.Can Do Much tv ± -c ii i • .. . i._
for the West iirst: You are presenting a pleasant surprise, something different.

Second: You become a "booster" for the West, because no one can
read THE PACIFIC MONTHLY for a year without becoming enthused with the West-
ward-Ho Spirit.

Third: You are demonstrating your pride in, and loyalty to, a Western enterprise
which has by sheer pluck and perseverance won success. You are helping us—and do we
not deserve your patronage?

Let us tell you just a little about THE PACIFIC MONTHLY and its making.
Its growth long since outstripped its equipment for printing and binding, so much so

that we have had difficulty in getting out enough magazines to supply our readers. The
best we could do has not enabled many of them to get their magazines on time for
months past.
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But at last we have completed and moved into our new plant, the largest and beat

equipped anvwhere in tin- W
I

BEAD THE LITTLE CHAT audit IT IX THE RACE OF THE EDITORIAL
Io\ OF THIS NUMBER, and you will gee how we have provided for the great

future of the MONTHLY.
Do you realize what a problem haa had to bo solved in the rapid growth of this

magazinef
Nearly 1,500 mail sacks were required to handle our last issue.

F.xaitlv 128,444 pounds of Mpsr, or four full carloads, WW< required tO print it.

Had the issue all DM9 mailed in OM day, it would have taken thirty large, two horse

drays to have hauled it to the station.

We have now ample eaparity fur an output of 200,000 magazines a month.
Xot bad for a new Western publication—is itt

. ., . Do not forgot that as long as tho Christmas issue lasts wo will begin all

r Iiw'Ty subscriptions (unless otherwise requested) with this issue.
Card With Your We lmV( .

Iireparej an attractive little Christmas card to be enclosed in
Compliment*

, ni , c)lr i H tmas Issue, bearing the giver's nam.- an.l ..impliinents. If you
prefer to use your own card you may do so; kindly send same to us with your order.

FILL IN ORDER BELOW, TEAR OUT PAGE AND SEND TO US
Instructions:—Fill in below, names of parties to whom you wish to send
The Pacific Monthly. (Be careful to write names legibly and give post office

address.) Place an X before each name, in the column showing period for

which we shall send the magazine. SINGLE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION $1.00,
SIX MONTHS 50 CENTS. Copies of the big Christmas issue mailed by us
to any address, enclosing special Christmas card bearing sender's name,
15 cents each. Special Christmas Offer Good until January 1st. One
subscription in every five free.

THIS MEANS FIVE YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS. $4.00: TEN. $8.00. ETC

Itf.
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PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED
The Pacific Monthly is always anxious to secure good

photographs, and is glad to pay from seventy-five cents to five

dollars each for the exclusive right to reproduce available photo-
graphs. Generally speaking, they should not be less than 5x8
inches in size, very clear and distinct, with lights and shadows
well matched. Do not send any blurred, dull or damaged plate

photographs. Keep all lettering off the face of the photograph,
but write a full and interesting description on the back.

Solio or glossy prints reproduce much better than velox.

Platinum prints are available.

Do not send them in a roll; it is much better to receive them
flat between pieces of cardboard. Always enclose stamps for the
return of rejected prints. Invariably write the full name and
address on the back of each print, as otherwise there is sure to

be more or less trouble and loss.

KIND OF PICTURES WANTED
Western scenery and Western life. By this we mean any-

thing from Mexico to Alaska, and westward to the Philippines.
Send us unusual pictures,

—
striking scenes of ranch life,

mountaineering, mining, hunting and fishing, boating on lakes,

rivers, and along the Pacific coast. "Human interest" scenes,

Indians, Chinese, Japanese, Mexicans, etc., at their daily tasks
and pleasures.

For instance: A bit of grand mountain scenery is usually
acceptable, a gentle Western pastoral scene is likewise available,
as would also be a Western tramp sitting by a Western roadside

eating a stolen orange; or a beautiful child gathering grapes in

a Western vineyard; in short, anything that is beautiful, merely,
or novel and interesting, but the picture must be technically

good, and Western.

Our usual price is one dollar per print, the higher prices are

for unusually interesting or valuable pictures, and may be con-

sidered in the nature of small prizes.
In addition to this price the magazine offers an additional

prize of $25.00 for the best series of eight photographs on any
Western subject, or variety of Western subjects, received at this

office by or before January 1, 1908; a second prize of $10.00, and
a third prize of $5.00 are also offered contestants.

As said above, these prizes are in addition to the regular

price of one dollar for photographs.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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ALL THE BEST

Magazines and Newspapers
at the lowest rates. <J The PACIFIC
MONTHLY is the best magazine for

the price on my list. Hundreds of the

best clubbing propositions in my new
catalog. Send for it. It will cost you
nothing. <J As the leading Northwest-

ern agency, 1 especially solicit North-

western business. Address

CLYDE CORBLY.Bozeman. Montana, U. S. A.
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HELP WANTED
A GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR

LIVE PEOPLE

WE WANT a good live agent in every city and
town in the United States to take subscriptions for

Thk Pacific Monthly. The work is high-class.
There is no other magazine for which it is so easy to

secure subscriptions. Especially is this true through
the West. We have regular agents who are making

From $150 to $250 per Month
If you can devote your entire time to the work you can
do this also. You can begin right in your home town
and we will gradually extend your territory as occasion

demands. If you have only a few spare hours you can
work near home among your friends and acquaintances.
In this way you can earn many an extra dollar. Many
students are helping to pay their way through college

by this work. We pay liberal cash commissions.

This Is an {Exceptional Opportunity

to connect yourself with a first-class Company. Write

today stating how much time you can devote to the

work and we will lay our proposition before you.
When writing please send us the names of four refer-

ences, former employers or well known business men.

Address, Agency Department,

Pacific Monthly Publishing Co.

Portland. Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly whea dealing with tdrertlMts, It will b» appreciated.
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The Chance of a Lifetime A Special Holiday Offering of

Genuine Navajo Blankets
Personally Selected by Me at the Reservation

If you knew one half of the beauty that one of my personally selected Navajo Indian
Blanket* would bring into your home, it would not be necessary for me to write this adver-
tisement. Do you know that the Navajo Blanket— this highest type of all the- wonderful
Indian art*—is rapidly coming to be recognized as the ideal floor rug? It will literally last a

generation and murr
|

it is rrvrr Bible, both aide* being identically alike, giving two wearing
uri«4 <-•

:
it i* easily cleaned (by washing or carding) ; and, as 1 send it out, it i* of soft, rich

colors that will harmonue with your home furnishing*.

1 have just returned from the Navajo Indian Reservation (see the unsolicited newspaper
notice reproduced here), where I personally selected sevrral thousand dollars worth of the

finest blanket*. I have been selling Navajo Blankets for 15 years past, sending them all over
the world. 1 personally select every blanket I sell and 1 know where the best weavers live

and work. Tnis insures me nothing but absolutely genuine blankets, winch are the handi-

work of expert Navajo weavers;—blankets hand-woven in true Indian designs and harmon-
izing colors. When making these personal selection* 1 otten discard a hundred blanket*
offered me by the Indians before 1 purchase one ; and 1 sometimes spend days of travel and

a Plasty town fsawaj
la Urajr, HI*, k snd » hit*

of a quality far above the average trader's or

hard work before 1 find one Navajo blanket that come* up to the high standard of
weave and workmanship that I maintain That is why the blankets 1 sell are
recognized by collectors as being
dealer's stocks.

1 want every Pacific Monthly reader to know more of this "personally selected"
type of Navajo Blanket,—more of its rare beauty and of its fitness for YOUR home. I

know if you will place one in your home under my "no risk" plan offered below, it

will speak for itself far more loudly than 1 possibly can through printers ink ana it

will bring me further orders. That is why 1 make this

SPECIAL 3-day.' Approval HOLIDAY OFFER

I have picked out a limited number only of the best Navajo blankets in my col-
lection especially for Pacific Monthly readers and I offer them here at a fra
over actual cost on the Navajo Reservation. No two Navajo blankets are ever r

exactly alike ; in this lies their rare exrlusivencss ; so that it is impossible for me to
give exact descriptions, but 1 have separated them into two lots as follows :

Lot A — 28 Beautiful Navajo Blankets of exquisitely fine, close weave, with
good "body" and weight; all native hand-spun wool throughout; strong, typical
Indian designs in lightning, swastika (good fortune), centipede, ceremonial cross
and other figures ; rich, harmonizing colors - gray, black and white ; black and
white; rich red. gray, black and white; sizes approximately 50 by 70 inches, suit-
able for floor rugs. or. car or carriage robes : regular selling price from $35.00 to
$42.50 each ; SPECIAL HOLIDAY OFFERING, each, prepaid by express, $25.00.

Lot B— 12 only. Navajo Blankets, the pick of several hundred blanket* of my
personal selection and the handiwork ok three or four of the best weavers on the
Navajo Reservation : each one a masterpiece of the art of blanket weaving and a
blanket of the kind that seldom is seen off the reservation; some of them required
month* to weave ; all pure native wool throughout ; rare symbolic designs, includ-
ing a few only on th.- "devil" or "chin-dee" pattern and the "four comers of
heaven" figure, for which the collector often pays from $100.00 to $150.00 each ;

sizes from about 40 by 70 inches to 65 by 95 inches, the smaller sizes being the
rarer designs; colors — natural gray, black and white; rich red. gray, black and"

. $85.00 each: SPECIAL HOLIDAYmy regular selling price from $65.00 to $f

OFFERING, each, prepaid by express. $50 00.

Here Is M I Offer, ^ ""' me personally, stating the blanket you desire and give your preference as to pre-* *

dominating colors; enclose your check or money order: and I will personally select a
blanket, just as carer-. .Iy as though it were for myself, and send you by express, ALL CHARGES PREPAID. Keep
the blanket 3 days, and if you are not delighted with it, return it and I will gladly exchange it or refund your money.
YOU RUN NO RISK ; I take it all. I cannot send more than one blanket to a customer under the prices and
conditions here offered. Every blanket 1 send out bears under metal seal my explicit warranty of genuineneai

ORDER PROMPTLY for this advertisement will not appear again. This is a chance to secure for

yourself or a friend r. handsome, uncommon and lasting Xmas gift.

If you are interested in Navajo blanket*, sign and mail this coupon and receive

interesting literature FREE.

Our 106-pa»,t catalog mailed to any Pacific! Monthly reader FREE
month only.

The Francis E. Lester Company
Largest Retailers of Genuine Indian

and Mexican Handicraft
in the World

Dept. DM12 Mesilla Park, New Mexico

Don't forget to mention Tbe P.rlnc Moniblr when deelluf with adrertlsera. It will be •pprecUtnl.
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HowtoJudge
Investments
Before you invest a dollar in anything, send

for my book "How to Judge Investments."
This book tells you about everything you

should know before making any kind of an
investment, either for a large or small amount.

It tells how you may safely start on the
road to wealth.

It explains the growth of capital and how
small investments have brought wealth and
fortune to others.

It tells how others have grown rich.
It tells how to select a 5 or 6 per cent

security.
It explains how an investment in a devel-

opment enterprise may pay profits equal to
100 per cent, 200 per cent or even 500 per
cent on the money originally invested.

Stocks and bonds, both listed and unlisted,
real estate, investments of different kinds and
financial matters are fully described in simple
language.

This book gives good, sound advice and will
help you to invest your surplus earnings (if
only a few dollars a month) in securities that
promise the best possible returns.
A financial critic says of this book: "It is

the best guide to successful investing I ever
read."
The regular price is $1.00, but to introduce

my magazine, the "INVESTOR'S REVIEW,"
I will send the book postpaid on receipt of a
two-cent stamp and in addition will send you
the Review for three months free.
The Investor's Review is of interest to all

persons who desire to invest their money
safely and profitably. Address Editor,

INVESTOR'S REVIEW, 662 Gaff BIdg., Chicago, 111.

j^A Happy
Marriage

Depends largely on a

knowledge of the whole
truth about self and

sex and their relation to life and health. This

knowledge does not come intelligently of itself,

nor correctly from ordinary everyday sources.

(.IllustratcJ)

By William H. Walling, A. M. t M. D. t

imparts in a clear, wholesome way, in one
volume :

Knowledge s Young Man Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Husband Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Have.
Knowledge a Father Should Impart to His Son.
Medical Knowledge a Husband Should Have.

Knowledge a Young Woman Should Have.
Knowledge a Young Wife Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Have.
Knowledge a Mother Should Impart to Her Daughter.
Medical Knowledge a Wife Shonld Have.

Rich Cloth Binding, Full Gold Stamp, Illustrated, $2.00
Write for "Other People's Opinions" and Table of Contents

Puritan Pub. Co., Dept 145, Phila., Pa.

a

WHAT GIFT
WILL BE LONGER TREASURED THANA WEBSTER'S

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY?

USEFUL. The International is a constant
source of knowledge. It not only answers

your questions concerning new words,
spelling, pronunciation, etc. , but also ques-
tions about places, noted people, foreign

words, and many other subjects.

RELIABLE. Editor-in-Chief, W. T. Harris,
Ph. D. , LL.D. , for over 1 7years U.S.Comr.
of Education. The recently enlarged edi-

tion contains 25,000 New Words. The

Gazetteer, and Biographical Dictionary
have been carefully revised. Constant

emendations keep the volume abreast of the

times. 2380 Pages. 5000 Illustrations.

AUTHORITATIVE. It is the standard of

the Federal and State Courts and the Gov-
ernment Printing Office. The basis of near-

ly all the Schoolbooks. Indorsed by all

State School Superintendents and univer-

sally recommended by College Presidents

and Educators. Standard for over 99%
of the Newspapers. THIS CANNOT BE

TRULY SAID OF ANY OTHER DICTIONARY.

ATTRACTIVE and LASTING. The various

bindings are rich and durable and the paper
and printing ere superior.

It is the Best Christmas Gift.

WEHSTEU'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY.
The largest of our abridgments. Regular edition,
size 7 z 10 x 2 0-8 in. Thin Paper Edition, size 6 3-4
x 8 5-8 x 1 1-2 in., printed from same plates, on bible

paper. A real gem of book-making, unsurpassed
for elegance and convenience. 1U6 pages and
1100 illustrations. Valuable Scottish Glossary.

Write for "Dictionary Wrinkles" & SamplePages Free.

ii. & C. MERRIAM CO.
Desk e, Springfield, mass.

Don't forget to mention The Taclflc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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fden Who SaVed the Union i

LINCOLN ^^^^^ GRANT
JAY COOKE

You are familiar with the parts played by Lincoln and
Grant. What do you know about the man who r ised

the money that saved the Union ? Read the Life of

JAY COOKE
The Financier of the Civil War

It's history that's new to you. The life-story of the nation and the genius
of finance who raised dollars while Lincoln raised armies. The persona),

patriotic and philanthropic sides of the daring financier of a generation
ago furnish an interesting comparison to men and methods of to-day.

By ELLIS PAXSON OBERHOLTZER
Autnor of "Robert Morris, Patriot and Financier."

Just published; two volumes; cloth, $7 50 net. At all booksellers.

GEORGE \\ . JACOBS & CO., i-u 1. 1 1 -. li , i -.. PHILADELPHIA, Pa.

_ lllllllllllll LUJ

WNNONDGN
Live facts for live men and women—stories of events and conditions that affect you—

your business—your daily life—told in an entertaining, lively way, making it more in-

teresting than fiction and brightened with many excellent illustrations.

This is what you will find in the Van Norden Magazine, and not alone the facts and
events, but their causes and probable results as studied and written by recognized author-
ities whose opinions are of value to every thinking man and woman. Keep up to date—
talk intelligently on the big questions. Other men's deductions will help you with yours.

Fifty pages of the Van Norden Magazine are splendidly illustrated and devoted
to articles descriptive of large undertakings—important movements and occur'
rences—doings of men and nations in the public eye.

Besides these you will find in each number— of \ months
is offered for

THE BUSINESS OUTLOOK—A summary of conditions and a sane, un- / Jo cents — after

prejudiced opinion aa to future probabilities u article that Is / which, if you cle-

wiJely quoted. / aire it, the remain-
A LEADING ARTICLE |ivin( thi rim of umi ricociiiml su- / '"«

.9
numbersiwiU be

thority 00 some question of moment. / ti'^hll
' f% l*"

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT with reviews of the market, nnan- / price—makUaf the cosVfor
cial and real estate new.. / n numbers ti.oo. Just sign,CHART showing the fluctuations In stock., grain, cotton, / tear off and mail thla coupon.
money, foreign exchange, etc.

A/ ill ntmt-slindi — 10 ettls > cop». Suascripfia* 51. 00 a rtxr.

EASTEKN PUBLISHING COMPANY OF NEW YORK (tat)

22A 11 sals Street. New York

Addteti

IfllllUIl iiiniiii iiiiuiiiiUAume
Don't forget to mention The Parlnc Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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This

Illustration

Is a reproduction of the cover of a handsome booklet we
have just issued. Its contents will reveal to you what The
Pacific Monthly as a medium of publicity has accomplished
for those who have persistently and judiciously used its col-

umns. There is a heart-to-heart talk interspersed in its

pages that sets forth very clearly and logically the advertising
situation as it is in the West and its relation to your interests.

flflt is important that you should keep in touch with the
West and her people. If you do not, the other fellow—
perhaps in the same line of business— will His adver-
tisement is a silent, yet eloquent, salesman working for

him ceaselessly, untiringly, month in and month out,

among 500,000 readers of this magazine. Don't let

him secure this advantage over you. Keep pace with
him. Don't let him reap all of the golden grain.

•I Get this little booklet if you have not already received one.
It's one of the few things that has a bearing on your busi-

ness that is really worth while. A postal addressed to

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co.
PORTLAND, OREGON will bring it.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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:estHe Who Investigates

for Himself,

Becomes

The Man Who Knows!

A party of grown people, dis-

cussing earthquakes, had about
exhausted their meagre knowl-

edge of the subject when a boy in

the party modestly spoke up, sur-

prising his elders with full, accurate, up-to-date information. He
had "looked up" his subject in The New International Encyclo-
paedia and was "

posted." Give your boy

The New
International Encyclopaedia

Teach him the habit of
"
looking things up" therein so that he will develop into

the
" Man Who Knows "—the man destined for high positions and large income.

The New International is the one thoroughly PRACTICAL Educator of the day—the only reference work abreast with the times. The names of its Editors-in-

Chief: Daniel Coit Gilman. LL.D., Harry Thurston Peck. Ph.D., L.H.D., and

Frank Moore Colby, M.A., are sufficient guarantee of its authoritativeness. It

imparts to the student of its pages the exact information constantly in demand by

every modern field of activity. Its articles are easy to find and readily understood.

The New International Encyclopaedia comprises 20 Volumes, 16,000 Pages, 100,000

Subjects. 7,000 Illustrations.

A Holiday—or Anyday—Present, of Permanent Value and Interest

How to Get The New International Encyclopaedia
I in the attached coupon, and we will aend yon. ABSOLUTELY FREE OF <&<£#*&CHA RGE, oar handsome 80-page pamphlet containing illustrations, colored plate*, ^ <?jfcfc

sample pages of text, lists and pictures of eminent contributors, specimens of
<£i*"* >/• jr^'.V*"

bindings, etc.—giring you an exact idea of the excellence of the work and its

(B^^If*** <$* s
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In Old Bohemia

Memories of San Francisco in the Sixties

By Charles Warren Stoddard

was Shakespeare night at

the infant Bohemian Club,
then in its cradle in

street, between

Kearny and Montgomery.
It was nine of the night

and t tie (vsy little room!—up one flight of
tain—were pretty well filled with the best

element of bohemian San Francisco in the

sixties.

The club had begun, as all delightful

things begin, in a moment of spontaneous en-

thusiasm, which, of course, was little short

of an inspiration. There was sawdust on
the Moor; there were feet on the table; there

were "church wardens" in the mouths of a

half-dozen brilliant fellows who knew how to

sin;: a song, or spin a yarn, or write a

poem, or paint a picture
—some of them had

all these talents in their napkins and their

napkins were for the most part left untied.

There was a keg of beer on tap and if the

viands were not up to the standard of the

sometimes sumptuous free-lunch counter of

that day, there was at least a feast of reason

and a flow of soul that still sweetens the

memory of the few survivors who must ever

look back upon the hour of that nativity

with the fond and foolish tenderness of

young dream.

There was champagne at the christening

in the cradle of the club. The infant had de-

veloped so lustily that it became necessary
to remove a partition and take in an extra

room. Though we rejoiced in this annex, we
were not vainglorious. It is true that we
scorned the mighty dollar and it was easier

for a camel to go through the eye of a needle

than for a rich man to enter the Kingdom of

Bohemia. That is why we blackballed Mr.

W. C. Ralston; it was probably a mistake,

for Ralston was one of the best bobemians
of his time. He had a big. warm heart ; he

was generous to a fault; but he had riches,

and for the curse of gold we would
none of him. Think not that we were puffed

up. The ridit hand, of fellowship tightened
in the clasp of many a poverty-stricken

embryo genius and the liquidation of a debt

not infrequently added an oil sketch or a

water-color to our gallery of art, and then

followed a general liquefaction at the side-

Hoard.

BofMtbiog of this nature had just taken

place when the Sire of the Sigh .links called

Bohemia to order. It was Barry Edwards,
of the California Tl oek Company—
nearly every member of which finally became
a star of the first or second magnitude—who
fathered the High Jinks on this occasion,

flentle Harry, whose occasional bursts of in-

dignation at the wrongs that go unrighted in

\eary world were the calm delight of

his friends, they were so dramatic and so

innocuous; he was called Boythorn by those

who loved him and knew their Dickens by
heart. I can imagine that Walter Savage
l.ander—with the accent on the middle

name—the original of Boythorn, in Little

Dorrit, and narry Edwards, of the old Cali-

fornia Theatre, when Barret and McCullough
ran it up to the top notch in the dramatic

history of the Pacific Coast, might have

been born under the conjunction of the self-

same planets.

Beautiful was Harry's introduction to all

that was to follow.

Stephen Leech was there, with a choir

almost celestial, and a cycle of Shakespear-
ean songs was faultlessly rendered. Joe Ma-

guire, of the honeyed voice ; Si^nor Morley,
of the Italian Opera; Herr Mulder, of the

Mulder-Fabri Troupe, and others—a choir

invisible are these. Alas! hashed also are

most of those whose voices blended with

them. Robert C. Rodgers—"Bob," as we
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used to call him—and the scholarly James

Bowman read essays worthy of the attention

of scholars. Later in the evening^ after the

players were set free, John McCullough

joined us and recited with as much im-

pressive dignity and art, and with, perhaps,

more real emotion than was his wont on

ordinary occasions. J. C. Williamson, who

married Maggie Moore and played "Struck

Oil" all around the globe
—he is now at the

head of at least seven theatres in Australia—

Harry Edwards, "of the Old California Theater
Stock Company, Nearly Every Member of
Which Fina'.ly Became a Star of the First or
Second Magnitude, Who Fathered the High
Jinks on This Occasion."

did Launce, with an imaginary dog, out of

Two Gentlemen of Verona, and did it de-

lightfully. Will Mestayer was there and

young Eben Plympton, then in the first flush

of his eventful career. Plympton was play-

ing juveniles at the California Theatre and

playing them with all the ardor of Young
Ambition. Old Walter Leaman must not be

forgotten; he who retired from the stage and

became a staid city official, and wrote a read-

able autobiography that, I fear, is little

known even by his oldest friends and ad-

mirers. Probably John T. Raymond was too

busy matching half-dollars to join us on this

festive occasion, but at the High Jinks that

were held on the evening of the last Satur-

day of every month the stars of the profes-

sion were sure to shine, or at least twinkle,

and the annals of the club are enriched with

names that are known wherever the English

language is read or spoken.
One afternoon, at the old club in Sacra-

mento Street, a few of us sat listening to

music rendered by volunteers. Signor Mor-

ley had been singing and Charlie Vivian—
whose song Ten Thousand Miles Away had

made him popular in three continents—was

entertaining us with a delightful monologue
in which he showed surprising versatility.

Suddenly Herr Mulder, director of the

Mulder-Fabri Opera Company, said: "Give

me the titles of three popular songs." We
gave him Dixey, Hail Columbia and The Last

liose of Summer. These titles he wrote upon
a slip of paper, and placed it upon the music

rack of our small upright piano. Then, seat-

ing himself at the instrument, he played each

of the airs in turn in a manner so masterly

that he actually produced an orchestral

effect; this was the prelude to an improvisa-
tion that followed in which the several songs
were disintegrated and hopelessly mingled;

recognizable fragments came to the surface

as the various components of a salad appear,

only to disappear in a moment during the

process of making and mixing. Sometimes

we were regaled with several familiar bars

and these we seized upon, as a drowning
man his straw, only to be submerged in a

maze of melody where floated the flotsam

of the triple theme with which Herr Mulder

was toying as the juggler toys with a bottle,

an egg and a cannon ball while he keeps
them revolving in the air.

For half an hour this extraordinary dem-

onstration of art and ingenuity was con-

tinued while our astonishment and enthusi-

asm was ever increasing. At the conclusion,

where the three themes seemed to have been

braided, or blended into one harmonious

whole, our cheers could have been heard a

block away above the city's din. Then

Tommy Newcomb, the first president of the

club, rushed to the sideboard and seizing a

colossal bottle of champagne—it must have

held a gallon and had been reserved for the
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great occasion that should strike twelve with-

out a shadow of doubt—opened it and the

rest of the afternoon was ours and all went

merry as a marriage bell. This was Bo-
hemia in its infancy; it was a mighty prom-
ising child and no mistake.

Dan O'Counel was with ns in those days;
a jovial youth who hail been instructor in

Santa Clara Collage, but had broken loose

and was now browsing in the pleasant pas-
»f Bohemia. A "broth of a boy" was

Dan ; proud of the blood of his kinsman, the

immortal O'Conncl, and as fresh and as

fragrant as a shamrock dipped in the "uioiin

tain dew" of his own green native isle. He
could couple you couplets at a moment's
notice or crack you a joke, or play you a

practical prank according to your measure.

Round and rosy, he was full of sentiment

and full of fun, and who has a better right
to this mixture than your Irish-born boyf

In IBM I revisited San Francisco after

an absence of a dozen years; the Bohemian
Club honored me with a dinner at which Joe
Redding, the Operatitian, presided. Many
a familiar face was absent, many a voice

was stilled— Grave; here is thy victory:
() l>eath! here is thy sting!

—but now and

again than fell upon my ear something like

an echo of the past; it was the bubbling of

the blood of old Bohemia haghniing to wako
from its slumber and rousing from its sleep.

Still there hovered over us the spell of utter

respectability and the hush of disapproval
that held us more or less in check. Joe lid

ding, upon whose right I was sitting, was
called from his chair for a moment and on

the instant Dan O'Connel seized it and took

the matter into his own bands.

Can you not picture the scene that fol-

lowed T In five minutes Bohemia had burst

its bonds; the spirit that had loner lain dor-

mant arose again fro*: the dead and. like

. i rig of Mirth, as indeed he was, Dan's

willing subjects made the welkin ring. When
Joe returned the field was lost to him and
from that hour the cry was "Let joy be un-

confined; no sleep till morn," etc., and so it

came to pass.

In the good old days when Monterey was
the Mecca for artists, poets and bohemians,
and Jules Simoneau, the friend of Robert

Louis Stevenson, was the prophet thereof.

Dan O'Connel for a time made it his head-

quarters. He has sung of it with a full

heart and it is well that he knew it at its

best, for today he could not sing the old

song.
One of the adobes on Alvarado Street,

which a year ago looked delightfully for-

lorn, has renewed its youth and is today per-

haps the most popular resort in town. The

bunging balcony so characteristic of the

Spanish Mexican-Early-Californian architec-

ture has given place to a facade that is a

plaamn to the eye and an ornament to the

Eben I'tumpton, Who Plaxied Juvenile* in the
California Theater Stork Company, at the

Beginning of Hi* Dramatic Career.

ancient capital. It is known as El Adobe,
and there is not another building of like na-

ture in Monterey but might have been util-

ized had the right spirit prompted its pro-

prietor and had the architect the taste and

skill to preserve the individuality of the past,

when this first settlement on the Coast was
in its glory.

The billiard and pool room of £1 Adobe
is the scene of many an exciting game; and
the club room a model in its line. Of course

it was like putting "new wine into old bot-
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ties," but the scriptural warning, though un-

heeded, resulted in no disaster and the

identity of the adobe is merely idealized.

Over the sideboard of El Adobe is carved

this opening line from Dan O'Connel's beau-

tiful poem, Monterey:
"In a mantle of old traditions."

Over the doorway is his chosen motto,

handed down from time immemorial and,

alas ! too little heeded :

"don't worry."

If you have the entre of the artistic home
of Charles Rollo Peters, on the hilltop above

'Dan O'Connel Was With Us in Those Days; a
Jovial Youth, Who Had Been Instructor

in Santa Clara College."

the town, you will remember how that self-

same maxim, "Don't Worry," is burned deep
into the mantle-tree over the most homelike
of hearthstones. This was the achievement
of Charlie Dickman, a brother artist, who, in

a moment of ardor, made his mark in mem-
ory of Dan the Beloved at the expense of one
of Rollo Peters's priceless Damascus blades,
heated in the glowing coals. Happy houTs
were they, e'er the hey-day in the blood had

grown so tame and humble.

And now I want to go back a little—back
to the time when I was a public-schoolboy in

the old white schoolhouse on the west side of

Powell Street, between Washington and

Jackson Streets. There were long stairs

leading up to that school and the building
looked not unlike a New England meeting
house. Among the pupils were Gus, Charlie

and Harry De Young. If I am not mistaken

the De Young boys were running a school

paper at that time, 1857. Afterward when

they started the Dramatic Chronicle, a daily

that contained the program of nearly every ,

place of amusement in town and was dis-

tributed gratuitously, Charlie accepted some
of my earliest literary efforts. From that

paper grew the San Francisco Chronicle of

today. Even then it numbered among its

paid contributors James F. Bowman, Tre-

manheer L. Johns, Prentice Mulford and

W. A. Kendall, a tall, black-eyed, long-
-

haired poet, who wrote some exquisite verse

and then, for unrequited love, blew out his

brains in a Sacramento Street lodging-house.
One vignette flashes upon my memory at

this moment. It was in the brave days of

old when the volunteer fire department was
in its glory. The heavy swells ran with the

machines that were miracles of beauty, and
on state occasions when they swelled the pro-

cessions, so popular in that day, they were

dazzling to the eye. Lillie Hitchcock Coit

was the mascot of "Knickerbocker 5" and

the pet of the public. The whole town was
hers to do what she pleased with and not a

man in it but would have gloried in fighting
for the honor of her good name. One
Fourth of July, when the red-shirted fire-

boys were dragging their flower-decked fire

engines through the densely crowded streets

there stood upon the tip-top of a floral pyra-
mid a charming youngster clad in the garb
of Cupid; not an eye but brightened at the

vision, for the impersonation was a great

success, and our holidays were worthy of the

name in the fifties and sixties. No, it was
not the "Lillie of Knickerbocker 5 !" It was
Master Harry De Young.

There was a small boy at that school who

years later became my dear and valued

friend. Little did I think then what a life

he was to lead. It reads like romance and

he, a dashing and picturesque figure to the

day of his death, was the very one to lead it

He was a West Pointer, of the corps of

engineers; for a time in the Egyptian army;
Senior Major Second United States Volun-
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Charles de Young. "When They Started the 'Dramatic
Chronicle,' Charlie Accepted Some of My

Earliest Literary Efforts."

teers, and served through the war with

Spain; personally hoisted the first American

flag in Havana province; traveled extensively
and was a brilliant conversationalist, or,

rather, monologuist. He had practiced law
and I know not how many different offices

he held.

When he had reached the years of dis-

cretion and lived out more than half his life

he was in Washington, D. C, and was so in-

discreet as to demand my instant presence.
As a solemn professor at the Catholic Uni

versity of America I was only too willing to

doff robe and mortar-board and join him at

dinner in his private lodgings. Upon enter-

ing the parlor I found the floor strewn with

large pages of manuscript. My friend was
in his bath, but emerged long enough to

crook a bare arm over the top of a screen in

the inner room and give me welcome. When
he had donned his dressing-gown he seized

me in a kind of frenzy and fairly shouted, in

a husky voice, "I am writing a book." I sup-
pose Sherlock Holmes would have said as

much had he entered the front room with me

Then, in hot haste, he read me a list

of titles for short stories he was

busy spinning with amazing facility.

He had written a half dozen al-

ready; he proposed to have enough
to fill a book in the course of a

week or two—and he had.

These stories, which were orig-

inally to have been individual chap-
ters of adventure, began to swarm,
and by adding a chapter here and

there, as a connecting link, the

whole resolved itself into ,
a novel.

The man was Colonel Richard

Henry Savage. The book My Offi-
~cial Wife.

I think I have not anywhere else

met with one who wrote with such

fluency. Like Anthony Trollop, he

could write novels faster than he

could publish them. He usually had

a page full of titles awaiting their

turn to be written up to. He wrote

from morning till night and sel-

dom needed to revise anything he

had written. He talked as he wrote,
in a dramatic vein : the sound of

his own voice seemed to inspire a

kind of enthusiasm in his brain

that kept him up to concert pitch.

'The Scholarly James Bowman, Who Read Es-
says Worthy the Attention of Scholars."
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Colonel

In a very few years he published
volumes—one a collection of

poems. Verse-making with him was

almost like improvisation. II i-

grave is in the cemetery at West

Point, his alma mater, which of all

places on earth he loved the best;

there his comrades fired the fare-

well shots above his shrouded re-

mains; and the mournful and mel-

low notes of the bugle awoke the

echoes among the heights above the

Hudson with Taps that hushed him

to his eternal sleep.

A few years later I v

dent at Brayton Hall, on Twelfth

Street, between Franklin and Har
rison Streets, Oakland. California.

These were romantic day* and from

among my schoolmates many rose to

eminence in one profession or an-

other. That academy was the very
beginning of what is now the I'm

v of California at Berkeley.
There was one student there, a ro-

tund, fat, food natured lad. who
did not i 1 1 1

1
ress any of us as being

particularly brilliant. I think it must have
been his unfailing amiability and the gra-
ejona way in which he took a joke at his own

M that made him so companionable.
He had hk round of experiences before

he found his vocation. Was a civil engineer,
a chemist, the superintendent of a mine, and
a stockbroker. Then he began to write plays.
Heaven knows how long he had been dream

ing of dramatic triumphs before he really

achieved one. Several of his plays were pro-
duced in San Francisco with moderate suc-

cess. In one of these Clara Morris, then in

her prime, appeared, but the play did not

long hold the stage.

In 1879 he went to New York resolved to

compter or perish in the attempt. He nearly

perished. He wrote a novel and went about

hawking it from publisher to publisher, and

not one of them would give him the slightest

word of encouragement. In New York, Bos-

ton and Philadelphia he constantly encoun-

tered the marble-heart. Many an author

would have abandoned himself to despair,

for this case seemed a hopeless one. It was

as a last venture that he gave his manuscript

into the hands of a New York job printer

and published the book himself. Then the

Rirhanl II,

esque Figu
mf. '

.t Dashing and Pictur-
• Day of Hi* Death:'

reviewers, with one accord, ignored the book

and its author. But reviewers, though they

may establish a reputation for an unknown

author —usually a lictitious one that is more

or less short-lived—cannot always prevent

the sale of a tale that is worth reading.

Casual readers began to talk about a new

novel with a plot of such stirring interest

that one having once begun it could not lay

it down till the last page was finished. The

reputation of the story was finally begun—
thanks to nobody save its readers—and it

grew and it grew and it grew, until its cir-

culation finally became one of the most re-

markable ever known.

The writer was Archibald Clavering
(lunter! The book, Mr. Barnes of New
York!

I have seen in the streets of London a

procession of men with hand-carts, in each

of which there were a couple of bushels of

pamphlets containing the full text of Mr.

Barnes of New York, and these were sold

for one penny each. On the margin of every

page there was a single-line advertisement

and this, of course, accounted for the cheap-

ness of the publication, but the cleverness of

the story was the cause of its wonderful
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popularity. It is said that more than a mil-

lion of copies of the book have been sold and

it has been translated into many languages.
Novel after novel followed Mr. Barnes of

New York and many of these have been suc-

cessfully dramatised; but the most popular
of Archie Gunter's plays is undoubtedly
"Prince Karl," which Richard Mansfield re-

tained in his repertoire to the last.

Archibald Gunter was a royal host. He
could afford to be. Sometimes in driving

with him through Central Park— his "turn-

out" was the gayest of the gay and the

jingling of his horses' trappings did not fail

to attract the attention of all those present—
I have smiled as I thought of the irony of

Fate; for the dust of his chariot wheels was

powdering the polls of the publishers who

with a wave of the hand had unceremoniously
dismissed Mr. Barnes of New York from

their august presence.
He was a very practical worker. His ma-

terial—the data—was gathered for him by

specialists and brought to his study. The
knack of telling a story that interested the

readers from the opening to Finis seemed to

have become his second nature. We were

once talking of this in his study and I ex-

pressed some surprise at his happy faculty
of at once engaging the reader's attention.

He laughed and said, "Oh, that is easy

enough ! For example," and he immediate-

ly began to improvise the opening chapter
of a novel; he had not got farther than the

first paragraph before my curiosity was ex-

cited and I would have gladly listened so

long as he cared to continue.

I one day offered him my autograph al-

bum, begging that he would write a line in it.

He immediately opened it at a blank page
and wrote :

Mr. Barnes of New York.

Book J.

The Duel at Ajaccio.

Chapter 1.

Waiting.

"Yes, I rather think this is the exact spot,"

says Mr. Burton N. Barnes, of New York.
"The spot for what, Signoref"
The spot for me to write my name.

Archibald C. Gunter.

The lines in italics are from the first chap-
ter of the famous novel.

Gunter wrote regularly and in a very busi-

nesslike way. He knew exactly what to say

and when and how to say it. He had just

completed the closing lines of his final

work—I think his twenty-sixth novel—when
he suddenly breathed his last. —*

It has been my good fortune to have been

of some slight service to a few who after-

ward became well-known authors. I think I

may say of them all that they have been more
successful and have become more popular
with the public than I have.

It was in 1870 when Joaquin Miller and I

met for the first time, though we had pre-

viously corresponded; he had just come down
from Oregon on his way to London, where he

speedily made name and fame. I was about

to sail for Tahiti, where I nearly starved to

death in a land of bread fruit and wild ba-

nanas. I was sitting on a dock at the foot

of Pacific Street, San Francisco, with my old

friend, Clay M. Greene^the dramatic author
and long the Shepherdof "The Lambs," New
York. He was but a boy of twenty and we
had strolled to the waterfront together,
where I was to await the arrival of a small

boat that was to carry me, by appointment,
to a French corvette of eight guns, where I

was to dine with the officers with whom I

sailed in a day or two for Papeete.
I said to Clay, as we sat dangling our legs

over the edge of the dock, "Why do you not

write for the Golden Era?" I was contrib-

uting weekly to its columns and wanted all

my friends to do the same. He protested
that he could not, but I felt certain that he

could if he would but try; I exacted from
him a half-promise that I should see him in

print by the time I had returned from the

South Seas and, sure enough, that pleasure
was mine when I made my escape from Ta-

hiti. He is the author of more than seventy

plays, and opera librettos and of the marvel-

ously beautiful Passion Play, "Nazareth,"
which draws thousands of spectators to

Santa Clara College whenever it is presented
there. — '

Another dear friend whom I met in Rome
and afterward saw much of in Venice was
so clever and delightful a narrator of pass-

ing events I begged her to write a story and
let me try to place it for her. She laughed
me to scorn, but in our frequent cruises in a

gondola I pleaded so successfully that she

one day told me she thought she would write

a sketch. It was her maiden effort and was
called Between Two Fires. I remember with
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what interest, at a family gathering, we
listened to the reading of that sketch and

how I sent it to the Overland Monthly, where

it at onea appeared and was paid for, and

how we all celebrated the arrival of the

virgin check.

"Tiv au'ain!" said I. She wrote a little

story called Their /.«>( Ride. It appeared

very shortly in the Atlantic Monthly. I was

a very proud god-

father, and

the young author

no rest. "You
have appeared in

the best maga-
I on the At-

lantic and Pacific

Coasts. Now write

a novel!" Not
long afterward.

while she was on

the Nile with her

l>ci>ple and Tom
Apple! on, she
M-nt me word that

>lie thought she

had a plot. She

certainly had and

that story was

Kitmtt, published
in America in the

once popular "No
Name Series." In

England the story
was published by
McMillan and

called . I Nil*
Novel because the

title Kismet was

the English copy-
right of another.

On the title page

appeared the

name of "George

Fleming," but the

author was Miss Julia Constance Fie

of London and Venice. Did ever a man
choose a feminine name for a pseudonym, I

wondert Kismet was popular from the first

and was followed by Mirage, The Head of

Medusa, Vestiijin. Andromeda and several

other volumes, with as many plays as well.

One day while longing in the New York

studio of Reginald Bathurst Birch—it was
down on that fascinating old Washington
Square—a young artist with the aroma of

.the I .at in Quarter still hovering about him,

entered and we were made acquainted. It

• :rcli who illustrated Little Lord Faun-

uud .-everal other books by Mrs.

Frances Hodgson Burnett. He is a young
man of fascinating personality and DO one

has drawn more charming children than lie.

We were talking of art-student life in

Munich and Peril and were growing jolly

and confidential, when Birch was called

Munich and Paris

and were growing

jolly and confiden-

tial, when Bireh

was called away
and my new
friend and I were

left alone in the

studio. Presently
he said to me in

an off-hand way,
"I >" you know of

any publisher who

would be likely to

issue a book of

mine?"

I asked. "Ila\e

vou written a

i kT"

"Yes! three or

four of them."

This astonished

me because I did

not think it was

t h e custom of

artiste to write

book after book
unless their name
chanced to be F.

Hopkinson Smith

It seems that

while an art-stu

dent in Paris he

Miss Julia Constance Fletcher—-dcorge Fleming," Author '""' ;ls pleasant
of "Kismets' "Mirage." etc. As She Appeared avocation, been

at the Beginning of Her Career. . .

'

writing stones

and even a novel or two. I at once thought

of Archie Gunter, who, having become his

own publisher, occasionally issued the work

of some other author as a speculation. Mrs.

Qviltor attended to all the business affairs

of the Home Publishing Company; Archie

had nothing to do but sit in his study and

spin yarns from day to day and keep his

prOBoen in action. Gunter did not care to

publish the book. I then gave my friend

a letter of introduction to a Chicago pub-
lisher with whom—to my sorrow, as it
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later proved
—I had sad dealings. I had

been added to his list of victims because

Colonel Dick Savage was then publishing

with him, and I thought it safe enough to

follow in the footsteps of the gallant Dick.

It was not long before I received from the

author a copy of his first book, entitled In

the Quarter, a pretty story of Parisian stu-

dent life in the Latin Quarter, of romantic

memory. The volume was dedicated to

Reginald Birch; it was the tribute of one

fond artist to another. Within the year a

second volume followed, a brilliant fantasy,

The King in Yellow.

Then the Chicago

publisher, having
been sued by Dick

Savage, and I done

out of whatever roy-
alties may have been

my due, was deserted

by the artist-author;

but he was not dis-

couraged. During the

next three years he

published two vol-

umes a year; and

ever since he has

published at least

one volume a year,

and sometimes two.

It was soon after

we had first met

when we met again
at Birch's studio. My
album chanced to be

there and I asked if

he would place his

name among the au-

tographs of which I

was so proud. Birch

and I had an en-

gagement and he said

he would write while we were absent. Very
shortly we returned and I found a charming
poem, a good, large page in length, written

in my honor. I no longer wondered at his

facility, though facility is the gift of few.

This young artist-author was Robert W.
Chambers, whose prolific pen is the delight
of the reading world. He has published his

volume of poems, also, and I sometimes
wonder if he ever returns to his easel, in

memory of the past, or seizes again his

pallet and lays on his colors with the en-

Mrs. Isabel Strong, Stepdaughter of Stevenson
"the Sympathetic, Appreciative Amanuenses,"
To Whom He Dictated His Last Works.

thusiasm that drew him to Julien's Academy
in Paris more than twenty years ago.
At this moment I am wondering whether

fluency is an advantage to a writer. To the

journalist and reporter, whose time is lim-

ited, it must be. I know that there are

fluent writers who write as well, or even bet-

ter, than many who are drudges. Marion
Crawford writes with amazing rapidity and

probably alters or erases little—perhaps not

at all.

I have lounged in Rudyard Kipling's
"Den" at Brattleboro, Vermont—before he

*

deserted America for

England—and seen

him at his work. He
sat at his table in a

revolving chair. I

had a book in my
hand and said noth-

ing unless I was

spoken to, for I was

enjoying a privilege

that was granted no

one but his wife. He
would write for a

moment, perhaps for

ten or fifteen min-

utes at a time; if he

was writing verse he

would hum very soft-

ly to himself an air

which probably kept
the rhythm in his

mind. When writ-

ing prose he was

silent, but often he

would lay down his

pen, wheel round in

his chair and chat

awhile. It might be

something relating

to the subject he was

treating, or bear no relation to it. Suddenly
he would wheel back again and his pen
would fairly fly over the paper. He can

easily concentrate his thoughts, and as easily

descend from cloudland to the commonplaces
of the day, though in his mind and on his lips

nothing is ever commonplace. Some of his

poems he has written when speeding in a

Pullman car at the rate of sixty miles an

hour.

Robert Louis Stevenson has told in one

of his essays how he set himself the task of
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deliberately forming a literary style. We all

know what that style is. It leaves a good
taste in the mouth. It is a style to study
for its singular ease and elegance, but not a

style to try to imitate. It can only be imi-

tated, and no imitation is worth a farthing.
Of course the fine frenzy came to him at

times—especially when he was communing
with friends who sometimes inspired in him
a rhapsody—but he seemed ever to have

him as jewels and each had to have its set-

ting as perfect as art could make it. Words
gave forth a new and finer meaning when he

placed them to suit his taste.

In his later years, because he suffered

from scrivener's-cramp, he dictated to

the most sympathetic and appreciative of

amanuenses, his stepdaughter, Mrs. Isabel

Strong, and while delivering his perfectly
formed paragraphs—they may have been

Robert Louis Stevenson. "Words Gave Forth a New and Finer MeaningWhen He Placed Them to Suit His Taste."

himself well in hand and to be self-conscious

and self-critical to a degree.
When in his Samoan garden weeding—

weeds grew knee-high in a night in Summer-
land—he was forever framing sentences and
those that especially pleased him with their

grace or beauty he would jot down on a lit-

tle slip of paper and reserve for future use.

Sometimes, perhaps, it was but a single

word, or two or three of them that caught
his fancy. These words were as precious to

studied, but never formal—he would work
in the pretty phrases he had gathered in his

garden and which, themselves, had possibly
been cast or recast again and again.

I have sometimes wondered if he ever took

pleasure or pride in his own work after it

had gone finally into print. Entire self-

satisfaction he probably did not take, for he

was wondrous to the last and the worker who
is self-satisfied not only never progresses,
but he does not long hold his own.
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"And Then the Child Awoke—"
From a Drawing by Xavler Martinez.



|AKTHA blew out the bigger

lamp, leaving only the small

burning on the kitchen

table. She covered up the

cages. Polly answered the

movement with a shrill rage-

ful laugh, then submitted and was silent
;
the

s<|tiirrel ceased revolving, there was a sly

cracking of a nut and then, there too, also

silence. Hetween the en-res she had whi.-ked

up n blind, then pulled it down quickly

gain, for the wide reach of white land, with

the long silhouette of the church black

-i it, had sharply resolved into a defi-

nite pang an oppression vague about her all

day. She stood now a moment in the middle

of the room, uncertain and afraid. A water-

pipe, '.'ripped by the enl.l. clanged resound-

imrlv. As if awakened by the sound, Martha

dropped on her knees by the stove, reached

beneath it, drew to her an open box, and

peered beneath the blankets huddled in it. A
meagre wisp of pray hair fell across her

eyes, and with a wearied gesture she caugh'
it and carefully smoothed it behind her ear.

Then, bending low, with her lips against the

rim of the box, she said, "Minnie. Minnie,
little girl!"

A cat lay anions the blankets in the box.

It lav stretrhed at full length, stiffly; its

eyes were shut, and its triangular head, with

ears drawn back, was very flat upon the

crossed fore-paws.
"Minnie. Minnie," Martha went on, her

lips now close to the furry head; "Minnie,
little girl, do yon hurt very much; does it

hurt very much, Minnie 1"

By James Hopper
Author of

"
Caybicui," Etc

mutuna n batiks kutmin

Bat the cat gave no heed. It remained as

it was, stretched with tight-closed eyes, ns if

in immense concentration of resistance

against the powers of Pain.

Martha sat on the floor and began to

stroke the roughened coat with long tender

movement ; a grip was at her throat and a

fear at her heart. After a while she bent

down and kissed the animal between the eyes.

Then, intimately, she whispered, "Minnie,

you wont leave me. little girl, will yout
You won't leave met"
But the cat kept on dying.
"Too must not leave me, because, you see,

I couldn't get along without you, Minnie,"
weal on the old woman, arguing with the

grim Inconvineeable, "I simply couldn't;
what would I do, Minnie, without you. with-

out my little daughter, my sweet little daugh-
ter? You must not leave me, Minnie."

The cat opened its mouth as if to yawn; a

long sigh passed in add an undulation along
the stretched body—and it remained thus,
mouth open, and rigid.

Martha looked upon the animal with hard,

dry eyes. The grip at her throat had be-

come of iron, and a cold frenzy of revolt,
as a tide was rising to her head. Again
alone. Again alone and desolate. Sacri-

fice in youth, loneliness in age—that was her

lot. Sacrifice in youth, loneliness in age
—

that was her lot. To others love, warmth of

hearths, the soft lips of babes npon the

breast; for her, sacrifice in youth, loneli-

ness in age
—

poverty, solitude, vacuum—
that was her lot. A curse was upon her.

In her hands things died; flowers died,
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love died and Minnie died. It was her lot.

The clock ticked resoundingly. After a

while the clamor of her woe rhythmed itself

to that ticking, and the clock began to say,

measuredly, solemnly: "Again-alone; again-

alone." Sometimes it changed to "Sacrifice

in youth; loneliness in age"; then it returned

to the first refrain, "Again-alone; again-

alone." And the grip upon her throat, with

each swing of the pendulum, tightened.

Ten years ago she had found Minnie, a

squalling kitten starving in the gutter. She

had taken it home and had fed it warm milk

with a sponge. It had lived; it had become

the companion, the sweet companion in her

arid life. Now it was dead.

What a prankish kitten it had been the

first year, what a sweet prankish kitten !

When Martha knitted, it sat demure in a

chair nearby. Then, when the wonder grew
too great and demanded corroboration, it

sprang, all of one bound, automatically,

upon the lap of the knitter, and in its ner-

vous claws caught the yarn. What a child,

that kitten, what an amusing child—and

later, the daughter, the tender elder

daughter.

Suddenly Martha felt the grip upon her

throat relaxing. From far in the distance,

somewhere at the edge of the wide snow-

clad plain surrounding the village, there was

coming to her, faint and humming as the

tremble of a tuning-fork, the sound of a

bell; as if in answer, from another confine,

clear and high like the soprano of a child.

a second came winging; they joined, a third

leaped up vibrant into the sky, another; far,

near, the bells of the land, joining hands,
were springing up into the frosty starry air.

They danced; they crossed and recrossed;
their voices chimed in silvery babbling.

Then, very close, with a clang and a grave
vibration that tingled through the core of

Martha's being, the village church toned the

tidings. It was Christmas midnight.
Martha slid out upon the floor and began

to weep. The tears came hard at first; they
were corrosive as molten lead, spasms
twitched her face; then a languor passed over

her like a caress, and she wept freely, with

abandonment, in a great outburst of self-

pity. She wept over the love denied her, the

hearth she had not known, the children she

had not had. She wept over her poverty,
her hopeless ugliness. The tears, restrained

through so many arid years, now poured

forth, uncontrollable. She wept over Rob,

the boy secretly she had loved at school;

over a brother who had died before she was

born, over a doll she had broken forty years

ago. The fire had gone out, the lamp was

dying; the cold, pressing about the house

like a great colorless and impalpable sea,

was invading the room through crack and

chink; it touched her heart, but she lay

there on the floor and she wept. The tears

welled from her freely, warmly, without a

sob, and with them were flowing bitterness

and tension ; it was as if her veins had been

opened, and it was her blood that was leav-

ing her; gradually an exquisite swoon was

enveloping her—
And then a singular thing happened. The

coverlet upon the box humped up slowly,

three claws appeared on the edge, and with

a thump Minnie landed on all fours close

to Martha's head, immediately arching her

back for a caress.

"Minnie !" cried Martha, rising to her

knees.

"Pr-r-r," went Minnie.

"Oh, Minnie," whispered the old woman,

gathering the cat up in her arms, "Minnie, I

thought you were dead. I thought you were

dead. I was crying, see, Minnie?" She

raised her hand to her eyes and brought it

back bedewed.

But Minnie seemed in no mood for sen-

timentalizing. She sprang out of t"he en-

circling arms, ran lightly to the door,

scratched it and mewed, ran back to Martha,

pulled at her dress with her claws, glided

again to the door, scratched it and mewed,

came back to Martha, took her skirt in her

teeth, and tugged at it imperiously.
Martha went to the door and opened it.

Minnie bounded out, then returned, and

again pulled at the dress. Martha stepped

out, Minnie placed herself ahead with a de-

termined and capable air, and led the way
down the deserted street. Martha followed.

She was soon lost. Minnie impetuously
had dashed into passage after passage

plunged in heavy blue shadows; they turned,

doubled back, zigzagged; the ways were curi-

ously intricate; Martha's weary old head was

soon muddled. The whole land, anyway,
had been transformed. The livid sheet of

snow which for weeks had stretched with-

out break to the horizon line had vanished.
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They trod, now, a crackling yellow earth.

The streets were narrow, the houses nearly

touched; they were shaped like dice and were

flat-roofed, rpon these roofs there poured
;i moonlight weirdly violent, but the tortuous

alleys remained dark, lit only with rare

moon splashes. Onee they |>assed a strange

tree, nude-trunked and plunie-topped, that

threw a mushroom-shaped shadow. In the

. a big blue star hong like a censor.

Through all this Minnie trod her way with

high-pawed assurance, and Martha followed

her jealously, as her only link to reality and

sanity. Finally they dived into a black

blind alley. A wall scraped Martha's shoul-

M inn ic Mopped before a rude door with

glowing cracks; Martha lifted the latch and

stepped in. The warm breath of kine struck

her face softly; from all sides, in the dark-

ness, there came to her a sulwlued crunching
of hay. At the bottom of the stable a lan-

tern shed a circle of light upon the w.

above which it was hung. Minnie bounded

down the narrow passage, leaped up into the

air. and vanished within this manger. Mar-
tha ran after her. "Oh, Minnie!" she re-

monstrated, peering in.

For Minnie, curled and purring, lay with

her head upon the breast of a babe, asleep
there in the golden grass of the man-

It slept there, both arms outspread with

open palms, in a posture of surrender, a

rosy babe with a crown of yellow curls,

slightly damp, about its brow. Its lips, half-

open like n bud. Vet pass its breathing, light

as a southern zephyr, but with inflections as

of sighs. Beneath the long lashes of the

closed eyes, violet shadows lurked. *nd the

corners of the mouth drooped slightly, as

though it had Wn weeping and were not

nsoled. It slept there, rosy upon the

golden straw, its arms outspread; its bared

little breast rose and fell, between the parted
its breathing passed like sighs, and in

the flicker of the lantern the shadows be-

neath the eyes, the shadows about the mouth,

poised, now lighter, now darker. A majesty
emanated from the little being. It was as

if, asleep there, there came to him in subtle

waves, for him to suffer, all of the Pain

ied that night over the large surface of

irtli. Martha, leaning over breathless,

felt gradually a desire strong as a pang
mount through her being. She wanted to

take up this sweet, sad babe and hug it to

her heart. Her arms opened; she leaned—
But she drew back, afraid. The quiet, the

•y of the hour; the lone light blaring

there like an altar-lamp; the singular ma-

emanating from the strange child, rosy

like a babe, sad like a man— all this filled

her with awe.

••Minnie," she whispered, "Minnie, come

away quick; oh. come away!"
But Minnie seemed free of Martha's com-

plex emotions. She merely purred louder

and, pushing her nose into the folds of the

child's garments, snuggled up closer.

"Minnie!" Martha whispered reproach-

fully.

Her syes again settled upon the tremulous

mouth of the babe, and she remained there,

longing but afraid, a tenderness at the pit of

her being, poignant as a pain.

And then the child awoke. It opened its

lilue and damply luminous like a dewy
star at dawn, and gazed up at the old

woman. It looked at the worn patient face,

the humble yearning eyes
—looked long,

calmly, comprehendingly ;
then with a pas-

sionate movement its arms shot up toward

the woman. With a gurgling cry, as of a

thirst-mad man throwing himself upon wa-

ter, Martha stooped and gathered it up to

her breast.

She was infinitely happy now, pacing to

and fro, the child in her arms, her murmur-

ing lips among its curls, upon the eyes, the

sad mouth. Its palpitating warmth pene-
trated her bosom, and a heaviness was
within her; it was as if the little body had

crept into her being and had coiled itself,

gentle, trusting, familiar, about her heart.

A brooding tenderness, heavy almost as a

woe, went torpidly through her veins; she

panted.
After a while the sense of a presence be-

hind her made her turn. It was the mother.

Martha knew it was the mother from the ex-

pression of slightly jealous solicitude, pass-

ing like a flash, in the look she gave the

child. "Oh," she cried, startled and humble;

"oh, it is your baby; you want it!" And
she held it out.

But the mother was gazing at her now,
and in her wide soft eyes there was the same

absolute comprehension so strange in the

child. "Yes," she said—and her voice was

like gold, like a bell of gold, slightly muf-

fled, like a bell of gold muffled with crepe
—
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"yes, it is mine; hold it—you have no child."

Martha, in trembling ecstasy, pressed the

child back to her. "I have no child," she

echoed; "never have I had a child; never

will I have a child!"

The eyes of the mother were upon her,

full of their grave understanding.

"And this is your child," Martha went on,

an envy passing through her like a gust;

"this is your child, and how happy you are,

and how happy you will be !"

But the mother, now, was gazing past

Martha, gazing as between veils torn open,

into the profundity of the Future; her eyes

dilated, dilated, and became of stone, granitic

lines furrowed her visage
—and she looked,

looked, looked, thus, the mask of Fear and

"Woe imprinted upon her flesh, long, madly,

passionately; then the Fear, the horror went

out, the lines softened, the eyes liquified, be-

came like pools reflecting a sorrow august
and tender with resignation and understand-

ing, and she said (and her voice was like

that of a golden bell muffled vith crepe):

"Yes, I am happy; in spite, I am happy—in

spite."

An exaltation was rising through Martha,
a madness of daring. "Give me the child,"

she cried, boldly, arcing her arms about it

in a gesture of possession; "give me the

child
; give it to me !"

The mother looked at her with sweet

gravity. "Why do you wish the child; what
can you give it, what can you do for it?"

"I would give it happiness," cried Mar-

tha, audaciously. "Happiness! I would
shield it; it would never know cold, hunger,
the bitterness of winds, the bite of men; my
warmth would be about him, always, like a

caress, my body between it and the world;

my soul would grapple Death in its defense;
I would annihilate Pain !"

And again the mother was lost in a brood-

ing tender and sad as music, and again, after

a while, in her voice of muffled gold, she

gently denied Martha. "No," she said; "he

must live his life; he must atone; he must
suffer."

There was in the words a finality that

tolled like a knell within Martha's heart.

The fierce light went out of her eyes, her
convulsed arms relaxed; she placed the babe

upon the mother's breast and turned away.
"Farewell, poor woman," the mother

called after her.

She stood by the manger, and the light of

the lantern fell upon her dark eyes, upon the

babe's yellow head, glorifying both. "Fare-

well, happy mother," Martha called back

from the door; and she went out.

She went out; a heaviness was in her

limbs, a dizziness in her brain, and soon she

was lost. She wandered with a sense of

eternity through endless and tortuous ways
plunged in opaque shadow. The moon was

out of the sky; the star was gone. And
Minnie was not with her. "I have lost the

baby," she said to herself, "and now Minnie,

too, is gone, and I am lost." Then, after a

while, to add to her distress, there came to

her the wailing of a little child. "The baby,
the baby is hurt!" she cried. A yearning
tore at her entrails, a yearning to console;
to fondle, kiss, caress the sad child, to drink

its tears, absorb its pain. She ran to and

fro wildly, stumbled, fell, got up again,

struck walls, rebounded against obstacles; a

tangle of ropes seemed about her feet—and

the wail, without cessation, hovered about

her, insistent and elusive.

Then, as, despairing, she stood still in an

open space, listening, trying to calm her-

self, the whole world, slowly and distinctly,

revolved several times about her, and she fell

in a heap at the pivot.

When her head hkd cleared again, she was

lying stretched full length, she knew not

where. It was dark, and she was very cold.

She was lying upon a bare wood floor. A
monotonous and insistent knocking at her

temples slowly resolved itself into the tick-

ing of a clock.

Then she knew where she was. She was

lying still on the floor of her kitchen. She

had not gone out. There had been no babe.

She had dreamed.

She had been dreaming, and Minnie—
She crawled on her knees till her hands

struck a box. Inside was a rigid and cold

furry thing.

Yes, Minnie was dead. It had been all a

dream, and Minnie was dead, truly dead.

She rose to her feet, swaying, confusion

doubly confounded; for to her ears even

now, unmistakable, there came still the wail-

ing of a babe, the wail of the child of her

dream. Thin and vibrant like a narrow

shaft of light, the bitter little voice pierced
the silence of the night and struck her pene-

tratingly. She stood there long, listening;
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she went to the table and with trembling
hands lit a candle; this in hand she stood

again long in the center of the room; then

with a low cry she sprang to the door.

Outside, by the sill, was an indistinct

bundle. She drew it in. It was a basket,

and it was from the blanket within that

came the doleful clamor. Martha threw off

the upper fold. A babe lay beneath.

In truth it was not like the child of the

dream. There were no shadows beneath long

lashes, upon the mouth was no stamp of the

World-Pain. Its solid fists were crammed

into its eyes, its pa vera kicking a

rageful protest into the circumscribing void,

and its mouth, distorted with the passion of

its soul, was hurling forth into the serene

night an acidulated screech of righteous in-

dignation. But Martha, on her knees in an

ecstasy of adoration, her lips upon the red

and wrinkled forehead, was whispering, "It

is the child, the child; it has been given
to me !"

A note, pinned on the blanket, said, "Care
for it for Christ's sake; the World does not

permit its mother to do
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SUMMARY OF PRECEDING CHAPTERS.

Colonel Blggers, an old forty-niner, who has been "submerged" for thirty years, awakes to conscious-

ness and to new conditions In the heart of the ruins of San Francisco, Just after the great disaster. "The

camp's played out," says he; "but you bet. Colonel Biggers is still here—Colonel Blggers never lays down
his hand!" and forthwith the colonel proceeds to establish a new camp. Finding an old door lintel with

the legend "1849" thereon, he sets it up upon a heap of brick to mark the site of the camp, and signifies

his Intention to "play the hand to a finish."

Judge Hawkins, another old-timer, who has achieved wealth and honor in the city of his adoption, but

who has been absent during the earthquake, returns to the ruins, where, by chance, he meets the colonel.

The latter invites the judge to camp, and the Judge agrees that "Camp 1849 goes."
That night Colonel Blggers, who has been dreaming over again, by the camp fire, the love vision of

his youth, hears a cry from the ruins, and eventually he rescues a wretched old woman, whom he carries

to camp, and for whom the two old men provide such comfort as they can. The next morning Colonel

Blggers rescues Busted Smith and a little child together from the ruins, and the population of the camp Is

thereby increased to five. Smith, who has always been on the point of "striking it rich," but who has been

handicapped by the absence of one leg and fixity of purpose, is much troubled by his "d—I debts." The
camp Is now organized with Colonel Blggers for mayor, Judge Hawkins for justice of the peace, and Busted
Smith for "vox populi." Smith, after much urging, hunts for provisions. The babe has been christened
Annie Domino, from the A. D. of the "Camp 1849" sign, and the old lady Is called Mrs. Domino, and vol-

unteers as camp cook. The camp Is attacked by three ruffians, who have been looting in the ruins. Judge
Hawkins shoots one who has "insulted the lady," and the others are securely bound and searched. Busted
Smith finds an article in the pockets of one so suggestive of a horrible crime, that he Is only prevented by
his companions from shooting the ruffian, whereupon he cries, "Old pardst—look here!"

chapter vi—Continued.

He opened the palm of his left hand.

Colonel Biggers stooped and examined the

little object that lay disclosed. Silently he

indicated its character to the judge. The

latter, staring at it with shining eyes, raised

his voice in a solemn oath, for which he

never was to apologize to Mrs. Domino.
For by that oath, as the last ray of the set-

ting sun illumined for a brief interval the

ruins of the city, Justice returned—even-

handed Justice and the inexorable Law.
Busted Smith, holding out the little token
in his shaking hand, looked up and cried to

the stern old man, "Judge! Judge!"
That night, while Colonel Biggers, re-

volver in hand, watched over two cringing
wretches lying within the circle of the fire

light, he heard far out among the ruins the

stump and stamp of Busted Smith's wooden
leg. Across from him, in the shadow of the
stone that bore the camp's legend, the judge
sat, immobile, austere; his unflinching eyes
gazing out into the night that hid the body
of a dead man. So the colonel, seeing, knew
that Judge Hawkins, was come to his own,
to the judgment seat; and feeling that silent
and fearless presence, he viewed with dis-

passionate serenity the wretches at his feet,
neither sorrowing nor triumphing in the

knowledge that Busted Smith was deep in

the heart of the desolated city, seeking amid

its debris fifty feet of strong rope.

CHAPTER VII.

The Attorney for the Defense.

1NTNIE DOMINO, discovering
that her toes were getting
out of reach, made a last

effort to compass their cap-

tivity, missed them, stared

at her chubby fists and then,

with true feminine reliance on the chivalry

of the invisible, raised her voice. It was

still early morning and the mists had barely
commenced to rise from the ruins. Conse-

quently a child's cry sounded strange, very

plangent and imperative in the unmitigated
silence and among the ghostly vapors. Judge
Hawkins lifted his eyes weary from vigil

at sound of it, and the colonel, on guard,
moved his revolver in such startled fashion

that his prisoners winced. On the other

side of the extinguished camp fire, quite
withdrawn into the gray fog, Busted Smith,
chin on his wooden leg, listened also and

nodded; as much as to say that he recog-
nized a signal.

So the new day began.
Before the fire had been rekindled the sun

Copyrighted; all rights reserved.
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dispelled the humours of the night and un-

curtained the skeleton of the city. For the

first time San Francisco lay not dying, but

dead. The smoke, exhalation of passing

life, no longer rose into the air. The hills,

till now wreathed in changing colors of

vapor, stood out stark, bare and desolate.

The sky no longer displayed floating ban-

ners of sooty cloud and the broken line of

the horizon was clear, sharp and fixed. The

agony was over.

Something of all this struck home to the

three old men watching their fire blaze up
from yesterday's ashes; and while they ex-

pressed no verbal appreciation- of its im-

port, their manner denoted that, the past in

ashes, the future only concerned them.

Out of the thunderous and smoky past
one duty had been handed on to them—the

execution of justice. Life, industry, pas-
sion—that was departed. I^w remained,
final voice of the old city, first cry of the

new.

Breakfastless, Judge Hawkins croaked it

to the camp: "I shall hold court today."
Colonel Biggers assented gruffly, twist-

ing his straggling mustache. ''You're the

.1. P."

Clearing his throat Judge Hawkins laid

out his plans, result of all-night meditation.

"Law and order must be preserved," he

aflinned. "As a jury is out of the question
in view of our limited numbers I think

justice will be sufficiently served if you,

colonel, act as prosecuting attorney and Mr.

Smith appear for the defense. I shall act

as judge, of course."

Busted Smith snarled across the space.
"And why should I be the dirty rascals'

lawyer? Shoot 'em and be done with 'em I"

"That is no way to do," the judge re-

buked him. "No man is gtiilty till he 's

proved so. I am bound by my professional
honor to consider these two men innocent

till the evidence of guilt is conclusive. They
shall have their rights. You must defend
them."

Smith bewailed his fate, averring that he

had always been so dealt with and for many
years had done other men's "dirty work."

With conscious humor one of the prison-

ers, twisting in his bonds, demanded to know
whether an attorney for the defense might
not be dispensed with. "You 've got the

swag and croaked one of ns," he sneered.

•It you wunt anything more help your-
selves. Dont talk about it."

This innuendo roused the judge's ire. He
stated with much force that the "swag" was

not wanted; justice must be done. Upon a

reiteration by the prisoner of his disbelief

in this, Judge Hawkins, fearing probably a

non-judicial attitude of spirit if too strong-

ly provoked, retired from the scene, having
his two companions to settle the details of

the trial.

There was a hot discussion between the

colonel and Busted as to whether the latter

should indeed be forced to conduct the case

for the defense; but upon Colonel Biggers's

argument that the evidence was so strong as

to preclude any hopfl of a verdict of not

guilty, Smith agreed to do his best, surmis-

ing gloomily that there was a bare chance

that the prisoners had bad "hard luck" and

that possibly shrewder men had used them

as instruments, in which last case he

aflinned that he would williii'.'ly see them

free.

The silent reminder of the third man.

lying where he had fallen the evening be-

fore, and their rugged sense of decency in

the face of duty, caused the two men, in

spite of cheap attempts at witticism on the

part of their prisoners, to arrange the de-

tails of the affair with solemnity. Their

manner had its effect, for the defendants

quickly dropped back into sullen silence, re-

fusing even to acknowledge Busted Smith's

professional anxiety to ascertain a line of

defense.

When all was ready Colonel Biggers took

his place by the prisoners' side, revolver in

hand, and Smith went to inform the judge
that his presence was required.
The strangeness of the scene deepened the

impression upon the prisoners made by the

careful gravity of their captors. Around
them rose the broken columns of the dead

city; at their feet glittered among ashes

shattered fragments of its once glorious cos-

tume. Beyond their shifting eyes scanned

the austere hills, the cold sky. In this gaunt
theater they seemed to realize that no farce

would be played. Even the sodden counte-

nance of Busted Smith, seated on an up-
turned paving block, bore an expression of

profound solemnity. The seamed visage of

Colonel Biggers displayed the harsh linea-

ments of impersonal and impartial deter-
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initiation. On the outside of the precinct of

justice the little girl played quietly with

the end of a rope. Quite remote, Mrs.

Domino bent over some domestic task, never

lifting her eyes.

Settling his dusty coat about him and ad-

justing what remained of his high collar,

Judge Hawkins assumed his place under the

legend of the camp. With an almost im-

perceptible gesture he signified that court
was open. "The prosecuting attorney will

state the business before the court," he an-
nounced.

Colonel Biggers, handing his weapon to

Smith, rose awkwardly and faced the judge.
He opened his address by stating in gen-
eral terms that "lawlessness had been ram-
panting around" and that "the two critters

present was them." Halting here, search-

ing the court's immovable face vainly for
instruction as to further procedure, the
colonel desperately thrust into his mouth the
remainder of his plug of tobacco. Masti-

cating this for a brief interval, he resumed
his statement by repeating that lawlessness
was abroad and that the two wretches at
the bar were responsible.
"What do you charge them with?" the

judge queried.

"Huh?" said the startled prosecutor.
"What do you accuse them of here?" said

the court, wincing.
"I accuse them of stealing," was the re-

sponse. Feeling himself at last on the firm
ground of fact instead of the shifting sands
of

^oratory,
Colonel Biggers continued:

"Yer honor, these critters was coming on
our camp with weapons in early morning
and they were caught red-handed. I'd have

nothing to say if it weren't that what was
found in their clothes proves that they
are n't anything but robbers, and, ten to one,
murderers as well. If Jhey have n't killed

anybody there 's no doubt in my mind that

they're little better than horse thieves any-
way. Anyway—" Here the flow of elo-

quence stopped abruptly and after a pause
Colonel Biggers silently laid upon the piece
of sheet iron that represented the desk the
"evidence."

Averting his eyes from this Judge Hawk-
ins addressed the prisoners, both suddenly
flushed and seeking means of escape. "You
are charged in this court," said the judge,
"with breaking the peace of this city, with

infracting the laws of this commonwealth
and doing what deserves the extreme penalty
of the law. You have your rights. The
court appoints Mr. Smith your attorney.
Mr. Prosecuting Attorney, proceed."

Colonel Biggers, who had sat down and
resumed possession of the revolver, rose
with that" weapon still in his hand, stared

at the court, glanced at the arch of sky
above him and then fixed the prisoners with
a gaze so filled with anger, shame and sor-

row that their dark visages took on an even
darker hue. "Yer honor," he said, thickly,
"I've already said enough. These critters

come on this camp with weapons and knives

to kill the lot of us. When they attackted

us we did 'em up. We searched 'em and
then we found—we found—this." He
pointed a quivering finger at the bit of evi-

dence before them. "I move you," he con-

tinued, huskily, "that they be done the

same by."
The judge's eyes flickered an instant upon

the "evidence," but he gave no other sign
that he was disturbed. Choosing his words

carefully, he addressed Busted Smith. "Mr.

Smith, what has the defense to say?"
Busted slowly rose on his single leg,

grasping the detached wooden member like

a truncheon. "Not much of anything," he
muttered. Then taking a long breath, he
went on : "But right here I want to say that
some men has a hard time. Facts are facts,
of course. As I found that evidence myself
I aint goin' to deny it's there. But I've

been thinkin' this over. And some men has
a hard time. I've been there myself."
He paused and gazed out of the squalid

precinct of judgment to the clear sky. "I've

been thinkin'," he went on, slowly. "I've

been on the nick of fortune myself a dozen
times and every time I've had hard luck.

For forty years I've been known from Trin-

ity to Inyo as 'Busted.' I owe you, judge,
and I owe the colonel here. It 's all down
in my little account book. And owin' you
money, you knowin' just how it is with me,
I feel free to speak out.

"Maybe these gents here has had hard
luck. Maybe they've been done out of a

fortune when they was sure of it. I dont

say for sure, but maybe these gents here was

simply tryin' to make a stake, sayin' to

themselves, 'One more try and then we '11

pay our d—d bills and be honest.' I put it
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i straight, your honor, thnl this might
l>een the matter with tliein."

Colonel Biggers sniffed loudly at this

point, but was quickly repressed by the

. who, however,
iliil not permit liis

.> rest OB the evid.

"I feel free to say this, your honor,"

Baited mamd, man diffidently, "because

I've ban there myself, owin' money to both

irt. It makes a differ-

ence when a man 's been there. And I move

that these gents Bp and tell us right here

wliyfor they was a-doin' this."

There was a long interval daring which

the judge seeiue.l to be thinking deeply.

have their rights," lie said

tinally. "If either of you has anything to

say, say it !"

The defendants, looking from their

gloomy and dilapidated attorney to the

equally tattered judge, consulted each other

with a glance. Then one of them leaned

forward, "1 guess the old bo here has got it

about straight," he said. "I was about to

pay my millner's bill and bein' short of cash

I to your bank."

"My tailor got impident," remarked his

companion, with an air of profound humor,
"and I had to have a dress suit to .

the op'ry with. Consequence, this gent's

gun in my eyes."

These flashes of wit were received in a

silence so deadly that the two jesters, sink-

ing back, found no relief in catching each

other's glances. As this silence continued

and the judge, motionless, gazed over their

heads with a fixed, austere look, the dark

of fear again shadowed their faces.

"Has the attorney for the defense any-

thing more to sayt" the court demanded

:tly.

-Mtiith, his pallid countenance drawn

in lines of shame, turned, involuntarily it

seemed, to the prisoners. His hasty glance,

messenger of fate, brought them both

stumbling to their feet. But the voice of

Busted Smith anticipated them: "Nothing
much to say, your honor, nothing

—much."

And as the last word was whispered into the

stillness the eyes of all fell upon the bit

of evidence that condemned past all for-

giveness. "I've had hard luck myself,"
Smith resumed presently in an almost gentle

voice. "But I never could have done that.

Old Smith '11 make his stake yet and be an

honest man. But he dont pay any d—d

bills that way. I've had hard luck, judge,

but—" He flung out his arms and turned

away.
The slowness with which the judge

reached over and picked up the evidence

partook of the irrevoeableness of a judg-

ment. Holding that frail and blood-stained

article in his palm he read aloud, in a dis-

tinct, appalling whisper:

"BABY."
The tiny ring fell from the judge's hand.

The sound of its impact upon the iron desk

I to till the ruins. A moment later a

little prooaarion wended its way over the

tumbled debris into the ruins and Annie

Domino, deprived of her plaything, stared

after it round-eyed, not knowing that the

Law had passed that way.
I^ate at night, when Colonel Biggers and

the judge had retired to raot, Busted Smith

sat on guard by the tire. Opposite him Mrs.

Domino held a child's newly washed frock

to dry in the heat. They exchanged no

words until Mrs. Domino surreptitiously

wiped her eyes on the hem of the little gar-

ment. Then Smith, waggling his whiskers

with one earnest hand, leaned over. "I've

had hard luck myself, ma'am," he said.

"Cheer up! Old Smith will make his stake

yet. You '11 be all right pretty soon, too."

The old woman sniffed audibly. "Nobody
cares," she wailed.

"Nobody cares about anybody anyway,"
Busted remarked thoughtfully, "hut there

was a time—" He paused and then went

on, "I had hard luck at the time. But then

there vas somebody."
"There never was anybody cared for me,"

she mourned, uncomforted.

idlest icks!" Smith replied politely.

"Of course there was. Only when one has

hard luck, one forgets."

Mrs. Domino digested this in silence.

Very likely memory did recall a time when

licr withered cheek had been fresh and her

hardened heart had beat with generous and

unselfish emotion. But she did not say so,

resuming a dumb and cringing attitude that

had marked her sojourn in the camp. She

did not give any further voice to her feel-

ings, whatever their character, that night.

Busted, after several ineffectual attempts to

elicit some response to his overtures, himself

fell into a moody silence.
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Yet the momentary weakness of the crone

had had its effect. The harsh problem she

presented with her mumbled "Nobody cares"

refused to remain unsolved in Smith's

bosom. His ardent spirit and indefatigable

hope of a "stake" had never yielded to any

suggestion that his success or failure was of

no import to the world. Acknowledging,
when confronted by Mrs. Domino by a curt

and irrefutable statement, that it was true,

it came upon him that it was a new truth,

novel to his thought. With his usual

vivacity of fancy he instantly proceeded to

apply it, as an axiom, to his present condi-

tion.

The inevitable result was, of course, a de-

cision that his future course of action was

of little moment to the colonel, the judge
or the woman opposite. He ruminated over

the grim event of the morning. For the

first time he saw its import, the deadly im-

personality of this act of justice. He went

over his own part in the tragedy, pondered
his almost involuntary appeal, appeal that

had called for ribaldry that ended in

death. The night before he could have killed

those ruffians rejoicingly. "When justice

demanded their lives he had stepped for-

ward and advanced a plea taken from his

own life. Even confessing that these two

wretches had not met the requirements of

his case, that their crime had no motive ex-

cept vileness, Busted Smith was sure that

no matter how fully his apology might have
met the circumstances there would have been
a like ending, spite of all.

As the fire died down he gazed more un-

derstandingly at the haggard face across

from him. In dim fashion he felt the

shadow of justice, the impersonal and im-

mitigable. Its gloom was over them both.

Not man, but God sat upon the tribunal.

Smith that morning had spoken for himself,
not for the wretches going to the human
reward. He had addressed not Judge
Hawkins, but his Maker.

So thinking he drew once more into his

own hands the threads of his fate. Clear in

his mind that he could expect nothing but

bare sufferance from his fellows, he placed
once more before him his goal: "Lemme get
a stake," he muttered to the flickering blaze.

"Then I kin do as I like and be honest. No
man will throw it in my face that I'm

busted. Not again!"

Mrs. Domino, dozing with the frock in

her crooked hands, wakened at this and

shambled off to her blanketless bed. Busted,

quite lonely, planned how he should attain

riches single-handed and immediately.
His face took on new strength as the

hours passed. He was the last of the three

to rediscover his youth; but in a fashion he

was to prove the strongest of them all; his

solitary virtue had a splendor.
At dawn he rose from his place, carefully

adjusted his wooden limb, and strode away
without looking back at the little camp.
Farther on he passed two figures suspended
from a steel girder, but paid them no atten-

tion apart from a brief glance. Beyond
them, outside the precinct where Law
reigned, he halted. The vast and empty city

lay before him in the white light. He pulled
from his pocket a revolver. His lips parted
in a grim smile. "The attorney for the de-

fense," lie muttered to the air. Then, draw-

ing a full breath, he stumped on to take

possession of wealth, riches—freedom.

CHAPTER VIII.

Mrs. Domino Moves the Furniture.

gHE defection of Busted Smith
moved Colonel Biggers to a

half-contemptuous and half-

I sorrowing judgment
'

that

that enthusiastic spendthrift
was gone prospecting after

moonshine. "Busted was al'ays that way,"
he explained over breakfast. "He never
took his own chances, but was forever trying
to take some other fellow's. If Tom Galla-

gher had made a strike in the Pudding dis-

trict, Busted borrowed enough money to hit

the trail after Tom. If he met a man on the

way that mentioned, incidental, the fact that

Bill Flint had struck it rich on the Little

Mosquito, Busted would stop, borrow part
of the stranger's outfit and make a bee-line

for Bill Flint's camp. When that lead pe-
tered out Busted would explain with tears

that he had had a run of bad luck, been

jobbed by an utter stranger and just missed

making a million dollars where Tom Galla-

gher made his. A little more of the sow-

belly, ma'am. You remember Busted in the

old days, judge."
The judge remembered. He said so; but

he did not go on to say that mingled with

the memory of Busted Smith were other
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memories "1 tha nlil day.-., tmplnetent to re-

call. He failed, in fact, to mention that lie

had never held Smith in any Mtaam what-

Hawkins had been pretty

prominent and did not associate himself

with waifs like Busted. Moreover, he did not

ark (an embarrassing truth!)

that with the disreputable Busted he had
classed also hi host whom he now
had come & with a tinge of that

strange affection that made one California!!

call another "Old Hoss" and join with him
in his sprees and fights.

If the truth had been told that morning
(which it was not) there would have been

lad Judge Hawkins's firm conviction

that their former associate had l>ecn guilty
of treason, a treason that he. Judge
Hawkins, had so far put away from him—
but feared !

The eolond might gaze into the ruins of
their city and gravely assure himself that

"the camp was played out"; the colonel

might arrogate to himself the discovery and

pre-emption of a new California. Hut the

knew that across the hay there were

with life, that the multitude,

wept from San Francisco's hills by the tide

of destruction, still hummed on the other

shore, was gathering strength to return.

Therefore Judge Hawkins querulously re-

to contemplate the harbor and the

ferryboats. He tried not to allow his mind
to dwell ii|n ii that circle of orderly life clos-

ing in gain upon him. Deep in his heart
'• that here in this little camp, among

these gaunt memorials of his own and bus

past his real place was. In tribula-

tion the rest had fled. Survivor, by some
miraculous endurance, of this great disaster,

Colonel Biggers had calmly begun anew. By
the side of this imperturbable pioneer Judge
Hawkins would stay. Society, friends, com-

forts, all the opportunities of desertion could
i lance the desire of his heart to remain,

to coni| lcte his life arduously as befitted its

DJUg. In the effort to quell the com-

plaint of his tlesh, that longed for creature

comforts. Judge Hawkins achieved a well-

rounded oath.

nel Biggers paused, his hand almost

to his mouth. "Judge!'' he remonstrated,

"the lady!"

Quite disconcerted to tind that he had

sworn aloud, the judge asked pardon sev-

eral times. "I was thinking about Smith,
"

he mumbled.

"Knongli to make anyoiii
"

the

colonel agreed promptly. "But let him go.

What this camp needs is men with grit.

We'll slay by it. judge

They shook hand* solemnly and the colonel

then reached over and shook Mrs. I ionium's

hand, which she, much embarrassed, tirst in-

sisted on wiping on her skirt. The judge
followed suit and nil smiled. Little Annie,

seeing this manifestation of feeling, smiled

herself, and Colonel Biggem in great spirits

shook her hand gravely ami adjured the

judge to "take the kid in on the deal." which

that jurist did with dignity, afterwards giv-

ing the baby sundry griuMMSJ intended to

confirm friendly and familiar relations with

her.

Mrs. Domino came in for her share of at-

tention, too, and WU procntly induced to

take a feeble part in the conversation which

Colonel Biggers gallantly turned upon do-

mestic subjects.

"We had ought to fix up our women folks

a real lions*'," lie said. "It's a reflection on

the camp when ladies have to shake down on

the floor."

"That's so," the judge agreed, Irving (for
the first time in his life) to wink one eye and

achieving a contortion which threw Annie

into a spasm of laughter. "Cradle, looking-

glass, bureau and so forth. Of course!"

The colonel rose to his feet and viewed the

bare walls around them. "No time like the

present,"- he urged. "We 've got all San

Francisco to pick from."

"Mrs. Domino." said the judge, "shall have

the first house in our new city!"

Their simple plan was soon elaborated into

detail, and they started out. The colonel

was gone less than half an hour and returned

with a piece of a cracked mirror. Judge
Hawkins, the perspiration dripping from his

brow, tug-red a battered table into camp and

later was observed while modestly attempt-

ing to introduce a pillow into the "ladies'

quarters" without attracting attention. When
lonel accomplished the triumph of

finding a leather covered sofa, not much the

worse for fire, there were mutual congratu-
lations. "And there's a big easy chair right

under a chimney in the same place," Colonel

Biggers announced. "Make an extrv fine

cradle."
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"I'll help you get it," the judge said in-

stantly, and before long a stained and bat-

tered Morris chair disappeared within the

sacred precincts.

To these weighty and important articles

others were added, of various use and im-

portance; the judge, with that delicacy that

marked his character, surreptitiously placing
a pair of curling irons on the bureau that

Colonel Biggers, after endless exertion, had

dragged a good half mile from the ruin of a

hotel.

It was late afternoon when the two old

men ceased from their labors and faced each

other, wiping their brows and taking long
breaths.

"I guess that 's all," the colonel said, feel-

ing vainly in his pockets for another chew
of tobacco.

"I think so," was the reply. "I suggest
that we help Mrs. Domino move in."

That lady, engaged in fixing the fire for

supper, was easily persuaded to drop her

occupation for the moment and take formal

possession of her renovated abode. When
they arrived in front of the ruin that en-

closed what Judge Hawkins designated as

her "sleeping chamber" he ceremoniously
held back the curtain (a strip of carpet) that

served for a door, and then, as she passed in,

waved aside the colonel who was going into

view ber satisfaction. "A lady's privacy
—

we intrude!" he rebuked him.

Much crestfallen, Colonel Biggers retired

to the fire which he stirred into extraordinary
flame as a relief to his feelings. This done,
he recovered his spirits and investigated the

larder. Here he fell into gloom again, opin-

ing that charred bacon was not a satisfactory
article unaccompanied by other edibles.

Followed a long discussion as to the best

means of obtaining a full and permanent sup-

ply of provisions. During this the colonel

took occasion to recall his own experience
when catering to the public in Marysville,

laying it down as an axiomatic truth that "a
man don't want his fork and spoon till his

knife is plumb tired."

"Meat and spuds," the Colonel went on,
"and bread. A meal is n't a meal without

them. We have the meat. We 've got to

have spuds and flour."

"Where are we to get them?" the judge
demanded, exhausted beyond what he would
admit.

The tone caught Colonel Biggers's ear and
he accepted the new responsibility. "Leave
that to Colonel Biggers," he announced; "I

reckon I can find them. And the sooner the

better. I'll leave you to keep camp while J

fetch them."

Judge Hawkins did not observe the

colonel's slight change of manner and did

not suspect that that enduring soul, once
clear of the camp, shook his head gloomily
and remarked to the silence that the Judge
"was petered."
As a matter of fact the judge was petered.

Capable of infinite activity amid his ac-

customed surroundings he was not sufficiently
robust to endure without acute suffering the

privations and severities necessary to bring
to belated maturity the full strength of

Colonel Biggers. And while the colonel,

gray face turned dauntlessly towards Des-

tiny, was tramping over mountains of debris

searching for food, Judge Hawkins reclined

by the fire groaning over his own weakness.

But his unquenchable spirit refused to capit-

ulate, scorned his inefficient body and forced

his white lips to enunciate lurid and amazing
oaths.

A slight incident of the day recurred to

the judge's mind many times as he debated

the matter within himself that dull and som-
bre afternoon. When the colonel had found
the cracked mirror and held it out for ad-

miration, Judge Hawkins had caught a

glimpse of himself reflected in its contorted

surface. He saw that sudden and prepos-
terous image now, as he reclined by the fire;

a grimy face set off by a goatee and a sweep-

ing mustache, blurred in outline by the en-

croachment of a week's growth of beard;
his hair, tended carefully for many years till

it resented disturbance, had appeared tufted

and disheveled. This was what he was come

to. And across the bay were baths and col-

lars and combs and brushes and shiney boots

and propriety. Judge Hawkins, each time

that this mirrored vision rose before him,

wavered in his determination to stay by
Colonel Biggers.
The sun departed from the cold sky and

the chill wind, blowing through the ruins,

fanned the fire till its lurid light reddened

the desolate environs and cast fitful gleams
into the dark recesses that opened on every
hand. The judge sat closer to the blaze,

holding his slender hands out to the warmth.
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Now and again he looked around suddenly,

listening, apparently, to a strange sound.

Gradually his ear picked it out from the

shrill sigh of the wind, the hollow echo of the

empty city. Kach time it was repeated he

stirred a little, as if seeking an easier pos-

ture. It may be stated without hesitation

that Judge Hawkins recognized that long-

drawn and melancholy call, faint and far as

it was.

But alossf hy there was another sound,

subdued and insistent. It came from the

abode newly fixed up for Mrs. Domino and

Annie. Resumed at intervals, now loud and

now barely audible, it possessed the Judge
with curiosity and. any distraction from his

inwani >n and the distant call of re-

turning civilization being welcome, he finally

kT<>t to his feet and went to investigate the

cause of this disturbance close at hand.

The curtain was drawn back from the

doorway and the fire threw a changing light

within that disclosed little Annie, seated on

the floor, engaged in an incomprehensible

interchange with some invisible one, without

doubt Mrs. Domino. Judge Hawkins, hear-

ing as lie approached a second low rumble,
crack and final thump, thought it unneces-

sary to observe the privacy he had imposed
upon the colonel and took his stand at one

side of the doorway. As he did so from the

interior came a whisper (not intended for

any one's ears, he felt sure) "That'll look

better there, wont it, babyf"
Annie took her thumb from her mouth

and nodded gravely.
" And the mirror, dear; what shall we

do with that? Put it here? (Trundle and

thump) li'idit against the wall so that baby
can see herselft (Squeak and crunch)

Baby's cradle shall be here by mamma's bed

(a noise like that of a hysterical cricket

greeted the judge's ears), and we'll just

shove this bureau over there." (At this

point there ensued a long continued squeak-

ing and scratching which ended with a gen-
tle impact telling of the landing of the bu-

reau in its place).
There was something ridiculous, seemingly,

in all this, for the Judge's face was strangely
' (1 and his shoulders heaved. When
Domino went on to explain to the child

that a picture would look well in one comer,

if it were to be had. Judfl Hawkins with-

drew a pace and swore weakly. After re-

lieving the immediate pressure of his emo-

tion thus, he took his stand once more in the

doorway, out of the light. As he did so Mr-

Domino, her domestic arrangements com-

ptetodj stepped into that light and picked up
the child with a sureness and lack of hesita-

tion so astonishing that the solitary onlooker

gave vent to an involuntary expletive.

"Why, judge!" said Mrs. Domino, fear-

fully.

don my intrusion, madam," said the

hastily. "A thousand pardons I I

was made aware of a peculiar noise and

thought
—
supposed

—a little assistance, ma-
dam—might help you."

"I was moving the furniture." she respond-

ed, defiantly. Then she laughed half

hysterically. "1 always used to move the

furniture," she giggled. Then, with an odd

note of triumph in her cracked voice, she

added, "at home."

"Certainly, at home," answered the judge,

gently. B< stared at Mrs. Domino a mo-

ment, rested his eyes an instant on the child

in her an s and stepped back into the dark-

ness outside.

It can not be affirmed with accuracy just
what Judge Hawkins discovered in that sim-

ple scene or what profound meaning he dis-

cerned in those incongruous words. But in

view of his own mental vacillation and weak-

ness we may suppose that this example of

acquiescence in a violent destiny, this child-

like resumption of a life intermitted for a

generation awakened in his heart that inex-

orable will which decrees that we shall live

—and die—according to our dreams. How-
ever that be, the judge retired beyond the

light of the fire and repeated to the skeleton

of his departed city the word "home" with a

profound emphasis. It was echoed, like a

whisper, from the cold ruins. Possibly the

judge himself had visions of a home where

a woman moved the furniture in delicate and

never ending industry. The very walls that

rose brokenly around him may indeed have

enclosed that cherished scene. "At home
. . . the furniture. . .

" he croaked,

staring into the darkness that hid the shat-

tered mementoes of his past, of the past of

the woman holding another's child. Then
there surged over him the final passion of

bis youth, the passion that had brought him

to California, made him "judge," brought
him respect, comfort, friendship, all that Sa'i
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Francisco meant to him. Raising his face

to the twin dark shadows swaying above him,

symbol of his last activity, he lifted his

voice : "By G 1" he swore. "By G !"

It was Judge Hawkins's oath of fealty to

the camp and to Colonel Biggers. Far away,

plunging down the ghostly canon of Mar-
ket Street, an automobile trumpeted its hol-

low and warning note. But the judge heard

it without desire. Conscious of the inevit-

ableness of Fate, aware though he was of the

near return of life and industry, he smiled

and went and sat down by the little fire

under the legend :

1849 A. D.

COLONEL BIGGERS PROP.
HEALS.

There Colonel Biggers, stumbling back

laden with provisions, found him asleep, his

eagle face turned to the unlighted hills. Wak-
ing he said, "You got home, didn't you?"

Colonel Biggers, expectorating into the fire,

set down his burdens and replied, as simply,

"Yes, home at last."

(To Be Continued.)

Western Affairs at Washington
By Ira E. Bennett

The Sixtieth Congress and Its Problems,

BPJ^Ig^ZyigFlE Congress shall assemble

m ffi at least once in every year,

and such meeting shall be on

the first Monday in Decem-

ber, unless they shall by law

appoint a different day."
In obedience to this mandate of the Con-

stitution, the first Monday in December for

120 years has seen the gathering of Repre-
sentatives and Senators at the seat of gov-

ernment, and there is nothing to indicate

that they will not gather on that day here-

after, to the end of time. On December 2,

1907, the first session of the Sixtieth Con-

gress will begin at Washington. It will be

the largest Congress numerically in the his-

tory of the United States. Three hundred
and ninety-one Representatives and ninety-
one Senators will be entitled to seats in the

two houses; and if Rhode Island should fill a

vacancy in the Senatorship, ninety-two Sen-

ators will be entitled to seats. The new

Congress will contain five more Represen-
tatives and two more Senators than the

Fifty-Ninth Congress, resulting from the

admission of Oklahoma into the Union.

The organization of a new Congress is a

very interesting event to any patriotic Amer-
ican. It represents to him, in miniature, the

majestic forces of the republic, drawn from
chaos and brought into order and effective-

ness. The Congress represents every nook

and corner of the land; its members actually

come from the mountains and the sea, the

cities and the plains, bringing with them the

habits, prejudices, and dialects of their sec-

tions. They come brimming full of the idea

that their respective districts are the most

important in the country, and they run

against men from other sections who are

equally enthusiastic, equally determined to

force recognition, and equally skilful in the

rough-and-tumble of debate. The legislator

finds himself compelled to compromise be-

tween the selfish desires of his district and

the welfare of the country. To the credit of

most representatives, it may be said that

they speedily imbibe the sentiment of the

wider patriotism, and prove loyal to the

country as well as to their districts.

On account of the larger membership of

the House of Representaives, and its greater

informality, and also because of the fact

that it must reorganize at the beginning of

every Congress, the scenes in the hall of the
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House mi the first day of December are more

interesting to the average sightseer than

those in the Senate chamber. The Senate

is a continuing body. It was "organized" at

the beginning of the First Congress. It

always has a presiding officer, even if there

should be no Vice-President. Therefore, at

the beginning of a new Congress, it gets
down to business by the mere tap of the

i. iit's gavel, the chaplain's prayer,
and the roll call. At least two-thirds of the

members are holdovers. Within five minutes

the resolutions are passed providing for the

appointment of a committee to wait upon
the President, and instructing the secretary
to notify the House that the Senate is ready
for business.

The House membership ends with the end

of every Congress, on March 4. Every man
in the House on December 2, 1907, from Mr.

Cannon down to the youngest member, is

newly-elected. There is no Speaker. The
clerk calls the noisy gathering to order; a

temporary Speaker is selected, who is sworn

in by the clerk; the Speaker in turn ad-

ministers the oath to members in big groups,
as their names are read off by the clerks.

The unique ceremony of drawing seats is

then observed, a blindfolded page drawing
from a hat containing the names of

members. As the name is announced, the

member so named steps forward and selects

a seat from those still vacant, the waiting

members being ranged in the rear of the hall

and chaffing each man as he goes forward.

It is customary to permit former Speakers
and the oldest member of the House in point

of service to select seats in advance of the

drawing.
As soon as all members have found seats

the House proceeds to the election of a

Speaker. In case of a fresh party triumph
or sharp rivalry within the ranks of the

dominant party, this is the most important
function of the House, since all its subse-

quent make-up depends upon the Speaker's
committee appointments. When Speakers
are men of strong individuality

—and they

nearly always are such men—the legislation

of the House is directed by them, both

through the shaping of committees and the

management of the House programme. As
there are now 391 members of the House, it

is necessary, if anything at all is to be

accomplished, that the majority should con-

centrate its authority in Um Speaker. With-

out the rigorous rules in force, the House
would spend its time in wrangling and con-

fusion. As the states of the Union surren-

dered some of their powers to the Union in

order to secure liberty, so the members of

louse surrender some of their rights to

the Speaka for the sake of insuring order

and dispatch of business. Members are

soinet ed for occupying position

in which they must ask the consent of the

Speaker in order to call up a hill; but what

would be the result if 391 energetic legis-

lators shnubl exercise the right to call up in-

dividual bills at any time? So long as the

House is composed of so many units the

Speaker must lie clothed with arbitrary

l>owers.

Theoretically the Speaker does what he is

told to do by the House. In practice, the

House does what the Speaker tells it to do.

Since members wish to see their party suc-

cessful in its contentions—their own political

future being largely dependent upon the suc-

cess of their party- and since they are anx-

ious to make good records in the manage-
ment of government affairs, how could they

accomplish these ends better than by giving

full power to the Speaker, and then support-

ing him in the execution of policies which

commend themselves to his judgment t He
is nominally assisted by a Committee on

Rules, which could overrule him on matters

of procedure. But it does not overrule him.

It advises with him, and then adopts the

procedure he has decided upon. And when

the Committee on Rules brings in a rule

providing that a certain bill shall be con-

sidered—which means, usually, that some

other bill shall not be considered—the House

usually accepts the committee rule and thus

binds itself to follow the Speaker's pro-

cedure. It must be in a very stubborn and

rebellious mood in order to defeat his pur-

pose; and even if it succeeds temporarily, in

the long run he has his way, for he is

always able to placate the strong men among
the insurgents, and thus wear away the

opposition.

The Congress which begins its first ses-

sion in December, 1907, bids fair to be of

historic interest. It will not only deal with

governmental affairs on a greater scale than

ever before, but it will do much to shape the

action of the two political parties next Sum-
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mer, when the time conies to nominate candi-

dates for the Presidency. The forthcoming
session will be a long one, running up to

the month, if not the very week, in which the

Republican National Convention will be held.

The Republicans in Congress, therefore, have
it in their power to make or mar the for-

tunes of the various candidates.

The Sixtieth Congress, particularly during
its first session, will do much to assist or

thwart President Roosevelt in the execution

of his policies. If it should aid him,

crystallizing into law some of the far-reach-

ing reforms he has suggested in the manage-
ment of interstate corporations, the con-

servation of natural resources, etc., it is rea-

sonable to presume that his popularity would
be still further increased. On the other hand,
if the really potent Republicans in Congress
should unite in placing obstacles in the way
of President Roosevelt, it cannot be doubted
that they could do much to make the last

months of his administration ineffective, and
thus rob him of some of the prestige that

would otherwise belong to him. He might
be as popular as ever, and even more popu-
lar than ever for the very reason that Con-

gress had thwarted him; but history, judg-

ing by results achieved, might ignore the

passions of both sides and credit Mr. Roose-

velt only with what he had wrung out of the

law-making body.
So far as can be estimated now, the Six-

tieth Congress will be more friendly to

President Roosevelt than some of its pre-
decessors. It is certain that the House, at

any rate, is disposed to agree with his views.

Speaker Cannon is an admirer of Roosevelt,
and has always kept in close touch with him.

While maintaining an independent attitude,

and being always ready to remind the Presi-

dent that the House is not managed from the

White House, Cannon respects the weight of

public opinion behind the President, and is

disposed to assist the President in obtaining

legislation that will carry forward desired

reforms. At the same time, Speaker Can-
non has shown on more than one occasion

that he believes himself as responsible to the

people as the President is. He has not hesi-

tated to oppose legislation warmly desired by
the President whenever he has deemed it un-
wise or premature. Several great measures
slumber in oblivion which would have been
alive but for the stubborn will of the Speaker.

The greatest task that will confront the

Speaker this year will be the organization
of the committees of the House. The com-

mittees, like the House itself, must be born
anew every two years. Many of the chair-
men of committees have been re-elected, and

according to custom they will be retained in

their important posts. But there are other

committees, equally important, whose chair-

men have dropped out of the House, and
still others which are so dismembered, that

they must be made up by the Speaker from
new material.

The rule of seniority, modified by the

sterner law of the survival of the fittest, pre-
vails in the House. In order to reach the

Speakership or an important chairmanship,
a man must have fought his way up. First

he must have defeated opposition in his dis-

trict and come to Congress for several terms.

Then he must have matched swords with his

colleagues and tested the temper of his blade.

Nowhere is a man more certain to find his

level than in the House. If he has the fight-

ing stuff in him, while at the same time

showing a disposition to treat his opponents

fairly, and if he perfects himself by learn-

ing as much or more than his opponent

knows, he will come to the front. Modest

self-effacement is a handicap in the House,
but no more so than blatant assertiveness

without the qualities which give a man

strength.

It is customary to advance committeemen
to the chairmanship as their seniors on the

committee drop off. Speaker Cannon fol-

lowed this practice at the beginning of the

Fifty-Ninth Congress, with one important

exception. Mr. Hemenway, of Indiana, now

Senator, had been chairman of the Commit-
tee on Appropriations, and according to

custom would have been followed by Mr.

McCleary, of Minnesota. But Mr. McCleary,
while one of the best-informed men in the

House, was not possessed of the tenacity
and physical strength necessary to cope with

the situations which always confront the

guardian of the Treasury. James A.

Tawney, of Minnesota, was taken from the

Committee on Ways and Means by the

Speaker and placed at the head of the Com-
mittee on Appropriations, and Mr. McCleary
was given his place on Ways and Means—a

fair exchange, since the Ways and Means
Committee is the leading committee of the
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"Uncle" in All Bit Glory. The Speaker'* Desk in the House of Representatives.

House in times when tbe tariff is under con-

sideration.

Mr. Tawney thus became the right-hand
man of Speaker Cannon. "Uncle Joe" knew
all the ins and outs of legislation, and notb-

the older head. He steered Mr. Tawney
through several dangerous rapids, and when
he handed tbe oar to him it was with the

knowledge that a strong hand would guide
tbe craft.

ing confronting Mr. Tawney was new to As chairman of the Committee on Appro-
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Representative James E. Watson, of Indiana,
Who Is "Full of Ambition and Political
Shrewdness," and Very Useful to "Uncle."

priations Mr. Tawney has made an enviable

record. He is now conceded to be one of the

most influential men in Congress, with ex-

cellent prospects of becoming- Speaker in his

turn. He has displayed both firmness and
tact—a rare combination. He has not only
withstood the clamor and the blandishment
of the Government officials who are forever

trying to get more than their share of money
out of the Treasury for their own particular

field, but he has beaten down the other com-
mittees which have charge of appropriation
bills when they have tried to get too much
of the public money.

There are several committees which enjoy
this remarkable power—the power to draw

up and present appropriation bills. They
are the Committee on Agriculture, the Com-
mittee on Foreign Affairs, the Committee on

Military Affairs, the Committee on Naval

Affairs, the Committee on Public Buildings
and Grounds, the Committee on Rivers and

Harbors, the Committee on the District of

Columbia, the Committee on Indian Affairs,

and the Committee on Post-Office and Post-

Roads. These committees deal, of course,

with appropriations pertaining strictly to

affairs under their jurisdiction. The Com-

mittee on Appropriations handles all bills

providing for salaries and the maintenance

of the civil establishment. Since each of

the committtees named is concerned only in

its own affairs, it does not hesitate to report
a bill calling for more than its proper share

of the public money, leaving to others the

task of making opposition. It has become

the duty of the chairman of the Committee

Representative Philip P. Campbell, of Kansas,
Who May Become the Head of the Commit-
tee on Merchant Marines and Fisheries.

on Appropriations to lead the fight against

excessive appropriations for any depart-

ment.

In his early days "Jim" Tawney was a

blacksmith. He is dark, almost swarthy,

with a piercing black eye and a black mous-

tache, now streaked with gray. His hair is

coal black. His physical strength and vital-

ity are very great, his voice is powerful but

pleasant in quality, and his good-nature is

endless. His interests and inclination induce

him to make a flawless record as a watchdog
of the Treasury. Further advancement

awaits him if he proves a faithful guardian.
Ruin faces him if he fails to make good.
With the aid of the Speaker and several

strong men like James R. Mann, of Illinois,

Mr. Tawney has been able to achieve very

conspicuous success.
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Mr. Mann. of Chicago, is a very useful

legislator. He is chairman of a Committtee

on Elections, and a member of the Commit-

tee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce Bit

was the moving spirit in the enactment of

the pure food law. He is a stalwart lieuten-

ant of Speaker Cannon and Chairman

Tawney in watching the course of appropri-
ation hills ami dissect ing them as they are

presented. It has been said in criticism of

Mr. Mann that he busies himself with too

many subjects, but his services as a vigilant

and tin I." .ritic on the floor have been in-

valuable. He has performed work similar

to that performed for years in the Senate

by Mr. Spooncr. "What is this fort" "Why
do you need so mucht" "Can you explain

this itemT" Mr. Mann's questions are end-

' has. F Scott, of Kansas, Who
'. With Representative Wadncorth When

the Latter Defied" the President in the Meat-
Fiyht, V>( Who Is "Mentioned" for

WiiH.iirttrths Plan- as Chairman of the Com-
mittee of Agriculture.

leas, but always to the point. He has

dragged out many an unwilling admission

and exposed many an attempt to obtain

appropriations for questionable or useless

purposes.
Another Representative who enjoys the en-

tire confidence of Speaker Cannon and the

is James S. Sherman, of New York,

chairman of the Committee on Indian

Affairs. It is commonly believed that Mr.

Sherman this Winter will become a member
of the Committee on Hides, to succeed (ien

sral (irosvenor, of Ohio. If the Speaker
should honor Mr. Sherman thus, it would

greatly increase the New Yorker's pn
and '.live him a share of the management of

the House. He is a favorite presiding officer

in the Committee of the Whole, when the

House is busy and trying to rush through

appropriation bills. Mr. Sherman is active,

quick in decision, fair, and
)

of the

knack of dispatching bwiilW H« can steer

the House with admirable skill. In the last

session a sleepy chairman of the Committee

of the Whole and an, inexperienced chairman

of a small appropriation committee con-

sumed two weeks in getting through a bill

carrying $4,000,000. As a short session con-

sists of only twelve weeks, during which

about $S00,000,000 must be appropriated, it

will be seen that an efficient and vigilant

chairman of the Committee of the Whole is

desirable. Mr. Olmstead, of Pennsylvania,
and Mr. F.outell, of Illinois, are also excellent

Representative James A. Tawney, of Minnesota,
Who Made Good as Chairman of the Com-

mittee on Appropriation*.
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chairmen, who share with Mr. Sherman the

arduous work of "sitting on the lid" while

the House plunges along under full steam.

These men are all en rapport with Chairman

Tawney and the Speaker, and are frequently
able to rule in such manner as to prevent

long debates, or to shut the door to extrava-

gance.
Two Hoosiers are numbered among

Speaker Cannon's confidants. He is partial

to Hoosiers, anyway. Mr. Hemenway was

his chief adviser while that Hoosier was at

the head of the Appropriations Committee,

and they are still partners in an Indiana

farming enterprise, where they indulge in

the fine arts of making fences, erecting light-

ning rods, and counting their porkers in

blocks of five. Now that Hemenway has

been translated to the Senate, Speaker Can-

non relies much upon "Jim" "Watson, the

Republican whip, who represents the Sixth

Indiana district. James Eli Watson is a

handsome, energetic young man, full of am-
bition and political shrewdness. He wishes

to be Governor of his native state, then

President -of the United States. It is a poor
Hoosier who does not cherish the belief that

he will be President. There is Mr. Bever-

idge
—but there is time enough for that here-

after.

Mr. Watson is invaluable to Speaker Can-

non in whipping the Republican majority
into line in hours of stress. He knows the

ins and outs of every Congressman's situa-

tion, and often he is able to help a poor

Representative who is torn 'twixt love and

duty
—

impaled on the horn of duty to his

constituents and the horn of desire to stand

in with the powers at Washington. "Jim"
Watson frequently assists these sorely tried

members to dodge the dilemmas that prod
them. Watson incidentally looks after In-

diana by serving on the Ways and Means
and Merchant Marine Committees.

The other Hoosier whose advice is con-

stantly sought by "Uncle Joe" is Jesse Over-

street, of Indianapolis, chairman of the Com-
mittee on Post-Office and Post-Roads. When
Speaker Cannon took the helm the Postoffice

Department was recovering from the shock

of the graft exposures. The House commit-
tee in charge of the Postoffice appropriation
bill was alleged to be tainted. The allega-

tion was vehemently denied. But Speaker

Congressman "Billy" Lorimer, of Chicago, Who
Would Like a Chance to Handle "River-

and-Harbor" Millions.

Representative James S. Sherman, of New York,
Formerly Chairman of Indian Affairs Com-
mittee, Who May Succeed Grosvenor as a
Member of the Committee on Rules.

Cannon made up his mind that there should

not even be a suspicion of taint. So he re-

organized the committee entirely, placing

upon it men who had never had any connec-

tion with the Postoffice Department or the
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Postoffice Committee, and naming as chair-

man his tried friend, Jesse Overstreet. Over-

street is that rare combination, a shrewd

and honest politician. He has handled Post-

office Department matters with discretion,

ability and uilC|imtiniHld fairness. There is

no longer any whisper that Postoflice graft

is fostered and shared in by (lie House com-

mittee which provides the money to keep the

department going.

"Wanted a Strong, dan Western man to

Representative Jesse Overstreet, of Indiana.
"That Rare Combination, a Shrewd

and Honest Politician."

take charge of the Nation's lands." This is

a need that Speaker Cannon may be com-

pelled tn advertise. Perhaps the most im-

portant vacant chairmanship in the House is

that of Public Lands, in view of the Piaai

dent's newly defined policy of conserving the

National resources. The recent chairman,

Major John F. Lacey, of Iowa, failed of re-

election. An embarrassing situation is pre-

sented in consequence. The next man in line

is Frank YV. Mondell, of Wyoming.
Hut Mr. Mondell is already chairman of

the Committee on Irrigation. He is anxious

to surrender that place for the more im-

portant place at the head of the Public

Lands Committee. The question is whether

the Speaker will regard this change as bene-

ficial. The next man on the Public Lands

Representative Frederick C. 8te\'ens, of Minne-
sota.

Committee is Joseph W. Fordney, of Michi-

gan; but he is anxious to go on the Ways
and Means Committee as the successor to

William Alden Smith, and the other Michi-

gan representatives have united in support-

ing him for that appointment. The Speaker,

therefore, is not likely to force Mr. Fordney
to take the chairmanship of the Public

Lands Committee. The remaininj.' Kepub-
liran members of that committee are: An-

drew J. Volstead, of Minnesota; Philip

Knopf, of Illinois; Burton L. French, of

Idaho; Sylvester C. Smith, of California,

and Asle J. Gronna, of North Dakota. None

of these men has won a place in the House

that would justify the Speaker in elevatim;

him to the head of the great lands commit-

tee, which will deal with policies reaching

far into the future.

The indications point to action by Mr.

Cannon similar to that which led to the selec-

tion of Mr. Tawney as chairman of the Com-

mittee on Appropriations. The Speaker is

likely to borrow a strong man from some

other committee and place him at the head

of the Committee on Public Lands. Who
will it hef The available ones are very few.

It has been surmised that the Speaker's eye
would rest with favor on the name of Wedey
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L. Jones, of Washington. Mr. Jones is one

of the few men from the Far West who

measure up with the .strong men in the

House from other sections. He is a member
of the Committee on Rivers and Harbors.

Since his service began he has steadily grown,
both in popularity and influence. His quali-

ties are well balanced for effective work in

the House. He has the faculty of sticking

to his own way without giving offense. Such

men are rare, and their advancement in the

House is almost certain. It is safe to predict

that Mr. Jones will take a prominent place

in the Sixtieth Congress, and it would not be

Representative James C. Needham, of California,
Able Legislator, Who Is Talked About for the

manship of the Public Lands Committee.

surprising if the Speaker should make him
one of the leaders as the representative of

the Pacific Coast.

Mr. Needham, of California, is another

Representative who is working forward in

the House. He is on the Ways and Means

Committee, and through vacancies ahead of

him he goes up toward the head of that com-

mittee in the coming Congress. On account

of the importance of the tariff to California's

industries, it is to be doubted that Mr. Need-

ham would leave his post as watchman on

the tower in order to take charge of the

Public Lands Committee. Yet, if for any
reason Mr. Jones is unavailable, the Speaker
is likely to enlist Mr. Needham for that

work. He has served on the committee and

knows the public lands question thoroughly.
The Committee on Merchant Marine and

Fisheries lacks a head. General Charles H.

Grosvenor—"Old Figgers"
—is no longer in

Congress, and his place as chairman of the

Committee on Merchant Marine must be

filled. Speaker Cannon is likely to be em-

barrassed here, also, as the membership of

the committee leaves little room for the selec-

tion of available men. The men prominent
on that committee are Greene, of

Massachusetts; Fordney, of Michi-

gan ; Littlefield, of Maine, and Hum-
phrey, of Washington. The Speak-
er is not likely to appoint any of

these men chairman of the commit-

tee. It is unnecessary to discuss

the reasons why each is unavailable.

Yet this committee is a very impor-
tant one, because of the determined

effort to push through a ship-sub-

sidy bill of some kind or other. The

shipping trust is never asleep or

idle. It works incessantly. It is

bound to worm its way into the

Treasury sooner or later, if persis-

tence and audacity can accomplish
the feat. Speaker Cannon does not

intend to assist it by appointing
such men as Littlefield, of Maine, or

Humphrey, of Washington, chair-

man of the committee having charge

of the ship-subsidy bill. He may be

compelled to go outside of the com-

mittee in order to find a suitable

chairman. In that case he may
select such a man as Frank 0. Low-

den, of Illinois; Frederick C. Stev-

ens, of Minnesota; J. Sloat Fassett, of New

York, or Scott or Campbell, of Kansas.

The two Jayhawkers, Charles F. Scott and

Philip P. Campbell, are coming men in the

House. Mr. Scott may become head of the

Committee of Agriculture, of which he is a

member. He stood with Chairman Wads-

worth when the latter made his fight with the

President on the meat-inspection legislation.

It cost Chairman Wadsworth his seat in

Congress. The New Yorker had a life grip,

it was thought, on his place. His father be-

fore him, and his sons after him, made up

Another
Chair-
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the Wadsworth clan, the aristocrats of the

Genesee Valley. His son is now B] caker of

the New York Assembly. When Chairman

Wadsworth defied the President and per-

in a course which was interpreted by
the people to mean favoritism toward the

Meat Trust, there was an uprising in Wads-
worth's district that swept him out of pub-
lic life. A man rilling on a cow was the

emblem of victory I r Peter Porter, who

went up against Wadsworth. If Scott, ot

Kansas, should become chairman of the

Committee on Agriculture, with Wadsworlh's

example before him, he will lie a bold man

Representative Wrnlrv L. Jones, of the State of
ton. an Able. Well- Balanced ilan. Who Uay Be or

Wnihina-
\y Be Of-

fered the Chairmanship of the Public Lands Committee,

indeed if he dares to defy the President.

Philip P. CamplH'll, of Kansas, is an

active and valuable member of the House.

He is indifferently supplied with work, be-

ing a member of the Committees on the Dis-

trict of Columbia and Pensions. He is

almost sure to be raised to a chairmanship,

and if he should become head of the Com
mittee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries

it would not be an unusual example of

Speaker Cannon's methods. The Speaker
does not believe in placing maritime affairs

in the hands of sea coast representatives.

He found several members of the Naval

Affairs Committee from navy -yard diMricts

when he became Speaker, but he has re-

frained from making such appointments. He
is very likely to decide that I Kansas mem
bar is the ideal chairman of a committee

dealing with ship subsidies and the fisheries.

Frank 0. Lswdaa, of Illinois, is an at-

tractive man in many rOS] sets. He is young,
clean, wealthy, and ambitious. He served

during the last Congress as a member of the

Committee on Foreign Affairs. That is not

very important committee in the HotUM,
There is not enough opportunity in Mr. Low-
den's committee work to give tsopa to his

abilities, and the scarcity of really

good material makes it probable
that he will be asked by the Speaker
t' carry a heavier load than he car-

ried in the Fifty-Ninth Congress.
The same situation surrounds

Messrs. Stevens, of Minnesota, and

T.isxtt. of New York. Mr. Stevens

is a member of the Committee on

Immigration and Interstate Com-
merce. Both are big committees,

but there is no vacancy at the head

of either. The Speaker, therefore

may call Mr. Stevens to the head

of a committee and ask him to re-

linquish his place on these commit-

tees. Mr. Stevens is one of the

strong young Western men who

have won a solid footing in the

Mr. Fassett has proved his ability

in New York politics, but is not so

prominent in the House of Repre-
sentative-. Be served during the

Fifty-Ninth Congress on the Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs. It is

probable that Mr. Fassett will be

placed on the Committee on Appro-

priations, to fill the vacancy caused by the

retirement of Mr. Littauer, of that state,

who was one of Mr. Tawney's stalwarts.

In the Sixtieth Congress there will be

vacancies in the Republican membership on

the following important committees: Agri-

culture. Appropriations. Banking and Cur-

rency. District of Columbia, Indian Affairs,

Insular Affairs, Interstate and Foreign

Commerce. Irrigation, Judiciary, Merchant

Marine and Fisheries, Military Affairs,

Mines and Mining, Pensions, Post-Offlee and

Roads, Public Buildings and Grounds.

Public I^ands, Rivers and Harbors, and
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Representative Frank W. Mondell. of Wyoming,
Who Is Anxious to Become Chairman

of the Public Lands Committee.

Ways and Means. The filling of these

vacancies, as well as those on many less im-

portant committees, and the proper assign-

ment of chairmanships will tax the ingenu-

ity of the Speaker.
The Rivers and Harbors Committee pre-

sents an interesting puzzle. Theodore E.

Burton intimated, before the Mayoralty cam-

paign in Cleveland, that he would retire from

the chairmanship of the Rivers and Har-

bors Committee, whether elected or defeated.

If he should retire, Speaker Cannon would

find some difficulty in naming a suitable suc-

cessor. Mr. Burton is the best-informed

man in the country on the improvement of

rivers and harbors. The two men who have

stood next to him on the committee, Messrs.

Dovener, of West Virginia, and Bishop, of

Michigan, are now out of Congress. The

next in line is Mr. Acheson, of Pennsylvania.
His friends are anxious that he should be

chosen chairman. Mr. Acheson has never

made a speech in the House, although he

has been a member for twelve years. His

ability is unquestioned, but there is some

doubt of his inclination to stand on the floor

and meet the savage onslaught of the enemy,
as Mr. Burton has done with such credit.

Another candidate for the chairmanship

is Mr. Davidson, of Wisconsin, who is sup-

ported by a large contingent of members in

the Middle West. Representative "Billy"

Lorimer, of Chicago, is a third candidate for

the chairmanship. Mr. Lorimer is supported

by the interests which are most active in pro-

moting the improvement of the Mississippi

River. For this very reason it is probable

that Speaker Cannon will not look with

favor .upon his candidacy. It is not the

Speaker's policy to appoint men to places

where they can further special interests or

aid particular localities. There are two Pa-

cific Coast members of this committee—Mr.

McLachlan, of California, and Mr. Jones, of

Washington. It is regarded as one of the

most important committees in Congress. Its

chairman must be a man of strong will

power and incorruptible integrity. It is in

his power to grant favors in cash to chosen

friends or sections, and if he should prove
a weakling it would be an easy thing for

Congress to fritter away millions every year
on worthless works of improvement.

The Ways and Means Committee, which is

charged with the task of devising means of

raising revenue, as the Appropriations Com-

mittee is charged with the easier task of ex-

pending it, will have several changes in its

make-up during the next session. Five

prominent men on the Republican side of

the committee have dropped out—Messrs.

Grosvenor, of Ohio; McCleary, of Minne-

sota; Babcock, of Wisconsin; Curtis, of

Kansas, and William Alden Smith, of Michi-

gan. General Grosvenor was beaten for re-

election, and retires to private life, with a

prospect of a speedy return to his old arena.

Mr. McCleary was defeated, also, and was

appointed by the President Second Assistant

Postmaster-General, where he has made a re-

markable record for efficiency. Mr. Bab-

cock also fell outside the breastworks at the

last election, being a victim of the fierce

factional fight in Wisconsin. The fourth

member mentioned, Mr. Curtis, is now a

United States Senator from Kansas—the

only man in that chamber to boast the pos-

session of Indian blood. He will share that

unique distinction hereafter, however, with

Senator Owens, of Oklahoma, who is a full-

blooded Indian. William Alden Smith, of
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Michigan, wwndi General R. A. Alger in

the Senate.

The S) aaker i^ nut bound to till these

vacancies on (I <• Ways and Means Conunit-

!<•<• with members from the states represented

by outgoing BMiulMH. Hut an Ohio member
is likely in met 1 General QlWNU0r< The

choice probably lies between Mr. Keifer and

Mr. Kennedy. Mr. Keit'er is now a member
of the Committee on Appropriations. He
wotdil be of better service on the Ways and

Menus Committee. Mr. Kennedy is a

"stand potter," representing a manufactur

big d d tlms commando himself to

••I'm The other vacancies may be

tilled from Minne- i:i. Wisconsin, Kansas

and Michigan, or they may not If Speaker
Cannon can tind a suitable man from the

Par West) he is likely to place him on the

Ways and Means Committee, since only one

man from the great region is now on the

committee Mr. Needham. of California.

The chairmanship of the committee will

remain, of eomae, in the Hon. Sereno E.

Payne, of New York, whose position and

long service make him the floor

leader of the Republican majority.

In ordinary limes Mr. Payne's la-

bors on the MiM.r are not exacting,

but if the tariff question should

arise he would 1m- the center of the

storm. It is extremely improbable,

however, that tariff revision will be

permitted to ltecome prominent in

the approaching session. Neither

lent Roosevelt, nor any Be

publican candidate for the Presi-

dency, is anxious to precipitate a

conflict over the tariff on the eve of

the Presidential campaign. Senator

Henry Cabot Lodga and other

party leaders have already given

that the tariff issue will not

be permitted to show its horrid

head until after the Presidency is

settled.

The make-up of the House com-

mittees has an almost vital beat-in?

upon the fate of questions in which

the West is interested. For this

reason it is well that the personality

of chairmen should be considered,

and the reasons for their appoint-
ment weighed and sifted. Speaker
Cannon has proved himself friend-

ly to the West on most of the ques-
whieli affect it. If he was lukewarm

on the irrigation propaganda at first, he is

now a defender of the Reclamation Act. He
was opposed to agitation for Chinese, Jap-
anese and Korean exclusion, too, but he is

now convinced that coolies from those coun-

tries must l;c kept out. He has not yet
made his position known ?n the question of

swamp-land drainage, but there is reason to

believe that he will come to view favorably
the proper participation by the National

Government in this work, lie is too stalwart

an American not to be in favor of a strong

Navy, which is more of a Western than an

Eastern sentiment. He has been liberal in

his attitude toward appropriations for agri-
culture and forestry. He opposed the Omni-
bus Statehood bill, and thus proved himself

tn be in touch with the sentiment of the

majority in the Far West. It may safely be

assumed, therefore, that he will not select

men for committee chairmanships who are

opposed to Western development or unable

to sympathize with Western views.

Rrpmrntative Jamrs R. Mann
Food />««

Useful Legislator.

of Chicago. Illinois, Prom-
inent (n I'ure Food Legislation, and a Very
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The events of a year have brought more

prominently to the front the question of ex-

cluding Asiatic laborers from the United

States. This question is sure to engage the

attention of Congress this Winter. The

cruise of the battleship fleet to the Pacific,

with the speculation upon its purpose and

effect, the demonstrations against Hindu
laborers in Washington, the disturbances in

British Columbia resulting from antagonism

against both Japanese and Hindu immigra-

tion, the unsatisfactory operation of the

amendment providing for the exclusion of

Ex-Representative Grosvenor, Whose Retirement
Provides a Place for a New Member of

the Committee on Rules.

Japanese laborers attempting to enter the

United States without direct passports
—

these developments have kept the public at-

tention directed more or less sharply toward
American relations with the Orient. Bills

providing for the exclusion of Japanese,
Korean and Hindu laborers will be offered

in Congress as soon as it convenes. Senator

Flint and Representative Hayes, of Cali-

fornia, are champions of the cause of ex-

clusion, and have bills already prepared
looking to that end. Mr. Hayes is a member

of the Committee on Immigration, and has

become prominent in immigration matters.

Mr. Bennet, of New York, a young but

active Representative, is likely to attract at-

tention when immigration matters are be-

fore the House. He is a member of the

Immigration Commission which visited

Europe during the Summer, and has devoted

nearly all of his time to the study of immi-

gration problems. While it is not likely

that the Immigration Commission will be

ready to present a complete report to Con-

gress this Winter, there will be certain

phases of immigration to be considered and

disposed of.

The admission of Oklahoma and Indian

Territory into the Union "on an equal foot-

ing with the original states" has stimulated

the ambition of New Mexico to live the

larger life. President Roosevelt has encour-

aged the aspirations of the territory, and has

even gone so far, according to Rough Rider

Governor Curry, as to direct him to press
the fight before Congress. The Committee
on Territories of the House, of which Mr.

Hamilton, of Michigan, is chairman, will

not be materially changed in the Sixtieth

Congress. It is supposed to be favorable to

the creation of a state out of New Mexico.

Strong pressure will be brought to bear in

the Senate, also, for the admission of that

territory. This movement, with the Presi-

dent behind it, is likely to become very for-

midable before the end of the session. It is

proposed that New Mexico shall demand
statehood separately, and of her own right,

without reference to the state of affairs in

Arizona. There are powerful men in Con-

gress, like Senator Foraker, of Ohio, who
have no objection to the admission of either

territory separately, but who object to the

forcible union of two territories against the

will of the inhabitants of either. Now that

the attempt to join New Mexico and Arizona

is to be abandoned, it is possible that the

dream of half a century may be realized by
the creation of the State of New Mexico.

If any effort is made for the admission of

Arizona at the forthcoming session, it is

doomed to failure, unless tried signs are

worthless. The opposition to the admission

of Arizona is based upon judgment, and it

is therefore difficult to remove it. Unques-

tionably a majority of both houses of Con-

gress, at this time, is convinced that Arizona
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is not yet qualified to become a state. There

dance to admit that New Mexico is

fitted for statehood, but the doubt in Ari-

zona's case is stronger. Some of the most

influential men of Arizona, appearing in

opposition to the Joint Statehood bill, freely

admitted that Arizona alone was not ripe for

statehood, and they virtually promised to

postpone egitati d tor admission if Congress
would lea\e them free. Congress did so by

giving Arizona the right to reject the joint

Statehood plan, which she did with emphasis.
It is now the opinion of many members of

the House and Senate that Arizona should

not be disappointed if Congress takes her at

her wonl and postpones the day of her ad-

it into the Union.

At this writing the administration pro-

gramme for the increase of the Navy not

public, but intimations have been made
which give a fairly accurate outline of the

desire of the Navy Department. It is ex-

pected that the department will make esti-

mates for, and that the President in his mes-

sage will strongly recommend, the construc-

tion of several new battleships
—perhaps

three or four. A battleship is now a thing
to be considered on the ground of expense.
The new ships, to be up to date, would have

to displace at least 20,000 tons each, and

probably the
i lana would call for a displace-

ment of 2."),000 tons. Ships of 22,000 tons

are now being built for foreign navies, and

naval constructors are making ready to de-

sign ships of 30,000 tons. There is no

physical reason why battleships should not

follow the lead of merchant vessels in grow-

ing tonnage. The only limit to gigantic

lighting ships rivaling the Lositania in size

is the at at A battleship of 1(5,000 tons costs

about $10,000,000. A battleship of 20,000

tons would cost proportionately more. A
demand for several hatttleships costing, say,

$15,000,000 each, is certain to arouse vigor-

-iiinieiit in Congress and iii the press.

The Pacific cruise will be the subject of de-

bate, doubtless, and
| crimps the whole field

of naval and colonial operation will be re-

\icwc(l. It is a pretty sate assumption,

nevertheless, that the President's recommen-
dation for a generous mereaaa of the Navy.
if vigorously worded and pressed, will he

heeded by Congress. The cruise to the Pa-

cific carries one lesson thai cannot be

ignored
—one fact thai must be faced—which

is that the United States has two coasts in

two oceans, one as important as the other,

and as much in need of defense. The old

idea that the Atlantic Coast alone should be

guarded has been made a fallacy by the

progress of events that cannot be ignored or

tamed aside. All men are aware of their

nature, although few discreet men discuss

them in all their bearings. The West is

more alive to this new status than the Bast
From the West it is SX] ted that pn
will come for a greater fleet. The Presi-

dent's bold demand for a greater Navy in

order to protect the interests of the United
- in both oceans is likely to meet such

hearty support in the Middle and Far West
as to overcome opposition from Eastern sec-

tions. In the growth of the Navy, as in so

many other forward steps, the first fresh and

clear note of self-reliance and progress is

heard from the West.
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As I Walk Alone at Nlght-
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By William Winter

Sore and sad has been my heart

Since I laid him to his rest;

Hard, hard has been the path

That my weary steps have prest ;

But the path is shorter now
And the end is growing plain.

And it wont be very long

Till I see his face again.

The world was bright and glad

When he walked beside me here,

And if ere a trouble came

Or I ever shed a tear,

He smiled the cloud away
With a single sunny glance.

Till my soul was full of joy.

And my heart began to dance.

When I walk alone, at night.

In the paths that he has known,

I can hear his little footsteps

Falling softly by my own.

And his hand is clasp'd in mine.

And his voice thrills the air.
—

And it breaks my heart afresh

That there's only shadow there.

But the trees are turning brown

And the sky is gray and cold.

And my locks are silver white

And my world and 1 are old ;

And there 's silence all around me.

And sunset in the west ;

And it wont be very long

Till I lay me down to rest.



'Thanking You" Cain Answers, Grinning.



The Claim-Jumpers
By Herman Whitaker

|F a pesky freight train had

in t .-.pilled itself all over the

main line, I should never

have heard this story, which

was ti Id by the liveryman of

a small Manitoba town to the

landlord of the hotel where I had just dined,

as we all three took a nooning on the

veranda.

It, the town. was of i In' Banal prairie

brand. A single street of clapboard build-

raa long the railway tracks out to

sun-scorched prairies at either end. Unlike

the railway, whieh came spinning out from

the weal 01 II horizon to flash on over the

eastern as though it had business to perform,
the street was absurdly violent in its begin-

nings and endings; gave one a casual feel-

ing as though it had been broken from some

city and dumped by a cyclone in the dead

center of Wirreuuding flatness. Just now it

was very quiet. An ox team crawled slowly

along its length, a Red Hiver cart, driven by

squaw, snaked heavily by. and these

represented the tral'iie. Among the tomato

cans that strewed vacant lots, the town cattle

pastured peacefully, pausing to gaze with

mild wonder at the sow whieh lumbered up
with a dog hanging to cither ear.

It was after his interested gaze had re-

turned from the sow that the liveryman be-

gan to talk. Indicating a woman who had

just come out from a nearby store, he re-

marked: ".Mrs. Smith could n't throw a

shadow like that when she first hit this

town. Remember how thin and pale she

was, TomT"

Begirding the comfortable silhouette in

the dust, the landlord shook his head. "That

was before my time. I'd heard she wasn't

in very good shape, but never got the rights

of her storv. Tell me—if you aint in a

hurry T"

"Wigs is all out and I've fed up." Lean-

ing his chair at a comfortable angle against
the clapboard siding, the liveryman began.

"Ton 'II bavi to go back to the Spring of the

year she same here, for the story begins right

when BugginS, a WlnnS] eg land shark,

bought section Thirty-Three, six miles north

of here, from Half-Dreed Joe Legaolt when

he wasn't in condition to tell a land value

from a broken whiskey jug. Some say that

ms made Joe drunk. But I never be-

lieved it. When I knew him Joe did n't need

help to crook his elbow and Huguins was one

of your pious kind and that dry he 'd shame

a brick kiln. < >nly wet goods he was ever

known to trade in was ten thousand acres of

swamp water that he worked off in boom
times on a remittance Englishman as fine,

rolling wheat land. Anyway, Joe sold for a

song; sold Thirty-Three, a full section, half

wheat, half pasture, beautiful rolling prairie,

handy to wood and water, with unlimited out-

side pasture, tor the price of a three days'

drank. Baggina allowed that he'd made the

deal of bis life till, coming out to admire his

property, he found that Cain McGregor and

K'ed Dominique had been squatted on it for

nigh four years.

ler that he had his doubts, for Cain

Medregor stood six-feet-four in bis moc-

casins, was broad as a door, and had a lick

of savage Indian mixed in with his hard

Scotch granite. Dominique was small, red

and poisonous as a tarantula when an

considered, indeed, the most dangerous of

the two. Half cattle-thief and half general

bad num. they had squatted on thirty-three

with one old cow, as orn'cry a critter as ever

put foot in a milk pail; and yet for all her

orn'eryucss what of the fine pasture and

quiet out there, she busted all records for

fecundity and reproduced herself at the rate

of ten calves a year
—must have to account

for the firm's menage,
"There was, of course, other theories.

Old Man Baxter used to say that it was the

very strangest how all the stray calves in a

hundred-mile circle seemed to head up for

Thirty-Three. But nothing was ever proved,
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and by the time Huggins came out to look at

the place Cain and Dominique owned five

milking cows and twenty head of young
cattle.

"He drove out in one of my rigs. I saw

him going and coming and never before did

two hours make sech a difference in one man.

He 'd have done for an advertisement 'before

and after' a fire. He was sandy, himself, in

color, with a snake-cold eye and a face that

read like a parchment deed, but his clothes—
silk tile, black Prince Albert coat, gray
check tweed trousers, he was the spit of a

deacon in a fashion-

able church — going

out, that is. Com-

ing back? Coat tails

was ripped off and

the trousers depleted
where Dominique's

dog had clung to his

duty. The tall hat

resembled a winded

concertina. And
mad? Swore he'd

put the two of them
in Stony Mountain
for that day's work,
but kept an eye on

the Thirty - Three

trail while he was

telling it. Dominique
had sworn to eat his

ears without salt if

he caught him in

town after train

time, and Huggins
did n't wait on the

chance. He went,
with the train, and
we that saw him go
read machine guns

Huggins.

and mounted police in his eye
—all bnt Doc'

Green, who had known him in Winnipeg.
"'Dont you believe it,' said the Doc'.

'Huggins' feelings lie too close to his pocket
for him to indulge in any such rash measures.
If he ejects them he 's got to pay squatter

improvements, and he dont do that while

there 's a living chance to unload on some-
one else !'

"He was right. A few days later Mr.

Gibbons-Perceval, an English remittance

man, unloaded himself from the train with

an option on Thirty-Three. Now his kind

had n't even then been exactly what you 'd

call scarce around here, yet I would n't have

blamed a pony for shying if it met him on

the trail. Baby-blue eyes, pink face, monocle,

speech sprained in the middle—like his name—so he haw-hawed like a crow on a windy
morning; he went the limit in leather leggins
and yellow riding breeches. The whole town
turned out to see as them wonderful gar-
ments twinkled down street when he rode

out to Thirty-Three.
"Six miles out, six back. Judging by Hug-

gins' record he ought to have been back on

the train inside two

hours; but as the

luck ran Cain and

Dominique were

away on a three

days' hunt and he

did n't see them un-

til, a few days later,

they shoved through
the crowd that was

listening while Gib-

bons chewed hay
contract with Caleb

Skinner. I forgot
to say that he was

tickled with his first

view of the place,

that he 'd decided to

put a hundred tons

of hay, natural
grass, before he went

down to close the op-

tion with Huggins.
"As I say, we were

all around and Caleb

was explaining jest

how eleven dollars a

ton to cut and stack

hay was away below

market price, so low that he felt ashamed

of himself, when Cain came shoving through
and put him down and out with a single

shot of his mouth. 'Me an' my partner,' he

says, 'will do it for two dollars the ton.'

"Now his bid really was a dollar a ton be-

low rates, and we all thought he was joking.

However, he soon proved that he was n't,

and when the contract was closed at his fig-

ures we were left up in the air, without a

line on his play.
"
'By the way,' says Gibbons when the

business was settled, and Cain and Domin-
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ique was making for their horses, 'By the

way, I hear that squatters have settled on
the place. If they molest you, just let me
know.'

"
'Thanking you,' Cain answers, grinning,

*but they aint a-going to bother us much.'
"Now if Gibbons had been a Swede, Dutch-

man, even a dirty Mennomite, somebody
would have been sure to have cracked a

whisper as to the identity of them squatters,
but Gibbons' nationality was against him.

K\erybody allows that an Englishman of the

remittance brand gets all that is coming bis

way, and one stare from Gibbons' monoek
fn./.e the milk of human kindness even in

the breast of Baxter, the smith, who always
made at least one attempt to shove in be-

twixt a fool and his folly. So of evening the

town would perch on the edge of the hotel

veranda and join Mr. Gibbons in wondering
what kept them squatters so long on their

hunt. We was neither surprised nor flustered

when, the day after he paid for the hay, be-

came riding a hot trail from Thirty-Three,
red- faced, bare-headed, and his monocle
clean carried away.

"
'That big black brute took exception to

it,' he gasped to a sympathizing circle. 'Said

he would n't have no darned dude screw a

burning glass into his vitals and knocked it

off my eye. When I remonstrated, the little

man said that I had insulted his partner and
wanted to fight me, knives or six shots across

a table. Yelled after me, as I rode away,
that he would come in and get me tonight.'

"'He's a man of his word. too,' Doc'

Green assures him.

"'('lever as h— with the knife; cleverest

I ever saw,' adds Clee, who was landlord

here then. 'You '11 remember what a mesa he

made of Billing, Doc'.'
"
'Considering that I sorted the remains,

ymi
"

N'ow,' Clee goes gravely on, 'I dont

make no practice of lending my premises
to gents for fighting purposes. Hit er miss,

it
i

• 1 1 1 lts holes in the wall, spoils the paper,
and plays pertickler h— with the crockery.
I would n't want it told round that I'd

obliged you, but seeing as you 're boarding
with me, belong to the fam'ly so to say, I

make an exception in your favor. You an'

Dominique kin have the dining-room after

the girl clears away supper.'

Ton should have seen Gibbons gasp.
'Von dont surely imagine,' he says, breathing
like a frog, 'that I intend to fight a duel J'

•••N'o! you aint a-going to lay for him
from behind a bushf Clee remonstrates.
'

'Taint sportsmanlike to pot your game sit-

" 'Of course,' Doc' Green slowly adds, 'if

you are not feeling fit—the train goes in an
hour.'

"Mr. Perceval Gibbons went with it, and
M<>t till one hour after he was gone did we
realize that them two rascals was just two
hundred cash and a hundred tons of hay to

the good on the deal.

"But Gibbons was only the beginning.
After him a long truin of buyers were com-

ing or going between the town and Thirty-

Three, the going being most noticeable. One
man killed a bronco in his haste to tell Hug-
gins he did n't want the place. Another
turned his ankle sprinting cross tracks for

ition, while laboring under a delusion

that Dominique was a pounding down the

trail. They was all in a hurry, but from the

few that took time for explanations, we
learned that Cain and Dominique always
found something objectionable in the buyer's

al appearance. They'd ask him in to

dinner, then fall foul on his looks. Cain

onld n't stand for the cut of one man's

nose. Dominique took a squint as a personal
insult. Both got the rabies over a pair of

dewlap ears, and protestants was fleeing

from offers of free surgery for remedy of

said defer

iy once did it seem as though Huggins'

buyer might make it stick. He was a Yank,
an old-style Dakota claim-jumper, tall as

Cain, soup-boned to the limit, with an eye
that calm and reflective as to make Baxter

call it even money from the first jump.
"But your Uncle Samuel knew his business.

'The argument the little red man put up over

a jack -pot verged on the scriptooral,' he

said, after an evening of poker at Thirty-
Three. 'Biff! bangl spit, scratch, bite an'

gouge, he had the big chap all clawed up be-

fore he sailed out through the window. No,
siree! there aint no sech combination of black

death an' red lightning in the peaceful
U-nitcd States. I'm a-going south to jump a

Sioux reservation.'

"1 or six weeks after the Yank's departure
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there was not a single buyer showed up at

Thirty-Three. Things came to a pause, one

of them silent breedy spells that make you

feel that something out of the orn-ary is

hatching somewhere.
"

'It will shorely be mounted police next

time,' Old Man Baxter said whenever the

town talked it over; but Hoc' Green always

shook his head.

"He knew best. Though expecting some-

thing unusual, we really

was n't prepared for
\

the reality; and when,

one morning, a woman
hawed and geed an ox-

team into town and told

that she 'd bought Thir;

ty-Three, lock, stock

and barrel, without

sight or seen, the town

was hung up betwixt

smiles and tears. Thin

and pale, she was still

/ Was Just in Time to See Him Slip a Brace of
Colts Into the Medicine Bag.

pretty enough to account for the five lovely
kiddies in the wagon behind her. You
never saw sech children—plump, chubby,
and that nice you jest longed to hug 'em.

It was n't five minutes before Clee had 'em

herded into his dining-room, where he loaded
them up with pie and cake to busting

point.

"While they was eating, Doc' Green con-

ducted a gentle cross-examination of the

mother. It seems that her husband, newly

dead, had once run double harness with Hug-

gins as deacon in a church back East; on

account of which relationship she 'd felt per-

fectly safe in investing the last dollar of his

life insurance in Thirty-Three.
" 'There aint nothing wrong with it V she

asked, anxiously.

"Before the wistful pleading of her big

brown eyes, there was nothing left for the

town to do but get in and lie. It lied like a

gentleman. Doc' Green's description of

Thirty-Three would have done credit to Hug-

gins. Baxter swore that he 's favorably

known Huggins from the cradle and would

take oath that he always made it a principle

to give a buyer the long end of the deal.

Clee affirmed him the finest gentleman of his

acquaintance. Everyone said something to

cheer her up, but after she 's headed her bulls

out on the Thirty-Three trail, Doc' Green

pulled me aside.
" 'Cain is n't to be allowed to scare the

woman and kids out of a year's growth,' he

says. 'Bring round the buckskins, Tom, and

if you 've nothing to do, come out with me.'

"When I pulled up at his surgery, I was

jest in time to see him slip a brace of Colts

into his medicine bags. 'Dont generally have

use for these,' he explained, as he climbed

in. 'My work usually begins where t'other

fellow's leaves off—providing he has n't

given the job away to the undertaker. I dont

allow we '11 have need of them. We '11 ar-

range to hit the cabin in time fer introduc-

tions, and we '11 give the spectacle time to

soak in. But if it dont soak ' The Doc'

was a little man, but grit? You should have

seen his lips tighten and the hardness that

steeled his eyes. 'If it dont soak—it may be

necessary to introduce an opening from the

outside.'

"At first it did seem as though some such

surgery would-be needed. The weather was

plumb against us. It was dreadful hot, one

of them September scorchers when the sun

jest fries the leaves on the trees and renders

the gum out of the trunks. We passed the

widow five minutes this side of the cabin,

and when we pulled in at the door, Cain and

Dominique both came out from a nap, cross,

sulky, sour as a brace of bears.

"Cain's native ugliness cropped out* as soon

as Doc' Green mentioned Huggins. 'Hug-

gins?' he repeats, like a man trying hard to
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fix a name on a person. 'Hugginsf Seems
as I ortcr know that natueT Hugginsf'

"'Hugginsf I knuinique follows on. 'Hug-

gins t Small man, red hair, thin face, beeg
half Yes, we have the plaisir of hees ac-

quaintance.'

"'He 'b sold the place out and out,' Doc'

Green went on, quiet and cool.

"Cain's Hack brows drew into straight
lines. 'Some friend o' votirnf'

" 'Well-not exactly.'"

"The two looked nupieioM and Cain said,

'Viiu did n't drive out jest to tell me thatf

"'Well, no— '

before the Doc' could start

his explanation, Cain interrupted.

"'(ilad he aint a friend tf yourn, t'er it's

jest about grab time an' 1 propose t"

up this hardy person's _„____
liver. Hand me the butcher

knife, Dominique.' It

sounds funny to hear me
tell it, but you would n't

have sensed any humor if

you 'd heard him say it.

He -rave me a chill, but the

'. he answers coldly

enough.
" Thank you. 1 don't eat

"V hm't?' Cain's

sneer was n't pretty. 'Then

all 1 have to say is that

you 're too damn picky in

your aatiag. 'Taint man-

ners to turn up your nose

at the grub of a friend.

I'll have tO -' He stepped
toward us.

"The Doe1
did n't move

but I felt his muscles draw

-.-, just like a snake

soiling to strike. A click

warned me that he'd

nod the medYine bag
le him. Hut there

wasn't any need. Fo;

Cain stepped, there came a

nit tie and the widow's

wagon rolled out from be-

hind a bluff.
" '

Jee-ru-sa-lem !' Cain

whispered.
"He was still staring

when the wagon rolled up

to the door, but Dominique rose to the oc-

casion. Small red devil, cattle-thief, gen-
eral bad mat), a city dude could n't have
bowed with more politeness.

"'It is Madame, the proprietressf She is

weleoms. W« ire the caretakers of Monsieur
Madame has doubtless heard of

-he will Bad that all things are in order.

She has not heard of us? It is an oversight

of Monsieur Baggins, surelv, but what mat-
ters.'

"Cain, however, was first to get action.

His big hands closed around the woman's

Waist and ha lifted her out easily as if she'd

I 11 v. Then, one by one, he set the chil-

dren beside her. The last, a small tot of a

gill, looked into his face, and seeing soine-

t'ain Handed the Doctor a Paper.
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thing there that was not to read by a man's

dull eye, she slid a soft little arm about his

neck and clung there, on his bosom, like a

small vine to an oak. So, holding her, he led

the mother and kiddies into the cabin, while

uttering awkward words of welcome.
"

'You'll come in, too, for dinner?' he said,

looking back at us.

"Big giant that he was, it was a sight to

see him, with the little girl on his knee,

gently questioning the mother, while Domin-

ique flew around setting on dinner. There

was n't much to her story. Practically, she

had paid Huggins her all for the land.
" 'Jest enough left for bread and" seed,'

she said, smiling bravely up at Cain. 'Jimmy

there, is fourteen an' dreadful strong for his

age. We '11 manage the crop between us, an'

the children will come in useful, planting and

digging potatoes. If we on'y had a cow—'

she sighed,
'—

jes' for the milk; you kin do

so much, cooking, if you have milk.'

"I saw Dominique glance at Cain. With all

their scraps and fights, them two hardy
rascals loved each other; knew each other so

well that speech was almost unnecessary.
Cain hardly more than glanced up from the

strand of yellow hair that he was winding
round his big forefinger. That was sufficient.

" 'What?' Dominique simulated surprise.

'Did not Monsieur Huggins mention the

cows ?'

" 'Cows ?' she exclaimed, delightfully flus-

tered. 'You dont mean to say
— '

"Dominique threw me a comical glance.
'Another trick of the Huggins ! It is his way
of not permitting the left hand to know what
his right hand does. Five cows go with the

place
—' Once more he glanced at Cain.

" '—an' twenty head of young cattle,' the

big man finished.
"

'Also,' Dominique's green eye twinkled

maliciously, 'there is of hay, one hundred
tons to carry the stock over Winter. Yes,

Doctor, we will go out an' feed your team.'

"
'That was rare and delicate,' Doc' Green

observed when, an hour later, we were

bowling back to town. 'He knew she had to

get even with her feelings, and so marched
us off to the stable.'

"Right in line was the last careful act them
two rogues performed next morning. As the

Doc' and I stood, after breakfast on the

hotel veranda, the two came riding in with

their packs and blankets. Leaning over, Cain

handed the Doctor a paper, a deed, regularly
drawn and signed, making over all rights,

squatter or other, to land and cattle on Sec-

tion Thirty-Three, to Elizabeth Smith for the

consideration of one dollar paid that day to

Dominique Riel and Cain McGregor.
" 'Borrowed it of her this morning,' Cain

grinned. 'All you 've got to do, Doc', is to

get in and record the deed.' Then, smiling

sheepishly, the two rode on, down the street,

out over the far prairies on the trail that

was to end in a double grave at Batoche."



The New York Theatre

By William Winter

SERE are too many the

in New York, and one result

of that excess is the produc-
tion of some plays that are

bad and some that are triv-

ial. Every theatre must, of

•dung, or its doors can-

not he opened. Thus far in the present sea-

son, whieh begin unusually early and which

has been marked by signal activity, there

have been many failures and few successes.

The be.-.t play now current here is "The
Thief." It was written in French by Henri

!ein and adapted in English by C.

Madden Chamliers. It contains only three

scenes and implicates only seven persons. It

is constructed with ingenious simplicity and.

t'r an occasional touch of careless

phraseology and an occasional blemish of

bad taste, it is written in a crisp and fluent

style. The scene is a country house, the

home of Raymond Lagni. cond wife,

Isahelle, and his son, by a former marriage,
Fernand Lagardes, a boy of nineteen. Rich-

ard Voysin and his wife. Marie Louise V.iy

sin, are present as gu>-M~. A theft has been

committed in the house, and a disguised de-

M. Zumbault, has been sum-

!. and also is pre-ent as a guest. That
officer becomes persuaded that the theft has

been committed by Fernand. and. to the

CTeat consternation and distress of the father,

he makes that report. The actual culprit is

Mine. Voysin
—a young, somewhat vain, but

thoroughly pure and naturally good woman,
who lines her husband to idolatry, cherishes

a morbid fancy that she is in danger of los-

ing his affections, and. because of her insane

to adorn her person with the richest

raiment, so as to l>e always lovely in his eyes,

yields to a temptation to steal, and is thus

involved in a terrible dilemma of disgrace and

misery. The youth, Fernand, has fallen in

love with Mine. Voysin, and she has good-

naturedly reproved him, though without the

decision that such a case requires. At a criti-

cal moment Mine. Voysin is constrained to

impart the truth to her juvenile adorer, and

thereupon he submits to the unjust and igno-
minious charge of robbery of his parents.

In a later scene between Mr. and Mrs. Voy-
sin, devised with exceptional skill, the wife's

secret becomes known to her hatband and she

confesses her crime, explains her motives and

passionately pleads for her husband's par-

don: but presently his jealousy is ar

and he passes from shame and anguish to

suspicion and bitter wrath. At the last there

is a felicitous scene of explanation, and, in a

singularly touching conversation between

Voysin and Raymond Lagardes, the hus-

band explains the conduct of the wife, ar-

ranges for restitution of the family peace,

and imparls forgiveness to the wife, who has,

though shamefully, not unpardonably erred,

out of her boundless love for him. There is

no pretence made of teaching a lesson or en-

forcing a moral. The play only tells a story,

and, in telling its story, it discloses characters

of uncommon variety and arranges incidents

of absorbing interest. The spectator is held

in suspense from fir>t to last. The cast in-

cludes Kyrle Bellew, as Voysin: Margaret

Illington. as Mrs. Voysin; Sidney Herbert, as

Zambaull ; Edith Ostecre, as Isabella; \\'-r

bert Percy, as Raymond, and Leornard Ide

as Fernand. The acting. es|iecially that of

Mr. Bellew, Miss Illington and Mr. Herbert,
is remarkable for sympathy, truth and power.
This drama will eventually go to theatres of

other cities. It should be seen by all lovers

of dramatic art. The piece appertains to

the better fashion of play-writing
—the fash-

ion that is content to depict human life, with-

out attempting to moralize about it.

radic effort continues in the Ibsen in-

dustry'- The Russian actress Mine. Alia

N'azimovn. who has acquired some facility

in the use of the English language, is acting
in a fabric of conversation called "The Mas-
ter Builder," which, by admirers of its au-

thor, has been called a masterpiece. The ac-
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tress, personally, has impressed critical ob-

servation by professional skill and has

pleased the public by a sparkling demeanor

and a multiplicity of coquetish wiles and

feminine graces. The play, if play it can be

called, has directed attention to the theme of

mental and emotional strife, and has pro-

moted some discussion as to its meaning.
The movement of it proceeds in the mind,
and is but dimly indicated by external action.

The principal person in it is an elderly, suc-

cessful, and distinguished architect, who pas-

sionately desires to maintain a position of

supremacy over all competitors, continually

fears and dreads the encroachment of rivalry,

and, while prone to the torment of intro-

spective self-reproach, longs for the ecstatic

freedom of indulgence in sensual pleasure.

A blithe and piquant young woman fasci-

nates him, causing a conflict, in his feelings,

betwixt passion and the sense of duty, and

presently a compact is signified that, after he

has made one more effort to excel, he shall

be rewarded with the bliss of gratified desire.

He climbs to the summit of a lofty tower, be-

comes dizzy, and falls to his death. In char-

acter the piece is "symbolical"; in signifi-

cance, it probably is autobiographical. The
works of Ibsen denote an egregious egotist

as the source of them, and their accumulated

testimony depicts human nature in the dark-

est colors. Their style, furthermore, is pro-
lix and tedious. They exhibit a procession
of freak-like persons, some of whom are

crazy, some odious, some absolutely loath-

some, and all disagreeable. The author him-

self, as disclosed by his admiring biographer

Boyesen, is continually carping at mankind,—
a very easy thing to do, for the imperfec-
tions of mankind are many and clearly ob-

vious,
—and it is no wonder that his ex-

perience was largely painful. This latest

production (the second made of the play in

New York), shows him at his best, being

freighted with a certain intense feeling of

mental unrest and a feverish denotement of

impending calamity. Symbolism, however,
is not an effective dramatic expedient, for
the reason that it is pictorial in method and

vague in meaning. Everything in Drama
should be obvious and should move,—as in-

deed is accordant with the signification of the

word.

One incidental consequence of the Ibsen
and kindred movements is, perhaps, worthy

of a passing comment. That is a conglom-
eration of symbolical nonsense, by Mr. E. M.

Royle, brought forth to exploit Miss Flor-

ence Roberts, an actress of ability and ex-

perience, well known on the Pacific Coast,
and deservedly popular there. It is entitled

"The Struggle Everlasting." The partici-

pants in that struggle are Body, Mind and
Soul. The thing resolves itself, after a

mystical and absurd prologue, into a coarse

story about a licentious woman and a num-
ber of licentious men. The atmosphere of it

is vulgar. The incidents are trivial. The
conclusion is indefinite,

—
Body, acted by Miss

Roberts, eventually committing suicide, be-

cause it cannot assimilate with Soul, typified

by a preacher. The part acted by Miss
Roberts is, practically, the same as that of
the heroine, Marco, in the old and clever play
of "The Marble Heart." Miss Roberts was

especially successful in denoting a hard, self-

ish, cruel woman's scorn for unsuccessful

men—that is to say, in denoting the heart-

less indifference of which the female sex is

known to be capable, in its treatment of the

male, when the male has ceased to be an ob-

ject of interest. To a philosophic observer

of mankind the conduct of the female, under

such circumstances, is singularly suggestive
of the most melancholy aspect that human
life can possibly, present. Mr. Royle's pic-

ture of what he calls "The Struggle Ever-

lasting" is a cheap, tawdry travesty, filled

with slang and vulgarity, and written with

a mop rather than a pen. It failed, dismally,
here. It may succeed, dismally, somewhere
else.

Mr. Belasco has opened his new theatre,

called the Stuyvesant, and Mr. David War-
field has appeared in it, impersonating an
old soldier of the Grand Army of the Re-

public. The theatre is commodious and
beautiful—every improvement that in-

genuity could devise and liberal expenditure
obtain having been supplied to make it at-

tractive and comfortable, as well for the actor

as for the audience. Mr. Warfield's per-
formance of the old soldier proceeds in a

vein of photographic accuracy and is marked

by simplicity, tenderness, rugged force, and
an apparent absence of effort. The story of
the play is almost trite in its conventionality
of incident. The name of the old soldier is

Wes' Bigelow. He is a bachelor. He has

adopted the son of an old comrade killed in
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battle, and he dearly lines the boy all the

more because, in youth, he has loved the

lad's mother and vainly sought her hand in

marriage. The boy is his pride and hope.

The veteran will make any and every sacri-

Um the sake of that youth. The boy
embezzles mangy, ;in<l is convicted of the

crime and sentenced to prison for one year.

The pivotal scenes provided for the old sol-

dier occur when he becomes convinced of his

ward's misdemeanor and in vain endeavors

to beat him with a horsewhip; and when, at

the trial, in the court room, he offers to repay
the money, having mortgaged his farm to ob-

tain it, and makes a pathetic plea for the

lad whom he loves, and whom misdemeanor

is plainly shown to be venal and sucb as

might justly be condoned. In both of those

scenes Mr. W'artield. as might have been ex-

pected, manifested his power to touch the

heart by direct, simple, natural impersona-
tion. Much can be done in art by taking
care not to do too much. Suggestion is an

expedient that is at once powerful and

beautiful

The new comedy by Henry Arthur Jones,
called "The Evangelist," produced here on

September 80, had a career of three weeks

and was then withdrawn, ns comparatively a

failure. It is a didactic play, aiming to

teach that there Ls but one way of relief for

the suffering sinner, who would repent and re-

form, and thus escape from the consequence
of sili, and that the one way is through con-

fession. That is an open question. Con-
fession to man quite as often awakens his

contempt as it does his benevolence. Con-

fession, in prayer to God. is quite another

thing. The merit of Mr. Jones's play, which
is uncommon, consists chiefly in its dialogue.
Much of the colloquy is pungent and ex-

ceedingly clever. The story is that of a wife

who, married to an unsympathetic husband
ami weary of his society, has been false to her

marriage vow. A street preacher, an en-

thusiast, of the Salvation Army order, hap-

pens to possess such knowledge of her con-

duct as, if divulged, will incriminate her.

Compassion for her induces him, at a su-

preme moment, to shield her by telling a lie,

but he solemnly warns her that her salvation

can be obtained only by telling the truth. In

a subsequent ecstasy of remorse and religious
enthusiasm she confesses her crime, and

thereupon her husband magnanimously

to her the custody of their daughter,
and departs forever. The drift of the play
is toward the enforcement of charity toward

sinners. Incidentally the Salvation Army
method of exhortation is freely used. An
orthodox believer and a kindly, semi-cynical

agnostic (the wife's father), are cleverly

contrasted. The didactic part of the play is

conventional and tedious, but the construc-

tion of it is neat and its miscellaneous per-

sons,
—

representative of English religious
and humdrum KiiL.-li.sh middle-class

;ire drawn with fidelity and treated in

a charming vein of caustic humour. In Eng-
land, where the friction between the Kstah-

lished Chinch and the Nonconformist sects is

active and well and widely felt and appre
ciated, this comedy will, probably, meet with

great favor. For the American audience it

is dull and heavy. There was nothing extra-

ordinary in the acting of it.

The question of justice toward the Erring
Si-ter lias agitated many bosoms other than

that of Mr. Jones, although few writers of

recent times have said so much about it.

The motive of that solicitude is noble. A
lofty mind and a good heart will always look

with gentle pity and practical charity on the

frailty of human nature. The works of that

great story teller and generous moralist Wil
kie Collins abound with wise u and

influence respecting that subject. No
man who has thoughtfully observed human
life and had experience of it will make haste

to judge and condemn others for human

frailty. The attitude of civilized society

however, toward the adulteress must be, and

always will be, that of explicit, imperative,

implacable condemnation. The woman is not

eulpable than the man; that is uni

versally conceded; but tlo

rests on the sanctity of the home, and the

sanctity of the home rests on the chastity of

woman. Her virtue is the cornerstone of the

whole fabric. Woman is the Mother, and
the mother is sacred. Sexual sin in woman
is. inevitably, attended with terrible conse-

quences,
—with consequences more baleful,

hideous, and destructive than any that ensue

from sexual sin in man. The fate that fol-

lows her is not, logically, just : but Nature,
not Man. has ordained the moral sequence,
and it is inevitable. Neither sermons nor

- nor essays nor plays will affect the

. in that matter. A woman who lives
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tress, personally, has impressed critical ob-

servation by professional skill and has

pleased the public by a sparkling demeanor

and a multiplicity of coquetish wiles and

feminine graces. The play, if play it can be

called, has directed attention to the theme of

mental and emotional strife, and has pro-

moted some discussion as to its meaning.
The movement of it proceeds in the mind,
and is but dimly indicated by external action.

The principal person in it is an elderly, suc-

cessful, and distinguished architect, who pas-

sionately desires to maintain a position of

supremacy over all competitors, continually
fears and dreads the encroachment of rivalry,

and, while prone to the torment of intro-

spective self-reproach, longs for the ecstatic

freedom of indulgence in sensual pleasure.
A blithe and piquant young woman fasci-

nates him, causing a conflict, in his feelings,

betwixt passion and the sense of duty, and

presently a compact is signified that, after he

has made one more effort to excel, he shall

be rewarded with the bliss of gratified desire.

He climbs to the summit of a lofty tower, be-

comes dizzy, and falls to his death. In char-

acter the piece is "symbolical"; in signifi-

cance, it probably is autobiographical. The
works of Ibsen denote an egregious egotist
as the source of them, and their accumulated

testimony depicts human nature in the dark-

est colors. Their style, furthermore, is pro-
lix and tedious. They exhibit a procession
of freak-like persons, some of whom are

crazy, some odious, some absolutely loath-

some, and all disagreeable. The author him-

self, as disclosed by his admiring biographer

Boyesen, is continually carping at mankind,—
a very easy thing to do, for the imperfec-
tions of mankind are many and clearly ob-

vious,
—and it is no wonder that his ex-

perience was largely painful. This latest

production (the second made of the play in

New York), shows him at his best, being

freighted with a certain intense feeling of

mental unrest and a feverish denotement of

impending calamity. Symbolism, however,
is not an effective dramatic expedient, for
the reason that it is pictorial in method and

vague in meaning. Everything in Drama
should be obvious and should move,—as in-

deed is accordant with the signification of the

word.

One incidental consequence of the Ibsen
and kindred movements is, perhaps, worthy

of a passing comment. That is a conglom-
eration of symbolical nonsense, by Mr. E. M.

Royle, brought forth to exploit Miss Flor-

ence Roberts, an actress of ability and ex-

perience, well known on the Pacific Coast,
and deservedly popular there. It is entitled

"The Struggle Everlasting." The partici-

pants in that struggle are Body, Mind and
Soul. The thing resolves itself, after a

mystical and absurd prologue, into a coarse

story about a licentious woman and a num-
ber of licentious men. The atmosphere of it

is vulgar. The incidents are trivial. The
conclusion is indefinite,

—
Body, acted by Miss

Roberts, eventually committing suicide, be-

cause it cannot assimilate with Soul, typified

by a preacher. The part acted by Miss
Roberts is, practically, the same as that of
the heroine, Marco, in the old and clever play
of "The Marble Heart." Miss Roberts was

especially successful in denoting a hard, self-

ish, cruel woman's scorn for unsuccessful

men—that is to say, in denoting the heart-

less indifference of which the female sex is

known to be capable, in its treatment of the

male, when the male has ceased to be an ob-

ject of interest. To a philosophic observer

of mankind the conduct of the female, under
such circumstances, is singularly suggestive
of the most melancholy aspect that human
life can possibly, present. Mr. Royle's pic-

ture of what he calls "The Struggle Ever-

lasting" is a cheap, tawdry travesty, filled

with slang and vulgarity, and written with

a mop rather than a pen. It failed, dismally,
here. It may succeed, dismally, somewhere
else.

Mr. Belasco has opened his new theatre,
called the Stuyvesant, and Mr. David War-
field has appeared in it, impersonating an
old soldier of the Grand Army of the Re-

public. The theatre is commodious and
beautiful—every improvement that in-

genuity could devise and liberal expenditure
obtain having been supplied to make it at-

tractive and comfortable, as well for the actor

as for the audience. Mr. Warfield's per-
formance of the old soldier proceeds in a

vein of photographic accuracy and is marked

by simplicity, tenderness, rugged force, and
an apparent absence of effort. The story of
the play is almost trite in its conventionality
of incident. The name of the old soldier is

Wes' Bigelow. He is a bachelor. He has

adopted the son of an old comrade killed in
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battle, and lie dearly loves the boy all the

more because, in youth, he has loved the

lad's mother and vainly sought her hand in

marriage. The boy is his pride and hope.
The veteran will make any and every sacri-

fice for the sake of that youth. Tbe boy
embezzles money, and is convicted of the

crime and sentenced to prison for one year.

The pivotal scenes proyided for the old sol-

dier occur when lie bee unes convinced of his

ward's nriadsmeaiior and in vain endeavors

to beat him with a horsewhip; and when, at

the trial, in the court room, he offers to repay
the money, having mortgaged his farm to ob-

tain it, and makes a pathetic plea for the

Ind whom he loves, and whose misdemeanor
is plainly shown to be venal and such as

might justly be condoned. In both of those

scenes Mr. Warfield. as might have been ex-

pected, manifested his power to touch the

heart by direct, simple, natural impersona-
tion. Much can be done in art by taking
care not to do too much. Suggestion is an

expedient that is at once powerful and

beautiful.

The new comedy by Henry Arthur Jones,
called "The Evangelist," produced here on

September 30, had a career of three weeks

and was then withdrawn, as comparatively a

failure. It is a didactic play, aiming to

teach that there is but one way of relief for

the suffering sinner, who would repent and re-

form, and thus escape from the consequence-.
of sin, and that the one way is through con •

fession. That is an open question. Con-
fession to man quite as often awakens his

contempt as it does his benevolence. Con-
fession, in prayer to God, is quite another

thing. The merit of Mr. Jones's play, which
is uncommon, consists chiefly in its dialogue.
Much of the colloquy is pungent and ex-

ceedingly clever. The story is that of a wife

who. married to an unsympathetic husband
and weary of his society, has been false to her

marriage vow. A street preacher, an en-

thusiast, of the Salvation Army order, hap-

pens to possess such knowledge of her con-

duct as, if divulged, will incriminate her.

Compassion for her induces him, at a su-

preme moment, to shield her by telling a lie,

but he solemnly warns her that her salvation

can be obtained only by telling the truth. In

a subsequent ecstasy of remorse and religious

enthusiasm she confesses her crime, and

thereupon her husband magnanimously

to her the custody of their daughter,
and departs forever. The drift of the play
i> toward the enforcement of charity toward
sinners. Incidentally the Salvation Army
method of exhortation is freely used. An
orthodox believer and a kindly, serai-cynical

agnostic (the wife's father), are cleverly
contrasted. The didactic part of the play is

conventional ami tedious, but the construe

tion of it is neat and its miscellaneous per-

sons,
—

representative of English religious
and humdrum English middle-class

.ire drawn with fidelity and treated in

a charming vein of caustic humour. In Kng-
land, where the friction between the Bstsb-

(,'liiireh and the Nonconformist sects is

active and well and widely fell and appre
dated, this comedy will, probably, meet with

great favor. For the American audience it

is dull and heavy. There was nothing extra-

ordinary in the acting of it.

The question of justice toward the Erring
has agitated many bosoms other than

that of Mr. Jones, although few writers of
'

times have said so much about it.

The motive of that solicitude is noble. A
lofty mind and a good heart will always look

with gentle pity and practical charity on the

frailty of human nature. The works of that

great story teller and generous moralist Wil-

kie Collins abound with wise suggestion and
influence respecting that subject. No

nan who has thoughtfully observed human
life and had experience of it will make haste

to judge and condemn others for human

frailty. The attitude of civilized society

however, toward the adulteress must be, and

always will be, that of explicit, imperative,

implacable condemnation. The woman is not

more culpable than the man; that is uni-

versally conceded; but tlo of society
rests on the sanctity of the home, and the

sanctity of the home rests on the chastity of

woman. Her virtue is the cornerstone of the

whole fabric. Woman is the Mother, and
tbe mother is sacred. Sexual sin in woman
is, inevitably, attended with terrible conse-

quences,
—with consequences more baleful,

hideous, and destructive than any that ensue

from sexual sin in man. The fate that fol-

lows her is not, logically, just : but Nature,
Ian, has ordained the moral sequence,

and it is inevitable. Neither sermons nor

novels nor essays nor plays will affect the

result, in that matter. A woman who lives
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in purity and honor commands, and de-

serves, the respect of society. A woman who
does not live in purity and honor occupies
a different position and cannot, and should

not, he held in the same esteem. The phil-

anthropical mind can refine on this subject
forever and forever: the plea for pity will

always be heard with approbation : but no

man who respects himself or cares for the

welfare and honorable repute of his chil-

dren ever will or ever can pardon his wife's

infidelity: neither will society ever reinstate

her in her former station of integrity and es-

teem. The rose that has lost its bloom has

lost it forever. That practical philanthro-

pist, Dr. Johnson—whose charity was so

great that, finding a wretched woman of the

streets lying helpless in the gutter, he took
her upon his back, conveyed her into his

home, caused her to be nursed to health, and
then tried to launch her on the current of a

decent life,
—was once asked: "Is it not

hard that one deviation from chastity should
so absolutely ruin a woman?" and to that in-

quiry he made this decisive reply: "Why no,
sir: it is the great principle which she is

taught. When she has given up that prin-

ciple, she has given up every notion of female
honor and virtue, which are all included

in chastity."

The End of Change
By Margaret Adelaide Wilson

1R. MACKENZIE, the soli-

tary passenger of the Mari-

posa, lay with half-closed

eyes listening to the voice of

the sails above him. A fresh

breeze curled the tops of the

waves into whispering foam
;
above the mast

heads a solitary gull, the only one left of the

noisy flock that had screamed among the

sails at starting, was sailing along on silvery

wings, pure, watchful, remote, like the

hovering spirit of the ship.

The Mariposa was but forty-eight hours

from Honolulu, yet Dr. MacKenzie felt as

if he had already watched through an

eternity of restful days the same sea and
bird and slowly dipping decks. After years
of overwork he was drinking in at length the

repose of mind and body that comes only by
communion with great spaces.

Through a half-dream he became slowly
aware of someone working near him. A soft

thud, followed by a shuffling sound, came
at regular intervals. At first it annoyed
him, breaking in on his ease; finally mild

curiosity made him turn his head to get a

view of the intruder. He met the full,

friendly gaze of a big black-haired sailor

who was sitting cross-legged on the deck

sorting piles of rope from the tangled heap
before him. He seemed in no wise abashed
at having been caught studying the passen-
ger. His alert brown eyes sparkled with a

lively curiosity and good-fellowship. Mac-
Kenzie had so far rather avoided any but
the necessary speech with officers or crew;
but there was something so frankly inviting
in the man's face that involuntarily he re-

sponded to its friendliness with a cheerful

"Good morning."
"A good morning indeed, sir," responded

the sailor, heartily. He let the rope fall

from his hands and swept an appreciative

glance over the sun-touched waves. It struck

MacKenzie that his appreciation was keener

than was usual for one long familiar with

his surroundings. Observing the man more

closely he seemed to perceive a certain in-

congruity in his position, as if his huge
frame had been shaped to some other freer

environment. His strong, brown hands were

plainly awkward at their task, and moved

slowly in and out among the ropes.
"Have you been with the Mariposa l->ng?"

asked Dr. MacKenzie, abruptly.
The man flushed. His reddened cheeks
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and black, wind-tossed hair made him look

absurdly boyish.

"No, sir, this is my first trip." He ad-

mitted it, MacKenzie fancied, with a cer-

tain reluctance, but if so a franker impulse
took him, for he went on, confidingly :

•t is," he leaned toward the doctor

with an ii: air, "I never set eyes on

the sea till less than a year ago." He
looked pleased at the doctor's \ isible aston-

ishment.

T«B, nr," I I went on, with a reminiscent

smile, "a year the first of next September
it '11 be since I first put out of the Golden

Gate. I don't mind telling you, sir, since

you 're a landsman and won't look down on

me for it; I'd never seen anything bigger
than an irrigating flume, and the size of

these waves scared me some. The boat I

was on then was a baby compared to this,

and I looked to see one of them big rollers

step on her most any minute, just like you 'd

step on a horned toad, not agoin' to hurt

him, but just not knowin' he was there."

Dr. MacKenzie had caught the simile and

weighed it thoughtfully. "You 're from the

desert, thent" he asked.

"Why sure," answered the man with

hearty UUpihe. "How'd you find it outt"

The doctor's eyes twinkled. "Homed
toads are not common figures in marine dia-

iie answered with mock gravity. "From
casual reading I judge them to be inhab-

itants of the arid regio:

The man's cheeks reddened again at the

gentle ridicule of the doctor's tone. He was

silent for a moment. The doctor was hasten-

ing to repair his mistake when the gruff

voice of the second officer interrupted him.

"Get along with that sorting, Judson,"

he commanded. "'That mess must be off the

decks today. Feeling better, doctor T" he

asked, turning to his passenger with a pleas-

ant nod.

"Much letter, thank yon," said MacKen-
zie. The officer lingered. Something in the

Scotchman's keen face moved him to unusual

ezpansiveness.

"Queer duck," he said, in a lower tone

with a backward jerk of his head toward

the sailor. "Knows more about farming
than seamanship, I should say. Wonder
how on earth he came to shipt"

"Just what I've been wondering. He 's

from the desert, it seems—" The doctor

caught himself up as he remembered the

sailor's confidential manner. The second offi-

cer stared.

••From the desert! Good Lord, but he

must have wanted a change!"
A few evening lati-r MacKenzie. wander-

ing around in the warm twilight, recognized
with a stir of interest his sailor's form lean-

ing over the bulwarks aft. He seemed

wholly wrapped up in watching the water

slip darkly by the ship, touched into flicker-

ing light by a young moon. He started vio-

lently as the doctor spoke to him.

"1 kind of fell to thinkin'." he apologized.
"That there water all looks so much alike.

Vet I suppose if we was to sail a hundred

hack and forth, we 'd never go over

the same bit of water twice. Fine to think

of, isn't itf"

"If you like change, yes," assented the

doctor.

The man gazed at him in childlike sur-

prise. The full glow of the west was on

him, and struck a certain soft fire of en-

thusiasm into his ej

"Like it !" he exclaimed. "Don't every
one like change? The good Lord made every

spot in the world different, I take it, so that

we could spend a whole lifetime in it and
not get tired lookin' around."

The doctor smiled. "The most of us have

to be content with seeing a very little of it,"

he said, lightly. "You 're a lucky man if

you 've got no responsibilities to keep you
down."

The sailor's face clouded. "There 's a

limit to responsibilities." he said, with a

touch of doggedness. "I had 'em, but I

reached the limit ; that 's all." He paused,
but with the air of one who only waits a

sign of encouragement to go on. The doctor

gave an interested murmur. There was

something in the man's boyish interest in

himself and the whole world in relation to

himself that attracted him strongly. The
sailor seated himself on the rail, balancing

with an case that reminded the doctor oddly
of a skilled rider sitting a restive horse. He
went on in a reflective tone:

I, sir, I've quite a few responsibilities.

if you look at 'em that way. There's my
wife, Annie, and my son, Jimmy, and the

farm. But I've given 'em twenty-eight good
years of my life, and now I'm goin' to have

a little of it for myself. For twenty-eight
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years," he repeated with an access of pas-

sion, "I stuck in that one barren spot in the

desert. Was born and brought up there, and

I had never stuck my nose outside them hills

till last year. And you 'd think not knowin'

any other place I'd be contented. But I

was n't, not one day. Everything fretted

me; the sand and cactus and eternal sun-

shine, even the cold-blooded, sneakin' ver-

min that went crawlin' around among the

bushes. And I didn't like the work on the

ranch, either. The plowing was n't so bad,

but it seemed like the irrigatin' would drive

me mad. The water 'd slide along so placid

and slow, goin' in the ditches I'd set for it,

and stoppin' so nicely when it reached the

bank at the end, it got on my nerves ter-

rible. I wanted to see it break away once

in awhile and tear up Ned the way water

naturally does.

"Annie, she did n't mind the sameness a

bit. Funny, too, for she did n't come there

till she was fifteen, and she knew 'bout other

places. I was nineteen and she was twenty-
four when I married her. Mother was awful

anxious that I should, for dad, he 'd been

a rover all his life, and she was afraid I'd

the spirit in me. She thought I'd need a

good, capable woman to tie me down. It did

tie me down pretty much, for Annie never

cared to go any place off her own forty.

She 's capable and good-lookin' and I'm

mighty proud of Annie, but I sometimes

think I'd have been better of a change once

in awhile."

He stopped a moment, studying over the

problem of his past restlessness, when the

doctor brought him back to his story again.

"But she let you come to sea," he sug-

gested."

"Oh, she did n't know when I started off

from Val Verde," explained the man. "No
more did I. I just had a chance to buy a

ticket to San Francisco on an excursion,
and I bought it and told Annie about it

afterwards. It 'd been a sandstorm in the

morning and every nerve in my carcass was
on edge. So when the stage-driver come up
with those 'scursion tickets for sale I just

up and bought one. Annie was cookin' sup-

per when I come in and told what I done.

She started to say something, then she took

a look at my face. I guess it looked kinder

queer, for she shut right up. That 's not

Annie's way. After while she said, very

gentle, 'And when be you goin', Hiram V
'Tomorrow mornin',' says I. 'I'll take the

stage to the railroad.' 'Well,' says she, "I

only ask one thing, and that is, that you '11

take Jimmy.'
"I had n't counted on Jimmy's bein' along.

He 's only seven last April, but he 's sharp
as a cactus thorn already and knows just
what he wants better than I do. It seemed

like I would n't feel so free with Jimmy.
But I was ashamed to say so, so I took him.

"And we had n't been more than two hours

on the train before he began saying, 'When
are we goin' home, dadf He 'd repeat it like

a parrot at every stop we made, till I got

fidgetted terrible. It seemed like my travel-

ing was n't real at all, with him sitting there

naggin' the same way he did when I took

him out with me at home.

"He didn't care much about San Fran-

cisco, either, 'cepting the parks. The bay
made him feel queer, he said. We crossed on

one of them big ferries. There was a heavy
fog on and they kept the whistle going all

the time. Other whistles would answer us

when you could n't see a thing. Then some-
times a big monster of a boat would loom up
in front of us, and gone again before you
knew it. They just appeared a moment mys-
terious like, looked us in the face and went
their way. My heart kept thumpin' at the

thought of it. I didn't know where they
come from nor where they were goin'; I

could figure on 'em the rest of my days and
never be any the wiser, and I was just as

strange to them as they were to me and we
were all a part of a changin' world. I forgot
I was Hiram Judson, forgot all about

Jimmy; felt like I was the water dancin'

underneath us, and the big boat thuddin'

along so indifferent like, and the queer voices

that came out of the fog. Strange feelin'

that—sort of goes to a man's head.

"Well, we spent most of the day around
the wharves. I could n't seem to get away
from that water. And it was there I met
Bill Adams. He owned a little sloop that

took mixed cargoes up the coast. I was
starin' at her, wonderin' how she 'd got her

name—The Smutty Sally she was called—
and Bill he asked us to come aboard. To
make a long story short, he was lookin' for

a partner, and before I was off the deck I

was booked for the job. He had a fine plan
for makin' money, to take a cargo to the
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Sandwich Islands and trade among tin- na

tives. Had gone on a tradin' voyage wlien

he was a boy and hud been dreamin' of it

since. Only he needed more money.
""For twelve hundred dollars,' he says,

•I'd _'
; \e any good man a fourth interest in

the boat and liberty to change her name.'

Queer, but I'd just twelve hundred on me
in a skin bac tliat minute; money mother 'd

left me, and I'd drawl) it out of the bank

without tellin' Annie. 'T was n't five min-

utes before Bill had that twelve hundred and
I was fourth partner in the boat with him

and his two sons. He could have done me
if he 'd wanted to, but he was honest ac-

cordin' to his lights, was Bill.

"Then I took Jimmy ashore and we
hunted up a lodgin' house to stay at and I

wrote Annie what I'd done. It took a lot of

backbone I tell you. but I screwed m\

up to it by rapeatin' the names of than
islands as Bill told 'em to me. 'Hawaii,

Molakai. Oahu.' They made themselves into

a sort of son;; in my head. By thinkin' of
them mighty hard I got the letter written.

Maybe I laid it on more 'n I ought to have

about the profits, for Annie, she'd always
blamed me for not turning a dollar when I

got the chance. And I told her I'd the re-

namin' of the boat and I was goin' to call it

Annie Judson after her.

"I calc'lated on sendin' Jimmy back to

Val Verde firs! chance I got. I had" to stay-

in San Francisco a month while the sloop
was being fixed up, and Bill Adams he 'd

told me to come aboard and put up with

them. But Annie's letter knocked out my
plan for the boy. 'T was short and not much
about the trip. At the end. 'I want you
to take Jimmy with you,' she says. 'You 've

a roving mind like your father's, Hiram,
and Jimmy '11 be something to bind you to

home.'

-Well, I took him. But I think it was a

big mistake in Annie. There was soraethin'

in me that cried to get away from everything
I'd known before, and seemed like Jimmy 'd

be like takin' the whole desert with me on my
back. Change! that was what I wanted.

And the nature of Jimmy was against

change.
"The Annie Judson looked mighty small

compared to the waves when we got out to

sea. But I tell you she was big enough for

four of us. I've worked at cattle-driving.

l'\e ploughed in sand-storms and hail, I've

irrigated hot days and cold nights, but I've

seen any work equal to that. There
were just four of us to run her, Bill and his

two sons and me. The old black cook did n't

count for much. Of course, Jimmy he was

handy for errands, but he would n't come on
deck if he could help it, just stayed around
the cabin all the time.

"Wouldn't have minded the work so much
if it had n't been for him. 'Aint we goin'
to turn around soon, dadf he'd say. 'But

nt to the islands yet, son.' I told him.

•Well, 1 don't care to see the islands,' he'd

say. 'I wislit we'd turn around and go
home.' And when I'd try to tell him some-
thin' about 'em things Bill told me. he'd set

his mouth just like Annie. 'I don't think

I'd like 'em,' he'd say. 'They would be so

<iueer.' It took all the gilt off my dreams
of 'em.

"And Bill and his boys were n't much bet-

ter. They'd got an idea that something was

always waiting 'round to bring ill-luck to

anything they set out to do, and after we'd
been out a few days and they had time to

think, this idea seemed to come over 'em

pretty strong. They grew silenter and

silenter, and kept starin' out to sea for hours

at a time like they expected to see the Thing
rise up and swoop down on 'em. Altogether
it kinder got on my spirits. I felt like I

was all the time goin' to enjoy myself, but
was kept from it by somethin' weighin' on

my chest—a sort of mixture of Bill and his

boys' dumps and Jimmy's eternal naggin'
for home.

"Finally one morning I could n't stand it

any longer. I'd had a sort o' restless night,
so I got up 'fore daylight and went on deck.

Bill was at the wheel starin' behind to where
a steamer was in sight astern of us. She
was dancin' along the waves like she had
the world before her and was achin' to go
and see what it was like. She'd be in the

sunset while we was still nosin' alone in

the mornin'. I went up and touched Bill on
the arm. 'Bill,' says I, 'I can 't stand it on
this boat one hour longer. There 's a steam-
er eatchin' us up and seems like I'll burst if

you don't get me aboard her. If you '11

manage it some way and carry Jimmy back

to San Francisco safe and sound, in case I

don't wait for you in the islands, you can
have my fourth interest in the Annie Jmdtom
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and, if agreeable to you, we'll call all

square.'

"Bill turned sideways and looked at me,

niovin' his jaw in a way he had, like he was

chewin' up some judgment of me in his mind.

At last he said: 'Call it square.'

-"I would n't let them wake Jimmy. He
was an awful sound sleeper, and I knew it'd

fret him some. I just wrote him a little note

tellin' I'd meet him in the islands. The

steamer did n't like it much when they found

what they 'd been stopped for, but the cap-

tain was a good-natured chap and I got to

the islands at last.

"But here I've been talkin' you tired,"

he broke off suddenly in <m apologetic tone.

The doctor started. The young moon had

followed the sunset glow into the sea, and

the sailor had been talking on in the dark-

ness. So absorbed had his listener become

that the ceasing of the voice came startlingly

to his ears.

"But you have n't told me how you came

here, and where you left Jimmy," objected
the doctor.

Hiram Judson did not reply for a mo-

ment. "I did n't see Jimmy," he explained
at last. "I intended to right enough, sir.

But I'd hung around those islands a month
and the Annie Judson had n't come, so I

just concluded Bill and his boys 'd got dis-

couraged and turned around and put back

for San Francisco. Maybe Jimmy kept at

'em till they did." Hiram gave a low

chuckle at the thought. His utter indiffer-

ence to the Annie Judson's delay seemed
heartless to the doctor.

"But why did n't you try to find out,

man?" he cried. "Something may have hap-

pened her—your own son might have been

in danger."
"What danger 'd there be?" cried Hiram

with new uneasiness. His confidence re-

turned almost at once, however. "But noth-

in' could happen Jimmy," he added, placidly.
"He was just made so nothin' ever would

happen him. Most likely he 's back with

Annie now. It 's better all around that

they did n't come to the islands, for from
what they told me there things have changed
since Bill was young, and there would n't a

been much chance for us to have traded with

the natives anyhow."
Eight bells sounded out of the darkness

and Hiram prepared regretfully to move.

"Don't you believe anything
• •

: •

wiong
with Jimmy," was his parting n-'irauce to

the doctor.

But the suggestion seemed to have done

insidious work in the night watches, for the

next day it was a downcast Hiram that en-

countered Doctor MacKenzie.

"I wish you had n't put it into my head

that something might be wrong with Jimmy,"
he said, wistfully. "It 's been worrying me

quite a little. I did n't mean any harm in

leavin' him that way. Just felt like I'd have

to have more change. I wanted to enjoy

myself real plenty before I—before I went

back. There was n't anything wrong in that

now, was there?"

The doctor saw with quick compassion his

piteously perplexed brow—he would like to

have comforted him; but the rigid adher-

ence to truth of his Scotch ancestors spoke

through his unwilling lips and would not be

silenced.

"You 're trying to run away from your re-

sponsibilities, man," he answered with the

deliberate enunciation of fate. "You can 't

do it; the world's round and they'll catch

you up somewhere. And I think you did

wrong in leaving the boy." Hiram fixed him
with wide troubled eyes. "But I am not

Providence that I should judge you," he

added, forcing a lighter tone. "And if you
go back to your wife and boy as soon as you
can, I don't suppose anybody '11 be the worse

for your outing." He finished with a feel-

ing of unutterable meanness, the cause of

which was not clear to himself. "I don't

think anything 's probably happened
Jimmy," he added, after a little pause.
Hiram brightened but little. "I hope

not," he said, soberly. Then with unac-

countable passion he suddenly struck his

clenched hand upon the rail. "I'm not askin'

much of the world," he cried; "and I'm goin'
to have it!"

It was a long time after that before Doc-

tor MacKenzie had speech with him again.
With a twinge of remorse he faced the rea-

son in preaching of responsibilities he had
taken on the nature of those other voices;

Jimmy's and Annie's, still shrill to the

vagrant's inward ear, and still more per-
sistent than they, the voice of Hiram's own

primitive conscience. The thought rankled.

Hiram's personality had assumed for the

doctor the magnified importance with wh'ch
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ocean solitudes often invest a single object

of interest, and to be avoided by a man who
attracted him so genuinely troubled him not

a little. He began making excuses for de-

taining Hiram when he met him on deck ;

chatted with him of the various interests of

the ship. Hiram's essentially social nature

soon warim-d to the doctor again, though he

gave his confidence now with a difference of

which only the doctor was aware. And more

and more it seemed to the doctor that Hiram
asked not much that was amiss; the right to

be a quiet, ever-interested pilgrim up and

down the ways of life, touching the com-

monest things to eolor by his quaint joy in

their novelty; asking only of Fate that she

send him continual change. There was a

peculiar relish in obscn itiir his delight in

each small break in the monotony of the

ship. Monotony it was to all the. rest; to

him alone seemed given the power to per-

ceive and thrill to the eternal undercurrent

of change.
He dwelt with fondness on the memories

of his first days in the islands, the portals
of the strange world which he entered with

such eager feet. So strong and vivid was
the memory of those island delights that

Doctor MacKenzie wondered at his having
left them so soon. Hiram explained it to

his own final satisfaction.

"It was the sunsets that did it," he said.

"Wherever I was, I used to try to get on the

beach at evenings where I could watch the

sun go down. Funny, hut that ocean was
never still a minute. Think I could have

stayed if it had been ca'am just once. But
when the whole edge of the world keeps
dam-in' up and down like it was beckonin'

yon to come, well, it aint in nature for you
to stay."

Of his life on the desert he spoke more re-

luctantly, yet expanding involuntarily under

the reserved doctor's interest. He would
like to have forgotten the desert if he could.

But after all, it was having its revenge for

his unfaithfulness. The longer he was at

sea, the more did its aspects pervade his

thoughts and speech. His figures
—and his

mind ran naturally to a certain richness of

language
—were not taken from his adopted

life, but from that shaping earlier one which

he had fatuously hoped to banish. As when

one day they watched the cook, a green hand

from the islands, stumbling awkwardly along

the deck with the tray on his hand, both

hands to his side, eminently conventional

hut perilous in the fresh roll of the ship.

"Hi there, Cooky!" Hiram hailed him as he

passed. "Drop your style and use one hand

to hang on by!" The cook grinningly dis-

regarded the warning and came to grief at

the next swing of the ship. Hiram smiled

reminiscently.

"Beats a jackrabbit for stubbornness," he

oli-irved, gently, to the doctor. "A family

of jacks used to drink at our main flume.

The first one must have been pretty dry, 1

take it, and broke the trail to wuter not

carin' where he stept. Anyway he went right

through a cactus patch. After that him and

his children and his children's chil-

dren went through that cactus every

time they wanted a drink. Never occurred to

any of 'em to go round I 'spose, though I

reckon they had to sit up many a night pick-

ing the stickers out of their fur. Rabbits is

awful monotonous creatures." His smile

faded into a curious uneasiness. "Do you

'spose them* rabbits 're still traipsin down

that baking hillt" he asked suddenly. And

the doctor knew that the desert's grip was

on him.

The Mariposa left its passenger at Naga-
saki. For six golden weeks the doctor idled

through brisk cities and quaint villages of

that small but exquisite world, then took

passage for Seoul, where he was to meet the

Mariposa again, homeward bound. He
found that she had taken cargo for Panama,
so their passage home would be by the south.

Hiram Judson was still on board,- "We
had a time keeping our hand on him,

though," the first mate confided laughingly

to Doctor MacKenzie. "Captain got him

i first thing for the trip home, but even

then I had one of the fellows keep an eye

on him every time he went ashore. Was
afraid his globe-trotting instincts would run

away with him, you kn<

With a zest for renewing the old acquaint-

anri- Doctor MacKenzie hunted Hiram up as

soon as possible. He was met with genial

cordiality by the sailor, and they fell to com-

paring notes of their impressions of new

lands. Hiram seemed to have seen an aston-

ishing lot at the various ports; he touched

off his kaleidoscopic glimpses of Oriental

pageantry with artistic vividness. But of

the trip home he said not one word. He had
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lost his old habitual drawl in talking; there

was now a sort of hurrying nervousness in

his speech, as if he gave the treasures of his

memory fearfully, lest they should be

dimmed by unsympathetic handling. Doctor

MacKenzie was puzzled by this and by a

new furtiveness of manner. He spoke read-

ily enough of some little gifts he had bought

for his family, a piece of shimmering silk

for Annie, a delicate, patiently wrought puz-

zle for the boy. He showed them to the

doctor one day, fondling them proudly.

"They '11 be some surprised when they get

them," he chuckled. Doctor MacKenzie

looked up.

"Oh, they '11 be so glad to see you home

you can 't get 'em to look at presents," he

predicted. Hiram's face was shadowed again

by that strange, uneasy, secret look. He
folded up the things and put them in their

box without a word.

The Mariposa called at two ports on her

way home. Both times Hiram went ashore

and explored with a hunger that won him

good-natured laughter from his mates. The

last island port he talked of with increasing

regret. "But," the boatswain says, "we 'II

probably put in to the West Indies again on

our way up the coast, and they 're much the

same."

"The West Indies ! Why they 're around

the Horn!" cried Doctor MacKenzie

"Colon 's the place where you 're booked for

you know—on the Pacific side." Hiram
looked guilty. "They '11 maybe heed me fur-

ther," he muttered doggedly and turned

. away.
The trip from the Islands on was a rough

one. One storm succeeded another with bat-

tering force, and finally they fell on calm

waters only to be enveloped in strange, dead-

ening fogs. The storms had carried them

somewhat northward of their course, and the

persistent fogs set reckonings astray. More-

over they were unexpected in these waters,

and being out of the ordinary were received

with distrust. It emphasized ominously the

solitude of the ocean, depressing both offi-

cers and men. Even Hiram seemed some-

what disturbed by their persistence, though
he had not a nautical sense to teach him to

dread them. And to him they always held

mystery, which was the breath of his life.

On the eighth morning of the fog Mac-

Kenzie was leaning over the rail talking in a

desultory fashion to the first mate. He had
been keeping his eye fixed on the curling mist

in an absent fashion, when suddenly he

straightened with a quick breath. The mate
looked at him curiously.

"Thought I saw land over there," said Dr.

MacKenzie, excitedly. "Just for a minute,

you know. The mist cleared a bit."

"Nearest land 's Hawaii, 'bout four hun-

dred miles to the northeast," said the mate,

briefly. "Must have been a wave. They
look mighty big and black in—" His voice

was drowned in a cry from the lookout. The

fog had rolled back suddenly in a ragged

fold, disclosing a sloop heaving up and down
on the swell not half a mile away. Through
the frayed remnants of the mist she loomed

up dark, distorted and ominous in the un-

certain light.

"Disabled !" exclaimed the mate. Sailors

and officers were gathering in excited groups

by the side, straining their eyes into the mist.

They could see now that the masts were gone,
and that she met the seas heavily as if worn
out with her contest with the waves.

The fog was clearing more and more. The

captain gave a hurried order, and MacKenzie
saw that a boat was being lowered. Sud-

denly he heard a hoarse voice behind him.

"What is the matter, sir? Tell me quick!"
He wheeled nervously. Hiram Judson's hag-

gard face was at his shoulder, looking not at

him, but at the dark uncertain shape on the

waves. His hands shook on the rail.

"Do they
—do they think she 's wrecked ?"

he asked again in that same strange, husky
voice. It agitated the doctor unaccountably.
A. dim sense of some encircling tragedy seized

him. His voice sounded strange in his own
ears as he answered :

"They think so. The captain 's just or-

dered- the boat off to see."

Hiram sprang from his side with a smoth-

ered exclamation. The boat was just pulling

away manned by the second officer.

"Take me with you !" he cried with a wild

gesture. "I must go. I must, I tell you !"

MacKenzie caught him by the arm. The

horror in the air was taking definite shape.

"Did you know the boat?" he asked. Hiram
ceased gesticulating and turned eyes full of

misery upon him. Then, without answering,
his gaze wandered back to the sloop, heaving

silently nearer moment by moment. Motion-

less, except for the laboring of his breath,
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tie watched tut.- men board her and disap-

pear; MM out again, talk with puppet-like

gesture.-., then drop hastily into their boat

and push oil tor the VorijMM again.

The ition packed together at the ladder as

the boat returned. They had witnessed

Hiram's strange outbreak and eyed his white

face curiously a-- lie watched the men mount

the ladder. 1 nstinctively they tell back, un-

inding dimly that some tragic fate set

this man apart, made him chief actor in the

em.

The officer, followed by the silent men,

swung himself up on deck. The officer's face

ale and saoaked. He gave his report

in perfect silence.

•A sh».(, from San Francisco, sir—crew

1 overboard in a storm, I think, for—"

dated a moment—" the cabin door was

i and we found the body of a little fel-

low in there, sir. It had been all awash. I

reckon they \1 locked him in there for safety

and he 'd drovv

A low moan broke from Hiram. "A little

he whispered, looking with dazed,

shrink into the offlosr'a face. "The

name on the Inwit, for the love of God!"

There was not a sound on the vessel. The

very elements seemed to have paused to hear.

"The Ajmit
"

the officer paused ut the ter-

rible significance of the last MOM—"Jud
.1, very low.

Hiram's lips moved, but no word came.

The doctor pnaaed to his side. "His little

boy, 1 think," he said, answering the ques-

tion in the faces around him. "He left him

mi the Annie Jud>on."

"We 'II pot the boat off again, Judson,"

said the captain. "Vou shall go over the

sloop and sea." Words seemed futile. One

would have thought they were indifferent,

these men, so quietly did they take the scene.

"I'll go," said Hiram, "but 1 know. 1

saw them masts all broken and then 1 knew."

He looked at tin I if from him might
come some explanation of the tragedy that

bad so swiftly overwhelmed him. The full

meaning of it rushed over him suddenly.

He bowed himself, rocking to and fro in his

agony id' spirit.

"And I left him. only thinkin' how I could

get free," he moaned over and over. "And
leted suddenly, rising in his

agony to a clear vision of the future, and

iting the punishment he understood to

he .iust "I'll never be free airain. I'll be

hearing Jimmy aakin' me night and day why
I did not take him home!"
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The Battle of Big Hole, Montana
An Account of One of the Most Desperate and Bloody Encounters

Ever Contested, Whereof Military Annals Give Anv Reliable Record

By Fred A. Hunt
("Moss-Agate Bill")

JULL many a flower is born to

blush unseen" and many a

battle has been waged of

which no poet ever sung and

whereof no epic was ever

written, and such an one was
the battle of the Big Hole, fought on Au-

gust 9, 1877, just north of the embouchure
of Pioneer Creek into Big Hole River. But
to atone for the lack of knowledge by the

people of this contest, the United States

Government, to commemorate the event and
to perpetuate a remembrance of the valor

displayed by its soldiers on the spot, erected

a monument on the battlefield, on whose

north face is the inscription : "Erected by
the United States"

;
on the east face :

On this field

17 officers and 138 men
of the 7th U. S. Infantry,

under its Colonel, Bat. Major-General
John Gibbon,

with 8 other soldiers and 36 citizens,

surprised and fought all day
a superior force of Nez Perce Indians,
more than one-third of the command

being killed and wounded.

On the south front of the shaft is chiseled,

"To the officers and soldiers of the Army
and citizens of Montana, who fell at Big
Hole, August 9, 1877, in battle with Nez
Perce Indians." On the west side is a list

of the soldiers and citizens killed in action. •

In May, 1877, General 0. 0. Howard, com-
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Joseph, Hereditary Chief of the Net Perce* (or Kahaptin) Indiana, and Selected Chief
Netplltemt.

iiinmliiiir the Department of the Columbia,
visited the Nez Perce reservation at Camas
Prairie. Idaho, and, with J. B. Monteith, the

agent, had a pow-wow (or council) with the

Indians, the gist of which was relative to

certain lands alleged to have been ceded by
them to the Government. No definite under-

standing was arrived at, but shortly after-

ward the Nez l'erces left their reservation

and went on the warpath, Joseph, White

Bird, Looking Glass, Too-hool-hul-sote, Red
Klk, Joseph's brother Ollicut and others be-

inir the leaders, and having a following of

several hundred trained warriors. Of the

definite cause, or causes, for the outbreak,

accounts are widely at variance; some plac-
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General 0. O. Howard.

ing all the blame on the Indians, others alleg-

ing that the whites were intentional and un-

scrupulous marauders on the Nez Perces'

rights; an even superficial knowledge of the

sophisticated methods pursued by the In-

terior Department, in its Indian transactions,

would justify a conviction that the Nez

Perces were more sinned against than sin-

ning.

Immediately on the outbreak of the In-

dians, as was the invariable custom, blood-

shed, depredation and raven occurred as at-

tempted reprisal on the Indians' part for

their real or imaginary wrongs, and, as is

also customarily the case, the retaliative

measures affecting innocent persons.

Again to effect punishment on the Nez

Perces for their action, General Howard took

the field in command of a large body of

troops, and pursued the Indians, having
some indecisive skirmishes with them, but

among whatever results that may have

accrued was a decided respect for the deadly

accuracy of the redmen's marksmanship and

a justifiable regard for their undoubted

prowess.
The Indians were reported to have com-,

bined their forces on Weyipe Creek, and to

have started for the buffalo country by the

Lo Lo trail. When this report was received

by General Howard, he sent orders to Gen-

eral Gibbon at Fort Shaw, M. T., asking
him to dispatch troops to intercept the In-

dians, and then to follow with all the force

available and "lick the hostiles." No better

man could have been entrusted with any such

desperate and warlike duty than John Gib-

bon, a veteran of the Mexican War and of

the Seminole Indian war in Florida
;
a tac-

tician of rare ability and a soldier of superb

military genius; a participant in the battles

of Grangeville, Manassas, South Mountain
and Antietam (being brevetted for gallant

conduct at this battle), Fredericksburg

(where he was severely wounded, as he was

at the battle of Gettysburg) and Gettys-

burg, receiving brevets for gallantry in both

these actions, and again being honored by
such recognition for his gallantry at Spotsyl-
vania and Petersburg. He rescued Major
Marcus A. Reno from the Sioux, who were

besieging him and his command, after they
had annihilated George A. Custer and the

battalion of the Seventh Cavalry on the

Little Big Horn on June 25, 1876; but so

far as rescuing the Major himself any

eulogium might be misplaced, the rescue of

the rest of his command was most commend-

able and fitting.

Brigadier-General Constant Williams, United
States Army, Commanding Depart-

ment of the Colorado.
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From the preceding resume
1

of General

Gibbon's soldierly qualities, it is readily

comprehensible that be would not delegate to

another any military duty involving hazard

or dtagtr. lie sent word to Captain Charles

C. Rawn desiring him to try and head off or

round up the hostile*, and himself started

with about fifty soldiers and one hundred

citizens up Lo Lo Creek and barricaded the

month "f the canon, but Joseph eluded the

barricade and the force and escaped to the

Hitter Hoot Valley, mailing there July 28,

and being reinforced by eighteen lodges of

Km lViri's under the chieftainship of

I'oker Joe.

Before this latter date General Gibbon

had marshaled and started his forces, which

comprised all the men of the Seventh In-

fantry that could be spared from the skele-

ton companies gvrJBoaag 'ne various posts,

and a few men of the Second Cavalry,

totalling seventeen officers and one hundred

and forty-six men, accompanied by Scout

Joe Blodgett and a number of citizens; First

Lieutenants James II. Bradley and Joshua

\V. Jacobs, with the mounted men, scouting
ahead for the trails or any possible indica-

tions of the enemy. On August 8 word was
received that the Indians were encamped at

the mouth of Trail Creek, whereupon Gen-
eral Gibbon had ninety rounds of ammuni-
tion and one day's rations issued to each

man, and, leaving orders for the wagon-train
to follow as rapidly as possible, be made a

forced march to the vicinity of the unsus-

pecting Indian camp, where the outfit had a

"souper a la fourcheUe" of hardtack and
raw pork, and, without blankets or camp-
fires, slept as best they could on the ground
until ten o'clock that night. Then the men
were awakened and stealthily marched for

five miles to within one hundred and fifty

yards of the nearest tepees, when a recon-

naissance showed the camp to be on the

south bank of the Wisdom or Big Hole

Iiivcr, there formed by the confluence of

Trail and Huby Creeks. And there, at two

o'clock in the clear, cold morning, the be-

siegers waited until the gray dawn should

make the Nez Perces distinguishable targets.

Shortly before the decisive moment, while

the various commands were noiselessly tak-

ing their allotted stations, an Indian

emerged from his tepee, mounted his pony
and rode out of the willows directly in front

Brigadier-General Charles A. Woodruff, United
Slate* Army (Retired).

of Lieutenant Bradley and his scouts. He
was instantly shot, and as the order had been

given that the camp was to be charged on a

shot being fired, the converging detachments

hurled themselves on the Indians, glad of

an opportunity to get into rapid action and

release their chilled limbs from the deathly

numbness.

The suddenness of the attack took the

redmen by complete surprise, and, after

twenty minutes of hard fighting, the soldiers

had possession of the camp. Then the voices

of Joseph
—

hereditary chief of the Nez

Perces and selected chief of the Nespilem In-

dians— and his head warriors, White Bird

and Looking Glass, were heard encouraging
their men and inciting them to attack and

recapture the camp, Looking Glass in espe-

cially strident tones calling upon Wal-lit-ze,

Tap-sis-il-pilp and Um-til-ilp-cown, who
were presumed to have committed many
atrocities and depredations on white settlers

along their route, to fight and get killed if

need be. In response to Looking Glass's

taunts they dashed into the thickest of the

melee and "got killed," fighting desperately.
One Indian engaged an otlicer in single com-

bat and was killed by that officer. The In-

dian's sister saw him reel to the earth in his

death-agony, and. sr«»tching the revolver
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from his nerveless band, shot the officer—
Captain William Logan. With the resump-
tion of the attack upon the camp by the In-

dians, the fight became extremely close and

deadly, the latter feature being augmented
to the soldiers' detriment by the occupancy

by the Indians of

sheltered eminences,

whence they poured a

frightful fusillade on

the troops. And it

must be remembered

that these Indians

were most accom-

plished marksmen,

armed with the most

improved weapons,
and that a "pump
gun," or Winchester

was a vastly more
destructive arm, at

close range, than the

Army Springfield,

because of its greater

celerity in firing,

throwing out the

empty shell and re-

loading.

Under the superior
number of the enemy
and their plunging
fire on front and rear

of the troops in the

camp, it was found

expedient to retire to

a canon, since known
as Battle Gulch,
where the enemy
could be engaged at

better advantage, and
without the double

fire to which they
were subjected. But
this coulee, or gulch,
was not to be occu-

pied until some twen-

ty Indian sharp-
shooters were killed

or driven from it.

and where, shortly afterward.

Bradley's command joined them

Brigadier-General

Lieutenant

-but carry-

ing the dead body of the gallant young offi-

cer. Of course, when the soldiers retired

from the camp it was immediately reoccu-

pied by the Nez Perces, and then was recom-

menced a duel between the opposing forces,
wherein all the Indians, male, female and

young, participated, with a most impartial,
but unpleasant, desire to plug the soldiers.

And, to make it pleasanter for the occu-

pants of Battle Gulch, the Indians fired the

tall prairie grass and

only a sudden veer-

ing in the wind as

the fire approached
the gulch prevented
serious results to the

troops from this

mode of Indian war-

fare. To add to the

unpleasantness of the

situation, commissary

supplies were ex-

tremely sparse, but

Lieutenant Wood-
ruff's horse (which
had been killed with-

in the lines) fur-

nished a succedane-

um for porterhouse

steaks, chunks of this

siege of Paris menu

being devoured raw
Lieutenant Woodruff
at that time was the

involuntary commis-

sary officer, but was
afterward an officer

in the Subsistence

Department and was
retired with the rank

of Brigadier-General.
Meanwhile the lit-

tle command had
been woefully weak-

ened by losses and

the non - appearance
of the wagon-train,
so General Gibbon

sent W. H. Edwards
for medical assist-

ance and supplies to

be rushed to the

gulch, but these were

shortly anticipated by the arrival of the

train, when the Nez Perces withdrew, after

firing a number of shots as a sort of "au
revoir" to those who had so bravely attacked

and withstood them. On August 11 the red-

men departed and Captain (afterward Gen-

Cooledge
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eral) Richard Comba was sent from camp
with a party of men to bury the dead and

place means of identification on the graves
of soldiers and citizens. At ten o'clock on

the morning of the 11th General Howard ar-

rived with his escort, a little over twenty-four
hours behind, a distance he maintained until

their ultimate capture by General Kelson A.

Miles, within fifteen miles of the British line,

on October 5. The suggestion cannot but

occur to anyone acquainted with the pursuit
of the Nez Perces, that Joseph would never

have traveled as far as Bear Paw Mountains

bad -lolin Gibbon occupied the position and

commanded the troops of Oliver ( ). Howard.

Of the valor and

heroism of General

Gibbon and his offi-

cers and men, Gen-

eral Alfred H. Terry,
General Philip H.
Sheridan and Gener-

al William T. Sher-

man spoke the most

justly and encomias-

tically
— merely a

righteous tribute to

the deeds of the com-

mand. It was, and is,

dillicult to select
from this band of

heroes any as espe-

cially worthy of com-

mendation—each was

primus inter pares
—

but Lieutenant Wood
ruff was particularly-

noticeable as, in the

performance of his

duties as adjutant, he

rode from point to

pool encouraging the men by word and ex-

ample M lie "plumed" an Indian, and Cap-
tains Comba, Sanno, Browning and Williams

were most effective in their marksmanship
and in carrying out the movements desig-

nated by the eommnnding officer. Seventeen

officers were engaged and seven of them were

shot fourteen times, viz.: General John Gib-

bon, in thigh; Captain (now Brigadier-Gen-
eral and recently in command of tbe Depart-
ment of Colorado) Constant Williams, in

head and body; Captain William Logan,

head, killed; First Lieutenant James H.

Bradley, head, killed; First Lieutenant

Colonel John T. Van Ortdale. Seventeenth
t'nitrd Statrn Infantry, Formerly Second
Lieutenant Seventh United States Infantry.

Charles A. Coolidge, three times, being
wounded in both hands and legs (First Lieu-

tenant Coolidge afterward becoming Colonel

of the regiment); First Lieutenant William

L English, head, wrist and back, died of the

wounds; Second Lieutenant Charles L.

Woodruff, three wounds in both thighs and

heel.

Colonel John Gibbon, commending the

heroism of Captains C. C. Kawn, Richard

Combo, George L. Browning, J. M. Sanno,
Constant Williams, William Logan;
Lieutenants Charles A. Coolidge, James H.

Bradley, J. W. Jacobs, Allan II. Jackson.

I II. Wright. William L. English; Sec-

ond Lieutenants C.

A. Woodruff. J. T.

Van Orsdale. E. B.

Hardin and Francis

Woodbridge, says:
For the officers en-

gaged in this little

affair (Big Hole) I

have nothing to aak,

and am unable to per-

suade myself to ask

for that next thing to

nothing, a brevet.

But I earnestly urge
that tbe authorities

may ask of Congress
the enactment of a

special law giving of-

ficers and soldiers

wounded in battle the

same increase of pay
as they are now en

titled to for every
five years of service,

the law to go into ef-

fect from the com-

mencement of the fis-

cal year.

The following list gives those killed and

wounded in the battle :

nth Infantry
—Company A, one of-

ficer, one man; Company B, one officer;

Company I), three men; Company E, two

men; Company F, two men; Company
G, six men; Company H, one man; Com-

pany I, three men; Company K, three men.

Second Cavalry Detachment, one man killed.

Seventh Infant ry—Wounded: Colonel Gib-

bon; Company A, one officer, four men;

Company I), four men ; Company E, two

men ; Company F, one officer, six men
;
Com-

pany G, six men; Company I, one officer,
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Brigadier-General Stephen P. Jocelyn, United
States Army, Commanding Depart-

ment of the Columbia.

four men; Company K, one officer and four

men. Citizen Volunteers—Six killed and four

wounded, one of the killed being H. S. Bost-

wick, post guide at Fort Shaw, M. T.

RECAPITULATION.

Killed. Wounded.

Officers 7th Infantry 2 *5

Enlisted men, 7th Infantry. .20 *30

Enlisted men, 2d Cavalry. . . 1

Citizen Volunteers 6 4

29 39

A casualty list of sixty-eight out of a com-

mand of about one hundred and seventy, all

told, is certainly a high average, and another

chaplet added to the anthology of the Sev-

enth Infantry, whose first honors were

achieved at Fort Harrison, Ohio, September
4 and 5, 1812. General Gibbon was severely
criticised in an editorial in the New York
Herald for attacking the Nez Perces with

such a small and inferior force, and this un-

just and unwarranted aspersion on a brave

and most efficient officer—now dead—was

effectively replied to by the St. Paul Pioneer

Press as follows :

•One of each died afterwards.

First Lieutenant Henry McKinley Benson, Adju-
tant Seventh United States Infantry; Wounded
in the Fight at Camas Meadows, August
Twentieth.

Both in its conception and execution, the

plan of campaign followed by General Gib-

bon wag a masterpiece of Indian fighting.

Nothing can be further from the brilliant

folly of Custer's dash than Gibbon's march

and attack. It was wisely planned and boldly

carried out. The necessities of an Indian

campaign are simple. They are to move

swiftly, strike suddenly and hard, and to fight

warily, but perseveringly and vigorously. All

these things Gibbon did. He made a forced

march, and completely' surprised the enemy
at the end of it. He fought the savages after

their own fashion, retiring to cover after the

first onset, and fighting singly, rifle in hand,
officers and men alike, from the commander

down, becoming sharpshooters for the time,

and picking off the Indians like born fron-

tiersmen. And the battle was a victory, a

brilliant success, in that it inflicted a terrible

punishment on the Nez Perces, strewed the

valley with dead Indians, and sent the

crippled remnant of the band fleeing to the

mountains. General Gibbon is a shrewd and

bold Indian fighter—and the "Herald"
writer is an ass.

And with this little pertinent journalistic

amenity the chapter is closed ;
and if the

memory of many dead heroes is relieved of

unjust aspersions, and the ignorant and un-

intelligent criticism of the survivors of this
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intrepid action rebutted, the object of this

little reversion to the past is attained. So,

concerning these one hundred and seventy

valorous men one can stand amid the smil-

ing; plains and verdant hills of the Bitter

Root country and, as the calm beauty of the

landscape is noted, he can appreciate the

relevancy of the old Roman adage: "Si

monumentum quaeris, circumspiee" (if you
seek their monument, look around you).
As a fitting appendix to the recital of this

battle is an action that occurred on the Clear

. prior to the battle of the Big Bole,

and during the same pursuit. For two days

the harrassing savages had fiercely charged
the little body of soldiers that were their

quarry, and ultimately the encircling whorl

of Indians, ever decreasing in its radii, be-

came so threatening that the soldiers formed

a hollow square and, determinedly grasping
their rifles, prepared to kill as many Indians

as possible ere they became overwhelmed.

The determination to kill was laudable, its

accomplishment extremely difficult, for the

encircling band of Indians presented no tar-

get save the ponies' bodies, and an arm over

the pony's neek and n leg across its back, the

body of the warrior being hidden by the

pony's body, the Indians firing their Win-

chesters from under the ponies' necks.

Nearer and nearer came the circling body
of yelling Nez Perces, their shots dropping
like hail amid the sturdy mass of soldiers,

those that were wounded having their places

taken by unwounded, or not badly wounded,

men from the rear files, while the wounded

were taken tn the hollow space in the center

for such primitive surgical assistance as the

limited means afforded. Closer and closer

came the triumphant Indians when, as the

spaces between the galloping ponies lessened,

a howitzer discharged its hurtling missiles

among them, utterly disorganizing this plan

of attack, and shortly compelling its aban-

donment. The officer in command of the

crew manning the gun was First Lieutenant

and I'.i.wi Captain Robert Howe Fletcher,

Twenty-First United States Infantry, who
was afterward director of the Mark Hop-
kins Institute of Art at San Francisco and

who has achieved distinction in the world of

letters.

Upon the scattering of the enveloping line

of Nez Perces by the howitzer shots, Cap-
tain Marcus P. Miller, Fifth United States

Artillery (now Brigadier-General, United

States Army, retired), performed gallant

M'jvice in breaking their hastily const meted

line, into which break First Lieutenant

Stephen P. Jocelyn, Twenty-First Infantry,

ad with his men and completed the dis-

comfiture of the Indians, who hastily retired

before the now combined and determined on-

slaught of the troops.

This brief V envoi is presented merely as

a deserved encomium on officers who in this

episode, as well as in others during the pur-

suit of the Nez Perces, took a brilliant and

intelligently brave part, most of them hav-

ing received from the Government distin-

guished honor for their service. As one case

in point, Colonel Stephen P. Jocelyn, Chief

of Staff, Pacific Division, was recently pro-

moted to the rank of Brigadier-General.



From a Painting by Xavier Martinez.

As in a dream- ensueden ed sleep mine eyes
Behold a fair white temple in a wood,
Whose searchless shadows hold the hush of years,-



The House of Dreams

By Porter Garnett

A» in a dream-ensweetened sleep mine eyes

Behold a fair white temple in a wood.

Whose searchless shadows hold the hush of years.

More silent for the hint of harps unheard

Save by the soul. The placid airs are drenched

With memories of music Melodies,

Ineffable and mute, return to haunt.

Like fragrance of caresses half- forgot.

The tranquil umbrage of the sacred place.

Athwart the hallowed dusk of ancient trees.

Benignant auditors of lyres lulled.

The leafage moans a threnody of sighs.

I feel the voices and the sound of lutes

From ages lustred by the Lords of Song.

Here, in the shrouded after-fate that holds

The secret of eternity, the shades

Of all dead singers come. Forever freed

The bondage of the flesh, they tread, at last.

The inmost aisles of this elysian grove.

To enter in the vasty House of Dreams,

Unto the adyt of the mystic fane.

Where, in a golden drapery of light.

Is Beauty shrined, supernal, chaste, and holy.

Frail Sappho's spirit, like the lily form

Of Aphrodite risen from the sea.

Where, scorned of Pharon. unto death she fell.

Came hither seeking solace of that love.

Here, Dante, whose enraptured eyes had gazed

Upon the infinite effulgence of the Light
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Wrought by Saint Bernard's prayer, hath looked anew

Upon the gleaming altar, whence the pure

Divinity hath ever shed her rays—
In Chaos kindled of the seething suns,

Renascent in the eld of cosmic dawn.

The matchless Milton, garmented in all

The majesty that only Death bestows.

Hath pressed the temple sill with pious feet.

Here, Blake, who glimpst the gates of paradise,

And shed the bitter tears of hope and pain,

Walked with Rossetti underneath the boughs.
As fragile as a drooping orchid, Keats,

His floating curls a nimbus 'round his head,

Stressed of a great desire all unappeased,

Kept tryst with Beauty here in other days.

Delayed in durance of the mortal term,

Unhappier Shelley came to kneel. And Poe,

His spirit-face illumed with ecstasy

Once stood before the arcane Presence here

Beholding all that e'er, with mortal eyes.

He saw of wonder and delight. Released

Of woe, he here forgot the saturnine

And fearful things his frantic fancy wove —
Affrits and daemons, guised in human shape,
Fell phantasms of the deeps that cloak Despair-
And breathed the ether of his purer dream.

Thus, in the endless paths of Time and Change,
Have poets hither made their pilgrimage ;

To lay, with reverent hands, before the shrine.

An ultimate reguerdon of their love.

The wreathes and garlands of eternal song
Enwind the altar. Chaplets, fresh and fair,

Of Poesy's undying flowers breathe

An everlasting incense to the skies.

The vision fades—I see no more—and yet

The perfume and the murmured music live

Within my soul, a memory and a peace.



Thr Surf at Cnronndn.

The Midwinter Playground of America

By .ui Exiled Californian

•All on that charming coast is no bitter snow or frost

Like the lands of Virginia, 0;
There streams forever flow a> <l there flowers forever blou\

And alas, 1 am weary, weary, 01"

"The Slave's Lament," by Robert Burns.

|AM a slave, too, 'way back

Ka>t—and alas, I am weary,
0! Snuffles and mufflers,

coughs and chest protectors,

ugh ! Four or five months of

i t it ! Oh, take me hack to the

Id California shore! I want to g-g-go—so

l> lilaini'il had. seem 's if I can
?

t stand it.

Just to play for another Winter in the sun-

shine, just to travel along the byways and

highways through all that string of lovely

count ies set against the sea like little gems
against a limitless opal. Don't you love

the names of them? Marin, San Mateo.

Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Luis Obispo,
Santa Barbara, Ventura, I»s Angeles. San

Diego—I hate to stop, for there 's music in

the name of every county in the state and

a touch of romance, too—Calaveras, Amador,
Kldorarlo, Yuba, Shasta, Siskiyou

—there I

go—I love 'em all. Sometimes I think it 's

the hazy, purple-painted foothills, and some-

times I'm most homesick for the dreamy sea-

shore—dolce far niente and that sort of

thing, you know.

I've a map of the old state above my desk,

such a long awkward strip it looks. Some-

times, at an idle moment. I love to take a

pencil and trace a route for a Winter outing

to enjoy when 1 go back. Sometimes 1

figure making it with an automobile, some-

times' afoot, but ot'tenost horseback—a g 1

cahallo, "Spanish broke," with a nifty

vaquero saddle (tapaderos and all) and

Spanish spurs
—how I used to like the jingle

of them dragging over the floor!—an absurd

outfit, you'll say, but it's Californian, and

when you meet up with some survivor or

scion of the old regime jogging along some

byway, and you can roll a cigarette with him

and "hable 'Spanol" a bit, or when you are

picking your way up a path in the hills, or

scampering along a smooth stretch of beach

you will acknowledge the charm of the

horse.

But never mind about the horse, let 's
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On the Polo Field at Del Monte.

dwell on the course. It is six hundred miles

go-as-you-please. Six hundred miles stretch-

ing from San Francisco southward to San

Diego. Have you ever idled anywhere along
that course in December, January, February,
March or April? If you have—well, you
know how you love to dwell in memory
upon it.

Let me think—yes, I would begin at San
Francisco to renew old delights, idling around
that wonderful town, breathing its marvel-
ous air—its trade winds are guaranteed to

turn the stiffest, staidest New Englander into

the friskiest colt in a single season. I'd idle

along the dear old water front, inspecting
tall square riggers from the South Seas or

the Orient, or from way around the Horn;
lumber-scented schooners from the mills of

the continuous woods where rolls the Oregon ;

now and then a quaint Chinese junk dwarfed

by a neighboring liner of the Pacific Mail,
or some huge tramp from Calcutta. Oh!
the balmy Winter breezes of that blue bay!
How the sun dances on the sails of the tiny

sloops of the Greek and Italian fishermen!

There is Golden Gate Park. You'd like

to loll around on its green lawns and saunter

along that glorious walk out to the Sutro

Baths, where you plunge into a miniature

ocean which is heated just right. There 's

the Seal Rocks and the ocean beach—but

come on down the coast, for I've only a

Golf Course of Country Club, Pasadena.
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couple of thousand words more in which to

talk about it.

Of course we have been to Mount Tamal-

pais, San Rafael, the University at Berkeley,
etc. Now it 's to get a glimpse at the coun-

try palaces of the rich down Menlo Park

way, then look in at the "Quad" at Stan-

ford, next skip over to Santa Clara and

along the Alameda to fetch up for a few

days at the Vendome in San Jose. Of course

we take in the Lick Observatory
—that meat's

a ?»oot across the valley and up that won-

derful winding road to the mountain-top.
which perchance has a robe of snow glisten-

ing in the sun.

exacting. I recall a black-bearded ex-sailor

there who was stimulated to sing:

"I'm clinker-built and copper-fastened,
And I'm A\ at Lloyds."

As we jog on through the Santa Cruz
Mountains, pass high Ben Lomond, or con-

tinue through the redwoods to Santa Cruz,
we have had glimpses of hundreds of little

homes nestled in the hills and half-hidden

by the clustering vineyards and orchards.

Now we are on Monterey Bay, and we

lope along, dodging the honk-honkers on the

glorious driveways, and fetch up at last at

Hotel Del Monte, which is almost too swell

for us, for you've got to have all your
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Staging in the Southern Sierras.

in the dewy canons, cottontail rabbits slip
under cover of the wayside, and sometimes
there 's a sudden crash in the chapparal and
you get a fleeting glimpse of a deer or per-'
chance a bear.

Once, in a bit of forest thereabouts, a

long, tawny mountain lion leaped ker-plunk
down upon the road ahead. The horse
braced and snorted, but with a bound and
without glancing at us, the big cat disap-
peared in the brush below. Still my horse
snorted and refused to budge; then ker-

plunk upon the trail ahead leaped the first

lion's mate. He paused, gave us a nasty
show of his teeth, poised an instant, then

leaped on.

We ought to have had rain a-plenty by
the middle of January. If we have n't been

thoroughly soaked, we're in luck, for when
it rains in my old state there 's no half-

way business about it—it just pours for

days until all the arroyas are bank full and
a lot of little bridges "let go all holts" and

give up the ghost. But the lordly sun leaps
out again and, Lawsy! how the grass and
flowers start !

We slip into and out of a hundred fairy
valleys through Monterey, San Luis Obispo
and Santa Barbara Counties. We have had
a day or two of the Paso Robles baths, seen
San Miguel Mission, jogged through the

park-like Santa Margarita Rancho (it used
to be owned by Patrique Murphy, but I

guess it 's all cut up into orchard lands by
this time). We used to six-horse-Concord-
coach it over the range to San Luis Obispo
City, but the Southern Pacific has a hole

knocked through the mountain now and most
tourists miss a most delightful drive by
sticking to their Pullmans.

There's the fine Hotel Ramona at San
Luis. The town sets in the heart of a pic-

turesque valley broken by a line of rocky
peaks. You ought to mount your caballo

and follow them westward to where they end
with Moro Rock, which heaves out of the
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sea in MoM Hay. .lust south of San Luis

Obispo OD the coast is the magnificent I'i/.mo

beach. In my day, years ago, the San Luis

beaux naad to take the Spanish girls for long

gallops where now I'm tohl is one of the

•_-rraN - in the world for automo-

bile racing.

.Vi-day barbecues! Ah Caramba!—Dios

tie mi Alma.' I wonder if they yet hold them

in the shady canons of sycamore and live

oakt And do the young fellows still trim

fancy canes from the curling limbs of the

ruddy mau;anilaT

On now through enchanted Santa Maria

Valley, past the chimes of an old mission or

two, and still on the old stage road over the

Santa Barbara coast range. Sweet Santa

Barbara channel greets you like a happy
dream. \ rove over the blue waters

to the hazy islands beyond, then back to

sleepy Santa Barbara town just to your left

below. I always found it hard to tear away
from Santa Barbara. The warm and gentle

surf invites you every day in the year; the

mission and the hills, the driveways, the—
even'tliing ask* yon to linger.

But the valleys are growing golden with

poppies, and Los Angeles, Pasadena, Bed-

lands, Riverside, Pomona, San Diego are

all before us; there are more valleys, more

beaches—pshaw ! they 've all been word-

painted enough.
I am going to stop, and let another writer

who is "on the spot" tell the tale of present

California attractions.

"To her own people California is a play-

ground the whole year round. The delights

of outdoor life through the long, cloudless

Pacific Summer, however, are within a book

whose seal the Easterner stubbornly refuses

to break. 'Tent cities' by the sea and Summer

camp life in the mountains have their charms

as well as Midwinter on the coast. Surf-

bathing through the Winter months always

seems to surprise visitors from the East.

The sea is not so warm U in Midsummer at

Atlantic City, but for all those at the beach

resorts who do not at first feel equal to a

robust romp with the breakers, great out-

door bathing pools have been constructed,

where in carefully tempered salt water they

may disport themselves at any hour. Be-

TennUToumamtnt Court* at Del Monte. Uiu Sutton, Champion of America, Playing.
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, Near Los Angeles.

sides the Sutro Baths and the Del Monte

swimming pool, there are fine bath houses

and beaches at Santa Monica and Redondo,
and way down in the southwest corner of

Uncle Sam's domain, Los Banos—San

Diego's magnificent mission style resort—has

unique attractions.

"There is yachting, motor-boating, rowing

and fishing. The quiet waters of the great-
est of all oceans and the steady trade breezes

make every day safe and delightful for

yachting, yet this sport has had compara-
tively little development, though several

yachting clubs have been formed, and each

year sees increased interest in the racing
events. Long-distance yacht racing will be a

Eastlake Park, Los Angeles.
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Midwinter Playgrounds in California.
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Children'! Playground. Il»trl if/ 1 Coronado. Coronado

feature of Pacific Coast sports in years to

mm The annual race from San Francisco

to Honolulu is the most important long-dis-

tance yachting event in the world of aquatic

sports. The distance is over 2,000 miles and

some of the contestants have made the voy-
age around the Horn in order to take part.

Deep sea fishing is one of the greatest Pa-

cific sports, for all of the fish are fighters.

"The cool waters of the Pacific seem to

arouse dormant activities in species which

show little fight when hooked in other waters.

They strike with ferocity, and are famous
for the long, vicious and thoroughly game
tiirht which they put up before they can be

landed. The tuna is the chief of these; he is

easily the king of all game fishes. His fav-

orite prey is the flying fish and his pursuit

nt this elusive victim is so keen, swift and
determined as to carry him ten and even fif-

teen feet above the surface in his leap. He
takes the hook with the mad dash of the

mountain trout, and once hooked the energy
with which he fights back is an inspiration

and a challenge to the angler. The first des-

perate dash after taking the hook often takes

six or seven hundred feet of line fairly

smoking off the reel and when the end is

reached and the tuna knows for sure that a

liirht is on, he will strike for the open waters

of the deeper sea with a force that often

tows the skiff twenty miles out to sea at rac-

ing speed before the least sign of weakening
is discerned. Then when the course is turned

it by no means is to be inferred that the

lighting tuna has begun to quit. He has, in

Yachting Off San Pedro. Cat.
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fact, just begun to fight, his first angry re-

sentment at the barb giving way to cool, de-

termined strategy. From seven to nine hours

of continual fighting, matching strength,

strategy, quickness, alertness and dogged de-

termination with this tireless thoroughbred
has been required often to bring him to the

gaff.

"Sea bass, too, are game fighters, grow-

ing to enormous size in Pacific waters and

furnishing sport second only to that afforded

by fighting the tuna. Yellowtail, too, furnish

good sport, and barracouta, halibut, butter-

the most exacting. And it may be said that

the supply of these game birds is practically
inexhaustible during these months. In the

recesses of the Sierras, too, are to be found

opportunities for big game hunting, the

Winter driving the bear as well as other

game to make frequent incursions into ac-

cessible valleys.

"If the more strenuous forms of Winter

delight along California's coast are dwelt

upon it is not to be thought that they mo-

nopolize the attention of the pleasure-seeker.
Their prominence but emphasizes the open-

Hotel Glenwood, Riverside.

fish, surf fish, rock cod and others are daily
fished for with great success at the clocks

and wharves along the coast.

"The California Winter is replete with the

joys that fall to the lot of the successful

hunter no less than to his comrade of the rod
and reel. Duck hunting alone furnishes good
sport from October until the middle of Feb-

ruary. The whole coast line of the state is

a Winter feeding ground for widgeon, mal-
lard and other ducks and for wild geese as

well, and most liberal game laws permit the

huntsman a day's bag that should satisfy

air attractiveness of this Winter playground
of ours, where each succeeding day may take

a new form for its pleasure.

"Automobiling finds its true Winter home
here, whether for touring up and down and
across the coast and valleys between San

Diego and San Francisco, pleasure spins
over the smooth, dustless well-oiled roads in

and around the beautiful cities of the south-

land, or racing on the superb beaches at Del

Monte, El Piznio, Santa Barbara or Coro-
nado. Much might be written on the joys
of Winter touring among the orange groves,



Where Midwinter Walk* Are Charming.



Yosemite Valley, in Winter, From Glacier Point
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I
;ilm*. pines end pepper trees that line the

highways, in ninny parts of California

through months whicli on the calendar of

less favored climes loom darkly portentous
with the blizzard. It goes without saying
that where the automobile is so common an

adjunct of pleasure and business the best

of facilities are always to

be found at hand for stor-

ing, repairing and earing
for the machines. Thou-

sands of visitors from the

yearly have their cars

sent on ahead of them to

this coast, knowing that no

matter what pleasure they

may have derived from

them during the Eastern

Summer, the cream of the

year's enjoyment is to be

bad out among the orange

groves, or along the superb
•ntecn-Mile Drive that

skirts the picturesque head-

land between Monterey

Ray and the Mission of

San Carmel.

"This Winter, for the

tir>t time in its history.

Yosemite Valley has been

made, and will be kept eas-

ily accessible throughout
the Winter months. It is

the enterprise of the pro-
moters and builders of the

Yosemite Valley Railroad,

which was successfuly

opened early last Spring

This line runs from Merced
to El Portal, carrying the

\ isitor to within 14 miles of

the Sentinel Hotel, the lat-

ter distance being covered

by stage over a road which

the Federal Government is

fast putting in ideal condi-

tion. The railroad runs

along the banks of the

Mined ttiver, and its

scenic beauty would make
the trip sutlieiently mem-
orable if the greater glories

of Yosemite did not wait

within easy reach. Ample
vision has been made

for the care and comfort of the visitors while

in the valley."

This foregoing writer may be a "boom

scribe," but he just makes me more home-

sick than ever, with his enumeration of fur-

ther familiar charms in this favorite play-

ground of America. He goes on to talk

Riverside.

Bathtng in Front of Hotel Potter. Santa Barbara.



Camping in the California Hills.

A Field of Lilies in California in Midwinter.
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Yoatmite Valley, in Winter. From Inspiration Point.

about the ''Hushing breakers that dash their

aiming lines of creamy spray against the

wind and sand of Coronado Beacli; the

orange groves, boulevards, golf links, polo

meadows, the tennis clubs and gun clubs.

Santa Catalina Island, mystically outlined

at times from the mainland tliroiijrh its en-

veloping purple mists, with its little city of

Avnlon creeping away from the bay and up

the encircling hills, and M OB. It is like the

old literature that dragged the first great
crowds out to us in '87, and yet not one of

the florid ''write ups" that I remember ever

I half adequate. They can't put it up
any too strong to suit me. Yes, I want to go
bttk to California—and I'm a-going this

Winter if I have to brake-beam and blind-

baggage it all the my.

Coaching at Catalina.



From a Photograph by Major Lee Moorhuuse.

Joaquin Miller in Buckskin Costume.



The Most Beautiful Girls on Earth

By Joaquin Miller

SERE are the most beautiful

women to be found, and why
are the women of this or

that favored spot so passing
fair!

Yes, it is a legitimate in-

quiry. I nin quite in favor of these beauty
contests. In fact, I should entirely approve
of introducing some sort of inspired Luther

Biirhank into our garden of girls with the

>le chance of some sort of improvement
in at least some quarters of the world. For

example: In some parts of the globe women
are not "divinely tnll." Whyf Of course

it must be conceded, to begin with, that

heredity has much to do with this, as with

many other features of feminine beauty, but

look about over the earth for tall women and

you will find that tall women are of the

woods, where they partake somewhat of the

stately glory of the aspiring trees. The
women are of the plains, where the wind

blows hard and they must grow close to the

(romd to keep their tooting. We should

confine our observations to our primitive

peoples, mainly, for the American white

man is a strange mixture, also too new to

the country to he put on trial at once. But

take the American Indian, and you will see

at a glance that where the trees are stately

and dense on the ground, from Maine to

Missouri, the people were, and still are,

wherever found, tall and finely formed. But

on the great open plains they are squatty

and comparatively unshapely.
The second thing to consider, in the con-

templation of womanly beauty, if it is not

really the first thing in most cases, is the

matter of complexion. The difference in

roses is largely only a difference in texture

and delicate seashell tint. And where does

the beautiful woman get her seashell and

rosebud beauty 1 She gets it from the sea,

or rather from the rain, the bounteous mois-

ture in the air. The entirely beautiful girl

must be of the woods, the water and the

grasses. The reverse of this means reverse

results. The women of barren and arid lands,

no matter how marvelous the skies, are for-

ever at a disadvantage, while the girls of

the sea-girt British Isles are, in complexion,

aa
|
earK. I shall never forget my walks

or rather the walks of the country girls,

through the shamrock lanes of County
e. The com) bnoon of the Irish girl

at home is a living pi cm, a runic rhyme.
But in the recent many beauty contest*

both of these cardinal and first features of

feminine beauty are, as a rule, not reckoned

nt all. The photograph shows neither



stature nor complexion. The face only, the

regularity of features only, as a rule, can

be considered. And in this we must find the

excuse for so many miscarriages of justice

in these many recent trials.

The features of the California girl are

fine, perfect, if you please to have it that

way. And she is really "a daughter of the

gods" in stature, heredity, the redwoods and

the cloud-tossing .Sequois, as a rule. But
somehow the sea winds of California are

hard and dry and not kind to her as they
should be, as they are to the girls of the

British Isles.

Were I asked to put my finger on that

part of the West where the stately trees and

the incessant sea mist are her handmaidens,
I should with perfect confidence stick a pin
in the map at the commercial capital of Ore-

gon. For here the woods and the waters

combine to give the Oregon woman her most

comely stature and perfect pearl and seashell

complexion. I set this down without fear of

question, or at least quite fearless of results,

after fair investigation.

Only yesterday I returned from an ex-

tended tour through Oregon, Washington
and extreme Northern California, and I am
free to say I never before saw so much

beauty; and I have been twice around the

globe in continual quest of perfect beauty.

Oregon must bear away the palm for per-

fect beauty which Kentucky has gloried in

so long and so triumphantly. Why? Well,

partly because the hand of my fathers has

cut down her stately trees and built cities;

bad for both stature and complexion : And
then, "Westward the star of empire takes its

way," and so on.

The Oregon girl has not only the Kentucky
girl's stature and grace of bearing, but she

has the British—Irish—girl's complexion,

perfectly. The climate of Portland, the

chief place in Oregon, is almost exactly that

of London, leaving out the dense, dun fogs
of the latter.

Oregon is not a new country, compara-

tively. Her wondrously beautiful girls are

of the third and even fourth generation.

They are of old Puritan parentage, mission-

ary stock, and as learned in books as the tra-

ditional Boston girl. It has a university

more than half a century old; it has pretty,

well-filled schoolhouses at every crossroads

and churches where people really go to

church. And yet, all is so quiet, orderly,

truly Christian, that no one seems to have

ever heard of Oregon, save as a sort of

northern county of California. And no one

seems to have ever seen or heard of these

cultured girls in "the continuous woods" by
the misty, sounding seas.

I am moved to say this because in all the

contests for the prize of beauty I find not

one awarded to Oregon. But, as said before,

I find excuse for the miscarriage of justice

in the fact that neither stature nor com-

plexion, the two first and best elements to

be taken in account, can be passed upon by
the judges who must make up a verdict from

photographs only.

Oregon is "the garden of beautiful girls,"

Oregon, away up yonder, north of California,

the land of "continuous woods," the land

of sea mist and persistent rain; but Oregon
has not one drop too much for the finest

complexions to be seen anywhere on earth

under the path of the sun.



A Chillu Camp of the United State* Geological Survey In Wyoming. The Survey Has Been
Very Busy Classifying Coal Lands During the Past Season.

The Way of the Land Transgressor
By Lute Pease

V. The Coal-Land Gang

IECES of tight! Pieces of

eijrht !" screams tlie pirates'

parrot in Treasure Island.

"Barrels of money! Bar-

rels of money!" shouts the

Great American Organiza-

tion for the Bogging of National Resources,

a branch of which is now suffering from a

severe setback in its industry of barreling

millions from the public coal lands.

Just about this time a year ago, the

country was treated to a sensation growing
out of the investigations of the Interstate

Commerce Commission at Denver, Omaha
and Salt Lake City. Newspapers every-

where came out with such "scare heads" as:

"THE LAND-FRAUD SYSTEM EXPOSED," "M08T

GIGANTIC FRAUDS EVER PERPETRATED ON THE

I SITED STATES GOVERNMENT," "WYOMING
TOLITICAL OBOWD HEADED I1Y SENATOR WAR-
REN INVOLVED," "BINGER HERMANS AND W. A.

ItlCHARDS BOTH TOOLS OF A GANG ORGANIZED

TO ROB THE NATION," "RAILROADS IN COL-

LUSION WITH LAND OFFICE AND UNITED
STATES SENATORS TO SECURE MONOPOLY OF
THE PEOPLE'S COAL LANDS."

The following facts were pretty clearly

established: The General Land Office of the

Doited States had issued patents to millions

of dollars' worth of coal lands, in the face

of absolute evidence of fraud, and despite
the protests of special agents.

Dishonest special agents were rewarded
and petted; honest ones were abused, threat-

ened and transferred to remote fields. Re-

peated protests from private citizens, ac-
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Coal Bluffs on the flatte River, Carbon County, Wyoming, the Crossing of the Old Emigrant
Trail, Where Coal Was Discovered by Lieutenant Fremont in 1843. Great Coal

Land Frauds Have Been Committed in This Neighborhood.

companied by evidence, were deliberately

ignored by the Land-Office officials. Every
effort was made to rush patents and delay

investigation.

Dummies by the score were paid by

agents of the (railroad) coal companies to

file on lands, and contestants were bribed to

withdraw. Intimidation and other vile meth-

ods that have characterized the operations of

the frenzied monopolists of America were

employed quite openly, and apparently with-

out fear of interference from the dispensers
of justice.

"Don't be too busy, don't get too wise, or

you may get into trouble," has more than

once been the very blunt hint given a special

agent, whose printed instructions admonish
him to the fearless performance of his duty.
Under oath, one agent has testified that he

had been ordered by his superior at the Land
Office to destroy certain evidence alleging
fraud. The usual method, however, to dis-

courage honest ones was simply an order

transferring him to another, and less dan-

gerous field of investigation. Other minor
officials also have had their enthusiasm for

justice squelched by their superiors.
"It is none of your business," was the

answer which the General Land Office gave
Charles Kingston, formerly Register at

Evanston, Wyoming, when he reported that

he suspected irregularities in applications to

enter coal lands, and asked for instructions.

In his testimony before the Interstate

Commerce Commission, Kingston told his

experience in reply to the questions of Mr.

Marchand, attorney for the Commission :

Mr. Marchand: When you discovered these

irregularities did you report them to your su-

periors!
Mr. Kingston: Yes, sir.

Mr. Marchand: What was the result?

Mr. Kingston: We were informed in so

many words that it was none of our business.

Mr. Marchand: Who was your superior?
Mr. Kingston: Binger Hermann, Commis-

sioner of the General Land Office.

Mr. Kingston's testimony showed that a

lot of coal lands in Wyoming had been taken

up for the Union Pacific Coal Company with

"scrip" which was worth but five dollars an

acre, thus saving fifteen dollars on the Gov-

ernment's price for its coal lands in that

vicinity;' also that he had been directed sev-

eral times not to interfere with this indus-

try, though a Land-Office circular directs

officials to make investigation where there is

reason to suspect lands entered as agricul-
tural or non-mineral are in reality coal lands.
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The "System" Exposed.

The chief feature of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission's investigations was the

exposure of the "system." It was already
known that rottenness had anted in the

I^and Office under Binger Hermann. The

timber frauds of the Pacific Coast had been

uncovered, Heney had cleaned up the Ore-

gon gang, Binger Hermann himself was re-

moved from office and indicted, and the pub-
lic was beginning to feel easy again under

the impression tluit tlie "shake -up" which

placed W. A. Richards in the Commit
er's office meant a new and honest deal for

the future. But it was a change from the

pot to the kettle. At the very time indict

ments and prosecutions were stirring Ore-

iron, the irang continued confident of its con-

trol of the Rocky Mountain situation. Utah

state officials, in collusion with the Land Of-

fice and two railroad-coal upanies, had al-

ready robbed the people of some millions of

dollars' worth of coal lands in that state,

and the I^and Office was now rapidly hand in l:

over coal land patents to the Union Pacific

monopoly in Wyoming. These coal-land

frauds were part of a very definite and far-

reaching conspiracy to monopolize the fuel

resources of the West—to throttle competi-

tion in the coal business.

Through the hearty co-operation of Sec-

retary Hitchcock with the Commission the

truth came out—for three years the Gen-

eral Ij>nd Office had suppressed the facts.

For three years private citizens, honest spe-

cial agents and other officials, notably Jndgs
\l. C. Burch, special Assistant Attorney-

Ceneral. had bombarded the Government

with protests, reports and affidavits.

Many MWipajMC readers perhaps have

.wondered how the Commission was able to

gather and show up such a vast amount of

startling evidence in such a short space of

time. As a matter of fact various investi-

gators ami Secretary of the Interior Hitch-

cock had supplied a synopsis of the facts to-

gether with the names of leading witnesses.

Thus armed, the Commission's progress

through the Union Pacific's and Rio Grande's

"preserves" was quite cyclonic.

First, at Omaha and Denver, Judges

Oil Field In Spring Yallev, Wvnmlnp, Whrrr. It It Charged, the Union Pacific Vted Dynamite
to Drive Off an Oultide Company.
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Town of Hanna, Wyoming, Where the Vein -of Coal Is About Twenty to Thirty Feet Thick.

Prouty and Clark learned that for some

years the Union Pacific Railroad had been

paying out thousands upon thousands of dol-

lars ($14,188 at Evanston, $5,096 at Chey-

enne, Wyoming) for land-entry fees. The

company's own record thus showed how it

had acquired many thousands of acres of

coal lands. The law allows plain citizens

but 160 acres, or a company but 640 acres

at most.

D. 0. Clark, brother of Senator Clark,

of Wyoming, and field boss of the Union
Pacific coal enterprises, made a lot of dam-

aging admissions to the Commission, but

thereby managed to take an immunity bath.

Somewhat Unaccommodating.

The Union Pacific Railway Company is a

part of the great Southern Pacific system
under the management of E. H. Harriman.

Practically all of the lines of this great sys-
tem have received in the past magnificent

gifts of land from the people of the United

States by way of encouragement of construc-

tion. Not only was a wide right-of-way

given them through the public domain, but

alternate sections in strips of from ten to

twenty miles on either side of the right-of-

way were freely handed over to them.

But the Nation's generosity seems to have

stimulated avariciousness.

Here is a fair example of many stories :

Mr. Frank M. Vaughan, of Denver, Colo-

rado, attempted a few years ago to go into

the coal business for himself in Wyoming.

"I intended," said Mr. Vaughan, "to
operate near Hanna, Wyoming. My purpose
was with other parties to obtain a track that

had to cross the Union Pacific Coal Com-

pany's land. It took about a quarter of a

mile across the Union Pacific land to reach

the coal. I had some correspondence with

Mr. Burt on the subject (Mr. Burt was presi-

dent and general manager of the Union Pa-

cific Company). This was about Septem-
ber, 1902.

"Mr. Burt replied that they had no money
to expend on new tracks at that time. I think

several telegrams passed between Mr. Burt

and myself on the subject, and finally I asked

if I could not meet him at Omaha. I went to

Omaha and called on D. O. Clark (vice-presi-

dent of the Union Pacific Coal Company and

superintendent of the coal service of the

Union Pacific Railway Company) to find out

if he would give the right-of-way across the

land. Mr. Clark did not offer me any en-

couragement—in substance he refused. I

then had a conversation with Mr. Burt. I

told him we wanted to operate this tract, and
asked him to build a track to connect it with

the main line. He reiterated the statement
that he made in his first letter, that the Union
Pacific was not spending money on new
tracks.
" 'Would it not be best for you,' I asked,

'to build this track in the manner which is

followed by railroad companies at different

times; to build the track, all expense of which
we will pay ourselves, then you refund to

us a small amount; say, ten or fifteen cents a

ton on every ton of coal shipped over that

track, and when the amount is refunded to

us, the track will pass into the Union Pacific

Railway Company?'" 'We do not want to have our money tied

up,' he replied." '
I suppose we will have to build the track

ourselves and simply consider it a part of the

investment,' I said.
" 'I might as well be frank with you,' he
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aid,
'

1 do not want you here. I want

you to keep out of Wyoming.'
"With that we dropped the matter. Well,

as a parting shot, I wrote a letter to Mr. liar

riman. I did not think it would do any

good—and it did not. I stated the case to

him, but he replied that be could see no rea-

son to reverse Mr. Burt."

thar story, thowiag the effrontery of

a gang that has fattened on the pi'blic do-

main, is told by Robert S. Spence:

I was in Omnha, July, 1905, as attorney
for the Sioux City & Rock Springs Coal Min-

ing Company. I presented, at a meeting of

soma (Union Pacific) directors and the man

agement, the fact that the company whom I

r.pri^ented were earnestly desiring the ad-

justment of their matters, because they had

spent several thousands of dollars on a coal

mine in 8weetwater County (Wyoming), and
that Mr. D. O. Clark, vice-president of tho

Union Pacific Coal Company, had positively

refused to allow them to operate thnt mine—
positively refused. ... I then presented

f to Mr. Clark (who was present) and

asked if such conditions existed. He said

they did. lie said they would not permit
them to operate there because there was a

man at Denvor, named Abbott, who was fore-

man of our company, who had given them

(the Union Pacific) a lot of trouble contest-

ing one of their coal entries on the question
of fraud. Mr. Clark stated that unless the

coal company would discharge Abbott and

pull him off this land that he had "jumped,"
as they claimed, tbey would never allow the

Sioux City Company to operate that coal mine.

PlHlf at Almy, Wyoming. Showinr Tilttd Strata of
Hearing Bed*. Bear Lake Valley in Dittance,

In Spring Valley, Wyoming, there is a

petroleum field which produces the finest oil,

it is said, in the United States. According
to evidence before the Interstate Commerce

Commission, the Union Pacific is prevent-

ing t he development of this field, using

"every possible means, including force." Oil

was discovered in liMll. while the Union Pa-

cific was boring I'<t water. By the terms of

>!. Union Pacific land-grant, oil lands are

>l ecitically excluded. On the discovery of oil

in Spring Valley, a California oil company
tiled on the land and tried to take possession.
The Union l'acilic built a wire fence and

ordered the company off. Special Agent
Forbes was sent out to investigate, and told

the oil company's men to go ahead. In the

meantime the Union Pacific dug a trench and
laid a powder mine across the land, and left

a man named Williams there, with orders to

touch off the mine if the oil company made
another move. Mr. Forbes was removed

from office upon complaint of the Union

Pacific, and later John Williams, an em-

ployee of the Union Pacific, at the request of

the sheriff, exploded the mine.

After "investigating," the Land Office de-

cided the land in question belonged to the

railroad company.

I Profitable Industry.

Making "coal declaratory statements" and
"taafa entries" for the railroad companies in

Utah, Wyoming and Colorado has been quite
a profitable graft to some of the inhabitants,
who secured all the way from three or four

dollars to $200 or more for the use
of their names, or "rights." Even a

man who has since become (through
the Union Pacific and Wyoming
senatorial influence) a justice of the

Wyoming supreme court, was not
above taking a hand in the graft
Judge Cyrus Beard has admitted
that he was an attorney for the

Union Pacific Railroad Company at

the time, and that the money to pay
for his coal claim was furnished
him by a Union Pacific official, and
that he received a "bonus" of
$200 when he deeded the property
over to the company. But this jus-
tice of a state supreme court

thought that he had a right to specu-
late with his claim; that is, that he
"had a right to buy the land, and
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a right to sell it—but I did not know that it

was illegal, and do not know that it is now."

Mr. Marchand (attorney for the Govern-

ment) : Were you ever on the land, Judge
Beard?
Mr. Beard: I do not know that I ever was.

Mr. Marchand: You did not view the quar-

ter-section prior to filing on it?

Mr. Beard: Not by a personal inspection,

no, sir.

Mr. Marchand: Did you make any im-

provements on the property?
Mr. Beard: No.

Commissioner
Prouty: Somebody
had to testify that

this was coal land?

Mr. Beard: Yes,

sir.

Commissioner
Prouty: You could

not testify to it?

Mr. Beard : Not
from personal knowl-

edge.
Mr. Marchand:

Who was your agent?
Mr. Beard: Mr. D.

O. Clark, I think.

Commissioner
Prouty: In what form
was the money fur-

nished you?
Mr. Beard: I think

it was in a bank
draft.

Commissioner
Prouty: From whom photo by Harris & Ewlng.

fli'rl vrm ohtnin that Senator C. D. Clark, of Wyoming, Whose Elec-aia you ODiain mat Uon Was jeoparaisea »

bank draft?

Mr. Beard: I think it was either sent to

me by Mr. Clark, or brought to me by some-

body.

Complicity of the General Land Office.

The Interstate-Commerce-Comnrission in-

vestigations had not progressed very far be-

fore evidence a-plenty began to crop out

showing the complicity of the General Land
Office with the fraud operators in Utah and

Wyoming. Some of the Land Office ring

commented openly upon the "impertinence'"

of the Commission in "butting in," but the

Commission, out of courtesy to the Depart-

ment of the Interior, had withheld its knowl-

edge of the facts, and had even ruled out

some testimony, until Secretary Hitchcock,

advised by T. B. Neuhausen, his special in-

spector, very energetically then made known

to the Commission his desire that everything

be brought out. The result was the story

of A. J. Smith and Special Agent Meyen-

dorff, giving the country a strong sidelight

on the conspiracy between the United States

Land Office and the coal-land gang of the

Rocky Mountain region.

The Story of Meyen-

dorff.
A. J. Smith, of

Denver, desired to

file on some valuable

coal land near
Evanston, Wyoming.
He had discovered

that the Union Pa-

cific Railroad Com-

pany) that is, its

subsidiary coal com-

pany) was in posses-

sion, and he under-

took to contest the

corporation's right

to the land. As the

operations of the

coal company had

been very open it

was easy for Mr.

Smith to secure an

abundance of evi-

dence upon which to

base his charges
First he took the

matter up with one

N. J. O'Brien, a spe-
cial agent of the

Land Department, stationed at Denver. Mr.
O'Brien happened to be a pet of the Land
Office. He was a Wyoming man, a personal
friend and confidential lieutenant of Com-
missioner W. A. Richards, of the Land Of-

fice, and a tool of the "system." Naturally
Mr. Smith made progress backward with the

help of Mr. O'Brien.

Presently another special agent of the

General Land Office, Michael A. Meyendorff,
arrived at Denver under orders to take

charge of the investigations in Colorado.

Meyendorff, a slender, quiet, elderly man,
whose face and manner would be sufficient
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guarantee of bis earnestness and honesty

anywhere, was next appcalrd to by Mr.
Smith—and not in vain—for Meyendorff

promptly began a line of investigation that

oon pUeed biin in great disfavor with his

mpariora.
Mr. Smith bad stipulated with Meyendorff

that no one but the latter should have charge
of the investigation. O'Brien, learning that

Meyendorff had been placed in possession of

throning light on the transactions of

the I'nioii Coal Company in the in-

of the Union l'acitie Railroad Com-

pany, went to Meyendorff lUBBUtly reiuiest-

inj; him "as a personal favor' to turn

to him, O'Brien, the investigation of coal-

land frauds in Wyoming.

"Mr. O'Brien made repeated requests to in-

inee me to turn these investigations over to

him," testified Meyendorff. "His efforts

were strenuous, and Mr. O'Brien Informed
me that upon the result of these coal-land in-

vestigations depended the re-election of

United States Senator (lark, of Wyoming;
ml Mr. O'Brien! further informed me that

r Warren was very much interested in

the result of the election of Senator Clark;
that ho (O'Brien) was a Wyoming man, with

many friends in that state, and that if I would
afford him the detail to investigate in Wyo-
ming he could help the election; that if I

should go there myself I would injure the

chances, and Mr. O'Brien implied strongly
that 1 would experience official disfavor if I

undertook a personal investigation in that

state."

MeyendortT, who had supervision over the

work of O'Brien and several other special

in the Rooky Mountain region, had

already discovered that O'Brien was in inti-

mate relationship with the General Land Of-

lice; that he was in frequent and confidential

correspondence with Chief Clerk Maey (an-

other Wyoming man, by the way), and fur-

ther that O'Brien corresponded with Senator

Warren, of Wyoming; and that Mr.

O'Brien's opinions seemed to guide the opin-
imissioner's office in matters

relating to the work in Colorado. When
dorff requested the special agents un-

der him to keep him informed as to their

whereabouts, his action was disapproved by
Commissioner Rieharda, . naturally,

it was not agreeable to Mr. O'Brien to have

his movements directed or traced.

O'Brien, linding that he could not per-
suade MeyendortT from his determination to

Smith's ehargea against the Union

l'acitie, induced another s]>ccial agent, one

C. L. llendcrshott, to interview MeyendorlT.
He used the same arguments as O'Brien,

with the additional suggestion that it would
be "u r MeyendortT personally "to

buck Senators and such a big corporation as

the Union Baeitio Railroad Company, and
that it eeriainly would be better tat bin to

turn the .nv stigation of the Wyoming cases

OV«r to Mr. O'Brien."

MeyendorlT was not alTeeted by the ai-u-

menta, but went oa with the investigati. n,

securing evidence showing that dummies
"were taken in droves of a dozen or fifteen

it a time; they were taken to the Union
l'acitie Railroad Company, to the Union De-

pot (Denver), led to a room, and there, for

to live dollars each, they signed an ap-

plication to enter coal lands—to make coal-

land entries—and at the same time signed
a power of attorney, whereupon they

paid the three to five dollars. That is all

they heard of the laud, or of the people that

induced them to make these entries. .

They were all sorts of men. waiters at hotels

and restaurants, some saloon bums, and some

saloonkeepers."

Meyendorff transmitted his evidence, as
fast as reeeived, to his superiors at Wash-
ington, but that section of the Wyoming
"push" in power at the Land Otliee (W. A.

Uichards, Chief Clerk Maey. et al.) did not

appear at all interested. However, hfeyen-
dorflf continued his pernicious activities, go-

ing so far as to request Judge M. C. Bureh,
who was making investigations for the De-

partment of the Interior in the Rocky Moun-
tain region at the time, to bring the matter

directly to the knowledge of Secretary
Hitchcock. Judge Bureh promised to do so,

but was intercepted by George F. Pollock,
then Chief of the Sjiecial Service division of

the Land Office, who urged Judge Bureh not

to take the matter before Secretary Hitch-

cock, "that it would not be just the proper

thing to go over the head of the Commis-
sioner." The gang well knew that the game
would be up if Secretary Hitchcock once

got wind of it.

• ndorff was getting too busy. He was
in line for promotion in the service, but he

was not promoted, and in the midst of his
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activities at Denver, was transferred by

peremptory order to Los Angeles, where, in

various ways, he was made to feel the con-

tinued disfavor of the Land Department.
It seems that Senator Francis E. Warren,

of Wyoming, concerned himself in the affair.

Meyendorff had learned that O'Brien had

written to Senator Warren, and thereupon
had secured an interview with the Senator

in Denver. "At that interview,", says the

special agent, "Senator Warren made no
direct request that I should not prosecute the

investigation, but he pointed out the danger
of making an enemy of the Union Pacific
Railroad Company in Wyoming elections,
and said that Senator Clark's re-election

might be jeopardized if the enmity of the

Union Pacific Railroad Company should be
incurred."

It was after this interview with Senator
Warren that Meyendorff tried to reach the
ear of Secretary Hitchcock through Judge
Burch; and shortly afterward found himself
transferred to Los Angeles, 1,200 miles from
the State of Wyoming and the scene of his

operations. The transfer was made just
when he had completed arrangements to

carry on a rigid investigation in Routt Coun-
ty, Colorado, where enormous land frauds
have since been uncovered, and which county
immediate adjoins the region of the Wyo-
ming frauds, about which the friends of
the Union Pacific were so anxious.
When the Meyendorff story came out at

the Interstate Commerce Commission hear-

ing in Denver, Senator Warren scoffed at
the whole affair, and sneered at Meyendorff
as a "dope fiend."

.

That "Star-Chamber" Hearing.

After Special Agent Meyendorff was
transferred, his work at Denver was as-

signed to another man, more in touch with
the gang. Smith, however, continued his

fight against the Union Pacific, employing
an attorney to such purpose that the Land
Office realized something must be done to
head him off. He was advised that his pro-
tests against the issuance of patents to the
Union Pacific would be duly considered at a

hearing which would be granted to him, and
that he would be notified of the time and
place for the hearing so that he could ap-
pear with his witnesses.

The hearing was duly held at Evanston,

Wyoming, very quietly, at the office of the

Union Pacific's attorneys, and no notice ap-

pears to have been sent either to Mr. Smith
or his attorney. This remarkable and mys-
terious "hearing," which has been frequently
referred to as the "star-chamber affair,"

very naturally had a cut-and-dried result.

Smith's protest was defeated, and the Union
Pacific's investments in entrance fees and

bonuses to dummies, its outlay for "influ-

ence" with Senators and Government officials

was repaid, as usual, with the getting of

what it wanted. Incontrovertible evidence of

fraud with respect to these coal entries was
in the hands of the Government as shown at

the Interstate Commerce Commission's hear-

ings, yet patents were issued on them all.

A lengthy affidavit by Mr Smith was read

to the Interstate Commerce Commission in

October, of last year, wherein he told his

troubles in detail and made his charges spe-

cific, including the following:

I reluctantly charge the General Land Of-

fice with failing to keep faith with me, and

by a system of procrastination and injustice

compelling me to resort to such indirect meth-
ods as the record of these protests discloses.

. There is now in the records of this

case in the General Land Office an affidavit

that carries the aspersion that this arm of the

Government is controlled by those corpora-
tions known as the Union Pacific Eailroad-

Coal-Superior-Coal Company.
I appealed in vain in the year 1903. I have

continued my appeals up to and including the

present. I have spent a vast sum of money
that I could illy afford. I have diligently
striven to get my petition to the foot of the

throne. ... In 1903 I laid bare this in-

famous land-grabbing scheme before Special

Agent Meyendorff. I produced before him
witnesses whose sworn testimony was re-

corded and forwarded to Washington. . . .

This special agent made his report, and was
by the General Land Office almost immedi-

ately transferred to Los Angeles, California.
His successor was, and is, a man who is, and

was, known to the Union Pacific aggrega-
tion. My appeals slumbered. . Al-

most disconsolate and broken-hearted, l at

last reached the ear of the Honorable Secre-

tary of the Interior. He promptly requested
a report from the Honorable Commissioner
(W. A. Kichards). In that report the Honor-
able Commissioner said that he had suspended
the alleged fraudulent entries, and would in-

vestigate the matter. I was also informed
that I would be given an opportunity to ap-
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pear at such investigation. I have repeatedly
-ted that I be hoard iu this matter, and

have been aa repeatedly spurned. 1 have

been reliably informed that this investiga-
tion was had in the following manner:

A special agent of the department came
to the town of Evanston, Wyoming, and in

the office of an attorney of the Union Pa-

cific Kailroad-Coal Company, a star-chamber

proceeding was- held. A few employes of th&

company were brought from Rock

Bprlaga, Wyoming, and their testimony taken,
and they were as secretly returned, and this

tptelal agent returned to his field of labor

ami made his report, and upon that report
these suspended entries went to patent. This
was done in the face of my repeated protests,
which were then on file in the General Land
Office. . . .

. On the 30th day of December,

and whether the grabbers will be forced to

give up the ill-got lands yet seems to be an

open question.
Another fraud, worked in Wyoming, was

to place five-dollar agricultural-land scrip on

twenty-dollar coal land, thus saving fifteen

Sketch*! Denrer Omrratlaa.

1905, my solemn protest was filed In the Gen-

eral Land Office, and on that very day tho

patents which I was objecting to so strenu-

ously were issued and transmitted to Evans-

ton, Wyoming.

Methods of the Operators.

To sum up the methods whereby conl lnnds

have been fraudulently scoured : In Utah, by
collusion with the State Land Board and the

Iiand Oniee, tho railroad companies secured

millions of dollnrs' worth of coal lands at

agricultural-land prices, robbing the Govern-

ment of from eight and a half to eighteen

and a half dollars per acre by the swindle.

Whether anyone will be punished for this,

Ex-Senator Teller, of Colorado. Who la Opposed
t.>

• landlordism." ••Paternalism" and Simi-
lar Horrors Charged to the Administration.

dollars at Uncle Sam's expense. Anticipat-

ing trouble in one such case, the Union Pa-
cific deeded back to the Government about

3,000 acres a short time ago.
The dummy-entry system, so frequently

worked by agents of the coal companies,
consisted in bribing crowds of people to

make "oonl-doelaratnry statements'' on de-

sired property. Each of such statements is

a notice that the person making the declara-

tion has discovered coal at a certain place

on the public domain and intends to locate a

claim thereon; that he intends to work it

himself, and that it is for his own use and

benefit and not for the use or benefit of any-
one else. This "tied up" the land until the
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grabbers were ready to put their hirelings

through the motions of paying the Govern-

ment's price for the land, the money being

furnished by the chief conspirators, where-

upon the hirelings promptly sold their claims

to their principals at a small bonus.

Energetic Government prosecutors, aided

by a large number of special agents, are

working in the Rocky Mountain region.

Many indictments have been secured, and it

remains to be seen if the worst offenders are

punished or much of the stolen land re-

covered.

"Help the poor land-grabbers in every

way possible" seems to have been the watch-

word of the General Land Office; for in-

stance, one of its queer rulings until recently
was the requirement that in order to estab-

lish that land was valuable for coal, a mine
must be opened on every forty acres.

Coal lies in great beds, only outcropping
where there has been erosion or upheaval
of strata. The surface for thousands of

acres over the finest coal beds may not show
a single outcropping, yet the greenest geolo-

gist would know it to be coal land, and

might easily estimate its probable tonnage
extent per acre.

Under the remarkable ruling mentioned,

however, hundreds of thousands of acres of

such land have been taken up as agricultural
or grazing land under the various laws; fre-

quently saving as much as $18,500 on a

thousand acres, and the people have had to

pocket the loss.

The Rise and Fall of a Land Commissioner.

After Binger Hermann was permitted, by
the generosity of the President, to "resign,"
W. A. Richards was promoted to his place.
Richards enjoyed the friendship and confi-

dence of President Roosevelt, but he was

distinctly the protege of the Rocky Moun-
tain political-corporation gang. Not a cor-

rupt man in the sense that he has ever been

charged with making money corruptly
—and

really a very popular man in his state—but,
like Binger Hermann, he desired to help his

friends. Like Hermann, also, he hoped, by
standing in with the "powers" of his region,
to some day stand among the other favorites

of the "powers" in the United States Senate.

Formerly Governor of Wyoming, Rich-

ards had been placed by Warren in the Land
Department as Assistant Commissioner un-

der Secretary Bliss. The story goes that

Richards demurred slightly at his appoint-

ment, remarking:
"I am not suited for such a job. I know

too much about how Government lands are

being taken in the West."

Whereupon Secretary Bliss, whose lean-

ings are not known to have been overwhelm-

ingly in the direction of reform, is said to

have replied:

"That is just why we want you."
Richards made good with the "push" both

as Assistant Commissioner and as Commis-
sioner. One of his rulings has been cited

as an example:

In Southern Colorado a man had opened up
a coal mine and was selling coal. He had a

bomestead location on it, in order to avoid

paying the Government's price of twenty dol-

ors an acre for coal land. Eichards ruled
that the land was not properly classed as coal

land, and it was not necessary to pay the Gov-
ernment twenty dollars per acre.

After the complete exposure of the "sys-
tem" a year ago, Richards' resignation was
demanded. It is said that Secretary Hitch-

cock declared that he would himself resign
at once if Richards were not removed. Pow-
erful influences were brought to bear upon
the President not to kick Richards out, and
also not to push investigation against Sen-

ators Warren and Clark, and other big men
of the Rocky Mountain region. The in-

fluences availed only to delay Richards' res-

ignation for a few months, so that he could

be "let down easy" before the public.

When President Roosevelt penned that

cordial letter to Richards, accepting his res-

ignation, but giving him at the same time a

first-class recommend, the President must

have meant it in a strictly Pickwickian

sense; as seems to have been the case with

the first of the two now famous letters to

Governor Hagerman, of New Mexico. That

Richards was no more desirable as Com-
missioner of the General Land Office than

was Hermann, the President well knew. Not

only had Richards no desire to resign, but

he exerted every effort to hold on, and only

the powerful influence back of him, together

with a critical political situation, growing
out of the Brownsville affair (according to

common gossip among newspaper cor-

respondents at Washington), together with

the President's well-known generosity, en-
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obled Richards to stick until March 4, of the

id year, and then make his exit

fully. But the ".system" had received its

first great shaking up, and the dust is not

yet cleared.

The President's Great Act.

The (rreat overshadowing result of the

investigations of the coal-laud trans-

pressors was the temporary withdrawal from

entry, by the President, of some sbtty-four
million acres of land that the Government

geologists had reported to be coal land—
withdrawing it for several purposes, to-wit:

To proper)/ classify it so that no more could

he grablied as agricultural or grazing land,

to provide for the payment of more than the

Government's minimum prices for land

worth more than tin i it is no longer

easy to get Government coal land worth sev-

eral hundred dollars an acre, or possibly

thousands, for only ten or twenty dollars),
and to bring to the forefront of public atten-

tion the 1'resident's great plan fOr conserving
the Nation's fuel resources under a 1<-

'•m.

From the moment that President Roose-
velt announced that principle: "From hence-
forth the Nation should retain its title to its

fuel resources and its right to su|
their development in the interest of the pub-
lic as a whole," the "system" began to rally
its forces for fight

—coal monopolists and
their allies began to gnash their teeth in

chorus. Every effort was made in the last

Congress to belittle the charges of fraud,
and the preposterous assertion was made
that the President's withdrawal of the -

four million acres was without authority of

law. As a matter of fact everyone who
has looked up the statute well knows that

the Fl - act was fully within the

authority granted him by Congress.

The gang succeeded in blocking the Presi-

effort for the reform of the land laws

at the last session; and under the ostensible

ship of Representative Mondcll, of

Wyoming, t lit* President's effort to secure a

sutlicient force of special agents to more

thoroughly unravel the web of fraud on the

public domain was defeated.

Then, as we have noted in a previous ar-

ticle, was organized the Denver Convention,

which, however, in spite of "packing,"

proved to have too many delegates that were

friends of the President, and the anticipated
resolutions of "protest" against the Presi-

dent's policies ignominiouslv tailed. Neither

the elo(|iii
" .tor Teller, nor

the adroit leadership of smooth Senator
ter availed.

PraakUnl Roosevali'l railroad-salaried op-

ponents in the forthcoming session of Con-

gress will doubtless continue to shout their

conviction that his coal-land policy is "dan-

gerously socialistic, paternalistic, etc."—
"not in harmony with our institutions, with

our past policies and practices or with that

of any great commercial nation, etc." Nor
is it at all likely that

their ears will be

open to plain argu-

ments; nobody is so

deaf to the logic of

facts as a United

States Senator en-

gaged in rolling up a £••_.)

snowball of sophist i

in liehalf of special

interests.

The Coal-Ixind Prob-

lem Abroad.

While we have

been slowly awaken-

ing to conditions in

America, similar con-

ditions have been

confronted and han-

dled in the interests

of the people of oth-

er nations years ago.
We pride ourselves

upon our Nistiaul

progressiveness, and
borrow the Austral-

ian ballot, the Swiss

initiative and refer-

endum, the English

Corrupt Practices Act. etc., years after they
have been in effect elsewhere. Now. may
we not learn something from Australia's ex-

perience with its coal landsf

Twenty-five or thirty years ago (as Mr.
A. C. Veatch. of the United States Geolog-
ical Survey, has pointed out) that coun-

try began to struggle with the problem, and
it has gone through the same stages of land-

law revision upon which we are just enter-

ing. According to the common-law prin-

Rcprcurntative
Hondrll It
Oppoted."
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ciple, ownership of land includes all rights

from the surface down, but the fundamental

principle involved, and which is held to

largely by the courts, is that if the land is

more valuable for mineral than for agricul-

ture it is mineral land, and its mineral de-

velopment may be undertaken with ample

protection of surface rights. Now Australia

gives to the prospector a license which per-

mits him to prospect on land the surface of

which may be owned as agricultural, but be-

fore he can do any work a proper official

assesses the possible damage to the owner of

the land, and the prospector must deposit
the amount of the assessment as a bond for

possible damages. Nova Scotia has the same
law. The statesmanlike idea at the base of

this as put forward by the President is to

encourage the greatest development of all

the resources of the land. The Australian

states have a progressive and republican

form of government very nearly akin to

ours, and practically the same problems pre-
sent themselves.

New South Wales provides for both a
rental and royalty in the development of its

coal lands. The rental, of course, applies
to acreage and the royalty to output, but
the rental is credited on the royalty; that is,

if the royalty equals or exceeds the rental,
no. rental is paid, the object being to dis-

courage the rental of large tracts without

development. Where the surface is owned

privately the rental is paid to the owner
and the Government gets the royalty over

and above any rental.

Since our neighbors have been experiment-
ing for twenty-five years we might take ad-

vantage of their experience. The majority
of Australians favor their coal-land laws
and there is no outcry about "paternalism"
or "landlordism."

The Passing Stranger

By Edith Campbell Babbitt

He passed me on the street,

And never guessed
The strength he gave my heart,
And needed rest.

His noble face so shone

With holiness,
The very sight of it

Could not but bless.

I met him only once

Upon my way,

Many years ago,
And yet today

That face of light and strength
Still dwells with me;
The man "had been with God"-
'T was plain to see.



"Praise With Faint Damns'
By Porter Garnett

OUN KENDRY'S IDEA," by
.uley Fernald (The

Outing Pnbliahing Company)
is a si-riiiticant book It is at

the same time a book witli

very evident faults, but of

these Infer on. <•!' more importance is the

fact that tlie book has distinguished and un-

usual literary merit. It is essentially the work
of a literary man. N'ot all writers are literary.

In point of tact there are very few. in Eng-
land and America, at least, that are. This

bring i is not too much to gay of a

book that is so consistently literary as John

Kendry's Idea, whatever its shortcomings

may be, that it is "significant." In writing
the pn-cnt M-ries of articles in which I have

examined from month to month the output
of literature in the West, I have commented

frequently
—I may say I have "harped on"—

the deplorable absence of the literary quality.

It may be said, without fear of successful

contradiction, that no book so dowered has

been produced in the Wot recently, with the

exceptions of Mary Austin's The Flock and

Jnhn h'tnrfii/'s Idea.

This first attempt by Mr. Fernald to write

a long story is, however, only an attempt.

As a story it is variously vulnerable. It will

be enjoyed by people of literary taste who
read for art rather than for substance, but

it is curious to note how so much art in dic-

tion can be associated with so little art in

arrangement—in construction. One gains an

instant impression from the first chapter of

a atria—albeit a derived style
—that is the

refinement of intellectual modernity. It is

conscious art; an expression
—albeit a re-

I expression
—of the most significant

voice in literature today; the voice with which

art is just learning to speak; the new voice,

which, like all things new in art. is the ex-

pression of those only who have something

to say. In what seems a complex phrase-

ology there is much more than appears on the

surface. There is the interpretation of eon-

eiouratw expressed with nice reserves, not

in its first meaning, hut in its second and

third mannings. All of which is very proper
indeed ami very intonating when it is con-

sidered that in the character of John Keiulry
we have a person of strange and complex
psychoses. 1'p to a certain point Mi
nald has developed the character—or, better,

the individuality of Hendry with skill. Eh
is not an uncommon type, halt' philosophical,
half pathological; an amateur prophet with

exclusive reactions; an adolescent and sen-

sitive seer who "had formed the habit of

considering himself always in distant hut

certain relation to a conception of the uni-

verse, and in that relation he had found his

most stimulating sources of thought"; the

kind of person that people who boast of be-

ane regard as a futile ass, in which

Opinion they are wrong only insofar as the

noun is concerned.

One reads of John Kendry and his Idea

with something more than a languid interest

because of the literary manner in which they
are evolved, and one does not fail to register

the subtleties of a style without rhythm
which interests, excites admiration, but does

not charm. And, because of these things,
one calls the book significant.

Having said this much, I must go farther

iy that the memory of John Kendry's
personality survives the book in spi
the fact that for a great part of it he ceases

to have any personality and becomes a mere

puppet in a succession of episodes as crudely

imagined as any melodrama that ever morti-

fied the stage. Was it by way of a sop to

the bad taste of the public t (If so it was a

shameful surrender.) Was it the exigencies

Otf the serial form of fiction? Was it the

impulse of fnntasyt Was it the determina-

tion to express the atmosphere of San Fran-

cisco—to exploit its notorious possibilities

of romancef Was it a bowing to the man-

date that is put upon the novelist to bo in-

ventivet Or was it the return of an old en-
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thusiasm that caused the author of The Cat

and the Cherub to drag his characters, and

his readers after them, into the slums of San

Francisco's Chinatown and create for them

there as ridiculously impossible a character

in the person of Chan Kow as ever eman-

ated from the brain of the author of the

Old Sleuth stories.

It is not customary in reviews of current

literature to make comparisons, which is a

sufficient reason for my doing so here. If

further reason is needed I might say that in

writing of books in these essays I do so in

precisely the same manner as I would if

their authors were dead which, happily, they

are not. The odious comparison that I wish

to make here is between John Kendry's Idea,

a book that is conspicuously literary in tone

and psychological in intent, and Blindfolded,

by Earle Ashley Walcott, which some read-

ers of The Pacific Monthly will remem-

ber I commented on some months ago. The

basis of comparison lies in the fact that both

stories connect with the link of intrigue the

family of a millionaire with the slums of

San Francisco. In both stories the appur-
tenances of the darkest melodrama—dead-

falls, pistols, poisons, and thugs
—abound.

But with this atmosphere and these elements

in common the difference between the liter-

ary and intellectual quality of one and the

unliterary and commonplace character of the

other is affording. There is a chapter in

each of these books, the scene of which is

laid in the Chinese theatre. It would be

worth anyone's time to read a'nd compare
these two chapters, as they afford a striking

example of the greater importance of man-
ner than of matter. If I were lecturing on

this subject to a class, I should insist upon
my students reading Blindfolded and John

Kendry's Idea, and then, for the sake of

further comparison, I should have them read

some of Henry James.

There are two salient female characters in

John Kendry's Idea which grow under the

hand of the author without his seeming to

have control of them. One finds one's sym-
pathies alienated from the heroine by inde-

terminable suggestions of sordidness in her

character, while they are attracted to her

rival, who is really a charming person. One
almost feels at times that Mr. Fernald will

or should end by marrying his heroine to the

Chinaman.

Mr. Femald's manner and method are

ideal for psychological interpretation, but he

seems to lack grasp. He has inference and

repression and poise. He has subtlety of

expression, but so little constructive subtlety

that_ aside from the character of John

Kendry, none of his dramatis personae are

psychologically suggestive. Their incoher-

ence is a matter without the author's control.

The unintelligibility of John Kendry him-
self is diverting on the whole. As I have

said, he is a type
—more than half pathologi-

cal—who wants to invent a new religion and
we leave him at the end with the memory of

a frenetic dialogue with the heroine at the

moment he is facing death.

Yes, John Kendry's Idea is significant. It

discloses an author of uncommon literary

feeling and address. It has apparent limita-

tions and faults, but as a first novel it has

high potential importance. One finds oneself

thinking "What a book this man can write !"

But it will take more than one more novel

before he finds himself. It is too much to

expect that faults as numerous and as grave
as those of John Kendry's Idea will be elim-

inated at one more trial. Let us be thank-

ful, however, for a book which with Mary
Austin's The Flock stands as the most signifi-

cant (mark the word) work in prose that

has been produced in the West in recent

years.
I shall make two extracts from Mr.

Femald's book which illustrate two phases of

his literary manner, the psychological and
the descriptive. In the first is seen the liter-

ary man in a subjective mood, in the second

he is seen visualizing San Francisco and

catching in this, as in many other similar

passages, something of the elusive atmos-

phere of the city as it was, a thing that so

many other writers have attempted to do,

but which only a very few have accom-

plished. The extracts follow :

He marveled at how little he ever had

thought of man in his capacity of father. He
had let it lie over invisible beyond marriage.
And it was the one certain approach to

immortality life had to show. It was the one

avenue by which man's virtue, his experience,
his essence, lingered after him. If it lingered
in combination with another strain it was

itself such a combination, and in the union

all romance was exalted, all egoism qualified.

Why was it not enough f Why was it not
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the answer to the thirst for conscious end-

lessness f Why whs it not noblest to accept
the extinction of one's known selfish entity,

rejoicing ill ami gjQfUJrlBg posterity f Poster-

ity! The word glowed. To live for posterity,

to have been lived for bj
' To have

lived in tlUIMllJ. ami in posterity still to

li\ •
; posterity ami ancestry wherein all men

llo.nl brothers and the self-seeking of

the imliviilual soul, that fretteil over the little

the little span- that bond it, waa east

on account of its morliiility! To build,

to beautify, to preserve, not for the covetous

moments of one's own evanescence, but for

all the living world to come! It asked no

strangling of the instinct for thought; it

was founded on human jp>ll«mnl
human in-

telligence; it crowned the strongest of human
instincts ami raised it out of centuries of

hypocritical reproach; it extended human ro-

mance through marriage, through maturity,

through old age; sweetly and without strain it

brought together all human sympathy and un-

uding; it made infinite the possible ex-

tension of human activities; it did all this

and asked for no credulity, for no especial

temperament, no subversion of instinct, no

symbol, because it began with the first prin-

ciple of life, beside whose antiquity all be-

liefs and all observances were but flaws on

the surface of the deep.

At each forbidden gambling house the

voices rose from back of heavy doors, guarded
latticed u I windows, where hid the

discriminating hand that held the latch

string. Krom one cellar rose the rumble of

many sewing machines, lie saw a white man

leaning in a shadow, with a private watch-

man's star glinting from his citizen's clothes.

The fierce blum-d eves of a hard -mouthed

kiI with loose scalp-locks took notice

of him. Krom a dark hallway plastered with

Chinese lettering on red posters an American

woman, aged, bedraggled, leered back at

Kendry. Two wca/ened, bcardle-* faces under

narrow-brimmed soft hats drooped along with

mutually supporting shoulders; their I

would have shown countless wounds from the

hollow needle. They disappeared into black

holes below street level. All these apparitions
were the links between the silent starry night

without and the crowded activities of trade,

pleasure and vice within, sealed from the

foreign devil's interfering conscience by the

universal wooden shutter.

Impressions

By Charles Erskine Scott Wood

Christmas—the Christ's Mass. What a joy
that it comes once a ycarl What a pity that

its spirit comes but once a year! It is fine to

enter into the great cathedral, to sit under
the groined roof, among the fluted columns,
and in a meditative trance to watch the

glories of the oriel window. To be soothed

wi'h im-eiise which sends its thin blue smoke

upward, and to hear the same chant which

once was sung in unison all over Christendom.

ke part in the ritual which is today
the same as that used by early Christians.

It is fine to sit upon the plain benches of

the country Methodist meeting house, and
see the devout faces and the earnest eyes, or

to see at their devotions the sincere men and
women who label themselves Episcopalians,

Baptists, Presbyterians, Congregationalists,
Christian Scientists and heaven only knows
what more. It is fine to go into the heart

of the slums and feel the throb and warlike

fervor in the Salvation Army barracks.

These Christians militant are brethren to the

earliest Christians, the poor workers among
the poor. They have endured persecution
for conscience's sake. Christmas! It is good
to- see the happy faces of the tradesmen,

whose harvest season is now. -The crowded

shops; the rich buying jewels and extrava-

gancies, tho wan woman her simple toy or a

bag of nuts. The urchin struggling to

stretch his small hoard so it will go round—
every one seeking to give pleasure to others.

Clerks remembered by employers and employ-
ers remembered by clerks. One universal glad-

ness. Peace on earth, good-will toward

men. That is the whole litany. That is tho

whole mass. All the rest is form and cere-

mony. Peace. Good-will. That is all there

the christian religion. All the n

theology—merely man 's unnecessary discus-

sion for his own confounding. Christ the
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son of God. Yea, so are we all sons of God.

There is no lowest thief, no gutter-bedraggled
woman but is son and daughter to God and

may truly say to Our Father which art in

Heaven. Thou hast made us and not we
ourselves. He descended into hell, and so

do we all. He ascended into heaven as so

do we all, for no man can know hell who
has not known heaven, and none heaven who
has not known hell. What does it matter

whether he was conceived of the Holy Ghost

as are all men, or born of a virgin, or raised

the dead, or whether these be all imaginings
of a simpler faith? What matters it? Or
whether baptism shall be in this mode or

that or at all save in the awakening of the

spirit? How petty and inconsequential is all

this compared to his rules for living and his

great example: Peace, good-will; forgive

your enemies; do good to those which hate

you and despitefully use you; love one an-

other; return good for evil; visit the sick

and those who are in prison; comfort the

afflicted and oppress not the poor. By teach-

ing and by example, even unto death, this

gentle Jew—forget not that he was a despised
Jew—taught peace, love, good-will, forgive-
ness. He rebelled against authority, the

gentlest and most powerful rebel who has
ever lived. He worked for, wept for, lived

for and died for the poor and the sorrowing
and the oppressed. That was Christ 's life,

and he who does otherwise let him not call

himself Christian. This is the Christ's Mass,
and it can be celebrated anywhere—all

through the year. In the slow-builded cathe-
drals of the forest where the pines swing
their censers and the sun-shafts light the

candles, or in the hospitals and hovels of the

city, or in its brothels where the air is hot
with evil fumes.

Peace, good-will, love. How can there be

peace when men and those foolish aggrega-
tions of men we call nations are expending
the strength of the people in armies and bat-

tleships to rob or keep from being robbed? I

have heard that a missionary has just returned
from China who cries, Bring round your
Navy, build battleships and battleships and
more battleships, for the Chinese giant is

awaking and ye are all in peril. Does the
Christian gentleman know that battleships
are not plucked from trees? That the blood
and sweat of the people build them? And
as for the Chinese giant, if he be awaking
Christians have waked him, Christians have
angered him, Christians have taught him that

peace is heathenish and war your only Christ-
tian trade. How far the name Christian has
drifted from the name Christ!

Peace, good-will, love. How can there be

peace, good-will or love where injustice is?

Injustice is the mother of discord. The lion

and the lamb do not lie down together. When
the ox which treads out the corn is muzzled
there is no justice. While they who make
wealth by the sweat of the face get not even

bread, there is no justice. While they who
toil not are arrayed more gloriously than

Solomon, and they who toil shiver in rags,
there is no justice. While a few can hold
the hungry mob from the vacant acres of the

earth, there is no justice. While a few sit in

the temple and declare to the many what
money they may change, there is no justice.
While a dozen men hold the great highways
of civilization taking tribute, and the hungry
and ragged masses are crowding the jails,

there can be no justice. While the people
huddle together like sheep and cry piteously
that they be not legally robbed to enrich a

few, there is no justice. What matter if the

overlords be not called kings or be not
crowned? When one gets by force or stealth

tribute from many there is no justice, and till

there be justice done in the earth there can-

not be peace or good-will or love and Christ's

day has not dawned. And how shall justice
be done? By making men free of those laws
which by stealth rob the many to enrich the

few. It is well to give of our abundance to

the poor, to fill full the street-corner soup
kettles of the Salvation Army that soup ket-

tles may boil in earnest, and for once in the

year the lean, tallow-faced, shivering, under-
fed ones may be fed. But it is better not to

be a party to the robbery of them the year
round. It is well to brighten the eyes of sick

girls with flowers. Above all, it is well to bring
into the pathetic childhood of the very poor
ecstasy once in the year by a few oranges or

jumping-jacks or Cinderella books. But it is

better to do justice and give to the poor free-

dom to receive their own. The sick, the poor
and the children ought to be the beneficiaries

of Christ's Mass. Suffer little children to

come unto me. How the great maker of

Christmas would have smoothed their hair and

gazed into their still unknowing eyes and

sighed. He would have wept at the pale lit-

tle faces, so pitifully dirt-begrimed, and the

thin arms of the frail waifs of a great city.
And he would have sternly asked, Which of

ye hath done this? He surely would have
cried aloud, God in heaven, why hast thou
suffered this? To some so much, to many so

little.

Yes, benevolent ladies and gentlemen, it is

well to hurry around with your Christmas

packages, tasting yourselves all the sweets of

doing good. All this kindly bustle of Christ-

mas is well. But it is better still to do
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justice. Get off the backs of the poor. Think
a little, read a little, talk a little. Why are

they poor! Why so very poor! Is it their

fault! That is the lie the smug protitcr from

1
1 r i v i I • The poor are poor because

they are incapable or eriminal. I say they
are incapable or eriminal because tbey are

poor.

Why are you richt Why so very rich? Is

are so much better! Do you
not know that every act of charity is but a

sop blindly thrown to justice! Ami justice
is greater than charity. <!et off the backs
of thesu thin limbed, flat-chested, blue-lipped
little children, give them a chance to keep
out of the jail and the pauper's grave. Let
them come into their own, to eat and grow
fat and have glistening eyes and chubby
cheeks. Do you say you are not on their

backs! I say you are. We nil are who suffer

the laws of a privileged plutocracy to stand;
the same old laws of privilege, of a feudal

aristocracy. Do you say you do not rob these

hurrying girl*, and gaunt men, ghosts of the

early morning fog! I say you do. We all do
who get what we do not earn. He that will

not work, neither shall he eat, is an old an-

nouncement of a justice not yet fulfilled. I

think your Christ, if he stood here to. lav,

would point his delicate, sensitive hand at

yon and say, He robs who gets what he haa
not earned.

Tho world is so full of Christians at Christ-

mas time. All tho churches will be. full of

them, packed down, shaken together and run-

ning over—good measure—and with the warm
recruiting of tho Salvation Army bass drum
and jingling tnmbourine not a limb will bo
left for tho devil. Yet I do not know ten

Christians. Ood knows I am not one myself
and have never pretended to be, so any
recriminations are out of order. There are
hundreds of thousands of good and sincero

people who labs] themselves Christians, which
I take to mean followers of Christ. I am not

sneering at them. There are millions of than
whose shoe latchet I am not worthy to loose.

Fault-finding always suggests a certain self-

righteousness, therefore let me say I am
speaking quite as much in self-examination as

in criticism. I speak of the times and the

title Christian.

We think it curious that in the name of
Christ men and women should have
burned, joints wrenched asunder, bones

broken, wars waged and massacres carried

through to the hideous silence. It only shows
that as the man is so is his Ood anil his

Christ. A juster and a happier age will look

back in wonder that when all the civilized

world was called Christendom and the

churches filled weekly with millions of Chris-

tians, delicate little children were bleaching
to death in mines and wearing to death iu

factories; that there were rivers of men and

women, cold and hungry, through which in

carriages threaded Christians wrapped in

sables; that men became thieves and women
prostitutes, and their luckier brethren or sis-

ters of privilege, Christiana, saw no injustice,

and no remedy but a jail or a soup kitchen.

The remedy always lies at tho root, and tho

root of poverty and crime is a lack of equal

opportunity. Christ, himself rebel against

authority, used no power but love and per-
suasion. Christians have ever hastened to

clutch authority and to use the law against
the world, the flesh and the devil, or what

they believe to be such. Christ relinked him
who drew sword in his defense, rebuked the

high priest and the intolerance of bigotry and

law, yet there is no professor of Christ but if

he had the power would hasten to be high

priest and to wield the coercion of the law.

What does Christian mean! Is it a meaning-
less phrase or has it a meaning! And if a

meaning, what! A follower of Christ! And
if so, how and how far! As far as I please
or as is convenient! Then tho name should

be pseudo-Christian, quasi-Christian or mar
Christian. Christ consorted with publicans
and sinners. He cursed no man. He did not

kill sin with the police. I'nless the mind or,

if you please, the soul could be gained, he

knew nothing was gained, and he knew but

one force—Love. He was a man of the mob.

His followers, his friends, his disciples, were
from ranks of the submerged and sorrowing

poor. He had not where to lay his head. Ho
had neither friends nor following among the

fashionable. He was crucified by aristocracy
and contented privilege. I dare say his fol-

lowers of today—Christians—would be de-

lighted to welcome him if he came certified

to as the very Christ in a white robe and a

halo about his brow. But if he came—and

who knows that he has not—in Russia or

Seattle or anywhere in Christendom, as some
wan ill-dressed anarchist or socialist or other

dreamer, seeking the redemption of man and

preaching that the existing order which

crushes men, women and little children is

wrong and that the overlords are still on the

backs of the people, he would be promptly
' to jail.

Fancy Christ undisclosed, disguised as some
man of our day giving his life to preaching
the sorrows of the poor and the path to free-

dom. Fancy this unknown Christ in the

bands of a Wappenstein of Seattle, in the

light of the following:
8eattle Times, September 9, 1907: "There
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will always be a cozy place around here for

these Socialist street speakers, no matter

how much they condemn this jail," said Chief

of Police Wappenstein last night. "It may
be all right to condemn this place. I do not

say that it is sanitary. But there certainly

must be some provision made for a jail for

the city prisoners. This agitation at this

time is due to the Socialists and they believe

they can cripple us so that we cannot handle

their cases. They can take it from me that

if they hold street meetings here October 15,

as they say they will, there will be a jail

somewhere for them to be taken to. It is up
to the council to provide me with a jail that

is satisfactory to the health board. Until

they do that I guess the old one will have
to do."

I am frank to say our Christianity seems to

me, from the pastors down, the thinnest sort

of veneer for weekly use. A Christian is, in

all honesty, I take it, one who believes Christ

a God, the son of God, divine, infallible, per-

fect, or at least a divine man, and a perfect

example.
He said, Go not to law. He made the Golden

Rule court and jury. If you cannot win by
that, he tells you to give both coat and cloak.

How many Christ-ians follow that behest?
He said, If you be smitten on one cheek, turn

the other also. Resist not evil. How many
Christ-ians follow that? If you say these

teachings are only figurative, I ask, How do

you know? He is as literal and as earnest in

these as when he says, Love your neighbor
as yourself, or, Give all thou hast to the poor
and follow me. If you say he was a fanatic

and an impracticable dreamer, you put your-
self alongside the high priest, and your
Christ is mere man, to be followed or cruci-

fied, accepted or rejected, as suits your con-

venience. If you say he is not to be taken

literally, then tell us 1. rw he is to be inter-

preted. Is his religion a dead religion, a

mere matter of theological discussion and
rituals? Is it a trick to pry open the door of

some future heaven, or is it a living guide to

our daily conduct? If this last, then just
how are we to understand, Love one another,
and, Love thy neighbor as thyself, and the

parable of the despised Samaritan and the
unctuous aristocratic Levite? As applied
to actual twentieth century living, what does

Forgive your enemies mean? Does it mean to

say the words in church on Sunday and then

go out and pursue our enemies in the press,
in the courts, in society, and in business?

Have the words Do unto others as ye would
that they should do unto you any real posi-
tive meaning to a Christian? Or the words,
Do good to them that hate you? I live among

Christians, but I find that they are like other

men, nimble to chase the dollar and often by
devious ways taking advantage of their

neighbor, cherishing hatred, pursuing their

enemies, seeking to put other men behind
bars and in the penitentiary; and the great

body of Christians, the women, as full of scan-

dal and gossip as if they were heathens, and

quite as indifferent to their struggling sub-

merged sisters as if God himself had created
two classes eternally apart. The class Christ

lived with, they shun. The class Christ tried

to bring justice to, we still oppress. I mean
the poor, the unjustly poor, who ask from us

not condescension and charity, but Justice. To
take the burden off their backs and set them
free.

An old epitaph runs: "He lived and died

a sincere Christian. He loved his friends and
hated his enemies." I wonder how many
there are among our so-called Christians over

whose graves it would be unjust to write this

sarcastic indictment?

I would like to be shown some one thing in

which a modern Christian follows Christ in

childish, simple, literal following—always ex-

cepting the Salvation Army. It is said that

Christ was for his own time, but we have out-

grown him, and that his precepts are impos-
sible in modern society. I say that is a poor
answer for a Christ-ian and is not true, for

his utterances belong to the eternal verities

and will be applicable to human conduct and

uplifting and civilizing to human society as

long as mankind endures. But I also say
Christians are not Christ-ians. They have a

certain habit of religion which at heart they
do not feel. They are like most men in poli-

tics, Republicans or Democrats because they
were born of Republican or Democratic par-
ents in a Republican or Democratic environ-

ment. They have a certain superstitition that

they may escape hell and gain heaven and be

respectable here by calling themselves Chris-

tians, but as for the fervor of Christ, the

passion to serve their fellow-men, they do

not have it. And as for his rules of life,

they are to Christians beautiful sayings
which mean nothing. They belong to his life

of two thousand years ago, not to ours of

today.
It is this fossilizing of Christianity, this

death of the living Christ and substitution

of theology for the simple, earnest, practical

precepts of Christ, this aloofness from the

poor and the problems of the poor, which
make the churches of today merely buildings
for periodical declamation and singing, and

into which may be dropped a certain super-
stitious sense of religion much as the pennies
are dropped into the almsbox. When service
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is over, Christianity is over till next week.
I have said I do Dot know one thing in which
Christian society follow* Christ. If th

any victim of the unequal opportunities of

life and the oppressions of the law more,
innocent than unother. it is woman. If there

is any criminal whose crime arises from nat-

ural wants unsupplied, it is Um thief.

Society ever hold <>llt its bud tO tin- thief,

the prostitute or the adulteress! Doe* U

forgive! Does it not stamp deeper and

deeper in the mire? Oscar Wilde in his •!>•
I'rofundis" says something to the effect that

society works a greater crime against the

wretch it puts into the penitentiary and then

releases, <li outlawed, pariahed, than
ever does the criminal against society. Christ

lover upbraided. Mis last moments on earth

were in converse with a thief and holding
out to him the holy balm of companionship
and forgiveness. The trait in Christ which,
considering his time, seems to me most mar-

velous and most nearly divine, is his under-

standing of human frailty and that we are

sponsible for ourselves, ami his use of

love, not force, in his approach toward the

sinner.

Picture the wretched woman taken in adul-

tor whom the law pns.ril.od death by
stoning. The virtuous and sincerely out-

raged society (or perhaps as in our day not

so much outraged by the sin as by the fact

that it was discovered) dragging her before

the Master for judgment. His sad eyes look-

ing upon her in sorrow, not in anger. His re-

buke, which shall be an eternal example of

charity. Let him which is without sin among
you cast the first stone at her. Perhaps some

among the crowd with that very sin upon
them for which they would slay ber. His

stooping to write in the sand while the ac-

cusers sto'o away. What did he write! What
were his musings then! And finally the di-

vine judgment. Neither do I condemn thee;

go, and sin no more. What matters it his

parentage and all the useless discussion of
childish beliefs! By these sublime words
Christ proclaimed himself a god, a man as I

like to believe, but nevertheless a supreme
being.

l..t us celebrate his mass. The man of

sorrows, the man of sacrifice. Let us in his

name proclaim Peace on earth, goodwill to-

ward men. Let us deluge the trains with

gifts all over the globe. Let us run about
with our arms full of parcels. Let us make
the air ring with glad tidings of great joy.
Shower charities on the poor, gladden those
who are never glad. Let us feel the spirit
of Christmas till our own eyes shine and our
cheeks glow with the happiness of making
the wretched happy. But let it not end with

Christmas day. Let us keep Christ with us

through the years and make all bis teach-

ings living rules of our lives. Let us give
to him, ourselves and mankind the great
Christmas offering of justice to all who are

oppressed. Only justice—divine justice.
Each smallest one of us has his part and mis-

sion in this, and when it is accomplished, as

surely it will be, for thitherward the world
is tending, men will love one another, the

Qoldon Kule will be the common rule, and in-

stead of a divine dream the world will r.

in the absolute fact of peace in all the earth

and everywhere, goodwill among men.
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The Lighter Side

The Triumph of Ah Joy

By J. D. Hassfurther

AM GET was in great haste

to acquire wealth. He longed

"^» i" for much gold ami lor pawn
dLk ^J W. and place in Chinatown, and

V ^Kj he cherished ambitions to re-

It^S^r^tfl turn to the Flowery King-

dom and end his days there as a rich and

honored nobleman. Although the curio busi-

ness brought him a fair return for money
•!. he plotted witli rare skill to outwit

the officers of the law and managed to run

a place or two "on the side."

He proposed to All Lee, a brother mer-

chant in the same line of business, certain

schemes which that honest man declined.

Now, the working's of the Chinese conscience

are not known to the writer of this veracious

tale of certain odd citizens of San Francisco.

It is doubtful if Sam (let possessed a con-

science, but he did conceive a hatred of Ah
I.#e from the moment of the hitter's refusal

to join forces so as to allure the American

dollar from all who could he induced to visit

UltS.

He cherished bad intentions against Ah

Lee, but laid them on the shelf of time-

bringing opportunity and set about a

gambling place and opium den in a cellar

which he caused to lie excavated under his

basement floors. Fortune smiled upon him
when lie opened this choice resort, for that

weakness in humanity—a taste for stolen

sweets—brought men and women of both

races to frequent his infernos and lose their

money. Afterward they smoked them-

to death without fear of molestation from
certain blue-eoated men of the silver-star fra-

ternity.

About Ah Lee, Mrs. Grundy of China-

town wM much exercised—are not heathen

ladies who have not the Christian training

entitled to a discussion of their neighbor's

dotage over their cups of teat So when
Mrs. Hi Tone of Sacramento or Miss Gin

Wah of Portland came to reside in the I'a-

citic Coast metropolis they had to hear all

the story of the rich merchant who kept a

large bazaar of Oriental stuffs, porcelains,

[Tories, silk> and embroideries, etc.

This was the history of how Ah Lee was
born in the Hay City and educated in her

public schools with a bit of missionary

schools, too; how he became -

(lay, his honored father, and how instead of

buying a fair Chinese slave for a wife, I

in love with a beautiful Irish-American girl

whom he tirst saw robed in rich Oriental cus-

tom and learning to smoke opium. This

girl was still very young and broken-hearted

at the desertion of her man who, having

robbed California of the gold in her soil, pro-

ceeded to steal a more priceless treasure—a

young girl's innocence and tenderest trust.

He .'••nt back to his wife and she rejoiced

to have him safe at home, sheltered where

tierce mountain lions and hungry licars could

r • *f tfir his precious hide. Hut Mamie Foster
—who had thought him a gentleman-
reckless and more miserable when he neither

nor returned, as he had promised, and

Ah I>>e saw something to love in her delicate,

wistful face with its violet eyes and blue-

black hair. Within his honest heart, com-

passion welled for this young tiling, so fair,

so cruelly treated by a callous world. He
lier to visit him at his store in Knglish

better than her own, and after their acquaint-

ance ripened into contidence on her side and

greater love on his, he asked her to marry
him, and she consented.

The story runs that he found a missionary
who was old and dim of sight to perform the

ceremony. Mamie, dressed in Chinese fash-

ion, her hair done in a smooth, black, butter-

fly knot, was asked no questions beside (boot

in the marriage ceremony. There was a li-

cense and a certificate, and no obstacles pre-
sented themselves.
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The luxuriant house, fitted up in partly

American, partly Oriental style
—and but a

few blocks from her husband's emporium—
was the envy of the other Chinatown ladies.

Mrs. Mamie Ah Lee heeded not their gossip;

she spent her days in eating dainties, reading

novels and sometimes she sewed and did lace-

making. When under her heart there came

a fluttering of a new life, she was happy as

she made tiny garments with loving care, and

a glad mother when a girl baby came to her

arms.

Great was the scandal, awful the prognosti-
cations when it was known that Ah Lee was

really proud of a female child. Surely his

ancestors—honor to their memory—would
turn in their respected coffins and their

spooks would haunt his declining days. But
the merchant cared nothing for the predic-

tions; he loved his little girl and named her

Ah Joy with thought of the English meaning.
Then sorrow visited the happy home of Ah
Lee. Absorbed in his love for his small

daughter and in watching the development of

a bright intelligence, the husband failed to

note the delicate transparency of Mamie's
skin and her continuous cough, until it was
too late to stay the disease which had fast-

ened upon her. In a few months little Ah
Joy was left without a mother.

In the house of Ah Lee there was yet
another member whom the gossips loved to

mention, for had she not had adventures?—>

and hers was a story that others knew from
woman from the terrible life forced upon a

young slave, this person loved Ah Lee's wife
because she was an American. By name
Petty Sing, she had served for years as cook
and housekeeper to Ah Lee, who was a dis-

tant relative, and gave her a peaceful home
after she left the Mission. She stumblingly
spelled in her little Testament and murmured
prayers to the Christ of Compassion, because
her best friend had taught her to do so, and
she was loyal thus far; but she devoutly
worshiped the shades of her departed an-

cestors, trembling at the thought of certain

demons and ghosts whom she feared to offend

by some neglected ceremony or offering.
But the tongues ran faster and shriller as

Ah Joy grew into young girlhood. In her,
nature produced a new type. Her father

would not allow the Mission people to take

charge of her training, nor would he listen to

the priests who had neglected her mother, but

he carefully taught her both English and

Chinese classical literature. Many of his

patrons were cultured ladies of his own and

other cities and he often asked them for lists

of best books for the perusal of a girl, ac-

cording to the years that were passing over

his daughter's head.

Then he did the most terrible act, said

Mrs. Grundy. When the girl was sixteen

he cut off his queue and dressed in European
clothes. He also bought neatly-fitting tailor-

made suits for Ah Joy, and they took to

roaming around, making visits to all points
of interest known to Pacific Coast dwellers.

In the house of Sam Get there dwelt three

wives. Two of these were young, with moon-

shaped (full moon) faces. Their place in

rank was certified by the useless little feet

which peeped beneath their wide and costly

trousers, and they were for sale to the highest
bidder—if any one chose to bid high enough
to suit Sam Get's valuation of their many
charms. The third Mrs. Sam could walk—
after a fashion.

One day, soon after Sam Get began to feel

that his dreams of avarice were coming true,
he chanced to take a short cut through a

narrow side-street as he was returning to his

emporium from a conference with fellow-

conspirators in secret crime.

It was an unusually warm day for San
Francisco and Ah Joy sat near the open
casement of her pretty boudoir, once her

mother's favorite room. The window opened
upon a rather low, carved balcony, filled with

potted plants and. vines. Today, Petty Sing
had carried away most of the pots for a

Spring-time resetting. Leaning on her elbow,
her eyes fastened on the pages of a book

which rested on the window sill, her throat

and arms exposed by a V-neck and flowing

sleeves, her blue-black hair and rose-tinted

skin, her rounded form—an artist's perfect
model—Ah Joy attracted the vicious admira-

tion of her father's enemy. He passed on

with unholy joy surging in his breast. Here
was a chance for both revenge and acquire-

ment of money. Was not Ah Joy a thing fit

for the enjoyment and profit of men? The

gleam in his pig's eyes was hateful to see. A
thousand pities her feet had been left un-

bound, but there were rich white devils who

would not count that a defect. The next

morning after his vision of the daughter of

( Continued on page 148b)
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Alaska a Wonderland of Riches

By Francis P. Bent*

A l.ASKA It indeed, a Wonderland
/% words nan

/ ^ Altifka holds within her bosom
/ % mineral wealth beyond the dreamt

A. m. of tin- must imaginative. Alaska
is rich in gold, silver, lead, sop-

|mt, ir in, tin, nil and coal. Gold is thi-

rty sought of our previous metals,
ami found there in such abundance (last

-

production amounting to about (25,
'.at it has caused Alaska to be adver
the world over as tho richest known

portion of this planet. Tho extensive placer
its of gold thus far discovered, when

'•'I'll.' Cold Ship." The sea upon whi.di it

ll not much greater in area than

m is insignificant, consisting of but
four men |

its harbor (or source of revenue) is

the ground immediately before it, and its

earning capacity is woil nigh unb.

some of them have earned as high as $i

pat day at an operating expense of Init |800
per day.

Briefly its purpose is to more over placer

ground, that is, gold-bearing earth, and ex-

tract from it the precious metal which it eon-

tains. Before the invention and const r

of the Gold Dredge, placer grouud yielding

Type of Cold Dredge OperateJ in Alatban Field*

eventually worked out, will cause a flood of

gold impossible of realization at this time.

The II ') of gold thus far take-
Alaska represents but a small percentage of
the values contained in the rich ground al-

located. Where it has been possible
to extract millions by hydraulic working,
sluicing and hand panning, thousands of mil-

lions of tho yellow metal will be secured by
the new method of dredging.

Surprisingly little hag been written or said
on the subject of the Gold Dredge, probably
the most marvelous machine of modern con-
struction. It has been aptly nicknamed by
those familiar with its operation and habits

less than J3 to #4 of gold per cubic yard was
unprofitable to work, it being impossible to

pan more than that amount of earth by hand
in a full day; but there are Dredges in Cali-

fornia now yielding great profit to their own-
ers which are working ground containing only
10 cents in gold to the cubic yard.

They hie. d a revolution in gol.l

mining. Deserted gold placer claims in Cali-

fornia where the "forty-niners" made for-

tunes have again been taken up, and the

Trmmemere Wkr ree*e4 em the »h»tml ramren m* Baton!la*.
TUtvi et kite** ttoa Br. Tret,H, T. InV ilnhlb *tttor of "TVt
lluU <ht<U.- • imtklT nwH samto* to tto ilM iidi t aa4
•otitic*) MhllllMHt of ttol dixrirl H. I< fJ» weU taon ob tto
futon pUlfo™ the Sm.*l T« TltM. on: ". It Mil to to
tto MWtoik la Saw York o. Ueeke.

"
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dredges have already taken out more gold
from the hitherto unprofitable portions of the

claims and the tailings than was taken out

by the first discoverers. In the beginning a

crude mud-digger affair, the Dredge has de-

veloped into a peifect automatic machine,

costing from $50,000 to $300,000, and capable
of doing the work of 1,000 to 3,000 men.
The well-known mining operators, Messrs.

Guggenheim, have experimented sufficiently
in the Klondike region to demonstrate the

hidden fortunes there, and are now installing
a number of improved dredges in that section.

Recent dispatches indicate that the well-

known millionaires, Chas. M. Schwab, of the

TJ. S. Steel Corporation; James Gayley, the

pig-iron king of the world, and Henry Ox-

nard, of the Sugar Beet Trust, are to visit

Alaska. As a matter of fact, the (iuggen-
heims are responsible for the sudden show
of interest in Alaska of these great moneyed
men. The dredger magnates show such enor-

mous profits from their "gold ship" opera-
tions all over the West and North that they
have interested New York financial circles in

the remarkable work done by their gold
dredges.
The Three Friends Mining Company, op-

erating a dredge on the Solomon River, Nome
District, paid 90 per cent on their capital
stock from last season's work, which was
their first season. They had to use coal for

power, which is very expensive in that coun-

try.

Dredge mining is admitted to be the safest

investment afforded the public in this pres-
ent day, and, when the masses recognize the
tremendous economic import of the operations
of these gold ships, they may well class the

gold -dredging industry as the most beneficent

industry the world has ever known. The
ground to be worked can easily be tested by
taking samples short distances apart over
the entire surface, then mixing them together
and making ah assay of the entire lot, when
a fair average can be easily obtained. The
cost of construction, operating and maintain-

ing being easily determined, the values

known, the resultant profits can be safely,

conservatively and intelligently stated. If in

the foothills of California these Leviathans
can operate at a profit on ground yielding 10c

per cubic yard, what a clean-up they will

make in the Nome District, Alcska, where
placer ground, yet unworked, runs in gold
from $2 to $20 per yard.
One of the largest and. most promising com-

panies to be organized this year is the "Nome
Gold Dredging and Power Company," with
an authorized capital stock of $3,000,000.
This company has acquired some of the rich-

est dredging properties to be had on Seward
Peninsula. Prominent mining engineers who
have visited that part of Alaska say, "the
Seward Peninsula contains, without doubt,
more placer gold than any other part of the
world."

The extensive properties of this company
are located on the Stewart River, Nome Dis-

trict, and consists of 1,920 acres, all of which
are known to contain gold. These claims
extend for eight miles on the Stewart River
and Windy Creek.

This company has sufficient territory to
enable it to work at least six dredges for the
next fifty years. Its properties have been

carefully examined by experts, and the assays
show their average to be $3.50 in gold per
cubic yard. With six dredges at work and
figuring at only $2.00 per yard, dividends of

100 per cent per annum, or nearly 300 per
cent on the present price of the stock, can

easily be paid. While this to the novice, or
one not acquainted with the dredging possi-
bilities in Alaska, may seem to be an extrav-

gant estimate, it is in fact a most conserva-
tive one.

The organizers and officers of the "Nome
Gold Dredging and Power Company" include
one United States Senator, the Business Man-
ager of one of the largest New York daily

papers, the Vice-President of a Bank, the
Trust Officer of a prominent New York Trust

Company, and others of equal prominence
and integrity; this personnel constitutes an
honest and capable management, and will

insure the proper safeguarding of every stock-

holder. The stock is registered by one of

New York 's largest banking houses. When
one considers the gold situation in Alaska,
especially on Seward Peninsula, and the op-

portunities existing there for profitable use
of dredges, and with the finances of this

company in such strong hands, there can be
no question of its ultimate success.

The Nome Gold Dredging and Power Com-

pany, 49 A Exchange Place, New York City,
has recently published a treatise entitled

"The Gold Ship." It contains government
maps of Alaska and pictures of that wonder-
ful section, and describes fully how gold is

extracted by the dredging method. This

book, which they send free to any one inter-

ested, is by far the most complete book of
its kind ever gotten up by any company. I

would advise every one interested to write
for it.

On account of my wide acquaintance with
Alaska matters in general, having been there
a number of times, and always keeping in

touch with the progress in that section, I

have had opportunity to observe the forma-
tion of numerous companies, but few, if any,
have ever started with as solid a foundation
as has this one. After careful investigation I

do not hesitate to indorse them and recom-
mend the purchase of their stock. Looking
at it from a business and mining standpoint,

coupled with my years of experience, I do
not hesitate to make this assertion—that

any one purchasing Nome G. D. & P. Co. '8

stock at this time would not sell it for ten

times what they pay for it five years from

today.
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Invaluable for bruises and

sprains.

After violent exercise, a rub-down with
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It is an Inspiration
and guarantee of success of an
International Character. ^ It is

a vegetable product, producing

/^^^^^^ a flavor similar to and better

-^^>. than maple. f§ It flavors Candies,

Cakes, Frostings,
• Desserts, etc.,

and your grocer ought to sell it. If he does not, send 35c in stamps or

money order for a 2-oz. bottle, sufficient to make two gallons of syrup.

in
Crescent Manufacturing Company

Seattle, Washington J
Ah Lee, Mrs. Sam Get (who could walk) was
consulted by her husband, who, with designs
of his own, began questioning her as she

brought him his breakfast.

"You went to the Mission school long ago.
Did the white devils teach you to read in

their holy books?"

His spouse replied in the affirmative, but

added that she had forgotten all that she had
learned.

Sam Get cursed the missionaries for a set

of fools who had spoiled a marketable slave,

and added : "I command you to visit Petty

Sing, the silly woman who keeps house for

the biggest of fools, Ah Lee. You are to tell

her that I know nothing of your call, and beg
her to teach you to read her Testament and

say her Christian prayers."
Mrs. Sam Get (who could walk) was sur-

prised at this order for, although she had

delicately intrigued in odd schemes where
dollars were to be gained, this was a new one
on her. However, she meekly promised obe-

dience and forbore to ask questions. She fed

and assisted the other two Mrs. Sam Gets;
dressed them in brocades and silks and ar-

ranged their hair for visitors of the male per-

suasion who might be looking for slaves, and

then she shuffled over to call on the loving

and most virtuous old woman who waited

upon the beaatiful Ah Joy. Petty Sing,

simple hearted and good natured, listened to

the petition of her fellow heatheness and

they spent an hour over an antiquated and

much be-thumbed primer. The next morning
Sam Get questioned his wife (who could

walk) and after she had briefly replied as he

desired, he bade her go every day till ordered

to stop. But the unexpected happened on

the second day, for did not Ah Joy dwell

apart from all the other women in China-

town, and did she not take many journeys
and think strange thoughts unknown to other

Chinese women? As Mrs. Sain Get (who
could walk) and Petty Sing began their les-

son, Ah Joy happened to notice them from
her place in the adjoining room. She called

her handmaiden and asked what they were

doing, and, after hearing the explanation, she

bade them both to come to her. "I shall be

your teacher and instruct you in my own

way," she declared.

So the two humbly sat at her feet on little

mats and she began telling them stories. The
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km i>f a story is planted in every normal
mind. All Joy had the quick wit of her

mother ami the poetical imagination of the

Oriental. The Christian Hible itoriee, the

story of Buddha, of Confucius ami many
other |TMi and wi-. -he related, in-

with (ales she had rwd t i"iu mod-
ern author- who have made 1 hi- children's

world. She explained myth, symbol and alle-

• r father had explained them to

her.

Some time- she read to than old-young

pupils, and they laughed over AUct in W'uii-

dtrland and enjoyed Tkt Watei Bob)

any other children would have done. Ah Joy
in her sweet friendliness knew not the .snare

that was being laid for her innocent feet, hut

her kindness won the heart of the curio

merchant's wife.

The latter poo!) discovered that Sam '

quarry resided under the roof of Ah Lee,

through the qneetioni he put to .her. II'1

bettered liimeelf the wiliest of mtriguera, but

even a heathen woman, foolish and ignorant

enough, can outwit any male person. Mrs.

Sam Get (who could walk) took a hand in

and freely used cards which she

Ah Joy Intlrtirtt ifrt. Sam art (Who Could
Walk) and l-cttv Sing.

had concealed in her Oriental sleeves to beat

the chief player. She hated Sam (let and

Lea& Ferrins' Sauce
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knew far more about Lis underground busi-

ness than he imagined.
She had a nephew, the son of a dead

brother, whom she loved. This nephew was

Hi Toon, a young man of unusual height for

a celestial, and handsome as to face and fig-

ure. He was clerk in a shoe store several

blocks away and he dutifully called on his

aunt twice a week.

To him she described the beauteous Ah

Joy, her brilliant mind, her generous hospi-

tality. Did not Sam Get—the stingy devil—
lock up all the provisions, leaving her only
a pinch of cheap tea and a few grains of

rice ? But Ah Joy had Petty Sing serve fra-

grant tea, delicate cakes and—what she

dearly loved—dishes of sweets and ripe

fruits, each partaking from the tabouret at

her side as she listened to the story telling.

Hi Toon heard it all and in bits of her

favorite stories which his aunt repeated to

him he recognized familiar ones learned at

school, for this young man was San Fran-

cisco born and educated in her excellent pub-
lie school for Chinese youths.

After a time he determined to behold this

lily whose whiteness and fragrance and whose

golden heart so won upon another woman
that she could talk to him of nothing else. He
learned of the window where she habitually

sat and he walked that way. He was re-

warded by a glimpse of Ah Lee's daughter as

rays from the setting sun glorified her face

and dainty wrist and hand through the screen

of flowers and vines. That glimpse was as

one drop of pure, cold water to a thirsty pil-

grim. Hi Toon walked by again and yet

again, until one evening Ah Joy raised her

head and their eyes met. As for him, there

was joy and hope, fear and despair. Was he

not a poor clerk, and his beloved the only
child of a rich merchant? Should he speak
to her as liberty-loving Americans do, or

should he send his aunt to speak for .him ?

In his trepidation he consulted that good
lady.

She heard him with outward calm and in-

ward quaking. She bade him wait a few

days and let her see if she could not solve

his puzzles, to some extent, at least. She had

many thoughts as she went about her work.

There was Sam Get and there was Ah Lee,
whom her husband called the "biggest of

fools." And there was Ah Joy, the good, the

pure, the gifted goddess, so learned in many
books. And—her thoughts ran in a circle-

there was Sam Get, ugly, vindictive, wicked.

He would rage worse than seven yellow

dragons if Hi Toon won the Lily with the

Golden Heart. Clearly it was time Sam Get

was disposed of, and she meditated faT

into the night, sitting cross-legged on the

poor little mat which she was allowed for

a bed.

The following afternoon the Police Depart-
ment of San Francisco received a queer

anonymous scrawl which they were at some

pains to decipher, but a clever man who pa-
trolled in Chinatown was jubilant when he
saw it.

"Why, it 's the joint I've been hunting for

months," he cried. "See here—'Sam Get
Muchee Gambel deep down. Smokee pipee
to.' The street and number in very crooked

characters followed. The policeman explained
about the proprietor of the bazaar at that

number and declared his conviction that

beneath the basement floors the "joint" they

sought was running in full blast. That night
there was a raid and Sam Get went to jail,

and was afterward convicted of felony and
condemned to State's Prison for twenty-

years with other complaints filed against him,
so that he bade fair to remain at work for

the Government the rest of his life. Arrayed
in prison garb, his queue cut off and a daily

portion of hard labor allotted to him, this

poor heathen dimly saw that he himself was
the "biggest of fools," and not Ah Lee, the

wise and just.

Mrs. Sam Get (who could walk) placed
herself under the protection of the police
and refused to belong to a new master, but

the other two Mrs. Sams were sold, so now
the third wife can be mentioned without ref-

erence to her pedestrian accomplishments.
She thought of Sam Get with peace in her

heart, for was he not well guarded and as

harmless as the serpent with drawn fangs ?

Now, Ah Joy had long been aware of the

warm rays from the eyes of Hi Toon, though
she had always feigned oblivion to his pres-

ence as he passed her window. She lent a

willing ear to his aunt's discreet discourse

upon his virtues and sighed over his loneli-

ness, since his honored father and mother

had died some ten years before.

At last Hi Toon ventured to send a most

impassioned and flowery appeal to the mis-

tress of his heart. Ah Joy read it with many
blushes, but forbore a direct reply. Had she

not the kindest of fathers and was it not her
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duty to take counsel with him on this highly

important matter?

Ah Lee, occupied during business hours

and satisfied to spend his leisure with his

daughter in perusing the books they loved

and taking trips about the bay, was rudely

shocked by a proposal from a young man
who hinted that Ah Joy favored his suit for

her hand in marriage.
He listened in silence to Hi Toon's declara-

tion and bade him wait a few days for his de-

cision. He gently questioned his daughter
and learned that she had never spoken to her

lover, but was willing to receive his ad-

dresses. Mrs. Sam Get was consulted by the

merchant and the loyal soul was very elo-

quent as she pleaded for the happiness of

this beautiful pair. To be sure, her nephew
was poor, but then, Ah Lee did not live for

gold alone as did that most wicked of men,
her imprisoned spouse.

Ah Lee listened attentively and spent, a

few days in making inquiries of Hi Toon's

employers and others in regard to the young
man's character. Then he instructed Mrs.

Sam Get to inform her nephew that his suit

had been carefully considered and upon the

day he could put $2,000 into the business,

Ah Lee would take him as a partner and an-

nounce his betrothal to his daughter.
Three weeks after the delivery of this mes-

sage Mrs. Sam Get sat in her own little den

where she received her patrons and told for-

tunes for a reasonable fee. She had been so

despondent lately that it affected her clair-

voyant powers and all who applied to her for

a key to life, as it was to be
;
went away shiv-

ering over the dire misfortunes soon to over-

take them. The little blue devils worried her

because Hi Toon had but $500, the patient

savings of six years' labor, and Ah Lee held

firm for $2,000. Poor Ah Joy was growing
thin and pale and had lost interest in outings
or books and, while she treated her father

with courtesy, there was constraint between

them. Hi Toon, too, had fallen into despond-

ency and lay awake nights pondering ways to

win a fortune' in a short time by honorable

roads. One night he rose from a sleep-for-

saken couch and walked down the hill and

around the corner till he came to the dark-

ened casement where he first beheld the "Lily
of the Golden Heart." The little street was

lighted only by faltering rays of a waning
moon and was a fit place for the assassina-

tion of one Gee Look, who ran that way,

pursued by two ruffians. A murderous blow

stretched him at the feet of Hi Toon who,
with a shrill ciy to the police, lit into the

wretches with praiseworthy vigor. He
snatched the hatchet and flung it with a re-

sounding clatter on the cobble-stones some

ten feet away. At the same time he gave
the wielder a football kick that doubled him

up with a howl of pain. For once in the

annals of San Francisco there was a police-

man within call. He arrived on the scene in

time to handcuff the hatchet fiend and to

note the vanishing of his accomplice around

a distant corner. Hi Toon offered to nurse

the wounded stranger who, by his garb, was

a poor coolie and of little account in a world

were human life is worth less than gold and

property. A fortnight was spent in earing

Hi Toon Defends Gee Look, the Cool

for the suffering man. Then, as Mrs. Sam
Get sat musing over the situation, behold

there was a turn in the lane and prospects

changed.
A messenger brought to her a letter saying

Hi Toon's opportunity for making the re-

quired sum had come and to' keep silent about

his having gone away and about his hopes,

also. It seems that Gee Look had come to the

city a day or two before the assault and had

paid for his release from bondage to the com-

pany who held him since paying his passage
from China. The trouble arose from the fact

of his having tendered this payment in very

small nuggets and some gold dust. Unscrup-
ulous persons had demanded the whereabouts

of the mine he had been working, and he had

refused to tell, and nearly lost his life in

consequence. His recovery under Hi Toon's

nursing was much more rapid than would
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have seemed possible to those who saw his

wounds, but that was kept a secret between

the two. Upon returning to consciousness he

recognized in his host the young men whom
the gossips of Chinatown were commiserating

as be who loved in vain. Gee Look not only

told why he had been pursued, but he as-

sured Hi Toon of his undying gratitude for

succor in time of need, and volunteered to

show him the little mountain stream which

ran over yellow sands and an occasional

pocket of the precious metal. The locality

was not considered a paying mine by Ameri-

can prospectors, but the patient Mongolians
made from $2 to $10 per day washing it out

in the most primitive manner.

Mrs. Sam Get lost no time in announcing
her news to Ah Joy, and that young lady pre-

pared herself for some months of hopeful

waiting. She turned to her embroidery for a

pastime. Under her skillful fingers many a

rich robe and artistic screen, or dainty fan,

had brought high prices in her father's

store. She now worked on her wedding gar-

ments and household furnishings, dreaming
all the while of the happy days when she

should be married. She planned to take a

house, away from Chinatown, where there

were wider streets, more fresh air and sun-

shine and where they could have a tiny gar-

den, fragrant with flowers, and a cool, little

fountain playing in their midst.

One never-to-be-forgotten evening Ah Joy
sat late at her embroidery. Over in a corner

Petty Sing dozed. Her kind mistress had

begged her to go to bed, but Petty Sing made
it a part of her religion always to assist Ah
Joy in her disrobing and to see that her little

bed was aired and provided with light or

heavier covers as the ever-changing climate

demanded.

Poor Ah Joy felt that her name was a

misnomer these days. Was it not three long
months since she had heard from her lover,

and had she not grown so quiet and sad that

her father was almost ready to relent? The
hours slipped away, but the girl worked on,

creating a marvelous picture on a tall screen.

Petty Sing snored softly over the New Testa-

ment in her lap, while her mistress worked,

unheeding the lateness of the hour or her

weary handmaiden asleep behind her.

Now, many houses in Chinatown have a

secret mode of ingress and egress, and Ah
Lee's was not an exception. Mrs. Sam Get

had told her nephew of this when they had

vaguely planned an elopement. The room
where Ah Joy sat was paneled in long
spaces, both ceiling and walls. In the panel
to the left of Ah Joy's chair there hung the

portrait of a Chinese lady, done on silk and

fitting the niche as in a frame. Presently this

slightly stirred and after a moment's tremb-

ling the panel swung open, disclosing the

ghastly face of Hi Toon, haggard and un-
shaven. Ah Joy started to her feet with a

suppressed scream of fright, horror and glad-

ness, all in one wave of emotion. Her arms
were about him the next instant and she

helped him through the narrow door and laid

him half-fainting on the rug with his head
in her lap.

"Life of my heart, what can I do for you ?

You are wounded, but you shall not die; I
will save you, nurse you; by the sacred
fathers I swear you shall lie on my breast
and live," she cried in suppressed tones as
she gathered him close to her palpitant
bosom.

"Let me rest awhile, Lily of the Golden

Heart, and I will tell you all," he whispered.
She held him with soft caresses full of
blended joy and grief, until Petty Sing
awoke herself with an unusually loud snore

and saw them huddled on the floor together.
The good servant rubbed her eyes and looked

again and yet again, then came quietly over

to them and begged to be of use if it were
not too late.

"No, no; good Petty Sing. I have been

beaten, but no bones are broken. I am
bruised and weak, that is all," said Hi Toon.

The maid went and brewed some delicious

tea and brought a bowl of minced chicken and

rice, left over from her mistress' dinner. They
propped him up on cushions and a stool and
washed the blood and grime from his face

and hands; then while his sweetheart fed

him, Petty Sing wrapped herself in a long
cloak and, slipping away through the private

passage, flitted around a corner or two, even
as the shadow of her great-grandmother's

spook might flit, and into another subway
which ended- in the sleeping apartment of

Mrs. Sam Get. That lady was hard to

awaken and inclined to scream out when any
one shook her violently. As the walls were
thin and other occupants slept in adjoining

rooms, Petty Sing used a silent method to

summon her faithful ally. Presently Mrs.

Sam Get began to dream of her nephew and

that she was walking with him through a
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narrow, crooked tunnel where the wind

whistled, cold and altogether dreary.

She awoke to find the window near her bed

wide open and the cold breeze from North

Beach playing across her shivering body.

Her small lamp had been removed from be-

fore the ugly idol in the corner and burned

brightly on a tabouret, and a bunch of fire-

crackers lay near the lamp on a paper bear-

ing one potent character. A fresh breeze

flared the light and she hastily closed the

window and, donning her trousers and

blouse, wrapped herself in a cloak twin to

the one worn by Petty Sing and flitted out

into the night in her turn. Mrs. Sam Get

had some knowledge of surgery and medi-

cine. In a short time she was carefully ex-

amining Hi Toon's numerous abrasions and
an ugly cut or two—then, back to her room
to procure lotions and a sleeping potion, and
in a half-hour Hi Toon was resting peace-

fully on the wide couch where Ah Joy's
mother had dreamed or read for many long
hours.

No one save the faithful women ever en-

tered those upstairs apartments, so Hi Toon
was safely hidden and assiduously nursed.

In a few days he was able to tell the story of

his present plight.

The coolie, Gee Look, had proven his

friendship by relating the tale of a canon up
in the foothills. Here dwelt an ex-dealer in

vegetables and general provisions, who had
learned of the place through another, who
had supplied him with fruit and fresh vege-
tables. The first occupant had grown rich

and hied him away to the Flowery Kingdom.
The provision dealer, weary of his failing
business and growing more addicted to the

opium habit, betook himself and a couple of

servants to the little ranch. A board shanty
sheltered them and the gardens all around
the house furnished them with means of a

livelihood. One helper had earned his free-

dom and gone away and Gee Look came to

San Francisco to secure his own freedom and
to hire another hand. Then he meant to

wash a fortune from the little mountain
stream. To protect the secret of their mine,
the boys hauled produce to a thriving rail-

road town, five miles distant, three times

weekly.
As they were traveling to the ranch, Hi

Toon and his companion passed a laundry
on the outskirts of the town. v The former
asked if the boys were friends, but Gee Look

disclaimed all acquaintance with them, say-

ing that they belonged to a different tong or

society. Nearly three months later it trans-

pired that the proprietor of the laundry had
heard from a San Francisco acquaintance
a story of one Gee Look who had bought his

freedom with virgin gold.

Now this fellow—Hop Jay—was a sneak.

He worked his ironers nearly to death at

the lowest possible wages and allowed them
as little rest and food as he dared. He set

about a secret espionage of the eafion gar-
dens. After several visits, he went one even-

ing at sunset and stole up behind Gee Look

Hop Jay Attacks Hi Toon.

as he bent unsuspectingly over a lettuce bed.

This time the hatchet did its murderous work
and the poor victim sank back dead.

His assailant dragged his body to an old

well at the farther edge of the garden and

threw it in, and then he lay in wait for Hi

Toon, who was washing gold down in the

creek. Amid the gathering darkness he

missed his aim and only after a struggle did

he succeed in beating the young clerk into

insensibility. He then dropped him into the

well onto the stiffening form of his dead

friend. In a hammock swung under the

fruit trees and screened by a dense growth
of bushes the ex-merchant lay for hours,

wrapped in his opiate slumbers. He had a
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habit of seeking this retreat about the mid-

dle of the afternoon, and the assassin knew

that he slept there until roused by one of the

others, who guided his drug-heavy feet to his

bunk in the shanty. Having secured the

gold which was hidden in the house, the

murderer went by a circuitous route through

the town to his laundry. Buoyed by Gee

Look's body, Hi Toon came in contact with

enough cold water to partly revive him, and

he was further restored by hearing his name

softly spoken, when he saw a lantern-

illumined face peering down at him from the

surface. His answer was a groan, and the

old merchant hurried after a rope and man-

aged to assist him out of the well. A pain-
- ful journey to the house, and the merchant

told him that he had seen the laundry boss

prying around the place several days before,

but afterwards thought he had dreamed he

saw a stranger about. This evening, how-

ever, he had taken less "dope" than usual

and had not gone to sleep when he saw the

murder of Gee Look, but was too heavy with

the drug and too much frightened to try to

warn Hi Toon. The two now took counsel

as to the best thing to be done. By this time

the moon was flooding the roads with a white

light. There was a station six miles further

up from their ranch, and the old merchant

hitched the fat pony to the cart and helped
his stricken comrade. into the conveyance.

They had a slow ride and some hours to

wait for the 2 A. M. train. How he reached

Oakland some time during the day and hid

till dark, and then managed to cross the bay
was the last chapter of his long tale. Hi
Toon's aunt and Petty Sing wept over his

sufferings and the death of Gee Look, but

Ah Joy sat in deep meditation. Hi Toon
had assured her that he had been lucky in

washing gold and had found a goodly
amount every day, and so had Gee Look,
who had often told him if anything hap-
pened to him, his friend Hi Toon was to

have his share of the treasure.

There were the police, but they might
think Hi Topn or the merchant guilty of the

murder. Her father, too, might secretly re-

joice that the gold was gone, for was he not

jealous of the man who had stolen his

daughter's heart t Clearly, there was but one

way out of this quandary. The next three

days she pursued some mysterious errands.

She also secured one of a brace of pistols
from her father's room and, showing it to

her lover, said : "I want you to teach me
how to use this. I am getting nervous since

so much has happened."
He laughed, but thought the idea a good

one, and instructed her as to loading and

discharging the weapon. Then she took

Petty Sing and went out on the desolate

sandhills and practiced till a fair degree of

skill was attained without jumping and

shutting her eyes. She next laid before her

father her desire to visit his sister in Sac-

ramento, whose husband was in the same
line of business as the San Francisco

brother-in-law. Ah Lee was very busy him-

self, but too delighted that -Ah Joy mani-

fested a reviving interest in life to deny her

this prayer. Mrs. Sam Get was left with Hi

Toon, for Petty Sing must chaperone her

mistress. She bade her lover a tearful fare-

well; had not her father requested her to

visit his sister for a time?

Petty Sing returned the following day,
but kept silent as to the fact that they stayed
at a hotel and the aunt knew not that her

niece was in her vicinity.

The following evening at dusk a young
Chinese, fifteen years old in appearance, pre-
sented himself at the laundry of one Hop Jay
in Sacramento for work. He had not much to

say for himself, but it was the proprietor's

impression that lie had stolen into the United

States from Canada and had gradually
worked his way that far toward San Fran-
cisco.

He seemed very ignorant as to wages he

ought to receive, and expressed gratitude for

a cent or two above his board and lodging.
He could not iron much, and knew less about

washing, but he proved competent to cook

rice, pork and tea, the principal articles of

diet at the laundry. It was Monday when
this boy applied for a job and Saturday
night the whole crew, including the boss,
worked late, for there was a large wash to

be ironed for Sunday morning delivery.

They all fortified themselves with draughts
of tea, occasionally, which the new hand

poured into little coarse bowls and carried to

whoever called for refreshment. He then re-

turned to his corner, where he ironed the

napkins and small towels.

At last all was ironed and checked. About
2 o'clock in the morning Hop Jay took a

last bowl of tea from his new slave, then

crawled into his bunk—after giving the ser-
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vitor a kick to accentuate his own su-

periority.

Strange to relate, the boy did not sleep as

he lay on his pallet under a table, but

listened with drawn brows and clenched

hands to the regular breathing of the others

for at least a half hour. Satisfied that they
were all in oblivion, he stole out from under
the ironing sheet and visited each sleeper,

lamp in hand, reserving the boss till the last.

When the rays of light fell upon that ugly
visage, snarled in demoniac slumber, the

lad's hand trembled, but he smiled with an
odd expression. He next began to search

for something which, having observed Hop
Jay's movements closely all the week, was
not hard to find. He then put out the light
and walked up the hill road, after carefully

closing the front door behind him. A half

Trouble in Hop Jay's Laundry.

mile traversed with flying feet and there in

the shadow of the trees was the old mer-

chant and the fat pony and cart. The two

mounted the vehicle, and while they drove a

story was told over which the old merchant

chuckled with deep enjoyment. Was not

the tea drugged and was not each coolie's

queue tied hard and fast to a table leg or

drawn through a knot hole?

Was not Hop Jay tied as to legs and arms

also, and on the backs of all his white

blouses were there not a few characters writ-

ten which, translated, read: "This wretch

murdered Gee Look and Hi Toon for their

gold"?
Over the hydrant there was a red paper

inscribed with black writing, warning the
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laundry boys not to credit any assertion of

the boss that he had been robbed of their

just dues, for only what belonged to the

friends of the murdered boys had been re-

taken. Sunday morning about 10 o'clock

a passer-by heard a great commotion, yell-

ing and forcible Chinese language emanat-

ing from the "wash-house." Calling an offi-

cer, they proceeded to investigate. They
found every inmate tied by the queue, except-

ing the boss, who was bound hand and foot,

but he sullenly refused to explain. That

afternoon all his men deserted him, nor was
he able to hire others. He worked as an

expert ironer in laundry after laundry, his

story following him and bringing his dis-

charge, till at last he hung himself in an old

disused well near the place where he last

worked.

And Ah Joy? Is it not a never-ending

story when the shadows deepen and dom-
inoes are laid out—with tea trays and

sweets? Does the story ever grow tiresome

in Chinatown ? How the good aunt was sur-

prised to see her niece enter unattended, but

was reassured when told that Petty Sing
had accompanied her mistress and had re-

turned by an early boat to San Francisco.

And Ah Joy rested and visited some days,
worded thus: "Successful; home in ten

days." And a few weeks later there was a

grand wedding, with much feasting, music

and fireworks. Ah Joy's husband takes great
but first sent a telegram to Mrs. Sam Get,
care of the pistol she never used and the

boy's suit and wig with the long queue, the

hat and cheap, heelless shoes, for are not

these things the symbols of the triumph of

Ah Joy?
* »

Hugh Herdman's Paragraphs
Innocent, but—

The convicted grafter sat in his cell and
fumed. He beat his clenched fists upon his

knees, and then ran his fingers through his

bushy hair.

"So that 's their game, is it?" he asked
of the grated door, "that 's their little game.
They intend to keep me locked up here in

this dirty, ill kept place just as if I were a

common, ordinary felon, and then they will

maintain that since I am in prison I am in-

capable and ineligible to perform the duties

of my high office. But I'll show them; I'll
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show them. I '11 make tbem feel my power.
Tlu-v xhull be made to realize that they are

dealing with a man, a man who knows no

fear, no weakness; a man a* good as they are.

1 '11 not resign in favor of someone else. I '11

not turn ovi-r a single iota of my power to

them. They can put a dummy iu my place if

they like, but all the world Bhall know that

he is only a dummy, and that I, I, the right-

ful occupant of the position, am unjustly and

unlawfully kept in jail by their villainous

machinations. Ab, ha! I have it! I have it!

Th.-v can 't run the machinery without money,
now can theyt And how will they get it!

II. .w will they K<-t it, when my signature is

rc<
J
it i r- • 1 on all vouchersf Just tell me that,

will youf I'll show thrm, I'll show them, the

lowlived, cowardly, contemptible curs. I '11

lie here and rot before I give in to them."
A key creaked in a door nearby, and ho

ceased his gyrations and his ranting. Foot-

approached his cell. Turning his back
to the door and hurriedly seizing a book, he

pretended to read.

"One of your lawyers to see you," said the

jailer gruffly through the grating.
"Which onef" asked the prisoner.
"The one with a beard."
"All right. Let him in."

THOUSANDS OF ACRES TO BE

THROWN OPEN IN

CALIFORNIA

Los Angeles, Aug. 31 Under the new ar-

rangement just announced, governing the
sixth opening in California lands, nctuiil Ns4
dence upon the land is not necessary, but it

must be improved with, buildings, orchards
or irrigation ditches during the first year,
whi.-h insures population, active and rapid

growth. Applications may now be filed for
land in the new settlement up to December 1.

We will send you the New Plan Book of In-

structions to Ilomeseekers for ten cents

(stamps or coin) and include a three-months'

subscription to the Western Empire, a valu-

able California magazine about the wonder-
ful industrial development of California rural

life, sports, adventure, etc. Also sample
copies of the Pacific Fruit World and the
Live Stock Tribune, the two leading farm and

poultry papers of California, all for ten cents,
which may result in a long life and modest
fortune for you.
Address IIoMK KXTEN8ION COMMIT

TEE, No. 209 Chamber of Commerce, Los

Angeles, California.

L

u BifoAm
FOR. THE
TEETH

Like the sun bursting

through the draperies
of dawn, is a smile
of pearls, radiant

with RURJ/OATTl

25? EVERYWHERE
SAMPLE* FREE

E.W.HOYT & CO.
LOWELL, MASS.

Don't forfet to mratloo Th» Psctflc Voathlr wtm OMrtaf with dnrttMrs. It will bt tpprccUted,
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WAY'S MUFFLER
For Men, Women and Children

On or off in a jiffy. Doesn't go on over the

head, merely snaps together at back of neck,

but covers lungs and hugs throat completely.
Over 3,000,000 sold last winter. Put it in

pocket or purse as you enter hot room. Snap
on in a jiffy as you go out in cold again.

Knit of finest cashmere wool in many unfad-

able colors. Made with or without ear or

ear and face coverings. Lasts a lifetime.

Looks becoming. You cannot realize its

warming comfort in frigid weather till you
wear it. Besides health is priceless and

should be protected. The lungs and throat

are the vital points of danger. Every man,
woman or child who goes out of doors in

cold weather needs

WAY'S MUFFLER
needs it absolutely, no matter whether the

time of exposure to cold be 30 minutes or all

day. Sold everywhere by haberdashers, dry-

goods stores, clothiers, druggists
—50c to

$3.00. If your favorite store doesn't keep
WAY'S MUFFLER, write us the name of

that store at once and we will see that you
get one immediately. Our new book,

" Cold

Air, Nature's Great Tonic," gives intensely

interesting information on nature's simple
method of preventing coughs, colds, and al

1

throat and lung diseases. Mention this

magazine on a post card, and we'll send you
a free copy by return mail. "Do it now."
You'll be glad you did.

THE WAY MUFFLER CO.
Dept. P. 23rd and Arch Sts., Philadelphia," Pa.

After the lawyer had come and the jailer
had gone, the prisoner said abruptly,

' '

Well,
did you fix it?"

"No, they can 't be fixed."
"Can 't be fixed!" he exclaimed, disgusted-

ly. "Why, anybody can be fixed. What did

you offer?"

"Any amount they might ask."

"Any amount of what?"
"Why, money, of course."

"Oh, fool, fool!" exclaimed the prisoner,

clenching his fingers in his hair and stamping
his feet. "Why did you do that? Why did

you do that? Dont you see that that would be

taking a bribe? That 's what they 've got
me for. Do you suppose they are going to

turn round and let me catch them in the same

game? You 're a fool."

"Well, what could I offer them except

money? You haven't any power, any influ-

ence left."

"Haven't I? Haven't I?" he roared,

glaring at his companion. "Well, I'll show

you whether I have or not. I've got lots of

it, and they know it. You go to them and say

this, 'Look here, you 've got my client in a

hole. You 've convicted him on trumped-up
evidence. Naturally he does n 't want to go
to jail. We know what 'your game is. We
can block it. You 've got him. You can send

him to jail. Now, would you rather win your

game or send him to jail? If you '11 call off

your dogs, he '11 turn over the keys to you
and you can run the whole thing. That is,

he will resign. See?'

"You say that to them, and see how quick

they will take you up."
"But will you resign?"
"Will I resign? Well, you leave that part

to me. You leave that to me. Hurry now."

* * *

So Sweet of Her.

"Oh, dear," exclaimed Mrs. Shopleigh, "1
do feel so sorry for those poor shop girls!

They do look so tired and hot these days in

those stuffy big stores. And people are so

unreasonable in their shopping, too. If they
dont get just what they want, they turn on

the girl and abuse her for not showing it to

them, as if the girl were trying to keep from

selling some particular goods.

"Now, I never lose my temper or get the

least bit angry at one of the poor creatures.

I am fearfully disappointed, it 's true, in not

getting what I want, but I never blame the

girl."
"Never?" asked her husband, incredu-

lously.

"Oh, never. Why, only today I was in

String and Stickem's store looking for a piece

of taffeta to match some I have. I wanted

only a yard, and do you know, I sat there
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and patiently waited while the girl showed

me every bolt they had. I wu certain they

must have it, go I told her to be sure to sbo v

me everything, because I had the time and

eould wait, although it was dreadfully hot in

there. And tli'-n. after she had shown me

every pfaw in their stork, I had to come

away disappointed. Now, wasn't that a

shame, after waiting so long, toot But I

ill. I n't scold the girl. I dont believe in that.

I believe in being kind to them, especially in

such trying weather as this."

Anil I have no doubt that girl will

not soon forget you, either," replied her hus-

band b«bind his paper.
• • •

Ergo.

"I've missed my calling," moaned the

nan leaning limply over the rail as the vessel

riille.l and pitched in the swell. "Here I've

been wasting my time as an undertaker. I

ought to have been a. humorist, my risibles are

so easily excite. I."

• * *

Said Uncle Hastus.

Hit am pow 'ful cur'us dat de greatest
finumciers am not de mans dat has de mos'

money, but de mans dat haint got nuffin' but

tongue.

LOST
AH use for old-fashioned Cod
I Stw Oil and Kmulsions because
VINOL is much better.
Yinol is a delicious modern Cod Liver prep-
aration without oil, made by a scientific

extractive and concentrating process from
fresh Cod's Livers, combining with pepton-
ate of iron all the medicinal, healing, body-
building elements ofCod Liver Oil tut no oil.

Vinol is much superior to old-fashioned cod
iivcr oil and emulsions because while it

contains all the medicinal value they do,
unlike them Vinol is deliciously palatable
and agreeable to the weakest stomach.
An old and valuable remedy improved by
modern science. To build up strength for
old people, delicate children, weak, run-down

persons, after sickness, and for all pulmonary
troubles Vinol is unexcelled.

FOR SALE AT YOUR LEADING DRUG STORK
hulmtiv Aftj Clvn f On* DrmiiUI <• a PUn

If there it no Vinol agency where you live, send u t yoor
drulaiet's name and we will five him the agency.

J TRIAL SAMPLE FREE
CHBSTBR KENT * CO. Ho. St*. Boston, Bias*.

Irery Cawrton artrlah plum*, tip. he*. •tele or nut from U
d*n», bear* our treda-aurk. which earl ISi that Uw article
kted la the world.

Oaw.lon Ootrlch r..n at Snath. Paw ^
> which It I. placed, la the brat at IU

CAWSTON'S FAMOUS
PLUMES AND BOAS

at Producer's Prices Direct from the Farm in California
n.!.in ,-f.t 7 ,. ;y i'.!i .. »r I -i « , -,1

| | % . r .
»* eaperlee qoeliry a* ear faathara are She heat la the world.

Iluy
I and tare Iwpurt duty. Year aiiaif hark If Dot paraded.

Princess Plumes $4.00
ad. from th* taarVara at Sha aula bird The
Saaa ara lone, a .

Thle aradreei-prbn* plaaa* la at aa.naalit

d $7.00
aawhwa, Iwaai

All Goods
Sent Prepaid

Anywhere~
a-V.

in* or aay
:il. L %: f I

a llcht wrap, roajblalaa hraaty as* atllHy.
her hnaa have Bo eqwal. TWy ara aaaolatefy
rlaaa and ara eaMania far winter eeam
*. Oar hoae ara bmmU fraaa enacted abw*

traaa aula Nrdr, ... ,n. Uwa, fallneea, Mrentth,
brUIIenry aad waarlec awalwiaa. Oar 1 yard
apaelal n fall and haadj u wi aad la aaraaallad
for th* price;
SI .Vim.

apaelal h fall aad haaaiiiaia aad la eaaweal!
-
price; alack, white or aay ealM an

CATALOGUE
SENT FREE

ON
REQUEST

PAVSTON
\^S OSTRICH FARM

P 0. Box 67, South Pt.adrna. California

TeIU all about ottrrh

raising and feather pro-
ducing in California;

beautifully illustrated.

Complete price lilt of

our feather rood*.

Old feathers are valu-

able. Send them to u*
and have them made to

look like new by our ex-

pert worker*.

Cleaning-, dyeing. r

ing. rem.*.'

etr.

g. dyeing, repair -

nakmg. curling.

Don't forget to mention Tba Pacific Monthly when dealing- with adTcrtlwrs. It will be appreciated.
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The waist, the skirt, in fact any gar-

ment, on any woman, will fit better,

hang better, set better, wear better and

look more stunning if fastened with

DEFT'C PATENT 17VFC
rEEll 1JINVISIBLEL1IE1J
They are neat, compact,complete, don't show,

never let go. It's all In the Triangle, an
improvement over silk loops or any
other eye. Will not rust. Can be

bought everywhere or by mail—
all sizes—white or black—in

| envelopes—2 doz. Eyes 5c, with
Spring Hooks ioc.

PEET BROS., Dept.R Philadelphia, Pa.

DEAFNESS

t.

'The Morley 'Phone*

A miniature Tele-

phonefor theEar,
invisible, easily ad-

justed, and entirely

Ls^pp-
comfortable. Makes low sounds

)B|1 and whispers plainly heard. Over fifty^M^ thousand sold, giving instant relief

from deafness and head noises. There are but few
cases of deafness that cannot be benefited.

Write for booklet and testimonials
THE MORLEY COMPANY, Dept. 100

31 South 16th Street. Philadelphia

Industrials Investigated
You Should Secure A confidential, con-

servative report on
your prospective or present investments in the
Pacific Northwest. Our technical and commercial
experts investigate Industrials, Manufacturing, Min-
ing, Irrigation, Transportation, Lumber, Fisheries,
Electrical and like propositions and report in full

detail. The Mercantile Agencies, The Seattle
National Bank and Scandinavian-American Bank
vouch for our reliability and integrity. Consultation

Department,

PACIFIC ENGINEERING COMPANY
Seattle, Washington

pure breo r

WALNUT
VROOMAN snwtKm,

'

HARDY, BRIGHT RESISTING;
BEARS YOUNG; HI

CROPPER.' LARGEST AND
n^ST f-LAVORED ^

GROWN.

Ask for It! Our Booklet on Walnut Culture
H you intend planting: any Walnut trees or are interested in
this subject, don't fail to see this book. Agents wanted.

Address, Oregon Nursery Co., Salem, Oregon

Agreement.

Just to show how near persons come to

agreeing on any subject, here are parts of

comments made to a man who had just re-

turned from a trip for his health:

"Hello, old man! Say, lookin' fine. Trip
done you a lot of good. Not very fat, but a

good color. Look lots better than when yon
went away."
"Say, old chap, you dont look right. Guess

you 'd better have taken my advice and

stayed at home, eh? So long! Hope you feel

better soon."

"By George, Dick, I believe you 're get-

ting fat, I really do. Aint he, Sam? Aint

he, Bill? Aint Dick getting fat? By George,
you '11 soon be so fat you '11 have to spell it

f-a-t-t. Bully boy! Keep it up."
"Great Scott, but you 're looking peaked!

Where have you been? On a trip, eh? Never
saw you looking quite so thin. Better be
careful.

' '

"Hello, husky boy; brown and rugged as

a bear, are n't you? A little grit, a little rest,
a little confidence, plenty of air and good
food will make a man of anybody. Fine

work, old chap."
* * *

Mere Sport.

Farmer Cornhusks—So you rowed in the

crew, did ye?
Son (of Haryale)—Bight, Willie. And in

the big intercollegiate, I fainted just after

we crossed the line, winner by half a length.
I was all in.

Farmer Cornhusks—Didn't reckon it was
sieh hard work as that.

Son—Hard! Say, pitehin' hay or feedin'

a thresher is like takin' gumdrops from your
baby sister.

Farmer Cornhusks— 'T is, eh? Well, I've

got forty acres of timothy to put up and

sixty acres of wheat to thrash this Summer.
You '11 find a pair of my old overalls and a

hickory shirt hangin' up m the wash-shed,
a-waitin' fer ye.

Different Viewpoint.

"It's a shame," remarked the motorist,
' ' that the laws are so lax governing the equip-
ment of machines. Everyone should be com-

pelled by law to provide his car with a

fender."
' ' That 's right, that 's dead right,

' '

replied
the pedestrian. "The way these autos maim,

mangle and slaughter people is an outrage.

They ought, as you say, to be made to carry a

fender for the protection of the public."
"The public be blowed! " replied the other.

"For the protection of the radiator of the

car."
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^END TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG

Christmas Toys—
^ByMail—

V

A postal card lequcit will bring you com-
plete illustrated catalog ( ju it issued ) of

mechanic*! toy*, doll*. Teddy bow*. .uvanilc

books, etc., for Christmas gilt*.

Moat complete, varied and up-to-date tine

of toya on the Coast—one whole Boor de-
voted to display room*. Stock new and
carefully selected—a permanent, open the

'

year 'round department. Mail orders felled

promptly and satisfactorily.

DOLL MM — brut ft44la« *-*•. 10. 14 In ,
- ,ih

aaaupyto*, fall triaiBwd; saatee rseaiat of * I .no.

STATIOKAIT KXOIKBS far Wys; eaaoletalj saf.;
furnUfcw smrar for aey l»j; •*« by I is. bu«b.
prtr*. $1.00.

WtiUfaf Cofa/or ToJav

Dainty Clothes For Baby
sast tsaay for Ulostralaa'
aad aklatraa's araar— I

yuksa, .aotssa, aaiateta
pl.t* by-Slas trass W
fftOI erne tor it now.

i:
1

..

• •t infanta'

bib*.

"TheBabyShop
Beeman eV Hendee

447 South Broadway Los Angeles, Ca

MENJNEN'S
BoratedA^ Ta 1 c um
TOILETi-\ POWDER

As a Champion
w m m i !'.f »i ., mi •

. v. . ,i para jw i

. flr.1

MMNKN'S ROIATED TAICUM TOIltT POWDEI
J n* aad P"" WHfixl launul.a po»def. th. mrrm <A .hick
kava beea rrcoolwd udnanM br Ik, nrrtlcal lanaulna

a
'"rwn Wlaan wind. u.«ao ill raKU.brrrk
aaadd^r. aanataaTtacaadaarrbailiiiir. :

a ImaaiiMi l li For rawnnmcaoai put ipkH
l>ICbD««-lk."lH,> III .1 I... M|

.. cm
Ml NM >•«

•»« » • cmulnr ... : . an.ir
in..- ..f purity. lluuuM nnd.r lb.
r»u u4 Drop Art, Jan. »Ho, In
o. OO. Sold .m i.tai, or I,; lull. Bo.

umnlr Krr*.
(.1 1(11 \UI> Ml N.NEKC CO.

>*.w«rk. N.J.
Trr HBNNEN'S Vlokt <kV>rand) Tkkaai

Toilet Poxkr.
II h.t Ihr v ml <.f lr^»h^.ut P.nna Vlolm. ^P"

/?eri Streaks

ofHonesty
exist in everybody, but you
need your money. Turn in

your claims. €J Do it now.
We collect everywhere.

We collect more honest debts than any agency in the world.

Merchants Protective Association
Scientific Collectors of Honest Debts

Suite 100, Commercial National Bank Bldg. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, U. S. A.

FRANCIS G. LUKE. G-n-ral M.n.,.r Somt P.oplm Don I Cat* U>

Don't form Co mention Tb, pacific Monthly wbrn dealing witi. ailrrrtlw*. It will I* appreciated.
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A 8095—Hair Brooch $300
A 6707—Neck Chain A Locket 9.00

A 201 —Signet Rinic 2.00

A 200 —Diamond Ring 4.75

A 8061—Brooch, 1 Diamond.. 6.75

A 3064—Brooch, 1 Pearl 6-50

A 80K3—Fleur de lis . . 2.50

A 3056— Fleur delis 6.50

Illustratiops_are 1-3 actual size. Above a:

Attractive Holiday
THE BERGEN COMPANY, 260

527 —Scarf Pin, 1 Diamond
1 Pearl *-8&

538-Scarf Pin, 1 Pearl 2.50

3114—Baby Pine, per pair.. 1-50

1003—Buttons, per pair.... 3.25

5902—Bracelet opens with
concealed joint, 1 Dia. 9-75

5902—Without Diamond.... 7.50

rticlcs are all solid 10 Karat Gold.

r\CC~*+:~~~ SKNDFOR
Uttenngs catalog

261 Broadway, New York

r HAND
EMBROIDERED

LINGERIE
Is appreciated by
all women of refinement.

Make it yourself at

little cost.

Nightgown like cut, stamped on extra quality

French cambric
;

complete with cotton for

embroidery, SPECIAL
All embroidery clearly started.

Give Bust Measure. SEND TODA T.

THE NEEDLEGRAFT SHOP VSWSS&V

BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS
GIFTS

Reproductions of the World's
Great Paintings

Awarded Four Gold
Medals

T.. E PERRY
PICTURES

ONE CENT
each for 25 or more. Size 5K x 8

(6 to 10 times this Bize.) Send
25c, for 25 art subjects, or 25 for

children or 25 KittenB, etc., or 25

Madonnas, or $1.00 for the 4 sets

or for Art Set of 100 pictures or

for 21 large pictures, 10x12.

Satisfaction or money refund-

ed. Catalogue of 1000 miniature
illustrations and 2 pictures for

4c in stamps. ORDER TODAY.

THE PERRY PICTURES CO.,

Box 80, Maiden, Mass.

RECAMIER CREAM
For the Complexion

Will cure a bad
skin and pre-
serve a good
one.

Used by cele-
brated beauties

fornearacentury

For Sale Everywhere.

Two sizes—

50c and $1 .00

Recamier Hanfg. Co., No. 127 W. 31st St, N. Y. City

Bend for free .ample and interesting illustrated boo let

A HOld-Up.

"Instead of being aside from the question
at issue," replied the man of experience, "it

is very much to the point. I am merely lay-

ing a foundation for the introduction of direct

evidence bearing on this point, as our lawyer
friends here would say. I am confident that

before we step from the train in the station

of this city which we are approaching each

one of you will agree with me that this is an

opportune place for the hold-up man. And

you will be forced to this conclusion because

you shall all have been held up before that

time."
There was no note of excitement in his tone;

nevertheless, we started apprehensively and

looked at him with suspicion in our eyes.
"I am confident of it," he continued, as

he reached quickly toward his hip pocket.

Every man jumped, but realized his help-

lessness.

"Yes, sir," he went oh, as he drew forth

his handkerchief and blew his nose, appar-

ently not noticing our dismay, "we shall all

be held up by a lone man, and not one of us

will offer even a show of resistance."

He seemed so certain that, although we
were still incredulous, we made no reply.

"There he is now," he said, triumphantly.
The curtains were thrust quickly aside, and

into the compartment stepped a swarthy
faced individual who carried in his hand ready
for instant use—a whisk broom.

* * *

Cover.

Wife—Why is it, do you suppose, that all

the Mormon men wear such long, bushy
beards?

Husband—That 's easy. Their wives are

all like others in their desire to furnish their

husbands with neckties of just the right shade

of pink or lavender, and they have to wear

them, of course. So as a matter of protection

they raise those big crops of alfalfa on their

chins. Wiseacres, those old Mormons.
* * *

Distinguished but Lonely.

"See that man over there?" asked the city

nephew of his uncle from the country.

"Yep."
"lie 's a very distinguished man."
"That so? He looks kind of sad and dis-

gusted with the world."

"Well, he is pretty lonely; but he is fa-

mous all the same."
"How?"
"Well, he 's the only public man in the

United States that isn't either an 'unmiti-

gated falsifier' or an 'undesirable citizen.'
'

* * *

A Paying Venture.

Traveler What makes this barber shop

so busy when all the rest are idle?

Native Every barber in here is a mute.
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TheBESTIN CALIFORNIA
If you are looking for the moot beautiful and climati-

cally perfect location in Southern California,

write for thai charming booklet, entitled

"Ontario, California—
The City That Charms

Eitmntiatty a Ptacm for

Bruutifut Home* ' '

Uditu TW ONTARIO UNO « IMPROVEMENT CO.. Ostitis. Cal.

Superfluous Hair
Destroyed Forever

ii you are sJHtctrd wita a numi.tatii.it_

dUfl/arlor frowthof hair, or an* other
blsmuh oo (»--f. Deck, arms, or hands.
write bm at one* and 1 Till aend 70a my

BOOK ON ._ -^ _ _
BEAUTY FREE
Tells How to Rimovs all Btamlsties
Man r claim to frrno** hair (temporarily)

book trtliyonhow toebaolutrlr kill

w»rer-palaIaralT,witho«tthetJltht-
ruk-la the prirarT at you owi
». WHITE TODAT.

0. L MAHLER. 84?J . Mlhler P.r«. E. Prorldtncs, R. I.

w

Opportunities
For Settlers

Ts the title of a booklet that has Just
been published by the Portland Railway,
Light 4 Power Company.
There are golden opportunities for

farmers, dairymen and fruitgrowers
within easy reach of Portland, on the
ri<h farming and fruit lands along the
Oregon Water Power lines of the Port-
land Railway, Light & Power Company.

A market for every variety of fnrm
ntnl garden product Is readily foun.l In

Portland, nnd low rates over the O. w. P.

coupled with quick transportation,
la the farmer to realise large prof-

Its.

Reliable Information concerning tim-
ber lands, farms, stock ranches, fruit
lands and all kinds of suburban Prop-

Mittiated adjacent to the O. W. P.
lines will be gladly supplied.

For copies of booklet write to

LAND AGENT

Portland Railway LightcVPower

Company
Fir*t and Alder Streeta. Portland. Oregon

Fay & Bowen Motor Boats
A 1908 Winner

Trie Fay At. Bowen 25-foot
'Special"

shown above
ia the handsomest thing in its rlase for 1906.

Copper-riveted, all woodwork counterbored and
plugged, entire tup and inti-rior finished in mahogany.

FTtted with a Fay ft: Bowen 7 H. P. double cylinder
engine. It drvrlofx-a a speed of 10 miles an hour,
and if actually make* it, over a measured <

Steering wheel bo th at bow and at side. F.ngine
speed controlled both forward or aft of engine.
Photographs and blue prints sent on application.
Fay ft: Bowen engines are reliable, simple and not

aensitive. The Chicago-Mackinac endurance race
for 1907, waa won by our engine.

If you want a motor boat or marine engine yon
owe it to yourself to write for our free catalogue.

FAY & BOWEN ENGINE CO.
119 LAKE ST.

GENEVA. NEW YORK

fjGENUINE
GUYOT
SUSPENDERS

WILL
PosmvEarOuTLAST
three pairs of

ordinary suspenders

jWebbing unmatched
l/hrSTRENGTH.APPEAR-
ANCE and DURABILITY.

Qualityunvarying.
Buttonholes
INDESTRUCTIBLE.

EASILYADJUSTED
SI IDES HOLD FAST.

EVERY GENUINE.PAIR
HAS NAME

[JC
h-Guyot'stampid hkrm
Always xooxjor it.

50t A PAIR.

ATEVERYGOOD SHOP
oiorvmr maii roar bus

OSTHEIMERBROTHERS
IOOI CSUrNVT STREET.

PHILADELPHIA

Don't forget to mention The Pacific aloniolr when dealing with adrertleert.. It will be appreciated.
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Generally the Way.

Smith—Hello, Smythe; what are you doingt

Smythe—Painting the fence. Can 't you
seet

Smith—Painters on a strike?

Smythe—No, but I needed the exercise, so

I just thought I would put it on myself.

Smith—Well, judging by the looks of your
clothes and the fence, I guess that 's where

you have put most of it.

* * *

One Way.

Bjones—I've just discovered a very effec-

tive way of preventing myself from going to

sleep in church.

Bjohns What is it? I am troubled the"

same way.
Bjones—Stop going to church.

* * *

In a Dry Town.

Patient—Say, Doc, I've got an awful cold.

I want something for it.

Doctor—All right, I'll give you something
that will cure it in a hurry.

Patient—Hold on, I dont want it cured

too quick. Try rock and rye, without the

rock.

How Mean!

Miss Manstruck—And do you know, last

night as I was coming home alone from pray-

ermeeting—it was the first time I haven't
had an escort in I dont know how long—I saw
a man. And, oh my, but I did run.

Miss Sharply—Did you catch him?

* * *

Proving It.

"That 's a fine walking suit you have on,"
said one commuter to another, as they started

for their train.

"This is no walking sun, replied the

other. "It 's a running suit. Come on," he

said, breaking into a run, "there 's our train

whistling now."
* * *

Quite the Reverse.

Plummer—I hear that Quickly is daffy
over his new six-cylinder motor car.

Hummer—No, under it.

EDITORIAL NOTE.
The beautiful picture of Silver Creek Falls repro-

duced in color in the November number of The Pacific
Monthly was from a photograph by H. A. French, of
Portland, Oregon. The photogruph won first prize at
the National Photographic Contest, held at Rochester,
N. Y., some time ago. By mistake the picture was
credited to Photographer Abernethy.

Bi/fffrrffChristmasSffyer
. . —— : .. -,

- -'irn i II I

Send for our illustrated catalogue showing many patterns of unusual artistic merit

1847 ROGERS BROS."
t*

stamped on spoons, knives, forks, etc., represents quality proven by Iile-long service— "SilPer Plate that Wears. "

Sola by all leading dealers. This is the brand of silver plate thai has been illustrated in this magazine throughout (he year.
Ask for Catalogue "M-SI" MEBIDEN BBITANNIA CO., Merlden, Conn. (International Silver Co., Successor),

,„ „,.,„ ,..,.. ,,.„, ,,- . _>a^,—; .... ..:
i -rir .

-
( i .

MODEL, BWSUSPENDS*S
SENSIBLE, USEFUL GIFTS for the HOLIDAYS

Attractively Packed in Handsome Single Pair Boxes
They contain more and better rubber than any other make, have gold-gilt non-rusting
metal parts and strong cord ends that cannot wear through. The new back free
action permits ease and comfort, no matter what position the body may assurne.

THEY OUTWEAR THREE ORDINARY KINDS, WHICH MEANS THREE
TIMES THE SERVICE OF USUAL 50 CENT SORTS

The MOST COMFORTABLE suspender made for man, youth or boy
in Light, Heavy or Extra Heavy Weights. Extra Long (No Extra Cost)

They make inexpensive gifts every man, youth or boy will gladly receive
If your dealer cannot supply you, we will, postpaid, for 50 cents.

HEWES & POTTER, Dept. 896, 87 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.
Valuable "Style Book" of holiday suggestions free on request.

Don't foreet to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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MELLIN'S FOOD
Baby

Mothers, who use Mellin's Food, do not lose time ex-

perimenting at their babies' expense.

The proportions of Mellin's Food and fresh milk and

water can so easily and quickly be varied to exactly suit

the requirements of each baby, that an improvement and

gain is noticed frequently from the first feeding.

If your baby is not thriving as you know he ought to

thrive, write to us for a Sample Bottle of Mellin's Food

and try it

You owe it to your baby to do this for him.

Mrllin'N Food Co., Ito-iMii. MaNN.
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President Suspender Christmas Boxes

It is always advisable when selecting presents to buy the things known to be good.

Of all suspenders, Presidents are the best known and best liked. They're the eas-

iest, most comfortable and most durable suspenders.

President Suspenders in handsome Christmas

boxes, decorated with reproductions of Boileau

paintings in colors, make splendid presents for

Father, Husband, Brothers, Brothers - in - law,

Cousins, Nephews and Friends. Give each a
Christmas box of Presidents.

If your home stores have no

President Suspenders in Christ-

mas boxes, buy of us by mail.
,

50 cents postpaid.

THE C. A. EDGARTON MFG. CO.. 5S3 MAIN STREET, SHIRLEY, MASS.

PRESIDENT
SUSPENDERS

Christmas Combination Boxes

& BALL BEARING
GARTERS

Our Christmas " Combination Box "

contains a pair of President Suspen-

ders and a pair of Ball Bearing Gar-

ters, and costs 75 cents. Suspenders
50 cents—garters 25 cents—no charge

for the beautifully colored Christmas picture box.

You will not find anything else so use-

ful, so prettily boxed for so little money.

The suspenders and garters are the kind
worn by most men, so you are sure of the

right kind. And there's much satisfaction

in knowing you made the right selection.

If your home stores have no "Combination Boxes'* buy
of us"by mail. We will send you the Christmas Combina-

1 tion Box of suspenders and garters postpaid, for 75 cents.

THE C. A EDGARTON MFG. CO. 553 MAIN STREET, SHIRLEY, MASS.

Ball

Bearing
Garters

1908 Calendar and 3 Philip Boileau Panel Pictures 25c.
Copies of Philip Boileau's pictures are usually sold by art dealers at a dollar and over, yet we give 3 copies of Boileau s

latest paintings with our 1906 President calendar for 25c. The 3 pictures are full figures of beautilul American women—
the Debutante, the Bride, the Matron. The decoration is the queen Rose— the nch red American Beauty— the delicate

pink Bridesmaid, and the glorious yellow de Dijon.

The pictures are done in 1 2 colors on highly finished panels 6% x 1 5 inches. No advertising on the pictures. They are

fit for framing, or grouping and hanging without frames.

You'll want the 3 pictures and calendar for your room, and perhaps you will buy sets to give as Christmas presents.

Each year more orders are received for our calendars than we can fill, it is therefore advisable to order early.

We mail the 3 pictures and calendar postpaid, for 25c. Now ready.

THE C A. EDGARTON MFG. CO., 553 MAIN STREET, SHIRLEY, MASS.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Hi

e~ While the Fire is Low

L

A hot breakfast in a cozy warm room starts one right for the

day. A cold dining room spoils the enjoyment of the meal.

The dining room or any room in the house can be heated in

a few minutes with a

PERFECTION Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device

For instance, you coul4 light it in your bed-

room to dress by, then carry it to the dining room,
and by the time the coffee is

ready,
the room is

warm. Impossible to turn it too high or too low—
never smokes or smells—gives intense heat for 9
hours with one filling. Every heater warranted.

The D*>Y/^\ T ,-.»^~ is the best lamp for all-

«£COVC/ LaiTip round household pur-

~*T_
-^

poses. Gives a clear, steady light.

Made of brass throughout and nickel plated. Equipped with the

latest improved central draft burner. Handsome—simple
—satis-

factory. Kvetv lamp guaranteed.

If you cannot get heater and lamp at your dealer's, write to

our nearest agency.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
I n ror poral *-d »

Don't forget In mention Tb* PirlOe Monthly when dealing with aa>ertlwra. It will be appreciated.
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TH the advent of the busy Winter season and its many-
social demands, the need of suitable vehicles for vari-

ous occasions is especially evident. •! There is perhaps
no source of greater satisfaction than the knowledge
that one is sufficiently well informed on the subject to ^™£yPK£H5Ji/>»

li l • • n ' —. CLkVfc.LAND,UnlO
personally direct the correct equipment of his own stable. •! The
first step in acquiring this knowledge is the elimination of every make in any

degree questionable as to quality of material, luxury of fittings or style, and this

method yearly centers the approval of a vast number of American purchasers upon
the Studebaker product. <§ Studebaker styles are invariably correct. This fact, so

evidently appreciated by experienced buyers, is even more valuable to the novice,

who can safely guard against unfortunate selection by relying upon the world-wide

Studebaker reputation. ^ In addition to vehicles, Studebaker likewise carries in all

repositories a full line of Studebaker harness*

and accessories of equally high merit, for

perfect stable equipment to the last detail. ff I
Studebaker

Studebaker Bros. Mfg. Co.
Largest Vehicle Manufacturers in the World

South Bend : Indiana

REPOSITORIES
NEWYORK CITY-Studebaker

Bros. Co. of New York, Broad-
way and 48th Street.

CHICAGO, ILL. — Studebaker
Bros. Mfe. Co., 378 and 388
Wabash Avenue.

KANSAS CITY MO. - Stude-
baker Bros. Mfg. Co., 1 3th and
Hickory Streets.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. —
Studebaker Bros. Co. of Cali-

fornia,Market and I Oth Streets.

PORTLAND, ORE. — Stude-
baker Bros. Co., Northwest,
330 and 936 East Morrison St.

SEATTLE, WASH. — Stude-
baker Bros. Co., Northwest,
308 I st Avenue.

DENVER, COLO-Studebaker
Bros. Mfg. Co.. 1 5th and Blake
Streets.

DALLAS.TEXAS-Studebaker
Bros. Mfg. Co.. 317 and 319
Elm Street.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It wilt lie upin
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PAULEWIRT
FOUNTAIN

The centre of interest at Christmas

%
but the best fountain pen

. years the standard

^» Always ready

>est Xmas present, .

ways writes. rfc

4iV»*»-*-^l

Sold by leading dealers. There is no

substitute. Illustrated catalogue of

^^^^ 1 00 styles, with prices, free,

fc Address Box C. 33.

Doo't focftt to mention TH* PmclBc Monthly wh«n d>«Uni will. wHUtham. .1 will t* »ppr«-Ut«t
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The Edison Phonograph
as a Christmas Present

NO
single thing furnishes so much entertainment, amusement and

enjoyment to a family, especially where there are children and

young folks, as an Edison Phonograph. It supplies all kinds
of amusement at little expense ; it gives you a means of

entertaining your friends and neighbors, and it keeps you
up-to-date with every kind of music by the purchase of
NEW RECORDS for a small sum, all of which com-
bined, make the home the most delightful spot on earth.

A small sum invested in an Edison Phonograph will do this.
Have you seen and heard the new model with the big horn ? If not, go to the nearest dealer and Si& _, _ «"> Pj'i™.
see it, hear it and buy it. If you cannot do that,write to us for a complete descriptive catalogue. t/ilMm» KitW»«U

NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO. 74 Lakeside Ave.,Orange,N.J.
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.

es an Kinas
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The Log Cabin Can is Made for You
(hat you may Instantly recog-
nize the package which contains
brim full measure of the purest
and most delicious syrup in the
world.

Towle's Log Cabin Maple
Syrup is familiar to every house-
wife who insists upon good,
wholesome syrup of the right

maple flavor.

No matter where you buy
Towle's Log Cabin Syrups, you
will always find the same uniform

flavor, high quality, and full meas-

urement, year in and year out.

Depend upon it, the reputation
of Towle, the oldest and largest
manufacturer of maple syrup in

the world, protects you against
adulteration, and makes it easy
f"r you to select the purest and
best syrups by calling for the Log
Cabin Can.

Towle's Loj* Cabin Maple Syrup
Towle's Log* Cabin Cane and Maple Syrup
Towle's Log Cabin Pen-o-che Syrup
are all put up in I,og Cabin cans so you can instantly recognize them. Each syrup has
its own characteristic flavor, which is strictly uniform in every can, all the time.

Towle knows that his syrups will make good with you on their own merits and when
once you try them \"U will buy them again. He therefore has a reason for keeping the
quality and flavor always uniform in the Log Cabin Can.

To every reader of this advert lisuiatit who will send u« 10c in coin or stamps in will
forward immediately by mail, puntare paid, n handsome silver-plated trupoon asahown
in this advertisement, which is three-quarter* actual site of apooa jrou will receive.
Thar* ia a tag; on every Log Cabin Can which can be used by you to secure mora spoons.

Ininnrlnnf f
w* *"> anxious to improve and increase the number of Recipes contained in our Booklet,Ulipui 1*1 III * "Krom Camp to Table." You may not know tho many waya that Maple Syrup can be

used I Ask some of your friends for their recipes and mail to us one or
mora, Each recipe will participate in the contest for cash prizes
which will be awarded April 1st, 1908. as follows J

•2S.OO for the beat Keclpe. $1 S for the 2nd best Re.
SlO.OO for the :tr.l I..

• •:.-..00 In prises of •.VOOenrh forth. ipea,
$-'.

-
,.oo in prtxea oft 1.00 each for the 25 next be»i

Thl» I ..hi. -i W Free to All.

The judrea will be impartial and have no
connection with our company.

Send for the little books, "From Camp to Table"
and "Pen-o-che Secrets." They are both valuable
and will furnish you a great fund of dessert and candy
making pleasure during the long winter evenings.

The Towle Maple Syrup Company, 44 Coder Street, St. Paul, Minn.

M STB »t» ft* 1

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with sdverliscrs. It will be sppreclslcd.
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(Established 18;

"Cures While You Sleep"

Whooping-Cough, Croup,
Bronchitis, Coughs,
Diphtheria, Catarrh

Confidence can be placed in a remedy which for

a quarter of a century has earned unqualified

praise. Restful nights are assured at once.

Cresolene is a Boon to
Asthmatics

ALL DRUGGISTS
Send Postal for Descriptive

Booklet

Cresolene Antiseptic
Throat Tablets for the

irritated throat, of

your druggist or from

us, 10c in stamps.

The Vapo- Cresolene Co.

180 Fulton St.. N.Y.
Leeming-Miles Bldg., Montreal,

Canada

CONSUMPTION
BRONCHITIS and CATARRH— ASTHMA CURED "!*

Trial Treatment of California's latest and greatest discovery,

together with an elegantly illustrated book telling all about it. will be

sent to anyone afflicted with consumption, bronchitis, asthma, catarrh,

or any nose, throat or lung trouble in order to prove that the cure can

positively be made in the patient's own room, without change of climate,

without detention from business and without stomach dosing.
This new direct treatment. Condor

Inhalation.cures in wonderfullyquick
time pain in either lung; or be-
tween shoulder blades, hem-
liiorrhage, spitting: up matter,
coughs that stay, difficult
breathing, lingering- colds,
head noises, raw throut, stuff-

ed nose, foulbreath, fever
or chills, night sweats,
general weakness, loss of

weight or strength,
etc., and is now curing 95 out

of every 100 cases treated in

Phoenix, Ariz., Indio, Cal.,

and other consumptive centers.

By means of vapor from burn-

ing a pastlle the healing powers
of the discovery are drawn into

no% or lungs and instantly pen-
etrate and Disinfect the

Ulcerated Tissues.
This inhalation method at once

destroys andclears outthepoison

germs, opens wasted cells, loosens and throws off the distressing mucus,

ebuilds tissues, heals lung cavities, and creates bodily strength and

vigor. If you are taking medicine, STOP.
Write today, stating what you wish to be cured of, and byre-

turn mail you will receive complete trial treatment and illustrated

book, both absolutely free. Address, without stamps or money

CONDOR MEDICINE CO.. Blk. 28M, Los Angeles, Cal.

Crooked Spines Made Straight

Try The Sheldon Appliance

30 Days at NY Risk
You need not risk a penny. No matter bow seri-

ous your case Is, no matter what other methods
you have tried, I know the Sheldon Appliance will
bring you relief. I want you to know It, and 1 will
gladly give you a SO days' trial to prove it at my
risk. Write at once for my book and learn about
my scientific method, and how to try the Appli-
ance without risk or obligation on your part.
Don't let Spinal Weakness or Curvature destroy

your happiness or ruin your child's life. The Shel-
don Appliance has corrected thousands of caBes In
both old and young. You can do away with bungly,
heavy casts and supports. The Sheldon Appliance
Is light and cool and gives a feeling of strength and
activity as soon as you put It on.
You need not suffer a day longer the Inefficiency

that comes from a weak or deformed back—you
need not see your child grow up weak and ill-

shaped. Send to me today for my book and learn
how to get the style of Appliance your particular
case needs, and how I give you a 30 days' trial.
You owe it to yourself or to the afflicted one in
your family to write me now. Address Mr, Shel-
don, President.

PHILO BURT MFG. CO.,
1 38 1 2th Street Jamestown, N.Y.

For More than a Century
various disorders of the stomach and bowels,

such as indigestion, sour stomach, heartburn,

biliousness, both in adults and children, have

been relieved by

HENRY'S
Calcined Magnesia
a mild and pleasant remedy. Corrects acidity, assists diges-

tion and relieves constipation. Take the genuine only-It

requires a smaller dose than imitations and is doubly effica-

cious without harshness. In use since 1772. Bottle sealed

with old-style British "inland Revenue" stamp hearing name

•mm. A vuil t m nn\l?V Sold in ,he United States
THOs. & WILLm. HbNKY whh (he mme of Sch i e ffelio

MANCHESTER & Co. on label, which secure,

wrapper. Refuse inferior substitutes. Ask your druggist

J

HAIRA
,¥s
DGROWTH

A copyrighted; book—new. Particularly interesting to

every person troubled with dandruff, falling of the hair

or baldness. Edition limited. Write for free copy
today.

The Modern Vacuum Cap Company
573 Barclay Block Denver, Colorado

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Tha WtM Han ct Borneo

KILLS
DANDRUFF

BORNO.L
The Magic Hair Grower

Grows Luxuriant
Eyebrows

Stops Hair From
Falling Out

One SOc Jar Politicly Does It

Send 10c in Mmpt for trial

tube Wntr foe pamphirt
and trsliniunwla

BORNEO OIL CO.
HSC.lrfc.rmi.St. SuFmon.Cal

Drugless Healing
By Psychic Methods.

Wl Cur«P«opU^!!li •ringfrom
all k.M-:.» i>l diseases by Thera-
peutic Suggaation alone
ai.'l without drugs; when th6y can-
not come we reach and cure
at their houti-a In any part of the
world, all by pur<. Meth-
ol>-Mantal Telepathy.
We correct bad halm* In young and
old. ht-lp people to Buiinen

Succeti, relorrn Moral Per-verts, and re-

Iniant People to th>ir reason. Nomatter
what your ailment, how aerloua your caae, or what you
may have done before, our method* aucceed after all

others have failed fully explalnii .: So.-
g'eatlon and the Piychlc Methods we em-

. treating absent patient*. Sent free to erery-
All afflicted people ahould read these Booklets.

Send for them now. You will enjoy reading them.
Address GEO. C. P1TZER, M.D.,

10t3 M. I lllou Ave., I OS AM.1I11 « AI..

interest to

Every Prospective Mother
something' ne*<—only scientific

garment of the kind ever invented.

Combine, solid comfort end ease with "fine

form" and elegant appearance in the home, on the

street and in society.
— Always drapes evenly in

front and back—no bulkincss—no drsw strings—no
lacing

—no ripping- or beating.
—Can he worn the year

round. Made in .evcrsl etJMa and at prices lower than

you can buy the material and have them made at home.
Send for our Fine Illustrated "Book— "Fine-

FREE Forrn MaternitV Skrt"-ll. FREE to

man writing for for it. Tells all about these skirts, their

advantages, styles, material and cost. Gives opinions of

physician., dressmakers and users. 10 Days Free
Trial. When you get our book, if your dealer hs. not

yet been supplied with Fine-Form Maternity Skirts.

make your selection of material and style, end we will

make the garment to your order. When you get it.

wear it ten days, snd if you don't find it exactly
as represented, send it back snd we will cheerfully

refund every cent paid. Other skirts— If not in

! s maternity skirt, remember our famous B
At W dress and walking skirt, will positively pleas
you — same guarantee — Illustrated book free.

Which book .hall we .end > Write today to

Beyer & Williams Co.. Drst «. Buffalo. NY.

BABY'S

CHOICE
.For Preserving, Purifying

and Beautifying the

Skin and Hair Is

Because of its delicate,

emollient, sanative, antisep-
tic properties derived from

Cuticura, united with the

purest of saponaceous
in-

gredients ana most refresh-

ing of flower odours, Cuti-

cura Soap is unrivalled for

cleansing, preserving, and

Kurifying

the skin, scalp,

air.and handsof infants and
children. Guaranteed ab-

solutely pure and may be
used from the hour of birth.

Sold throughout the world. Depot*: London. 27.
Cberterbouee So.; Pane. 5. Rue de la Palx: Austra-
lia. R. TowrsJ* Co.. Sydney: India. B. K. PauL
Calcutta. China, Hong Kong Drug Co.. Japan,
Marura UdTToalo; Rusela. Ferrrln. Moscow;
Bo Africa. Lennon. Ltd., CarseTrrtrp-jate. U.S. A,
Potter l>rug A Cnem. Corp . Sole Props ,

~-

gar Post-tree, Cuticura Book os r» cam ofthe Sets

IXin't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Why not let your gift be at the same time
a beautiful and a practical one ? Nothing
could be more appropriate and useful
than a box of our

Beautiful

Monogrammed Stationery
For 60c we will send, postpaid, a box of 24 sheets "Cactus
Lawn '

note paper and 25 envelopes (white or blue), the
paper die stamped with any combination of two letters, in
gold, silver blue, red, green or black. Box is decorated in
color. <J For $1.75 we will send, postpaid, 96 sheets of
Cactus Lawn" note paper and 50 envelopes, the note

paper embossed with any combination or two letters.

CUNNINGHAM, CURTISS & WELCH CO.
252 South Spring Street : Los Angeles, California

A two-letter monogram
costs $1.50. This offer

saves that expense.

WRITE TODAY FOR
FREE SAMPLES

Every plated KREMENTZ Col-

lar Button is incased in a layer of

gold, which is the reason it outwears

any other button, and always looks

well. Other buttons are made up
withawash ofgold whichsoonwears
off. We roll the gold on the compo-
sition backing beforeshaping the but-

ton, giving a heavy gold surface, and
the highest quality button. Made in

many sizes, rolled plate and gold.

Insist on the KREMENTZ.

Every button insured. Sold every.
where.

Booklet tells the story—FREE.
KREMENTZ & CO.

97 Chestnut St. Newark, N. J.

^
1

FRESH OLIVE OIL
FROM CALIFORNIA

25c Bottle

FREE if you
send 10c

postage
If you want natural oil of olives

in an absolutely fresh condition,

without the stale or rancid taste

common to oil that has stood in

bottles, send 10c and I will send

you a regular 25c bottle to try.

If you like it you can get

$3. WORTH

DELIVERED

PREPAID FOR

$9-502
This oil passes through the last refining process the

day before it is sent out, and is an entirely different and
very superior article. If you once get a taste of my fresh
olive oil you will use no other on your table for cooking
or medicinal purposes. It is absolutely pure.
My oil can be kept for months after you get it be-

cause it is just from the vats and is in an opaque retainer

that keeps out the light. Order a can direct. Send
postal or express money order for $2.50 and I will send
you a full measure half gallon can equal to three quart-
size bottles that sell for $1 .00 a bottle, or you can send
$4.00 for a full gallon equal to six bottles, worth $6.00,

express prepaid.

C. M. Gifford Olive Oil Works
San Diego, California

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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/dealHoliday Gift.

^.old by all first class dealers.
£»R.atKer tharx accept a substitute,
order from vl« direct.

Catalogue sent upon, request

!M YOUR DEALER OR
POSTPAID UPON RECEIPT

Of PRICE ANYWHERE IN U.S.

Aft pi"* «• t«Wic hum-
in •oroe, ia colon. 20 by
26 »che«, oa hciry paper,
without Iwrrai. «nuhU lor

Ua::. .-. «r.t ;.«!..! upon

recripl of 25 won— tUnpt
or idvrr.

Harrington £/ Ricnardson Aims Co.,
i LBParKAve.NVbrcester.Mass.

^£&£L-_ _" r ri^TLCi

A MECHANICAL PERFECTION
IS THE

STAR SAFETY RAZOR
which has been tested and tried out by over five million user* all over tbe

world. It doe* its work with safety, comfort and dispatch.
The blades are forged and full concaved similar to the ordinary razor

blades. With proper care they will last a lifetime. They should be stropped
occasionally to produce the best results in shaving.
The STAR SAFETY RAZOR is guaranteed to meet the requirements

of the heaviest beard and will not irritate the tenderest face. Easily adjusted,

simple in handling, takes no time to clean the instrument after shaving.
This razor may be inspected at any cutlery store. If you purchase a STAR

SAFETY RAZOR you will own the best razor of its kind on the market
Star Razors are sold in sets from $1.50 up; with the automatic Stropping

Machine and strop, $4.50 a set. These Safety Razors are sold all over the

world by all dealers who handle cutlery.

THE STAR SAFETY CORN RAZOR
Simple, Safe and Sarc, on sale by all dealers, or will be sent you from our factory on receipt of $1 00.

Both of the above articles make useful, handsome
and valuable holiday gifts, and as the Christmas
season approaches consider the advisability of pur-
chasing the Star Safety Razor and the Star Corn
Knife for relatives or friends.

^L KAMPFE BROS, 8 Reade St, NEW YORK ±
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SAILING IN
SAFETY

mi" n.ni"""

STEWART'S
DUPLEX
SAFETY PINS

EXCEL AND OUTSELL ALL OTHERS
Because of their uniform high quality. Duplex Safety

Pin* have absolutely guarded spring, preventing tearing
of fabric. They fasten from either side, but cannot slip

through. Made of stiffer wire than any other pin.
The fine finish and superior point make them pass

through cloth easily. Send 4 cents for sample, worth
double the money. See that every card bears the name of

Consolidated Safety Pin Co.

165 Farraad Street BLOOMFIELD, N. J.

Cffl»£S£JftDE

) STYLISH
JEWELRY
DIRECT FROM THE ORIENT

^
J

r
i ?i r?

*ke Season s most fashion-
able Gem. Situated at the gateway
pf

Chinese imports we have the
largest stock in the country. Finest,

|

clear green genuine Jade and 24K
Solid Gold mountings, hand made
by expert Chinese goldsmiths. Not
cheap curios, but intrinsically valu-

able Gems, most highly appreciated by
connoisseurs of Oriental Art, particular
dressers and lovers of uncommon

; vi rf
we*ryV?'

^in«s » Scarf Pins, Brooches,
Necklaces, Pendants, Bracelets, Cuff But-
tons^ Bead Chains, etc. Every design

/ artistic and no two patterns just alike. WriteJ for SOUVENIR BOOKLET "JADE,*" 5th

JjfljjjJF
edition. It illustrates many beautiful articles
in colors and tells all about this rare Gem
Large 96-page HOLIDAY CATALOG No.

5. of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry and Silverware,
also sent free on request. 2000 illustrations and
gift suggestions. We have no agents. Write for
Catalog No. 5 today.

BROCK & FEAGANS
Importing and Retail Jewelers

437-439-441 Broadway LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Sir Walter Raleigh

Furniture

This furniture reflects the spirit of the Six-

teenth and Seventeenth Centuries—without,

however, slavishly reproducing other men's
ideas. ^ Sir Walter Raleigh Furniture has
a charm of sentiment— sympathetically
understood, and eloquently expressed —
impossible in the machine-made product.

Writ© for Booklet "B"—beautifully illustrated.

CARL ENOS NASH COMPANY
948 E. Second St. LOS ANGELES, CAL. -

BUYIDIRECT FROM THE PRODUCER

. Good
Serviceable

Silks
Write for beautiful illustrated catalogue

and price list. Interesting and instructive.

Gives good points on buying silk. Sent

free on request. Order our 36 inch Taffeta

at $2.00 per yard. Satisfaction guaranteed

or money refunded.

FREE WITH EVERY ORDER
A skein of pure California Silk, in the

natural golden color, sent free with each

order for silk or mailed by itself on receipt

of 1 5c postage. Samples of Jress silks, vari-

ous colors, sent on request.

Dept. A Los Angeles, California

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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TOYS THAT GLADDEN THE HEARTS OE OER DEAR'LITTLE ONES.
Yop can start a circu* Mlth • f*M plvcva than kaap a4d.arf unTil your <»rralrU Show 01 Earth Is cooaplef*.
TM» MKWEST AND H»T t"S HKKAKABI,

any animal Imrnuwi <f
i|F

).. \YVi \h«- 1 trA\ iftc h
Th* clowai mlkcficrov*

I ifti prfcp! "• \\y
made of to lid T^fT J©1 * l4, » ,llJr frV !yfK. paini

roughe-t kind df tJrattn nlL^J.i rn m\ . Wine of it a

S<tLL) IT ll.ls.VJOTr'-.-iaaa.Wl m.i over.

•Cfld U* hl» Dame and *• • ** 1 1 1 mall > ou lilrralurr v. i|

THE A. SCHOENHUT COMPANY. Manuls.. and Patentees.

Maaafaclarars of th* world rtooMRtd St.HOt.NHLT Toy Ftaaoa.

cutrr
"
than

1 the goal.
hi hjrmrt *rc
A 111 >land Um

22S2 Adams Street. Philadelphia. Pa.

I .t.l.ll.hrd IS7J.

YOU FEEL SAFE WHEN WRITING A CHEQUE WITH
Ar.aa.taa
WarU
Bat Narar

Oat .flak

No Air Tube to Leak nor Interfere with the Filling of the Pencil or Displace Ink. The Drop
Needle Clear* the Point. The Indelible Ink Save* $5.00 Coat of a Check Punch

BUdar aaaai

BLAIR 5 rOUNTAJN PENCIL FOR WRITING RULING
AND MANIFOLDING WITH A YEARS SUPPLY
CARTRIDGE OF CHEQUE PROTECTING INK FREE

THE SMOOTHEST
WRITIIG INSTRUMENT

IN THE WORLD

Price**.

Wkrrte..
tae.USt,
UpaaW fa

IKK I - I , »l
Making Oartrwteai la rreea, alaa. etulet. m Mark eepj I ' '

BLAIR'S FOUNTAIN PEN COMPANY 6
Oraiaary Ink mai abw ha

Suit. 236. N.w York

tea m ain roial <rill teat for reara
aaared Mall I «ae» Beare. lew lot-

Cat Aaancy

$200 a Month
with a Camera
OUR FREE BOOK. "Mak.

ThaCaaarra Par.'
-

talk how r°a
-LkahaaAaiofw aradaater-
dhv leara to ear* that aaaoaat.

.«, -or., b, applr»f a httk

apera laa. to aoeol our tK'MI
STUDY COURSES ia PHO-
TOGRAPHY. Thebook .free.

# roa auta wWrhet bra^aacra ,

aaaatear of prclcauooal

ft* rate, au ai r earlac r*** PaaalrOm ln
ajal fat ivr *******

AMEIICAN SCHOOL Or AIT AND FHOTOGIArHY

238 Vaakiaftaa Arraa*. Scraalaa. Fa.
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,J1FTER
REFLECTION

r

Glycerine' ooap
Inspect, reflect and use your judg-

ment—then you will always insist on

having No. 4711 White Rose Glycer-
ine Soap.
This is true because it has a de-

lightfully soft and soothing effect,

and because of its exquisitely delicate
and refined aroma.

I FERD. MULHENS Cologne o/R, Oenninj.

U S. Branch
MULHENS A KTiOPFF,

Jl»» Broadway, New York, N.T.
\

fiend 15 eta. in stampi for a fall A

else sample cake.

MANY "WOMEN BREAK
expensive parts of sewing machines by clogging the action

points with inferior oil. The fronts of bobbins or

THEIR BACKS-BREAK
because the dust and dirt and oil form a gummy, sticky mass.

Sewing machines are abused from their appearance.

DOWN-THEIR "HEALTH"AND
usefulness is impaired by the same disease—lack of oil or
the right sort of oil. If housewives would only

BREAK UP THE HAP-
hazard way of dosing a sewing machine with kerosenej fish

oil or grease, and use "3-in-One" according to directions,

they would add to the hap-

PINESS OF THEIR. HOMES
because any machine, new or old, chain stitch or lock stitch,
would quit

PUMPING HARD—RUNNING
like a threshing machine and douig unsatisfactory work.
"3-in-One" is best for all

SEWING MACHINES—JUST
right, being light enough to oil properly without gumming—collecting dust or drying out. "3-in-One" also cleans ana
polishes the wooden case, prevents rust on all nickel and
metal parts. Heavy oils can't prevent rust

BECAUSE THEY DON'T
penetrate the pores of the metal, but just grease the outside
—rub off and soil everything that comes in contact with
them.

THINK-TWICE ABOUTe&Bf«3fc#
Then write G. W COLE COMPANY, 39 Broadway, New
York City, for generous sample bottle and big illuitrated book-
let. Both free.

OUTING SUITS
For Men and
Women

The Khaki Suit is

characteristic of

California and we
are responsible for

its popularity. We
make to order
Suits of

Gov't Khaki

Corduroy-Khaki

Corduroy

and Duck

Our Catalogues Tell

Sent Postpaid Free

The WM. H. HOEGEE CO., Inc.

Greatest Sporting Goods House on the Pacific Coast

LOS ANGELES

1867 1907

40 Years Test

ELECTRO
SILICON

Is Unequalled for

Cleaning and Polishing
SILVERWARE.

Send address for a FREE SAMPLE,
or 15 cents in stamps for a full box.

Electro-Silicon Soap has equal merits.
Thk Elkctro Silicon Co., 30 Cliil Street, New York,

Grocers and Druggists sell It.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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REAL ESTATE
OfllQON

COOS BAY, Oregon's deep-sea harbor, is now
advertising for laborers as well as homeseek-
ers and investors. Times are prosperous
there, and with its billions of feet of standing
timber, hundreds of square miles of coal area,
fine fruit and dairy lands, it certainly offers
the choicest of opportunities in all the great
Northwest. For full particulars, write the
secretary of the Chamber of Commerce,
Marshfield, Or.

FARMERS: Come to Oregon, the farmer's
paradise. Drop us a postal for our new list of
grain, stock, fruit and dairy farms. Common-
wealth Trust Co., Commonwealth Bldg., Port-
land, Oregon.

Tell us jour wants and we will send you our
list of propfrty, ranging from $100 to $100,000.
Standard Inv. Co., Geo. J. Vordorfer, mgr„
225 Fifth St., Portland, Or.

REAL .ESTATE
WASHINGTON

MAKE MONET! Nothing grows in value so
quickly and surely as young apple orchards.
Our superb Hayden Lake irrigated land, plant-
ed to 2-year-old apple trees one year ago, $250
per acre; $5 per acre per month. We will
care for them free until bearing. Or buy our
profit-sharing bonds and get 5 per cent and
half the profits. Denominations $100 to $1000.
Write Yakima Land & Development Co., 215
Empire State Bldg., Spokane, Wash.

TITLES AND ABSTRACTS
WE BUY AND SELL all kinds of claims on

real estate, tax deeds, tax certificates, mort-
gages, judgments, relinquishments. If you
have any claims of any kind to dispose of,
write us. Defective Title Purchasing Co., 215
Temple St., Los Angeles, Cal.

FOR THE HOUSEHOLD
CALIFORNIA HONEY, direct from pro-

ducer, guaranteed pure, 7%c lb. I ship water
white sage honey, as it is considered the best
honey produced. Cash with order. Address
H. J. Mercer, 721 E. Third St., Los Angeles,
Cal. Reference, First Nat. Bank, Los Angeles.

OSTRICH PLUMES
THE BENTLEY OSTRICH FARM—The

original ostrich farm of America. Established
1883. High-grade ostrich plumes from $1.00
up. Mail orders a specialty. Price list mailed
free. Address Bentley Ostrich Farm, San
Diego, Cal.

PHOTO SUPPLIES
40 TO 70 PER CENT saved on cameras and

lenses, all styles; send for list. Lens Nehring,
442 East 166th St., New York.

REAL ESTATE
CALIFORNIA

FOR SALE — SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
lands, cattle, grain, fruit, dairy and poultry
ranches, in the artesian belt. Abundance of
water. Address Wright Investment Co., A. W.
Wright, Mgr., Grant Bldg., Los Angeles.

RICH GRAPE, FRUIT AND ALFALFA
land, stock ranches and dairy farms. We can
put you onto the best and most productive
lands of Central or Southern California at
prices and terms that will please you; 5 acres
to 5,000. Whether you are a homeseeker or an
investor, our experience is of value to you. i

Worthing-Sampson Inv. Co., 522 Chamber of
Commerce, Los Angeles; 36 S. Cal. St., Stock-:
ton, Cal.

SAN DIEGO, Southern California—Farms :

our specialty; improved property. $50 up; un-
improved, $8 up. Send for free descriptive
list of farm lands and city map. Stevens &
Hartley, San Diego, Cal.

REAL ESTATE
COLORADO

COLORADO INVESTMENTS yield best
profits. We have '

cattle ranches, irrigated
farms and garden tracts near Denver; Denver
real estate and business snaps at right prices.
Delightful climate. Dreier & Tucker, 608 Ex-
change Bldg., Denver, Colo.

ALL ABOUT COLORADO for the home-
seeker, investor, healthseeker, etc. Write for
circular. Thomas Tonge, publisher, 260 Bos-
ton Bldg., Denver, Colo. . .

REAL ESTATE
BRITISH COLUMBIA

AN INVESTMENT OF A LIFETIME.
Lots for sale at the new terminus of the

Great Canadian Pacific Railway, on the Pa-
cific, made necessary by their desire to secure
the fastest time to the Orient. One of the
greatest land booms of a generation will be at
Alberni. Get in on ground floor before the
boom. Low prices. Easy terms. Safer than
all the banks in the United States. Write
Herbert Cuthbert & Co., investment brokers,
real estate, timber and mines, Victoria, B. C.

SILKS
YARD WIDE SILKS. Dire'ct from loom to

you. All colors, plain and fancy; new weaves
for fall and winter. Send 10c for samples. L. A.
Silk Wks„ 511 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.

SAVE 40c a yard on wide silk; factory
prices. Skein of California silk, 15c; biolog-
ical silk box, 35c; samples of dress silks and
art catalogue free. Curtis Silk Farms, Dept.
A, Los Angeles, Cal.
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INCORPORATIONS
iporate your business under Arizona

laws. Moat liberal. No franchise or annual
tax. No public statiin.mts. Mold meetings
and do lju.slne.su anywhere. Stock non-assess-
able. Cost very small. Write for fre-
in ulars. Southwestern Securities & Invest-
ment Co., Box S 385, Phoenix. Aril.

PRINTING
1.00U NICELY PRINTED HI'SINESS CARDS

$1.6u f. o. b. Los Angeles, In convenient
other printing In proportion. Samples of cards,
etc., free on request. E. J. Elson Co., 121 '-, So.
Broadway, Los Angeles.
BUSINESS CARDS neatly printed. Express

or postage paid hy us. luo, 60c; '-'50. 7

11.14; l.uoo, $1.80. Other printing In propor-
tion. Samples sent upon request. Send cash
with orders. Ludwlg & Cook Ptg. Co., Pasa-
dena. Cal.

SOUVENIR POST CARDS
POST CARD BARGAINS — WHOLESALE

sample sets at 10c, 25c or 60c. Have manv Call-
fornla Missions, Marines, etc.. In color. 'Friscj
booklet ("before and after") lUhotone views
free with 25c orders and up. Cards made up
from your own photos, (5 (samples for stamp;.
"Woods" (Inc.). Los Angeles. CaL

25 Souvenir Postcards given with a six
months' subscription of 25c to largest and old-
est 100-page monthly on coin, stumps, post-
cards, curios, minerals, photographs, relics,
old books, etc. Organ of the largest stamp,
curio, postcard and camera clubs. Ads pay

t per word. Phil. West and Collector's
World. Superior. Neb. Sample free; three
months' trial, 10c. It's Nebraska's largest
monthly.

25 CENTS lists your name for a year: makes
you a member and gives you the magazine for
six months. Souvenir Postal Union, 87 Zeigler
St., Roxbury, Mass.

TOR THE FIGURE
AUTO-MASSEUR REDUCES YOUR FIGURE

PERMANENTLY,
regardless of age or sex; no drugging, dieting,
exertion or sweating: will prove It free; so
confident am I that my Auto-Masseur, with-
out your aid, will speedily restore your figure
to youthful symmetry, that I will mall It free
of all cost for 40 days' trial. Write fur Auto-
Masseur booklet, 28. Prof. Burns, 1300 Broad-
way. New York City.

SPORTING GOODS
BOATMEN'S SUPPLIES—ROWBOATS, CA-

noea, fittings, row locks, lanterns, life pre-
servers, bells, gongs, whistles, anything you
want for your boat or launch. If you're "broke
down." see our repair department, and get fixed
up. Bstersoa Machinery Co., 182-4-6 Morrison
street, Portland. Or.

RUBBER STAMPS, SEALS, ETC
STEEL AND BRAS8 STAMPS, metal and

enameled signs, letters, door plates, house
numbers, stock brands, printing presses, rub-
ber stamping outfits; most complete stamping
plant on the Pacific Coast. Spokane Stamp
Works. Spokane. Wash.

INVESTMENTS
INVESTMENTS BETTER THAN GOLD.
Two sections of unimproved land, in one of

Eastern Washington's best grain belts, acces-
sible to water for Irrigation, but will grow
grain without: price, $8.00 per acre.

2740 acres In one body. In one of Southern
Oregon's best fruit dlstrlrts; railway station,
good hotel, store and warehouse, shops and
tenement houses on the land; nn Ideal spot
for a colony. Price. $30.000—a little over $10
per acre. Half of the place Is worth $100 per
acre now.

Several hundred acres In 5-acre lots In the
famous Hood River and Mosler Valley apple
district, where crop productions amount to
$300 to $1000 per acre every year. Prices rea-
sonable: terms easy.
For further particulars, address, The Dunn-

Lawrence Co.. 248 Alder 8L. Portland. Or.

LAW AND COLLECTIONS
INTERSTATE ADJUSTMENT COMPANY.

GENERAL LAW BUSINESS, COLL]
TION8, COMMERCIAL REPORTS,
414 Buchanan Bldg., Portland. Or.

HELP WANTED
1 -uly sewers to make up shields at home;

$10 per 100; can make two an hour; work sent
prepaid to reliable women; send reply en-
velope for full Information to Universal Rem-
edy Co.. Desk A. Walnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
POSITIONS open for office, advertising, traf-

fic and general managers, buyers, credit men.
auditors, secretaries, treasurers, etc. Call or
write. Hapgpods. 305-307 Broadway. N. Y.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
,'ERAL HOTEL BROKER AGE— Hotels

from $3,000 to $25,000 bought, sold, leased or
exchanged. Hotel stocks for sale. Sanitariums,
country villa homes and cottages for sale In
all parts of the D. s. Write us for lists. Bab-
cock Investment Co., 510 Granger Bldg., San
Diego, Cal.

HoTHI, BROKER, LOS" ANtSL'LUs. CaL
Established 14 years In Los Angeles. Hotels

and hotel property leased, sold and exchanged
any place In the United States. Do you
understand your business? Explain In first

what you want and what you have to

pay for It. We will do the right thing by you.
Bank references furnished and required

J. R. RICHARDS HOTEL BROKERS CO.,
321 I-nughlln Building. Los Angeles, Cal.

For Sale—British Columbia timber, crown-
granted, license. Dominion lease, Vancouver
island, mainland. Interior; mortgages netting
7 per cent. Investments, business property net-
ting 6 per cent to 9 per cent, farm lands. Cor-
respondence Invited. Alvo V. Alvensleben,
Ltd., Vancouver, B. C.

JEWELRY
SENT FREE TO INTENDING BUYERS—

Our new catalogue, 600 pages, 80,000 engrav-
ings, 100,000 Items, Jewelry, diamonds, watches.
Silverware, clocks, optical and musical goods,
etc. Lowest prices on record. Fine pianos,
guaranteed ten years, only $139.50. Write to-
day for the big book of the foremost concern
of Its kind In the world. S. F. MYERS CO.,
47-49 Maiden I^ne. Desk Y. New York.

CALIFORNIA'S NATIVE OEMS
For $1 your choice of polished turquoise,

moonstone or rhodenlte (new) In gold-filled
scarfpln. (By registered mall), postage pre-
paid, to any address. Western Gem Co..

"

So. Broadway. Los Angeles. Cal.
725

ART DRAPERIES
SUNTAN LEATHER draperies, pillow cov-

ers, novelties, etc. Suntan Art Skins are the
best: 30 different shades, $1.25 each—catalogue
free. Buy direct at factory prices. Leather
Grille A Drapery Co., 700 So. Spring St., Los
Angeles, Cal.

MAILING LISTS
EXTEND YOUR BUSINESS ACQUAINT-

ance to Montana and North Dakota. Good,
live, prosperous people live here. Jt will pay
>•. J to know them. We can furnish you the
names and addresses of the taxpayers of Mon-
tana and North Dakota counties. Our lists
are new and reliable. Write us concerning a
typewritten copy. Northwestern Directory
Co, Miles block. Miles City. Montana.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
J. P. F1NLEY * SON. 281 AND 2«2 3D ST.,

COR. MADISON. PORTLAND, ORE, have the
most modern and completely arranged funeral
parlors on Const. Lady attendant when desired.

MQHT-nLPtO StSTEMS
Thomas' Loose Card Book, the most rapid

reference book ever devised, and the only
method of FILING IN SIGHT on the market.
It Is a combination of the loose-leaf book and
card-filing sys'em. readily adapted to any line
of business. Loose Card Book Co., Portland,
Or.
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FORTUNES IN FIBER
LEARN HOW AN INVESTMENT OF

$2.00 Per Month Will Make You $445.00

VIEW OF MAGUEY PLANTS GROWING ON HERMOSA PLANTATION

THIS
PLANT is of the Cacti family and produces the sisal fiber used for the manufacture of binding twine, rope,

sacks, hammocks, matting, etc. y Government statistics show that the United States imports about $20,000,000
worth of this fiber annually, fl This Company is incorporated for $100,000 under California laws and has no

stock for sale. We are dividing 1000 acres of this plantation into small tracts of from one acre up, and selling same
on a novel monthly installment plan. ^J Write at once for our free, illustrated booklet, "Fortunes in Fiber," and sample of the fiber.

Pacific Coast Fiber Co., Inc. Suite 516-517, 1. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING—Continued
TOILET ARTICLES
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Jl
IDAHO
VIEWS
[free
Boise— Me Beautiful
where sunshine, flowers, health and hospitality

•bound, i* the heart of a land ao rich in natural

reaourcea that any one of them would support a

large city
— and a// are developing rapidly and

aoundly. Fruit • growing, stock • raising, wool,
lumber, gold, lead and other mining, general farm*

ing, poultry raising
—these and other industries are

pouring a wealth of returns into Beautiful Boise.

ha Hot Springs Natalonum. the largest in the world,
is one of many object* of interest to thousands of

tourists who come to bathe in the healing waters.

This natural supply of hot water (a million and a

quarter gallons a day) ia brought from the pictur-

esque, rock-bound canyon, five miles above the city.

to beat Boise buildings, during the mild winters.

Find oat about Boise before you
make a move. Pictures talk.

SEND TODAY FOR FREE VIEWS OF IDAHO

Boise Commercial Club : Boise. Idaho

NORTHERN GROWN

SEEDS
Are tested fend proved beat
for the West— all other sorts

being discarded. Why experi-
ment, why take chances?
You can absolutely depend on
fillSt seeds. Our catalogue
for 1908. consisting of 112

pages, 16 colored pages made
from actual photographs,
with full cultural directions,
is yours for the asking. You'll
also find that Us9 seeds are

SOLO BT DEALIBS
The Chas. H. Lilly Co.

Seattle, Portland, San Francisco.

LAND OF MILD WINTERS
Haxdmwk
fi'Ttiiali. n
for

fW l'loetratloo.)•-In- .
iron* ud lipiioilMn ll laf I photoararll
mine*, lumbering and I Wj in the

-»l•tE^ir^n«clt)^
batarr ooantrr. Bant (or

IBS rW4 Inch**}—FanonaUo
[mm beanUJnforcaard nl.

rlnx ana I ler In the world. Offered. If job naaw thl*
lamldat I paper, at actual eoeti In erple or ce.rboa.ll
I oaata, I cental la colon, at cent*. 1-oaat maai ao-

| sopU a. Wa par portaaa.

M"-T HSAlTHVUt. CLIMATS HEAD Or J?AVIflATK>» Fni'R Xw rUrLBOADS
LKW1ST0N-CUU4KST0H BURKAU. LSWI8T0H. IDAHO

WASHINGTON IDAHO. OREGON

THE VALUE
OF

$4,020,000,000.00
OREGON TIMBER WAITING TO

BE CUT
This is a conservative estimate, by an expert, of the value of standing timber in Oregon. The demand for

Oregon lumber is tremendous, from all parts of the world. The development of the lumber industry in

Oregon is only in its infancy. Operating companies are constantly being formed and there are excellent oppor-
tunities for investing small amounts, as well as large, where they will yield the largest possible dividends to

the investors. Timber is visible and profit-yielding security. For reliable information, address

FRCP A. KRIBS. Ch.imbnr of Cnmmrrci; Building. PORTLAND. OREGON

Don't forttt to mention Tfaa Pacific Monthly when dealing with idrertlaerm. It will be appreclatea.
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YOSEMITE IN WINTER
VIA

YOSEMITEVALLEYRAILROAD
Open to Tourists AUTUMN-WINTER All theYear

FARE ONLY $18.50 ROUND TRIP FROM MERCED, CAL.

DAILY TRAIN SERVICE TO AND FROM YOSEMITE

Visit

Yosemite

This Winter

THE
New Yosemite

Valley Railroad

extending from
Merced to Yosemite,
makes it not only con-

venient, but also pleas-

urable to visit Yosemite

during any season of

the year. Thousands
have seen it in Summer
and attest its grandeur.

The few who have seen

it in Winter praise it for

its enhanced beauties.

Yosemite will be open
to visitors and tourists

this winter, a thing
heretofore impossible.

First-class accommodations are provided en route and in Yosemite. A delight-

ful trip of unequalled diversity. Write for information and descriptive folder.

YOSEMITE IN WINTER

H. H. VINCENT, General Agent
553 South Spring Street

Los Angeles, Cal.

O.W. LEHMER
Traffic Manager

Merced, Cal.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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IRRIGATION
I N

SUNNY IDAHO
Perpetual vvater

Rights. $30 fierAcre

In searching tor irrigated lands look

tor those possessing the following

essentials :

1. Absence or alkali.

2. Perfect drainage.

3. Adequate water supply.

4. Heavy growth of sage hrush.

It you rind these you can he assured

that the soil will produce anything

grown in tne temperate zone.

SUCH ARE THE LANDS NEAR

MOUNTAIN HOME
Elmore County, Idaho

On main line of the Oregon Snort Line Ry. (Union Pacific System)

For complete Information and descriptive pamphlets, address

J. A. SIFFERT, Secretary Mountain Home Commercial Cluh, or

The GreatWestern Beet Sugar Co.
Home Office:

^fountain Horn*. Idaho

Branch Office:

303-4-5-6 Soslon Block. StattU. Watn.

Don I f.jrget to mention Tt« Pacific Monthlr when dealing with advertisers. It will b* appreciated.
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COOS BAY
Oregon*s Deep Sea Harbor

Never So Prosperous As Now

Vita of the C. A. Smith mill in course of construction on Coos Bay, and mht'cb, when completed, with its auxilliaru

manufacturing plants, will give employment to 2000 men

MILL AND FACTORY WHEELS ARE TURNING ON COOS BAY

The Sunset of America
Directly tributary stands 50 billion feet of fine timber; 400

square miles underlaid with coal. QA dairy farm is a gold
mine in Coos. The finest fruit land obtainable can be had
at reasonable figures. Market gardening is a sure winner,

and land is not high. <I Coal land is yet to be had at prices

within the reach of the man of moderate means. <| If seeking
business opportunities in a country not demoralized by
Wall Street flurries, or to build a home where labor finds

its sure reward, come direct to Coos Bay, or write to

the Secretary of either of the Chambers of Commerce.

WALTER LYON
Marshfield, Oregon

M. G. CLEAVER
North Bend, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertise™. It will ba appreciated.
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Is that for me? f£
r <

1 (li^lLir

I to learn tin- iw ..1 lir

tscful and perfectly safe from
ic—if it's an

Iyer Johnson
Safety Automatic Revolver

I'ntff you pull the tri not shoot. Throw it down,
let it drop, kick, it around, and it won't go off, even ii you

Hammer the Hammer
I ure a part of the firing mechanism—no buttons to press,

r to pull. Mr iight-!')ii>>tiiig l h.ird-hitting, simple- and strong,
: grt out of order. Many imitations, but none as good.

Iver Johnson Safety Haunter Revolver Iver Johnoa Safety Haaaerieu Revolver

Richly nickeled. 3-ln. bbl., xt rim-fire, ji $0 Richly nickeled, 3. In. barrel, 31 center
SJ"|

center-fire, or., ;, m.sScenter-nre cartrid»e,U | »re, or 3% inch 38 center-nre cartridge.

lUmimT
HjMltlUT

bold by Hardware and bwrtme Ooods dealer, ewrrwhw. or aent prepaid on
rwelptof price If dealer will >•( aui-i-i*. I,-.k forth*
owl's head oa the grip and oar bum on the barrel.•MM
her JaktM.-! Iran 1 CrcU Works. 112 Hear St. fotatarj. Bms.

,

Hew York: » Chamhera Htreet.

{aciOeOoart: iWI'.rt.v . Alameda. OaL
Himlmri. German*: PlSfchuhcn 4.

London. En.land: II Galium (Street, E.O.

Slafte laitel tkelfiit ui Tmi lralr* Herein

1 MONTANA IS
An Agricultural State

farm Land., in the walley of the YELLOWSTONE are equal to any on earth. Great crop, of Alfalfa

(3 crop.;. Timothy. Clower and all kind, of Grain, and SUGAR BEETS. The nrwot target and

hot Beet Sugar Factory in the United State, at BILLINGS now completed and in operation, making

into Sugar the firrt crop of 70.000 tool. Land at $50.00 and uj4 on your own Urms. Wrht

BILLINGS LAND & IRRIGATION CO.. BILLINGS. MONTANA
Don't forret to mention The PaelBe Monthly when deelln* with adTertleera. It will be appreciated.
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NERVOUSNESS
Cured by WINCHESTER'S
(Dr. J. F. CHURCHILL'S Formula'*

Exhausted or Debilitated

Nerve Force from any Cause
HYPOPHOSPHITES OF LIME AND SODA

and WINCHESTER'S SPECIFIC PILL
They contain no Mercury, Iron, Cantharides, Morphia, Strychnia, Opium, Alcohol, etc.

The Specific Pill is purely vegetable, has been tested and prescribed by physicians, and has proven to be the best, safest
and most effective treatment known to medical science for restoring Vitality, no matter how originally impaired, as it reaches
the root of the ailment. Our remedies are the best of their kind, and contain only the best and purest ingredients that
money can buy and science produce; therefore we cannot offer free samples.

Price XE
s?al

L
d
L
Mair

Box No Humbug, C. O. D., or Treatment Scheme
PERSONAI OPINIONS * Dear Sirri: l have

"f
6*1 a bottla of y<mr HypophospbJtas of Manganese for liver and kidney complaints in my owii L-iwunriL. vi 1IUU11J . nersf.n and received much benefit, so I will oncln^o fiVn Hollars nnri will « K fc- *™. « =„„.» «,=. .* _..i. -_ „,... __.

Organic Chemistry and Physiologry, Now York.

Send for free treatise

securely sealed. Winchester & Co., Chemists, 905 Beekman Bldg., N. Y. EHtalilished
1858

f FOR ALCOHOLISM "^
Available on Reasonable Terms wherever there is a PRACTISING PHYSICIAN

It you will fill out this coupon we will mail you, in a plain envelope
full particulars. All correspondence strictly confidential.

P3 OPPETfHEIMER INSTITUTE
159 W. 34th St„ New York City

Name ^__„

Morphinism and all drug addictions suc-

cessfully treated at the Institute in New-

York, in about three weeks time.

A Great Help for Busy Men
FIFTH YEAR

BETTER THAN EVER

Memindex
The Pocket Card System

Used and recommended by Merchants,
Manufacturers, Bankers, Brokers, Law-
yers, Doctors, Educators, Architects,
Engineers, Contractors, Railway Offi-

cials, Insurance Men, Publishers, Ad.
Men, Salesmen, etc.

,
all over the world.

NO OTHER DEVICE
ANSWERS ITS PURPOSE

A fresh dated card comes to the front
each day in the handy leather pocket-
case. Cards for the year make a valu-
able and convenient card-index for
desk-use. Full instructions with each
outfit. You decide which size and
price will suit you—we do the rest.

ASTHMA
CURED to STAY CURED
No relapse. No return of I

choking spells or other a*th- 1

matic symptoms. Whetzel I

system of treatment ap-
I proved by best O. 8. medical authorities as the only system i

rrJu^tEHSl- FREE TEST TREATMENT
I Including medicines, prepared foranyonegivingfulldescrip- 1
I tionofthecaseandBendiiienameflof two asthmatic sofferera f1 + »»

dr?V FRANK WHETZEL, M , D.Dept.V, American Express Buil ding. Chicago.

Express prepaid on receipt of price.

Cowhide Seal Leather Case, hardwood tray and cardB.J
Ain. Russia Leather Case, plain oak tray and cards,
Genuine Morocco Case, quartered oak tray and cards,
Genuine Sealskin Case, selected quar oak tray and cards,
Silver Trimmed Case, mahogany tray with cover and cards,

Sundavs extra, 35c, 60c.

..MLMBfle^LW.
$1.00; large, $1.25.

Cards for the Rest of
07 FREE, with each

outfit for 1908.

Your outfit shipped the same
day we get your check.

ORDER NOW
If these cuts do not show you
that the Memindex is an im-
plement you cannot afford to
be without, 'our new booklet
will show you a few of the
hundreds of ways in which
it is valuable. Your name on
a postal will bring it

Why delay ?

Wilson Memindex Co.

25 MUl St.. Rochester. N.V.

Small
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£
Why Wool

for Underwear?
Wright's Health Underwear is made of wool because wool is the

natural body covering, and better adapted to the purpose than any

vegetable fibre. It does not absorb odor as linen does, nor chill

the skin after perspiring, and it retains the electricity of the body.

UfDIPUT'C HEALTH
Tin illHI 5 UNDERWEAR

however, is woven on an entirely different plan from any other underwear,
and it is this that gives it its great superiority.

Instead of a tightly woven
fabric almost impervious to atr and perspiration we have in Wright's Health

Underwear the Fleece of Comfort and Health ;
a fleecy lining made up of

myriads of tiny woolen loops woven into the foundation fabric. This
fleece by holding air in its meshes permits the skin to breathe freely and

by its porous absorbent nature carries off the perspiration easily and

naturally. Wright's Healtk VnJrrwear coils no snort than the ordinary
kinds. At dtaltrs.

"Dressing for Health," book of valuable
information about underwear, sent free.

WRIGHT'S HEALTH UNDERWEAR CO.. 75 FRANKLIN ST.. MEW YORK

&

ST
»

The Most Artistic Mural Effects
The decorative schemes of many interiors ignore the fact that the walls should be the back-

ground. Gaudy wall coverings kill the artistic effect—simple color combinations are best so
that they may blend with the woodwork and furnishings of the room.

FAB-RI-KO-NA
( Tradt Mart Rrvutered in O. 8. Pat. Off. and u Pat. Off. la Ot. Britain)

WOVEN WALL COVERINGS
make possible the most artistic mural effects. The colors are many and beautiful, very permanent
and give lasting satisfaction. Look for Trade Mark "FAB-RI-KO-NA" on back of goods.

la S13 Francisco list rtsr FAB-RI-KO-NA W<ra Will bnriip asm pnol <X ibrlt strraftfc sad donbllitr. la koasas
which stood tluoasa tk*ml disaster, waera UW noass war* com*, vita FAB-RI-KO-NA the plaster stssaiaed latact. bra ia

II ma roatnaaUta ianriof decoesiloa w. caa be of ssretee to ran. Oar spsd slsns will prepsre color kWovx (tm or

ckarie. BesatiM roruotio of in sV.ic.os la color, br Joaa Tartar tad Joan Edai*. scat postpaid lor 1* casts.

Writefor thit special and valuable information to^ay.
H. B WIGGINS SONS CO.. 46 ARCH ST.. BLOOMFICLD. N. J.

M>.al-'0-U4 Warts Will Cottrinas art knows sac) sold or til first. class Drcorjlors.

Don't furiet to mention The- Pacific Months? whan deallm with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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RIFE AUTOMATIC
HYDRAULIC RAM
Pumps water by Water Power.—Runs continuously and auto-
matically.

—
Pumpine capacrty up to I.OOO.OjO gallons per day.

—
No wearing pans except » -ives. Highest efficiency of any engine in
toe world. —From 60 to 90 per cent developed under repeated tests.

OUR SPECIALTIES:
Equipping Co :ntry Places with
Complete System Water Works.
Large Plants forTowns.Institutions
and Railroad Tanks.
Large Machines for Irrigations.

OperatesunderlSin.

3jto 50ft. fall. Elevates
^** waterJOfeetforeach

foot of fall used, up
to 500 feet elevation.

Catalogues and Esti-

mates free.

RIFE HYDRAULIC ENGINE CO.
21 55 Trinity Building NEW YORK CITY

The Walker Crude Oil Burner for Steam Boilers

'pHE simplest of all burners. No strainers. Cannotx
clog up. Easy tc put on; noiseless. Will send a flame

18 inches to 18 feet. Easily adjusted. Shows an evapor-
ation of 14.6 lbs. water from and at 212 degrees per poundof Santa Maria Oil. Well-known engineer says: "I have
used a great number of burners, but the Walker Burner
is the most perfect atomizer of oil I have ever handled,and prefer it to any other." Will work with only two
pounds pressure.

Express prtpaid to any fart of California. Address

R. J. WALKER, Betteravia, California

Make a MotorBoat of
anyBoat in 5 Minutes

Here's a little, 2 h. p. marine motor (40 lbs.

complete) that you can attach to

the stern post of your boat in 3

minutes without any tools. Drives
an 18-ft. row boat 7 miles per hour

(runs 8 hours on one gallon gaso-

line). Can be detached from boat

just as quickly and stored in box
in which it is carried. Simplest
motor made — does not get out

of order. Write for catalog with

full description and price.

WATERMAN MARINE MOTOR CO.
1511 Fort St. West, Detroit, Mich.

PATENTS
••"PROTECT YOUR IDEA!
SB-Page GUIDE BOOK FREE.
Free Search of Pat. Office Records!
L f. VROOMAN. Box 65. Washington, D. C.

$65
1

H.P. Complete Outfit

_ not bare—and guaran-

2
teed to develop more
than31-2H.P.—in fact,
it is as powerful as moat

M 4 H.P. engines.
'MB 9\ rTf We built and equipped a new fac-

li-5nr • »f tory *as* winter—the moat modern
*'

i M>VPBJ| ^ "I II
au<* np-to-date plant In the world do-

gBUBHULMt H voted exclusively to making
marine engines. We are now
moving into another new and
larper plant—5 stories (3 times as

_ ~
large). This shows the enormoua demand for

Gray Motors. Write today for the story of the SCO
mile long distance race on Lake Erie, bIbo catalog.

Engine* 2M to 40 H.P. GRAY MOTOR CO., 38Leib St., Detroit, Mich.

PATENTS
SECURED OR FEE RETURNED

Free opinion as to patentability. Send for Guide Boole
and What To Invent, finest publication tor free distri-
bution. Patents secured by us advertised free.

EVANS, WILKENS & CO.
No. 90Q F Street, N. W.. Washington, D.C.

Let me sell Your Patent
My book based upon 16 years ex-
perience as a Patent Salesman
mailed FREE. Patent sales exclu-
sively. If you have a PATENT for
sale call on or write.

WILLIAM E. HOYT
Patent Sales Specialist

290 (2) Broadway, N. Y.

*&*#> *fr*fr ****
ROYAL" FLUFF itcomesfrom
IIUIHL. TLUrr OUTOF THE WEST

Boats all Modern Gamei in existence. Requires less study
than Whist, yet is equal in Every Way. Young Folks and Old
Folks find it Intensely Interesting. No Objectionable Features
to the Game that would Bar it from the Home of Every Family
Frice 50 cents Post Paid to any Part of the U. S. or Canada.

Perfection Game Card Co.
Deik 2 Tacoma, Washington, TJ. S. A.

^fcJE.A>r\^.S
TRICYCLE COMPANYS

Invalid Rolling Chairs
AND TRICYCLE CHAIRS

for the disabled are the acme of perfection

2018 Market St., San Francisco, California
837 South Spring St., Los Angeles
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'emmeton.

AUTOLOADING
SHOT GUN

The Remington Auto- W loading
Shotgun hits as hard and throws

as good a pattern as any double gun
—even the Remington double gun, and
that's the standard. Furthermore, the

Autoloading loads itself, is safe, has

little recoil, and sells at a moderate

price
—$40 list. New catalogue free.

Be modern.

Remington Arms Company
Wntr to M. HARTLEY CO., Sole Rcpreient.tive.

31 S Bro.dw.y, New York City

(A Beautiful Home^
With every modern convenience and comfort, at thr

lowwt price eonsiatent with good work is what you want.

lan't it? Year, or building experience in thi greatest

neagelmi C >mmunity in the world enable us to give

you such a h >mc

Does the Above Design Appeal To You ?

I bit •.•)•» at

I B) costal*. Ksril of

t—itm m •»•)•» — thii with

plan*, luUr*~n, »n<l nIImIm.
til— r».t* fmm IbBj to tUm\
mljIIMklMl •«*
flScfor • took ». urfMr
Um pUaa Mh Ik. w..Wt
tkat jwi B»r kaev f«Ur whrt

JOB w»nt*W vprlnc hBtlalBf

LW.STIUWtLLftCO.

I. N. LAMBEKTH ft CO.

.Dt»t3 Lt.ABjriB.CaL

Doo't forget to

Every One True to Name
Well Developed, with Strong Healthy Roots

FRUITORNAMENTAL
The Largest anJ Finest Slock on the Coast

ALL tORTS ORDER HOW

BURBANKS NEW CREATIONS

Jmnta Rexa Plum Rutland Ptumcot
Gavlota Plum Formosa Plum

Veeuolue, the beautiful foliage plain
Hoyal and Paradox IValnutx

bJOTD for illcstrattd booklet

Valaabk llhatraled Ceneral Nurwry CauUofue Seat Free.

PAID UP CAPITAL (200.000.00

FANCHER CREEK NURSERIES. Inc.

CP.O. C. ROEDINC. Pre*, and Mtr.
Bojc 17. Fresno. California

Toe Pacific Moothl/ when dealing with adrertlaera. It will be appreciated.
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BANKING BY MAIL AT 4 PER CENT.

CECURlfV
Javings BANK
WITH WHICH WUL BE
CONSOLIDATED TM£

Southern California SavingsBank

In the City of

Los Angeles, California

Southern California's prosperity and its great earning ability make Los

Angeles a most profitable money center.

The Security Savings Bank, by reason of its leading position, its great

strength and resources, is the natural and logical financial institution for the

accommodation of out-of-town depositors.

It offers "Security" and profit for savings to all who wish to feel assured

that their money is safe and earning good interest

4% Interest Paid on Term Deposits
When the new banking room in the Security Building at Fifth and Spring

Streets is completed — which will be on or about December I, 1907 — the

Southern California Savings Bank and the Security Savings Bank will be con-

solidated and will thereafter transact business in the name of the SECURITY
SAVINGS BANK.

The Two Banks will have 45,000 Depositors and Resources Over

$23,000,000.00
C Twrtly-Thrtm Million Dollar •)

QECURITTPavingsRANK
Los Angeles : California

Largest in Southwest

Don't forttt to mention Tom P.cIdc Monthly wb«n dnUac with adrarUMra. It will b. tpprccUtad.
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In Glorious California
"LAUREL DELLS"

Is situated amongst magnificent laurel
and oak groves in the loveliest home
suburb of San Francisco—San Rafael.'

Sheltered from the winds by old

Mount "Tamalpais," made famous by the

"c'rookedest railway in the world," it

forms part of a stretch of many miles
of beautiful residences. Its gentle
slopes are backed by wooded hills and
picturesque canyons traversed by foamy
streams and carpeted with ferns and
(lowers all the year round, while before
it lies peaceful San Pablo Bay dotted
with her many islands, with an endless
procession of vessels carrying the com-
merce of the world to San Francisco,
the Metropolis of the West, in the dis-
tance.
Away from its dust and turmoil, yet

only fifty minutes' ride by fast electric
service lands you -in the business cen-
ter of the great city. A new railroad
building will reduce the time ten min-
utes.

BEAUTIFUL HOMES
I am now offering residence lots for sale
and will build you a home in this most
beautiful subdivision.

Besides the perfect sewer system, you
will have pure city water, perfect ma-
cadam roads, stone gutters and cemei *

walks. The streets with their vistas of
green foliage are wonderfully attractive.

TERMS
Owing to the fact that these tracts were
bought right, at one-quarter their pres-
ent value, I am enabled to make lower
prices and better terms than any others
can. The lots range from 50x200 feet
upwards, and at present prices from
$250 to $1,000; payments 10 per cent
cash (or less), balance in monthly in-
stallments. These prices are much be-
low that of any land in the neighbor-
hood, and I am so satisfied as to the
bargain offered that I will give any pur-
chaser an absolute guarantee to refund
any money paid and cancel their con-
tract, if they are dissatisfied within six
months from the date of purchase. For
I know that these lots will be worth
doable their cost to you before your
payments are half completed.

I will build you a home, taking all
trouble off your hands, and you can pay
for it on the easy terms if you wish.
You will be surrounded by hundreds of
San Francisco workers who go over in
the morning and return at night.

Business, professional and workingmen of intelligence, that appreciate the
advantage of living in a perfect climate
where peace and goodwill prevail, far
from saloons, dirt and noise, yet close
to the new San Francisco, the highest
wage city in the world, with an unlim-
ited demand for every earnest worker
and great possibilities for every one be
they rich or poor. There is room for
you all and a welcome.
If you want an orchard, vineyard,

acreage or manufacturing site, I "have
them, and it will be my pleasure to give
true information respecting California
to anyone, whether business rpsults or not.
The opportunity is NOW. Do not

neglect it, for these lots will soon be out
of your reach. Write TODAY for photo-
graphic views and all further particulars.

W. L. COURTRIGHT
Opposite Union Depot SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

ADividend of60 PerCentPer

Month ontheMoney Invested
How it is being paid and how you may
enjoy it on either very small or very large

capital in a sane, safe, legitimate, respon-
sioly managed enterprise, operating in

the greatest industry in California, may
be learned by addressing

Central Union Oil Company of California

Sixth Floor, Grant Building

Los Angeles, Cal.

INCORPORATE
your business under Arizona Laws. Most liberal in the
U. S. No franchise or annual tax. No public statements
of any kind required. Capitalization does not atfecl cost.

Cost very small. Charters cannot be repealed by sub-
sequent legislation. Hold stockholders and directors

meetings, keep books and transact business anywhere.
Any kind of stock can be issued and paid up in cash,
services or property and made non-assessable. Terri-
torial officials prohibited from serving companies. Book
of forms for corporate instruments and procedure,
by-laws, minutes, proxies, notices, etc., gratis with each
incorporation. We sell stocks for and finance newly
incorporated companies. "Write for free copy of laws,
blanks and full particulars.

Southwestern Securities& Investment Co.
Box S 488 : PHOENIX, ARIZONA

An Income >.

for Life

From Cane Sugar Plantations
in tropical Mexico—9489 acres

finest land in the world—Sell

you land outright and guaran-
tee to plant, cultivate and mar-
ket crop, pay you 90% of pro-
ceeds. This is no stock or
bond selling scheme.

Prices of land

Let
Us Tell
You

How To
Get It

°° /3 /o

Per Year

will soon ad-

vance again. Acreage bought
today will insure 33}^% pro-
fit—no guess work about it.

One planting good for 15

years
—Have some land soon

in bearing— Pay you to find

out about this.

WRITE FOR OUR BOOKLETS

TampicoSugarCo.
Fifth Floor Union Trust Building

Los Angeles, Cal.

References: Broadway Bank & Trust Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Big

Money
For Good

Live

\gents

. Pon't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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IF YOU ARE GOING TO BUILD, BUILD A BUNGALOW
Send today for our new one hundred

page book of Bungalow, House and

cottage plans, which shows you the

size of the house, floor plan, size of

rooms, heighth of ceilings, and a pic-

ture of the outside. Only 50c silver.

V. W. VOORHEES, Architect
22-28 Eitel Building

SEATTLE : WASHINGTON

Look Into My Houses"
BEFORE YOU HI II 1 >

dy says the Docker Patent Ready-Madc and Port-

are the Beat Houiei Built for the money.

COTTAGES, BUNGALOWS
All kinda of Iiiiuki trtcltj at once. Any tUt, arts

ttult, ami erict, anumhert. Manufactured from bea«
•e**oncd lumber and beat workmanship by

H. J. BRAINERD
LOS ANGELES. CAL

4Z2-) Ckaaaser at Casuaarc* BUg . Pa.a. Hoax 474*

gaSJnst Ready— First Edition F.ihaaitrd in Nine Months

THE BUNGALOW BOOK
B- far the best and most practical exposition of Artistic Homes and Bungalows ever published.

Second edition, three times the size of first edition, now ready. *J Sent, postpaid,
to any address,

on receipt of One Dollar per copy, q I also furnish a complete set of working drawings and

specifications to all purchasers of The Bungalow Book for $9.00.

HENRY L. WILSON, Designer of Artistic Homes
424 Copp Building LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

P..nl r.irc-t to mention Tlie t'ap'nV Monthly when online with adTertlsera. It will be appreciated.
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CAN MAKE YOUMONEYIam making money for clients all over the country in W W ^^ W w •» *C
Los Angeles Real Estate. What 1 am doing for others I can do for you. I know Los

Angeles thoroughly. I have seen it grow from 100,000 population in 1900 to

nearly 300,000 in 1907—and have seen property values increase in proportion.

I know where to buy and when to buy—to take advantage of future growth.

By my plan you can buy fine Residence Lots within 20 minutes of the

business center for $15 a month. It doesn't take Los Angeles Lots long to

double in value—if bought the Briggs way. Write for my references,

prospectus, maps and plan.

BRIGGS OF LOS ANGELES
jtSOO COLLINS &UILDING

when BROGUE RIVER VALLEY
is mentioned, everybody sits up and takes notice, since the reports of the Pear Sales in New York City this season,

were published. The last car of Cornice Pears shipped

BROKE ALL FORMER RECORDS FOR THE SEASON
Selling for no less than $8.40 per box, equivalent to about 1 2 cents each for the pears. All varieties of Pears shipped
from this valley this season succeeded in breaking the world's records for price, for each variety. It is now apparent
that our Famous Newtown Pippins and Spitzenberg Apples will eclipse all former records made in Oregon the present
season. Many yields are reported upwards of one thousand dollars per acre. ^ This is the more remarkable when it

is recalled that this Valley always manages to have a huge crop when the rest of the world is short of fancy fruit. Three
times in the last ten years has this condition existed, owing to the regularity of crop production in this valley. ^ This
fact and our magnificent climate appeal most strongly to the Homeseeker. Think of it ; the two d*Anjou Pear trees near
Medford, which this season packed no less than 67 boxes of fancy pears, which sold in New York for $5.60 per box,
netting $4.55 per box f. o. b. Medford, or $304.85 from the one crop from two trees, have the further distinction of never

having failed to bring a full crop for thirty Dears, ^j No wonder land values are advancing here. While it is more hazard-
ous to invest now than when values were low, success still depends on being placed right. The Rogue River Land
Company have never failed to place their customers on the best holdings the Valley affords, and they have at present
some very fine properties on their lists. Consult your interests by writing them at'once and they will fill your requirements.

ROGUE RIVER LAND COMPANY EXHIBIT BUILDING MEDFORD, OREGON.

INVEST IN COPPER
It is a well known fact that copper stocks have proven to be the most attractive and

remunerative of all mining investments, and with the price of copper steadily

advancing, will bring even larger returns.

THE COMET GOLD & COPPER MINING COMPANY
is located in the very heart of the copper belt of the famous COEUR d'ALENES,
and bids fair to make a mine within a short time- We are making a final offering of

a small block of Treasury Stock at TEN CENTS per share; can you afford to

miss this opportunity? For further information, address

JOSEPH F. WHELAN, p.o.boX 3b4, Wallace, Idaho
WRITE FOR FREE MAP OF THE DISTRICT

3.oooVio,ooo
A Year in the

Real Estate
business.

We will teach you by mail the REAL ESTATE. GENERAL BROKER-
AGE and INSURANCE BUSINESS and appoint youSPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operative real estate and brokerage
company in America. Representatives are making $3,000 to $10,000
a year without any investment of capital. Excellent opportunities
open to YOU. By our system you can make money in a few weeks
without interfering with your present occupation. Our co-opera-
tive department will give you more choice, salable property to
handle than any other institution in the world. A ThoroughCommercial Law Course free to each representative.
Write for 62-page hook, free.THE CROSS COMPANY, 929 Reaper Block, Chicago

—PATENTS that PROTECT-
Our 3 hooks for Inventors mailed on receipt of 6cts. stamps

R.S.& A. B.LACEY. Washington, D.C. Estab. 1869,
apg I

£1

%Investments in Portland
income bearing property
are yielding, net, all the

way from Q<f to 8%. We
handle nothing hut thoroughly
sound and conservative proposi-
tions. Closest scrutiny invited.

I "Write for particuiars. Highest Bank References

jCHAPIN & HERLOW
332 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE PORTLAND, OREGON
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TACOMA Traffic Center

Pacific Northwest

Tacoma hjc Jlats, thawing uutrr frontjge. *therr Northern Pacific. Union Pacific and Chicago, MtlBauk.ec & St. Paul
railroad* own hundred* of acre* and are attending million* of dollar* on terminal*

Tacoma Terminals

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad
Among Largest in United States

"The plana of the Chicago. Milwaukee * 8t- Paul provide for greater development In
Tacoma thun the people have any Idea of. Il l» hire that the biiKlneM of the road will
be done. The headquarter* of the company's ocean steamship business will be In Tacoma,
and this city will have the road's largest western t

Is made I itorney for the Chicago. Milwaukee
It St. Paul Railroad, who adds: "A chan: t wide Is to be dredged of sufil<
t<> ll". n Die largest ocean steam, rs. The mammoth warehouses which will be i

handle the company's ocean steamship business will be located on the east aide of this
waterw.iv

"

The Northern Pacific and Tacoma Eastern railroads, which own extensive terminals
have already spent millions, and the former Is completing plans for a $750,000 station.

The Chicago. Milwaukee A St. Paul and Union Par tie railroads have purchased hundreds
of acres In the heart of Tacoma for terminals which are being Improved. These roads

' trains running Into Tacoma by 1909. The Portland and Seattle, Port
Southern, i'.r. at Northern. North I'oast, Canadian Pacific and Chicago and North-

western an- building ", or arc completing arrangements to do so.
i <>f !". i.ruary 10. 1907. says these seven additional railroads

are making Tacoma their chief Pacific Coast terminal point, "Because Tacoma la the gate-
way to the Orient; the gateway to Alaska: the outlet for the millions of bushels of grain
raised in the Inland Empire—the greatest granary In the world : the outlet for the products
inailllfsi I III 111 from the trees of the vast primeval forests thereabouts, as well as the lin-

• .slts of rich minerals taken from the mountains rising on all sides; and. not
because of Its splendid location at the head of ocean navigation on Puget Sound,

having the finest deep-water harbor In the world and unlimited facilities for railroad
terminals and manufacturing sites."

Tacoma has the best rail and ocean terminal facilities on the Pacific Coast, with steam-
ship lines to the Orient and Liverpool, nnd Glasgow by way of | inal and Medl-

to Hamburg by way of Mexican. Central and South American porta; to Alaska,
San Francisco, Honolulu nnd New Tork.

To Manufacturer*. tnvettor*. Jobber*. Merchant*. Skilled Mechanic*
Tacoma Offer, Unrivalled Opportunities

ro» rvsTHrs ixrotsUTtox ixd in ivputiid Lrmurmu, i

Secretary, Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade,Tacoma, Wash.

Don't forget to mention Tlie Psclflc Monthly when dealing- with adTerttaera. It will be appreciated.
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BRENTWOODPARK
30 Minutes from Los Angeles

Via Surface Electric Cars

IS Minutes via the Sub-way, in Course of Contruction

Sketch showing general scheme of design used in laying out the park

Villa Plats (smallest contain 30,000 square feet), 100 feet frontage and more, extending back
from 1 75 to 450 feet—the space of every home.

Imagine the wonderful beauty of eight hundred varieties of trees and flowering shrubs—trees
from Sicily, trees from Holland, trees from Australia and Japan—rarest collection of Southern
California. $250,000 spent in parkings and improvements.

Petrolithic roadways throughout the Park—noiseless—dustless.
The location, the character of the improvements, the type of its home-builders, all combine

to make Brentwood Park the ideal home place of Southern California.
The recent experiences in Wall Street serve to give added weight and force to the oft-re-

peated statements of successful financiers that
" REAL ESTATE is the ONE safe Investment.''

If you contemplate coming here at any future time or,
If you have been correctly informed of the remarkable growth of Los Angeles and its

suburbs and wish to take advantage of present prices, complete and accurate information
will be sent upon request.

Villa Plats from $2,000 to $9,000
Satisfactory terms arranged with persons ofgood standing

ADDRESS

Western Pacific Development Company
203-204 Germain Building :: Los Angeles, California

Officers and Directors
W. L.

Bren£ Prudent
Merchants Trust Co. Los Angeles; T. H. Dudley. Mayor of Santa Monica and PresidentOcean Park Bank; W S. Vawter Vice President Merchants National Bank. Santa Monica; G. R. Bentel,

Capitalist, Los Angeles; E. M. Hills, President; Wm. S. Vawter, Vice President; J. M. LeRoy. Secretary.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The Only Navigable Outlet of our Country 's Inland

West to the Pacific Ocean is the Mighty
Columbia River, and

PORTLAND
IS THE

Social, Financial, Manufacturing,

Trading and Shipping Metropolis

of the Entire Columbia Valley

Portland is down hill from valley territory

larger than the thirteen original states.

As if through a huge funnel the commerce

of this vast region pours down grade, by
rail and water, to this Imperial City.

For further information address the following prominent firms :

THE SPANTON CO.
Portland Real EaUte

270 Stark Street

C. K. HENRY & SON
High-Class Buainesa and Residence Property

122 Third Street

D. E KEASEY & CO.
Real Estate and Investment*

7 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

GEO. D. SCHALK
High Class Real Estate

264 Stark Street

POTTER-CHAPIN REALTY COMPANY
Owner* Bay-Ocean Park

402 Couch Building

MORGAN. SWEET & CHAPMAN
Gty Real Estate

213 Abington Building

HERE IS AN EMPIRE IN THE BUILDING

Don't fornt to mention Th* Pacific MontMj when aVsllac with •drrrtuvra. It will b* spprecUtsd.
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THE NEW INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE
CO.WILL ENTER RICH FIELD

FIRST OFFERING OF STOCK IN THE SOUTHERN
TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY.

The telephone has hecome one of the most import-
ant factors In the business and social life of the

entire world. This is especially true of the United
States, The telephone is constantly in demand by
the people, and although furnished at a very rea-

sonable rental, it has been found to be a very profit-

able investment. Large percentages have been m de

by those holding securities of telephone companies.
The Southern Telephone-Electric Company was

organized principally to conduct a telephone business
in one of the richest sections of the United States,

viz.. the State of Texas, constructing and operating
both long distance and local telephone systems.

Mr. E. L. Swaine, President, in speaking of the

plans of operation, states as follows: "The Com-
pany now owns the Fort Worth Long Distance Tele-

phone Company, and will soon acquire extensions
for the construction and operation of local exchanges
in a number of towns in the State of Texas.
"The Company will hold control of the long dis-

tance lines, which will enable us to protect the
business of local exchanges, besides bringing a good
revenue.
"When a local plant has been constructed and in

operation, a company will be formed among the
business men of the community. They will sub-
scribe for the stock, as it will pay a good interest
on the investment, and they will be the owners of
the property In their own town.
"The Southern Telephone-Electric Company will

receive for such plants from the new local com-
panies, part cash and part bonds, based on the

earning power of the companies, which cash and
bonds will give a very good profit on the work of

construction, and place us In a position to turn
over the funds again in another locality.
"The profits in the telephone business have proved

very satisfactory, paying good percentages on bonds
and stocks, besides enabling the companies to lay
aside a fair surplus. This refers to the operating
companies, from whieh class we expect to secure
a portion of our earnings, the greater part to come
from the profits on construction. -It is the Inten-
tion to set aside for sale only sufficient stock to
provide capital to carry on the work in hand, which
will enable us to pay very satisfactory dividends on
the outstanding stock.**

THE SOUTHERN TELEPHONE-ELECTRIC COM-
PANY

Is a corporation duly organized and incorporated
under the laws of the Territory of Arizona. The
capital Btock is ten million dollars ($10,000,000),
divided into one hundred thousand (100,000) shares
of a par value of one hundred dollars ($100) per
share. The stock is fully paid and forever non-
assessable. There is no preferred stock, and no
bonded indebtedness. Each and every share of stock
is on an equal basis. The organization or charter
member price of this stock has been placed at a
low price. This price will be advanced at an early
date, for this first allotment Is being subscribed
rapidly. Every share of stock issued at the present
time has been paid for in full at that figure. Not
one slntrle share of promotion stock has been issued.
The officers and directors of this corporation have
paid the same price for their own stock that they
offer It to their friends and acquaintances.
The affairs of the corporation will be under the

management of the following Board of Directors:
E. L. Swaine. General Manager of the Home Tel-

ephone and Telegraph Company of Los Angeles, Cal.
R. J. McHugh, Chief Installer and Pacific Coast

Sales Manager of the Kellogg Switch Board and
Supply Company.
N. F. Wilson, San Francisco, Cal.
Ernest A. Olds, Superintendent of Construction of

the Home Telephone and Telegraph Company of Los
Angeles, Cal.
H. L. Edwards, Superintendent of the Contract-

ing Department of the Home Telephone and Tele-
graph Company.

F. J. Norrls, Cashier of the Occidental Trust and
Savings Bank of Los Angeles, Cal., and former
auditor of the Home Telephone and Telegraph
Company.

J. N. 0. Rech. Attorney, Los Angeles, Cal.
Edgar A. Sharp. Attorney, Los Angeles, CaL
The officers of the Company are:
E. L. Swaine, President; N. F. Wilson First

Vice-President; H. L. Edwards, Second Vice-Presi-
dent; E. A. Olds, Third Vice-President; J. N O.
Rech. Secretary; F. J. Norris, Treasurer; R. J.
McHugh, Chief Engineer.
The men who will have charge of the field work

and operation of the affairs of the Southern Tele-
phone-Electric Company are all practical, successful
telephone men of unquestioned integrity and special
ability in their particular branch of technical effort.
The territory in which this corporation will oper-

ate is no less than the cotton belt of Texas, a belt
containing a greater population than the three Pac-
clflc states, California, Washington and Oregon,
combined. This is today. In the minds of these
men, the best and richest territory in the United
States for the operations of such a corporation.

So much work has already been done and so much
progress made that no other company, even should
It possess the same financial advantages, and the
same able Board of Directors, could possibly be-
come a competitor. This Is a big element In the
success of this corporation.
The territory or field which has been selected by

this Board of Directors is one of the richest in the
United States and at present almost overlooked,
except by the interest controlled by the Bell Tele-
phone.

NEW TELEPHONE COMPANY OFFERS SMALL
INVESTOR AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY.

The time has come when the people ought to own
the public service corporations, and they are going
to own them, too. Here is an opportunity for a
small Investor to buy stock th^t should ultimately
make him financially Independent. The conditions
that make possible the success of this corporation
are many times more promising than they were when
the Bell Telephone stock was first offered to the
public.
The money for carrying out the plana of this

enterprise Is being raised by the sale of common
stock. Every man or woman that wants a share of
this stock in the Southern Telephone-Electric Com-
pany will be on an equal footing, first, last and
all the time. The full par value of the shares Is

$100, fully paid and forever non-assessable: but,
like all large enterprises, the first stock sold must
be offered at a big sacrifice In order to quickly raise
sufficient capital to put the company on a good
dividend-earning ba^Is. A portion of the $100
shares of the Southern Telephone-Electric Company
is, therefore, offered at a low price. The shares
that are invested in at this low* price will, in a
few months, not only be worth their full par value,
but many times more. The shares of the Home
Telephone Company in Los Angeles could have been
bought three or four years ago for only 10 cents on
a dollar. These shares of common stock are now
earning dividends, after the company has paid out
thousands of dollars on a tremendous bond Issue.

SOUTHWESTERN SECURITIES CO.
200-231 Delbert Block, San Francisco.
515-516 Central Bank Bldg., Oaklind.
406 I. W. Hellman Bldg.. Los Angeles.
1506 Stout St., Denver, Colo.
3 and 4 Mercantile Block, Salt Lake.
300-801 Tilford Bldg.. Portland.
610-611 Eltel Bldg., Seattle.

INFORMATION COUPON.
Southwestern Securities Co., Fiscal Agents.

I am interested in your SOUTHERN TELE-
PHONE-ELECTRIC COMPANY, and If my request
will not obligate me in any way, I shall be glad to

receive further information.

Name

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will Ca appreciated.
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LAND+WATER= $$
Inform yourself of thejjreatinilu-.tri.il movements in t N < » It'll I \V I :ST,

the land of OPPORTUNITIES and < I.I M \ I i:.

The greatest ,,f these- movements is IRRIGATION.
Yak i in ;i \ ;i 1 lt-y Lands are acknow ledged the 6nest irrigated lands on earth.

Learn how to secure Health,Wealth, HnpiMMtad I n <l<-|><-ii<l>-n • .-

on ten acres of irrigated land. Net profits from £250.00 to $750.00 per acre.
Our fruits command the markets of the world.

James R. Garfield, Secretary of the Interior, on his recent visit to the Famous
Y.ikiiu.i \ alleys said, "ICs a revelation; you have a great country."

/ have lands of all kindsfor homestekers or investors. Write today forfull information.

NATHANIEL W. VAN CLEVE, North Yakima, Wash.

Coos Bay
Real war.,Estate

We furnish Correct Abstracts at

short notice YMakk Invi.st-
MKNTS FOR N(lS-K ISIIlKNTS.
* I.OOK tim '

'-TS

and TAXIS, * For reliable in-

formation about COOS BAY,
address

Title Guarantee and Abstract Co.
M. MM.MViKlS. Manager

Marshfield. Ore.

R
OSEBURG-\
The Commercial Metropolis

of Southern Oregon
Tlw fartlW .oil. aakaaUa: cUaart.ul 4i*.r.llr4 MMila

.4 rkutu. i.^iqtf. .u.b..<>„, .. .r«a o< tan iw. »..i~.
»i»k. It oaa at Ik. aaa* l»nl Mttoa. of tk. earn. K.^lbM !< »•» adapaat k> fruit frrmini. Murk rai.taf.
alfalfa Mt .rn.ll (,u,u wklek eubWll f r.«. (a) fc> III
»a Mr* woaJ4 eaa) ream *m Id Huo .a mi* la tk. mot*
•Mi Mtwtlaal ttatrteu Uutsacknat tk. W-l A. . r.l, .1

kaatai ut churtlw.. k».la( .jj.ndij adaeatioaal atf.aatatn
•ad wmatliiail oaaortaaltlaa toe Ik. poor au, Koarkarf
larttai r«.r fallaal lanaUntlaa. Tm fartkar llfmailHii.
atdraa aitkar of Ik. faUoartaa anaalaaat Seas:

fLCNtlnl Eital. C. TTa> Firaiti R..I Eatafc. Ca.
Fruk E. ABrr. Aaatrarl.r ual La«a Att.rar,

of Roarb.rg. Oragaa

$2,500 PER YEAR
ALL THE REST OF YOUR LIFE

IN RETURN FOR $2,500 INVESTED NOW
IS THE OPPORTUNITY OFFERED IN THE

WENATCHEE VALLEY
Don't take our word for it. We will give you the testimony of

resident fruit-growers to prove that

ANYBODY CAN DO AS WELL
The majority have done much better

INQUIRE NOW
When our land is sold there will be no more land in Wenatchee

Valley to be put under irrigation

EAST WENATCHEE LAND CO.
WENATCHEE, WASH.

Don't forgot to mention It* fartSc Monthly when dealing with aclrertlaera. II will ba appreciated.
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A Machine That's Almost Human
In Its Operation

Tie Moat Wonderful Electrical Invention of the Age. It Revolutionizes the Sending and

Receiving of Wire and Wirele»» Messages

This is certainly the greatest electrical invention of the age. It is almost human, as it does

work which hitherto could only be performed by human hands. This wonderful machine is

called the TELAUTOPRINT, and can be attached

to any Western Union, Postal Telegraph, cable, fire

or burglar alarm wire or to the instrument used by

Marconi, or any other wireless systems, and the

message is received at the other end and recorded

in typewriting at the same time, thus doing away
with any person to act as receiver. The message

is sent by the operator, who typewrites the mes-

sage on a typewriter. The instant he strikes a letter

on his typewriter that same letter is struck on the

typewriter at the other end of the line.

The profits from such companies as

Western Union, Bell Telephone, etc., have

been tremendous, but those from the TEL-

AUTOPRINT promise to be more than

these companies combined.

AH the patents covering the TELAUTO-
PRINT have been acquired by the U. S.

Wireless Printing Telegraph Co., who are

now manufacturing this wonderful instru-

ment in Los Angeles to supply the demand
that has already been created in all parts

of the world. The company has been

organized for MANU-
FACTURING PURPOSES
ONLY and will LEASE
the instruments.

HAVE YOU CONFIDENCE IN THE BUSINESS JUDGMENT OF THESE MEN?
They are some of the men who have advanced the funds for experimental and shop ex-

penses, and these are the men who invite you to share in the profits to be made from the

TELAUTOPRINT
J. M. Duke, Spring Valley Water Co., San Francisco
Chas. M. Goodall, President Seaboard Bank, San Francisco
Chas. Sutro, Sutro & Co., Bankers, San Francisco
M. B. Kellogg, Spring Valley Water Company, San Francisco
Edwin Oooller, Bradstreet's, San Francisco
Frank M. Wilson, First National Bank, Berkeley, Cal.
Hon. E. K. Taylor, Alameda, Cal.

A. F. McClainc, Banker, Tacoma and Seattle
Hon. Franklin K Lane, Interstate Commerce Commissiot
T. 0. Abbott, Seattle, Wash.
John Lopizich, Interstate Savings Bank, Los Angeles
Dr. Julius Viole, Los Angeles
H. W. Chase, Capitalist, Los Angeles
Martin Marsh, Contractor, Los Angelea
Hon. M. P. Snyder, Banker, Los Angeles

C. E. DeCamp, Capitalist, Loa Angeles
R. A. Todd, Attorney, Loa Angeles
A. M. Kile! man, Architect, Los Angeles
S. J. Keese, Manager Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., Los Angeles
W. H. S. Welch, Capitalist, Los Angeles
M. J. Ncwmark, Capitalist, Los Angeles
J. B. Neville, Vice President Los Angeles Stock Exchange
Dr. E. W. ^delman, Los Angeles
Theodore lummerland, Railroad Commissioner, Los Angeles
Dr. B. Sassella, International Savings Bank, Los Angeles
L. C. Brand, Manager Title Insurance & Trust i., Los Angeles
Geo. W. Hoover, Banker, Hollywood, Cal.

C. L. Hartwell, Banker, Long Beach, Cal.

Hon. A. C. Harper, Mayor of Loa Angeles

Stock at $5 Per Share, ParValue $ 1 0. Advances to Par in a Short Time
It has a right to go to TEN TIMES PAR on the basis of the dividends it will pay. In fact, the field for the

TELAUTOPRINT is so wide that there is ABSOLUTELY NO LIMIT to the market price of the stock.
If you cannot call, write at once for free illustrated booklet. Stock sold for cash or part payments.
Depositories : Seaboard Bank, San Francisco ; California Savings Bank, Los Angeles, Cal .

U. S. W. PRINTING TELEGRAPH COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS AND OWNERS OF THE TELAUTOPRINT

Pacific Electric Building. Los Angeles Chronicle Building, San Francisco

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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I

Grovcr—
Cleveland
writes as follows:
"This History will fill an Important place

among publications Intended to gio* wider

familiarity with historical literature.
"

IirDE1 u our offer — a book
***-"*^*-« 08a without parallel

— an

ofta both foe the critical book buyer and (or

all those who wish to (tart a high-grade library.

We will (end this Library oi Universal History

to your home, prepaid, (or free rumination and

approval without asking you to •end one cent.

Retina «l ourm ini i you do not waat to tap. Read
rail ami work, trxa decide. No nrsjeanrsi on you s5

you do not ted thai you wul these (Mai books.

15 Volumes
I vohvnee with brautaStt art cloth bifid-

reaj.Th. history tor the home.
A work rhel has the he/he* $24-2°
On terma of $2.00 a month; $2.00 a

month and at this very rock-bottom price.

Of count the $24.J0 price oa
out »-t--.< 1 rkaaCTil lrmi,"irsryr.n

a SPECIAL oier. Thepriceis
Bade oow only, end rorapecial

personal srasnas We trust that

thoer who have already nceivad
this Hittory on approval and have

accepted it at the rcaular $56.00

price will act bearudae their

beads the special U4S0 otter.

If you have already boatjbt Maia

1 5 rolumc library and hare paid

). we will make route bursas/ V
\

$56.
the whoi ale pubhihet't price on

our Encyclopedia or any other of

oar works in which you are inter-

ested. Bui if you are eraone. those

whose library is soil without this

work, we urge you to write now.

A Universal History, snehaa
this, is now s practical necessity in

thehome. Owning it. seadint it.

mesas education. The woa-
llsehjlifei iiiliei mli knlih i in

eaaSinanrl: the

hamsinthued.

return th<—no obnaatsoaa whasever .Write

Your Nami and Address

P0n

the Coupon—That it Hill
We win consider It a fever.
stEHeMBE* no oall«atlens
whatever In case jreu return
the books, it jrou wtll examine
thle Were. Sign the coupon.

AMERICAN UNDERWRITERS CORPORATION
Ospt SB. 140 Wabash Are Chleaaa. III.

Wstbout any obafaboas to££n£ of Uarvertal Haaory.

Addrrss .

Gold Mining in Alaska
The only industry which is not arTr< trd by competi-
tion, and pav« it» dividend- during panics and hard
time* aa regularly aa during the era of prosperity.

$11,000,000
fn dividend* have already been paid shareholder*
by mining companies operating gold mines in the
free nulling, Juneau, Alaska Gold Belt ; annual
dividends now range from 10 to 28 per cent.

1,000
Stamps now in operation, and new nulla projected.
Mill Mliiit I •600 more stamps.

The Reliance Gold Mines
Owned by the Alaska Reliance Gold Mining Com-
pany, 240 acres of mineral lands, located in the very
heart of the Juneau Gold Belt, with an immense
tonnage of free milling gold ore in sight, are now to
be equipped with a large modem stamp mill, and
authorize us to offer a limited amount of preferred
•hares at the rate of $35 per 100 shares, or $350 per
1000 shares.

E*may Payment Plan
100 shares $5 cash and $5 monthly

200 to 400 shares $10 cash and $10 monthly
400 to 600 shares $20 cash and $15 monthly
700 to 1,000 shares $25 cash and $20 monthly

1,500 to 2.000 shares $50 cash and $40 monthly
Special terms on larger blocks of stock.
Forward your subscription today, as this offer is

limited as to the number of shares that will be sold
on any terms of deferred payment, and Price of
•hares will be advanced •• soon as this block of
stock ii sold. CowsjapooeWncs) and full investiga-
tion invited.

Denny Bros., Investment Brokers
311-12 Mutual Ufa Hull clinic

Seattle, Washington

1907.

Denny Sn., Fiscal Aftnts a/ (A* Alaska Rtlionct

tj<Jj Mining Company. 311-12 MaW Uf, liutU.

int. Sralllr. Washington.
I inclooc herewith draft (or money order) lor

1 in full (part) Daymen! for
fully paid preferred share, of the Alaska Reliance
Gold Minute Company, and acre* to pay the

balance of $ due on this subecription to

•aid Company at Sean la . Washington, in monthly
i of $ each until paid.

noTC-atr. fall ..Hi—. aa4 all oat inl i rrlaUta bleak I

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It wtll be appreciated.
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THE DALLES
OREGON

ANNUAL OUTPUT

450.000 bbls. Flour.

3.000,000 lbs. Wool. Scoured.
30,000 cases Salmon.
40 cars Melons.
40 cars Prunes.
1 0,000 cases Cherries.

40,000 Cherry Trees planted
during last two years.
Two canneries in operation.
Choice Apples, Peaches, Ap-

ricots, Plums and Strawberries

shipped in car lots.

Early Vegetables of all kinds

put on the Portland market one
to two weeks ahead of any other

Oregon points.

THE DALLES, OREGON The County Seat of Wasco County, is a thriving
wide-awake city of 5,000 inhabitants, located on

the Columbia river with two through line railroads, one on either side of the river. The city
boasts of its fine streets and beautiful homes and is proud of its great variety of resources. 3,000
horse-power electric plant operating Flouring Mills, Planing Mills, Box Factories, Machine Shops,
etc., and endless supply of water power within easy reach. The finest climate in the world for air

seasoning and wood manufacturing.

The Columbia Rioer Scenery and Eastern Oregon Climate is Unequaled in the World

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS
THE DALLES BUSINESS MEN'S ASSOCIATION

PEACHES
PAID

S500PER

Owners and Promoters of Three
of Washington's Best

Irrigated Projects

J. J. SCHIFFKER, Secretory

Kennewick:Hanford

WallaWalla
For Free Illustrated Pamphlets, write to either

Hover-Schiffner Co., Walla Walla
Kennewick Land Co., Kennewick

They are in THE GREAT STATE-WASHINGTON
Bank References Given

APPLES
PAID

S500 PER
ACRE

ARIE HOVER, Prenident

ROGUE
1/ALLEY

IVER I
THE ITALY
ofAMERICA

SOUTHERN OREGON

FRUIT AND GRAPE LAND UNEXCELLED
TIMBER, MINING AND MANUFACTURING

Address us for Illustrated Pamphlet

GRANTS PASS
OREGONGillette Realty Co.

RANCHING UNDER SOUTHERN CALI-
FORNIA'S SUNNY SKIES

Send at once for this beautifully illustrated book—FREE. Learn how an

acre of garden land can he made to pay $ 1 ,000 per year. Small ranches

2% to 20 acres. Easy terms. Fine soil Abundance of water. Write today.

A. L, FOSTER & CO., 412-15 P. L Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. vm
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IDAHO
The Great Twin Falls North Side Land

Opening Occurred October 1st

and 5,000 Acres were Sold

During the Month

60,000Acres StillOpen toEntry

Following is what a recent buyer, who attended the

Opening October I st, and secured land after the

drawing, says of the project, and the remaining

unsold acres :

"I have located on 160 acres of the land under your canal

system, and, though my number came out among the last, and I

thought my chances were poor to secure a good location, I went

with one of your drivers and made my filing two days after the

drawing was over. There is plenty of fine land left and I would

not sell my location today for $5,000.00. Your land is splendid,

your climate all that could be asked for, and your water supply

unlimited. I am more than satisfied, and as soon as I am notified

that the water is ready I um coming here to make my home.

Yours truly,

(Signed) G. S. FREEBURGER.
South Bend, Wash."

The Company sends people out over the land free of charge

Write for circulars to the

Twin Falls North Side Investment Company, Ltd.

Sole Agents for the disposal of all water rights and town lots

R. M. McCOLLUM, Secretary, JEROME, IDAHO, via SHOSHONE

FRED R. REED, Land Commissioner

EACH SETTLER HIS OWN AGENT IN SELECTING LAND

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Spokane Country Tields

$267.00
Per Capita
Inland Empire ofthe Pacific

Northwest hasmanifold op-

portunities for investment

that are certain of big re-

turns. Farmers, live stock

growers and dairymen are

needed to develop the

country. tJThe climate is

ideal, and land is cheap

Souvenir Booklet. "TALE OF A
MODERN CITY." sent on request

No extremes in tempera-
ture. Has all-year climate;

summers of Maine & win-

ters of Tennessee. {J City

of Spokane offers facilities

for manufacturers—has six

transcontinental railroad

lines. Vast undeveloped
water power and unex-

celled natural resources

INLAND EMPIREHAS RICHES

The Forest, Mineral and Agricultural Output

More Than Doubles General Average

8POKAXE. Wash., Raw. ir, -Statistics
lathaied and compiled by the 8poka.ie
chamber of Commerce show that toe In-

land Empire, embracing 150,000 square
miles In Eastern Washington, Northern
Idaho, Wetitern Montana, Northeastern

a and Southeastern lirltish Columbia,
will produce this year, exclusive of manu-
factures and Imports. $'Jti7 pat capita of
the esllmstej population of 500.000, or more
than $1.-UI for the avers;;.- family, as
against $li;t per capita. Including agricul-
ture, manufactures and Imports, of the en-

tire United States, according to government
census reports. The figures follow:

Wheat. 50,000,000 bushels. 75c
(Average yield: Spring wheat,

I bushels : winter wheat,
21.5 bushels the acre) $ 37,600,000

r. l.LV.O.OOO.OUO to 1,300,-
000,000 feet 17,000,000

Minerals, estimated output of
district 32,000,000

Apples and other fruits 14,000,000
Dairy products of district (es-

timated) 5,000,000
Live stock and poultry products

(estimated) 14,000,000
Farm products (not included In

foregoing) 14,000,000

Total $133,500,000
Snowing the Importance el Spokar

which the foregoing territory la tributary
aa a trade center, these statistics are
given :

Total deposits In banks 8 25,000,000
Per capita, population of 96,-
000 (estimated) -Ji',<

Hank clearings for 1006 228,000,000
Clearings for first ten months

in 11)07 (Increase of 41 pat
cent over same period In
1006) 251,732,210

P.ulldlng permits for 1906, 1,818
value 8,801,850

Permits first ten months In

1907, 1,448, vslue 4,908,021
•This extraordinary wealth production

has brought about a remarkable condition
financially," said F. E. Goodall, president of
the Chamber of Commerce. "We have
throughout the Spokane country a flood of
ready money. lenders outnumber borrow-
ers, and bankers, farmers, fruit growers and
property owners are keenly concerned over
the question where they can place tbelr
surplus money."

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS 'Department JXC,

Chamber ofCommerce, Spokane, JVash.

Doo't forget to mention The rsclnr Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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A GREAT CITY IN THE MAKING
Metropolis in the making. One
of the most gigantic enterprises

ever undertaken by any munic-

ipality is the work now under

way of leveling hills — what

were thought hopeless hills—
into the sea, thus creating many
square miles of new areas for

the expansion of the business

districts. Many million cubic

yards of earth will be removed

under contracts already in force.

Skyscrapers are under con-

struction in these newly made
areas even while the grading

Upper Second Avenue Before Regrade

^ Perhaps no other city in the

same stage of development ever

had so many unmistakable signs

of greatness as Seattle has today.

The eyes of more Americans

are focused upon Seattle than

any other point. The slightest

contact with the dynamic forces

at work in the upbuilding of

this Twentieth Century marvel

cannot fail to convince the most

skeptical that here is a great

l

I
Washing a Big Hill Into the Sea

J. B, Duryea.
John Davis & Co.

Crane Realty Co.

Adolpb Behrens.
Lewis-Littlefleld Co.
David F. Eastman.
H. S. Turner Investment Co.
Scandinavian*American Bank,

T. L. Quigley Co.

Dexter Horton & Co., Bankers.
International Bond & Realty Co.
R. W. Hill, Business Property.
W. G. Ronald.
Puget Sound Realty Associates.

Holmes & Harm?.
Moore Investment Co.

Calhoun, Denny & Swing.
Goodwin Real Estate Co.

McLaughlin Realty Co.

Seaboard Security Co,

The Trustee Company, of Seattle.

Joseph E. Thomas & Co.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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A GREAT CITY IN THE MA KING
condition, and you should com-

municate with any of the firms

represented on these two pages

to get figures and facts.

Building Permits for

October, 1907,

amount to

$1,929,879

down of adjacent lots is under

way. Demands for space to

meet the ever growing trade of

the city will create and maintain

high values undreamed of even

by the most sanguine. Oppor-
tunities are offering every day
for the use of capital and en-

ergies in meeting the demands

of this rapidly growing city.

^J Have you made an invest-

ment in Seattle real estate? If

you have not you have indeed

overlooked a splendid oppor-

tunity to improve your financial
l i i-r Swdd Atrnu* After Refrsije

International Bond * Realty Co.

J. B. Duryaa.
John Davis * Co.
Crane Realty Co.

Adoiph Bebrens.
LewlsLittleBeld Co.

DaTtd P. Eastman.
H. B. Turner Investment Co.

B. W. Hill Bunnell Property.
Scandinavian-American Bank.
Dexter Horton ft Co., Bankers
Jot. E. Thomas ft Co.

B. W. BUI.
W. 0. Ronald.

Pua-et Sound Realty Associate

T. L. Quit-ley Co.

Holmes * Harms;.
Moore Investment Co.

Calhoun, Danny ft Ewlne;.

Goodwin Real EaUta Co.

Seaboard Security Co.

Tho Truttao Company, of Seattle.

XcLanfhlin Realty Co.

Jos. E. Thomas ft Co.

Don't forfet to mention The Paclnc Monthly when dealing with advertiser*. It will be appreciated.
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32,000 Acres of Irrigated Lands
100,000 Horse=Power

are the levers that are combining to create thousands of

homes and a great center of population and prosperity

upon the

Hanford
Irrigated Lands

in the Priest Rapids District, Central Washington, in

the very center of the district which produces the most
certain yield and highest priced APPLES, PEARS,
PEACHES, CHERRIES, GRAPES and other fruits,
all of which here arrive at their very greatest perfection.
Health, comfort, progress, wealth all center here.

This great irrigation undertaking is an empire in size and

The New Town of Hanford
offers exceptional opportunities for homes, investment
and business. We offer Fruit, Alfalfa and Berry Lands
in tracts of from 10 to 1,000 acres. Prices are less than
one-fifth those of the more developed, older-settled, sur-

rounding irrigated districts.

Terms: Only 1-5 Cash and Balance in 4 Equal Yearly Payments

On the banks of the great Columbia River for over 25
miles. Steamer "Mountain Gem" affords quick transit

three times a week.

WRITE OR CALL ON

Hanford Irrigation & Power Co.
Seattle National Bank Building

Columbia Street Entrance

Seattle,Washington
Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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The name Hollenbeck is one

of the best known in Southern

California. The Hollenbeck

Hotel and Hollenbeck Home
are land mark* in Los Angeles.
Mr. Hollenbeck made a

fortune by running this boat

up and down the San Juan
River and buying crude rub-

ber gathered from native

rubber trees in this valley

waawe H*>ll«oU<k ou Baa Jaaa

Richest Land on Earth at $15 an Acre
One tenth cash, balance in 54 equal monthly payments. No interest, no taxes.

Twenty acres will forever support a large family in luxury, whether you live on it or not.

Several California companies have land adjoining our property. One company of which Mayor
Harper of Los Angeles is a member, has been operating here for five years. This valley is being
settled principally by people from Southern California.

Why People Are Going to San Juan Valley
1st.

2nd

3rd.

4th.

5th.

6th.

Because it is the richest and best land on earth at the price.

Because it is a very healthy locality.

Because a man of small means can make a good living within four months from his arrival.

Because you can raise three crops of grain and vegetables per year.

Because there is a good market and cheap water rates to all parts of the world.

Because, best of all, it is the best rubber land in Central America, and planted groves will

pay from $400 to $1,000 per acre per year. A grove is good for over a hundred years.

This land is in Costa Rica, Central America. Send for birdseye view of the valley, and pam-
phlet giving U. S. Government reports as to profits in rubber culture.

Tropical Land Company
508 Citizens National Bank Building Los Angeles, California

Drrrarurrc I ^- C. Patteraon. Vice President Fit* Nation*] BankKtrtKtNCfci
I R. J. Water.. President Gtien. National Bank

WILLAMETTE VALLEY
The WILI.AMRTTE VALLEY is I 50 mile, lone and 60 mile* wide
There is no like area in America possessing so many ADVANTAGES.
Its SOIL is (he RICHEST and its variety of products the greatest
We challenge the world to compare with ihe WIU^MRTTE VALLEY in the QUALITY of its FRUITS.

NUTS. IJVESTCX K. (.RAIN. HAY. POULTRY BEES.VEGETABLES and TIMBER. All these products are
moat proline in the WIUJVMETTE VALLEY. All are PRIZE-WINNERS, wherever exhibited.

The best educational and transportation facilities, markets, climate, water and timber in the world. Plowing:.
sowing and grazing almost every month in the year.

o irrigation required, no potato bugs, no alkali, no atones, no moaquitoa, no poisonous reptile* nor insects.

_.3nes, no thunderstorm*, no heat prostrations, no heavy frosts.

Actually we are selling farm* in the Willamette Valley tor one half what similar land is selling for in any other
state or valley in the L'nmn. regardless of the advantages above enumerated.

\X rite for Booklet, which gives prices of land and full particular*

YEREX BROS. COMPANY, 302 Goodnough Bldg., Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention Tu« Pacific Won(Mr when dealing with advertisers. It will be sppreelated.
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HOTEL WAKEFIELD. RAYMOND. WASHINGTON

Raymond, Washing'ton
The Coming Manufacturing City

WHAT WE HAVE to show for praotically two ye* *b' steadyjgrowth: Seren bit Saw-Mill*,
capacity 80,000 to 130,000 feet each, daily; one smaller Saw-Mill, oapaoity 46,000 feet
dally; one large 8hip-Yard with three Steam Schooners under construction; four Shingle
Mills with total capacity of 700,000 shingles daily; nnmerons smaller Factories, Stores,
Mercantile Establishments, etc.; Pay Roll $75,000 monthly and growing rapidly.

WHAT WE WANT-More Manufactories, More Dwelling Houses.

WHAT WE OFFER-FREE FACTORY SITES surrounded by Washington's best timber
belt and with the best of deep water and railroad shipping facilities.

For farther information address

Secretary Raymond Commercial Club,
Raymond Land (XL Investment Company,

L. V. Raymond, Mayor of Raymond,
RAYMOND, Pacific County. WASHINGTON

80UTH WILLAPA RIVER AT RAYMOND
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GET A START AT

SUNNYSIDE
Location

What is Back
of Sunnyside?

Soil

Contour of

Country

Artesian
Water

Government
Land

Water Rights

We Want
Factories

Come to

Sunnyside and
the Land of

Opportunities

This new town, platted by the Sunnyside Improvement Company,
Ltd., is located on Main Line of Oregon Short Line Railroad; 30 miles
Southeast of Boise, Capital ofIdaho; 15 miles north of Snake River;
18 miles west of Mountain Home, County Seat of Elmore County,
and within 37 miles of Nampa Beet Sugar Factory.

NO BETTER LAND IN IDAHO ! Over 25,000
acres of irrigable land are now entered by per-
manent settlers.

By actual test of leading beet sugar factory, soil was pronounced best
in all Idaho for culture of Sugar Beets; you know this means any pro-
duct groivn in the temperate clime may be profitably raised on the Sun-

nyside Tract. The soil is a sandy, volcanic ash loam of great depth ;

positively no alkali or hardpan.

The_ entire tract is comparatively level with just enough grade
to insure proper drainage and discharge of ditches and lat-

erals.

Active drilling is being pushed by Townsite Company at Sunnyside
and an artesian flow is procurable at not more than 700 feet; well at
this writing is drilled to over 300 feet.

A limited area contiguous to Sunnyside is subject to entry under the
Desert Land Act and Homestead Land Law. We make no charge
for locating settlers.

A perpetual water right to perpetually and continuously irrigate the
lands under the irrigation laws of Idaho is sold by the Great West-
ern Beet Sugar Company, of Mountain Home, Idaho, at $25 per
acre; one-fourth cash, balance in three other annual installments at

6% on deferred payments—liberal discount for cash. Sunnyside res-
idence LOTS AND ACREAGES CARRY A PERPETUAL WATER RIGHT which
IS FURNISHED PURCHASERS OF PROPERTY GRATIS.

And will donate splendid sites on right-of-way or in good locations
on townsite to those establishing manufactories which will utilize

home-grown products, particularly wool, of which the output in El-
more County this season was over 2,000,000 pounds

—
clipped right

at our door.

Write the undersigneu for chances to invest in lots and acreages anu
how to obtain Government land and water rights. We want all kinds
of business established and there is an opening for every line.

G. B. THOMAS, President Sunnyside Townsite Co. , Ltd.

EXCLUSIVE SALES AGENT

SUNNYSIDE : IDAHO

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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7% Bonds
In Amounts of $100 Up
THE State Law guarantees

the safety of these bonds.

The security behind them
averages seven to twelve
times their face value.

By their purchase you can
put $100, or more, to earn-

ing seven per cent clear.

Interest is payable semi-

annually. We collect it for

you, keep the bonds in our

fireproof vaults, if you wish
both without charge.

Writ* for Booklet "B"
it stoma full information

BOXD NriBTIEIT

MerchantsTrust Co.
Paid Up Capital $500,000.00

Los Angeles, Cal.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Greatest Summer and 'Wiiiterresortin the world.

Inforr 5C postage.* Address IX-pt. C.

CHAMBER Of COMMERCE, LOS ANGELES, CAL.

OREGON
\
FARMS

Write for free illustrated

booklet giving full inform
ation and prices of Beaut i

uI Willamette Valley and Coast FARMS, hainm

YEREX BROS. CO.
909GOODH0UGHBLDG. PORTLAND, OREGON

Here's a Good Thing
A Gold Dollar's Worth for 25 Cents

FOR A UMITKI) TIMK \\V. OFFER A BLOCK
OF MSAS SIIAKI> Of *TOCK IN TUB

Margarita Gold Mining & Milling Co.

worth Jl.'O per share, at a special price of 28
cents per share. This Company is incorporated for

J7:,<>.>"0 and controls this famous mine situated near
Scotty'a Death Valley holdings. Assays run as

high as JT..UUU per ton. For full information address

II. L MILLER & CO.
414 W. 7th Street. LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

TO THE

Investing Public
The Northern Counties Realty Co.. Inc.,

of California, is a Corporation, owning and dealing
in Krai Utafca. ^ '«• own and finance large and very
valuable re»idential tracts situated in the choice*
and healthiest suburbs of San Francisco.
These tract* we subdivide and sell at a large pro-

fit for cash or on the monthly installment
plan,

reinvesting the money a* w« receive it. Many Urge
fortunes have been made by buying acreage in the
suburbs of large cities, ana selling it again in lota

for building purpose*. But these subdivisions are

generally made by large capitalists, and the small
investor has had no part in them.
We now offer them the opportunity to participate

in the enormous profits of this business, in the moat
progressive part of the country, fur all eyes are now
turned to California with its magnificent lands,

glorious climate, and unlimited opportunities for

every one, and San Francisco is the New York of
the West.
For building and improvement purposes on our

subdivisions we are now offering a limited number
of shares of the Capital Stock of this Corporation at

their par value of $10 a share.

Large Profits

These shares of Stock carry a guaranteed dividend
of 7% and an additional surplus dividend from the

net profits of the land sold, which is never less than
7 more, making a total of at least 14 per annum,
both dividends payable half yearly on January 1 5th

and July I 5th, each year. The Corporation guar-
antees to redeem these shares of Stock in cash at

their par value any time after one year from date of

iiiuc, or to allow their par value in the purchase of a
home or lots, at the option of the holder, if requested.

Our Plan
Our plan for earnings is safer and more profitable
than any Building and Loan Society proposition.
We have three principal sources of profit, whereas
they have only one.

I at. We bought our lands years ago at their

mortgage price, about one quarter of their present

acreage value, and this increase in value continually
grows with the population.
2nd. The profits obtained from subdivision into

residence lots.

3rd. In addition, we earn all that a Building and
Loan Society can earn, namely, the interest on
money owing on purchases made from us on the

installment plan, or, which is the same thing, on
money borrowed.

Security
Tha SECURITY is ABSOLUTE. We not only
hold mortgages on buildings and lots sold by us
until they arc fully paid for, but in addition we have
a surplus of half a million dollars in land we own
but have not yet sold, while our liabilities are

practically nil.

We ask and welcome the fullest investigation, and
shall be pleased to furnish a sworn statement of our
assets and liabilities, prepared by public licensed

accountants to prospective purchasers, as well as

full further particulars on request.

NORTHERN COUNTIES
REALTY COMPANY., inc.

OF CALIFORNIA

Capitalization $2,000,000

711 Sansome St. San Francisco, Cal.

Don't forrtt to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with adTertlsors. It will be sppre-lsted:
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FARM LANDS IN MEXICO
On the West Coast of Mexico, in the state of Sinaloa,

is an exceedingly fertile country that is just now being

opened up by the building of the Southern Pacific railroad.

The climate is good.

The average rainfall is thirty inches.

The market is excellent and the demand is increas-

ing faster than the supply. Corn is worth $1.00 per

bushel and the land produces large crops. Other pro-

ducts are proportionately profitable.

We have the benefit of years of experience in the

state and can sell the choicest lands in large or small

tracts at very low prices, either foi immediate farming

operations or for large or small investors. Titles perfect.

Write us fully your requirements and we will gladly
advise you.

A good farmer can make a fortune in a few years.

We have some lands for rent to the right people.

Ask us for our bank references.

TOWNSEND-DAYMAN INVESTMENT CO.
123 East First Street, Long Beach, California

499 Pacific Electric Bldg., Los Angeles

The Secret of Success

Prospects of Large Gains
and the

Certainty of Not Losing

$300
Payable $10 Down, $10 Month

Pays for 5 acres of fine

farm land, San Joaquin

Valley. Oil well drilled

thereon, free of cost to

you. You cannot lose,

you may make thousands.

Investigate

Home Acres Company
302 I. W. Heliman Building

411 So. Main St.

Los Angeles : California

See"Cliffs"
WA S H I N G T O N

A Brand New Modern
Town

Railroad Terminals with Shops, Roundhouse,Yards,

etc. Many men employed. Million bushels of

wheat and much stock and fruit tributary. Bank,

newspaper, flour mill, projected water power devel-

oped,and many business houses under way; demand

for cottages much greater than the supply. Side-

walks and water mains being laid. Expect to incor-

porate when four months old. A lovely home on

the bank of the Columbia river, with boats passing

back and forth.

Cliffs is only two months old, but can

already point to a payroll of

over$8,000.00 a month

Send for plats. Wheat, stock and irrigated fruit

farms tributary to Cliffs.

The J. J. Reid Co.
Cliffs, Washington

Temporary P. O. Address, Rufus, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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Your Chance
Our 5,000 acres of rich oil

land* are really worth more
than the investment. Other

big oil companies are now
buying up large tracts adjoin-

ing ours. Enormous demand
(or oil properties results in

high prices
—$1,500 an acre is

not uncommon even where
the presence of oil is not yet

absolutely certain.

V.

Stock Advances
In a very short time. This
allotment is limited — don't

delay. We are making ar-

rangements to sink three wells;

we expect to hear any day of

a rich strike from the well now
being sunk in the field and

already showing* high grade
oil. We feel the stock is

actually worth today double
the present price.

Be Wise— Buy Acme Oil at 20c a Share
At the right moment we secured 5,000 acres in the White Creek district, immediately adjoining
the great producing wells in the Coalinga held and where hundreds of rich seepages indicate a
vast body of high grade oil. Big oil companies are now entering the held. *J A road has been
built into the new. field and a pipe line already offered. We expect our stock to be worth par
within a year. <J We offer a small block of treasury stock (par value $1.00 a share) at 20c per
share—just enough to hasten the drilling of the three wells. Come in with business men and
share the profits. «J FILL OUT COUPON TODAY and send it in with your payment. No
subscription smaller than $50 accepted. *J If vou can't pay cash in full, send one-fifth cash,

balance in 4 equal monthly payments. Thus, 250 shares (par
value $250) can be bought for $50 cash, or $10 down and $10 a

month for 4 months; 500 shares for $100 cash or $20 down
and $20 a month for 4 months; etc.

Proip*cfui and full information tent on rrgueif

Acme Oil & Development Company
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

\

210 Security BuiMing
jr

lUi.k * TrualCV

Acme Oil * Development Co.
Ill) Strarltr BUt . U» IwH CmL

MhM: bcka<|laah4|...
lt.ll I

1 l«M t

nJu.ll
payment for. . .

par >havr*> at Sic par tWa.

Growing Gold at Riverside
Orange groves at "RIVERSIDE. THE
HOME OF THE ORANGE." yield a net

annual profit of 1 5
' '

. , to 25'',,.' Many choice

groves produce even greater returns. <J Ten
acres provide a liberal income. <J Orange

growing is the highest class of agriculture

and the most interesting. You don't have

to live in the country, you can live in

the city and be a prosperous orange grower.

Own a Riverside
Orange Grove

Riverside is the ideal home place of South-

ern California—best schools—live churches
— most attractive hotels— finest civic

improvements—NO SALOONS.
You would be delighted with our city, but

you do not have to live here in order to own
a grove. We can have your property cared

for under expert supervision. Q Write us today for descriptive literature, prices and terms.

We handle only gilt-edged properties. <J Our references — any bank in Riverside.

RIVERSIDE REALTY CO., 784 Main St, Riverside, California

Don't forget to mention The Pseine Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be sppreclsted.
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THE NEW INDUSTRIAL TOWN
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Location

Crestmore is located

4}4, miles northwest

of Riverside, near the

famous fruit-growing

towns of Blooming-

ton and Rialto

Industry
Crestmore is the home

of one of the largest

factories now almost

completed, with a

capital of. $2,500,000

c
R
E
S

CRESTMORE
M

Sunshine Every Day
in the Year

Crestmore has an ele-

vation of 1028 feet.

High above the damp-
ness and fogs, where

oranges, olives, lem-

ons, etc., grow in

abundance

o
R
E

Employment
Several hundred men
will be employed at

the big factory
—car-

penters, machinists,

mill- wr ights and
laborers,with amonth-

ly pay-roll of $60,000

WATER is King. Crestmore has an abundance of pureWATER

$300 Buys a beautiful residence lot 50x 1 50 in town ; or one acre of land, with

water, adjoining the town. You can secure this on easy payments

$10 CASH—BALANCE— $ IO PER MONTH
For full particulars, maps and booklets, write today

WINTON& McLEOD COMPANY
330 South Hill Street GENERAL AGENTS Los Angeles, Cal.

References: Merchants Trust Co., Los Angeles; Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles]

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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THESE SIX BOOKLETS ARE FREE
TO ANYONE INTERESTED IN

CALIFORNIA
They contain authentic

reports
of the actual farm and fruit products of Tulare County,

the heart of California, ana give general information about the market, social and
educational conditions. They are worth a lifetime of happiness and prosperity to you if

they help you to decide to come to California and till our wonderful soil and enjoy our world-
renowned climate.

Write for Them To-day. Find out the true condition in Tulare County and
the character of the Famous Paige-Mitchell Ranch lands. You can make more
money and have an easier time on a 20-acre Paige-Mitchell farm than on the average 160-acre
eastern farm.

You can grow the same crops you are accustomed to in other parts of the United States,
but some of our California crops will pay better. Start with a familiar crop, such as grain, vege-
tables, alfalfa, sugar beets, etc., which pays from $65 to $80 per acre; then work into grapes
and other fruits that pay from $100 to $ 150 per acre. A 3-year old raisin grape vineyard is

worth $350 to J300 per acre. You can raise enough vegetables between the vines to pay for the
land while the vines are growing and have the vineyard clear, worth (300 an acre, in three years.

The booklets tell about other profitable crops that may suit you better—write for them
and read the authentic reports. You can get ten to forty acres dose to the city of Tulare that
will grow any California crop profusely and increase in value rapidly.

Advantageous terms made for small, large or "all cash" payments. —"^

California Farmland Co.
OWNERS

74 Grosse Building, Los Angeles, California
Don't forget to mention Th* Paclflc Uocthlj when dealing with adrrrtlarr*. It will b* appncUUd.
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depository: national bank ofcoiMftiPI^.^
CODtS: BEDFORD.-rKNEIL tWESTERN UNION

; : ^V£ Vw^ftST 430 SOUTH BROADWAY
PHONE HOME F 87S, ^^ ^QE^g^M^CALIFORNIA

I5ear Mr. Conservative Investor:

We beg to offer you, subject to prior sale, any part of

$200,000.- PACIFIC REDUCTION COMPANY First Mortgage 6%
20-Year Gold Bonds, interest October annu-
ally, with a stock bonus of 100^, at 100
and interes*

These bonds have been generously subscribed for by local in-
vestors and we are desirous of placing a small block of them with
outside interests and invite your careful consideration of the is-

sue, full particulars of which will be sent on request. We also
wish to emphasize the importance of securing these bonds while you
can obtain the stock bonus.

The location of this industry in the logical transportation
centre of the great mining camps of Nevada and Calif orniajwith lew
freight rates; an abundance of custom ores; its own rich basic ores
from several mines owned by the Company; capable and conservative
management; and with every other natural advantage; the stock bonus
becomes a most attractive feature and should be an early dividend
payer.

The Merchants Trust Co., Trustee, is one of Los Angeles' sub-
stantial banks and the Trust Deed was drawn by one of our leading
corporation attorneys. The Treasurer of this Company is connected
with the Merchants Trust Co. and all funds will be disbursed by
this Bank until the plant is completed.

Every safeguard has been thrown around this bond issue and a
custom smelter located at this point is bound to become a profit-
able industry, thus combining in this issue safety and participa-
tion in" the earnings of the Company.

We invite your thorough investigation and refer you to the
National Bank of Commerce or the Merchants Trust Co., Los Angeles
and would respectfully request .thut your order be placed through
the last mentioned institution; or if desired, we will take pie
sure in shipping with araft attached.

Soliciting your early consideration of this offering, we are,

Yours very truly,

FOSTER BROTHERS,

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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LAND SOLD WITH WATER
The fertile fields of the great Chino Valley in Southern California
hold out wonderful inducements to home seekers.

The illustration at the top of this advertisement shows a section
of the new Million-gallon Reservoir (while under construction)
recently installed on the Chino Ranch.

This, in addition to the former water supply, and 100 artesian
wells in successful operation, is sufficient to irrigate practically the
entire subdivided portion of the Ranch—which enables the Com-
pany to offer land with water as low as $200 an acre, on
easy terms.

A ten-acre farm on the Chino Ranch is equal to 100 acres in

most sections of the country.
The principal crops grown are—Alfalfa, Sugar Beets, Potatoes,

Walnuts, Citrus and Deciduous Fruits.

Dairying and Poultry raising are also profitable industries

at Chino.
Write for map and booklet* about this

wonderful section

Chino Land & Water Company
Corner Sixth and Main Streets

Los Angeles, California

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when drallnf with adrtrtlaere. It Kill u- ap|.n .ui.-d.
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A Genuine Webster's Dictionary and

The Pacific Monthly
For $2.00

It Will Interest Every Member of the Family

Color Charts

and Maps
A general Map of the

United States ; a general
Map of the World ; Flags
of All Nations ; Flags and
Pennants of the International

Code; the Signal Service

Code; an Astronomical
Chart of the Planetary Sys-
tem. All in colors.

7&% to 40
( ,
more than in

any other dictionary of sim-

ilar scope outside of the

genuine Webster series.

Special Features

and New Words

Additional to its depart-
ment definitions is an ap-
pendix containing a pro-
nouncing vocabulary, ab-
breviations in writing and
printing, arbitary signs, etc.

Examples of new words:
Radium, Limousine, Ton-
neau. Chauffeur, Lingerie,

Coherer, Acetylene, Graft,
Etc.

Well made in every particu-

lar. Extra strong bindings,

re-inforced in the hinges.

Size 7%xS%xl% inches.

FULL MOROCCO LEATHER BINDING
FLEXIBLE COVER, PATENT THUMB INDEX

A dictionary of the English language, with copious etymologies, accurate

definitions, pronunciations, spelling and appendixes of general refer-

ence, derived from the Unabridged Dictionary of Noah Webster, D. D.
I.i.. I'., edited tinder the supervision of Noah Porter, D. !>., LL. 1).,

President of Yale College.

If you are not satisfied with the book we will refund your money.

The Pacific Monthly Publishing Co., Portland, Oregon
ORDER COUPON - -

The Pacific Monthly Pub., Co., Portland, Ore.
Enclosed please find $2.00 for 'which enter my subscription to The Pacific Monthly for one year, and send me, all

charges paid, copy of the Webster Condensed Dictionary, full morocco leather*binding in accordance with above offer.

Add 50c for postage to all Canadian points, and $1 .00 to Foreign Countries.

Name

V
Address.

Town State

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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BASK

Excursions 1907
The Palatial Alaska Fixeunion Steamship

"SPOKANE"
Carrying only first class round trip excursion passengers

Will Leave Seattle

June 16, July 1, 16, 31, August 15
For illustrated literature and full

particular* write

C. D. DUNANN
c*i£fiM%\'$j£V 1 General Passmngmr Agmnt San Francitco. California

Salt River Valley, Arizona

T
The Land of Sunshine, Health and Prosperity :: No Snow, Ice or Cyclone*

'HIS Valley offers the greatest induce-

ments to the capitalist, the homeseeker,
the laborer and the tourist. The mild

winter climate brings great relief to those who
are tired of cold winds, snow and ice. The
fertile lands of this famous valley will grow to

perfection wheat, barley, oats, alfalfa, canta-

loupes, watermelons, figs, grapes, strawberries,

oranges, grapefruit, olives, dates, sugar beets,

and all kinds of vegetables. The lands have

doubled in value during the past six months,

owing to the great progress being made by the

U.S.government in building the greatTontodam
and reservoir which will supply these lands.

For illustrateJ booklet tendfour cents

to any of the following :

COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATION
Phoenix, JlrUona

BOARD OF TRADE
Phoenix, Jtrizona

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Mesa, Jlrizona
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Trips to California
OVER

The Road of a Thousand Wonders
FROM

Portland, Oregon, to Los Angeles

through San Francisco

An artistic book, with 1 14 beautiful colored pictures, has been published by the Sout. em Pacific

Company, illustrating and describing the attractions of this wonderful road and the country

through which it passes. It can be obtained by sending 1 5 cents to Chas. S. Fee, Passenger

Traffic Manager, Room 997, Flood Building, San Francisco, California, or the undersigned.

Other publications, telling about the attractions of California, are named in the following list

California Map
Sacramento Valley

San Joaquin Valley
California's Coast Country

Hotel del Monte, Santa Cruz
Paso Robles Hot Springs

Santa Barbara
Los Angeles Southern California

Redlands

Riverside, San Diego
Big Trees of California

Yosemite Valley
King's River Canyon

Lake Tahoe
The New Nevada

Sent free to any address on receipt of a two-cent postage stamp for each publication. Write to

Wm. McMurray
General Passenger Agent Southern Pacific Co.—Lines in Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.'
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Los Angeles
Li

iu

'77s Truly

A Palatial Train

for Particular People
AND RUNS IN

Three Days,Los Angeles to Chicago
Leaves Los Angeles every day via Salt Lake

route, thence to Salt Lake City and over the

Union Pacific and Chicago & North Western.

There's nothing finer in railway service, and

your next trip East will surely be a delightful

one, if you go on the Los Angeles Limited.

Full particular* at all
ticket office* or from

FRED A.WANN.
Gen 'I Traffic Manager,

T. C. PECK.
Gen' I Pauenger Agent.

^Ingr'c

Doa't forget to mention Tb« PiclOc Monthly when d>»llo* with adTrrtlwrs. It will b* ipprerUtrO.
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THEWRTS COMPANION
For 1908

The Best Christmas Present
for $1.75

The Only Paper that Interests All the Family.

The fifty-two weekly issues for 1908 will give as much reading for $ 1.75 as twenty

400-Page books offiction, history, etc., ordinarily costing $1 .50 each.

250 Capital Stones; 300 Articles and Sketches;

2000 One-Minute Stories; 1000 Notes on

Nature and Science ; Weekly Medical

Article; Children's Page, etc.

Christmas Present Coupon.
Cut out at once and send this slip (or mention this publication) with

$1.75 for the 52 issues of 1908 and you will receive

C^T'PT* 1 All the issues of the paper for the remaining weelts of 1907,\^AA * 1 •
including the Beautiful Holiday Numbers.

fiTirnP 2 ^e Companion's 4-Leaf Hanging Calendar for 1908 in

V*XA A *»• full Color— exclusively for Companion subscribers.

Then The Companion for the fifty-two issues of 1908—.a library in itself.

J42 . _____

Send for Sample Copies of the Paper and Illustrated Announcement for 1908.

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION, BOSTON, MASS.

Don't forget to mention The Pacific Monthly when dealing with advertisers. It will be appreciated.
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PLAIN

|
N?I2$2.50'

13 3.50
• 14 4.00 FILIGREE

N0|2
•IS S.OON94I2$5.00

N
:?*^0

•16 6 00 •••*>* 7.00

415 8.50
416 950

• 417 1100
418 1200

17 7.00
18 8.00

clip-Cap, made of German
silver, adds to cost of
pen 25* ; sterling silver
50*; rolled gold $100

tSOLID GOLD $2.00.

PATCH
N8402J750I
••404 10.001

18 KT. 60L0T
12 350 \|f FILLED
14 4 00 » N9 0504
15 5.09 GOLD *I500>
16 600 MOUNTED
!h J?° N22Z *3-50

23 450
24 500
25 6.00
26 700

18 8.00

*,

Greatest Pleasure
is the giving of

The Perfwith

W@mi

the Clip-Cap

A gift more expressive of faithfulness and
good feeling cannot be conceived. It is always
at hand; the little Clip-Cap fastens it to the

vest or coat, so that it is ready when you want
it. Like the friend who gives it, a Waterman's
Ideal can always be depended on— at home
or abroad, in office, school, store or street, it

will serve you as long as there is a drop of ink
in the reservoir. It is a gift of beauty; Christ-

mas styles are silver and gold mounted and
the stores are full of them. It can be ex-

changed to suit the -pen habit of the user,
whether man, woman or child. Beware of

substitutes, buy only from responsible dealers.

.L.E.Waterman Co., 173 Broadway, n.y:

.8 SCHOOL ST., BOSTON. 209 STATE ST.,CHICAGO.
742 MARKET ST..SAN FRANCISCO.

J36 ST.JAMES ST..MONTREAL.

J2 GOLDEN LANE,

^LONDON.E.C.

JlWITH PENS
FOR GIFTS WE
SUPPLY HOLLY DESIGN BOX~
WITHOUT ADDITIONAL CHARGE.

:VjJ Lai"*.

OF THE
IIWI\/CD«ITV














